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CHAP. VIII.] 	OF THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND. 	 3 

should be direct upon the sentence of the were at, in pulting the laws in execu- 
sheriff-depute of Renfrew, as to the heritors tion against the delinquents, the coun- 1684' 
of that shire in the first place, to make pay- cil allowed them toretain the sum of two 'mo- 
ment of their fines in fifteen days, being the dred pounds sterling, which is to be distri- 
ordinary term of law; and that they or any buted among the late magistrates for their 
of them who shall make application, shall care in that matter; that the council may 
be heard before the council ; and that after ordain the superplus to be paid into the 
the discussing of that shire, such another cash-keeper." 	They do so and appoint it 
shire may be discussed as the council shall to remain in his hands, till it be considered 
think fit." what part belongs to the king, as having a 

The council approve, and order the per- right to heritors' fines, and what to the 
sons charged to be heard on their applica- town, as being the fines of burgesses and 
tion, by way of suspension. 	According to others not leritors. 	I meet with neflo,more 
this act, we shall, in the following section, 
find a good many of the heritprs of Ren- 
frew, Matthew Stuart, Falside, Balgray, 

about this act. 	If it was put in execution 
with relation to the other burghs and shires, 
where fines were uplifted, it would amount 

Brisbane, and others, have suspensions and to a prodigious sum; and we may see what 
reductions of their decreets granted them, large allowances were made to the magis- 
Sir John Maxwell of Nether Pollock, and trates, who were severe in execution of the 
others of the Presbyterian gentlemen of that laws about fines. 
shire, were in dependance before the justice- January 23d, the council send a letter to 
court, and at the end of the year came un- the king by the earl of Perth, seeking lib- 
der most unaccountable fines. 	Meanwhile, erty to dispense in some cases with the lines 
February 12th, Mr Ezekiel Montgomery, 
sheriff-depute, is ordered to be seized for 

imposed upon husbands, for the disorders 
of their wives. 	The case came natively 

many malversations in his office; some of in upon the forementioned act, and therefore 
them we have heard, and more will fall in. I annex it here. 

Whether the council went on to examine " May it please your Majesty, — Your 
the procedure about fines in other shires, I 
know not. 	All I meet with further in the 

majesty's parliament did wisely 	foresee, 
that withdrawing from the church would 

registers upon this head, is a petition from leave your *majesty's subjects to be de- 
Hugh Wallace his majesty's cash-keeper, luded with rebellious principles, and ne- 
April 17th, showing, "That the council, 
by their late act, were pleased to ordain 
letters of horning to be direct against all the 

cessarily occasion these field-conveuticles, 
which have proved to be actual rebellion, 
and are by your parliament, called the ren-1  

magistrates within this kingdom, who had dezvouses of rebellion, and therefore they 
not made report of their diligence, against ordained all persons who withdrew to be 
such as were guilty of ecclesiastical disor- fined. And such who are intrusted to put the 
ders, and to deliver in their decreetstond laws in execution, against that or other ec- 
sentences to the lord treasurer, treasurer- clesiastical disorders, having on all occasions 
depute, or your petitioner in their name, to represented 	to your privy council, that 
the effect diligence may be done against the women were the chief fomenters of these 
persons liable for such a part of those fines disorders, and that nothing could restrain 
as belong to his majesty. 	Conform there- them except making husbands liable for 
unto the magistrates of Edinburgh have their fines : they considering, that in all 
been charged to give in their decreets, 
which they having done, it appears the fines 

other cases of the like nature, husbands 
were liable by your acts of parliament' for 

received by them extend to £8349. I 2s. the fines of their wives; and that therefore, 
' Scots given in at the bar. 	The magistrates 

are ordained to pay the said sum to his 
by the analogy of law, and parity of reason, 
the best interpreters of all law, they ought 

majesty's cash-keeper. 	And ut f. peti- to be so in this case also, did, upon those 
Lion from the late magistrates, to . al)e some and many other considerations herewith 
allowance for the expenses and tronble they represented 	to 	your 	majesty, 	find the 

, , 

   
  



4 	 THE HISTORY OF THE SUFFERINGS 	[BOOK III. 

husbands accordingly to be, liable. therefore, in the construction of the corn- 
1684. But because in matters of govern- mon law, be liable in the payment of the 
went, and laws relating to it, your sacred ma- fines imposed by act of parliament, with- 
jesty, as the fountain of all justice as well as out expressing this particularly, 	though 
power, is the best interpreter, and your appro-, 
bation adds much vigour to the law, and en- 
courages such as are to put it in execution, 
we have sent the earl of Perth your justice- 

sometimes it be expressed. 
" 3. The parliament having consented, 

that the wives should be fined, they con-
sented consequentially that the husbands 

general to represent the whole case to should pay it; for it is a common rule in 
your majesty, who  will inform you fully . law, when any thing is granted, every 
of all the reasons and occasions of our thing is granted, without which that cannot 
procedure, and answer such questions as be made effectual. 
youiinajesty may desire to be satisfied in, 
as to this or any other matters relating to 

" 4. Laws are to be interpreted by analogy 
for that is the presumed will of the law- 

your government here, which could not be givers, which has been usually allowed in 
done by a letter. 	And we do, with sub- 
mission to your royal pleasure, desire an 

all other cases of this nature ; but so it is, 
that in all other cases husbands are made 

approbation of what we have done in this liable for •their wives' fines. 	Act 104. parl. 
particular, with power to dispense with the 7. Jam. VI. papists are ordained to pay the 
fines of loyal husbands, as are no ways to fines of their wives using popish supersti- 
be suspected of connivance with their tions; and by the 38th act. parl. 1. sess. 2. 
obstinate wives, but are content to deliver husbands are ordained to pay their wives' 
them. up to be punished. 	We are your fines for swearing and cursing. 	And many 
most, &c. 	 . other acts, such as those against conven- 

4+ J. Drummond, 	Elphinston, tides and others, husbands are also liable, 
Gee. Mackenzie, ' 	Kinnaird, and parents are also liable for their children, 
Jam Fowlis, 	J. Falconer,' 
And. Runway, 	Aberdeen Cancel. 
3. Lockhart, 	Alex. St Andrews, 

where there is no act for it. 
"5. Laws are to 	be 	interpreted by 

• J. Graham, 	Arthur Glasgow, 
Tweedaie, 	Queensberry, 
Balcarras, 	Hamilton, 

parity of reason ; but so it is, there is as 
great reason for their being liable for their 

Livingstone, 	Movsose, wives' fines in this as in any thing else." 
Jo. Edinburgh, 	Linlithgow." 

4'  6. Public interest, and the necessity of 
the government, is by all lawyers thought 

Follows the tenor of the reasons mentioned a good reason for extending laws by parity 
in the foregoing letter, which induced of reason; and without husbands being 
the council to be of opinion, that husbands liable, it is impossible to 	preserve 	the 
should be liable for their wives' fines in peace, or prevent rebellion. 
case of delinquences. 	, "It was urged by lawyers for the defen- 
"I. By act '7. part. 2. seas. 2. Char. II. ders, that it was hard that husbands in that 

the parliament appoints every person to be case should be liable for their wives. 	To 
fined who shall withdraw, which certainly which it is answered, that rebellion is a 
must include men and women; and there- harder case, and that has not been con- 
fore there being no other punishment im- sidered, in the like cases which were as 
posed but that of fining, that fining behoved' • hard, by the parliament. 
to be •effectual, else the law resolved in "2. That the former immediate law made 
nothing. But so it is, that except husbands be the husbands liable, and therefore must be 
liable for the fines, the fine was no punish- presumed to have omitted this designedly. 
meat, because women, who were the great To which it is answered, that having in 
transgressors in this point, have no estate •other acts expressed this, they needed not' 
out of which they can pay fines. here, or at least that this was but an ornis- 

" 2. The goods during the marriage sion,ivhiph in a thousand other cases *is 
being in communion, and the husband supplkdArom a parity of reason, and pub- 
Jawing the power over them, he should lic intertst, being universal laws. 

   
  



CHAP. VIM] , 	OF THE CHURCH 

"3. That this law may be made practica- 
ble by imprisonment of wives. 	To which 

OF SCOTLAND. 	 5 . 	, 
In the entry) of this year new 1684. commissions are granted to the fol- 

it is answered, that neither has the law ap- lowing persons. This method saved them 
pointed imprisonment, and if we must recur the charges and solemnity of a circuit, and 
to inferences and consequences, the one is did their business as effectually and more 
as reasonable as the other: but it is impos- arbitrarily. 	January 3d. commission 	is 
sible to make the act practicable by impri- granted as follows. 	" Charles R. To all our 
sonment, for offenders know we cannot loving subjects : forasmuch as we being in- 
imprison so many as may be guilty ; but formed, 	that divers desperate rebels do 
fines is a present punishment, and so terri- haunt and frequent about Glasgow, Dum- 
ble, the one makes the husband active to fries, and other places in the shire of Lan- 
persuade the wife, but the other does not ; ark, and other western shires, some whereof 
and if a fine once become a debt by a sen- are apprehended and imprisoned for bNng 
tenet., no woman can be imprisoned for debt in the late rebellion, who treasonably justi- 
during marriage. 	 • fy the same, or deny and disown our author- 

"4. This may be dangerous to loyal hus- ity and sovereignty: 	and we finding it „ 
bands. 	To whicji it is answered, that the necessary for our service, that justice be 
case by experience is known to occur sel- done upon. the place upon such desperate 
dom: for before this way of execution there and malicious rebels, which may be more 
were many offenders ; yet it is now known 
there are very few honest men in those 

expeditely done, and of greater example, 
we, with advice of our privy council, here- 

circumstances, and if they be, they are in 
the mercy of a king, who is compassionate 

by give and grant full power and authority, 
and express commission to the present pro- 

even to rebels, and his majesty may. empower vost of Glasgow, the bailie of the regality 
his council as to this." there, the sheriff-depute of Lanark, Sir 

The occasion of this letter was a petition James 	Turner 	and 	lieutenant-colonel 
from Sir William Scot of Harden, who, we 
heard, was most exorbitantly lined last year, 
and continued in prison for his lady's irre- 
gularities. 	It would seem, the bulk of the 

• 

their own. „Lord Aberdeen stood upon this, 
that the act did not mention the wives : it did 
indeed make the husbands liable to a fine, if their 

council were not for insisting on the fine wives went to conventicles ; for they bad it in 
as to him. 	This will come in , afterwards f
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on his sufferings, and yet the matter was shouldir  suffer for his wife's fault, but bad made 
put over upon the king, and this letter and no provision in the other case, as to their going 
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lords of the clergy, such counsellors as are berry was for every thing that would bring 
lawyers, and duke Hamilton were appoint- money into the treasury;  	 since,soi 	i nthose ptr 

ieiadieshadformayearvitdravnwi
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fined for their wives, but authorizes the this demand for the offences of so many years. 
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husbands, who do not connive at their ob- byterians could not be governed, but with the 
stinate wives' ways, and are willing to deliv- extremity of rigour; and that they were irre-

concileable enemies to the king and the duke, er them prisoners.„* . and that therefore they ought to be extirpated. 
The ministry in Scotland being thus divided, 
they referred the decision of the point to the 

* The following plain statements by bishop king : and lord Perth came up to have his re- 
Burnet confirm 	and illustrate 	the 	account solution upon it. 	The king determined against 
given of this matter by our historian. 	” The the ladies; which was thought very indecent: 
churches were now all 	well kept 	by the for in dubious cases the nobleness Of a prince's 
men: but their wives not being named in the temper should always turn him to the merciful 
act of parliament, none of them went to church. side. • This was the less expected from the king, 
The matter was laid before the council: slid a who had all his life time expressed as great a . 
debate arose upon it; whether, man and wife neglect of women's consciences, as esteem for 
making one person in law, husbands should not their persons."—Hist. of His Own Time, vol. ii. 
be fined for their wives' offences, as well as for. pp.,991, 995.12mo. edit. London NM—Ed. 
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6 	 THE HISTORY OF THE SUFFERINGS 	[BOOK 111. 

Windram, or any throe of them, as our Meanwhile I find those commissioners 
1684. judges in that part,forjudging the per- corresponding with the council, and re- 

sons  guilty of the said crimes, who are or shall ceiving directions from them. 	February 
- be apprehended, in the shires of Lanark or 28th ' The lords of his majesty's privy 

Dumbarton or jurisdictions within the same, 
they not being heritors. And to James Alex- 
ander sheriff-depute of Dumfries, the eldest 

council, having considered a letter from the 
commissioners of j usticiary at . Glasgow, 
containing some doubts and queries as to 

bailie for the time there, James Johnston of their procedure against the persons indicted 
Westeraw stewart-depute of Annandale, before •them, in the cases where pannels 
Thomas Lidderdale of Isle stewart-depute are silent, or make no direct answer; or 
of Kirkcudbright, David Graham brother such who, albeit guilty, yet offer to take the 
to Claverhouse, 	, 	Bruce of Ab- test. 	In those the lords allow them to de- 
boteaall, captain Strachan, William Graham lay procedure against them, and admiuis- 
cornet to 	Claverhouse, or any three of ter the test to such as desire it, and to ac- . 
them, for trying and judging such persons quaint the 	council with their particular 

, in Dumfries, Kirkcudbright, Wigton, and causes and repentance, that they may give 
Annandale. 	With power to meet when particular , directions 	therein. 	And 	the 
and where they please, to hold courts, 
create members, call before them the per- 
sons foresaid not being heritors, and put 

lords expect, where probation is clear as to 
any who were actually in the rebellion, 
and assert treasonable principles,' that they 

them to the trial of an assize, and pass sen- will proceed against such, and cause justice 
tence, and see justice done accordingly, 
conform to law, and this commission to 

be done according to their commission.' 
The same orders are repeated to the justices 

continue till recalled, recommending to the at Dumfries, with this alteration, that when 
advocate and the clerk of the justice-court, 
to send fit and qualified persons to serve as 

the pannels refuse to answer, and there is 
no,.probation, the justices send them into 

deputes for them, before our said justices, 
promitten. to hold firm and stable. 

Edinburgh. 	And upon another case, which 
offered as to persons without the bounds 

"D. Falconer, 	Montrose, specified in their commission, April 22d 
Jam. Fowlis, 	Linlithgow, the council declare, 4  That their commis- 
Suothesk, 	Aberdeen Cancel. 
Livingstone, 	Queensberry, sioners for judging rebels in the several 
Jo. Edinburgh, 	Athole." shires, ought 	to proceed 	against 	rebels 
Douglas, without the bounds of their commission, 

February 19th I find another commission wherever they formerly lived, or were ap- 
.granted in the 	very same 	terms, 	and prehended, as 	against those within the 
with the same powers, 	only Renfrew 
and Ayrshire are included, to the Lord 

same shire, they being brought to them, 
and to proceed in all respects, as if this had 

Ross, the provost of Glasgow, Sir Wil- been a clause of their commission.' 	This is 
Liam Fleming of Ferm, lieutenant-colonel all I meet with as to these justiciary coin- 
Windram, 	lieutenant-colonel Buchan, Sir missions. 	They are plain instances of the 
James Turner, 	 Somerwell of bloodiness of this time. 	There had been 
Spittle, and William Stirling bailie of the very lately circuits, the justice court was 
regality of Glasgow, or any five of them. sitting at 	Edinburgh, and this year we 

Several persons were condemned, by shall meet with new circuits : yet to awe 
virtue of this commission, at Glasgow, in the poor country, and to despatch the peo- 
March, and I scarce think they would 
spare all who came before them at Dum- 

ple they had apprehended in their searches, 
and were .daily catching, this power is 

fries, the commissioners being a set of the granted, and was exercised with much se- 
most, violent persecutors of that time, yet I verity. 	Perhaps it might be to prepare 
have no accounts of their procedure. 	The matters for this country justiciary, that the 
account of those executed at GlasgOw, I laird of' Meldrum, January 14th, gets corn- 

' shall delay till the third section, where the mission to make trial for rebels in Lanark- 
public executions will come in. 	' shire. ' The reason given is, the council 

   
  



• CHAP. VIII.] 	' OF THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND. 	 7 
was informed of some disorders and inso- who were actua* in the risings being 
lencies committed in Carstairs and Lesma- either cut off, or out of the country; 1684.  
hago, by stabbing some dragoons' horses, 
and taking away some goods and corns 
belonging to rebels. 

and we see how carefully the managers prose- 
cute both. 	This last, of reset and converse, 
was what the whole country were one way 

It seems, all their diligence for recover- or other engaged in, since, people concerned 
ing the fines got into the hands of under- in the risings were overlooked for two or 
magistrates, and the uplifting of what was 
not paid, had little effect through the coun- 

three years, and frequented fairs and markets, 
and all other public meetings, -undisturbed. 

try. 	And therefore a new commission to And now by this act, the leading probation 
colonel Thomas Buchan, is granted by the against, and trial of such persons, is corn- 
council, to uplift those fines in the shire of mitted to the officers of the army, with 
Ayr, much in the same terms of some power to search for, apprehend, amnia- 
granted last year. That same day, April last, 
the council make another act, which was 

prison persons guilty. 	Thus the execution 
of the laws and justice is committed to the 

the occasion of further sore oppression of army, the consequences of which need not 
the country. 	' The lords of council being be insisted upon. 	We shall have a view of 
informed, that since the justice court (the them in the general hints of persecution 
circuits I suppose are meant) divers of these this year, to be cast together in the last 
rebels denounced for not appearing before section. 	I only remark as to the persecu- 
the justices, have been harboured, reset, 
entertained by several disaffected persons 

tion for nonconformity, it turned more ex-
tensive, by the turning out of the indulged 

in the western shires, to the great en- ministers, which was almost completed 
couragenient of them to persist in those this year, and so.  the persecutors had new 
rebellious courses, give orders to the skier- matter to work on, in many parishes for- 
iffs and other deputes, and the ordinary merly not open to them. 
magistrates and officers of the army, to Another thing the council are taken up 
inform themselves of the persons guilty of with, is the banishment and transportation 
the reset of rebels, and to lead probation of a great many of the meaner sort, and 
for proving thereof before themselves, and some others to the plantations. 	Indeed, by 
where they find the same proven, to search the methods we have heard of, the prisons 
for and apprehend the persons guilty of the were overstocked, and there was not room 
reset of rebels, and imprison them till they for these they were daily apprehending : 
.be brought to justice; recommending to 
the commissioners of the justiciary in the 

therefore, in a letter to the king, April 11th, 
they humbly offer to his majesty's consi- 

several shires, to do justice upon some of deration, whether it be not fit to empower 
those, not being heritors, most guilty, and his council to send abroad such' of the 
the, heritors to be tried and judged by the rebels as appear penitent, though they take 
justice court; and recommend it to the 
lord treasurer and treasurer-depute, to corn- 

not the test, because the prisons are full, 
and ships are going to the plantations, and 

missionate some fit persons in the country, 
to sequestrate, 	secure, sell, and 	dispose 

they have reason to believe, that if this be 
granted, it will encourage other planters to 

upon the goods and moveables of these re- free the nation of such persons. 	To this 
setters, whether heritors or not, after they request comes an answer, dated April 24th, • 
shall be found guilty as aforesaid, and have ' Wherein the king declares it is his plea- 
subscribed lists of their names from those sure, that such of the rebels as are found 
who shall adduce probation against them, 
to be made forthcoming for his majesty's 

penitent, be sent to the plantations, though 
they have not taken the test, within the 

use. time prescribed by act of parliament. 	In 
It bath been frequently observed, that pursuance of this, May 5th they write to 

nonconformity, reset, and converse art at the commissioners, appointed anent disord- . 
this time the two great preteXts made use ers in several shires, for accounts of the 
of for persecution, the most part of 'such condition of the prisoners, men or women, 
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1684 and who theyare, who have harbour- 
. ed and reset, conversed, or corres- 

the rebels in the prisons of Glasgow, Dum-
fries, and other prisons in the west, where 

ponded with rebels, and require distinct ac- they have granted commissions for judging 
counts of them to be sent in to the clerks of 
council, with the names of witnesses, or their 

and trying of them, according to law; they, 
to the effect that such of them as appear 

own confessions. 	Great multitudes were at penitent," may taste and share of his ma- 
this time sent away to the plantations, by vir- 
tue of this power. 	I cannot so much as do 
justice to a great many of these good peo_ 

jesty's great clemency and mercy, do hereby, 
in pursuance of his majesty's said letter, 
fullycommissionate, empower, and authorize 

ple, by •recording their names : as far as the the persons formerly commissionate by 
council-records go, I have noticed them, 
but there were many sent away from Glas- 

thein,, at Glasgow or Dumfries, and their 
quorum, for putting the laws in execution 

goiv and other places of the country, that I against such rebels, to sentence and banish 
have no distinct account of. 	However, I such of them as appear penitent, to the plan- 
shall here set down what I meet with for tations in America, in the ship belonging 
some months, as to banishments in the re- 
gisters, and add some few hints from some 

to Walter Gibson merchant in Glasgow, 
bound thither, he still finding caution to 

other accounts•come to my hand, that the them for transporting the said persons to 
reader may have some view of this part of the plantations, and for returning a certi- 
the coimcits procedure. 	 ' ficate of their landing, under the hand of 

The council, May 17th banish to the the governor there, to be reported to the 
plantations, William Laing in Hawick, clerks of the council, before November 1st 
James White in Douglas, John Harper in 1685, and that under the penalty of 1000 
Fenwick, Gavin Muirheadin Cambusnethan, merks, for ilk one of the said rebels who 
John- Gardner in Monkland, David Jamison shall be sentenced and delivered to him, in 
a , sweet-singer, James Balfour .in Fife. me of faille, (sea-hazard and pirates being 
Their alleged crimes are rebellion and reset always excepted.) 	And este such of the 
of rebels. 	And, May 22d two Balfours, 
imprisoned as concerned in the killing the 

said rebels who do not appear penitent, the 
said lords do authorize the said commis- 

bishop of St Andrews, but had exculpate sioners to proceed according to their com- 
themselves of that, are ordered to be tran- mission, according to law ; with power to 
sported, and the persons to transport them, 
were to give 10,000 merits bonds for each 

the said commissioners, to sentence and 
banish in manner and upon the terms fore- 

of them, that they should safely carry them said, such persons rebels, not being heritors 
to the plantations. or ministers, as are or shall be hereafter' 

After the managers had agreed for the imprisoned, and do appear penitent, con- 
transportation of such as were banished, 
with Walter Gibson merchant in Glas- 

form to his majesty's said letter." 
It is a knack peculiar, I think, to this • 

goiv, May 27th the council make the period, to pretend kindness and grace in the 
following act granting, prisoners to him. greatest, severities inflicted by them : thus 
"Forasmuch as the ;ing's majesty, by his last year and this, the taking the test was 
letter April 24th last, signified that it is his pretended to be a favour, and yet the coun- 
royal pleasure, that such of the rebels as try was forced into it, and now banishment 
are now in prison, and appear penitent, 
though they have not taken the test within 

,to the plantations is another act of grace 
and favour to penitents, much the same 

the time prescribed by his majesty's pro- with the Coup de grace in France. 
clamation, he sent abroad to the plantations, 
and by the said letter authorized the said 

June 19th Sir William Paterson, who had 
been west at Glasgow upon the conventi- 

lops to do or cause the same to be done, at cies we shall presently hear of, reports to 
c•su rtimes and in such manner as to them the council, that two-and-twenty persons,' 

should seem most fit and proper. 	And prisoners in the tolbooth of Glasgow, are 
4 whereas the lords of his majesty's privy nont banished to the plantations, and ordered 

council are informed, there are divers of to be transported in Walter Gibson's ship, 
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And the same diet at Edinburgh, the lords king should carry on a course con- .,,,v. 
by sentence appoint James 111‘Gachin in trary to the word of God, may he be  '''"" '' 
Dairy, John 	Creichton in Kirkpatrick, opposed by arms ? he answered, he might, 
John Matthison in Closeburn, John 111‘Chis. when no other means could prevail. The bi- 
holm in Spittle, libelled for reset and con- 
verse with rebels, found guilty toy their 

shop, or professor of divinity, he does not,  
mind which, said, But I'll make it plain to you 

confession judicially adhered to, to be trans- from the word of God, that though the 
ported to the plantations. - And August king carry on a course contrary to scripture, 
15th about fifteen, more are ordered to the he ought not to be opposed. 	John inter- 
same place. 	 . rupting him, said, the world will never do, 

This is all I have observed in the coun- 
cil-books this summer. 	From other papers 

that, for it is a setting scripture against it.,  
self, and the like of it was never heard. 

upon this head, I find March 4th, James Then it was asked, if he would kill one)of 
Forrest younger, John Collin, James Gour- the king's guards if he found them in the 
lay, Dennis 	Gilcreof, 	Thomas Jackson, way. 	He answered, be was of no such 
George Jackson, were before the commit- murdering principles. 	They were very 
tee for public affairs, and, as they say in close upon him, as to his praying for the 
their joint testimony before me, the than- 
cellor after a long speech aggravating their 

king; and after many questions this way, 
they asked, Can you now pray for him ; he 

rebellious principles, reset, &c. declared to said, 1 can as he hath a soul, and hath not 
them, that they were banished to West sinned the unpardonable sin, but to pray 
Flanders, never to return on pain of death. for him as he is king, and for the pros- 
In their testimony they vindicate them- perity of his courses, I cannot do." 	He 
selves from the imputation of disloyalty and notices the bishop, with a great deal of 
rebellion, and leave their testimony for the pains and cunning, essayed to bring him to 
scriptures, confession, and covenants, against some acknowledgment that might have 
popery, prelacy, &c. 	And John Colin hath been matter of libel, but he endeavoured to 
a separate paper by himself, likewise before bear off. 	In his original letters, he excuses 
me, wherein he gives the reason why he their entering into terms with Walter 
could not say God save the king, and tells, 
he desired the committee to let him know 

Gibson for transportation, and expresses 
his doubts, how far they were obliged to 

the meaning of those words, which they propale their principles, when they could 
did, by telling him, it imported an owning not be proven against them, and whether 
his person and government, and the laws silence or shifting were not lawful with- 
and present actings, which, adds he, satis- out making compliances, and presses so- 
fied me much, and I think no serious briety, which he complains there is but 
Christian would approve those, little of, and peremptoriness against all sin. 

I have likewise some original letters of The original testimony of about two and. 
John Dick, dated April and June this year, twenty, who were banished to Carolina, at 
With his interrogatories without date; but Glasgow, probably by the court there, is 
I take them to have been in April, at Glas- before me. 	That day they received their 
gow. 	He was in June banished to Caro- indictment, as they say in their paper, for 
lira. 	Some 	of his interrogatories and not owning the king's supremacy (and . 
answers deserve a room. here, he being indeed it was that most of the country 
a very sensible knowing person. 	"Being people meant when they refused to own 
asked, if it 	was lawful to bear arms, 
answered, he thought it lawful for the 

his authority) their declining to call Both- 
well-bridge 	rebellion, 	and 	refusing 	to 

defence of religion, that is, when people renounce the covenants. 	The names of 
are oppressed for adhering to their prin- 
eiples, pressed to deny them, and killed 
for not denying them, and for personal 
defence against robbers 	and 	murderers. 

the persons signing this joint testimony are, 
"James 	M'Clintock, 	John 	Buchanan, 
'William Inglis, Gavin Black, Adam Allan, 
John 	Galt, 	Thomas 	Marshal, William 

Ile was further asked, but what if the Smith, 16bert Urie, Thomas Brice, John 
iv. 	 B 
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Syine, Hugh Syme, William Syme, ly withdrew from the iniquity of this time 
1681. John 	Alexander, John 	Marshal, And, if I mistake not, the excellent and 

Matthew Mechem John Paton, John Gibson, truly noble lord Cardross left his native 
John Young, Arthur Cunningham, George country at the same time. 
Smith, and John l)owart.• Two of them, Captain James Gibson commanded the 
John Buchanan and Arthur Cunningham, 
add to their names< a confession; that they 

vessel, and is represented to have been very 
rude to the poor prisoners, who were about 

had fainted in giving consent to their own thirty-two. 	And his seamen and under- 
banishment.. 	The matter stood thus, as officers, were yet harsher. 	Any small mo- 
fin. as / can gather it from the accounts ney their friends had scraped together.for 
before me. 	Most part of them had been them before they sailed, was taken from 
picked up at searches and otherwise, in them, and they could have no redress. They 
Glasgow, Eastwood, Eaglesham, and other were disturbed when at worship under deck, 

-planes round' about, and had continued in and threatened, and whenever they began 
prison some months. 	Walter Gibson and to sing psalms, the hatches were closed ap- 
his brother were sending off a ship to on them. They had their water given them 
Carolina, and had come to some of them, 
ashing • if they were willing to go with 

in very scanty measure : one man was d-
lowed only a mutchkin in twenty-four {tours. 

them to the plantations ; promising if so be And when there happened to be a mutchkin 
they would go with them, they would or less over, it was carefully distributed 
make interest and get their lives spared, 
and if not, they assured them they would 

among them all, or they would parcel it out 
by spoonfuls to such as were most necessi- 

be publicly executed. 	Some 	of 	them 
yielded ' to this, but afterwards when it 

toes. 	All this was really from ill nature, 
for there was no strait. 	When they came 

was represented by some as an owning of 
guilt, and having a share in their own 

ashore in Carolina, they had fourteen hogs- , 
heads of water to cast out, besides a good 

-banishment,-they acknowledge it as a step number of hogsheads of beer remaining. 
of fainting : So hardly put to it were these At the beginning of their voyage, every 

* honest good people upon all hands. 	John eight of them had a Scots pint of pottage 
Dick, in the forementioned letter, very allowed them, and a little beer: their other 
modestly vindicates this step, and observes food was salt beef, with a few pease, three or 
that their sentence had no relation to this four years old, sodden in salt water ; this 

' dealing with Gibson, neither was it at all they had literally by weight, two ounces 
judicially considered. 	Those persons, with and a half to every two of them, with a 
some others, after sentence, were given to biscuit which was old enough. 	Their bread 
the: Gibsons, and this 	 year were trans- 
ported to Carolina. 	I have letters written 

was indeed so ill, that they could not eat it, 
but bartered it with the seamen for the rain- 

by several of them, and their particular water they gathered. The sick were mis- 
testimonies, with some of their examine- erably treated, and had no other thing al- 
tions ; 	but they all running upon 	the lowed them but what the rest had. Some 
ordinary topics at this time, the king's of the prisoners who were sick, desired to 
suprernacy,.popery and prelacy, &c. 	I do be put ashore at Bermudas, offering all se- 
'not swell this work with them. curity to captain Gibson, if they recovered, 

I find them,lying in Greenock road, ready to come to Carolina. 	At first the captain 
to sail towards the beginning of July. There 
is before me a particular account of the 

promised, but; when he found so many sick, 
altered his mind. 	The very ship's crew 

hardships they met with in their passage, 
of which I shall insert an abstract, if once 

were like to mutiny for want of water, and 
John Alexander died of thirst, as was 

I had,noticed, that it was in this same ship, thought. 	When they landed in Carolina, 
I suppose, the Reverend Mr William Dun- all the prisoners almost were sick; they 
lop, formerly mentioned, whom I can never Nacre taken out, and put into houses under 
name without the greatest regard to his a guard : some cloth and other things given 
memory, transported himself, and VoInntari- by.their friends in Scotland, to be sold at 
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the best advantage, and distributed among 
them in Carolina, was otherwise disposed 

to the prisoneis, and means were 1684. essaying to procure their escape, 
of, and they had none of it. 	John Dick, 
formerly mentioned, having paid his freight 

though he had given bond to the court-
cil of Scotland for trio and thirty of them 

to thirty shillings, though he offered his at a thousand merks per piece. 	The gov- 
bond for it, and a comrade of his offered to ernor told him, that could not be, since, as 
serve in his room, till that remainder of his he was informed, she was taken after she 
freight was paid, yet the captain would in made her escape. 	To this he answered 
nowise yield to it, but forced him up the nothing, but that he had an order from 
country with him as his servant, where he 
died. 	His case differed from the rest of the 

lieutenant-colonel Windram to keep her, 
for she was such a rebel as ought not to be 

prisoners, because of the contract he had 
entered into with the captain, but no faith 

permitted to stay in the nation. 	The oov- P ernor desired him to produce this order, the 
was kept to him. 	Two of the prisoners, other answered he had it only by word of 
John Smith and John Paton, offering to mouth. 	Whereupon the court ordered her 
make their escape, were discovered, and liberation, and allowed her the 'following 
most barbarously used, being beaten eight 
times every day, and condemned to perpe- 

extract. 	At a council held at Charleston, 
October 17th, 1684% 	" Upon the reading of 

tual servitude. the petition of Elizabeth Linning, against 
My account of banishments this year, 

shall be ended with an instance of severity 
captain James Gibson, commander of the . 
Carolina merchant, in a full council, it was 

great enough. 	When these prisoners were ordered as follows. 	Whereas upon the 
lying ready to sail from Clyde, Elizabeth confession of Captain Gibson, that the 
Linning, yet alive, attesting this account, 
came down to visit the prisoners, some of 
them being her relations; when she came 

within 	written Elizabeth Linning, was, 
without the consent of the said Elizabeth, 
brought to this province by force, and by a 

aboard, captain Gibson ordered her to be pretended order from.  lieutenant-colonel 
kept and taken with them, though he had John Windram, but the said Gibson prodne- 
nothing to charge her with : she perceiving ing none, it is ordered that the said Eliza- 
this, took an opportunity, when those who belt he set at liberty as a free woman." 
were watching her were asleep, to get In short, most part of the prisoners died in 
ashore. 	She was soon missed, and the Carolina, and scarce half a dozen of them 
captain ordered most of the crew ashore in ever returned to their native land; and a 
search of her; they found her and brought 
her back, and carried her to Carolina with 

great many years after, their commander, 
with the ship he was in, perished in the 

them. 	After they arrived there, and the American seas, after a most unfortunate 
prisoners were set ashore, she fell indispos- voyage. 	Many others were banished this 
ed. 	One day she heard the captain say, 
when he did not know she was within 

and the following year, of whom I shall be 
scarce able to give any account : but I now 

hearing, "Since she is sickly, let her go a- return to the proceedings of council at Ed- 
shore, hut see that she come aboard every inburgh. 
night till we get her sold." 	Upon this she Toward the end of April, in the vacation 
took the first opportunity to get ashore, 
and went straight to the governor, and ac- 

of the session, a good many of the managers 
were in the country, and yet they were 

quainted him how she was forced to that not willing any sist should be in the per: e- 
place, and what she had heard. 	The eution, therefore the following order is 
governor was very 'civil, and caused cite the made, April 22d. 	" The counsellors who 
captain to the next court-day, where he ap- are in town, are appointed to meet in the 
pearing was interrogate, if he brought the intervals of council, and empowered to do 
girl from Scotland without sentence, or her every thing they shall find necessary for his 
own consent; the captain owned he 'sad, 
and trumped up a story, which she utterly 

majesty's service, the exigence of the gov-
ernmenb, and peace of the country, and re- 

refused, that she had come with letters calve accounts from magistrates of burghs 
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anffofficers of the twiny, and give or- in ,the ' note 	below."' 	Remarks 	need 
.1684. ders; with power to them to convene not 	be 	made 	on 	the 	proclamation, 
the council." That same day the council re, after the many such papers we have stet 

. commend it to general, Dalziel, "to ordain 
lieutenant-colonel 13uchan, with five com-
panies of foot, and the lord Ross' troop, to 
march to the shire of .Ayr, and that half of 

with. 	The rebellion is represented as the 

• Proclamation, with a list of Fugitives, May 51h, 
. 	 1664. 
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letters of horning shall be direct against them, 
under the signet of our privy council, to that ef-
fect, upon a charge of six days, under the pain of 

and citieiiis the winter, rebellion, &a. 	And to the effect our pleasure in 
Last . year 	we heard, that the print- the premises may be made known, our will is 

leg the fugitive rolls was delayed 	from e
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Incdo nwt 	the 
time 	to 	tune : 	,,now, 	May 	5th, 	the market-cross of Edinburgh, and remanent mar• 
council publish 	them, and 	a proclama- k
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tion before them; .4 have . annexed both that's, by open prociamation:Pmake publication of 
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eyed matter upon whith-they Were •,.eitett . .e 	• 	• i of :persons. wheitad:beenAlteve ptiad • 	• 	. 
' 	tO84: .tuba are •ftigitated., •liqt•it • was. hut very. few ifthe reader look' baelepu • What...bath' • •  ' 

' tir, them who • had'',.ibeen • in the rising, and been.aaidi he Avillsee, that, none lit alte• west. ' 
,they were' only guilty of. the  alleged•-yeset , or •south were free,,of -cowerse: with. sorts'. 

the premises, that all• persons concerned may William 'Clark * Larbert 
have notice thereof 	• 	 ' 	' William Yang knee of Seansores " 

Given under our oignot, at Edinburgh, the JohnItaricelder of -Banknock 
fifth day of' May, one-thousand six:hundred. .. 	Matthie-in Kfinatiropotk 	. 	• 	, 
eighty and four •yegrs, and •of fop e reign; . Mr  Thomas  Forrester snmortinn,sninisres  
the thirtieth and six& year. - ,• Doald'Comal in Suchlyan 	' 	' 	' 	' • - 	Per nasty*. Do ninortsm secreli•concilii., , James Urenf Shargaricin 	• 

W.Thr.. PATecsox Cl. • Seer. Colicilii. 
Oast 

 
an 	the Xing. 	• 

Mr Patrick Rollo in Shargerton, in. Kippea, perisk , 
Aeldrew,Bsichananin Shargarton;  	. 

• Jenks Forrester aoq al.-Salmi Forrester there 	.. 	'- 
Fe/louti the List °cat said fugitives; to• which'  he Mr John Bengal SOIL to Arthur -Bengal in Ardmidrvel 

Nodantation 'elates.' 	" Jelin ,Macium in .Ardniestvel . 
Fife. 	.. John afeikkhoso in,tlie parish t4etCof 

Jehn'tienrysou servant ia Kinkel' James Johnston in the saavarinti 
kr -Arthur Cowpar in,  Abereroailty  Robert Wilsonin Aroprior,Suris • 
Thomas Aliercroisiby seryitor to Alexsitider Young in- lona Mumma: in Artiprier , 	' 

Muirausbui Georgelluelumarla Koster-Carden ' 
Jenks Genie weaver in Falside Banns Miliaria Buchlyvie 
Magnus Gentile in Over-prates John Sisk in Kilielini.. 
John Duncan in Muireinnbusanilt John Key in Glens • 
Jaime Kintner, servant to Hailtston of Rathillet Thomas Vie in the parkkrof Biafron• 
James Stevenson in Coo/lathy James Paterson-weaver-la Balgtass 
Thomas Miller in Pitawsnle 	 1 William Bin* in Balinore in Bnldoraoek 
.Jolso Brown, servant to Henry Craichin Innerlieltking' Humphrey Steven:Wain Delglass Or •Killearit• 
Titbit* Dobertoon in Litiktoie 	 - • Winkini.entintsglialryounger in Piunick • . 
Walter White-in Orelgont 	. 	 • ,1, Vanua- BtassiaNew Kilpatrick . 	 . 

. . 	Fridein.Mnircamber* Samford - John Martin Throsk 	. 	. 	. 	. 
Mr William Reid, a Setif preacher. 'Janes Brown son•to•Joines Scowls ,pignuikeethere , 
John Scot in Fatield, dr-Lathe-la Henry Greenlaw inasowie Bannockburn -. 	. 
Donald Clerk in Inverkeithing• William Tiwasson schoolinaster at Grange 
Robert ilogie in Nowbigging . Mr Thigh White, brother to Akkander White of Hill! 
William-Roberts:us in Kinneuchar 	. Patrick Walker in Brun:aria 	. 	' . 	, . 	. 	.-,,.. 
:TkomarBell in Ballston, team.  in Largo 	• :I ,  Alexander Arthur son to•George Arthur in Rashieltpi . 

Fiegitives for reset in Fifethiat George Russel in Bakes*. 	. 	 • 
-John flederwick teased to Biros 	 • ..' Thomas Walker there 	• 	- 	. 	• 	• 
Margaret Norio, motherto.JohirDunausin Mukcantbna 411'1" Falconer serviftr'1•41.4"I'R'sse1' ht l'iR4i5  ' 
Alexander Young in Muircaisibus• William and loin Flemings in lltooraide,,or Atorvinside 

' MargaretDenaki in Pitdennie 	' laucklan ki.asichlanisi Preilinteas  
John Elder shoemaker in Atistrutker Easter John Leckie servant -tellolin Millerin itneklair . 

' Thonias Bruce aviator in Matti:ghee Wester Jenks Beekman servant to Barthoto*aw Park-there .  
James Finlay hs Bakhristie 	• „John Graketn-in Millguy 

KinrosA 	 • Brice Blade of Finnick 	 - 
Alexander One in Gallo& 	' John Galbraith-in Stonehouseila Lark." parish 

'Seim Fluelarin Meikle Tiliry Wiliam Thomson there . 
John-Smith in TIBierliellY ," Michael Colvii there 
Walter White in Tilley -John Risk In-Galbraith,  ' 	 . 
George Simian there -John dolmas* in+aoctirabrao 	- 

, Bobeit Itirk Artie mills of 'Forth 
Perth; 

John Patenon Jo Elphingsten  
John Roitald•ii tenant's akin in •Toinds 

William Anderson in Abernethie Hugh Montgomery-in 344,ciiig • 	• 
George Combo in Forteviot • John Paterson in Golikn:hosn 

. . 	Stirling, Robert Forrester in,Shargarten 
John Clarkson son to Andrea, Clarkson, portioner of William Carrick Seel to Patrick•Carrick in:Arida-re' 

Betokens° 	 . 	. Robert lire in Wester Ansgiven 	• 
Robert kaiak in Falkirk David Forrester soinetiewor Calmer*, palming %rut 
Robert Cideslyin Shintaieno-noel' Citlisaire," Pot wok., whom now ileritne of 	lied 
William Suilserland shoestalierfn Falkirk • writorin Edinburgh' 
JOhn Wases tailor thaw Reeetters, in theacrid shire. 
Edward Marshall of Kee-tabor John Stark younger of Binikinek 	' 	. 

- George lietbrie'llar of Mone.rig 	. John Monteith portionee Of Seenterea 
John Arid portioner of Ballottchet ' Dumas/Ion 	• 

James Brownlie fetter in Newton of Canattenonld John Steal
e
r 	sith-in lloglid 

Peter cipalliin Walkmill of Woodside 	9,  . John Mastic of Itegeliangh . 
Robert Allan ion to Robert Albin of Waterier& 
John Betide:kin Cumbeinauld 	'' ' '' 	' 

Thoonas•ehiesly in Bageknows Alexander Arthur there 	' . "" • „ 	 , . , 	. 
, Joints Nair son to Thentaii Muir in iforrinside i ' James, John, and George, !tassels .sons•  to ,1:01i1/ ititE*1. 

Akratier Robertson in Torwood.head 	' • hi Garbethills 	. 
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168C *ho were '4,,  Bothwell, since good 
numbers of theiw were never staged 

deSign of printing the roll, is alleged to be 
to prevent harbouring them, and to stir up 

for tome- years, and,  openly frequented all every body to persecute ,them. 	It allows 
ordinary• place,* of public 'meeting. 	The such ,as are wrong insert to the first of 

. . 
Donald Bryto in Newton Mr James Smith in Carsedyke 
John Young weaverin. Kild'ruin - 	Kelso in Greenock town 
George Module son to Jzitnes Moebrie, tvadsitter -of James Love in Burble( 

' 	Easter Barba- ' ' JaMos Caldwell in Risk 
Thomas &teethe in Tarfirtm 	'  George Stevenson in Auchinbathie 
Junes Ker smith in Jfirkintilkieh James Wallace there 
John Pry.* there 	• John Fowlis in Newton of Meares 
James Wilson in Kilinaainny -George Pollock in Pollock town • 
John Graham in the town of Flueliaaron in Kilpatrick John Syme  in SlInvonk 

Parish 	 , 
Andrew Campbell-mason in Dumbarton . 

James Rankin brother to John Rankin in Tofts of 
Foglesham 	 • 

Joh*Stark yonacerof Kilerniont•inKilpatrick•parish Lanark. 
Roberilalleek in Temple is Rana* New Monkland parish. 
John Mitchel-In Hole John Thomson feuar in Gartqueen 
William Mackay in Newtown( Cumber's:Mid • John Russell portionor of Eastfield, forfeited 
John Leckie is Buckheir in Foster Kilpatridc William Craigio in Airdrie mill 

'Renfrew. John Thomson ton to James Thomson in Airdrio muir 
John Maxwell son ho John Maiewollof Bogton John Keddar in Airdrie town, now entity in Itashbuah 
:husks Maxwell of Willlainswonit Gavin Black in Craigneuk, in Monkland'a lea 
John. Wallace in fonisside John Thomson in Shiels of Auchingray 
'Robert IiIttiven in Cathcart John Gardiner in Gartley, son to John Gardiner there 
John Anderson Cormet, to lobo  Thomson, tenant  to Samuel Yuill in Laand 

Dovehill John Martin in Drumbowin . 
William Urio4n Bridge.ead 	. John Martin his son 	 . 
John Dunlop servant to John Mitchell In Longside Patrick mill in Brackenhirst, arm to Alexander mull 
John Mader sorritor to John Thomson In Path.head there 
Thomism Foeltweaver4wLongtide Thomas Gentles in Habiesdub 
• jainer,Greig son tetJasises Greig laCastionsearns William Kor In Rocheoles, now weaver in Airdrie 
-Alexander Syns eitrAlasibridge. William Waddol in Riding 
•Williain Jackson in Ardobli Alexander Martin in Ovorshank' 
----Stevenson shoemaker 	east end of Poogton Russel }Munger In Meadowliend 
John Jackson in Pollockshaws William Douro wander in Blackbog 
James Shepherd in' Longside 	• Bothwell parish. 
Robert .JIKkson in Eastwood, in Pollock Maxwell's land Robert Corse wadtettor in Uddingston 
RobertFroilock sorpitor to JAN Allisowin Pleader 
Willimm Wilson imtla parish of Warns 

John Muirhead in Poiret In Lauchow's land 
James Hamilton of Parkhead, forfeited 
Mr Thomas Hamilton of Reath, forfeited 

Jc4nt WEwen  in  Emtivnelin' In  ren°Ck  M"well's had  'Robert Taylor in Dandle • John Lawrie son to Lim Lawrie In Auldoraton 
Arthur Cunningham there Arthur Cleland in Westfield, in Lauchop's laud 
John Stuart In Kennished irEastwood pariah John Buchanan In Sydrig 
John Gilinouvin Hearne parish Matthew Johnston in Carnbrewhill 
James Murdoch in Kirkton William Nitninock son to James Nimniock, gardener in 
3olurYoung there 

to46eorge maw, °Meer% Duchil ,---Holni son 

Oitiston 
John Lawrie in 
William Coracle i

Leidingst
n  Old.miinill 

John Lainfrist Braeside 	' Old hionkland. John Andrew, son to John Andrew in Torlin, in Kil. John.Scett son to John Scott, portioner of Konninir 
barelista.parish John Morton in Nook of Falcon 

Humphrey Atkin in Baranahloth Robert Wark eon to John Wark of Manila 
Atkin in the hill of Barscob in Erskine parish James Johnston in Calder parish 

Robert Fulton in-Barrantree Adam Cullan in Garturk 
'James Young ioCarovoll in Menton parish John Paton near to Roadfoot 	• 	' 
John Govan in Caltiviall Christian Johnston, for resetting Matthew Johnston in 
Jame( Sproul in Uplaw 	 ' Cairnbrewhill 
James ('̀fen Fiorito( in Renfrew  Gavin Witherspoon of Heathryknow, now forfeited 
John Houston there John Corse in Stanio.rig 
Thomas Marie servitor to William Robertson in Walk. William Nicol in Mill-folds 

inshaw 	 - 	 . James Baird Of Dungeon.hill, forfeited 
John Folquinsun in Rarskoven Thomas Matthio in Barrachrie 
Cristopher•Striing mierebsuit Ter Paisley Alexander Crawford in Garturk 

' John Wood in kiliellart parish. in Pollock town Thomas Donald brother to John Donald smith.  in Car. 
:Hugh Love in Middleton iti:Loehminnoelt parish _ mile 	' 

stain-his master for resetting him William Kirkwood in Crachead of FRU.= 
James Nivenin the Risk John Stirling in Langline 
Robert Orr in Newdykes t• 	 Shots. 
Min:on-Scott in Greenock John Steel servitor to Andrew Clark in WeaterniolTat 
James Mowat there John Gilkorson in Bothwelishields 
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• 
Autust,* to get their relaxiitionttratiar 'by tost!to:that.ilayofii.understamtoe, 
'redaction 'of.  evidence:s of their'..having .kt-. 1proclamation. , I make. 'no remarks.;

. 	
' 

ken therbond"oi4  test ;. and ithere seems • to on the irons ; there are: many • mistakes,-in. 
be i'lirorogation of the linte.for taking the 

,..,..._.. 	.. 
that% dna they contain alist,:of ,vely..good ,  

- 	 • 	• 	- 	' 	- 	' 	' 	• - 	- 	. - 	- 	- 
'Omni Bryce in Anchintle . Lemnsbege. John ]tinsel in Langliyres Thomas Steele( A itelnindian. James Lennox is Hiller Audition lanes Weirloinitor of Johno.101 John Forrest in aluitinealing .David Steel in Cumliterliead Davii,Newlanits there • 	' 	" 
Jahn login in HuntershiN, now in Daregivir si Land . 	. 	.. 	. ., 

• John ?teak iti Waterbeaff , 
4. 	mad bi e 	Burbles •• 	i 6 

John Bromidic in Windy.eilgo, 
James Miller in Botinvell.ialels 	, • 'Hobert Fleming in Westor7RnmInnnig , 

Joan Swan in Breenipark '-. 	' 
Sohn Brawn in Moffathills, now in MeitilosOieitd ' \initials Stedl in Skellihilt 	' 

' Jame Jamieson, in Bittern 0 Shins 	' " 	' 
Gavin Muirh eaff in Shama 	 • 

Thomas Whitein Stockbridges,  James White his brother 
Janes Muirhead in Castlehill . Jam Cirseallai4n Ancidnchan 
James Inglis servant to Dariegisivlands in MeiMehare. 

show 
G„ift .Hangie,„ in Meadow 	, 
Gavin -Weir in Waterside 

David Nees hinib air iresetting the said'jhusea Andrew 1.eiper. 	.. 
Willis* Allan unto lInistos Allan' Pertkister• of- Far:. 

reisabllry • 	 - 	
, 	... 

. 	. 
John White in Nook 
Thomas Weir brother to James:Weir in Jolins.hilt 

John ,iValsonin Muirhbuse Of Mnrdistoll James Lawson in Anitinoiroch ' 	... 	' 	'' 	' 
Alexander Yuill in Brackenherat John Teller weaver in' Lesnialiain 
William Caiderhead iw Windyndge, for resetting iiis Thema, yunin  Neophigging. i .  

Solt 	" 	 . . DaViitclekind Matti Andre*.  'Clikindin'Hinrnintitis. ' . 
James Whitolaw in , , George Yosingin Auclutotrorli-  ' 	'' 	' " 	' ' 	' 
James Cattier in Dora 	. 	 ' ' amigo Waidolin .Lid-mill  
John Paterson in liothwel14141114 	•'' 
John Wadilehin Bedshaur 

Thomas Bro.kyll sent to Viniiions Metin in lision:finif, . 	, 	.••• 	, 	, 	• 	, 	• 	.. of Aniline/Ma 	" 	• 
George Leslie in Dionysian, now in lledlornie' Thomas 'Weir•hi Atiolilbeliaff 	 ' 
Andrew Stone son to Thomas Stiwie in Peporthill James Forrest son. tolohntForrMf in Threpirend 
Gavin Paterson fauns. in Bothweashleis ,' 	' 1 Adadi Muir in CnisfferiT ' 	' 	' ' ' 	— 	' 
Alexander Gray son to Alexander Giiy hi Timiffunise. ..: Thomas Muir servitor ter A rehihnlff Forrest !tribe ,Bins 

bog 'thereof 	 . . 
Robert Russel' portinner of .Windy -00 	 ••, : John Muir servitor to John-Forrest in. Thropivind. ' 
Robert Alanwel.suri to Richard Mainvel otP.toitorical. Adam Weir ittGrossford. • 	 . 

derhead 4ohn Templeton. hi Threpwood • 
Crawford. . lotatialeland. in Crossforikboab • 	' .• 

Alexander Moffat inereliant in CrawfOrd' . John•Stobs-setvitor to•Janct Weir. in.flohnbend 
Gilbert Watson Mnietinselis Ormingil ' Matthew Hamilton•servitorto•Graignethaw.•• 
Alexander Tletintion servitor Gitlin lady Gilkerselelign John Harviein. Heim.of:Carse, -beneath,  Riviitutd. 
Abu Willinnison in Leadbill Robert Hamilton itiThreptrood 
James Muir thIpte 	. 	 ' George Jackson in Ikackenrig 
air John Measles in Wintereleugh Jninea Williamson in linon„• 
Gavin Wallace in Leacildlt ' 	. John Stuart in Unites-hank 
Edward Atkin yOunger in Ahlegton,in Crawford.johu Hobert stotio.in Drain 

parish Coulter. 
James Tod merchant shaman, nitro in Itanark Robert Atkin merehantin Biggar 
Zinnia Atkin in Netherton 44 Crawford:John Alexander:Win wearer there 
iiiffIlina DP.Caittinesstn.,Gitkerseimigh Thomas Weir in Lematington  
JohnTlioinson Iii Mininistle Robert Brown santhin IllItheadm,f Covington '" 
John Weir younger is Straingeletigh Archibald Falconer•in Mandan-fiat , 

Douglas.  James Thoinion.in Murrays of Than!terton 
John Haddow *Ater in Douglas Williain Scot sometime istretOnain 
James Wilson•in Towithead of Douglas David Johnston in Closiburn,  
Adam Thomson in Madingil ' Th014113 Simpson in Ititt.bill 
Matthew Plemiiiig is Eisingisis ' 'ilt 	filontquaatt, 
James White in Scrogtotildient John Lidiel•in Bight,*  
Archlinii .  Wilson in Townliend.ofttonglas Andrew Gitry iittown of Walden 
William Cleland son to Thomas Cleland in Douglas Joita Meek in Angelwond 
Thomas Cleland far reset of his son Jelin Newbigging in Contain Town 
William Rabortann in dotes • 	 , Thomas Stark there 	 „ . 	- 
John 'White in Scrogtowsilwad. 	' William Pillans in Ryflat in, Carstairs.parish 
Willian Chapman merchant itiSandielands Robert Moir.* Notherton of illsen.flat , 	' • 
Christopher Unipbray merchant • 	' 'Thomas Joins* in pinions. 	, 
James While son to. Andrew White in Diana” Hugh Senierwell in Qmiodquhau,  

- James dilkernitt weaver in Rinliehonse John Walker there 	• 
John Aldan in Blacktvood.mill 	.. 	si Vahan Dakota% of West-sitiels 
Joseph 'Thomson in Douglas Lanark.  
Mani Hodgean there Robert and Mtn Alston. 	to ThOntas 4litonta 

. ' 	Lanark 
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I 	.. 	 . cfor 1g,,,,. people'. persecuted. 	conscience' ers.  in the tolhooth, who have been long there 

'''''' sake. 	. 	 • without any probation: Upon their report 
.. : 

 
Malt lith,.`thecouncii.havingappointed a 1  the council order eight or ten to be liber- 

committee to consider tinecase of the prison- I ate, on promise to keep their parish-church; 
,, - 	,•,... . 	" 

Androvrtockloctin Nemphlar Josses Wilson in Hill of Drips 
liebort Ups soar to James Logaw Stater in Lanark 	. Andrew Struthers son to James Struthers in Minis 
William,Seot *onto Wilikim Scotia Byrehead, now in John Fleming in Alcinous° . 

Hohnhead William Fleming in Bunkhouse 
flichard Madill brother to Joke Martin in Nether-shier John Hamilton in Milton of Kilbride, called meible 
James Chalmers in Lanark John 
Archibald Simpson there William Ammar in Allarton 

, Janus Lockhart haNetaplikat James Strang in Lickprovik 
Gideon Weir gammeithin Lanark 	 • Robert Granger in Nether mains .  
lIr moans Itillanothere; harfeited John Howie in Woodnouk, or Woodside 
Joanna lark weaver there 	 • Gavin Clark in Kittochside 
John Sons* mason there' Andrew Young in Kirkton of Kilbride, or Custletown 
Thomas Inglis dimemaker there James Aloxnndjr sometime in Kirkton of Kilbride, now 
John timphray merchant iu Greenlaw 
Thomas lleuselwoed there JohdlIawdie younger in Newltuuls 
,john floWison then° David Threplaund in Poll, now in Filshlimill 
lsnow HOlvition weaver-  thole John Struthers in Millhouse 

, John Morison shoemaker there Alexander Dalgleish in Lickprovik 
Wight*. Fergasson koritor in Lanark John Lindsay son to Archibald Lindsay in Clochairn 
Michael Lamb in Lanark Archibald Lindsay there, for resetting him 
Rotund trace in Nemphiar John Bryce son to Andrew Bryce 

earlake, Robert Work or Warnock in Thornton 
-John Gilkerson smith in Over-Kirktett John Reid in Stainyside 

William Cad jow portioner of Wester-Cadjow . John Craig son to Thomas Craig in Thorn • 
-Wiiliank Panne collier to Sir Daniel Carmichael Mango Cothran in Kittorkside of Kilbrido 
John Cleland hortioner of Yuilshiels John Strang in Coralkill 
Janina Grayhmu to Archibald Gray James Strang his brother 
.atlexander Itankiltonin izusgrig William Park in Rookead, not being William Park of 
JolusHakailtowtbere 	. Larefad, who is assoilied by an assize 

'John Weir tailor•itk Cammack 	 . Thomsen., sons to GabrielThennou in Hareadre 
John Fleming son to Robert Fleming in Fletchergato Andrew Young in Kithaelaside  
Richard Meiklein•Tweedyside John Gnawer in Flatikfield 	' 
John Walker in Stonehonse,. 	. 	 - William Thomson in Cleirand 
JanneafkimIliwinalilten,  of Dahabot, and parish. thereof Garin' Pilsbn in Bushio 
JuniesaCanapbelbin Dalai*: 	, . John Watt in Flatildield 
Gavin JaelOonto Andrew 'Makin Arbles of Dalai* John 'Marshal in Cicadae: 
Gavin Hamilton in Baron's Mains.* Bailie, Andrew Leper there 

Caminesnalban. John Fleming cordiner 
Robert Steel- portioner of Stain. 	. 	.. James Alexander son to Robert Alexander in Greenbilis 
Jelin Stuart isreoulahraple, now iwearnbarns &tines Craig in Allarton 
Nathaszwi Brownliff livingin ',Overton* Gambusne- Retort Reid In  Jackton 

Maas 	 . 	.. 	 . John Arbuckle in Wigton 
Andrew Oleland in Finverton . 	 I Andrew Thomson in 
William Bundle in Overton of Cambannothan Pollock son to David Poiloek in Murray-hill 
John Forrest there John Wilson in Highilet 

' Gavin Brown there 	• 	. , John Hamilton in Rogorton 
James Brownlioservibor to•the goedwife of Garinhaugh - 	Craig son to James Craig in Mains 
Waiter litcairn irowager in Overtda John Miller in Long-Calderwood 
James Watt there 	• .  James Park in Brisbea 
Gavin Paterson in Overton John Lindsay in Kirkton 
jaws Alexander gardener to the laird of Cultncss Jaktnes Granger in Flaikfield 
William Paterson in Murrays 	 4r. 	• William Hamilton in Broomfield 
John Baird in •Kirklaill William Paterson in Hamtlirig 
William Brown in Towartbush, for reset' Baird son to William Baird in Corso 
Thomas-Steel in"CnItatess James Barrie brother to John Barrio younger in New- 

Kilbride. 	• 	• lands 	 , 
James Aikenlanaddn Kittochskle Thomas Davidson in Sheets of Kilbride 
Jolla Reiet;Drips 	' 	 . Hamilton. 

-Robert 1.-Mvsoai sowto John,  Lawsondn ,Ctoehnirn 	• James Paterson mailman  tu Hamilton 
•Geormairackaank servitor to James Yoking in Kittocksido Thomas Brown younger shoemaker there 	' 
Joanes•ransgAn Kittockside,lioe resetting him John Bell son to William Bell weaver there 
JaineaMokidnal sant° Hugh Menialan in Filshil-mill John Atkin shoemaker there 
John Watt' tailor in Kilbride • John Raterson weaver there 
Willilim &Milk in Ardochrig David Crawford tobacco-cutter 
Jilin Jackson in Airdston, tenant to William Lake James 'racket in Brimieton 
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. 	 , 	 , 	.. 	• 
Weir ,were ' puOr gutititry 'peopld, wholaid ruttiit-eigolge jittighl.4on•Uf Iiiirtitityii;. 
'nothing to maintain themselves,• and had and. George Jackson; to the justices, 	'. 

'been' imprisoned for reiietand .noticompear,  
anie; and nronld:ivot,take the testa "But 

and ' acintinne their . proceedings *against 
David31.i.Livie tailor; ':John Hodge mitird- 

. 	 _ 	. ..... - 	. 	. 	_. 	__... 	, 	.. 	.,. 	. 
. 	- 	 . . . 

Robert Semple, in Rithill, .. Robert Graham etwOltiltt - . 	.. Gavin Burn *dweller in Hamilton 	f  Robert Smith.cordiner 	. 	. , 
— 	 ' Carre*attyOfc 	. .. James Scat weaver in Gorr, 

 

Archibald Reid in Castieton. 	.   
• Thomson in Gallowhill 	 .. 

John )'lmilsen in Rothsay, in the Barri, i  . . Thomas Bogle merchant in Glasgow 	• 	i 
hiatthem•Ptcrk in htuirslote  James Culquhonoscorporal 	• . 	. 	• 
George Park itig brother 	 .., Robert Bet' in Bore 

William &Okla son to 	Smith 'meter:bailie in 
Glasgow , 	• . . 

Wilikun Smith son to Robert Smith in ,.Yalleincie Prawn or Gmara.,.. 	3 
James Parker in Bustle 	 . , John 'Finnigan elder in•Genteraig 	 , 
John Mainly there.  Alexander and Peter Orisons his sirs 	• 	- . 	, 

• . 	ittaistyre. Santos Watson son to Margaret Bari° in Wester.Cms. 
Andrew lie* servitor to Robert Smith #131antyre kirk collie  

ItuMergten. 	 * of John Govan younger, portioner 	Shettleston 	, 
William Riddel Omar in Rntherglen James Logan tenant to Robert Wailonce hi }linker; 
George Muir there John Binders elder and ,younger,. tenants to Rebtrt 
George Scot there • , Campbell . 

Miller ion to Gavin Miller injlank 	, Meikk Guovan. 
James Johnston in Gartushan in Calder Parish John Baird son to James Raird,in*Wit-Gorr 	... 
John Murray in Ballachry, in East-Mouldand Parish Robert Baird his brother 	 . .. 	„ 	., 	. 
John Donaldson poptiones of Arldbloch James littoird in Meikle-Gavaa; for resetting kin 'On! 

Pawl , 
Andros Paterson manager in Deiced , 	. John Muir in Muir of Gmbals 	, 	. • 

Sitiels sae to Sohn swan lit'. 	it 	, 
Robert Mastic is Dalbeg , 	• JoloorSidelain Muir, for reset .„ 	. 	. 
John and -Gavin Worsens in Over-Balserf John arming weaver in,Gorhxds , 	..., 	• . 	, 
Gavin Hamilton in Greenhill. 	. Moony Urie in Little Govan, 	, 	. 	. 
Jetties Pinkerton son to Robert Pinkerton in Carstalloch Robert Muir in Titsvood 
Ares Shirrelaw son to James Shirrekaw in Dalserf Robert Thom* ifittle-Govaii 	 . 	. 	• , 	* 
James Curer in Overton Of Didgerf , 	Remade ianith. 	. 
Jiihn Cenpar in Datum( Mr John Rob son to Andrew Rob in• Wak0.0Y 	. 
John Hair servitor to John Conger in Overton, John Lickprovik son to John ;Lickprevikin Strathaven• 
John Paterson tailor in Hobert 	 • , . James Lawson younger there 	• 	• 	' 	• , 
Themes Summer in Over.Dalserf 	 • Gavin Alison son to Gavin Alison in,Crewlstww 
John Prentice in Itandathole John Inglis weaver in *rather.* 	• 	* 
Thomas Stuart of Canoes  Andros Dykes in IJIlbank, not being,  Andrew, Dykes 

Glasgow. in St Bryde's ampel 	• 	. ' 
:tolurIllair tanner in Glasgow. Thomas firowtrampOrtioner,of 'Portal* 
John A/tie mailman in Bridgegate of Otago* Captain Thomas Young tailor in Stratharen 
Patrick Urie cooper there James Pram weaver there  
John Robertson cooper there John Cochranin ,Chapel 	- • „.. 
James Cunningham merchant in the Ikidgegate Alexander Craig minium in StrathlWelt  
James autairighten youngeronerelumt 	 • George Arkil 
James Hamilton weaver within the Stable-green-Port ' John Brownlieson to Thomas Brown& in,Strathaten 
Robert Goodwin martian Thomas Brownlio for reauttimehis son 
Roderick 'Macdonald shop-keener in the Saittnarket William Miller nialtsuanin HetherSoM 	• 
Robert Miller skinner at the Bridgegate William Corrals in Crowbar, now in,Giassforti 
Richard Ronald roper John•Steel younger in Castirroket  
Robert Rae weaver Thomas `ason weaver isSLittle.kyp; now• in Yard. 
John Bogle powterer in Glasgow 	 • bent 
Neil Alicenkruot in Sigettleston, in the B,arell). Timnias•Crairin Craignniir 
Alexander Stuart in New-meal-market 	' 	•  James WiIldck positive in,Glengivat 	• 
John Hodge sormaurer 	 • William Willockservitorto john Peacoellte eniShridge• 
Jars Mackintosh merchant in Glasgow end 	• 	•• 

Scot son to John Scot in Mairside 	, 	• John Peacock there, for resettingAiSnt 	• 
John Scotia *inside, for resetting his son John Cochran.son,to James•Coehren .in Barnhill 
Mr Walter Marshal 	 , William Cochran in Cairmbeff 	• 	. 
William Smith son tolatnes Smith eoOper Mango Dykes in KirksyloOd 
John:Mitchel tailor in Glasgow.' 	 -• . William Pal* litsterin *tinhorn 
Charles Watson there The Perum 1 foltotiiing, being continued from the (ibis.' 
John Aird merchant there gem Circuit to Edinburgh, arc Fugitives for net 
John Baird merchant  compearing there. 
John Buchman mailman William Thomson Pretty:dor in Lanark 
Matthew Pollock tailor Gideon Crawford merchant in Biggar 
William Baird cordiner 	• John Catalan cordiner 

James bluirhead younger in Lanark.  
James Thomson in Harestocks 

Alcannder Peacock, for:resetting him 	' John Browning there 
- IT. 	, 
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dipper:in Olasgoii, Archibald. Shiels, consider 	their condition. •• The committee 
• ' Jame..srGray. of Chryston, , Mr. Wil- for public affairs, May, 22d, find, that some 

ham: Wishark-Williain ' Scot in Libberton, 
are.,  continued', 	until . ,the-•counoir further 

of •the rebels who have neither taken the 
bond or test, and have been made use .of by 

, 	, 	... 
Jolts Scot in tieddans Andrew Nivon in Dalgain 
John Simpsonmaititian in Glasgow Matthew Anderson servant to William Ross in Hair 
Arcliihrld•Scot snaltatOorbeh John Law son to•John Law portioner of Barnoight 
Jahn Marshal Of Chapel John Muir pardoner of Hole-house 
Mon Vorrest a Threpwood• John Mitchel. of Bogwond 
John, Marshal in, karyth • •  John Semple factor to Barskimming 
David' GilkOrkson_tenant tableulidie, not ben 'Paid John Marshal boar in Mandan 

Villfertels th Bowman-last James Millar 10 Haugh 	 . 
Thoien, Anse. pertkner of Correstburn James Mitchel in the MIA 

,John 	;smith, called Baron john Robert Mackirrow son to Robert lanckirrow in Little- 
•Umphrey Stevensonin Kale:wit ' 	Carden 

Ayr-Skire. William Hunter in Blocklerdykc 
' 	 • 	Getsten- Parielc Adam Wilsongn Seen 
Johacanspbellin Auchinritglen John 'Mitchel cordiner in Whitehill 	• 
James }.amine in Lady-brow 	' Muirkirk. 
Andrew Smith within Gaston William Campbell son to William Campbell of SI,nw 
Air Matthew Campbell of Waterhouse, forfeited Janes Aird son to James Aird in Greenock town 
James bkikleiti Anoka** John Brown of Priestfield, for reset , 

' 	dilichnel }Inky in Newton, John Campbell brother to Wollwood 
John Lea*? sonlo George LAW* of Crofthcnd john Paterson in Illuirkirk parish 

- 	John Browning younger in Riecarton John Campbell of Alehouse-burn 
• Wanton Gihnour in Gaston' James Edward son to Thomas Edward portioner of 
Mr Janke Brawn.  late chaptainto Cesitock Greenock  linglillainiabarrowinan to Sol amg 	. John Reid la Dalfram 

' 	WilliataCralg tenant there Deltnellingtoo. 
john Milli* tenant there John Maas portioner of Dalliarfrow 

,Thomas Lanibie in tangsido Robert Dun in Bowwhat 
hones Smith in Threavood • Roger Dan there 
'James Lbiolop late' servant to Waterhouse how in Gilbert Macadam portioner of Dnlwhnt 

iinow 	 „ John Dick in Bonbain 
Robert Miteliel•of •Barielteli ' 9uintin Dick them 
James IamWe slier inZady•hrear. former} Hugh Cameron in Dalmollington 
WilliantWallace in Mille* John Caporal there 

' 	Thomas Cpbbieln Newton '• William Cameron there 
• . 	afautbAst • David Macadiun in Town-head 

Williawarippivin Notboahillar  James Macleirin Chamborston 
' John Gibsonin Mid-biller Andrew Mactapt in Dalmellington 

Alexander PedindstBlocklerdyko' John Macmoiking there 	 • 
John Pedimpatliaser of Holethouse Walter Hunter younger there 

c Wallas* Donak heritor of Varleith Thomas Muir in Craigmat 
James Samson younger in Blatitsida James Dick servant to John Cunningham in keirloili 
John Paterson of Daldillen, forfeited John Miller in Koirhihl 
Robert Loper in lora David Walla in Dalmellington 
Alexander Cabot servant' rp Robert Wary in Barn. Main Allan M Kehhill 

!gaol 	' 	• 	' 	' 	' 	' Ochiltree. 
Alexander Jamieson servitor to Matthe* Alexander in Charles Colvll younger in Townlioad 

croft-foot 	, James Johnston son to John Johnston there 
Andrew Wylie of Logan David Dun in Closs 
John Linea* younger of Long:dyke:hilt 	• William Symositon in Butts 
Richard Walker smithin Barehouse Mr Wanton dilehristson to the schoohnnater in °chillier 
Adam Reid in Mancha*. Cumnock. 

'Kinieanoleugh Joh* Matgaviiitenint to Mr John Halbert in Cumnock, forfeited 
James Fairer there Junks Mitchell cordiner iliac i 
Walla* Unegarin Math in•the anti& Crichton in Cmiginan, son to Robert Crichton 
Johan Mitchel of Breieheed,4*4160v6641  there 	, 
.Johu, Henry servant to John"/Painat biefulowhead Patrick Commit at the old Castle of Cumnock 
Williain Adam servant to iona-sAtexanser in Cro(thend William Stalk there 
William Anderson seevasit to'Seladdishaw 	' John Reid in 
Jitlnr, 14,,,ittinil -servant to Walk* Mitekal/in• the Hill- Alexander Static in Tavnhaad of Cumnock 

,,,,.. '!plfoinllifiGasiSourzeroft"4'•• 	• 	' 	• 	'' John Tonnent at the old Castlo of Cumnock 
i'llillittlif.'Dinsbar servant k'C'lltiliert Farquhar of 'Cads- James Damiet near the Kirk of Cumnock 

'''.aini 	 •I' 	, John Wood son to Hugh Wood la Laois 
William White them 	. 	' WilEam Lambio in Polquhaya 
Robert Perlin see to !Ingh:Perlin.in Walk Milt•of Sorn James Steel tenant to Carleton 

Pedro also his son 	7  George Gamma in Minaucht 
George Wylie in Daldillan ' 	Groig there 
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.. 	a 
the laird of Meldriiim; and some othets'Jiav- and the•justieeMproceed'aptinst•thein 
iiig eoininission, to discoiter rebels; do think with all speed." " 'This, is Are -reward'1684.  
it'fi 	in regard.  they are under ?roe  esS; and some of tho,se, who were useful to Meldrtim - 
so not bailable, that they he put in prliS0111, and otiters,!in their oppressions got, ' and 

Robert Murdoch iu Knockmarnock, Manta to-Wealth).  James Templeton in 	 ' 
John Alackecbtut in Anchingibbet 	. John Hunter in Langlands, 

*James Wilson at the old Castle of Commack Jed* Kirkland cordiner in Bursthouth• 
William Skilling lb Pablow. 	• ; -• Jelin Humphrey there 
John Campbell hi Townhead of. Cuinnock Adam Humphrey there 	. 

Auchinleek. 	'  Robert Walker tailor hi Tarbolton 
William Mitchell of Gletimmithall,..  Gilbert Wilson hi Path-head of Entoriiin . 
John Media in•Cnbs-ralli 	• Will** Campbell iii..Boghead 
Bones Sampson in *Biplane. John Ferguson:ha •the mains of Enteric* 
George Templeton.in Duston William Brackeurig in,Skithethill 
John Media in Auchinleck -  Hugh Fleming there 	• 
timid Media in.Cubs-mill, for reset . Adam Wilson in Alton burn 

, Thobtas Campbell le Hole William DOnbar weaver,* Tarbolton 
Andrew Richmond In Waterside: John.insnieson son to Andrew Jmideson in,  Enter.  kin: 

Dalrymple. 	. William Roxburgh.* Tarbolton parish 
David Patois younger in Alertness 	• _John Huhter in Blackhill 	' ' 	 • 

St Quicaz, William Ingrham in Cairngillan 	 . 
John Witt servant to John Logan gardener inNinhohn Hicearton. 

Speir servant to Alexander Arneil cordidef James Spier in Wises  
there. 	. John and James Hillhousea thas to John Hillliithsein-  • 

Adam Morton in•Shiets Hoodstain 	. 	. 	 . 
John Ben in Millisolm , Alexander Shaw servant to John Shaw in Mosshead 
Thomas Bon there . William Andrew coachman to •Roliertiand younger 

Cragie... 	 . ' William Rosa servant to Hugh Ross in Burnfobt 
James Bell in Cain** 	 • George Wilson servant to Adam Annie Doghouse .:, • 
Daniel Wood there 	 '  roam of Ayr, and parish of Alma; 
James Gotrie there Jahn Mitchel* Ayr 	• 
Thomas Genunil in Caragil • 	- James Richard cooper there 	 • 
John Mougerstand nosy in Riccarten,  John Paterson in Allen 
John Macskimming in Town•end.of Aden** ,  ' Thomas Donaldson in Ayr 
Robert Stevenson in Carnhill , John:111;0On merchant's' Ayr 	as 
Robert Goildieln Moss.sidir , Ale.bander Mateullock merchant 'there; 

Callon. Dundossafd, 	.„ 
-Robert Murray in Knochnineran. Robert Flagmen Dendonald 

Barnwell. John Learniont in Corsblo 
Robert Hunter in Pain Thoinno Beacham in Dregborm now in .191rnaurs • 
William Plod** Spittleside, or Cooks.well • Symington: 
Adam Uvingstone in, Spittleside Dhvid Wallace in Wexford • 	 . 	• 

• Charles Humphrey lb Tarshow Silkr in Whitehill; brother to David Silks' in 
Moses Walker in Broom-hill 	 . • Dalkeith 	 • 	1. 
John Humphrey soaks Charles Humphrey in Tarshaw• Jehn.Crawford in Symington- 

Almaden. Hugh Crasyford 	 • 	 . 
John Henrysonin Newton of Ayr Ldu4n. 
William Wilson.* Prealieln John Nisbet in dlardhill  

o 	Tarboffors. John Woodbuirn in the mains of Loudon 
Allan Bowie portiotter of Brumley . 	. George Woodburn there 
James Ritchie there Robert Woodburn there 
William Humphrey in Cairngillah William Woodbprn there 	 • 	' 
Robert Hunter there William &Atli theie,.servant 
John Tiontoch In Wallet 	. Htigh Nisbebsou tort* said John Naha • 
John %Vila,* in Ont•maista • James Nisbet hrHighaide 
John Harvey in Overton Thomas Donald serve* to' Aleamii*.Nisbet in kin!. 
Alexander Harvey there vaiklaw . Patrick Dalrymple in TeMplandthurn • Peter Aird in Crinman . • 	 .. 
William Humphrey in women John Leitch shoesu4or in liewsnillis 	• 
Adam Humphrey in.Halrig 	• John 'Richmond younger of ;Ktiom 	• 
John Humphrey in Birka James Brown, tailed Breleldsurivitt. •bleivinilis • 

- William Hunter in Clung 	 • 	, John camp/21E4in Loudon-byres, alias . Bolt:foot, Officer 
Matthew Hood in Tarbalion 	• to the -curio.' Laudon 
William Spier son to John Spier •Mlicer in Overton James Campbell in Heads 
Thomas Spier there 	. 	 , James Reid.in Meadowthead 
Hugh Atkin in Adameroft William Lambkin Hareshaw 
James Atkin there John Ethek partioner of Loudomhill .. 
John Brakenrig tailor in Tarbblten . John Napier Copper in Sawmills . . 
John Dunbar in Auchinwelk 	 , Thomas Wood In Windshiels 
John Campbell ht Yale 	 . John Thomson in Foulp:Mie 
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readity,.'however 'the treason for a 

! season was .encouraged, yet the trai- 
'broke mous conventicle at the Black-loch 

out, which being the occasion of much 
tors were hated, trouble to many gentlemen and ministers, I 

Towards the beginning,  of June, the fa- shall give what I meet with thereanent in 

John Brown In Crosland William Galt at the walk-mill of Wark 
Robert 'Mink in Loudon John Galt is Gateride 
Robert Brown ki Croashoulfb  John Longenuir in Loe:hrlg 
Andre* Aird in iiuldtstii James Johnston cooper at the kirk 
William White In Craigends Matthew Barclay in Babroclt-hill 
John Weed in Nenvenilkuor Gnilfeot. Hugh Dunlop in Kirkford 
Rebell South younger in isiudon.hill Hugh Watt la Slewarton , 
Patrick Murdoch in London  Xilmaurs. 
John-Stuart in Londombyros John Miller in Kilmalura 
Robert Black servitor to Hugh Alexander In Bromine Thomas Rainisin Dalmusterlock 
John Wylie is Loudon' 	 , Hugh Garvin in Knockintlitbor 
Matthew Somali there Robert Manic in Fenwick 
Mentos Douglas there Thomas Gibson in 
John Nisbet there  Hugh Stevenson in KnockIntibber 
James Hatailtim in Crae.lie Alexander Armour there , 
AlichnelsTar6stnein Hakes' 	i Admix Biggar in 
Robert Craig in Dykes Robert Smith in Kilmaitra 	- 
Thomas Cameron in Muirlead John Kirkland in Dalmusterluck 
George Spence in Mains Dunlop. 
John Campbell in Overntuir George King miller lu Aiket 
Robert Montgomery in Mill of Nownillls John Howie son to John Howio there 
-JOhn Gilbert in Mains of Loudon Robert 'Weir servitor to Noll Alexander In Dunlop 
Archibald Jetniesen In Newtack Robert Johnston in Peacockbank 	 1 
George Ninuno in Loudon-hill Kilwinning. 	. 

Fentoick. Robert Fergualtill solar in Kilwluning 
Robert Wallace servant to joint Hull in Glassed Robert GuilUand in tho parish of Kilwinnitig 
John Miller portiOher of Raltbmuir William Wilson in Kilwlnning 
James Lindsay in Werth' Town and parish of Irvine. 
Thomas Lintsayisis Son Thomas Bryce in Irvine' 
Alexander Ditulop a servant in Warrieekland William Minor tailor there 
Robert Lauchlan in tonwick Alexander Stevenson there 
t.sndrent Gemmil in Ifeutbreich - William Alaeleish sailor there 
John Gosuinil in Nether-ernes 	 • Robert Gardiner smith iu mine 
John Gensmil in Longdyke William Logan shoemaker there 

HMIMI tenant in Lochgoln Stevenson. 
'Howie there John Maclellan in Stevenson town 

Jdlen White in Haresbaw.hill Kilbrida 
limes Kirkland in Gedrltam Thomas Frew in Kaki& 
Junes Wallace son to James Wallace in Grim James Lock thorn 
'WiNiamenrile wriest in Gree John Losk In Laigh.groutni 
William Smith in Wurneeldmid, not being William James Boyd in Khlbrlde 

Staith in Kiln:tutors 7  Largs parish. 
Williiini'Forguson a servant in Rowallan's had James Crawford in Kelburs 
Williston Wylie in Shiskind William Gall servitor to Alexander Thomson walker 
Wi)ikun Wyliiihis son 	• in Largs 	 c 

Kilmarnock. 	. William Ross in Large, formerly in Fenwick parish 
Johnlintay in Burnhenses Carrick. 
William Monkiasul in Walston Commend parish. 
itutics Brown glover in Kilmnrmick John Mannelken of Kill St Niainn forfeited 
AleicandeiMurklinid bonnet-maker there Gilbert Eccles in Kildonan's land 	' 
Hugh Dickies. servant to .lain pinkie in Crooked-holm Alexander Gordon la Leinzie of Kiltionan 

.Wniktuill,„  ' Gilbert ?Jackllwraith in DailVaatraell 
littaliM Wrillane in RilmaimoCk John Monteith son to Gilbert Macnoish in Fardlin 
-.lithe Gemini( is Netherblackwood Macnciab hishrother 

- John Brown in Castioltillion reset Alexander Mnclemont weaver in Barbee 
Garin Dunlop in Halms • Thomas Inglis yeiunger in Knockbreck 

lohn Gemmil youngeiinl"faithouse James tdacalexander son to the laird of Corselaye 
John Atkin wchrer in nonninIfinn John Alselivereck in Hirkhiit 	 i 
James Patrick in Wardlaw • Ballanirce. 
John Wright in Crooked-liolm James Alitatoilly of Aunhairn 
WillituntWilfeln. Little Blankwood, or Groudnr 	, hInttliew Richmond-in Rallantree 
John -61Mo' in Monkland-nittnis James Rowan in Hardiagan 
John's:le:nig in Gleb-lands Thomas Altickissoch in Softhigtut 

Slows:den. William Rowan brother to Robert Rowan in Fordhouse 
James Smith at the kirk of Stowarton David SWIM in &Merton 
Edward Smith in Chapolton Hugh Nacilwmith of Auchinnour 
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the registers. 	Conventicles now were very, 
rare, and the managers make as. great , a 
hustle anent this, as, if .tile whole conntry, 
had been up. 	The committee for public 
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affairs, who now have ,ntuch 'of the 
council business among their hands; 1:684:, 
meet June 10th. 	That day they have in ' 
formation, that on the,Hth :of 'June, a don- 

Andrew Macgill son to John Macgill in Arietclyoch Robert WPGavin in Cumnock 
Thomas Maclung in Balnoular Maojarrow of Alti.albany 	 , 
William Macmeiking servitor to James Mackrorie in William Cdnipbell in Townhenti. of Cwnnock 

Craig in Glenap James Boyle servant to John Crawford now u chapman 
Arthur Maelemont in Shafiochan in the said parish  
Robert Rowan in Fordhouse William Aird in Dnneantenitir, in the anktpansir 
Finlay Itowanin Sroierten 	 • John-  Stuart in Shaw-wood, not Shaw-ward in St 

Girvini. Quivox parish 
. John Login in Milton of Anil George Wilson piper in Whibehill, ha Tarboltcm.parish- 
John Kaman in Okra's John Gray in Sandgate, in the snid parish, 	, 
John Mapilwraith in Dinvin• John Gray in Tarbolton 
James Fergnsowin Mill of Assil, for reset 	' William Ingram there' 

• William Lemont% in Pound-land David Chartres merehant in Townhead of Ayr 
Dailey. Richard Riddel in Ayr 	 . . 

Maciarelinn son to Andrew Manarchan officer Janina Henry in Powkelly, in Fenwick parish 
in Bargeny John Harper in Amens, indite said pariah., 	. 	. 

David Kennedy win to John Kennedy in Cnrrow of John Antot in Hareshawhill 
gareeleY Alexander Cameron Younger". in Hill of -.Pawkelly,,  

301111 Semple in Eldingston 	, parish foresaid 
John Stevenson younger in Cambregan William Henry in the Said' parish 	' 	' 	• 
Thomas German there 	 . James Genudd tailor in Mains, in. Kilisartioek pariah • 
Thomas Maccubinin Blair 	 • 'Whir Anderson servant to Matthew Patoe In Rusharv. 
John.Macalexander younger el Durnochrin, forfeited in the said, parish 	 . 
Gilbert GermaWweaver,in Dunsochrin Brown son to John Brown,  in Castleltilt, in the 
Hugh Purdin miller in Durisochrin said parish 
John Bryce in Druinfilan 	- John Bicker ion to David.Biaket in Bontringttm, in the 

Barr. 	' said parish  
James bfacjarrotrin Shang Andrew Warnock in Irvine  
George Manure of Bataan Mr John Cunningham a vagrant preacher 
John Macjarrow of Pengeroeh forfeited John Gray in Irvine 
Gilbert Macilwraith of Dumorehie ' 	 ... ' 	Gray iris brother-ht.law 
William Madonna in Holm of Lendochty John Gray servant to England 
William Macilveynnd in Merkland Joins Garvin in Irvine 	 . 	. 
Julia Muir in Shang 	 - 	 ' John-Maclean in Dobiston, in Dallerparialf 
John Macalexander in Doularg Thomas Ifackskimming in Auchneicht, IWO° saidpatish 
William Kessan at Barr William Matkena servitor to Mr Fergus Maealexander 

%Robert Caldwell in Baltimore . in Barr parish, not being William Mackena in Bab, 
Straiten, who hathtested 

John Muir tailor in Stratton John Macierny in Milton, intim said parish... 
Jahn Albin in Binnan William Maclean in Aid:Arany, in the said pariah 	• 
Allan Carrie in Large  John Mantabinin Aueltittioni• 	• 	

, 

William Carrie there David Macquarter in Auchnaroat, in Kirkinichael.parish 
John Macgynlioch in Clattie William Thomson in Drunnwore; in the said pariah 
Hugh Mace-nine& there  John Snrirb in Drtimitith,in the sills pariah 
Thomas Muchallie in Larg 	-  lookharr son to David Lockhart 'In craDOW, ' 
James Sinclair in Berman parish foresaid 
William Logtein Straiten John Bryce servant to Druandlan,  younger, pariah 
John Kennedy brother to William Kennedy there * foresaid 	 , 
Therein M'Tyor in BishopAsu‘a thbIllall 'Geo* in Cairsjoill„parish firresaid 
Andrew, ArTyer: there 	• Robert Matferries in Manoingtort, parish foresail- 
Robert Graham in Glenhend John Mantraarterin Drunddll, parisn'toresaid 
John Muir in ,Auellinroy,.son,to David Muir there William Dune servant in Balsagart, parish foresaid 
George Thornton in Overgrimat . The persons. figletaing were continu-ed front an circuit, 
William Macadam son to Quiritin Macadam in Glenhaad te e diet at Itelinliargh, and are fugitives for not 
Alexander Brackenrig tailor in Stratton pariah compearing Mere. 
Therms Black In Brockloek Jarnas Paterson in Ayr 

Mayliele. 	• 	- James Ferguson in Ashlie-mill 
David Campbell in Dinein John Aird in Anclainlochat 
Hugh Mar in the 	of Greenan William Mitchel la Creech 

Kirkancakl. John Hood in TarbottOn 
Matthew Donald in Arlan°  David Genemil in Horse-hill 
James Dykes gardener in Thomaston.  William Gibson meal-maker, lately in Cotestiaw 
John Macilwraith in Farden 	 ••' William Matneilly non  to Alexander Macneilly now in 
James Boyd weaver in btounthilnr, in Galilee palish Mains of Arstinchil 
David Reid in Barneight, in Mauchlin parish John Arthur in Borland 
Jahn Mitchel in Dalgain, late servant to the lord Bar. John Bowie in Craleh-bead 

geny Jelin Wilson in Saliffifits.  in  Ardrefien Wish 
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Velitide iyaliAeeigned at Black-loch; traced them out, and pursued, bat did not 
1 6t3.1.: where an hundred men were said td overtake them. 	He came to the Muir- 

he inarmS.together lhat a party of soldiers head, and traced them to Carobusnetliaa 
were sent out'under•cnIOnel WindraM,'who church, and thence to the ford of Clyde, 

. 	 •, 	. 	" . 
Wigton. 	,. 

Thomas Macneillyin•Portpatrick parish • 
Alexander Campbell miller, sometime in Broth 
James Durham in Edgerton 

James Semple there Anthony Blatminan in Stonebrao 
Andrew Martinet' Little Aries,•forfeited John Rae in Slachgarrie 
Williant Kennedy in •Bantkirk . . 	. 	. Richard Mecitesny in Molt 
James Stuast•sowto Archibald Stuart in Can:my-end John Carsey in Blackanire 
PatrickVaabe In Media-inn parish 	' Archibald Machesny in Balhassle 
John Hay brother to Aryalland James macsouai servitor to Henry lil•Culloch el Bar. 
•JaktetMacyaelaiat•Renannir holm 
„William Blacjarrow serimatt to Culvennan John - Auellinieck son to John Auellialeck elder in Bal. 
George Stroyen in Kirkoivalt.parish• 	. 	- graden 
Archbald Stuiurrla Causey-etad  Robert Miller in Leigh Risco 

'Alexander kliultewhl• Knelt= 	• Alexander Dugalaton in Lewin 
Alexander Hunter of Culwhassen,-rortelted 	, 
James SodleyMerchantin Wigton 

David M•Cutloch son to the laird•of Arliwel 
Gilbert •Gie in Marshalton 

James Martisou in Diencipli,'in peniatghant parish John Campbell is) Marbrack 
John Hannay at the inillmf 'Peniiighatn 	- Alexander Porter in Lag 
John, dtartison is Gienelimagit, in the said parish John Coiton in Nether-third 
Hugh Macdonal weaver in Wigton George Campbell in Aresalloch 
James•Cairns in Peninghant parish.. David Canon in Firmaston 
John Mecham stitith in Mmutigaff 	 , 'John Gordon older in Garyborn 
Patrick Murtha* of that ilk John M'Call weaver in Craiginear 
Patrick Dunbar, yonimer.of Maelarimore 	•  John Macmillan sometime servitor to James Fergwoa 
William Mktg son to 	, 	Stuart wadsetter of Larg in.Trostan 
Anthony-Stuart his sow Fergus Grier in Brigmoor 

Stuart his son James blacmillawin Glenne 
iliddltt placlnart likrenter in Glassock Join' Macmillan in Strangassio 
Mr William Hay•brotherto the' laird Of Aryalland JAM= Gordon in Largmoro.  
John MackilludlYht erakidt•Y's bola Henry Gordon in Lochsprey 
James Miscyticky there - Andrew Macmillan servant to Now-gallowar - 
Winiam•Wilsen in Summer John Crawford apothecary thorn 
William Thrbrandatehatilie there 	 ., William Dempster in Artstancandie 
Joseph,  libettonal servitor to Sir DOM' Dunbar of Bal. Thomas Murdoch in Barnsalloch 
• dooms 	• 	 ,• .• John Tait tailor in Bannuelellan 

Alexander Hay MAryallattli 	. Alexander Mein in Annanainde 
. Alexander Magellan 	-Carte oimaltersrat • James Hook in Holm 	' 

Steleartes{ of Kiiltetittltright.  James Halliday in Fell 
Adam Smart in Kigceudbright 	. William Macmillan in Aresalloch 
Samna GOUg• gardener there David Blue:kilo in Dalshangan 

' Samuel Campbell' weary& thew James Clark in Marbrack 
John Henchan 	. 	 • Gabon Macadam in Craigingilton 
James liebertstermerebaut there William Grier servitor to Marian Welsh in Gicultill 
Alexander Mackeanirdlor there 
Thom* lbuihrthere • ' . 	', • 	 • 

James Anderson in Shelled,  
John Wright there 

Adana. Maewhanthere  Jambs Currie in the Glen 
Gabriel Hamilton there John Maclachrie in Larg 
John Clark there Johit Mac4ore in Keirkuni 
Alexander Morietathere • Edward Gordon in Blaeko • 
Robert.Grier in ImeltinkiX John Hannay at the bridge-end of Dumfries 
James Mackartney•Ilesher'in Kirkcudbright 
Willi,* Kevaniw,Stockin 	' 	

. 	, • John AP Gee there 
Roger Milenanglat hi Newton of Galloway 

	

. •Neilsottioungerof 'Ciarsisek , 	•  
Satattel Parker elutputan in Twiadmin pariah 	. 
Alexander Iliride in Colkegrie 	. 	• 	• • 	- 
William diallidarin Glencape 	' 
.James ithaegowilitin Aueitisimisk •,,. ' 	• 

]Martinis) Kirchriat 	' 	'' 
David Brairderin in Quartet* 	• 
TA &Mit Sprout in Over-flat110461, 

. Mr William Gilchrist, 
• Mr James Welsh, 
Mr John Hepburn, 

. Mr James Guthrie, 

. Mr John Forrester, 
' Mr 	Lennox, 
Mr Thomas Wilkie, 
Mr Thomas Verner, 

Preacher.. 

• 
:,' r • 	Madman in LairsatiMaacli:' 	' 	• Andrew Macmillan who haunts at Monnigali 

rii4,44•Cadjow *Craig 	 , William Schaw in the pariah of Burguo 
Hash Miteheleon Mnetagart carnation° in the said parish 
Alexander qiunpbeti iyeiwer, seeietiitte in Uroth 

	

c.lryfacCliartreatit,Tongigincr 	' ` 	, 
• Welsh Of Scar 	' 

Robot% Gordon in Kumar 	, 
John Gourley in Mondrogat 
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iinittkat about foiarecone mien:mad. t*erity, , -toUntri,ito;exallaillie Gavin': Lawrie .  
*omen .kept. togaber ,all .then Sabbath:: in,•11.04001,0,,Jurues ,Stiinet, of., 11%4,,1   4642.' 
lune.12tIr the'commit,t,ell send out.orders,to:, wood.,. and Awes 	*Talker , of ,  glOhdlltllt11  
Guinea! Dalzieli at this,  taint; m..the.'wellt ,  

.. 	. 	. 	• 
,Okamberlaip, to . Duke 	klunM).tom, . 	VII,llt 
. 	' 

.. 	.._ 	_-... 
. JameiSTurniarin A- elliegibbet Georgeort, 	 ,...-' ' 	- St 	'') wli.a hanntedisi -ningleddpedisis Robert Cochran, "• 	''' 	" 	' 	' 	• 

Jam Collissin Anchingibbot 
'Janes Gainierk lathe pariiihnftorsaddhat+ William Matmillan in Bredenech .1 • John Gannon° in Troutlew 	. .. Livingstone of Quintinespy 	 . Gilbert Caddo! in Borgne parish 	', 	. ` John Richhrdson Aare 	. 	• 
John Graham in•Chapelearn 	' 	! 	• 

:Thelma and Robert Gmhaini MI:fennel:us- 
John ikyee there John GellyinlremerogO    
William M•Garbsthere 	, 	 , John Clarkin Dram  . 	- 
William Campbell there 'John AuchMleck in Dalgiedan 
Walter 	Githert..11tGeo there , 
Jame Robertson there 	 • : 

Robert Crichton in Atiebinshinikli 
John }talon in Midair& ' 	' - 

John Clinton there 	 . 	. 	. John Manninianin Dnareech  

Crichton son to /Robert Crichton in kneloin, 
shined% 	• 	. , 	. 	, 	,. 	. 	. 

• . 	, 
Folleti the ;Kerne* ie/searefugiliresforeetet - . 	. 	•. 	., 	. 	. __ 

Macmillan son to Job's Macmillan in Glettlie Marian Welsh In Glershill 	. 	 i 
Macmillan in Greenan. • 	 . RriZOI Rithardsdnin Arnivorth 
Gibson son to Robert Gibson.in,  Overstrang. Margaret Gordenistliaylield 	 • 

mho' 	 _ 	' 	• 	. Eine* Andersen iiii-Shanareisir 
Gilbert WEiver% hi Cash:wry 	• 	 . Reborn Mannichnetat the Bireiltlernig, in Dltry parish 

Fugitives for reseeend Unborn. Margaret Tod in ClOchan 
James lisicsmaglitSti Newtonmf Galloway Resale Gordonthere. 	. 	' ' 

Gordon of Garrey" 	 ' Jean Thomson at the Bridge of 'Orr ' u' 
William.irCall in Hohwof Deltas:1AM% Genf Fullartrin gind,wifisof *In:44 
John Hook in Holm Griml Gcndokin Oyer-Ardwell, in Anihosili 

' Robert }finely in Hillenton 	. 	. G011en4ipe -w-in Gleulle 	. 	' 
Andrew Crock its Iron:pogo MST Chalmers liforentrix pt Clairbineid 
John Ifsiemin in Fetlock . 
William Radii in Iron.ambrie JOIlil•Wels4 it% Drinnjowna  

btabjere in Kirkland 	, 	. 	. 	• ,' 	. .Roger dfaninught In Newtini i''iKO' , 
John‘fferran soinetimisiti Forlstonolow in ,Hardland Onbert 11.E5ven 14  Cat481,7 
John Barber elder in Over-Barley 	. 'William M'Call.in Mahan 
Jahn Earberyoungertbere 	 . Antes Chapman there 
John Barber in Nether-HMO ; John Struthers in Moniilgag 	, 
James Girran in Cloche's i Robert Gan smith in Chiebon 
James dhicedans there 	. 	• Henry   Gordon In Dundouch . 	, 
Alexander Gawky in Grenianmili 1  Alexander ,Corsan. in Newton rii' ;Cells, 
James Madnielreel in Cluehan , 	DaIdfrin• 
George Douglas there 	• John Clark in•Puskeink •,' 
Edward Ferguson in Auchinshinech,  Minion Steelin &Mager, hi the parish of Fremont 
John Ceram there 'William Clark yerniger iii.HIMinin 	. 	. 	. 
Robert Grier in Region John' Giencorse in Carshogil „ 	 . 
William Edgar of Gordonston. 	 - , Archibald Hunter iii Terreran 	' 	. 
George MisemichitelikCarskep Themes Monier younger in Nit'cioik.ecia 	., 
John Macmillan of Iron-dumb 	• 1  John Consawnt the mot in Glerigains pariaisiaillfrattor- 
Andrew Wilson in Bliick.eraig ' 	. for Conan. .• 	.• 	 , 
Robert Mannlehael in Craiglotr  James Gilkerse in Rohn 	• 
Alexander MacMillan in Glenne 1. Alexander _Muirhead in' Glenearse 
Jahn Brown in Nethor-strangassel ,40101/4attlikowid,Sliankerton 	, 
Julia Marehesny in Hole 	r 1. janies,Corsan in Jedburgk 	: 
Robert Gordon in Cinches, 1 William Hones in Kiirkeiddbiight 
Alexander Gordon there i Alexander drCabiein diarwhan , 	 ' 
John Malentillan in Gleniie . Robert eeroson.nommatimatfifictic,Moi 
William Houston in Manny.  38614.68'hr there 	.,. 	 . 
John Geddes in Bartagart 	. 	. ri 

	

; Andrew Ferguson late whim 	0 Laird Of Simi- 'to Iii 	• 

	

. 	, 	. 	. 
James Milliken in Kniackneop' 
John 'Milliken in Barns& 	. 	 • William Wilton in Bunsfsiot, in pAnei.in*.,pariiii 

.Samuel Cannon in Barnsalfoeli Thomas Macimusly in Barboiy.  
Mr William Macmillan-of 'Calikin,  John Makwell•serrant to James Grki'Smith in Long. 
Robert Goa in Knocklie 	. • ' .' 	 • mire 	 .. 	. 	. 	. 	, 
James Garmorio in 'Aralanady. 	, ,• Jamas Harkness in IneliailiM* 
Robert Mackartnie in•Quintinespy Alexander Nivinsen in icicn.hcill 
Janos Edgar- in Drumakelly • 	, Theints Mulligan at the Mill of Closelliiiii 
John Grier of Black:nark 	. 	a 	. John Pedzeimet the Mill of Rini.lisirgli 
William Stuart, 	 b a 1 	in Crofts 

. 
th  

Janos Gilkerse in Heins If D.alliante,k 
Patrick Modern, 	1 John dI,Auid in Cleingh.lind 	. 	. 
Gilbert Welsh in Bank 	, 	' John Wilson in Tinkoch 
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day in- the afternoon, the committee 4. think fit tosend west Sir William Pat- 

SUFFERINGS 	[BOOK III, 

all witnesses and take information, who, 
through the country, conversed with those 

Al'soii,, clerk-to the council; to be present with rogues in arms, and to meet with the commis. 
thegeneral andothers atGlasgow, to examine sioners of justiciary now sitting at Glasgow; 

• , 	• ---, 	_ 
Alexander Gibsonin Ford John Laidloy in-Coif; 
Antibes* Matherston,in Ladd Jahn Hunter in Belagan 
James- Harper in Bothnia William Hunter in Auchinhastning 
Alexander Gressie in Clogland Thomas Hewitson hi Garvack 
Anises Mackeg in Milton Thomas Hunter in Brackonside 
Walter, Smith In Critighit William Lorimer in Morton.mill 
./eitq Paterson in. Macquithen John Gleneorse in Berman 
'John Hacusillan servitor to James Wilson in Straithmil. John Johnston in Dalsivinton 

•Iiroin James Corablo at Gloncairn Kirk 
dat4r Magailban itrEraighnttnek John Glencorse in the parish of Tinrau 
Andrew Whitehead in Boig Andrew Bell in Kirkland 
Robert Laucliiison in Burnside Edward Maxwell of Strawhan 

' Joint Plover in. Barthel. John Nicolson in Querrelwood 
James Osborn at Keie.thal Stator:v.6.z; of Annandale. 
James iVatseltin HiCell• John Latimer in Cocker-hill 
Joint Harper in Fortran Thomas Latimer there 
'Robert Nothion in Dalswinton John Johnston there 
Robert grin there John Forsyth in Cnrtbnt 
Robert Cowanin Aitellingeitb John Armstrong there 
James-Smith in Dalswinton 	. 	. Andrew Raining there 
Jades Robertson in qu'errel.ivo04 Matthew Armstrong in Robot-hoed 
Gilbert Pilkenic in Anehindiastning James Gass thero 
-Archibald rallerson in Clogitind 

• William Hulligeb in -Floors 
William Craik there 
Adam Johnston merchant hi Moffat 

John Mulligen in Malo.ford James Johnston in Hayhill 
John Smith loiter in Dalgettar' William Hannan in Foulraw 
WillittiWCorsan in Serthingh 	 ' George Melt in Catalan 
Robert Grier vItainvian; semen** hi Dumtrles John Paterson in Saute-mire 
James Crichton also there Robert Adamson hi Moffat 	. 
• 'William Fergus:season to-the deceased William Fergus- John Clark in Nunrie 	• 	• 

son in Three.rigs Williamson in Shortlie 
Robert Hattie'. in Cieugh.feht,in Dalgarthich parish James Moffat chtipman in Crawford-milk 

-John WAnkt•in Tibbero  James Forsyth in Cortina 
Joan Weir wright atthe old Kirk of I)unscore Selkirk-shire. 
Robert Mulligen son tejaines Mulligenin-  Beuchan William Stoddard In Tinnis 
Halbert Gaa soiete the depensed -Thonath Gnu in Dunn. 

fries 
John Curril, 
James Thomson, 	chaptiten travellers 

David '.Wilitsonson to the deceased, james Watson attic Andrew Scot, 
Ciirse.mill John Speiden weaver hi Fairnielle 

SWIM soieto•John•Smitk weaver-at Commonel Adam Wilson servant to George Frator wearer in Gil. 
lit'illiain Sowell' Annan/it 	 ' Inside%  

"'John Monet at the Runner-coot Alexander Brown/101d servant to John Small wrighl 
Risked Fergusson-In-Viire-mulligan there 
William Mneneilly merchant,stinietinie in Dumfries * f Thomas Symington servant to James Mein in Laidler. 
Robert conninghativin Kethich• elliel 	• 
Daniel MacmItchdl in LiWg-fbia John Thomson sort to John Thomson In Penehrist 
3ohniGibsowtin Inglisten-- 	' William Inglis servant to William Lewis in Catsinek• 
Robert M`Eivan taller in. CretiCkeell, ithGlentairn burn 

Putiliccitybr reset and cooverie. Robert Gill in Gallashiels 
Jobn•Hunter cider in Ckapelandi now hi Auchinhast- Alexander Kirkwood weaver there 
. 	•nhig Pcebtessdira. 

Jainba Malligenan totinkiin 	 • William Forbes servant to Thomas 'Weir in Gelatin& 
'John Rot kit Sloaygrild Thomas Weir merchant traveller 
-James Keinian chaplain', 	. . 	• 	• ( • !. 	• James Mitchell cooper in Linton 
John Frizzol son-to, thonits FrizzOl in Anehiltrairn Adam Hunter in Fingituid 
judo Herpel. In -Minis* .',-• 	" 	• 	- James Tknuage in Skirlin  
John Barger in-Betin4ti - •  James Richardson tailor in Logan 

• , Agnes BeetwtdOWilt:CO3eketfiteld William Porteous in Earts.linugh 	 . 
William Mulligan in Morton-mains . James Welsh in Fingland 
Thorns Harkness in 1.ot:herb:diva Laight George Hunter in Corehead, for reset 
William Harkness its Slitelielsktlail John Welsh in Minion 
Ankn011tniseAn.401,tve.ot tralOrnor4 James Nicol vagabond in the said shire 
John Coulter In Limn. . 	• 	Rat-buy-girl/Jiro. 

John Cppl,nd'iii Drumeork James Mackie portioner of Melrose 
'Pinatas Hunter elder in WOOd.end 	• David Gibson chapman there 
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and the advocate is to draw his instructions tors upon whose lands some rebels 
against to-morrow. ' Accordingly, the corn- were lately seen in arms, conform .L484. • 
mitten for public . affairs give orders • to to proclamation July 8th I 08?, and consent 
the advocate, June 13t1nto process the heri- to the instructions to Sir William-Paterson,. 

Andrew (lark merchant in Gattaut.side William Tantalus!l brother to 	. 	Turnbull Ad Bewlie 
Janne Mercer lately in Melrose, now in Yarrow William Laing in Earl,sidu 
Andrew Turnbull farmer at tune brialge,end of Melrose William Annstrdng in Acre-know 
Nicol Cochran in. Newton Thomas Static there 	.  John Wright smithin Darniek William Wigholm in Newton. 
Waiter Davidson Maar in Melrose John Anderoowin the Barns 	' 
Patrick Davidson there James Scot in Lairs 	• 
Patrick Bleak servant to Andrew Tanno there Walter Atkin servant in Ghetto 

Thomas Benzin chapman traveller Anilretv Moir in Netherton.shiets 
:Michael Shiel son to James Shiel in Haufli-head-  James Glendouningsn Stobut,cate . 
Robert Mebane in New-stead Patrick Teller in Halfrendeau ' 
George Moffat servant to Buckholm Thomas Braidon Merchint in Hawiek 
Thomas Symington there 	. William Thraludl merchant there 
David Martin in Gattott-side Robert Gladstanes there • 	, 
James Forsan miller in Nets-stead Welter Scot brother to Thonsis Scot-tailor there 
Thomas Oliver son to James Oliver in Ash-trees , John annie harbor there 
Andrew Jardine in Dyke-raw 	 7 ThouraS Turnbull' called captain,  

John Laidley in-Justice-lies James Turnbull in Stvan'shiel 
Andrew Oliver son-to Andrew Oliver in Bernkine Andrew Lamb in Netvkinds . 
Archibald Shiel in Mac-side James Glendonishag in Southfield 
John Shital in Gate-hone-cote Walter Laidley in,  Ormiston 	' 
Adam Rutherford in horschesterside John Bell servant iwGorrintorry 	• 
Walter Shiel in Abbed,rule Janies.Johnsten in Carers 
Andrew Young portioner of Caverton John-Bell in Netherton-31401s 
John Graham servant in Newton James Scot in Httinblesktiow.inilt 
James Owen in Birk hit 	. Robert Scot son to Jolan-Seot in, -Weins 
James Turnbull portioner of Swan.shed Robert Scot sometime saddler In Fattesit 
James Glendenning in Burgh, in Carers pariah - Thomas Scot servant-in Hill-honse -land 
Adam Ledan in Little-Cavern 	 s 	• John Stuart in Carers 
William Armstrong in Horse-lie  Andrew Rainie tailor 
Thomas Broil's' servitor to John Wilkie in Haflindean John Ramsay in Hetrick 
Patrick Oliver there 	 . Andrew RiAdelin Little:Carers 
John Ker gardener in Knows 	. Andrew Lamli servant to Andrew Ogilvie 
James Johnston late servant to John Turnbull in Carers George Sept son to Thetnas Scot in Bonelsester 
William Laidley in Little-Carers 	 ' John Porteous weever in Ancrum 
James Laidley in Kirkton William Armstrong in,Toin-alliel-burn 
George Turnbull near Ederston-sheib 	 . Robert Elliot in, Cruikhant 
George Tager there Johnston fourth son to Bangleish 	. 
Walter Noble Taylor in Efladge Thonias Beane tailor there 
George Ormiston son to John Ormiston in Ormiston- Thomas Hodge schoolmaster in Nisbet 

mains William Ronaidson Webster inaJedluargh.  John Shit& in Buistnill William Elliot son to William Elliot in Nether-Chatto 
Shims his brother Mr Adana Aleorn in Kelso 	. 	 . 

George Hodge gardener in Stickel John Davidson there 	• 
James Davidson in Hole held Davidson • soot to Henry Davidson in Hele.tierd 
John Burnet servant to John Paterson in Gate-side William Peale in Ancrum 
Andrew Hare servant to Andrew Ainslie in Cleuhh , Mr  George  Barclay 
John Elliot son to Andrew Elliot in Nether-Chatto Mr John, Rae 
Alexatider Wood servant to James Fala mason in Kelso Mr Thomas Douglas 	' 
Mark Hunter son to 	. 	. Hamlet in Ancnim  Mr 	Forrester 	preachers 
William Davidson tailor in Kelso Mr 	Lamb 
James Riddell Wright there Mr David.Htune 
John Hodge weaver In Roxburgh 	 ' Mr John Kay 	

i 

Thomas Yellowlees servant teJohn Aloha in Barns  John Owens in Melrose-Leant 
Francis Murray herd in Nether-Chatto Busies Paterson weaver in Daingelton 
Joh»Fletchcr servant in Over.Chatto 	 . Robert Tait in Hum:burn, 	• 
William Gilroy brother to John Gilroy in Rutherford . Turnhull son. to Adana Turnbull of Hawthorn. 
Thomas Turnbull in Ashlie-burn 	' • 	 ' 	. ' 	side 	 . 	. 
Robert Turnbull his brother 	 ni.. Patrick Wright servant to Grabet 	. 
William Robertou servant to Robert Griersou in Clair- Adam Laitikay in Little-Cavern, 	' 

law Thomas Turnbull in Repettslaw `  William Wylie in Belches John Turner son to Richard Turner in Lai:Ls-leaf-mill . 
Thomas Aver in Bowdon 	 , 	. Henry Laing merchant in Kelso 
William WWI there 	. William Edgar servant to Newton 
James Brown servant to Fanch.lsill Robert Elliot in Mobs 	 . 	' 
Jelin Lindsay in Spittle-land 	 • Jelin Wood lately in Kelso now in Lanark-shire 

hr. 	 s 	 isl 
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ItS4 which are as Tollow. 	That he wait 
. 

• niten the arehbishop of 'Glasgow and 
arms, and on whose ground they were seen, 
and of magistrates, heritors, and others, who 

, the general, and sltoW them, the committee have been guilty of connivance, or supine 
,,.eXpedt fitrther accounts of those lately 'in negligence, in not giving an account of these 

. 	,. 
..fmnes,Pitrvisreooper.in Rdnam James Reston younger in Whkoome 

Scot in bfaxsieLlteugh, .a tailor journeyman, 
tvite,hanniatitt GreenheMPs bunt , 

Paul Cowan in Preston 
Alexander Brown in Birkenside 

WRibun Wright sometime servant to. Sir William Ben- Thomas Steil in Menthe 
° 	net ed/Grubet John Blackfe son to 	Biocide in Kittle-naked 

John Smitheordientr, sometime in Kelso Edward Lineman in Ihtekedie 
. Redpoth in Newton , 	.  Thdmas Pringle sometime in West.Strntiter 

James Peeves In Stitched JnmFs Loidley in Wentherlie 
• *sander Wood-meson. servant4o James Fan mason in Thomas Tait sometime at Flash 

. 	Kelso , ' 	' 	 . James Galbraith in Mordington 
John I.aucluni in Melrose ,. 	' William and John YC0111111115 in Idington 

• Matthenv Rutherford iffrOverChittif Rohert Wilson in Leitholm 
John Gary in Rutherforet. . 	' George Dickson servant tOthe relict of Alexander Home 
ThosenoSItie/ in; enhohn pardoner of Hume 
Jolla Hall in Woenteanill,servant to Andrew Turnbull John Wright smith in West-Gordon 

there 	. 	 . John Simpson sometime in ldington, now in Bernick 
John 'Motto Craig:home, • 	. bounds 
ROWS* Elliot in halt-bank-bead William Twancli in West.Struther presHit 
Jornea.Grernshiels in ltirnie.know John Calder sometime in Whitsome 
Thomas Wand* sett to Thomas Waueltin Glenderiteat. David Brown lately there, a webster and fever 
George Shield' Kelso James Cowan farmer in Idington 
;Wets Dunn Weaver eke Nether-Amnon Jahn Hustle farmer there 
JoliftSinitit son to James:Smith in Nether-Anereini ' Andrew Wond servant to John Wood in Green-law 

- George Young servant to George Gray in Rupertiaw Allan Gdwdie sometime in Lndy.kirk now in 
Thototes.Moilitt merchant traveller Eloped* Lorain in Mordington for reset 
Median IVriftiel'Aintithill.T.angshaw 	. Thomas Service in Birghamb 
Alexander Rens in Nentisorn ThoMns Yeoman in Idington 
Ada* Stearie at Chestershouse. George Forrester in Paxton 
George Lamb about Benjedburgh:mill David Cowan servant to William Ker uncle to Green. 

. George Young in Bedrale 	 . 
Wind Young his brother 

head 
, 	Haddington. 

:Utiles Young titeir•brother JameteJohnston son-in-law to the (forester of Ponatit - 
JohnSimpsed in Stobie.cote kuid-wopd 
Robert Tait in Heigletrn • James Molvbray flow in the barony of Broxburn 
atob,ert Piliet,in Stoles William Cathie servant to David Oswald of Eustbsrm 
jselinahonnoss IA  Muteinshnw 	• 	' Jelin Young servant there 
Jain Tarnbidi tandleSnaket in Hetrick, for reset James Stevenson wright there 
RobertMeneerin•Darnidk,dor reset Alexander Carril weaver in Newton-lees 
John and. Andrew Riddles in Newton, thr reset James and Patrick Trails in East-barns 
James TimsbnIbieseu-thert, for reset 	• , William Parnnby servant to William Cowan in Belton 
Thanes Turnbull in Nether.Ancrunt William Watt servant to JOU Dawson there 
William Loisiblyniker in Benjedlenelfie George Ted weaver in Tinninghamo 
James Shied in Laldley-seed David Anderson servant in Tinningliame 
John Hogg weaver in .Boujedindll, Richard Sleired son to Patrick Shireff in Knows 
,arose Grieve•ittNether;Anensai John Carfrae servant in Hduston 
Adtien Lintiptgow in Melrose Patrick Johnstone cordiner in Haddington 
Thomas Holywel in Gattonsisle Mr Robert Langlands son to George Langlauds batrif 

.tiltonetecTurithdllaf Know, for reset in Elvingoton 
ikrteirbabire. 	 ' Alexander Campbell, chapmemin Wester Pencalthuld 

• Paterson-ion to -George. Paterson idSontry John Knight, chaperon in Wester Pencaitkutd 
John Linlithgow in Elnalton Thomas Brown in standers 

. Thomas Flehairn there James Burn servant to William Wilson in Nungate 
Thomas -Carter itrLigortwood 	. George Knox in Laeheade 

' Mr Alexander stitnr son to James Shiel in Haughhead Andrew Alison cleapnrut in Inverwick 
' John Nairn servant in Hume parish 	 ' Thomas Bell in East.barns 	' 

, Idehert Leieli into serventrhere -- Cornelius14cl there 
'R4rfike. Stiller tadoritiVeldle-thkd John White dismount in Preston 
41ilairingle servMet}krigertwenet 	 . James Taylor servant to the lady Long-foramens 
.4iidreve• Mode talitezili_..,s`Pastintiend John Simpson ettnpman in Broxburn 

Me hl Banyan feu* hi. Witilemne William Stevenson servant to Mr John Reid la Prestos 
sae Urown.thorn  pans 

.-}})exander Galbraith son to Alexander Galbraith in Robert Brodterstones, glover in Preston 
Chien** 	' 	• ' Arbleibald Wilson Ulster there 

Jamie& Reston id }Inane! , John Inglis son to Jontes Inglis weaver it Wings 
• George Allan in Paxton ' Andrew Itedpath son to Joint Redpath in Middlerooninet 

George Tenenbeell'oon to Hector Turning! there  johlt Lyol shoemaker in Inverwiek 
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• • 
rebels, to .the. counsellors, or offieerS of the that. Stuart of ,  Ititwood and Walk- 
army, to be punished exemplarily conform hr be most strictly examined; and -1184' 
to law, and the proclamation, July 1682; 
which clearly meets with. this case; . and 

if not ingenuous, that they be itnprisOned, 
and Lawrie to be strictly, examined, andliis 

. 	 • , 	 • _, . 	, 	
• 	.... • ... . 	 . 

Wiliam Lyet shoemaker there 	. J'attres•Grabant servitor to Thanuts Eatersoit In. Lens-, 
Thomas Badger Servant to Patrick Cowen smith there   Our. 	' 	' 	 • 

Sanderson servant to William linex 	: _Thomas John Wallace gardener to:Mr John-Watt of Itosehili• 
John Alison; 	*-1 Andrew liencyson weaver in ritoorieston John Neilson, 	i servants td the lady Whittinghanrc' itobert Brown tailim in .Calder-rown 	• 
William Kello servant to GOOrge Knox hadiltatid James Mitchel iteRathe 	•'' 	 . 	- 
James Fowler in Pople James Pettigrew. Servant to 'James Thomson in Ben, 
Andrew Dickson chairman.* HoWdon Dineen 	 ., 
Adam Ker servant to Thomas Caldwell in ltanderston David' Swimmer* ,prentiee ro ThOunis SoMertrld :his. 
William Knight In Over-Keith 	 . brother 	 .. 	. 	. James Thornton elder in Dpkingston John Moutray, 	in Easter-Calder 

I Janses Johnston in 01:111i6t011 	. William Alkman,.. 	" 
WiliiamSltiel Collier at-mpiiingston Patrick-add AleRender'Stuertein-  Isigliston 
Patrick Barber baiter in Tranent ' Gavin 'Willem there ' 	• 	' • 
James Miller smith in Wilton  Samuel Black servant to Margaret Lawson there • 
Thomas Craig brattier to William-Craig in incherwick Andrew Marbornet in Bog osid  
John and William Grieves *enters in Woodliall -talon' Murray of Luitph-loid• 	- 
James Meriot in Eopitten Alexander •Henryson merchant, shinetimlesolmaibtaiter 
James Bridges Mater in Ntingate about thofootof the Westin)* 
Adam Mishit, in Barnirmitill  n Coalsioti, sommtiamin Week. Georgetringlelatelyi 	ry 
William Brotherstoues latOly in ithAngston, now in . 	. .:Strrither  

Heilie 	• 	- 	 . William Steel coinerosinilsinse at :Mcwhiiir in Teeny,. 
William Blair servant to 	iteapatb, ia, itidme, • ' 	cuili parish."  

maninet 	 . 	 • . 	 .. William Cranstotriu.Storv' 
John Paterson late servant to thelady .Whittingbanie Dangles alMint the stew- • 	• . William loin in Traprain James Ballesty younger at Hertburn,berid 
AleXander Bartol in OneiSton  Alexander Marshall brother to Mollie; Marshattliere 
• ' lialYttalt *ARA) tikares Halyday in ElPhiageton VOHS:a Hardie near to West-Culderitirli 
William Stevenson its Prestoupans 	• 	 • James Yining weaver M AVestreattler 

Edinburg/Ware. Robert Anderson brother to William .Anderion• at 
William Cranston servant in Goodtrees 	. .James Harvey Merchant in Dalkeith 

'' 	Bleclunire 
John Pauli* itIcAimises,reisant to Mouglasid Mortrin 

Thomas Honryson lately there 	' John listmlitonsottretietnin Tliumferston 
Theemas•Ramsay in Carrington James Lindsay In Selina  
Robert Wilmot there James Tennant in Letliont 
GeOrge Pentland servant to .ranres Wilson Were William Alicia= wrightinTaldereletir 
George Haig wright there George Brystinin•Gattrannet 
William Ctittintiog in Slobs Patrick Stuart in `Mertens* of Ingliston 
Alexander Boghnht% lately in Carrington parish  Am:clinger soot thoie 
Olivia Williamson barrownsan to Sir Jahn Nicolson of James Henrys(*) son-to Thannit Menrrson them 

that ilk  Wilhelm Reid shoemaker, sometime-in kisher.row 
Robert Keddie servant to thetardener of Nitolson blicalson servant to Robeit BertitOwshoemaket' 
John Tiato.seevant to Stephen Bronsn in NicolsoSi . in Delimits 	 , . 
James Barrowtnan in Espertqu Hamilton in the mains of matisten• 
Robert Nlven there William Shaw car/liner in-We.st.Caltler 
John Bryson in Nether-Shiels • . Stoddart son to James Stoddard, who used 4 
Sheen Lomb; in .Castieton - 	Galh;...water   
Agues Pringle in-Longfatrek 	 • Mr ArchibeldBurnat samioilfr BOW Gurdetadvocate 
James Dangles-vintner in Stow John llow-cliamberlitin of Carrington, 
Thames Wilson wright there Geerge Yen* in Waterston 	 . 
James Stoddartin'Shielio . litilit4getnnliem 
George Dickson in Littie.Catpair James Gilbert servant to-James Otasserin Cesium 
James Turner in Stow I Alexander Forsyth tenant in. livhogston 
David Antrum there Jahn HaviliOn shoemaker. there  
Johnlmealreard in Torciaik Patristh Smith servant to Patrick,Chisson in carrissaten 
Robert Wright in•Gateside- hall William Ferrer servitor to Alexander Bryce in Little- 
Joitn.Brown in Latlyside. Dechmont 	' 	. 	 - 	- 
Robert Ronald•in Pala-hill William 51111 in Auchin.hard 
Alexander Muiierer itiblid,CaOt'sr John Dick son-to WinientHldk in !Aerial 
John Broom smith there John armrest in Whitelewit 	- 
Thomas Ferrer herd and weaver in bfoorieston JaMes wedderne there 
John iatorg son to Thomas Yost* iic mini  George Wardroper in Easier Whitebtsrit 
Thentes•Williamsen eon-to James Williamson in over. Jetties Waddroperin Craigmalloch  

Cranston Ames Steel in Dunseigh 	 • 
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1684 
.wife and servants, since the rebels, 
in a body, drank at his house. 	It 

is to be considered, that those three persons 

clear, or who confess their being in the re-
hellion, and continue obstinate in their re-
hellions principles, are to be instantly sen- 

are. exceedingly to be blamed, that they did tenced and punished according to law; such 
not dog and follow those rebels, and give 
present information, and have palpably con- 
travelled the tenor of the said proclamation. 

as are penitent, and disown the rebellion, 
and all rebellious principles and practices, 
are to be forthwith banished to the plants- 

You are to show, that the committee for tions, in the terms of the former acts. 	As 
public affairs are displeased with the slow- to the rest of the prisoners, against whom 
ness of the procedure of the commissioners there is no clear probation of their being in 
ofinsticiary at Glasgow, against the rebels the rebellion, and will not confess their 
and other disorderly persons now prisoners being accessory thereunto, yet if they or 

.at Glasgow, and advise them forthwith to any of them will not acknowledge the in- 
proceed according to law and their instruct surrection at Bothwell-bridge to be rebel- 
tions. 	Such against whom the probation is lion, and a sin against God Almighty, and 

John Lillie threadmnker in Borrowstonness Alexander Wntsou servitor to Patrick Young in Bridke. 
John Drysdale weaver there house 
James Taylor weaver there John Vauch servant to John Sohnond in Kirkingrhaw 
Robert Short eordiner there John Brown in Barlornie 
Alexander Watson- tailor there William Auld servitor to John Fleming in Redburn 
'Months Philip in Fdlkirk Peter Resell son to Robert Russell in Bedloruio 
Munro Wallace in Blackness Robert Walker servitor to Robert Gray there 
John Gib in Craigton Thomas Muir servitor to Duntarvie 
David Savage in Philipston Archibard Cuthbertson cover, haunting about Calder- 
Alexander Reid in Humble muir  
William Miller in Steels-land-head John Jamieson skipper in Qtseensferry 
James Wood in. Grillowseruik Alexander Bishop servant to Johu Thornton in David- 
James Young in pundas town. 
Duncan Fergusson in the Ferry George Wising weaver in Loan.hend 
John Dougal there Patric' Hardie in Houston's land 
James Steedmont in Duntarvie Patrick Allan son to James Allan goodnum of Rimers I 
Adam fouling in Carlowrie . 	Smith in Ricearton Perk 
Alexander Anderson in Kirktiston Arthur Thomson servant to Robert Russell of Bank. 
William Angus servant to Alexander Reid in Humble' - bend 
WilliamThomson tailor in Queensferry James Stuart in liatligate 
Duncan Forbes there Thomas Hall in lastnerief-land 
Jarred Barker in Craigie David Houston in Goresnire 
James Gib in East-end of the Ferry John Honryson in Brow 
hdin Thoinsou in Dundee John Eadie son to Alexander Endie In South-Logielirsie 

c David Raulton servant to Alexander Teller snail in Fugitives for rebellion and treasonable crimes, rime 
Ricearton November, 1655. 

James Stuart in Bathgate William Cuthbert weaver in Hamilton 
. James blivrimerson to William Nimmo-in Boglinn Jetties Begg in Whitehohn 

James Angus in Kirkton William Howatson in Pied° 
John RITufloch servant to serjeant Pottistin in LM- James Shiel in Meiklethill 

lithgow Willinni Douglas in Laueliop-mill 
Thomas Borthwick servitor to John Grieve cordiner James Crawford in Rigg 

there John Browning elder in Riccarton in Ayrshire 
David Jamie younger there Hugh Atkin in Tarbolton 
James Johnston pretended captapito the rebels James Aird younger in Mnlrkirk 
David Savage tailor in °chaired. Thomas Steel in Martin in Berwickshire 
John Rae servant to Andrew Powrie apothecary in Thomas Forrester in Carden, in Stirlingshire 

Linlithgow John M'Adam in the parish of Crirdross 
William Kennedy  aervant to Andrew Duncan treasurer Hector Paton in alnueldin in Ayrshire  there 	. , , Matthew Pnton in Mauchlin in Ayrshire 
Williant:Jaeltssleter there John Cunningham in Powkelly, in the said shire 
George Lnesley miller its Linlithgow Robert Gilkerson in Carinke, in Lanarkshire 
John fentlien weaver there. Gavin Wood wright In Glasgow 
:fames Miller hi Goremiro Walter Lockhart of Kirktown 
Andrew Fahnont under Deehmont Joseph lienryson in Craighog. 
George Johnston son te5olin Johnston in Tail.. tat John Young in Threpiand, 	 in Re n fre w. 
James Watchman seaman in Borrowstonness Andrew and William Young his sons, 	shire 
Alexander Reid in Strabrock parish, under Cardross Jamessiiprettl apothecary in Paisley, 
-George Ravilion tailor itsCrsigieton John Hutchison portioner of Newbottle 
George Robertson in Duntarvie Sir John Cochrane of Oehiltree 
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refuse to declare that it is unlawful for proclamation, July, 1682. 	The par- 
subjects, upon the account of the covenant, 1684. ticularsufferings of those gentlemen, 
or any account whatsomever, to rise in ministers, and others, who were brought to 
arms against his majesty or his authority, 
and the present government in church or 

trouble upon the account of this conventicle, 
will come in upon the next Section ; and this 

in state, and refuse to enact themselves is growing so much, that it will be proper 
never to rise in arms, and to live regularly, 
and keep their parish-churches hereafter, 
and refuse to take the oath of allegiance, 
that they be immediately banished to the 

-to leave them to it. 	I only remark further* 
upon this subject, July 16th, that the corn-
mittee for public affairs write a letter to 
Sir William Murray 	of 	Stanhope, 	Sir 

plantations, as above. 	And generally, you Archibald Murray of Blackbarony, John 
are to advise the said commissioners, in any Veitch of Dawick, signifying, that there 
thing relating to their commission, that was a conventicle kept, June 1st, at Cern- 
may contribute for his majesty's service." hill, and another at Colston-loup in Peebles- 

Sir William Paterson returns, and makes shire; and complain those gentlemen had 
his report to the council, June 19th. 	As to not given advertisement of them, according 
that part of his instructions with relation to 
the banishing people to the plantations, we 

to the proclamation of council, July, 1682, 
which at this diet the council order to be 

have had the report above; and as to the reprinted, and order them to make diligent 
matter of the Black-loch, " the lords find, 
by examinations taken by the said Sir 

search, and apprehend the 	hearers and 
preachers, and take the assistance of the 

William, that the most part of the heritors garrison at Boghall. 	We shall afterwards 
and inhabitants of the parishes of Shotts, hear of particular prosecutions for these 
Cambusnethan, and Monkland, have been conventicles. 
extremely guilty, in not giving any infor- July 14th, the council recommend it to 
mation anent the said armed rebels, though Claverhouse, to 	inform 	himself of the 
they did march through those parishes, to heritors of the lauds where some rebels 
the number of eighty or an hundred armed had laid an ambuscade 	for the 	king's 
men; that the heritors have been remiss soldiers, and one of them was killed, and 
and supinely negligent in their duty, and of the 	substantial 	tenants, and report. 
neglected to give timeous information of 
the said rebels, and appoint them to be 

This is what I have observed this year, 
until the new commission sent down this 

cited against Tuesday the first of July, and month to the council, which I come now 
the sheriffs of Stirling, Linlithgow, and to take notice of.  
Lanark, to be cited to the same day, as Upon the 15th of July, a new commission 
also Stuart of Manton, 	Stuart of comes dog` 	from the king to the council. 
Harttvood, William Cochran of Ochiltree 
younger, 	Walker of Hacketburn, on 

None of the former members were left out, 
and some new ones put in, and new powers 

whose lands, and near whose houses the were granted; and at the same time the 
said rebels appeared in arms, to be cited to earl of Perth is declared 	chancellor in 
that day; and in 	regard 	Mr 	William Aberdeen's room, and Linlithgow is justide- 
Violant, indulged minister at Cambusnethan, 
albeit the said rebels passed his house in 

general. 	That day the king's letter was 
read to the council,, which deserves a room 

rank and file in arms, did not give informa- here. 
tion thereof to any magistrates and officers 
of the army, though some of them lay within 

"Charles R. 	Right trusty, &c. whereas, 
for weighty reasons, we have thought fit 

three or four miles of him, the lords do to recall the late commission of our privy 
ordain him to be cited." council, and being fully assured of the 

The same day, the 	sheriffs 	of Mid- entire loyalty and affection of you' who 
Lothian, Peebles, and Linlithgow, and the were in that commission, we have thought 
heritors of the parishes in whose bounds fit again to nominate you, together with 
the rebels were seen, are cited to appear some others, (of whose loyalty we have 
before the council, in the terms of the good reason to be assured) to be in the 
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same capacity, not doubting, but as who go under the name of fanatics, with 
1684' you have always continued zealously such 	principles 	as 	they 	were 	entirely 

and faithfully to serve us, by administrating free of. 	If the earl of Aberdeen and others 
justice, maintaining our authority, asserting 
our prerogative, and refused to comply with 

now displaced, be pointed at as favourers of, 
or at least slow proceeders against the suf- 

any such, as inclined either to support or ferers, it is very much for their honour. 
countenance fanatical, or disaffected and tur- However that be, it is plain from this letter. 
bulentpersons; so we doubtnot,in considem- that the main work of the council was to 
tion of this trust we repose in you, and of maintain the king's prerogative now suffici- 
your duty to us, you will go on firmly ently absolute, support the prelates its crea- 
and faithfully in our 	service, by doing tures, and to be their burriers • in persecut- 
justice to our people, by putting the laws ing the suffering presbyteriaus ; 	and to 
vigotously in execution against the fanatics, these they engage themselves in their re- 
those enemies not only of our person and turn to his majesty that same day, which I 
government, but likewise of all religion and likewise insert. 
society, from whose principles we can expect 
nothing less than rebellion and conspiracies. " May it please your sacred Majesty, 
We do therefore recommend to your par- " WE should be sorry that our affairs have 
ticular care, to prevent their malice, by all of late been so troublesome to your majesty, 
legal and suitable means, prosecuting and if we found not, by your majesty's gracious 
disabling all such as you find obnoxious to letter, dated June 	13th, that your majesty 
our laws and government. 	And that you has thereby understood perfectly your owu 
might meet with no impediment from us, we interest and 	ours : 	Nor 	can we doubt, 
have removed from our councils and highest but that hereafter, all who serve your sacred 
offices, all such as we thought forward in majesty, will be convinced there is no se- 
favouring, and slow in proceeding against curity in complying with turbulent and 
them, or countenancers of disaffected and disaffected people, though that compliance 
turbulent people, that you may see how in- was become of late very plausible, from the 
consistent our favour is with those ways. principles of fear or popularity : it being 
In the next place, we require you to en- truly much easier, nobler, and safer, to dis- 
courage our regular clergy, by maintaining 
them in their just rights and privileges, and 

able your enemies than to flatter them. 
In return to this your majesty's most graci- 

securing their persons and goods from vio- ous letter, we again renew, with all our 
lence and outrage, especially our archbishops heart, the most sincere offer of our lives and 
and bishops, seeing we look upon all discour- fortunes, with our grateful acknowledge- 
agements they unjustly meet with, among ment of the great kindness done to us, in 
the highest affronts to our authority. 	You preferring such among us to the chief em- 
are likewise to advert to the security of the ployments, as deserve to be our leaders in 
peace of the country, preventing, by all 
suitable means, the disorders that may arise 

those dangerous times, and whose prefer-
ment being the effect of your majesty's per- 

from 	Argyleshire, 	and 	other disaffected feet knowledge of their tried merit, give us 
places; and in every thing, not only in just occasion to believe they will, by their 
your joint but separate( capacities, doing deportment, justify your majesty's royal 
whatever may most conduce to the advance_ choice, and awake the diligence of such as 
ment of our intere 	maintaining our pre- are joined with them. 	We also, whom 
rogative, and securi g your own peace and your majesty has honoured with the great 
prosperity. 	In co fidence whereof we bid trust of being privy counsellors, by this 
you heartily farewell. Given, &c. Windsor, 
June 13th, 1684." 

your last commission, find ourselves obliged 
to bestow all possible pains and diligence, 

Reflections upon this paper formed by in serving so gracious and so judicious a men- 
the managers, are needless; they grow in 
their 'reproaches and spite at the suffering - * burior, Burriour; S. an executioner. 	Bel- 

' i presbyterians?  and make the king charge all 1 lenders, Fr. Bourreau 	id.—Dr Jameson's Die- timaxy._Ed. 	' 
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arch, in the way which, because your ma- 
jesty prescribes it, we have, among other 

as they shall find cause; and getter- 
ally, to do all and sundry other 1684. 

reasons, just cause to believe to be the best. things which may be expedient for his ma- 
And therefore, Sir, we shall do our ut- jesty's government andthepeace of the king- 
most to administrate justice to your subjects, 
maintain your authority, assert your prero- 
gative, protect the orthodox clergy, and 

dom; and appoint their first meeting to be 
to-morrow at three of the clock afternoon, 
and thereafter at such times as they shall 

suppress fanatics, and to deserve in every think most convenient; and accounts of their 
thing, as far as is possible for us, the happy procedure to be given in for their approba- ' 
name of tion." 

"Your Majesty's most faithful, 	most Thus we have the beginnings of this new 
humble, and most obedient subjects appointed council; they just go on where 
and servants, 

" Subscribed ut in Sederunt." 
they left, and we shall find them proSecut-
ing heritors and others, for not raising the 

• hue and the cry. 	I only notice some of 
It hath been remarked, that the commit- their more general acts, July 17th. 	"The 

tee for public affairs have had a great part council being informed that the rebels have 
of the work of persecution committed to been seen passing through some parts of the 
them by the council : Thus they continue shire of Ayr, and that the heritors and in- 
to do, and therefore at this first sederunt, 
the council fail not to appoint this commit- 

habitants have not given advertisement, 
grant commission to the sheriff-depute, and 

tee. 	The members and powers of it captain John Inglis, or any of them, to call 
follow. before them and examine upon oath, all 
Act anent the committee for public affairs, such persons as can give best information 

July 15th. of the heritors through, whose lands the 
"The lords of his majesty's privy council, 

considering that, from time to time, they 
said rebels were seen 1.6 pass, and send in 
an account to the 6naciL" 	I need scarce 

have been in use to appoint a committee for notice that these/ebels so much sputter is 
public affairs, 	and whereas now by his made about, wore Mr Renwick's followers,. 
majesty's late commission to his council, 
the committee formerly nominate is dissolv- 

who were obliged at the conventicles, and 
I may say al nost at all times, for their own 

ed, and it being necessary for the adminis- defence, to arry arms; and such of them, 
Cation of his majesty's affairs, that a new whose i(ay homeward from conventicles 
committee be appointed, do therefore here- 
by nominate and appoint the archbishops of 

lay togther, are the rebels now marching, 
up ands'  pwn the country. 

St Andrews and Glasgow, the earls of But mit satisfied with those orders, July 
Linlithgow, Balcarras, and Tweedale, the 22d, a pro 	oration is emitted for discover- 
lords Drumlanrich and Livingstone, the 
lairds of Drumelzier 	and 	Claverhouse 
(officers of state and lord president of the 
session being always supernumerary) or any 

ing rebels a d their resetters in the west, 
which I have added below.* 	The penners 

• Prodamation ,rainst Rebels, Julif  22d, 1684. 
three of them, Co be a committee of council  Britain,

Charles,
ttehee, 	nradee.lio'eflaGnodd, kin  defender

king of 
f  of r et : et  

for public affairs, with power to them or 
their quorum foresaid, to receive accounts, 
from the several magistrates of the kingdom, 
of their procedure and diligence in the exe- 

faith: to our lyon 	ng at arms, his brethren, 
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of this paper make the king assert, in the last section a very barbarous one 
1614. " Thatthe monarchy is devolved upon 

him by God alone ;" which, in the plain and 
committed in Ayrshire, this same month of 
July. 	Next, the subjects are told, that if 

ordinary sense of the words, is not true, and this terrible hue and cry be neglected, other 
would have been very far from his style in and effectual methods will be taken. 	NI hat 
the year 1649 or 1660, when the monarchy those 	were are not 	expressed, 'mid the 
was made over to him by the presbyterians, 
and those very people in England and 

reader is left to guess whether a largerstand-
ing army, a highland host, or rather the 

Stotiand whom he bath been violently per- sanguinary and inhuman orders to kill in 
wilting for upwards of twenty years. The cold blood, all who did not answer the sot- 
proclamation adds, 4  by the nature of the diers' interrogatories, given 	towards the 

. 	monarchy' devolved thus on him, and by end of this year, be meant,' and were in 
, his ' Inherent prerogative' he was empow- view. 	It follows, that two hundred armed 

ered to take such courses for securing the go- rebels marched up and down. 	Informers 
vermnent as were best, that is, such methods could soon make two hundred of fifty, but 
•as he pleased, without any proclamation, or when their own registers make them but 
acts of parliament, as the tenor of this sea- eighty, and that just at the dismissing the 
tence necessarily gives us to understand it ; conventicle, we may see what weight is to 

, which is a plain avowing the nature of this be laid upon the numbers in their public 
government was tyrannical, and that ty- papers. 	It is wisely inferred, they behoved 
rangy was from God. 	Whether this cause to have been harboured and reset in the 
is, designed to be a cover for the murders shires they marched through; undoubtedly 
committed in the fields, by the soldiers in 
cold blood, I Cannot say : but we shall find 

they could not live without meat and drink, 
and yet one would think two hundred men 

of regalities and bailiories, and their deputes, are duty, and highest peril, with whom we cam- 
' 'obliged, when any relieldious and disorderly peo- mend the /writers and commons to concur, to 

pie appear openly in any Of theirjurisdictions, to apprehend, and bring in to justice the persons 
convorate our lieges, and to raise the hue and of the said rebels, who appeared openly in time 
cry against them, and never 'leave the following said 	shires, and 	to discover to us, and our 
and-pursuing of them, till cite)`; be chased out of privy council, betwixt and the fifteenth day of 
the said jurisdictions, and to take end apprehend August next, all such as-did reset and inter- 
them, and bring them in, and Pumsent them to commune with them ; with certification, 	that, 
justice; and that the heritors, leommons, and l4f they fail, we will, for preserving the public 
generally all our lieges, are bound too concur with peace, and our good subjects, take such other 
them. 	In which, if they fail, as in .Nit which effectual courses, as, in our royal prudence, we 
is their duty, we must take :mach otheFl.ourses as shall find most fit for preventing rebellions, and 
may mosteffectually secure our royal gm; ernment, securing the public peace in the shires above- 

4.  and good subjects. 	Yet it is undenisiJle, that, 
for many years, great numbers of aKomed rebels 
have most Insolently and rebelliously gathered 
themselves together, and have not Only marched 

mentioned. 	And to the effect our pleasure in 
the premises may be known to all our lieges, 
our will is herefore, and we charge you strictly, 
and command, that incontinent, these our letters 

up and down-our western shires of Clydesdale, 
and other shires be,south the river of Forth, but 

seen, ye pass to the market-cross of Edinburgh, 
and whole remanent market-crosses of the head 

have assaulted and murdered severals belonging burghs of the shires of this kingdom, on this 
wour forces, burned our laws, and excommuni- side of the water of Forth, and there, in our 
cated our sacred person; and of late, in the 
inonth of June hist, about two hundred armed 
rebels have presumed, to time great contempt of 

name and authority, by open 	proclamation, 
make publication of our pleasure in the premises, 
that all persdns concerned may have notice 

our authority, to march otienly through several 
of the said shires for manrdays together, threat- 

thereof, and give punctual obedience thereto, 
And we ordain the sheriffs of the said shires to 

ening the orthodox clergy, and murdering our cause forthwith publish this our proclamation, at 
soldiers, and have, at 'mitt (when they found it' the several market-crosses within their respec- 
convenient) disappealvd, being certainly and tive shires and parish kirks, and the ministers 
undeniably harboured and reset by.the inhubi- of the respective parishes to read the same from 
tants of those shires, without sufficient diligence their pulpits upon a Sabbath-day, after divine 
done by the sheriffs, apd inhabitants of the said service. 
shires, either for dissipating them, or for die- Given under our signet, at Edinburgh, the 
covering their resettera, and bringing them to twenty-second day of July, one thousand six 
ollttiee; by which.  preparative, if allowed, all hundred eighty and four, and of our reign the 

rebels many safely rise in arms, and yet be secure. thirty-sixth year. 
We therefore, with advice of our privy council, 
do. hereby command and charge our sheriffs, 
stewarts, and others in the several shires fore. 
said, as they will. be answerable upon their 

.Per admit Dominorunt secreti Concilii. 
WILL. PATERSON, Cl. seer. Concilii. 

. 	God save the King. 
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in arms would take subsistence upon paying 
for it, if it were refused them. 	But all this 

kill some of them, and rescue pii- 	
' 

,,,o4. 
goners in their custody, to the high ' 

is a fetch to bring in the sheriffs, &c., their contempt of the laws, and affront of his 
orders to apprehend them, and inform the majesty's government, to prevent and sup- 
council who reset them, against the 15th of press all such rebellious 	courses for the 
August, otherwise other and effectual me- future, and to reduce the country to their 
thods would be fallen upon; and we shall due obedience, and not to suffer any 
find, that within ten days, without waiting skulking vagrant rogues to go up and 
so long, the army is sent west. 	This pro- down the country, to the disturbance of 
clamation is to be read from all pulpits after the peace thereof, and 	disquiet of the 
divine service, which, I believe, the ortho- kingdom, have thought fit to dispose of his 
dox clergy would not forget. 	And it opens .majesty's forces, so as they may be most fit 
a new door for a general harassing of the for service; and therefore recommend to 
country. 	That same (lay another procla- general Dalziel to continue the foot where 
mation is emitted, ordering all the forces they are, and further, that he dispose the 
and militia to be in a readiness to suppress other forces as follows. 	One squadron of 
the rebels. 	It is much in the same strain hismajesty's guard inand about Edinburgh ; 
with the former, and so needs not be insert. the second squade to go to Fife, and quartet' 

July 23d, the council form an act, and as the earl of Balcarras shall order; that 
record it, relative to the thumbkins, for the Sir James Turner and his company of 
terror, as we shall hear, of Mr Spence and dragoons, attend near Glasgow; that Mel- 
others under process about the plot last drum and his troop of horse, and the lord 
year: and being but short, I insert it here. Charles Murray's troop of dragoons, go to 
" Whereas the boots were the ordinary way Teviotdale ; that the general's troop of 
to expiscate matters relating to the govern- dragoons and captain Strachan's lie at 
ment, and that. there is now a new invention garrisons in Galloway and Nitlisdale, the 
and engine,* called the ' thumbkins,' which lord Drumlanrick's at Dumfries ; that two 
will be very effectual to the purpose and squadrons of the guards, Claverhouse his 
intent foresaid, the lords of his majesty's troop, the lord Ross' troop, captain Inglis 
privy council do therefore ordain, that when and captain Cleland's troop of dragoons be 
any person shall by their order be put to for Ayrshire, or any where else the coin- 
the torture, that the said boots and thumb- manding officer shall think best for the 
kins both be applied to them, as it shall be good of the government; that Claverhouse 
found fit and convenient." and lieutenant-colonel Buchan, commanders , 

Accordingly, as was threatened in the 
proclamation just now named, the council 

of the five troops in Ayrshire, continue, 
with power to them, or any of them, in the 

fall upon other methods with a witness, for other's absence, to command and give 
oppressing the country, besides the exami- necessary orders to them, and the haill 
nations of the sheriffs, and send the army to forces, foot and horse, and dragoons, in the 
the west country, and empower the officers shires of Ayr and Clydesdale. 	And to the 
to examine the country. 	The act will give 'effect discovery may be made of the rebels 
the best view of this, and follows. in arms, and such as have been present at 

Act anent the army, August 1st, 1684. field-conventicles, and upon whose lands 
" The lords of his majesty's privy council these conventicles have been kept, or were 

considering, that several desperate rebels do seen, and did appear, may be known, the 
daily break out in arnA in multitudes, at said lords empower and commission colonel 
their seditious field-conventicles, and lay Graham of Claverhouse, and lieutenant- 
ambuscades for his majesty's forces, and colonel Buchan, or any one of them, or, 

in their absence, such as they shall think 
4  The council are mistaken in calling the fit to appoint, (for whom they are to be 

thumbkins a , new invention f they aro the 
same as the thumbscrews which were found on answerable) to call for and examine upon 
board the Spanish armada ; specimens of which oath, all such persons as' can give any in- 
are shown in the Tower of London.—Ed, 

iv. 
formation in the premises; and for that 

1 	 t 
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effect to use all legal diligence, and 	cause of the same name with some who 
6S~' ordain them to report au amount of had been there; and others because they 

their procedure as soon as possible." were with the rebels, seeking for their 
I need make no observes upon this act. goods and horses some days before Both- 

1 suppose the ambuscade spoken of here well. 	Those, upon their petitions, are re- 
and elsewhere, was the attempt made at leased, and it would swell this work too 
Enterkin-path, upon a party of the sol- much, to insert all such as by the records I 
diers carrying in some prisoners to Edit).- find were wrongously imprisoned. 
burgh. 	The shire of Ayr still,eontinues to August 19th, the lords of his majesty's 
be the butt of the army's fury, and more privy council considering, " That several of 
forces are cantoned there, than almost the personscalledand examined before them- 
through all the rest of the country. 	And 
the commanding officers of the army, yea, 
whomsoever they shall please to substitute, 
are put in the room of the ordinary magis- 
trates, and have, power to examine the 

selves, will not own the king's authority, 
but according to the covenant, and their 
own treasonable limitations, do hereby give 
order and warrant to his majesty's advocate, 
to process and indict such of these persons 

country upon oath. as are already brought in, or 	shall be 
That same day, August 1st, the council brought in for the said crime, before the 

form a very ill-natured act, as to the poor justices, that they may be proceeded against 
people in prison, full of severe threatenings. according to law." 	Thus the owning of 
"The lords of his majesty's privy council the king's authority according to the cove- 
having resolved, that all persons now in nants, was made treason, which was what 
prison for crimes against the government, 
in the tolbooths of Edinburgh and Canon- 

the parliament would not venture on, and 
only discharged the owning of the obliga- 

gate, for being in the late rebellion, or tion of them. 	By .this processes were in- 
reset of rebels, be speedily brought 	to 
justice, do ordain his majesty's solicitors to 

tented against multitudes of country people, 
who would own the king no other way 

visit the 	tolbooths 	of Edinburgh 	and but in a Consistency with the word of God 
Canongate, and report what prisoners are and covenants. 	Thus a blot and stain is 
there on these accounts; that it may be put on what was, and will still be the 
recommended to the justices, to proceed glory of these lands, that they were devoted 
and pronounce sentence of death against 
them immediately, which sentence they 

to the Lord, and religion and reformation, 
and our valuable civil liberties solemnly en- 

are to cause execute within six hours after gaged into. 	When a papist was near to 
`pronouncing of it; and command the com- mount the throne, it was high time to put 

missioners of justiciary at Glasgow and the greatest contempt upon! those great 
Dumfries to proceed immediately against bulwarks against popery. 
the prisoners in the tolbooths there, in the Another report is made at the same diet 
like circumstances, and pronounce sentence 
of death against them, and put the sentence 
in execution within three hours after the' 

of council, as to the state of the prisoners, 
in the Canongate and Edinburgh tolbooths, 
by a committee formerly appointed for this 

pronouncing of it." Such barbarous acts to end. 	It seems, either the solicitor's report 
hurry good people into eternity in six did not satisfy, or new prisoners were come 

'hours' time, make my hair stand when in since, and indeed they were sent in 
writing them, and I think are no where to in crowds every week ; and the council ap- 
be met with but from a Scots council; and prove the report, "that about twenty of the 
yet the orders given the end of this year, 
for killing in the fields in a few moments, 
go beyond them. 	Perhaps it is upon the 

prisoners (mean country people, from Glas-
gow and Ayrshire) be set at liberty upon 
their enacting themselves 	to keep their 

report of those sent to the prisons in Edin- parish-kirk under five 	hundred 	merks 
burgh and Canongate, that August 5th the penalty, and to live regularly ; that Robert 
council find good numbers of the prisoners Thom in Carmunnock, William Campbell 
seized, as being in the rebellion, only be- at Muirkirk, Gabriel Thomson in Carmun- 
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1 
nock, John Ure maltman in Glasgow, John and to 'receive them and transmit 
11I`Levy shoemaker in Kilmarnock, James them to the clerks. 	 1684. 
Nicol in Peebles, William Young tailor in A very remarkable act follows. 	Sep- 
Evendale, be processed and indicted before Umber 16th, "the lords of his majesty's 
the justices, that they may be proceeded privy council empower the committee for 
against according to law." 	We shall meet public affairs, to call and convene before 
with a good many of them afterwards, 
when I come to give the proceedings of the 

them, at the instance of his majesty's 
advocate, such of the prisoners as 	are 

justiciary this year. 	"And ordain John guilty of such disorders and conventicles, 
Campbell tenant in Muirkirk, John Camp- 
bell son to William Campbell of Over-Wel. 

and refuse to take the oath of allegiance, 
and to pronounce sentence of banishment 

wood, (a worthy gentleman yet alive, whom against them. 	And if any of these prisoners 
we shall meet with upon the next section) shall refuse to own the 	king 	as 	their 
to be processed before the council, in order lawful sovereign, or will not call the rising 
to their banishment, for refusing the oath at Bothwell-bridge, 	a 'rebellion, 	or the 
of allegiance; 	and that James Nicol be archbishop's 	murder, 	a. murder, or do 
proceeded against for his disowning the own the covenant, or that it is lawful in 
king." 	The prosecution of some of those defence thereof to rise against the king, or 
and some others at this time, was happily seem to hesitate, the council authorizes the 
prevented by the breaking of the Canongate said committee to 	remit 	them to the 
prison, and escape of a good many,of which justices, to be tried criminally." 	This act 
I 	shall afterwards 	give 	some account. I take to 'have been the "pattern of the 
Here I only notice, August 22d, -" the soldiers' ' catechism after this, and their 
magistrates of Edinburgh being called to queries they proposed to people they met 
the bar of the council, for the escape of 
the prisoners out of the Canongate tolbooth 

with. in searches, or in the open fields, 
many  of whom they murdered in cold 

last night, it is reconimended to the said blood. 	No doubt they varied, and some- 
magistrates, that when any persons 	are 
indicted 	by 	the justices, 	or under the 

times intermixed other things with these, 
but most part of their interrogateries run 

sentence of death for treasonable crimes, 
they cause them immediately to be put into 
the irons, and secure them; and they are 

upon these points, and so good a pattern as 
that of the privy council, ordering a cri, 
minal process to be pursued for the panuel's 

assured that the council hereafter will not life, in case of not answering satisfyingly 
question the keepers of the tolbooth, but 
them, for the escape of prisoners, they 

those queries, or any of them, yea, their, 
hesitating upon any of them, would be fol- 

being answerable for the keepers." lowed by the soldiers, when they had a 
In September new justiciary courts are 

appointed, with a particular eye to the 
council and justiciary power lodged in them, 
as we shall hear they had in the close of 

gentlemen who were to be fined to the this year. 	For many years' we have seen 
value of their estates; but I leave thein to these were the chief of the queries put to 
a section by itself. 	 ' sufferers in their examinations, and multi- 

September 	10th, the lords of council, 
understanding 	there 	are 	several 	public 

tudes, we have seen, were executed upon 
their refusing to give satisfaction in those 

papers and writs in the hands of the earl of points; and now they are by this act turned 
Aberdeen late lord chancellor, do appoint to a foundation, whereupon the justiciary 
the earl of Kintore to call for the said earl are to condemn poor people. 	I do not 
of Aberdeen, and examine him upon oath enter upon the illegality and unreasonable- 
on what papers he had not hitherto deliver- ness of taking poor country people's lives 
ed up, particularly anent some papers given upon such heads as many of these are, only 
in by the earl of Balcarras, taken from a in fact, though the king's authority were 
man in Fife, relative to the plot and con- owned, yet if the bishop's death was not 
spiracy, before the same was discovered, peremptorily declared murder, if the cove- 
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nants were not disowned, and self-de- inquire into the maker and painter of them." 1684. fence, as the question was ordinarily So very low did their zeal against the 
proposed, was not disowned, or defensive sufferers creep. 	November 28th, the lords 

.arms, or the defence of the covenants, and of council order a strict search to be made 
Pentland and Bothwell were not expressly in the town of Edinburgh, and suburbs 
condemned, then there was no mercy for the thereof, and Leith to-morrow, according to 
person. Thus hundreds of religious and con- the following instructions. 	" The bailies of 
scientious people were hurried into eternity, 
without libel, witnesses; or process, merely 

the suburbs to attend at four in the morn-
ing at Holyrood-house, to know the coun- 

because they hesitated, or would not de- cil's pleasure. 	The constables of the town 
dare their sentiments upon those points. at the same time to attend my lord provost, 

During the months of September and that he may send the key to the Nether- 
October there is little in the council regis- bow, and the keys are to lie in the provost's 
ten, save what relates to the justiciary hands this night. 	At the opening of the 
courts, which will come in best upon the ports the town-council are to attend the 
narrative of those. 	October 31st, captain magistrates, who are to appoint sixteen of 
Graham is required immediately to seize their number to attend the officers who 
some personsliving in and about Edinburgh, 
given him in a private list. 	Whether this 

make the search. 	The ports being opened, 
a bank is to be beat through the town with 

was some pretended conspiracy, or what all the drummers can be had, and in all the 
was the occasion, I know not; 	but no lanes of the city, discharging all persons to 
body was secure from trouble, when those quit their houses upon their peril. 	The 
private lists formed from the stories in- council in the meantime are to attend near 
formers trumped up, were made rules of the cross, to give orders. 	That captain 
by the managers. Graham with his company, post themselves 

The months of November and December at Haddocks-hole to guard the prisoners. 
open a new and blacker scene of persecution 
than yet we have met with. 	Without any 

The counsellors who attend the searchers, 
to have iower to break open the doors of 

provocation given, we find the managers 
were ready enough to go great lengths 

such houses as are pretended to be waste, 
if their landlords presently bring not the 

against the suffering wanderers up and keys." 
down the country; but at this time it must I shall shut up my accounts of this year 
be owned they had a greater handle given in this section, by noticing the close cor- 

e, them than ever, and I shall, endeavour to respondence betwixt our managers at Edin- 
give plain matter of fact from the public burgh,, and bloody Jeffreys in England. 
records, and other papers come to my hand, 
in a section by itself, wherein I shall give 

Birds of a feather flock together. 	Only 
Jeffreys was tied down by the English 

the declaration of war, as it was ordinarily laws, far less sanguinary than ours at this 
termed, by the society people, upon pro- time. 	However, he went as 	far as he 
vocations in their own nature tempting to 
such extremities, the persecution of some 

could to stretch the laws, and some farther, 
and offers his service to our people at 

for putting it on church-doors, the Swine- 
abbey murder, with the rigorous proceed- 

Edinburgh. 	Accordingly, December 3d, 
' the advocate representing how ready judge 

ings on the back of it, the orders for killing Jeffreys was to join with the council for 
in the fields, and the many commissions support of the government, it is recom- 
granted on this declaration in December. mended to him to signify to the judge, the 

November 24th, "the council being in- great resentments (sense) the council had 
formed, that this day three coffins were of his kindness towards this kingdom, in 
carried down the street for the persons giving his concurrence against such per- 
who were this day ordered to be executed nicious rogues and villains who disturb the 
for treasonable practices, and owning the public peace ; and desiring he may cause 
late treasonable declaration, the 	council apprehend the persons of hiding and fugi- 
recommend it to Sir William 'Paterson, to tine Scotsmen, and deliver them securely 
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on the Scots border, 'to such as shall be ministry within this kingdom hereaf- 
appointed to receive them." 	It is now ter, under the pain of five thousand 1684- 
high time to 	come to more particular merks, or otherwise remove off the kingdom 
prosecutions. within the space of a month after the date 

hereof, and not return without license, under 
SECT. II. the pain foresaid. 	'When the sentence was 

intimated, Mr Shaw refused to find caution to 
Of the sufferings of particular persons, no- desist from preaching hereafter; this was 

blemen, gentlemen, ministel-s, and others, 
not to death, this year, 1684. 

another great hardship put upon presby-
terian ministers at this time that with their 
own hand they must unminister themselves; 

LAST year we heard of the begun prosecu- 
tion of the indulged ministers, and it is car- 

upon which the council order him to prison, 
till he find caution to remove forth of the 

ried on in the beginning of this, against kingdom, and not return, as aforesaid. 	In 
the most of them now remaining, and to- prison he continues till January 22d, where 
ward the end of it they are all turned out. I find "the lords of council liberate'Mr An- 
It may not be improper to give here as much thony Shaw, being old and infirm, caution 
of the council's procedure against them as I being found, that he shall keep no conven- 
can gather. tick in house or field, or baptize and marry, 

By the justiciary records, I find January but demean himself peac.eabIy, and frequent 
7th Mr Anthony Shaw minister at Newmills, 
a person of great piety and learning, appears, 
and his indictment is read, charging him 

ordinances where he lives, under the pen-
ally of five thousand merks." To this trou-
ble was this good man brought, and the at- 

with " holding a field-conventicle to two tack was almost general upon all the in- 
th ousand persons and up wards, in the church- dulged. 
yard of Colmoriel, and with preaching, pray- Mr John Campbell, indulged minister at 
ing, and baptizing there, contrary to act 5. 
sass. 2. part. 2. Char. II." 	The lords con- 

Sorn, and Mr James Veitch at Mauchlin, 
appear before the council, January 3d, and 

tinue this process till the council's mind be are charged with the breach of their con- 
known about it. 	The case seems to have finement, and the probation remitted to their 
been this, Mr Shaw at a communion, where oath. 	They confessed they had broke their 
the church of the indulged minister would confinement, and prayed and exercised in 
not hold the people who came, as was very private families, that they did not read the 
ordinary then and yet, preached at a tent in Proclamation for the thanksgiving. 	The 
the church-yard. 	This was indeed a breach council 	declare 	their license 	'void, 	and 
of his confinement, but all of them were order them either to find caution to go 
guilty this way ; but according to the let- forth of the kingdom against March 1st 
ter of the law, it is made a field-conventicle, 
which was death to the preacher. 	And 

next, or not to preach or exercise their 
ministry, under five thousand marks, and 

though he gave in a very moving petition, 
and was singularly moderate, yet such a 

to keep ordinances, and appoint them to go  
to prison if they find not caution. 	Mr 

man as he, after all his yielding, behoved to 
be processed for his life. 	January 8th, the 

James Veitch at this time went to Holland, 
where he continued under some trouble 

justices, with consent of the advocate, as from Robert Hamilton and his party, but 
pursuer, desert the diet against him, and increasing in learning and grace till the 
ordain him to find caution to appear before toleration, he returned to his charge at 
the council, January 10th. 	January 10th Mauchlin. 
Mr Anthony Shaw being called, compeared, 
and the lords, upon his demission, declare 

Amidst those severities against the in-
dulged ministers, the couail show some 

the indulgence granted him to preach, to be kindness to the relict of one of them, and 
void and at an end, and declare the kirk 
vacant; and ordain hilt' to find caution not 

January 22d gave to Mrs Wedderburn, 
whose husband died 1678, and hath a nu- 

to preach, or exercise the function or the morons family, the stipend of Dunlop parish. 
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' Whether Mr Gabriel Cuningham Was he disowns these principles, and nothing is 
preaching there or not,I know not; it laid to his charge, craving that he may be 

was well the stipend went to no worse use. liberate." 	The council order his liberation 
January 30th, Mr William Eccles indulged as soon as the advocate is satisfied as to his 

at Paisley,scompears, and confesseth breach principles, upon caution to compeer when 
of confinement, and that he did not preach called. 	The advocate for some time ne- 
May 29th every year. The council declare glected to report, and so he continued a con- 
his license void, and ordain him to find cau- siderable time in the iron-house, in no small 
tion either not to preach, or remove off trouble. 	About the same time the advocate 
the kingdom. 	 is ordered to insist in a process before the 

That same day Mr Robert Eliot indulged justices, against Mr John Rae, for preaching 
at Linton, is dealt with in the same way; at field conventicles some four or five years 
and Mr Thomas Black at New-Tyle, being ago. 	September 15th, I find him sent to 
cited and not compearing, is denounced, the Bass. 	He was a zealous successful 

March 6th, Mr John Baird at Paisley, of gospel minister. 	We shall just now meet 
whom before, had been cited against that with Mr William Violent, upon another 
day. 	A testimonial of his sickness is pro- head attacked and laid aside. 	And August 
duced, and he is continued until April. 17th, the advocate is ordered to raise a 
Whether this sickness carried him to hea- criminal process against 	Mr 	Alexander 
ven at this time, Iknow not, but I find no Ross, a worthy minister in the north, for 
more about him in the registers. 	He was conventicles ; they could only be conven- 
e minister of great learning and piety, and tides kept in houses with people at the 
singular skill in medicine. 	. doors, for there were no real field-conventi- 

April 8th, Mr William Erskine presents cies in that country. 
a petition to the council, showing; "that September 16th, Mr John Knox, indulged 
he had been"now seven years close prisoner 
in Blackness castle, and other places, and 

at West-Calder, appears before the council, 
and is imprisoned, where he continued till 

that merely for preaching the gospel as he the king's death. 	Having some attested ac- 
had received power from Christ, and that counts of this worthy minister, and the in- 
he was now turned valetudinary, therefore gratitude exercised towards him, I cannot 
craving the council's compassion." 	All but take notice of them. 	Mr Knox was 
they do is to allow him to walk about the son to Mr John Knox minister at Bowden 
castle, and take the air with a keeper. And in Teviotdale. 	The person I am now ac- 
upon what reasons I know not, Mr John counting for, 	was 	ordained minister at 
Hutchison is allowed to return from Ire- North-Leith. 	When a probationer, Ile was 
land, whither the council had banished in the army and chaplain to 	Sir John 
him in the year 1682, for his breach of his Brown's regiment of horse, and was en- 
confinement. 	This liberty is granted April gaged among the royalists in the battle at 
1st. 	The last of this month, Mr John Inverkeithing. 	Ile was chaplain in the 
Sinclair, who had been minister at Ormis- castle of Timtallan, when the English be- 
ton, was represented as having preached sieged it; and after he had safely conveyed 
sedition abroad; and we shall find him this my lord Angus and some ladies, to their 
year processed criminally. boat for North-Berwick, he was deserted 

May 5th, Mi• William Wisheart student by the lieutenant and most part of the sol- 
in divinity, safe° the revolution minister at Biers; yet lie capitulated with the English 
-Leith and Edinburgh, and when I write and got very good conditions. 	He had an 
thin:, the reverend principal of the college elder brother Mr Henry Knox, a youth of 
the'ie, presents a petition to the council, 
bearing, 	"that having left his studies at 

very bright parts, who 'waited upon the 
king in the time of his exile, and was more 

Utrecht, to come home and visit his aged than once employed by the king, and sent 
and dying parents, upon some mistake he over to Scotland, to negotiate his affairs. 
was put in prison, as being .one of those Mr John was one lierson to whom the 
who deny his majesty's authority, whereas king's letters to his friends in Scotland were 
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directed ; and I have seen a letter writ by 
the king himself to him, yet in his son's 

swered. 	'He looked on himself as a 1681. minister of Christ, and would never 
hand, a copy whereof the curious reader tie up himself from preaching his gospel.' 
will desire to see, and it follows. Whereupon he was immediately ordered to 

prison, and lay there from September to 
" St Germans, August 3Ist,1652. February next, when, the king died. 

" I am promised this letter shall come safe The design was now formed to turn out 
to your hands, and therefore I am willing, 
that you should know from myself, that I 

all the indulged ministers, and either to 
make presbyterian ministers promise not to 

am still alive, and the same man I was preach, or engage to go off the kingdom. 
when I was amongst you. 	I am very much Accordingly we shall afterward find it an 
troubled for what you suffer, and am using instruction to the circuits in October, to 
all the endeavours I can to free you, and examine all the indulged ministers,, and lay 
before many months I hope you will see I them aside who had broken theirinstructions; 
am not idle : in the meantime, I cannot but and such as would not find caution not to 
let you know, that I am in greater straits preach, or remove off the kingdom, were to 
and necessities than you can easily appre- be sent in prisoners to Edinburgh.. The 
bend, and thereby compelled to leave many managers now resolved to rid the prelates 
things undone which would be of advan- of all presbyterian ministers by wholesale, 
Cage to me and you. 	I could heartily wish and at this time they came to no small 
therefore, that by your interest and negoti- hardships. 	They had carried most peace- 
ation with these you dare trust, and who ably and loyally, to that degree, that the 
you know wish me well, some way might society people censured 	and reproached 
be thought of to assist me with money, 
which would be a very seasonable obliga- 

them, and no reason could be given for such 
hardships upon so many pious, and godly 

tion, and could never be forgotten by me. men, but the malice of the prelates, to whom 
I need say no more to you, but that I shall they had been eye-sores, and the prevalency 
be glad to receive any advice or advertise- of popish designs which were ripening very 
mot from you that you think necessary fast under the duke of York's influence. 
for me, and shall always remain, 

" Your very loving friend, 
" CHARLES R." 

Accordingly, October 13th, I find Mr An-
thony Murray in prison, because he will 
not engage to quit his ministry; and the 
council allow him liberty to visit his dying 

Notwithstanding of all these services done 
for the king in his straits, Mr Knox was 

brother the laird of Glendoick, upon bond, 
to re-enter prison against the 20th of Nov- 

turned out of his church in North Leith, at ember, under the penalty of five thousand 
the restoration,because in conscience he could merks. 	And, October 30th Mr James Cur- 
not subject to prelacy. 	Indeed he got the rie is liberate from prison, upon condition 
benefit of being connived at in West Calder for he preach none, otherwise to forfeit his 
some years, till now he was summoned in be- bond of five thousand merks. 
fore the council, and was charged with break- By an original letter of the reverend Mr 
ing his confinement, which every body knew 
none of the indulged kept, with not keeping 

John Carstairs, to the secretary of state, 
dated November 3d, it appears, that he 

the 29th of May, and baptizing children of looked upon it as a thing projected, that 
other parishes; and though he gave satisfy- all presbyterian ministers should be silenced 
ing answers to all, and took the liberty to or banished. 	I shall insert part of his letter 
signify the peculiar services he had occasion relative to this, which likewise- gives the 
to be employed in for the king, and the let- present circumstances of this worthy and 
ters be had under his hand, which he offered 
to produce; yet no favour could be done  
him, unless he would give bond never to 
preach or exercise any part of the minister- 

eminent minister of Christ. 

" Right honourable, and my very noble lord, 
" I presume, necessity constraining me, upon 

ial function in Scotland. 	To which .he an- the acquaintance I have the honour of with 
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1684. 
your lordship, humbly to kiss your 
hands with this line, and to beseech 

his declaration before the council, four years 
ago, which hath likewise been considered, 

your lordship, that seeing, as it would seem, 
it is resolved, that all presbyterian noncon- 

and concludes with a confident hope, that 
his lordship's generosity at least will secure 

form ministers shall be either perpetually im- him from being in worse case by this ad- 
prisoned,or exiled his majesty's dominions,to dress to him. 	What the reception or con- 
grant me your lordship's pass to go out of my 
native country, (where I thought I would 

sequent of this address to the secretary was, 
I know not, but I think, this singular and 

have been psrmitted to die,beinganaged man, 
entering, if I live so long, the sixth of Jan- 

eminent servant of Christ died not long af• 
ter this, and got beyond their reach ; yet 

nary next, into my great climacteric, and still the ingratitude and severity of this peri-' 
being so very infirm, that I have not but 
twice, and that not without some difficulty, 
walked between the Cross and Trone, these 

od toward this worthy minister and others, 
was not the less, and many were brought 
to hard circumstances. 

two and thirty months, nor so much as 
crossed the narrowest street or lane in Ed- 

By the registers I find, November 27th, 
that the council order "all the indulged 

inburgh these twelve months bygone) un- ministers to be outed, because they kept not 
clogged with any gravaminous condition, as their instructions, and some of them did not 
of not exercising my ministry, (to which, 
whatever may be nly practice, which I hope 

keep the thanksgiving in September last 
year." 	And by the instructions given to 

shall be without offence, I dare not engage, 
come of me what will) or of not returning, 
since that is on the matter a sentence of 

the commissioners in different shires, Be-
cember 2d, "the indulged ministers are to 
be obliged to give bond not to exercise any 

banishment, and construable withal, as the part of their ministry in Scotland," of which 
grant of my own desire. 	I can ingenuously in its own room. 	And December 11th, Mr 
declare to your lordship, I have no thought, 
let be fixed resolution, of returning, having 

Ralph Rogers, Mr William Tullidaff, and 
Mr Robert Boyd, refusing to give bond 

some design to remove to such a distance, 
that it is more probable I shall die by the 

not to exercise their ministry while they 
remain iu the kingdom, are ordered to pri- 

way than go the length, let be return; and son. 	January 8th, 1685, Mr Robert Boyd 
if ever I shall have thoughts of returning, is liberate from prison, and confined to a 

'which is not probable, I shall not do it with- house in Edinburgh. 	December 22d, Mr 
out acquainting your lordship first. 	If John Macmichan, Mr Cant, Mr Archibald 

, your lordship think fit to grant me a pass Macgachan, are indicted before the justi- 
(which my lord secretary no doubt may, of ciary, for reset of rebels; they appear and 
and by himself, do to any subject under no offer to abide trial. 	The diet is deserted 
sentence, censure, suspicion or citation,) to simpliciter, and the last enacts himself, un- 
be gone in the spring, if I be in capacity, 
(having been, in the beginning of this year 

der five thousand merks, to appear when 
called. 	And January 17th, Mr Macmichaa 

four whole months unable to take so much and Mr Cant are brought before the coun- 
as one turn in my chamber, and a con- 
siderable part of that ,time in bed, under 

cil, and their bond taken to live peaceably, 
and that they shall not preach. 	That same 

great agony,) with some protection for my 
poor disconsolate family, to whom, at least 
the very short while I am to be with them, 
your lordship will allow me to be a mini- 

day, Mr Robert Bell, indulged at Dahl, 
his license is made void. 	And January 22d, 
Mr John Oliphant, who had been formerly 
confined to his chamber, his confinement is 

ster, it will be a singular obligation." 	The 
rest of the letter goes on with a particular 

renewed for a month. 	And February 3d, 
Mr Robert Duncanson, and Mr Duncan 

deduction iif Mr Carstairs his very consi- 
derable appearances for the king, when in 

Campbell, indulged 	ministers in Argyle, 
are sent 	to prison, upon their refusal to 

a low condition, and his untainted loyalty engage not to exercise any part of their 
to him, in the instances already noticed, af- ministerial 	work. 	Some 	more 	hints 
ter the restoration. 	lie further appeals to about,. them 	will come 	in 	next 	 year. 
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By other accounts, I find, that several min- 
isters and others, in the year 1684, were 

state of the affair might be remitted 1684. to the king's majesty for his approba- 
made prisoners, as Mr George Meldrum, Mr tion, and to know his further pleasure as to 
James Urquhart, Mr John Stuart, Mr Alex- their procedure for the future, in the case of 
ander Dunbar ; and all the indulged minis- husbands being made liable for their wives 
tors in the western shires and elsewhere, 
were summarily laid aside, and those of them 

withdrawing from public 	worship: re- 
solved, that a letter be sent with instruco; 

who would not oblige themselves not to tious, by the earl of Perth, and that the 
preach, were imprisoned, first in the tolbooth lords of the clergy, such members as are 
of Edinburgh, and then in Blackness or the lawyers, with duke Hamilton, meet to- 
Bass, as Mr Ralph Rogers, Mr William morrow, and draw them." 	We have seen 
Tullidaff, Mr Anthony Murray, Mr John this was done, and sent up, and what answer 
Greg, Mr James Hutchison, Mr Andrew was returned. 	However they resolved to 
Miller, Mr Peter Kid, Mr John Knox, Mr abate nothing to Sir William of the 1500 
Walter Mowat, Mr James Currie, &c. pounds sterling they had modified his fine 
This is all I can give relating to those wor- to. 	The same day, "anent a petition pre- 
thy and useful ministers of Christ, now laid 
aside, and I have chosen to put it all to- 

seated by James Scot of Bristol, showing, 
that Sir William Scot of Harden being de- 

gether in this place. 	I come now forward cerned by the laird of Meldrum, in the sum 
to take notice of the hardships gentlemen of forty six thousand pounds Scots, as the 
and others were brought to this year. fines of conventicles, and withdrawing. from 

January 3d, John Millar of Watershaugh ordinances, be obtained from the council a 
petitions the council, that he bath been in suspension, wherein the petitioner became 
prison these nine months for alleged cor- caution for him, which being called before 
respondence with rebels at Bothwell, and the council, they turned the decreet to a 
no proof brought against him, craving to be libel, in respect that Sir William Scot's 
liberate. 	The council order him to be lib- lady bath not deponed as to her withdraw- 
erate from the Canongate tolbooth, upon ing. 	And the council having thereafter 
his giving bond and caution, under the pen- taken her oath, they found the letters or- 
ally of five thousand pounds sterling, that derly proceeded in, ay, and while Sir Wil- 
he shall answer to any crime laid to his liam Scot made payment of fifteen hundred 
charge, upon six days' citation at his house; pounds 	sterling; and therefore humbly 
and that in the meantime he shall live or- supplicating the council to compassionate 
derly and frequent ordinances at his own the petitioner's family, and sist execution." 
parish-church. 	I have no more concerning The council sists execution till the first of 
this gentleman; but live thousand pounds .April. 	Sir William was long in prison, and 
sterling was a most exorbitant sum, upon' it is hut a few more hints I can give of him. 
mere suspicion of correspondence. May 5th, he is sent to the tolbooth of Jed- 

We heard of Sir William Scot of Harden  burgh. 	Upon his petition, July 24th, he is 
his case last year; and that upbn his exor- brought back again to Edinburgh prison. 
bitant fine of 46,000 pounds, for his lady's August 19th, the council having given some 
nonconformity, 	the council had applied hope of Sir William Scot's liberation, Sir 
to the king, for power to remit fines, 
where husbands were loyal. 	January 22d, 
he presents his petition for his enlargement. i 

Patrick Scot of Ancritm gives caution to 
present Sir William Tuesday next, under 
the penalty of fifteen hundred pounds ster- 

In this extraordinary case, I shall set down ling; and August 26th, Sir Patrick and 
what I meet with in the registers. " January Sir William Scot being called, and not 
22d, there being a petition presented by Sir compearing, the bond is declared forfeited, 
William Scot of Harden, desiring some en- and letters of horning direct for fifteen 
largement in his prison in Edinburgh, where hundred pounds sterling. 
he continues for his fine imposed on him'by The next gentleman I meet with before 
the council; upon debates and consideration the council, is Mr Thomas Hamilton of 
had of that affair, it was pruposed that .the Raith. 	His process last year was very ill 

.., 	 F 
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grounded and iniquitous, and the sensible of, and Most sorry for his said 1654. council are so sensible of this, that 
they interpose for a remission. 	February 

guilt, 	ignorance, or error, and mistake; 
and as heretofore he never carried arms 

21st, the council write the following letter, 
and send his petition inclosed to the secretary. 

against his majesty or his authority, so he 
is willing to engage for the future, that he 
shall never take up or bear arms against 

"Right Honourable, his majesty, or his heirs, or lawful succes- 
" The inclosed petition from Mr Thomas sore ; as also it is known, that the constant 
Hamilton, forfeited by the sentence of the duty, sufferings, loyalty, and affection of the 
justice-court, for his accession to the late 
rebellion, being addressed to his majesty's 

said umquhile John Hamilton, advocate, 
father to your petitioner, in the late rehelli- 

privy council, they, in consideration of sev- ous times, towards his majesty, and his 
eral favourable circumstances in his case, 
and of his loyalty, have thought fit to recom- 

dearest father of blessed memory, and to- 
ward their government and service, were 

mend to his majesty, for a pardon as to his very great : may it therefore please your 
life only, and that to be expede the several lordships, to take your petitioner's case to 
offices gratis, because of his great poverty. your consideration, and recommend bins to 

"ABERDEEN, Cancel." his sacred majesty, for a remission as to his 
life, and your lordships' petitioner shall ever 

,` The humble petition of Mr Thomas Hamill pray, &c. 
ton, prisoner, second lawful son to Mr John " T HO. HAMILTON." 
Hamilton of Raith, Advocate, 

' 	" Show eth, This good man got a remission, but who 
" That whereas your petitioner, by sentence his father had been a sufferer for the king 
of the lords of his majesty's justiciary, in 
justice-air holden at Glasgow June last, was 

and his father, and himself evidently loyal, 
as the council themselves bear witness, and 

forfeited in life and fortune, for his being was not in arms, but only with the west 
alleged present at the rebellion 1679, and for country army when encamped about his 
being art and part thereof, and for reset and mother's house, it was a new instance of the 
converse with those rebels : and true it is, 
that the 	petitioner's 	mother's 	dwelling- 

unparalleled severity of this period, that his 
estate and moveables were forfeited. 

place and residence, when he was attending March 13th, The case of some gentlemen 
her in her old age, is nearly sited unto Both- of Renfrewshire, who had been most Mi. 
well-bridge; and that the said rebels did quitously fined for irregularities, and not 
ligger and camp in and about the said house, 
during the time they continued in arms; 

keeping their parish-church, by the sherid• 
depute there, came to be considered by tie 

and that your petitioner was never seen council, when inquiring into the fines, as we 
actually in arms, as is evident'by the proba- heard upon the former section, and I shall 
tion adduced against him, and that his being give a hint at their process, that the iniquity 
present with them, harbouring and resetting of this period may further appear. 
them, did rather proceed out of the vicinity James Pollock of Balgray, a religious 
of his mother's residence to their camp and sensible gentleman in the parish oi 
and ligger, and out of youthful inexperience, 
ignorance, mistake, and error, than out of 

Mearns, had a decreet passed against him 
for a prodigious sum. 	When he came be 

any disloyalty, disaffection, or evil principles fore the council, nothing was found proves 
towards his majesty's person and govern- against him, except one conventicle, whirl 
meat, which he ever accounted his duty to he confessed. 	The council reduce the de 
maintain; and for his saying he was forced, 
and his owning the king in some of the 

creet, and fine him in fifty eight pound 
Scots for that one conventicle, at which 2 

rebels' hearing, he was in hazard of being 
murdered by some of them, as was certified 

, hqd been many years ago. 	A neighbourint 
gentleman in the same parish, James HO 

by the minister of the parish to his majes- ilton of Langton, was in the same circuit' 
ty's advocate : and that your petitioner is stances, and was, for one conventicle, 6o<4 
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likewise in the fourt► part of his yearly where the council finds the citation 
valued rent. 	We shall afterwards 	meet only to have been at the parish-church 1684. 
with Balgmy this year. 	At the same diet, 
two other heritors in the same parish are 

of the Mearns, whereas it ought to have been 
at their dwelling-house, or atthe market.erotss  

before them, Matthew Stuart portioner of of the head-burgh of the shire. Again the said 
Newton, a knowing and religious gentleman, 
and John Pollock of Fawside, not far from 

decreet was pronounced partially, unjustly, 
and plainly out of pique at the laird of 

him in the same place. 	I am in case to Blackball superior to those lands ; that gen- 
give some fuller account of this iniquitous tleman being one of the five commissioned 
process, from the original suspension of by the council, by whose advice the sheriff- 
their charge before me. 	Both of them are depute was ordered to proceed. 	And be- 
chargedto pay to Hugh Wallace his majesty's cause Blackball would not give way to the 
cash-keeper, the just fourth part of their sheriff's extravagancy, and allow him to exact 
yearly valued•rent, and for each time of one upon people at his pleasure, the 	sheriff 
hundred and fifty six times, they are al- picked out those two vassals of his from 
leged to have been present at house and among some hundreds of feuars through the 
field.conventicles, for the space of three shire, in the very same circumstances with 
years preceding the date of the letters of them, but vassals to other gentlemen and 
horning, and the eighth part of their said 
yearly rent, for their alleged withdrawing 

noblemen, 	and , denounced 	them; 	yea, 
those two were never at any field conven- 

from their parish-kirk the former number tides since the indemnity, nor had they any 
of times, during the said space, and the children born to them in the space libelled ; 
fourth part of their yearly valued rent, for and when there was a minister in the church 
their having a child irregularly baptized every of Mearns, they kept the church in terms of 
one of these three years, ilk of them toties law." 	Thus we see justice done them, but 
quoties ; and that conform to a decreet pro- every one had not so good assistance to get 
nounced against them by Andrew Atchison the iniquitous decreets of inferior courts 
some time sheriff-depute of Renfrew, in 
which he decerns the yearly rent of the 

rescinded, as those two 	gentlemen had, 
though under the same oppression. 	I for- 

said Matthew Stuart to be one hundred and merly noticed that this was a general case. 
seven pounds Scots, and that of John Pollock Heritors upon their noncompearance (and 
to be sixty three pounds Scots. all methods were taken when the sheriffs 

This was the case of those two gentlemen, 
and the ordinary method now taken with 

had a mind to decern them, to prevent 
their compearing) were found guilty in all 

all heritors of the presbyterian persuasion : points of their libel, and the, fine they were 
and from this we may easily guess the terri- decerned in was summed up from the whole. 
ble nature of the fines now imposed, and ob- " Lastly. It might have been noticed, that 
serve how they are accumulated, and the very the sheriff had most extravagantly reckoned 
letter of the present law is stretched, and their valued rent, Mr Stuart's rent in that 
fines counted up above the real value of place being but forty pounds, and John 
their estates for mere nonconformity during Pollock's only twenty five pounds." 	This 
three years. 	Those accumulate sums, in. instance may give us a view of the methods 
deed, ordinarily ended in composition; but now commonly used. 	Upon all these 
then such decreets were a terrible handle reasons the council suspend the charge, and 
for exorbitant oppression in those compo- yet obliged the two heritors to give bond 
sitions. 	However in this case the council and caution for the whole sum charged, till 
were so just, as to grant letters of suspen- the business was discussed, although the 
sion to this charge, upon reasons I shall in- matter was obviously illegal. 	And when 
sert here as further documents of the ini- the decreet was discussed, I am informed 
quity of this period. 	" The council find the the complainers were liberate and the de- 
said decreet was pronouced for null defence creet found iniquitous. 
and noncompearance without any lawful April 11th, I find a long decreet in the 
citation, as appears from the decreet itself, council books, against some of the magi's- 
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,trues of Ayr; Provost Brisbane and' for the horrid crime of rebellion, to live is 1681. others, with their counter contplaints. the said burgh, and bath overthrown the 
It censists.of a great many sheets of paper. I set of the burgh." 
shall give a short.abstract of it, as containing An additional libel was likewise produced 
some hints, relative to this time, I have not by the said Robert Hunter, bearing, "the 
met with elsewhere. 	"Anent our sovereign said William Brisbane provost of the said 
lord's letters, at the instance of Sir George burgh, and Robert Dalrymple bailie, have 
Mackenzie, &c: his-majesty's advocate, and suffered several disorderly persons to go 
Robert Hunter late bailie, in Ayr informer, 
it is of verity;, that William Brisbane late 

unpunished, though their children were six 
on eight months unbaptized; that 1680, he 

provost of Ayr, in the. year 1682, to the persuaded Mr James Rowat a fanatical and 
contempt of his majesty, and the encourage- field preacher, to preach in the church of 
meat of ,the fanatical interest in the town the said burgh, then plemshed with ortho• 
of Ayr, where the growth of fanaticism is dox ministers ; and they suffered the int* 
much to be .feared, did officiate as guild- bitants to Withdraw from the church." 
brother of the said burgh, and the year A counter libel is given in by provost 
thereafter, as dean of guild;  with a company Brisbane against Robert Hunter, "that he 

. of other fanatics as guild-brethren; without 
taking:the test; and, that in the year 1680, 
he did,  go to Mauchlin, where, there was a 

and William Cunningham late provost did, 
1680, dispense with several of the members 
of the town-council their not taking the 

pretended presbytery of irregular and in- declaration, as had been their practice for 
dulged ministers, and procured three or four some years; and at Michaelmas 1680, did 
unlicensed ministers;  to preach, pray, and" lay it aside, and neither took it themselves, 
Catechise in the town of Ayr, who accord- nor offered it to the council; that the said 
ingly tame.; which, if it had not been nar- William did give billets to the rebels before 
lowly leaked unto, had been the utter. ruin Bothwell, signed with his own hand, and 
oftile church in that place, the people be- called one Mr James Brown, a conventicle 
ing more inclined to. follow the presbyterian preacher, who was, in the rebellion, and bad 
Ministers, thanto wait upon the ordinances been declared fugitive, to preach in the kirk 
of orthodox 	ministers. 	And the 	said of Ayr; and that he did entertain one James 
William always encouraging the. presbyter- Patdrson a rebel, now declared fugitive, af- 
ian party, being a present magistrate named ter he had let -him out of prison; that at 
by his majesty's privy, council, in August Michaelmas 1681, he himself refused the 

,, or September, 1682,, did invite and persuade test, and prevailed with the council to de- 
Mr Jame* Lawrie a presbyterian deposed sert the magistracy, and refuse it. 	And the 
minister, and Mr Matthew Baird an unli- 
mimed fanatical preacher, towait on, preach, 
anti pray to a malefactor condemned in the 
burgh of Ayr, wherethrough the malefactor 

privy council, by their act, December 1681, 
having named magistrates, the said William 

• made it his work to weaken their hands, 
and raise faction and division. 	And when 

on the,scaffold did express herself in a most 
disrespectful manner of the orthodox min: 
isterS• 	And the said William did fine ex- 

the council, by, 'their act, January 1683, 
appointed the trades in Ayr to take the test, 
he dissuaded them from it,, and promoted a 

orbitantly several of his majesty's subjects, 
who .had committed irregularities, out of 
curiosity, and exemed, many notoriously 

'mutinous factious paper in name of the 
trades, protesting against the council's act, 
and gave false representations to his males- 

guilty, and committed many irregularities ty's council thereanent.” 	This libel and 
in: the election of the magistrates of the said counter-libel . was the effect of party and 
burgh, in a violent and seditious way, 1682, 
and made an election, without any regard 
to.the orders of his majesty's privy council, 
and 011°4 several English fanatics, who had 

heat in the place, and, as I take it, most 
part of the articles on both hands were fact, 
and both parties in their turns had favoured 
the itifFering presbyterians. 	However, the 

served. under the, usurper.; and 'he suffered council exculpate the first, and find, "the 
Thomas and JohnBowies, declared fugitive first And additional libels against William 
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Brisbane not proven, and assoilie him ; and hundred and fourscore pounds Scots 
for the stopping of all heats in that burgh, 
declare at Michaelmas next they themselves 
will make election of magistrates and coun- 

from him, as the last half of his fine, 
1  

and discharges him. Such oppression as this, 
as well as conscience, made.this person joie 

sellors for next Year, and discharge the pre- in the rising at Pentland. 	And. December 
sent magistrates to make any election at 18th, 1666, Raploch, sheriff-depute, goes to 
that time. 	And they delay to determine Sandiholm, and inventars •James Hastie's 
anent Rbert Hunter at this time, but find good; and delivers them over to the laird 
the , said William Cunningham guilty of of Neilsland, as appears by a signed inven- 
several disorders, and the occasion of much Lary of them before me, to be kept for duke 
disturbance in the said burgh, and declare Hamilton's use. 	June 1667, the duke dis- 
h im incapable of public trust therein, during pones all goods and gear belonging to James 
pleasure; and ordain him to pay the said Hastie fallen into his majesty's hands by his 
William Brisbane five hundred merks for being in the rebellion in November last, to 
the expenses of this plea, and the charges Patrick Hamilton in Neilsland, by his grant 
of witnesses, and that the said William lie 
in prison till he pay it." 

signed by himself June 3d; 1667. June 6th, 
Neilsland gives a blank assignation to James 

By the following petition given in to the Hastie's whole goods and gear upon a bond 
council April 22d, we may see upon what granted hint for an hundred pounds by Ma. 
grounds people were forfeited in life and rian Clelland spouse to the said James. And 
fortune. 	And when the injustice is fully indeed his whole valued goods are not much 
discovered, remissions as to life are only above that sum. 	He paid likewise two 
granted. 	Henry Boswell in Dunsyston re- 
presents, "that whereas on the third of 

'hundred merits as another fine for ecclesi,  
astical disorders, to John Sornerwel of Spit. 

March last, he was found, guilty by an as- tie, and gets a discharge for his not keeping 
size of being among the rebels, the truth the kirk, and all other disorders ecclesias- 
of the matter was, he was only seeking his tied ; but it mentions not the sum paid. 
horses which they had violently taken from This is dated Lanark, February ltith, 1687. 
him, June 2d, 1679, and that he recovered This good'man was frequently imprisoned 
them, and returned to his own house that upon 	those 	and the like accounts, and 
day, and that he bath taken the test at Glas- brought to great hardships and loss by 
gow. 	The council recommend him for a quarterings ; many times he had ten or 
remission, as to his life, gratis." 	Many in- twelve soldiers, with their horses, quartered 
stances of this nature might be given. upon him. 	But particulars would be end- 3 

By an original bond before me, dated less. 
June 13th, this year, I find James Hastie in Upon the former section we heard of the 
Harelaw, in the parish of Carstairs, paid trouble brought upon several heritorsin tho 
two hundred merks to Meldrurn, for his parish of Cambusnethan from the people's 
nonconformity, and his alleged being at coming by them from the conventicle at 
Bothwell, though he was not there. 	Mel- Blackloch, June 19th, the council order Stu- 
drum came and drave his goods, and they art of Allanton, Stuart of Hartwood, Wit- 
were not restored till this• bond in common 
form was given, and he was very soon 

barn Cochran younger of Ochiltree, Walk,  
er of Hackwood-burn, and Mr• William 

forced to pay it. 	This person was brought Viokuit indulged at Cambusnethan, to be 
to mo small troublo,,for his adhering to his cited against July 1st. 	Those two excellent 
principles, before this time and after. 	By and religious gentlemen, brothers, William 
original documents in my hand, I find he Stuart of Allanton, and James Stuart of 
paid the second half of the fine imposed by Hartwood, in the shire of Lanark, were 
Middleton's parliament, without any ma- most iniquitously fined, the first in 3000 
son at all, being only then a tenant in San- merks, and the other in 1000 pounds. These 
diholm in Dalserf parish. 	Sir 	William gentlemen never gave' any disturbance to 
Bruce's discharge before me is dated March the government; they were chargeable with 
27th,1666, and acknowledges his receiving a the breach of none of the laws. 	Indeed 
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they still owned themselves presbyter- 

THE SUFFERINGS 	(BOOK III, 

fault but what is above, and he continued 
1684. ians, and were eminent for piety, and under this till the liberty : yea, such was the 

conscientious nonconformists from prelacy, 
but had behaved themselves with that caution 

rigour of this time, that a good many of the 
substantial tenants, and other country peo- 

and temper, that they could not be reached, 
and always demeaned themselves as dutiful 
and loyal subjects. 	It was their happiness 

ple in this parish, were harassed upon this 
same score. 	David Russel tenant in Stone, 
Archibald Prentice and John Clelland por- 

t& live under the ministry of the reverend tioners there, and John Smith in the same 
Mr Violant, and so they were not charge- parish, were apprehended and carried pris- 
able with church-irregularities. 	Yet a han- oners into Edinburgh, and kept in prison 
die was taken hold of against them, one about three months, and fined in a hundred 
could scarce have expected, except in such pounds, for no other reason but their not 
a time as this, when nothing almost could raising the hue and the cry against these 
prevent presbyterians sharing in the rigour people, when they came by their houses. 
of this period. 	There had been a conven- But I come to give this process from the 
tide kept, as hath been noticed, at a consid- registers. 
erable distance from their houses, and some July 1st, the council pass a decreet, which 
armed men, in their owl; defence, came from is very long, and narrates the proclamation 
that meeting through the parish where they anentthe hue and the cry, July 1662, and find 
lived, in their road homeward. 	Allanton 
was only accidentally looking out of a win- 

Hackwood-burn, Allanton, and Hartwood, 
guilty, and to be fined in the terms of that 

dow in his own house, on the evening of proclamation. 	July 2d, I find, the council 
the Lord's day, and saw them passing by. order Allanton and Hartwood to be let out 
Hartwood met them on the high road, as he of prison, upon their engagement to satisfy 
was coming home from hearing sermon at the cashkeeper as to their 	 fines. 	That 
the church of Cambusnethan. 	This they same day, the council find the libel not 
both acknowledged, and there was no more proven against Mr 	Currie minister 	at 
could be laid to their charge ; it was not so Shotts, and Mr Peter 	Kid indulged at 
much as alleged that they had conversed Carluke, and assoilie them. 	The sheriffs of 
with any of them, or supplied them any way. the places 	through which those people 
And precisely, because the gentlemen did not went from the Black-loch conventicle, had 
raise the hue and the cry, as the proclama- been cited, and some other heritors; and 
tion of council formerly mentioned,required, 
and raised not the country to seize them on 

so, July 17th, "The lords of his majesty's 
privy council, having considered the libel 

the Lord's day, they are arbitrarily fined; raised by the advocate, against the sheriffs 
yea, this hardship was extended to several of Lanark, Stirling, and Linlithgow shires 
others in that parish. and the heritors there, with the defence pro- 

Mr William Violant, indulged minister in pounded by the laird of Dundas, that he 
Cambusnethan, a singularly learned and knew not of the rebels passing through his 
worthy person, endued with the greatest grounds and lands, for several days after 
temper and meekness of many men in his they passed, and that he was not on the 
age, and exceedingly useful in that parish place for several days after that time; the 
and the country round, this excellent min- lords repel the defence as conceived, and 
ister did not escape the fury of this time. allow his majesty's advocate diligence, fur 
The foresaid armed men, who kept together proving that the rebels appeared upon, and 
in their own defence, as long as they could, 
happened in their road likewise to come by 

went through some part of his lands, as they 
passed." 	We shall hear just now, that in a 

Mr Violant's house, and because he did not parallel case this very day, they sustain 
raise the country on the sabbath, the bishops, the same defence in the earl of Tweeddale ; 

- whose great eye-sore he was, for learning, 
moderation, and temper, got 	him cited 

for it was now, " Show me the man, and 
I'll dhow the law." " And having considered 

before the council, where after some time's the 	case 	of Mr 	William 	Violant, in- 
imprisonment, he was banished for no other dulged minister at 	Cambusnethan, with 
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his declaration 	taken 	at Glasgow, 	and 
deposition taken before the committee of 
public affairs, find that he ought upon 

children belonging to other parishes, 
but refused to depone thereupon. 1684y 
And further added, he, as a minister, had his 

advertisement given him that the rebels instructions from his great master Jesus 
passed by his kirk on Sabbath night, 	of Christ, and, as to those, behoved to obey 
June last, to have made trial and inquiry him, and answer to ,him." 	The council 
after them, and thereupon given advertise- repeat the former sentence, July 17th;  and 
ment, conform to the council's proclamation, 
and that he bath most undutifully contra- 

order him to prison, till he find caution 
as above, and to remove out of the kingdom 

vened the same, and declare his indulgence within a month after his liberation. 
to be at an end, and void, and discharge John Maxwell of Dargavel in the shire 
him to preach at Cambusnethan hereafter; of Renfrew, had been fined most irregularly 
and ordain him to find caution, against the like other gentlemen of that shire. 	In his 

day of 	to remove off the kingdom absence his fine had been accumulated to a 
and not return without license, or to find great sum. 	Some interest was made for 
caution, in case he stay, not to preach or him, and I find, July 22d, his fine is sisted 
exercise any part of the ministerial function, 
under the penalty of five thousand merks; 

by the council, by reason of his exact 
regularity, for some time. 	Next day comes 

and grant diligence against him to com- 
pear before the council, to hear and see the 

on the process of John Brisbane of Freeland, 
in the same neighbourhood; 	and this 

said sentence pronounced against 	him, gentleman is quite ruined by this excefsive 
And they leave James Walker of Hack- fine, near the value of the lands of Freeland. 
wood-burn to further consideration." His decreet runs 	in 	the council-books, 

That same day, July 17th, I find another 
process against the earl of Tweeddale, lord 

" The lords find John Brisbane of Freeland, 
by his own confession upon oath, guilty of 

Torphichen, and a vast number of others, 
upon whose lands conventicles had been 

being present at twenty-five 	house-con-
venticles, at some of which he hath deposed 

kept, and through whose lands the rebels there were more present than the house 
had past from the conventicle at Cairnhill. could hold, so as some of them were with- 
The earl of Tweeddale appears and depones out doors, which by the law is declared to 
upon oath, " that he was not in the shire be a field-conventicle, and of constant with 
when the conventicles were kept, and had drawing from his own parish-kirk, since his 
no knowledge of the same for some days majesty's most gracious indemnity in the 
after; and that, to his knowledge, his year 1679, and fine him in five hundred 
deputies were free of the same. 	And the pounds sterling, and ordain him to pay six 
council assoilie the earl and his deputes." thousand merks presently, and lie in prison 
This is perfectly the same case, as far as I till it be paid, and supersede the other three 
can judge, with the laird of Dundas, and thousand merks, till they see 	how his 
we see what a vast difference is made. future behaviour shall be." 
And the council order general Dalziel to July 22d, I find Patrick Walker, a boy 
send a party out to bring in the rest of the of 	eighteen years or under, before the 
heritors. 	But I observe no more about council. 	He confesses he was present at 
them in the registers. 	As to Mr Violant, the murder of Francis Garden one of the 
"he appears, according to citation,July 306, 
and being asked, why he did not inform 

earl of Airly's troop, and refuses to dis- 
cover his accomplices. 	Arthur 	Tacket 

against the rebels; he answered, because confesseth he was in the rebellion, and 
he thought a minister not instructed so to lately with the rebels in arms in the shire 
do; and that he, as a minister, was not to of Lanark. 	The council ordain them both 
inform in a sanguinary matter. 	And being 
interrogated as to the other part of the libel, 
whether he had broke the council's in- 

to be questioned by torture, to-morrow, 
before the committee for public affairs, at 
nine of the clock. 	Patrick Walker was 

structions, confessed he had preached with- ordered, July 23d, to the plantations, pro- 
out his parish-church, and had baptized bably after be had undergone, torture. 	The 
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1684, other we shall meet with at his exe- 
cution. 

John Forbes of Lesly, bearing that he is 
fined by the laird of Kinmundie for alleged 

August 1st, that excellent person lord irregularities, and particularly for his and 
Neil 	Campbell, 	brother 	to 	the 	noble his lady's withdrawing from the kirk, in 
earl of Argyle, bad been 	cited 	before the sum of twenty two thousand three 
the council, for no other cause I can hear hundred and twenty pounds Scots, by a 
of, but that he was the son, of the, excellent decreet dated February 24th, 1684.; where. 
marquis, and brother to the earl of Argyle. as the petitioner's practice was out of dip 
Nothing worthy of death or bonds could be 
laid to his charge. 	" The clerks of council 
are warranted -to receive caution for him, 
under the penalty of five thousand. pounds 
sterling, that he confine himself to Edin- 

like at the minister Mr Alexander Mowat, 
placed there contrary to his inclination, he , 
being patron, and that he frequented ordi. 
nances elsewhere." The petitioner depones, 
that his withdrawing was not from any dia• 

burgh, and six miles about, and compear like or disrespect to the government in 
before the council in a charge of six hours." church or state, and the council suspend the 

August 6th, I find Robert Goodwin malt- letters. 	It appears indeed Mr Forbes was no 
man in Glasgow, is before a committee of whip, Mr Mowat had gone out for the test 
the council, the justice-general, the advo- That same day the council go in another 
cate, the bishop of Edinburgh. and some road, as to some fines imposed in Fife. 
others. 	There was no probation against Alexander Nairn of Sautford in Fife, cow. 
him,,but what resulted from his examine- plains, that the sheriff had most iniquitously 
tion. 	He would not own the king's supre- fined him in three thousand three hundred 
nutty, nor promise to attend upon ordinances pounds for house-conventicles. 	The coup- 
dispensed under the bishops, nor term Both- 
well rebellion, and thereupon is banished to 

eil refuse" his petition to have it suspended, 
and order it to be exacted. 	And dame 

tine 	plantations, and remitted to prison. Jean Telvil, lady Abden, complains, she was 
This religious worthy person had been cited fined in absence by the sheriff of Fife, is 
to some courts, and did not compear; that two thousand pounds, but bath no redrew. 
-way he came to be insert in the Porteous • This same day, " John Campbell son to 
roll, and was taken April 6th this year, in William Campbell of Over-Welwood, is or- 
a search at Glasgow, with James M'Lintoch, 
who was banished to Carolina. 	After he 

dered by the committee appointed to con. 
cider the case of the prisoners, to be pre 

had continued some time in prison at Glas.. secuted before the council, in order to ban• 
gow, he was brought into Edinburgh. 	He ishment." 	This is all I meet with about 
remained in prison till next year, with him in the registers, and his escape with 
many others, he was sent to Dunotter, and that of many other good people, August 
when brought, thence back to Leith, he 21st, prevented further process. 	But it is 
found means terescape. 	He was upon his worth the reader's while to take here a 
hiding since the year 1676, merely for non- well vouched account of the treatment of 
conformity. this worthy gentleman, now Captain John 

August 25th, Mr James Welwood, doctor Campbell of Over-Welwood in the shire of 
in medicine, well known since to the world, 
by his curious memoirs and other writings, 
is ordered by the council.to be sent to Cow- 

Ayr, yet alive, and able to attest every 
branch of this hard dealing with him and 
his worthy brother. 	The captain is so get- 

par, there to satisfy the sheriff's sentence erally known for his piety, good sense, up- 
for his nonconformity. rightness, and bravery, that he is far above 

A 	now instance of exorbitant fining, 
offers from a shire whence we have not 

any character I can pretend to give hint; 
and I know well his extreme modesty will 

veilk many examples: 	August • 19th, John be grated by my saying this much of him. 
Forbes of Lesly, in Aberdeenshire, com- ..0 • plains of his treatment by the sheriff-depute, 

He gave very public evidences of his excel. 
lent'spirit after the revolution, when he was 

to the council; and their act about it fol- deservedly made a captain of horse, and did 
lows. 	"Anent the petition presented by good.service to his master king William in 
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many parts of the kingdom. 	And the very 
same cause, and revolution-interest being at 
stake, he is just now treading the same 

soldiers, when they were carried into 1684,  
Glasgow prison, and thrust into a 
little room, and put into the irons from 

steps, and distinguishing himself 14 a most 
active and vigorous appearance for our only 

eight at night, till eight next morning, 
with two centinels upon them. 	Upon 

rightful sovereign king George. 	When I Monday they were examined by the lord 
am writing this (1715) during the present Ross, and lieutenant-colonel Buchan, who 
unnatural and unaccountable rebellion, I were civil enough to• them, and afterward 
will take liberty here to give all his suf- by lieutenant-colonel Windrum, upon the 
ferings together, though some of them were ordinary catechetic 	questions. 	Captain 
in the after years. 	Toward the beginning Campbell remembers that the last asked 
of Ang-ust, this young gentleman, scarce yet him, if he would pray for the king. 	He 
eighteen years of age, and his elder brother, answered, that lie both did, and would, 
William 	Campbell, about twenty, were that the Lord would give him a godly life 
living peaceably in their father's house, an here, and a life of glory hereafter. Windrum 
excellent gentleman, who after all his toss- said, "That is not enough, you must pray 
ings and troubles got safe to heaven in a for King Charles IL as he is supreme over 
good old age, and a full gale of joy, March all persons and causes, ecclesiastic as well 
5th last, 1715. 	They had never been en- 
gaged in the least disturbance to the go- 

as civil." 	The other said, in his opinion, 
that was praying for him as the head of the 

vernment, and when both together in the 
fields upon the Welwood hill, they were 

church, which belonged only to 	Christ, 
and 	he reckoned 	it arrogance in any 

seized by a party of my lord Ross his troop, 
and carried into the house of the Welwood 

creature whatsoever to claim it. 	They 
were kept in the irons eight days, with 

nearby, whither a good many of the said two centinels watching them 	day and 
troop were come to search for their father. night with drawn swords, as if there had 
He was happily out of the way at this been somewhat 	very extraordinary 	in 
time. 	When the two youths were brought their case. 	And 	when at some 	times 
in, the commander of the party, Bonshaw, 
cursed the soldiers because they had not 

they would lift their heads to ease them-
selves a little, being sore crushed with the 

shot them in the place they had found heavy irons, the centinels threatened to 
them, though there was nothing offensive stab them. 	Thus they bore the yoke in 
about them, except it were two bibles found their youth, and I am persuaded it was 
upon them, which, it seems, put him in a good for them. 	After this treatment, they 
passion, and was looked upon by the soldiers 
as a certain mark of disloyalty. 	There 

were committed 	to lieutenant Murray, 
brother to the laird of Stanhope, to be car- 

they were kept prisoners till their father's ried into Edinburgh. 	He was very severe 
house was rifled, and three good riding and savage to them, and caused tie their legs 
horses seized and taken away. 	And though together very strait with cords beneath the 
nothing was, or could 	be laid' to their horse belly, and carried them into Edin- 
charge, and the ordinary catechism was not 
so much as put to then, yet they were car- 

burgh that day, in this uneasy posture, 
where they were put in the long-loft, as it 

ried away prisoners that night to Newmills, 
and lodged in the guard. 	Next day they 

was called, in the Canongate tolbooth. 
Several times they were brought before 

were carried to the Dean, a house belong- committees of council, and examined upon 
ing to the earl of Kilmarnock, where a gar- the ordinary interrogatories of the time. 
rison was. 	It was like a begun hell to 
these religious 	young gentlemen, to be 
among the impious and profligate soldiers, 
their ears were grated, and souls vexed 

The captain' remembers, among the other 

* This throws much light on the intention of 
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next, the ordinary travelling day to the It a complete dereliction of their principles.—Ed. 
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questions he was posed with, after he woman 	to William 	Campbell, and was 
168'1' had told his age, a day or two beyond catched at the door; whereupon the poor 

eighteen, he wasasked, Wise was at Bothwell. woman and his brother were immediately 
He answered, "No; for he went but to the brought before the council, and strictly 
grammar school the Martinmas thereafter." questioned who was the writer of the 
The clerk wrote down, "As to Bothwell, the 
prisoner answers, I was but young then, 
but had I been old enough, I would have 

letter. 	The poor woman, Margaret Aird, 
who most probably did not know from 
whom the letter came, was tortured in 

been there." 	This was horrid injustice; thumbkins, and the boots were brought 
and from it we may guess at the ordinary 
methods used with country people. 	Mean- 

before William, and he threatened with , 
them if he would not discover the writer 

while, it may be, this was the inward sen- of the letter; but nothing would prevail. 
timents of the prisoner, but he could not This letter put them in such a fret, and 
let it pass. 	When read to him in order to indeed it was abundantly tart, that they 
his signing, he roundly told 	them, the ordered a committee of their number to go 
clerk was unjust, and wrote down a lie, and upon Saturday and examine the prisoners 
what he had not said, and appealed to the in the Canongate tolbooth upon it, parti- 
lords present. 	The matter was shuffled off, 
and he sent back to the Canongate prison. 

cularly the captain, and his cousin John 
Campbell prisoner there. 	Somewhat or 

His brother had dissatisfied the committee other fell in, which diverted the counsellors 
very much in his answers, and he was from coming, only they sent an order to 
separated from the rest of the prisoners, 
and sent to a little, vile, nasty hole, where 

remove these two from the room they were 
in, to the iron-house in the Canongate. This 

the vermin were so thick, as they might was a strange and unexpected step of 
have been swept away. 	The captain was providence in the captain's eye; for just 
some little time after brought before the the day before, he had fallen on methods to 
council, and re-examined upon the foresaid convey some instruments to the prisoners 
questions. 	And when he gave them no, 
great satisfaction, the old lord Collington 

there, for breaking prison, without the 
least prospect of having any share himself 

told him bitterly, he would face the Grass- in the designed escape. 	The orders were 
market. 	When threats moved him very most welcome to them both, and to the 
little, some others of them changed their iron-house they came. 	Upon Saturday's 
style, and calmly asked him, what is the 
reason you will not comply as your elder 

night, they began about eight of the clock, 
and wrought close till next morning. 	All 

brother bath done, and abundantly satisfied their instruments were two gimlets and a 
the council. 	This was a flat lie spoken in chisel, and a board-iron. 	To-morrow they 
judgment, and .yet somewhat worse than got more time to work, than upon any other 
the clerk's treatment of him. 	It was ex- day, and continued boring the joists, and 
tremely vexing to him, however he stood having cobwebs in plenty, they covered all 
his ground. 	When he was remanded to whenevek- they heard the jailors coming 1  
the Canongate prison, his soul was sore in. 	Thus they continued two days and 
distressed with the account the counsellors nights, until they got a good large breach 
had given him of his brother's compliance. made in the flooring above them, and on 
He had no other way to disburden himself, 
his brother being now in close prison in 

the third night they got another passage 
made in the flooring of the loft above the 

the high-town tolbooth, but to write an woman-house ; and having got a good 
unsigned letter to him, giving an account quantity of small cords, sheets, and bed- 
of what was said of his compliance, and clothes conveyed to them, thirteen of them 
signifiedto him in warm enough expressions, 
that though he was his dearest relation, yet 

made a shift to get out underneath the palm 
of the Canongate steeple, and got all safe to 

rather than he should relinquish the cause the -ground by the help of the cords and 
of Christ, he would choose to see him suffer. bed-olothes,and escaped, saveWilliamYoung, 
This letter with a Bible was sent in by a whowas retaken upon Tuesday, and suffered 
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in a day or two, and another who was government, and mustered the same 1634.  
wounded by a fall he catched. 	The two in the excellent lord Cardros's re- 
cousins travelled till they met happily giment, where he was very useful. 
next night at the. hill of Tintock, 	and 
from that got into Ayrshire, where the 

To return to the register, August 26th, 
the council order a party to bring in the 

captain's father, and William Campbell of under-written persons prisoners to Edin- 
Middle-Welwood, joined them, and they burgh, who were present lately at a field 
spent that winter, and part of the next year conventicle kept within 	half a mile 	of 
together in the fields very privately, always Greenock, by Mr James Renwick, where 
lying in the open air, perfectly exposed to there was a child baptized. 	" Patrick Lang 
rain, snow, and cold. 	In April, 1685, they maltman in Greenock, James Holm, William 
had made a little lodge for themselves, in a 
very retired place in the middle of the 

Baird, William Andrew, James Warden, 
William Scot, Marian Muir there 

mountains. 	In- a little time 	after, 	the binning who lived at Polmadie orlittle Go- 
highlanders came to that country, and dis- van, George Muir in Rutherglen 	Tom 
covered their hiding-place, and they were in Polmadie, and some others." 
forced to remove, and separate one from The same day, I find a petition given in to 
another. 	In a few days Middle-Welwood the council containing a most unaccountable 
and his brother were taken by Claverhouse, 
and cruelly treated, and with others were 

oppression committed in the parish of Calder, 
by Thomas Kennoway depute to Meldrum; 

sent to Dunotter. 	When Argyle was corn- which, with other facts of this kind, we may 
ing in, the captain fell in with that excellent afterwards hear of, provoked some persons 
gentleman, 	afterwards 	lieutenant-colonel to bring him to an untimely end, November 
Clelland, and passed much of the summer this year. 	I have no more about it but 
1685, with him, and John, afterwards lieu- what is in the registers. 	Anent the peti- 
tenant-colonel Fullarton,and that great man tion presented by Robert Aitkin, and about 
Mr Robert Langlands, Mr George Barclay, 
and Mr Alexander Pedin, and met with 
many wonderful deliverances, preservations, 
and provisions. 	When the noble earl of 

two and twenty men and women, (whose 
names I insert not) in the barony of Calder, 
among whom are two minors and a cripple, 
"bearing, that they are charged with letters 

Argyle's attempt was disappointed, the cap- of horning, at the instance of the fiscal to 
tain was almost outwearied with his long the laird of Meldrum, and Thomas Kenno- 
difficulties, and took up resolution to go to way his depute, for alleged not keeping the 
Virginia, but was in a very remarkable way 
detained at home, God having service for 

kirk, and not deponing for themselves, wives, 
children, and cottars, being fined in a hun- 

him in his native country. 	At first he was dred pounds per piece, whereas, generally 
put back by stress of weather, and when speaking, they pay but six pounds for their 
attempting a second time, was detained by house, according to their respective charg- 
his brother's sickness, and lastly by his own. es, by a decreet April 6th last, of which 
In April 1686, that excellent youth, his they complain as most wrongous. 	lino. 
brother William Campbell died of a decay, 
contracted by the terrible severities he met 
with in the prison of Edinburgh. 	He fell 

Because they were summoned only against 
the 23d, as the summons produced bear, 
and yet the decreet passed in absence upon 

asleep in Jesus, in much peace and joy. And the sixth day. 	2do. All of them who got 
though there was as great endearment be- advertisement of that day, at their appear- 
twixt them, as perhaps ever was betwixt ance declared they were ready to bring tes- 
two brothers, yet the captain durst not ap- timonials of their behaviour, 	under the 
pear at his burial. 	Thus he continued minister's hand, which were absolutely re- 
wandering up and down under no small fused, and each of them were required to 
hardships till the revolution, when he ven- 
tared out and levied a troop of dragoons, 
man and horse, without any charges to the 

depone for themselves, family, and cottars, 
and because they would only depone for 
themselves, they were decreeted. 	3tio. If 
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1684 the council'would please to call for 
. and see the said decreot, the said fis- 

council-registers; but I have before me an 
extract of the fines imposed upon the her- 

cal and depute would be holden ridiculous itors of the shire of Roxburgh, for not keep- 
for aeting the petitioners in such extrava- ing of the church, and exacted, taken from 
gent tines, although they had been guilty, 
us they are not, they being yet still willing to 

the letters of horning, as the extract bears, 
dated August 11th, 1684. 	I have not taken 

bring to their lordships testificates under that particular notice of the exorbitant fines 
the hand of their minister, for their orderly in each shire and parish, my materials lead 
living, 	4to. 'Michael Graham, who lived me to, designing, if I can bring it to any 
not in Calder these seven years, is fined for bearing, to give a general estimate in the 
not keeping Calder kirk. 	No. The laird of different parishes I have accounts from; 
Meldium, by a special act under his own but this is such a prodigious sum from one 
hand, acknowledged, that his fiscal and de- shire, that I thought it deserved a room 
pate had committed several abuses among here, and give it as I find it in two differ- 
the petitioners, and stopt diligence till he ent copies of an extract of the deoreet 
heard them, which is not yet done." Upon foresaid. 
the whole they crave the fiscal and .Ken- The laird of Riddell 	• 	• 	. 	£52,050 
noway may be called before the council and The laird of Bonjedburgh 	. 	. 	. 	40,500 
examined, and they discharged. 	The coup- Lady

) 	
Cheaters

imederin 	• 	• 	• 	• 	
14,750 

oil ordain the laird of Meldrurn to take the • 
. 	. 	. 	1,405 

Lady Mangerton 	. 	. 	. 	. 	8,974 
petitioners' oaths, as to their keeping the LLady 

Castles
s c 	

13  500 
ndean 	. 	. 	. 	. kirk,, being at cotiventides, andtheir wives' c Y 	

las
Scot of Alton 	• 	. 	. 	. 	2,146 

orderly carriage, and sist execution till the Lady Fotherly 	. 	. 	. 	. 	540 
March Cleugh 	  t 1,696 report be made. 	, Laird of Greenhead 	• 	- 	• 	16,875 

AlmoSt at every sederunt of the council, 
new complaints are given in of exorbitant 

Laird of massondonn 	. 	. 	. 	. . 	2.285 
James Scot of Thirlstone . 	.. 	. 	9,30 
Laird. of Cherry-trees 	• 	. 	. 	10,650 

fines by sheriffs, and such as had a council Laird of Ednam 	. 	. 	. 	. 	19,657 
poWer. 	August • 26th, Robert Alexander n 	  Lffaddyv  Ciaroir 	 .19,667 

of ' Corsclays, complains that he was tined Elizabeth Meikle and her husband • 
'by Ardmillan .  upon the 7th of February 
last, iir 2809 pounds, for Withdrawing from LadyG;'Vt)a.ba:tn7 	

. 	. 	. 	5,700 
31,344 

Laird olionjet utullirgh for himself and lady 	1,500  
ordinances, by a decreet prissed in his absence Lady Mangerton a second time 	. 	. 	600 

• when sick. 	The councilrepotte him to his Lady Craigend 
anco7de 	

. 
	' 	

247 
Lord 	lady. 	1,412 

oath: 	And by' another complaint, I find. , Laird of Bonjedburgh a third time . 	1,750 
Thomas Kennedy of 'Grange, by a decreet Sir William Scot of Alartin 	. 	16,000 
fined in twelve thousand pounds, he is re- 
paned at supra: 

Suntma totalis 	. 4:274,737 

September 4th-, the lairdof JervisWood is Those fines imposed by inferior courts 
fined, for alleged reset and converse, in six are not indeed to be compared with those 
thotisand pounds sterling, as we shall hear, 
when I come to 'his case in particular. And 

imposed by the council, toward the end of 
the year, from which there was no appeal. 

September 10th, I find the committee for I have formerly pointed at the methods by 
public affairs • make • their report to the which fines for irregularities were screwed 
council concerning fines. 	"That the lady up to 'this prodigious sum. 	In some the 
Graden is fined by the sheriff of Teviotdale, 
in twenty six thousand and odd pounds, the 

whole was exacted, especially in meaner 
persons, who had less ability to debate with 

lady Greenhead in: sixteen thousand and e; • • odit poundi. 	The Committee' find'reason to 
the sheriff in his oppression ; all by the de-
erect were made liable in law, and excel'- 

' ''silt execution as to her, and the council ap- tion followed, unless a sist were got ; but,' 
proie. 	Ana John Watson of Dunikeir in generally 	speaking, 	compositions 	were 

;•?;:.41.1ife, and his' spouses  fined in 1050 pounds madC; and those were severely uplifted. By 
:, 4f4fcir irregularities, and the committee order those the reader may guess what an incre- 
4, 	execution" • This is all I meet with in the' , dible sum an exact account of the fines int- 
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posed upon heritors in each shire of the 
west and south would come to; 'and if we 

the oath, of allegiance, or engage 1684. to regularity, or own Bothwell- 
add to those the prodigious sums most ar- bridge to be rebellion. 
bitrarily levied from tenants, cottars, and November 7th, the council have before 
tradesmen, 	for 	mere nonconformity, of them a petition from several gentlemen in 
which it is scarce possible to recover any • Roxburghshire, who had been exorbitantly • 
tolerable 	accounts, since 	they were all fined. 	I give it as it stands, as a further 
pocketted, and no account was to be given evidence of what is above. 	It is but some 
of them, we may form some notion of the 
dreadful oppression at this time. 

of them who apply, who were in the decreet, 
and persons are here named who were not 

September 16th, the council order Hay in the extract. 	And this application is only 
of Park, Alexander Monro, and Campbell from such as were fined for their ladies' 
of Arkinglass, to be sent to Blackness cas- nonconformity. 	" The following persons 
tle, and kept close prisoners. 	The occasion being fined, for their wives' alleged with- 
is not insert in the registers. 	The last wor- drawing from their parish kirks, and other 
thy gentleman was a Campbell and proba- irregularities, by the sheriff of Roxburgh, in 
bly laid up upon suspicion of the earl of the following sums, Samuel Morrison of 
Argyle's designs of making some attempt Massindieu in 2285 pounds, Christopher 
which was now talked of. Ker spouse to William Turnbull of Sharp- 

September 25th, " The committee for law, and the said William in nine hundred 
public affairs, having considered the exami- and fifty pounds, Eupham Turnbull spouse to 
nation of John Brown tailor journeyman in John Douglas of Timpandean, and the said 
Edinburgh, who declares he lived in Edin- John in 1288 pounds, lord Cranston for his 
burgh those six years, was taken lately in lady in 	William Ker of Chatto in 31,000 
Libberton's wynd, will not acknowledge the and odd pounds, Sir William Ker of Green- 
king's authority without his own limita- head in 16,000 and odd pounds, Walter Scot 
tions, will not pray for the king since it of Colston in 5000 pounds, Adam Scot of 
ought to be done in a devout manner and Hassendean in 	Andrew Edmiston 
place for prayer. 	Declares he thinks it 
lawful to take up arms against the king in 

of Ednam in 	and being charged, 
and having represented they were not le- 

defence of the covenant, and that the cove- gaily cited, and divers other reasons, desir- 
nant will be yet owned. 	Refuses to answer ing they might be reponed." 	The council 
as to the archbishop of St Andrews, and sist execution, and delay the further con- 
whether it be lawful to hear the present sideration till the first Thursday of Deem- 
clergy. 	Thinks Bothwell-bride lawful, 
because those who were there were in self- 
defence, and refuses to subscribe." 	The 

ber. 	That same day John Scot of Wall 
petitions the council, but met with less , 
favour," that whereas in MarCh,1683,he was 

committee order him to lie in the irons till fined by Meldrum, and in October last, by 
further order. 	It is a wonder he was not the lords of justiciary, for his wife's with- 
straight sent to the justiciary, and the gal- 
lows; perhaps there was not a quorum of 

drawing from the church, which she did, 
not knowing the consequences of it, and 

the justices in town. that he himself bath lived most regularly, 
October 9th, the council allow physicians 

to visit James Hamilton of Aikenhead in 
prison. 	This gentleman was only confined 

and is a zealous keeper of the church, and, 
with the rest of the heritors of Teviotdale, 
has lately given a proof of loyalty received 

for nonconformity, and it was hard enough by the said lords, craving that execution - 
after all he had endured, that when stand- may be stopped." 	The council repel his al- 
ing in need of physicians he should not legances, and ordain the letters to be put 
have been let out, at least on caution. The in execution. 
same day William Niven in Pollockshaws, 
whom we shall afterward meet with,` and• 

The partiality. of the managers in this 
matter of lines, appears at'every turn; for 

John Hodge, are ordered to be sent to the notwithstanding of this refusal to the.laird 
plantations, because they would not take of Wall, the council, December 4th, act 
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1684  quite otherwise in the case of the 
. laird of Balcanquel in Fife. 	" Anent 

of her shining virtue and singular piety, 
and her being chargeable with nothing but 

the petition of David Balcanquel of that ilk, 
whereas the petitioner is required by the 

simple nonconformity with prelacy, and no 
ways concerned in any thing against the 

sheriff of Fife, to pay the sum of 15,000 government, nor could once be supposed tobe. 
pounds, upon the account of his wife her She was only a 	liferentrix, 	imprisoned 
not keeping the church, being three years' now more than two years for an exorbitant 
valued rent; and seeing his loyalty and re- fine of 500 pounds sterling, a sum exceed. 
gularity is notourly known; and may be ins three years' rent of her estate, without 
attested; and seeing it was never his ma- allowing any part of her said liferent, foe 
jesty's intention, that his dutiful and well- her own maintenance, or that of her clil 
affected subjects should be ruined by the dren. 	The 	diligence 	used 	against her 
mad and wilful opinion of their fanatic tenants bound them up from paying he 
wives, without any fault of their own;  money, and her rigorous and close impel. 
humbly supplicating the - council, to take sonment deprived her of the use of any 
the 	same under their consideration, and means for her livelihood and subsistence. 
discharge any further diligence against him, 
for the foresaid fine, seeing it is not in his 

This brings me to the case of her tenants, 
which deserves a room here, as it was a 

power to persuade his wife to go to church, 
notwithstanding all the endeavours, for that 

proof of the injustice of the ordinary magic 
trates, and the palliating of it by those in 

effect, he has used with her, and he is will- higher stations, and was indeed a very general 
ing to deliver her up to the council, to be case to all the tenants who favoured suffer. 
disposed of at their pleasure." 	The coun- ing heritors. 	February 1683, an arrestment 
ciihaving heard and considered the petition, 
discharged, and hereby discharge the within 

was used in thatenants' bands, and January 
this year, a decreet was pronounced against 

written fine, and grant order to relax him; them by the sheriff of the shire, not only 
the petitioner nevertheless being always for what was due by them, in the time of 
obliged to deliver up his wife to justice, 
when required by the ordinary, to answer 

the arrestment, but also for the full current 
year's rent. 	The tenants urged for then 

for church-irregularities, 	 ' selves, very reasonably, that the arrestment 
December 24th, " The council order the was used in February, and they took not 

lady Cavers to be liberate, upon her bond their land till two months thereafter, it coil 
to leave the kingdom, and her payment of not be supposed that at the time of the ar• 
500 pounds sterling, formerly imposed by restment, they were debtors for that year's 
the council." 	This is all I find in the re- rent, when then they had not taken the 
cords. 	But, as I promised before, I shall land ; and no other diligence had intervened 
now give some further hints of this excel- till Martinmas, which was the first teal 
lent lady's case, from other papers, and of payment; they had then paid to the 
likewise of a process against her tenants, 
which was 	indeed most 	unaccountable, 
aod both of them from authentic papers. 

lady near the half of their year's rent, from 
which at least they craved to be assoilied, in 
regard that from the time they took the 

We have before heard of her heavy land to the said term of payment, there bad 
trouble and imprisonment, November, 1682, 
in Stirling castle, where she continued till 

been no diligence used by arrestment or 
otherwise, to put them in mala fide to pal 

the close of this year, excepting a few the same. 	Meldrum's power with the she 
weeks now and then she was liberate for riff prevailed, contrary to law and reason, 

::her health; and such was the rigour of to repel this just defence, and the decreet 
4;dui• Scots managers, that had not her son, 

this year as he came home from his travels, 
prevailed with some about court for this 

was extracted for the hail, and letters of 
horning raised. 

By a paper of the tenants' presented 
favour, and the liberation come that way, 
she .had continued longer in prison. 	Her 
case was indeed very hard to say nothing 

to ethe council, dated April 1st this year 
I find William Douglas, James Harkness, 
James Turnbull in Kirkton, William and 
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Jean Staverts, James Lyden, and James the part of dutiful tenants, and if 
Laing 	in Earlside, tenants to the lady they were forced to pay the half 1681,  
Cavers, informing the 	council, that an year's rent over again, it would ruin them 
arrestment had been used in their hand, and their families, that the decreet might 
February 1683, at the instance of Hugh be discharged, at least till they should be 
Wallace the king's cash-keeper, sequestrat- fully heard before their lordships." 	This 
ing all then resting by them to the lady, 
till her fine of nine thousand merks was 

petition was rejected, though indeed very 
reasonable. 	About the middle of May, the 

paid ; that they were moveable tenants, and tenants were by virtue of a caption appre- 
renewed their tack for the next year in hended by a messenger, and by a party of 
April thereafter, and had no new arrestment Meldrum's troop brought down to Jedburgh 
laid on after the first, and therefore thought tolbooth. 	They were afterwards allowed 
themselves safe to pay eleven hundred some few days to go home, in order to 
pounds of that new rent, at her call next make up their money ; and I find they 
term, for which they had discharges; that were also discouraged by the finings and 
upon the 8th of January last, they were harassings they were put to, that, had not 
summoned before the sheriff of Roxburgh, 
and compearing, deponed on what was 

the laird of Cavers returned that year, and 
got the prosecution stopped, they had all 

resting in their hand in time of the arrest- left the ground. 
.merit; and further, gave account of what I have no further anent this excellent 
they had paid since, and urged according lady, save her petition and her son's given 
to the very nature of all arrestments, that into the council this year, the particular 
it could reach no further than what was iu date is not added, but probably the act of 
their hand, and could never look forward council liberating her followed upon them. 
to a new tack ; that the sheriff, delayed to They deserve a room in this place, as eon- 
pronounce his interlocutor upon that head, 
till he had advised .the case: however a 

taining a further account of the state of 
this 	worthy person's 	case. 	The 	lady 

decreet was passed in their absence, without Cavers' petition bears, " That whereas by 
ever receiving summons to hear and see their lordships' sentence upon the 	day 
sentence pronounced, and upon a Friday, 
which was never the ordinary court day, 
and they have ground to doubt whether the 

of November, 1682, she was fined in five 
hundred pounds sterling, and committed 
prisoner to the castle of Stirling, until the 

decreet was pronounced iu the ordinary same were paid, precisely upon her refusing 
place of judgment; and upon this pretended to give her oath upon the points of her 
decreet without citation, they have now libel, which did not proceed from "any 
received a charge to make full payment of contumacy, but out of a tenderness, she 
the whole year's rent, upon the 21st instant, 
while the term of payment of the last half 

, bath ever had to give her oath, in any case 
almost, but will not decline the most exact 

is not due till Whitsunday, and the peti- and strict trial in the matters whereof she 
tioners are like to be distressed before the is accused; and is so conscious of her own 
legal term of payment." 	I need scarce re- innocency, that she doubts not it will be 
mark, that such stretches as these were evident to the council, she was misrepre- 
very frequently made now before the most sented to them by misiuformations, pro- 
part of the ordinary courts, in cases wherein ceeding either from malice or mistake, to 
any of the persecuted party were concerned; which she is the more exposed, being a 
and this confirms the general remark which 
occurs frequently, that 	oppression upon 

person who lives abstract from all company, 
employing her time in the education of her 

civil liberties still goes along with oppression numerous fatherless children." 	She begs, 
.in matters of conscience. "that the lords may consider the mean- 

Together 	with 	the 	foresaid informa- ness and smallness of her estate, a jointure.  
tion, the lady Cavers' tenants petition,the, 
council, that since they had done nothing 

not exceeding an hundred and fifty pounds 
sterling a year ; that she is in debt, and 

in this matter, but what they thought was bound to aliment her younger children, 
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five in number; and pleads, that others,. 	And concludes, with representing 
1684. unless the council relieve her from that this will be a far more effectual reme- 

the fine, she and her small children, the is- dy than imprisonment, which being within 
sue of a family, who for many years one's native country, becomes familiar and 
have 	served their 	king 	and 	country easy in a short time." 	 — 
faithfully and honourably, will not only The former sentence of the council is all 
be reduced to ruin, but starving. 	That 
by her long and tedious imprisonment, her 

I know.of in answer to this representation, 
and we see the managers have no mind to 

health and estate are impaired exceed- 
ingly. 	She adds, that in time coming she 

part with the lady's unaccountable fine, 
after so long imprisonment, and she is ob- 

resolves to live inoffensively to the whole liged to take on a voluntary banishment 
world, educating her children, and enjoying from her native country and small family. 
hersolfin her recluse and desolate condition,' No further accounts have come to my hand 
without meddling with any persons or affairs of this worthy person's sufferings ; but sure.  in the world. 	Upon the whole she craves, 
that their lordships may, in compassion to 

matters were at a miserable pass, when a 
son was necessitate in such terms, to peti- 

the widow and thefatherless, remit her and tion for so good a mother, and so honoura- 
them the said fine; and if they think it ne- ble a family; and many others were treated 
cessary, favourably to represent her case to much the same way, merely for nonconform- 
his majesty, who, she submissively hopes, 
will grant her humble desire; and in the 

ity, and not counteracting the light of their 
own conscience. 

mean time, that they will permit her to in- John Linning dyster in Glasgow, was 
tromit with her jointure, for alimentinrfive this year imprisoned fourteen weeks, mere- 
poor fatherless children, which she thinks ly for alleged favouring of the sufferers. 
it will scarce be able to do, in respect of the 
meanness of it, and the debts wherewith it 

The case of this good man was singular, 
and aggravated the severity used towards 

is already burdened."  him. 	De had lost his sight entirely, and 
By any thing appears to me, this reason- had been frequently incarcerate and threat- 

able petition, very pathetically drawn, had ened with imprisonment, but because of his 
no weight with the council, till her son, Siir .blindness, was soon let out; this year he 
William Douglas of Cavers, now come honk, 
presents another petition to the coinicU, 
representing, " that his mother being sever- 

was kept close prisoner near four months. 
And to such a pitch did the inhumanity of 
this period run, that when a child of his 

al years in prison for nonconformity, and came to be very near death, and frequently 
not keeping the church, he, though desirous and passionately cried for her father, he 
of her reclaiming, yet out of respect to the made earnest application to the magistrates 
king's laws and government, will propose of Glasgow, for liberty to converse with his 
nothing that 'may be of evil example to dying and affectionate child, were it but for 
others; and therefore only begs she may be an hour or two. 	But so reasonable a favour 
allowed to come to her friends and relations, 
and that he may be received cautioner for 

could not be granted, though he offered 
bond and caution under what penalty they 

her, that she shall live regularly, or, within pleased, to return to prison at whatever hour 
three months after the date of her liberation, 
remove forth of the kingdom, and not re- 
turn without special allowance; by which, 
adds he, the country will be freed from any 

they should appoint. 	The child died with- 
out the satisfaction of seeing her parent, 
neither was he allowed to come forth to 
her burial, though he repeated his offer of 

alleged prejudice she may do in case of non- bond and caution to them ; all this was the 
compliance, and the law he salved, and more, unaccountable that he was blind, and 
sufficient terror given to others. 	And he consequently out of case to flee from their 
urges, that the justices ordinarily allow this rage. 	He is yet alive, vouching every part 
even to such as are denounced fugitives; of.esoliat I have set down. 
and the council hath already granted it to A great deal more might be added in this 
the, lady Longformacus, lady Moriston, and section, as to the particular treatment of 
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gentlemen 	and 	others, were it not that 
I have left the prosecutions with relation 

good part of this year, for alleged 1684. 
reset and converse, and state crimes, 

to the last year's plot, 	and those fined would be almost to copy the whole criminal 
to the value of their estates, in the close books. 	Indeed for many months, I meet 
of this year, to sections by themselves. 	I with no other business before them, save 
shall only add, that at the same diet of two  or three deforcements of messengers. 
council, the laird of Pitlochie is let out I only shall notice some of the more re- 
of the Bass upon promise to go to the plan- markable processes. 
tations. 	In 	his petition to the council 
he promises to take Mr Archibald Rid- 
del with him, and offers 	to .be caution 

January 18th, the laird of Auchinleck, 
Sir John Riddel, the laird of Stevenson, 
Hartwood, Aikenhead, Dunlop, and a good 

for him 	in five thousand merks. 	We many other gentlemen, who had been re- 
shall 	meet with him 	again 	next 	year. witted by the circuits to the criminal court 
And that same day, dame Margaret Weems, 
lady Colvil, petitions the councilfor a better 

at Edinburgh last year, and continued till 
now, are delayed till March and April. We 

room than 	she hath in Edinburgh pri- shall hear more of some of them afterwards. 
son ; which is granted her. 	I have been February 18th, I find three persons before 
-told, she met with very unworthy treat- the justice court, and all of them condemned 
meat for a person of her quality, when to die. 	The first is George Martin, some- 
imprisbned upon her refusal to pay a fine, 
which was extravagant, for her nonconfor- 

times notar, and reader at Dailly in the shire 
of Ayr; by other accounts, I find this per- 

nifty ; but having no distinct accounts of son had endured most patiently, a very long 
her,* I end this section. tract of sufferings. 	He was taken towards 

the end of the year 1679, and perhaps was at 
SECT. III. 

Of the proceedings of the criminal court, 
forfeitures, and public executions this year,  

that rising, though my accounts are not 
positive in this; and for four years, and 
some months, he continued under very 

1684 great severities ; for much of that time he 
was in the irons night and day, and mostly 

IT is time now to come forward to the suf- without fire and other necessaries, in the 
borings of a considerable number of good hardest seasons. 	The grounds of his sea- 
men unto death this year, and the forfei- tence, which he speaks of in his speech at 
ture of others, some absent, and others of his death, are much the same I find in his 
them in heaven before this time, and the trial, " his not allowing the king's authority 
public executions. 	The procedure of the as now established, that is, the supremacy; 
justice court against those alleged to be his refusing to pray for the king in a super- 
concerned in the plot, I shall give altogether stitious manner, as his words are; his re- 
next section, and that will considerably fusing to declare his opinion about king 
shorten this. 	To give the reader an account Charles' death, which, he said, he would not 
of all that were relaxed, deserted, and con- meddle with; his saying bishop Sharp's death 
tinned before the justice court, for the three was a just judgment of God upon him, what- 
or four last months of the last year, and a ever the actors were; and his refusing to 

call Bothwell rebellion, and to renounce 
• Her name was Margaret Wemyss daughter the covenants." • But to come to his trial 

of David Wenlyss of Fingask. 	Her husband 
was Robert, second lord Colvil of Ocliiltree, who 
succeeded his uncle 1662, and died at Cleish 12th 

as it stands in the justiciary books ; he is in-
dieted for treason : the probation adduced is 

February, 1671. (Lamont's Annals.) Since the his own confession when examined. "Feb- 
year 17148, 	when the house of lords decided 
against the claims of a person calling himself ruary 1 1 th, being interrogate if he owns 
Robert lord Colvil, this family may be consid- the king to be lawful king, and will pray 
ered as extinct. 	It is scarcely necessary to add 
that the Colvils of Culross area different fu:,-;af 
from the old Colvils of Ochiltree, but lineally 

for him; declares, he will not say he dis-
owns him, but owns all lawful authority 

descended from them, and now their only legi- according to the word of God. 	He will 
Ornate representatives.— Weed's Peerage, vol. 	I. 
page 355, &G.—Ed, 

IV. 

not answer whether Both w ell-bridge be rebel- 
H 
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1684. lion; 	he will not judge of other 
folks' actings, he owns the obligation 

to examine their 	ownselves 	more. 	He 
declares he owns magistracy and lawful au- 

of the covenant, and will adhere to it while thority, agreeable to the will and command 
he lives. 	He will not call Bothwell-bridge of God, the one lawgiver, as much as any 
rebellion, but says, if it was a rebellion in Scotland. 	He dies, forgiving all persons 
against God, it was rebellion, if not, it wits all the wrongs done to him, and wishing 
not 	rebellion. 	He 	will 	not 	subscribe. them forgiveness, as he himself desires to 
Being intern:gate if the late king's death be forgiven of God, and enters eternity in 
was murder, declares, they that did it had much peace and joy. 
more skill than lie, refuses to call it mur- 
der, and says, he does not think it pertinent 

The Cloud of Witnesses says, John Gilry, 
wright in the parish of Hownam in Teviot- 

to give a declaration anent it dale, was executed with George Martin. 
With him was in the pannel John Ker This person must be the same, by some mis- 

wright in the parish of Hownam, in Rox- take or other, with John Ker mentioned in 
burgh. 	His examination and answers are the registers. I have before me two original 
likewise all the proof brought against him. letters signed John Gilry, from the iron- 
" John Ker refuses to own the king's au- house, December 27th, 1683, which savour 
thority. 	He,  says, the king lays things on much of humility, self-diffidence, and meek- 
his subjects contrary to the word of God, 
and so he cannot own his authority; that 

ness ; wherein he offers many solid grounds 
of support to sufferers, and presses them to 

Bothwell-bridge was lawful; as a defence of observe providences, and believe well of 
the truth. 	As to the bishop's murder he God. 	I doubt not but it is the same per- 
says, it is not his part to judge. 	As to the son here mentioned, and know no more 
late king's murder, he refuses to answer. about him, but what the foresaid collection 
He owns the covenant, and adheres to the gives, that the grounds of his sentence were 
ends of it. 	Refuses to sign." much the same with George Martin; and 

The third person before them that same day, 
was James Muir at Cesford-boat. 	Theproof 

that he died in much serenity and peace, 
adoring free grace, and adhering to the 

is the same as to him. 	" He refuses to own truths of Christ, and firmly trusting in him 
the king's authority, but owns all lawful for ,  salvation. 
authority, but says his is not lawful. 	He It is probable James Muir likewise suf- 
refuses to call Bothwell-bridge rebellion, 
and refuses to call the bishop's death mur- 

fered with them. 	I shall only notice fur- 
ther here, that it must remain an in- 

der, but says he was not there." delible 	stain upon 	this 	period, that so 
All those confessions are judicially owned many good men, whom the Lord owned 

before the lords, and George Martin adds, so much at their death, were butchered, 
" If the king would invade him, he would and led to the slaughter for their princi- 
defend himself by arms." 	The assize bring pies, 	and 	conscience' 	sake, 	and merely 
them in guilty of treasonable positions, ex- because they are not able, without going 
pressions, and opinions, conform to their over the belly of their own light, to express 
confessions. 	And the lords sentence them 
to be hanged at the Grass-market on Friday 

their loyalty and approbation of magistracy, 
in the large and sometimes sinful terms now 

22d. required. 
Nothing appears to me, but all the three " In the beginning of March, that excellent 

were accordingly executed at that time, 
though the Cloud of Witnesses speaks only 

man, Mr John Dick, before sentenced to die, 
and having made his escape, is now appointed 

of Geprge Martin and another, of whom to behanged at the Grass-market,March 5th." 
just how. 	George Martin's speech is set This is all about him in the records this 
down in that collection, and he delivers him- year. 	Let me give some larger account of 
self in a great many good directions, and 
endeavours to guard his hearers against 

„Wig. from the criminal records, the last year, 
when he was condemned, and other papers. 

needless and useless disputations, and presses There is a printed account, called the testi- 
them to study the spirit of meekness, and mony of Mr John Dick, published some 
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years ago, in every body's hands ; but the 
errors and blunders in the papers of this 

that persons assaulted at conventicles 1684.  
may defend themselves ; that field- 

pious and zealous sufferer there printed are conventicles are lawful, and turning out 
so many, that had not the papers left by him presbyterian ministers, unlawful ; that the 
been very large, I would have inclined to covenants are binding, and the test is an un- 
insert here a correct copy 'of them from a lawful oath. 	Wherethrough he is guilty of 
copy in my hands, taken from the original high treason." 	For probation the advocate 
in his sister the lady Greenhill her hand; adduceth his own signed confession, which 
but these being prolix, and the appendix was read, and is inserted in the justiciary 
swelling very much, I shall give but a books; though it be printed, yet giving a 
short abstract of them, and intermix what short state of his case, I insert it here. 
I meet with in the registers about him. "Mr John Dick, son to David Dick writer 
Before I come to this, I cannot but observe, 
that the publishers of the Cloud of Wit- 
nesses, 	after 	a 	commendation 	of this 

in Edinburgh, being called and examined, 
declares, he owns the work of reformation, 
as the same is contained in the Confession 

excellent person, dismiss him, not without of Faith and Catechisms, conform to the 
an innuendo as not coming up fully their covenant against popery, prelacy, erasti- 
length ; and leave this blot, as they take it anism, &c. 	and is resolved by the Lord's - 
to be, . upon 	him, that 	he 	owned 	the strength to abide by the same. 	Declares 
Hamilton 	declaration, 	and 	the 	king's as to episcopacy and the laws establishing 
authority, in a restricted sense. 	Which the same, he cannot understand it to be 
one would think they might have spared, 
considering his freedom and faithfulness. 

lawful, because since the king's restoration, 
there hath been no free or lawful parliament, 

Mr Dick was taken at Edinburgh, upon as he thinks, by reason, that albeit the 
the information of a poor woman, being members thereof were 	elected in 	the 
bribed, 	who after his execution fell in ordinary way, yet when they met, there 
distraction. 	His father was a writer there, 
and Mr Dick, after his taking his university 

were unlawful oaths imposed upon them, 
whereupon severals 	of 	them 	left the 

degrees, was 	prosecuting the study 	of prliament, and so he understands that 
divinity. 	Upon the 29th of August 1683, it is not a free and lawful parliament. 
I find him examined by the committee of He 	thinks that 	episcopacy and 	erasti- 
public affairs. 	His examination is printed anism 	established 	in 	that 	and • subse- 
very incorrectly, and, in his answers, Mr quent parliaments, were contrary to the 
Dick bath the better in point of reasoning word of God, and that the supremacy 
with the bishop. 	Upon the last of August, 
he was brought before the council, who, 
after the clerk had read the substance of 

therein established, is most horrid blas- 
phemy." 	He observes in his own written 
account, that he added, directing himself to 

his examination to him, and he had made the chancellor, that he hoped his lordship 
many reflections upon it, at length he would not take this ill, seeing he had 
signed it in pnesentia. 	When they had sworn the same in the test. 	He pressed 
got this evidence against him, they failed 
not to improve it. 	And, September 4th, he 
is brought before the criminal court, and 

this might be added to what he was to sign, 
but it was not allowed. " Being interrogate, 
if he owns Hamilton and Sanquhar de- 

with George Lapsley, as we heard, indicted (Aerations, he declares, he does not own the 
for treason. 	" In as far as he had been at Sanquhar declaration, as containing some- 
Bothwell jn arms, and owned it as lawful, 
before the Council, and treasonably asserted 

what.contrary to his principles, such as the 
cutting off of the wicked. 	As to Hamilton. 

before them, that episcopacy was unlawful, 
and the laws establishing the same; that 

declaration, having himself read it, declares 
he owns it; and when they were invaded 

since the restoration, there bath been no and assaulted in the exercise of the reformed 
free 	parliament; 	that 	episcopacy —"Zigu religion, by any whomsoever, that they 
erastianism since established, are contrary 
to the word of God ; that the supremacy, 
as established, is must horrid blasphemy; 

were obliged to stand to their own defence, 
and owns the lawfulness of tield-conven-
tides, and their being in arms to defend 

) 	' 	 1 
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themdelves in case of being molested; that was, that he was of opinion, all the 
1684. and that he himself was always ready blood of presbyterians shed those years by- 

te own anddefend his brethren in arms, when .gone, merely for their principles, was mur- 
invaded for religion; and declares, that the der." 	This he pressed might be added to 
invasion made against them at Pentland his confession, and held as a part of it. "The 
and Bothwell, they being in the exercise assize inclosed, and brought him in guilty 
of their religion, was service done to the . by his own confession, and the lords ordain 
devil, and the resistance made by them in him to be hanged at the Grass-market, Sep- 
their own self-defence, was service done to tember 28th." 	His father and friends pro- 
sod. 	Confesses, 	before 	Bothwell 	he cured the delay of the day longer, than was 
bath ridden in arms with Mr John Welsh at first designed. 	The printed narrative 
through the country, and blesses God for will let the reader into a fuller view of Mr 
it. 	Confesseth, he was at a meeting at Dick's carriage before the justices, and theirs 
Lesmahago before Bothwell, where lieu- toward him; and particularly that the lords 
tenant Dalziel came with a party upon would not hear his defences, but caused the 
them, and was one of those who engaged assize.to inclose, who soon brought him in 
againstthe party. 	Denies he was at D►tim- guilty, and then called him in, and intimat- 
clog, but confesseth he was at Bothwell, 
and thinks Mr John Welsh stayed about 

ed the sentence to him. 	When he heard 
it, he told them, "that to pass such a sen- 

half a year in the country, thereafter, that tense upon him, without hearing him in his 
he was only about eight days in company own defence, was a practice never parallel- 
with him after Bothwell, in this kingdom. ed among heathens." 	And going on, he 
Confesseth, the king is lawful born king, 
and came lawfully to the crown of these 

was interrupted and ordered off. 
We heard last year how he and a great 

kingdoms, and owns the king's authority many others escaped, very remarkably, out 
conform to the word of God, that is to say, 
that he is in power to govern for the glory 

of prison, upon the 16th of September. 	In 
his printed case, or testimony, there follows 

' of God and the good of his people, and a very long paper, containing a large account 
to be a terror 	to 	evil 	doers, 	and 	en- of his case, and reflections upon the present 
canrager of those that do well. 	He persecutors; which by written copies before 
declares, the act of supremacy, as explain- me bears the date of October 1st, ]683, and 
ed by the parliament, and the turning out probably it bath been written after his es- 
of the presbyterian ministers, and overturn- cape, and for his own private use, and not 
ing of the work of reformation, most unlaw- with any design to have it published to the 

. ful -acts, and being expressly contrary to the world. 	Mr Dick was taken again in the 
word of God, cannot be binding upon the beginning of March this year, and when 
declarant. 	That the covenants are binding brought before the council, he declined to 
to the nations, and shall be so while sup and give account how he got out of prison, ad- 
muon endure; and that that oath called the hered to his former declaration, and was 
test, is a most horrid and unlawful oath, 
and that he is not obliged to 'take the same. 

remitted to the justiciary, who, March 4th, 
ordered him to be executed to-morrow. 

He declares, as to the killing of the arch- His carriage before the council and justici- 
bishop, he cannot give judgment anent it, 
it not being an act of his own, but some of 

ary, and in the laigh council-house before 
he came to the scaffold, and his lasts words 

those who were called the actors, whom he there and upon the ladder, are all printed 
knew Were godly and just men. in the above specified paper. 	This excel- 

" JOHN Dim" lent and zealous man, though frequently 
. 	. interrupted by the beating of the drums, 

When -this was read to him before the bath many excellent things in his last dis- 
e 	justiciary, he judicially owned it, and being course, and died in perfect serenity and 

asked if he had any thing to add; he an- 7,itslt assurance. 
swered, "he had only one clause to add to There are several pious and pleasant let- 
his declaration, now turned to his libel, and tens of his, writ before his execution to his 
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friends, before me, which indeed deserved a 
room in the printed account. 	I shall only 

the copestone shall be put on, the re-16$¢.  
suit of all which shalt be praises and  

insert here his letter to his father the morn- 
ing before he suffered, as I take it, for it is 

• shouting to him that sits upon the throne, 
and to the Lamb throughout all the ages of 

i  not dated, being but short, and breathing eternity, of long lasting eternity. 	This,. 
out much of his pious and fervent temper. with my earnest prayers while in the body, 

that the Lord would help you to mind his 
" Dear Sir, 

"This hath been one of the pleasantest 
nights I have had in my lifetime, the corn- 

glory, and your own soul's eternal welfare, 
is all the legacy you can expect from him, 
who is both 	 . 

petition is only betwixt it and that I got " Your affectionate son, and 
eleven years ago, at Niostal in Northum- 
berland, where and when in a barley ridge 
upon the Saturday's night and Sabbath 

Christ's prisoner, 
"Jost DICK." 

morning, before the last communion I did " Y..9. I hope, ere I go home, to get . 
partake of in Ford church, the Lord firmly another sight of you. 	Let none see this 
laid the foundation stone of grace in my till I be in my grave. 	The Lordgave me to 
heart, by making me with my whole soul you freely, so I entreat you be frank in giving 
close with him upon his own terms, that 
is, to take him to be my King, Priest, and 

me to him again, and the more free this be, 
the •less cause you shall have to repent." 

Prophet, yea, to be my all in all, to renounce This dying martyr's words upon the 
my own righteousness, which at the best 
is but as rotten rags, and to rest upon his 

scaffold, and when he was upon the ladder, 
are printed at large. 	1 shall only add his 

righteousness alone for salvation : as also last words from the, manuscript before me. 
to give myself entirely without reserve, in They seem to be enlarged upon in the 
soul, body, heart, affections, and the whole 
faculties of my soul, and powers of my body, 
to be by him disposed at his pleasure, for 

printed copy. 	" I am come here this day, 
and would not change my lot with the 
greatest in the world. 	I lay down .,my life 

the advancement of his glory, and the up- willingly !tad cheerfully for Christ and his 
building of my own soul, and the souls of cause, and I heartily forgive all mine ene- 
others ; inserting this clause (being conscious mies. I forgive all them who gave me my 
to myself of great infirmity) that the fountain sentence, and them who were the chief 
of 'free grace and love should stand open for cause of my taking ; and I forgive him who 
me, so long and so oft as my case should call is behind me (i. e. the executioner.) 	1 ad- 
for it. 	This my transaction with my whole vise you who are the Lord's people, to be 
soul, without the least ground of suspicion sincere in the way of godliness ; and you 
of the want of sincerity, which I found who know little or nothing of the power 
had been a missing in endeavours of that thereof, to come to him, and trust God, he 
nature formerly, now  my blessed Lord will not disappoint you; I say trust in the 
helped me to, or rather made in me, and Lord, andhe will support or strengthen what- 
solemnized that night and morning ere I ever trouble or affliction you may meet with. 
came off that ridge. 	I confirmed it no less I remember, when Abraham ink  about 
than ten or twelVe times, and the oftener I to sacrifice his son, Isaac said, 4  Here is the 

' reiterated, the gale continued so fresh and wood and the lire, but where is the sacrifice?' 
vigorous, that I was forced to cry, Hold, 
Lord, for the sherd is like to burst; so that 

now blessed be the Lord, here is the sicri- 
five and free-will offering. 	Adieu, farewell 

I hope my dearest Lord is now a com- all friends."* 
ing, and that the hands of Zernbbabel, ____ 

"who bath 	laid this foundation, is now " The printed account of John Dick, to which 
about to finish it ; and indeed he is now Wodrowaiiules is entitled.,  A 'restimony to the 
building. very fast, for which my sou1414§7  Doctrine, Worship, Discipline, and Government 
,seth him, desiring you may join with me of the
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1684. 	To return to the justiciary-records, March 11th, the justices and advocate 
March oth,the courthave before them are in a good mood. 	"Anent the criminal 

the process relating to Henry Hall of Haugh- process in dependence, against Sir William 
head, deceased, Mr John Menzies of Winter- Lockhart of Carstairs, Mr Hugh Maxwell 
dough or Hang,ingshaw, . 	' of Calder- of Dalswinton, (who, towards the end of 
head, 	younger of Windyedge, Henry this year, got not so well off,) John Camp- 
Boswell portioner of Dunsyston, Robert bell of Horsecletgh, James Campbell of 
Steel portioner of Stain, John Mack por- Greenock-mains, and about eighty country 
tioner of Hinselwood. 	They are all of them 
indicted, and found guilty (in absence) by 

people, who are present, the advocate de.,  
dares his majesty hath ordered the diet to 

au assize, of being in arms with the rebels, 
at Bothwell 1679, and are adjudged, except' 

be deserted against them ; and the lords 
desert it simpliciter. 

Haugh-head, to be executed and demeaned Upon the 17th of March, the famous trial 
as traitors, when apprehended, and are for. of Cesnock comes on, which I leave to the 
felted. 	Perhaps it is peculiar to this period, 
that persons, a good many years after their 

next section. 	The last of March, about 
thirty six, mostly tradesmen, are deserted ; 

death, should be processed, witnesses led and that same day, James Spreul apothecary 
against them, and forfeited; and yet there in Paisley, now prosecuted for being in the 
are several instances of this now, late rebellion, was declared fugitive, because 

We heard before of that good man Henry he does not compear. 
Hall. 	His estate was about six hundred But let us take notice of what is doing at 
merks yearly, and the laird of Meldrum pos- Glasgow, by those persons, we heard, were 
sensed it many years, while his wife and clothed with a justiciary power. 	There 
children were cast out and reduced to straits. are no records of the proceedings of these 
I find, by attested accounts before me, that commissioners, either at Glasgow or Dum- 
Thomas Bogle of Bogies-hole, and Gavin fries, that I have seen; and I shall give some 
Wotherspoon of HeatItryknow, were forfeit- account of them from other papers and tar- 
ed for being at Bothwell: Whether it was ratives come to my hand. 
this year or formerly, I cannot say; if their March 19t1r, five worthy and good men 
names were in the registers, I have over- 
looked them. 

were executed at the cross of Glasgow, 
upon as slender a probation as ever was 

persecution of some of the most eminent in our 
days for their adherence to the same; as it was 

With the statement and illustration of these, 
many pages are occupied. 	I shall give simply 

left in write by that truly pious and eminently the heads of admonition in Mr D.'s own words. 
faithful and now glorified martyr Mr John " 1. Let there be a cordial endeavour in the 
'Dick ; to which is added his last speech and he- strength of our blessed Master, as to strive against 
haviour on the scaffold," &c. 	Whatever may be every sin without exception, so to close with 
Thought of some of the sentiments advanced in every commanded duty with delight." 	2. " I 
this paper, or however we may disapprove of the would offer for your exercise that indispensible 
manner in which Mr Dick with over freedom duty of repentance, in exercising which I shall 
and perhaps an excess of Idain dealing conveys offer these few Christian ad vices— First, let us 
his sentimentsto the judges, no one will question dig deep in this matter—Secondly, let us take a 
the talent with which the argument is conducted, 
and the readiness with which the panne/ replies 

view of all our actual transgressions—Thirdly, 
let there be much singleness of heart in this mat- 

te the charges of the court. 	A great part of the "ter—Fourthly, let there be much dependence on 
pamphlet indeed consists• of reasonings and the Lord for grace." 	S. " Let there be the 
pleadings which were intended to be addressed to actual exercise of the grace, the noble and foun- 
theindges, had an opportunity been given to the Min grace ()finial, as also of patience." 	4. " Let 
ascused. 	But as the judges were not inclined us fall effectually about preparing of ourselves 
to listen to such a lengthened discussion, Mr D. to meet our blessed Lord and Master whether as 
was obliged to confine himself in the actual to his coming for our delivery in time or to 
pleadings to a few leading points, and the rest judgment et the great day," &c. &c. 	Mr D.'s 
of his paper was prepared by him in his private views of doctrinal and practical religion are very 
moments, and left tobe publishedafter his death, 
as a testimony to the truth. 	Let it not be 

clear and scriptural ; and his testimony proves 
beyond doubt that he was not so occupied with 

thought that the whole of the article is devoted the public concerns 'of the church and nation 
to an .exposition of theprinciples of this bold and as,,,,t;_everlook entirely the great interests of per- 
righteous covenanter. 	It is delightful to find sonaf piety. 	His speech on the scaffold and the 
in it what we do not always find in the pole- whole account of his dying scene cannot be read 
miesl writings of the period, a large infusion of 
valuable 	and 	appropriate 	practical 	advices. 

without deep and tender emotion. —Ed. 
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sustained in any case, far less in a criminal nothing deponed which could militate  
process for persons' lives, John Richmond, against their life, even by the present 1684. 
James Winning, Archibald Stuart, James laws; the reader may judge by a taste of the 
Johnston, and John Main. 	WI, have, upon depositions. 	One witness deponed, that he 
the last year, heard how some of them were saw John Richmond at Ayrs-moss in arms : 
seized. 	John Richmond was pretended to The preses asked him how far distant he 
have been at Ayrs-moss, but no probation was from the panne'. 	He answered about 
was ever brought. 	He was taken in Glas- half a mile; yet this was sustained, and in- 
gow as he was walking in the street, 
giving no provocation, by major Balfour. 

deed the only proof they had against him. 
Another witness adduced against John 

When he offered to seize him, John endea- Main, being interrogate, if he saw John 
voured to escape, but was soon apprehended, 
and most cruelly used, though they knew 

among the rebels with arms, answered, he 
saw him coming from the eastward, and 

not as yet• who he was, and had nothing to going westward. 	The clerk was ordered 
lay to his charge, save his fleeing when to mark that deposition, which the preses 
they offered to apprehend him. 	He was said was material, and commanded him to 
thence carried to the guard, and most un- write, " depones, he saw John Main coming 
mercifully bound, his heels and his neck to- to the rebels, and going from them in arms." 
gether, and left lying on the ground bleed- Whereas the deponent said no such thing. 
ing of his wounds and bruises. 	In this When James Winning was interrogate, if 
posture he lay a good many hours, and de- he had any thing to object against the wit- 
dared afterward, he never enjoyed a sweet- tresses, he answered, he had no objection; 
er time, and felt no pain. 	Next day he but solemnly professed, as he was to answer 
was put in prison, where he continued till to God at the last day, he never carried 
he 	got 	his 	indictment 	with 	the rest. arms in his life, for or against any man. 
James Winning tailor in Glasgow, Febru- Windram answered him, it was enough if he 
ary this year, upon some information or was in company with the rebels, though he 
other, was called out of his own house, to had but his needle with him. 	In short, my 
compear before one of the bailies, by a informer assures me, he could not observe 
town-officer : and being interrogate anent the least shadow of a proof against any of 
Bothwell, and the bishop's death, and not 
giving satisfying answers, he was straight 

them. 	John Main, in his printed testimony, 
makes it appear, that none of the articles 

sent to prison, and indicted with the rest. of his indictment were capital, and gives 
Archibald Stuart was a country man in the this account of his trial. 	As to his escap- 
parish of Lesmahago ; James Johnston lived ing out of prison, it was not to be charged 
in the parish of Calder, near Glasgow, and upon him, but his keeper; that he was at 
John Main belonged to the parish of Old Bothwell, but only as an onlooker ; that he 
Monkland. Upon the 17th of March, these had conversed with one Gavin Wother- 
five were tried for their 	lives by 	the spoon, who was asserted to be a rebel, but 
special commission given, above narrated. not proven one ; that indeed he had not 
The persons present were lieutenant-colonel termed Bothwell a rebellion, neither would 
Windram preses, Sir William Fleming, Sir he renounce the covenants ; that his silence 
James Turner, lieutenant-colonel Buchan, as to the king's authority could never in 
John Somerwel of Spittle sheriff-depute of law be made treason; that as 	to king 
Lanark, and William Stirling before de- Charles I. his death, he knew nothing about 
signed; and John Jones writer in Glasgow it; and as to the archbishop's, he would 
was procurator fiscal. 	I shall give their not judge of that action. 
trial as I have it from a mournful spectator, 
now a reverend minister. 

The articles insisted upon in their exam-
ination against the rest, were much the 

Their indictment ran upon their being at same with those, and it was chiefly upon 
Bothwell, and their being accessory to ot-6-Ar their silence as to the three last, they were 
insurrections, and reset and converse. 	A put to death : all of them died in much 
great many witnesses were adduced, but comfort, peace, and the utmost cheerfulness. 
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1684  The Christian magnanimity and de- 
* light tinder which Archibald Stuart, 

Kinkel 	James Hamilton of Aikenhead;  
Fergus M'Cubbin of Knockdallien, John Beg 

a youth scarce nineteen years, died, was oh- 
servedby many. Amongst other-moving ex- 

of Dornel, Hugh Dunbar of Knockshinnoch, 
Francis Gladstanes of Whitelaw, Gideon 

pressions at his execution, he had this. 	" I Scot 	of Atterside, 	Robert Johnston of 
die not by constraint, but willingly, and this Craigie-land, Robert Gourley of Kepdar- 
I can 'say, I am more willing to die for my 
loirely Lord Christ, and bin work and truths, 
thanever .,1 was tolive." In short, all of them 

roch, Mr William Fullerton of that ilk, 
George Fullerton of Dreghorn, George 
Muirhead of Lauchop, James Stuart of 

died in a forgiving temper, praying earnestly Hartwood, James Gordon merchant in 
for parkin to their persecutors, and yet 
warned them of their hazard, if they coati- 

Dumfries, John Forrester of Thirty-acres, 
William Cunningham of Buwhan, Sir 

tined, in these courses without repentance. William 	Scot of Harden 	elder. 	They 
Those fire, good men lie buried, with other offer to abide their trial, and the diet is 
seffererr, in the high church-yard of Glasgow. deserted simpliciter.. 	I need not remark, 
At their.  execution, Gavin Black in Monk- that those gentlemen and many others were 
land Was seized by the soldiers, upon' mere put to vast charges and trouble in waiting,  
'suspicion, and some tokens of sorrow ap- on since August last, besides the money a 
peering in him', and. put in prison; and good many of them had to give to the 
when upon examination, he did not satisfy plerks and others before their diets were 

- their queries, he was. in a few weeks with deserted, and they had 	extracts. 	And 
many others- banished to Carolina. 	And at ninny of them had been all this time con- 
their burial, James Nisbet„ a relation of one fined to Edinburgh, and some of them im- 
of them who-were executed, was taken by prisoned, and yet at the next circuits most 
one of the .soldiers of his name. 	We shall part of them were of new attacked. 
kid now meet with him M June, dying a April 5th, I find the lords of the justiciary 
public death. 	The persecutors and soldiers desert 	the 	diet against 	about 	sixteen 
were very narrow in their observations at fetters and tradesmen, whose names I insert 
such piddle executions, and,. as if they re- not. 	And that same day, Andrew Gibson 

' wired -to counter the known truth, sanguis 
nutityrizm semen teetesice, when people 

merchant in Glasgow, John Batmen there, 
John Maxwell of Oribton, and abOut twenty 

appeared- affected at them, or the turials of others, are deserted. 	And April 7th, "Mr 
suet as. were allowed public burial, they Andrew I-lay of Craignethan, John Hamilton 
-picked them 'up to fill the next stage with of Haluraig, Thomas Ker of Grange, and 
blood. 	. the laird of Maiddsley, are deserted. 	Upon 

I return again to the criminal court, at the eighth and ninth, the process against 
_Edinburgh. 	And April 1st, I find Mr John the earl of Loudon, and some others, conies 
Bannantyne _of Corehouse, formerly men- in, which I leave to the next section. 
tioned, -George .Ramsay of Iddington,,  Sir April 10th, James Howison,maltnian in 
Patrick Hepburn of Blackcastle, Alexander Lanark, is indicted for being at Bothwell. 
Hume of - Abbey of St Bathans, George The witnesses prove he was in •company 
Houston of Johnston, Archibald Crawford with some of the west-country army with- 
of Auchniains„ Sir John Riddel of that ilk, out arms; and the assize bring him in as 
Sir John Maxwell of Nether-Pollock, John guilty of being with the rebels, but with- 
Chiesly of Carswell, Jainei 	Dunlop of out arms. 	The case was this; he lived at 
Honsehill, indicted •of, reset and converse, -Lanark, and when a party of the west- 

, amt. doing favours to rebels, as mentioned country army Chine there, he, as all who 
' in their dittayi in the Porteous rolls. 	All were in the place, was obliged either to re-: 
of them offer to 'abide a legal trial, and tire or converse with them; and this is all 

r; tOlif diet is deserted sinTliciter. 	• the witnesses prove. Yet the lords sentence 
., ::Aprit2d, wehaveanothersetofgentlemen ' Izir_v to -be hanged at the Grass-market, 
' indicted - as the former were ; Alexander  November 12th, and forfeit his lands and 

Dunlop of that ilk, Alexander Hamilton of goods to his majesty, 
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April 16th, the trial of that gallant and 
good man John Paton of Meadow-head, in 

tion to Wednesday the 30th instant. In 
1654. the narrative they say, he is condemn- 

the parish of Fenwick, comes on. 	He was 
commonly called captain Paton, and had 
some command at Bothwell, if not at 

ed for his accession to Pentland, Bothwell, 
and other crimes. 	And the council records, 
April 30th, bear, "John Paton in Meadow- 

Pentland also. 	"April last, 	I 	find 	the head sentenced to die for rebellion, and 
council order a reward of twenty pounds 
sterling 	to 	cornet 	Lewis 	Lauder, 	for 

thereafter remaining in mosses and muirs, 
to the high contempt of authority, for 

apprehending John Paton, a notorious rebel which he bath given all satisfaction that 
these eighteen years." 	And it is probable law requires, reprieved till Friday come 
he was taken some time this month, since 
ordinarily the trial of persons in his cir- 

se'night, and to have a room by himself, 
that he may prepare more conveniently for 

cumstances was not long delayed. 	When death." 	This is so favourable a record for 
before the justiciary he is indicted for being him, that I apprehend the bishops have not 
with the rebels, both 	at Glasgow and been present: and indeed it looks as if some 
Bothwell, as a captain. 	The advocate ex favour had been designed; but it took no 
superabundanti passes his being at Pentland, 
and insists upon his being at Bothwell. 

effect, for Friday the 9th of May he was ex-
ecuted, when he died most cheerfully, for- 

The lords find the libel relevant; and for giving all his persecutors, instigators, re- 
probation he adduced his own confession proachers, 	soldiers, 	apprehenders, 	privy 
before 	the 	council. 	"John 	Paton 	in council and justiciary, in whatever they 
Meadow-head, in Fenwick parish, confesses, 
he was taken lately in the parish of Mearns, 
in the house of Robert Howie in Floak ; 

had done to him. 	But as to what they had 
done in despite to the image of God, and 
against his work, he declared it was not in 

that he haunted ordinarily in the fields and his power to forgive, but heartily wished 
muirs. 	Confesses, he was invited by the they might seek forgiveness of him who 
country people to go out in the year 1666, 
and commanded a party at Pentland. 	Con- 

had it to give, and that they would do no 
more wickedness.. 

fesses, he joined the rebels at Glasgow Now executions turn pretty throng; and 
about eight days before the engagement, 
and was with them that morning before the 
engagement." 	Refuses to sign. 	The as- 
size had no more to cognosce upon but 

James Nisbet, in the parish of Loudon, was 
hanged at the Howgate-head near Glasgow, 
in June. 	I have seen nothing of his trial, 
and I take it to have been before the corn- 

his confession, and bring him in guilty, and missioners for justiciary there. 	It bath 
the lords sentence him to be hanged at the been already observed, that this zealous.  
Grass.market, Wednesday the 23d of ApriL good man was taken at the burial of John 
By other papers I find he was charged, 
when before the council, with his being at 

Richmond, and those who were executed 
with him in March. He was acquaint with 

Mauchlin-muir, and being a rebel since the most part, and had been intimate with some 
year 1640, and a great opposer of Montrose. of them, and came into Glasgow 'to pay his 
It is probable he was there, but there was last respects to them at their burial, and 
no probation, and this was not insisted there being known, he was apprehended 
upon. 	He was interrogate, if he ackuow- by lieutenant Nisbet a cousin german of his 
ledged authority; he answered, he owned own; so much does a bitter persecuting 
all authority allowed by the word of God. spirit break all the bonds of nature itself, 

I But the 	precise point upon 	which he and get over the nearest blood relations. 
died, was his being at Bothwell. 	He 
was 	prevailed upon to supplicate 	the 
council, and there were several there who 

He was straight carried to the guard, where 

• Captain Paton's sword, and the Bible which 
inclined to favour him; but he remarks in he used-  when on the scaffold, are still preserved 
his speech, that the prelates 	effeetv,P1;yr among the interesting relics at Lochgoin, the se- 
stopped that. However, I find, April 17th, the c
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he was soon entangled with their 1684. captious questions, the catechism of 
other, at which Mr Renwick preached. 	By 
the council registers, July 1st, I find, " Duke 

this period, and sent to prison. 	His sen- Hamilton informs the council, that Arthur 
tence ran upon the common crimes, now Tacket, now a prisoner, is an heritor, and 
made mortal sins, which I need 	scarce forfeited for the rebellion. 	The lords leave 
resume. He owned Drumclog and Bothwell to the justices, to proceed against him accord- 
lawful, in as far as they were acts of self- ing to their sentence of forfeiture." 	And 
defence, and appearances for the gospel. July 22d, Arthur Tacket confesseth before 
He refused to renounce the covenants, and the council, that he was in the rebellion at 
to own the king's authority, as he expressed, 
in so far as lie had made the work of refor- 

Bothwell, and lately with the rebels who 
were in arms in the shire of Lanark. 	The 

motion and covenants, treason. 	After he 
was condemned, he was offered his life, if 

lords ordain him to be questioned by torture, 
to-morrow at nine of the clock, before the 

he would acknowledge the king's headship committee for public affairs. 	The occasion 
and supremacy over the church, which they of this severity was, that the youth per- 
well knew he would never do. 	He was emptorily refused to tell who preached, and 
hardly enough used, and so closely watched, 
as he could scarce get any thing writ to his 

whom he had seen at the foresaid sermon. 
Torture, even for discovery of treason, is 

friends in prison; yet he got a testimony hard enough, but torture for a bare discov- 
writ, in which he complains he got only ery of a minister who preached, and such 
liberty to write incoherently. 	He begins as heard at a field-conventicle, when the 
with this expression. " I am come here to first was death, was yet severer. 	When 
lay down my life for the testimony of Jesus, 
for asserting him to be king and head of his 

brought before the council, or their com-
mittee, in order to torture, the advocate de- 

own house, and for no matter of fact they dared to him, and offered to give it under 
have against me." 	And it will be a lasting the hands of all present, that if he would 
blot upon this time, that so many good men, 
against whom they had nothing but matter 

be ingenuous and free upon all that was to 
be asked, what he said should never militate 

of sentiment and opinion, and who  had against himself, or any other man. 	Arthur 
never been in any rising against the govern- answered, he could not credit them, since 
meat, were thus from time to time cut off. they had broken their promises, oaths, and 
He died in much peace, and full assurance. subscriptions to God and man, and he could 
And they saw good to execute him a little not think they would press him so much to 
out of the town, and not at the cross, which declare who preached, if they were to make 
very little diminished the confluence. no use of what he said, whereupon the 

To return again to Edinburgh : In May 
and June, I observe many have their diets 

hangman was commanded to open the boot, 
and he laid his leg in it. 	When he was  

deserted, because the lords find they have going on, the surgeon present desired he 
lain long in prison, and no probation offers might desist a little, and taking the advocate 
against them. 	And July 3d, about thirty 
common people and tradesmen are deserted. 

aside, told him, that Arthur was very young, 
and his leg so small, 	that a few strokes 

And through several diets this month, near would crush it to pieces, and seeing they 
three hundred tradesmen and common people were determined to take his life, and it was 
have their diets deserted. 	It would be probable 	nothing 	could be extorted, he 
endless to go through them all. 	And July moved they would forbear.* 	Upon this the 
6th, the lairds of Kirkton, Newton, and * ., When any are to be thrust in the boots, it 
Ochiltree, are continued till November. is done in the presence of the council ; and upon 

that occasion almost all offer to run away. 	The 
July 24th, Arthur Tacket in Hamilton, 

it; condemned upon his former sentence. 
sight is so dreadful, that without an order re-
straining such members to stay, the board would 

forsaken. 	theBut 	 e 
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advocate ordered the thumbkins to be 
brought, which he endured without making 

Closeburn or Dalgerno; they came up- 1684. on these four men in the fields: some 
any discovery. 	The lords of the justiciary, 
upon the aforesaid day, find, " that Arthur 

accounts before me, say, they were sleeping 
till awakened by the soldiers, and at the sight 

Tacket being upon the 21st of March, 1681, 
found guilty, by an assize, of being in the 

of them they offered to line; whereupon the 
soldiers pursued, shot at them, and wound- 

rebellion 1679, and adjudged to be demean- ed them. 	The soldiers were extremely en- 
edand executed as a traitor when apprehend- raged at this time, by the baffle given to 
ed, he being now apprehended, the lords the party at Enterkin-path ; and this is the 
appoint him to be hanged at the Grass- only excuse can be given for the fury that 
market, Wednesday, July 30th, betwixt two now appeared in them, though indeed there 
and four in the afternoon." 	He had been was too much of this in their ordinary car- 
forfeited in absence, and now, though they riage. 	All the houses near to the place 
had his confession, yet they only adhere to where the men were found, were presently 
their former sentence. 	We heard he was plundered, the party presuming, what they 
at Bothwell, when he was scarce 17 years were willing to have, that the neighbour- 
of age. 	Accordingly he was executed, and hood was guilty of resetting them, and few 
died most christianly, forgiving his enemies, 
and owning all magistrates, superior and in- 

houses escaped an hundred merks, or an 
hundred pounds, loss. 	Great were the se• 

ferior, in as far as they are conform to the verities used upon the prisoners; they bad 
word of God, the covenants, and are a ter- been wounded when taken, and the soldiers 
ror to them that do evil, and a praise to them would not suffer their wounds to be wash- 
that do well. 	I very much doubt if history ed nor linens to be applied to them. 	A 
can produce instances of so many prose- poor woman, who came and offered some 
cuted to the death for such a rising as that help to them in dressing their wounds, was 
at Bothwell, so long after, and in so vast seized and carried prisoner a part of the 
numbers. way. 	They were brought first to Lanark. 

Towards the end of this month, and the and then to Edinburgh. 	Upon the road 
beginning of August, I find, at different they came to a narrow pass, where Clever- 
diets of the justiciary, near two hundred de- house expected to be attacked, and hegave 
serted, mostly country people who had been orders to the soldiers, as soon as any man 
put in the Porteous rolls for reset and con- appeared, to kill the prisoners, though they 
verse. 	Probably the managers had the new had confessed nothing, and nothing was 
circuits by this time in view, where many proven against them. 	When brought be- 
of them were again attacked. fore the council, three of the soldiers de- 

August 5th, I find three men before the poned, that these men were at Enterkin- 
justiciary, other papers make it the 15th, 
but 1 have kept by the date of the registers, 

path; and as some of their papers before 
me bear, that the prisoners there received 

Thomas Harkness in Lockerbane, Andrew the wounds they at present had: the men 
Clerk in Leadhills in Crawford, and Samuel constantly asserted they were not at En- 
M`E wen in Glencairn. 	There was one terkin. 	Thomas Wood was reserved till 
Thomas Wood in Kirk michael, who was afterwards, and the rest that same day were 
taken with them, but I do not find him in- remitted to the justiciary, and condemned 
dieted at this time. 	In December we shall and executed that very day, such a rage 
meet with one of the same name, and, for were the persecutors in.  
what I know, the same person. 	I have a I come now to their process, as it stands 
particular account of the circumstances of in the criminal books. 	Thomas Harkness 
taking these four men, as follows. 	Some and the other two, were indicted of high 
days after the rescue of the prisoners at En- treason, "in as far as in this month of Au- 
terkin-path, which we shall meet with in gust they had engaged with a party of the 
the last section, Claverhouse and a pa,ty king's soldiers; that they did not own the 
of his men were searching the parishes king's authority, or denied it; that they re- 
about in great fury; and in the parish of fused to call Bothwell rebellion; that they 
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had conversed with persons put to ' couraged, but content to lay down our 
I68& the horn, and that they had conversed 	life with cheerfulness, and Whines; and 

one of them with another being rebels." 	courage; and if we had a •hundred lives, 
Three soldiers depone they snapped guns at 	we would Willingly quit with them all for 
them. This is all the probation I observe ad- the truth of Christ. 	Good news I Christ 
duced. 	Throughout this process there are is no worse than. he promised. 	No* we 
plain evidences of haste and thirstafter blood. take our leave of all friends and acquain- 
" The assize find them guilty of being in arms, 
and that one of them presented a gun to the 

tances, and declare we are heartily content 
with our lot, and that he bath brought at 

king's forces, that they had ball upon them, 
that they had conversed with rebels, denied 
authority, and fled from his majesty's for- 

hither to witness for 'him and his treat. 
We leave our testimony againiit popery, 
and all other false doctrine, that is not 

ces." 	Whereupon they aro sentenced to according to the scriptures of the Old and 
be hanged at the Grass-market. 	They were New Testaments, which is the only word of 
brought into Edinburgh, about ono of the God. 	Dear friends, be valiant for God, for 
clock, and that same day they are sentenced, 
and executed about five of the clock. Those 

ho is as good as his promise. 	Him that 
overcometh he will make a pillar in his 

plain honest country people, so quickly temple. 	Our time is short, and we have 
hurried into eternity, drew up a joint paper, 
and left behind them; which breathes so 

little to spare, having got our sentence at 
one of the clock this afternoon, and are to 

much plain honest simplicity, and is so short die at five this day. 	And so we will say 
and serious, that the reader will be pleased no more, but farewell all friends and re- 
to have a copy of it here. 	It runs not in 
the strain of those contained in the Cloud 

lotions, and welcome heaven and Christ, 
and the cross for Christ's sake. 

of Witnesses, and therefore is omitted by 
them; but in my opinion it deserves a room 
here. 

"Thomas Darkness, 
drew Clerk, 

sa 
An

muet SNP Ewen." 

If the reader take as much pleasure in The joint testimony of Thomas Harkness, reading this plain and natural testimony, 
Andrew Clerk, and Samuel INVEwen, from as I have done in transcribing it, he sill 

Tolbooth of Edinburgh, August 5th. b 	, 
not not grudge to have Samuel •M'Ewen's 

"Dear friends and relations whatsomever, 
we think it fit to acquaint you, that we bless 

letter he wrote to a friend after his sentence 
was pronounced, since it savours of the 

the Lord, that ever we were ordained to 
give such a public testimony, who are so 

same undisguised, cheerful, and pious spirit, 
and in its pure and natural shape, and, I 

great sinners. 	Blessed be he that ever we 
were born to hear witness for him ; and 
blessed be the Lord Jesus Christ, that or- 
dinned the gospel and the truths of it, 
which he sealed with his own blood, and 

am persuaded, entirely from himself. 

" My dear Friend, 
" I am this day to lay down my life for 

adhering to the truth of God; and r bless 
many a worthy Christian gone before us 
bath sealed them. 	We were questioned 

his holy name, that ever he. honoured me, 
a poor country lad, having neither father 

for not owning the king's authority. 	We or mother alive, to witness for him. 	And 
answered, that we owned all authority that now I can set to my seal to all the truths 
is allowed by the written word of God, seal- in the Bible, Confession of Faith, catechisms 
ed by Christ's blood. Now, our dear friends, 
we entreat you to stand to the truth, and 

larger and • shorter, national and solemn 
league and covenant, and to all the protes- 

espoitially' all 	ye 	that 	are 	our 	own tations and declarations given by the poo 
relations, and all that love and wait for remnant, agreeable to the same word of 
the coming of Christ 	He will come, and God. 	Though in much' weakness, yet I 
not .tarry, 	and 	reward every one ac- loll all that is for his glory, and desire to 
cording 	to 	their 	deeds 	in 	the 	body. hate all that he 	hates, 	with 	a 	perfect. 
We bless the Lord we are not a whit dis- hatred. 	I desire you not to be.discouraged, 
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for, I bless the Lord, I am heartily content kine of Bashan have pushed these 1684. 
with my lot. 	It was my desire, though 
most unworthy, to die a martyr, and I bless 

three good men to death at one push, 
contrary to their own base laws, in a most 

the Lord who has granted me my desire. inhuman manner. 	Whereupon he was 
Now this is the most joyful day ever I saw straight seized, and carried to prison. 	In a 
,with mine 	eyes. 	Farewell 	all 	earthly 
enjoyments and friends, in our sweet Lord 

day or two, he was brought before the cont7,  
mittee for public affairs, and after that before 

Jesus Christ; and farewell Glencairn my the council, where he was very bold and 
native parish. 	Welcome my sweet Saviour; plain in his answers, and was upon the 27th 
into thy hands I commit my spirit, for brought before the justiciary. 	By the re- 
thou art he, 0 Jehovah, God of truth, who gisters I find he is indicted for treason. 
hast redeemed me. The probation was his own confession, that 

" SAMUEL M`EwEx." he was at Bothwell with arms, that he 
owns Sanquhar declaration, and the paper 

When I read such plain, and yet patheti- published at Rutherglen. 
cal productions from country 	people, I At the same time, William Young in 
cannot but be confirmed in the reality of Evandale, is indicted the same way, and his 
religion, and reckon these plain country confession adduced for evidence : " that the 
men heavy witnesses against those who king is king, or not king, as he keeps the 
delighted thus in blood. covenants; that he cannot say he is now 

The justiciary are now fallen into the king; confesseth that he heard Mr Donald 
method of despatching the persons before Cargil at field-conventicles since Bothwell; 
them, and condemning and executing poor that he thinks those who- were at Bothwell 
people on the same day, which we shall were at their duty; that he was present 
scarce meet with but in Scotland at this with James Dykes a forfeited person, at 
season. 	Accordingly, August 27th, I find the attack upon Evandale Castle, to rescue 
other two sentenced, and dying the same his brother; that if he had been old enough 
day, James Nicol and William Young, who, 
if I mistake it not, is the very same who, 
when essaying to break prison 	in 	the 

he would have been at Bothwell; that he 
would disown the king or any body else, 
before he would disown the covenants." 

Canongate, was lamed by a fall, and retaken. The assize bring them in both guilty of 
The Cloud of, Witnesses, nor any other treason, by their own confession, and the 
paper I have seen, take' notice of William lords sentence them both to be taken to the 
Young, but the registers putting him and Grass-market, this 	present Wednesday, 
James Nicol together, I see no ground to August 27th, betwixt two and four, and 
doubt that they underwent the same fate. hanged. 	Accordingly they were executed. 

James Nicol, merchant burgess in Peebles, 
was a bold zealous man: hitherto he escap- 

The circumstances of William Young in 
Evandale were very singular, and I shall add 

ed, and was at Edinburgh at the trial of a hint at them from a good information be- 
the last named three, which affected him fore me. 	He was brought in prisoner from 
very much. 	He was a mournful onlooker Evandale to Hamilton, and met with great 
upon their process before the justiciary ; severity, when carried from thence to Edin- 
and his spirit being stirred within him with burgh, from the soldiers, who took from him . 
what he had seen, he was taking his horse his wig, and he rode most of the way with 
in the Grass-market to go out of the town, 
after he had been some time there about 

his bare-shaven bead, and his feet tied be- 
neath the horse's belly. 	This good man 

business; at this nick of time the guard was distempered, and much crazed in his 
came down with the three persons last judgment, for five years before he was 
named, to their execution. 	This stopped taken, through a sharp and severe exercise 
him, and he went in among the crowd, and 
stayed till they were executed. 	' When 

of spirit he had been under. 	However, 
when upon any serious conversation, or at 

coming away, in the bitterness of his spirit, 
he said in the hearing of a good many, these 

reading or prayer; his distemper was scarce 
any way observable; but when out of these 
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1681. exercises, he was perfectly restless, 
wrote letters and threw them out at 

the windows, and cast them to the keepers ; 

gathered up, I know only by his indictment, 
which I am persuaded was false in every 
article of it. 	All who knew this worthy 

so that all in the prison observed it. 	His and excellent person, knew he was far 
fellow-prisoners cautioned him, as much as from expressing himself at the rate here 
possibly they could, when he was called be- libelled. 	However, he was cited in the 
fore the council. 	When there, his answers form that people out of the country are 
were not out, of the road; and when he summoned. 	And at the above diet, this 
came back from the council and justiciary, 
he was very sensible of the Lord's goodness 

reverend person is indicted, and pursued 
for treason. 	"Mr John Sinclair minister at 

to him, and said to his fellows, it had been Ormiston, now at Delft in Holland, is in- 
given him is that hour, who was a poor dieted for preaching treasonable doctrine 
foolish creature, who had much lost the use and positions, and his pressing the renew- 
of his reason. 	He was one of them who ing of 	the covenants, and people's tak- 
escaped out of the Canongate tolbooth, and ing up arms against the king; that he de- 
would not have been known, if he had not claimed against the king, and called his roy- 
himself told to the soldiers who were ranging 
up and down, that he had broken the tol- 

al brother a rebellious enemy 	to 	God, 
and the lords of his majesty's privy coun- 

booth. 	He was most barbarously used when cil, rogues, and prayed that God would 
sent back to prison, and Ilia arms were tied, 
and his whole body miserably racked : this 

open his majesty's eyes, to see the evil 
of his ways, and turn him from it, [ a prayer 

he bore with great patience. 	He said, that he certainly very much needed,] otherwise 
extreme pain would be intolerable, if eternal, 

a but he was now near the crown, and re- 
that he would take him away from being a 
scourge and a curse to God's people." And 

joiced in the full assurance of it. 	Next day 
he was carried before the justiciary, and 
sentenced, and straight executed with James 

being cited at the shore and pier of Leith, 
and not compearing, the lords forfeit him, 
and appoint him to be declared fugitive and 

Nicol. 	I have been the larger on this man's outlaw, and to be put to the horn. 	There 
circumstances, because much of the power is not a shadow of proof brought against 
of God, and rage of man, must be obser- him for these alleged expressions; and in- 
ved about him. deed no proof of them could be brought. 

September 9th, I find Mr John Sinclair They had far more reason, according to 
his process of forfeiture before the justi- their laws now in force, to proceed to the 
ciary. 	This learned and singularly religious forfeiture of Mr James Renwick, whom we 
minister had been a good many years at shall meet with afterwards, as the last who 
Ormiston ; and now when it was deter- was publicly executed in this period. 	Au- 
mined to force all presbyterian ministers, 
either to comply or leave the country, he 

gust 19th, the council form an act for the 
citation of such as they call vagrant preach- 

choosed to retire out of harm's way. 	I find, ers. 	" The lords of his majesty's privy 
April 30th, " the council being informed, 
that Mr John Sinclair, late minister at Or- 

council appoint Mr James Renwick and other 
vagrant preachers, to be summoned by way 

miston, hath gone over to Holland, and 
preached several seditious sermons, and is 

of dispensation, at the cross of Edinburgh, 
and pier and shore of Leith; and those 

about to be settled as a minister in that summons are declared to be as sufficient as 
place, remit to the king's advocate to in- if they were personally cited ; and, Septem- 
quire into his behaviour whilst here, and, 
if he find ground, to process him according 

ber 16th, they order Mr Renwick to be in- 
tercommuned." 	And September 19th, Mr 

to law." 	This, was- severe enough dealing, 
that when ministers were retired, to avoid 
their ensnaring examinations, in absence 

James Renwick is indicted before the lords 
of justiciary, for being at Bothwell-bridge, 
and preaching at field-conventicles, at Black 

processes should be raised against them, 
when settling elsewhere, out of the king's 

loch„ Welshole, Craig, Spittal-hole, Green-
ock, and otherplaces, and teaching, 'the king 

dominions. 	What 	scandal 'the advocate was no king but a tyrant.' 	Being cited. 
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and not compearing, they decern him out- Icess of treason against the earl of Lou- 1684  
law and fugitive, and order him to be put don, lord Melvile, Sir John Cochran 	• 
to the horn. 	 } of Ochiltree,lohn Cochran his son, Sir Hugh 

November 11th, John Hutchison, por- Campbell of Cesn ock elder, 	Camp- 
tioner in Newbottle, is processed in absence. bell of Cesnock younger, the laird of Row- 
One of the witnesses declares he saw him il  allan 	elder and younger, 	Mont- 
with arms in the engagement at Bothwell- I gomery of Langshaw, 	' Fairly of 
bridge; another, that he saw him with the 
rebels some time before; another, that he 

Brunsfield, 	Bailie of Jerviswood, 
Crawford younger of Crawford- 

saw him in company with the rebels -at land, 	Stuart of Cultness, and 
Pentland ; and another, that he saw him Denholm of Westshiels, who being- cited 
near Edinburgh about that time in arms. before the late justice-air, upon 	several 
The assize bring him in guilty of being in points of treason, it was made appear to 
arms 	at 	.Bothwell-bridge 	and Pentland. them, that at the time of their citation they 
The lords sentence him to be executed, and were out of the kingdom." 
demeaned as a traitor, when apprehended, 
the time and place to be named by the 

November 3d, the procedure of the Scots 
council at London in this matter, is read, at 

council, and in the meantime forfeit him. Edinburgh, 	and 	insert in the registers. 
November 13th, and at some following " At Whitehall, October 22d 1683, present 

diets, several persons were processed, and the king's majesty, his royal highness the 
condemned 	for 	the declaration of war, 
posted upon the church-doors, whom I shall 
leave to a section by themselves. 	That 

duke of York, the earls of Murray, Middle- 
to'n, 	Sunderland, 	Mar, 	Airly, Ancrum, 
Breadalbin, 	the treasurer-depute, justice- 

worthy gentleman, the laird of Duchal, was clerk, advocate, and John Wedderburn of 
likewise condemned to die towards the end Gosford ; his majesty with advice of his 
of this month, as shall be narrated in the privy council, orders the laird of Cesnock and 
section allotted for the account of his and his son, Rowallan elder and younger, Craw- 
his neighbouring gentlemen's 	fines; and fordland, Brunsfield, Alexander Monro of 
towards the close of December, that excel- Beaucrofts, Jerviswood, Mr 'William Car- 
lent gentleman Jerviswood was cut off, who 
will come in upon the following section. 

SECT. Iv. 

Of the 	council and criminal processes 
against the laird of Cesnock, the earl of 
Loudon, Mr Spence, the reverend Mr 
William Carstairs, the laird of Jervis- 
wood, and others alleged to be concerned 
in the plot this year. 

stairs, Hepburn, son to major Hepburn, 
Spence servant to the late earl of Argyle, 
prisoners at London, suspect of high treason, 
and some of them accused, to be sent prison-
ers to Edinburgh, to be tried according to law, 
beino. Scotsmen." The English law could not D answer the view they had against them, and 
our Scots law is far more arbitrary, at least 
the procedure used at this time would not 
have gone down in England. 	Accordingly, 
those named were sent down,several of them 

OF design I have left to this place, the pro- I meet with no more in the registers, and 
cedure of the council and lords of justici- can say no further of them; but these who 
ary last year and this, against the noble and were chiefly levelled at we shall meet with 
excellent patriots alleged to be concerned 
in the Rye-house plot, and I shall give most 

in their order. 	By a letter from the king, 
the advocate is ordered to prosecute the 

of what I say about them, from the records above named persons for treason. 
and original papers, just in the order of December 10th, 1683, " the council remit 
time they were prosecuted, and take in all it to the bishop of Edinburgh, treasurer- 
that refers to each of them together. 	I depute, advocate, and colonel Graham of 
spoke of the plot in general last year, and Claverhouse, to consider the several papers 
say no more of that. 	 ' sent down from London, and to put together 

Aligust 16th, last year, I find the council what they find concerning every prisoner, 
"appoint the king's advocate to raise a pro- and to begin with .what concerns Spence, 
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1684.  and to endeavour to decypher the 
letters." 	February 21st, by 	the 

council-registers 	I 	find, 	that 	Rowellan 

After his indictment is read at the bar, 
Cesnock himself opened his case in a long 
and pathetical speech, wherein he insisted 

younger, upon a certificate of his indis- 
position, hath his liberty, to abide in his 
chamber 	at Edinburgh, 	continued 	till 

mostly upon those points. 	" That though 

laws and acts of parliament of this kingdom, 
March 21st next, with caution. 	We shall i
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read, 	and 	I have 	inserted 	it below.• ought to have sustained in bodies or goods them-
selves, in case they have been apprehended, pre-
sented and convict by justice;" and by the 14th act, 
6 parl. Jam.II. it is declared, "that all who'hhall * Cesnock's Indictment. 

Sir Hugh Campbell of Cesnock indicted and reset such as are justified for crimes, if the crimes 
accused, that where, notwithstanding by the be notour, or the trespasser convict or declared 
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several field-conventides had been kept in 
the country where he lived, yet he had per- 

I been present at any of them ; that as 1684,  
he kept, his own parish church . re- 

mitted none to be upon his ground; that gularly, so missing two of his servants there 
neither himself, children, or servants, had one Lord's day, he caused them to be kept 

guilty, are ordained to be punished as the prin- 
cipal trespasser ; and by the 97th act,7parl. Jam. 

guilty of the said rebellion, and accessory thereto, 
and art and part thereof: which being found by 

V. it is statute, that no man, wittingly or will- an assize, he ought to be punished with the loss 
fully, reset, supply, maintain, defend, or do fa- and forfeiture of life, lands, and goods, conform 
Yours to any of his majesty's rebels, and being to the said laws and acts of parliament, to the 
at the horn, within their houses, bounds, lands, 
or bailiaries, under the pain of death and confis- 

terror and example of others to commit the like 
hereafter. 

cation of their moveables." And by the common 
law, laws, and acts ofparliarnent of this kingdom, 
hounding out and ratihabition, or art and part, 
is punishable as the principal crime. 	Yet never- 

Ye are indicted and accused, that whereas, 
notwithstanding by the laws and acts of .parlia-
ment of this kingdom, and constant practick 
thereof, particularly bythe 37th act, 2 part. James 

theless it is of verity, that the said Sir Hugh 1. it is statute, that no man wilfully' maintain 
Campbell elder of Cesnock, shaking off all fear of or do favours to open and manifest rebels against 
God, respect and regard to his majesty's laws the king's majesty, under the pain of forfeiture. 
and authority, has presumed to commit, and is And by the 14th act, 6 part. James 11. it is de-. 
guilty of the said crimes, in so far as the bloody dared, that all who shall reset such as are jus- 
and sacrilegious murderers of the late archbishop tified for crimes, if the crimes be notour, or the 
of St Andrews, and their accomplices, to the trespasser convict or declared guilty, are ordain- 
number of nine or ten thousand, having, in the ed to be punished as the principal trespasser. 
months of May or June,1679, risen and appear- 
ed with . arms within the western shires, in a 

And by the97th act, 7 part. James V. it is statute, 
that no man, wittingly or willingly, reset, sup. 

desperate and'avowed rebellion against his ma- ply, maintain, defend, or do favours to any of 
jesty and his authority, having burned his laws his majesty's rebels, and being at home within 
and acts of parliament, proclaimed treasonable their houses, bounds, lands, or bailiaries, under 
declarations and proclamations at public market- the pain of death, and confiscation of moveables. 
crosses, killed and murdered several of his sot- And by the 144th act, 12 part. James VI. it is 
diets at Drumelog, assaulted the cityof Glasgow, 
robbed and rifted the goods and houses of his 

statute and ordained, that no man openly or 
notourly rebel against the king's person or an- 

majesty's loyal subjects, marched up and down thority, or make war with the king's lieges; and 
the country in a warlike and military posture, 
kept councils of war, rendezvoused, exercised, 
appointed commanders and officers over them, 
and continued in open and avowed rebellion, 
committing all acts of hostility and high treason, 
till the 22d day of June the Said year, that they 

that where any declared traitors or rebels repair 
in any part of this realm, none of his majesty's 
lieges shall presume to reset, or supply, or inter-
commune with them, or give them any meat, 
drink, house, harbour, or any relief or comfort, 
under the same pain, for whilk they areforfeited 

were defeat at Bothwell-bridge. 	The said Sir or put to the horn; and that immediately, upon 
Hugh Campbell having, upon one or other of knowledge of their repairing in the bounds, all 
the days of the said month of June, 1679, met his majesty's obedient subjects do their exact 
with Daniel Crawford in Galston, 	Thomas diligence, at the utmost of their power, in search- 
Ingram in Borlands, John Ferguson in Cathay- ing, seeking, taking and apprehending the said 
ingill, and several other of the said rebels, at or 
near the bridge-end of Galston, coming from the 

declared traitors, and presenting them to justice, 
or in following f them, while they be taken and 

rebels then in arms, whom they left at Tolcross- expelled, and put out of the shire, and immediate- 
park near Glasgow, the pannel asked them where ly to make intimation to the magistrates, and per- 
they had been ; and when they had told him 
that they came from the Westland army,- he said, 
that he had seen more going to them than corn- 

sons of power and authority, in the next shire, 
who shall be holden to do the like diligence with-
out delay, and so from shire to shire, while they be 

ing from them. 	And having asked them if they apprehended and brought to justice, or expelled 
were to return ; they told him, they knew not. and put forth of the realm ; and that they, with 
Whereupon he treasonably, contrary to his al- all possible speed, certify his majesty, or some 
liiance and duty, said, that he liked not run- of his secret council, or some of the chief persons 
aways, and that they should get help if they of authority and credit dwelling within the said 
would bide by it, and bade them take courage, 
or4loine such like words to that purpose. Where- 

shire, that such persons are within the same, 
wandering athort the country, or lurking in any 

through the said Sir Hugh Campbell is guilty part thereof; under the pain that the traitors and 
of intercornmuning with notour rebels, they rebels ought m have sustained, in their bodies 
having told him that they had come from the and goods, themselves, in case they have baen 
Westland army at Tolcross-park ; and the said apprehended, presented, and convict by justice. 
pannel's not apprehending of the said rebels, and And by the common law, laws and acts of par- ., .. 
giving intimation to the next magistrate. 	And liament of this kingdom, hounding out, or Yeti,. 
also he was guilty and culpable of giving a tree- habition, or art and part is punishable as the 
sonable counsel and advice, to go back and re- 
turn to the rebellious army, and also encourag- 

principal crime. 	Nevertheless it is of verity, 
that the said Hugh Campbell, to evidence yet 

ing and hounding them out thereto. 	And also further his wicked and traitorous design of con- 
of ratihabiting, maintaining, and fortifying the triving the late rebellion in the year 1679, and 
said rebels in their treasonable designs of rebel- that ye would, as far as was in your power, con- 
lion, by telling, they should not want help if tribute thereto, by bounding, levying, sending 
they would bide by it; and thereby he was out thereto, according as ye did promise to 

, 	, 	 I IV. 	 K 
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1684 
out of his gates- till the sabbath was cause he had informed about a murder he 
over, and next morning called for (the witness) had committed. 	In short, as 

them, paid them their wages, and dismissed to other defences, he remitted himself to 
them ; that, during the time of the libelled his advocates." 
rebellion, he was so far from encouraging The advocates for the pannel were Sir 
it, that he retired to Gilchrist, {perhaps John Lauder, Sir Patrick Hume, Mr Wal- 
writ for Gilcherscroft) a strong house, and ter Pringle, Mr William Fletcher, Mr John 
abode there till it was over ; that he hid put Kincaid, Mr Colin Mackenzie, Mr Robert 
off his ground all his tenants who were said Main, Mr Wiliam Bailie, Mr James Balfour. 
to be at Bothwell, as soon as they were After reading the indictment, the king's 
convict; that if he was found guilty in that advocate moved that the justices might ex- 
matter, he was most willing to underty the amine the witnesses previously before any 
law, but he knew he was innocent.; that trial, this being a case of treason, and al- 
one of the witnesses adduced against him leged a letter from his majesty to this el= 

' he never saw before, as far as he knew, but feet. 	Mr Pringle answered, that a previous 
could prove he had declared in several places warrant ought first to be given by the court- 
that he would do Cesnock an ill turn, be- cil, in terms of the king's letter, which was 

, . 
Thomas Ingram, Daniel Crawford?  John For- them so that, as ye were obliged to have inquir- 
esteem and others mentioned in Ms farmer in- 
dietmetn, 	that he did tend out to the said re- 

ed where they were, se he could not but know, 
that they were out at the rebellion, especially 

hellion, his tenants and servants after specified,' seeing their being at the same was notour in 
oh. Mr James Brown his 'chaplain, George the *sunny, and two of them were Iris o win 
',nimbi° 	in. 	Clrofthead, 	J1111403 	Hutchison Bit domestic servants, and lived in his own house. 
Underwood, Robert Parker in Wester Lenfine, Wherethrough the said Sir Hugh Campbell has 
Michael Roxburalt mason in Gaston, Hector ,  most 	treasonably contrived, 	contributed 	to, 
Paton in 	Cesnock-yards, 	Hugh Neilson in hounded and sent out persons to the late rebel- 
Riekarton, John Brown younger in Priestland, lion, Inn harboured, reset, supplied, entertained, 
Alexander Wood in nig-Wide, John 'Amide in conversed' tvitb, and done favours to open no- 
Latlybrow, Alexander Mitchell in Priestiond, tour, and manifest traitors and rebels, and was 
George Hutchison in Underwoed, Mathew Iteid actor, art and part with the same, and of the 
in Grasshoim, JaMes Richmond in Lawfielkl, other treasonable crimes above specified ; which 
John Hunter in Shilling-hill, George Lambie being found by an assize, you ought to be pun- 
merchant in Bunkhouse, William Harris officer ished with forfeiture of life, land, and goods, to 
in Itickarton, 	Glassford in Hanalei), the terror and example of others-to commit the 
Samuel Ross in Netherton 	John Gumil 411 like hereafter. 
Bank, Patrick Gaunt, James Lambie in Lasvfen, The said Sir Hugh Campbell is further in- 
Hugh Wilson in Burnfoot, Francis Rocs in dieted, and incetmed upon the laws and acts of 
Rnewhead, and several others; at the least they parliament mentioned in his former indictments 
having gone out to the said rebellion, and haring for the treasonable harbouring, resetting, enter- 
been thereat, he did reset them upon his own 
ground,-without inquiring where theyhad been, 
or why they had been so long absent to so dam 
gerous and criticaf a time,, when it was Ronnie 

taining, corresponding with, and doing favours, 
to notour, open, and manifest traitors and rebels, 
encouraging them in their rehelligus practices, 
and (Reminding them to submit to hisInajesty.'s 

to all the kingdom, that there was an open re- authority ; in so far as Alexander Paterson in 
hellion carried on against his majesty, to the 
deStruction of the peace, Inlet, and security of 

Balgray his tenant, having, upon the first,second, 
third, or one or other of the days of one or other 

this his native country, as well as of the mon- of the months of the year 1682, advertised him 
artily therein established ,• and he did even re., 
sot, in his very house, William Gilmour who 

of his having been in the rebellion, and of his 
willingness to submit to his majesty'sautherity, 

Went out of his ground to the said rebellion, and 
lived very near to his own gate before the rebel- 

and craving his advice as to what he should do, 
he did dissuade hire, and desired him to go bonne 

lion, and though he owned before his servantsin a  to his week until he sent for him, and so he con- 
MS family, that he had-been in the rebellion, so tinned his tenant, notwithstanding he knew of 
that the same could not but be notour to him, r  
yet he entertained him two years as his porter, 
arid thereafter gaVe him a certificate as a very 

his being in the said rebellion. 	As also he did, 
on one or other of the days of the month of June, 
1679, go to the burial of Captain 	Camp- 

hottest man, and recommended him to the ear/ bell, wino was drowned in the water of Gal- 
s:,:af Dundonald.. Autille entertainedthe said Mr stop as he was going to the said 	rebellion ; 

James Brown
' 
 a notorious and ringleading field- 

preacher, as his chaplain hr his family, and the 
where through he committed, and was guilty of, 
thetreastniairleetinses above-mentioned, and was 

persons above-teamed being his tenants and tar- actor, art and part thereof.; which being found 
vants, and having gone eat of his ground to the by an assize, he 'ought to he punished with for- 
rebellion and immediately thetrafter having re. feiture of life, lands, and goods, to the terror of 
turned thereto, and being eversinceliving there- 
in, and he himself going up and down among 

others to commit the like hereafter. 
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not produced. 	The advecate replied, his ceMber 20th, 1682, give warrant to 
warrant produced was as to the whole Iwo- 
cess, and no more was needful. 	The lords 
delayed to-determine till they advised with 
the privy council. 	This little bit of form 

1684. 
them to examine those witnesses , 
previously. 	When 	this 	was 	produced, 
the 	lawyers 	entered • upon- 	the 	cause, 
Cesnock's advocates pleaded at a great 

was soon got over; a council was immedi- 
ately called, and the advocate had a warrant 

length, and with much force of reason, 
and the king's advocate said all so ill a 

given him. • " 	dinburgh, March 24th, the, 
lords of council having considered a repre- 

cause could bear. 	In this extraordinary 
case, of which no account has been yet 

sentation by his majesty's advocate, of the published, the curious reader will incline 
necessity of the previous examination of to have the debates as they stand in the 
witnesses in Cesnock's process, do, conform registers. 	Accordingly, I have added the 
to his majesty's letter to the justices, De- defences of Cesnock's advocates, •f• and the 

f Cesnock's advocates' defences. 
, 	• 	. 	 , 

by which it is expressly provided; " that the 
Sir Patrick Home for the patina alleges, al, 

ways denying the indictments and haill articles 
inhabitants of the shire are not put in male fide 
to converse or intercommtme with rebels, unless 

and qualifications thereof. 	And as to the first they be denounced to the horn at the market- 
indictment ; whereas it is allegedthat the defen- cross of the shire svhere they dwell ; and albeit 
der did intercommune with the rebels, in so tar they lied beenlhefeltedpersons, and dedaredand 
as he having met with Daniel Crawford, and denounced rebels, as they were not, yet the in- 
the other persons mentioned in the libel, at or tereoanmuning end conversing with them, being 
near the bridge of Gaiston, asthey were coming only by chance and accident, it cannot infer the 
from the rebels then in arms, whom they left at punishment of treason, as is clear from his ma- 
TA:tins-park, and did. speak and discourse with 
them, it is answered ; into. 	That it is not re- 

„test)t's bite proclamation 	in 	April last. 	. 4t0., 
Whereas it is libelled,. that the defender having 

levant, unless his majesty's advocate condescend met with these persons at the bridgoend of 
upon the particular day that those persons pass. Gaiston, he should have said to thein,Ise liked 
ea the bridge of Galston which it he will do, 
the defender positively offers to prove that he 

not runaways, and so is guilty of giving them 
treasonable council and advice to return and go 

was alibi, and that he was at home at his own. back to -the rebels. 	It is answered, den the 
house of Ctonock at that day. 	gdo. The libel is words du'itot import cotursei nor advice to these 
not relevant to infer intercommuning ; seeing persons to go back to the rebels; and words and 
it bears, the defender only met with themby the expressions can never inter A crime, far less- the 
way, and the simple meeting of persons in the crime of treason, unless they clearly, directly, and 
highway, which was only accidental, and the positively infer the crime. 	Next, these words 
asking then, from whence they Mine and whither do not fall smiles any 'of the acts of parliament 
they were going, neither by our law, nor any libelled upon, which are only against the rising 
law in the world, can infer intercommuning dis. in arms against the king and the wilful maim 
charged by the law, which can only be under- twining and doing favour to open and manifest 
stood in the case of keeping correspondence by rebels, that are declared traitors, or to reset, sup. 
letters, or of designed meetings to treat of things, 
in order to the carrying on of the rebellion, and 

ply, or intercommune with them ; so that, seeing 
these expressions do not fall under these express 

not of accidental rencounters in the highway; laws, they cannot infer the crime of treason; it 
and if it wero otherwise understood than upon being a certain principle in law, that good tcge. 
that ground, every person that had met any +nen non coveter, in practica non Burette. 	And these 
coming from the rebels, and had asked at him being penal statutes, cannot be extended beyond 
from whence he came, or whither be was going, 
and had inquired for news c,oneerning these re- 

the express words, especially seeing the defender 
was never hitherto tainted witis disloyaltri but 

bell, as was very ordinary at that time, should on the contrary was ready upon all occasions, to 
have been guilty of intovcommuning, which 
were absurd to imagine. 	Silo, 	Albeit these 

testify his zeal and affection to the king's service, 
and to suppiess deld.convernieles, which are the 

men declared they came from the army of the 
rebels in the west, yet the defender was not ob. 

rendezvouses of rebellion,and upon all occasions, 
and in ail companies didalways inveigh against 

liged to know that they had been concurring in that execrable rebellion, and all rebellious cone, . 
the rebellion, seeing they might have beep there 
upon another account, for many went there who 

sea, as being destructive to the king's interest, 
the peace, quiet, and well of the kingdom. 	leo. 

budgie design to concur in the rebellion. 	For it Whereas it is libelled, that the defender spoke 
is notourly known that some went to bringback these words, or some such like words to that 
their horses and goods that were taken away by ?Almost, is not relevant in such generat terms; 
the rebels, others to bring back their children and for seeing the crime consists in words, the par- 
servants from such rebellious courses. 	And 
therefore unless they have been denounced to 

Ocular words ought to be expressed and conde-,  
scended upon in the libel, otherwise it is. not re. 

the horn at the head burgh of the shire where levant. 	situ, Albeit the words mentioned in the 
they dwell, it could be no crime to speak or clis- indictment should amount to treasonable ex- 
course with them, or not to apprehend them, or pressions, yet the defender is secure by his mo. 
not to make intimation to the next magistrate, 
as is clear Winn 126th act, pail. 12. James. VI. 

lesty's gracious act of indemnity in July 1679. 
by which his sacred majesty for .the reasons and 
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king's advocate's aniivers. t 	After till to-morrow, when the pannel's advocates 
16". hearing of those the court adjourned made their duplics, they are inserted,§ and 
- 	 . 

causes therein mentioned, does expressly in- vent to the lord Craigle till he died, and them 
demnify 	all such as have 	spoken, written, 
printed, published, or dispersed any traitorous 

after was a servant to Balloon, but was newt a 
servant in the defender's dustily alter the rebel. 

speeches, or have advised any thing contrary to lion, nor for fifteen months Wore. 	bto..As to 
the laws; and generally all such as are liable William Gilmour, the defender denies he PM 
Iiir any pursuit or occasion relating to any pub- ever in the rebellion, or that he gave hint a cm. 
lie administration, by convineings, actings, or op- tificate in the terms mentioned in the indict. 
positions, or otherwise, preceding the date here- mont. 	Gte. The resetting and intercommuning 
of, declaring the 'generality of these presents, to 
be as effectual to all intents and purposes, as if 

with the persons mentioned in the indictment, 
could be no crime, seeing they were net de. 

every.eircumstance of every one of the fore-said nouneed rebels at the market-cross of the head 
delinquencies or misdemeanors were particularly burgh of the shire where they dwell, as is clear 
and specially. therein. insert; and that every one from the 126th act, pad. 12. Jam. V I. by which 
of the persons that might be challenged or put- it is provided; that albeit denunciation at the 
sued for .the same, had n remission under the market-cross of Edinburgh, shall be sufficient 
great seal, or an net of indemnity past is his fa- for the intromitting with the escheat, as the 
Velars; dischatging any of his majesty's officers same had been made at the market-cross where 
or subjects to pursue any person or persons upon they.d well." 
any such account, either ad privalam or Medic- As to the third indictment, seeing his maks- 
traispabffeent, tient upbraid them therewith, and ty's advocate passes from it, the pannel's procu- 
ComManding all the judges to interpret this his rators take instruments thereupon. 
Majesty's remission, with all possible latitude Mr William Fletcher further alleges for the 
and 'layout, as they will be answerable upon the 
highest peril. 	' 

panned, that. the libel is not relevant. 	For lmo, 
all criminal libels, 	especially 	such, by which 

' As to 	second additional indictment, always rtten's lives,. fortunes, reputation, and posterity 
denying the same, whereas it is alleged; that the are drawn in question, ought to be founded en 
defender was guilty, in contriving of the late re- clear and positive law and statute, and the sub- 
hellion, 'in the year 1679, and did contribute sumption and criminal fact ought to quadrate 
thereto, by hounding, levying, and sending but with the laws contained in the proposition; 
Men; as•.he had promised to Thomas Ingram, 
and the other persons mentioned in the first in 
diament,' and that he had sent out to the rehel 

whereas the crime libelled in this indictment, 
consisting of certain sentences and expressions, 
gathered up five years after the same are pre- 

. lion, the tenants and servants mentioned in the tended to have been spoken in a transient way, 
'said indictment; at least having gone but to the to persons who were passing by, are not founded 

reitellion, he shereafter reset them upon his upon any of theacts of parliament libelled, which 
;pound, 'it is answeted,. Into. that. la  a great do only declare what actions are treasonable, but 
Mistake, for it is not so Much as libelled in the do not infer forfeiture from light 	and 	rash 
first indictment, that the defender promised to• words, and the utmost extent as to which the 
Thomas- Ingram and the other persons therein acts of parliament go .as to this point, is only to 
mentioned, to • send out men to the rebellion. punish with forfeiture, such treasonable speeches 
2do.lt is absolutely denied; that the pannel did as are malicious and advised, as appears by se- 

' send out these or °Met persons to the rebellion, 
end the tenants going out to the rebellion, can- 
notenake.the master liable as a contriver, sinless 

cond net, second session of his majesty's first 
naeliament, where it is declared to be treason, 
"for any person, by writing, printing, preach- 

they went outby his expeesn,order. 	Snit Albeit ing, or other malicious and advised speaking, to 
thes.defender itad reset any of the pet-sone men- 
ti ine& in the ineliettnent, 'on his ground 'after the 

express or declare *their treasonable intentions, 
to plot, contrive, or intend death or destruction 

rebellion, yet it' was not, relevant to infer the. to the king's majesty." 	And this indictment 
crime of•.treason, far less to makeifinci a coutti- not bearing that the expressions were advised 

• vet; because it is offered to be proven, that these and malicious, is not founded on the acts of par- 
pessontiffid either take the 'bond debit., tempore, 
obliging therimeives ne‘ier to'rlso in arms against 
his majesty or. his authority, and so it was no 
crime.tereset-them, or they were feuars, and be 

liament, and so is not relevant. 	2do. It lint 
been the wisdom of the best governed nations, 
not to infer the crime of treason from light words, 
which may be rashly spoken, and the import 

Could not remove than „or they were tenants to and sense whereof may be easily mistaken; stud 
other mett,-aini so he could not be liable as re- therefore the Romans, who did not allow ac- 
setting them on his ground, or if any of these thins to arise from contracts, and inactions, and 
pertionteltad'been rar.the rebellion; it was never words, unless the same had been done by stint'. 
known to the defender; or they were not de- lation, or verbs solennia, took care to provide by 
cltweffrebekb or ittanyTertenus rolltrar denounc- their caws, that rash words should not be drawn 
aid:-• dito. As to Mr James Brown, itispositive- in consequence, as appears by the Lex. '7. sec. 3. 
ly offered to be. proven.; that he removed out of Dig. ad Leg. ful. .latest. which bears, that M. 
the defender's family about fifteen Months before bricum lingua ad pattern facile trahaidum non 

' • the rebeilliott, and was never a servantshereafter est, quanqum.temerarii digni pima,sic lawn uf 
in his family, but seas servant ,to 'the .deceased 
lordgraigie lordjuittice Clerk v and if it any time 

insaniis illis parcendum est, si non tale sit delictuta, 
quod eel ex scripture legis descendit, eel ad exem- 

• therenfter the said MrJametreame to.hisrantsse, 
it• was' only transiently for straight's* Aisne; and,  
no man could refese to give a might's lodging to 

pluat legis vindtcandum est. And by the .Les Kn-
ma .C'ed. si qua imperilled malcdixerit, the canner-
ors Theodosius, Arcadius, and flonorius have do- 

one' that was a servant to an officer of state: and Glared, that si.quis improbo petulantique maledUto 
the said Mr James Brown did continue as ser- nontina ?lustre crediderit lacessenda, cc turbulentus 
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*Sir George Lockhart made his triplieS to the court adjournedlill next day the 
• them. if 	To those Cesnock's lawyers gave 1684. 26th of March. - 
their quadruplies. 5 	When these are over, That day in the entry the king'srdlrocatd 

. 	. 	. , 
obtrectator tcrapore nostrum ' fuerit, euet pawe yet it cannot infer art and part of the etiMe of 
edema- subjugare, sed, integris -omnibus, hoc ad rebellion, when that comes tinder a distinct 
nostrum scientiam referatur, at ex persona hominis Consideration from treasonable speeches. 	Ato. 
dicta peascntus: 	And' by the laws of England, 
the 'crime of treason catmint be'inferred from 

As to the qualifications of art and part inferred 
from hounding -Out and' ratiltaintion, the same 

hare words or expressions,' without all overt or are no ways relevant, and such qualifications can 
open act, as appears by What that learned lawyer only import an accessiowto.private crimes, Which 
Sir Edward Coke hash written in-his institutions, - are committed for, or in name of anyperson, P 
upon the chap. of high treason, where he says g• in revenge of a wrong done 'to him, but not 
expressly, "that divers late acts of parliament at all:in public.crinaes, which are notcommitted 

' have ordained, that compassing by bare words in contemplation of -the party who hounds out- 
or sayings, should be high treason," but all or ratihabites. -And theteforelawyers are goner- 
these are either -expelled or expired; and it is ally of opinion, that such hounding out, or rati- 
'commonly said, that bare Words may make a hnbition," does only take place in such crimettubi ' 
heretic, but bare words cannot make a traitor, 
without an overt act. 	And the wisdom 'of the 
makers of this law would not make words only 

vertitur interesselmvatune, vel vindiciaminivatanr. 
6to. The liliel is not relevant in these terms, that, 
the pannel spoke the words,' libelled, or some • 

to be treason, 'seeing such variety among the such- like words to that purpose, because, in 
-witnesses abOut the same-, as few of them agree criminibus non lice( vagari, and all criminal lthels 
together • but if the same beset down in writing ought'  o be clear anddistinct,-  and especially its 
by the delinquent himself, this 'is a sufficient 
overt act within the statute. 	And the reasontif 
these laws is, that the various accenting and pro- 

appears from Dantliuderius Prem. Crini, cap. 30, 
ethos. 4, where he says, that cmueslibellos crimi.., 
narios oportet esse clarissimos,•and that they Ought 

nouncing of woe& may give Amin a` •different to 'express orates •criminis perpetrad qualitates, 
:Mime, and that the.memory of witnesses may be Wherein also Bartolus and other lawyers upon 
lubric, and by•ilie custom and practical df this. the Lex 3. Dig. deaccusall.mibus, do- agree With 
kiugdom, treason has not lieen inferred from na. him, 	And seeing the spaiitio finin, Of. thiS 
ked• words without writ, unless. there had been crime consists in words, it is nimessaey that the 
a long • con text of •sernions and declamations, 
whereof the. scope and design, • as well. as the 

same should:beexpressed,onec enimaccusoni,cutu 
existimatione alien( e *time et -discrimine vagari. 

words themselves, were clear and evident: but Dig. de rei. Mad. 	And hy-sueli a -way of libel- 
'treason was never inferred from transient words ling, the pelmet should• be prejudged of -his tie- 
and half sehtenees, which might be gather- fences; ler if the words which, -aye. to -be such • 
ed together by ignorant- hearers; • who cannot like, were libelled, he would make itappearthat 
take up the- import and sense of it discourse. they are not wordsto the same-purpose, and that 
SIM As to that porter the libel, by which the they cannot import the crimp of treason,, which 
words therein mentioned -are constructed to be can only be interred from clear via liquid ex- 
a treasonable counse1111111 advice ot encouragement pressions, and thereupon he would obtaiur an in. 
to the rebels to go back; • the words cannot bear terlocutor from the lords of justiciary as 10 the 
any such Construction, and atthostthey can only 
amount to a 'rash ' advised and a treasonable 

relevancy; and it were a dangerous preparative, 
should points be remitted -to an assize : and-if . 

speech, andtoot to any advice that these rebels this should- hold, then his majesty's advocate 
should return: 	410. Albeit the words could -be needed not to libel any further thow that. the 
stretched -to inter a counsel of rebellion, yet the party were guilty of treason 'by giving counsel 
-same being,cousiliarn awhile, sine instructione, it to rebels nil-general, which: were Moss dangerous.  
cannot import 'an accession to rebellion, which and absurd. 	As to thatqualitication of the libek 
can ,ouly be inferred from such counsels which that the defender ought totave apprehendeil the 
may he useful for tarrying on the crime; and rebels, conform to 144th act, 12 .part. • K., Jam. 

• Jaw hitch distinguished betwixt an exhortation - VI. the same is not relevant to infertile Miticht- 
and a counsel to commit a crime, as appears from sion of the libel. 	For it is evident that-the act 
the last paragraph of the institutions de facto. of parliament ceuld only take place when .the 
The words are, certe epei nullainsipem ad ftertunt country is peaceable, .brit not when armies are 

faciendurn adhibuit, Seel !unitive consilium dedit, at- in the fields, for inter amts silent. leges, and it 
vat keptains est tut prime jecieedum, mon lenetar would not he expected that' any-private gentle.. 
pith. 	And Vinnius• upon this paragraph says, 
expressly, that-simplex consilium sine instruction, 
neminentfurti obligat, viantumvis furtum secutunt 

man should, by seizing upon the rebels,- expose 
-himself to the fury of a standing army, and que 
ins carmen a crimine, which- ounsistsouly in-neg- 

sit: 	And Ulpiatius in lege 50, sec. penult. -Dig. ligence et non.faciendo. 	, 	- 	1 	• ,. 
de furtis, explaining what kind of counsel im- It is-likewise alleged, that the defender:can- 
ports an accession-to a crime, bath these express not Ix-called in--question for the crime arising 
words. 	Consilium dare videtur, qui persuade( et from the ',words libelled, in -respect the same,are 
intpellit, atque instruit consitio ad Arbon facien- libelled to be prior to his majesty s act ofindem- 
dam. 	And Papinian, in-leg. 20. Dig. de his qui pity, which ought to'be insiolablytibserved :- for 
nmentur infamia, says expressly, that, is •qui ex- lino. amnesties and acts -of indenanityould obli- 
dorialur, mandatoris opera non fungitur. 	And vion, after countries havo been- universally en- 
' this is the opinion of Chums, parag. fin. rta,st. gaged in crimes, do become the magnd elastics 
86; who says, that it is communis. 	And albeit and fundamental security •of the lieges,. -as,  to 
that such a counsel may import the crime of their lives, fortunes, and posterity. " And there- 
treason, the expression itself -being treasonable, fore all judges ought to be -tender thereof, -and 
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MSC declared, he passes from the second George Lockhart insisted upon was, "that 
and last indictments, pro loco et tent- the said Campbell meeting with the wit- 

pore. 	The part of the libel he and Sir nesses coming from the rebellion, inquired 

to extend rather than straiten the same by their t King's Advocate's Answers. 
decision. and interpretation -thereof. 	2do. It is 
the,public interest of the king and nation, that 

His majesty's advocate craves leave to declare, 
that he is very much astonished to hear, that, 

' such Oldie indemnity should tape full effect, 
seeing the same bears to be made for removing 

by our law, it is not treason to hound out men 
to rebellion, and therefore, to shorten the de- 

alt fears and jealousies of the people, which do bate, resolves only to take notice of these four 
expose them to commit new crimes, and the points. 	Imo. That the words spoken are trea- 
least violating of, or impinging upon the very 
borders of such indemnities, (loth again open a 

son. 	2do. That the conversing in these terms, 
.is an intercoinmuning with notour and open 

way for, new fears and jealousies, no man know- traitors, whom he knew to be such from the 
lag but what is another man's case this day, 
may be his to-morroiv; and the interpretation of 

persons themselves. 	Site. That these 	words 
are relevantly libelled, quoad time and plece,and 

such indemnities being drawn from grounds of there is no place for alibi here. 	4to. That the 
law, the.people 'cannot know how far they may words and converse being treasonable, are not 
be overtaken thereby, and therefore may return taken off by the act of indemnity. 
to tbeirformer apprehensions ; the conSequences As to the first, it is undeniable, that, to advise 
whereof may come to be very dangerous for the 
peace and quiet of the kingdom. 	And it has 

people to rebellion, is, by the law of all nations, 
rebellion, 	though the advice consisted only in 

' been the prudence and policy of this. and all words, as all advices generally do ; and though 
other nations, that when crimes did aboundand there be no particular act of 	parliasnent, de- 
spread as a contagion, indemnities were granted, 
in ample terms, 'and most punetually observed. 

daring the advising to rise in rebellion to be 
treason, yet all acts of parliament, 	that declare 

Silo. All Pardons and, graces of their own nn- any crime to be punishable, but much more 
tore are favourable, and are to be, extended, and punishable by treason, do, by an infallible and 
crowns ere preserved bytiserey as well es justice ; necessary consequence, 	declare 	the 	advising 
for,:as Solomon says, Prov. xx. 28, " Mercy that crime, or that spades of treason, to be pun- 
and truth preserve the king, and his throne is ishalfic as the crime itspif, and a special law were 
upholders by mercy.," 	And it is the duty of the needless; and with us particularly, art and part 
judges, inviolably to preserve in the minds- of of treason is treason by statute, and to counsel 

' 	his.peonle, a sense of his majesty's goodness, in and advise, is the highest qualification of art and 
securing tothem these universal end public par, 
dons, for nal& dote, milk gcncre virnais mortali- 

part, because it gives life, and courage, and being 
to the crime: nor can it be denied, that if the 

tas propias aeeedit ad divincenatithw similitudincia, 
quota Misdendo humanw imbecillilati, igtiosecndo 

doctrine of the defence were sustained, any man 
might at present go up and down the whole 

• crroribus, ei inniriasoblivisectido. 	And there Was west, And invite and hound out to a rebellion, 
,never any king in the world, that. has given and who can doubt but he would be highly 

' greater demenstrations of private-bounty and guilty of the rebellion, who did thus raise a re- 
clemency to his subjects, than his sacred majesty, belling' ? and advice certainly is far more danger- 

. and' therefore the indemnity being suited to his ous than action, and so should be more punish- 
majesty's own regal tenijoer end dispoiitiow, 'it uhie. 	Nor can it be denied, but-if their words 
OughtnottOdie straitened,but rather enlarged, if be true, Cesnock, the panne!, did more coutri- 
need Were, by a rational interpretation. 	4to. bate to the rebellion, than these pitiful creatures 

c 'His majesty bath &hired hlicentre colludes, that he advised ; his prudence, influence, and interest 
. 	the foresaid. inderimity should he interpreted being extraordinarily greater than their notions 

with all possible latitude and favour, and bath 
commanded his judged. to-do the same upon, no 

could have been. 	Likens it is as undeniable, 
that, by the Roman law, advice to commit lese- 

lets'certificatien than the highest peril; which 
demonstrates, hots' serious/Oa mojestylath been 

majesty, were lese-majesty, cujus opera, consdiu, 
et L. 1. sect. 1. d. L. Ad. Ilk:jest. and the seventh 

that all the Imperfections of Isis subjects should law cited does expressly answer itself, making 
be lawered, and that nothing might remain words to be punished for treason, si talc sit 
which thig-ht give them the lesst jealousy in time deliclum quoit we scriptura Icgis descendil, as with 
coming. us, By the,18th act,7th pert. K. Jam. us artand part, or where it is ad exemplum legis 
I. it is expressly ordained, that no man interpret vindicandum, the words being of great conse- 
the king's statutes otherwise than the statutes quence, and of extraordinary evil example. 	And 
hear, and to the intentand effect they were made 
for, and ha the maker of them understood, and 
wheso,does in the contrary, to be ismished at 

albeit, by that law, light and unadvised words, 
proceeding from petulance and extravagance, 
which are the very words of these laws, were 

the,king's will. 	And this act or, indemnity ordinarily covered, by the emperors, with cen- 
ts?* one of his majesty's statutes and prods-. tempt, pity, -or pardon ; yet tibi loins mune, ibi 
madams, wherein the peace and security of the semper subest crimen, else there needed no wain 
kingdontistighlyeepcernedi the sense and cx- but in this nation; and in this ease there is no 
tent thereof ought p tolse wrested and invert- place for this debate, for the speaker, and the 
ed contrary to• his natejestys 'meaning and the advice, and the design, and every circumstance 
propriety of the words; and his majesty having show that these words are malicious, _and ad- 
expressly indemnified all 'treasonable speeches vised words • for what could be more advised, 

• and adricas contrary to the laws, .under  which than seriously to give advice to poor people whom 
general, the iverds mentioned in the, indictment he knew. he could influence its many repeated 
are genuinely analtniturally comprehended ; for expressions, all tending to the same end, Mad- 
it hi evident, that ' the general notion of treason- calione el geminatione verboeum ? and what could 
able discourse doth comprehend the sense. be more malicious 'than to upbraid them for 
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, 	. 
whence, and being answered, from the west- not like,riinavrays." 	The lords de- .1684. 
land army, desired them to return, for they bated long among themselves as to  

would not want assistance, adding, he did the relevancy, replies and duplies,. and it 

leaving a rebellion, with the hateful name of asare contrary to the libel ; and as, amongst many 
runaways ; and not only advise them to return other instances, was expressly so decided in tbe 
to an open and most flagitious rebellion, but to case of Mr William Somerwell, and in the case 
encourage them thereto, by promising them of M'Leod, and M'Niel of Baru, in which case 
help, or assistance, or officers, 	which show a alibi of five miles' distance was repelled : and 
rooted and malicious design to have that rebel- albeit alibi may be sometimes. admitted, where 
lion prosper? 	Nor are the words such mys.. it is consistent with the libel, as where the deed 
terious expressions, as that every country fellow 
could not but necessarily understand, being fit. 

is not very specificly libelled ; yet in this case, 
where the fact is speeifidy and clearly libelled 

ted designedly for their capacity ; nor could they to have been expressly done, and that the wit- 
forget them as loose and scattered words, being nesses knew the pannels, and that there is no 
a sage, a designed advice from a man, whose impossibility in the thing:- 	as for instance, 	if 
parts, piety, and interest they admired. 	And Cesnockshould have proven himself to have been 
what man alive could be such a brute as to for- for six months both by sea, and after at London 
get the most remarkable thing they ever heard, 
upon the most remarkable occasion, and upon a 
point wherein they were so much concerned, and 

or Paris, and should have proven this by wit-
' nessea, beyond all exception, the justices might, 

ea cam possibly prefer him to the probation of 
which they could not but lay deeply to heart, 
and think often upon, because it concerned them 

his alibi, because of the inconsistency and im.. 
possibility of the thing; yet it were most sh- 

all together? and so they would remember one aunt, arid of very irreparable consequence, 	to 
another, and because it was to be the foundation 
of the greatest resolution that ever they could 
be concerned in. 	As to the generality, objected 

admit Cesnock to prove an alibi of half a mile, 
and by his own friends, tenants and servants, 
for he might, in fitly minutes, have gone to that 

against, of some such words, his majesty's advo- town without observation ; and is it not much 
cate craves leave to say, that an advice was never more equitable, as well as legal, to Wien three 
in more explicit and specific terms libelled ; and witnesses, who must be eternally damned for no 
in whatever terms an advice be given, it is still advantage, and living -in a country to which it 
an advice to rebel, and so art and part of rebel- 
lien ; nor seeks he any latitude in his libelling 

will be impossible to return, if the thing be false, 
than the Third's 0Wil tenants and servants, who 

the words, further than that he said, they should 
have officers, or help;or some expression of help; 

besides the general kindness, are of one sect, 
that think there is no sin to bring off their own 

and it cannot be denied, but if one man should friends, as is to be seen in very palpable instances? 
say, they would get help, or another that they And by the nature of our assizes of error, it is 
should be helped, yet all these are the same ex- clear, that our law believes, that men are much 
pressions and the same advice, and the words are more inclined to assoilie than to condemn; nor 
the more to be believed, that they are not ex- shall ever the king prove the treason, or any 
pressly the same, being to the same purpose, and chinned man may be proved- criminal, if this 
as to this lie oppones his libel. kind of alibi be sustained, and for this cause no 

And as to the second point, it is undeniable, 
that this is not an accidental meeting with re- 

evidences are received and sworn against the 
king in England.  

bels, but it is an intercommuning with them up- - As to the act of indemnity, the act itself is op- 
en the rebellion, and upon 	encouragements poned, wherein the whole scope will show, that 
thereto, and though they were not denounced, yet there is no design to secure by it fanatic heH- 
he knew them more to be rebels, than he could tors and ministers, but only the poor and de- 

luded multitude ; and taterefiire his majesty does have known them by their denunciation ;  for 
they themselves told him they had come from expressly except, not only the beritters and min- 
the rebellion and they were only going home to isters who have been in the rebellion : 	Eut 24. 
seek clean clothes, which was an acknowledg- Such as were contrivers of it. 	And Aria. Such 
ment that they were yet in the rebellion, and a beritors as contributed thereto by-men or money; 
part thereof; and this is far stronger than and what is a more clear and express contribut- 
.Monkland's case, and many others, who have ing to a rebellion by men, than to advise men to 
been condemned for going to seek their bairns, 
or their horses; nor do the acts of parliament 

go to it, and to encourage them to go to it, and 
to promise them assistance? 	And the 'laird ot; 

requiring denunciation militate in this case, since Cesnock's countenance and well-wishing to that 
denunciation is but a legal, and supposed, where, 
as this is a certain and proper knowledge.. 

cause, ,could have actually contributed 	more 
than alittk heritor sending out one or two men, 

To the third it is urged, that it is an uncontro- 
vented principle in our law, that no defence con- 

.and yet that little heritor would have beenguilty, 
though contributing far less. 	As also, according 

trary to the libel can be admitted, for that were 
to admit a formal probation, that the king and 

to this his promise and encouragement, the pan,  
net did send, or at least connive at a great ninny 

the pursuer's Witnesses are still perjured, it being 
undeniable, that if the king's witnesses prove 

of his tenants and servants going to the rebellion, 
and, as a sign of his affection, did suffer them 

that Cesnock was in such a place at such a time, 
spoke such words to such men ; but if Cesnock's 

peaceably to live upon his ground, after their 
return from the rebellion : 	Nor is his majesty's 

witnesses prove that Cesnock was not there, cer- advocate resolved to debate this reset, as he 
thinly either of the two witnesses must be guilty might, to be, per se, the crime of treason and re- 
of perjury, the fact.  being clearly libelled to have hellion, being resolved here only for to use it as 
been expressly done, and therefore our law has an high aggravation and qualification of his 
justly abhorred, as well as rejected such defences having contributed tower() the success and en- 
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1084. length mine to give this interlocutor. ticiary, find that article, as it is libelled in the 
" The lord justice general, justice- last indictment, ' that the pannel having met 

clerk, and other commissioners of the jus- with the persons mentioned coming from 

encouragement of that rebellion; for though a tended, that the defence is never sustained, but 
nobleman or gentleman, who lived in it coun- where the distance of the place is such, ns that it 
try .distant from his tenants, or 'being amongst was impossible the party could be present: 	It 
them, meddled a little with thorn, might pre- is duplied, 	that this pretence is most irrele- 
tend some favourable constructionfor his ignor- vans; for albeit the distance of alibi, were but 
arse°. , oversight,..or connivance, 	yet 	Cesnock half a mile, or only distinct rooms in the same 
having promised encouragement, 	and being house, yet it is as really alibi, as if the distance were 
himself, and for many years; hounded upon the an hundred miles ; sb that whatever be the dis. 
peinciples of self-detbnce,whereupen Bothwell- tancc, if it be clearly proved for the pannel, by 
bridge was built, and hawing gone ;limiest, in the famous witnesses, that he was all that day in hh 

'lost age, in far-more open and dangerous opposi- own house, it is as naturally impossible he could 
tion to the king's authority than Bothwell-bridge have been at Galston-bridge, as if be had been 
was, and having very many tenants amongst all that week itt Paris. 	And it cannot be con. 
whom he 	every day, being a diligent veouversed- troverted, but if a murder were committed in 
and knowing man, it is impossible for any man the next room, and that n person in another 
of common sense to understand how any man of 
his intelligence and sense could not have been 

room of the same house should be accused for it, 
the defence -of alibi would be sustained, if he 

most watchful over them, and not suspect, hay- could• proVe by witnesses, that he went not out 
ing so much. interest in these. tenants and ser- of his own room all that day when the murder 
vents, whom even silly and remote strangers was committed, the witnesses being present with 
knew to• have been in the rebellion, especially hint all that time; and as this defence is umpires- 
seeing so notorious a man as Mr Brown, who, 
though he Was not his servant, yet frequented his 

tionably relevant, so it cannot be presumed but 
to be most true, it being well known that Ces. 

house, andwherever he lived, Cesnock could not flock is a most circumspect person, and limb 
but -bear that he was in the rebellion, being the constantly, upon all occasions, declared his ab- 
ken-speckled inan- in. it, and his own porter; he- horrence of all rebellious courses, and bath nl- 
big born within a mile of his house, in his own 
land, and notoriously known by all his own ser- 

ways, at the bar, declared before Almighty God, 
upon his solemn oath, that he never spoke these 

vanes, to have been in the rebellion, he having words, nor any 'treasonable words to Out pin-- 
owned universally, without reserve or secrecy, pose, directly or indirectly, to these nor Buy 

. to the. 	 hole servants, thathe was in the .rebel,  
lien; and yet, afterhe bad kept him as long as 

other persons; and if he were of such wicked 
principles, it is not rational to imagine, that he 

he could agree with the young lady, be sent him would disown them upon' so solemn and sacred 
away with .a certificate and recommendation. an oath, but that he would rather satisfy him- 
All tvhiek•being 'joined, does clear that he Was self with It bare denial ; especially when he knows 
one of these ring:leading contriving imeritors, who his oath 'cannot absolve him, and conseptinttly 
is excepted by the act of indemnity,- especially there was never greater •reason, in any case, for 
seeingwritingtuni speakingisnot at all relative sustaining the defence of alibi, than in this case; 
totrebellioMbut . to misrepresenting.judicatories; and his majesty's 'advocate ought to condescend 
-Ste. 	The•ritittions-addueed by the.panners pro: stpon the precise day that the alleged words were 
curators are not answered, .becausehis-majesty's spoken, all lawyers being positive, and partici'. 
advocate thinks them only places•common, and tarty Carps. Par. S. quest. 103. Num. 35. that 
ill applied;' The lords continue this criminal when the defence of alibi is proponed, the express 
action and 'cause, and,alt further trial therein, 
till to-mevrow, andordain the pannel tole car.. 

day; when' the crime was committed, must be 
expressed; and he asserts this as the common 

vied 'back to:prison, mnder the pain of four h un- opinion, a qua nequaquam est recedenduns, mid 
dred merits, the witnessesand assizers to attend. cites many of the famous lawyers, - as Banjos, 

Glarus, Jason, and. Mascardus. 
. . 	I Centoces /aMyers'.duidies. •As to the replies against the defence founded 

Mr Shatter Pringle, for the pannel, as to the upon the act of indemnity, it is duplied, that 
defence founded upon the defender's alibi, When the defence is unanswerably clear : fur Into, it 
the pretended etpressions were alleged to have cannot be controverted, but that the pretended 
been spoked, duplies,, that •the said defence is expressions, 	mentioned 	in the libel, are corn- 
mostrelevantratnits art ways • elided by the re- prehended in clear and express terms, under the 
plies; for albeit the defence is a negation of time 
libel yet is runintrunegano,..bevistiegativai'coerci 
feta two of Iengpore,, qua- nuisinte,cadit sub senses 

general clause of the net of indemnity, whereby, 
to express words, all persons are indemnified, 
who have spoken, written, printed, published, 

Wits, and such negatives,areporpotually sustain:,  
ed in-all criminal .actions, ad probandam i71410 . 

and dispersed any traitorous speeches, or have 
advised any thing contrary to the laws ; which 

eeninins,rei,.aacer4iiigto,theAssanimous opinion clause is so-clear and comprehensive, that it is 
of All lawyers who write-upon the 'subject of impassible to suppose any case where treason 
turbines; and -the defence that Cesnock was at had been Committed, either by transient speeches, 
-home in his,own hontie all that.day, that the per- ' or even by a tract of discourse,,or by treasonable 

...sons nmenthaidd id thelibel came to Galston, is counsel or advice, but the same will fall under 
so sircumstaittime i'auld eironmnscribed by time time said general clause, and be thereby indent- 

'all lilitCK pstluil-,it is naturally impossible he nified. 	2do. The exception, in the said act of 
m ig 'have met. /With them at • Galston-bridge indemnity, of all such heritors or ministers, who 

44:saute:day, except the absurd of bilocaziover: have been in the late rebellion, or were con- 
por4ins .Wete,  allowed.. ,And, whereas it is pre- . trivet's thereof, and such her 	as have coo- 
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the rebels in ' arms, June 1679, and having from, the westland army, he said he 
asked them where they had been, and 1684. had seen more goMg, to them than 
when they had told him they had come coming from them, and he having asked 

Whined 'thereto any levies of men or money, 
can never be stretched to deprive Cesnock of the 

of -that exception, and 'be debarred .from the 
benefit of the . indemnity, because it may be 

benefit of the indemnity; 	because, albeit the always pretended, that such expressions and 
expressions libelled were true, as they are not, 
it is impossible, that they can ever infer the 

treasonable speeches, if previous to the rebellion, 
did entourage- the people to rise in arms, and- if 

several cases whereupon the exception is founded ; subsequent to the rebellion, that they encouraged 
for it is neither libelled, nor can it be pretended, 
that Cesnock was actually in the late rebellion, 
nor yet that he contributed thereto by the levies 

the people to continue, and infer a ratibabition ; 
so that, by these pretences, the exception is as 
large as the rule, and the indemnity 'will prove 

of men or money, but on the contrary he con- a snare to all heritors and ministers who 'had' 
curred, to the utmost of his power, to suppress just reason, by the general clause of the indem- 
the same, and did always declare his abhorrence nity, and the.expresswords, to look upon them.' 
thereof, and kept his horses and arms from selves as thereby secured from 'the guilt of all 
being taken by the rebels. 	And as to the other 
case of the exception, whereby contrivers are 

treasonable speeches, spoken, written,. printed, 
published, or 	, and -of all- counsel and 

excepted, it is not possible, with any propriety advice contrary to-the laWs, unless a clear con- 
of words, to infer from the expressions in the trivanee of the rebellion by contriving with the 
libel, that 	Cesnock 	was a contriver of the ringleaders in raising thereof, and contributing 
rebellion, because the true and proper sense and thereto by levies of men or money, were made' 
meaning of contrivers, is only where a person out against them, which is not, nor cannot be 
bath consulted and combined with the ring- pretended against the Tonna,. 	filo. As by the 
leaders to raise the rebellion, and bath laid down common laws of all stations, all indemnities and 
methods for that effect, 'which cannot in the acts of oblivion must be favourable, and largely 
least be inferred from the words of the libel, 
seeing the rebellion was contrived, formed, and 

interpret'and extended, and not merely limited 
in prejudice . of the persons who claim the 

had proceeded to a great height, before the pre- benefit thereof; so, by.  the indemnity itself, all 
tended expressions were emitted ; and therefore, 
by a necessary and clear consequence, can never 

his sacred majesty's judges are- expressly eons, 
mended to interpret the same with all passilde 

be understood to have been contrived by these• latitude and favour, as they will be answerable 
pretended subsequent expressions, which could upon their highest peril ; and such clauses are 
never be the cause or occasion of that which usual in all his majesty's indemnities and acts 
had formerly taken effect, and had -been so far of oblivion, as may appear by the indemnity 
consulted and contrived, as to break out to an after his majesty's restoration ; whereby it IS' 
open rebellion before the pretended expressions. expressly ordained, that every clause and. word 
Stk. 	What 	is understood by eontrivers, is thereof be understood in the most' favourable 
clearly 	explained in the subsequent words of sense the expression can bear ; and consequently 
the exception, viz, suoh heritors are only to be the pannel may justly expect, that the lords of 
understood who have contributed by levies of justiciary will allow him the benefit 'of his 
men or money ; which words are not insert majesty's gracious pardon, will not suffer the 
alternative, but copulative, and as au explanation general word in the exception of contrivers, to 
of the word contriver. 	41o. if reasonable ex- be inferred from the pretended expressions men-' 
pressions relating to the late rebellion be so timed in the libel, upon nice and empty debates 
interpret, as to infer a contrivance. thereof, then and stretches, contrary to .the true meaning,. 
the benefit of the indemnity, as to all heritors import, and design of the said indemnity. 	610. 
and ministers, will be frustrated in every case,. Whereas it it pretended, that the exception does 
just as if the exception had been absolute and comprehend all heritors who have been actually 
simple, without any qualifications: for it is in the rebellion, so it may comprehend all such 
certain, that in all house and field-conventicles, 
the ministers did not only preach in downright 

heritors who are not art and part of the rebellion, 
or arc accessory thereto. 	It is answered, that 

terms, and maintained and defended the horrid the ailegamea ought to be repelled, because the- 
principles of rebellion against his sacred majesty exceptionmn only be understood according to 
and his government, but also, in direct terms, 
encouraged and incited the people to rise in 

the express terms and qualifications thereof, viz. 
that such heritors are only debarred who have 

open arms, and the rebellion did immediately been in the late rebellion, or were contrivers 
follow : 	and yet the lords of justiciary have thereof- by contributing -thereto, of levying of 
never denied the benefit of the indemnity to, 
any such ministers or heritors present at such 

men or money, and art and part, or any accession 
to the rebellion, otherwise than according to 

eonventicles ; so that it appears evidently that these express qualifications, can never be under- 
treasonable preaehings and .discourses, 	albeit stood to have been intended or weaned' by the 
previous to the rebellion, never have been inter- exception ; for then the exception had run in 
pret to infer the contrivance mentioned in the these express terms, viz. 	that all heritors or 
exceptions, and far less can the same be inferred ministers should be excepted who were in the 
from treasonable expressions, emitted after the late rebellion, or art and part thereof, or ac- 
contriving and actual raising of the rebellion. cessory thereto; and the exception not being so 
And if such expressions should be stretched to conceived, it ought not to he extended beyond 
infer a contrivance, it is impossible to suppose a the precise qualifications of accession therein ex- 
case where an heritor or minister is guilty of pressed, especially seeing hissacred majesty corn- 
traitorous speeches relating to the late rebellion, 
but he may still be brought under the compass 

mends all his judges to expone this indemnity 
with all possible latitude and favour, as they, 

1V. 
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1684: them if they were to return, and they should get help' if they 'hide by it; or 
they answered they knew not, said words to that purpose, as they are declared 

to them, be liked not runaways, and that by his majesty's advocate, viz. that they 

. 	. 
will be answerable upon their highest peril : rebels to lay down their arms. 	2do. Where the 
and to stretch and extend the exception to all law has fixed upon a solemnity, such as denun- 
the various Cases of accession, or art and part, 
would" be as fir from interpreting the same 

dation at the market-cross, and private know-
ledge does not supply the want thereof, as we 

with latitude and favour, that, upon the con- 
trary, the interpretation world be rather rigor- 

see in • the case of intimations, of assignations, 
and many others, seeing id !anion& schizos good 

ous and withotitany favour, and the exception de jure schizos. 
would'be as lat*e as the rule, so that the indem., 
nity should import nothing as to heritors in the 

As to the third allegance made against the de-
fence of alibi, that it is contrary to the libel, and 

case of treasonable speeches, albeit all persons, 
without . any distinction, are, indemnified for 

that the defence condescended upon, is so incon-
siderable, that it does not elide the libel, it is 

*liking, writing, printing, publishing, or die- answered, that in many cases defences contrary 
parsing any traitorous speeches, and even for to the libel, are both admitted and sustained. 
giving counseland advice in any thing contrary As for instance, where ono is pursued super 
to the laws, which were to frustrate one of the konlicidio nrannelitato, and hp founds his defence 
greatest ends of the indemnity. upon the late act of parliament 1661, anent casual 

As to the additional libel, it is farther alleged, 
that the same cannot be sustained, either simple 

homicide and slaughter in self—defence, yet that 
by all the laws in the christiun world is allowed 

or, es an aggravation 	because there is neither to be received. 	24. There is a propositio (sterna 
year, mouth, , ,nor d4 condescended upon, in vernatis, that Cesnock was in his own house all that 
which+ the crimes libelled' ape Alleged to have day, wherein Crawford and Ingram passed by 
been committed, and the year, and month, and the bridge of Galston, and which consequence • 
day arc essential in all criminal libels. is so deeply rooted in nature, that no rhetoric or 

Sir ../ohn Lauder for the pannel replies fur- conviction can persuade us of the contrary : and 
titer, that the defences Stand relevant, notwith- this demonstration is -confirmed by. no less tes- 
standing of his majesty's advocate's answer. timony than that of an angel, who tells the dis- 
Andluoad the:first, .that the words alleged to- ciples that Christ was risen, ergo, he was not iu 
tered,by. the.partnel,,are, not naked treasonable the grave, and yet he was at no great distance; 
expressions, but are ant, and pint of treason, 
and must be presumed to have been malicious 
and advised speeches.' . For lino.' this were to 

and in these cases, inajas et minus non variant 
specie, and it is as infallibly true, that Cesnock, 
if he was all that day in his own house, was not 

ernifeund.she limits.of twodistinct species of the at Galston no more than he was at Paris. 
evieur of perduellion, words having for. their It-is further added and argued in behalf of 
form and essence nudism verborum einissionem, 
which are,liable to mistake, especially.by persons 

what is already alleged in the act of indemnity, 
that such acts by the inviolable laws of all nn- 

alto breed*,  et quality,. who can give no re- 
miniscence.after five leers' timerunless they had 

tione, have been esteemed sacred and inviolable, 
non rnovenday nom tangenda, without a curse, and 

taken notice of it instantly, 'and redacted it unto the loosing or questioning such securities gives 
writing; and lawyers make a very great differ- a fatal blow; as if Caligula had got his wish, of 
epee between- words, that of their own nature whom Suetonius in ejus vita, tells, that he wish- 
tend to thessOmmissieln of asaime, and such as ed the whole people of Rome had but one head 
iuMeausani, sed occasionent union :tirtebent de- and one neck, that with ono stroke he might 
finguendi, of .which Anton. Matt!). upon his strike it off: and many thousands of his majes- 
title de Ansa iiii#. pug. 324, gives *very remark- ty's loyal deserving subjects, both in southern 
able instance out of Fannin:Ms, of :a choleric and western shires, would be in that ease, if 
captain,  in tbemarch.of the army ; because-their this act shall not be found to defend ; and it were 
pay was not punctually paid, he broke forth into a strange analogy of the law, that the rebellious 
this-seditious expression, 0  It .is a weadei that and seditious lield-preachings of these dema- 
the-soldiers mutiny not;"" whitit being handed 
down amongst otheedmpanies, a sedition imme- 

gogues, shall be comprehended within this set, 
and afewtransient, put up, and incoherent words 

.diately.arises in the camp; and•yet the lawyers alleged against the punnet; shall not be indemni- 
determineohat -he la not' peo:duelhonis reus, "Iola fled. 	As for example, it was reported, that 
1104 taut causes& gaunt orcaszonensseditioni dedisse from the 22 ofJoshua, verse 22, 'the God of gods 
judicandits est. knows, and' Israel shall know, that if we be in 

As to that part of his majesty's 'advocate's an- rebellion this day, God will not save us.' 	 fhese 
stver•anthel2fithAct, 12 part. king James VI. firebrands did assure the people, that every hair 
thatbe tweeds not in thitrcase say, that the par- of.their head should be a man, the grass of the 
ties with whouttesnock is alleged to have had field shOuld fight for them, and that they Lieber- 
the' conference; were denounced rebels at the ed to come forth and help the Lord against their 
head burgit'of• the shire where they dwell, be- mighty oppressors; and yet these, which can 
cause lie bpdamorecertainlround of knowledge admit of no probation, are certainly pardoned. 
Out of thttit,ownmouth; than any such denun- And whereas it is pretended, that Cesnock fulls 
ciatiotocfiiild have given him.• 	It is duplied, 
that theirAayingthey came from Tolcross-park, 
could .trot pin him in mala' fide to' look upon 

within the compass of the exception, as a eon. 
triver and contributor of levying of men or 
money. 	It is answered, that the words, except 

them as' rebels, because they might have been they be tortured, can admit of no such sense, et 
there by:restraint, or other excusable ocistsion, 
or might have come away in' obedience to his 

propria verborunt significatione nandum est, nisi 
• nude absurdus resultet census; and there is much 

majesty's proclamation, -commanding all these , more reason here, where the indemnifying pal 
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. 	 .. 
should have officers and help, or some ex- 
pressions of help, relevant to infer the pain 

upon the indemnity, and the defence 
1684. of alibi as propounded, and all other 

of, treason; and repel the defence founded defences." 	They find the libel relevant, 

is ordained to be explained with all favour. instruction for enforcing of counsel, not only 
'Ergo, a contrario sense, the exceptions diminish from the authority and influence of the person 
and lessen this indemnity, ought to be taken in giver, in expressing his dislike with their coming 
the strict and precise signification, without ex- from the rebels, but also containing a motive 
tension or amplification; and it is known, with- and reason of their encouragement, that they 
out consulting critics, that contriving imports Would not want help, or be supplied with officers. 
an antecedent accession, which could not take And as to the pretence that the words are trea- 
place here, it being acknowledged by the libel, 
that the rebellion was formed in being before this 

minable, yet they import no accession to the re- 
hellion, it is answered, 	that all counsels and 

accidental rencounter, so that he is certainly advices import and assume the nature of that 
within the terms of his majesty's indemnity, and crime to which the counsel and advice is given. 
craves his majesty's advocate's concourse for As for example, a counsel and advice to commit 
maintenance thereof. murder, is an accession to murder, and just so 

in the crime of theft, and all other .crimes, and 
li Sir George Lockhart's Triplies to Cesnocks Advo- a counsel and advice to join-with, or return to 

Cates. rebels, is directly an accession to the rebellion, 
Sir George Lockhart for the pursuer, does insist the action itself, and the counsel to which it re. 
upon that point of the libel, that the panne' did latest  being in ail cases one and the same crime.. 
intercommuno and converse with the persona And as to that objection against the relovancrof 
condescended upon and libelled, who had been, 
and still were to be considered as in the state of 

the libel, that the words condescended upon bear 
that expression, or such like, and that non lieet 

rebellion. 	And as to the objection, that they vagori in crintinalibus 	it is answered :' the oh- 
were not denounced at the market-cross of the jection is frivolous, and the libel being special as 
head burgh of the shire of the same, is most ir- to the words, there is no generality or uncertain- 
relevant, because, albeit after a rebellion is sopite ty as to that clause, Or such like„ because it can- 
and extinguished, and that persons who had been not admit of any variation which is material, or 
engaged in the same, did publicly converse, and can alter the sense or import of the words libel 
go up and down, the act of parliament Mention- led ; and whatever defences can be competent to 
ed in the defence, may take place by denunciation the pannel for taking off the words libelled, will 
at the market-cross, to proceed to put persons in no less militate against any words or expressions 
male fide; yet it is absurd and contrary to all which are equivalent; and it is a rare conceit 
law and reason, that the said act of parliament re- to imagine, that if the witnesses to be adduced 
quires any such solemnity, as to persons engaged to prove the libel, should vary in evressions not 
in an actual state of rebeiliom it being strange to 
suppose or imagine, that his majesty's subjects 

material, that therefore the libel were not 'vie.,  
vent, or were not proven. 

might converse with rebels actually engaged in 
arms, or that it were a possible case to use the 
solemnities of denunciations at a market-cross, 
against a concourse and combination of execra- 

. 	As to that allegance, thafthe panne] was alibi, 
and was in his own house at Cesnock at the time, 
when the witnesses can be able to prove the 
wordslibelled, andeliat thepursuer ought to cow- 

ble rebels, before they were dissipated, or the re- descend upon the day, to the effect the defence 
hellion extinguished. of alibi may be competent, it is answered, Into. 

2do. The pursuer does also insist upon the libel, 
as founded upon the words and expressions con- 

that this objection is contrary to law, and there 
cannot be a more dangerous preparative to his 

descended upon, as being treasonable in the high- majesty's interest, and whereupon the greatest 
est degree, and a downright accession to the of criminals and .malefactors might escape : for 
rebellion, it being certain by the common priu- into. both the common law, and the laws of this 
ciples of all law, that mandans vet consulens kingdom, and the inviolable practiek of the court 
delirium, tenetur ad peenant ordinariam delicti, as in criminal libels, there needs no more -condo- 
being the spring, rise, and source of the same; scendence than the year and month, and as to 
and the words libelled, do directly import a which the law is.elear and positive, in. that title 
counsel and advice to the persons condescended 
upon, to return to the rebels, and the reasons and 

where the same is er professe underconsiderabion, 
ids. Digest.vek accus. et inscript. leg. 8.. where the 

motives condescended upon, that they would not words are, libellorum inscriptionts conc.aplio tells 
want help or officers, were equally treason. And 
as to the objection made, that it was nudum con- 

est. 	Lucius 	professus est se mentinisse, 
kg. jul. de adult. ream tkferri quad dicta earn cum 

silium, and there was no instruction, and albeit 
the words should import the crime of treason, 
yet not an accession to the rebellion, it is an- 

Garbo &trio in cioitate ilk, dont° illius,. mense illo, 
consulibus Xis, 4c. and again, neque ardent diem 
neque horans invitus comprehmulit. 	2do. It is the 

swered : the words and expressions libelled, are common opinion of all lawyers, particularly 
a clear, evident and plain advice, that are not Gomes, in that title qualiter formetur accusatio. 
capable of any benign sense or interpretation : where he states the question, and does positively 
and the pursuers do not understand what is resolve in these words, Si veto factum out delic- 
meant by instruction ; for there was no necessity rum onzni tempore est punibik 	dies et kora 
to condescend upon the particular way and me- cemmissi crimmis hen dcbet ponintse insert iulibelk- 
thod, how they were to return and serve in the la nec probare, quia per hoc nimis coarctaretur 
rebellion : but the words contain more than,the accusator, et tenderet in grave dantnum reipublicte. 
law requires; for they not only contain a coun- And again he says in the same place in express 
sel and advice, but condescend upon motives and words, into quod accusator, etiam manna et re- 
reasons, which are the highest and most rational. quintus ob tiversario, nun ielifiUr 'macre diem, 
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1681.. 
and remit it to the knowledge of an 
assize. 	I do not find the lords were 

by plurality of voices. 	Every body was 
surprised to find that Cesnock's defence of 

unanimous in the interlocutor, but it tarried proving himself alibi that day was condo- 
. 

nes horizon commissi criininis, neeluder possit cum creasing and strengthening of the rebellion in 
ad hoc compellere ; and of the same opinion is another corner of the kingdom, the crime as 
Julius Clams, Quiest. 12. Nnm. 13. Zarin and to the atrocity being the same; and rebellions 
others. 	Slim How is it possible It can be other- are not to be looked upon as the result of termed 
wise? for suppose that the witnesses to be ad- and communicated counsels, but every act and 
duced by the pursuer shall prove positively the advice in relation 	to rebellion - is of the same 
crime, and the person who commits the same, 
en& the circumstances in which it was commit- 

nature, and a contrivance, 	and 	a strength- 
ening and increasing of the rebellion, and so 

ted, can there be no contrary probation allowed, 
either directly, or by inference, to take off the 
force of that probation ? which were just to al- 

justly excluded from the act of indemnity; and 
to advise, and to contrive a rebellion in the west, 
was just the same contrivance as to contrive a 

low witnesses to depone contra dictates testium: rebellion in Galloway, where it first broke out 
but as the point is clear in thegeneral, so there is The case does also fail under that clause by con- 
no necessity to enlarge upon this debate, as to this tributing to the rebellion, .by levies of men or 
fpecialcase in regardthe alibicandeseended upon, 
viz. that the pannel was at his house in the town 

money; for contributing by levies, cannot be 
understood as if levies were raised by authority, 

Of Gatston, about half a mile distant from the but only that persons run to the rebellion ; and 
place condescended upon and libelled, by no law therefore the giving advice to any, either to go 
was ever admitted, either in judicio civiii ant to the rebellion, or to return to the same, was 
ithninali ; and the reason is clear and undeni- perfectly to contribute by sending of men to the 
able, in respect' tit is possible in such a circum- rebellion ; and if it were otherwise, the excep- 
:aunt:fate alibi, that the pound might have been tions contained in the act of indemnity were of 
guilty of the words libelled, and might have had no import or significance; and all that was in- 
opportunity of meeting with the witnesses, es- tended by the indemnity in relation to that re- 
pecially there being no qualifications conde- 
scalded upon to enforce the alibi, as that he was 

bellion, was but to secure the deluded multitude, 
who were easily imposed upon, and led by in- 

detcnsus in careers, or Virus led°, 'but does ac- finance or example, but otherwise to secure her- 
knowledge to be in perfect heals)), going up and itors who were contrivers of the rebellion, or 
desvn doing his affairs, and SP is a case tato cat& contributed thereto • and if any such thing could 
different from an -alibb so gircumstantiate and be sustained, it would evacuate the indemnity as 
qualified by reason of the distance, that there was to the exception, and condemn the public pro- 
nupossibilitas ?tattoos. cedures already made against such persons who 

And as to that allegance, that the pannel has 
the benefit of his majesty's indeinnity which ex- 

fall under that bead of contrivers of the rebellion, 
or contributers thereto, albeit with that artifice 

tends to all treasonable speeches, and to be in- and cunningness they did not appear, nor were 
tespret in the greatest latitude, and most be- not actually engaged in the rebellion. 
Minty and favourably. 	It is answered, lone. 
That the act of indemnity is opponed ; for first, 
it is clear by the act itself, it is not a simple in-. 

¶ Cesnock's Lawyers' Quadruplies. 
Sir Patrick Home quadruplies to that, that 

demnity, but contains the exceptions therein the expressions mentioned in the dittay are not 
mentioned, andtberefore must be congruously only treasonable words, but do import counsel 
interpret, that it may not only importan stutem-' and advice to these persons to go back to the re- 
Mt;, as to such for -whom it was intended, but 'hellion. 	It is answered, that the expressions 
also that such as were excepted and excluded, 
should not enjoy the benefit of the said indern- t 

mentioned in the indictment, are not treasonable 
words, seeing they do not fall under any express 

pity. 	2do. it is acknowledged, ,that treasonable law against treason ; and albeit such rash and 
speeches having no relation to the rebellion, do inconsiderate expressions might make a man 
lantusder the indemnity, and are secured there-' liable to an arbitrary punishment, yet they can 
by; and there are many instances of treasonable never infer the pain of treason, which can only 
speeches, which need not be condescended upon. be inferred from these express crises mentioned 
The exceptions in the act of indemnity are plain in the laws ; and penal laws are to be restricted 
and clear, dna heritors who were contrivers of and not extended, as is clear from all lawyers on 
the rebellion, and contributors thereto, by levies that subject,. and 	particularly Carp. 	1. 	Par. 
otmen or money,. should not enjoy the same. Qusest. 9. Num. 13. 	Pcenales sanctiones In its 
The plain meaning, and English whereof, does tantummodocasibus recipienthe sunt, quorum es- 
comprehend all accession to the rebellion, and pressa fit mentio in legibus, neque enim pcena gra- 
the words libelled do import a direct accession vior alicui imponi debet, nisi in casibus jure es- 
te the rebellion. 	And as to the objeotion, that 
nonecan be reputed a contriver of the rebellion, 
but such who- advised, the first raising and 
eruption of tha rebels, it is answered; the pre- 

• tenee is mostirrelevatit ; fora rebellion being 

pressis. 	And Par. 2. Quitst. 56. Quod in pomis, 
vel statutis 'acne' ibus extra 	proprietntem ver- 
borum fieri non debet, ad Leg. 42. Dig. de penis, 
interpretatione leginn, 	peens 	molliendie stint 
potius quam asperandve. 

1. 1  equally to be considered in relation to the fitTt 2do. The expressions cannot Import counsel 
eruption, and to till breaking forth of the same, 
it is againsesense to pretend, that there is any 

and advice, so as to infer the crime of treason, 
seeing crimes cannot be inferred from remote 

rational difference whether one did advise the causes and inferences, to make the party liable 
first eruption. of the rebellion in one corner of ad panant ordinariam. 	As for instance, if a 
the kingdom, or did advise, in order to the in- man having been fighting with his neighbour, 
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ficended on in the libel, when he should have by the lords : and this was a pre:. 
Uttered the expressions above set down, to 
find this most valid defence, I say, repelled 

1684s, 
sage of what the issue would have 	. 
been had not probation failed. 	With this 

they should be separated, and as they were of the shire where the rebels dwelt, to be.the only 
coming' out of the way, should meet with thing that puts lieges in mala.fide, to supply or 
another, and he should ask him from whence he intercommutie with these persons who had been 
came, and be should answer him, -he came from 
suoh a place where he was fighting with his 

at the rebellion, no other thing, how notour so, 
ever, can put the lieges in indo.fide, but only the 

neighbour, and that he came away and left him, 
and the person should my, he liked not runaways, 
and bid him take courage, and if he would. bide 

denunciation at the market-cross of the shire, 
conform to the express act of parliament, 	And 
it is evident by Ms majesty's proclamation in 

by it he would get help; it were absurd to pre- April last, that the resetting, supplying, and in- 
tend the person that met him by the way, and tercommuning with persons that have been in 
had these expressions to him, should be guilty 
of the man's fighting with his neighboUr • and 

the.rebellion, does not infer the crime of treason, 
unless they-were denounced at tire horn, and for- 

the like may be instanced in many cases Of the felted for rebellion. 	And seeing his majesty's 
like nature. advocate has already declared, 	chart lie makes 

31o. It is the opinion of alllawyers, that when only use of that article of the libel as a (mai& 
it is proVided by a statute, that the person who cation, the defender needs say no more but op- 
gives counsel and advice should be liable' to the pone the act of parliament which sufficiently 
same punishment, is only understood of counsel takes it off. 	• . 
and advice before the committing of the crime, 6to. Whereas it is alleged, that the defence of 
but not thereafter. Bartel. in Leg. furturn, Dig. nalibi is contrary to the libel and so cannot be sus- 
defurtis, per. 2. Marcel. Con. 30. Aunt. 31 ant132. tabled, it is answered, that albeit it he no nul- 
&trillium dicens quod pmestans auxilium, consilium lily in a criminal libet, if the libel beartbetaime 
re/ faverent male lice, tali puma puniatur, delta in- to have been committed upon, one tar other of 
telligi quando makficiunt est in fury secus autent 
in malefic° jam facto perfecte et consummate, et 

the daysof such a month, in such a year of God, 
yet if the defender desire the pursuer to donde- 

sic ante non post delictum, quia de ilk statute lo- scend upon a precise day, he ought to comic- 
guitar. 	And Minochius Cas. 351. Num. 6. re,  
quiritur quod consilium, pratcedat delictum, nom 

scend thereupon, that he may not be precluded 
of his defence of alibi, which is not contrary to 

si scent° delick daret consilium, iltud carte is frus- 
tratorum, nec mint suasus delinquens eo consilio 

the libel, but elides the libel. 	As for instance, 
if it had been libelled that the defender hadltilied 

ad delictum perpetrandum inners sit. a man at Editiburilt, on one or other of the days 
4to. Whereas it is pretended, that the indict- of June 1679, arid the pursuer condescending 

went, in so fur as it is libelled that the defender upon a partieular day, and the defender should 
spoke these words, or some such words to that 
purpose, is relevant in these general terms, see- 

prove, that all that day he was at home at Cesnock, 
this were enough to elide the libel, which is clear 

ing the pursuers condescend that the defenders both from-the civil and common law. Cap. final. 
had the like words to encourage the party. 	It parag. libellortent, Quart. 8. and from all the 
is answered, that thedefender spoke these words lawyers who write upon that subject, and par- 
er such like alternative, is not relevant, it being ticularly Bartel.,  in Leg. is qui revs, Num. 10. 
a certain principle in law, that whenever a crime 
consists in words, the specific words ought to be 

Dig. de inip. judiciis, et Jason in loge arbitraria, 
2 /wag, si quis Ephesi. Nuns. 6. de eo .gui carte r  

condescended upon, for if the libelling of a crime loco. 	And Farm. 	Quasi. 1, N14111. 20, And 
arising from a particular fact, as the tact and Gail. Lib. 1. Obser. 64. who iaexpress, that albeit 
deed must be condescended upon, and the libel it be no nullity of the libt.4, albeit the particular 
.will not be relevant in these terms, that the de- -day be not condescended upon, yet if the party 
fender committed the fact and deed, or some such desire, he ought to condescend, nant-emissio diet 
deed to that purpose ; so by the same reason reo auferrct dgfrnsienein, eras exprimenda, quits 
when a crime is libelled arising from words, the probare possit ea die in tali loco non fuisse. 	As 
particular specific words ought to be condescend- also, this is clear from the Law of our neighbour 
ed upon, seeing the varying of a syllable or a nation of England ; as appears by 37 statute K. 
letter, will also alter the meaning and sense of Henry VIII. by which it is statute, that in all 
the words, and if it were otherwise, then the crirninallibels, the day and place must lie eon- 
pursuer might libel no more but treasonable descended upon ; and from our own law, Cap. 8. 
words in general, which were absurd. 	. 	, 

blo. Whereas it is alleged, that the conversing 
Quoit. (iliac. 	By which it is provided, that the 
names of the parties, day, year, and month should 

with the persons mentioned in the indictment, 
doth inter irttercomm uning with notour rebels, 
seeing the defender did know that they had been 

be expressed, and damage must be condescended 
upon : so that by the law it is as necessary to e?c-. 
press the precise time lit the libel, if required, as 

in the rebellion, it is answered, that it is sib- to condescend upon the party's name, the cause 
solutely denied that the defender did know that of complaints, and the place where the crime 
any of these persons had been in the rebellion, I  was committed. 	And as tins is clear in the 
and private knowledge being actus animi et inlet. l general, much more ought the pursuerto con- 
/emu, which can only be proven by writ, or oath descend in this particular case, seeing if the 
of party, which cannot be admitted in this case; pursuer condescend on the day, the defender not 
but if it were allowed, he could very freely de- only offers to prove alibi that day, but ,that he 
Clare, as he has already done, that he did not was all the day at home in his own house. 	Qum 
know that these persons were, in the rebellion. est divine cerium taco et tempore ; and so being 
And seeing the law has fixed on that solemn and a positive exception ought to be sustained to elide 
specific act of denunciation at the market-cross the libel, especially seeing it is. likewise offered 
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1084. interlocutor ' the Court adjourned to were called and sworn, no objection being 
the 27th. made. 	Their names are, Sir Robert Dahtiel 

Upon -Thursday the 27th, the assizerS 
. 	. 	.. 	_ 	.. 	. 

of Glenea, John Boyle of Kelburn, 

to be' proved by persons; that were present in with the murder of one of the soldiers In the 
company With higrarn,-Critwford,and Fergusson night, and the wounding the other ; as also of 
the Ome they passedthrough the'Galston, that the some armed field-conventicles of a considerable 
defender was not with them at that time, and 
albeit the defender.s house be not at that distance 

number of the commons occasioned by unsound, 
turbulent, and hot-headed preachers, making it 

from the Gaiston, that it was impossible in their work to draw the people to schism and se- 
nature he could be there, yet he condescends so paration from the pure ordinances and instil in . 
pregnantly, that it is equivalent to a physical them the seed of rebellion; and out of their sense 
impossibility that he could be there, seeing it is 
positively offered to be proven, that be was at 

of their duty to authority, the good of religion, 
the peace and quiet of the kingdom, did think it 

'home at 'his Own hoitse ail thatlay entirely, by lit to signify to the lord chancellor, their detes- 
'Persons that Were present wit shim in' company 
all the whole day, an& the persons who were 

Ultimo and abhorrence of such horrid practices, 
and that they should endeavour not to be want- 

present with Ingram, and the rest mentioned in ing in their capacities and station, what was 
the first indictment, all the time they passed the becoming good Christians 'and loyal subjects. 
Galston, and the defender was not with them, 
which is so circumstantiate an alibi, that it is 

Which was_a most loyal letter, and a clear de-
monstration that the defender is of most loyal 

beyond all question relevant to elide the libel: . principles, and was so far from being a mini- 
:And as to Gomez and other lawyers cited, that ver of the rebellion. or having any access there- 
',kern to be of the contrary opinion, it is evident, 
that there they do  not state the case of alibi, but 

to, that upon the first appearance of any inner-
rection, he did give timeous advertisement to 

only if thelibel without-condescending on the the lord .oliaticellor, that effectual course might 
day he relevan4 as to width it is not controvert- be taken for preventing thereof, and for crush- 
ed. 	Burthese and all other lawyers upon that ing the cockatrice in the egg; so that it is not to 
subjectnte clear of the opinion, that when the be imagined that timan of these principles, and 
defender requires the.purnier to condescend upon who did write such a letter, could be guilty of 
the precise day,Aliat it ought to be condescended any expressions that had the least tendency to 
Upon, that the defender be not precluded of his rebellion. 	And as a further evidence of his dc- 
just defence of alibi. testation and abhorrence of the rebellion, it is 
• ' ?ow. Whereas it is alleged, that the defender offered to be proven, that whenever lie was in- 
tills under the exceptioitof the act of indemnity, 
both as *contriver and contributor to the rebel- 

formed that any of his servants went to conven-
tides, immediately he paid them their fees, and 

lion; it is ,awswered, Imo., That the defender dismissed them out of his service, and would 
cannot he . reputea wontriver, neither can those not retain any who haunted conventicles; And 
words and expressions contained an the indict- When he got notice of any of his people that ab- 
.ment import a contrivance; being only, as is AO. stained from public ordinances, lie did always ac- 
knowledged by the indictment, spoken at a tran. quaint the sheriff-depute of the shire, and caused 
'sient meeting on the highway, and it is not to fine and punish them according to law, and did 
be imagined 'that any man of common..sense or 
reason •would go and contrive a, rebellion with 

never suffer any of the rebels to come,to his house, 
nor got they any of his horses, servants, or arms 

any persons. hernia on the highway; 	2do. CO- to assist. 	But immediately when he heard of 
tviviince muit necessarily be understood of COO.. any of the rebels being, near his house, he left 
suiting and.advising things, that ore previous to his house and came to Edinburgh to joih with. 
the rebellion, and which. might giVea rise there- his majesty's forces, which was all a prudent 
to, and not by a transient discourse, and that 
ventrivince.slionld,  be so largely extended, as to 

and loyal man could do at that time. 	As also,, 
it is positively offered to be proven, that hu dis- 

comprehend.all expressions that looked like trea- 
son ; the exception would be as.generril as the 

sanded all his tenants to join in the rebellion, 
and informed them to take the bond ; and there- 

rule, and upon that ground the former part of fore he ought to have the benefit of his majesty's 
the act of' indemnity would be altogether eve- gracious act of indemnity. 	And if such as have 
mate. Stio. As these expressions cannot infer a been at field-conventicles, or illegal administra- 
contrivance, far less a Contributing by levying of tors of the sacraments; and bad maintained po. 
men, which can only be understood in the pro- aitions, that it was lawful to rise in arms for re- 
po' terms of assembling men together to carry formation of roligion„condemned by the second 
on the rebellion, which cannot be in the least act of the second session of his majesty's first 
pretended iwthis ease ; -and-the defender was so parliament, and the preachers at all these con- 
far front countenancing any thing. that had the venticles, if such as these should have the bene- 
least tendency to rebellion, that he did upon all fit of his majesty's indemnity, as certainly they 
occasions testify-his abhorrence of all-rebellious have, much more the defender, who has given 
courses, and gave.a signal instance•of it in April such signal testimonies of his loyalty. Seeing it 
1679, about a month before-the rebellion ; in so is clear, that his majesty's design is, that the 
far as there being one of his majesty's soldiers said act of indemnity should be extended in the 
killed by some of the-rebels, and another wound- utmost latitude, which is agreeable to the corn- 
ed upon the confines of the shire, immediately mon law, L. 3. Dig.. de constittitione. Principio 
the noblemen anti gentlemen of the shire met, 
mid wrote a'  etter to the lord thairceller, which 

benycium imperalorzs, quod a divina sci.-.. gas 
indulgentia proficiscitur, gamin plenissime inlet-pe- 

w= draWit by the defender, and subscribed by sari debemus. 	And if the exception of the act 
him and .a great part of the gentlemen of the 
shire, -by. which ,they acquainted his lordship 

of indemnity should be otherwise understood, 
there were hardly a gentleman in the west of 
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Bannantyne of Kellie, Sir Patrick Maxwell George Drummond merchant, Sir 	• 
of Springkell, John Veitch of Dawick, James James Fleming of Rathobyres, Sir 
Nasmith Nasmith of Posso, John Skene of Halyards, John Dalinahoy of that ilk, Andrew Frazer 

	

,_ 	• 	,. . 	 , s 
Scotland, but he might be brought under the dialectic, to say that these words are not trai. 
acts of parliament against treason ; and the act torous speeches, because they are not of the first 
Of indemnity which his majesty designed for kind of treasonable speeches. 	2do. If it be the 
removing of all fears and jealousies, and the sense and opinion of all persons, who hear these 
quieting the minds of his good subjects, should words repeated in this libel, that: 	the same are 
be rendered altogether elusory and ineffectual. traitorous speeches, then that genus of treason- 

Mr William Fletcher for the pannel further able speeches must necessarily comprehend the 
adds, and conjoins, that the defences stand most same : but so it is, that the pannel doth appeal 
relevant, notwithstanding of the replies : 	for, 
lmo. 	Whereas it was pretended, that the con- 

to the lords of justiciary, and all who hear the 
libel read, if that was not the notion which they 

versing 	and 	intercommuning 	with 	Daniel had of these words, that the same are traitorous 
Crawford and the other rebels, was flagrant speeches. 	And albeit his majesty's advocate 
rebellion, and before any course could be taken and these who concur with him, May. subtilize 
to declare or denounce them. 	It is answered, 
law.• that the pretended converse, being only a' 

upon the nicety .of words, and reduce them to 
another class than these which are contained in 

casual rencounter on the high-way, it could not the indemnity, yet words are to be understood 
subject the pannel to any crime, but especially ex populari, quern penes arbitriunt est, et jus et 
the highest crime of treason; and there is no norma 	loquendi, or otherwise wards should 
man in the world so innocent and loyal, who become captions and shares, and the people for 
might not have fallen in the same accident, 
considering the number of the rebels that were 

whose satisfaction the proclamation ,of the in. 
demnity was Made, should not be capable to 

swarming in the country. 	2do. Any such con- 
verse and intercommuning being antecedent to 

understand the same ; and it is nos UPLS artis, 
but uses popularis, which must be she rale in 

the act of indemnity, the pelmet is thereby this case. 	&io. According to all the rules of 
secured, in respect that converse and intercom- interpretation, in things which of their own 
muning is none of the cases excepted in this nature are not odious, the words are to he taken 
indemnity, and exceptio firmat regulant in non 
except is. 

according to all the propriety of popular use, 
v. g. au indefinite speech should be taken for 

2do. Whereas it is replied, that the pretended one that is universal, and the indemnity is not 
words do import a counsel cum instructione, in 
regard they contain motives and reasons for 

only a matter not odious, but most favourable, 
and therefore a propriMate verborum non est 

returning to the rebellion, viz. that they should recedendum. 	4to. It is a strange nieety and 
not want officers and help. 	It is answered, that catching of words, to pretend, that words 
law, in this case of counsel, requires more than libelled, should be pardoned, in so far as they 
reasons and arguments to persuade, viz. diree- 
tions how to compass the crime, as in ermine 

are traitorous speeches, and should not be par, 
doned in so fares they are a counsel torebellion ; 

furti, and what place and house may he most for this were indeed to cleave an hair, and it is 
easily broke,"and what instruments are most fit, 
which species of instructions are expressly cited 

no ways suitable to that free and native liberty 
which as inherent in such acts, to run to meta- 

in the forecited paragraph of the institutions. physkal niceties. 
Stio. 	Whereas it is replied, that the counsel ()to. Whereas it is pretended, that the punnet 

takes the nature of the crime which is coma- falls under the exceptions of the act of indemni- 
selled ; it is acknowledged that this holds true ty in so far as an Monitor, and that it is clearly 
in the general, but still it must be such counsel imported by the words libelled, that he has 
as is instructed, and in this case it was im- 
possible that the punnet might have instructed 

contrived the rebellion, and contributed thereto, 
by sending out men to the same, and that the 

the rebels, both with proper ways how to manage accession arising from counsel, imports as much 
the rebellion, and likewise with. arms and against the pannel, as if he had been amenity in 
horses, 

4to. Whereas it is pretended, that the indent- 
the rebellion. 	It is answered, Imo. ,That the 
act of indemnity is opponed, which excepts only 

nity is not simple, but contains exceptions, and heritors in three cases distinctly expressed in 
that albeit treasonable expressions be indemni- the act, viz. into. 	Actual rebellion, arising from 
fled in the general, yet the indemnity cannot be these words, heritors who were in the rebellion. 
extended to such treasonable speeches as import 2do. Contriving. 	Stio. Contributing by levies; 
a counsel 	to 	rebellion,- that being a ,  proper and that counsel and intercommuning is not 
accession to the crime by which the pannel be- under any of these three heads, for the extent 
comes art and part thereof. 	It is answered, of the rule cannot be better cleared and deter- 
Into. That verba legis prasertim favorabilis, non mined, than by the nature of the expression ; 
sunt cavillanda • 	and it is impossible, without and where laws have exceptions, nothing does 
offering manifest violence to the propriety of so much illustrate and confirm the rule, as ap- 
words, that the expressions libelled should not pears from Novel. 7. cap. 2. in inilio,where these 
be comprehended under the general of traitorous words are to be found, necessarium existimanimus 
speeches; 	and 	albeit 	treasonable expressions quasdam arceptiones dare legi, cunt multis vigiliis 
may be distinguished into two sorts, viz. Imo. et sublilitate adinventas, ut eas Wens an (laxities  
These which do only import a 'slander and, re- lex nequaquam ntoreatur ; and the exception in: 
preach of his majesty and his government. 	And some case doth enlarge the rule, and. does fully 
2do. these which carry in them a counsel, 
mandate or command, to commit the crime of 

clear the same, and makes it exiend to cases 
which otherwise would not be understood to be 

treason; yet it would be a very bad rule in comprehended, as appears from Leg. 124 Parag. 
li 
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1484, of Kilmundie, Alexander Nisbet of 
. 	Craigentimiy, James Somerwell of. 

lion he promised to meet the defender with 
an evil turn if it lay in his power by any 

Drum, James Boyd merchant in Edinburgh,. manner of way out of hell; and it is clear by 
James Loch of Drylaw. 	For probation the our law, statut. 2. Rob. I. chap. 34. against 
advocate produceth Thomas Ingram and those that are excluded from bearing wit;  
David Crawford. 	Sir Patrick Hume ob- ness, that nec•sociz; nec participes ejusdon 
jected for the pannel, that they could not be criminis, nec aliquis hostis sat makvolus 
admitted " because prodiderunt restimonium, 
and revealed what they would say to his ma- 

parti, nec incarcerate, nec vinculati, can be 
admitted witnesses." 

jeity's advocate and others; and also, that his ' 	His majesty's advocate oppones to the 
-majesty's adVoeate had taken their oath pre- first, the constant practice of his predeces- 
vious to any warrant from his majesty's sors, whereby they have been always in 
privy council, which is contrary to ;his ma- custom to examine witnesses upon oath be- 
jesty's letter, that being only recommended fore intenting of the libel, which a judge or 
to the lords commissionersof justiciary, by privy counsellor of the nation may do both 
an express warrant from, the lords of coun- in Scotland and England, and his majesty's 
fail; and it is a certain rule in law, that tes- letter was only necessary after intenting of 
tis ret'elans testimopium strum partibus, a a libel, for a warrant to the judges who were 
testintonio repellitur, and the reason given not formerly in use to examine, though they 
by lawyers'is, ne ex Ow ditto alii testes might always have done it. 	To the second 
subornentur. 	i'dascard. de ,prob. cond. 359. his majesty's advocate oppones the constant 
No. 40. 	2do. Because in proving the pre- and uncontroverted custom, nor could the 
tended crime, they acknowledged themSelves crime of rebellion, or any other privileged 
guilty of the crime whereof the pannel is crime be otherwise proven, for who can de- 
accuied, as is clear &gm the common law, pone but they who are conscii, and all con- 
Cod. do accus. et  inscript. 	3tio. Because sell are socii criminis. 	As to the third, his 
it is offered to ,he proven, that Ingram did majesty's advocate alleges the same is not 
prompt and solicit others to depone in this relevant, except the malice could be quail- 
cause, and so has given partial counsel. 	4to. fled to raise an inimicitia capitalis, which 
,Et affix:roam, because they bear hatred and can only repel a witness, especially in the 
malice to the defender; and it is positively privileged crime of treason, whereof the de- 
offered tO be proven, that since the rebel- tectiou is of such importance, that many 

specialities, as to witnesses in other crimes, 
43. where the ease being stated, if when domus 
instructs', legalaan contineatur testis. 	The law- high-way : and it is hoped the lords of justici- 
yer doth resolve, that it is doubtful in the gen- my will in this case consider the person of the 
oral; but if there be an exception added of an- pannel; and seeing the words do not amount to 
-earner grgentum, that the donna instructa must a contrivance, or plotting a rebellion, rapiendo 
necessarily Comprehend vestis, naps qui hart ex- est dccasio qua prabet bent/puns responsum ; and 
cepit, non potest non visleri de ceteris rebus, qua albeit in a lax and improper signification. these 
nsea essent, sensisse. 	2do. The words contrivance words might import a contrivance, yet the pan. 
and plotting are synonymous words, and are ex- not doubts not but the lords will have regard to 
pressed in the Latin by ordipalio et trattatus, and the proper signification of the words, seeing 
according to thecommon acceptation of the words, 
these only are understood to have contrived and 

otherwise it is impossible to interpret the indent. 
nity 'with that latitude which his majesty hath 

a rebellion, wholave taken measures, and llotted expressly required. 
aid down ways how to carry on and maintain Whereas it is pretended, that these words do 
the same, they keeping correspondence in order import a contributing to the rebellion, by levy. 
to that mid, drawing what number could be on- ing of men or motley; it is answered, that le. 
gaged, how thet should be, provided with arms vying of men and money is a physical act, anti 
and the like, Which 'cart !Sways be inferred, as not a moral persuasion; and no man will Min- 
is pretended, frOM words spoke on an high-way gine that levying of men and money, can consist 
in a passing ,discourse. 	Likens, plots, and con- in words, but the same doth necessarily import 
trivances of rebellion are of their own nature se- deeds of drawing men together, and taking of 
crest nod latent actions, which are done clam a their names in order to the forming them into 
occutto; and no rational man will presume that an army; if words were levying of men or me. 
101e  pannel, who is known to be a-mast most cir- my, an army would be very easily supplied. 
cumspett in his words and carriage, could have As to the former defence against the second 
fallen into that madness, as to have contrived n libel, viz. that it wants month and year, and 

;rebellion, with ignorant, silly, and mean persons there is not the least answer made, and there- 
(some whereof he did not know) in an open fore there cannot be least use made thereof. 
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are relaxed in this, and therefore the pro- 
inising of an evil turn is not relevant, nor 

least after the raising of the criminal 1684.  
letters, for if it was before, it is not re- 

the quality, though they should go to hell for levant, unless it were positively offered to be 
it, which is a rash, foolish, and inconsider- proven, that it was given upon treaty and 
ate expression, but they may condescend agreement, that the witnesses should depone 
upon the ground upon which that inimicitia in the terms libelled against the defender, and 
capitalis arose, and which may very much adheres to the former answer, that the pur- 
determine the extent of it. suer nor none for him did use any attempts 

2do. Adhering to the former objection, it 
is added separatinz, that the witnesses were 

of corruption. Mr William Fletcher duplies, 
thatsubornation and corruption being latent 

suborned in so far as they were prompt, so- acts which cannot be proven by any other 
licit, and instigate to depone in this cause .probation than conjectures and indicia, all 
against the defender: as also, that they lawyers have sustained such 	probation 
solicited other persons to be likewise wit.. 
nesses -against the defender which the law- 

which doth arise from violent suspicions, 
and it is sufficient for the defender to con- 

yers clearly make a sufficient subornation descend in general that witnesses were sub- 
to cast them from being witnesses, especial- orned, instructed, and ,solicited, and what 
ly when they are to depone upon premedi- 
tate and formal words, and after so long a 

money was given, or good deed promised, 
will arise from the probation; and it is ab- 

time, as is clear from Mascard. con. 341. and 
particularly, that he instigated Adam Miller 

solutely impossible, that in any such cage, 
the party who objects against the witness 

to be-a witness against the defender. 	His can be special as to the quantity of the 
majesty's advocate answers, lmo. that tam- money; and it imports not, though the wit- 
poring and soliciting non-relevant, unless it 
take effect, and the witnesses succumb to 
the temptation. 	2do. It is not relevant, ex- 

ness had been practised before the accusation, 
seeing it is positively offered to be proven, 
that they were suborned and corrupted in 

cept the money or good deed were conde- relation to the pannel, and that they might 
scended upon, that it may be known if it be depone against him. 
a sufficient temptation, and upon what ac- This is what I find in the registers as to 
count it was given. 	3tio. The suborna- the lawyers' debates upon the witnesses. By 
tion or corruption must be by the pursuer, 
or some hasingkarrant from him, for else 

other papers I find that Sir Hugh was ask-
ed, if he had any thing to say as to Ingram 

even the friends of the pannel may take in particular. 	He answered with the 
pains and corrupt, and a witness being de- strongest asseverations, that he was most 
sirous to come off may comply with it, all 
which should much hold in witnesses called 

certain he had never seen him in the face, 
and as to other objections he left them to 

for the king, which are presumed to be from his lawyers. 
calumny, and where no advantage can arise His advocate urged very forcibly, that 
to any private party. 	As to the speaking Ingram could not be admitted, because he 
to Adam Miller, 4 Can thou not say, or knows just now took upon him to prove, that the 
thou not that Cesnock spake such words.' said Thomas had several times said, that if 
It is answered, ' It is lawful for contestes to there was a way out of hell how to be 
ask at one another.' 	Sir George Lockhart avenged upon the pannel for delating him 
answered, that the objection anent corrupt-. as a murderer, he would be revenged, and 
ing the witnesses is npt relevant, unless the straight offered witnesses to prove, that in 
quantity of the money were condescended many companies, he (the Witness) had most 
on, and that it were expressly alleged that seriously expressed himself in these words; 
money were given upon the account of de- and urged, that Ingram could not be admit- 
poning against the pannel in the terms li- ted to Cesnock's prejudice, and cited many 
belled, otherwise the simple giving of money famous lawyers to prove this. 	The king's 
is not relevant. 	2do. The time must also advocate replied, that giving, but not grant- 
be condescended upon, whether it was be- ing, that the said Ingram had thus express- 
fore or after the citation as a witness, or at ed himself in a passion, it could not ration- 

iv. 	 at 
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1684. ally be thought, that now in cold blood 
he would so desperately and wilfully 

was hired by Hugh Wallace, sometime lac. 
for to the deceased lord Craigie. 	When this 

damn his own soul by per jury, to take away condescension was made, the court could not 
the life of an innocent gentleman, especially but admit Cesnock's witnesses for the proof 
considering he could propose no other re- of what was advanced. 	Accordingly, two 
ward to himself than damnation. 	He added witnesses were adduced who deponed that 
further, ' to make it evident to the world, that Thomas Ingram had sworn in their hearing 
the witnesses have no design to swear falsely, and presence a great oath, that he would he 
I am free to declare, that when they were avenged upon Cesnock if there was a way 
brought in tome, I examined if they could out of hell to do it. 	Great pains was taken 
say any thing anent the late rebellion, and to cross-question the witnesses, and the in- 
Cesnock's accession thereunto. 	They an- terrogatories were put to them severally in 
swered, they could say nothing; but when the others' absence, yet they exactly agreed 
once I had made them swear as to what in every word as to this matter : but then in 
I should interrogate them, they deponed in another query, viz. 'When spake you of this 
the same express words contained in the matter together ?' the one answered, ' he 
indictment, which, added he, clearly evin- does not remember that ever they spake of 
ceth that they had, and yet have the im. it together, unless it was yesternight;' and 
pression upon their consciences of that the other declared, ' he did not remember 
dreadful majesty of God, who is judge to they communed at all upon it.' 	This incon- 
this and all their actions: anti the advocate siderable variation not affecting the matter 
goes on, had this man come in voluntarily of the cause, was handle enough to such 
and offered to depone against Cesnock, it who were 	seeking an occasion to cast 
would have said much; but seeing he was every thing proposed in Cesnock's defence. 
brought in by force, and without his own 
inclination, the objection made 'against him 

Next, two other witnesses were adduced, 
viz. 	Ingram's father and 	mother, 	who 

can he of no force.' 	This discourse was deponed they had seen Wallace give to 
abundantly well calculate, for keeping In- Ingrain several pieces of money, but of 
gram firm to the deposition he had emit- what value they could not tell; whereupon 
ted in the precognition, which was all the Ingram himself was interrogate, and de- 
advocate wanted. 	Cesnock's advocate was dared he had got from Wallace half a 
in no difficulty to answer all the advocate crown at one time, and ten shillings at 
advanced. 	It was the easiest thing in the another, but he knew not 	upon what 
world to put matters in this channel to serve design. 	The king's advocate said, it might 
a turn ; and people of no conscience, or un- be Wallace had given Ingram that money 
der the power of revenge, have no great 
impressions of damnation, or of God and 

for some services he had employed him in, 
and that he himself used to employ the 

his awful majesty: and-if any who adduced said Wallace as being a sharp man, and 
these considerations were privy to any con- very active for his majesty's interest. 
cert and collusion in this matter, they have After the lords had heard these debates 
had as little impression of those tremendous upon 	the witnesses, they reasoned at a 
truths. 	But further, the advocate for the considerable length upon them before they 
defender offered to prove that this witness came to an interlocutor. 	That eminent 
was suborned to swear against Cesnock, 
and had got largely both of money and vie- 

lawyer, my lord Pitmedden, debated much 
whether witnesses could be examined upon 

tual for his reward, and had not only sold oath in a precognition, and brought such 
himself to this abominable perjury, but had arguments against this as could not be 
enticed and induced others to the same answered, save by the king's letter allow- 
course. 	Upon this allegation the justice- ing it, impetrate with an eye to this and 
general desired, that particulars might be such like processes. 	My lord himself was 
condescended upon. 	And Sir Hugh de- pl6ased to inform me, " that he moved to 
dared, that he was well informed, and would the lords, at least that this might be done; 
instantly prove it, that this fellow (Ingram) since by the king's letter the witnesses' 
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oaths bad been taken, that before they were 
readmitted to swear - in the same affair, 

Daniel 
tively 	to 

	

Crawford ktrlpones 	nega: 	'::,,ii 
the 	whoklibel. 	And 168v* 

their former depositions might be torn. this is the truth, &c. 	 '' „ ..,,' ,„ 
But this, for as highly reasonable as it 
must appear, was peremptorily refused. 

DANIEL CICAWFORD. 

However, added he, the witnesses in pre- "The assize, with one voice, finds the 
Bence of the assize, deponed in favours of libel not proven." ' 
the pannel contrary to the tenor of their 
first depositions, which they were said to 

Jo. DALMAHOY, 

have given in the first precognition." 	At 
length the lords came to this interlocutor. 

Thus the process stands in the records, 
and more we could not look for. 	But it is 

" The lords having considered the objections worth the reader's while to have the detail 
against the witnesses, and the debate there- of the circumstances of this remarkable 
anent, they, in respect of the answers, examination from the papers above-men- 
repel the objection anent proditio testimonii, tioned. And they inform me, that Ingram 
and repel the second defence as to socii 
criminis." 	And the lords having considered 

deponed, that 
Crawford, 

being in the house of 
Cesnock came to the door, and 

the other objections, and heard the witnesses having called upon the said Crawford, he 
adduced by the pannel for proving the asked, what men those were who were in 
same, ordain Thomas Ingram and the rest his house; Crawford answered, they were 
of the witnesses adduced by his majesty's men lately come from the west-land army. 
advocate, to be received. Then Cesnock asked, who commands there. 

When Ingram was brought in, and hold- Crawford answered, one Robert Hamilton. 
ing up his hand to swear, Sir Hugh directed As Ingram was going on in his deposition, 
himself to him, and said, "take heed now one of Cesnock's lawyers 	asked him, 
what you are about to do, and damn not whether he had communicated this to any 
your own soul by perjury, for as I shall others, to seduce them thus to depone, and 
answer to God, and upon the peril of mine told him, he was now under a deep oath, 
own soul, I am here ready to declare and nothing less than his soul at stake. 
I never saw you in the face before this Ingram answered, I believe I have spoken 
process, nor spake to you." 	Then Ingram of it to severals. 	Then the justice-general 
was solemnly sworn, and interrogate upon asked, if Cesnock spake any other words to 
the whole articles of the libel. 	Several Ciawford; Ingrain answered, my lord, I am 
things fell in this witness his examination, now upon my great oath, and I declare I 
which we cannot expect to meet with in do not remember he spake any more at all. 
the registers. 	And therefore I shall give Upon this there was a great shout, and 
the deposition of both the witnesses as clapping of hands in the court; at which 
they are recorded, and then a larger account the king's advocate said in a great passion, 
of the circumstances from good vouchers that he believed that Cesnock had hired his 
before me. friends to make this acclamation, in order 

°' Thomas 	Ingram in Borlands, aged to confound the king's evidence, and he 
thirty-two 	years, depones, 	that 	having never heard of such a protestant roar, ex- 
met the laird of Cesnock, at Daniel Craw- cept in the trial of Shaftsbury; that he had 
ford's house in Galston, in the time libelled, always a kindness for that persuasion till 
he heard Cesnock ask from whence they now; that he was convinced in his con- 
came, and Daniel answered, from the west- science, it hugs the most damnable trinket 
land party; and that he asked, who corn- in nature. After silence, the justice-gener- 
manded them, Crawford said, one Hamilton. al interrogates Ingram again ; who answer- 
And the deponent being interrogate upon ed, he had said as much as he could say 
the rest of the libel, depones he knows upon oath. And the justice-general offer- 
nothing of it. 	And this is the truth, es he ing a third time to interrogate Ingram, 
shall answer; and cannot write."  Nisbet of Craigentiuny, one of the assizers, 
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168.1, rose up and said, "My lord justice.. the knowledge of the assize, which could 
general, I have been an assizer in this not be refused. 	And after a short speech 

court above twenty times, and never heard made to them by Cesnock's lawyer, they 
a witness interrogate upon the same thing inclosed themselves, and very soon return. 
more than twice ; and let Cesnock's persua- ed their verdict, not guilty. 	Upon which 
sion be what it will, we who are assizers and Cesnock took instruments, and his advocate 
are to cognosce upon the probation upon the craved he might be liberate, in respect no- 
peril of our souls, will take notice only to thing was proven against him. 	The justice- 
Ingram'sfirstdeposition,thoughyourlordship general answered, that seeing he was the 
should interrogate him twenty times." The king's prisoner, they must have his maks- 
justice-general answered him with warmth, ty's mind before he be liberate. 	Cesnock 
Sir, you are not judges in this case. 	The replied, that he was content, for he was 
laird of Drum, another of the assizers, pre- abundantly certain, the guilt charged upon 
sently replied, Yes, my lord, we are only him could never be proven. 	The court sat 
competent judges as to the probation, though late, or rather early, it being about two of 
not of its relevancy. 	Whereupon the whole the clock on Friday morning before they 
assizers rose up and assented to what those rose, and Cesnock was returned to prison. 
said. 	The justice-general in a great heat It is very evident upon the whole, there 
said, "I never saw such an uproar in this was a design formed to bring this worthy 
court$  nor, I believe, any of my predecessors gentleman under a sentence of death, and 
before me, and it is not us you contemn, 
but his majesty's authority.* 

at least to take his estate from him, though 
there were few gentlemen less obnoxious 

Silence being commanded, Crawford the to the laws than he. 	We see that now no 
other witness was called in, who being methods were boggled at, though never so 
deeply sworn, and no objection being made vile, to accomplish wicked designs. 	Sub- 
against him, he deponed negative, "that he orning of witnesses is very palpable in this 
did not see Cesnock for a considerable time case; who were guilty is not my province 
either before or after Bothwell-bridge; that to determine ; and the king must be drawn 
he doe's not remember that Cesnock spake into this affair, by procuring a letter, which 
anything to him, either about the west-land we have seen above, ordering precognitions 
army, or who commanded them." 	Where- to be taken upon oath by the justiciary; 
upon there was another great cry made, 
and clapping of hands, which put the justice- 

and 	yet 	we 	find 	in 	this 	case 	they 
were taken by the 	advocate 	alone. 	It 

general and advocate into a great rage, as may be proper further to remark, in order 
what they reckoned an irreverent insulting to the reader's having some idea of this 
of the court. 	Then Cesnock's advocates government, that the justice court, which 
craved the probation might be remitted to ought to be most just and fair, and give all 
—. allowances in cases relating to men's lives 

• The first witness that was examined at his 
trial, began with a general story : and when he 
came to that itt winch the prisoner was concern-
ed, Campbell charged him to look him full in the 

that law and equity suggest, were in this 
case evidently partial in refusing the rele-
vent exculpation of alibi, at the time libel- 

fare, and to consider well what he was to say of 
hint, for he took God to witness, he never saw led, in casting Cesnock's witnesses forexcul- 
his face before, as far as he could remember. pation, and repelling the most relevant de- 
Upon that the witness was struck, and stopped, 
anksaid he could say nothing of him. 	The earl 
of Perth was then justice general, and offered to 
lead him Into his story. But the jury stopped that, 
and said—that he upon his oath, had declared 
that he knew nothing of the prisoner, and that 

fence propounded upon a trifling circum-
stance; and in their unaccountable carriage 
to Ingrain when upon oath, and their open 
endeavours to push him into perjury, so 

after thatelhey could have no regard to any thing plain, as the assizers, none of them presby- 
he mightAlay. 	Upon which some sharp words 
ensued between lord Perth and them, in which 
be showed how ready he was to sacrifice justice 

terians nor favourers of the sufferers, could 
not bear them ; and in their hectoring and 

and innocent blood to his ambition; and that abusing these gentlemen, for acting. as con- 
was yet grosser in this case, because his brother . 
was promised this gentleman's estate, when it scientious persons would do. 	And if these 
should be confiscated.—Burnet, vol. i. 322. were their methods with gentlemen and be- 
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fore lawyers, we may easily guess, how little 
justice or equity poor simple country people, 

charge, though that was the alleged 
cause of his imprisonment. 	• 	1684. 

who could not bell the cat with them, had to I return now to the rest of his fellow- 
look for. And what sad work would we meet prisoners, as far as I have materials. 	April 
with,if we had full accounts of their procedure 1st, I find a petition presented from the earl 
from one who knew forms and law, and of Loudon, who was delated with the pri- 
had been a witness to their procedure ! soners formerly named, bearing, " that he 

I cannot pass this process without re- being cited to compeer before the lords of 
marking, that several of the assizers, and the justiciary the eighth of April instant, to 
other gentlemen in the house, were brought answer for alleged crimes contained in his 
to no small trouble for the noise in the dittay, but being forth of the kingdom at 
court, at Ingram's declaring he could say the time of the dittay, and yet is, and in a 
no more, which the advocate was pleased to very sickly and distressed condition, crav- 
call a protestant roar. 	And indeed so he ing 	that his diet may be deserted, or a 
might, for it was an evidence of the satis- 
faction of the spectators, at the misgiving 
of the design of the managers now giving 

competent time, wherein he may appear, 
granted as they think fit." 	And April 8th, 
George lord Melvill petitions much in the 

into a popish successor, and tyrannical and same strain. 	The deliverance of the count- 
arbitrary measures. 	Severals were brought cil as to both, is, " the lords Loudon and 
before the council, and by them remitted to Melvill being forth of the kingdom, upon 
crave pardon of the justiciary. 	I give it as their petition it is recommended to the lords 
it stands in the criminal books, April 24th. of justiciary to prorogate the day, that they 
" Appeared Sir Patrick Maxwell of Spring- may be in case to find caution or appear." 
kell, Alexander 	Nisbet of Craigentinny, That same day I'find from the justiciary re- 
James Lindsay of Drumbuig, being pursued cords, April 8th, criminal letters, against 
before the council, for making a noise in 
the time of Cesnock's trial when the wit- 

James earl of Loudon, George lord Melvill, 
Sir John Cochran of Ochiltree, and John 

nesses were examined, and were ordained Cochran of Waterside his son, were read, as 
to appear before this court, and make ac-. duly executed., 	I observe very little in 
knowledgment and apology therefore, which them as to the English plot, and when that 
this day they did." failed, our managers trump up processes, 

We shall just now hear, that April 17th, near five years after the pretended facts 
Cesnock was allowed free prison. 	And upon the head of Bothwell. 	The criminal 
June 19th, I find by the registers that the letters are too 	long 	to 	be 	insert. 	In 
witnesses against Cesnock are still in pri- short, they allege that the earl of Loudon 
son, but that day the council allow them met with some disaffected gentlemen and 
free prison ; and, for any thing I know, 
they continued 	a 	considerable time 	in 

preachers at Temple-holm near Galston 
in June 1679, and treated anent the said 

prison : for, September 16th, the council or- rebellion, and afterward corresponded with 
daM Ingram and Crawford, witnesses against rebels. 	As to the lord Melvill, it is alleged, 
Cesnock, to be examined by the committee that though he was with his majesty's 
for public affairs. 	The day before, Septem- army, June 1679, yet he sent John Miller 
her 15th, they send Cesnock and Mr John of Waterhaugh from his majesty's camp, to 
Rae to the Bass. October 13th, I find the Mr John Welsh, and other ringleaders of 
council order the witnesses against Cesnock the rebels, with letters, commissions, 	or 
to be continued still in prison, and they are verbal orders, giving an account of the 
allowed sixpence a day. 	What they ex- strength of his majesty's army, and their 
petted from these witnesses, or for what numbers, and received returns from them 
ends they were so long detained, I cannot who were concerned in the rebelliofi. 	That 
say : only we shall find that Cesnock was Sir John Cochran conversed with Mr 
afterward forfeited, and his estate giveri to William Gilchrist preacher, who was in 
Melford. 	In all this matter this gentleman the rebellion, heard him preach after Both. 
bath nothing relative to the plot laid to his well, with Mr Robert Miller, at Ochiltree, 
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that he carried the said Gilchrist to some distance, and did not hear him speak. 
11x81-  England with him;  that he harboured ing with Earlston and Barscobe. 	Another 

and reset Mr James Brown, a notorious re- depones, that he saw Waterside walking 
bel, actually in the said rebellion: And John among. the rebels, as he thought, with a 
Cochran of Waterside is charged, that he did small 	sword. 	Another 	depones, 	that 
associate himself on the 	day otJune, 1679, 
to the laird of Barscobe with a party of rebels 

Waterside spoke for him to the rebels, and 
got him leave to go home, that ho might 

of five or six hundred, mounted his horse, return again to them. 	The assize find him 
. and rode with them, and supplied them guilty- of the crime of treason, and the lords 
with wine and other provisions. 	This is ordain him to be executed to death, and 
the substance of the criminal letters. demeaned as a traitor, when apprehended. 

The lords being informed that the earl . 	To return again to the gentlemen sent 
of Loudon is sick and out of the country, 
and the Lord Melvill likewise abroad, and 

down prisoners from England, I find, April 
Sth,"the lords of his majesty's privy council 

having a recommendation in their favours, 
continue the process till November. 	And 

having considered a representation by his 
majesty's advocate, that in August last, 

November 10th, I find by their books; the they had ordered him to pursue a proms 
earl of Loudon and lord Melvill indicted of treason against the earl of Loudon, and 
for contriving the death of his majesty, 
and his royal brother, and for a design to 

the others above-named, and that before 
his majesty's letter allowing warrant for 

subvert the government; as likewise their examining witnesses previously; desiring 
accession to the rebellion 1679, and harbour that warrant might now be granted to the 
and reset of rebels: and being, this day justices for examining 	witnesses as to 
called, and not compearing, the lords decern these forenamed perions. 	The lords grant 
and adjudge • them- the king's rebels and order and warrant for previous examination 
fugitives, and to be put to the horn. 	And , 
the lords tontines° the process of forfeiture 

of witnesses against 	the forementioned 
' persons, or such of them against whom his 

against them till Marekl7t11 next to come. majesty's 	advocate 	is 	ready to insist?' 
And in their iliet April, Bib, Sir . John What was found in this examination 1 know 
Cochran and his- son . are ordered' to be , 
denounced fugitiyes., And yet next day. 

not, but' 	it would seem nothing of come. 
- quence appeared : 	for, April 	17th, 	the 

they have their 	process before. them. ' council allow the lairds of Rowell= elder 
April 9th; the lords of justiciary continue and younger, to be liberate, upon a bond 
the process - of forfeiture agaiest Sir John of two thousand pounds sterling, to appear 
.Cochran 	of 	Ochiltree 	till 	the 	second when called; and they permit Cesnock 
Monday of July next. 	But I.have observed 
no more about him in the -registers this 

elder and younger, Brunsfield, Jerviswood, 
and Crawfordland, to have the liberty of 

year, and go forward to his son. free prison. 	Whether the two I am to 
" Anent the 	criminal - letters, 	against name 	were again made close prisoners, 

John 	Cochran of Waterside, the lords I know not; but, September 13th, upon a 
sustain that part of the -indictment relevant, 
that'he was witli the rebels at Cumnock at 

petition from William Fakrly of Brunsfield, 
and Crawfordland, that they have been 

a rendezvous ovhen they were in arms;  to fourteen months" prisoners, 	and nothing 
• inter thepains.of.treason, and remit it to proven against them, craving liberty, the 
an assize:". 	The,  assize are, the earls of, lords allow them the benefit of open prison. 
Bunfersnline,. Linlithgow, 	Torras, 	lord This is all I meet with concerning these 
Duffus,$inclair; Blantyre, and ,some gen- gentlemen, except Mr Spence, Mr Carstsirs, 

. dealers: And the assize . protest .for the : and Jerviswood, whom I come now to 
Priiiirvatiom Of their privileges as peers,': account for. 
*hick is admitted. 	The 	witnesses are 'f .1 begin with the severe treatment of 
ltd4Inced;.  and one .depones he saw Water- Mr William Spence. He had been secretary 
side with the retells at Cumnock, at the ' to the earl of Argyle, and had the testimony 
Bar,hill , when rendezvousing, but was at from him, when going to the scaffold, that 
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lie had been a faithful servant ; 	he was being yesterday tried in torture by the 
dealt the  more harshly with upon the boots, and having appeared altogether 1684. 
account of bis master. 	By the council- obstinate and disingenuous, and refused to 
registers, I find him in the irons, April 22d declare thereanent upon oath, (albeit it was 
this year, and it is the first notice taken of declared by his majesty's advocate, in the 
him. 	If he bath been in the irons ever name of the king and council, that •what- 
since his coming down from England, it ever he should say or . depone 	in the 
was heavy enough treatment, and I see no premises, should not militate against him- 
ground to suppose otherwise, since that self.) The said Lords being resolved to use 
day "the council allow Mr William Spence all methods necessary to bring the said 
to be taken out of the irons, but kept close Mr William Spence to a true and ingenuous 
prisoner." 	Upon the 24th of July, the confession, and for expiscating the truth 
council make an act for Mr Spence's being in so important a matter, do recommend 
examined by torture, and agree upon to general Dalziel forthwith to call for the 
queries to be put to him in the torture, 
which the reader bath, as to the substance, 
printed already with Jerviswood's case, 
and I shall not swell this work with them. 

said Mr William Spence from the magistrates 
of Edinburgh, (who are hereby ordered to 
deliver him to such a party as the general 
shall think fit) and to cause such of his 

He endured the torture with much-patience, 
and made no discovery to the satisfaction 

majesty's forces, officers, and soldiers, as 
shall be found most trusty, to watch the 

of his examiners. 	But I cannot but insert said Mr William Spence by turns, and not 
here a most barbarous and unprecedented to suffer him to sleep by night or by day; 
method taken with this good man, next and for that end, to use all effectual means 
day but one after he had endured the tor- for keeping him still awake, for 'the effect 
him, and it is a full proof of the inhumanity foresail ; and ordain the persons so to be 
of the managers, and a step every way 
peculiar to this period, not only cruel in its 

intrusted, to take peculiar notice in writ, 
of what the said Mr William Spence shall 

nature, but illegal, since all who write declare in the premises, to be reported by 
upon torture agree, that the enduring of it 
purges from suspicion of all crimes ; and 
it is the last trial ought to be made in the 

the general to the council or committee." 

Remarks upon this need not be made; 
most extraordinary cases, and consequently they will endeavour first to distemper this 
ought not to be repeated, far less changed good man, and then, if he shall fall into 
to a more inhuman and barbarous kind. revery and lose his judgment, they will 
The best account I can give of this, is by write down what he says: 	and whether 
inserting the council's act for watching this be greater cruelty or folly, it goes be- 
Mr William Spence, next day save one 
after his torture. 

yond my power to determine. 	However, 
after all this barbarous treatment of Mr 

_ Edinburgh., July 26th. 
Spence, for many days and nights, they got 
nothing they could make any thing of, 	I 

" The lords of his majesty's privy council, 
being certainly informed, and, by missives 

can only add, that August 17th, the council 
make another, I may say a third, act, for his 

under the late earl of Argyle's hand, un- torture : it seems it was just to force him to 
derstanding, that there hath been a most petition, as I find he does, and promises to 
treasonable correspondence kept by 	the make a free and ingenuous confession of 
means of Mr William Spence, now prisoner what he knows in this matter, (understand- 
in the tolbooth of Edinburgh, between the ing from his friends, that he was capable of 
said late earl of Argyle, and several traitors discovering nothing but what the govern- 
in England, anent the carrying on of a ment already had from other hands) upon 
most unnatural rebellion in the kingdoms security given him for his life, and that he 
of Scotland and England, and thereby' to should be no further tortured. 	This they 
bring the same into confusion, blood, and grant. 	And, August 19th, Mr Spence upon 
misery; and the said.Mr William Spence oath makes a declaration, in substance pas- 
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1684. sing what relates to the earl of Ar- thing of him, to those who are now on the 
gyle's letters already printed, `that he stage; but I wish some fit hand would he so 

does truly believe there was an insurrection kind to posterity, as to give us a just account 
intended within those two years; as to what of this excellent person. 	The hardships he 
is to come, he cannot tell what the people met with will be a lasting blot upon this pe- 
abroad may be doing; that he had often heard riod. 	That I may give as large and yet 
of designs and associations, but that they succinct accounts of his sufferings this year 
were directly intended to hinder the duke his as I can, I shall begin with a letter he was 
succession to the crown, he cannot say; for pleased to write to the Author of this His- 
all that he understood was pretended for tory, a very little before his death, which he 
the ground of any designs of arms, was the allowed him to publish, and I promise my- 
defence of the protestant religion, and lib- self it will be very acceptable to many 
erties of the kingdom; and if against the readers; and then I shall give what I meet 
duke his succession, only in so far as that with anent him in the registers, and other 
might be prejudicial to these; and that he certain documents. I begin with his letter to 
thinks, upon the king's death, troubles may 
probably arise." August 21st, After Mr 

me, which was among the last ever he wrote. 

Spence's declaration, the council, by their 
act, declare, 'that they fully exoner him of 
all the premises, and declare, that none of 

"DEAR BROTHER, 
"You put me upon, a business, which, 

though it be of that nature that I ought to 
the foresaid letters, nor his testimony, shall do something in it, yet it is uneasy to me 
be adduced against, or prejudge any person to think upon it; but I shall give you a 
delated by him, nor prejudge him any man- very brief account of some of the chief par- 
ner of way; and thereto the lords interpone titulars of it, in so far as I remember. 
the public authority of the kingdom.' " I was taken at Kenterden in Kent, the 

• PERTH, Cancel. Monday immediately after the execution 
No more offers from the registers, anent of that great and honourable patriot of hi 

this worthy person; but that after such a country, my lord Russel. 	The chief thing 
complication of unaccountable sufferings, which exposed me to danger at that time, 
September 13th, the council remove Mr was the suspicion they had that I was ilk 
William Spence and Mr William Carstairs, 
to Dumbarton Castle, and allow them lib- 

Fergusson. 	I was admitted to bail for 
some days ; but so soon as they had a re- 

erty within the walls. 	The council ad- turn from court, I was committed prisoner 
journing till November, many of their mem- to the common gaol of the place, no bail 
hers being to go to the country, and to be being allowed to me, though I was accused 
at circuits, the committee for public affairs of nothing but of refusing the oaths, one of 
manages all in the interval, which had been then expired by law, viz. the 

I come now forward to give some account Oxford oath. 	I continued there for a fort- 
of the sufferings, i torture, and severe treat- night, when I was sent for by. an officer of 
meat of that truly great and good man, the 
reverend Mr William Carstairs, this year. 

the guards, to be brought up to London,  
which accordingly I was, and committed 

This extraordinary person is so well known for two days to the hand of a messenger. 
through Britain, and, I may say, all the re- During which time, Sir Andrew Forrester 
formed churches,-  for his shining piety, his came to me in the name of king Charles II. 
nniversalandpolite learning, his candour and offering me a pardon and all kindness, if I 
integrity, having the charactei of a' truly would tell what I knew in that matter. 
honest man, from that great judge of men He told me, that the king did not at all hi- 
king William, and being 'in providence but lieve that I would be concerned in any such 
lately removed to his Master's joy, leaving practice as the assassination of his person, 

„behind him a most savoury remembrance of but because I might hear of it upon °co- 
lds constant and indefatigable services for sif►ns, he desired to know if I did; and 1 
Christ, souls, and the-good of the church of gave Sir Andrew such answers as I thought 
Scotland, that it is needlessfor me to say any were proper for me in the circumstances 1 
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was in. 	He very earnestly, yet very civilly, 
besought me to make a discovery of that 

er for several months.* During that 1,,,.,, 
time I was only once examined, asfar 	'''''' 

plot, as to other things of it. 	Which shows as I remember: but sometime after, we had 
the falsehood of what was positively assert- the favour of open prison, till some of our 
ed in an account given in the name of the great menNho were gone in that interval to 
king and duke of York, as to that matter; court, returned to Scotland, and 'popish 
which is, that never any hopes of favour counsels then prevailing there, we were 
were offered to any to induce them to con- all of us shut up close prisoners again. 	Mr 
fess. 	I was afterward called before a corn- William Spence, a faithful friend and ser- 
mittee of the lords of the council, and not vent of the earl of Argyle's, was pitched 
giving them that satisfaction which they upon to be examined first; and upon refu- 
expected, I was sent close prisoner to the sal to give satisfaction to what was proposed 
Gate-house : in which time, I was called to him, as to the decyphering of some -let- 
twice out to be examined ; at one of which, 
if not at both, was honest and worthy major 

ters of the earl of Argyle, he was put to 
severe tortures, one after another, in the 

Hohus,.who was a prisoner in the Gate- thumbitins, kept waking for several nights 
house too, and had been a friend and cor- 
respondent of the earl of Argyle, to whom 

and days, and the boots. 	At last, finding, 
at he judged, no great matter if he should 

I was desired to give a cypher of names to decypher the letters, and that no great pre- 
correspond with, to which I added severals judice would arise, as he imagined, to the 
with my own hand, which was well known earl of Argyle, or his friends, from his doing 
to the earl of Melford, which afterward so, he was prevailed on to decypher them; 
proved not a little prejudicial to me; for it but unhappily for me, there being several 
was found among hiS papers when he was names of the cypher mentioned in that let- 
seized : he also told the lords of the couri- ter, some of which I was expressed b1 
ell, that I had told him, that there had been • 
some consultations as to the lending money p
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" I continued in the Gate-house eleven wards the grate and began a conversation with 
him. 	The boy was captivated with the gentle 

, weeks, close-prisoner, looking upon myself and engaging manner in which he accosted him ; 
as absolutely secure, under the protection 
of the plain law, of the act of habeas corpus, 
against being sent to Scotland: and there- 
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there, not having been for several years subsisted so long as Air Carstairs remained in 
there, but passingly. custody ; and when their intercourse was broken 

off by his release, the separation was attended " Accordingly I was sent to Scotland in with-  tears on both sides. 	It was not many 
his majesty's kitchen yacht, with several years before Mr Carstairs had an opportunity 
other worthy gentlemen of my country, 
and was with them committed to the tol- 
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that he would bestow the office of Lord Lyon 
booth of E dinburgh,wh ere I was cl ()Se prison- =tlo 	

friendo whose
11  I 	offices 	had owed his 	 consolationchief 	 1 

his deepest distress; and he obtained this re- 
' " An anecdote relative to his imprisonment 

ought not to be omitted, as he used to take great 
quest with the additional gratuity that it should 
be hereditary in the family. 	Ile-did not how- 

pleasure in relating it himself. 	One day, not ever bye long to enjoy it in his own person; and 
long after his commitment (to the castle of Ed- 
inburgh) a toy about 12 years of age, son to 

his eldest son forfeited the succession by engag- 
ing in the rebellion 1715." 	Life of  Carsiatts 

Erskine of Combo, lieutenant governor, in the by 411‘Cormick.—ED. 
iv. 	- 	' 	, 	 N 
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1684. which lie did not know, but the earl of 
Melford,who was in the government, 

oath such questions as they gave me, or go 
to torture while I breathed. 	And indeed 

knew torn, from the cypher above-mention- chancellor Perth had told me a few days 
ed,wherein were several names writ by my before, that I had refused so many singular 
own hand. 	Upon this decyphering, I was favouri that bad been offered to me beyond 
ordered that -very evening to be put into any prisoner, that before God I should be 
the irons, in which I continued for three tortured, and never a joint of me left whole. 
weeks. 	In which time the earl of Melford 
came to me, and earnestly dealt with me to 

When I was called in before the council, 
the declarations of Major Helms and Air 

confess what I knew in .that matter, and Shepherd were read against me. 	I told 
offered me conditions-that many in my cir- them, that I could say nothing to them, be- 
cumstanees would have thought very great, 
particularly two. 	That I should not be 

cause I had never been confronted with 
them, which was a plain evidence that they 

obliged, after a month or five weeks' time, 
to answer any questions that should be pro- 

had said things against me, which they 
would not have had the confidence to have 

posed about that affair, except what I should asserted had I been present; but that was 
be myself pleased to say about it; and that over-ruled. 	Then I was urged to answer 
nothing- that I said should be brought di- upon oath the questions that should be pro- 
'reedy or indirectly against any man in trial posed to me. 	I told them, I would not do 
that I should mention. 	I do acknowledge that in matters which were looked upon as 
these conditions 	were staggering to me,. criminal. 	They told me, that it shOuld be 
considering that I could not well see how presently enacted, that nothing that I said 
I should be able to go through a constant should ever militate against me, nor should 
torture during my life : however I did re- they inquire whether 	what I answered 
solve through divine assistance to adventure were true or false. 	I said it was a bad 
upon the torture; rejecting at that time the precedent, and I was not willing to begin 
conditions • which Melford had difficultly it. 	Then I was asked, what reasons I had 
obtained for me from the privy council. why I should not be tortured. 	I answered, 
My reasons were, because I imagined, if I I did- humbly judge that I could not be any 
could once endure so severe torture, either ways tried there, for the order, by which I 
the lords of the council would have some 
regard to my character, and not put me fur- 

was sent down to Scotland, was express, 
that .1 should be tried for crimes commit- 

ther to torture, or what I suffered might ted against the government in that king- 
' throw me into a fever, andso Imight be car- dom; and I desired to know if my lord 

tied off the world ; for I can declare, that advocate had any thing to charge me with 
death, 'either by a sentence or any other of that nature. 	He declared, he had not; 
violence, wherein my own hand was not but that now I was in Scotland, and if I 
concerned, would have been welcome tome." had been guilty of contriving against his 
' " I was brought before the privy council majesty's government at Constantinople, I 

in England, and some depositions of major might be tried for it. 	I told them I thought 
Helms and Mr Shepherd were read against it was true, but that the crimes I was accused 
me; but neither of them was ever confront- 
ed with me, though one of them had been 

of, were said to be committed in England, 
where his majesty's laws were equally in 

so with some of our countrymen upon that force for the security of his government, as 
occasion. 	,When I came to Scotland in they were in Scotland, which at Constanti- 
company with several other worthy gen- nople they_ were not. 	But this was over- 
tlemen of my country, and was committed, 
as I said alive, prisbner to the tolbooth of 

ruled, and yet this was a notorious and un- • 
just breach of the law of the habeas corpus 

Edinburgh, I was at last brought out about act, which was made expressly for the se. 
: noon to the council, 4bout a fortnight or curity of the liberty of Scots and Irish men. 

. 	three weeks after Mr Spence's decyphering Then they asked me, if I had any further to 
the letters, and told .by the lords of privy 
cowl', that I must either answer upon 

offer against being tortured. 	I told thou, 
that I did not pretend to any skill in law, 
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but that I was informed, that serniplena 
probatio was necessary in order to torture, 

dissenting ministers, of having the 1684..  
least knowledge of, or concern in the 

which was not in my case; for neither the abominable assassination of the king or his 
depositions of these at London, nor what brother; for I did then, as I do now, abhor 
was said in my lord Argyle's letters, did such practices, nor can I to this hour tell 
amount to any such thing. 	They told me, 
presumptions were enough to warrant tor- 

really what was in that matter that makes 
such a noise; for nothing in my maimed 

ture. 	Then they asked me again, if I had depositions that are printed, hath any re- 
any thing further to say why I should not gard to any thing of that nature, except as 
be brought to torture. 	I told them, I had to what Mr Ferguson and Mr Shepherd 
only an humble petition to them, that I did say, for which they alone are to be an- 
might meet with no greater severity in my swerable ; and I must also say, that Mr 
own country, than the laws of that in which Shepherd did own his abhorence of such 
the crimes I am accused of are said to be practices. 
committed, do allow of. " And now, brother, I shall conclude what 

." After this communing the king's smith I have to say upon this subject, with the • 
was called in, to bring in a new instrument great injustice I met with in being sent to 
to torture by the thumbkins, that had never Scotland, in open violation of the plain law 
been used before. 	For whereas the for- of habeas corpus, which was only designed 
mer was only to screw on two pieces of to make way for my torture; and the no- 
iron above and 	below with finger and torious breach of the public faith, as to the 
thumb, these were made to turn about the conditions that I had, by which no person 
screw with the whole hand. 	And under was directly or indirectly to be mentioned 
this torture I continued near an hour and in any trial as to that matter, nor any thing 
a half. 	In the meantime the torturing by in my depositions was to be adduced against 
the boot was tried, but the hangman being any person, which condition was openly 
newly come on, because the former was in violated, and this is acknowledged to have 
prison for some crime, he had no skill, and been so by the late earl of Cromarty under 
therefore it was put off till the next day. his hand, as is to be found among the re- 
I do acknowledge I was much afraid I cords of Parliament. 	I was indeed earnest- 
should not have been able to go through ly urged to oblige the then king so far, as 
with that scene of torture; and if I had to appear'and answer some questions before 
not, I was miserable, for I should have been the judges when they were set, and that 
brought to speak against every man they no person should be confronted with me._ 
had mentioned, but God ordered it kindly To which I replied, that the saying any 
otherwise, and the next day I had conditions thing before judges when sitting, might be 
offered to me afresh. 	Now as to the whole of some consequence, and through God's 
of this unpleasant subject, I do declare, that strength I would rather undergo many 
this affair is, so far 'as I was concerned in deaths than accuse any of these worthy,  per- 
it, as to any consultations, no further than sons. 	I cannot but also acquaint you, that 
to discourse as to what might be proper to I think it was a hardship put upon me, to 
be done for securing our religion and lib- print my depositions as they stood, because 
erty, from the dangers that they were then they were very lame, since simple answers 
in, without any design against the royal to the questions are only set down, and 
persons of the king and his brother, or the neither the question that gave a rise to the 
government by monarchy ; and that some answers, nor the just extenuations as to 
thing was done among the Scots, as to the persons and things which I gave in my an- 
sending down a gentleman to discourse swers. 	Which had they been published, it 
upon that head, with some others here. would have been found from what I said, 
I should be guilty of the most horrid in- that there could be no reason given why 
justice if I should accuse any of the worthy that affair should have been prosecuted 
gentlemen of my country that were my with so much cruelty and violence. 	And 
fellow-prisoners, or any of the English having had a liberty from the lords of coun- 
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1681 cil to go abroad, but was enjoined to 
. wait upon the secretaries at London, 

ledge of this atrocious villany, to the of ed 
that the whole plot may be known, and the 

!von which I told some 'of our lords, that I truth expiscated; and having called the mid 
was afraid that might have very ill conse- Mr William Carstairs, he would not answer 
quences, for if I should be brought before and depone thereanent, albeit it was allow. 
theking, I would say the somethings to him ed by the advocate, that what lee declared 
in the extenuation of that affair, which I had or deponed should not militate against him. 
said to them, which could not justify the me- The lords of his majesty's privy council 
thods that had been takewin prosecuting the considering, that thereby he renders him. 
nobility. But when I came to London, and self most suspect, do ordain that Mr William 
had waited upon my lord Melford and told Carstairs be questioned in torture this af• 
him this, he told me, the less the king heard ternoon, upon the questions agreed upon in 
of me or saw me, it would be the better; the council, and appoint one of the bailies of 
and that therefore it was his advice to me Edinburgh to be present, and the exec* 
to go abroad and live quietly, and offered 
me a pass, which I accepted, and I accord- 
ingly went abroad. 	I am, &c. 

tioner." 

Follow the interrogatories to be put to the 
"W. CARSTA1RS." said Mr William Contain, which woe 

read in council, and approven of by cm 
This letter sets this excellent person's unanimous vote. 

case and sufferings in a due light, and I am " 1. Who were the persons, where, and 
only sorry that he had not time and leisure upon what occasion, that did first acquaint 
to enlarge upon the base wanking of his you with this conspiracy or association? 
depositions, and to insert the just extenu- "2. What persons in Scotland or Eng 
ating circumstances he was careful to give 
of every thing; and how these depositions 

land do you know to have been concerns,  
in the said conspiracy? 

were printed I cannot say, this reverend "3. Who were the great managers, or ag 
and candid person declares them miserably tators of this intended insurrection? 
curtailed and maimed; and it • seems the "4. Who was to contribute the money ti 
managers have been sensible of this, and be transmitted to Argyle, to buy arms ? 
therefore they have not insert them in the "5. Where were they to begin the inane 
registers, but there is a blank for them of, 
two pages. 	1 come now to give what I 

rection, and whom did they look upon a 
most friendly to their cause in the kingdon 

meet with in the council-records, with re- of Scotland? 
lation to this extraordinary person, and I " 6. How long have you been acquain 
shall likewise intermix some things from with Mr Fergusson, and how oft have yor 
otherauthentic documents before me, which been in company with him, Sir John Mon 
will in some meature help to make up what ro, Sir John Cochran, Commissary Monro 
is wanting in his printed depositions. Bailie of Jerviswood, and the two lairds o 

Mr Carstairs is not named in the regis- Cesnock, together, and who other Soots of 
tern of council, after his coming down, till English used to meet with you? 
September 5th, and it seems, from August "7. What was the carriage, or accession 
19th to this day, he had lain in the irons ; to this conspiracy, or any part of it, of Bailie 
and now the council, according to the chan- of Jerviswood, the two Cesnocks, Coin 
celloes Threatening. in private, come to pass ' missary Monro, or any other Scotsmen ? 
an act in the forenoon seclerant, the tenor " 8. Was the ten thousand pound, or an) 
• whereof follows, part of it, remitted to Argyle, or was there 

any arms bought or bargained for? 
Act anent Mr .William Carstairs' torture,. "9. What place in Scotland did Argyle 

Edinburgh, September 5th, l6184. intend to land in, and make a descent? 
"It appearing that Mr William Carstairs is "'W. What correspondence did Argyle 
cons grried in the late conspiracy, and there keep with any in Scotland ? 

• being pregnant presumptions of his know- " 11. What concern in this conspiracy 
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had the earl of Loudon, the lord Stair, the ed should not militate or operate 1684. 
lord Melvill, and Sir John Cochran? 

"12. At your last being in Holland did 
against him in any manner of way, 
whereunto the 	council 	assented. 	The 

you not see or understand, that Argyle con- council called for one of the bailies of 
versed or corresponded with Loudon, Stair, 
and Melvill, as likewise with the English 

Edinburgh ; and the executioner with the 
engines of torture being present, the lord 

conspirators who had fled to Holland, par- chancellor commanded the bailie to cause 
titularly with the lord Gray,, Sir Thomas the executioner put him in the torture, by 
Armstrong, Mr Fergusson, or Mr Vane ? - applying the thumb-screw to him, which 

" 13. What letters 'were 	those which being done, and he having for the space of 
Holms depones he showed you from Argyle, 
and what was the contents and design of 

an hour continued in the agony of torture, 
the screw being by space and space stretch- 

them ? ed until he appeared near to faint;' and 
" /4. What was the contents of the letter being still obstinate and refractory to de- 

you carried to Argyle from Hohns, by or- pone, the lords thought fit to ease him of 
der and direction of the duke of Monmouth, 
and lord Russel, and what message was it 

the torture for that time, but certified him 
that to morrow at nine of the- clock, he 

you carried to Argyle from Monmouth and would be tortured by the boots if he re- 
Russel ? of this letter you may particularly mained obstinate." 
remember, it being about a month before September 6th, " The lord treasurer-de- 
major Holms was taken. pute, appointed to confer with Mr William 

" 15. What persons of consideration were Carstairs for bringing him to an ingenuous 
they, who, as.  you told major Holms, had confession, upon the interrogatories yester- 
proposed to raise at first thirty thousand day put to him in torture, reports, that he 
pounds, and some other sum, and at last was content to depone thereupon, and be 
agreed to remit ten thousand pounds to ingenuous upon the terms mentioned in a 
Argyle, or some sum or other ? paper exhibited by the lord treasurer-de- 

" 16. What messages were those you came pute. 	Which paper being read and consid- 
so oft upon from Jerviswood to major Holms erod, was unanimously voted, and an act 
and Mr Shepherd, anent that money to be made thereupon, and the lord treasurer-de- 
remitted to Argyle ? pute was authorized to give his word of 

" 17, Did you not see Mr Spence, alias honour to Mr Carstairs, for performing of 
Butler, waiting on Argyle, at your last be- the council's part of these articles contained 
ing in Holland with him ? in the paper relating to them, he always 

" 18. Are you acquaint with Mr Lenzien- performing his part; and he' is ordered to 
son Gore of Kenterden, where you was the castle, and none are permitted to speak 
apprehended at Mr Carteise's house, under or converse with him, and particularly Mr 
the name of Swan, and if he be concerned William Spence is not to be suffered to see 
in this conspiracy? him. 	And a surgeon is allowed him in or- 

" 19. Whal do you know of Aaron Smith's der to his cure." 
being sent down to Scotland, and to whom All I meet with in the council-books 
he was directed ? further upon this subject, is, Messrs William 

"20. What do you know of any of your 
countrymen's transactions with 	the late 

Spence and Carstairs are, September 13th, 
removed to Dumbarton castle, and allowed 

Shaftsbury, colonel Sidney, or with the liberty within the walls. 	And September 
duke of Monmouth ?" 30th, Mr Carstairs is ordered from Dum-

barton to Stirling castle, and to be at large 
In the afternoon the same day, Septem-

ber 5th, the council called and interrogated 
Mr Carstairs, '' If he would now answer `The 
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declared what the said Mr Carstairs depon- ciPal Dunlop of Glasgow. Ed, 	7  
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1684. within the walls of it. 	And im- 
mediately after this, upon the foot 

have done, seeing these conditions were so 
unanimously approven : and, as I hinted 

of the page 617, of this volume, there is a before, they record nothing of what passed 
paper pinned to the leaf, upon which is at his examination, September 8th. 	It is 
writ as follows. 	" The lord Lundin secre- the more necessary I insert the conditions 
tary of state, as commissionate in the act Mr Carstairs obtained before he would 
above, did send in the underwritten certifi- give his declaration upon oath, as to the 
cafe to the clerks of council, dated at interrogatories above named. In his present 
Barnton October 1st 1684, the tenor where- circumstances, 	and after 	he 	had gone 
of follows. 	Whereas his majesty's honour- through the torture, he essayed to get the 
able privy council authorized me upon the best conditions possible, that any thing he 
terms mentioned in the foregoing act, to be should say should do no harm to others, and 
fulfilled by Mr Carstairs, to promise upon by his candour, precaution, and prudence he 
my word of honour, to procure him the obtained from the secretary the following 
conditionosandindemnity therein mentioned; conditions which were 	signed by them 
these are therefore to testify to all concern- both, and, upon the public faith of the 
ed, that the said Mr Carstairs bath fulfilled kingdom pledged in them, he prevailed 
his part, by answering upon oath all ques- 
tions proponed to him preceding this day. 

with himself to give his deposition. 

In 	witness 	whereof these presents are Conditicns Mr Carstairs had, Edinburgh 
subscribed., 

" DRUMMOND." 

castle,11684, under the secretary's hand. 
" That Mr Carstairs answer all interroga-

tories that shall be put to him, betwixt 
" In obedience to which actand certificate, 

the clerks of council delivered to the said 
and the first of October next, upon his 
great oath. 	The which being done, he 

Mr William Carstairs the act of council, of shall have his majesty's full pardon and 
the date of the sixth of September." 	And 
then in the register there follows a blank 

remission, for his life, limb, fortune, estate, 
and fame. 	That he shall never be brought 

for two pages in folio. 	Whether this was 
left to be filled up with the deposition of 

as witness against any person or judicatory, 
directly or indirectly, for any thing con- 

the Reverend Mr Carstairs, and its being tamed in his answers. 	And further, that 
printed iii so lame and maimed a manner the said Mr William Carstairs shall never 
prevented its being filled up, or, after it be interrogate in torture, or out of the 
was printed in so unfair a manner, that same, concerning any thing preceding the 
they were ashamed to insert in the registers date of this paper, after the day abov- 
e just copy of his deposition, with the cir- mentioned, except he himself shall 	be 
cumstances and extenuations he gave upon deleted as accessory, and that accession to 
oath, or what the occasion was, I cannot be after the date of this, or his remission. 
determine; but thus it stands in the council- And whereas the council, upon the con- 
books, and I find no more with relation siderations abovenamed, bath, by their act 
to him. September 6th, authorized me to give my • 

That I may give the reader all I have word of honour, and solemn promise, that 
further concerning Mr Carstairs, I shall so soon as the 	premises are fulfilled by 
add an account given by himself in a letter Mr Carstairs, I shall deliver him the colla- 
te his friends at the time of his depositions, 
for preventing, as he tells them, of lying 

oil's  act in those things, and in a convenient 
time thereafter, not exceeding a month, his 

aspersions upon Otimself, 	and satisfying majesty's pardon, in ample form, above ex- 
- them as to his conduct in this matter. 	The pressed : therefore I, by my promise, give 

reader will observe, that the council, in my faith to Mr Carstairs, in manner above 
their act of the sixth of September, deal expressed, time and plate above said." 
not so fairly as to insert the paper of con- ,. 
&hips agreed to by their delegate and Mr His depositions, without his knowledge, 
Carstairs, which they ought in justice to and to his grief, and scarce agreeable to 
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these conditions, were, in a few hours after he was interrogate; which, with 
they were made, printed by the managers, 1684. what fell out in Jerviswood's trial, 
and crying in the streets of Edinburgh. grieved him exceedingly, and he wrote a 
Mr Carstairs' candour was singular, and letter to his friends about this time, from 
such unfair dealing never entered in his which I shall give a few more hints, passing 
mind, otherwise he would have taken care many things already noticed, and with them 
to prevent it, if conditions would have end my account of this worthy person. 
bound those people, as indeed they did not. "He testifies his abhorrence of any design 
These printed depositions are lame, maimed, 
and unfair, as we have seen Mr Carstairs 

against the king or duke's life; that all his 
countrymen with whom he spake, were 

declaring, and therefore I shall not reprint free of any design against the king or 
them again; they are in every body's hand, 
and have been too often printed already. 

government, and that he frequently told 
the lords who came to him, this whole 

It was yet a great deal worse in the ad. 
vocate, to adduce the printed copy as an 

affair upon which he 	was questioned, 
amounted to no more than talk, without 

adminicle in Jerviswood's trial; and the so much as any formed design, and even 
reason he gives there for this, is but mere talking was much broke off, before the 
juggling, that though it was capitulate, he discovery of the plot. 	He showed them 
(Mr Carstairs) should not be adduced as a how unwilling he was to bring any man to 
witness, yet it was agreed, the depositions trouble, and that it could not but be very 
should be 	published. 	If the 	advocate grievous to him, to be forced to speak of 
mean any agreement among the council, 
it is perfect juggling; 	if he mean an 

any who had trusted him as 	a friend, 
especially when the business never came to 

agreement with Mr Carstairs, that worthy any bearing, or to that height as to be any 
person, while alive, still disclaimed this : way prejudicial to the government. 	" As 
and we see it is far from being in the con- to the objection made against him, that he 
ditions, but rather the plain contrary ; for had been so particular in his confessions; 
it was a poor matter to Mr Carstairs, not he says, that could not be escaped, his 
personally to be adduced as witness. 	If interrogatories were so particular, and he 
his declarations emitted were to militate upon oath." 	We have before noticed, how 
against others, he reckoned he was made a 
witness; and this was certainly an indirect 
making him a witness : and it appears most 

his extenuations were omitted; he adds, 
"that he had declared as to my lord Melvin, 
his great aversion to be any way concerned 

evidently from Mr Carstairs' own letter, 
that one condition offered him was, ` that 
nothing he said should be brought directly 

in that affair; and so fair was he, that he 
acknowledged he himself was the person, 
who, with difficulty, prevailed with my 

or indirectly against any man in trial.' 	And lord, to come to the meeting. 	As to old 
when he was solicited to appear before the 
judges, his answer was, 'he had rather 

Cesnock, he said, he was a man so cautious, 
and of so few words, they knew not what 

undergo many deaths, than accuse any of to make of him; that his son was much 
those worthy persons.' 	So that upon the upon the reserve ; that he had nothing to 
whole, I cannot but suspect that article in say of the lord Stair, and did not think he 
Jerviswood's printed trial, page 23. where had any knowledge of their meetings, and 
Mr Carstairs' depositions are said to be that he had never spoke with him upon 
renewed upon oath, the 22d of December, 
in presence of his majesty's privy council, 
as being directly contrary to the second 

that head: he commended Mr Stuart much , 
for his peaceable temper, and acknowledged 
his correspondence with him. " Thathe had 

and third conditions granted him. 	I find 
nothing of it in the council-registers. 

never conversed with the duke ofMonmouth, 
and what was in Holms' declaration was a 

Many reports were spread, and lying mistake; and, for any thing he knew, the 
stories told, as if Mr Carstairs should ha've' duke rather discouraged 	as encouraged 
spoken many things to the disadvantage of the affair; 	that Mr Carstairs *as much 
the noblemen and gentlemen about whom a stranger to the methods hi Scotland as 
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—104. tci this business, and could give no . - 	account of any ministers engaged in 

him they would keep their promise to an 
ace.' 

it. 	He commended Langshaw as a person Thus much I thought necessary for the 
very much for moderate measures, and ad- just vindication of the memory of one to 
dressing 	the 	king anent grievances : all whom the church of Scotland are under oh. 
this and much more, he says, he signified to ligations, whose character is so universally 
the lords of the committee present. 	In the 
same letter he regrets, that his depositions 

known, and savoury for every good thing, 
that I say no more of him. 	The people of 

were read in the criminal court, and says, 
that he was so far from knowing of it, that 

this time knew his character, and therefore 
they were so hard upon him when in their 

upon hearing of it he went and waited upon clutches ; and, by breach of condition, ad. 
some of the lords of council, and represent- duce what he had said in Jerviswood's pro. 
ed hiS deep concern on that account, and Less, as what they imagined would be of 
complained of it as a breach of their con- great weight, coming from Mr Carstairs.' 
ditions with him; and that the chancellor This is all the reason I have for insisting. so 
(upon reading the conditions) owned before long in setting this greatman's sufferings in 
the treasurer and others of the counsellors, 
that what was done, was indeed a breach 

their due light, arid come now forward to 
those of his dear friend andlellow sufferer. 

with him, an inadvertency, though without Mr Robert Bailie of Jerviswood, with 
arty design in the advocate; that the advo- 
cute himself, when Mr Carstairs waited on 

whose sufferings I shall end this section, 
was a gentleman who had the testimony of 

him, declared he was indisposed when the 
mimed transacted that affair, and did not 
fully know them. Whereupon Mr Carstairs 
gave him a copy of them, signifying to his 

some of the greatest men of this age, whom 

0" Mr Carstairs is a presbyterian clergyman, 
;who fled from Scotland; after 
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'14:4:id.ra way ;he could not well have an- in 1708, 1711, and 1715, and died on the 25th 
swere4.  them as a witness, and in a way Deer. that year. 	Few clergymen in the Scat. 

tish church have been more respected than Mr 
of priioof, and that the lords still assured carstaim—E4 
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I could name, for one of the best of men, 
and greatest of statesmen, and so was a very 
proper object of the fury of this period, and 

Jerviswood, for resetting, entertain- 1684. 
ing, and corresponding with rebels ; • 
and, as far as I can find, he was not able to ap- 

could scarce escape the rage and malice of pear before the council when they passed a 
the duke of York, and such as were with decreet against him, only he ordered his ad- 
him carrying on the plot against our reli- 
gion, reformation and liberty. Indeed he fell 

vocate to appear for him. 	Accordingly, 
September 4th, the council pass their decreet 

a sacrifice for our holy reformation, and re- fining him in six thousand pounds sterling. 
ceived the crown of martyrdom, upon the The decreet is very long, and would take up 
account of his zealous appearances against too much room here. 	In, short, it narrates 
popery and arbitrary power. 	I can never the libel given in against Jerviswood, which 
consider this great man, and several others 
in this and succeeding years, of the most 

consists mostly of the articles of his printed, 
indictment, upon which afterwards he suf- 

judicious and notable of our martyrs, ne- fered, and a charge of his converse and in- 
glected of design by the collectors of the tercommaning with the persons who will 
Cloud of Witnesses, but I must blame their just now come in; and then the libel is re- 
private and party temper. 	Jerviswood's ferred to his oath, which he refusing, they 
trial was published by the managers, and I pass sentence. 	The sum of all is this : 
may perhaps make some remarks after- 
wards upon it. 	I shall here give some. few 

" The lords of his majesty's privy council, 
having heard and considered the foresaid li- 

hints I meet with in the records, with re- bel, and the interrogatories given in by his 
lation to him, when before the council, of majesty's advocate, in order only to an ar- 
which there is nothing in his printed trial. bitrary punishment, to which his majesty's- 
Through his long confinement, and harsh advocate restricted the 	libel pro loco et 
treatment when in prison, this good man tempore, and reserved the bther articles of 
turned very sickly and tender ; and it was the libel to be pursued as law accords; and 
reckoned almost certain by all, that had the the council having appointeda committee to 
managers spared this gentleman a few weeks 
longer, they would have been rid of him by 

examine Mr Robert Bailie of Jerviswood, 
upon the said interrogatories, 	the tenor 

a natural death, and escaped the indelible whereof follows. 	Imo. Did you harbour 
blot of inhumanity and barbarity to so ex- 
cellent a person. 	He was evidently a dying 

or intercommune with Mr Samuel Arnot, 
Mr Gabriel Semple, Mr David Hume, Mr 

when tried before the justiciary, and was George Barclay, Mr William Gilchriit, Mr 
obliged to appear in his night-gown before Alexander Pedin, Mr John Hepburn, Mr 
them, and scarce able to stand when he John Rae, Mr James Kirkton, Mr Alexan- 
spake; and yet he was kept in thi pannel der Lennox, Mr David Jamison, Mr Thomas 
for ten hours, and behoved to take cordials Douglas, Mr Alexander Moncrief, Mr John 
several times ; and next day he was carried Welsh, Mr Richard Cameron, Mr Donald 
in a chair, in his night-gown, to the scaf- 
fold. 

Cargil, 	Denholm of Westshiels, 
Stuart of Cultness, James Stuart his 

By the council-books, I find, August 18th, brother, Mr Thomas Pellings, John Wil- 
" the lady Jerviswood is, upon her petition, 
allowed to see her dying husband, with the 

son in Lanark, Mr John Menzies of Hang-
ingshaw, Michael Lamb in Lanark, David 

physicians, but to speak nothing to him but Barclay surgeon in Edinburgh? 	2do. Did 
what they/hear and are witnesses to." 	I 
am of opinion this low state of his health 

you reset Alexander Tweedie your gardener, 
after Bothwell-bridge ? 	And the said com- 

put the managers at first off the design of mittee having gone to the tolbooth, and de- 
processing him criminally; and to secure sired the said Jerviswood to answer upon 
his estate, while he is dying a natural death, 
brought on by their maletreatment, they 

oath to the said interrogatories, and he 
having refused to depone, the said lords do 

raise a process in order to fine him to the hold him as confessed, and guilty in regard 
value of £6000 sterl. 	Thus, August 30th, 
the council order the advocate to pursue 

of his refusing to depone, reserving to his 
majesty's advocate 	to pursue the 	other 

iv. 	 o 
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1684 crimes libelled, and whereof the said present being so sick and weak, as he is not 
Jerviswood is now holden as confess- able to come over his bed without being 

ed, aslaw accords, and have fined, andfine the lifted, as appears by the testimony of ply. 
said taint' of Jerviswood in the sum of six 
thousand pounds, sterling money, for the 

sicians ; wherefore he humbly supplicates, 
that the council may prorogate the diet to 

crimes whereupon he is holden as confessed, 
to be paid to his majesty's cash-keeper for his 

some competent time, and allow him In-
yers, viz. Sir Patrick flume, Mr Walter 

majesty's use. Which sentence was intimat- Pringle, Mr James Graham, Mr William 
ed to Mr Walter Pringle his procurator." Fletcher, Mr 	James 	Falconer, and Mr 

We shall hear more just now of such un- William Bailie." 	The council refuse to 
accountable fines imposed upon gentlemen, prorogate the diet, "but grant him the ad:  
to the real value of their estates, but in a vocates he seeks, and allow them to plead 
little time the managers go on to hunt for 
his precious life. 	September 10th, the 

without hazard, they containing themselre, 
in their pleadings in the terms of law and 

council give orders to remove the lady loyalty, 	as 	they 	will 	answer at 	their 
Graden his sister, and the lady Jerviswood peril." 
from his room in prison, they being inform- This is all I meet with in the council• 
ed he is recovered of his indisposition. 	We books concerning Jerviswood. 	I shall now 
shall find this was but a very slender re- give the reader an abstract of this excellent 
covery, and that afterwards he grew worse, 
in part, no doubt, from his being deprived 
of the care of these excellent ladies; and 

person's trial, from the justiciary records; 
the principal papers being already printed, 
I shall only give the substance of them. 

November 6th, the lady Graden is allowed Upon December 23d, when, as I have ekes- 
to be close prisoner with Jerviswood, be- dy remarked, this *orthy gentleman was 
cause of his valetudinary condition. in a dying condition, and could not hare 

Ile continued in prison still weaker and lived many days, he was carried in before 
weaker, till December 18th, when I find 
the king's advocate is ordered to pursue a 

the justiciary, where his indictment is read, 
bearing, " that notwithstanding conspiring 

process of treason and forfeiture, against to overturn the government, or concealing 
Mr Robert Bailie of Jerviswood, to morrow. 
at two of the clock, and Sir George Lock- 

and not revealing any treasonable design, 
project, or discourse tending thereto, or as- 

hart of Carnwath, and Sir John Lauder sisting, aiding, or abetting such as have any 
advocates, are appointed to concur with the such designs, infer the pains of treason by 
king's advocate in the process. 	I need not act 3. parl. 1. Jam. I. act 37. parl. 2. Jam. L 
again remark, that this was to prevent and 144 act, part. 12. Jam. VI. and act. I. 
Jerviswood's employing them in defence of sess. 1. cart. 1. Char. IL and act 2. sess. 2. 
Lis just rights. 	However, the time was part. 1. Char. II. and act 2. parl. 3. Char. IL 
exceeding short, and therefore, though it Nevertheless the pannel traitorously design- 
seems to be yet the more straitening to him, 
the libel and indictment were not put in 

ed to debar his royal highness his majesty's 
only brother, from his right of succession; 

his hands till the 22d. 	Upon the 23d of in order to which be endeavoured to get 
December, Jerviswood gives in a petition to himself elected one of the commissioners 
the council, showing, " that only yesterday for settling a colony in Carolina, that he 
be received an indictment of treason at might thereby have better access to treat 
eleven of the clock, to appear before the with the earls of Shaftsbury, lord Russel 
justiciary this day at two of the clock in the and others, who had entered into a conspir• 
afternoon, which is so short a time, that the acy in England against his majesty's person 
petitioner has got no litwyers consulted, nor 
time to raise his letters of exculpation for 

and government, and with colonel RumsaY, 
Walcot and others, who had conspired the 

proving his defences and objections against murder of the king and his brother, and 
the witneesesv  as is allowed by the act of went to England himself to push forward 
regulation, and the ordinary time in such the people of England, who, he said, did 
eases is fifteen days ; and the petitioner at nothing but talk ; and after he had settled 
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a correspondence here, did transact with 
the said conspirators to get a sum of money 

by the advocate. 	It was further al- 
leged for Jerviswood, that the har-1681. 

to the late earl of Argyle a declared traitor, 
for raising a rebellion, and did chide the 

bouring, entertaining, and intercommuning 
with the persons named is res hactenus fu- 

English conspirators 	for not sending it dicata, and the pannel already fined by the 
seasonably. 	And among many other meet- council in a vast sum upon that account. 
in; at London, January, February, March, The advocate restricts his libel to the patinas 
April, or May, 1683, for carrying on the said entering into a conspiracy for raising rebel- 
traitorous design, had one in his own chain- lion, and for procuring money to be sent to 
ber, where were the lord Melville, Sir John the earl of Argyle, and concealing, and not 
Cochran, Cesnock elder and younger, with revealing this. 	It is replied, that Jervis- 
Mr William. Veitch a declared traitor, and wood's corresponding with Argyle at any 
did treat of sending the foresaid money, and time since his _forfeiture, 	was expressly 
the Scots upon attemptingany thing for their propounded as an interrogatory before the 
own relief, their getting horse from England, 
and sent down Mr Robert Martin from that 
meeting, to prevent any rising in Scotland 
till it should be seasonable. 	Which Robert 

council, and that not only by himself but 
likewise by major Holms, Mr Carstairs, 
West, Shepherd, Rumbold, and Rumsey, 
and refers it to a double of the act of coun- 

did treat with Polwarth and others, about cil writ by the clerk's servant, and to my 
securing the officers of state, castles, and for- 
ces in Scotland, and putting their associates 

lord advocate's oath ; and as to Mr Veitch, 
he was not declared rebel. 	Sir John 

in readiness to assist the earl of Argyle. Lauder for the king, oppones the council 
That he did correspond with Fergusson, decreet, where no such interrogatory was 
Armstrong, Rumsay, and Walcot, who were put to the pannel, which must bear more 
privy to the horrid patt of the conspiracy : faith than any scroll, and cannot be taken 
at least he corresponded with the late earl away by his majesty's advocate's oath, to 
of Argyle, and Mr William Veitch, declared the king's prejudice; and adds, Mr Veitch 
traitors, wherethrough he was committed, 
and is guilty of the crimes of high treason 

was forfeited 1667, and 1663: the forfeiture 
was ratified in parliament. 	To this it is 

and rebellion." replied, that he does not appear to be the 
Jerviswood's advocates pled, that 	he person named in the act of parliament, and 

ought not to pass to the knowledge of an though he were, he came home since, and 
assize, because he had not gotten a citation all the punishment inflicted on him, was 
of fifteen days, and was precluded his ex- banishment, not to return under pain of 
culpation ; and by act of parliament, all pan- 
nels before the criminal court are allowed 

death, which took off any former punishment, 
and it was no crime to intercommune with 

to raise precepts of exculpation, Which sup- him, especially in another kingdom; and 
poses a competent time, not here allowed. by the act of council 1683, the conversing 
This the king's advocate, in his criminals, 
title Of Libels, allows, and the lords decided 

with declared traitors is restricted to arbi- 
trail. punishment. 	The advocate oppones 

it in the case of Robertson 1673, who albeit the doom of forfeiture, and the proclamation 
he got his libel in prison, by an interlocutor of council. 
behoved to have fifteen days. 	The advocate 
oppones the constant tract of decisions, and 

The lords sustain the libel, as restricted, 
relevant, and repel the defences, and the 

says, that act of parliament is only in cases assize are sworn ; and for probation the earl 
where a summons or libel is to be raised; of Tarras is first adduced, against whom 
but here there is only an indictment, nor Jerviswood's advocates object, that he is 
was exculpation sought before the trial, 
which is the case in the act. 	However 

socius criminis, and by 34 cap. stat. 2 Rob. 
I. and likewise undet an indictment of high 

it is plain, decisions can never prove any treason, and being under the impressions of 
thing against law. 	And Jerviswood, as we fear and death, ought not to be admitted. 
heard, petitioned for exculpation: yet the The advocate answers, that in conspiracies 
lords repel the defence for the reasons given socii criminis have still been admitted, be. 
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1684. cause 	no 	other witnesses can be 
had, and the earl bath not, and never 

These reasonings were so strong, that the 
publisher of Jerviswood's process takes no- 

sought any security for his deponing. 	The tice on the margin, as if he had been con- 
lawyers for the pannel reply, the statute of scions the earl ought not to have been ad. 
king Robert stands in full force, and ubi mated, that he depones nothing different 
Fez non distinguit, non est distinguendum ; from the other two witnesses, who deponed 
besides, the earl is incarcerate for the same the same things against the earl, for which 
crime, and under an indictment of high he was forfeited, so that there could be no 
treason hath thrown himself upon the king's 
mercy, and cannot be witness, seeing the 

ground of suspicion from his circumstances, 
which might be easily 	answered. 	This 

king may give him his life or not, and in might be a laid and concerted thing, and I 
such circumstances a witness was never ad- doubt not but it was ; and since the earl 
witted. 	Yea, the earl a Tarras is to be was convict by confession, there was no 
considered as condemned for the crime of need of witnesses, but ex abundanti to co- 
treason, seeing he fully and amply confessed lour the design the better. 
the crime, and never any body allowed, that 
damnatus criminis lmsce majestatis, could be 

However, the lords repel all objections, 
and call the earl as a witness. 	His deposi- 

admitted as a witness, for which he adduceth tion, and that of commissary Monro, Phil- 
many lawyers. Sir George Lockhart for the iphaugh, and Gallowshiels, have been more 
king oppones, that socii criminis are admit- than once printed, not only in Jerviswood's 
ted witnesses in omnibus, criminibus excep- process, but in Sprat's history of the Rye- 
tis, which is agreed to by all lawyers ; and house plot, and I shall not here enter on the 
that the earl of Tarras hath submitted to detail of them. 	They prove that Jervis- 
the king's mercy, is no more but socius 
criminis; and if this objection stood, con- 

wood being in hazar 	as all the nation were, 
of oppression, after Me unaccountable deci- 

jurations of treason could never be proven. sion in Blackwood's case, went up to Lon- 
Another of Jerviswood's lawyers repones, 
that there are some objections competent 

don, and did speak and talk anent methods 
to bring in the king to exclude a popish 

against witnesses, even in criminibus ex- successor ; and that they discoursed like- 
ceptis, for example, that he is a capital ene- wise upon money to be sent to the earl of 
my, and sub potestate accusatoris, and so Argyle, and Mr Martin in May 1683, came 
the earl of Tarras is by his submission and down to Scotland with some proposals to 
confession; and he having submitted his 
life and fortime to tine king, is in the case 

the earl of Tarras, Philiphaugh, Gallon,  
shiels, and some others, to engage them to 

of a witness, who absolutely depends upon a rising, when England rose for the secs- 
his majesty's advocate the pursuer, and in rity of the protestant religion ; but as to a 
a private process testes domestici, and such design Against the king's life, nothing of 
as entirely depend on a person, will not be that was known to any of them. 	Most 
admitted; and as to the argument, that at part of them relate to the plot, as it was 
this rate the guilty person must escape, the called, and design then in hand, and very 
answer 	is 	plain, his majesty's advocate little militates against Jerviswood in par- 
might have pursued the pannel before he ticular. 	They all adhere judicially to their 
had pursued the witness; but now the ter- depositions made before the lords of the 
ror of a process of treason cannot but have secret committee. 
influence on him as a witness. 	In short, 
they urged that none under infamia juris 

As an adrninide of probation, the advo-
cate produces the printed copy of Mr Car- 

can be admitted, no more than a person stairs' deposition, and the 	clerks depone 
convict and condemned, even in the case of they collationed the printed copy with the 
treason ; but the earl is materiallyconvict, 
whe4i after an indictment he confesseth ; 

original, and the lords ordain it to be taken 
in as an adminicle ; and they give it a title 

and never a lawyer asserted, that a person very injurious to Mr Carstairs, and con- 
convict of treason could be admitted a wit- trait' to their own conditions granted him. 
ness. ' The deposition of Mr William Carstairs, 
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when he was examined before the lords of 
the secret committee, given in by him, and 

proof enough to forfeit some of all 
1681. ranks, and insists upon the witnesses 

renewed upon oath, upon the 22d of De- beingJerviswood's relations; and if he be not 
cember 1684, in the presence of his majes- punished, no man can ; the conspiracy is a 
ty's privy council.' 	This looks as if Mr cheat, the king's judges murderers, and the 
Carstairs had voluntarily renewed his depo- witnesses knaves, and such as have died, mar- 
sition, December 22d, with an eye to his tyrs. He goes on to aggravate the designed 
dear friend, Jerviswood's trial now coming 
on, than which nothing is more injurious 

invasion and civil war which would ensue, 
and most calumniously insinuates, that the 

to this worthy person. 	The matter was pannel was privy to Burn's design to kill 
this, as appears by what is above inserted, 
and the account that reverend and singular 

the king: whereas the reader will observe 
in Burn's deposition, that Jerviswood was 

candid person gave me more than once in with them merely about the money to be 
conversation. 	Mr Carstairs was their pri- transmitted to Holland. 	He reproaches 
soner, and he is brought into town a few him with being nephew and son-in-law to 
days before Jerviswood's trial, and dealt the lord Wariston, which, I believe, Jervis- 
with most earnestly to be a witness against wood reckonedagreat honourandhappiness, 
Jerviswood, which he rejected with abhor- 
rence, and put them in mind of the condi- 
tions granted him, and the breach of faith 

and alleges he was ringleader in Scotland, 
and guilty of treason as much as Blackwood, 
whom he might have been ashamed to 

in•this proposal. He was again urged but to mention. 
appear before thelorclsof justiciary, andown Then the probation is summed up with 
judicially that he.had emitted the deposi- much cunning, and many stretches. Among 
tions signed by his *wn hand, at a time other things he alleges Mr Carstairs' friend- 
when Jerviswood was not present; he told ship for Mr Bailie, as an argument of the 
them, he would suffer any thing before he truth of his deposition, which was emitted 
would do so mean a thing. 	Mr Carstairs when he knew it was to be used against 
was positive, that as far as he could mind, 
he was never before the council; but when 

Jerviswood. 	After what bath been narrated, 
the reader will very much question the 

dealt with by the chancellor, Queensberry truth of this, Mr Carstairs provided ex- 
and some others, and had flatly refused the pressly against it, and unless he knew the 
two former proposals, the original papers people about him to be faithless and villan- 
signed by him in the castle being produced, 
he did own what he could not get by, that 
those were his subscriptions, and put them 

ous, he could not know this. 	He insists 
again upon the-clearness of the probation, 
that Jerviswood was accessory to Argyle's 

in mind of the conditions upon which he design of invading his country, and adduces 
had made those declarations, and expected Rathillet's case, wherein he says, there 
they should not be brought against any per- was but one witness, and that of two men 
son, as they had promised, and so left them, before the circuit at Glasgow, against whom 
And this is all that was attested by the there were no witnesses of their killing 
chancellor, Queensberry and the rest; yet two of the guard, but only their not dis- 
they were sustained as an adminicle. 	Shop- claiming the guilt, and putting the court on 
herd's and Burn's declarations were produc- 
ed,and this was all the proof. 

proof; and urges Duchal's case, and says, 
if a gentleman was lately found guilty of 

Before the assize inclosed the advocate high treason, by the opinion of all the 
had a most bloody and severe speech to lords of the session, for not revealing that 
them, wherein every thing is stretched to Sir John Cochran 	sought fifty pounds 
the uttermost against the pannel. 	I shall sterling from him, though he refused the 
not insert it here since it is already pub- same, and though he believed it was sought 
lished. 	In short, he urges the appointment for a charitable subsistence, what deserves 
of a thanksgiving, for the discovery of the this pannel who sought thirty thousand 
conspiracy, through the nations, the prat- pounds sterling? thus we see precedents 
tice of the judges in England, who found made of their own iniquitous and unpre- 
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cedented practices. 	The advocate common form ; which was prono.unced for 
1684. closes all by showing, he insisted not doom." 

so much upon this probation to convince the Thus this saint of God is 'tasted away to 
assize, as the world, that there was a con- his Father's house. In two days' time they 
spiracy ; and indeed this speech seems con- begin and end his process, and executed hire 
trived on purpose to stretch every thing as if they had been in fears of being pre- 
against Jervis wood. vented by a natural death. 	His carriage 

I wish I could give as good an account 
of the moving speech Mr Bailie had to the 

was most sedate, courageous, and christian, 
after his sentence, and during the few hours 

inquest, and the home thrusts he gave the he had to live. 	And at his execution he 
advocate ; but I can only say, he appealed- was in the greatest serenity of soul possible 
to the advocate's conscience, whether he 
was not satisfied as to his innocence, and 

almost for a person on this side of heaven, 
though extremely low in his body. He pre- 

bad not owned so much to himself; which pared a speech to have delivered on the 
the other acknowledged, but added, he scaffold, but was hindered. 	Under the 
acted now by order from the government; prospect of this he left copies 	with his 
and to- the advocate and judges, he, like a friends, and it deserves a room here, as con- 
dying man, most pathetically disclaimed taming a short and distinct view of his 
any access to, or knowledge of any design 
against the king or his brother's life; but 

case. 	- 

.added, if his life must go for his essays to The last speech of ilfr Robert Bailie of 
prevent a popish succession, he owned Jerviswood, who died at Ow cross of 
them, and heartily parted with his life as a Edinburgh, December. 24th, 1684. 
testimony against a papist's mounting the " Having received %oh usage as I have 
throne. done, and having got so short time, it can- 

When all this is over, the assize are not be expected from me in reason that I 
ordered tainclose, and bring in their verdict should say much. 	Only for my own via- 
tir-morrow by nine of the clock ; which 
was done, and is as follows. 	"The assize 

dication, and the vindication of my religion, 
I do testify and declare in the- sight of the 

in one voice finds the crimes of art and part omniscient God, and as I hope for mercy 
in the conspiracy and plot libelled, and of on• the day of Christ's appearance, that I 
concealing and not revealing the same, 
clearly proven against Mr Robert Bailie 

was never conscious to 	any conspiracy 
against the life of his sacred majesty, or 

the pannel, in respect of depositions of the life of his royal highness the duke of 
witnesses and adminicles adduced. Albany and York, or the life of any other 

" STRATHUORE, Chancel." 

Upon the opening of the verdfct, " the 

person whatsomever. 	That I was never 
conscious to any plot in any of the nations, 
for the overthrow and subversion of the 

lords decerned and adjudged the said Mr government ; and that I designed nothing 
Robert Bailie of Jerviswood, to be taken in all my public appearances, which have 
to the market-cross of Edinlnith, this 24th been few, but the preservation of the pro- 
day of December, betwixt two and four in testant religion, the safety of his majesty's 
the afternoon, and there to be hanged on a person, the continuation of our ancient go- 
gibbet till he be dead, and his head to be vernment upon the foundations of justice 
cut off, and his body to be quartered in and righteousness, the redressing of our 
four, and his head to be affixed upon the just grievances by king and parliament, the 
nether-bow port of Edinburgh, one of his relieving of the oppressed, and putting a 
quarterp.:on...the -tolbooth of Jedburgli, 
another on the tolbooth of Lanark, a third 

stop to the shedding of blood. 	As for my 
principles with relation to government, they 

on.tbe tolbuoth of Ayr, and a fourth on 
the tolbooth of Glasgow, and' ordain his 

are such, as I ought not to be ashamed of, 
being consonant to the word of God, the 

name4  %fame, -memory, and honours, to be 
extinct, his blood to be tainted, &c. as in 

confessions of faith of the reformed churches, 
the rules of policy, reason, and humanity. 
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" I die a member of the church of Scot- 
land, as it was constitute in its best and 

my sufferings have been sharpest, my 1684  
spiritual joys and consolations have 

purest time under presbytery, judging that been greatest. Let none be afraid of the cross 
form of government most conducing to piety of Christ, his cross is otir greatest glory. Let 
and godliness, and most suitable for this na- • all who love God insincerity, prepare for the 
tion. 	I die a hater of popish idolatry and hardest of suffering, for fire and gibbets ; 
superstition. 	The faint zeal I have had the aversion that is in all to the cross of 
against popery, and for the preservation of Christ, is the bane of our professors. 	I am 
the protestant religion in this nation, hath much afraid, that Christ will be put to open 
brought me to this condition. 	I am very shame in Scotland, and will be crucified 
apprehensive popish idolatry will be the afresh, and his precious blood accounted 
plague of Scotland. 	God open the eyes of unholy and polluted, and that Christ, in 
his people, to consider the hazard they, are his members, may be buried for a while in 
in of popery. 	It seems the generation is the nation; yet I have good ground of hope 
fitted for it, and all the engines of hell have to believe, that the Sun of righteousness 
been made use of to debauch the consciences will yet shine again, with healing under his 
of people, that they may be fitted for idola- wings. 	Oh that God would awaken his 
try and superstition. 	Men are compelled remnant while it is to-day, that they may 
to take contradictory oaths, that they may consider what belongs to their peace. 	Woe 
believe things that have a contradiction in will be to them that are instrumental to 
them. banish Christ out of the land, and blessed 

" I know I will not be allowed to speak are they who are instrumental, by a gospel 
what I would, and therefore I will say little. conversation, and continual wrestling with 
I bless God this day, that I know whom 1 God, to keep Christ in the nation. 	He is 
have believed, and Avhom I have coin- the glory of a land, and if we could but love 
mitted my soul as unto a faithful keeper. him, he could not part with us. 	Woe be to 
1 know I am going to my God and chief them that would rather banish Christ out 
joy. 	My soul blesseth God and rejoiceth of the land than love him. 	God pour out 
in him, that death cannot separate betwixt 
me and my God. 	I leave my wife and 

his Spirit plenteously on his poor remnant, 
that they may give God no rest till he make 

children upon the compassionate and mer- his Jerusalem the joy and praise of the 
ciful heart of my God, having many reiter- whole earth. 
ated assurances that God will be my God, 
and the portion of mine. 	I bless and adore 
my God, that death for a long time bath 

"I have no more time, but they who love 
God I hope have minded me in my affliction, 
and do mind me now, and will mind my 

been no terror to me, but rather much de- wife and children. 	I go with joy to him 
sired; and that my blessed Jesus hath taken 
the sting out of it, and made it a bed of 

who is the joy and bridegroom of my soul, 
to him who is the Saviour and Redeemer of 

roses to all that have laid hold on him by my soul. 	I go with rejoicing to the God of 
faith, which worketh by love. my life, to my portion and inheritance, to 

" My soul bleeds for the deplorable condi- 
tion of the church of Scotland; we are los-
ing the gospel, having fallen from our first 

the husband of my soul. 	Come, Loan."* 

* "The character of Jerviswood was very 
love and zeal, therefore God is threatening 
to spew us out of his mouth. 	Oh that my 

high. Dr Owen, who was acquainted with him, 
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have had sharp sufferings fora considerable ' wpraayctsioce andin  of the courts of the inquisition, that 
time, and yet I must say, to the common- one is tempted to think that the steps taken in 
dation of the grace of God, my sufferingit 
time bath been my best time; and when 

were suggested by one well studied if not 
practised in them.' "—Scots IN•thzes, p. 443. 
Glas. edit. 1828.—Ed. 
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1684. 	I have several circumstances of this There are some other noblemen and gee. 
excellent person's carriage, during tlemen 1 meet with this year in the council. 

the trial and execution,too large to be insert registers, attacked for the plot, as the earl 
here. When his sentence was intimated, he of Torras, who, as we have heard, was in- 
said, "mylords,the time is short, the sentence •dieted before he was made use of as a wit 
is sharp, but I thank my God who hath made ness against Jerviswood, and the laird of 
me as fit to die, as ye are to live." 	When 
sent back to his room in the prison, after 
sentence, he leaned over on the bed, and 

Polwart, since the revolution chancellor 

of Linlithgow to speak a few words, not being 
fell into a wonderful rapture of joy, from able to any much because of his great weakness. 

Which being granted, he spoke to this purpose: 
the assurance he had, that in a few hours That the sickness now upon him in all human 
he would be inconceivably happy. 	Being, appearance would soon prove mortal, and be 
after a little silence, asked how he was, he could not live many days;  but he found he scar 

intended for a public sacrifice in his life and 
answered, "Never better,' and in a few hours estate; that he would say nothing as to the jut. 
I'll be well beyond all conception; .they are tice of their lordships' interlocutor, and was 

'sorry his trial had given them so much and long 
going to send me in pieces and quarters trouble, by staying so long in the court, it being 
through the country; they may hag and 
hew my body as they please, but I know 

then past midnight. 	And then addressed him- 
self to the assize, telling them, he doubted not, 
but they would act as men of honour; that there 

assuredly nothing shall be lost, but all these 
my 'members shall be wonderfully gathered, 
and made like Christ's glorious 	body." 

were hard things in the depositions of the wit-
nesses against him, which was to be their rule, 
and that nothing he could say was to prevail with 
them ; yet for the exoneration of his own con. 

When at the scaffold, he was not able to go science, and that his poor memory and family 
might not suffer unjustly, he behoved to say, 

up the ladder without support. 	When on that the most material witnesses were correspoo. 
it, he said, "My faint zeal for the protes- dents, and life might be precious to some; that 
tent religion has brou ht me to this end g 	 ;„ one of them was very happy in a memory, yet 

he was sure there were some things said .to be 
and the drums interrupted him. 	Their spite spoken in a meeting where he was, which, he 

vas 	positive, were not_ at lenet while he was against his body was very great, and I am there ; withal he most heartily forgave them. 
told the quarters of it lay in the thieves- But there is one thing, says he, which vexes me 
hole for three weeks, before they were extremely, and wherein 1 am injured to the ut-

most degree, and that is for a plot to cut off the 
placed as in the sentence.* king and his royal highness, and that I sat up 

• nights to form a declaration to palliate or justify 
such a villany. 	I am in probability to appear, 
in some hours, before the tribunal of the Brest * In the addenda to Wodrow's History, in- 

sorted by the author at the commencement of Judge, and, in presence of your lordships and all 
vol. ii. of the first edition, we have the following here, 	1 solemnly declare, that 	never was I 
particulars regarding ierviswood: 	After the prompted, or privy to any such thing, and that 
case of that singular person Mr Bailie of Jer- I abhor and detest all thoughts or principles for 
viswood was printed off, I received a narrative 
of some further circumstances of his trial from 

touching the life and blood of his sacred majesty, 
or his royal brother. 	1 was ever for monarchi- 

st worthy friend of mine who was present, and cal government. 	And 	then looking 	directly 
a mournful spectator. 	What passed made so upon the king's advocate, ho said, ' My lord, I 
deep impression upon him, that he is distinct as think it very strange you charge me with such 
to the very words and phrases that were used, 
and I thought they deserved a room here. 

abominable things; you may remember, that 
when you came to me in prison, you- told me 

"Jerviswood being much indisposed, came to such things were laid to my charge, but that 
the bar of the justiciary in his night-gown, at- 
tended by his sister, who several times gave him 

you did not believe them. 	How then, my lord, 
come you to lay such a stain upon me, with so 

cordials, he being so ill as he was obliged to sit much violence. arc you now convinced in your 
down on a stool. 	He heard all very patiently; conscience, that I am more guilty than before? 
only when 	was reading his long narra- You may remember what passed betwixt us in 
Live, Jerviswood would now and then look up.. prison.' 	The whole audience fixed their eyes 
wards, and hold up his bands. 	When the upon the advocate, who appeared in no small 
declarations and affidavits that came from Eng_ confusion, and said, ' Jerviswood, I own what 
land were read; be appeared' to be in some you say, my thoughts there were as a private 
concern, and said, Oh, oh! staring upon the man ; but what I say here is by special direction 
king's advocate. 	But when the advocate, in his of the 	privy council • 	and,' 	pointing to Sir 
discourse to the assize, insisted on those declare- William Paterson, clerk, added, ' he knows my 

.. 	 tions and affidavits, and enlarged more fully orders.' 	' Well',  says Jerviswood, ' if your 
pen them than in the:speech be paused print lordship have one conscience for yourself, and 

' n.Jerviswood's trial, then lerviswood stared 
c'arim very broad, and appeared to be very much 

another for the council, I pray God forgive you, 
I do.' 	And turning to the ,justice-general, he 

toubled. 	After the advocate had ended his said, 4  my lord, I 	trouble your lordships no 
discourse, Jerviswood desired liberty of the earl further.' —Ed. 
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of Scotland, and king's commissioner, and to insert, and I only take in the 
Pringle of Torwoodlie, and some others; 
but their processes not being brought to an 
issue till next year, I reserve them till then, 
that we may have a full view of all which 

commission.and instructions. 	168. 

Commission for Jitsticiary,and instructions, 
September 6th, 1684. 

concerns them. " Charles, &c. to all and sundry our lieges 
and subjects whom it effeirs, greeting : for- 

SECT. V. 

Of the Procedure at the Circuit-courts, 

asmuch as, albeit the many endeavours used 
by us to reclaim the disaffected and disor-
derly people, in several of the western and October, 1684. southern shires of this our kingdom, have 

HAVING given a pretty large account of not been so effectual as the gentleness of 
the procedure of the council and justiciary our government, and the interest of all con- 
this year, and their processes against many cerned gave us ground to hope; but on the 
particular noblemen, gentlemen, ministers, 
and others, it remains that I consider the 

contrary, they continue in rebellious con-
vocations, and seditious conventicles, and 

more extensive oppression of the western other 	disorderly 	practices, 	without any 
and southern shires, by the circuit-courts at competent. endeavours used by those con- 
Glasgow, Ayr, Dumfries, and Wigtoun, to- cerned in the several shires, either conform 
wards the end of this year; and the exor- to our standing laws or late proclamations : 
bitant fines imposed upon many gentlemen yet we being still resolved to prosecute all 
after those, will afford matter tor another 
section by itself. 	I shall here resume no- 

just means for securing our royal power, 
and the safety of our people, have thought 

thing of the general forms and methods used expedient, that before more severe remedies 
before and at those arbitrary courts, these be tried, with advice of the lords oflour 
having been narrated on the former years; privy council, hereby to empower some of 
but I shall, from the registers, give their our privy council to go to several shires and 
commission and instructions, and some view places. 	And 	particularly 	the 	duke of 
of their severities from written accounts Hamilton, our treasurer-depute, and jus- 
come to my hands, which may be depended tice-clerk, to the shires of Clydesdale, Hen- 
on, and indeed contain but a very small part 
of the hardships they put upon people who 

frew, and Dumbarton ; the earl of Marr, 
lord 	Livingstone, 	and lieutenant-general 

came before them; but these are all I can Drummond, to the shire of Ayr; our trea- 
now glean up at this distance of time, there surer-principal, the lord Drumlanark, and. 
being no registers of these itinerant courts, 
that I can meet with. 

colonel Graham of Claverhouse,to Dumfries 
and Wigton, and the stewartries of Annan- 

Those circuits, we see, come about an- dale and Kirkcudbright; the earl of Bat- 
rurally, and, generally speaking, they are in carras, lord Tester, William Hay of Drum- 
the recess of session and justiciary, in the 
harvest quarter, when the managers took 

elzier, to the shires of Roxburgh, Selkirk, 
Peebles, and Merse. 	With full power to 

the diversion of the country, and they were them, or any two of them, within the shires 
very careful to fill up that part of the year and districts foresaid, to act as commission- 
in carrying on the persecution, which, dur- ers of our justiciary, in all matters criminal; 
lug the rest of the months, they managed at and for that effect, to affix and hold crimi- 
Edinburgh. 	In August, these courts were nal courts, create• clerks, call assizes, &c. 
agreed upon at London, upon application (as in former commissions above insert,) 
from the bishops and managers here; and, as fully as the commissioners of our justi- 
September 6th, the king's letter is read, or- ciary have done, or may do. 	And to the 
dering the council to appoint the following effect, the design of this commission against 
commission to be given to the underwritten disorderly and irregular persons may be the 
persons in their several districts. 	The. better prosecute, we do empower them to 
commission runs just in the terms of the hold courts, and in these courts to call and 
king's letter, which therefore it is needless 

tv. 	1 

convene all persons guilty of conventicles, 
P 
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withdrawing from public ordinances, 
1684. disorderly baptisms and marriages, 

and such like disorders and irregularities ; 
and to take their oath, examine witnesses 

wise concerned by our laws and proclama-
tions, according to the tenor thereof; and 
the husbands of such wives as are guilty, 
and have not done their endeavours in terms 

against them, pronounce sentences, and the of our letter, bearing date the 	day 
same to due execution cause be put, by im- of 
prisonment, or other legal diligence, con- " 5. You shall give account to our secret 
form to the laws of this realm. 	And gen- committee, of all persons who have fled from 
erally to act and do conform to the tenor of their habitations, whether by retiring out 
the instructions herewith given by us, or of the kingdom, or removing to other places 
which shall hereafter be given by us, our to evite just sentences. 
privy council, or secret committee of our "6. You shall examine the indulged min- 
privy council, as fully and freely in all res- inters on their instructions, and remove such 
pects as a quorum of our privy council, if as have transgressed, and imprison them till 
they were present. 	All persons are ordered they find security not to preach or exercise 
to attend the lords justices, as in common any part of the ministerial office, or other- 
form; and this commission to endure till 
the first of December next, unless we think 

wise to remove from our three kingdoms, 
under caution not to return without special 

fit to prorogate the same. 	Given under our allowance from us or our privy council ; 
signet at Edinburgh, September 6th, 1684." and such as refuse to find caution in man-

ner foresaid, you shall send them in prison- 
Follow instructions upon the foresaid corn- ers to our privy council, or their committee 

mission. at Edinburgh. 
" Charles R. 	1. You shall disarm all "7. You shall diligently search for the 

heritors who have not taken the test, and heritors, inciters, promoters, or concurrers 
all the commons, excepting the militia ; and to the late rebellions, the intercommuners 
if any shall conceal arms, or refuse to de- 
pone thereupon, when by you required, 
you shall fine the heritors in one year's 

with such, or resetters of them, and others, 
not heritors, guilty of the said crimes, since 
July l st, 1683. 

rent, the tenants in one year's rent of their " 8. You shall stop and secure all pedlars 
respective farms; the servants, and cottars, 
and, tradesmen, are to be fined according to 

who have not passes, according to the tenor 
of our last proclamation, and secure them 

their substance. 	. till they find caution for their good behavi- 
" 2. You are to follow such instructions our. 

as we or our privy council shall give you, 
as to the value of horses, and the persons 

" 9. You shall stop all posts who carry 
letters, except such who are allowed by our 

to whom they are to be allowed within the post-master general. 
districts. " 10. You shall commune with rebels, to 

"3. You shall seize all preachers,chaplains, 
or such as exercise as chaplains, who are 

bring them to obedience, upon their address 
for pardon, and you shall acquaint our se- 

not authorized by the bishops, and send cret committee with their proposals, and 
them to our privy council to be disposed of what passes betwixt you and them; and in 
as they think fit and see cause. order thereunto, you are allowed to give 

"4. You shall punish, according to law, 
all persons guilty of ecclesiastic disorders, 
either men or women, and you shall put 

them safe conducts. 
" 11. You shall command the forces as-

signed to you by our privy council, accord- 
our proclamations, especially that of the ing to the necessity of our service. 

day of 	, in execution, 
against all who are guilty of conventicles, 
or concerned in them, as concealers and 

" 12. You shall turn out all the wives and 
children of the forfeited persons and fugi-
dyes, from their habitations, if it shall ap- 

not discoverers, negligent heritors, sheriffs, 
baffles, and other magistrates or heritors of 

pea; that they have conversed with their 
parents or husbands, or if they shall refuse 

the place, where they are kept, or other- to vindicate themselves by their oaths. 
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" 13. You shall inquire what quarters 
are unpaid by the soldiers in your several 

find it needful for our service, who 1684, are hereby ordered to obey, under 
districts, and take care payment be made the pains of being punished as absents from 
for bygones, and in time to come. our host. 

" 14. You are to examine what money " 22. You shall put in execution 	the 
has been collected by any body within your power of justiciary to be granted unto you 
districts, and not counted for. by our privy council, with all rigour, by 

" 1.5. You shall take care, that decreets using fire and sword, as is usual in such 
for fines, for ecclesiastic disorders, be put in cases; and we do empower our privy coun- 
execution, as shall be prescribed by our cil to insert an indemnity to you, or any 
privy council. employed by you, for what shall be done in 

" 16. You shall be assisting to our regu- the execution thereof. 
lar clergy, in bringing people to obedience, 
in settling church-sessions; and if any corn- 

" 23. You are hereby empowered to give 
the oath of allegiance to such persons with- 

plaint be made of any of the regular clergy, 
you are to recommend the punishment and 

in your districts, as you shall have reason to 
suspect ; and in case of refusal, you shall 

censure thereof, to our bishops, or judges banish them to the plantations, whether 
competent. men or women. 

" 17. If you find any part of the country " 21. If you shall be informed, that any 
stubborn or contumacious, you shall impose 
such fines upon them as the law will allow; 

within your district shall deny our authority, 
or their bond of allegiance to us, you shall 

and in case of not payment thereof, and inquire therein, apprehend the persons, and 
that you think it fit, you are immediately eitherjudge them upon the place, or send 
to quarter our forces on the stubborn and them into Edinburgh, as you find most ex- 
contumacious, until the fines imposed shall pedient.  
be exhausted by them. " 2.5. You shall call for, and dispose of 

" 18. You are to keep good and constant the militia, as you find most fit for our ser- 
correspondence among yourselves ; and if it Vice. 
shall happen that any man shall flee from " 26. You shall inquire how the ordinary 
one district to another, when you are ad- magistrates have carried in our service, and 
vertised 	thereof, 	you shall 	immediately inform the privy council thereof. 
cause the fugitive to be apprehended, and "27. You shall report to the secret corn- 
you shall send him to the district from mittee of our privy council, such proposi- 
whence he fled, to be judged by the corn- tions as the shires within your district shall 
missioners there, or else sent by them to make to you for our service. 
Edinburgh, as they shall think fit. " 28. You are to obey such orders as you 

" 19. You shall acquaint any of the neigh- 
bouring jurisdictions to which any of the 

shall receive from us, or our privy council, 
or secret committee thereof, from time to 

rebels shall flee, to the end they may assist time; and you are also hereby authorized 
to apprehend them ; and if, in pursuit of to forbear the execution of any of the ar- 
those, it shall be convenient for you to go tides of these instructions, if you shall see 
out of your district, or to send parties out cause for the same. 
of the same, the magistrates are hereby re- "For doing of which these presents shall 
quired to obey and assist you, as they will be to you, and all others who may be res- 
be answerable. pectively concerned, a sufficient warrant. 

" 20. You shall suffer no man to travel Given under our royal hand and signet, at 
with arms, excepting gentlemen of known our court at Windsor castle, the 26th day 
loyalty, who have taken the test; and no of August 1684, and of our reign the thirty 
yeoman to travel three miles from his own sixth year." 
house, without a pass from his minister,, or 
a commissioner of the excise. 

" By his majesty's command, 
" Muunay." 

" 21. You are to call for all or any part 
of the heritors, as often and where you shall It was the month of October before this 
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1681. 
terrible circuit sat down in their dif- 
ferent districts. Those ample powers, 

butchered in cold blood. 	And, September 
16th, 	another 	proclamation 	is 	emitted, 

and a liberty to cat and carve in them as 
they saw good, let us see what an arbitrary 
and absolute" government Scotland was now 
under.- 	Life, liberty, and every thing is left 

discharging all persons whatsomever, to 

precinct of Inverness, to the collectors there fo; 
the time; those of the precinct of Portpatrick, in the managers hands.' 	If they pleased to to the collectors there for the time ; those of the 

have mercy on the poor harassed country, 
the king allowed them, and if not, their i n- 

precinct of Ayr, to the collectors there for the 
time ; those of the precinct of Irvine to the 
collectors there for the time; and those of the 

structions carry them even to fire and sword. precinct of Port-Glasgow, to the collectors there, 
To pave the way for their work, or at for whom the tarksmen and customers are to b be 

answerable. 	Declaring hereby, that whatever 
least to prevent the poor sufferers getting master of ship, bark, boat, or vessel, shall do in 
Off the kingdoM, and to discover such as re- thecontrary, shall lose his whole goods, (the one 

'half to the informer, and the other halt to us) 
mined in it, two proclamations are emitted his person shall be imprisoned, and he declared 
in September; the first beari the date, Sep- incapable to be a master of a ship, bark, or other 

vessel, hereafter. 	And if any of the said masters tember 15th, ordering the oaths of all the of ships, or other-vessels foresaid, shall import 
masters of ships, or vessels going off the 

gom, to be taken, as to their passengers, kin d 
to this kingdom, any traitors, rebels, fugitives, 
• 14tcel'"arerm 
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which I have insert.* 	This needs no oh- to the laws and acts of parliament, and procla- 
servation Upon it. 	No question, it was :nations made against rescuers of rebels ; requir-

ing also thepersons above-mentioned, authorized 
levelled against the persecuted party prin- to take the said oath, to give an exact account of 
cipally ; ' a new circuit was very juktly 
frightsome to them from their experience 
of the severities Of the former. 	They are 

their diligence, the first Tuesday of every month, 
to the clerks of our privy council : and we do 
hereby require and command the collectors and 
clerks of our several custom-offices, to accept of 

not suffered to live tat home, and now are no report inward, from any master of a ship, 
bark, boat, or other vessel, and the keepers of 

Stopped from retiring to foreign countries, 
where they might be free from being 

the cocqoet.office not to give out the same to any 
such master outward bound, until he receive 
testificate from the persons above-written, au-
thorized as said is,withinwhose precinct any such 

* Preclanudion for the oaths of masters of vessels, ship, hark, boat, or other vessel is, that he has 
September 15th, 1684. made faith anent his passengers, as aforesaid, 

Charles, by the grace of God, king of Great and that he neither bath, had, nor has any 
Britain, Prance, and Ireland, defender of the other passengers from abroad, 	nor outward 
faith : tb our lyon king at arms, and his brethren, 
heralds, macers of tour privy council, pursui- 

bound, than these mentioned in his oath, as they 
will he answerable at their highest peril. 	And 

vants, or messengers at arms, our sheriffs in that further, declaring, that the master and owner 
part, conjunctly and severally, specially consti- .shall lose the ship, boat, bark, or vessel and 
tute, greeting. Forasmuch as, many wicked and goods, in which any person, not given up as 
rebellious persons, being conscious of their own,  
guilt, have lied from this kingdoms  into foreign 

said is, shall be in-brought unto this kingdom, 
or transported forth hereof; and that all magi- 

kingdoms or countries, where they continue to strates of burghs of royalty or regality, and 
Carry on their traitorous and hellish designs 'heritors on whose ground such persons shall be 
against our sacred person, and the government of 
this our realm, by corresponding and keeping of 

landed, are to be liable and punished therefore, 
as our privy council shall think fit, in case they 

intelligence with their rebellious accomplices, 
lurking within this kingdom ; therefore, and for 

do not diligence to prevent the same, or appre- 
bend the persons so lauded. 	And to the effect 

preventing of the said designs as much as can be, 
we, with advice of the lords of our privy aeon- 

our pleasure in the premises may be known to 
ail persons concerned, our will is, and we charge 

cif, do hereby require and command all masters 
of ships, going from this kingdom or returning 

you strictly and command, that incontinent, 
these our letters seen, ye pass to the market- 

to the same, to present alt and every one of their cross of Edinburgh, and the remanent market- 
passengers upon oath, to the several persons to crosses of the head burghs of this kingdom, and 
be named by the customers in the several pre- other places needful, and thereat, in our name 
cincts following, viz, all masters of ships, barks, 
boats, or other vessels, going from or returning 

and authority,by open proclamation, make 
publication of the premises, that all persons 

to any place within the precincts of the custom- concerned may have notice thereof, and give 
ollice'of Leith and Prestotiptuis, to the collector punctual and exact obedience thereto. 
them for the time; all within the precinct of the Given under our signet at Edinburgh the 
custom of Borrowstonness, to the collectors there fifteenth day of September, one thousand six 
for the time; those of the precinct of Kirkaldy, 
to the collectors there for the time ; those of the 

hundred eighty and four, and of our reign the 
thirty sixth year. 

precinct of Montrose, to the collectors there for Per actunt domino/Ian secreti concilii. 
the time ; those of the precinct of Aberdeen, to WILL. PATERSON, Cl. SCOT. COI-Willi. 
the collectors there for the time ; those of the God save the king. 

.1 
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travel from one shire to another without a I evidently friviMous, and every body 
pass. 	It is but short, and 1 have added it.* may see these might be spread by 68 . 
All travellers must have a pass from some letters. 	The true design seems to have 
persons in the government. 	And the pre- been, to be a preface to more general impo- 
text is, to hinder persons from carrying sitions on the subject, as we shall after- 
false news from one part of the country to ward hear, to prevent suffering people re- 
another. 	I am not so far master of the tiring from the fury of the circuits, to be a 
intrigues now on foot, as to make reflections new colour to the soldiers, and to oppress 
that perhaps might be natural enough here. poor people the more. 	I wonder- the pro- 
As the former was a check and damp upon clamation does not empower the bishops 
trade and commerce, so this is a plain and orthodox clergy to give passes. 	The 
encroachment upon the liberty of the sub- instructions to the commissioners seem to 
ject, in going and coming from one place suppose some such passes, but, it seems, the 
to another, and a kind of imprisoning the council do not find it needful to intrust 
lieges at large, without-any just reason them. 	 • 
given. 	That of spreading false news is Before the meeting of the circuit or jus-

ticiary, the council by their clerk order the 
* Prodamationfor passes, Septemberl6th, 1684. shire of Stirling with its jurisdictions, pro 
Charles, by the grace of God, king of Great hac vice, to be adjoined to the jurisdiction Britain, France, and Ireland, defender of the 
faith : 	to 	our Lyon 	king 	at arms, and his 
brethren, heralds, rnacers of our privy council, 
pursuivants, or messengers at arms, our sheriffs 
in that part, conjunctly and severally, specially 

r Glasgow, to save the lords the trouble, o. 
as I suppose, of leaving Glasgow. I observe - 
nothing of this in the records, but it ap- 

constitute, greeting : forasmuch as we, having pears by an original warrant, from the clerk 
thought fit to commissionate some of our privy 
council, to go to the southern and western shires of council to the sheriff-depute of Stirling 
of this kingdom, for suppressing and punishing to this effect, in my bands, which, because 
disorders there, and we being resolved to prevent it gives us some view of the preparations 
the travelling of skulking and vagrant persons, 
and others disaffected to our government, in the and care taken to ripen matters for the 
said shires, during the abode of our commission- circuit, and of the willing share the clergy 
ers there, for carrying of false news, and other 
wicked purposes, do therefore, with advice of were to have in this, I have insert here. 
the lords of our privy council, hereby ,strictly 
prohibit and discharge all our subjects, of what 
quality soever, to go out of one jurisdiction to 

Its date is not expressed, and is indorsed. 

Warrant to the Sheriff-depute of the shire another, in the said southern and western shires, 
without a pass from one of our privy counsellors, 
our said commissioners, or the sheriffs, bailiffs, 
magistrates of burghs, commissioners of excise, 
orjustices of peace of the jurisdiction from j 

of Stirling, 168. 
" Sheriff-depute of Stirling, 

" Forasmuch as his majesty, by a letter 
whence they came, or any one of them, under 
the pain of being punished as persons disaffected under his own royal hand, bath been pleas- 
to our government. 	And we hereby require the ed to adjoin the shire of Stirling, and the 
several magistrates foresaid, to apprehend and 
secure any person coming within their respective 
jurisdictions, without having a pass, as said is, 
until the return of our said commissioners, as 

jurisdiction thereunto belonging, whethci 
of royalty or regality, to the district of 
Glasgow, you are therefore ordered to cite 

they will be answerable. 	Our will is here fore, 
and we charge you strictly and command, that 
incontinent, these our letters seen, you pass to 

and advertise all the king's vassals, and 
other considerable gentlemen holding of 

the market-cross of Edinburgh, and remanent 
market-crosses of the head burghs of the western other superiors within the said shire, and 
and southern shires of this kingdom, and other 
places needful, and there, by open proclamation, 
make publication 	of the premises, 	that all 
persons concerned may have notice thereof, and 
give obedience thereto, as they will be answer- 

jurisdictions and regalities within the same,  
to c,ompear before the lords of his majesty's 

• rivv council at Glasgow the 14th day of p- - -, 	,  
October instant, by nine of the clock, and 

able. there to attend the said lords, and receive 
Given under our signet, at Edinburgh, the six-

teenth day of September, one thousand six 
hundred and eighty four, and of our- reign 

such orders and directions for his majesty's 
service, as shall be thought expedient. You 

the thirtieth and sixth year. 	. are likewise to advertise all the ministers 
Per (lawn dmninorum secreti coneilii. 

W ILL. PATERSON, Cl. Secr. Concilii. within your shire, that they attend the said 
God save the king. lords at Glasgow the foresaid day, and that 
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they come prepared to' givein to the 1684. saidlords,exactlists,upon which they 
are to make faith as to all irregular persons, 
withdrawersfromthechurch-ordinances,and 

" MY Loans, 
"The committee of council being very 

frequent, 1 did propose to them your two 
queries: In answer to the first whereof, it 

all suspect and disaffected persons to his ma- 
jesty's government in church and state, so 

is all our opinions, that if the defenders, 
called before you as counsellors, be person- 

far as it consists with their knowledge, as ally cited, they may be holden as confes- 
also a list of , all such persons, as they be- sed; but they cannot unless they be per- 
lieve, can give best information anent the pre- sonally cited, and all that can be done in 
raises. As likewise you are to cite the haill that case is to put them to the horn, which 
elders• of kirk sessions, their clerk and bea- will be as great a punishment to them, as 
dle, to depone upon the forementioned par- if they were declared fugitives ; but it will 
ticulars the said day and place. 	And par- not inferany danger to the country by re- 
ticularly, you are to cite the magistrates of setting them, which is as much to be shun- 
the town of Stirling, to appear before the ned as can be. 	And if it be thereafter 
said lords at the above-written time, and found convenient to hold them as confes- 
particularly to depone anent the foremen- sed to the end that the king may get a fine 
tioned 	particulars, and to bring alongst by holding them as confessed, which may 
with them an exact list of the haill heri. be more advisable than the taking of their 
tors who stand infeft in lands within their escheat, which is all that can follow upon 
burgh. 	And in this you nor any of the their being put to the horn, then I shall 
forementioned persons are not to fail as you cause cite them upon sixty days, as being 
and they will be answerable. 	Extracted out of the country, but let not that stop 
by me, Sir William Paterson, clerk to his your diligence; in which case they will be 
majesty's most honourable privy council. holden as confessed, though not personally 

" WILL. PATERSON CI Seor. Cone." cited. 	It is likewise their opinion, you 
should proceed against all sheriff-deputes 

From this and what goes before we may who have malversed, and that you should 
learn, that these courts had both a council punish 	them 	exemplarily to the terror 
and justiciary power, and had a vast com- of others, 	and to the 	end that people 
pass of affairs before them. 	We shall find may see that you are come there to protect 
afterwards, this shire came to Glasgow, and honest men, as well as to punish knaves. 
gave ample proofs of their loyalty and sub- 
mission to the king's orders. 

I am, 
" Your lordships' humble servant, 

What were the precise days upon which 
these 	courts, 	ordinarily 	called 	circuits, 
though different a little from these in the 

" GEORGE NPKENZIE." 

This letter is a little dark to me, not 
former years, met, 1 cannot say, further having the queries: but it lets us in to see 
than the dates of some papers in the regis• somewhat of the managers severe designs 
tens, and others come to my hand, show. upon gentlemen and others. 	It is of more 
It would seem that court at Jedburgh met importance to give an account of a letter 
toward the beginning of October, for I find from the king, read in council, or its com- 
a letter directed to them, and the rest, from mittee, October 12th, which was no doubt 
the committee of public affairs, October 9th, 
which will give some more light about them. 

impetrate by our managers here, as the 
foundation of their imposing exorbitant fines 

This I give from the registers of council. upon many gentlemen we shall hear of in 
October 9th, 1684, sederunt the corn- 

mittee for public affairs, upon the report of 
the commission, at Jedburgh, and for the 

the next section. 	The letter follows. 

" Charles R. Right trusty, &c. Whereas we 
western districts, the lords did send the fol- find that some of our unnatural and rebellious 
lowing letter, a copy whereof was ordered subjects in that our ancient kingdom, do enter 
to bq sent to the rest of the districts for the into plots and conspiracies, the more will- 
rule of their procedure. ingly and securely, that they think their 
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guilt cannot be discovered by the deposi- 
Lions of witnesses, they, for concealing their 

and under the colour of this they put 1f84.  
the test to them, as what only could  

guilt, industriously using to discourse of purge them of disloyalty and reset. 	All the 
those matters only with one person alone ; country was involved necessarily in converse 
and it being easy to cause one or two, who with such as had been at Bothwell, and no 
might he proving witnesses, to withdraw for manwho feared an oath could swear his own 
some time. 	And seeing it is the great in-. freedom from conversing with such ; and by 
terest of all government, as well as of all this letter they were to be holden as confess- 
who desire to live peaceably under it, that ed, and guilty if they did not; and all this is 
all subjects should be obliged to fear all imposed under the notion of kindness. 	One 
manner of accession to such horrid crimes, 
as tend to overthrow all society and govern- 

who calmly considers such methods and their 
tendency, cannot but reckon them public 

went; and it being undeniable, that no man juggling with God and men. 
can complain when judged by his own oath, 
by which he is in less danger, than by any 

I come now to give an account of the 
procedure of the lords at each of those 

probation 	of any witness 	whatsomever. courts, as far as materials have come to my 
Therefore thought it necessary to empower, 
and we do hereby authorize and empower 

hand. 	I have nothing remarkable from 
Jedburgh, but that they were severe enough 

our advocate to raise process before you, or in persecution, and frank enough in making 
before those who are commissionate to re- an offer of cess to the king, as we shall hear 
present us, as our 	privy council, in the the rest of the districts did. 
western and southern shires, against any 
whom you or they shall order, for the said 

Upon the second of October, Queensberry, 
his son, and Claverhouse, sat down at Dum. 

crimes of plotting and contriving to rise in 
rebellion, or for intercommuning with, or 

fries, having, for their district, Dumfries, 
Galloway, Nithsdale, and Annandale. There 

resetting any declared rebels; and to refer were nowhere greater irregularities and 
their guilt to the oath of the said defenders, 
in so far as may extend to a pecuniary mulct 
or fine allenarly. 	Declaring hereby, for 

severities committed than at this southern 
court, of which I shall give some instances, 
if once I had taken notice of the addresses 

their further security, that if they shall de- and offers the heritors were forced into. 
pone upon the guilt so referred to their This vast sum the oppressed country was 
oath, they shall be for ever as secure upon clubbed into, and the preparing matters for 
the payment of their fine, as if they had a the exorbitant fines, within a little to be ex- 
remission under our great seal: 	Whereas, 
if they refuse to depone, we order you to 

acted, seems to have been the great design 
in those circuits their being sent up and 

hold them as confessed, and to fine them in down the country. 	The judges were about 
what sums you shall judge to be propor- a month in that district. 	At Dumfries I 
tional to their respective guilt and acces- find the proposal of coming into a large cess 
sion. Which power so granted to you, shall was made, and left to be thought upon till 
only continue in force till the first day of the judges returned, and it was then gone 
April next to come, and is hereby ordained into. 	The particular methods used to bring 
to be registrate and recorded in your books, 
to the end that extracts may be given to 

up heritors, probably much the same every 
where, will come in at Ayr and Glasgow. 

any who shall depone, as said is, this, and All the heritors were called and required to 
the decreets to follow thereupon, being to take the test, and if any irregularities were 
them in place of a remission. 	For all which found charged against any of them, the test 
this shall be to you a sufficient warrant. was offered as a favour, and they behoved 
Given, &c. September 27th, 1684. either to take it presently, or go to prison; 

" MURRAY." and after some stay there, the refusers were 
allowed to give bond and caution to appear 

Such power was formerly granted to the and answer at Edinburgh. 	I do not hear 
council, and now it is renewed to reach he- of many gentlemen who were present, but 

, ritors, against whom they had no probation; one way or other they were prevailed upon, 
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exceptthatexcellentand worthy gen- 1684 tieman MI Hugh Maxwell of Dais- 

. 
to the women, and all refusers were brought 
into Dumfries prison, against the time the 

winton, who continued afterwards many judges were to return thither. 	These sub- 
months in prison at Edinburgh, and was most 
iniquitously fined, as we may hear. 

stitutes did not fail to take sums of money, 
to enrol persons, as having satisfied, who d' 

When they were got through the herl- did not take the test; and no small sums 
tors, the commons were called upon by their were raised this way. 	About twenty eight 
different parishes, and all who would not 
presently depone they Were free of hearing 

prisoners were brought into 	Dumfries, 
against the return of the judges, who were 

and baptizing with presbyterian ministers, most cruelly treated by the way, and the 
that they had kept their parish church, and very necessaries of life refused to them. 
had not reset or conversed with rebels, fu- No more offers to me from Kirkcudbright 
gitives, &c. the men were required instantly and Wigton, save the address that was sign- 
to take the test, and likewise to swear they ed at Kirkcudbright, of which I have an 
should never reset, harbour, give meat or account from the registers. 	Whether there 
drink, or show ,any kindness to any inter- was one from Wigton I know not, I have 
communed wandering person, and that upon seen no accounts of it, if it was not joined 
hearing or seeing of any that were or should to Kirkcudbright. 	By the council books I 
be denounced, or 'were upon their hiding, find, October 13th, the committee for pub- 

_ they should raise the hue and cry ; and if lic affairs, transmit the address from Kirk- 
they could not apprehend them, they should cudbright to the secretary, with the follow- 
give timeous notice to the next garrison, 
that they might pursue them, or to the 

ing letter. 	I insert both. 
. 

' sheriffs or justices of the peace. 	The wo- 
men, especially through the parishes up and 

" My Lord, 
" We have this day received an account 

down the country, where substitutes were from my lord treasurer, of the procedure of 
sent to snake this oppression as extensive the committee of council, sent to the district 
as possible, had not indeed the test put to 
them, but dreadful oaths formed according 

of Nithsdale and Galloway, here inclosed, 
whereby you will perceive, that by the dili- 

to the circumstances they were informed to 
be in.. 	For instance, if they were alleged 

gence and influence of the lord treasurer, 
that place is brought to make a cheerful 

to have husbands upon their hiding, they offer to his majesty of twenty months' cess 
are obliged to swear they should not cohabit to 	be paid in four years, beginning at 
or converse with them, under the pains of Martinmas next, and that by and attour the 
law; if they had children denounced, that supply granted by the current parliament. 
they should not harbour or show any kind- They have likewise offered themselves to 
ness to them. 	The refusers, men and wo- 
men, were straight sent to prison, and in- 

be bound for their tenants and servants, 
that they shall walk regularly in time' coin- 

deedthe prisons and guard houses were now ing. 	This is a very good example to the 
every where crammed full, western and southern shires, so that if they 

After some days at Dumfries, the judges can be brought up this length, there may 
went to Kirkcudbright, and from that to be a considerable addition to his majesty's 
Wigton, where, as far as I can learn, the forces. 	The districts of Clydesdale and 
very same methods were fallen upon; and 
in the meantime particular gentlemen and 

Ayr have already offered six months' cess, 
to be paid in two years, of which the lord 

officers of the soldiers, were commissioned register has no doubt given you an account. 
to go to the country parishes, at distance Your lordship will please to give the duke 
from the towns, which the judges could not an account of my lord treasurer, lord Drum- 
fully reach : and at those sub-courts, if I lanrick, and Claverhouse's diligence in that 
may call them so, I find it remarked that 
many were obliged to swear over again, 
though they had satisfied the judges. 	The 
test was offered to the men, and other oaths 

place. 	We are, 
,, 	 " My lord, &c." 

Follows the tenor of the address sent up. 
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To the right honourable William Marquis , ignorance were misled, but even to 
of Queensberry lord high treasurer, James , pardon and indemnify rebels them-1684. 
lord Drumlanrick, and colonel John Gra- I selves, and others who had accession thereun- 
ham of Claverhouse, commissioners of his to : notwithstanding whereof, many do yet 
majesty's privy council, for the shires of) continue in their rebellious and pernicious 
Dumfries, Wigton, Annandale, and Kirk- iprinciples, in a direct opposition to his 
cudbright, the humble address of the hers- majesty's government, who being unworthy 
tors, wadsetters, and liferenters, within I of the-former acts of his mercy and good- 
the stewartry of Kirkcudbright. ness, are now to be prosecuted to the ut- 
We, 	undersubscribers, 	heritors, wad- most rigour. 	Therefore we, the persons 

setters, and liferenters, being met by your above designed, out of a due sense of our 
lordships' command and allowance, 	and duty to God, to his sacred majesty and hii 
having considered the representation made successors, and out of a just abhorrence and 
to us by the lord high treasurer, in name 
of the rest of the commissioners, in relation 

detestation of all rebellion and separation, 
and as a true mark of our loyalty and 

to the present state of affairs, in the south- allegiance to our gracious sovereign, and 
ern and western shires; and considering the for the preservation 	of 	ourselves 	and 
great obligations that we and all his majesty's posterity, do make an unanimous and 
subjects lie under to our gracious sovereign, 
for the many expressions and acts of his 
goodness and bounty to us : and as we are 

cheerful offer to his royal majesty, whom 
we pray God to bless with a long, happy, 
and prosperous reign over us, and to his 

very sensible of the lord high treasurer his successors, towards the maintaining of the 
justice and favour to us on all occasions, 
whereof, in a due recognizance of the same, 
we shall never be unmindful; so, from Vie 

standing forces, for the better securing the 
peace 	and quiet of the kingdom, five 
months' cess yearly for the space of four 

representation made to us by his lordship, 
and a due sense of the great happiness this 

years, from the term of Martinmas next 
to come, and that by and attour the 

nation enjoys, under the government of present supply payable by us by the 
the best of princes, to whose prudent care 
and conduct, next to the providence of 

act of parliament, dated in August 1681, 
beseeching his majesty graciously to ac- 

God, we acknowledge we owe our liberty, 
tranquillity, and peace we have had under 

cept of this our unanimous offer and tender. 
Which five months' cess, for the said four 

him for many years, while almost all other 
nations about us have been engaged in war. 

years, is to be uplifted, levied, and collected, 
out of the land rent within the 	said 

As also, that nothing bath stood in the way stewartry, in the manner as the present 
of our being the happiest of all people, but supply is payable to his majesty; and the 
what had its rise from some disaffected first term's payment to be at Martinmas 
persons =bug ourselves, and their with- next, by way of advance, and so forth 
drawing from the public worship, and 
frequenting house and i field-conventicles, 
the consequences whereof involved a great 

thereafter, at Whitsunday and Martinmas, 
being two months and a half's cess termly, 
during the said space. 	And as a further 

part of the kingdom inihose two unhappy testimony of that duty and obedience we 
rebellions, 1666 and 1679; unto which too owe to our sacred sovereign, and for the 
many in this • country bad too great an security of the peace and quiet of the 
accession. 	And' albeit his majesty, from government, for the future, we bind and 
such provocations from these• who gave a oblige 	ourselves, 	for 	our 	tenants 	and 
rise to those rebellions, might have exercised cotters under us, that they shall live re- 
the rigour of his justice, .to the full and gutsily and peaceably all time coming, or 
total extirpation of that rebellious party, 
and have put the standing laws of the king- 

otherwise to extirpate and remove them 
forth of our lands, so soon as their irre- 

dom in execution, yet his boundless mercy 
and goodness was such, as notonly to pass by 

gularities shall come to our knowledge, 
either by the ordinary judges, or Ministers 

the errors and escapes of such as through within whose bounds they live, and shall 
, iv. 	 0 
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1684 give 	our utmost concourse 	and which I shall give account of next section 
assistance 	in 	reducing 	them 	to save one. 	The whole country almost was 

justice, in case of their irregularities, and sworn against them, and the soldiers were 
that under the certifications provided by 
law thereanent; 	and what the lords of 

killing them wherever they found them, 
and this treatment drove them to these ex- 

privy council shall be pleased to inflict tremities we shall hear of. 	And indeed• all 
against the contraveners thereof." along, the heights any of the persecuted 

Signed by the haill heritors, October people ran to, were plainly the effects of 
lath 1684. the unaccountable and illegal procedure of 

the persecutors. 
When the judges had ended their work But it is high time to come to some 

at Kirkcudbright and Wigton, they returned instances of the severities of this court, in 
to Dumfries, and finished what they had this southern district, against 	particular 
left undone there. 	I meet 	with their persons. 	And I shall give a short narrative 
address sent up, October 30th, by the corn- 
miftee for public affairs, and a letter to the 

of the sufferings of such as I name, before, 
at, and after this court, from well vouched 

secretary, with high encomiums upon the accounts. 
treasurer, for his pains in bringing that The first who offers is 	Mr William 
country to such expressions of loyalty. M‘Millan of Caldow, in the 	parish 	of 
The address itself; signed by the heritors of Balmaclellan in Galloway. 	This excellent 
Dumfries and Annandale, is much to the person was very harshly treated at this 
same purpose with that just now insert, 
and I love not needlessly to swell this work. 

court, but I shall give a detail of his suffer- 
ings a little higher. 	After the reintroduo- 

" They take notice, with great thankfulness, 
of the king's sending down his royal brother 

tion of prelacy he was persecuted by Mr 
&theft Moir curate of Balmaclellan, assisted 

the duke of York to Scotland, and declare by Sir James Turner then raging in that 
they have nothing more to wish for, than neighbourhood. 	This gentleman was ob- 
that the king and his successors reign over liged first to leave his mother's family for 
them, and offer the king as many months' mere nonconformity; and marrying, in a 
cess as his majesty's privy council here, or 
secret committee thereof, think fit, by and 

little time he was forced to scatter his own, 
and live as a fugitive the best way he 

attour what the parliament has already could. 	His losses in this period cannot be 
granted ; 	and bind themselves for their easily computed, besides the great hardships 
wives, families, tenants, and cotters, their his person was exposed unto, 	though 
regularity, in such terms as his majesty's nothing could be charged upon him but 
council shall think fit and practicable by peaceable recusancy. 	He had no accession 
them, besides the ordinary certification by to, or concern in Pentland, and yet Sir 
law; and give assurances, that whatever William Bannantyne quartered his men 
shall at any time be proposed to them by upon his family, apprehended himself, and 
the lord high treasurer, for the advancing detained him, with many others, prisoner 
of his majesty's interest, shall be most in the house of Earlston ; and his house 
cheerfully gone into by them. was spoiled, and his goods and furniture 

During the time that this court was seized, and all this, notwithstanding 	he 
sitting at Dumfries, and the other towns in had given bond, under the penalty of a 
this district, the soldiers were day and night thousand pounds, to answer the council or 
searching up and down the country, and justiciary for any thing that could be laid 
the informers busy to give notice of any to his charge, conform to the warrant given 
who had, accidentally escaped the fury of to my lord Harris by the government for 
the court. 	And the 	strictest searches that effect. 	And when Sir William was 
possible were made for all wanderers, and afterwards, as we have heard, processed 
persons upon their hiding. 	It was this beforb the council for his exorbitancies, Mr 
severity which produced the declaration in William was put to vast charges, as one of 
November from some of the society people the persons principally lesed, in waiting on 
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at Edinburg,h, as a witness, •to small pur- fined him upon some entangling; ques- 1684. pose. This gentleman went frequently over tions, which he not answering, and 
to Ireland, to breathe a little in those heavy withal peremptorily refusing the test, they 
times, where he was often and much pressed most iniquitously ordered him to be carried 
by the presbyterian ministers of the county to Wigton, under a guard, and abide trial 
of Down, to pass his trials in order to the when they came thither. 	By the road the 
preaching of the gospel; for they had now soldiers forced him, not yet recovered from 
long experience of his good parts and shin- his fever, to walk on foot till he fainted; and 
ing piety. 	At length he was prevailed upon, 
and after his passing through the ordinary 

when he fell down among their hands, they 
took a young wild colt near them, and set him 

trials with full approbation, he was licensed upon it, without saddle, or any thing under 
to preach about the year 1673. 	When, in him, to the great danger of his life. 	Being 
the most cautious and peaceable manner, he brought to Wigton, he had no other lodging 
was now and then preaching in Galloway, 
he was informed against by the earl of 

but the open guard-house, without any bed 
for eight days, or any place to retire to, 

Nithsdale and the prelates, who made some though he was under a violent dysentery 
'wise about him; yet, without any order 
from the council, the said earl sent two of 

and flux. 	When the lords came to Wigton, 
Mr William petitioned them, that he might 

his militia troop, Alexander Maxwell, after- have the favour of the king's common pri- 
ward of Cowheath, and William Glendon- son, that at least he might be rid of the 
ping of Parton, with some other violent guards now, continually about him, or that 
papists thereabout, who seized him, and he might be allowed to give bond to appear 
carried him prisoner first to Kirkcudbright, 
and then to Dumfries, where, without any 

at Edinburgh, as soon as he could reach it; 
but such was their inhumanity, that both 

libel or accusation, he was continued pri- were refused. 	From Wigton he was sent 
boner thirty five months without intermis- to Kirkcudbright, where Grierson of Lagg 
sion, to the great damage of his health. by orders, as he said, from Queensberry, 
After many fruitless and yet chargeable threatened him most severely, if he would 
applications to the council, upon the back 
of Bothwell, when the duke of Monmouth 

not take the test : but . he, through grace, 
standing his ground, was sent prisoner to 

stopped the fury of the persecutors a little, 
he was liberate. 

Dumfries castle, where he continued from 
the 22d of October, until the 22d of Nov- 

Upon the first circuit at Dumfries after ember, in an open house among a throng of 
Bothwell, Mr William McMillan was cited others, under a guard. 	It was a wonder 
to it for reset and converse, and finding the to himself, and to all who knew his circum- 
design of the court was to bring all who stances, that under all this toil and had 
compeared under sinful engagements, he usage, he died not among their hands. The 
absented, and was denounced rebel and fu- 22d of November, he, with upwards of 
gitive at the cross of Dumfries, with many eighty others, men, women, and some chil- 
others. 	All the lieges were inhibit converse dren, were carried to Moffat kirk, where 
with him, and his goods confiscate to the they lay that night, under great extremity 
king's use. 	This turned to his great loss as of cold, being wet through, and most of 
to any money he had, and his stock and 
cattle; and he was obliged to hide and lurk 

them in hazard of drowning in the waters, 
under cloud of night, before they could 

many months in the open fields, to the great 
prejudice of his health, which at best was 

reach that station. 	Next day being sabbath, 
the soldiers' travelling day, they were car- 

but infirm. Those hardships at length threw ried twenty four miles to Peebles, under a 
him into a most dangerous fever, and when guard of three troops of dragoons, command- 
not recovered out of it, Mr McMillan, with ed by captain Clelland. 	There several of 
his infirm wife, was dragged by the soldiers the prisoners were sorely beat, and cruelly 
to this court at Dumfries. 	After mush se- mocked by the barbarous soldiers, and all 
vere and barbarous usage in the guard-house, 
he was sisted before the lords, who exam- 

of them in hazard of their lives, by crossing 
the water in a violent speat. 	Upon the 24th 
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1684 they were carried to Leith tolbooth, 
. and reproached bitterly as they went 

through Edinburgh. 	There they were so 

for her good behaviour, and by allowance 
brought her home to his own house from 
Dumfries prison, where she had lain for 

thronged, that they could scarce stand toge- several 	months for mere nonconformity. 
ther, and bad no conveniency so much as to By this instance we may see what the 
ease nature. Here James Muirhead, late bai- crimes were for which the heritors at this 
lie of Dumfries, through the terrible fatigue, 
fell into a severe distemper; and such was the 

time were harassed. 	Generally speaking, 
they were perfect shams, made up for an 

barbarity of this time, that neither surgeon occasion to press the test upon such as they 
nor physician was allowed him, and he died hoped would refuse. 	Merely for this the 
in Leith tolbooth a little after their arrival; test was put to him, and upon his refusing 
my account bears, it was on the 28th. 	By it, he was put into the thieves-hole, and 
order of council, Mr William M‘Millan, with 
thirty four more, was brought up to Edin- 

laid in the irons. 	Thus he continued, 
which meanwhile was most arbitrary and 

burgh under a guard, and after examination, 
distributed to several prisons in Edinburgh 

illegal, till the lords returned to Dumfries, 
and they passed a sentence of banishment 

and the Canongate. 	There they continued upon him. 	By the entreaty of 	his 
in great throng, and inexpressible difficul- friends, and the violence of those hard- 
ties, till, about the 18th of May next year, 
they were sent to Dunotter. 	Their hard- 

ships, he complied at length, and 	took 
the test, and was liberate upon paying 

ships there, and by the way, I shall refer to twenty pounds Scots of fees. 	And to give 
that place. all I have anent him, in November next 

The reverend Mr William M'George, 
minister of the gospel at Heriot, was like- 

year he was cited to a court at Glencairn 
church, for collecting charity to the pri- 

wise before this circuit, and I have a hint Boners at Dunotter. 	He compeared, and 
of his sufferings from his worthy son, pre- 
sent minister at Pennicook. 	Mr M'George 

when nothing could be proven against him, 
he was dismissed; but that same night a 

was, with many other honest and peaceable party of soldiers came to his house, with 
persons, sorely persecuted by Mr James an order to take ten pounds, or the readiest 
Alexander, sheriff-depute of Dumfries, this of his goods to that value, for his wife's ab- 
year. 	The sheriff-depute imprisoned and Bence from the court, when he knew noth- 
fined multitudes, and caused secure two ing of her citation, and further orders to 
women for alleged converse with their near carry him prisoner to Dumfries. 	With 
relations, who were in the Porteous rolls. much difficulty he prevailed with them to 
.When the circuit came about, the said Mr take his bond, with his master condoner, for 
M'George, James Muirhead, late bailie of a thousand pounds to appear at Dumfries 
Dumfries, of whom just now, John Irvin, when called. 
John Scot, John Gibson, Homer Gillison, At this same court at Dumfries, or some 
James Muir, Andrew M'Clellan, all in Dum- of the courts held by those deputed to ex- 
fries, with many others, were carried into amine the country parishes, a very extra- 
Leith, with the hazards and severities we ordinary case fell in. 	Some country wo- 
have heard of. 	Mr M'George continued in men were pannelled for being helpful to the 
prison till the middle of April next year, 
when he was liberate upon bond to compear 

wife of one of the persons alleged to have 
been concerned in the rescuing the prison- 

when called. 	Several of these prisoners ers 	at Enterkin-path, about forty eight 
had been so peaceable and regular, (as it hours after the rescue, when she was in 
was now termed) As to hear the episcopal very hard labour. 	The poor women, when 
ministers, yet this hid not exeme them from interrogate upon oath, acknowledged they 
the above treatment. were assisting to the poor travailing wo- 

Before this same court I find Charles man,. and were found guilty of reset and con- 
Maxwell in the parish of Keir. 	All they verse with rebels, and very narrowly escaped 
had to lay to his charge was converse with being sent to prison. 	This is a piece of 
his sister-in-law, after he bad given bond barbarity not to be heard of among heathens. 
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When the lords were at Kirkcudbright, 

they fined, among others, William Martin, 
sou to the formerly mentioned James Mar- 

have some view of the procedure 
in this district. 	It is full time to 1684' 
come to that at Ayr. 

tin of Dullarg, in the parish of Partin in I shall give an account of the proceedings 
Galloway; and I shall end the accounts of of this commission of justiciary, with a 
the court in this district with some hint at council power, at Ayr, mostly front a nar- 
his sufferings. 	Besides the severities exer- rative sent me by a gentleman of honour 
cised, upon his father already mentioned, then present. 	The lords present were, earl 
Mr Martin was put to considerable charges of Marr, lord Livingstone, and lieutenant- 
before the justiciary at Dumfries 1679, for general Drummond, afterward viscount of 
pretended accession to Bothwell. 	In the Strathallan, and they sat down, attended 
year 1682, he was charged by a herald to with all the freeholders, toward the begin- 
compeer at Edinburgh, and there seven ning of October. 	After the rolls were call- 
times'pannelled, and yet no probation ad- ed, and the beritors all present, each of the 
duced as to his being at Bothwell ; yet he lords bad distinct harangues, wherein they 
was forced judicially to renounce all the gave the freeholders to understand, "That 
lands he was infefted in before the year whereas there were before them Porteous 
1679, and, as he himself observes, put to rolls, wherein were crimes of high treason 
great charges through the knavery of his laid to the charge of most, if not all the 
agents, and the covetousness of the public nobility, gentry, and freeholders of the shire 
servants. 	This gentleman, in his subscrib- of Ayr, and the shire in general lay under • 
ed account of his sufferings, now before me, 
says when he was at Edinburgh, Queens- 

a very bad character of disloyalty and dis-
affection to the government, at court; there- 

berry sent for him, and offered to buy the fore they out of compassion to the inhabi- 
fortune which he had a right to by his tants of the shire, well knowing their int- 
marriage with the heritrix of Caroe, but pending dangers, and as their friends and 
offered so little, that Mr Martin refused to weliwishers, advised the nobility and gen- 
sell it at that rate. 	Quensberry in passion try there present, to consult among them- 
enough promised to make him repent it, 
and said, he found him in the Porteous rolls, 
and, if possible, he might lay his account 

selves, and conclude upon what method ap-
peered to them most proper to evidence 
their loyalty to the king and his lawful suc- 

with loss of life and fortune. 	his lordship censor, thereby to remove the suspicious 
being too strong a match for him, he says, he jealousy and bad impressions the court had 
was forced to dispone lands to the value of of them ;" with more to this purposal 
six hundred merks a year, for the sum of This was a handsome way to levy money by 
five thousand merks, which he reckoned of innuendoes, and to draw them into the test 
clear loss to him, six thousand three bun- and other court measures. 	The propose. 
dred and thirty three pounds, six shillings was 	gone 	into, 	and 	lieutenant-general 
and eight pennies. 	In the beginning of this Drummond, being alleged heritor by pos- 
year, in his absence his wife was summoned, 
for his alleged baptizing a child with a 

sessing the forfeited estate of Kersland, and 
professing more than ordinary zeal for the 

presbyterian minister, and was presently 
forced to give bond for an hundred pounds 

good and reputation of the shire, was de, 
sired, by the nobility and gentry, to do them 

Scots, which was 'paid. 	At several times the honour to assist them with his best ad- ' 
he had eight dragoons quartered upon him, 
for some days, during this justiciary, cold- 

vice and council. 	Without any ceremony 
he embraced the invitation ; and when they 

nel Douglas quartered upon him with forty retired to anotherroom, he was soon chosen 
four horsemen for some time, and being preses. 	And after a discourse much of a 
cited to the circuit at Kirkcudbright, and strain with that above, and under the great- 
knowing the test was to be offered, he est protestations of his friendship, and heat= 
chose to withdraw, and was fined in. ab- ty concern for the peace and welfare of the 
sence in seven hundred pounds Scots, which shire, gave it as his advice, and the most 
he paid. 	From these instances we may proper tvay to evidence their loyalty, and 
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obtain of the goverment an indeni- ordered the recusants to ne made prisoners 
1684.  nity for their past crimes, was to 

make a voluntary offer to take the test; and 
where they were, by shutting the doors, 
and did not so much as allow those in the 

then he was persuaded the lords commis- body of the church, to converse with those 
sioners would effectually interpose their in- in the aisle, who were so pent up in that 
terest that there might be no further prose- narrow place, that they were much strait- 
cutions, and a full indemnity would be oiled; yea, neither meat nor drink was al- 
granted for bypast faults, excepting a few, 
the court had just ground to suspect, had 

lowed them, but what they got towed up by 
the windows; guards being posted at the 

proceeded further in disloyal practices than entry, it was, it seems, resolved to starve 
could well be indemnified. 	And, in regard the gentlemen into loyalty. 	I need scarce 
there was then no standing law to admin- remark, in a period of so much illegal pro- 
ister the test to any such as were not minis- cedure, the unaccountableness and unwar- 
ters, and officers ecclesiastic, military, and mutableness of this method of arbitrary 
civil, and therefore the lords commissioners imprisoning gentlemen, who had received 
-could not legally impose it, lie further gave no indictment, and were guilty of no crime. 
it as his opinion, that all the noblemen, gen- save refusinc,  to sign a petition, which they 
tlemen and heritors there present, should were at full liberty to do, or not to do, as 
petition the lords commissioners to do them they saw cause; and one part of the heri- 
the favour to administer the test to them, 
that they might have an opportunity to evi. 

tors doing it, being no rule or just cause, to 
make the refusers suffer treatment due only 

dence their loyalty to the king, and -to clear to villanous offenders. 	Thus they remain- 
themselves of all disloyal practices. ed till the lords had dined, when, perhaps 

Upon this proposal several noblemen, gen- ashamed of this rude and indiscreet treat- 
tlemen, and others withdrew from the meet- meat of so many innocent persons of rank 
ing, and others stayed, and made another and quality, the commissioners came to a 
motion to make an offer of some months' resolution to permit the gentlemen to come 
cess to be presently paid. 	After much rea- out, and confined them to the town of Ayr. 
soning, the overture of petitioning was gone And by a special favour, and with some dif- 
into, and a form of a petition was drawn faculty it was, that Sir William Wallace of 
up. 	When this was writ over, with three Craigie obtained, that some of his friends 
doubles, and blank paper to each for sub- might have liberty to go with him to his 
scriptions; one for each lord, and the three house out of the precincts of the town, and 
districts of the shire, the lords separated, one yet within a cry almost to the tolbooth. 
to the body of the kirk of Ayr, another to The commissioners proceeded next to 
the aisle, and the third, I suppose, to the administer the test to such who had sign- 
tolbooth. ed the petition, and when these were calld, 

The heritors of each district were called; some of them, upon second thoughts, did 
and, after a new speech from each of the alter their mind, and refused it. 	This elm- 
lords, aggravating mightily the danger they grilled the lords so much, that though a 
were in by the law, and yet signifying, that little before they had owned, they were not 
to evidence his majesty's clemency, and authorized by law to press the test, the 
their own regard to the welfare of the shire, 
they had gone into a proposal, made (by 

gentlemen refuserd were immediately sent 
to prison, yea, some of them to that nasty 

one of themselves) to petition for the favour place called the thieves-hole, as Montgomery 
of admit4stration of tht test, and then pro- 
posed. the „question to every particular he- 

of Bordland, a gentleman of a good family, 
and some others, where they were in a 

ri tor in each district," Will you sign the pe- miserable case, and could neither sit, nor 
tition, or not ?" ,Such who signed were dis- had room to stand upright. 
missed, and the recusants ordered to stay When this is over, the recusants, pretty 
where they were., numerous, and of good quality and rank, 

When the rolls were gone through, and bad indictments 	given them, 	containing 
the separation made, the lords retired and many crimes, some of which the persons 
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pannelled were perfectly incapable of. Some 
youths, who bad no families, but lived with 

for the season being cold, and the 1684  
pannels' number lessened, the lords 

their parents, were charged with reset and met in the council-chamber where there was 
converse. 	Others unmarried, or who had afire, and the gentlemen were turned out to 
no children, were indicted for irregular the cold common prison, among a rascally 
marriages and baptisms, and the like. These multitude of soldiers and others. And there 
indictments likewise contained matter for thegentlemen would have sometimes been so 
multitudes of ensnaring questions, to which benumbed with cold, that when they offered 
the pannels were obliged to answer upon to write, their hands would not serve them; 
oath. 	To all the former illegal steps they yea, just above them was a large common 
added this: 	the indicted gentlemen were room, where multitudes of the meaner 
classed into several divisions, and as many country people were so crowded together 
of them as they saw good, were remitted that they had not room to ease nature but 
to be examined by the officers and subal- as they stood, and the nastiness came down 
terns of Marr's regiment then lying at Ayr, 
several of whom, in a little time, quit the 

upon these below. 	When by all those hard-
ships for several days, the lords found none 

profession of the reformed religion, and of them would be forced to swear an oath 
declared themselves papists, as lieutenant- they reckoned self-contradictory, they at 
colonel Buchan, and some others. 	This length were pleased to dismiss them upon 
was a subcommitting of their power with- exorbitant bail, above the value of their 
out any just ground, and making the army estates, to appear at Edinburgh when called. 
lords commissioners. 	Upon the report of I have no accounts of any etas offered, by 
the subcommissioners, shall I call them ? it the heritors of this shire. 
appeared, several of the gentlemen were Before this court all the presbyterian 
able to clear themselves of their indictments 
by oath, though others were not; yet all of 

ministers in the shire of Ayr were called, 
who in the former years had been indulged; 

them were treated as alike guilty, which or were preaching sometimes with their in- 
was another odd step. 	And the lords call- dulged brethren, and the test was offered to 
ed them all again before them, and made a them, which, I need not add, they refused: 
new offer of the test to them, as the only Upon this they were ordered to bind them,. 
way they would allow of, to clear their in- selves, that they should exercise no part of 
nocency 	in 	the alleged crimes, and by their ministerial function, until the king and 
threatenings, promises and importunity of 
friends, not a few were prevailed upon, and 

council gave them allowance. 	One or two, 
as my information bears, had clearness to 

the number of recusants was considerably come under that obligation, and were dis- 
lessened. 	Such who stood their ground, 
were afterwards one by one brought before 

missed; but all the rest peremptorily re-
fused such a tie, as a subjugating the min- 

the lords, and examined by the lord presi- 
dent of the day, upon their indictment, and 

istry they received of the Lord, to the king, 
and they were sent to the Bass, and other 

the commissioners presided per vices. 	The prisons, where they endured no small hard- 
pannel was still urged to take the test, and ships, of which I am sorry I can give no 
when they refused, though many of them particular account. 	Thus a clear house was 
were ready to clear themselves by oath of 
the 	particulars 	libelled, 	this 	was 	not 

made of presbyterian ministers in the west, 
and the orthodox clergy were for some 

allowed, 	but they were committed pri- time delivered of those eye-sores. 	And 
Boners to the room in the 	tolbooth 	of this year also a good number of the best, 
Ayr, 	called 	the 	council-horse. 	This and most conscientious of the episcopal 
room 	was perfectly crowded, and the clergy, were turned out of their charges for 
gentlemen had no other shift for several refusing the test. 
nights, but to lie there, with their clothes The lords commissioners, by themselves 

_ on, upon some sort of beds on the floor, 
brought in to them by their friends. But in 

and their substitutes dealt much with many 
of the country people to take the test, and 

the day-time their lodging was yet worse, erected a gibbet at the cross to frighten 
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1684 them, and pointing to it, would say, . yonder tree will make you take the 
gone along with the courses of this time, I 
know be might have had some of the high- 

test. 	At this same rate they used to terrify est posts in the army. 	And yet so insolent 
young gentlemen. One daythe earl of Marr, 
when going by the cross, pointed to the gib- 

were those commissioners, that his very 
walking sword, and a pretty carabin he used 

bet, and said to a young gentleman yet alive, 
from whom I have it, a recusant, ' Will not 

to divert himself with, were taken from 
him, though this gentleman had never ta- 

that shake your resolution?' 	No, my lord,' ken the tender, or in the least quitted the 
answered the other, ' if I am to be hanged, I king's interests, when he was at his low- 
expect so much advantage by my birth and est ; and my lord Livingstone's page had 
quality, as to hang at the cross of Edin- this sword given him, and wore it public- 
burgh, and betwixt this and Edinburgh I ly in the streets. 	That gallant gentleman 
inay think what to do.' As to the common captain Hamilton of Ladyland, who after- 
sort, I am told they followed much the same wards died in defence of his country against 
methods used at Dumfries. 	All who were the French,* 	was 	disarmed, 	and many 
blamed for reset and converse, behoved to others. 
take the test immediately, or go to prison. I shall end the account of the procedure 
They were likewise taken obliged to raise of the commissioners at Ayr, with two in- 
the hue and cry against all suspect persons. stances of particular severities, the one of a 

1 find in one written account of the pro- sentence of death, and the other of fire- 
cedure of this court, and it seems agreeable ing and banishment. 	The first is a very 
to their instructions, that they passed an affecting proof of the spirit of this time. A 
act, discharging all to go out of their own poor country man was charged with being 
parish, without their minister's testimonial, 
by way of pass; and all who wanted this 

at Bothwell; the account of whose trial I 
have from the forementioned person of hon- 

were to be seized and imprisoned. 	The our who was present. 	Before passing sen- 
satne information bears, that they discharged tence, the lord Livingstone president that 
being 	at field.conventicles upon pain of day, told him, if he would answer one ques- 
death, and extended the act against house- 
conventicles, making that one, where there 

tion the sentence should not be pronounced, 
and it w.r, " Do you own the king's author- 

were two more than the family: but it is ity, or not?" The man answered very dis- 
certain, they took up rolls of all who kept tinctly, "My lord, I do own the king's au- 
not the church, and charged all to be regu- thority so far as he acts by, and it is ground- 
lar under the highest pains, and put all ed on the word of God." 	The president 
whom they had cited, and were absent, to said again, " I ask thee, man, dost thou own 
the horn, and forfeited some, and filled all the authority, the authority of king Charles 
the prisons up and down the country with 
such as refused the test. 	And to end this 

II. yea or no ?" To which he replied again, 
" I do own the authority of king Charles 

general account, the lords, before they left 
the shire, disarmed all such who refused the 

II. as he acts conform to the word of God, 
and grounds his power thereupon." 	The 

test, not so much as leaving a pistol or walk- question was several times repeated, but 
ing sword. 	And many who were thus dis- the honest man would give no other an- 
armed, were gentlemen who had signalized swer ; and so the sentence passed, and he 
themselves in the king's service. Thus they was ordered in a few hours to be hanged at 
treated that pliant as well as good man, 
whose memory is still savoury in the shire 

the cross of Ayr. 	At the intercession of 
some ladies, indeed the poor man was re- 

of Ayr, major Buntin. I am well informed, 
his services were so great and well known 
to the king, that he  recommended him to 
his brother the duke of York in a very par- 

prieved, and carried into Edinburgh. 	But 
it must appear horrid in a protestant coun- 

11- Captain Hamilton of Ladyland in the par- 
ticular manner, when he came down to ish of Kilbirnie, was the father of Hamilton of 
Scotland, as one he had a 	 articularp 	regard c
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unto. 	And if this good man could have and the correspondent of Allan Ramsay:--Ed. 
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try, or among Christians who own the Bi- ground for it, but by his ownacknow- 
ble, to hear of a sentence of death passed lodgment that he had charitably sup- I684. 
upon a person in open court, and after de- plied some of the tleeingpartywith meat when 
liberation, plainly importing an exemption fainting, and if there was any thing in the law ' 
of sovereigns in their actings, from confor- contrary to this, it is superseded by God's 
mity to the word of God, and supposing a plain command. 	As 	to his refusing to 
power in them beyond, and without any swear upon the treasonable positions, he 
foundation of a divine law. declares he bath much peace in it, and 

The other instance I give, is of; that "sin. durst not by an oath condemn the practice 
gular person I have mentioned more than of our worthy ancestors and many others. 
once before, Quintin Dick, feuar in Dal- And as to the allegiance, he thinks no law 
wellington; and I give it from his own pa- obliged him to take it, and he could not 
pers. 	After a considerable struggle whether 
to appear or not, he at length determined 

swear the supremacy now joined with it, 
being persuaded, that the church of Christ 

with himself to obey the citation, lest his 
noncompearance should be,  reckoned con- 
tempt of authority, and he guilty of the 

bath a government in ecclesiastical matters, 
independent upon anyinonarchy in the world, 
and that there are-  several cases which no 

things laid to his charge, or a favourer of way come under the king's cognizance. 
the wild principles and practices some of Upon the back of this sentence, all his 
the sufferers were falling into. 	When he 
compeared he had a libel given him, upon 

moveable goods were immediately seized, 
as appears by a commission, to Robert 

which he was interrogate next day, when, 
being asked if he conversed with rebels, he 

Crawford and John Speed messengers, by 
the lords, to intromit with them, and an 

answered, he withstood the rising at Both- assignation of them at the value of two 
well, as mach as he could in his station, but hundred and seventy six pounds Scots, yet 
after they were broke he supplied the party remaining. 	This good man's house at 
with meat and drink. 	Being required to Dalmellington, was set apart for a public 
swear uponk the alleged treasonable posi- guardhouse, for the soldiers to keep guard 
tions, he said, rising in arms upon self-de- in as they went and came from Galloway. 
fence, and entering into leagues and cove- He was himself immediately cast into one 
nants without the consent of the magistrate, 
were points controverted among divines and 
lawyers, and he could not take upon him 

of the most noisome holes in the prison, 
with thieves and murderers ; and he notices, 
in very moving expressions, and with many 

by oath to determine them. 	And being re- 
quired to take the oath of allegiance, he 

suitable applications of passages of scripture, 
to the praise of God, and support of other 

declared, he owned the king's authority in sufferers, 	notwithstanding 	of 	age 	and 
things civil, and was ready to swear it, but infirmity, and the stink and filth of the 
supremacy in things ecclesiastical was such place, and their crowd, so that they could 
an usurpation upon Christ's kingdom, that scarce get standing, and multitudes of inex- 
he was a better friend to the king than to pressible hardships, ho was not only borne 
wish him it. 	Whereupon the lords passed through, but could glory in tribulation, and 
the following sentence upon him. 	Quintin say, patience was wrought, and experience, 
Dick in Dalmellington being found guilty 
of converse with the rebels, of refusing to 
depone upon the treasonable positions, and 

and hope, and the love of God shed abroad, 
and he had a hundred-fold even in this life, 
beyond what the 	world 	could 	afford. 

refusing to swear the oath of allegiance, is After that he continued tossed from one 
fined in a thousand pounds sterling, and place to another, from Monday to Satur- 
banished to the plantations in America." day's night when about seven of the clock 
There follow iu his papers several judi- he was put into the guard, and carried on 
cious and solid remarks upon this sentence, 
too long to be insert. 	He observes, that as 

the Sabbath-day to Glasgow, and thence to 
Edinburgh, 	where 	lie 	disclaimed 	the 

to his converse with rebels, none were society people's declaration of war, before 
named in his indictment, and they had no the council, and was examined by them 
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upon the very sante points upon which 1684. his sentence at Ayr run, and had the 
rebuilding what in my place and station I  was called and covenanted to destroy. 	In 

test offered him, which he peremptorily re- a word, I would be guilty of quitting au 
fused. 	He remarks, that he was sweetly ordinance of Christ for a human invention. 
supported of God, and much refreshed by the Many 	things 	darkened my case, and 
company of many worthy gentlemen in the heightened my grief. The grievous divisions 
prison; 	and as the sufferings of Christ 
grew, so consolations abounded by Christ. 

fallen in among the presbyterian party, 
some of them being for no preaching with- 

Thus he continued in prison till he was out the magistrate's allowance, others for 
sent to Dunotter next year. ministers following their calling and com- 

This knowing and judicious Christian, 
with a great deal of caution and exactness, 
states the grounds of his sufferings ; and if 

mission from Christ at all hazards, and a 
few who stated themselves against all who 
would not come to their heights, in declining 

the reader find as much pleasure, as I have 
done, in this extraordinary country man's 

authority to the reproach of nonconformity, 
so that enemies represent all presbyterians 

account of matters, he will not grudge to as of those wild principles. This was one of 
read the state he made of things before he the bitterest parts of my cup. 	But know- 
came to the court at Ayr, in his own ing that the devil is now aloft in Scotland 
words, 	though 	considerably 	shortened. upon the one hand and other, to ruin the 
He remarks, ' that our rulers from one presbyterian interest, and cause of refor- 
step to another, had pushed their op- mation, I found it my duty to bear my 
position to the presbyterian establishment; witness for it. 	Under this design it was a 
that in October 1684, they would allow no new damp to me, that a great many one 
presbyterian minister to preach publicly or way or other, after Scotland had attained 
privately, and were now come to press such lengths of reformation, have owned 
bonds and tests, disclaiming all owning of the ministry of the prelatists, and join with 
presbytery, and binding to an entire subjec- them in ordinances. 	And now being 
tion to prelacy, and would oblige every one necessitate 	to 	choose 	in this case, and 
to search for and apprehend all who favour- either own prelatists as lawful ministers of 
ed that way, till they were utterly extin- 
guished. 	For those ends the court met at 

this church; or give a reason why I cannot, 
in all humility and fear of God, without 

Ayr at this time.. 	Nov, says he, this con- the least design of reflecting upon such who 
formity to prelacy so strongly urged, was have freedom to 	comply, I give those 
brought to every man's door. 	The most reasons following. 	But in respect of the 
painful of deaths was more to be desired woful mistakes the difficulties of the time 
than imprisonment now, because of the bath 	rendered presbyterians 	and 	every 
throng and 	nastiness of the place, the thing of this nature liable to, I take liberty 
dreadful company there ; and particularly 
we were abandoned by friends who found 

in the first place to declare my judgment, 
anent that precious ordinance of magistracy 

clearness to make compliances. 	The fore- and civil government. 	I own and avow 
thoughts of these upon the one hand, and magistracy as God's ordinance appointed in 
the fears of quitting in the least Scotland's his word ; 	and particularly, I own king 
work of reformation, brought me to a Charles II. as my lawful king, and sole 
choke. 	Upon the one hand, disobedience monarch of those realms, acknowledging all 
to the law laboured under the reproach of lawful obedience and subjection to him in 
alleged schism and separation from 	the 
church, affected vanity, singularity, bigotry, 
wilful weddedness tb a party, and contempt 

the Lord, and disclaiming all and what, 
somever attempts against his royal person, 
and all libels favouring of contempt of his 

of civil authority, and, if magistrates would, 
might be followed with utter ruin; and if 

authority. 	But, in the next place, I must, 
in all humility, and with due reverence to 

I should conform, I could not free myself authority, say, that I cannot give the active 
from the charge of backsliding apostasy, 
and abandoning the interests of Christ, and 

obedience required by act of parliament, 
anent owning and receiving of prelatical 

c 
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preachers, as the lawful ministers of the i and prelacy's tyranny and usurpa- 1684. 
church 	of 	Scotland ; 	and that 	because tion, became solemnly sworn for the 
I stand under an obligation before God and maintenance of the one, and extirpation of 
the world, to bear my witness for presby- the other, ilk man in his place and calling. 
tery, in opposition to prelacy; and in re- Now, under these circumstances I can by 
spect I can by no distinction reconcile no means reconcile the compliance required 
hearing and receiving ordinances, at the by law, with the allegiance I owe before 
hands of sworn and avowed prelatists, with God and man for presbytery." 	This may 
the allegiance I owe before God, for pres- suffice for this excellent man, and I shall 
bytery ; I cannot, without violenting my say no more as to the court at Ayr..  
own light, hear or own prelatists as the Let us now come eastward to the court 
lawful ministers of the church of Scotland, 
and my reasons are; 1st, Our Lord Jesus 

held at Glasgow, where were present the 
duke of Hamilton, the lord Lundin, after- 

Christ, the supreme and only head and wards earl of Melford, secretary, and the 
lawgiver in his church, did appoint, in the lord 	Collington justice-clerk. 	So 	large 
person of his apostles, a perpetual ministry accounts have been given of the two for- 
in his church, the sum of whose charge is mer districts, that I shall pass many things 
both severally and jointly to take care, and here 	wherein 	there was a c,oincidericy. 
oversee and feed the church of God, and Upon the 14th of October they met. 	To 
the chief part and duty of such office is to that day, we find, Stirlingshire heritors 
preach, teach, and consequently rebuke, 
reprove, exhort, remit, and retain, bind and 

were cited, and, I suppose, their meeting 
was opened with a sermon, as the sessions 

loose; in which things the heads both of are in England; at least there is before me 
doctrine and discipline, with their immediate in print a sermon preached before them at 
power and warrant from Jesus Christ, are Glasgow, and dedicated to them by Alex- 
clearly held out 	independent upon any ander Ross, D. D. and professor of theo- 
civil power upon earth, and to be exercised logy at Glasgow. 	We have not many in- 
by a parity among themselves, our Lord stances of this nature, and the reader, it 
himself peremptorily prohibiting all lordly may be, may desire ,  some account of a ser- 
domination amongst them, which accord- mon at such an occasion, and published by 
ingly his faithful apostles and ministers the command of the justices. 	The dedica- 
practised during their time, and left it so to tion gives us the professor's testimonial to 
the world's end by their example. 	2dly, the judges, and his account of their actings 
This church-government being a trust com- in this court, " That their incomparable 
nutted to the ministers of Christ, as well as zeal and dexterity, whereby they managed 
the preaching of the word, and so an the court, was incredibly to the advantage 
ordinance of Jesus Christ, is no more to be of a decayed religion and loyalty in that - 
yielded than any truth of 	God. 	idly. corner." His text was Acts xxvi. 28. " Thou 
Presbytery from Scotland's first delivery almost persuadest me to be a Christian :" but 
from the tyranny of Rome, has been the if the professor hath preached as he bath 
due right of that nation, and has therein printed, which no body will question, I may 
been exercised by the sent ministers of apply Cowley's character. 
Christ in parity, and recognosced by the "He reads his text, and takes his leave of it." 
king and 	law, 	except 	some 	intrusions And without offering at any thing explica- 
prelacy has unjustly made upon its rights. 
lthly. 	Prelacy was brought to a judicial 

tory or textual, he lays down this scheme, 
which, how well it agrees with Mr Cowley's 

trial by the judicatories of this church, and character, the reader will judge. 	" I will," 
found a human invention void of any says he, "1st. show the different parties of 
warrant from God's word, and accordingly our divided Zion. 	2dly. The malignancy of 
sentenced and cast out of this church, and the national sin of schism. 	3dly. The ne- 
thereafter this was 	ratified 	by 	act' of cessity of episcopacy for supporting the 
parliament. 	5tbly. 	The whole kingdom main concerns of Christianity. 	Lastly, The 
in the full persuasion of presbytery's right, I application." 	One cannot help thinking he 
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might fully as well have chosen Gen. and breathing out so much cruelty and se- 1684. i. 1.fora text for this subject. Indeed verity, in so public a manner, I wish, for 
to those he premises a general account of their own sakes at least, the prelatic party 
Christianity, as he callsit,thathe might have would be a little less clamorous upon the 
alikat the disfigured faces, and hideous tones extremities and excesses some few of the 
of some people, and every body knew whom sufferers were at this time driven to, by the 
he would have been at; and thernhe charg- oppression thus preached up upon them. 
es with being the occasions of the nation's 
heavy taxes, and paints them out as the 

We heard, in the beginning of this section, 
that the shire of Stirling was adjected to 

authors of all the confusions, rebellions, as- this district. 	Accordingly, the heritors of 
sassinations, and daily tumults in this king- this loyal shire attend, and give in the fol- 
dom ; and after a great many ill names of 
the declarations at Sanquhar, Itutherglen, 
&c. he gives• a broad innuendo upon the 

lowing petition or address. 

Unto the honourable lords commissioners of 
reformation, complaining, that the nation his majesty's honourable privy council, the 
lies under the reproach of ruined cathedrals, 
and metropolitical sees; and then in his 

humble address of the heritors of the 
sheriffdom of Stirling, convened by your 

deep oratory, descants upon bishop Sharpe's 
monument; and after some dry satire upon 
the remaining inclinations of so many to-
wards presbytery, he handles theevil of the 

lordships' warrant, 

Showeth, 
" That whereas your lordships were pleased 

sin of schism, and by some thread-bare ar- 
guments, a hundred times answered, the 

to ordain us to convene among ourselves, 
to consider what course we should propose 

doctor endeavours to show the useful- or suggest, for securing the peace and order 
ness of episcopacy to remove schism, heat, 
and many ill things in the church of Scot- 

of the country; in obedience thereunto we 
convened, and having considered your lord- 

land, since her reformation by presbyters. ships' proposals, we find ourselves so much 
And for application, after he bath taken obliged, in duty and conscience, to obey his 
notice how unsuitable it is for an evangeli- sacred majesty and government, and those 
cal pastor to whet the sword of justice, and intrusted by his majesty therein, as we 
press severities, he comes gravely to tell the would not presume to make our proposi- 
judges, that they will be justified in what- tions, except in so far as we do all unani- 
ever severe methods they find proper, by mously declare our utmost, dutiful, and 
the malignancy of the present schism, and absolute submission to, and compliance with 
the inveteracy of the distemper; and pros- his majesty's authority and government, as 
ses them to take the harshest ways with it is now established, and our utmost de- 
such as threaten the very extinction of testation and abhorrency of all rebellion, 
Christianity ; and concludes with acquaint- rebellious practices and principles, assistance 
ing them, the church is like to suffer more thereof, connivance therewith, or whatever 
from her present enemies, than ever she did may tend thereunto ; and that we are will- 
from Nero and Dioclesian. 	I wish, by this ing at all times, and by all means in our 
time, the reader be not outwearied with this power, to witness the same with our lives 
fulsome account. 	Here the native spirit of and fortunes, and that we are and shall be 
the orthodox clergy breathes freely; and 
after he bath painted out the persecuted par- 

ambitious of all occasions and opportunities, 
by which we may express the same; and 

ty and presbyterians, in the most odious of which, we humbly presume, we gave 
colours, and when he hath wiped his mouth, 
and condemned himself in what follows, he 

such testimony, as we could, in the time of 
the late rebellious insurrection, when none 

plainly, hounds out the judges to wholesome of our heritors of any value was absent 
severities, and tells them, though they come from his majesty's host, and our militia re- 
the length of persecution, it is no more than giment of foot, in as good order as most of 
the schismatics deserve, being worse than the kingdom, in obedience to his majesty's 
Nero and Dioclesian. 	After the teaching commands, sisted themselves at 	Stirling, 
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. to do their utmost in his majesty's ser- fully, and heartily offer our sup- 

vice. 	Nor 	can 	it 	be 	ii Lanced 	at 1684.anced port and concourse to his majesty's  
any time, that any shire in Scotland has government, and quiet in the country; in 
been more forward and ready, according to manner foresaid." 
their power, in his majesty's service, than I doubt not but this address, intermixed 
we have been. 	And though, in the late 
rebellion, a very few inconsiderable persons, 
never looked on as gentlemen in our 
bounds, followed the rebeli; we humbly 

as it is with a vindication of themselves, 
was well received by the lords. 	I find no- 
thing of such offers from Lanark, Renfrew, 
and Dumbarton; and ere I leave this head 

expect, from the justice and clemency of of the offers made by the shires, it may not 
his sacred majesty, and the government, 
that their fault, so much abhorred by us, 
should not be imputed to us. 	Whence, we 

be unfit to observe, that the council, by 
their act December 3d this year, " restrict 
the offers made by the shires to three months' 

cannot conceal from your lordships, the cess, till they further consider them, and 
grief and anxiety of our minds, in being 
now classed and ranked with the other 

appoint them to be paid all within a year, 
because they say the parliament is shortly 

places 	of the 	country, chief actors in, 
and 	compliers 	with 	the 	late 	rebellion, 
and other disorders, who were long since 
out of their just jealousy of their disaffect 
tion to the government, disarmed by pub- 

to meet." 	Whether they extend this three 
months' cess over the whole nation, or re-
stricted it to the shires named, I know not, 
but it is plain they inclined to have it all, 
and as soon among their hands as might be. 

lie authority. 	But baying a deep sense of 
our duty to our sacred sovereign, his au- 

The lords commissioners at 	Glasgow, 
likewise had a bond of regularity delivered 

thority and government, and of his sacred 
majesty's benignity and favour to his loyal 

in to them by the Stirlingshire gentlemen, 
signed by their hands, which deserves a 

subjects; and also considering our own in- room here, and it contains an obligatory 
nocence, and good affection to his majesty 
and all his concerns, we all declare cur-
selves ready and willing, for further secu- 

clause for the offered cess. 

Bond for regularity, signed by the shire of 
ring the peace of the kingdom, and strength- 
ening his majesty's government, to contri- 

Stirling, October, 1684, 
"We undersubscribers, noblemen, heri- 

bute, in all submission and humility, in the tors, 	and others, 	within 	the 	shire 	of 
supply of three months' cess yearly, for two Stirling, for testifying our deep sense of 
years ensuing, to be paid at Martinmas and duty to our most sacred sovereign 	the 
Whitsunday next, by equal portions, over king's most excellent majesty, and from our 
and above the supply granted by the cur- abhorrence of rebellion, and rebellious prin. 
rent parliament, with the charge of stand- ciples, irregularities and disorders, and to 
ing militia, horse and foot, or any other evidence our firm and constant resolutions 
supply in our power, to his majesty's gov- to adhere to his majesty, his heirs and law- 
eminent, that may not import on us a mark ful successors their interests, and to contri- 
of distinction from others his 	majesty's Lute our utmost endeavours to employ oar 
most dutiful, most loyal, and affectionate lives and fortunes for his security, and the 
subjects; and we promise to attend ordi- peace of the government, and the extirpa- 
nances dispensed in our parish churches, 
notwithstanding of the latitude given by the 

tion of every thing that may tend to the 
disturbing thereof, bind and oblige us, and 

acts of parliament every Sunday, so far as 
possibility and conveniency can allow, and 
our absence shall neither be wilful nor con- 

ilk one of us, for ourselves, our families, 
tenants, subtenants, cottars, and servants, 
that we and they shall live regularly and 

tumacious. 	In which terms, we humbly orderly, 	according to the act of parlia- 
expect, that this our cheerful offer shall not meat, and shall not connive at any disor- 
be understood as extorted from us, out' of 
any sense of hazard we apprehend ourselves 

der, but, to the utmost of our power, 
shall repress the same, by taking and de- 

in for delinquency. 	And we humbly, cheer- livering the offenders to justice, if ,in our 
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power, and shall give timely notice to Whitsunday, by equal portions, beginning. 
le"' the next magistrate or officer of his the first tessn's payment, being a month and 

majesty's forces, and shall assist and concur a half month's cess, at the term of Martin- 
with them, for taking, apprehending any fu- mas next, and so forth to be continued term- 
gitives, vagrant preachers, or such as reset, 
assist, or maintain any suck; and that we shall 
not harbour, reset, or maintain any rebels, 
fugitives, or intercommuned persons, nor 

ly, aye and while the expiration of the said 
two years. And we are content and consent, 
that all diligence pass against us, for inbring-
ing thereof, as may pass -against us for the 

suffer any such to be upon our grounds or cess imposed by the said parliament. 	In 
estates. 	And further, we, and ilk one of us, 
bind and oblige for ourselves, our families, 
tenants, • subtenants, and cottars, duly and 

testimony whereof, &c." 

. 	Nothing can be more extensive than this 
orderly, and ilk Sunday to frequent our own bond of regularity, and it reached farther 
parish churches, unless we have a reasonable 
excuse to impede us therefrom; and shall 

than any paper of this nature I have seen, 
and effectually secured the payment of the 

partake of the holy sacrament of the Lord's cess, and the carrying on the persecution in 
supper, whenever the occasion offers, unless this shire, the two great things the lords 
We be able to give satisfaction to our minis- had in view. 	Whether such 'bonds were 
ters, of our present unfitness to partake of that signed in the other districts, I know not, but 
holy ordinance. 	And suck of our tenants, 
cottars, and servants, as live upon our lands 

it is not improbable that the same method 
was followed through them all. 

and heritages, as shall refuse to partake of I should now come forward to the parti- 
that holy sacrament, without a reasonable cular instances of their severity at Glasgow; 
excuse to satisfy their minister, as said is, 
and shall be complained octo.usly ourmin- 

their chief work was among the heritors in 
Renfrew and Lanark, and good numbers of 

isters, we shall deliver up their persons to them by no means could be brought up to 
the ordinary magistrates, to be punished ac- take the test, and their treatment of them 
cording to law, if in our power, or shall re- will come in upon the succeeding section, so 
move them from off our lands and heritages; that my work will very much shorten here. 
and that we shall not baptize or marry but The persons delated by the curates and their 
with our own parish ministers; without their elders, as we have heard, in every parish 
allowance: and we hind and oblige us, and within this district, were called, and such 
ilk one of us, to perform the premises, and heritors who refused the test, and others 
every part thereof, under the pains and pen- 
alfies due to such crimes as we shall connive 

who declined taking the bond of regularity, 
were imprisoned. 	Instances in every parish 

at. 	And we shall behave ourselves as loyal could be given, but they would be endless; 
and faithful subjects, by declaring and dis- and therefore I shall point but at a hint or 
covering what may tend to the disquiet of two in every shire. 
the kingdom, or disturbance of the peace In Lanarkshire, front the parish of Evan= 
thereof, any .manner of way; and that we dale, I find about thirty six of the common 
shall, not rise in arms against his majesty or sort imprisoned at Glasgow for refusing the 
his authority, or his heirs and lawful suc- test and bond, which by no law they were 
cessors, but shall defend the same with our obliged to take. 	Their names before me 
lives and fortunes. 	And as a further evi- would take up too much room; and this 
deuce of our loyalty and sincerity in the besides the four gentlemen from that place, 

...premises, we hereby hind and oblige our- . selves, our heirs and successors, to pay into 
imprisoned with the others who fall in next 
section, Netherfield, Overton, Browncastle 

his majesty's treasury, or any who shall be and Bannantyne of Craigmuir. 	Most parr 
appointed to receive the same, for his ma- of the common people continued in prison a 
jesty's use, three months' cess yearly, over Glasgow and other places, upwards of hal 
and above the cess imposed "by the current a year, and many of them were sent to Du- 
parliament, and that for two years, payable notter, Blackness, and other places. 	From 
at two terms in the year, Martinmas and the parish of Cairibusnethan, the two fore- 
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mentioned gentlemen, Allanton and Hart- company were so poor, that they had 
wood, with good numbers' of the common scarce whereon to sustain themselves. 168' 
sort, appeared before this court. 	The gen- At length they were called, and, as they 
tlemen refusing the test were remitted to answered to their names, the test and bond 
Edinburgh, and had their share, with the of regulation was put to them, and the oath 
rest to be mentioned, of sixteen months' im- of allegiance with the supremacy inter- 
prisonment, to the great hazard of their mixed with it. 	Upon their refusal' to 
health, and prejudice to their estates. 	Their swear, and to sign, they were cast into 
rents were all arrested, as was done, 1 think, 
unto all the gentlemen in prison, by which 

prison, where they lay twenty days. 	The 
throng was so great, that they could not 

their families were reduced to straits great lie down upon the floor all at once, but did 
enough. William Dalziel of West Redmire, 
in the same parish, upon his refusing the 

this by turns. 	They were a second time 
called before the lords, who passed a sentence 

test, was made close prisoner in Glasgow of banishment on them to the plantations. 
tolbooth, and, through the hardships he This, they say, they were very glad of, for 
underwent there, in a little time he died. they choosed banishment rather than an 
No moyen could prevail to get him out of appearance before the lords, where they 
prison during his illness; and when dead, it knew the escaping oT one word would 
was with great difficulty that his friends 
were allowed to carry his body to the se- 

hazard their lives. 	And, November 1st, 
Robert Orr of Millbank, James Allan 

pulchres of his fathers in Cambusnethan .portioner of Kerse, John Orr of Jamphrey- 
church-yard. 	Informations before me bear, 
that two hundred of the smaller heritors, 
belonging to the district of Glasgow, were, 
for refusing the test and bond, banished to 
the plantations. 	The greater heritors were 

stock, James Ramsay portioner of Auchin-
hane, John Orr of Hills, Robert Sempill of 
13algreen, William Orr portioner of Keam, 
and Robert Blackburn of Landiestone, 
these belonging to Lochwinnoch, and all 

remitted to Edinburgh, and, as we shall hear, 
received indictments as to converse, reset, 
and relieving the sufferers, and church dis- 

of them heritors. were carried in hard frost 
and snow to Stirling on_ foot, with about 
forty other prisoners. 	There, though very 

orders : all which were referred to their oath weary, and without any refreshment, they 
for probation; and they fined above the value were forced into three low vaults, some 
of their estates. 	I find, that the rude sol- 
diers haled several sick and weakly women 

steps under ground, without fire or light, 
or any thing to lie on, and no place to Rase 

into Glasgow at this time, for their not nature in, but the corners of the vaults. 
hearing of conformists, some whereof died Indeed they met with no small kindness 
in a few days after they were put in prison, 
such as Agnes Livingstone in Kippen parish. 

from some good people in the town, who 
brought in straw to them to lie on, and 

I shall end this account of the treatment of coals for fire, and some sent meal and 
suffering presbyterians at this time, with money to them, which was a great relief. 
an attested narrative of some very honest They were made to believe, that very soon 
people in the parish of Lochwinnoch, who 
were banished by the lords, and most bar- 

they were to be sent off to the plantations, 
and accordingly they sent to their friends 

barously treated after sentence, much in the in the west for some money to take with 
words of the sufferers, some of whom are them, which was sent as far as could be 
yet alive attesting this. 	They observe, that done in a short warning. Whether this was 
a little before the lords came to Glasgow, a a trick of the soldiers, that they might 
sabbath or two, John Marshall sheriff-officer, 
made intimation at the church-door of Loch- 

finger any little money they could get, 
I know not ; but no sooner did it come up 

winnoch, that all heritors, how mean soever, 
should compear before the lords. 	The per- 

to them, but a serjeant, named John Downie, 
in Bell's company in Marr's regiment, by 

sons underwritten and others, accordingly order, as he said, from the earl, came to the 
went into Glasgow, and waited several days prison with a party of soldiers, with kindled 
before they were called; and yet some of the matches.The town-officers who kept the keys 
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1681 were caused open the doors, and the 
. serjeant with the soldiers went in and 

and yet had managed themselves with teat 
temper, caution and prudence, as the gov- 

searched them, and took all their money ernment could not reach them, till this self- 
from them; from Robert Blackburn, thirty contradictory test came about, and even 
seven pounds, Robert Sempill as much, that could not be legally forced upon them, 
Robert Orr fifty marks, James Ramsay and then cheerfully they chose the reproach 
eighteen pounds, John Orr three ducatoons, of Christ, and affliction with the people of 
John Orr in Hills eleven full dollars. 	It God. 	And when matters came to be so 
is not minded what was taken from the stated, that they behoved either to suffer 
rest of the prisoners. 	When the soldiers or sin, the choice was easy. 	Their rellee- 
were robbing them of their money, the 
prisoners earnestly begged they might leave 

tions on it since have been comfortable, 
and their memory will be savoury, while 

them some small part of it for their present the hardships put upon them will remain a 
maintenance, and accordingly some little lasting stain upon this government. 	Many 
was given back to each, and the soldiers of them, if not all, were before the courts 
left them, but came back within half an at Dumfries, Ayr, and Glasgow, and there 
hour, and took it again; and though they upon sham indictments, either 	sent 	pri- 
should have starved would not allow them soners to Edinburgh, or obliged to find 
to keep one farthing. 	They remained bail in exorbitant sums, above the real 
in Stirling till May, when they were taken value of their estates, to appear there. 	In 
out, and tied two and two with cords, and November they appeared, and were impri- 
sent 	into 	the 	Canongate, where they soned, most of them fifteen months, and 
lay some time, and some of them were sent some of them longer. 
to Dunotter, where we shall afterward 
hear of their hardships; and all this they 

I am sorry that at this distance of time, 
I cannot so much as record all their names; 

with multitudes of others endured, merely severals from Ayrshire and the south have 
because they refused the test and bond, 
which by no law could be forced upon 

not come to my hand; but these following 
in about this time, were sometimes close 

them. 	This may suffice for giving some prisoners in the tolbooth, and sometimes in 
view of those council and justiciary circuit- the castle of Edinburgh, and so harshly 
courts, in October this year. dealt with, that when 	some momentous 

affairs, and the sickness and death of some 
SECT. VI. of their nearest and dearest relations plead-

ed for a week's interval upon bail for what- 
Of the exorbitant fining and ling imprison- ever sums the managers pleased, it could 

ment of a considerable number of gentle- not be granted. 	From the shire of Ren- 
men after those courts, November and Frew, Sir John Maxwell of Nether-Pollock 
December, 1684. baronet, since the revolution privy cowl- 
WHEN 	I was designing to have cast senor, and now for twenty years one of the 

in 	the. 	accounts 	of 	these 	excellent senators of the college of justice, and during 
gentlemen's 	sufferings, 	with 	those 	last some years justice-clerk; 	the 	lairds 	of 
mentioned, they swelled so much upon my Craigends elder and younger, the laird of 
hand, and the circumstances seemed so Duchal, the laird of Fulwood, Zacharias 
singular, 	that 	I 	could _not 	but 	think Maxwell of Blawarthill brother 	to 	Sir 
they merited a 	section by themselves. George Maxwell of Nether-Pollock, James 
The gentlemen whose singular hardships I Pollock of Balgray, John Caldwell of that ilk. 
am entering upon, were, for quality, peace- From the shire of Lanark, the laird of Allan- 
able behaviour, good Sense, and singular ton, the laird of Halcraig, since the revolu- 

, piety, behind none in the nation. 	And tion one of the senators of the college of jus- 
they Were the remains ( after many deaths, 
and upward of twenty years' severity) of 
those of their rank in the west-country who 
had stood firm to the Presbyterian interest ; 

tice,Mr Andrew(since Sir Andrew)Kennedy 
of ,Clowburn, some years lord conservator, 
the laird of Overton,- the laird of Hart wood, 
James Young chamberlain of Evandale, 
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the laird of Browncastle, Mr John Bannan- swear upon their libel, and take the 1084.  
tyne of Corehouse, since the revolution test, they were fined above the value 
minister at Lanark, Bannantyne of Craig- of their estates. In a word, they were a set of 
muir, and the laird of Bradishohn. 	From worthy, pious, and peaceable presbyterian 
the shire of Ayr, Sir James Montgomery 
of Skel morly, Sir Adam Whiteford, Cun- 

gentlemen, who, for upward of twenty yearF, 
carried so loyally, as that they could be reach- 

Bingham of Ashen-yards, and several others ed by no law then in being. The test did not 
not come to my hand. 	From Dumfries come to their door by act of parliament, they 
and Galloway, Mr Hugh Maxwell of Dal- 
swinton, 	and the laird of Balmagechan. 

being in no places of trust. 	The managers, 
having felt the sweet of former forfeitures 

And whether it was at this time or not after Pentland and Bothwell, had a mind 
precisely, I cannot say, but it was much for their estates. 	The gentlemen could not 
upon the same score, that the following be reached that way, and yet viis et mocks 
gentlemen from the Merse, some of whom the managers would be at them for their 
have been hinted at formerly, were exor- constant regard to presbyterians, and their 
bitantly fined; the laird of Riddell, the good estates; therefore indictments and li- 
laird of Greenhead, the laird of Chatto, the bels are trumpt up against them, and the 
lord Cranston, Sir William Scot of Harden. test offered, which they knew they would 
senior and junior, the laird of Wall, with never take, to keep the prosecutors in some 
severals from other places. 	Let it be once countenance, and then, as disloyal and sus- 
for all observed, that if those worthy gen- .pect persons who would not take the test. 
tlemen had had throats wide enough for the council fines them in prodigious sums 
the test, the taking of it would have purg- equal to a forfeiture, and above the real 
ed them from all the crimes charged upon value of their estates. 
them, 	contributing for 	Argyle's 	supply 
charged only upon a few of them, reset 

The case of those worthy sufferers being, 
generally speaking, much the same, it will 

and converse with rebels (for actually join- be needless to narrate each of their proces- 
ing in the rising was not pretended, many ses, and indeed I want distinct narratives of 
of them being with the king's host, and all several of them; I shall then give some 
of them of known loyalty) and church ir- hints from the council-registers, and origin- 
regularities. 	But rather than take a con- al papers some of them have been pleased 
tradictory oath, they would all suffer to the to communicate with me, and from these 
utmost. 	Their 	case was in short this. the reader will be in case to form a notion 
They had been once and again in the Por- of the unaccountable and arbitrary proce- 
teous rolls, and no probation found against dure of the managers with all of them. And 
them, and their diet deserted. 	Now they it may be proper to begin with that singu- 
are charged with high treason, as guilty of larly pious and worthy gentleman, John 
reset and converse with such as had been Porterfield of Duchal, whom I have before 
at Pentland or Bothwell, which was the had occasion to mention in the former part 
case of every body in the west and south. of this work; and I shall give a narrative 
They had no probation against them but 
what would equally have levelled at all, and 

of his persecution from the public registers, 
and some other original papers. 

many of the managers themselves, and November 20th, I find the council order 
therefore they would not proceed in a crim- the advocate to insist against Porterfield of 
inal • way with them except in Duchal's Duchal before the justiciary, for high trea- 
case, but the advocate restricted the libel son, and they allow him lawyers to plead. 
to an arbitrary punishment, and passed This process against him, was to strike 
from the capital pains of treason ; and thus terror in the rest of the gentlemen, for they 
by the letter above set down, impetrate from 
the king, the heads of their libel were ye- 

had no more against him that I can observe, 
than against some of the rest, and to bring 

ferred to their oath, and the test, which them into their measures. He is not brought 
could not be imposed on them, was of- before the criminal court till November 29th; 
fered to them, and upon their refusing to the reason, I suppose, of the delay was the 

IV. 	 S 
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declaration of the lords ofsession, pre- I 684. sently tole insert, which could not be 
might have been prevented, is not the fore-
said concealing and not revealing, treason ? 

got made up till this time, and was so justly GEO. MACKENZIE. 
surprising, and made much noise when it ap. 
peared. 	It seems his sentence of death was 

, 
" The lords of council and session having 

preconcerted before the justiciary sat ; for in considered the facti species proposed in the 
the council-registers, November 28th, I find foresaid .query, it is their judgment, that 
as follows, "The council recommends to the the concealing and not revealing in the case 
lords of justiciary to leave the day and place foresaid, is treason." 
of Duchal's 	execution 	to 	his 	majesty. Perth, Cancel. 	Roger Hogg, 
November 29th, John Porterfield of Duchal, 
is indicted for high treason, rebellion, and 
reset and converse with rebels. 	" In so far 
as he did not reveal Sir John Cochran's 
proposal for charity to the earl of Argyle, 
and as he did converse with and reset his 
brother Alexander Porterfield, forfeited for 

David Falconer, 	J. IA achop, 
James Fowlis, 	A. Bernie, 
J. Lockhart, 	J. Stuart, 
David Balfour, 	P. Lyon, 
James Fowlis, 	G. Mackenzie, 
J. Seton, 	 Pat. Ogilvie, 
J. Murray, 	Geo. Nicolson. 

In this answer the whole of the lords of 
accession to Pentland, and that he harbour- the justiciary (almost) three or four at least 
ed George Holms, who had been at Both,  
well, upon his ground." 	Those are the 

deliberately give their judgment anent the 
chief part of the matter in debate in Duchal's 

horrid crimes this worthy person must be process; and it may be considered how far 
brought under a sentence for, which, when in equity persons who have already given 
we have heard the gentleman's defences, no judgment, can give it over again. 	It is cer- 
lnady will reckon crimes, far less capital tarn they could not but condemn the gentle- 
Ones 	. man, unless they should condemn what they 

With the libel, the advocate produces the themselves had signed under their hands. 
query he had proposed to the lords of the I have not observed the debates of any ad- 
session, and the solution of it signed by vocates in this process, for indeed it was 
them, as the judgment of the most eminent fruitless almost to reason upon a matter al- 
lawyers to evince the relevancy of that part ready concluded upon. 	However, I shall 
of the indictment, which deserve a room here set down Duchal's own thoughts of 
here, as what, it is to be hoped, none of their 
successors upon that learned bench, will 

his case, which he drew up at the time, and, 
if I mistake not, gave in to the court, and re- 

ever find again; this being unto all unpre- sumed it before the assize; and it is as fol- 
judiced people, at least summum jus, if not lows. 
minima injuria. " John Porterfield of Duchal, is indicted 

for reset and converse with his own brother 
Edinburgh, November 28th, 1684. Alexander Porterfield of Quarrelton, where- 

"The said day anent a query proposed by as the said Alexander being forfeited for his 
his majesty's advocate to the lords of coon- accession to the:rebellion 1666, and his estate 
cif and session, by command of the lords of 
the secret committee. 	It being treason by 

being sold, and disposed by the exchequer, 
the said Alexander after some years did 

the common law and ours, to supply and come and five peaceably within the shire of 
comfort declared traitors, and it being trea- 
son by our law to conceal treason. 	Queeri- 

Renfrew, and long before the time libelled, 
did go publicly to kirk and market, beha- 

tur, whether Sir John Cochran having ask- ving himself as one of his majesty's free 
ed of Porterfield of Duchal, who was not lieges, by conversing with his majesty's sub- 
related to the late earl of Argyle, the sum 
of fifty pounds sterling for the said earl's 

jects of all ranks, such as privy counsellors, 
the sheriff of the shire, and the officers and 

use, being a declared and notour traitor, and soldiers of his majesty's forces; so that pri- 
Duchal not having revealed the same to his vate subjects could not but conclude, he was 
majesty or his officers, whereby the preju- indemnified, and his own brother was not 
dice that might have followed thereupon more to abstain from converse with him, 
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than those abovementioned, especially see- of this fair stating of the matter, the 4  
ing be did compeer before the ordinary courts lords gi,,e their interlocutor as to the 168' 
of judicature, particularly the sheriff court of relevancy. 	" The lords having considered 
Renfrew, sometimes as pursuer, sometimes 
as defender in sundry actions; yea, did ac- 

the libel pursued by his majesty's advocate, 
against John Porterfield of Duchal, find it 

tually compound with the sheriff of the relevant as it is libelled, viz, that he enter- 
shire, for a tine of irregularities in got keep- 
ing his own parish-church, and received his 

tamed, harboured, and reset on his ground, 
George Holms a 	declared fugitive for 

discharge for the same. 	Moreover, he did treason, and conversed with and reset his 
ordinarily frequent his own parish-church, 
when there was a regular incumbent, and 

brother a forfeited traitor; as also, that he 
concealed, or not revealed the treasonable 

frequently conversed with the said minis- 
ter; he was frequently invited, and present 
at most part of the burials within the shire, 
where he had access to converse with all 

proposal made to him by Sir John Cochran, 
for 	supply 	to the 	late earl, of 	Argyle, 
separatim to infer the crime and pains of 
treason, and remit the same to the know- 

ranks, and repaired to markets within and ledge of an inquest." 
without the shire ; and lastly, did assist and 
help to settle the soldiers in their quarters 

When the assize was called and sworn, 
the advocate for probation adduced the 

and localities, and did entertain them even limners judicial confession, signed Edin- 
at his own house. 	As to the harbouring burgh, November 17th, 1684. " The which 
of George Holms, the plain truth is, the said day, John Porterfield of Duchal confessed 
George went away without arms, and re- and acknowledged that Sir John Cochran 
turned so without being noticed; but so of Ochiltree, some time in the session, in 
soon as I was informed that his name was the end of the year 1682, or beginning of 
in the Porteous roll of the court at Glasgow the year 1683, having met with him in the 
1679, though he was neither cottar, tenant, 
or servant to me, yet I caused his father 

burgh of Edinburgh, the said Sir John 
proposed to 	him 	to 	give 	fifty 	pounds 

put him off my ground. 	Thereafter he sterling for the relief of the late earl of 
compounded, first with Kennoway the don- Argyle, and that he refused to do the same. 
atar for his moveables, and thereafter with Confesseth he told this proposition to Craig- 
the sheriff-depute for his peaceable living, 
at which time he took the bond of regular- 

ends elder, and that Craigends had told him 
the like proposal had been made to him. 

ity, and had a testificate thereupon. 	 Not- 
withstanding I would not entertain him, so 
that he listed himself a soldier in the stand- 

"PORTERFIELD." 

" And the said John Porterfield being 
ing forces. 	All which is offered to be pro- again interrogate in the presence of the 
ven. 	As to the last point of the libel, the assize, if he had conversed with, harboured 
truth is, Sir John Cochran did make a very and reset his own brother Alexander Por- 
overly motion to me, for fifty pounds sterling terfield, a forfeited person, and also whether 
by way of charity to the earl of Argyle, 
which 1 refused ; and in regard the motion 

George Holms a fugitive, had dwelt and 
resided upon his ground, and if Sir John 

was proposed so trivially, I thought it not Cochran had made the proposal to him 
worthy to be communicate, nor could I mentioned in the dittay, and that he had 
prove it, had it been denied, neither in con- concealed the same from, and not revealed 
struction of law can it infer the things li- it to his majesty's privy council, or others 
belled." in authority under the king, he declares, he 

This plain and naked representation of had already told what was fact in these 
Duchal's case, gives us a new view of the 
wretched stretches now made to find persons 

matters, and submitted to the king's mercy, 
and entreats the lords may represent his 

guilty, and could not but fully satisfy all dis- case favourably. 
interested persons of the gentleman's iano- 
cence ; but who can stand before envy and 
covetousness? therefore, notwithstanding 

" PORTERFIELD." 

Thereupon the 	assize withdrew, and 
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1684., soon brought in their verdict. " The 
assize having chosen Sir John Daiwa- 

was, My lords, I have little to say, I pray 
the Lord may save the king whatever come 

toy their chancellor, all in one voice find the of .me. 	Which showed him. to be a better 
pannel John Porterfield of Duchalguilty,by Christian and subject than such who per- 
his own coufession,of conversing with, har- secuted him. His sentence drew compassion 
bouring, and resettingAlexander Porterfield and tears from many of the onlookers, to 
his brother, a forfeited person; as also for see so gqpd, old, and innocent a gentleman 
harbouring on hA ground George Hoims a exposed to such hardships for imaginary 
fugitive; 	and siklike of . concealing the crimes; yea, the hard measure he met with 
proposal made to him by Sir John Cochran, 
for supplying the late earl of Argyle, a 

was regretted by some persons in the govern-
meat, after it was. over;, and I am well 

forfeited traitor. 	 , 
"Jour: DALMAHOY." 

assured, that even Sir George Mackenzie 
used to cast the blame of this procedure off 
himself, and term Duchal my lord Melford's 

Upon the return of which the lords, only martyr. 	And such was the equity of those 
two are in the sederunt, John Drummond times, that the very person who was his 
of Lundy, and Lord Collington justice- judge, had got a previous promise of his 
clerk, that same day pass the following estate, which was in due time made good; 
sentence. 	"John Porterfield of Duchal, as and July 1686, by the king's gift the earl 
being found guilty, by an assize, of the of Melford was made. donatar to his per- 
crimes of treason mentioned in his indict- sonal and heritable estate, so that he had 
ment, is decerned and adjudged to be ex- more reason than any body to find him 
ecuted to death, demeaned as a traitor, and guilty. 
to underly the pains of treason, and utter Such instances as this verify the black 
punishment, appointed by the laws of the character, a person of merit and honour 
realm, at such a time and place, and in such gives me of this period. 	" This was a 
a manner, as the king's most excellent 
majesty shall appoint; and ordain his name, 
fame, memory, and honours to be extinct, 
his blood to be tainted, and his arms to be 

time when stretches 	of 	obsolete 	laws, 
knights of the post, half or no probation, 
malicious informers, scandalous rogues, and 
miscreants, were the government's tools to 

riven forth and delete out of the book of ruin men of estates, honour, and principle." 
arms, and thrown in his face; so that his But the Lord hath reserved us for happier 
posterity may never have place, nor be able times, and we have seen this plot I am de- 
hereafter to bruik or enjoy any honours, 
offices, titles, or dignities within this realm 

scribing, against the protestant 	interest, 
unravelled, and these sanguinary laws hap- 

in time coming, and to 	have forfeited, 
amitted and tint all and sundry his lands, 
heritages, tacks, steadings, rooms, posses- 
sions, goods and gear whatsomever pertain- 

pity rescinded; and the opinion given by 
the lords of session in this gentleman's case, 
and relative to others of his fellow-sufferers, 
hath been since the revolution solemnly Be- 

ing to him, to our sovereign lord's use, and dared contrary to law in the claim of right; 
to remain with his highness in property. and this sentence of forfeiture, with the act 
Which was pronounced for doom." of parliament ex post facto, ratifying the 

Duchal was most sedate and patient same next year, was in a better parliament 
under his trial, and bore all with a Christian rescinded, 	whereby in part justice was 
spirit. 	His honour as a gentleman, and done to this good man and his family. But 
loyalty as a subject, stood full and entire; his before this happy turn came, Duchal was 
conscience did not reproach him, all was obliged to transact with the earl of Mel- 
peaceful within, and God smiled upon him. ford, and give him sufficient security for 
Thus nothing men could do did ruffle him. fifty thousand merks, and a gratuity of an 
When he was to receive his sentence of hundred guineas to his lady; and the half 
forfeiture and death, he was asked, as usual of the sum was paid to him, though Duchal 
in some cases, what he had to say, why it was his very near cousin; of so little weight 
should not be 	pronounced. 	His return now were the ties of blood and friendship; 
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but the revolution happily prevented the tober, to compeer at Edinburgh in 1684' 

 payment of the other half. 	Let me further 
remark, before I leave this excellent gen- 

November. 	I find, November 20th, 
by the registers, Fulwood appears upon his 

tleman, that the principal informer against bond, and is ordered to be imprisoned. 	I 
him was John Maxwell of Overmains, a observe none of the rest in the registers till 
near relation and neighbour of his own. their citation, but suppose they all compeer- 
This poor man, after he had fallen, into the ed and were imprisoned. 
crimes of adultery, and, I think, murder I may well begin with the lord• Pollock 
too, could think upon no method so proper as first in the summons, a gentleman of 
to save his life, and ingratiate himself with good quality, and of a very old family, as 
some in the government, as to turn inform- well as of shining integrity, probity, and 
er, hoping thereby, as he himself after- piety. 	He is yet alive, and his own mo- 
wards confessed, to share in the plunder; desty, and my relation to him, forbids me 
but he was disappointed, and his family is to say what I could and would of him. 	An 
now plucked up by the roots. 	Indeed I 
could give many instances, if this work were 

heart-regard for the presbyterian interest, 
as well as a bright pattern of suffering for a 

not already swelled exceedingly 	beyond good conscience, was handed down to him 
the bulk I designed, of the just steps of by his excellent father Sir George Max- 
holy and righteous providence, punishing well, whose noble example it is his care 
the authors, promoters, and tools of this most closely to fellow. 	My lord Pollock 
heavy persecution I am describing. 	Very had before this met with many smaller at- 
few of them have escaped remarkable tacks from the sheriff depute, for irregular- 
strokes in their persons, estates, posterity, 
or reputation ; and multitudes of them are 

ities ecclesiastical, and keePing suffering 
ministers in his house. 	We lave heard of 

now cast out of their houses and heritages, 
and they and theirs reduced to beggary; 

his being put in the Porteous yells, and of 
his imprisonment and other trouble he was 

others of them have fled the sword of jus- brought unto, till his diet was deserted 
tice, and 	wandered as vagabonds in fo- simpliciter. 	And yet for the very same old 
reign lands. The case before us is an unde- pretended crimes of reset and converse, for 
niable instance of a just retribution. 	The 
family of Duchal, in this period devoted to 
destruction, at this time are not only in 

no other thing could be charged against him, 
upon his refusing to swear upon this libel, 
and declining the taking of the test, the 

possession of their own paternal estate, but council fine him in the swinging sum of 
by a purchase have acquired the estate of eight thousand pounds sterling; and he re- 
John Maxwell of Overmains. fusing to pay this extravagant and arbitrary 

I come now forward to give some account fine, continued sixteen months in close pri- 
of the rest of the gentlemen who were 
dealt With in another manner than Duchal, 
and in noways terrified, by this rigorous pro-. 

son. Afterwards he got a composition made, 
and paid a great sum, and gave bond for a 
greater, and was at vast charges before mat- 

cedure against him, to quit their principles; tens could be brought even this length. 
and standing their ground were fined in This will best appear from the council's de- 
sums equal to a forfeiture, without the for- creet passed upon him, and the rest of the 
mality of a criminal process, or sentence of 
death. 

gentlemen cited with him December 2d, 
this year; and that sentence of the council 

November 28th, by the council books, I is so exorbitant that it deserves a place in 
find " Warrant granted to cite Sir John the body of this history, and follows from 
Maxwell of Pollock, Cunningham of Craig- 
ends elder and younger, Porterfield of Ful-
wood, Caldwell of that ilk, Zacharias Max- 

the registers. 

Decreet against Sir John Maxwell, the lairds 
well of Blawarthill, and Mr James Pollock 
of Balgray, to appear before the council 

of Crazgends, and others, December 2d, 
1684. 

upon the second of December." They had all " Anent our sovereign lord's letters raised at 
given bond at the court at Glasgow in Oc- the instance of Sir George Mackenzie of 
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1684. Roseltangh, knight, his majesty's ad- 
voeate for his bighnes,s' interest in 

the matter underwritten; mentioning, that 
where, albeit by the laws and acts of parlia- 

peters of sedition, and harboured, reset, 
entertained, corresponded, and interoom-
maned with, furnished with meat, drink, 
money, or other provisions, or have contri- 

ment of this kingdom (they need not be re- bitted money to rebels, fugitives, forfeited 
sunied) the keeping and being present at ,or intercommuned persons, viz. Balfour of 
houseorfield-conventicles,and the withdraw- Kinloch, the two Hendersons of Kilbrach- 
ing from the public ordinances in their own 
parish-churches, and the baptizing children, 
aud marrying disorderly and contrary unto 

mount, the deceased Hackston of Rathillet, 
and others the bloody and sacrilegious mar-
derers of the late archbishop of St Andrews; 

the established government and laws, be ex- as likewise to Robert Hamilton late pretend- 
pressly prohibited and discharged under the ed general of the rebels, to the deceased 
particular pains and penalties therein con- Mr Donald Cargil, Mr Richard Cameron 
tanned; likens, albeit according to the coo- 
mon laws and acts of parliament in this 

ministers, Messrs John Welsh, John Rae, 
David Hume, James Kirkton, Alexander 

kingdom, the harbouring and bounding out, 
resetting, entertaining, corresponding and 

Lennox, Edward Jamison, or Mr Samuel 
Arnot, Mr John Spreul late writer in Gies- 

intercomrnuning , with rebels, traitors and gow, John Spreul his son, John Spreul apo- 
disorderly persons, the furnishing of them thecary in Paisley, Alexander Porterfield 
with meat, drink, money, and other provi- brother to the laird of Duchal, and other 
sions, the contributing of money to rebels, 
fugitives, forfeited or intereommuned per- 

notorious rebels, 	and infamous 	traitors, 
whom they knew to be such : and severals 

sons, the hearing of seditious and treason- of the said persons married and baptized 
able speeches, and not revealing the same, 
the seeing of rebels and fugitives in arms 

their children disorderly, and constantly, 
during the said space, have withdrawn from 

or otherwise, and not discovering them, and public ordinances, which is the root and 
not giving timeous advertisement thereof foundation of schism and rebellion, and 
to his majesty's magistrates, or officers of from which all the barbarous murders and 
his forces, that they may be brought to con- other assassinations have sprung, and which 
digo punishment, be crimes of a high na- his majesty and the estates of parliament 
ture, and severely punishable. 	Neverthe- have declared to be seditious, and of dan- 
less it is of verity, that the persons under- gerous example and consequence, as is par- 
written, SirJohn Maxwell of Nether Pollock, titularly expressed in the seventh act of the 
Alexander Cunningham elder of Craigends, 
and William Cunningham younger thereof, 

second session of his majesty's second par- 
liament. 	Whereby the said persons, and 

John Caldwell of that ilk, Zacharias Max- every one of them, are guilty of the crimes 
well portioner of Blawarthill, Alexander above libelled, or one or other of them, in 
Porterfield of Fulwood, Mr James Pollock 
of 'Baigray, have, upon the first; second, 
third, or remanent days of the months of 

high and proud contempt of his majesty, 
his authority and laws, and thereby incur-
red the pains and penalties contained in the 

August, September, October, November or said acts, for which they and every one of 
December, 1679 years, and the &St, second, 
third, and remanent days of the months of 

them ought to be severely and exemplarily 
punished in their persons, to the terror of 

January, February, or remanent months of others to commit and do the like in time 
the years 1680, 1681, 1682, 1683 and 1684, 
upon one or other of the days of one or 

coming. 
"And anent the charge given to the said 

other of the months Of the foresaid years, 
kept and been present at divers house and 

Sir John Maxwell, and haill remanent de-
fenders above written, to have compeared 

field conventicler, kept within the burgh 
and barony of Glasgow, shires of Renfrew 

personally, to answer the said complaint, 
and to have heard and seen such order 

and Lanark, and several other places, where taken thereanent, as appertaineth, under 
they have heard divers rebel, declared fu- the pain of rebellion, with certification as 
gitive and vagrant preachers, those tram- the said letters, executions, and indorsatious 
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thereof, at more length purport. 	Whilk 
being called this present 	day, and the 

Zacharias Maxwell of Blawarthill, 
whom they ordain to continue pris-1684. 

said pursuer compearing personally, and oners for their whole lifetime, besides the• 
the defenders being prisoners, as being sent payment of their fine) viz. the said Sir John 
in by the lords commissioners of council, 
lately met at Glasgow, being brought to 

Maxwell, the sum of 5000 pounds sterling, 
Alexander and William Cunninghams of 

the bar; and his majesty's advocate having, 
conform to two several letters wider his 
majesty's royal hand, restricted the foresaid 

Craigends, the sum of 4000 pounds sterling, 
the said Alexander Porterfield of Fulwood, 
the sum of 20,000 pounds Scots, and the 

libel to an arbitrary punishment, and instead said MrJames Pollock, the sum of 500 pounds 
of all further probation, referred the verity 
thereof to the defenders' oaths, according to 

sterling. Upon the finding of which caution, 
or the payment of the said sums to which 

the declarations emitted under their own the said fines are restricted, they are to be 
hands, before the said lords commissioners; liberate, (caution being always found, or 
and which being read and shown to them, 
and they having at the bar immediately ac- 

payment made, before the first of January 
next to come) and ordain letters of horning 

knowledged and subscribed the same upon and other execution to be directed there- 
oath. 	The lords of his majesty's privy 
council, having heard and considered the 
foresaid libel, and declarations of the said de- 

upon, as effeirs." _ 

I am sorry I have not all the declarations 
fenders, subscribed and acknowledged by the gentlemen made before the court at 
them upon oath, do find them and ilk one Glasgow, though the matter of some of them 
of them guilty of the articles libelled, and will come in just now; but I can fully assure 
now restricted to an arbitrary punishment; the reader, that notwithstanding of the 
and therefore have fined, and hereby do fine odious articles of the libel, invidiously put 
them in the respective sums of money in to blacken the gentlemen, of their converse 
underwritten, with and reset of the persons concerned in 

the murder of the archbishop, yet they were 
" The said Sir John Maxwell of Nether-pollock, 

in the sum of 8,000 pounds sterling. as free of these as the advocate or their 
Alexander Cunningham elder of Craig-ends, 

and William Cunningham thereof; in sig.. 
iduni, in the sum of 6,000 pounds sterling. 

judges; and it was a stretch peculiar to this 
time and court, to find them guilty, and every 

John Caldwell of that ilk, in the sum of 500 one of them of the articles of the libel, as 
pounds sterling, well as groundless and false; and, as to 

Zacharias Maxwell portioner of Blawarthill, in 
20,000 merits Scots. some of them, what the council all knew 

Alexander Porterfield of Fulwood, in the sum they were not guilty of. 	And indeed all 
of 40,000 pounds Scots. that could be laid to their charge, was con- Mr James Pollock of Balgrav, in the sum of 
15,000 merks Sects. verse, I think, the most of them had, as all 

the country as well as they, with Quarrel- 
" To be paid to his majesty's cashkeeper, 

for his majesty's use ; and ordain the haill 
ton, and with some outed presbyterian min- 

• isters named, though not many of them, and 
said defenders to be committed prisoners to 
the tolbooth of Edinburgh, to remain there 

none other of the persons named in the libel, 
and their being present at house-couven- 

till they make payment of the said sums tides, and absent some of the times libelled 
respective, and find caution to his majesty's from their parish kirk; and upon these 
cashkeeper, for payment of the said sums ecclesiastical and imaginary crimes, they 
to which they are hereby restricted, betwixt are thus extravagantly fined; uptn which 
and the first of January next to come, 
otherwise to be liable to the whole sums 

1 need make no reflections. 	There was no 
probation adduced against them, but their 

respective above written, in case they find own declaration, which•  they made sincere- 
not the said caution, and pay the said sums ly, and more fully than I believe could 
now restricted, as said is, before the elapsing have been proven against them, and some 
of the said first of January next, (except as of them refused to depone upon it at Glas- 
to the said John Caldwell of that ilk, and gow. 	When they came to Edinburgh, and. 
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1681. saw no better could be made of 
it than a round,sum, they yielded to 

adhere judicially, it seems, upon their oath, 
to their declarations, but -could never rea- 
sonably expect such exorbitant fines as 

their knowledge, orderly deportment, did, 
in October 1684, compear with other gen-
denten their neighbours, -before the lords 
commissioners of the .district of Glasgow, 
where• being libelled severally upon the 

were •imposed :, What the pretext was for points of reset and converse with rebels, 
Caldwell and Blawarthill's imprisonment conventicles, and withdrawing from the 
during• life I know not; they were both 
most peaceable -gentlemen, and as little 
liable to the then laws as any of the rest. 

church, and other ouch like delinquencies, 
they were divers times before the lords, 
and interrogate upon several points, as well 

But, it may be, this clause was put in to be 
remitted afterward, upon their paying their 

concerning the , guilt and crimes foresaid, 
and how they stood affected to the govern- 

whole fines without defalcations, which we ment. 	As to their guilt and crimes, confes- 
see were made to the rest , 	• sed by themselves upon oath, without any 

I come now forward to give some More further . probation, . they 	are 	as 	follow. 
particular hints at the case, of some of Against Craigends elder, 1. Converse with 
these excellent gentlemen, as far as vouch- Alexander Porterfield, alleged to have been 
ed accounts have come to my hand, a little at- Pentland, and within two years there= 
further to expose the iniquity of this pro- after, he transacted his forfeiture, and ever 
cedure. 	• since, these fourteen years, lived securely 

I begin with the lairds of Craigond elder and openly in his own house, without any 
and younger, two worthy gentlemen of an challenge, and bath haunted kirk and mar- 
ancient family; descended from the noble ket, and courts of judgment, with no less 
and old house of Glencairn, in the shire of freedom than any other of his majesty's 
Renfrew. 	Craigends younger is still alive, 
in flourishing circumstances, notwithstand- 

lieges. 	2do. That Sir John Cochran had 
sought charity from him, for the late earl 

ing of this heavy • oppression, a singularly of Argyle, in the year 1682, Sir John him- 
pious and excellent gentleman, far above self being then a free subject, Craigends 
any character I can give,  of him. 	Both of refused the desire, but his not revealing the 
themgave such ample indications of their proposal is accounted a crime. 	3tio. That 
loyalty and peaceable temper, in a petition some of the nonconformist ministers bad 
to the council by themselves, as in the eyes performed family-worship 	in his house. 
of all indifferent judges, very much aggro- Against Craigends younger, only accidental 
vated the managers' severity to them. 	This converse, which he acknowledged in his 
paper was in such expressive terms of sub- deposition, and that he could not deny but 
mission to the present government in 'the  he heard Sir John Cochran seeking charity 
state, as more could not be required; and to the late earl of Argyle, from others; but 
when it did not'satisfy-, every body saw it neither Sir John nor any from him sought 
was-fines the managers were aiming at, and the same from him. 	The council indeed in 
not security to the government,since greater their libel, load that matter of Sir John 
evidences of loyalty could not be given, 
than the petition signed by the two gentle- 

Cochran's proposal, with suoh epithets and 
circumstances, as would make the bare con- 

men. 	A better account of •their case can- cealing of it an atrocious guilt, alleging Sir 
not be laid before,the-reader, than from the John had made application to several7per- 
followine- information, vouched in every is branch of it by the- present laird• of Craig- 

sons, for sums of money to the late Argyle, 
to help to carry on a conspiracy and rebel- 

ends. 	And 	because-it contains several lion; but the gentlemen being no ways 
matters of feet, which set• the harshness of privy to such a design, and knowing no 
the -council's• procedure, with these two other intent of the proposal, but the stip- 
end'• their fellow prisoners, •in its due• light, plying of a nobleman's urgent-necessity, for 
I insert it here. 	-• 	, 

" The lairds of Craigends elder and young- 
er, having lived in all peaceable, and, to 

his livelihood, it was not possible for them 
to understand any further duty requisite, 
than to refuse, till now that the parliament 
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lath made the matter clear, by a posi- Craigends younger, but accidental 168. tive and posterior law ; and they might converse with Alexander Porterfield. 
the rather be carried away with this mis- The gentlemen further allege, they have 
take, that the council, within these two given such testimony of their freedom from 
years, in a practick relating to the late any dangerous principles anent the govern- 
Sir John 	Cunningham, 	had 	declared meat, that they must be beyond all ground 
themselves 	of 	a 	quite 	different judg- of quarrel that way, which the commission- 
ment. 	There being information given, 
anent Sir William Denholm of Westsheils, 
holding correspondence with, and doing fa. 

ers may well remember, when they inter-
rogated Craigends younger upon his prin-
ciples, at Glasgow ; and both the father and 

yours to Mr John Cunningham of Bedlane, 
forfeited and declared rebel, among the rest, 

the son expressed their principles in a very ' 
solemn declaration, given in to the whole 

Sir John Cunningham's name is heard, 
with some ground of jealousy, that he might 

council in writ, before the passing sentence 
upon them ; and they cannot but be sur- 

be in the correspondence. 	Upon trial it prised at the hard measure given them, after 
was found, that when Bedlane's letters were such a public proof of their loyalty to their 
offered, Sir John refused them, but never sovereign, wherein they conceive themselves 
held himself obliged to reveal any thing; to be short of none of his majesty's subjects. 
and yet when other persons who had re- The gentlemen are not such fools as to al- 
ceived the letters were criminally indicted, 
and cited with sound of trumpet at the 

lege an argument from principle, as sufficient 
to expiate crimes; but when the escapes 

cross of Edinburgh, and their correspon- are such as the whole country are engaged 
dence aggravated in all its high circum- in the- like, and which surpassed the skill of 
stances, the carriage of Sir John upon the any reasonable man, to understand them to 
contrary was commended, and in the public be crimes, at the time when done, and when 
proclamation highly applauded, that he did the alleged ground of the courses taken 
as became a good and faithful subject in re- against others in the like cases, was only 
fusing, notwithstanding he never revealed to secure the government, by a good prin- 
any thing. 	And certainly, if it was duty to ciple in the subject, those gentlemen, after 
reveal the bare seeking of charity to a rebel, 
much more had it been duty to reveal a 

so full a vindication of their principles, ex-
petted they should not have been troubled 

rebel's letters, which could not be suppos- for invincible mistakes, more than many of 
ed to contain less than the seeking of charity, 
whatever they might have imported more; 

their neighbours, who were never called in 
question for them, though as much guilty 

and seeing the case was not altered by any as they." 
positive law, the gentlemen might well I have only particular accounts of another 
think they had kept a very safe and just of these worthy gentlemen, and that is 
course, when within the bounds publicly Alexander Porterfield of Fulwood, son to 
approven by his majesty's privy council. the laird of Duchal, just now mentioned. 
However, upon these grounds and no other, 
they are called in before the privy council, 
and, with many others their neighbours, 
sentenced in fines'to the supposed value of 
their estates: others were fined, every man 

He is yet alive, a gentleman of a very good 
character, and in good circumstances, not-
withstanding this exorbitant fine, in the 
parish of Killallan and shire of Renfrew, 
ready to attest every circumstance of the 

by himself, but Craigends and his son are account I am to give of his case.. At the 
joined together for the sum of 60001. ster- court at Glasgow in October, he was indict- 
ling, far above their value, and both of them ed as guilty of several heinous and treason- 
kept prisoners, and charged in solidum for able crimes, since the year 1660, and when 
the whole sum, as if they had been mutual- there was no proof of his libel, the verity 
ly liable for 'each other's faults, notwith- of it was referred to his own oath, after 
standing there was no equality betwixt 
them, as the particulars of their confession 

they had passed from capital punishment, 
and restricted it to an arbitrary one, and 

manifest, 	there 	being 	nothing 	against ordered him to swear upon the several 
iv. 	 T 
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1681. articles of it. 	Fulwood very reason- entered prisoner, and, as we heard, with 
ably objected, that no law could 

oblige him to depone in the matters libelled, 
since the law concerned heritors only; and, 
for his part he stood infeft in no lands, and 

the rest of the gentlemen 'his neighbours, 
was called and fined in forty thousand 
pounds, and remitted back to the tolbooth, 
till he should pay the said sum. 	There he 

so could not be reckoned among them. continued about fourteen months, and be. 
The lords interrogated him, if he had not a sides his corporal punishment by imprison- 
disposition from his father Duchal, to the meat, the government proceeded to real 
lands of Fulwood, and possessed them; he and legal 	diligence against his estate, by 
owned he had, and the lords finding him upon adjudication and otherwise, for evicting the 
this an heritor, ordered him to give his oath. fine. 	But finding that this was not the 
As to all the articles of his libel, he deponed most compendious and expedite way for 
negatively, save two ; the one was his con- obtaining payment, they took the shortest 
verse with his uncle Alexander Porterfield way; 	and 	by 	their act comprehended 
of Quarrelton, which he told their lordships Fulwood's 	estate 	within 	the forfeiture 
he reckoned so far from being a crime, that passed upon his father, and thereby declared 
in his opinion he would have been inex- the same forfeited; notwithstanding several 
cusably criminal, had he declined converse years before he bad a disposition of the 
with so good a man, and his most affection- 
ate uncle, especially when Mr John Hamilton 

lands of Fulwood, and was in possession, 
and the lords at Glasgow upon these found 

of liallcraig, 	upon 	application 	to 	the 
gOvernment, bad obtained a gift of Quarrel- 

him an heritor distinct from his father, 
and under this notion obliged him to depone. 

ton's estate, and faithfully applied it to his Thus they went and came upon law and 
use, with a plain connivance. And although property, just as it answered their designs. 
his said uncle had not applied to the king, 
or obtained any indemnity or remission for 

By all which it is plain, how dissonant their 
treatment of this gentleman was, not to say 

his alleged rebellion, yet he had access to law and right, which was but seldom 
these many years to live peaceably in his now considered, but likewise to their own 
own house, (with the other circumstances practick, which no body can make hang 
named in Duchal and Craigend's cases) so together. 	Melford was made donatar to 
that he judged himself safe to converse Duchal's estate 	and his son's, and there 
with him, when every body did so; and he was - no remedy. 	Fulwood behoved to 
himself was but an infant at Pentland, unfit 
to make a judgment of that rencounter, or 

compound and agree for a piece of money, 
and take a new right from him to his own 

whether there was any danger of converse land, 	with a discharge of his fine. 	The 
with such who were alleged to be concerned first moiety was actually paid, and the 
in 	it. 	The other article was his being happy revolution stopped the rest, and this 
present at 	house-conventicIes, 	and 	he gentleman, as well as the rest, was at vast 
frankly owned that he was present at charges 	and 	expense in obtaining their 
several sermons preached by presbyterian compositions, and securities of their lands 
ministers, in his father's house at Duchal, 
being one of his family, and not forisfluniliate. 

from the donators, and otherwise, which 
I believe fell not much short of the unpaid 

In doing whereof, he reckoned he had been moieties of their fines. 
at his duty. 	This was all that he confessed. From those hints the reader will guess at 
He was ordered to sign his deposition, which the case of those excellent gentlemen, and 
he did, and was kept prisoner at Glasgow will see very much of the temper of those 
until he found caution, and gave bond to times, when indeed nothing was stuck at to 
compear at Edinburgh, November 20th, if get money from presbyterians. 	I regret 
.called, or otherwise to enter himself prisoner I cannot give as distinct accounts of the 

':'.within the tolbooth of Edinburgh, under rest of the gentlemen named, but their 
'.".:tfe, penalty of 10,000 merks, in case of circumstances may easily be gathered from 

failier. Accordingly he was at Edinburgh, 
tire said day, 	and, not being called, he 

what is insert. As to the rest of the prisoneis 
named, I can only give the hints I meet 

. 	:g. 
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with in the council-registers ; and those of Abbey, and the severe procedure, 1684. 
them fined were in the same circumstances commissions, and proclamations 
with the former gentlemen, save that few following thereupon, November and De" 
or none of them were charged with the 
charitable supply, or with converse with 

cember, 1684. 

Quarrelton, but I doubt not they had 'Noss matters contained in the title, I have 
conversed with other fugitate persons. of design put all together in this section, 

December 24th, I find a decreet passed that the reader may have a fair and Wiper- 
by the council against the underwritten tial account of this part of the management 
gentlemen. 	Their libel is mere nonconfor- of the persecutors. It is evident, oppression 
mity, and alleged reset and converse, and had put that part of the persecuted, the so- 
refusing the oath of allegiance, with the ciety people, upon measures, that many of 
king's prerogative annexed, which they themselves were not for, and which cannot 
did not reckon themselves obliged in law be vindicated; but it will be as plain, that 
to take; whereupon the council fine them the managers took occasion from this halt- 
in the following sums. dle given them, to run lengths that can as 

Merks. little be justified, and were never used in Stuart of Allanton in 	. 	. 	. 	12000 
William Hamilton of Overton in 	. 	. 9000 any well ordered government. 	I only no- 
James Young chamberlain of Evendale 	10000 tice further, that the body of presbyterians 
James Muirhead of Bradisholm 	. 	4000 
.Mr John Hamilton of Haltraig 	. 	12000 are no way concerned in this matter, than 
Mr Andrew Kennedy of Clowburn 	12000 as they were silent and melancholy observ- 
Mr James Stuart of Hartwood 	. 	. moo 
John Bannantyne of Craigmuir 	. 	. 	2000 ers of the heights run to on both hands, 
George Hamilton of Browncastle 	2000 and had most unjustly the reproach of prin- 

This is all I meet with in the registers. ciples tending to assassination, fixed upon 
By another information I find the laird of them, and in part were made sharers of the 
Corehouse was fined in 9000 merks, which barbarity and violence now raging univer- 
was remitted by the king ; and Allanton's sally against all who stood out against pre- 
fine was gifted to Crigui. 	No question lacy. 	That the reader may have as full a 
these worthy and religious gentlemen got view of this dark and black part of this 
down considerably in their compositions, 
but they were put to great charges, and 

period, as may be at this distance, I shall 
lay down matter of fact, as it was from 

those arbitrary impositions brought their original papers and documents, and give first 
estates and families low. an account of the paper emitted by the so- 

And by the same information, under a cieties, and the notice taken of it by the 
very great man's hand, I find reckoned up council in November, when the killing of 
among sheriff fines confirmed by the coun- Kennoway and Stuart at Swine-abbay fell 
cil, severals in Roxburgh and thereabout in, which produced new barbarity, and the 
formerly mentioned; the laird of Riddell orders for killing in the fields, and then go 
52,000 pounds Scots, the laird of Green- on to the new commissions and severe in- 
head 24,000 	pounds Scots, the laird of structions given in November and Decem- 
Chatto 20,000 pounds Scots, the lord Cran- her, till we meet with the public procla- 
sten 	1500 pounds 	sterling, Sir William ation emitted in the end of the year, and 
Scot of Harden 53,000 merks, of which shall shut up this section with the criminal 
Sir George Mackenzie 	got 	27,000, Sir prosecutions, and public executions of sever- 
William Scot of Harden, junior, 3500 pounds al country people, when the managers are 
sterling, paid to the duke of Gordon and inflamed in the highest measure by what 
marquis of Athole, and the laird of Wall the society people had done. 
20,000 merks Scots. So much for the exor- The extraordinary severities exercised 
bitant fines of gentlemen this year. September and October last, with the bar-

barous murder of some honest country 
SECT. vu. 	 . people in the fields, which shall be noticed 

Of the Apologetical declaration emitted by in its own room, drew forth from the 
the society people, the murder at Swine- society people their A pologeticalDeclaration, 
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1681. 
and Admonitory Vindication, 	es- 
pecially against intelligencers and in- 

the copy before me, under Mr 'Renwick's 
own hand. 

'formers, about the middle of October, when It is not my business to inquire how far 
the courts described Section 5, were just 
at their throngest persecuting work. 	As 
the 	state of the body of presbyterians 
was at this time most lamentable through yet 

private persons, in such circumstances, may 

ly reviled by apostates from, and enemies to the 
truths
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persecuted, and all they did in their own fence of our glorious work of reformaion, and of 
defence was reckoned murder, and the coon- our own lives : 	Yet (we say) we do hereby de- 

dare unto all, that whosoever stretched' forth 
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going over their light and renouncing their by authoritative commanding, such as bloody 
principles. 	All this, mid much more than I counsellors (bloody we say, insinuating clearly 

by this, and the other adjective epithets, an open 
can now narrate, gravaminous in their case, 
put their general society, which, by their 

distinction, betwixt the cruel and blood-thirsty 
and the more sober and moderate,) especially 

to publish their Apologetical Declaration. 
original records, I find met October Joth, 
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it; and it was published by some of their malicious troopers, soldiers, and dragoons • like- 
number, October 28th. 	I insert it * from wise,
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foresaid persons, to lay search for us, or who 
*Society People's Declaration, especially against in- deliver any of us into their hands, to the spilling 
formers and intelligencers, November 815, 1684. of our blood, by enticing morally, or stirring up 

Albeit we know that the people of God in all enemies to the taking away of our lives, such as 
ays, have been cruelly oerseented, and malicious- designedly and purposedly advise counsel, and 
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take upon them to threaten thus, and cast 
off authority: the reader will find their own 

forced them thus to threaten. 	And 168t.  
as far as I can learn, they made no at- 

reasons for this part of their practice in their tacks, unless it was at Swine-abbay, where 
Informatory Vindication published some they had no small provocation till they were 
years after this ; only as an historian I may attacked, and their view in this very paper 
have the liberty to observe, that the go.. was not so much action, as the frighting some 
vernment, or the executors of the present people they had to do with. 	But I leave 
laws, ran much farther in unaccountable comparisons, or what may be said of this 
severities upon those poor people, than even 
what the oppression of those people had 

paper, to themselves. 	Only it is evident, 
that this paper formed by Mr Renwick 

encourage them to proceed against us, to our we say again, we desire you to take warning of 
utter extirpation ; by informing against us wick- the hazard that ye incur, by following such 
edly, wittingly, and willingly, such as viperous courses; for sinless necessity for self-preserva- 
and malicious bishops,  and curates, and all such .lion, accompanied with holy zeal for Christ's 
sort of intelligencers, who lay out themselves to reigning in our land, and suppressing of profan- 
the effusion of our blood, together with all such ity, will move us not to let you pass unpunish- 
as, in obedience to the enemies their commands, 
at the sight of us raise the hue and the cry after 

ed. 	Call to your remembrance, all that is in 
peril is not lost, and all that is delayed Is not 

us ; yea, and all such as compearing before the thrgiven. 	Therefore, expect to be dealt with as 
adversaries their courts, upon their demands ye deal with us, so far as our power can reach,. 
delate us, and any who befriend us to their and not because we are acted by a sinful spirit of re- 
our extreme hazard and suffering. 	We say all, 
and every, one of such shall be reputed by us, 
enemies to God, and the covenanted work of re- 

venge, for private and personal injuries, but 
mainly because by our fall reformation suffers 
damage; yea, the exercise of godliness through 

formation, and punished as such, according to 
our power, and the degree of their offence; 

ensnaring flatteries, and terrible threatening, 
will thereby be brought to a very low ebb, the 

chiefly, if they shall continue after the publica- consciences of many more dreadfully surrender- 
tion of this our declaration, obstinately and ha- ed, and profanity more established and props- 
bitually, with malice to proceed against us, any gated. 
of the foresaid ways, not at all exeming from And as upon the one hand we have here de- 
present punishment, such as formerly have been dared our purpose anent malicious injurers of 
chief ringleaders and obstinate offenders. 	With- 
al leaving room for civil and ecclesiastic satisfac- 

us, so upon the other hand, we do hereby beseech, 
invite, and obtest all you who wish well unto 

tion, before lawful and settled judicatories, for Zion, to show your good will toward us, by act- 
the offences of such persons as our power at this 
time cannot reach, or the degrees of whose pun- 

ing with us, and in your places and stations, 
according to your ability, counselling, encourag- 

ishment, according to their offences, is hard for Mg, and strengthening our hands for this great 
us to be determined. 	Finally. We ,  do hereby work, of holding up the standard of our Lord 
declare, that we abhor, condemn, and discharge Jesus Christ. 	Think not that in any ways ye 
any personal attempts, upon any pretext what- are called to lie by neutral and indifferent, espe- 
somever, without previous deliberation, common cially in such a day ; for we area people by holy 
or competent consent, with certain probation by covenants dedicated unto the Lord, in our per- 
sufficient witnesses, the guilty person's confes- sons, lives, liberties, and fortunes, for defending 
sion, or the notourness of the deeds themselves. and promoting his glorious work of reformation, 
Inhibiting also and discharging any of our notwithstanding all opposition that is, or may 
emissaries whatsontever, to stretch forth their be made thereunto ; yea, and sworn against all 
hands beyond the certainly known degrees of neutrality and indifferency in the Lord's mat- 
any of the foresaid persons their offences. ters. 	And moreover, we are fully persuaded, 

Now let not any think, that (our God assist- that the Lord, who now hideth his face from 
ing us) we will be so slack-handed in time the house of Jacob, will suddenly appear, and 
coming, to put matters in execution, as hereto- bring light out of darkness, and perfect strength 
fore we have been, seeing we are bound faithfully out of weakness, and cause judgment to return 
and valiantly to maintain our covenants, and again to righteousness. 
the cause of Christ. 	Therefore, let all these 
foresaid persons be admonished of their hazard, 
and particularly all ye intelligencers, who, by 

Thus having declared our deliberate, lawful, 
and necessary purposes, concerning this matter, 
in order to the publication of the same, we do 

your voluntary informations, endeavour to ren- hereby statute and ordain, that upon the eighth 
der us up into the enemies their hands, that our 
blood may be shed ; for by such courses ye both 

day of November, copies of this our declaration, 
be affixed upon a sufficient and competent num- 

endanger your immortal souls, if repentance ber of the public market-crosses of the respective 
prevent not, seeing God will make inquisition burghs, and of the patent doors of the respective 
for shedding the precious blood of his saints, 
whatever be the thoughts of men; and also your 
bodies, seeing you render yourselves actually and 

kirks within this kingdom. 

Given at 	 upon the 28th day of 
maliciously guilty of our blood, whose innscen- October, one thousand six hundred and eighty 
cy the Lord knoweth. 	However, we are sorry 
at our very hearts, that any of you should choose 
such courses, either with bloody Doeg to shed 

four years. 

Let King Jesus reign, and all his enemies be 
our blood, or with the flattering Zipbites, to in- 
form persecutbrs,where we are to be found. 	So 

scattered. 
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1684 now their minister, and the expres. . sions in it are a little softer and 
noon when the prisoners were brought in 
before them. 

smoother than the Sanquhar and Lanark By the registers I find a very severe act 
declarations formerly mentioned. 	And anent John 	Semple. 	November 13th, 
I am well informed by persons of credit " John Semple of Craigthorn in the parish of 
present with them in this meeting, that Mr Glasford, taken near the kirk of Glasford, 
Renwick himself, and a good many others and brought in prisoner, as suspect to have 
of the best knowledge in the meeting, 
reasoned a long time against emitting any 

been a contriver of the late treasonable 
declaration against the king, or at least 

threatening paper of this nature at this accessory to the affixing thereof at the said 
juncture, as what would be of little use to kirk, and some others, or at least as having 
them, and exasperate the managers,and bring 
on new distress upon the harassed country : 

knowledge of the persons contrivers, affixers, 
or promoters thereof, being called before 

but nothing less would satisfy a warmer the council, and having refused to give his 
set of people among them, who were most oath upon the premises, the lords of his 
clamorous, and by insisting gained the point. majesty's 	privy 	council 	ordained 	him 
And Mr Renwick was forced to go in with presently to be tried by torture in the 
them, to keep peace, as far as might be, thumb-screw, boots, or both, until he be 

*among themselves. 	Yet after all the brought to a clear confession, they having 
softening he could give it, there are many first declared, that what he should declare 
things in it so much out of the road of should not militate against himself as to his 
private persons, that it became matter of 
much obloquy and reproach to the body of 

life. 	And the said John being called in, 
and interrogate in the thumb-screw, and 

presbyterians, who mean while were no having refused to declare, and at length 
way privy to, or concerned in this paper. turned faint, he was remanded to prison till 
And as most of the struggles of persons to-morrow at ten of the clock, at which 
under chains, and the feet of their enemies, 
make their case worse, so this raised the 

time he is again to be tried by torture." 
I meet with no more about him in the 

fury of the government; and yet in part it council-books.; we shall just now meet with 
wanted not its designed effect. 	The most him to-morrow before the justiciary. 
venomous malignants were affrighted, in- By other papers, particularly one under 
formers and intelligencers in the west and Robert Goodwin's hand, of whom I have 
south for some time were deterred from given some account before, I find, that 
their trafficking, and the most virulent and November 13th, he, with several 	other 
persecuting of the curates in Nithsdale and prisoners, was brought this afternoon before 
Galloway thought fit to retire for some 
time to other places, even before the murder 

the council, and interrogate upon this paper, 
about which they knew nothing. 	In a 

in Carsphairn next year, of which in its great haste it was read over to them, and 
own place. they were ordered immediately to hold up 

When this paper had been published by their hands and swear they did not adhere 
some of the societies, it was affixed to to it, and knew not the authors of it. 
several market-crosses, and November 8th, 
posted up upon a great many church-doors 

Robert Goodwin in name of the rest said, 
and I doubt not but it was the case of all 

in Nithsdale, Galloway, Ayr and Lanark of them, that he had never heard it till it 
shires. 	I find 	it 	put ,on 	the 	church- was now read, that he knew nothing about 
doors of Kilbride, Strathaven, and many the forming of it, but would swear nothing 
others. about it; whereupon they were sent to the 

November 11th, or I2th, copies of the iron-house. 
societies' paper came into the council, and Another instance of their treatment of 
put them in a perfect rage. 	I shall give the prisoners this day, I have from one 
some instances of it from the registers, and prehent, and witness to the terrible usage 
then from some accounts I have from of William Niven Smith in Pollock-shaws 
persons yet alive, were present that after- in the parish of Eastwood. 	We heard 
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formerly, that last month he was banished 
to the plantations, and here 1 shall take 

if they owned the matter of them. 1684.  
The pannels answered, they knew 

occasion to narrate some other particulars 
of his sufferings, and that but in so many 

nothing about them, and could neither own, 
nor disown them. The lords appeared to my 

words. 	We heard of his trouble in the 
year 1678, and since that time he lived 

informer to be in an unusual hurry and rage, 
and the clerk was bid read the paper, which he 

peaceably, following his trade, and had not didas fast as he could run over it. Upon hear- 
been at Bothwell, nor was chargeable with 
any thing, but not hearing Mr Fisher the 

ing of it, the pannels declared ingenuously, 
that they could make no judgment of it up- 

episcopal incumbent. 	July 29th, this year, 
about midnight, a party came and took 

on so overly an hearing. 	They were again 
required, under the highest pains, to disown 

him out of his bed, and carried him to it as their opinion. 	They answered, they 
Glasgow tolbooth. 	They alleged he had had no share in it, and would not take upon 
been at a sermon of Mr Renwick's, which them to judge of it, since this came not to 
was false. 	He lay three weeks there in their door. 	Whereupon they were remov- 
irons, and then, with John Macbae of the ed a little, and•when called in, they were told 
parish of Kilpatrick in Dumbartonshire, 
he was carried up to the bishop, and exa- 

they were sentenced to die that night at ten 
of the clock, and were removed two and 

mined by him and colonel Windram upon two into corners of the laigh council-house, • 
the ordinary questions. Nothing was found with a soldier or two to wait on them, there 
against William save his not hearing Mr to continue till the hour of their execution. 
Fisher, to whom 1 must do the justice to Happily for them something or other fell 
say, he was one of the soberest of his way, 
and he came into Glasgow and used his 

in that night which put the managers in 
confusion; it was said, it was some letters 

interest with the bishop, and signified to 
him, that the prisoner was a good peace- 
able person, and as to his not hearing, 
he would take him into his own hand. 

they received, and so about two hours after, 
they were carried back to the iron-house, 
and for a good many weeks afterward they 
were made to expect every day they were 

But nothing could prevail unless he would to be executed at two of, the clock, till the 
take the test, which he peremptorily refus- king's death fell in, and then they were no 
ing, was sent, with five others, two and two more directly threatened. 	This procedure 
of them fettered together, in to Edinburgh is every way so far out of the road, that I 
under a guard. 	There he lay in the irons should not have inserted it, if I had not had 
night and day, till May 1685, when he had it from one whom I can depend upon, who 
his share in Dunotter sufferings, as we was witness to it, yet alive, attesting it in 
shall hear, and afterwards was sent to New- all its circumstances. 
Jersey with Pitlochy. This same day, when From this instance we may see the men- 
the accounts of the apologetical declaration ner of this period, and what an handle was 
came into Edinburgh, William with some taken from every thing that fell out, to ex- 
others whom my informer hath forgot, but ercise the greatest severities upon people 
minds John Hodge armourer in Glasgow, who could not be supposed to have any 
John Campbell in Overmoor, John and share in those incidents. 	To this likewise 
Peter Russets in Muirhead of Shots parish, we must attribute the barbarous treatment 
James 	Tennant 	in 	West-Calder, 	were of the prisoners from Dumfries, formerly 
brought most suddenly about six of the clock spoken of. 	Old men, and women with their 
at night, from the iron-house to the council sucklings not three months old, women with 
or its committee. 	The chancellor posed child, and others near eighty years of age, 
William and the rest, whether they knew 
any thing of these treasonable papers that 

upon the break of a storm of frost and snow, 
were forced to travel twenty, or twenty four 

had been affixed to church•doors last Satur- miles about the, shortest day, and through 
day night, or Sabbath. 	They all decided, 
they did not. 	Then they were interrogate 

waters, to the danger of their lives. 	None 
of them either could be concerned in this 
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1684.. paper, and no account can be given by Kennoway for many years; and if this 

of such barbarity, but their merciless was an assassination, 	nobody 	ought to 
temper exasperated by this declaration. defend it. 	They were both gentlemen, as 

Next day, November 14th, the managers 
go a farther length, and, by the criminal re- 

the style was, of the life-guard, and killed, 
as is said, coming out of the door of the 

cords, I find before the justiciary, 	John house at Swine-abbay, in the parish of 
Semple, John Watt, and Gabriel Thomson. Livingstone; and after the most narrow 
They are libelled for high treason, as art search that was made, none of the actors 
and part in the paper lately posted upon the could ever be found, but I am assured, the 
kirk-doors. 	The advocate restricts the li- society people refused to admit some persons 
bel in those terms, ' That the pannels own, 
or refuse to disown the traitorous proclama- 

to their fellowships, whom they suspected 
to be concerned in this murder. 	I have no 

tied mentioned in their indictment.' 	The account of Stuart, but Kennoway's op- 
probation is John Semple his judicial de- pressions in Livingstone, West-Calder, and 
claration that he owns the proclamation, 
and would not disown it. Gabriel Thomson 

that neighbourhood, from Pentland to this 
year, have been in part noticed, and I shall 

refuses to disown it. 	John Watt refuses to add a few other well vouched instances of 
answer, or disown the paper. 	The assize his former carriage. 	Thomas Kennoway 
bring in all the three guilty according to was very active under general Dalziel at 
their confession, and the lords sentence them Pentland, and after the defeat of the west- 
to be taken to the Gallow-lee, this day be- country army, he apprehended that excellent 
twixt three and five of the clock in the person formerly mentioned, 	Mr Hugh 
afternoon, and forfeit them in common form. Mackail at Brades-craigs, and went still on 
I am well informed that John Semple was in spite and malice against the suffering 
tortured most cruelly a second time in the 
boots, and taken from the torture to the 

party, year after year. 	Some years after, 
he with a party of the guards attacked a 

justiciary, where sentence was past, and ex- company of unarmed people hearing sermon 
ecuted that same afternoon with the others. at 	Thomas-moss in East-Calder in Mid- 1 
At the execution the soldiers were barber- Lothian, and shot one of them through the 
ous, and allowed the poor men scarce any thigh, and beat and spoiled many others. 
time to pray. 	The people who looked on The council and managers soon took notice.  
were surrounded by the soldiers, and had of his activity and severity, and gave him 
interrogatories and queries put to them, 
which when they refused to answer upon 

frequent commissions, which he rigorously 
executed. 	At one time be 	attacked a 

oath, ten or twelve were made prisoners, 
and carried from the scaffold to the tol- 
booth. 

meeting in the parish of Bathgate, and shot 
one James Davie, an heritor of that parish, 
dead in the spot, and took fourteen prisoners, 

After this, I find the lords of council who were afterwards sent off the kingdom. 
delay the examination of the prisoners in 
the Canongate and Edinburgh tolbooths, 
as to 	the 	treasonable declaration, 	and 

After Bothwell he seized Mr John King, 
and brought him in prisoner to Edinburgh. 
In Mid-Calder, he seized an old man whom 

perhaps would have extended their inquiries he alleged to have been at Pentland, and 
into the country, had not the incident of beat, and bound him in the most barbarous 
killing of Kennoway and Stuart fallen in, 
which put the managers upon new, and yet 

manner. Meanwhile some went into Edin-
burgh, and complained to the general of his 

more barbarous methods. cruelty, whereupon a letter coming out to 
I have not so distinct an account of the him threatening him for his illegal seven- 

murder of these two, as I wish I had, neither ties, he forced the poor old man, in fear of 
can I sayW.Itether it was in self-defence or present death, to sign a paper, that Thomas 
not, but it is generally said, it was pre- Kennoway had never wronged him in his 
meditated by" some persons in the neigh- person or goods. 	In the parish of East- 
bourhood, or society people lurking among Calder he broke in upon an house, and 
them, they having been severely oppressed missing the husband whom he was seeking, 
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beat and abused his wife, who was with 
child, most inhumanely, and threatened be- 

way to Swine-abbay he described and 1684.  
pointed at the places he had in his. 

fore her eyes to force two of her daughters, 
all which put her to such a fright, that she 

eye to possess, to his comrade Stuart, till 
they came thither,<and there they continued 

parted with child, and never recovered, but drinking and laying their projects until the 
died in a very little. 	Indeed he was notour- 20th of November, when they were cut off; 
ly wicked and profane, a known adulterer, 
and a fearful drinker, and blasphemous 

the particular circumstances whereof I can-
not relate, none being witnesses but the Re- 

cliner and swearer. He used to say, ' Hell tors, who got off, and were never taken. 
would be a good winter quarters, but ill This is all the account I can give of this 
summer quarters.' 	And one in company matter, and I do not set down those things 
asking, if he was not afraid to speak so of to vindicate the actors, but to show how 
hell; he said with a new oath, ' he was never righteous the providence was, that this 
afraid of hell, but sometimes he was afraid wicked man is cut off in the midst of his 
some of the rebels would shoot him dead at days and projects, however blameable the 
a dyke-side.' 	This was some years before persons might be in their manner of doing 
his death. 	Instances of his grievous op- it. 	Before I leave those two persons, I on- 
pression of the parishes of East, Mid, and ly insert the council's act December 9th, 
West-Calders, and Livingstone, have been anent their widows, to show the concern 
given, and many might be added : he was they showed for the relatives of such as had 
indeed a terror to all that country-side. been active in the persecution. " The coon- 
And he was constantly almost among them, 
fining and oppressing multitudes, of which 

cil having considered the petition of Janet 
Stuart relict to Thomas Kennoway, one of 

I have accounts before me too long to be the gentlemen of his majesty's guard, and 
insert here. 	One thing I shall notice, be- Jean Jaffrey, relict to Duncan Stuart, another 
cause it was much observed after his death. of theia, lately inhumanely murdered and 
Some time before Meldrum's 	court, of butchered by some desperate rebels and fu- 
which an account bath been given, Kenna gitives, at the house of Swine-abbay in the 
way had for some time continued drinking night-time, do recommend them to the 
at Swine-abbay till all the money he had treasury for charity." 
was spent, and he had not wherewith to pay But I come forward to the council's more 
his reckoning, he went out and seeing a poor public actings as to the society people's de- 
country man coming by on the road with elevation and this murder at Swine-abbay. 
a bag of oats, by mere force took it from and we shall find them very singular. From 
him, and threatened him dreadfully if ever thence they take occasion, first to order a 
he looked after them, and with the poor 
man's oats he paid his lawing, and had 
some little more money to drink up in 

particular search to be made in Edinburgh, 
which was not so unreasonable, and then, 
after some reasoning and opposition to so 

some other place. 	And in this very place much barbarity, they agree upon the bloody 
he was sent into eternity. 	November orders to murder in the fieldsall who should 
17th he came out of Edinburgh with a not expressly disown the foresaid declare- 
roll of persons, he said, he had a com- tion, without any libel or legal process, and 
mission from the council, 	to apprehend lastly give out a terrible commission for ha- 
in the country, upwards of an hundred and rassing the country round the place where 
fifty men, probably of his own upgiving. the two soldiers were killed, and after that 
He alighted at Livingstone, where he met commission is executed, they grant more 
with the other Duncan Stuart, to whom he general powers to particular trustees, to 
showed his commission: and told him, in a harass of new the west and south country. 
few days he hoped to be as good a laird as Of all which in their order, and from the 
many in that country, and they fell a dri,nk- public records. 	November 21st the conn- 
ing. 	He regretted much that he was turn- cil make the following act. 	"The lords 
ing old, and would not get the lands he now of his majesty's privy council, haring just 
reckoned as his own, long enjoyed. 	In the E  reason to suspect that several of those des- 

N. 	 u 
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perate rebels who have lately emitted 1684. a. most traitorous declaration, where- 
by they declare war against the king's most 

Mackenzie, who was conscious of those, 
and knew them well, and yet undertakes a 
vindication of this reign as full of mercy 

sacred majesty, and all in authority, civil, 
ecclesiastical, and military under him, may 

and clemency. 	The council inclined to 
have the concurrence of the lawyers, the 

lurk in the town of Edinburgh, and who in 
the prosecution of the same have lately 

lords of session, in this extraordinary step, 
and apply to them, and record their answer 

'murdered some of his majesty's soldiers, re- to their query, and form their act upon the 
quire the magistrates to take all effectual whole. 	This matter stands in the registers 
methods to discover them, and to take up 
lists of all in the burgh that are householders, 
and the oaths of heritors as to the tenants they 

thus. 

Aleut Edinburgh, November 22d, 1684. 

set their houses to ; and by the help of the 
ministers and elders of the respective par-
ishes, to make up rolls of the inhabitants 
according to the respective parishes; and 
empower ministers and elders to examine 
masters or mistresses of families, upon oath 
as to the number of their servants, their 

Sede, unt. 

Glasgow, 	Advocate, 
Douglas, 	Justice-clerk, 
Linlithgow, 	Castleill, 
Balcarras, 	Drarnelzier, 
Yester, 	A bbotshall, 
Lundin, Secretary, Gosford.  

names and sirnames ; and likewise to give " The query underwritten, proposed by 
up the lists of subtenants, if any, and to take the lords of his majesty's privy council, to 
up lists of lodgers in any house or tavern, 
so as all put together may comprehend the 

the lords of his majesty's council and ses-
sion, with their answer, being read in noun- 

whole people, and to take an account of all 
persons who have neither family nor re- 
sidence." 	A little after this followed the 

cil, is ordered to be recorded." 

Query. • 
search which hath been accounted for, sec- " Whether 	any of his majesty's subjects 
tion I. being questioned by his majesty's judges or 

More general and extensive measures commissioners, if they own a late prods. 
were for some time under deliberation motion, in so far as it declares war against 
among the managers, and, as soon as could 
be, they authorized what had been now and 

his sacred majesty, and asserts that it is, 
lawful to kill all those who are employed 

then practised by the soldiers with impu- by his majesty, refusing to answer upon 
nity, the killing people in the fields in cold oath, are thereby guilty of high treason, and 
blood who would not answer their queries, 
without any libel, process, or jury. 	It 
would be hard to persuade the present or 
after ages that any such orders were judi- 

art and part in the said treasonable decla-
ration ?" 

Answer. 
cially agreed upon by the council, if we had " It is the unanimous opinion of the lords 
not the original records to vouch this, and of council and session, that a libel in the 
until I had access to them, I could not terms of the said query, is relevant to infer 
fully give credit to what I had by a gen- the crime of treason, as art and part of the 
eral report, that soldiers had orders to kill said treasonable declaration against the re- 
in the fields, and at most reckoned it was 
some particular warrants, given under some 

fusers." 

of the managers' hand, that were pretended 
for this barbarity, and it is more than I 
expected when I met with the order for it, 
standing as a black mark of the cruelty of 
this time in the registers. 	It is altogether 
useleMo make remarks upon those orders, 
they stand fairest in their native colour; and 

Perth, Cancel. 	Patrick Ogilvie, 
Day. Falconer, 	Roger Hogg, 
Geo. Mackenzie, 	Alex. Berne, 
Jain. Fowlis, 	Geo. Nicolson, 
Jo. Lockhart, 	T. Stuart, 
David Balfour, 	Hob. Lyon, 

.. 	
Jam. Fowlis, 	John Wauchop. 

 Alex. Seton, - 

" It being put to the vote in council, 
I am surprised at the confidence of Sir George whether or not any person owns, or does 
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not disown the late traitorous declaration not affirm. 	The people who passed 
upon oath, whether they have arms, or not, 
should be immediately killed before two 

such an act as this, could easily give 1684.  
ample enough commissions, if they pleased. 

witnesses, and the person or persons who 
are to have instructions from the council 

However, it is certain, that majors, captains, 
and soldiers, pretended all to act by virtue of 

for that effect ? 	Carried in the affirmative. this act; and though I shall not say, that 
The lords of his majesty's privy council do all the murders we shall meet with in the 
hereby ordain any person, who owns or fields next year, were committed by war- 
will not disown the late treasonable decla- rants from the council, which at this dis- 
ration upon oath, whether they have arms tance can scarce be known; yet no doubt 
or not, to be immediately put to death ; 
this being always done in presence of two 

Claverhouse, Balfour, and others had them, 
and we shall meet with Balfour calling wit- 

witnesses, and the person or persons having nesses to his murder in the terms of the 
commission from the council for that effect." act, and private sentinels alleged orders for 

I pretend to no skill in law, neither am what they did this way; so that upon the 
I a proper judge of the import of the terms whole, I cannot help thinking, that, as sev- 
of the opinion given by the lords of session; eral murders in cold blood committed before 
but according to the plain and obvious this act, as we have noticed, and shall hear 
meaning of the expressions in their answer, 
it does not appear to be any foundation for, 
or signification of their lordships' approba- 

of, were thereby made the council's deed, 
so the blood for several years shed in the 
fields and houses, the blood of many scores 

tion of the vote and act of council, which of innocents, is all to be charged upon this 
immediately, and in the same page follows unnatural and unaccountable act. 
it in the council-books, as if their lordships' It is time now to come forward to the 
answer were the foundation of the council's commissions the council gave. 	The day af- 
act. 	To me theyikeem to suppose, that a 
libel ought to be given to the person who 

ter this former bloody act, November 23d, 
they gave a commission to try, judge, and 

owns, or does not disown the societies' de- execute in the parish where Kennoway and 
claration, and that he be prosecuted before Stuart were killed, and others about, men- 
competent judges, and not murdered brevi tioned in their instructions. 	As I abomin- 
mane by a soldier or officer by a council 
power; and though the lords of session had 

ate murder in cold blood as much as any, 
so I cannot but equally hate cruelty and op- 

given this as law under their hand, it pression, under the colour of law; and I 
would not have had any weight with me, 
or, I believe, with the unbiassed world, as 
long as any sense of humanity, reason, and 

could not but be surprised, to meet with 
such instructions agreed on by, the council, 
especially when they were a pattern by 

the 	nature of society remains. 	Neither which the soldiers were careful to act in 
does this barbarous act seem to have pass- other places of the country. 	The commis- 
ed the council itself, without some struggle sion with a justiciary power is given to the 
and opposition. 	Had it been unanimous- lord Livingstone, lord Ross, lord Torphi- 
ly 	voted, 	I question 	not 	but the re- 
cords would have borne it, and used a 
stronger term than, ' it carried in the affirm- 

chen, lieutenant Murray, Sir Mark Carse, 
and George Hume, cornets of the guards, 
the lairds of Barbachlay, Polkemmet, Pot- 

ative.' tishaw, and Badds, or any five of them, the 
1 shall only remark further, that I am lord Livingstone, or commanding officer 

informed, extracts of this act signed by the being always present. 	The commission is 
chancellor, advocate, or clerk, given to the in the ordinary style of those formerly nar- 
officers of the army, and powers from them rated : but the instructions are every way 
again given to their underlings, even so low singular, and follow under this title, as ap- 
as common mane's, were reckoned corn- pears to me, to empower any of the forces 
missions sufficient for the executing of t'his under the commanding officer, to execute 
horrible act. 	What may be in this I shall all these severities. 
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1684 . 	Instructions to the forces to be sent . the taking or pursuing of them, and shall 
to thepaWsliof Livingstone,Bathgate, discover who shall harbour, reset, or enter- 
Torphichen, and Calders. tain any of them, to some magistrate or he. 

"You shall convocate all the inhabitants, 
men and women, above fourteen years of 

ritor of the ground, that they may raise the 
country and pursue them, till they be ap- 

age, within the parishes of Livingstone, prehended ; and who will not give oath in 
Bathgate, 	Torphichen, 	Calders, 	Easter, the terms above-mentioned, you shall bring 
Wester, and Middle, and ye shall examine 
every person ; and after the oath of abjur- 

prisoners to the tolbooth of Linlithgow, 
there to be kept till further order. 	You 

ation,(we shall meet with it just now,) such shall likewise apprehend all the near rela- 
as take the oath you shall dismiss; un- tions of Nimmo, and bring them to Edit:" 
less you have grounds of suspicion of their burgh for further examination. 	For all 
guilt. 	And if any own the late traitorous which this shall be warrant to you, and all 
declaration, or assassination of the soldiers, officers and soldiers employed by you.' 

- you shall execute them by military execu- 
tion upon the place. 	And such as refuse Geo. Mackenzie, 	Perth, Camel. 

Geo. Mackenzie, 	Douglas, 
to answer or depone, • or will not disown 
the said traitorous declaration, and the prin- 
ciple and practice of assassinations, you shall 
give them a libel instantly, call fifteen tnen 
as a jury, and let them judge them, and in- 
stantly execute the sentence of death on 

Jam. Fowlis, 	Balcarras, 
Jo. Lockhart, 	Livingstone, 
And. Ramsay, 	J. Drummond, 
James Graham, 	Day. Falconer. 

• Those instructions speak for themselves, 
and as they want a parallel, so theyneed no 

such as do so refuse to disown, or to answer commentary. 	We may look upon them as 
to the questions before the said jury. 	And the copy according to which the country 
ye shall seize their goods, delivering as much was to be handled at this time, and this 
of them as will pay one year's rent, to such cruel scene was exactly Lollowed in several 
masters as either have, or will take the test. places for some months, bating some little 
And if any be absent, ye shall burn their regularities here, which the officers of the 
houses, and seize their goods, unless their army at some more distance from Edinburgh 
master; or some other sponsible man, bind did not always reckon themselves bound to 
to produce them in a competent time ; the follow. 	Reflections upon them may be very 
master or cautioner being always one who short : such who were parties, I mean bothl 
hath, or shall take the test presently. 	You in this case, by being officers in the life- 
shall likewise examine all persons upon guard, and in other cases, by sharing of the 
their knowledge of any accessory to the spoil, are made judges. What terrible hard- 
said 	proclamation 	or assassination, 	and ships are here put on. the poor country! 
such as .refuse to 	depone 	upon their Boys and girls of fourteen and fifteen years 
knowledge 	you 	shall 	keep, prisoners. of age have the oath of abjuration crammed 
•You shall examine ail upon their oath anent down their throat ; and even such as swat. 
harbourers, resetters, or concealers of the low it are not free from suspicion, but may 
assassinators, or such as were accessory to be kept in custody and so are presumed to 

- 	the proclamation ; and if any refuse, make be perjured. 	The refusers of the oath, and 
them prisoners, bring them into Edinburgh, 
and cause secure their . goods. 	And as .to 
the families of such-as you condemn .or exe- 

such who do not presently disown the de. 
claration, are instantly to be tried by a jury, 
and that jury by former acts of council must 

cute, you shall make prisoners of all persons bring them in guilty, and they are to die 
'in their families, above the age of twelve upon the spot under colour of law. 	Suds 
years, iirorder to transplantation. 	At also masters as have the tenderness to refuse a 
you shall take the oaths of all who compeer 
that they shall not harbour, reset;  or con- 

contradictory oath, must lose their rent, 
which is secured to those of latitude. 	Ab• 

teal any of those . dangerous rebels, whe- setts who incline not to come under this 
:. 	titer pretended ministers, or adherents, but inquisition, and, for any thing known to the 

"shall discover their persons, and assist to council or judges 	are necessarily absent, 
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must have their houses burned, if some 
testers do not interpose.' And what righte- 
ousness and equity can there be conceived 

disown,inthepresenceoftheAlmighty 1684,  
God,the pretended declaration of war 
lately affixed at several parish-churches, in 

in punishing the innocent families of such so far as it declares a war against his sacred 
whom they think good to find guilty, even majesty, and asserts that it is lawful to kill 
striplings of twelve years of age with trans- 
portation ? How iniquitous and heavy an 

such as serve his majesty in church, state, 
army, or country, or such as act against the 

imposition was it, though now very com- authors of the pretended declaration now 
mon, that all should be imprisoned who shown to me. 	And I do hereby utterly 
would not engage upon oath, to pursue renounce, and disown the villanous authors 
ministers and others above-named, and dis- thereof, who did, as they call it, statute and 
cover them and their concealers ! 	Those ordain the same, and what is therein men- 
things 	cannot but stun 	posterity, 	and tioned. 	And I swear, I shall never assist 
make all who hear detest such wicked 
oppression of the rights of men and chris- 

the authors of the said pretended declaration, 
or their emissaries or adherents, in any 

tians. 	And can any thing but ignorance of point of punishing, killing, or making of 
such inhumanities, or the worst of tempers, 
be at the bottom of the efforts too many 

war any manner of way, as I shall answer 
to God." 

are making (1715) to bring us back to This is the first shape of the abjuration 
those black times ? oath, we shall have it just now in the pro- 

I have before me a large account of the clamation a little shortened, and this was 
procedure of this commission in the fore- new matter of severe persecution to the 
said five parishes. 	The soldiers came out west and south of Scotland next year. 
the day before, and charged all, young and That this might be the better pressed, the 
old, to appear before the judges, under pain council send west lieutenant-general Drum- 
of death. 	Theyssat first at Livingstone, 
where many questions were put to some 

mond, and, 	besides 	him, 	name 	many 
particular commissioners in the particular 

of the people anent the king's authority, 
their keeping the kirk, and other matters 

districts in the south and west. 	They are 
mostly the persons named in the beginning 

quite extraneous to the designed inquiry.-  of this year, with some few others, some 
The soldiers sat on horseback, with their of whom will come in just now; it is their 
swords drawn, round about the country instructions and commissions will be of 
people in the fields. 	Old and infirm people most use• to the reader, to discover the 
who had not been from their houses for 
many years, were brought out, and those 

temper of this period. 	And December 2d, 
I find the council direct the following letter 

who were not able to walk, were brought to the commissioners of the several districts 
on horses, and such who were not able to 
sit, were tied one to another on horseback; 
none were permitted to return till the judg- 
es examined them. 	At night, the court 

in the southern and western shires. 

RIGHT HONOURABLE, 
"The king's majesty having granted an 

adjourned to Mid-Calder, and all not exam- indemnity, February 26th last past, and 
fined were ordered to attend there, where the council considering there may 	be 
the people were examined in the church. persons within your districts, who may fall 
But, passing these circumstances, I only re- in to share in that indemnity, and being 
mark, that all this trouble the country was willing none should fall short of it, have 
brought to, made no discoveries I can hear sent you the following instructions there- 
of. anent. 

November 25th, "The lords of his ma- "PERTH." 
jesty's privy council approve the draught This is the first time I meet with this 
of the oath underwritten, to be offered to indemnity, though granted February last. 
all persons whom they or their commis- What were the motives in the managers to 
sinners than think fit." keep it up till now, I shall not inquire, 

neither can I learn from the registers it 
I, A. B. Au hereby abhor, renounce, and was 	published 	at 	all. 	In February or 
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March next year, an indemnity is you report to the council, and have further 
1684. published at the accession of king orders; and you are to give the ordinary 

James, but till then I can learn of no other pass to all such as take the said oath." 
since the year 1679. 	However, they now But to awe the country the more, beside 
clog the indemnity 	with the abjuration the former commissioners, some are more 
oath, and put it entirely in the hand of the especially appointed to traverse the country 
commissioners, to apply the king's pardon, 
or not, as they see cause. 	The instructions 

with a justiciary power lodged in them 
solely. 	Thus, December 4th, the council 

will best speak for themselves. send lieutenant-general Drummond to the 
. west and south. 	Ilia commission and in- 

Instructions for applying his majesty's structions will best show his powers. 
indemnity. . 

" 1. You are, 'conform to his majesty's Commission and instructions to lieutenant- 
indemnity, to set at liberty, and free all general Drummond. 
persons imprisoned, or under bond, by you " Charles, &c. Forasmuch as we and the 
not fined :.and though they be sentenced lords of our privy council are certainly in- 
to banishment, they being under the degree formed, that there are certain fugitive rebels 
of 	heritors, 	liferenters, 	wadsetters, 	or now in arms, in several places in the south 
burgesses of burghs royal, and vagrant 
preachers. 

and western shires, who by themselves, 
their adherents and accomplices, do daily 

" 2. By vagrant preachers you are to commit great abuses and insolencies, to the 
understand indulged ministers, and such as disturbance of our peace, and the disquiet 
are in orders, but not licensed according to of our loyal people. 	We, to the effect that 
law, whom you are not to dismiss or liberate, 
but upon their enacting themselves, or 

these rogues and villains may be reduced, 
do, with advice of our privy council, consti- 

finding others caution for them, that they tute lieutenant-general Ditunmond, master 
not hereafter exercise any part of the .shall general of our ordnance, our justice in that 

ministerial function within this kingdom, 
under the pain of five thousand merks, 
otherwise find caution under the same sum 

part, to the effect underwritten, with power 
to him to go to the said south and west 
shires, or any parts thereof, where the said 

to remove off the kingdom within twenty 
days, and not to return without license, 
and meanwhile to live peaceably. 

repels and their adherents do mostly resort, 
and then and there, as he shall think ex-
pedient, to affix and hold courts of justici- 

" 3. If any persons already declared ary, call assizes, Sm.- (as in common form 
fugitives, shall within twenty days after the before specified) and call any of the said re- 
date of his majesty's proclamation, address 
to you, and testify their acceptance of the 

bell or their adherents, or persons suspect, 
and cause justice be done on them according 

said pardon, by taking the allegiance, or to law and practick, and acts of parliament 
finding caution to transport themselves out of this realm, and instructions given by our 
of his majesty's three kingdoms, before the council of the date thir presents. 	Promit- 
twentieth day of May next, after the date ten, to hold firm and stable; and ordain 
of his majesty's proclamation, and to live this commission to continue and endure till 
peaceably till then, and not 	to 	return 
without license, on pain of death, you are 
to admit them. 	, 

" 4. But before you, offer his majesty's 

the first of January next." 

Instructions given with the above specified 
commission. 

said pardon to any of the foresaid persons, " 1. You are to go to the southern and west- 
• you, are to cause them swear the late oath ern shires, where several rebels and their 
of abjuration, and that they shall never adherents are, or do haunt and resort, and 
take up anis. against the king, or any do commit great insolencies and . abuses; 
commissionate by him, upon any pretext and for your assistance in reducing and 
whatsomeVer ; and if they refuie so to do, 
you anl to secure them in firrnance, until 

punishing them according to your commis-
sion, you are to take with you the forces 

, ' ' 
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following, half of the troop of his majesty's 
life-guard, four 	troops 	of Claverhouse's 

vene the commissioners, whp are 1684  
proper to provide the garrisons with 

regiment of horse, the earl of Balcarras, all necessaries. 
Airly, and lord Ross their troops, six troops Besides those powers granted to the lieu- 
of general Dalziel's regiment, with two tenant-general, some other commissions are 
hundred foot out of the earl of Mar's regi- granted to private persons, who would un- 
meat; and with them you are to pursue, 
take, and apprehend and kill the foresaid 

dertake them, to search for, and take sus-
pected persons in places which the regular 

rebels and their abettors. forces could not so easily reach. 	Thus I 
" 2. You are to call before you all such find a new highland host is brought down 

persons who have been in the late rebellion, 
and have not taken the benefit of his ma- 

upon the shires of Renfrew and Dumbarton, 
under the laird of Orbiston. 	The commis- 

jesty's indemnity, and their resetters, as also, 
all such who have been actors in contriving, 
accessory to the publishing, or affixing, or 
do any manner of way approve of, or al- 

sion is a little singular, therefore I insert it. 
Date, December 8th, 1684. 

" Charles, &c. Forasmuch as we understand- 
low the late treasonable paper and declare, 
tion. 

ing there are several rebels and fugitives, 
ivho do haunt and skulk in the shires of 

"3. You are to quarter the said troops Dumbarton and Renfrew, and that there 
under your command, upon your march up are several outed 	ministers who reside 
and down the said shires, either in burgh within the same, to the great disturbance 
or land, as you shall find most expedient; of our peace, if a present remedy be not 
and you are to settle garrisons of horse and fallen upon for preventing the abuses com- 
foot, and dragoons in such places, and con- mitted by the said rebels and fugitives, and 
sisting of such numbers, as are contained in our people from being debauched into dis- 
a list given you for that purpose ; and to loyal and seditious principles by those outed 
make such alterations in the said garrisons ministers. 	Therefore we, with, and by ad- 
as you shall find most proper for the king's vice of the lords of our privy council, do 
service, and the peace of the country; and give and grant full power and authority to 
you are to require all sheriffs and ma- William Hamilton of Orbiston, to levy vo- 
gistrates where those garrisons are to be luntarily two hundred highlandmen of the 
established, immediately to convene the shire of Dumbarton, and with them, or any 
commissioners concerned to provide them, 
and to certify the sheriffs and other magis- 
trates, that if they prove negligent, they 

part of them, as oft as our service shall re-
quire, to march to any part of the said shires, 
and pursue, take, and apprehend the said 

will be convened before his majesty's privy rebels and fugitives, vagrant and skulking 
council, and fined therefore; and if they be • persons and their resetters, and commit 
negligent, you are to allow the forces in them to some firmance or ward till they be 
that case to take -what they want at their legally tried. 	And in case any of the said 
own hand; and generally, you are to do persons be in arms, resisting and refusing 
every other thing necessary, which may to be taken, we do hereby fully empower 
most conduce to his majesty's service, and the said laird of Orbiston and those with 
the good of the country." him, to kill, wound, and destroy them, and 

At the same time the council write a let- deliver such of them who shall be taken 
ter to the duke of Hamilton, acquainting alive, to our next commissioned officer of 
him, that they had sent west lieutenant- our forces, to be brought in prisoners to 
general 	Drummond, with 	a justiciary the tolbooth of Edinburgh, in order to be 
power to go through the western and brought to a legal trial, or to be otherwise 
southern shires, and try rebels and fugitives, 
and vagrant skulking persons in the said 

disposed of as our council thinks fit. 	And 
in pursuance of the said commission, we do 

shires, and, where he finds it necessary, to authorise the said laird of Orbiston, to em- 
establish garrisons, especially in Lanark- ploy spies and intelligencers to go in corn- 
shire; and desiring that his grace may con- pany with the said rebels and fugitives, as 
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if WA 	they were in their party, the better WA' to to discover where they haunt and are 
indeed inexpressible. 	Some particular in- 
stances may come in afterwards, this and 

reset; and if they can, to apprehend and pre- the next year; but the reader will easily 
sent them unto him for the effect foreSaid.. perceive what furious and exasperate. sol- 
As also with full power to the said laird. of diers would do, when they had so large 
Orbiston, to take and apprehend the per- powers and commissions. 	We shall pre- 
sons of all outed ministers, who shall be sently meet with more commissions given 
found within, or resort unto the said shires, 
and send them in prisoners to the tolbooth 

to 	some 	select persons 	in every shire, 
which perhaps superseded the giving them 

of Edinburgh, or deliver them to the near- to particular persons. 
est officers of our army, to be brought in At length, December 30th, after all those 
prisoners accordingly. 	It is also hereby steps taken to harass and persecute the 
provided, , that the said laird. of Orbiston country; before any previous warning given 
take care that those persons enjoyed by to theili, of the danger of, the societies' 
him commit no disorders, and th' country Apologetical Declaration; and the necessity 
through which they pass receive no damage 
by them. 	And for .the better encourage- 

of the taking the oath of abjuration, which, 
one would think, ought to have been the 

meld of the said laird of Orbiston, and those first step should have been taken, the coun- 
with him, we indemnify him or them in cif emit their proclamation against their de- 
case of resistance, where persons may be 
killed, wounded, or mutilated, and for con-
versing with rebels and fugitives to the 
ends foresaid, and from all pursuits crimi- 

claration, which I have insert below.* 

• Proclamation against a treasonable declaration, 
Dec. 30th, 1684. 

nal or civil in all time coming; and do de- Present in council. 
dare this our indemnity to him and them to Earl of Perth lord high chancellor. 
be as sufficient and valid as if the same Lord archbishop of St Andrews. 
were under our hand and great seal; and Duke of Queensberry lord high treasurer. 

Lord archbishop of Glasgow. 
this our commission is immediately to be- Marquis of Douglas. 	Earl of Kintore. 
gin and 'take effect, and to continue and Earl o

ofauriniafirig. Lord
Lo 	itt

ir
e
i a
r

i rd. 
 

endure till we or our privy council shall Earl of Glencairn. 	L. President ofSession. 
recall the same." Earl of Strathmore. 	L. Register. 

Earl of Southesk. 	L. Advocate. 
The hardships and difficulties the poor Earl of Panmure. 	L. Justice-clerk. 

people in the west and south were brought Earl of Tweeddale. 	L. Castle-hill. 
under by this army sent upon them, are Earl of Balcarras. 	Gossford. 

Charles, by the grace of God, king of Great 
Britain, France, and Ireland, defender of the 

* The following story is known still to the faith : to our lyon king at arms, and his bre. 
people in the neighbourhood of Duchal. 	The thren, heralds, maters of our privy council, pur- 
commander of the party employed in Renfrew- suivants, and messengers at arms, our sheriffs 
shire;  sent two of his men to collect informa- in that part, conjunetly and severally, specially 
tion concerning Dacha' and his lady to the place constitute, greeting. 	Forasmuch as several in- 
or house of Duchal. 	They applied to the lady solent and desperate rebels, having frequently 
for quarters, pretending to be persecuted cove- refused the reiterated offers of our clemency, have 
minters. 	The lady ordered them to the barn, 
and sent a mess of porridge for their supper. 

of late associated themselves, under a pretended 
form of government, in societies, fellowships, &c. 

They fell to eating the food without asking a bless- and 	have, in their meetings, at last pulled off jag. 	The servant from this circumstance con- the mask under which they formerly endeavour- 
eeived suspicion, that they were not of the right ed to disguise their bloody and execrable prin. 
kind. 	The lady was sorely afraid, and laid her ciples, and openly and avowedly declared, in a late 
fears before her husband. 	Duchal brought the treasonable paper emitted by them, and affixed 
two soldiers to the front of his house, and in the at 	several 	parish-churches, 	(intituled, 	The 
presence of all his domestics, inflicted discipline Apologetical Declaration and Admonitory Viniii- 
by the horse-whipOtm the "rebellious whigs," cation of the true Presbyterians of the Church 
as he pretended on their own averment to consi- of Scotland, especially anent Intelligencers and 
der them, and who had thus by a crafty device at- Informers) that they have disowned us and our 
tempted to bring him into trouble. 	After the authority., and have declared war against us; and 
whipping, he bound them hand and foot, and from that do infer that it is not only lawful; but 
threw them into the old vault of Duchal castle, 
till the commander came, and relieved the 

a duty upon them, to kill and Murder all who do 
in any manner of way, serve us, or who du 

pseudo-corenanyrs.—i d. 	 i assist our judicatures, or forces in the execution 
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The names of the sederunt are insert to best knew. 	The society people ex, 	q 
make it the more remarkable, but why the pressly disown it. 	I do not at all 1684' • 
title of the proclamation runs, ' against the offer to defend their paper, yea, I really 
horrid principle of assassination,' the framers think allowances may be made to the man- 

of our laws (principles inconsistent with all Spey and Ness, 	(including 	Strathspey and 
government and society, and tending to the de- Abernethy) or any three of them, or before the 
struction of the lives of 	loyal and honest sub- sheriffs of the shire, where there are no such cone. 
jects) therefore we, with advice ofthe lords of our mission, to deliver them an exact list of the 
privy council, do hereby ordain, that whosoever names of all their inhabitants ; and the master 
shall own the said most execrable and treason- 
able declaration, or assassinations therein men- 

and all the inhabitants, shall, in solemn manner, 
in presence of the said commissioners, take the 

tinned, and the principles therein specified, or 
whosoever shall refuse to disown the same, iu 

following oath, viz. " I, A. B. do hereby abhor, 
renounce, and disown, in preienceof theahnighty 

so far as it declares war against his sacred ma- God, the pretended declaration of war, latelyal- 
jesty, and asserts that it is lawful to kill such fixed at several parish-churches, in so far as it 
as serve in church, state, army, or country, shall declares Spar against his sacred majesty, and 
be tried and executed to the death. 	And fur- asserts, Wit it is lawful to kill such as serve his 
ther, we hereby require and command all our majesty, in church, state, army, or country." 
good subjects, especially those dwelling in the And such as can subscribe, are to subscribe the 
southern and western shires of this our ancient same, on a large sheet of paper, for every parish : 
kingdom, besouth the river of Tay, that they be and on performance thereof, the. said commis- 
ready, upon all occasions, to concur with our sioners are -hereby ordained to deliver to every 
magistrates and officers, in seeking, searching, 
and apprehending ; and that they, and each of 

such person, a testificate of the tenor following, 
viz. 	" We, A. B, &c. do, by these, testify and 

them, do their utmost endeavour, to seek, search, 
delete and apprehend any who shall own the 

declare, that C. in the parish of D. did compeer 
before us, and on his, or her solemn oath, before 

said Apologetieal Declaration, and the trencher- almighty God, did abjure and renounce the kit* 
Deis and assassinating principles therein men- traitorous Apologetical Declaration, insofar as it 
timed, or refuse to disown the saute, as said is ; 
certifying them, if they fail herein, they shall 

declares -war against his majesty, and asserts, 
that it Is lawful to kill such as serve his Majesty 

be proceeded against, for their said collusion and In church, state, army, or country." 	Which 
connivance, with the utmost severity °four laws. testificate we declare is to serve fora free pass to 
As also that, when they are required, they shall 
actually concur to keep and secure (as prisoners) 

all who have the same for all time thereafter, 
and shall preserve them from all molestation and 

the said rebels, when they are taken; and to trouble in going about their affairs; and if it 
search for, and drive away their goods, when re- shall happen any of the said testitleates to rte lost 
quired by those commissionated by us. 	And by the persons who receive the same, that they 
since these rebels, after declaring their hellish in- are to have them renewed by them Who first 
tentions, for the better performance of their mis- granted them, and the ministers of the resnec. 
chievous designs, do lurk in secret, and are never tive parishes; certifying hereby, an such who 

, discerned, but in the acts of their horrid asses- shall adventure to travel without a testifieate in 
sinations, and passing up and down unknown manner foresaid, that they shall be holden and 
amongst our loyal subjects, take opportunity to used as concurrera with the foresaid execrable 
murder and mmagsinate, and it being necessary rebels, and as guilty of the foresaid treasonable 
to provide a remedy against so imminent a Declaration, and accessory to the designs therein. 
danger, which cannot be so well done, as when And to, theeffeet this our will and pleasure may 
the good are differenced from the bad by divert- be made known to all concerned, we hereby re- 
minating signs; at least constant inquiries may quire and command all our sheriffs, and magic. 
occasion a continual trouble, even to our good tallies of our royal burghs respective, to cause 
subjects : 	Therefore, as a remedy for these in- intimate the same at all the parish-churches 
conveniences, we declare it to be our royal will within this kingdom, upon the Lord's day after 
and pleasure, and we hereby command and re- divine aervice, and that with alf possible dia. 
quire all our subjects, within this our ancient gence ; and that the heritors, liferenters, and 
kingdom, both men and women, past the age of wadsetters in every parish give in their foresaid 
sixteen years, not to presume to travel without lists, before the regularineumbent minister, and 
testificates of their loyalty and good principles, 
which they are to have in manner following. 

such a person or persons as shallbe appointed by 
the sheriff and stewart of each shire and stew- 

And we hereby command all herltors, liferent. artry, within the space of fifteen days after the . 
ers, and wadsetters, and, in their absence, their said intimation at the parish churches respec- 
factors and chamberlains, to convocate all the tive; and in ease it shall happen any to be ali- 
inhabitants upon their land's, in every respective tent from their residences, at that time, upon 
parish, and to bring them before any of our privy lawful occasion, their master shall take a cam- 
counsellors, or our commissioners appointed by potent day to produce them, conform -to the dis- 
our council, in the shires and bounds under- lance of the place; and all, who are otherwise ' 
written, viz. Lanark, Renfrew, Ayr, Dumber- absent, and for whom their masters will not ea- 
ten, Stirling, Nithsdale, and stewartry of An- gage in manner foresaid, shall be considered as 
nandale, Wigton, and stewartry of KArkeuti- fugitives, their families seized on in order to 
bright, Berwick, Selkirk, Fife, and Kinross, their transportation, 	and their goods inven- 
Mid, West, and East Lothians, and Baithgate, 
(including our eity of Edinburgh, with the sub- 

tared and secured; and it is hereby declared, 
that the master shall be answerable dud none of 

orbs and liberties thereof,} and bounds betwixt the goods of the said persons be taken off the 
iv. 	 X 	». 
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1684 
agers, when they reckoned they had 

. gotten such an open affront; and 
assassination, which they say they abhor, 
but merely in self-defence, and they advance 

I could bear with them in going further much to prove, that their assertions go no 
how than upon other occasions, but the further. 	But I leave their defences to 
reader must observe they go very 	far, themselves. 	This I know, that many poor 
I can scarce doubt, but some of the man- country people would not disown their 
agers knew the nature of their meetings : paper, not from the least inclination to the 
Earlston had given a very fair account of principles the proclamation speaks of, but 
them, and yet they take it for granted, 
their fellowships and societies for prayer 

because they imagined the disowning of 
this paper was a disowning of the poor 

and conference, were 	a. form 	of civil persecuted people, and an approbation of 
government, and levelled at bloody and the cruelties and hardships put upon them; 
assassinating designs. 	1 am apt to be- and it was certainly 	unaccountable to 
lieve, some of the managers knew other butcher multitudes of them merely for their 
things, though they 	speak 	thus. 	And opinion, and that in a very few minutes. 
upon this false 	supposition, 	the procla- 
oration 	orders all that do own this de- 
claration, or do not disown it, to be tried 

I may take notice further, that the council, 
or rather criminal court by their direction, 
found the not giving poor country people's 

and executed to death. 	And that this was opinion upon this paper, sufficient ground 
hard, 	will appear, not only from the to execute them, even before this procla. 
scruples we have heard, against owning or mation ; and the proclamation orders a 
disowning things, at the order of the per- trial and execution upon the back of it: but 
secutors, but will be yet plainer, if we the soldiers would not insist upon this 
charitably suppose, what, they say them- nicety, but wherever 	they found people 
selves, is true, that they were' drivdn to who would not answer their questions, they 
this last shift, not from any 	design of immediately despatched them ; and in this 

ground until those employed by us shall intro- and that they are the persons mentioned and 
mit with them; and if any of those who corn- expressed in them, if the same shall be required 
pear shall own the said traitorous declaration, 
and the principles and practices therein asserted, 
or shall refuse to disown the same in manner 

of them. 	And finally, for the encouragement 
of such as shall discover any of the said traitors 
and assassins, or any who have been any ways 

above prescribed, the said commissioners are in accession to the said traitorous and damnable 
hereby required instantly to secure and appre- paper, or to the publishing and spreading of the 
bend their persons, and carry them to the next same, as said is, or to have been a memberof the 
burgh, sheriff. bailie of regality, or any of our said pretended societies and fellowships, &c. 
forces who are nearest; and any who shall re- We hereby declare and insure to them, and 
ceive them, are hereby required to carry them every one of them, who shall discover any of 
to the surest prison next adjacent, there to be these assassinates, or pretended members, a 
kept till our council be acquainted therewith, 
and give order therein ; and the apprehenders 

reward of the sum of five hundred merits Scots, 
for each of them who shall be discovered, so as 

are hereby empowered to call to their assistance, 
such of our lieges as they shall think fit for ex- 

to be apprehended, and found guilty. 	And to 
the effect that all our lieges may have notice of 

ecuting of our commands ; and if any shall re- our pleasure in the premises, our will is, and 
fuse to concur, we declare they are to be holden we charge you strictly, and command, that in- 
as concurrers with and assisters of these rebels; continent, these our letters seen, ye pass to the 
and that if any heritor, liferenter, or wadsetter market-cross of Edinburgh, and remanent mar- 
shall fail in doing as aforesaid, they shall be ket-crosses of the whole head burghs of the shires 
holden as guilty of the foresaid crimes, and of this kingdom, and there, in our name and 
pursued and punished accordingly : and we do authority, by open proclamation, make publics. 
hereby strictly prohibit and discharge all our tion of these presents, that all persons concerned 
lieges whether to burgh or land, as well all may give exact and punctual obedience there. 
other house-keepers, 	as hostler-houses, 	inn- unto, as they will be answerable at their highest 
keepers, and other houses of common reset, to peril. 	And we ordain .these presents to be 
harbour, lodgeor entertain any person what- 
soever,..unless they have such certificates as is 
above prescribed, under 	the pain 	of being 
punished as reeetters of, and intercommuners 
with rebels. 	And for further security and 
prevention of fraud, it is hereby required, that 
the users and havers of the foresaid testificates 
shall be holden and obliged to swear, that these  
testificates are true and unforged testificates, 

printed. 
Given under our signet, at Edinburgh 	the 

thirtieth day of December, one thousand six 
_hundred and eighty four, and of our reign the 
thirty sixth year. 

Per flaunt Domino-rum sec-cell Conci/ii. 
WILL. P ATERSON, Cl. Seer. Concilii. 

God save the king. 
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the act of council appears to warrant them, 
though I do not observe that the prods- 

tors ; and yet but 500 merks now is 1684. put upon 	the alleged patrons of 
nation does. 	It needs scarce be remarked, 
that the proclamation involves the whole 

assassination. 	No body can be more for 
a 	government's 	discouraging 	all 	things 

subjects, in assistance to magistrates and which tend to assassination and murder than 
army, in those severe courses, which was I; but this is an odd way of doing it, espe- 
hard enough, but now very common, and cially when disclaimed in the paper itself: 
then under a pretext too, to ease the coun- and every body must observe, that the for- 
try, whereas it was really to involve them. mer orders and this proclamation, did, in 
All above sixteen years are obliged to have the event, open a wide door to multitudes 
passes of 'their loyalty, and these were only of murders and assassination? of some very 
to be had upon their swearing the ab- pious persons, as we may afterwards hear. 
juration oath, as in the proclamation. 	I In short the managers took occasion, from 
shall say very little upon this oath ; the this unhappy paper of the societies, terribly 
more frequently oaths, and that in different 
shapes, upon every new turn, be imposed, 
the less they are for the real security of a 
government, and the design of them is lost. 

to renew their oppression of the country, 
and maliciously and slanderously to charge 
it upon the' body of suffering presbyterians, 
who, as they knew nothing of it, so were 

I own, for as short as the oath is, it runs very far from approving it; yea, the reader 
very oddly to me : the swearer disowns, in will find the 	societies themselves, after- 
the presence of God,' this pretended declare- wards, in the informatory vindication, dis- 
tion of war, in as far as it declares war;' own it as a declaration of war, almost in the 
and it seems to need explication as well as very terms the government require it to be 
some parts of the test, and many things disowned, and asserting, that in this paper 
might hinder persons to swear such 	a they acted merely ad terrorem, and for self- 
proposition as this, who 	were 	heartily preservation and expressly disclaiming all 
against assassination; and yet all must have authoritative 	and 	magistratical 	power ; 
this pass, otherwise must be reckoned' con- however, dreadful 	was 	the 	havoc and 
currers with the said execrable rebels, and trouble the whole country was brought 
owners of the said Declaration.' 	This made under for it. 
a short process, and, for any thing I can This will in part appear from the corn- 
observe, all who wanted a pass, might be mission given the same day the proclama- 
murdered by the next soldier who met tion is emitted by the council, to great num- 
them; and every one who refused to con- 
cur in harassing these poor people, 	is 

hers in every shire almost, to hold courts, 
and bring every body to trouble, and the 

to be holden as guilty as the refusers ; and 
all persons and public houses who entertain 

instructions and 	powers 	granted them, 
which I shall next insert. 	The execution 

any wanting this pass, are laid under the of those commissions will come in next year. 
pains of being punished as 	resetters of December 30th, the council give the un- 
rebels ; and every body who is required derwritten commission to 	the 	persons 
(by an hostler, or stable-keeper, for any 
thing I know) to swear that his pass is 
good and genuine, must do it ; which, I 

named in it. 

Commission.  
fancy, will be found a clause peculiar to this "Charles, &c. Forasmuch as, notwithstand- 
time, and nowhere else to be found. 	And ing all the fair and legal methods used by 
lastly, the proclamation offers 500 merks us and our privy council, for 	reducing 
to the discoverers of any that had accession those who have been debauched with schis- 
to the societies' 	paper, or any 	of 	the matical and seditious principles, yet several 
members of the societies or fellowships. of them do not only continue in their foe, 
Their 	price is much fallen, 	We have mer irregular practices ; but also consider-. 
seen 9000 merks set upon the discovery of ing, that several desperate rebels and fugi- 
an intercommuned minister, and 	10,000 
merks 	on 	the 	archbishop's 	assassina- 

tives, who have been still reset, sheltered, 
and supplied in the country, since the year, 
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I MA have now of )site erected them. ; vener. 	To the earl of Annandale, Sir Robert 
1-684,. 'selves in .a mock form of government, 

dadisown us,our authority andlau;s,and hare 
declared war against us, and froin that do 

Dalziel of Glenne, Sir Robert Grierson of 
Lagg, Sir James Johnston of Wester-raw, 
Thomas Kilpatrick of Closeburn, and Robert 

infer that it is not only lawful, but duty on Lawrie of Maxwelton, for the•shire of Niths- 
theM to kill as; and all who serve under us; dale and stewartry of Annandale, earl of 

and yet such inhumane monsters, who, in Annandale convener. 	To John viscount of 
pursuance- of •their traitorous' declaration, 
are daily committing bloody and execrable 

Kenmuir, the said laird of Lagg, • David . 
Dunbar of Baldune, Sir Godfrey WM- 

murders, are sheltered, supplied, reset, and loch of Mireton, and Mr David Graham 
connived at in several of our shires; and sheriff-depute of Galloway, for the shire of 
we being fully resolved, that those acces- 
sory to the late rebellion 1679, or who re- 

Wigton and stewartry of Kirkcudbright, 
Kettmuir convener. 	To the lord Jedburgh, 

Set any who was there, and that those lord Cranston, M'Doual of Mackerston, Sir 
bloody wretches, and all who any manner William Douglas of Cavers, Sir William 
of way have harboured, reset, sheltered, 
supplied, connived At, or 'has seen or heard 

Ker of Greenhead, Sir William Elliot of 
Stobs, and William Ker of Chatto, for the 

of any of them, and bath not given timeous h shire of Teviotdale, lord Jedburgh convener. 
advertisement to our nearest magistrates or To John Riddel of Hayniug, Sir Francis 
officers of the forces, or have not observed Scot of Thirlstone, Thomas Scot of White. 
the prescript of our laws against irregular- slaid, Sir Robert Pringle of Stitchel, Tames 
ities and disorders in ecclesiastical matters, Murray of Dewchstr younger, for the shire 
Should be brought to due and condign pun- of Selkirk, the said laird of Hayning eon- 
ishmeni : we, with consent of the lords of. venom 	As also to the commanding officer 
our privy council, have thought fit to grant of our garrisons, in the respective bounds 
our 	full power, authority, and commis- and shires. 	To meet and convene at the 
sion, to the persons aftermentioned, for pro- head burgh of the respective shires, and 
scouting the 	persons guilty of the said their first meeting to be upon the fifteenth 
crimes, in the bounds and manner after ape- day of January next; and in case of absence 
cified. 	Likeas„ive give and grant full power of the conveners named, with power to 
and authority, and commission, to John 1 choose their own convener. 	Appointing 
earl of Carnwath, William Hamilton of them, or any three of them, in the foresaid 
()Alston, Cromwell Lockhart of Lee, John shires and bounds respectively, to proceed 
Johnston provost of Glasgow, and James , against, punish and sentence, according to 
Lundy 	of Strathardly, for the shire of our laws, such persons therein as they shall 
Clydesdalis, the said earl being convener. find, by their own confession, or other legal 
To the earl of Glenceirrt, lord Cochran, 
lord Ross, the said William Hamilton of 

probatior4 guilty of being present at house 
or 	field-conventicles, 	withdrawing 	from 

. 	()Alston, Houston younger of that ilk, and public ordinances, disorderly marriages and 
John Shaw younger of Greenock, for the baptisms, and other ecclesiastical disorders. 
shire of Renfrew, the said lord Ross con- And we do further appoint the foresaid, or 
vener. 	To lord Bargeny, Blair of that ilk, their quorum, within the respective shires  , 
Sir Archibald Kennedy 	of Colzean, Sir and bounds, to be our justices in that part, 
William Wallace of Craigie, Hugh Cathcart with full power to meet at such times and 
of Carlton, and Robert Hunter provost of places as they shall find convenient, and 
Ayr, for the shire of Ayr, the lord Bargeny then and there to affix and hold courts, he . 
convener. 	To tire' Said 	William !Ismail- (as in common form) and this to endure, 

1811"$f Orhiston; tint laird of Lusts, major. until the first of March next." 	. 
general 	Arnot; • lieutenant-governor 	of January 13th next year, I find the coun- 
the castle of ' Dumbarton, the laird of cil add another commission for the shire of 
Ardincaple, and' Min Graham, of Dongal. Berwick, "to Sir Archibald Cockburn of 
sten, for the shirei of Dumbarton and Stir- 
ling, the said laird' of Orbiston being ton- 

Lanton, Sir James Cockburn of that ilk, 
Home of , Linthill, and Mr Charles Hume 

- 	, 
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of Ayton, with the earl of Hume their con- 
vener. 	And to Sir Archibald Murray of 

been adequately fined, you may pro- 
1684 

 
ceed against them for the superplus. 	• 

Black-barony, David Murray of Stenhope, "6to. You may examine witnesses as you 
James Nesmith of Posso, James Geddes of see cause, against such as are given in the 
Kirkid, Richard Murray of Spittlehaugh, 
and William Horseburgh of that ilk, for the 

list, to be pursued before the parliament. 
" 7mo. If you find probation against heri- 

shire of Peebles, Black-barony convener." tom not yet deleted, you may take them be- 
The day of their meeting is January 22d. fore you, both as to the rebellion, and the 

The council, with this commission, gave late conspiracy. 
them very particular instructions, which " 8vo. You are likewise to cause the whole 
deserve a room likewise here. packmen, cadgers, and drovers, within the 

bounds of your shire, find caution not to 
Instructions to commissioners, to meet Jan- 

nary 15th next. 
carry letters or intelligence to the rebels, 
or to sell to them, or give them ammunition, 

" Imo. You shall meet together, three being or supply them any other manner of way. 
a quorum, the 15th day of January, and ac- " 9no. You are to cause the whole mer- 
cording to the proclamation, examine all 
in each parish on oath, upon the interroga- 

chants of your shire, who have any powder, 
lead, or any sort of ammunition, or were in 

tories contained therein. 	And for so doing, 
each of you may examine a parish apart, 
and secure such as refuse, and each of you 

use to sell the same, give their solemn 
oath as to the quantity and quality thereof, 
and find sufficient caution that the same 

may likewise give passes, in the terms of shall not be given or sold to rebels. 	And 
the proclamation, to such as disown those if they fail to give the said caution, all the 
horrid principles. ammunition is to be secured and taken from 

" 2do. If any person own the principles, 
or do not disown them, they must be judg- 

them, until the same be called for by the 
master of the ordnance, and brought to his 

ed at least by three. 	And you must im- majesty's magazines. 
mediately give them a libel and the names " 10mo. If the foresaid packmen and 
of the inquest and witnesses, and they be- 
ing found guilty are to be hanged immedi- 

other wandering persons in your 	shire, 
shall not compear, and shall refuse to find 

ately in the place, according to law. 	But the foresaid caution, that by order of the 
at this time you are not to examine any 
women, but such as have been active in the 

said commissioners their packs be seized, 
and their persons secured till further order 

said courses in a signal manner, and those from the council. 
are to be drowned. " 1 Imo. You shall call for, to your as- 

l' 3tio. You are to proceed against the sistance, such parties of horse or foot in 
absent men, not by denouncing them rebels, 
but by holding them as confessed upon a 

your district, as you shall have occasion for, 
who are hereby ordered to obey you. 	And 

pecuniary mulct, and they being thereupon you are to meet at such convenient times 
decerned, conform to the king's letter, their and places, as may be most for the ease of 
moveables are to be inventared and segues- the people." 
trate. I meet with no more in the registers re- 

" 4to. Yon must proceed against all who lative to this declaration, but what will 
are guilty of having been at Bothwell-bridge, 
or were in accession thereunto, except they 
have taken the indemnity; but you are not 

come in next year, under the rigorous exe-
cutionof those commissions and instructions, 
unless it be that, January 9th, the council 

to proceed so summarily, but give them empower the magistrates of burghs to tender 
time. 	And if they take the test, and be the oath of abjuration to all concerned, con- 
very penitent, let them find caution, or en- form to the proclamation. 
act themselves to appear when called. 

"Ste. You must likewise proceed aginst 
The last thing I promised in this section, 

was to give an account of the criminal pro- 
heritors guilty of church-disorders, since secution before the justiciary, and public 
their former fining. 	And if any have not executions of some country people, who re- 
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1684. fused to disown this paper of the so- 
cieties about which so terrible a 

knowledges upon oatlythat it is not lawful 
upon any pretext whatsomever to rebel- 

bustle was nunle. 	I shall first give an ac- against his majesty, or any in authority un- 
count of their process, from the justiciary 
registers, and then give some further hints 

der him; and the diet is deserted as to him, 
simpliciter. 	The assize bring in the other 

of them from some .other papers. 	' four guilty, by their own confession. 	And 
/December 8th, George Jackson, Thomas the lords sentence them to be taken to the 

. / Wood, Alexander Heriot, James Graham, 
and Thomas Robertson, and with them Pat- 

Gallow-lee this day, December 9th, betwixt 
two and five in the afternoon, and hanged. 

rick Cunningham, John Watt, James Kirk- Thus this matter stands in the records. 
wood, Alexander 	Vallange, and James I have some other hints as to those good 
Glover, are indicted, 'That upon the 28th men, from other papers, which deserve a 
of October last bypast, they did emit a most room here. 	George Jackson lived in the 
barbarous and hellish proclamation, that parish of Eastwood, and we have heard that 
they would ,begin their assassination and this fervent zealous country man was taken' 
war. 	Upon the 9th of November, after the at Glasgow, being overheard praying in a 
promulgation of this villanous paper, and house. 	A little after he was seized he was 
this paper having been posted upon the carried before the bishop, and by him ex- 
kirk-doors of .Kilbride, Linlithgow, and amined upon several questions verycaptious. 
other places, the .pannels were taken, and at It may not be unfit to point at some of 
their examination, owned ilk one of them, 
or would not disown that paper upon oath, 
in so far as it declares war against the king, 
and that it is lawful to kill the king's officers 

them, that the reader may have some fur-
ther taste of the bloody and bitter temper 
of the prelates, and the methods they used. 
The bishop asked him, if he was at Both- 

of state, counsellers, justices, soldiers, or in- well-bridge. 	He answered, yes. 	He was 
formers, or declare, if they had any hand in 
emitting of that paper. 	Wheretbrough ilk 

next asked if he was an officer, and said, 
no; for he was but sixteen years of age. 

one of them are guilty of contriving, emitt- The bishop then asked him, if he was at 
ing, and publishing the foresaid treasonable Bothwell rebellion. 	George answered, he 
declaration, at least are adherers thereto, in allowed himself in no rebellion against God. 
refusing to disown and disclaim the same by The bishop asked, if it was rebellion against 
oath, and ought to be punished with forfeiture the king. 	The other said, he had answered 
of life,land, and goods, to the terror of others,' that already. 	The bishop asked, if he 
The five last named, as in presence of al- 
mighty God, renounce and disclaim the 

would pray for the king. 	He answered, 
he reckoned it his duty for all within the 

principles above-mentioned, at the bar, and election of grace. 	The bishop asked, is the 
their diet is deserted sitnpliciter. 	The diet king within the election of grace, or not. 
against the other five is continued till to. George answered, if you were such a man 
morrow. 	December 9th, the lords find the as you pretend to be, you would not ask 
libel relevant, viz. that'the pannels own, or 
refuse to disown the traitorous proclaim- 

me such a question. 	Then he was asked, 
if he owned authority. 	He answered, he 

tion, whereby velar is declared against his 
majesty, and asserting, that it is lawful to 
kill those employed by his majesty, to infer 

owned the king and inferior magistrates, 
in as far as they were a terror to evil doers, 
and a praise to them who do well, 	The 

the crime of treason, as art and part of the bishop asked, are they not so. 	George un- 
said treasonable paper, and remit the same 
to an assize. The probation adduced by the 

swered, when the Lord Jesus shall sit judge, 
they, and you, and the like of you, will 

advocate, is'the pannels' judicial confession count for it, whether you be or not. 	He 
intim courtyesterdity, whereby they refused was asked, if the bishop's death was mur- 
to disown the said paper when read to them, 
to which the pelmets adhered, and disowned 
the king's authority. -.Alexander Heriot 

der ; and answered, he was not concerned 
with those matters. 	The bishop left him, 
with saying in a considerable heat, Sir, the 

IC-disarms the proclamation, and at the bar ac.. boots will make you-  free in your answers. 
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All the last winter he was kept in the irons, 
without any fire ; and May last, he was 

home from his work to his mother's 
house, 	he was overtaken in the 1684. 

carried in to Edinburgh, where, being called high way by Claverhouse and a party of 
before a committee of the council, he came soldiers. 	They knew him not, and had 
iu with a Bible in his hand ; perhaps he nothing to lay to his charge, but searching 
would not leave it in the iron-house, and him and finding a Bible in his pocket they 
had none to give it to till he came back. 	1 took it and his tools from him; and, with- 
would not notice this circumstance, were out asking any more questions, no doubt 
it not to discover the jeering scoffing tem- reckoning him a disloyal person, curried 
per of the persecutors. 	The advocate says him with them to Kirkcudbright. 	From 
when he came near, There comes he and thence they took him to Wigton, and from 
his Bible, let us see where the text is. thence to Dumfries, where he was some 
George calmly answered, he was not a time in the irons, because he would not 
minister. Put up your Bible, says the other, 
we are not for preaching at this time. 	He 

answer their interrogatories. 	He was in a 
little 	time 	taken 	into 	Edinburgh, and 

answered, he was not come to preach, but questioned upon the declaration of the so- 
since they insisted upon his Bible's being ciety, and refusing to answer, was condemn- 
in his hand, which was no crime, he wished ed, and died most comfortably. 
they would make it the rule whereby he Thomas Robertson had fled out of the 
was to be judged; for they would ere long south country, and lived some time at New- 
be judged by it. 	It was replied, he was castle; he was there imprisoned upon his 
now come to be judged, and not to judge refusing to take the English oaths. 	By 
them. 	And then the ordinary questions 
were put to him, which he answered much 

some means or other he got out of prison, 
and came to Edinburgh, where, at the gen- 

the same way as above to the bishop. 	He end search November last, he was taken; 
continued in the irons till the bustle about and, when brought before the council, he 
the society's paper, and then was posed, if 
he owned that declaration. 	He answered, 
as far as was agreeable to the word of God; 

was soon ensnared by their interrogatories, 
and remitted to the justiciary, where he was 
condemned with the rest. 	By his last 

but he allowed of no murder. 	The council speech he appears to have been a serious 
remit him to the justiciary, where we have pious man.  
heard his sentence. . He died in much corn- Thus we see, none of those persons were 
fort and serenity. 	 . or could be concerned in the societies' pa- 

Thomas Wood, we formerly heard, was per, they being in prison and elsewhere at 
taken after the rescue at Enterkin-path. 	1 the time, and since : yet precisely upon 
have before me his account of his examin- their refusing to judge aboutit, and condemn 
ation under his own hand. November 12th, 
when the managers are in a rage upon the 

it, they are sentenced, and die, to be a pat-
tern to the soldiers in their more summer 

society's declaration, he with others were sentences up and down the country, or to 
called in, and had that paper read to them; satisfy the present rage the managers were 
and Thomas was asked what he had to say in from the societies' paper. 	. 
of it. 	He answered, he never heard of it This is all I meet with from the regis- 
till now, and could scarce understand it, 
the clerk read it so fast. 	He was asked, 
but do you adhere to it. 	He answered, as 

ters, relative to this declaration: and 	the 
reader will findother instances of seventies 
through the country in the next chapter. 

far as it is agreeable to the ,word, but no Upon the whole, he will with me regret 
further. 	But, added they, the covenants the lamentable consequences of that W- 
are in it, do you adhere to these. 	He an- worded and ill-timed paper, and observe the 
swered, I do. 	And after some questions, 
if he was at Bothwell, or Ayrs-moss, where 

activity and vigilance of the persecutors. 
They slip no occasion given them of harass- 

he was not, he was dismissed. 	" ing and oppressing the country, after all 
James Graham tailor in the parish of formerly laid upon it this and former years. I 

Corsmichael in Galloway, when coming come now to finish this year and chapter with 
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1684. houses rifled, merely upon their pretended 
SECT. vm. accession to Pentland. 

In 'the parish of Tingwall I find finings 
Some general hints of the persecution, par- most severe, and papers before me bear, that 

ticular hardships, and murders in the the curate of that place made money by 
fields, with some other accounts which them. 	He used to delate the persons to 
came not so well in upon the former sec- the courts, and upon pretext of the people's 
ions this year, 1684. inability and poverty, he interceded and got 

down the fine to a small matter, which he 
MATTER hath swelled so much upon my hand, 
and I was so knit down by the large sub- 

paid down, and took a right to the whole, 
and then took his own methods to draw 

jects, I thought needful to put together in 
the former sections of this chapter, that I 

much more from the persons concerned, 
before they got their discharge. 	Many 

chose to leave to this place many general other ways he had to share in the fines of 
accounts of the persecution of this year, and persons of his own delating. 
some particular sufferings, of which I have I find the laird of Legg holding courts 
not the distinct dates, and several other in- frequently in Galloway, the beginning of this 
cidental things, which deserve the reader's year, and obliging those who did compeer 
notice. to declare on oath what they knew of those 

I shall first give some further views who did not compear, and if they knew 
of the severe persecution in all the corners where any of the wanderers haunted. 	In 
of the country, 	by courts, 	searchings, 
finings, and banishments, 	which 1 have 

the kirk of Dairy, he gathered all the men 
of the parish without signifying what he 

in vouched accounts from the particular was to do with them, and then brought a 
parishes, and they are supported by the party of the soldiers and surrounded the 
commissions and large powers we have for- kirk, with express orders to let none out 
merly seen were granted by the government, 
and then I shall take in some other inci- 

till he gave commission. 	Then he tendered 
the test to them all, though none of them 

dental things from the registers and other in law were obliged to take it, assuring them 
papers, which tend to enlighten the history in the most threatening manner, none should 
of this year. 	The former courts, for which get off till they took it. 	Many took it 
commissions were given in the preceding against their inclinations. 	And when by 
years, continued very frequent, and their fair means and foul he had prevailed with 
severities increased, as appears by the ex- them, he said, ' Now you are a fold-full of 
travagant finings, searchings, quarterings, 
banishments, and murders in cold blood, 
now beginning. 	The persons mentioned in 

clean beasts, ye may go home.' 	Yet after-
wards getting new informations from his 
spies, about some of them, he afterward ba- 

the former years, continued to squeeze the rassed severals who had sworn, and fined 
poor country people most arbitrarily for them, though they were legally purged, from 
alleged reset and converse, noncompearance their alleged faults, by taking the test. 	I 
at former courts, and other things now find he exacted upwards of seven hundred 
made pretexts for oppression. 	And when merks from three men who had qualified. 
matter began to fail them within the corn- David Graham, about the same time, held 
pass of the foregoing years, since. Bothwell, 
they ran as far back as Pentland. 	Thus 

courts at the kirk of Twinam and that 
neighbourhood, mostly about nonconform- 

in Galloway, where that rising began, I find ity. 	His great interrogatory was, if they 
the soldiers exacting 	considerable sums kept the church, and when many could not 
this year in the parish of Dairy, as the 
rest of the bonds, extorted by Bannantyne 

depone in terms of law, they were fined, 
and the fines exacted with all rigour. Courts 

.4atul others. 	Much money was exacted were held also in the parish of Alnwick, and 
feefla the poor people, and the very interest the same methods followed, only with this 
of tilese notes and bonds reckoned up, and 
their cattle were taken away, and their 

difference, that the day before the court, 
soldiers were sent to the houses of those 
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they chiefly had an eye upon, to quarter 
there, and bring them with them to the 

Thomas Lidderdale this same year, 1684. held courtslikewise at Kirkeudbrig,ht 
court to-morrow. of a more extensive nature. To theSe all the 

At Kirkcudbright likewise there were neighbourhood were cited, women as well as 
courts, not only about nonconformity, but men, and interrogate upon oath. After some 
also reset and converse. 	The curate caused questions about themselves, anent the names 
almost the whole parish to be cited, and sat of all irregular persons they knew, and wan- 
in the court, and excused and accused as he derers, and where they frequented in that 
saw good, and gave characters of the per- country; and particularly if they knew 
sons appearing, and a secret mark was put where any of their goods and gear were, or 
upon such as he alleged were backward in any person who had any thing that belonged 
keeping the church, though they declared to thorn; and, according to the informations 
or deponed in court they were regular, thaT 
afterward they might be narrowly looked 

given, such persons were presently harassed, 
and their houses rifled. 

to. 	At this court masters were sworn, 
that as soon as they found their servants 

The test was now generally pressed at 
the courts which were held, and by the 

kept not the church, they should be dismiss- persons mentioned in the proclamation, as 
ed, and parents the same way as to their empowered to grant it as a favour. A great 
children. 	James Martin of Dularg was deal of rigour was used this way at Glasgow. 
brought to much trouble at this court. 	We Whoever the people who held courts were 
have met with the sufferings of his son pleased to suspect, had it tendered to them ; 
William Martin. 	I shall here take occasion 
to insert a hint of the old man's troubles. 

and if they refused, to prison they must go, 
though no other thing could be laid to their 

He had been fined most groundlessly by charge ; and not a few were prevailed with 
Middleton's parliament, in five hundred and to take it over the belly of their light and 
ten marks; and when he refused to pay that conscience, which gave occasion to some 
fine, being conscious of no crime, that, and bitter and sore reflections afterwards to 
almost as much more, was taken from him severals of them. 	A few instances of many 
by force, as appears by a discharge under that might be given 	shall here 	suffice. 
Sir William Bruce's band. 	He lost much 
by Sir James Turner's quarterings upon 

William Spaldie, tailor in Glasgow, took, 
and subscribed the test, and in a little time 

him for his wife's nonconformity. 	An fell under great remorse for taking the Lord's 
hundred pounds were taken from him for name in vain, and swearing that contradic- 
baptizing a child with a presbyterian minis- tory oath, as he now apprehended it to be. 
ter. 	Some time after, John Maxwell of In this trouble of mind he continued some 
Milton fined him in a large sum for his time, and died not long after in great dis- 
wife's nonconformity, and three yoke of tress. 	Some good people visiting him on 
oxen and some horses were taken away up- 
on his refusing to pay it. 	At length, he 

his death-bed, endeavoured to comfort him, 
but he refused all of that nature. 	When he 

raised a process of reduction against Milton was desired to consider the extensiveness 
before the council, which cost him upwards and greatness of God's mercy in Christ, he 
of an hundred pounds; and the council were answered, ' Speak not of mercy to me, 1 
so sensible of this persecutor's exorbitan- 
cies, that for this and other things for a time 

have appealed unto God, and attested him, 
to judge me, and he will do it. 	I have 

they took away his commission. Being this sealed and signed my condemnation with 
year cited before this court at Kirkcudbright, 
at the instigation of Mr Colin Dalgleish 

mine own hand.' 	Remarkable and lament-
able was the expression of William Muir- 

curate, he was fined in a thousand pounds, 
for his wife's not keeping the church, and 

head vintner there, at his taking the test 
He was but a coarse man,yet his conscience 

cast in prison till he paid it. 	There by the got up upon him on the taking of it; and 
severity used,andwant of accommodation,he when he rose from his knees, he said to the 
catched a cold, and took a violent cholic, 
whereof he died in prison. 

administrators,' Now you have forced me to 
take this test on my knees, and I have not 

iv. 	 Y 
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1684. bowed my knee to God in my family 
these seven years.' 	The poor man 

Multitudes were banished this year from 
their native country, many of whom never 

went away much discouraged, and next returned. 	We 	have heard of several 
sabbath was taken with a sudden illness, 
and died. 	I only mention another instance 
of the dismal consequences of this violent 

instances already; I shall add but one or 
two here. 	John Gate thatcher in Glasgow, 
being at his work upon a house, some 

pressing of this oath. 	John 	Anderson soldiers going out upon a party, came to 
indweller in Glasgow, was prevailed upon, 
with many others, to take the test, and 

the house, being an ale-house, and called 
for ale and brandy. 	The officer called John 

not long after, his right hand and right down from his work, to drink with them. 
knee broke out in a running sore, corn- He was unwilling, but durst not refuse lest 
monly called the cruels. 	For my share he should be suspected. 	When he came 
I dare not fix connections in matters of blown, he was ordered to drink the king's 
this nature, I only narrate fact, and what health, 	this 	he 	modestly 	declined and 
the poor man's own apprehensions were. waved ; and it being insisted upon, and he 
This evil grew upon him, and not many 
days after he died in great terror, and used 

refusing, he was straight sent to prison, 
and in a little time banished to Carolina. 

to cry out, `This is the hand I lift up to take 
the test, and this is the knee I bowed.' 	We 

An attested account is come to my hand, 
since I wrote what is above, of the suffer- 

ought to be very sparing in making par- 
ticular 	peremptory 	consequences 	from 

ings of John Gate wright in Glasgow, 
whom I take to be the person just now 

providences ; but these matters of fact are named. 	When he was imprisoned, his 
known to severals yet alive, and many wife Agnes Andrew, yet alive, a religious 
things of this nature were observed up and and worthy person,was likewise imprisoned 
down the country, but those instances 
may suffice. 

in a different room. 	Their small family, 
consisting of eight young children, was 

The quartering of soldiers for nonpay- scattered, several of them were at the time 
ment of the cess, was another thing at this sick of a fever, and yet most barbarously 
time most vexatious to the country.. That turned out of the house, and the house 
tax was imposed, and the method of locked up, and all in it seized. 	Agnes in a 
gathering it so ordered, as, one would think, 
au occasion was sought to stumble the poor 

little fell ill of a fever and flux in prison, 
and could not get out till a surgeon gave a 

country, and to give room for the soldiers certificate of the hazard of her life, she 
to spoil and ravage. 	The narrative of the being with child. 	When 	liberate, the 
act imposing it hath been already noticed, 
and many honest people did think, that in 

magistrates would not permit her to return 
to her own house, nor meddle with any 

paying it, they consented to all the black thing in it, and 	the 	inhabitants being 
and foul things committed by the soldiers ; frighted with prosecutions for 	reset 	of 
and their refusal became new matter of disaffected persons, this afflicted person bad 
sore persecution. 	A party of soldiers *as no place but the open street to lodge in 
brought upon the refusers by the uplifter with her sickly children, till the excellent 
of it, and they quartered till ten times the lady Ardrie allowed her a brew-house to 
value of the cess was taken; and, after all, 
ofttimes the poor man's friends behoved to 

stay in, with no small hazard to herself, 
and there three of her children died. 	Her 

compound with the publican, for a sum a husband continued in the 	irons many 
great deal more than. the cess came to, 
besides the loss by quartering. 	Thus in 

months, till transported in the Pelican of 
Glasgow, with others, to America, where 

the parish of Carsphairn, seven cows were he soon died. 	Nothing was or could be 
taken away from Gavin Maclymont upon laid to his or his wife's charge, but simple 
his refusal, after quartering, to pay the cess, 
and all the sum owing was not five pounds 

nonconformity. 	George Russel in West 
Redmyre, in the parish of Cambusnethan, 

Scots. 	Vast depredat,ions were made in being informed against for baptizing a child 
most parishes this way. at a conventicle some years ago, without 
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any probation, was carried to Lanark tol- wards to Dumfries ; and the eldest ap- 
booth, and from thence to Edinburgh, Where 

1 
 681  plied to the bailies, that they might  

he was gifted for a recruit, and sent to the have but liberty to see and speak with their 
army abroad, where he died. mother. This was refused, and they put out of 

No small severities were exercised this the place. One of them going by the prison 
year upon the account of houso-conventi- saw her looking out at a window, but was 
des, and there were none in the fields but not suffered to speak to her; when forced 
what Mr Renwick kept. 	John Smith, who away, the child blessed the Lord he had 
had been at a conventicle, in his return once more seen her. 	The another was sent 
falling sick, sat down in the fields. 	A par- in prisoner to Edinburgh, whither the 
ty of soldiers coming that way, without children followed her, and the council had 
any probation or process, or any further some more compassion, and at length liber- 
ceremony, shot him in the fields where ate her. 	 . 
they got him. Lot me add another instance of the sol- 

Another instance of the severity of this diers' carriage. Two soldiers came from the 
period follows. 	Upon the last of December garrison of the Sorn, to lift the cess or lo- 
1684, a poor man in the parish of St Mun- cality in the parish of Dalmellington, and 
go, was taken out of his bed by captain were lifting it in a country room in Sloan- 
Dalziel, merely because he acknowledged ston, possessed by Andrew Mitchell. 	This 
he did not hear the curate. 	The test was place lying towards the mountainous part 
offered him, and upon refusal, he was put of Galloway, the wanderers and persecuted 
in close prison at Dumfries, and threatened people upon their hiding, were sometimes 
With death. 	In March he broke prison, 
and got into England. 	His wife and seven 

appearing in the neighbourhood, the two 
soldiers meeting with two of them endeav- 

small children bad all taken from them, and 
went likewise into England begging. 	The 

oured to seize them, and were wounded, 
but not dangerously. 	When the accounts 

persecution there turning hot, she returned, 
and when she had waded the river many 

of this came to the garrison, lieutenant 
DundaS with all his men, came to the vil- 

times, bringing through her children one lage of Dalmellington, and sent out some 
by one upon her back, she came to an ale- 
house, and sitting there peaceably, Wester- 

and seized Andrew Mitchell's whole goods, 
amounting to twenty bolls of corn, twelve 

raw, and some other persecutors came in, 
and required her to take the test, or im- 

cows, besides sheep and horses, though he 
was no way concerned in the scuffle. 	The 

mediately to go to prison at Dumfries, and soldiers continued there a fortnight on free 
leave her seven children. 	She only begged 
they might allow her to take the youngest, 
a sucking child of about a quarter old, with 

quarter, to the great charges of that place, 
The lieutenant called before him a great 
many people, he alleged had conversed with 

her : by no means would they yield to this, 
but allowed her till to morrow, and bid 

the hiding people. 	The curate of the place, 
Mr Lang, was very useful to him in point- 

her prepare to die, for they would drown 
her, if she continued to refuse the oath. 

jail out the persons. 	Fifteen persons, 
whose names are before me, refusing to give 

Next morning she was asked, if she would oath as to converse, were sent prisoners to 
swear, she said, she would not. 	She was Glasgow, and continued there seventeen 
asked, if she approved murder, she answer- days. 	They were fined in a thousand 
ed, she did not, it was not their sort who pounds Scots to the fiscal, and five hundred 
were murderers. 	They told her, that was merks to the wounded soldier, and gave 
enough to take her life. 	However, they bond to answer there in June. 	And one 
carried her prisoner with, them to Dumfries, 
and would not permit her to take her suck- 

of them, James Gibson of Erris, was dis-
tressed for the whole sum, and forced to pay 

ing babe with her. 	There she continued it, and he allowed retrocession upon the 
five weeks prisoner. 	The Lord moved rest for their proportions, as appears by the 
some to look after the infant, and the six bonds, receipts, and discharges, yet presery 
others who were able to walk came after- ed; and their loss one way and other, was 
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1684 reallymore than the sum they actually 
paid; and yetno crimecouldbecharg- 

cross the road, he being about his busibusing,
' ordered off one 	of the 	dragoons, John 

ed upon them. Besides these, the lieutenant, 
in February, seized some of the most sub- 
stantial of the inhabitants in the little town 
of Dalmetlington, and carried them prison- 

Guthrie flesher in Ayr, to apprehend him. 
When he was brought up to the party, 
after a few of the ordinary questions asked, 
Lauder ordered him'to be shot, which was 

ers with him to the garrison, till, as he said, 
he, should see if the soldiers would recover; 

done on the spot. 	The party went straight 
to the Stairhead, where the said William 

and kept them there fourteen days, though had been servant, and seized Paul Lamont 
not in the least concerned in the affair. and Matthew Bell in Stairhead, with 

I am sorry I can give so short accounts Boswell in Stair, against whom they had 
of the sufferings of John Corsan of Balman- nothing I can learn but their nonconfor. 
gan, in the parish of Borg in Galloway, last rnity, and keeping the said William as their 
year.and this. 	That gentleman was irapri- servant. 	Those three were carried out to 
soned for refusing the bond of regularity, 
and continued close prisoner nine months. 

the fields near by, after their examination 
upon the ordinary questions, and Lauder 

He was fined in 6000 merks, and paid it ordered them to sit down on the ground 
every farthing, as a discharge, in his grand- upon their knees and cover their faces, in 
son's hands at present, bears. 	His lady order to be shot presently : but by the good 
was imprisoned by colonel Douglas, and, 
for refusing the abjuration, received an in- 

hand 	of  providence 	he 	was 	restrained, 
his men positively refusing to obey his 

dictment ; and it was given out, they design- orders, telling him, one in a day was std. 
ed to sentence her to be drowned within cient. 	Thus we see, before the council's 
the sea mark, at the ferry of Kirkcudbright; 
but king Charles' death put a stop to this 

inhumane orders for shooting in the fields, 
the soldiers had made experiments cf this 

and some other processes of this kind. more than once. 	And we shall next year 
In the kirk of Borg Claverhouse held a have a vast many instances of this black 

court this year, to which all the parish were work. 	Such a procedure obliged the hid. 
summoned, and ordered to bring with them ing persons to have arms with them, go 
all the arms they had. 	All who came where they would; and such fearful bar- 
were forded to swear these were all they barities drew forth the society's Apologe- 
had, and they were taken from them, and tical Vindication. 
carried to Dumfries, where, as was then At this time, the death of John Alison 
said, they were given to the earl of Niths- 
dale and other papists. 	I doubt not but 

'chamberlain in Nithsdale to Queensberry, 
made a great noise ; he had been an :mo- 

an the Protestants of that country were tate from a profession he had taken up 
disarmed, though I have not accounts from before the restoration, and turned a bitter 
other parishes. persecutor. 	His torment in body made him 

Another instance of the soldiers murder- roar, but he had heavier torture in his. 
ing in the fields, I have before me, attested spirit for his bygone ways. 	He died in the 
by several persons yet aliVe. 	This summer, 
about the Month of July, Lewis Lauder, a 

greatest agony and terror; yet the living 
laid it not to heart, but the persecution 

subaltern officer iti the garrison of Sorn, 
was riding up and down upon some search 

went on in its full vigour. 
In July or August this year, the rescue 

or other; and 'a the Woodhead of Tarbol- 
ton, in the shire of Ayr, he meets William 

of the prisoners at Enterkin-path fell out, 
and I promised in this place to give some 

• Shirinlaw in Stairhead, aged eighteen years account of it, which I now come to do, from 
or minder, and consequently could not be some papers writ about this time. It brought 
either at Pentland or Bothwell, he was not much trouble' to Nithsdale, as we have 
in the Porteous roll, he was indeed of the heard, and three good men were executed 
number of those who, were given up to the upon this score most unjustly. 
soldiers by the curate, for mere nonconfor- Out of the multitudes who were this 
unity. 	Lauder seeing him at some distance year cast in prison in Dumfries, many par- 
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eels were sent in to Edinburgn, as the man- 
agers saw good, where they were banished, 

twelve parish-churches nearest En- 1684. 
terkin, that all persons above fifteen 

transported, or executed, if they were not years should meet at new Daigerno next, 
. prevailed upon to make some compliances and declare upon oath what should be in- 

to save their lives. 	About this time, nine quired at them. Multitudes came, and were 
prisoners were ordered in to Edinburgh, 
under a guard of twenty-eight soldiers; the 

interrogate 	as to 	reset or converse, if 
they knew any guilty of it, if they knew 

writer of this account now before me, was who rescued the prisoners, or which way 
one of the prisoners, and Lochear, a gentle- they went, or where they are now. 	It 
man of a small estate in Glencairn parish, was was but a few they could examine that 
another, a further account of whom will day, and so the soldiers divided into the 
come in presently. 	Some of their friends several parishes, and appointed several dis- 
who were upon their hiding in the country tricts up and down the country, and with 
about, getting notice of this, resolved to do 
what they could to rescue them, and chose 

them Mr James Alexander sheriff-depute, 
The laird of Stonehouse, and other heritors 

the narrow path of Enterkin, in the road in the different parishes, accomplished yet 
from Dumfries to Edinburgh, as the most a more diligent search.- The sheriff-officers 
convenient place for their purpose. 	There went from house to house, and they were 
they posted themselves in the best manner appointed to return written executions of 
they could ; and when the prisoners came their summons, that there might be none 
up, two and two tied together, upon horses, 
they demanded them; they were answered 

omitted by paction, bribes, or the like, and 
the episcopal ministers in each parish were 

with a volley of shot, which they returned, 
and scattered the 	guard, and unloosed 

obliged to give in their rolls upon oath. At 
those courts the forementioned queries were 

seven of the prisoners, and took them with proposed, and the strictest inquiry possible 
them. 	One of the soldiers was killed, and was made, who kept not the church, who 
several of them wounded. 	The soldiers heard, married, or baptized with outed min- 
carried off one of the prisoners, and Lochear isters, 	and the like; as to which many 
was rescued after he had been miserably 
treated, as we shall hear. 	This prisoner 

had been interrogate, I know not how oft, 
formerly. 	The absents had soldiers sent 

was John M'Kechnie, a singularly pious upon them, and multitudes were imprisoned, 
' • man in Galloway ; the soldiers, according to or found caution to answer. 	This work 

their orders, shot at him, missed his body, 
but shot 	him through the arm, which, 
through want of care about him at Edin- 

continued about six weeks, and then the 
circuit met, of which already. 	The reader 
will easily guess what a vast trouble this 

burgh, putrified and gangrened, and he died inquisition brought upon that country. 
of this after thirteen weeks' patient endur- 1 promised to give some hint at the 
inn- great trouble. 	The soldiers with their t' cruelty exercised upon the forenamed laird 
prisoner carried in the accounts of this of Lochear, at this time. 	This gentleman 
scuffle to Edinburgh. 	Orders came from had been at Pentland, and was apprehended 
thence to all above fifteen years of age, in upon that score, and imprisoned half a year. 
riitlisdale, to arm and meet the gentlemen He came out upon the bond of peace, which 
and soldiers in their appointed places, that 
they might search the whole shire for res- 

afterward proved a matter of disquiet to this, 
good man. 	He was at Bothwell, and from 

cuers of the prisoners, and warning was that time to this he was much upon his 
given next sabbath in the churches. 	Ac- hiding. 	The laird of Stonehouse had got 
cordingly every parish met, having some his estate upon his forfeiture, and some time 
soldiers with them, searched mosses, muirs, 
and mountains, woods, and every corner of 

before this he had been apprehended by a 
soldier, and carried in to Dumfries, and was 

the shire, but I do not find they catched in great straits for his very subsistence in 
any prisoners that day of the general search. prison. 	He was among the prisoners res- 
When this failed them, next Lord's day 
intimation is made from pulpits in ten or 

cued at Enterkin, and after he was loosed, 
being in gonfusion, and not retiring where 
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1684. he should, fell in among the soldiers, 
who were harbarouS to him. He re- 

ceived a shot with small lead in the face, at 

hiding or wandering in that neighbourhood, 
what they were, where they were, and who 
harboured or conversed with them, and 

some distance, which deprived him of his lastly, about their own keeping the church. 
sight, and after that they wounded him Mr Peter Peirson curate of the parish sat 
cruelly in the head and body, left him for with him in the court, and informed him of 
dead. 	But the rescuers coming up, the sol- 
diers retired, and he was sent to a country 

the characters of such who were present, 
and of all the absents, and upon this infor- 

house near by, and his friends advertised, 
who came and took care of him as privately 

Illation parties were sent through the parish, 
who spoiled their houses, and brought in 

as might be. 	In a little time, Stonehouse, 
who possessed his estate, getting notice he 

many old and infirm people, women with 
child, and the sick, who had not compeared 

was in the neighbourhood, came and held a before Legg, and they were treated rudely 
court. 	The gentleman's brother, among enough. 
others, was obliged to compeer, and being in- • The parishes, in the south now had their 
terrogate upon oath, if he knew where Loch- hardships very frequent, and one upon the 
ear was, confessed he had him in his house, 
and told them, he was just a dying in every 

heels of another; and so a little after En- 
terkin-path, lieutenant Livingstone 	came 

body's account. Straightway a party of sol- from Nithsdale to Carsphairn with a troop 
diers was sent, and the blind, wounded, and of dragoons, and swore all the people about 
in probability dying gentleman, was brought the head of the water of Ken, as above. 
to the court; and his brother, and all they Claverhouse came after him with five or 
could learn had showed the least act of hu- six troops, and went through all the hills 
inanity to him, were made prisoners. When thereabout, searching for persons on their 
Lochear was in the court, he was asked, 
how he liked his present circumstances, by 

hiding, and made as many as he pleased 
answer his 	interrogatories 	upon 	oath. 

the test which he once had in his offer, and Wonderful were the preservations of the 
would have saved him. 	He answered, the persecuted about this time. 	The soldiers 
test was more terrible to him than all he frequently got their clothes and cloaks, and 
had met with, or all they could do. 	Stone. yet missed themselves. 	They would have 
house said, he would not quit his old ill- gone by the mouths of the caves and dens 
natured thrawn principles for all that is come in which they were lurking, and the dogs 
on him, and ordered him to be carried would snook and smell about the stones 
straight prisoner to Dumfries; thence he under which they were hid, and yet they 
was carried into Edinburgh where he lay remained undiscovered. 	This was the case 
long extremely weak. However,hiS patience 
outwearied them, and at length he was dis- 

of Gavin Maclymout at Cairns-hill-muir, 
and others. 

missed without any sinful conditions. One instance of cruelty to an old woman 
While the country about Enterkin was of seventy three years in Carsphairn, de- ' 

thus harassed, the laird of Legg and others serves its room here. 	Her son had been 
were not idle in Galloway. 	In harvest he cited to some court 1680, for hearing Mr 
held a court at Carsphairn church. 	Upon Cameron, and upon his noncompearance he 
the sabbath-day he came from Sanquhar is intercomuned, and her house at that time 
with a party of soldiers, and in the road, at spoiled when they missed him. 	This year 
the Rohn of Dalwhairn, he seized a young the soldiers came again, and not finding the 
man, George Lorimer, and would have him son, they carried his mother prisoner to 
drink the king's health. 	He refusing was 
made prisoner, and sent toDumfries, where 

Dumfries. 	There they offered her the test, 
which, through advice of friends, she was 

in some time be broke prison and, escaped, 
and for any thing I know, is alive still. 

almost brought over to comply with; but 
when they saw her like to yield, they 

Upon Monday he called all the parishioners would further have her to swear she would 
one by one, and upon oath made them de- never speak to, or harbour her son. 	This 
dare what they knew about any persons she would by no means , comply with. 
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Thereupon next market-day the poor old 
woman was scourged through the town of 

street Balfour had challenged his son, 1684  
but lie escaped out of his hands, and 

'Dumfries. 	This she bore most patiently, 
and after all, before she was liberate, she 

the major went straight to his father, though 
he had nothing to charge him with, and 

behoved to pay two hundred merks. took him out of his house, and put him 
Many were the severities now exercised 

in Galloway. 	Macdowal of Gillespie in the 
in prison; there he lay till the year 1688, 
and all for simple nonconformity. 	I only 

parish of Luce was dead some time ago, 
and his lady Janet Ross, liferentrix of the 

add another instance of the barbarity of the 
soldiers, 	in 	November this year, upon 

estate, had corporal Murray, with thirteen Robert Watson in Balmore, in the parish 
dragoons and their horses, sent to quarter of Badernock, five miles north of Glasgow. 
upon her at the instigation of the curate, 
and for mere nonconformity. 	They stayed 

This good man had been paralytic for six 
or seven years, so that he stirred not off 

five or six weeks, and in the harvest time his bed, neither could he receive meat or 
almost destroyed the whole crop. 	They drink without help. 	Upon information 
shot the sheep in the fields, 'and at length from the curate, Mr Stirling, this man was 
forced her from her estate, and she retired seized as a disaffected person. 	That same 
to Ireland about twenty months. 	All her day Mr James Gilchrist, chaplain to the 
tenants almost were obliged to appear first laird 	of Glorat, 	afterwards 	an 	useful 
at Ayr, which is near fifty miles distant, 
and then cited into Edinburgh, which is 
about ninety miles, only to be witnesses 
against the lady for her nonconformity. 

minister at Kirkmichael, was brought in 
prisoner. 	About eight o'clock at night, 
the party came into Robert Watson's house, 
and took one of his horses and yoked in a 

Charles Stuart now in Knock, in the sledge, and carried Robert and his couch 
same parish, was apprehended by Claver- he lay on, with his head and feet lying 
house in the throng of harvest, and was over the sledge, and 	in 	that posture 
cast into Stranraer prison, and got not out under heavy rain they carried him into 
till he paid three hundred merks for bap- Glasgow that night. 	When he was ex- 
tizing his child with Mr Samuel Arnot. amined at Glasgow, considering his circum- 
He was summoned likewise to Edinburgh stances he was soon dismissed, and the 
as a witness against Sir James Dalrymple soldiers cursed the curate for putting them 
of Stair, and his lady for her nonconformity, 
and obliged to wait on seventy two days at 

to this trouble. 
I shall shut up this general account of 

Edinburgh upon his own charges. 	He had the persecution this year, with the sufferings 
likewise a journey to make to Dumfries of William Hannah and his son, in the 
and to Ayr, though he had nothing to wit- parish of Tunnergarth in Annandale, of 
ness against those excellent persons. 	Great which a narrative lies before me, attested 
was the trouble multitudes were put to at by persons who knew them, and indeed 
this time, by their being cited witnesses they are very remarkable. 
hither and thither. William Hannah was taken October this 

The persecution for bare nonconformity year. Since the establishment of episcopacy 
was very violent every where, through the 
whole of this year. 	In many places they 

this good man was a strict nonconformist, 
and would never hear the established 

had rid themselves of the most part con- ministers. 	In the year 1667, he was im- 
cerned in the rising; and they had -not 
many of the elder sort to exercise their se- 

prisoned for hearing a presbyterianminister, 
and fined in an hundred pounds. 	He was 

verity upon, but noncompearers at their 
courts, and nonconformists to the curates. 

a near neighbour to the curate of the parish, 
who in the year 1678, turned very severe 

Indeed every day almost was casting up upon him for his nonconformity, having 
some new snare or other, from which an nothing else to charge him with. 	William 
handle was taken to increase the persecii- was cited frequently to appear before the 
tion. 	1 only give one instance. 	In Sep- session, and refusing to appear, the curate 
tember major Balfour seized Colin Allison a was going on to excommunication, and came 
weaver in Glasgow. That same day upon the the length of the first prayer, but saw fit to 
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1681 stop there. A child of William'sdied, 
. and the curate would not suffer it to 

I who brought him in his small. pittance of 
meat or drink, when he opened the pit 

be buried in the church-yard, and set a I door to let him in, said, 4` Seek mercy 
watch upon William's burial-place. 	How- from Heaven for we have none to give 
ever, January 1st, 1679, some came to make you," adding other blasphemous expres- 
the 	chitd's grave. 	The 	curate 	being sions which I shall not repeat. 	Here 
informed, came• out himself in great fury, 
and took away the spades and shovels, and 

he lay nine days without any thing charged 
upon him but nonconformity, at length he 

told them, if they buried the child by night 
or day, he would cause trail it out again, 
since he knew not if it was baptized; so 

was brought up to the Canongate tolbooth, 
where he lay till he was sent to Dunotter, 
as we shall hear. 

the man was forced to bury elsewhere. • His son's sufferings deserve our remark, 
Mr John Welwood came into that parish and I know not where they come in better 
where his father had been minister, and than here. 	William Hannah not yet six- 
preached several sabbaths. 	The 	curate teen years of age, because he kept not the 
procured a court to be held, at which many church, was in the year 1682, forced to flee 
gave bond to carry regularly, and not to go to England, where he abode some time. 	In 
to conventicles. 	This William refused, and September that year he returned home, and 
was brought to no small trouble. 	In the fell sick of a very sore ague. 	When he was 
beginning of the year 1679, he was forced tinder it, and so weak as he could scarce 
to go upon his hiding. 	In "November 1681, 
for not paying 13 shillings Scots of cess, he 

stand, the soldiers fell upon him iu their 
searches, and carried him with them on foot 

had an horse worth four pounds sterling three or four days in their rangings up and 
taken from him. 	In the year 1682, when down. 	Coming to the grave of one who 
the courts turned throng and severe, he had been shot, and buried in'the fields, they 
and his sons were forced to wander, and 
endured great hardships for some time, 

set him on the grave, and covering his face, 
bloodily threatened him, if he would not 

By the circuit 1683, he was denounced and promise regularity, and other things then 
declared fugitive; and about that time, the pressed, they would shoot him straight. 
curate hearing that a gentleman in the The boy told them, God had sent him to the 
parish who did not hear him, and William, 
were both at home, sent to Dumfries for a 

world and had appointed his time to go out 
of it, only he• was determined to swear 

party who catched the gentleman, and nothing he reckoned sinful ; he was now in 
William very narrowly escaped. 	This their power, and they might do as they 
year 1684, being weary with his tossings, would. 	When the soldiers perceived his 
William went over the border to England, 
hoping to .breathe, a little there; but ere 

composure and staidness, they took him to 
the laird of Wester-raw, who sent him pri- 

long colonel Dacres seized him, and sent soner to Dumfries. 	Thence next year he 
him under a guard; and October 26th, was taken to Edinburgh, and after many 
Sprinkel with his troop 	received him, 
and some more prisoners, at the border, 
whence they were brought to Annan, and 

examinations he was put in the thumbkins, 
and after that committed to the irons, which 
were so strait, that his flesh swelled out 

next day •to Lockerbridge, when Queens- above them. 	In the iron-house he was 
berry ordered him to be carried to Bum- robbed of all his money sent him by his 
fries, where he lay in irons, till the prison- friends; and at one time eleven 	dollars 
ers, as we heard, were carried into Edin- were taken from him. 	After a year and a 
burgh and Leith. 	From Leith he was half's imprisonment, he was banished and 
eroug,ht up to the Canongate tolbooth, and sold in Barbadoes. 	I am informed this 
cast into a dark pit, where he had neither worthy person returned after the revolu- 
air, nor the least glimpse of light for some tion, and is at present the reverend minis- 
days. 	Here, and no wonder, he fell very ter at Scarborough. 	His mother endured 
sickly, and begged the favour to be let out great fatigue and hardships when waiting 
to the guard-hall, that he might have the 
free air; which was refused. 	The soldier 

on his father and him, 	, 
There were some pevotis put to death 
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towards the close of this year, of whom I 
have not distinct accounts, else I would 

they would have gone the same way. 1684. The soldiers pursuing them had no- 	• 
have given them upon the third section, 
above. 	However, any hints I have of them 

tice of an house they had gone into, where 
they had not eitten down, but gone away im- 

I give here. William Keagow was executed mediately, and came to it, took all the persons 
upon the same points with the others above- in it prisoners, and immediately burned it 
named, in December. 	It is observed, that down to the ground. 	It may be, the rescue 
at some of their executions, one of these, or of some prisoners at Kirkcudbright, by 
the forementioned, happened to sing Psalm 
exix. 84, &c. which so enraged the soldiers, 
that they made a great disturbance, chased 

some of the wanderers, a little before this, 
was the pretext for all this cruelty. 

I come now to glean up a few reinarka- 
off the spectators, and would not suffer bles from the registers, that may afford 
their dead bodies to be dressed. 	Arthur some light to the history of this year, though 
Bruce in Dalserf parish was executed some they have not so• direct a reference to the 
time this year. 	George Shiels, Thomas sufferings. 
Scot in Bounchester, John Fella in Kelso, 
and Thomas Turnbull in Ancrum parish, 
were sent in prisoners this year to Edin- 

January 1st, I find an order from the se-
cret committee to captain Patrick Graham 
and Sir William Paterson, to go and seal 

burgh, at several times, for mere nonconfor- the lord Maitland's papers in the late Lau- 
mity, and, by the severities and bad treat- derdale's lodgings. 	It seems, a little before 
ment in prison, died there. this, that once great man, the duke of Lau- 

Let me add, that December 18th, Clever- derdale 	died; 	and 	notwithstanding his 
house when ranging up and down Galloway, 
with a troop, came to the water of Dee ; and 

bright parts, and long favour with his mas-
ter, at length he fell into the utmost neglect 

at Auchincloy, came upon some of the and contempt; and now, it seems, the 
people who were lurking and hiding, unex- present managers resolved to canvaes his 
pectedly, and surprised six of them toge- papers. 	 . 
ther ; for what I can find, they had no arms. April 11th, upon application from the 
According to the instructions lately given bishop of Edinburgh, the council pass the 
by the council, he shot four of them upon following act about a fast. 	" Forasmuch 
the spot in a very few minutes, Robert as the lord bishop of Edinburgh, having re- 
Fergusson and James Macmichan from presented to the council, that at the late 
Nithsdale, and Robert Stuart and John meeting of the diocesan synod of Edinburgh, 
Grier, 	Galloway men : afterwards their it was proposed that there might be two reli- 
friends carried off their bodies to Dairy, 
and buried them. 	Some accounts before 

gious fasts kept yearly through the bounds 
of that diocese, to implore the mercy of 

me say, that by orders from Claverhouse, 
a party came and uncovered their graves 

Almighty God, for a comfortable spring and, 
harvest, and. the synod had recommended 

and coffins, and they continued so open four it to him to acquaint the council therewith ; 
days till the party went off. 	And it appears and he having desired their authority for ap- 
certain, that James Macmichan's body, after proving of the same, they do willingly agree 
it was buried, was taken up, and hung up to the said christian proposal, and interpose 
upon a tree. 	This was strange barbarity their allowance and authority thereunto; 
and spite. 	The other two, Robert Smith and leave it to tae lord bishop, to name the 
in Glencairn parish, and Robert Hunter, days whereupon the said fast is to be kept 
Claverhouse carried with him to Kirkcud- in the said diocese." 	Whether this method 
bright, and called an assize, and made a of a double fait in the spring, and before 
form of judging them, and caused execute harvest, was kept up, I do not know ; I 
them there. 	They would not permit these wish never a worse proposal had past 
two to write any thing, not so much as let- 
tors to their relations. 	There were two 

through the bishop's hands.* I only notice, 

*If ever there was in the world any such more in the company who escaped, and hap- thing as fasting "to smite with the fist of wick- 
py it was for them it was so; for probably eduess," this of the bishops at this time was 

IT 	 S 
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%SI. April 17th, a national fast is appoint- 
ed by the council ; for a 	great 

duction of the said nomination, and instru-
ments taken upon refusal, letters of horning 

drought, it seems, fell out that spring. shall be directed under the signet of our 
The curious reader may perhaps be con- privy council, charging them to accept and 

tent to know, that upon the foresaid diet, 
the .council recommend George Scot of 

officiate, within fifteen days, under the pain 
of rebellion. 	Our will is, &c." 

Pitlochie, son to Sir John Scot of Scotstar- ' 
bet, to his majesty, for a gratification for This proclamation was undoubtedly de- 
some abstracts of the public registers made signed to force country people and heritors 
by his father. 	 ' 	• to join in with the episcopal ministers, in 

April 22d, I find a proclamation with re- the exercise of discipline. 	Indeed in many 
uttion to discipline and kirk-sessions, which places, the curates were hated for their 
I do not find ordered to be printed, for share in the severities of this period, by many 
what reasons I shall not say; but one would otherwise not very nice in their principles : 
think, that there was ground to have print- and others could not join with them front 
ed it, since it concerns so many. However, consciousness of their nnscriptural way of 
I shall insert it here. entering parishes, when meanwhile the ne-

cessity of the times brought them now and 
" Charles R. 	Forasmuch as, by the su- then to hear them ; yet they were peremp- 

premacy inherent in our imperial crown, 
as one of the prerogatives thereunto belong- 

tory in refusing to join with them in eccle- 
siastical society. 	And so this :violence and 

mg, it solely resides in us to emit such acts 
and constitutions, and orders concerningthe 
administration of the external government 

force is used tobring theminto church-offices, 
directly contrary to the scripture-directory, 
that none shall enter by constraint, but 

of the church, and the persons to be em- willingly. 	This was another handle of 
ployed therein, as we, in our royal wisdom, 
shall think fit, as is more fully specified in 

persecuting not a few. 	The ministers in 
particular parishes used to procure blank 

the first act of our second parliament; and commissions from their bishops, and they 
therefore, we and our predecessors having insert whom they pleased in it; and if gen- 
always been careful, that the discipline of tlemen or others refused, then letters of 
the church, by kirk-sessions and otherwise, 
be observed : for the preservation where- 

horning were got out against them. 	One 
of these original blank commissions is come 

of, it being necessary, that persons of good to my hands, dated next year, and the cu.. 
reputation, and known loyalty, should assist 
the ministers in the exercise of ecclesiastical 

our
discipline: 	We therefore, with advice of 

privy council, do hereby empower the 

rious reader will be pleased to find it here. 

Original warrant by the bishop of Edin-
burgh, to the minister of Ormiston, to 

ministers of the respective parishes, within choose elders.  
this our ancient kingdom, to give in lists "Forasmuch as I John, by the mercy or 
to the bishops their ordinaries, of such as God, bishop of Edinburgh, am informed by 
are fit to servo as elders in the said parishes; 
and being approven by them, we hereby or- 

Mr John Cockburn minister at Ormiston, 
that the persons afternarned, viz. [they are 

dain and command the persons so named blank in the original] all parishioners within 
and authorized to serve as elders, except the parish of Ormiston, are persons apt and 
they can offer such sufficient reasons to be fit to be elders in the said parish of Ortnis- 
allowed, as may excuse them from serving ton, and to assist him in the church-disci- 
in the said employment : with certification pline ; and he the said Mr John Cockburn 
to th a persons who shall refuse, not being having chosen them as persons fit and qua- 
lawf ally excised, as said is, that upon pro- lifted for the said employment: Therefore 

I have approven, and by those presents, ap-
prOve of his said choice of the foresaid certainly such, and Instead of giving us a favour- 

able gives us the most disgusting idea of his persons, to be elders and assistants to him 
character —Rd. in church-discipline, within the said par- 
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ish : and hereby require them, and every 
one of themy to accept and- embrace the 

of all this was not only to . weaken 1684. ' the interest of the family of Argyle, 
said employment, conform to the act Of which was very great. in those Shires, and 
council made thereanent. 	In witness of all who were friendly to them, but to • 
whereof, these 	written by Alex- presents, - 	• 
ender Cumming my servant, are subscribed mend and require, that the persons afternamed 
with my hand, at Edinburgh, the twentieth 
day of May, one thousand six hundred and 
eighty five years. 

have in readiness, witlfalt convenient diligence, 
the respective proportions, and number of men 
after mentioned, well provided in feir of weir, 
well armed, and with thirty days' provision, for 

"Jo. EDINBURGEN." concurring with, and assisttng our said lieuten-
ants, in maintaining our royal authority, and 
executing of our laws, and preserving the peace 

Upon the groundless stories raised by the of this our realm, as they shall be required by 
duke of York, anent a designed insurrec- 
tion in Scotland, which was not projected 

our said lieutenants, on any necessary occasion, 
viz. the earl of Monteith two hundred men, and 
the laird Lusa one hundred men, for assisting 

till the accession of a papist to the throne, 	the lieutenant of Cowal, when they shall be re- 
to prevent the earl of Argyle's attempt that 	t
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of 	't•fai(latIlbui 1„e  three hundred 
which indeed was not yet concerted, I  men, to assist the lieutenant of Invent.),  ; the 

the lieutenancy of Argyleshire and Tarbet 1 sheriff of Bute two hundred men, the laird of 
APLean two hundred men, M‘Leod is changed, new lieutenants established, and of Harristwo hundred me, and 	' 

the heads of the clans in Argyle and Tar- I for hay two hundred men, for assisting the 
lieutenant of Sadel or Kintyre • the marquis of bet are ordered to attend the lieutenants at Huntley, and earl of Perth three hundred men; 

their call, with quotas of men and provi- the laird of .M‘Intosh two hundred men, the 
sion for thirty days, with other things, which laird of M'Kinnon one hundred men, and the 

laird of Appin one hundred men, for assisting 
the reader hath in the proclamation, for the the lieutenant of Craigness; the marquis of 
peace of the Highlands, dated May 5th. Huntley and earl of Perth three hundred men, 

the laird of Lochyell two hundred men, the 
See at the foot of the page.* 	The design  captain of Clanronald two hundred men, and 

the laird of Glengarry one hundred men, for as-
sisting the lieutenant of Dunstaffnage; the earl 

• Proclamation for lieutenants in Tarbet and the of Marr three hundred men, the laird of Weeni 
Highlands, May 5th, 1684. one hundred men, the earl of Seaforth three 

Charles, by the grace of God, king of great hundred men, and sir Donald 1116 Donald of 
Britain, Prance, and Ireland, defender of the Slait two hundred men, for assisting the lieu- 
faith : To our lovits tenant of Tarbet; 	And all the persons above- 

mincers of our privy council, messengers at named are hereby required to have their foresaid 
arms, our sheriffs in that part, conjnuctly and number in readiness, and to certiovate our chan- 
severally, specially constitute, greeting 	bores- cellor thereof, with all convenient diligence, and 
much as we understanding that Archibald, late to have their said numbers fitted and prepared 
earl of Argyle, bath not only consulted-and con.. to march with all diligence to the said respective 
curred with the English conspirators, in their lieutenants, as they shall require the same. And 
late treasonable plot against our person, our to the effect the ill affected people may be the 
dearest and only brother, and our royal govern- more terrified from attempting any thing to the 
ment, but hath been eminently active therein, 
encouraging his complices, by undertaking to 

prejudiceof us, or of our good subjects, we here- • 
y command and require all our ltege.men, be,. 

raise a considerableforee in this our ancient king. twixt sixty and sixteen, within the respective 
dont, for beginning and carrying on of that vil. shires aftermentioned, well provided in kir of 
lanous conspiracy; and we being obliged, by the weir, to march on six days' warning, with thirty 
'law of God and man, to endeavour, by all just days' provision, to the assistance of the several 
means, to disappoint those hellish machinations, 
and to prevent the ruin of our good people, which 

lieutenants, when they shall require the same, 
and thereto act and do as they shall be command- 

necessarily would ensue, if the malicious designs ed by the said lieutenants, or others having 
of the said late earl of Argyle, and others his ac- command from us, viz. all within the shires of 
complices, should take any effect ; and we hav- Dumbarton and Stirling, and stewartry of Mon- 
ing, in order thereto, established lieutenants in teith, for to answer the lieutenant of Cowal; all 
the shires of Argyle and Tarbet, for preventing within the shire of Perth, to answer the lieuten- 
aud suppressing the projects and seditious in- ant of lnverary; all within the shires of Forfar 
tended by the said late earl's descending in these and Kincardine, and atewartry of Strathern, to 
places, and his convocating others who are ill answer the lieutenant of Craigtsess ; all within 
principled, and disaffected to our government; the shires of Aberdeen and Bamff, above Kin- 
and it being fit that the said lieutenants should cardineof Neil, Kildrummy and Keith, to answer 
be assisted by our other good subjects, in case of the lieutenant of Tarbet; all within the shire of 
any such traitorous attempts. 	We therefore, by Bute, isles of Mull and Day, to answer the lieu-. 
yirtue of our royal authority, and with advice tenant of Sadel or Kintyre ; and all within the 
of the lords of our privy council, do hereby coin- shires of Inverness, Elgin, Nairn and Ross, to 
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strengthen and increase the duke of members who have served in the late session 
1664. York's party in the nation, by en- of this current parliament, who, it may be 

r enraging the highland clans, many of whom reasonably presumed, will not serve in the 
were Mists, and all of them hereditary ensuing meeting thereof, to be held at Ed- 
right men, and friends to arbitrary and op- inburgh upon the tenth of March next to 
pressive measures, as they have abundantly come, upon the terms of the 	act 
proven more than once. 	It was thought 
very expedient to have a good body of these 

of the said last session thereof. 	Therefore, 
the lords of his majesty's privy council, do 

clans still in readiness in all events, for se- hereby require the sheriffs of the respective 
curing the popish succession, and defending shires, at the next meeting of the freehold- 
the courses now taken, if need were. ers appointed by his majesty's late prods- 

July 25th, I find, the council make Sir mation, where such members are, in face of 
Archibald Kennedy of Colzean, captain of the said meeting, to inquire at them if they 
the militia troop of the shire of Ayr, in will serve in the terms mentioned in the 
room of Sir John Kennedy of Girvan-mains, 
lately deceased, who wanted not his share 

same act. 	And if they shall refuse, dp 
hereby authorise the said sheriff, and meet- 

in the persecution, next year. ings respective, to proceed to the election 
September 16th, the council order a new of such fit members as will serve at the 

election of the magistrates of Ayr, and send said next session of the current parliament. 
a nomination of provost, bellies, and town- And in regard there are some members 
council. 	1 find by the registers, this month who served in the last session of the cur- 
and the following, that the council engros- rent parliament, who are under citation for 
seth the power of nominating the magic"- treason; the said lords do require the said 
trates and council of most part of the royal sheriffs, as soon as the diets to which they 
burghs ; 	and even in Edinburgh 	itself, 
they order a committee of their number to 

are cited are elapsed, and they declared fu-
gitives, to call and convene the said free- 

be present, and oversee the election of ma- holders, and proceed to the electing of other 
gistrates at this term. members, to serve in their room. 	And 

November 6th, a patent is read and re- which power is hereby given and granted 
corded, to John Drummond of Lundin, 
late treasurer-depute, to be secretary of 

likewise to the several burghs royal, in the 
circumstances foresaid, that the said ensuing 

state in conjunction with the earl of Murray, meeting of parliament may be full and fre- 
He is sometimes, in papers, termed secre- 
tary before this : how it comes to be so I 
cannot tell. 

quent." 

The act of the last parliament spoken of 
The council, November 26th, pass a prot- here, I take to be the test, and where there 

ty remarkable act anent the choice of was any who had not, or would not comply 
members of parliament, which deserves a with it, they were to be turned out; and 
room here. agreeably to the arbitrary measures at this 

Act anent election to parliament. time used, we see the council, as they take 
"Forasmuch as there are severals of the upon them the power of modelling of cor- 

answer the lieutenant of Dunstaffnage. 	And 
all our lieges are hereby required to give obeli_ 

the head burghs of the shires of this kingdom, 
and there, by open proclamation, make publica- 

ence to the said lieutenants, to act, assist, and tion of the premises, that none may pretend 
concur with them in manner foresaid, under the ignorance. 	As also, we ordain these presents 
psinof tinsel of life, lands, and goods; and there- to be affixed on the several parish-kirk doors 
by, and attour, all the fencible men within ilk within the highlands, and the several sheriffs of 
respective division, are hereby required to give the shires foresaid, to see the same done accord- 
obedience to the said lieutenants, in manner, and 
to the effect above-written, under the foresaid 
pains. 	And to the effect our special pleasure in 

ingly, as they will be answerable. 
. 	Given under our signet, at Edinburgh, the fifth 

the premises may be made known, that all per.. day of May, one thousand six hundred and 
sons concerned may give exact and punctual eighty tour, and of our reign the thirty 
obedience thereunto, our will is, and we charge ' sixth year. 
you strictly, and command, that incontinent, 
these our letters seen, ye pass to the market-cross 

Per admit daminorum secreti cancilii. 
Wm.. PATY.AS011, Cl. Seer. Concilii. 

of Edinburgh, and remanent market-crosses of God save the King. 
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porations and burghs, so they assume a 
material power of modelling the supreme 

the justices of peace at their first 1684. meeting receive him." 
court of parliament, in its elective members. I need scarce add,, that in December this 
No more is needful, but the trumping up a 
summons for treason: converse with any 

year, at Glasgow and some other places, 
multitudes of people imagined they saw 

who had been at Pentland or Bothwell, was 
ground sufficient for that; and then the 

bonnets, black, blue, and of several colours, 
falling down from the air upon them. 

sheriff is empowered to make a new elec- Generally, by sensible persons, this was 
tion. 	Thus the parliament was purged looked upon as deceptio visas, and the pow- 
of some of the best of the members of it, 
and by the time they sat, which was length- 

er of imagination. 	It was odd, however, 
that next year when the militia came to the 

ened out by king Charles' death, it was west against Argyle, they had just the 
pretty well disposed for serving a popish same bonnets ; and at the cross, green, and 
king, and advancing the ruin of the refor- otherplaces, where the bonnets were alleged 
mation. 	 . to be seen, the militia swarmed most. 

To secure all the better, December 3d, 
the council give orders to the advocate, " to 

This winter many gentlemen and others 
at Edinburgh, were challenged by the man- 

raise a process of forfeiture before the par- agers, for giving charity to tatted presbyte- 
liament, by a summons in Latin, after the rian 	ministers, and 	contributing to the 
old way, under the quarter seal, upon a education of their children. 	But I have 
charge of sixty days, against Denholm of said enough upon this year and come for- 
Westshiels, Stuart of Cultness, 	Sir John ward to the next. 
Cochran of Ochiltree, James Stuart son to 
Sir James Stuart of Goodtrees, the lord CHAP. IX. 
Melville, the laird of Polwart, George Prin-
gle of Torwoodlie, Andrew Fletcher of Sal- OF THE STATE AND SUFFERINGS OF PRESBY- 
ton, Hume of Bassenden, the heirs of Mr TERIANS, DURING THE YEAR 1.685. 

Martin late clerk to the justice-
court, the heirs to the late earl of Loudon, 
Thomas Hay of Park, Sir James Dalrymple 

PERSECUTION ig so ill a thing, that 
1684. no body almost owns it, though mul- 

of Stair, Walter Lockhart of Kirkton, titudes in all ages have been guilty, especi- 
Montgomery of Lanshaw, John Weir of ally such fearful acts of wickedness as we 
Newton, Mr Gilbert Elliot writer in Edin- have met with upon the former years, and 
burgh, 	Campbell of Ardkinglass, shall again find this year; and readily the 
Cesnock elder and 'younger, and Jervis- parties 	most 	concerned will wipe their 
wood." 	We shall meet with them next mouths and say they are clean. 	But the 
year. 	At the same diet, John Henderson, 
suspect to be one of the murderers of the 
archbishop, appears, and is assoilied, having 

remembrance of matters of fact this year is 
so fresh in the thoughts of many yet alive, 
that there can be no denial of them, with- 

given a good account of himself, and having out the greatest impudence and effrontery. 
taken the test. Particular instances of barbarities of all 

December 1 1 th, the duke of Gordon's kinds do now grow upon my hand, and it 
patent for being chancellor, is read and re- is truly a satisfaction to me, that I can tell 
corded; if he was not now a declared pa- the reader I am now drawing towards a 
pist, he was shortly so; and now that set close of those melancholy things, which no 
is getting in very fast. doubt will grate the ears, and weight the 

December 17th, the council, "considering spirits of such to whom they come, and 
how necessary and proper it is, that Mr were I once through this black year, the 
Thomas Hay dean of Murray, be justice of following three to the revolution will take 
the peace within the shire of Murray, and but little time. 
particularly in his own parish, do therefore This year affords abundance of matter. 

.nominate and appoint him to be a justice of I have left to this chapter the narrative of 
the peace there, with full powers, and that the severe persecutions, every where almost 
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upon the tiociety's declaratimi,and the 
1685. refusal of the abjuration,  oath. 	New 

methods now used. , Other instances will 
come in ere I end this chapter. 

murders in the open fields,  turn so frequent, 
that Labatt scarce be able to give account 

In Nithsdale James Corsbie was seized; 
and, upon his refusal of the abjuration, his 

of them all. 	Multitudes.were cutoff every 
month, without the tedious formality of a 

ears were crept, and he was sent to Jamaica, 
and sold as a slave. 	Whence the parse= 

process, besides a good number of public caters borrowed this practice of cutting off 
executions at Edinburgh and other places, 
and the barbarous drowning of poor innocent 

the ears of such as fell among their hands, 
which, as we shall hear, turned pretty 

women• Within the sea mark. 	In February ordinary, I know not. 	Toward the be- 
the death of king Charles falls in, a popish ginning of this year, I find captain Strachan 
prince mounts the throne, to the terror of harassing many in the parish of Darly in 
all good protestants, and the joy of all pa. Galloway. 	He commanded sometime in 
pints ; -and after he bad given •some smooth 
words to lull all asleep, he quickly castoff the 

the garrison kept in the house of Earlston, 
and held courts round about him in that 

mask, and. some, branches of the persecution neighbourhood, and pressed the abjuration 
of Presbyterians run very high. A new ses- with a great deal of cunning and cruelty 
sion of parliament meets in April under this upon all, and many families were obliged 
popish sovereign and since little was left to dislodge and wander upon their refusal. 
undone by the former sessions, that could At the same time courts were held by the 
be done againstrpreskyterians, the iniquitous laird of Lagg, and such as he deputed in 
procedure and acts of the council are all other parts of Galloway, where the foresaid 
ratified, and some new advances made. 	In oath was most violently pressed in every 
the following month, the attempt of the 
noble earl of Argyle falls in, which was 

parish, and the women, as well as men, 
and the younger as well as those more 

soon quite broken, and issued in his death, 
and that of some excellent persons with 

advanced, were forced to take it.- Through-
out all the large shire of Ayr it was most 

him, and we need not doubt was carefully violently 	imposed. 	In 	the 	parish 	of 
improven by our managers, for a new and Auchinleck one William Johnston was 
general harassing of the country. The sum- cited to one of the courts where it was 
mer affords us some more murders in the appointed to be taken. 	He did not coin- 
open•fields, and upon scaffolds, and the in- pear, and a party of soldiers were sent to 
humane treatment of some hundreds of pri- his house, who entirely rifled it. 	He and 
goners at Dunotter in. harvest, and toward his wife having retired, left a maid in the 
the end of it; we have, besides some more house to attend and look after their family 
public executions, the transportation of a of small children, who could not be trans- 
great many to America, with Pitloehy, be- ported. 	The soldiers were so inhumane 
side• some other incidental things. 	These as to carry her away with them to the 
will afford matter for a good many sections. garrison of the• Sorn, leaving five or six 

small infants destitute and helpless in the 
SECT. L 	 . house there alone. 	When the servant was 

brought to the garrison 	nothing could 
Of the Persecution this year upon the score be laid to her charge, and yet the oath 

of the Society's Declaration. . was put to 	her, 	which 	she peremp- 
HAVING in the last section, save one, of the tority refusing, never having taken any - 
former chapter, given a large account of the oath, and declaring to them she did not 
society's declaration, emitted by them Oc- understand it, and could not swear it, they 
tober 28th, last year, I begin my accounts 
this year with the severities of the soldiers, 
in different places of the country, in press- 

put kindled matches betwixt her fingers, 
and burned off the flesh-to the very bone. 
She• endured all with 	the 	greatest of 

ing the abjuration of it, which' we heard patience, and such composure as astonished 
was appointed by the council. 	It is but a hei tormentors, and in the issue they dis- 
few hints in several parishes up and down missed her. 	Indeed at this time, there 
which I can point at, as a specimen of the was no peace to him that went out or 
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came in, and the fury of the parties, as they sed terribly, in' the beginning of thiS 
went no and down seeking their prey, was year, the parish of Twinam. 	A poor'185. 
unparalleled. 	. tenant there, after many severities, was 

In the parish of Stonehouse in Lanark- prevailed with to swear the oath, and so the 
shire, a poor man was at his work in the soldiers left him for a little; but after eight 
fields, and when he saw the soldiers coming, 
he 	stepped out of the way, not being 

or ten days returned, and forced him to 
go with them to a neighbouring parish, and 

willing to come into their hands. 	Upon assist them in searching for some wanderers. 
this they followed him, and shot at him, 
and overtaking him at length, without 

Upon the road thither they met with a 
poor man who would not answer their 

asking him one question, knocked him questions, nor swear; him the captain 
down with their muskets, and wounded ordered immediately to be shot. 	The other 
him with their swords, leaving him for country man modestly entreated the captain 
dead upon the spot. 	Then coming to his to examine the man a little further, and to 
house near by, they took away two horses, 
and left some of their number in the house 

give him some more time before they 
despatched him;, for this they beat and 

to see his corn threshed out; so the poor bruised him, so that in a few weeks he died. 
man, besides the grievous wounds he got This same captain came through a good 
without any reason given, at a modest part of GallowaY, with some militia under 
calculation lost upwards of three hundred his command, and spoiled all places whither- 
merks. 	Those left to dispose of his corn soever they came, as they had been in an 
were so unmerciful, as to turn his wife and enemy's country. 	Claverhouse and he 
several small children from the house in subcommitted their power to gentlemen,, in 
the night-time, during a violent storm of every parish, 'when they went off, and 
frost and snow, so that they were almost those deputes at their leisure 	harassed 
killed with cold. 	And in the neighbouring every body in those parishes. 	So strict 
parish of Dalserf, about this same time, 
many families were scattered. John Harvey, 

and severe were the soldiers upon every 
emergent, that in the parish of Balmaclellan, 

Walter Ker, and Andrew M‘Killen were a country man who had somewhat suddenly 
seized and banished. 	The first of them broken about his plough, was running 
had all his goods seized, and his wife was home to bring some instrument wherewith 
imprisoned a long time, and very cruelly he was to mend it, came near a party of 
used. 	John Stuart in the same parish, 
had his doors burned by his master, and 

soldiers before he got to his house, who, 
seeing him running, seized him, and forced 

his wife was carried prisoner to Hamilton, 
with an infant not a month old, with a 

him to swear presently. 	A party of soldiers 
came about this time into Corsmichael, to 

design to carry her further; but when she look after such as had been absent from 
came that length, she fell so 	ill with the abjuration court; they made dreadful 
travelling in her circumstances, that she havoc, and destroyed every thing, and took 
was left for dead; and all this for noncom- beds, ploughs, harrows, and made fire-wood 
pearance, and declining 	the 	oath 'now of them where they stayed, though they 
pressed. 	John Marshal tenant to Cultness, 
in the neighbouring parish of Cambus- 

wanted not abundance of other fuel. 	They 
seized several women, and carried them 

nethan, for refusing the abjuration had two from prison to prison, because of their re- 
sows and all his crop taken from him by fusing the abjuration. 	Some of them were 
one Ogilvy, who for some time kept a 
garrison in the house of Cultness, and his 

sent to the plantations, others to Dunotter, 
and some continued in prison till the 

family was scattered. 	At the same time toleration. 
they took from John Torrence in the same In the parish of Tongland, lieutenant 
parish, upon the same score, a cow, six Livingstone 	with a party of dragoons 
sheep, and all his corns, and spoiled his harassed very severely. 	After courts had 
house, carrying off all that was portable. been held there for pressing the oath, they 

Captain Douglas and his soldiers oppree- made very strict searches for noncompliem 
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A. youth about eighteenyears, named der, but their hand was so deep in every 
1685* John Hallome, seeing the party trouble that came about, that it would be 

at some little distance, stepped out of the unfaithfulness to pass them. 	In the parish 
road in which he was travelling. 	This they of Cathcart near Glasgow, there was a good 
quickly observed, and pursued and wounded old man, John Watson, who lived in Lang- 
him, first with a shot, and then with a sword side. This man fell very poor, and was ob- 
in the head, never once asking him one 
question. 	They carried him prisoner from 

liged to beg his bread from house to house, 
besides, he was almost wholly lame. 	The 

one place to another, till at length they curate Mr Robert Finnie was much embit- 
brought him to 	Kirkcudbright. 	There tered at this man because he would not hear 
they put the abjuration to him, which he him, and at this time he likewise refused 
refusing, an assize was called, made up of the abjuration oath. 	Mr Finnie gave in an 
the soldiers, and he was condemned, and information against him as a dangerous and 
executed there. 	Every person that en- disaffected person, and got an order to a 
deavoured to get out of their clutches at party of my lord Ross his troop to appre- 
this time, was reckoned as confessedly hend him. 	The party came to Langside 
guilty, and straight despatched. 	William where any dwelling the man had, was, and 
Auchinleck in the parish of Buttle had were informed that he was at Glasgow 
been conveying a friend of his to Ireland, 
and was returning to his own house on 

waiting on for an aims, it being the day of 
the week upon which Sir James Turnerused 

horseback. 	Unhappily for him he fell in to give somewhat to the poor at his lodg- 
with a company of Douglas's foot coming ings. 	So for that time he escaped. 	Mr 
from Kirkcudbright, who called to him to Finnie continued in his rage against the 
stand. 	The man complied with 	every poor, lame, aged man, and procured another 
thing that came about, and was a full party to be sent in quest of him, with strict 
conformist, but he had no mind to lose his orders to apprehend him. When they came 
horse, which he 	suspected 	the soldiers he was at home in his cottage, and they 
would take from him, and therefore rode a were really ashamed so many of them bad 
little off from them. 	Taking a compass he come for so small a prize. 	'When they saw 
got by them, and came on his way, till he him, they found he was neither able to flee 
came to a public house on the road, called from them, nor travel with them. 	And 
Carlin-work ; there he called for some ale, 
which he took sitting upon 	horseback, 
thinking he was out of their reach. 	But 

some of them failed not to curse the min-
ister, who had hounded them out upon such 
a prey. 	They urged him hard to swear the 

the soldiers, some of them at least, had abjuration; John told them in much calm- 
taken a nearer way, and came up when he ness, that it was now a long time since he 
was drinking, discharged their pieces at had sworn the covenant, and resolved to 
him, and killed him outright. 	Another boy swear no more oaths. 	The soldiers knew 
happened to be at the house, at that minute not how to get him to Paisley, and were 
when the soldiers came up, was mounting ashamed to go along with a beggar, and 
his horse to go with the former, at the shot cripple too. 	His neighbours, out of regard 
the horse being frighted, threw the boy to the honest man, and it may be fearing 
from him, the soldiers came up and knocked worse, offered to send him on a sledge to 
him in the head with their pieces, and took the Hawk-head, my lord Ross's house. 
his horse from him, and arty money he had, 
without asking him a question. 

My lord getting an account of the matter 
before John came up, sent out a servant, 

It would be endless to set down the ra- and ordered him home again, blushing at 
vages and severities of the soldiers, and 
therefore 1 shall only add another instance 

Mr Finnie's malice and merciless temper, 
and sent half a crown to him as a real oh- 

to show the share which the conformable ject of alms. 
clergy had in them, which can be attested There is but one other instance, with 
by several witnesses yet alive. 	It is no which I shall end this general account of 
pleasure to me to expose people of this or- the persecution upon the score of the ab- 
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juration, which I have well attested from 
the parish of Pennigham in Galloway, by 
the late worthy and learned Mr Robert 

worth an hundred pounds. The des,  
truction of corns by eating, treading 1685. 
down, and their frequent ranging the fields, 

Rowan minister there, and it is the case of cannot be computed; and what was not de- 
the Milroys in that parish. 	I give it alto- 
gether in this place, though it relates to 

stroyed their families durst not stay to reap, 
and so it was entirely lost : their crop was 

several years, and from it we may have a twenty four bolls of sowing each, of Gal- 
new view of the severities of this time, and Lowey measure. 
an estimate may be made, what a black ac- Next day Gilbert and William were 
count we might have had of them if care brought before the earl of Hume at Monni- 
had been taken to get such circumstantiate gaff; and were examined as to their keeping 
and attested narratives as this is. 	I give it the church, converse with whigs, and who 
mostly in the words of my dear friend, 
though I must shorten them. 

among their neighbours used to reset them. 
When they declined to answer upon those - 

There were two brothers in that parish, points, they were put to the now ordinary 
Gilbert and William Milroys, 	living at torture of lighted matches betwixt their 
Kirkaulay in Castle-stuart's land. Last year fingers, but through God's grace they en- 
when the test was pressed violently, William dured all, and would make no discoveries. 
took it, and Gilbert compounded with the Here they were kept six days, and every 
sheriff-depute to get his name out of the day threatened with present death, if they 
rolls, and actually gave him twelve pounds, 
and got off. 	But this year when all were 

would not comply, conform, and delate such 
whom they knew in the neighbourhood did 

obliged to abjure, these two, with their reset persecuted people. 	As the severities 
younger brother Patrick Milroy, having no 
clearness to swear, were obliged to abscond 

of the officers and commanders were great, 
so the impiety of the common soldiers de- 

and wander.• In June or July this year, 
the earl of Hume sent his Merse militia to 

serves our notice. 	Gilbert Milroy's.wife 
was come to Monnigaff to wait upon her 

their houses, • and rifled them, and drove husband; she had gone out to the fields to 
away all the cattle they could reach. 	And pray, and one of the soldiers overhearing 
two days after, seventy horsemen came this good woman, came up to her, and draw- 
under cloud of night upon them, continued ing his sword threatened to kill her for 
all night, and destroyed all the foot had left, 
committing great severities upon the wo- 

praying; however he was restrained, and 
only brought her prisoner to the captain of 

men who were in tilt houses, particularly 
upon Gilbert's wife, when she offered to 

the guard, bawling out against her prayers, , 
and swearing they were treason. 	The cap- 

detain from them some wearing clothes of thin saw good to dismiss her. 	Her husband 
her own, which, she said, men had no use and his brother, with several others, were 
for; they seized her and put lighted matches 
betwixt her fingers, and grievously torment- 

carried under a guard to the church of Bar, 
tied together two and two, like beasts for 

ed her and several others. 	Early next the slaughter; there they were kept three 
morning they searched the fields about the days and examined by major general Drum- 
house, and seized Gilbert Milroy's brother mond, who hectored and threatened them 
William, with a servant of about sixteen terribly, telling them, if they would not 
years of age, who were lying hid among the comply, and inform where the whigs haunt- 
corn, and carried them prisoners to Monni- ed, and who used to reset them, he would 
gaff. 	They likewise took with them the send their dittay with them, so that they 
remains of the cattle and household-stuff should be hanged without an assize as soon 
which had been put out of the way before. as they came to Edinburgh : but nothing 
The number of cattle taken from them at prevailed upon them to act against their 
both times, was eighty black cattle, besides a conscience. 	Thereafter they were sent to 
great many young ones which were with Hamilton, where they stayed one night, and 
them, not numbered, twenty four score of 
sheep, eight horses and mares, some of them 

from thence were carried to Edinburgh, 
and imprisoned at Holyrood-house, all the 

IV. 	 2 a 
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rest of the prisons being fully packed. which was the case of severals, were 1685' There they were examined by some carried upon carts to Newhaven, put into 
of the counsellors and the advocate as to their 
not keeping the church, their haunting field- 

a ship lying there, and thrust under deck, 
two and two of them fettered together, to 

meetings, keeping company with rebels, and the number of an hundred and ninety. 
as to their knowledge of the persons who While at sea, they were kept close together 
used to reset such ; and not answering their night and day under great distress, for 
interrogatories to satisfaction, they were want of fresh air, starved with hunger, and 
severely enough handled. 	Mr James Col- tormented with thirst, so that several of 
quhoun, episcopal minister at Penningham, 
had no small share in their being thus treat- 

them were put to drink their own urine, 
and two and thirty of them died. 	They 

ed. 	Gilbert Milroy found means to treat 
with him when he was apprehended, and 

were three months and three days at sea, 
and had no favour shown them by the 

sent him a good wedder upon his promise master of the ship or seamen. 	When they 
to speak and act in his favours. 	Gilbert's landed at Port Royal in Jamaica, they were 
wife afterwards went to Mr Colquhoun, 
and asked a line in her husband's favours : 

put in an open prison, and had very much 
friendship shown them from several people 

accordingly, he wrote a letter and sealed it, 
giving it to herself to carry in with her to 

in the island ; particularly by one Mr Hicks 
who was afterwards in this popish reign 

Edinburgh. 	In this line, instead of acting prosecuted at law, and .vexed by evi 
in the prisoner's favours, he informed the 
judges that he was a disloyal person of re- 

minded persons, for showing kindness t, 
those suffering people. 	After ten days' 

bellious 	principles. 	This, together with continuance in open prison, they were sold 
their refusing to comply and swear the pre- to be slaves, and the money paid for them 
sent oaths, brought on their sentence, which , 
was tp have their ears cut off, and to be I 

was given to Sir Philip Howard, who had 
got a gift of them from the king. 

banished for ten years ; and when their Gilbert Milroy suffered very hard things 
sentence was intimated, they were put in in Jamaica, after he was sold. 	His master 
the iron-house. 	In a few days some of the would have him to work on the Lord's day; 
counsellors came in-to them with a surgeon, 
who cut off the ears of all the prisoners who 

this  he peremptorily refused. 	After he 
had been beat several times, one day his 

came from Monnigaff, except Gilbert Mil- master drew his sword, and had well nigh 
roy, who was then so fatigued and weak, 
that he appeared tube in a dying condition; 

killed him; 	but afterwards finding him 
faithful, conscientious, and very diligent, he 

and after the surgeon had his scissors about altered his way, and made him overseer of 
his ear, he passed him as a dying man. 	, all his negroes. 	The blacks mortally hated 

Since I have brought them this far, I him for his fidelity to his master, and made 
shall go through their troubles, and place various attempts to murder him. 	One of 
them here all together, as a flaming instance them struck him on the head with a long 
of the rigidity of this period, toward persons i  
who had never carried arms against the go- 

pole, whereby he lay dead for some time, 
and lost a great deal of blood, so that ever 

vernment, or been in any opposition to it, 
merely for their opinion, and refusing what 

since he is a little paralytic. 	At another 
time he was poisoned by another of the 

they reckoned an unlawful oath,; and from negroes, but was saved by timeons applica- 
those attested relations the reader will easily tion of antidotes. 	In short, he was con- 
form a notion of the heavy sufferings of tinually in hazard of his life by those 
many who were thus dealt with, of whom savages. 
no accounts are now preserved. Many of the prisoners 	died in their 

About five or six days thereafter, Gilbert bondage, but Gilbert lived till the happy 
Milroy with the rest of the sentenced revolution, and then was liberate, and came 
prisoners in the iron-house, were taken safe'home to his wife and relations; and 
out, and six and six of them tied together, 
and such of them as were not able to walk, 

when my account was written December 
1710, he was alive, a very useful member 
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of the session of KirkcOwan ; 	in the places of the south and west it was nr- 
presbytery of Wigton. 	Providences were gad most unaccountably upon lass and 685. 
very closely observed by him, and he kept lad, young and old; and multitudes of poor 
an exact account of the Lord's way with women were sent to the plantations, several 
him in writing, out of which the above of them from their children and small farni- 
particulars are taken; and he had very lies, for no other reason but their refusing 
singular steps of providence to remark, as it. 	However, it is noticed by some, that in 
to the Lord's methods with the persons the event, this method increased the suffer- 
concerned in the ship which carried him ing party, and the number of wanderers; 
and the rest to Jamaica, and such as were for it was crammed down with such haste 
active in their hardships and troubles, some and violence, that many through present 
of which will not be unacceptable to the fear fell in with it; and afterwards, when 
serious 	reader. 	He 	notices, 	that 	Sir they came to be affected with their sin in 
Philip Howard an English gentleman, who so taking it, they quit conformity altogether 
procured a gift of the hundred and ninety and joined with the persecuted party. Pro- 
prisoners from king James, and designed vidence put a stop in part to this general 
to come over to Port Royal, never had the violence, by king Charles' death ; and the 
satisfaction of enjoying the price of their imposition of this oath slackened a little to- 
liberty; just when taking his leave of his ward the end of February. 	The murders 
friends and companions, and coming over in cold blood increased 	rather after the 
the Thames, he fell down betwixt two ships, 
and perished. 	When they were at sea on 

king's death, for some months ; but the uni-
versal pressing of the oath ceased, though 

their voyage to Jamaica, he observes, that still this was carried on by the soldiers 
about forty of the soldiers and crew in the 
vessel, who were so very cruel to them 
poor prisoners, turned mad, and leaped over 
board, and many others of them were 

throughout this year, and even afterwards, 
as we shall hear. 

SECT. It. 
trysted 	with a 	pestilential 	fever. 	The Of the procedure of the Council and their 
master of the ship, Mr Evans, fell sick, and 
his body gradually rotted away before his 
death, so that nobody almost could come 

Committees, till the king's death. 

THE death of king Charles IL falling in 
near him; and it would seem he had some February 6th, this year, makes it not unfit 
terror likewise upon his mind for the hard- that I give the persecution of presbyte- 
ships he had done to the prisoners, for he rians by the council, in two sections ; and 
called for several of them, and begged them here I begin with what passed in coun- 
to forgive him, and pray to the Lord for cil before that remarkable event, though 
him, which they very cheerfully did. 	He the consequences of this will lead me to 
remarks lastly, that this ship, wherein they some things which happened some little 
Were carried to Jamaica, was sold for three time after this. 	I begin with the effects of 
hundred pounds sterling, and lost in her the 	council-commissions 	with justiciary 
voyage homeward; and he who commanded power, granted, as we have seen, December 
in her, William Love, was brought to such 30th last year, in the different shires; and 
misery, as the said Gilbert was informed then I shall insert what I meet with in the 
when he came home 1690, that he was council-registers this year. 	By the powers 
become under-cook in a man-of-war. and instructions above insert, granted to 

To end this section, the troubles of the 
country were really inexpressible by the 

such as constituted those terrible courts, 
we may easily perceive how frightful they 

violent pushing of this oath in January and were to the southern and western shires. 
February this year. The imposition of it was They were horrid inquisitions, and in sev- 
much more rigid in some places than others. eral things they went even beyond their 
Where the heritors were not for severities, 
and there happened no soldiers to come, 
things went tolerably easy: but in most 

severe instructions. While the soldiers were 
almost every week murdering some in the 
fields, those commissioners, or any two of 
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1685 them, had the power of life and 
death in their hand, and were to 

faction of seeing her. 	11e returned at the 
time 	appointed, and was continued close 

pick up any who were overlooked at for- prisoner eighteen or twenty months till - 
Trier courts, and went back as far as Both- the persecution slackened a little. 	How- 
Well and Pentland, yea, even the restoration, 
for nonconformity. 	We may likewise con- 

ever, by this harsh treatment, and want of 
accommodation in prison; this excellent gen- 

sider those courts as a kind of precognition tleman contracted a consumption, whereof 
before the parliament sat down. 	The com- he died January, 1688. 
missioners were to gather up all that could Since writing what is above, I have sent 
be found against the gentlemen in prison, 
in the close of the last year, and others, 
who, we heard, were cited before the ensu- 

me the just extract of a decreet, past at this 
court, whioh deserves a room hero, and it 
relates to a good many others besides Dar- 

ing parliament, in order to forfeiture. They 
were ordained to meet, January 15th, and 

leith. 	" At 	Dumbarton, 'February 19th, 
1685, sederunt, William Hamilton of Orbis- 

had different sessions in January and Feb- ton, sheriff-principal, Humphrey Colquhoun 
ruary. 	There were no registers kept of liar of Loss, major George Arnot lieuten- 
their procedure, as far as 1 know; and it is ant governor of Dumbarton castle, and 
but a lame account I can give of what they Archibald M'Aulay of Ardincaple, com- 
did, from a few hints come to my hand. missioners of council and justiciary. 	The 
One instance or two from Dumbarton and whilk day, anent the libel pursued by his 
Renfrew shires, may suffice. majesty's advocate, and Thomas Wallace 

To 	begin 	with the 	commission for sheriff-clerk, having commission from him 
Dumbarton. 	In February, Orbiston, major before the said commissioners, against John 
Arnot, and the other commissioners, met; Campbell of Carrick, and Christian Elliot. 
and, among many others, they had before his spouse, John Zuil of Darleith, and Anna 
them that worthy gentleman John Zuil of Fisher his spouse, John Napier of Mimes 
Darleith, whose treatment I shall give from hew, and Lilies Colquhoun his spouse, Isobel 
an attested account I have from one of his Buchanan relict of umquhile Archibald 
nearest relations, who knew all the circum- Buchanan of Drumhead, Claud Hamilton 
stances of it. 	Darleith had been cited in of Barns,, and 	Stuart his spouse, 
October, and not compearing by reason of Hugh Crawford of Cloverhill, and 
sickness, he was 	denounced. 	At 	this Hamilton his spouse, John Douglas 	of 
court he appeared, though he remained 
sickly, and very much indisposed, and was 

Mains, and 	Hamilton his spouse, 
William Colquhoun of Craigton, and 

fined in a thousand pounds sterling, merely Stirling his spouse, William Semple of 
because he refused to depone upon his libel Dalmock, and 	 Denniston his 
as to reset and converse, and for his refusal spouse, and William Noble fiar of Ardar. 
of the test offered to him; he was cast into dan. 	The commissioners foresaid, having 
prison in the castle of Dumbarton, to con- seen and considered the libel, and acts of 
tinue there till he paid his whole fine. 	In parliament whereupon the same is founded, 
March thereafter, his lady fell ill of a fever, 
whereof she died; and though it was but a 

together with the forenamed persons defen- 
ders, their valuations ; 	and 	the foresaid 

small distance from the castle, her husband libel being found relevant, and admitted to 
for a good while was not suffered to come the foresaid pursuer's probation, and by 
out to see his dying wife. 	At length, his 
son Robert 'Lail, since the revolution bailie 

him referred to the hail defenders' oaths, 
decern 'as follows, viz. the said John Napier 

and dean of guild in the city of Glasgow, 
with his son-in-law, were admitted to give 

of Kilmahew, for his noncompearance, is 
holden as confessed, and is fined in the sum 

bond with himself, for a thousand pounds of two thousand pounds, sterling money of 
sterling, that he should return to prison in England, for himself and his lady ; John 
four 	days 	after the interment; for this Zuil in a thousand pounds sterling, having 
mighty favour he was not allowed till the appeared and confessed two years with- 
lady was dead, and he was denied the satis- drawing from his parish-church, since the 
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indemnity, as likewise a house-conventicle 
and other church disorders, he refusing to 
give a testimony of loyalty by taking the 

his upon the Lord's day,February 1st, 1685. with a letter to Mr John Cochran of 
Ferguslie at Paisley, bailie of the regality 

test, when required by the commissioners; of Darnley, under which they lived, inform- 
also, fine the said John Campbell of Carrick, 
for himself and his lady, in the sum of 

ing him that those two were persons of 
rebellious principles, disowned the king's 

fifteen hundred pounds, because of his authority, and defended the declaration of 
contumacy in not compearing when lawfully 
cited, atwhich day his spouse Christian Elliot 

the societies,anding, that it was his business, 
as judge ordinary, to notice them as he 

compeared, and acknowledged she had heard would be answerable. 	The bearer of the 
outed and unlicensed ministers preach and letter was put in close custody until the 
expound scripture in her husband's house forenoon's sermon was over, and then a 
several times, but cannot he positive how party of soldiers were ordered out, and the 
oft ; and the foresaid Isobel Buchanan in two men were seized in their own house 
a hundred pounds sterling: 	and ordain just when about family worship, and 
the magistrates of Dumbarton to irnpri- carried down to Paisley that night, and ex- 
son them instantly, or when apprehended, 
till they pay the said sums, or otherwise 

amined there upon the common interroga- 
tories. 	In which they not giving full 

give satisfaction to the noble and potent satisfaction, were left in prison. 	And the 
prince William duke of Queensberry, lord commissoners having a justiciary power for 
high treasurer. 	For which this shall be that shire, met on Tuesday, and sentenced 
to them or any 	of 	them a sufficient them in the forenoon, and they were ex- 
warrant." ecuted that same day about two of the 

Let me go over the river Clyde to the clock. 	While they were in prison, Mr 
shire of Renfrew, and we shall yet meet James Hay, afterwards minister at Kilsyth 
with greater severities. 	Most part of the since the revolution, was sent to them by 
presbyterian gentlemen of that shire we Mr Matthew Crawford, who was much 
left in prison at Edinburgh last year, so concerned in them; being some way part of 
that the commissioners there, had only his charge, but being denounced durst not 
some meaner persons to exercise their 
severities upon. 

go himself. 	Upon conversation with them, 
he found they knew very little as to the 

Upon the 3d of February, I find John debatable points upon which they had been 
Park and James Algie executed at the interrogate, only they bad lately drunk in 
cross of Paisley, by sentence of the com- some of the tenets of those who denied the 
missioners 	for 	this 	shire. 	I 	have 	a king's authority: but upon conversation 
distinct account of them from the late and further instruction, they appeared very 
reverend Mr Matthew Crawford minister willing to quit them. 	And after some pains 
at Eastwood, where they lived, whose taken upon them, they came to be satisfied 
piety and learning make his 	memory to take the abjuration oath. 	But it seems 
savoury to all who knew him. 	Those their death was resolved on, whatever con- 
two men lived in Kennishead in the foresaid descensions they should make. 	And when 
parish, and were joint tenants in a bit of an offer was made, in their name, in open 
land there. 	I am informed that . James court, that they would swear the oath 
Algie 	was an ordinary conformist, and required in the council's proclamation, the 
heard the episcopal minister till within a laird of Orbiston, who now managed matters 
few weeks before this, when through the here and inDumbartonshire, according to the 
influence of the other he gave it over. 	It bloody imposing spirit of the times, answer- 
is certain that both of them gave over that ed, directing himself to the two pannels,"The 
land they had jointly a tack of, upon some abjuration oath shall not save you; unless 
reason or other, which one who had been you take the test, you shall bang presently." 
instrumental in bringing them thither took The two plain,  good men, having a just ab- 
v ery ill, and drove his resentments so far, as horrence at the test,zeplied, " If to save our 
to inform against them, and sent a nephew of lives we must take the test, and the abju- 
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ration will not save us, we will take no 
1680. oaths at all." And upon this qualified 

not so, which is a new instance of. the bar-
barity of this period. 

refusal of the abjuration, they were sentenced Another instance of unaccountable severi- 
to die presently. 	Had the poor men per- ty at this court, upon the same day, was in 
emptorily demanded the benefit of the abjur- the case of Robert King miller at Pollock- 
ation, even by the then laws they could not 
have taken their life, for they had no facts 

shaws, in the same parish of Eastwood, 
which may let us in to a further view of 

at all against them, and the test could not the treatment country people met with at 
' in law be required of them ; but they had those courts. This good man died but lately 

neither skill nor courage to plead before in a good old age, and I have several times 
courts, and no lawyers were allowed to ar- had the accounts of his severe treatment from 
gue for them. 	This made the foresaid gen- himself. 	Before this he had been twice 
tleman, one of their judges, after the sen- fined for mere nonconformity, in forty pounds 
tence was passed, boast in the wickedness, 
and vauntingly say, "They thought to have 

Scots, and at both times much more than 
the sum was exacted by the soldiers when 

cheated 	judges, 	—, they came upon him at different times. The the 	but by 	I have trick- 
ed them." 	So dreadful was the thirst after firmness and composure of his wife Janet 
innocent blood in some intrusted by the 
government with the execution of the 

Scouler, under the severities of the soldiers, 
was truly remarkable, and in my opinion 

present iniquitous laws. deserves a room here. 	This excellent we- 
I have given a particular detail of this man was far beyond the common size of 

matter, because my accounts are from per- country people, for good sense and solid 
sons of the best credit, who had occasion to knowledge, and was really extraordinary 
know it exactly, and it is a melancholy for serious exercising religion. 	I could in- 
proof of the stretches made by the execu- sert several very singular instances of it in 
tors of the wicked laws now in force, even her, and of the Lord's manifestations of his 
beyond their own bloody rules. covenant 	to her, were this a place for 

Those two pious youths were executed it. 	One day a party of soldiers came to 
that same day, within a few hours of their their house and rifled it, taking away two 
sentence, I might have said, of their appre- or three horses, and five or six cows, and 
bending, and they lie buried near Paisley.* had plundered the house of any thing por- 
It were worth while to remark it, this may table. 	When they were doing all this, Ja- 
serve to correct a double mistake in the an- net was perfectly easy and composed, not 
count of these two men, in the Cloud of in the least ruffled, so that the soldiers could 
Witnesses, pag. 286, that they are buried in not but take notice of it. 	When the cattle 
the parish of Eastwood, and that they suf- were driving alongst the Shaw-bridge, at 
feted for refusing the abjuration, which the end of which their house was, Janet 
ought to have been qualified as above. 	I came to• the door, and looked after them. 
am informed by some yet alive, who were One of the soldiers observing her, and be- 
present at their execution and burial, that 
the soldiers there present endeavoured to 

ing a little more merciful than the rest, 
turned about and said, " Poor woman, I pity 

make the people who concerned themselves thee." 	Janet answered him with a great 
in their burial, to approve of their death, 
and declare they died justly, threatening 

deal of gravity and cheerfulness, " Poor," 
said she, " I am not poor, you cannot make 

them with present imprisonment if they did me poor, God is my portion, and you can- 
not make me poor." 	This was to glory in 

* They were hurled in the Gallowreen of her tribulation, and to rejoice at all times, 
Paisley. 	About fifty years ago, in consequence and bless the Lord continually. 	To return 
of the extension of the buildings of the town over 
the Gallowgreen, their bones were taken up, de-
cently re-interred in a more suitable spot, and 

to her husband ; a party of soldiers upon 
the, 3d of February pretty early, came 

a flat stone laid over the grave with a suitable to his house, and brought him down pris- 
inscription. 	This was done by the order and at 
the expense of the magistrates and council of oner to Paisley. 	Nothing could ever be 
the burgh.—Ed. laid to his charge but mere nonconformity, 
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he having never borne arms. 	lie was pre- Thomas Crawford, then younger of 
sented before the commissioners met upon Cmwf 	

168 
ords-burn, was not so timeous 	''' 

the former occasion, whose severity was in giving in a list of the inhabitants of his 
chiefly owing to the violence of the gen- lands, as they would have had him, he is 
tleman last named. 	When Robert King is fined in a hundred pounds. 	Indeed it was 
before them, he was interrogate, if the afterwards remitted; and because Robert 
death of the archbishop was murder. 	He Shearer, 	sailor in Crawfords-dyke, (yet 
answered, he did not understand the matter alive) did not compeer before them, the- 
so far, as to determine in it. 	Again be was commissioners ordered his goods to be se- 
asked, if the king sinned in rescinding the questrate, and his wife to be imprisoned in 
covenant. 	He told them, he would not Dumbarton castle. 	The 	execution 	of 
answer to such questions as these. 	After which was put upon their master, the fore- 
they had put several more to him, they put mentioned present laird of Crawfords-burn ; 
the test to him, which he peremptorily re- 
fused. 	In the time of his examination, the 

which invidious work when he did not do, 
he was severely threatened to be represent- 

two forenamed young men, his neighbours ed to the government; but this was happily 
and acquaintances, were hanging upon the prevented by favour of the lord Ross. • 
gibbet before the tolbooth of Paisley, where No further accounts are come to my 
the court sat. 	Robert was bid look upon r hand of the procedure of the commissioners 
these two before the window, and assured 
(the threatening was illegal as well as barba- 

in other shires, save those in the north, 
which will come in from the council-regis- 

rous) that if he took not the test, immediate- ters, whence I come now to give a detail 
ly he would be knit up with them. He refus- of what concerns the sufferers till the king's 
ed for a good while. To fright him the more, 
they shut him up in a corner of the prison, 
permitting nobody but his guard of soldiersto 

death.  
January 7th, a letter is read from the 

king, appointing the underwritten noble- 
be near him, and told him, he had but an men and gentlemen to be processed before 
hour more to live; and the trumpet was to the ensuing parliament, and the council 
be sounded thrice, and if he sat the third form the following act. 	"The lords of his 
summons at the expiring of the hour, there majesty's privy council having a letter from 
was no mercy for him. 	When he was sent 
off, the first blast was given, and in less than 

the king, dated Whitehall December 24th, 
signifying, that his majesty having indicted 

half an hour the next. 	The poor man, 
brought to this pinch just from his work, 
was much frighted, and no great wonder, 
and fell into very great confusion, and as he 

a session of parliament to meet at Edin-
burgh the 10th of March next to come; 
and seeing his majesty's royal brother can-
not stay so long, nor is it fit to keep the 

himself used to express it, was perfectly members so long together, as sixty days 
out of himself ; •and in his fright, when may run from their first meeting, before 
warned before the last sound of the trum- the process, necessary to be raised against 
pet, he complied and took the test. 	This such as are accessory to the late treasonable 
was matter of heavy vexation to him for 
many a year; and the Lord gave him re- 

conspiracy, 	and other crimes of treason, 
can come in; and it having been ordinary 

pentance not to be repented of for this in- in the reigns of his majesty's royal prede- 
voluntary fall, which was more the sin of 
his persecutors than his. 	This is a very 

censors, to issue out processes in such cases, 
for citing those who are to be accused ; and 

affecting instance of the fury of this time, 
and the barbarous methods taken to bring 

therefore commanding his advocate to raise 
processes before the said session of parlia- 

poor people to compliance with their impo- ment, immediately at sight hereof against 
sitions. the whole persons aftermentioned, viz. 

1 shall only add one other instance of the Denholm of Westshiels, 	Stuart son 
severity of this court at Paisley, come to my to Cultness, Sir John Cochrane of Ochil- 
handsince writing whatis above. Rolls of all tree, James Stuart son to Sir James Stuart 
the inhabitants were called for, and because provost of Edinburgh, the lord Melville, Sir 
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1685. Patrick Hume of Polwart, George 
Pringle of Torwoodlee, Andrew 

banishments, after the first introduction of 
prelacy, of Mr David Dickson, Mr Robert 

Fletcher of Salton, 	Hume of Bruce, and others, and more lately by min- 
Bassenden, 	Hay of Park, Sir isters and gentlemen banished thither by 
James Dalrymple of Stair, Walter Lock- the high commission, and by the labours of 
hart of Kirkton, 	Montgomery of Messrs Hogg, M'Gilligen, and others, were 
Langshaw, John Weir of Newton, Mr Gil- not yet worn out from that country; and 
bert Elliot writer in Edinburgh, though there were but few comparatively 
Campbell of Ardkinglass, Sir Hugh Camp- with the west and south, yet there were 
bell of Cesnock elder, Sir George Campbell more, than many imagine, dissatisfied with 
younger thereof, the heirs of the deceased prelacy and the present methods. 	To bear 
earl of Loudon, the heirs of the deceased down any such, that commission is sent 
Mr Robert Martin, late clerk to the justice, 
court. The lords give warrant accordingly." 

north. The best and most satisfying account 
I can give of this northern commission is 

And January 9th, I find, upon what reason from the registers, and I wish there bad 
I know not, the lords appoint the advocate been as distinct accounts of the rest there; 
to begin a process of treason against Mr but I find not one word from any of them 
Robert Martin, Mr Gilbert Elliot, Mr save this. 	Their report is made to the 
RobertFergusson, Sir William Scot younger council, March 2d, which, with the coun- 
of Harden, Sir James Dalrymple of Stair, 
and Montgomery of Langshaw, notwith- 
standing they are cited to the parliament. 

cii's approbation of their procedure, is as 
follows. 

How fat this is consistent with rules and Report from the commissioners for Murray. 
forms, I leave to lawyers to determine. We " Forasmuch as there being this day given 
shall hear more df some of them just now in to the lords of his majesty's privy coon- 
from the justiciary registers. oil, the address and report following, of the 

January Sth, the council send a commis- commissioners appointed by the king and 
sion north, and write the followingletter to council, for pursuing and punishing of de- 
the'bishop of Murray. 	"My lord, his ma- 
jesty's privy council having commissioned 

Unguents within the district of Murray, 
as the same in itself, in manner underwrit- 

the earls of Errol and Kintore, and Sir ten, at length bears. 	Follows the -tenor of 
George Munro, to 'prosecute all persons the said address and report. 	' Unto the 
guilty of church disorders and other crimes, 
in the bounds betwixt Spey and Ness, in- 

right honourable, the lord high chancellor, 
the lord high treasurer, and remanent lords 

chiding Strathspey and Abernethy, and their of his majesty's most honourable privy 
first meeting tobe at Elgin, the 224 of Jan- council, the report of the right honourable 
nary instant, the council have thought fit John earl of Errol, and lord high constable 
to recommend to your lordship to advertise of Scotland, John earl of Kintore lord 
all your ministers within the bounds fore- treasurer-depute, and Sir George Munro of 
said, to attend the said commissioners the Culcairn, commissioners of his majesty's 
said day, and to bring with them their el- privy council and justiciary, for the district 
ders, and lists of persons guilty of church of Murray, showeth, that, in pursuance of 
disorders, or suspect of disaffection to the the commission and instructions given to 
present established government in church them, they, upon their first arrival in Mur- 
or state, whereupon they are to depone. ray, issued forth precepts for citing such 
I am, &c. disorderly persons within 	the 	shires of 

a  PERRI; Cancel." Bereft*, Ross, and Sutherland, (as being most 
remote) as were given them in their in- 

And at the same diet, they order my lord structions, and whereof they had got infor- 
Duffus, with the militia troop, to attend mation ; and commanded the respective 
them; and January 9th, their commission sheriffs to cause summon all the other dis- 
is extended to Inverness)  Ross, Cromarty, 
and Sutherland. 	The seed sown by the 

orderly persons, within these shires, to ap- 
pear at a certain day. 	The lords having 
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proclaimed protection to all persons con- 
cerned, they discharged any to go out of the 

be transported prisoners to Edin- 1685.  burgh. 	The lords ordered to appre- 
district without their license, and ordained 
all who came into the district from the south 
hand, to appear before them, and produce 
their letters and papers, and be examined. 

hend the few delinquents that were absent, 
and to commit them to prison till they,  
should sign the bond of peace and regularity, 
and engage to keep the kirk in time coming. 

The lords caused make up complete lists of There being a good many commons, and 
all the heritors, liferenters, and wadsetters, 
within the district, and allowed them to 

very mean people, delated and libelled for 
church disorders and irregularities, and 

meet and make address of what they would being all formerly fined, and almost all of 
offer for the security of the peace and them since regular, and the few who had not 
government; and accordingly, they all un- 
auimously gave in a very loyal address, and 

been so, having sworn to keep the kirk, 
and their masters and husbands having 

voluntary offer of three months' supply to 
his majesty, and the burghs gave in the 

engaged for them, the lords -assoilied them, 
and left orders with the respective sheriffs 

same. 	The heritors likewise, and burghs to put the laws 	vigorously to execu- 
within the district, did all unanimously tion, 	against 	all 	church-dissenters, and 
sign a bond for securing the public peace, 
and for their regular living. 	The heritors 

especially against such as were formerly 
disorderly, and were now engaged to live 

also and burgesses did take and swear the regularly, and to report their diligence to 
test, and oath of allegiance; and asserted the council. 	The militia regiment and 
his majesty's prerogatives, except a few troop did attend the lords, whom they'did 
heritors to whom the lords thought fitnot to view, and 	caused put in order. 	The 
tender the same at that time, but who ap- 
peared to be willing to take it, and some 

bishop and clergy of the diocese of Murray, 
attended the lords in a body, and gave 

loyal persons absent on excuses. 	The lords them their hearty thanks for the great 
did very strictly examine all the ministers pains and diligence they had used to the 
arid elders within the district, with several good and encouragement of the church and 
persons of honour and loyalty, anent the clergy in that place, and begged the lords 
condition and state of the country, and the would allow them to represent their sense 
disaffected and disorderly persons therein, 
and libelled all persons delated, banished 

and gratitude thereof to the lords of his 
majesty's most honourable privy council. 

some, fined others, and remitted a few to 
the council, a list of all whom is herewith 
given in. The lords were at much pains, and 

Follows the list of the persons banished, 
viz. Mr James Urquhart, Mr John Stuart, 
Mr Alexander Dunbar, Mr George Meldrum 

took great trial anent James Nimmo, Mr ministers, Alexander and Mark Mayers 
Robert Martin, Pitgavie, and Park Hay, 
and anent the plot, and contributing money 

portioners of Urquhart, Donald and Andrew 
Monro of Elgin, Alexander Monro some- 

and doing favours to rebels. 	The lords 
ordered to imprison the laird of Fowlis 

time of Main; 	likeas a married woman, 
Jean Taylor a servant. 	List of the persons 

elder, 	(a disorderly person not able to fined, viz, the laird of Grant in the sum of 
travel) at Tayn, and the laird of Fowlis forty two thousand five hundred pounds 
younger at Inverness, in case he refused Scots, the laird of Brodie in twenty four 
the bond of peace ; and gave orders to thousand pounds, the laird of Lethin in 
apprehend, and send Mr William Mackay, 
a vagrant preacher in Sutherland, prisoner 

forty thousand pounds, Francis Brodie of 
Milton in ten thousand pounds, Francis 

to Edinburgh. 	The lords cleansed the Brodie of Windyhills in three thousand 
country of all outed ministers and vagrant three hundred thirty three 	pounds, six 
preachers, and banished four of them for shillings.and eight pennies,Mr James Brodie 
not taking the oath of allegiance, keeping in Kinlee, in three hundred thirty three 
conventicles, and refusing to keep the kirk, 
and fined one of them, being an heritor, in 

pounds, six shillings eight pennies, Mark 
Mayer portioner of Urquhart, banished, and 

ten thousand merks, and ordered them to fined in three hundred pounds, Mr George 
iv. 	 2 n 
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1685. MeIdrum of Crombie,' banished, and 

fined in six thousand six hundred 
sixty six pounds, thirteen shillings four 

i charged by virtue of letters of horning, 
I raised at the instance of his majesty's cash-
keeper, to make payment to him of the sum 

pennies. Sionma is one hundred and twenty of forty two thousand .five hundred pounds; 
thousand, nine hundred thirty three pounds, 
six shillings, eight pennies Scots. 	List of 
persons cited to appear when called, vi;. 

Scots money, conform to a deoreet obtained 
A the instance of his majesty's advocate, 
against the petitioner, before the lords com- 

Thomas Dunbar of Grange, the laird of tunes 
younger, William Brodie of Coltfield, Wil- 

tnissioners of his majesty's privy council, 
met at Elgin the eleventh day of February, 

Barn Brodie of Whitewray, and Mr 'Robert One thousand six hundred and eighty five 
Donaldson in Ayr. 	Nota. The lords were years,• within fifteen days next after the 
at much pains, and took great inquiry charge, 80. 	And since the said decreet is 
anent a fiery cross sent through the coup- founded upon thir grounds, viz. That the 
try, to alarm the people, and hinder them petitioner'i wife confessed two years and a 
to go out to the king's host, against the half's withdrawing from the ordinances, the 
rebels at 'Bothwell-bridge ; and as anent 
a combination and citth, kept for carrying 

having and keeping an unlicensed chaplain, 
hearing outed ministers 	preach 	several 

on and 	bringing in an indulgence to times, and that the petitioner confessed the 
Murray, the depositions anent all which keeping of the said unlicensed minister, and 
are herewith reported. 	Subscribed, Kin- hearing an outed minister preach once, and 
tore, for himself, in name of the earl of pray several times; it was humbly craved, 
Errol, and Sir George Monro. 	And where- that his grace and the council might resume 
as the consideration'of the said report, hay- the consideration of the said decreet, upon 
ing been remitted to' a committee of the thir grounds, imo. The petitioner, with all 
council's number, and they having, conform culithis.sion, conceives, that by no former 
to the reference made to them 'this day, 
made report thereanent, the lords of his 

Ia*, an husband is declared liable for his 
wife's withdrawing from the ordinances. 

majesty's privy council upon consideration 2do. It is notourly known, that the parish 
of the foresaid address, and report of the churCh was vacant for one year and a half 
said commissioners, with the report of their of the time libelled, that the next parish 
own committee aforesaid, do thereby de- kirk is six or seven miles distant, and that 
dare, that they are very well satisfied with the petitioner's wife, for the most part of 
their procedure and diligence, and do ap- the remanent time, was valetudinary, and 
prove thereof; and besides, did return their given over by the physicians. 	3tio. Thd 
hearty thanks to the earl of Kintore, for petitioner's wife deponed expressly, that it 
himself and the other commissioners, upon was never her principle to abstain from 
that account.' 

No observations are necessary upon such 

hearing upon the account of any disloyalty, 
disrespect, or disaffection to the government, 
and before and  after the time libelled she 

procedure against so many excellent gentle- is a constant hearer. 	4to. It cannot be pre- 
men : the unaccountableness of this treat- tended, that any conventicle was ever hold- 
ment will appear much better from a peti- en in any house or fields belonging to the 
ticon given in to the council by the laird of petitioner, and neither the petitioner nor 
Grant, in April, 'desiring that part of the his wife did even hear any outed minister 
commissioners' Sentence against him May be 
recognosced, than from any thing I can say ; 

preach, pray, except in the house of Lethin, 
When the lady Lethin (the petitioner's 

and _therefore I shall add it here, with the mother-in-law) was on deathbed, there being 
council's refusal, which is another evidence none present but five or six of the same 
of the severity of this period, 

. 	. 	. 
family, which hearing was merely accident-
al, without' any design, the petitioner and his 

" Edinburgh, April 16th. 	Anent the peti- wife being, by the ties of nature and charity, 
*timi presented by Ludovick 	Grant of 
rreughie, showing, that the petitioner is, 

obliged to attend their said dying mother, 
in time of her sickness. 	5to. Albeit the pe- 
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titioner and his wife, upon oath confessed, 
that Mr Alexander Frazer, (who in the 

titioner and his lady, before the said 
commissioners,and this day made their 1685. 

decreet is called an unlicensed chaplain,) report in the hail matter, his majesty's high 
was their servant, yet the said Mr Alexan- commissioner and lords of privy council do 
der Frazer was an actual minister under find that the lords commissioners of the 
bishops, who took the oath of allegiance, 
and subscribed the declaration against the 

district of Murray, have proceeded legally, 
and conform to their commission and in- 

covenant, being instituted by bishop Murdo structions, in fining the said laird of Grant 
Mackenzie, into the kirk of Daviot, which petitioner, in the foresaid sum of forty two 
is one of the mensal kirks of the diocese of thousand and five hundred pounds, Scots 
Murray, and thereafter demitted his charge money, and the letters and charges at the 
by reason of his infirmity, nor was he ever 
the petitioner'sfeedservant, buta tenant, and 

instance 	of 	his majesty's 	cash-keeper, 
against the said laird of Grant, orderly pro- 

was actually removed before the act of par- ceeded ; and ordain the same to be put to 
liament ordaining chaplains to take the test, 
and before the proclamation dated the 

further execution, conform to the tenor 
thereof, ay and while the said fine be fully 

fourth day of June, 1683, discharging chap- satisfied and paid." 
limns in any family without license from the After what I have already inserted, I 
ordinary, neither was he ever 	pursued, 
charged, or sentenced, for any cause what- 

need scarce add any thing from private 
hands ; but that the reader may have a full 

somever to this hour; and in regard the view of this sore persecution, I shall sub- 
petitioner is most desirous, and cheerfully join a particular narrative sent me by a 
offers to give all the evidences and demon- worthy gentleman hi Murray, upon whom 
strations of his loyalty and affection to the the reader may depend for the truth of it. 
government that can be demanded, and to " The members of the criminal court which 
assert the same with the deepest protests- sat at Elgin of Murray, in the beginning 
tions imaginable, and from which no event of the year 1685, were the earls of Errol 
whatsomever can be able to discourage 
him, declaring from his heart all thoughts 

and Kintore, with Sir 	George Monro, 
commonly called major-general. 	As soon 

in the contrary most nauseous and abomi- 
nable ; and therefore humbly supplicating 

as 	the 	commissioners came 	to 	town, 
they caused erect a new gallows ad ter- 

that his grace and remanent lords of coun- rorem. 	Most of the presbyterians in this 
cil, would revise the said decreet, grounds, 
and warrants thereof, and in the meantime 

country were summoned 	before 	them, 
though they, had no crimes to charge 

stop further procedure, it being hoped by them with, but absence from the kirk, and 
the petitioner, upon perusal of the whole being at conventicles ; none here having 
matter, he would be found totally innocent. been at Bothwell, or in any thing termed 
Which petition being upon the 16th day of rebellion. 	They fined the laird of Brodie, 
April instant read in council, his majesty's this Brodie's grandfather, in forty five thou- 
high commissioner and lords of council did sand merks, merely upon his having a con- 
remit to a committee of the council's num- venticle 	in his house. 	That gentleman 
ber, to consider thereof, and decreet fore- went to London to get, if possible, sonic 
said for the district of Murray, and grounds reasonable composition made for his fine : 
and warrants of the same, and to hear the after much 	pains and expense he was 
earls of Errol and Kintore, two of these forced to give bond for twenty two thou- 
commissioners in the affair, and to report sand merks, to one colonel Maxwell a pa- 
(execution in the meantime against the pe- pist, to whom that sum was paid, and the 
titioner being sisted). And the said commit- colonel's acknowledgment of it is yet among 
tee having, upon the 18th of the said month, 
met and called the laird of Grant petitioner, 
and heard him and his advocates, and consid- 

the papers of that family. 	Alexander Bro-
die of Lethin in forty thousand pounds, and 
a fifth part more in case it were not paid 

eyed the foresaid petition and reasons therein 
mentioned, together with the oaths of the pe- 

in a year. 	All they had against him was, 
that he would not depone he had nat.heaid 
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a presbyterian minister preach. 	His for affronts done to their minister, and the 
16" fine was gifted to the Scots popish parish of Carsphairn, for the murder of their 

college at Doway ; and an adjudication was minister by some skulking rebels." 	I know 
led against his estate, which yet stands in nothing anent the affront done to the min- 
the register of adjudications. A composition ister of Anworth, 	and 	say no further 
was made, and a great sum paid to the earl about it. 	But the murder of Mr Peter 
of Perth ; and this Lethin yethath the earl's 
receipt, if I remember, for thirty thou- 

Peirson at Carsphairn at the manse there, 
is a fact, whereof no just account, as far as 

sand pounds, which he hath promised me I know, bath been yet given to the public ; 
to send to you, if needful. 	Francis Brodie 
of Milton, on the same score was lined in 

and this, with the murder of bishop Sharp, 
are generally charged upon presbyterians 

nineteen 	thousand pounds, which was as proof's of their practising the hellish and 
near the value of his estate, 	then per- Jesuitical principle of assassination. 	I have 
fectly free. 	This was given to said enough already upon the first, and here 
Gray of Crichy, who adjudged the estate, 
as appears yet in the registers. 	The happy 

I shall give a plain account of the matter of 
fact at Carsphairn, which I have from a 

revolution delivered him and many others. gentleman of undoubted credit, who had the 
David Brodie of Pitt,cravenie, was fined in detail of this matter from the persons con- 
eighteen thousand pounds by Tannachie, 
who was sheriff-depute 	under my lord 

cerned in this wickedness, 	and another 
concurring narrative from John Matthison,a 

Down, and made sheriff of Murray by the very judicious and worthy elder in the parish 
king, the heritable sheriff at that time being of Glencairn, lately dead, who had his infor- 
removed, as judged to favour presbyterians. mation likewise from the persons present. 
His crime was the same with the two for- The regular and orthodox clergy, as they 
men 	A good part of his fine was paid. were now termed, in the southern shires, 
Francis Brodie of Windybills, was fined in had various treatment from people in their 
a stun near the value of his estate, which parishes, in a proportion to their temper 
being but small, he got it down. 	A great and management. 	The clamours made 
many others were called before this court, 
and imprisoned in Elgin tolbooth, and some 

about the insults made upon them; vith the 
acts of council thereanent, I have noticed 

of them lined, of which I cannot give the upon the former book. 	It is certain, several 
particulars, as, Mark Mayer, Donald Monro of them, who were violent instigators of 
baxter in Elgin, John Montford chamberlain the persecution, and active informers of the 
to Park, Jean Brodie, relict of Alexander persecutors, met with proportioned treat- 
Thomson merchant in 	Elgin, Christian went, in itself uncivil and rude enough ; but 
Leslie daughter to 	Leslie of Aiken- none I can hear of were wounded, far less 
wall, Beatrix Brodie relict of 	Leslie murdered, as is given out, save this man at 
of Aikenwall, and many others I cannot Carsphairn. Some notice hath been already 
name, were put in prison; but king Charles' taken of Mr Peirson's violent measures, and 
death 	 falling 	in, 	the 	court 	rose, 	and 
they were liberate. 	Mr James Urquhart, 

how serviceable he was to the laird of Lagg, 
and other violent oppressors of the people 

Mr Alexander Dunbar, and some other of Carsphairn, and in this he came, in his 
ministers were sent south to prison, and narrower sphere, the nearest the primate 
continued in the 	Bass 	and 	Blackness. who met with the same fate, of any I have 
Mackenzie of Siddy, by virtue of a council 
warrant, did likewise persecute a great 

heard of. 	He was a surly ill-natured man, 
and horridly severe. 	Several of his bre- 

many honest people. 	Mr Hay, and others thren about the time of the society's declares 
in the west end of this country, suffered by tion, had the caution to retire for a little; 
him, and he made an unhappy end, being but be would needs brave it out. 	By the 
killed_by Coil M4Donald. 	I am, &c." 

*1 return to 	the 	council 	proceedings. 
many murders in cold blood in the fields, 
and 'the severe commissions 	and 	orders 

January 176, °"The council order the a- given out against them, it is certain the 
r ocat# to pursue the parishoners of Anworth, wanderers were exasperated more than or- 
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dinarily. 	And I much suspect some of in the parish of Glencairn, and other 
them were put upon the heights and extre- accounts add, 	Watson, with 1685. 
mities they ran to, by some wicked people some others; and one night having notice 
who mixed themselves with them; and we that Mr Peirson was at home, they came to 
shall meet with somewhat of this in the the manse, and sent those named above to de- 
matter before us. 	Mr Peirson was an un- 
married man, very blustering and bold, and 

sire Mr Peirson to speak with some friends, 
who were to do him no harm. 	One ac- 

used openly to provoke the poor people, by count says, and it is not inconsistent with 
saying in public companies, 4 He feared none 
of the whigs, nor any thing else but rats 

the other, that two of them who were sent, 
got in, and delivered the commission, which 

and mice.' 	He lived at the manse alone, 
without so much as a servant with him, and 

put Mr Peirson in a rage, and drawing a 
broad sword, and cocking a gun or pistol, he 

kept still a number of fire arms charged in got betwixt them and the door; upon 
his chamber. 	He was openly a favourer which they called, and M'Michael and 
of popery, and gave shrewd enough signs Padzen came to the door, and knocked. 
of his being popishly inclined, by defending The other account makes no mention of 
not a few of their peculiar tenets. 	One this circumstance, but says when they 
time 	in 	particular, 	in the 	house 	of knocked at the door, Mr Peirson opened it 
James M'Virk, in the Holm of Dalquhairn, 
ne defended purgatory openly, and sourie 

himself, and with fury came out upon 
them with arms; and James M'Michael, as 

other such doctrines; and frequently, in he said, laying his account with present 
public companies, he maintained that pa- death if he had not done it, resolved, if he 
pists were much better subjects than pres- could, to be before hand with him, and 
byterians, and other positions abundantly firing a pistol at him, shot him dead on the 
irritating. 	He was a notorious informer spot. 	The rest at some distance hearing a 
and instigator to all the violences in that noise, came running up, crying, take no 
country. 	Those things I do not at all no- lives ; but it was too late. 	However, they 
tice to vindicate the fact I am going to expressed their detestation of the fact, and 
relate, foil.  abhor and detest it; but that separated from the four or five whom they 
the reader may know the true state of this had sent up. 	This account I have all rea- 
matter, and what unwarrantable. provoca- son to believe is true matter of fact, and I 
tions this ill man gave. 	Those, with what have candidly set it down as it comes from 
preceded it, are so far from vindicating persons who were present, and may be de- 
this attempt, that I do not so much as pended upon. 
plead them as alleviations, but only narrate The body of presbyterians are no man- 
them as vouched matters of fact, which ner of way concerned in it, and the wan- 
went before this attempt. dering sufferers who bore arms, and distin- 

Towards the end of the last year, some guished themselves from the rest of the 
few of the wanderers, who were upon their presbyterians through the nation, as soon 
hiding in that neighbourhood, entered into as they heard of it, discharged any of the 
a concert, with an express proviso of doing abovenamed persons to be admitted to any 
no harm to Mr Peirson's person, to meet of their societies, and would not be in their 
together and essay to force him to give a company, which was all the testimony 
written declaration, that he would forbear 
instigating their enemies, and other violent 

they could bear against what was done, 
and so this fact can no more be charged 

courses, and deter him from them in time even on that party, than the personal faults 
to 	come, 	still 	expressly declaring they on the other side can be laid to their door. 
would do him no bodily harm. Accordingly I only remark further, that Mitchell, Her- 
there met at the house of John Clark in ron, and M'Michael were all of thein killed 
Muirbroke, three miles from the kirk of one way or other this year; Watson, if he 
Carsphairn, James M'Michael fowler tolhe be the same person we shall afterwards 
laird of Maxwelton, Roger Padzen in the meet with, showed himself to be a spy sent 
parish of Sanquhar, Robert Mitchell in the in among the wanderers, and a tool of the 
parish of Nei' cumnock, William Herron other side, and Roger Padzen, when cast 
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1685, off by the rest, went in to the army, 
and in a very little time was taken 

on to be a dragoon in captain Strachan's 

Upon the 3d of February the council 
make an act classing the prisoners, which 
will let us in a little to the way of their 

troop, and by his after wicked carriage, 
made it very probable, that all the time he 

procedure at this time; and therefore I in- 
sert it. 	" The lords of his majesty's privy 

was among the wanderers, he was under council resolve, that the prisoners in the 
pay, and informed their enemies of their several tolbooths, shall be classed as follows. 
haunts and lurkilig places. 	This is the full. Those already sentenced to the plantations 
est account I can give of this matter, and for not taking the oath of allegiance, and 
I make no question but the hand of Joab, 
and the influence of such villains as mixed 

will now take the test, be liberate. 	That 
those who are not sentenced, and will take 

themselves in among the people upon their 
hiding, had we full accounts, would be found 

the oath of allegiance be in another class, 
and liberate 	upon caution and enacting 

to be in those things, that look worst, done themselves to live regularly, and appear 
by them. when called. 	That those who were in the 

To return to the registers, January 28th, 
the council direct a letter to those they had 

rebellion, or will not disown the late trea-
sonable declaration of war, be in a third 

commissioned for Wigton and Kirkcud- class, and remitted to the justices. 	That 
bright, about their processing such who had those who refuse the allegiance, be libelled 
killed captain Urquhart, and some with before the council in order to banishment. 
him ; I know no more about it than what And in regard the prisons are already crowd- 
is in the underwritten letter. 	It seems to ed and thronged with those who are already 
have been some engagement some of the banished, and will not take the test, the 
wanderers had with the captain and his said lords order them to be liberate upon 
party, wherein, it seems, the soldiers have caution, as follows, viz. the heritors above 
been worsted. 	The letter runs. 	" Right an hundred merks rent, upon caution to be 
honourable,,—his majesty's privy council found by the persons who shall transport 
being certainly informed, that captain Ur- them, under the penalty of a thousand 
quhart- bath been killed, and some others of merks, to take them off the kingdom be- 
his majesty's forces killed and wounded, by twixt and the first of May next. 	And in 
some desperate rebels in your bounds, who the mea; time until the said day they shall 
had the boldness to attack them, whereof live peaceably, 	and compear before the 
three were taken alive and made prisoners. council if called, under the, same penalty. 
The council thinking it fit that justice may And all others under the said rent, to be 
be done upon those notorious desperate re- liberate, as said is, on caution for the penal- 
bels, upon the place, for greater terror and ty of five hundred merks Scots for ilk one 
example to others, do therefore require you, 
immediately upon the receipt of this, to 

of them." 
1 do not find that this act of council 

proceed and do justice on.them according brought any great relief to the prisoners. 
to your commission, you being first conven- However in pursuance of it, a committee is 
ed to this purpose by colonel James Douglas appointed to inspect the prisons of Edin- 
colonel of the foot-guards, whom we have burgh and Canongate, and their report fol- 
added to your commission, and punish them lows in the registers. 	February 5th, " The 
according to law and your instructions. council, having considered the report of 
And where they shall be found guilty, you their committee appointed to consider the 
shall forthwith cause burn their houses and case of the prisoners in Edinburgh and the 
the materials thereof, and secure their goods Canongate, give order to liberate five or six 
for his majesty's use. 	And particularly if who have taken the test, as likewise some 
you find- any of those rebels have been ma- , 	. . others not banished who take the oath of 
Itelotisly and wilfully reset at the halms of allegiance. 	John Mossman in Caldermoor 
Sta1'.."Or Loch-head lying towards Kilrine is remitted to the justices, in regard he will 
and 	Jraigmalloch, inquire into it. 	Your not abjure the late declaration of war, and 
punctual and exact obedience is required. in regard there is a seditious letter found 

" Priam." with him. 	They ordain Quistin Dick and 
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Robert Sloss, fined by the commissioners those measures was very inconsi- 
at Ayr, and banished, Duncan Fergusson, 1685 derable. 	It was not so in England, 	• 
John Kellie, Mr William Wisheart, Mr and therefore it was seasonable, not to say 
George Rodm, 	Alexander Heriot, John necessary, 	for 	that party, king Charles 
Wallet, John M` Almond,• Andrew M‘Kart- should die. 	Especially when the king's eyes 
ney, and William Sprout, banished by the C began to open towards the beginning of 
council, James Kirkwood, and Alexander this year, and it appears more than probable, 
Wallace, under sentence of death by the f he had resolved to alter his measures, and 
commissioners at Ayr, who all refuse the make himself easy all his life. 	The bill of 
abjuration or test, to be sent to his majesty's exclusion had been stopped by the French 
plantations. 	And some others are to be court, who, struck up a bargain to give 
processed in order to banishment. 	And 
others are referred to further examination." 

more money upon refusing to pass the bill, 
than had been offered for a consent to it : 

But the king's death falling in to-morrow, 
altered their measures with many here 

and now that the duke's succession was 
safe, his uneasy temper began to discover 

named. itself; he was advancing in years, and there 
was no great prospect of his having any 

SECT. nr. children, and all the hopes of the Roman 
Catholics centred in him, and no time was 

Of king Charles his death, February 6th, 
the accession of his brother, with the more 

to be lost for ripening the grand and ex-
tensive work they had to do : therefore 

general procedure of the council, during the duke's party at court lost no time, and 
the following part of this year. concerted such measures, as, when the 

THE great turn of affairs by the death of king 	came 	to 	smell them, 	effectually 
king Charles IL falls now in my way; and awakened him, but too late l Some changes 
I shall give some short view of that, and were made. Lord Lucas had the important 
the duke of York's accession, before I come command of the tower given him, but 
to narrate what was done through this enjoyed it not long. 	The manner of his 
year, by our Scots council, under a popish 
king. 	A deep laid plot of hell and Rome, 
for overturning the religion and liberties of 

death is not unknown; it was very sudden, 
and when the king heard of it, he said, 
' God, have mercy upon me, I may be the 

Britain and Ireland, and introducing popery next.' 	In a very few -days his 	death 
and slavery, hath been making great ad- followed, February 6th, and that ' in such a 
vances now for many years : and ever since manner, and such circumstances, 	as (to 
the duke of York had the management of express it In the words of one of our 
things at court, in conjunction with French sufferers) must remain a problem to pos- 
misses and pensioners, this design went on terity, whether he died a natural death, or 
very fast. 	The English nation took the was hastened to his grave by treachery.' 
alarm, and roused themselves in brisk 
efforts to exclude the duke of York from 

This same excellent historian Dr Wellwood, 
in his memoirs, balances the facts and appear- 

succeeding ; and more than once their noble ances upon both sides, and to him I shall 
attempts this way were crushed, as hath refer the reader in this nice point, and only 
been noticed. 	When thus the succession add here the account of it published by 
of a papist is secured, the duke and his authority, 	London 	Gazette, 	No. 	2006. 
party turned uneasy 	that their bloody " Whitehall, 	February 6th, 1684-5. 	On 
measures went so slowly on. 	In Scotland Monday last in the morning, our gracious 
indeed every thing was carried as they sovereign king Charles II. was seized with 
would have it, and nothing was stuck at to a violent fit, by which his speech and 
weaken the reformed interest, destroy and 
banish the best protestants, and to pave the 

senses were for some time taken from him, 
but, upon immediate applications, he re- 

way for bare-faced-popery. 	And this nation covered to such a condition, as gave some 
was so far sunk, that the opposition made to hopes of his recovery, till Wednesday night, 
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at which time his disease returning of.)' 	This reservation I leave to the real- 
16E35. upon him with greater violence, he 

expired this day about noon."* 
er to interpret; I can only do it from thi',  
prince's after-practice, Worn whence we ma 

Upon this the privy council met, and the gather, that when the refornuttion and re- 
duke of York is declared king. 	In the pro- dress of a protestant kingdom is left to a 
clamation he is declared, ' by his brother's popish prince's own judgment, it will be by 
death, their only lawful, lineal, and rightful raising a standing army of papists, reducing 
liege lord James II. to whom they acknow- 
ledge all faith and constant obedience.' 	A 

charters, corrupting of 	the universities, 
and other methods well known and felt 

phrase, in my opinion, which needs an ex- under this reign. 
plic,ation, before it can be well applied to any At the first meeting with the privy coun- 
creature, much more by protestantito a pro- cii, the king made a declaration, which bath 
fessed papist. The new king, thatame day, 
issues a proclamation, with a pretty singular 

been more than once published, " That he 
will endeavour to follow his brother's ex- 

parenthesis init. ' All in places of trust under ample, especially in his clemency and ten- 
his brother, are continued in his princely derness to his people. 	He observes, that he 
wisdom and care of the state, (reserving to his (the king) was reported to be for arbitrary 
ownjudgrnent hereafter, the reformation and power, but that was not the only story made 
redress of any abuses in misgovernment, 
upon due knowledge and examination there- 

of him; that he would endeavour to pre-
serve the government both in church and 
state, as it is now by law established; that 
he knows the principles of the.Church of 

* Character of C1,arks II. by Mr For, P. 62. England are for monarchy, and its members • His ambition was directed solely against his 
subjeets, unprincipled, ungrateful, mean and 

, 	- 	, nave snown themselves good and loyal sub- 
treacherous,to which may be added vindictive 
and remorseless. 	I 	whether a single 
instance can be produced

doubt  
of his having spared 

jects, therefore he would always take care 
to support and 	it; that the laws of 

the life of any one, whom motives of Relic),  or England are sufficient to make the king as 
owfaveeittprleosmittiwhaismawba 

destroy.
mn and  u an  badtl great a monarch as he could wish ; and as 

king; let us not palliate his crimes; but neither he will never depart from the just rights 
let us adopt false' or doubtful imputations, for 
the purpose of making him a monster.' 	To 
show that be was not altogether such, he takes 

and prerogatives of the crown, so he will 
never invade any man's property; that he 

notice of what he cane the best pars of his char- had often ventured his life in defence of the 
acter—his kindness towards his mistresses—his 
affection for his children, and others nearly con- nation, and still would go as far as any man 
nected with him by blood, and that he was gay in preserving it in all its just liberties." 
and affable, and if incapable of the sentiments 
belonging to pride of a laudable sort—lie was at Those assurances, at the humble suit (so 
least free from haughtiness and insolence. it was concerted) of the lords present, were 

Soon after the death of Charles H. there ap 
peered a pamphlet entitled, " A true Relation of 
the late King's Death ; to which are added, copies 
of two papers written by the late King Charles 

made public; and how well they were kept, 
the historians of this reign do largely enough 
show us. 	And now when we have the in- 

II. of blessed memory, found in the strong box." 
These papers are attested by his successor James fallible commentary of an after-practice, we 
II. in the following postscript : " This is a true may safely conclude all was calculated to 
copy of a paper I found in the late king my bro- 
tiler's strong box, written in his own hand. J. 

gull and cheat the protestants of Englrind. 
R." Assuming the genuineness of these papers, 
it is beyond all question that Charles received 

For the benefit of such as have not the De-
claration by them, I have insert the words 

extreme unction at his 	deathbed, and died 
avowedly in the faith of Rome. He was attend- 
ed

it, 
 by a priest of the name of Huddelston who 

of  

that it appeareth in its very phrases and em. 
seems to have been useful to him after his defeat 
at the battle of Worcester, and who suggested his pressions, which are capable of more senses 
retreat in the oak. 	A copy of these important than one, to have been the model according 
documents is to be found in Phcenix, vol. I. No. to which the declarations of his pretended 
16, p. 667. 	I see no ground for questioning the 
fact that Charles died professedly a papist. 	If and attainted son are formed, which his 
he ever had any religion, it was unquestionably 
the Roman Catholic. On its principles and in its 
false and persecuting spirit, he acted throughout ; 

part r  have spread since king George's hap- 
py accession to the throne. 	And all sincere  

and he is canonized in its holy calendars. —Ed. protestants may easily conclude, that the 
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last professions are so much the less to be 10th, our managers have an express i  „„,,. 
'epended upon, than those of his father, by ''' bearing the king's death, and a letter 	' 
sow much his obligations to those lands from the secretaries with the draught of a 
have been less, and his education more deep- proclamation to be published immediately. 
ly jesuitical and tyrannical. The secretaries' letter I have inserted be- 

Besides this declaration, care was taken low,* and need not make remarks. 	On so 
at London, that this king, popish as he was, 
should take the English coronation oath, 
but with what alterations and changes I will 
not take upon me to say. 	Firm protestants 

extraordinary an occasion we see the suffer-
ing party .are not forgot ; and, it seems, 
the king's faithful servants at Edinburgh, 
cannot be entrusted with the form 	of 

at this time had a violent suspicion of un- the proclamation, but it is sent down from 
fair dealing in this matter, and it was pub- 
licly asserted by the chief baron Aitkins, 
upon no meaner occasion than his adminis- 
trating the oaths to Sir William Ashnrst 
lord mayor of London, 1693, 	" That as al- 

London. 	That same day February 10th, 
the council publish the proclamation, which 
is added at the foot of the page+. 	It is 

* Secretaries' letter to the council upon the king's 
terations were made by bishop Laud, in death, Feb. 6th, 1685. 
striking out those words which were a part Whitehall, Feb. 6th. 
of the old English coronation oath,' That 
the king should consent to such laws as the 

Right Honourable, 
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ministers in France wrote over to before theprime And although we 
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Icing's 	speech is of a strain that looks 
quite cont 	to what we expected. 	The 
king (of France) can scarce believe there is 

add, what we have further in command from 
his majesty, that in case there be any embargo, 
by you,laid upon ships from going to any place 
beyond sea, it is his pleasure, that the same be 

any change in the affections of that prince, 
yet knows not what to make of that new care bebaektaelleonft;Lutneveheles  searching ; isi,  stli;ts 

all 
 that   

possible 
 shall 

arrive in any port of that kingdom trom beyond 
manner of expressing himself on so public sea, and that such passengers, as shall come 
an occasion. 	If he and his 	parliament o
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come to a cordial trust in one another, ed that they are guilty of no crime against the 
:t may probably change all the measures government, either in church or state,as noyv esta- 

we have been so long concerting for the 
bushed by law in any aim majesty's dominions. 
To the right lonourable, 	Right honourable, &c. glory of our monarch, and establishment of .Earl of Perth lord high 	MU RRAY. 

the catholic religion." But they were quickly C'hancellor. 	JJJ 	DRUMMOND. 

eased of their fears, and fully satisfied of 
king James' 	good 	intentions. 	I 	must 

$ Proclamation, king James VIE Edinburgh, 
Feb. 	10th, 1685.  

leave those things to the English historians. , Th
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That I may return to Scotland : February The duke of Queensberry lord high treasurer. 
iv. 	 2c 
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singular 	enough, yet I 	need not I as t6 place him assuredly in heaven.* 	And 
1655. make many remarks upon it. 	Their 
compliments run so high upon the late Icing, 

to the present king, after a recognition of 
his title by an order from himself, they take 
an oath of allegiance and supremacy in the 4 

The lord archbishop of Glasgow. very proclamation, and involve all present 
The lord marquis of Athoielord privy seal. 
The lord duke of Hamilton. with themselves in those. 	Those methods 
The lord marquis of Douglas. are new ; only I am of opinion, the pre- 
The earl of Deurnlanrig.. 
The earl of Winton, latic hierarchy in Scotland is now at its 
The earl of Linlithgow lord justice general. right fountain, when owning the absolute 
The earl of Southesk, 	L. Advocate. Supremacy of a papist. 	I shall only notice 
The earl of Paiimure. 	L. Justice-clerk. 
The earl of tweeddale. • L. Castle-hill. further, that in the registers after this and 
The earl of Balcarres. 	Gen. lieut. Drummond the proclamation, the chancellor stands be• 
The lord Yester. 	Drumelzier. 
The lord Kinnaird, 	Abbotshall. fore the archbishop of St Andrews. 	In the 
L. %%later. 	Gossford. afternoon the council, after they had taken 

L. President of the session. 
Colonel Graham of Claverhouse. the oaths, write a most loyal letter to the 

king. 	And February 12th, they send up 
Forasmuch as it bath 'pleased the almighty the earl of Drumlanarkt to congratulate the 

God to call Charles IL our late sovereign lord 
of glorious and ever blessed memory, from a tem- king upen his accession, and condole the 
porary crown to inherit an eternal in the hea- death of his brother. 	I have before me the 
veils; wherebythe undoubted right of succession 
to !dm, in the imperial crown of this realm, was 
immediately devolved on the sacred person of 
his royal and dearest brother, our present sacred 

congratulatory address of the town of Edin- 
bur gh upon this occasion,, 	with the king's 
answer. 	Both are, in my opinion, so flat 

sovereign (whom God lotig preserve) therefore 
we, the lords of his majesty's privy council, au-  that they need not be preserved in this 
thorizedln that cetpaoiev, by his majesty's royal Couectuni• 
letter, bearing date, at Whitehall the sixth day 
of February instant, do, with the concurrence of 
several other lords spIel teal andeemporal, barons 

it, is more worth while to notice, that 
our managers at Edinburgh took no care to 

and burgesses of this realm, hereby declare and have the king taking our Scots coronation 
proclaim to all the world, that our sovereign lord 
James VII. is, by lawful and undoubted sue- oath. 	For any thing I know, he might 
cession and descant, king of Scotland, England, hate swallowed it as well as the English. 
France, and Ireland, and the dominions there-
unto belonging, defender of the faith, &c. "(whom . In Welwood,s memoirs, p. 191. there is a 
God preserve and bless with a long, glorious, 
happy life, and prosperous reign) and whom we 

translation of some inscriptions of the most ful-
some, and even blasphemous kind by the Jesuits 

shall humbly obey, dutifully and faithfully serve, 
maintain and defend, with our lives and fortunes 

on the accession of Jame.% and death of his bro-
ther Charles,--as thus, ' English noblemen were 

against all deadly, as our only righteous king sent to other kings to acquaint them with king 
and sovereign, over all persons, andin all causes, 
as holding his imperial crown from God alone. 

James accession to the crown : but Charles was 
the first that brought the news of it to heaven. 

And, for testification whereof; we here, in pre- It was but natural for kings to send and receive 
tenet of the almighty God, and a great number princes as ambassadors, but it became the Al- 
of his majesty's faithful people, of all estates and mighty to receive, and James to send no am- 
qualities, who are assisting with tis at this so- bassador but a king.—Ed. 
lemn publication of our due, humble, and faith- . f  This was James afterwards second duke of 
ful acknowledgment of his supreme sovereign Queensberry. 	His character is drawn thus in 
authority at the market-cross of the city of Edin- Carstairs' state papers, p. 96. . " This nobleman 
-burgh, declare and publish, that our said sover- commanded a regt. of horse at the Revolution ; 
eign lord, by the goodness and providence of when he left king James at the same time with 
almighty God, is of Scotland, England, France the duke of Ormond, and joined the prince of 
and Ireland, and dominions thereunto belonging, 
the most potent, mighty., and undoubted king. 

Orange, who made him a gentleman of his bed 
chamber and captain of the Scottish troop of 

And hereby give oitv oaths, with uplifted hands, 
that we shall bear true and faithful allegiance 

guai•ds. 	Towards the end of king William's 
reign, he had the garter, was made secretary of 

unto our said sacred sovereign James VII. king state for Scotland, and commissioner to the enr- 
ol' Great Britain, France, and Ireland, defender liament of that kingdom. 	Upon queen Anne's 
of tht faith, &e. and to his lawful heirs and suc- accession, he was much in favour, and contin- 
:eessors, and shall perform all duties, service and ued in both these employments—but was at one 
obedience-to him, as becomes his faithful, loyal, time discharged of all his employments—he was 
.'and dutiful subjects. 	So help us God. 

Per action Daininorant se yeti ancilii. 
restored not long after; was commissioner of 
the last Scottish parliament, and had the chief 
hand in accomplishing the union of the two 

Witt. PATERSON', Cl. Seer. Conciiii. 

God save king James VII. 

kingdoms. 	He is a nobleman of fine natural 
dispositions, of easy access, has a genteel address, 
and much the manner of a man of quality.—Ed. 
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. His loyal servants here did not give him 
the trouble of it, either as being entirely 

,!.- 	vi-, 	" 	• 	-, 
fundamental laws, ankhereby they 1685. framed the net whereiR , he was  

satisfied with the king's good intentions, or taken, and laid the foundatfon for a process 
willing to go along with his designs be of treason against themselves, had they been 
what they would. 	The loss was not very dealt by as they dealt with others, as well 
great to Scotland, since his religion, which as of the throne's being declared vacant. 
led him to keep no faith with heretics, 
could have furnished him with a dispensa- 
tion from his oath, though he had taken it. 

And since I am fallen in upon rights and 
titles, the reader will permit me to remark, 
as a consequent of what is above, that our 

However, his never taking any coronation excellent sovereign king George had a 
oath for 	Scotland, made a good many legal undoubted right and title to the king- 
question his right and title to govern, and dom of Scotland, in case of Queen Anne's 
reckon him, abstracting from his religion, 
which by our fundamental laws incapaci- 

demise, even antecedently to the union of 
Scotland and England, and comes in by the 

tates him to rule, king de facto, but never laws of Scotland, whereby all papists are 
dejure. 	Yea, this made his forfeiture very excluded upon the queen's decease, as our 
easy to our convention of estates, April only rightful and lawful king, upon his 
11th 1689, and they very justly declare and taking the coronation oath, as king William 
find, that, "Whereas he being a professed and queen Mary did upon king James' 
papist, did assume the regal power, and forfeiture and 	abdication, and 	succeeds 
acted as king, without ever taking the oath upon that same revolution and parliamen- 
required by law, whereby the king at his tary foot and bottom, upon which queen 
access to the government is obliged to Anne succeeded upon the demise of queen 
swear to maintain the protestant religion, 
and to rule the people according to the 

Mary and king William. 	And as none, 
who own the revolution, can in the least 

laudable laws; and did, by advice of wicked 
and 	evil counsellors, invade the funds- 
mental constitution of the kingdom, and 

hesitate upon his most excellent majesty, 
his royal highness the prince of Wales, 
and their issue, their right and tide, so 

altered it from a legal limited monarchy, to happily recognised and fixed by the ex- 
a despotic power, &c. and hath exercised plicit declarations of the*separate parlia- 
the same to the subversion of the protestant ments of both kingdoms, upon foundations 
religion, 	and 	liberties of the kingdom, 
inverting all the ends of government, that 

preceding the treaty then in 	view; 	so 
nobody who considereth matters, can have 

by all this he hath forfeited the right to any difficulty to believe and declare, that 
the crown, and the throne is become vacant." the attainted Pretender hath no right or 
Plain it is then, that in Scotland we needed title whatsoniever to those realms; and to 
not concern ourselves with the debates our be sure, no Scotsman who values our 
neighbours had about abdication; 	as in reformation, liberty, and unalterable con- 
England he was found to have abdicated, 
so in Scotland, Pheing a professed papist, 

stitution confirmed by so many laws and 
oaths can set up for that nursling of popery 

, and never having taken the coronation oath, 
he was found to have assumed the regal 

and tyranny. 	If his pretended father never 
had any legal right, if the throne by our 

power, and only to have acted as a king, 
and by our Scots law he was never king 

law was in a manner vacant during his 
assumption of the royal power, if by being 

de jure. 	Thus the wicked were snared in a professed papist, and not taking 	the 
the work of their own hands. 	His servants coronation oath, whereby the mutual re- 
in Scotland, for so I may call them, being lation betwixt sovereign and subject "is 
entirely at his disposal, even under his fixed, the father had no right, where in all 
brother's reign, projected to please their the world can the title he acclaimed by 
master, and unhinge our constitution, by his pretended son, not only a professed, but 
waving the king's taking the coronation nicely educated, and carefully confirmed 
oath, and huddling over this important and bigotted papist ? nothing certainly can 
matter, made so plainly necessary by our make a Scotsman, and much more a Scots 
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protestant, fond of this son of Rome, virtue of your former commission in all 
1685. and nursling of the late French ty- points. 

rant, with a view to his grand project of the 
universal monarchy, but plain infatuation, 
and strong delusions for not receiving the 

" WILLIAM PATERSON, Cot. MACKENZIE." 

The letter to Carnwath bears thanks to 
love of the truth. 	Our present circumstan- him, and lieutenant-colonel Buchan, for 
ces (November 1715,) made this natural re- their activity against rebels lately in arms. 
Mark, from this matter of fact, offering itself And February 13th, the council record their 
in the detail of this history, appear necessary thanks to those for defeating eighty rebels 
at this juncture. in arms, and killing one of them, and send- 

To return again to the proper subject of ing in three prisoners under a guard. 	And 
this history, king James after his accession 
to the throne, continued all the civil and 

February 10th the council order all passes, 
given according to their act December I3th 

military officers in their posts for some rast, to have this clause added in the oath 
time, and no other could be expected, since of abjuration. 	" I do solemnly swear not 
they were, generally speaking, of the duke to take up-  arms against the king, or any 
of York's faction in his brother's time, and commissioned by him ;" and that the passes 
matters went on much in the former chan- be reprinted with this addition. 	That same 
nel ; the public management, especially as day the sheriff of Dumfries is appointed to 
to, the persecution, having been now for a convene the shire, and provide for the gar- 
good while in the hands ,of the duke's ser- rison of Blackwood. 	I imagine that ought 
vants, and such who were papists or favour- to be the sheriff of Lanark. 
ers of them; and the presbyterians, as we February 26th, The following letter is 
heard, found this sensibly. written 	to 	the 	council 	commissioners. 

When the council is thus allowed to act "Right honourable,--his majesty's privy 
by their new king, let me give some narra- council are well satisfied with the accounts 
tive of their procedure this year. 	It is only they have of your procedure in prosecuting 
their general actings rn reach in this section, 
and shall reserve what relates to particular 

the commission and instructions given by 
them' to you; and finding it fit for his ma- 

persons to the following, and several of their jesty's service in the present juncture, that 
actings will come in upon their proper sub- you vigorously prosecute what remains by 
jests in the following sections, 	We see you undone, and particularly those instrite- 
they begin their persecution very soon, or tions relating to the justiciary part of your 
lather just go forward with it..  commission, have recommended for that 

February 12th, the following letter is end, that you meet with all diligence, and 
directed by them to the earl .of Carnwath give over keeping particular meetings, un- 
for Clydesdale, Glencairn for Renfrew, lord til the whole business intrusted to you be 
Bargeny for Ayr, the laird of Orbiston for perfected ; and as to the prisoners now in 
Dumbarton and Stirling, earl of Annandale your hands, you are forthwith to proceed 
for Nithsdale and Annandale, .the viscount against 	them according to law, and re- 
of Kenmuir for Wigton and Kirkcudbright, 
lord Jedburgh for Teviotdale and Jedburgh, 
laird of Hayning for Selkirk, earl of Hume 

port." 
To give the country a good idea of the 

new king at his entry to the exercise of the 
for Berwick, and laird of Blackbarony for government, an indemnity is published at 
Peebles. " It having pleased Almighty God, 
to call from this temporal life to his immor- 

Edinburgh, very narrow and limited. 	We 
have heard, that somewhat of this nature 

tat glory, our late dread sovereign, his had been upon the file since last year about 
present majesty king James VII. having by 
his royal proclamation allowed all his judges 

this time. 	It bears date February 26th, 
and is published March 2d. 	The name of 

and,cfficers to act as formerly, until they an indemnity was enough to fill people's 
reeeive new commissions, the lords of his mouths with encomiums of the tenderness; 
majesty's privy council have ordered us to lenity, and what not of the king's reign; 
signify to you, that you continue to act by but it was so clogged, that the common 
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people could receive very little ease; and make but few remarks upon it, after 
the improvements made upon it in the fa- what is already set down in this 1686. 
yours of a popish king, could make few history. 	It is so narrow, that it scarce de- - 
proselytes, being flatly contradicted by ex- serves its name, and very much agrees with 
perience, and the daily barbarities of those the nature of those favours protestant sub- 
who bore his commission. 	The copy of jects may expect from a popish prince. The 
this indemnity, such as it was, the reader king is made to commend his brother's de- 
will find in the note below,6  and I need mency, as what aggravated what is now 

called rebellion. 	I am apt enough to sup- . 
* King's indemnity, February 26th, and March 2d, 

1685. 
pose, that king Charles's government might 
have been much more easy than it was, had 

James R. 	• 
James VII. by the grace of God, king of Scot- it not been for the duke and bishops; but 
land, England, France, and Ireland, Defender 
of the Faith, &c. 	To all and sundry our good 
subjects, whom these presents do, or may con- 

the virulence of the high-flying prelatists, 
who really in some things go beyond the 

cern, greeting : we taking into our royal cousid. more moderate papists, with the violent 
eration, 	that notwithstanding the 	prudence, 
justice, and unparalleled clemency, which did 
ever accompany the government of our most dear, 
and most entirely beloved brother, king Charles 

measures of the furious and bigotted party, 

within twenty days after the publication hereof, 
II. of ever blessed memory, several wicked and to our privy council, our justice-eourt, or any of 
seditious subjects, did break out into open rebel- our sheriffs in our said kingdom, testifying their 
lions and conspiracies, against his sacred person acceptance of this our pardon, by taking theoath 
and government. 	And albeit, God did on all of allegiance, or otherwise finding caution to 
occasions manifest his wrath against them and transport themselves out of our three dominions 
their enterprises, so as their designs were defeat- of Scotland, England, and Ireland, before the 
ed, and several 	 f their persons brought to con- twentieth day of May next, ensuing the date of 
digit and just punishment, yet some few of them these presents, and to live peaceably after the 
were either so malicious or foolish, as to be en- said publication, until they shall transport them- 
snared by others to persevere in their hellish selves, and never to return to any part or plade 
principles and practices, both in defiance of all 
law and justice, and in open contempt of the 

of our said dominions, without a licence from us, 
or our privy council aforesaid, under pain of 

reiterated pardons, published and offered by his death. 	And we do command, that this our par- 
said late majesty. 	And now our royal prudence, 
and the care of our people obliging us to take full 

don and indemnity be applied and understood in 
the most ample sense and meaning, whereof the 

information of the chief movers, and most active words are capable, and that no person included 
instruments in these pernicious commotions;he- therein be troubled or molested, for any cause 
fore we determine our royal pleasure concerning aforesaid in judgment, or out With the same in 
them, which we hope to attain in a very short any time hereafter. 	And lastly, to the end all 
time; yet as a demonstration of our innate clemen- our good subjects may have notice of this our 
cy, (which also has shined in the whole line of our royal will and pleasure, we do hereby command 
royal race) and of our resolution to imitate the 
glorious example of our said dearest royal bro- 
ther, we have resolved to pardon : likeas, we do 

our lyon king at arms, and his brethren, heralds, 
macers, pursuivants, and messengers at arms, , 
to make timeous proclamation hereof, at the 

hereby pardon, indemnify, and forgive all our market-cross of Edinburgh. 
subjects in our ancient kingdom of Scotland, 
under, and below the degree of heritors, liferent-
erg, wadsetters, burgesses of burghs royal, and 
vagrant preachers, of all rebellions, 	treasons, 
seditious, insurrections, reset, intercommuning, 
fire-raising, robberies, slaughters, free quarters, 
leasing-making, concealing of treason, and of all 
crimes in general committed by them, or any 

Given at our Court at Whitehall, the twenty 
sixth of February, 1684-5, and of our reign 
the first year. 

By his majesty's command, 
Jona DRUMMOND. 

Edinburgh, the second day of March, 1685. 
one of them, by word, writ, or deeds, against our The lords of his majesty's privy council ordain government and the laws of our kingdom, in any 
time preceding the date of this our royal procla- 

his  majesty's gracious indemnity above-written, 
to be published at the market-cross of Edin- 'nation. 	Declaring hereby all and every one burgh, with the usual and accustomed solemni- of them free and secure from all punishments, 

or trouble for the same, either in their persons ties; and thereafter ordain the same to be printed, 
and published at the whole market-crosses of the or goods, in all time coming. 	Excepting only head burghs of the shires of this kingdom, and as to such fines, for which already sentences are ether place's needful, by the several sheriffs, and pronounced: and likewise excepting from this others concerned; and recommend to the arch- our gracious pardon, all those who are guilty of bishops and bishops, to cause their several min- 

the assassination of James late archbishop of St isters read from the'  pulpit on a Lord's day, af- Andrews, 	Peirson minister at Carsphairn, ter divine  service, his majesty's said gracious 
Thomas Kennoway, and Duncan Stuart. 	And indemnity, that all persons concerned may have 
we do hereby declare our royal will and plesspre, 
that this act of indemnity and pardon, shallbe 
extended to all who are at present declared fugi- 

notice of the same. 
Cot., MACKENZIE, Cl. Seer. CODeilii. 

Lives, providing these fugitives make 	address God save the King. 
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headed by the jesuits and the duke, from you, dated September 27th last, em- 1685. forced the late king to courses and powered his advocate to refer to the oaths 
extremities perhaps otherwise he would of such as should be pursued for conspira- 
not have gone to. 	And as a pretext 
to clog the indemnity as much as might 

cies, reset, or intercommuning, or accession, 
to those crimes in so far as their guilt might 

be, the king declares, 	"that prudence infer an arbitrary punishment, and peen- 
and his care of his people oblige him to niary mulct; which being only to continue 
inform himself of the chief movers and till the first of April next, we finding it ex- 
instruments of the present commotions." pedient, very useful for detecting crimes 
These are scored off and excepted from the already committed 	and deterring others 
indemnity, and to bear them company, all from entering to such 	 do ,combinations, 
heritors, liferenters, wadsetters, burgesses, 
and vagrant preachers, so very few remain, 
save tradesmen, and tenants in the coun- 

therefore renew the said warrant, with those 
alterations and additions only, that this our 
warrant shall extend to concealing of trea- 

try, cottars, and vagrant beggars, to partici- sons, as well as to the other crimes therein 
pate of this demonstration of the innate de- specified; and that the said power shall be 
mency of his majesty, which, he is made to extended to such as derive commissions 
add, hath shined in the whole line of his from you, and shall continue till the sitting 
royal race, witness the compassion shown of our parliament, approving what is done 
in the matter of the palatinate, to their own by you, or any who had power from you. 
flesh, and the Irish massacre, with the pro- Whitehall, March 3d. 
cedure these twenty years and upwards 
since the high commission. 	This indem- 
nity seems to have been chiefly for treason, 

" DRUMMOND." 

Observations have been already made up- 
&c. against the king's government, which on this power given to the advocate, and 
is but three weeks old or thereby, unless this letter is designed to prelimit the par- 
what followed, and the laws of our king- 
dom extend it further. 	In short, all who 

liament in the processes to be before them, 
when they meet, March 14th. 	"The coun- 

have any benefit by it,, are to be so loaded cil order all the commons, liberate by the 
with oaths, that, for what I can learn, very indemnity, to be passed, if they take the 
few pleaded it. 	The ordinary exception of abjuration, even though under sentence of 
the murderers of the archbishop is contin- banishment. 	But such as refuse to swear 
ued, and those of Mr Pierson minister at the clause not to rise in arms, are to be de- 
Carsphairn, Kennoway, and Stuart, are 
now classed with them. 

tained as having committed a new crime, 
and agtinst whom the government can have 

March 2d, the king's letter is read, de- no security. 	They order likewise all pris- 
siring the lord chancellor and treasurer to oners, even heritors, imprisoned for not ta- 
come up to court about matters of great king the allegiance, 	to be liberate upon 
importance, and requiring the counsellors their taking the test. 	And all women Ka- 
to continue at Edinburgh, but allowing prisoned for reset and converse, or wicked 
them, upon any emergency, to permit the principles, are to be liberate on their taking 
officers of the army to go to the country. the abjuration." This day several renounce 
March 6th, the advocate is ordered to pro- 
cess the heritors of Irongray,. for an abuse 

their being heritors, plead the indemnity, 
and are liberate. 

committed upon their minister,' I know no March 24th, " The lords of council being 
more about it. 	And the pommissioners of informed that a number of desperate rebels 
the shire of Lanark are appointed to meet, 
and call together the militia, and fine the 

in arms hath gone through the shire of Ayr, 
and no notice is taken of them, colonel 

absents. Douglas, or the commanders of the garri- 
A letter from the king is read March 8th, 

which deserves 	a room here. 	" Right 
sons, are empowered immediately to punish 
the commons who did not inform against 

trusty, &c. 	Our dearest royal brother, of them, according to law, and to take bonds 
ever blessed memory, having upon a letter of the heritors on whose ground they ap- 
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peered, to compeer before the council hi No observes on it are needful, after 
April." These termed desperate rebels, now what of this kind we have met with 1685 
going up and dOwn, were only a few of Mr formerly. 	And April 16th, a proclamation 
Renwick's followers, coming and going to 
his sermons in arms. 	However a handle 
is made of every thing for establishing new 

is issued, ordering the soldiers to pay what 

and every thing which may conduce to our 
service, and the peace of the kingdom. 	And courts, and harassing  the west and south. to the effect you may be assisted in the prosecu- 

So, March 27th, a commission with a jus- tion of our commission aforesaid, to the haill 
ticiary power is granted to colonel James ends and purposes above-mentioned, by 	able, 

loyal, and qualified persons, we, with advice of 
Douglas, and others he deputes, in high 
terms. 	It is annexed,* as a note below, 

the said lords, do hereby authorise, empower, 
and command the persons underwritten, 	is. 
John earl of Carnwath, William Hamilton of 
Orbiston, Cromwel 	Lockhart of Lee, John 

* Commission to Colonel Douglas, March 27th, 
1685. 

Johnston provost of Glasgow, James Lundie of 
Siratharly, 	Somerwel of Spittle sheriff-de- 

James, by the grace of God, &c. greeting. pute of Lanark, William Hamilton of Barn- 
Forasmuch as we and the lords of our privy 
council, understanding that the insolence and 

cleugh bailie-depute of the regality of Hamilton, 
and Williarn Stirling, bailie-depute of the rega- 

numbers of some desperate rebels, skulking up lity of Glasgow, all in the sheriffdom of Lanark; 
and down in some southern and western shires, 
do daily increase through supine negligence of 

the earl of Glencairn, the lord Cochran, the lord 
Ross, the said William Hamilton of Orbiston; 

these sheriff's and other magistrates, who ought Houston younger of that ilk, John Shaw 
to expel them, and the reset and harbour they younger of Greenock, and Sir Archibald Stuart 
have had from others • and we being fully re- of Blackball, all in the shire of Renfrew-; John 
solved as to extirpate these rebels, so to put our lord Bargeny, Sir 	Blair of that ilk, Sir 
laws in execution against these sheriffs and other Archibald Kennedy of Collzean, Sir William 
magistrates, who have not done their duty, and 
against such as have, do, or shall reset, entertain, 
or correspond with any rebels, vagrant, or skulk- 

Wallace of Craigie, Hugh Cathcart of Carleton, 
and Robert Hunter provost of Ayr, all in the 
shire of Ayr; the said William Hamilton of 

ing persons, who can give no good account of Orbiston, 	 of Loss, major George 
themselves,and have not given intelligence of Arnot lieutenant-governor of thecastle of Dum- 
them and heir haunts timeously, have therefore barton, 	of Ardincaple, John Graham 
thought tit, with advice of our privy council, to of Dougalston, the earl of Mar, his sheriff-de- 
commissionate ; likeas, we do hereby make and pates in the shire of Stirling, all in the shires of 
constitute, our trusty and well beloved coon- Dumbarton and Stirling;  the 	of Annan- .earl 
seller, colonel James Douglas, colonel of our dale, Sir Robert Dalziel of Glenae, Sir Robert 
regiment of guards, to be our justice in all the Grierson of Lagg, SirJamesJohnston of Wester- 
southern and western shires, to the effect under- raw, Thomas Kilpatrick of Closburn, and Re- 
written; with full power to him to call courts bert Lawrie of Maxwehon, in the shire of Nith- 
at such times and places as he shall find expedient, 
and then and there to create clerk, sergeants, 
dempsters, and other members of court needful, 
to call assizers and witnesses necessary, absents 

dale, and stewartry of Annandale ; the viscount 
of Kenmuir, the said Robert Grierson of Lagg, 
Sir David Dunbar of Balloon, Sir Godfrey 
M'Culloch of Mireton, and Mr David Graham 

to amerciate, unlaws and ainerciaments to uplift sheriff of Galloway, in the shire of Wigton, and 
and exact; and if he find any persons, heritors 
or others, guilty of reset, harbouring, or enter- 

stewartry of Kireudbright; the lord Jetiburgh, 
lord Cranston, 	M‘Dougal 

taming or corresponding with rebels, that he 
cause justice forthwith to be done upon them, 
conform to the laws and acts of parliament of 

of Mackerston, Sir William Douglasof Cavers, 
Sir William Ker of Greenhead, Sir William 
Elliot of Stobs, and William Ker of Chatto, all 

this kingdom; 	with power also to the said in the shire of T.eviotdale • John Riddel of 
colonel James Douglas, to call and convene Hayning, Sir Francis Scot Of Thirlstone, Tho- 
before him all 	persons, whether heritors or mas Scot of Whitsdale, Sir Robert Pringle of 
commoners, upon whose ground rebels have 
appeared, and no intelligence or advertisement 

Stichel, 	 Plumber of 14IiddIestead, 
and James Murray younger of Deuchar, in the 

thereof given, and to proceed and punish them shire of Selkirk ; Sir Archibald Cockburn of 
conform to the laws of this our realm; and 
particularly conform to a proclamation of our 

Lenten, Sir James Cockburn of that ilk, 
Hume of Linthill, 	 Hume of 

council, dated the 	day of 	And to the Nineholes, the earl of Hume, and Mr Charles 
effect these desperate rebels may be absolutely Hume of Avton, for the shire of Berwick ; Sir 
reduced and expelled forth of this kingdom, we Archibald Murray of Blackbarony, David ivlur- 
hereby empower you our commissoner foresaid, 
to call to your assistance, all magistrates, heritors, 
officers, and soldiers of our standing forces, and 

ray of Stenhope 	James Naismith of Postal, 
James Geddes Of Kirkhurd, Richard Murray 
of Spittle-haugh, and William Horseburgh of 

of our militia upon the place, and under your that ilk, all in the shire of Peebles; and Cap- 
command, and all fencible men within 	these fain John Dalziel, captain John Strachan, cap- 
shires, as you shall have occasion, conform to fain John Inglis, 	Captain William 	Cleland. 
the instructions formerly given, who are hereby captain Alexander 	Bruce, 	captain-lieutenant 
strictly required and commanded to rise, concur 
with, fortify, and assist you, and obey your 

Thomas Windrann, lieutenant James Murray, 
lieutenant 	Livingstone, 'lieutenant John 

orders, as they will answer the contrary upon Crichton, lieutenant 	Lauder, cornet James 
their allegiance ; and generally you are to do all Dundas, 	Bailie, and .James, cornets, all 
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they take on in their quarters. 	But the prescript of our laws and proclamations, 
1685. this was of little use, because there all such persons, whether magistrates, her- 

was none to execute it itors, or others, as have been negligent in 
The council send west lieutenaut-general their duty foresaid, have therefore thought 

Drummond, April 25th, to harass the west fit, with advice of our privy council, to 
and south, and that only for pretended reset comtnissionate ; likeas, we do hereby make 
and converse, when no other thing could be and constitute our trusty and well-beloved 
laid to their charge. 	His powers are very 
large, as appears by his commission, the 

counsellor, general-lieutenant Drummond, 
master general of our ordnance, to be our 

tenor whereof follows. 	"James, by the commissioner and justice in all the southern 
grace of God, &c. greeting. 	Forasmuch as, 
notwithstanding of all the endeavours used 

and western shires, to the effect underwrit-
ten; with power to him to call and hold 

by us, for suppressing and punishing rebels, 
fugitives, vagrant, and skulking persons, who 
disturb our government, and peace did quiet 

courts, at such times and places as he shall 
think expedient ; and there to create clerks, 
sergeants, dempsters, and all other members 

of our good and loyal subjects, in the south- of court needful, to call assizers and wit. 
ens and western shires; yet, by reason of nesses, absents to amerciate, unlaws and 
the reset, supply, and harbour which they amerciaments to uplift and exact; and if he 
have, and is afforded from some persons finds any persons, heritors, or others, guilty 
disaffected to our government in these shires, 
their number and insolence still increases; 

of reset, harbour, and intercommuning, or 
corresponding with rebels, that he cause 

and when any of our forces do march in 
search of them, as they draw together in 

justice to be done forthwith upon them, 
conform to the laws and acts of parliament 

companies and bodies, nevertheless they dis- of this our realm ; with power also to our 
sipate and evanish, and are hid, sheltered, 
and maintained privately in the houses of 

said commissioner, to call and convene be-
fore him all persons, whether heritors or 

wicked and disloyal people, without being commissioners, upon whose ground rebels 
pursued, expelled, or intelligence given of have appeared, and no intelligence nor ad- 
them, conform to our laws, and proclamation vertisement thereof given, and to proceed 
of the date of the 	day of 	, to against and punish them, according to the 
the high and manifest contempt of our au- laws of this our realm, and particularly 
thority, and affront of our government : and conform to the foresaid proclamation, of the 
we being resolved to extirpate such rebels, 
fugitives, skulking, and vagrant persons, as 

date 	and to the effect these desperate 
rebels may be totally reduced and expelled 

disturb the peace and quiet of our govern- forth of this kingdom, we hereby fully em- 
rnent, and to punish severely, conform to power you our commissioner foresaid, to 

call to your assistance all magistrates, her- 
officers of our standing forces, to concur with 
you when present, and in your absence, any 
three of them, to follow such directions and in- 
structions as they shall from you receive, from 
time to time;  it being always but prejudice to 
such of the said persons as were formerly coin- 

itors, officers of our standing forces, and of 
our militia on the place, and all fencible men 
within the said shires, from time to time, 
as you shall have occasion, conform to your 

imissionate in the said shires, to act, do, and. per_ instructions; 	and particularly you are to 
form every manner of way, conform to the 
former commissions and instructions given them take under your command, those highland- 
by our privy council, except where you judge 
necessary to alter the same; for doing all which, 
this shall be to you and them a sufficient war- 
rant and exoneration : and this our commission 
to you and them, we declare is to endure in full 

ers now to be employed in our service, 
who all are hereby strictly required and 
commanded to march, concur with, fortify, - 
and assist .you in this our service, and obey 

force, until the twentieth day of April next, 
unless the same be further prolonged, or recall-
ed. 

your order, as they will answer the contrary 
on their allegiance : and generally you are 

Given at Edinburgh, the twenty seventh day to do all and every other thing which may  
of March, one thousand six hundred eighty conduce to our service, and the peace and 
and five, and of our reign the first year. tranquillity of this our realm : for doing all 

Subscribed at sederunt, except CLAVERHOUSE. 	which this shall be to you and them and aL 
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others concerned, a sufficient warrant, and to i " 4to. You are hereby warranted and 
continue and endure in full force, until the authorised to take free quarters for 1635. 
first day of June next, in case the same be all under your command, (they not being of 
not sooner recalled. And further, we hereby his majesty's forces,) in all places and par- 
declare all former commissions. granted by ishes where rebels, fugitives, and vagabonds 
us or our privy council, for trying or pun- are suspect to be harboured, reset, and con- 
ishing the said crimes in the country, either nived at, and from whence no intelligence 
to noblemen, gentlemen, or officers of our of them has been given to the officers of 
army, to be void and extinct. 	Given under the army, or magistrates. 
our signet at Edinburgh, the twenty first "5to. If any fugitives or rebels make ap- 
day of April, 168.5, and of our reign the plication to you for the king's mercy, or 
first year. supplicate for the benefit of his majesty's 
Queensberry, commissioner, 	W. Dumfries, gracious indemnity, (even after the time 
Perth, cancel. 	 Southesk, 
Arch. St Andrews, 	Panmure, thereby allowed is elapsed,) you are to trans- 
Alexander, Glasguen. 	Tweeddale, mit such addresses to his majesty's high 
Hamilton, 	. 	 Kintore, commissioner, and to the council, and to 
Douglas, 	 Livingstone, Drumlanark 	 Yester, allow them safe conducts until you receive 
Errol, 	 Jam. Falconer, their pleasure. 
Marishal, 	 Jam. Fowlis, 
INIar, 	 J.Lockhart, " 6to. If any proposals be made by the 
0 letwai rn, 	 Will. Hay, heritors in the said shires, for securing the 
Linlithgow. peace of the respective shires, to the end 

the present burden of quartering may be 
At the 'same time they give him the follow- . taken off them, you are to receive and re- 

ing instructions.. port the same, as above said. 
Instructions to general-lieutenant Drummond, 

in prosecution of a commission given to 
" And lastly, and generally, you are to 

do every thing for securing the peace, and 
him by his majesty's high commissioner, 
and lortic of privy council, of the date 

promoting the interest and advantage of his 
majesty's government, as you shall judge 

hereof; for marching 	to 	the southern convenient.' 
and western shires. 

9' 	 21st April, 1685. 
Queensberry, commissioner, 	Linlithgow, 
Perth, cancel. 	 W. Dumfries, 
Arch.' St Andrews. 	Southesk, 

' Imo. You are to employ all his majes- 
ty's standing forces in the southern and 
western shires, or so many of them as you 
shall find expedient, for pursuing, suppress- 
ing, and utterly destroying all such fugi- 
tive rebels as resist and disturb the peace 

Alexander,
iniit0n: 

 Glasguen. 	Panmure, 
Tweeddale, 

Douglas, 	 Kintore, 
Er

rr
uNtanaric, 	 Livingstone, 

Day. Falconer, 
Marishal, 	 Jam. FOITIlS, 
Mar, 	 J. Lockhart, 

e 
Gi  ii-cairn, 	 Wilt. Hay.'  

and quiet of his majesty's government, and 1 stay not on remarks upon the severity 
his loyal subjects; and you are to cause of those, now under a popish reign. 	The 
immediately shoot such of them to death, 
as you find actually in arms. 

earl of Argyle's attempt gave the 'Reuter-
ant-general and managers other work for 

" 2do. You shall give order to apprehend some time. 	However, by virtue of this 
all persons suspect for harbourers or reset- and other commissions, the west and south 
ters of rebels:sand fugitive vagabonds, and were sorely harassed this year. 
punish such as you find guilty, according May 25th, " The lords of his majesty's 
to la'w. privy council, being this day certainly in- 

" 3tio. You are to cause examine in every formed, 	that 	there 	was 	a considerable 
parish where you shall think fit, who of meeting of persons hearing that supposed 
them bath not taken the late oath of,ab- preacher, (a disturber of the peace and of 
juration, or are guilty of withdrawing from all honest men,) Mr James Renwick, be• 
the church, or other irregularities, and pu- tween the Kings-hill and Dunnond, upon 
nish them accordingly. 	 the borders of Carluke, and Cambusnethan 

iv. 	- 	 2a 
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parishes in Clydesdale, where there and gear of these rebels lately forfeited by 
1685. were an hundred armed men, who 

were exercised betwixt sun-rising and eight 
our parliament and justice-court, and others, 
fugitives and rebels from our laws, and 

of the clock in the morning, upon Friday last, 
and then after sermon beganagain,and contin- 

more especially cut and destroy the wood, 
trees, plantings, and orchards of the lands 

tied the rest of the day. 	At which meet- lately belonging to them, in high contempt 
ing there were several persons made their of our authority, and to our enorm preju- 
repentance for their offences, in taking the dice, these lands being annexed to the int- 
oath of abjuration, the test, and hearing perial crown of this our ancient kingdom; 
and communicating with indulged minis- and we being resolved, that the former 
teas; and so were by him received into transgressors, as well as these who may 
their society, and some were delayed to a 
new occasion, their offences being many." 

hereafter 	be 	guilty of 	the said crimes, 
may be brought to condign punishment, 

The council send a copy of their informa- do, with advice of our privy council, hereby 
Lion to my lord Carmichael, with a letter strictly require and command all our slier- 
desiring him to inquire into it, examine, and iffs and other magistrates, within whose 
call all suspect persons to an account, and jurisdictions the foresaid abuse and crimes 
report.' They add, that if Argyle take the have been committed, to make strict in- 
main land, it is probable he may fix in Car- quiry and trial anent the delinquents, and 
rick, and therefore desire any lord may en- sentence and punish them as well for their 
deavour to keep the country in peace, and bygone guilt aforesaid, as what may be 
send intelligence, and secure the arms and 
horses of all suspect persons. 

done by them or any others in time coming, 
according to our laws and proclamations, 

July 14th, the magistrates of Glasgow as committers of theft, and for reset of 
present a petition to the council, showing, theft, certifying hereby our said sheriffs 
"that their tolbooth is pestered with many and other magistrates, that if they fail 
silly old women, who are a great charge to the in their duty herein, they themselves shall 
town. The council order them to be whip- be liable, for concealing, to the same pains 
ped and burnt on the cheek severely, who are or penalties which might have been, or 
guilty of reset and converse, and such as 
are guilty of ill principles, that they be 

may be incurred by the said transgressors, 
besides being otherwise punished as our 

whipped and all dismissed." council shall think fit : and for encourage- 
That same day the lord Carmichael is meat of such as shall any wise discover 

appointed to 	inquire 	into a conventicle either the negligence, tolerance, or conni- 
held in the confines of the parish of Car- vance of our said magistrates, or the trans- 
luke, where there were some in arms on gressors, so as they may be found guilty 
Monday last, and report with all speed. by sentence, we hereby declare, that these 
And upon the last of July they gave com- informers and discoverers shall have for 
mission to the lord marquis of Douglas, 
earl of Winton, earl of Linlithgow, vis- 

their reward the one 	half of their fines, 
the other half thereof being to be paid to 

count of Tarbet, 	lord Livingstone, lord our cash-keeper for our use. 	And that 
Yester,general Dalzia, advocate, lieutenant- 
general Drummdful, Abbotshall, Drumel- 

our pleasure in the premises may be known, 
our will is, and we charge you strictly and 

sift', Gosford, Sir William Bruce, or any command, that incontinent, these our letters 
three of them,to be a committee for public seen, ye pass to the market-cross of Edin- 
affairs in the intervals of council. burgh, and all the other market-crosses of 

A proclamation is published August 11th, 
discharging all to meddle with the goods 

the head burghs of the shires of this king-
dom, and there, by open proclamation, in 

and gear of forfeited persons, the tenor our royal name and authority, make pub- 
whereof follows. 	"James, by the grace of lication of our pleasure in the premises, 
God, &c. greeting. 	Forasmuch as we, not- that all persons concerned may have notice 
withstanding that several persons do at thereof, and give obedience accordingly as 
their own hand intromit with the goods they will be answerable ; and ordain the 
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sheriffs of the several shires to cause pub- 1 last year and this, together with 
fish this proclamation. 	Given under our greatmultitudes banished toward the 1685' 
Signet at 	Edinburgh, 	the I 1th 	day 	of end of this year. 	I just give it in the 
August, 1685, and of our reign the first order of time from the registers. 
year." To begin with the gentlemen in the west 

September 	9th, 	the 	chancellor being and south, who, we heard before, were 
called up to court, recommends it to the brought to no little trouble for pretended 
committee for public affairs, to meet every 
week, and call a council, if need be. 	Octo- 
ber 29th, information being given of two 

reset and converse, church irregularities, 
and the like, before the council and circuits, 
and upon their refusing the test, imprisoned 

field-conventicles in Cambusnethan parish, 
at 	which several 	persons were present 

and fined to the value of their estates : some 
hints of their case have been given 'upon 

with arms, and Mr Renwick preached, ma- the former chapter, and here I only take 
jor Wedderburn of Gosford is ordered to notice of what I meet with, concerning 
inquire into the persons present, and the them this year, in the council books. 
heritors, through whose lands they passed, 
and report. 	In November, I find the mag.. 
istrates of Lanark and Glasgow ordered to  

James Hamilton of Aikenhead we have 
once and again met with in this history, 
and, February 13th, he is liberate on bond 

be prosecuted for suffering persons, in their of two thousand pounds sterling, to ap- 
prisons for public crimes, to escape. 	And pear the 15th instant; and March 10th, I 
Alexander Hume, sheriff-depute of Ren- 
frew, sends in a letter to the council, giv- 

find him liberate under the same penalty, 
to appear when 	called. 	Mr Andrew 

ing account of some conventicles, and bath Kennedy of Clowburn, March 5th, is lib- 
a letter of thanks sent him, with orders erate upon a bond of twelve thousand 
to inquire who were present, and upon merks to re-enter the prison April 15th. 
what heritors' lands they were. May 8th, I find it represented to the coun- 

I am sorry I cannot, after this year, give cii, that he is 	sore 	afflicted 	with 	the 
anymore extracts from the council-registers, 
which end December 31st. I am told the 

gravel, and they confine him to his own 
house, upon bond to appear when called. 

warrants are all yet preserved, but from this It seems in a little he was called, for, August 
year to the revolution none of them are 25th, I find him ordered to the Canongate 
booked. 	No doubt very remarkable things tolbooth,because of the throng of prisoners; 
might be found among them, but they are and September 11th, the council grant him 
not sorted, and perfectly 	in 	confusion. liberty to go out of prison some hours in 
How no further of the council's procedure the day time, but ordain one of the keepers 
came to be recorded, I cannot say. Whether still to be with him. 	March 12th, Mr 
this came from the surprise of the revolu- Andrew Hay of Craignethan falling under 
tion, or negligence, or shame, 1 do not sickness in prison, the council allow him 
determine. 	I am of opinion, though what to be liberate, but confine him to the town 
followed had been booked, we could scarce a Edinburgh, under bond of ten thousand 
have met with worse 	than 	we have merks to Compeer when called, and order 
already. his former bonds granted at Glasgow to be 

. given up. 	That same day William Fairlie 
SECT. iv. 

Of the sufferings and treatment of portiere- 
far persons this year, before the privy 
council. 

of Brumfield, who had been under certifi-
cates from physicians, liberate for a fort-
night under bond of three thousand pounds 
sterling, bath his liberty prorogate by the 
council under bond, with the former penalty 

Tug more general actings of the council of three thousand pounds sterling; and 
have swelled the former section so much, 
that I have chosen to give the treatment of 

April last he is continued under bond till 
he be called. 	March 	11th, the laird of 

particular persons by itself in this; and it Kilmahew in Dumbartonshire, of whom 
must relate to such as were made prisoners 	we have heard this year already, is before 
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the council, and discharged from his September loth, an address to the council 
1656' Sentence. 	Sir John Maxwell of Ne- from Alexander Porterfield his son, show- 

ther-Pollock petitions the council, 	May ing that he bath nothing to pay his fine 
17th, to be liberate, that he may attend the with, seeing his father is forfeited, and begr 
funeral of his only sister the lady Calder- his fine may be remitted, considering his 
wood. 	They grant him till April 2d, under long imprisonment. 	The council transmit 
a bond of ten thousand pounds sterling, to this address to the duke of Queensberry. 
re-enter that day. 	He 	re-entered, and May 19th, Bannantyne of Craigmuir is by 
September 11th, he is again liberate under the council ordered to be liberate, upon 
bond 	to re-enter 	October 	12th, under his bond to leave the kingdom, under the 
penalty of eight thousand pounds sterling. penalty of his fine. 	And June 12th, George 
March 22d, John Porterfield late of Duchal, 
and Alexander Porterfield his son, suppli- 
cate the council for liberty. 	The first is 

Hamilton of Brown-castle petitions, " that 
having satisfied his majesty's cash-keeper, 
for the sum of two thotisand merks int- 

refused, because under a sentence of for- 
feiture. 	His son is let out, on bond for 

posed upon him as a fine in December last, 
and being orderly and regular, and willing 

the sum in which he is fined. 	July 23d, to take the allegiance, he may be liberate." 
Duchal is allowed the liberty of the town He is liberate upon bond of two thousand 
of Edinburgh upon his petition, but con- merks to compear when called, and to live 
fined thereunto. 	And September 3d, the peaceably and orderly. 	July 	9th, John 
council transmit 	the 	following 	petition Crawford of Crawfordland, upon his peti- 
from him to the secretaries ; " That whereas tion, 	is 	liberate 	upon 	bond, 	under the 
the petitioner being desired by Sir John penalty of a thousand pounds sterling, to 
Cochran to give some charity to the lord live orderly and regularly, and to compear 
Argyle, did *heartily refuse the same, and when called. 	That same day, the laird of 
having concealed the design of the said Sir Fairly is liberate on the same terms. 	And 
John, and not timeously revealed the same, 
which he did out of ignorance, and not 

July 30th, William Cunningham of Ashen-
yards supplicates the council, " That having 

out of any evil design, but did freely con- now been in prison nine 	months since 
fess the same, which otherwise could not 
be proven against him, wherefore your pe- 

October last, and resolving to live loyally, 
as he hath still done, and his health being 

titioner is forfeited, and, hath a long time much broken, and his estate within seventy 
been prisoner; 	and 	seeing 	his 	life 	is two pounds Scots valued rent, he may be 
near at an end, I being of the age of liberate." 	He is let out upon bond, under 
seventy two years and under many in- penalty of an hundred pounds 	sterling. 
lizmities contracted in 	the 	said prison, 
it is therefore humbly desired that your 

August 25th, John 	Whyteford of Bal-
quhan, liberate out of prison formerly, and 

lordships would recommend 	your 	peti- confined to the town of Edinburgh, in re- 
fioner to his most sacred majesty, for a gard nothing is proven against him, though 
remission to be passed gratis, containing many witnesses have been examined, his 
rehabilitation, &c. 	And it is hoped his confinement is now taken off, and he gives 
sacred majesty will be so gracious (consid- bond, under penalty of five thousand pounds 
ering that the petitioner's crime was not sterling, 	to compeer when called. 	Sep- 
intentional, but in a manner ignorantly) tember 9th, John 	Ihunilton younger of 
out of that gracious benignity and good- 
ness which princes have been in use always 

Halcraig, is, 	upon 	his 	petition, liberate, 
having been ten months prisoner, and his 

to bestow upon the worst of their subjects, 
being penitent, and Mellow your petitioner 

father being in a dying condition, under 
bond to re-enter prison October 9th, under 

a competency to live upon, out of his own the penalty of twelve thousand 	merks. 
estate, and take Some seen course with Anil September 11th, the laird of Craigends 
his debt, which is very grievous to his younger, is allowed to be liberate from 
spirit ; 	and 	your 	petitioner 	shall ever prison under a bond of four thousand pounds 
pray." 	John Porterfield. 	And I 	find, sterling to re-enter November 1st. "No- 
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vember 19th, he is liberate, under bond with 
the same penalty, to re-enter the first of 

May 19th," Margaret Muir lady Tilen, 
(Tealing) and Patrick Maxwell her 1685' 

January next, that he may attend on his son, who had been incarcerated in Dundee for 
affairs in the session, and use means for alleged irregularities, and being present at 
procuring his fine." 	September 11th, pe- house and field-conventicles, being found in- 
titions are given in by John Caldwell of 
that ilk, James Stuart of Harwood, and 

nocent, and her son but eleven years of age, 
are ordered to be liberate." 	June 3d, Dame 

William Hamilton of Overton, prisoners; Anne Scot lady Skelmorly, petitions the 
and 	the 	council transmit them 	to the council, " That whereas a decreet was pass- 
secretaries. 	Hartwood, being valetudinary, 
is liberate under bond, with his fine for 
the penalty to re-enter 	September 24th. 

ed by major White against her and her de-
ceased husband, for alleged irregularities, 
and withdrawing from ordinances, before 

. And September 11th, Muirhead of Bradis- her husband's decease ; and a committee of 
holm 	is liberate under a bond of four council having met, tried that case, and as- 
thousand merks, to re-enter October 12th. soilied her, and she being sickly and her 
And Mr John Baunatyne of Corehouse children sick, craving that she may be al- 
is liberate, 	upon bond, 	under 	the pen- lowed to go to her house in the west." 
alty of his fine, to re-enter that same day Her cause is continued till November, under 
with the former. caution to the value of her Axle, and execu- 

These are all the hints I have observed tion sisted against her, though not against 
in the registers as to those worthy and re- her son, who is also charged; and in No- 
ligious persons, and can follow them no far- vember, she is continued till the first of Jan- 
titer for want of the records.in the following nary. 	And June 8th, lady MaryHope being 
year. 	Those of them who were liberate un- called, and not compearing, is put to the 
der bonds equal to their exorbitant fines, 
came at length to make compositions, and 

horn. 	The hard case of the lady Abdeau, 
will best appear from her petition to the 

had vast sums to pay, and the happy revo- council, July 29th, as follows. 	"Anent a 
hition did only put an end to their troubles petition presented by Jean Melville relict of 
though nothing illegal could be proven Mr John Wardlaw of Abdean, showing, that 
against them. the petitioner being, in absence, fined by the 

To those I may subjoin the hardships of sheriff of Fife and his deputes, in the sum 
several Teligious ladies I meet with in the of three thousand merks, for her alleged 

. council-books this year, for mere noncon- 
formity, and pretended church-irregularities, 

withdrawing from the public ordinances, 
and having meaned herself to the council, 

I begin with those of that excellent gentle- they did take off the contumacy for her 
woman the lady Colville. 	Dame Margaret noncompearance, and she produced certifi- 
Weems, lady Colville, is, March 17th, fiber- r cates under the magistrates' hands of I3urnt- 
ate by the council, and confined to the town island, where she lived, for her, loyal and 
of Edinburgh, she being indisposed, and by peaceable deportment. 	The council was 
a bond under the penalty of her fine she is 
to re-enter April 2d. 	April 2d, her liberty, 
upon another petition, is prorogate a fort- 

pleased to turn the said decreet into a libel, 
and to repone the, petitioner against the 
same, since which time, as the petitioner has 

night. 	And April 16th, the clerks of coun- been still ready to answer any libel in writ 
cif are warranted to receive bond from her, 
under penalty of five thousand merks, tore- 

which should be exhibit against her, not-
withstanding whereof, she was frequently 

enter prison when called. 	That same day troubled and molested by messengers, who 
the lady St Ford prisoner in Culross is or- 
dered to be liberate, upon a bond under the 

threaten to poind her household furniture, 
and carry herself to prison, though infirm 

penalty of her fine, to appear when called. by reason of her great old age, that .she 
April 24th, her bond is prorogate, as also was not able, without help, to walk out of 
the lady Colville's, to the last instant. 	Aiid the room where she did lie ; and seeing the 
that day they are both ordained to re-enter minister of Burntisland could only accuse 
prison. 	I meet with no more about them. the petitioner of hearing of one minister 
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there, in the time of the. late indul- sion, upon her consigning a thousand merks 
1685. genre, to whom the most part of the of the fine, in the hands of John Malcom 

parish resorted, and for whom the heritors procurator fiscal, and giving bond to be 
were preparing to buy or build a meeting- regular, and appear when called. 	Such 
house; and the petitioner then thinking it treatment of so many excellent gentle- 
was no breach of law to hear the said 
minister, but how soon authority discharged 

women, and some of them persons of quality, 
scarce bath a parallel. 

him, the minister or magistrates of the said I shall, in the next place, take notice of 
place will not assert, that ever the petitioner several others before the council this year. 
went thereafter to hear him, or that ever 
she was at any conventicle, but that she 

February I 1 th, Robert master of Burleigh, 
Alexander master of Melville, and the laird 

behaved kindly to all the orthodox clergy, 
when they visited her. 	And therefore 

of Kembachie, appear before the council, 
and take the oath of allegiance, being cited 

humbly supplicating the council, to take from Fife to appear before the council. 
her condition to their consideration, by The two first give bond, under a thousand 
which, as it will be found that her liferent pounds sterling, to appear when called, and 
is narrow enough to support her old infirm Kembachie under five hundred, and his 
age, and therefore not able to pay the said bond to the earl of Balcarras, at the late 
fine or any other, so that the council would district in Fife, is given up. 	That same 
find, that she could not be accused of with- 
drawing from the public ordinance, so long 

day, Edward Jarvie tenant in Bannockburn, 
imprisoned by the committee at Glasgow 

as she had health and strength tugo abroad, 
except the time of the said indulgence, as 

for withdrawing from public ordinances, in 
a petition to the council declares, he is 

the ministers and magistrates of Burntisland willing to take the abjuration ; and they 
could not deny; and in respect the petitioner ordain the magistrates of Glasgow to ad- 
was reposed against the foresaid decreet, 
that therefore they -would be pleased to 

ministrate it, and set him at liberty, he 
giving bond to live regularly, under the 

discharge messengers and all 	others, to penalty of five thousand merks. 	And 
trouble her person or goods for the future. February 13th, the council come to take a 
The lords of his majesty'S privy council, 
having considered the' foresaid petition, do 

shorter cut, and recommend to the earl of 
Balcarras, to administrate the oaths to the 

recommend to the lords Tarbet, justice- gentlemen in Fife, processed for irregulari- 
clerk, and Castlehill, or any one of them, 
to consider and examine the petitioner's 

ties ; and the like power is granted to the 
earl of Marr for Stirlingshire, and lieutenant 

cause, as is above represented, and to take 
her oath, (if need be) conform to their 
former reference to the sheriff of the shire 

general Drummond for Ayr. February 24th, 
Mr William Wisheart, of whom before, 
now prisoner in Edinburgh, " is appointed 

of Fife, or his deputes, and to report what to be liberate upon his giving bond, with 
they -find in the matter, against the first caution, under five 	thousand merks, to 
council day of November next; and, in the compear when called." 	February 26th, 
Meantime, discharge all execution, real or the time of Robert Hamilton, late of Monk- 
personal, for payment of the fine above- land, his reprieve being near expired, the 
mentioned, till the said day." 	Upon what council order it to be continued till his 
reason I know not, the council, August 17th, 
ordain her to be examined upon oath by 

remission be expede. 	March 5th, Mr John 
Knox minister, of whom also before, now 

the earl of Balcarras, notwithstanding of 
the council's act July 29th, and if she 

prisoner in Edinburgh, being valetudinary, 
is liberate upon bond to re-enter when 

.refuse to depone, that she be held as con- called, tinder pain of five thousand Dierks. 
fessed. 	And October 15th, the council And April 2d, his liberty is prorogate till 
having considered a bill of suspension given the '23d, and that day he is continued till 
in by the lady Abdean prisoner in Burnt- the 1st of May. 	And May Sth, "in regard 
island, for not paying her fine imposed by of his continuing infirmities and known 
the sheriff-depute of Fife, do grant suspen- loyalty, and singular case, his liberty is 
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continued till the first of June, but no that is to be laid to his charge. 	That 
longer, save in terms of law." 	So se- same day George Douglas of Bon- 	-* 
vere are they to this excellent man, who jedburgh, 	sent - in 	prisoner 	by 	captain 
had been so useful to the king in 	his Graham, having now lien in prison three 
exile under the usurpation, as hath been months, being sickly, is liberate on his bond 
formerly observed. March 8th, John M`Ghie 
of Balgoon, is liberate under a bond of a 

to live regularly, and compear when called, 
under the sum of a thousand pounds ster- 

thousand pounds, to appear before the coun- ling. 	August 18th, the council while sitting 
cil or committee of public affairs, when called. at Leith, about the prisoners in Dunotter, 
March 14th, Mr William Wore is ordered upon a petition liberate Patrick Hume, son 
to be liberate, upon bond to compear when to Sir Patrick Hume of Polwart, upon 
called, under the penalty of a thousand caution to appear when called, under the 
merks, that in the interim he may speak penalty of five hundred pounds sterling. 
with the archbishop of Glasgow, at his September 19th, Mr James Futhy prisoner 
grace's desire. 	March 17th, Mr Michael in the Bass, is allowed some liberty to walk 
Potter, of whom before, is liberate from the on the rock, and eight pence per day given 
Bass, upon caution to appear when called. him, he being very poor. 	And September 
And April 16th, Mr John 11PGilligen's diet 9th, because he is very valetudinary, he is 
of compearance is continued sine die. 	We liberate from the Bass, under bond of five 
shall afterwards meet with the treatment of thousand merks, and confined to the town 
several of the indulged ministers this year. of Edinburgh. 	October 6th, John Morton 
April 21st, Hugh Kennedy of Daljarroch, of Little-hairshaw, is liberate under bond of 
Alexander Flume of Newton, Hugh Mont- five hundred merks. 	November 12th, the 
gomery of Borland, and John Mitchell son governor of the Bass is appointed to allow 
to Tunnerhill, are continued under their Mr John Blackadder to come forth, upon 
bonds till the last instant. 	Borland and sufficient caution to re-enter prison at Ed- 
Daljarroch are, April last, continued upon 
caution to a 	day. 	July 7th, Alex- 

inburgh the first council-day in January, 
the council having laid before them an at- 

ander Durham of Duntrivie is liberate, on tested declaration of physicians concerning 
bond and caution to pay the cash-keeper his indisposition tending to death. 	And 
his fine for church irregularities, and com- December 3d, Mr Blackadder is appointed 
pear when called, under pain of three thou- to be liberate presently, in regard he bath 
sand merks. July 14th, Mr George Meldrum contracted 	a universal 	rheumatism 	and 
of Crombie, imprisoned in Blackness castle, 
is ordered to be liberate upon his giving 

bloody flux, on bond of five thousand merks 
to confine himself to the town of Edinburgh. 

bond to pay his fine to the cash-keeper, or And December 10th, Mr John Mitchell of 
re-enter November next, and caution to Balbardie, is ordained to be discharged from 
appear when called. 	And November 12th, 
he is continued till the treasurer return 

paying any further fines for his wife's irre-
gularities, in not attending ordinances, in 

from London, under bond and caution for regard of his majesty's letters in favour of - 
his fine of twelve thousand merks. 	July regular husbands. 
23d, Patrick Hay of Naughton, is liberate Having thus gone through the particular 
under bond of ten thousand pounds sterling, 
to appear when called. 	August 7th, Robert 

gentlemen, ministers, and others, before the 
council this year, I come to end this section 

Boyd of Trochridge is liberate, as having with some account of their way with some 
paid his fine of a thousand merks for church other prisoners before them, who were va- 
irregularities, upon his giving bond and riously dealt with, but most of them are 
caution under the sum of a thousand pounds banished, of whose harsh treatment I shall 
sterling, to live regularly and orderly. 	And give a narrative in a section by itself. 	Here 
August 8th, C. Alexander in Paisley, pri- I shall only set down the procedure of the 
soner in Edinburgh, is liberate under a bond council, and sentences passed against them. 
of a thousand pounds sterling, to live regu- February 11th, the council recommend it 
larly, and answer, when called, to any thing to the committee about thei  prisoners, to 
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meet, and report the case of those till to-morrow, that his case be more fully 1685. in the prisons of Edinburgh and represented to the council (they liberate 
Canongate. 	And February 16th, 	they 
snake 	the following 	report. 	" Patrick 

him). Samuel Cannon fugitive,beingfurious, 
be relaxed under a bond of five thousand 

Russel, suspect to be one of the societies, 
ordered to the irons, he giving no satisfying 

merks to compear at a long day. 	Robert 
Hamilton to be liberate upon taking the 

account of his principles. 	John Stodhart, 
and others of the same name, James Stod- 

allegiance.. That letters be direct to the 
commissioners for Stirling, Glasgow, and 

hart, John Harkness, Laurence Corsan,.all Ayr, 	to offer the indemnity to all the 
from Dumfries, having taken the test, and prisoners there; that all who are liberate 
their 	liberation 	notwithstanding 	stop- have a printed pass given them; subscribed 
ped, it is their opinion they 	be liberate. by the hand of a privy counsellor, or one 
John Robb student in philosophy, John of the commissioners. 	George Brown 
Nimmo in Boghall, John. Crokat, James tailor, 	John 	Pollock, 	John 	Wallet in 
M'Cudie, James Clerkson, Edward Steel, Galloway, .refuse the abjuration, and are 
John Tait, having taken the allegiance, are continued." 	The council approve, 	and 
liberate. 	John M'Ilastie, Andrew Wilson, 
two 	old, 	senseless, sick, poor, 	starving 
creatures, refuse the oath of allegiance, but 
give all other satisfaction, to be liberate. 

appoint accordingly. • That same day, the 
council grant warrantto the laird ofFitlochy, 
to go to the prisons of Edinburgh, Glasgow, 
and Stirling, And transport an hundred of 

Mr William M'Millan desires time to de- the prisoners, who are willing to go to the 
liberate about the prerogative, having no plantations; excluding all heritors who are 
scruple about the allegiance, but stands at above an hundred pounds of rent. 	March 
his majesty's supremacy in ecclesiastical 
affairs, continued. 	John Smith and James 

27th, James Armour, merchant in Glasgow, 
William Muir, and Halbert Wales, prisoners, 

Russel, remitted to the justices. 	Samuel are liberate upon a bond of two thousand 
Cannon, 	William - Turnbull, 	Alexander five hundred merks, that they remove to 
Niven, James Smith, 	Charles Douglas, the plantations. 
Alexander M'Birney, 	Robert 	M'Ewen, July 24th, the council pass a decreet 
William 	Wilson, John M'Canl, Halbert against great numbers, and banish them to 
Wallace, John Corbet, James Irvine, refuse the plantations. 	Which will best appear as 
the oath, and are to be sent to the planta- it stands in the records," anent our sovereign 
tions. James Howatson, and John M'Ewen lord's letters, raised at the instance of Sir 
refuse all oaths except the abjuration, to be 
banished to the plantations." 	The council 

George Mackenzie of Rosehaugh, knight, 
his majesty's advocate, for his highness' 

approve, and appoint accordingly. ' March interest in the matter underwritten, men- 
10th, the same committee report, "That tioning, that where the keeping or being 
Walter Menzies in Pilrig may be liberate, 
being neither heritor nor burgess, and the 

present at house or field-conventicles, with-
drawing from the public ordinances, the 

council may afterwards call him to take the harbouring and resetting rebels and traitors, 1 
allegiance. 	John Brown an old man, in or joining with them, or any manner of 
the fugitive roll, refuses the allegiance, and way having correspondence with them, and 
so ought not to have the benefit of the 
indemnity. 	John Mosman ought to have 

the refusing to take the oath of allegiance, 
which his majesty's laws did justly require 

the benefit of it. 	Duncan Fergusson in from all suspect persons, subjects, be crimes 
St Ninians, refusing the abjuration, con- of a high nature, and severely punishable 
tinued. 	Archibald Wilson, in the fugitive conform thereto : 	nevertheless 	it is 	of 
roll, continued. 	Thomas Russel in Living- verity, that the persons underwritten are 
stone, refusing that part of the abjuration, 
not to take up arms against the king, con- 

guilty of onj or other of the said crimes, 
viz. Alexander Ritchie, William &Nth; 

tinned. 	James Reston in Halton, heritor, 
fugitive, unrelaxed, 	remitted 	to 	prison. 

Andrew 	Scot, 	James 	Forrest, 	Thomas 
Stodhart, James Wilkie, John Elliot, George 

John Muir, late provost of Ayr, dismissed Young, Robert Cameron, John Gibb, James 
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Stuart, John Swan, John M‘Lean, William 
Ilastie, James Olipher, Robert Campbell, 

With certification, as the said letters, 1685.  
executions and moderations thereof in 

John. Jackson, Thomas 	Weir, Matthew themselves at more length proport ; whilk 
Bryce, in the Canongate tolbooth ; John being this day called, and both parties coin- 
Pettie, James Gavin, Andrew Maitland, pealing., and his majesty's advocate having, 
John 	Mundel, 	William 	Drenon,. John instead of all further probation, referred the 
M`Bryde, John M`Lean, William M`Lean, matter libelled to the defenders' oath, and 
Gilbert M'Ilroy, William APIlroy, 	John they having refused thereupon to depone, 
Cunningham, John 111‘Cully, Quintin Dunn, or to take the oath of allegiance, the lords 
Adam Muir, in the guard-house at the Abbey, 
now in the tolbooth of Edinburgh ; Gavin 

of his majesty's privy council do delay the 
case of Alexander Ritchie, Robert Camp- 

Russel, John Ireland, Hector M‘Gibbon, bell, and John hPLauchlan till they consid- 
Archibald M'Cribbon, Thomas Brown, Tho- er thereof; and have banished, and hereby 
rims Richard, David Law, Thomas Turnbull, banish all the other persons foresaid, except 
William Jackson, John Gilliland, George the said Thomas Stodhart, James Wilkie, 
Cunningham, also in the tolbooth of Ediu- and Matthew Bryce, who not only obstinate- 
burgh, Archibald Marshall, Thomas Jackson, 
in the thieves-hole, James Baird in Kirk- 

ly refused the said oath of allegiance, but 
most impertinently and indiscreetly misbe- 

housel in Kintyre, William Watson in Isla, haved themselves before - the council, to 
Donald Fergusson in Ruchoord, Archibald his majesty's plantations abroad, discharg- 
Campbell there,' John Henderson there, ing them for ever to return to this king- 
John Martin in Kirkmichaelin Kintyre,John dom without license, under` the pain of 
Allan near Cumnock, Duncan APCunchall death to be inflicted on them without mer- 
in Isla, and William Campbell in the laigh cy in case of failure. 	And further, the said 
parliament-house, Neil Black in Glenbeg, lords having considered the foresaid libel 
Gilbert WArthur a drover in Isla, John pursued against the persons aftermentioned, 
Campbell in Carrick in Lochfine-side, Ar- viz. Neil Black, Gilbert Macarthur, Duncan 
chibald Campbell in Inverneil in Knapdale, M‘Millan, John Campbell son to Walter 
Duncan M`Millan in Carridel in Kintyre, Campbell, John Fletcher, Archibald Thom- 
John Campbell son to Walter in Dunotter son, Duncan M'Rig, Iver Graham, John 
in Kintyre, John Fletcher in Rumicadle in M`Gibbon, John M‘Kinnon, John Campbell, 
Kintyre, Archibald Campbell in Monridge John M`Geichan, John M'lver, and John 
there, John Campbell son to Donald in Dow M`Lauchlan, they (in regard the fore- 
Auchindrydie in Cowell, Duncan M`King said persons have refused to take the said 
in Skipnish in Kintyre, Iver Graham in oath of allegiance) have banished, and here- 
Inverneil in Argyle, John 111‘Gibbon in Glen- by banish all of them, except Donald Camp- 
nowkeil in Argyle, John M‘Kinnon in the bell son to Donald Campbell in Auchindry- 
Duppen of Kintyre, John Campbell son to die, a young boy, whom they hereby dis- 
Robert in Lockwear in Lorn, Neil 11PGeich- miss, to his majesty's plantations, under the 
an in Barnazare in Lorn, John M`Iver in foresaid certification ; and ordain the said 
Tulloch in Argyle, John Dumaclauchlan in Thomas 	Stodhart, 	James 	Wilkie, 	and 
Auchahouse in Argyle, John M'Lauchlan Matthew Bryce prisoners in the tolbooth of 
in Barnagate in Argyle, in Paul's work, 
for which they ought to be punished, con- 

Edinburgh, and Archibald Campbell prison-
er in Paul's work, who is in their case, ira- 

form to the laws and acts of parliament of mediately to be put in irons, and grant war- 
this realm, to the terror of others to corn- rant to his majesty's advocate to process 
mit and do the like in time coming. 	And them criminally before the justices." 
anent the charge given to the forenamed Another decreet is passed against the fol- 
persons, to 	have 	compeared 	before the lowing persons, and the men are ordered to 
lords of his majesty's privy council, to have have their ears cropt, and the women to be 
answered to the foresaid libel, and to have marked in their hand. 	Edinburgh, July 
heard and seensuch order taken thereanent, 
as appertains, under the pain of rebellion, &c. 

28th, " The lords of his majesty's privy coun-
cil having considered the libel at the instance 

iv. 	- 	 2 B 
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of his majesty's advocate, (booked 
, 

Alexander Jamieson, Andrew Reid, John 
1685. upon the 24th instant) against Wil- 

liam M`Call, John Finnison, John Kennedy, 
Howie, 	William 	Milroy, 	Quintin Dun, 
William Drennen, and John M.Willy, John 

James Corsbie, Robert Sharp, William Mar- Cunningham, Thomas Richard, Archibald 
shall, Edward Stit, Andrew Jardine, Agnes Campbell, Alexander Mason, and Matthew 
Fergusson, Marian Lawson, Elizabeth Kirk- Hamilton, and ordain David Low, Gavin 
wall, Bessie Jardine, Janet M`Queen, and Russel, and Edward Stit to be put in the 
Mary Clark ; and they having refused to own irons, and to be processed before the jus- 
his majesty's authority, do hereby banish tices 	for treason and rebellion, and do 
them to his majesty's plantations abroad, dis- 
charging them for ever to return to this king_ 

dismiss John M`Blean, William M'Blean, 
John M'Bride, and Michael Smith, in re. 

dom, without license from his majesty or the gard of their infirmity and weakness, and 
' council, under the pain of death,tobe inflicted that they have given satisfaction, and con. 

on them without mercy, in case of failure; tinue to advise the cause of Gilbert Pli- 
ant' in regard John Black, Walter Donald- roy, and one 	Cain Englishman, till they 

. son, William Mader, 	George Howatson, consider further their oath, and ordain all 
Robert Rae, and Andrew Bell, do offer to the said persons banished, not taken with 
take the oath of allegiance, and own his Argyle, to have one of their ears cut off in 
majesty's government, the said lords do or- 
dais them to be liberate upon their enact- 

manner mentioned in the former sentence, 
of the date the 28th instant." 

ing themselves to live regularly and order- By another decreet July 30th, the coats 
ly, 	and 	to 	compear before the council oil banish considerable numbers, and ap. 
when called, for ilk one of them under point, as in the sentence itself, which fol. 
the 	penalty 	of 	five 	hundred 	merks ; lows. 	"The 	lords of his majesty's privy 
and 	in 	regard Robert Johnston soldier, 
is taken 	by 	mistake, 	and 	Janet 	Do- 
bie is a poor ignorant woman, do hereby 

council having considered the libel against 
the persons under-written, have banished, 
and hereby banish them to his majesty's 

dismiss them; and ordain the said Edward plantations abroad, viz. Gilbert Ferg,usson, 
Stit, being an obstinate fellow, who had John- Campbell, Donald Mgaylor, Archi. 
feigned himself frantic, and refuses the oath bald 	M'Tyer, 	John 	M'Gillich, 	Donald 
of allegiance, or to acknowledge the king's Milmoon, 	Robert 	Hutchison, Archibald 
authority, (except these taken with the M'llvane, Donald Milberran, David Geld!• 
late earl of Argyle) to have the following tree, Duncan Alexander, John Adam, Pa- 
stigma and mark, that they may be known trick Stuart, Malcolm White, Colin Camp- 
os banished persons if they shall return to bell, 	John 	Beveridge, 	prisoners in the 
this 	kingdom, viz. that the men have tolbooth of 	Canongate, and who were 
one of their ears cut off by the band of the with 	the 	late 	Argyle; 	as also Walter 
hangman, and that the women be burnt 
by the same hand on' the cheek, with a 

Hownam, James Murray, Malcolm Bryce, 
James 	Wilkison, 	Thomas Stodhart, and 

burned-iron marked with the letters Grizel Alston, who refuse to take the oath 
and that before they be put aboard 	in of allegiance, 	and 	to acknowledge the 
order to their transportation, and appoint king's authority, and ordain tine said five 
a surgeou, to be present, and to see their 
cure." 	'‘' 

last men to have one of their ears cut off, 
and the women to be burnt on the cheek, 

That same day they pass sentence against and allow David Campbell to consider of 
the under-written prisoners. 	Edinburgh, the allegiance and prerogative till to-mor- 
, July 28th, "The lords of his majesty's privy 
council, having considered the libel against 

row : 	and in regard Robert Blackburn, 
James Ramsay, and Robert Orr, (who 

the persons under-written, viz. John Gilli- were not with the late earl Argyle) have 
land, Hector M'Gibbon, Archibald M'Gib- offered to take the oath of allegiance, and 
bon, 	Samuel Howie, do hereby banish assert the king's prerogative, ordain them 
them to his majesty's plantations abroad, 
as 	being 	with 	the late Argyle ; as also 

upon taking thereof to be liberate, and 
continue John Campbell, who was with 
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Argyle, being a sick person, and Samuel 
Graham, prisoner from Annandale, an old 

forthe said alleged murder, Christian 1685.  
Gardner and Janet Wallace, for the 

decrepit person, till they consider further same suspicion, and ordain the persons fore- 
of their case : as also the case of John said, who were not with the said Argyle, to 
Clark, who hath certificates upon soul and be cut and burnt conform to the former sen- 
censcience, under the hand of ministers, 
and the captain of the castle of 

tence, of the date the 30th instant; as also 
Margaret Holms, for not owning his ma- 

as his being taken prisoner by Argyle's jesty's authority, to be banished, as said is; 
party against his will, when he was sent and allow Thomas Abercromby from Car- 
out to view the enemy, and who will take 
the test. 	And the said lords having con- 

rick, to consider on the oath of allegiance, 
and to dismiss Hugh Mackillanton, in re- 

sidered the libel against the persons under- gard he hath sworn never to rise in arms 
written, 	prisoners 	in 	Paul's work, viz. against his majesty's authority, and bath 
Hugh M‘Lean, Donald 	Campbell, John taken the oath of allegiance to be at liber- 
APIrliallam, Duncan Fletcher, Alexander ty; as also John Beatie upon the same 
Graham, John BPLean, Duncan Thomson, account, and William Macmichan upon the 
Donald 	More, 	Donald 	Morrison, Neil same account; as also, Janet Paterson, be- 
APIlbride, Malcolm Black, Donald M‘Kello, ing an old woman. 	In regard that James 
Hugh 11PQueen, Donald Johnston, Soarly Munside, Gavin Lockhart, Mrs Binning, 
Lawmond, John Nicol, 	Malcolm 	Iver, and Elizabeth Brown, are sick and vale- 
Angus 	Wiser, Neil M.‘Kairn, Duncan tudinary, delay the consideration of their 
M'Ilvorie, Duncan M'Ilbride, John M'Ilpo- 
rie, Duncan M`Lean, Dugald NPConnochy, 

case; and remit William 	Cunningham, 
John Muirhead, and William Jackson, to 

Archibald 	NPLauchlan, 	John 1WCallum, the lords commissioners of justiciary, for 
Martin M'Kello, Neil 	Thomson, 	John having refused the oath of allegiance, dis- 
M`Kello, Donald APLauchlan, and Donald owned his majesty's authority, and for not 
M`Iver, who were all with Argyle, have engaging to rise against the same, to be 
banished and hereby banish them to the proceeded against according to law. 	And 
king's plantations abroad, never to return the said lords having also considered the 
to this kingdom without license from the foresaid libel, against the persons under- 
king or council, under the pain of death, 
to be inflicted upon them without mercy; 
and ordain 	APGibbon, who is a 

written, 	prisoners 	taken 	with 	the late 
Argyle, and in the laigh parliamenthouse, 
viz. James Baird, Neil M'Callum, Duncan 

necessary witness for the king, to be sent M‘Callturi, 	Archibald 	NPKirrech, 	John 
prisoner to the tolbooth of Edinburgh, and M'Neil, Archibald APNeil, Donald Fergus- 
ordain Malcolm 1NPNeil and John M‘Lau- 
chian, his brother soldier, who was taken 
carrying 	letters to the lord marquis of 

son, 	John 	Anderson, 	Duncan 	Sinclair, 
Archibald 	Lawmond, 	Donald M`Kirrie, 
Donald Crawford, William Watson, John 

Athole, as also James Wilson, who was 
not with Argyle, and will take the test to 

Martin, Duncan Fergusson, James Hall, 
John M‘Halarty, Duncan M'Michael, Alex- 

be liberate," ander 11PCurrie, John Myer, Neil M‘Kin- 
Next day they go on to banish more to 

the plantations. 	Edinburgh, 	July 31st, 
lay, Archibald APCallum, Dugald Clark, 
Donald Walker, Archibald NPEwen, Don- 

"the lords of his majesty's privy council, 
having considered the libel against the per- 

ald APEwen, John Crawford, and Martin 
M'Call, do ordain them to be banished in 

sons under-written, prisoners in the tolbooth manner foresaid, without the stigma or 
of Edinburgh, have banished, and banish 
them to his majesty's plantations abroad, 
viz. Thomas Turnbull, who was with the 

mark. 	As also, having considered the li- , 
bel 	against 	the 	persons under-written, 
brought in prisoners, and in the laigh par- 

late Argyle, John Simpson, James Gray, liament-house, 	viz. 	John 	Allan, Robert 
James Gavin, John Mundul, Andrew 31a- 
clean, Anna Murray, prisoner for alleged 
murder of her own child, Kathrine Leckie 

Edward, John Mitchell, Roger M‘Michael, 
John Weir, Robert Muir, John Downie, 
ordain them to be banished, and marked in 
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1685. manner foresaid; and 	in 	regard 
George WPAdairr, John 	Paterson, 

transported by them, that the eonncil may 
give order for delivery accordingly." 

Gilbert Walker, John M`Kenzie, James That same day, they ordain the magis- 
M`Kenzie, 	Gilbert 	M'Eadie, 	Patrick trates of Edinburgh to cause their hangman 
M'Eadie, William Allan, William Brown, to crop the ear of the persons under-written. 
Robert Walker, George M'Adam sick, " Forasmuch as the lords of his majesty's 
Roger MWalter, Gilbert M'Eadie, and privy council, having, by their several sen- 
David Kennedy, have and will • take the tences, ordered the persons under-written to 
oath of allegiance, and that David Paton be sent to the plantations abroad, and dis- 
owns his majesty's authority, but being an charged them from returning to this king- 
old man and sick, is not free to take oaths, 
but prays for, and swears not to rise in arms 

dom ever hereafter, without special license 
from the king or council, under the pain of 

against the king, nor his authority, ordain death, 	to be inflicted on them without 
them to be dismissed and at liberty. 	And mercy. 	And further, ordained the men to 
the said lords having considered the libel have their left ear cut off by the common 
against Allan M‘Whiddie, Neil Campbell, hangman, as a stigma and mark of their 
Neil Walker, William 	Hood, Duncan guilt. 	The said lords in pursuance of the 
M'Queen, John M'Ewen, John M`Govan, said sentences, do hereby require and coin- . 
Colin 	Campbell, 	Hector M`Neil, John mand the magistrates of Edinburgh, once 
ArDoun, Alexander M‘Lean, Neil M`Con- 
nachy, Malcolm M'Alla, Donald M'Killan, 

upon Tuesday the fourth of August next, 
to cause their common executioner to cut 

Duncan 	Thomson, 	John 	M'Connachy, off the left ear of the men under-written, viz. 
Archibald M'Cormodal, Duncan M‘Dongall, William M`Call, John Finnison, John Ken- 
Duncan Walker, Archibald Brown, Donald nedy, James Corsbie, William Marshall, 
Brownie, 	Duncan M4Millan, Neil 	Kell, 
and Duncan M`Iver, 	who were 	with 

Andrew Jardine, Alexander Jamieson, An-
drew Reid, John Hay, William M'Ilroy, 

Argyle, do banish them in manner foresaid Quintin Dun, 	William 	Drenan, 	John 
without any stigma; and ordain Archibald 14Pflvie, John Cunningham, Thomas Rich- 
Campbell an old decrepit man, and Duncan and„ Archibald Campbell, Alexander Mason, 
Brown a young boy of nonage, to be dis- Matthew Hamilton, all in the tolbooth of 
missed and liberate. 	And do hereby ordain, 
that the person or persons who ,shall re- 
ceive the . said prisoners, or any of them, 
shall be obliged, before delivery, to find suf- 
ficient caution, acted in the books of privy 

Edinburgh; Walter Hownam, James Mur- 
ray, 	Malcolm 	Bruce, 	James 	Wilkison, 
prisoners in the Canongate tolbooth ; John 
Simpson, 	James 	Gavin, 	John Mundel, 
Andrew Itnean, in Edinburgh tolbooth ; 

council, to transport them to the plantations 
abroad, respective, whither they are bound, 
and to report a certificate under the hand 

John Elliot, Robert Edward, John Mitchell, 
Roger M`Michan, John Weir, Robert Muir, 
John Downie, 	• 	Lawson, Elizabeth 

of the governor of the place where they Kirkwal, and ordain the said magistrates to 
land, of their landing there, (sea hazard, 
pirates, and mortality being always except- 

give obedience accordingly.” 
The prisoners thus sentenced are given 

ed) and that under the penalty of one to different persons 	to 	be 	transported. 
thousand merks for each of them, in case of 
failure. 	And the said lords do discharge 

August 7th, Pitlochie petitions the council, 
" That he had sought fifty prisoners, and en- 

the transport of any of the said persons now gaged several workmen to go with him to 
banished, who have refused the oath of al- New-Jersey, and the council have banished 
legiance, and will not own his majesty's 177 to Jamaica and the plantations, he de- 
authority, until the men now sentenced sires he may be allowed some to go with 
have one of their ears cut off, and the wo- him." 	The lords grant him twelve to New- 
arta burnt in the cheek, in manner foresaid ; Jersey, only Gilbert M'Arthur and Angus 
and ordain the persons concerned to trans- M'Connochy are to be stopped, notwith- 
port the said prisoners, to meet and concert standing they are sentenced, as being ne- 

, the business as to the several persons to be cessary witnesses for the king against those 
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in the late rebellion. 	That day the council 
give the following persons to Robert Bar- 

and have continued, and hereby con- 1685.  
tinue the case of John Miller, Archi- 

clay of Urie. 	" The lords of council do bald Caldwell, John 	Galbraith, 	Thomas 
hereby order the prisoners under-written, 
sentenced to the plantations abroad by the 

Miller, William Corsan, Hugh M'Connar, 
Samuel Graham, James M'Cullie, Patrick 

council, to be delivered to Robert Barclay M‘Gartie, and James Wightman, until the 
of Urie or his order, in order to their being 
transported, as said is, viz. George Young, 

council consider their cases more fully; and, 
in their absence, allow the committee to dis- 

Robert Cameron, John Gibb, James *Stuart, pose of them as they shall find cause." 
John Swan, James Olipher, John Jackson, Greater numbers were before them, August 
Colin Campbell, John Campbell, Gilbert 17th, and their sentence will best appear 
Fergusson, prisoners in the tolbooth of the from the decreet itself. 	"Forasmuch as the 
Canongate ; 	John 	Gilliland, 	Archibald persons under-written, viz. Mr John Frazer, 
Jamieson, William M'Ilroy, William Dren- William Oliphant, John Foreman, John 
nan, 	Thomas 	Richard, prisoners in the 
tolbooth of Edinburgh, or in the laigh par- 

Martin, Patrick Cunningham, John Kincaid, 
Adam Hood, James Kirkwood, John Hen- 

liament-house ; William Thomson, Malcolm derson, 	Peter Russel, 	Charles 	Douglas, 
Black, Alexander Graham, Donald Moor, Robert M`Queen, William Turnbull, John 
John Nicol, John M'Aulin, John INI`Kello, M'Ewen, William Hannah, William Wilson, 
Duncan M'Evven, prisoners in Paul's hos- John Foord, John Sinton, Andrew M`Lel- 
pital. 	And give warrant to the several lan, Andrew Corbet, John Hunter, John 
keepers of the prison where they now are, 
to deliver them accordingly, upon the said 

Kennie, John Gray, George Moor, John 
Gilfillan, John M‘Ghie, John Turpnie, John 

Robert Barclay his finding caution to trans- 
port the said prisoners to the plantation of 

Urie, 	James 	Junk, William 	Campbell, 
John Campbell, James Forsyth, Thomas 

East New-Jersey, in America, and to report Russel, George Brown, John Pollock, James 
a certificate of their landing there, under Reston, John Black, John Corsan, Robert 
the hand of the governor of the place, be- 
twixt and 	and that under the pen- 

Gilchrist, 	John 	Smith, 	;Fergus 	Grier, 
William Douglas, John Crichton, James 

alty of one thousand merks, Scots money, 
for ilk one of them, in case of failure, sea- 

Grier, Walter M‘Ewen, Barbara Cowan, 
Agnes 	Corhead, Bessie Gordon, 	Grizel 

hazard, mortality, and pirates being always Gemble, Margaret M‘Lellan, Elspeth Per- 
excepted." gusson, Janet Fergusson, Elizabeth White- 

August I lth, Some other prisoners are law,JanetLintron, Christian Scot, Katharine 
before the council, and their act about them 
follows. 	"Forasmuch as the persons un- 

Kellie, Annabel Jackson, Annabel Gordon, 
Jean 	Moffat, Margaret 	Leslie, 	Marjory 

der-written, viz. Robert Campbell, 	John Cowan, Margaret Miller, Agnes 'Tennis, 
Miller, Archibald Caldwell, John Galbraith, and Marian Rennie, 	George 	Johnston, 
Thomas Miller, William Corsan, Hugh Christopher Strang, Alexander Dalgleish, 
M'Conar, Samuel Graham, David Campbell, John Harvie, Robert Young, and Andrew.  
James IVI`Cullie, Patrick M`Gartie, James Paterson, 	Katharine Govan, and 	Isobel 
Wightman, Thomas Jackson, and Michael Durk, at present prisoners in the tolbooth 
Marshal, being convened before the lords of of Leith, being convened before the lords of 
his majesty's privy ,council, to answer to his majesty's privy council, at the instance 
several crimes, and the said Robert Camp- of his majesty's advocate, for several crimes 
bell, David Campbell, Thomas Jackson, and and irregularities, refusing the oath of alle- 
Michael Marshal, having refused to take giance, or to own the king's authority, or 
the oath of allegiance, the said lords have take the oath of abjuration, in manner at 
banished, and hereby banish them to his length libelled; 	and all the said persons 
majesty's plantations abroad, and never to being men, having judicially in presence of 
return to this kingdom without the king'or the council, refused to take or sign the oath 
council's license, under the pain of death, 
to be inflicted upon them without mercy; 

of allegiance, and the women abovesaid 
having altogether refused to own his majes- 
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ty's authority, or to take the oath of 
abjuration, the lords of his majesty's 

said lords 	having considered the case of 
the persons under-written, viz.Charles Gray, 

privy council have banished, and do hereby 
banish the haill forenamed persons, men and 

Mr 	William 	M`Millan, 	John 	Harper, 
Thomas 	Black, 	Walter Black, Patrick 

women,conform to the act of parliament,tohis M‘Jore, James M` Call, John Watt, George 
majesty's plantations abroad, and discharge 
them ever to return to this kingdom hereaf- 

Muirhead, RobertYoung cooper in Glasgow, 
John Wallace, William Gilmour, William 

ter without the king or the council's special 
license, under the pain of death, to he in- 
flicted on them without mercy ; and further 

Nicol, William Waterston, James Lockhart, 
Thora;.s Bredie, the two Robert Bredies, 
John Bredie, 	Robert Barclay, William 

ordain the haill forenamed persons, as also Latta, James Ritchie, James Orr, James 
the persons under-written, formerly sen- 
tenced to the plantations, and now prisoners 

Glen, Hugh Blair, and Robert Gilmore, 
who have taken the oath of allegiance, do 

in the tolbooth, of Leith, viz. John Kellie, hereby 	give 	order 	and warrant to the 
William Sprent, William M`Calmont, Pa- bailies of Leith, and keepers of the tolbooth 
trick Walker, James Muirhead, John Hodge, thereof, to set them at liberty, upon their 
William Niven, John Corbet, John King, enacting themselves, ilk one of them under 
John Taggat, Thomas 	Shilston, Patrick the penalty of five hundred merks, that they 
Urie, Colin Alison, Robert IVI‘Lellan, Ro- shall 	compear before the council when 
bert Goodwin, John Hutchison, Christian called for, and in the meantime live regu- 
Cavie, Elizabeth Corse, Grizel Wother- larly and orderly, 	except 	the said ilr 
spoon,JeanM`Ghie,Margaret Ferret,Elspeth William M‘Millan, who is to enact to the 
and 	Janet 	Fergussons, 	to be 	delivered effect foresaid, under the penalty of five 
to Mr 	George 	Scot of Pitlochie, and 
by 	him 	transported to 	his 	majesty's 

thousand merles; as also Thomas Paterson, 
who has taken the test, upon his enacting 

plantations in East New-Jersey, in the ship as aforesaid, and dismiss Robert Young 
lying in the road of Leith, now hounding from the bar, and continue William Brown 
thither, upon his finding sufficient caution absent by sickness, and John Wallet an old 
to transport the haill forenamed persons to man, till further order, and immediately 
the foresaid plantation, and to report a 
certificate of their landing 	there, 	from 
the governor or deputy-goVernor of the 

dismiss Janet Glendonning from the bar, 
and in regard Isobel Gordon, Jean Gordon, 
Mrs Gardner, Margaret Rowan, Agnes 

place, 	once 	in 	September 	1686 	years, 
under the penalty of five hundred merks 

Mather, Margaret Lithgow, Elspeth White, 
and Agnes Hairstanes, have owned the 

for each one of them in case of failure; king's authority, the said lords ordain them 
sea hazard, mortality and pirates 	being also to 	be liberate, upon 	their enacting 
always excepted ; and discharge the fore- themselves to keep the kirk, and not to 
named persons formerly, and now ordered harbour or reset rebels, under the penalty 
to the said plantations, ever to return into of five hundred merks, Scots money, ilk 
this kingdom without license, and under one of them, in case of failure ; and con- 
the certification, as aforesaid; and the said 
lords do hereby give order and warrant to 
the bailies of Leith, and keepers of the 

tinue the case of Katharine Clark sick, 
Isobel Howatson, and Eupliam Threpland, 
also sick, till further order; and in regard 

tolbooth thereof, to deliver the haill fore- Janet Fumerton flatly and boldly in face of 
named persons to the said Mr George Scot council, 	denied 	the king 	to 	be lawful 
of Pitlochie, when he shall require them, 
conform to the warrant given him for that 

sovereign, and his authority, the said lords 
ordain her to be processed before the justices 

effect, and to be concurring and assisting to for her life." 
him in putting them aboard; and, if need August 20th, Robert Goodwin is ordered 
be, recommend to general Dalziel to allow to be brought from Dunotter ; and August 
him such a party of his majesty's forces as 2lst,William Jackson,William Cunningham 
ha shall think fit for that effect : and the John Muirhead, Thomas Jackson, Michael 
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Marsball,RobertandDavidCampbells,are de- 
livered to Pitlochie ; and August 25th,Gavin 

aforesaid; 	and 	continue the 	case 1685  
of Andrew Leslie, 	seaman, who 	• 

Lockhart,RobertAdam, and GilbertMonorg, 
are given to him. 	The married women 
sentenced to the plantations, who are with 

came alongst with Argyle, who acknow-
ledges his regret for being in such company, 
casts himself on the king's mercy, and 

child, are ordered to be returned to Edin- offers to take the test till the council be 
burgh prison ; and John Urie, John Hunter, more frequent; and ordain Homer Car- 
Colin Alison, William Hannah, 	Elspeth non, taken with a gun he had gotten 
Corss, Jean M‘Ghie, and Christian Scot, 
banished formerly, are stopped; and Janet 

from the rebels in the hills, and refuses 
the oath of allegiance, to 	be 	processed 

Linton, with Bessie Gordon, are given to before 	the council in order to banish- 
Pitlochie, John Watt, John Smith, and John ment; and appoint Hugh M‘Kinasters, who 
Marshall, likewise are given him. 	Walter has made discoveries of several persons re- 
Ker is banished to the plantations September bels in Galloway, and who were accessory to 
3d, and Thomas Martin, John Reid, Robert the attack of the castle of Stranraer, where- 
Martin, and John Martin, are liberate on of some are taken, to be further examined 
taking the abjuration, and bond of five upon oath by the earl of Balcarras and 
hundred merks to compear when called. Claverhouse ; and allow James Templeton 

October 15th, some others are before.the in Lesmahagow, to consider the oath of 
council, and their act about them follows. allegiance till the next meeting." 
" The lords of his majesty's privy council 
having called for, and examined the several 

November 26th, James Bryce wright, 
and James Russel weaver, are liberate on 

Prisoners 	under-written, 	and 	considered bond of five hundred merks to appear when 
their 	cases, 	do 	remit 	James 	Patrick called; and William Howat, because he 
indweller 	in 	Kilmarnock, 	Alexander refuses the oaths, to be processed in order 
M`Millan 	born in Nithsdale, and Gilbert to banishment. 	That same 	day David 
M`Ilwrick in Commonel, to be tried before 
the justices, for their not owning the king's 

Paterson in Eaglesham, William Somerwel, 
William 	Freugh 	there, James 	Rae in 

authority, and refusing to take the oaths 
of allegiance or abjuration; and in regard 

Udiston, and John Park weaver in Lanark, 
for conventicles, and refusing the oath of 

Archibald M`Bread 	in Logan owns the allegiance, are banished, and delivered to 
king's authority, offers to take the test and Mr Fearn. 
abjuration, and was discovered and brought December 9th, John Anderson in Lanark 
in by his father, as having been in company for, breaking the tolbooth there, and re- 
with the rebels, the lords recommend to fusing to own 	the king's 	authority 	is 
the lords secretaries, to interpose with his banished, and 	given to Mr Fearn; and 
sacred majesty for a remission to him for David Porterfield, David Paterson, James 
his life only, and ordain a letter to be writ 
for that effect; and in the mean time grant 
order for his liberty on caution, under the 
penalty of five hundred merks, to compear 

and William Somerwels, William Freugh, 
James Rae, John Park, John Anderson, 
Thomas Wylie, John Hogg, John Gemble, 
John Hunter, James Patrick, Edmond 

when 	called ; 	as 	also 	ordain 	Patrick Garmarthan, John Arbuckle, and James 
Maxwell 	and John Haddoway in Mack, are banished. 
Douglas, to be liberate upon their taking Thus I have given what accounts I have 
the oaths of allegiance and abjuration, and 
finding of caution, ilk one of them, under 

observed in the council-registers this year, 
which relate to particular persons, and to 

the penalty of five hundred merks, to coin- vast numbers who were banished. 	Several 
pear when called, and in the meantime 
to live regularly and orderly ; 	and in case 
the 	said Patrick 	Maxwell 	cannot find 

other things relative to such as were pro-,  
cessed before the parliament and justiciary, 
and the prosecutions after the earl of Ar- 

caution, allow 	him 	to 	be 	liberate 	on gyle's attempt, will come in under the 
taking the test, and enacting himself as following sections. 
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SECT. V. 
Mr William Veitch an outed preacher, 
and others, where, after they had most 
treasonable and 	seditiously misrepresent. 

Of the procedure of the justiciary court ed his majesty's royal government, espe. 
this year. cially in Scotland, and the administrations! 

1683. I comm now forward to give a detail 
of the proceedings of the justiciary 

his royal highness his majesty's commis. 
sioner, and his judicatories here, thereby 

court this year, and having been so large in to excite one another to the designed co- 
my extracts upon the former years, I may 
omit now many of the forms and circum- 

spiracy and rising intended against him, 
and to serve as a pretext to excuse their 

stances, and shall give the processes before wicked design of joining with the con*. 
them, and the public executions only in rators in England, they did send Mr Robert 
hints, with some things anent the sufferers, 
from other papers, as I go through. 

Martin with a commission unto Scotland, 
and he carried letters, particularly a letter 

The earl of Tarras' process comes on to you the said earl of Tarras, and the sail 
January 5th, this year. 	By the councibre- Mr Robert Martin having arrived here in 
cords, September 16th last year, I find " the Scotland in the month of May 1683, he di! 
earl of Tarras, lately brought in irisoner, 
desires to be examined. 	And December 

address himself to the laird of Torwoodlee, 
and they sent for the lairds of Polwart, 

16th, the advocate is ordered by the coun- Philiphaugh, and you the said earl of Tar- 
cil to process the earl for treason." 	The ras, and before Polwart came, the said k 
process, as bath been noticed upon Jervis- Robert Martin and you, or at least yea 
wood's trial, was upon his own confession, 
and this confession was brought as a proof 

and Philiphaugh, 	did talk of a rising in 
arms, 	upon a suspicion that the country 

against Mr Bailie, and the sentence and party in England should have thought cf 
process is delayed till now, that though he going to arms, and if it were not lit, in 
had confessed and come in the king's mercy, 
yet he might not be under sentence when 

that case to seize upon the officers of state, 
and other officers here, and to surpris 

adduced as a witness. 	This day he appears, 
and his indictment is read, which is as fol- 

Berwick 	and 	his 	majesty's garrison of 
Stirling, and others, and his troops of hone 

lows. 	" Walter earl of Tarras, you are in- and 	dragoons 	in 	this 	kingdom. 	After 
dieted and accused, that where, notwith- which you went to Gallowshiels, and inet1 
standing by the common law of this and all with the lairds of Gallowshiels and Pol. 
other well governed nations, the concealing wart, and after you had tried if the laird 
and not revealing of any treasonable dis- of Gallowshiels would be secret, you did at 
course, does infer the pain and punishment last formally talk of rising in arms, and of 
of treason; nevertheless there being trea- concurring with the late earl of Argyle a 
sonable designs in England for rising in declared traitor, who should land in the 
arms against the king our sovereign, whom west, and of bringing the king, by petitions 
God preserve, and for killing, at least seizing or force, to abandon his royal brother, and 
his sacred person, and the person of his royal of delivering him up to a legal trial, as a 
highness, and for forcing his majesty to such sure remedy for settling all disorders, and 
proposals, as they, the damnable conspire- repairing all grievances, both in England 
tors, 	should make; there was a juncto and here; and as a certain step for seclud• 
likewise of the Scottish nation, called up by ing him from the succession to the imperial 
them, who did meet and assemble them- crown of his majesty's ancient kingdom; 
selves at London in the months of February, and if this was not done in the king's own 
March, April, or May, 1683, at which meet- life-time, the' opportunity would be lost. 
ing were present the lord Melville, Mr Ro- And those overtures were concerted be- 
bert Bailie of Jeryiswood, Sir Hugh Camp- tween your friends at London, and the 
bell of Cesnock, Sir George Campbell his country party, (for. so  you called the con- 
SOD, 	Montgomery of Langshaw, spirators) and then it was positively talked 
Sir John Cochran, Mr Robert Martino  and by one or other of you, that upon the cer• 
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tain news of England's being in the fields, 
those in the southern shires should pre- 

other band, that the pannel was to 
''''
i  ,Q, 

write to him What occurred here. 	' 
sently rise, and to get as many as they Confesseth, Jerviswood said to him, that if 
could who should be able to deal with the king would suffer the parliament of Hug- 
stragglers, 	and 	that 	officers should be 
trysted to command;- that then the earl of 

land to sit and pass the bill of seclusion, 
that that was the only way to secure the 

Argyle was to come from beyond sea, and protestant religion. 	Confesseth, that Jer- 
Sir John Cochran from England to the viswood said to him, that the king might 
west country. 	And there was a sign and a be induced thereto, if the parliament would 
word appointed for those you call honest 
men, to know one another by, and that 

take sharp and brisk measures with him, 
or the like words. 	Confesseth those words 

upon the news you were to have from were spoken to him since the last session 
England, you were to meet upon mid-sum- of parliament, and before Jerviswood and 
mer. 	Which overtures, or one or other of commissary Mont-6 went for London; that 
them, either you yourself made or heard he gave the panne] account by letters that 
and concealed the same, or at least you did things were in great disorder there, and 
talk what was to be done if England should that he hoped there would be effectual 
rise in arms; and chid treat of giving them measures taken to remedy them. 	Confess- 
or the late earl of Argyle, a declared trai- eth, Mr Robert Martin came to Torwood- 
tor, some assistance here. 	And you being lee's house, May 1683, or thereby, and 
present when those, or such like overtures brought a letter to the partners lady un- 
as those, were treated, you did conceal, 
or not reveal the same. 	Wherethrough 

subscribed, and the pannel knew it was 
Jerviswood's hand then at London, and 

you are guilty, at least art and part of the that Mr Martin told the pannel that things 
treasonable crimes abovementioned, which in England were in great disorder, and 
being found by an assize, you ought to be were like to come to a height, and that 
punished with forfeiture of life, lands, and the country party were considering on 
goods, to the terror of others to commit the methods for securing the protestant reli- 
like hereafter." gion, and that the late earl of Argyle was 

The indictment was found relevant by to get ten thousand pounds sterling, where- 
the lords, and remitted to an assize. 	The as our Scots people sought thirty thousand 
advocate for probation adduces the pamiel's pounds which was to be sent over to Hol- 
confession, which likewise I insert. Walter land to provide arms, and the said earl was 
earl of Tarras confesseth, " that about the to land with those arms in the West High- 
time Sir John Cochran and commissary lands of Scotland, and that Jerviswood was 
blonro got their commission for the Caro- to be sent over with the money. 	Confess- 
lina business, from London, Mr Robert eth, Philiphangh and 'he went to Gallow- 
Bailie of Jerviswood desired the pannel to shiels' house, where they met with Pol- 
speak to commissary Monro, to try if he wart and Gallowshiels, that it was talked 
could get him added to that commission, 
and that Jerviswood told the pannef he 
was going to London however upon his 

among them there that if England should 
rise in arms, it were necessary in that case, 
that so many as could be gotten upon the 

own expenses, and that his and their going borders should be in readiness to deal with 
about 	the Carolina business was but a stragglers, and seize on horses, that there- 
pretext and blind; and that the true de- after they should join with 	those that 
sign was to press forward the people of were in arms on the borders of England, 
England, who would do. nothing but talk, 
to go more effectually about the business, 
and do something. 	Confesseth, Jerviswood 

Confesseth, that in the case foresaid, it 
was said, that it was convenient that the 
castle of Stirling, Berwick, and some other 

did settlea correspondence with him whereby strengths should be seized upon, and that 
he was to give an account to the pannel what the king's officers of state should be seized. 
should pass between the country party in It was also spoken of, that some persons 
England,andthe Scotsmen there; and on the should be employed to inquire what arms 

iv - 	• 	' 	 2 F 
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were in that country. 	Confesses, it 19th, Robert Miller mason in llutberglen, 
1685. was 	spoken then, 	that the best 

time for Argyle to land in the west, was 
and Robert Pollock shoemaker in Glasgow, 
so he is designed in the registers, other ao. 

when there was some stir in England or counts bear, he lived in Kilbride parish, are 
Scotland, or words to that purpose. 	Con- indicted for treason, just in the terms above 
fesseth, that every one desired another to in George Jackson's ease, December 8th 
speak to such persons as they could trust, 
by letting a word fall indirectly, upon sup- 

last year. 	The probation is their own ju• 
dicial confession before the council, that 

position in case of the rising in England, 
concerning preparing themselves; and that 

they do not disown the declaration. 	The 
assize bring them in guilty; and the lords 

he was after told by Philiphaugh that there sentence them to be hanged between Leith 
was a word or sign among them, the sign and Edinburgh, upon Wednesday January 
was by loosing a button on the breast, and 23d. 	By other accounts I find, Robert 
that the word was harmony. 	Confesseth, 
that at the house of Gallowshiels, he heard 

Pollock was taken a little before the court 
in October last, and sent into Edinburgh; 

it spoken of, that the king by petitions or that he died at the Gallowlee, in great peace 
force might be brought to abandon his royal and full views of his right to eternal happi- 
brother, and deliver him to a legal trial, or ness. 	Robert Miller died with the former 
to this purpose, as a sure method for set- in much serenity and inward consolation. 
thug all disorders, and removing all griev- 
antes both in England and Scotland, and a 

They were executed early in the morning, 
betwixt eight and nine of the clock. 	This 

certain step for secluding the duke from sue- declaration, as we heard, was a new handle 
ceeding ; that he heard it talked that Sir to hurry a good many country people into 
John Cochran was to come to Scotland eternity, who were not concerned in any 
with the rest of the Scotsmen." rising, but merely for their opinion, and that 

Further, Philiphaugh and Gallowshiels, 
are adduced as witnesses against the earl, 
and their declarations arealready more than 

they could not explicitly renounce the de- 
claration. 	And none of them that suffered 
at Edinburgh, as far as I can observe, were 

once printed. 	The assize, January 6th, 
bring in the earl guilty of the crime of 
treason, and art and part therein, as being 

any way concerned in the framing of it, and ,  
few or none in the publishing it. 	1 meet, 
with no more public executions at Edin- 

upon the contrivance of the conspiracy li- burgh, till Argyle was taken. 	The king's 
belled, and concealing, 	and not revealing death did cast things into a new shape: 
the same, and of accession to the design of but we shall just now meet with shun- 
excluding his royal highness the duke of dance slain in the fields without any process. 
York from succeeding, proven by the pan- I go on to some forfeitures before the 
nel's confession. 	The lords sentence him justiciary court. 	Severals who were cited 
to be executed as a traitor, and his fame, 
name, and memory extinct, &c. in common 

to the parliament, as we heard, ex abundanti, 
are cited before the criminal court, and for- 

form, as above. feited. 	I can give no reason for it, but in 
Upon the 4th of February, I find a let- order to a present intromission with their 

ter comes to the council acquainting them lands and rents, which both put money in 
that the king grants a remission to Walter the pocket of some people, and very much 
earl of Tarras, now condemned to die, as to straitened the gentlemen. 
his life only ; and orders him to be liberate January 26th, the process begins against 
upon his giving of good security to the coun- Polwart, Torwoodlee, and Salton. 	The 
eil to compear when called. 	And March council, November 13th, last year, order 
10th, the earl is allowed by the council to the advocate to pursue Sir Patrick Hume 
go to the country for his health, upon his 
bond to' compear when• called. 

of Polwart for treason, and November 15th, 
he bath the same orders as to Torwoodlee. 

The criminal court go on to execute some Why they were both delayed till this time 
ponr country people, for not disowning the I know not; they were happily out of the 
late declaration of the societies. 	January way, and the process went on in their air 
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sence. 'The above day, " Sir Patrick Hume thought might benefit and improve 
of Polwart, George Pringle of Torwoodlee, 
and 	Fletcher of Salton, being cited 

his country, 	his 	bold 	and brisk 1685* 
appearances against what he reckoned en- 

and called to appear, and underly the law croachments upon the privileges of the 
for treason, in contriving the death of his 
majesty, and the duke his brother, over- 

subject, as well as his sobriety, temperance, 
and good management. 

turning the government, converse with re- The laird of Torwoodlee was likewise a 
bels, and concealing of treason, and not gentleman of a fine spirit, and singularly 
compearing, 	are 	denounced 	rebels, and religious. 	I think it will be acceptable to 
put 	to the horn, and 	all 	their 	lands, 
heritages, goods and gear forfeited to his 
majesty's use." 	January 28th, the coun- 

the reader, to have here an attested account, 
writ with much distinctness and integrity, 
I have 	lately received of the sufferings 

cil pass an act, which lets us into one rea- 
son why those good patriots were thus pro- 
cessed before the parliament met. 	" The 

of that excellent family of Torwoodlee, 
which the worthy gentleman Mr Pringle, 
his son and heir, is ready to vouch in every 

lords of his majesty's privy council give or- article ; and indeed he wanted not his own 
ders to secure the goods and rents of the share in the sufferings of this time, though 
lairds of Salton, Polwart, Torwoodlee, and then but a youth : and I shall give the 
other declared fugitives before the justices, 
to be made forthcoming for his majesty's 

whole narrative 	together in 	this place, 
where it comes in natively, though some 

use." branches of it relate to the former period, 
We have already heard of Sir Patrick and others to the kucceeding years, and 

Hume of Polwart upon the second book, 
and his noble appearances for the liberty of 

I persuade myself the reader will not weary 
of it. 

his country, under the oppression of the "George Pringle of Torwoodlee, in the 
duke of Lauderdale and his party; and the shire of Forrest, represented a family that 
same spirit of liberty, as well as his concern had the honour and happiness to be among 
for the protestant religion, moved him to the first who publicly owned and stood up 
appear against a popish successor, which for our holy reformation from popery in 
we see from the mouths of the managers, 
was all that was in the pretended plot and 

that • country; 	and through the several 
descents of it since, they have adhered to 

conspiracy, about which they make such a the same reformation rights, under all the 
noise now : and this same person had the attacks from the bloody designs of papists; 
honour to appear once and again afterwards, 
when earl of Marchmont, for the securing 

or the violent encroachments of the epis-
copal clergy and their abettors. • This gen- 

our holy religion and civil liberties from a 
popish pretender, by lengthening out the 

tleman in particular lam now accounting for, 
served the king in most of all the actions 

entail, fixing it upon the august, and now he had against the usurper in Scotland; 
royal family of Hanover, and securing a yet this did not save him from the violence 
protestant successor to this nation, which of that torrent, which carried almost all 
the historians of that period cannot fail to honest men and things before it after the 
observe to his lordship's glory. restoration. 	And though he had some of 

Mr Fletcher of Salton is likewise well considerable figure in that ministry, his 
known to the world, as one who endeav- friends, he was involved in the fine-act, and 
oured to make a stand against every thing obliged to pay a considerable fine to tin} 
he reckoned against liberty and property, 
and his appearances in our Scots parlia- 

public, for his alleged compliance with .the 
usurper, in acting as a justice of peace, a 

ments since the revolution, are generally 
known. 	He is lately deceased, and was one 

crime so universal, one would have thought, 
that in such a crowd of delinquents he 

of the brightest of our gentry, remarkable might have passed unobserved ; but he had 
for his fine taste in all manner of polite behaved himself with too much vigour in 
learning, and his curious library, his in- restraining all manner of enormities, not 
defatigable diligence in every 	thing 	he to be taken notice of by a 	court. and 
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ministry that were upon the plot to from the council, with whom joined some 
1665. unhinge the nations of all their princi- other unnatural country gentlemen, mho 

ples, religious, or moral, that so they might Riddel of Hayning,. Ker, Graden, Pringle 
free themselves of every thing that might of Blindlee, all whose names are now sunk. 
be. a dead weight upon the measures for our Summer 1681. 	Meldrum and Hayniag 
slavery, then laid down. 	This, with his re- having fined Mr Pringle for church-irregu- 
fusing the ensnaring oaths of allegiance and larities, exacted five thousand merks Scots 
supremacy then imposed, were the true from him, with a promise of security against 
ground of his sufferings about the year any further prosecution, or if he were, that 
1662. 	Mr Pringle from the year 1662 to that sum should be allowed in the first pay- 
1681 lived in a close retirement from all ment. 	The receipt is yet in his son's 
public business. 	Though he did not con- hands. 	But within some weeks they being 
form to prelacy, yet he had no share in sharply reproved by the managers of our 
those struggles for religion and liberty at ruin, he was again cited before them, and 
Pentland and Bothwell. 	His house was a fined in two thousand pounds sterling. 
sanctuary for all the distressed that came to " But the pretended plot being trumped 
him, and these were neither few, nor of the up, whereby Russel, Essex, colonel Sidney 
meanest quality; but as the measures for and others were executed in England, and 
our slavery quickened, so did the troubles 
of honest men. 

Jerviswood, that worthy patriot in Scotland, 
Mr Pringle was sought for as concerned in 

0  The estaGlishment of the succession to it. 	At that time were taken up the earl of 
the crown upon James then duke 	of Torras, 	Philiphaugh, 	and 	Gallowshiels; 
York, gave a clear view to all thinking Sir Patrick Hume of Polwart and Tor- 
people, what was to be the fate of our re- woodlee escaped, the last by Meldrum's 
ligion and liberty. 	The oath called the friendship, who since he could not make 
test, was to be the shibboleth .of that time. good to him the money he had got from 
The known trial of the earl Of Argyle him, did generously send him advertise• 
needs not be here repeated; but the es- ment, that he was to send a party that 
cape of that great and good patriot opened night to apprehend him. 	He continued 
a .new scene of trouble to Mr 	Pringle. lurking till he got over to Holland, that 
My lord came 	to his house, or near happy receptacle for the distressed of all 
by it the night of his escape; his just nations. 	But to heighten his family's suf- 
haste to be out of the way bad given him 
no time to provide either horses or money 
sufficient for what was fit for him to do. 

ferings, about eight days after the former, 
there came a second party to his house, 
where they seized his son, who had been 

Mr Pringle served him in both, and fur- abroad at the first search, a youth then of 
nished him with a trusty servant that knew sixteen years, and carried him to Edin- 
the roads, who carried him into England, 
but both horses and rider were known be- 

burgh, where he was shut up in prison, for 
more than three months, without the least 

fore he got out of the country. 	From that crime laid to his charge. 	But the prison 
time he behoved to be upon his guard. And came to be so crowded before that time 
one. of these horses that carried.off the earl elapsed, that he was admitted to the oxen- 
was put in a neighbour's hand to compli- 
latent the duke of Queensberry, which was 

bitant bail of five thousand pounds sterling, 
though still confined to the liberties of 

accordingly done? yet there was no safety Edinburgh, and in two months more was 
for Torwoodlee at his. own houie, which 
obliged him to seek his lodgings in several 
retirements, which,  were kept so close, by 

ordered to attend 	the secret committee, 
that court of inquisition of 	those times, 
where, by the duke of Queensberry lord 

goodness to,him, and the faithfulness ,God's high treasurer, he was threatened with 
of those about him, that he could not he 
found out. ,1- ,in. this time • it was when the 

having every bone of his body broken, 
every joint disjointed, his flesh ript up, and 

southern shires were ravaged by the laird boiling oil and lead poured into him, if he 
of Meldrnm's oppression, commissioned did not acquaint them who informed his 
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father of the party's coming (a barbarous 
office fur a son to turn witness against his 

sufferings ; ' for his 	brother-in-law, 
'Taping, stretched his 	exorbitant 1685. 

father!) and the executioner was accord- power as far as it would go, till he left Mr Prin- 
ingly brought. 	But upon second thoughts gle nothing he could be master of. 	His very 
his punishment was turned to three or four daughter that was married to Mr Pringle of 
weeks' close imprisonment in the castle of Green-know, did-  not escape the inveterate 
Edinburgh, where none were 'admitted to malice of those oppressive times; for though 
see him, or speak with him, except his her husband was severely fined, of which his 
keepers, or what was worse, the chaplain sons have now the receipts, yet she also 
of the garrison, and so he was admitted a was forced to attend the several circuits of 
second 	time to a five thousand pounds those arbitrary judges. 	Whatever inward 
sterling bail. supports Mr Pringle might have during his 

It was fit now king Charles should die, 
and his brother succeeds; upon which fol- 

difficulties, I shall not pretend to tell the 
world; but I cannot forbear to mention the 

lows Queensberry's parliament, where the heroic spirit of his lady, who, in most of all 
finishing stroke was given to the nation's the parts of his trials, gave him an account 
liberty, and the king's dispensing power of their approach; and this not to affright 
established by law, and these bloody and or deter him from suffering for his country's 
detestable statutes enacted, that are, to the interest, but to arm and prepare him for 
indelible infamy of the projectors, a scandal what he was to undergo. 	She bore all her 
to the protestant name, a terror to that difficulties with an unexampled serenity 
age, 	and a warning, 	it is hoped, to all and evenness of temper; one evidence of 
posterity, of the native tendency of absolute which was, when the harpies of that time 
power, and indefeasible right. 	All that 
were processed before them were for- 

came and seized her estate, set her lands, 
and rummaged her house, her only son lay 

feited, among whom was Torwoodlee, who, 
among the rest of the malheurs of his for- 

upon her hand, despaired of by the physi-
cians, and her husband in hazard of a pub- 

feiture, had the misfortune to be betrayed lie death, for his firm adherence to the good 
by his friend at London; for when all, in old cause, she showed such contentment and 
the unhappy circumstances of his excellent acquiescence under all those complicated 
lady, had secured their liferents according disasters, as is rarely to be found; and in 
to their contracts, Mrs Pringle was denied her darkest night, rejoiced in the faith and 
hers, which obliged that afflicted family to hope of those days she lived to see after • 
transact with their oppressors, at the rate the revolution. 	She was a daughter of 
of ten thousand merks, more than they 
otherwise would have given for that oppres- 

Brodie of Lethin, in the north of Scotland, 
a name very well known for a stanch at- 

sive composition. 	Meanwhile Torwoodlee tachment to their country's interest. 	She 
made another escape to Holland, after the and Mr Pringle were happy together in 
miscarriage of the earl of Argyle's design to their mutual love. 
save his nation, a design that was reserved, 
it seems, for the glorious achievement of 
the great king William. 	In magnis voluisse 

After the storm had blown over, he died 
July 1689, among the midst of his friends, 
regretted even by his enemies. 	His lady 

sat est. 	At that time his son was searched outlived him a year and some montus, and 
for by a party a second time, notwithstand- left the world without pain or sickness; 
ing of the 5000 pounds sterling bail; but 
he offered himself to the government, and 

both of them rare examples of conjugal love, 
Christian patience, and an unshaken steadi- 

was confined for three months more to the ness to a good interest, 	He was of a mas- 
castle of Blackness, where he was barbar- culine presence and eloquence, his natural 
ously used by the governor, Livingstone of temper facetious, but still he was a check 
Bedlormie. 	And as if the melancholy lot to all exorbitancies. 	He served his coun- 
of suffering 	had 	been 	confined 	to Mr try in the convention of estates, -called by 
Pringle's family; his brother, Mr Alexander the instrument of our deliverance, William 
Pringle in Cadeulie, was involved in his prince of Orange; and, with his colleague 
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Sir William ScotofHarden younger, quently subject to a bleeding and great 
II"' voted the offer of the crown to him pains, and that his confinement to Ed lo. 

and his incomparable princess, April 1689. burgh, especially in the summer time, will 
This gentleman, besides his personal hard- much endanger his health, his mother being 
ships, had suffered Considerably in his estate old and infirm, and not able to wait upon 
under our general oppression; for, because him in Edinburgh : likens, the petitions 
they could not reach his life and fortune shall always deport himself as a peaceable 
they found means to affect his estate, for and loyal subject ; and therefore humbly 
his mother's not keeping of the church, to supplicating his grace his majesty's high 
the value of three or four thousand pounds commissioner, and the council, to consider 
sterling. 	She was a daughter of the house the petitioner's case, and his innocency ar 
of Kilmarnock. 	I cannot go into the de- to any crimes, and therefore to discharge 
tail of every private sufferer; but consider- his confinement., and to allow him to go 
ing the smallness of that shire of Forrest, 
there is none in the country, I think, went 

home to his mother's house, for recovering 
of his health. 	The lord commissiouer, and 

beyond them in all manner of trials." the lords of the secret committee, allow 
When I have written over this clear the abovenamed James Pringle of Ter. 

and affecting account, as the reader and I woodlee younger, to go to the country, and 
am in the debt of that gentleman who sent to pass and repass, on his giving bond with' 
it me, so I cannot but regret the want of caution as formerly, to compeer when call. 
such distinct narratives from other parts 
of the country, of many excellent gentle- 

ed by the council and secret committee.",  
I meet with no more forfeitures before' 

men and others. 	Such as have come to the justices till March 17th, when " Si: 
my hands are carefully inserted, and from James Dalrymple of Stair, 	Mont• 
them and what is extracted from the gomery of Langshaw, Mr Robert Mar* 
public records, the reader will be in case late 	clerk to the justiciary, Mr Gilbert 
to frame a tolerable notion of this black Elliot sometime writer in Edinburgh, A 
period. Robert Fergusson sometime chaplain to the 

To give all 1 meet with together as to 
this worthy family, 	April 	21st, 	James 

earl of Shaftsbury, being oft-times called, 
did not compear, though cited according to 

Pringle younger of Torwoodlee gives in law, for their being accessary to the late 
the following petition,  to the council, upon horrid plot against the life of his majesty 
which they pass the following act. "Anent and his late brother Charles IL their sot. 
the petition presented by James Pringle ereign, 	being accessary to the rebellion 
younger of Torwoodlee, showing, that the 1679, reset and converse with rebels, and 
petitioner being imprisoned in November doing favours to them, are decerned out. 
last, by an 'order from the lords of the se- laws and fugitives, put to the horn, and 
cret committee, and being thereafter exam- their moveable goods and gear to be escheat, 
Med, and having given full satisfaction to and brought in for his majesty's use. 	The 
the council, as to any questions proposed advocate declares he is satisfied no act be 
to him, he was thereafter set at liberty, 
upon his finding sufficient caution, that he 

extracted against them, till May 16th nest, 
when at his instance they are cited to ap• 

should confine himself to the town of pear 	before the parliament." 	We base 
Edinburgh and liberties thereof, and should noticed the 	reason 	why, though under 
not depart from thence without' liberty citation, they are processed now. 	How 
from the council or the,' secret committee, 
and that be should appear before either of 

far this procedure agrees with forms of 
law, I must leave to others; with righteous 

them when he should . be called for: in ness and equity it does not, I am persuad 
obedience to which order and act of can- ed; and the advocate. is so far convince 
tion, he bath constantlystaid'in Edinburgh, 
and. ..bath never gone without the ports 

of this, that he is content extracts b 
stopped till afterwards. , One may the 

since he was liberate; and seeing the peti- inquire why is the act made, if the oxen 
.tioner is 'become very tender, and is fre- tion of it be stopped ? 	I shall give all 
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meet with in the justiciary registers, with 
respect to these persons together. 

other rebels, for taking away the 'i a.5' 
king's life, and that of his 	late  

May 5th, the persons formerly cited to brother Charles II, his sovereign, for in- 
the parliament, whom I need scarce re- vading the kingdom. 	And the said Sir 
same, " Ochiltree, Polwart, lord Melville, William Denholm of West-shiels, James 
Langshaw, 	Mr Fergusson, Mr Martin, Stuart, and Gilbert Elliot, went over to 
Kirkton, 	Cultness, 	West-shiels, 	Salton, 
earl of Loudon, Torwoodlee, Bassenden, 
and Mr Stuart indicted before the parlia- 

Holland, and negotiated, consulted, and con-
trived the said rebellion and invasion, and 
did treasonably and daily converse with the 

ment for treason; yet that they may have 
personam standi, the lords allow relaxation' 

late earl of Argyle and Mr William Veitch, 
another declared forfeited rebel. 	And an 

to them, that they may propound their act of parliament remitting them to the 
defences before the parliament, May 15th." justiciary, was read, dated Edinburgh, June 
But though the lords relax the law that 16th, 1685. 	Our sovereign lord, with con- 
they may come further under the lash of it, 
yet the estates of those who were put to 

sent 	of the estates of parliament, does 
hereby remit to 	the 	commissioners of 

the horn, and their moveables, were not justiciary the process of treason intented 
restored, and indeed rendered useless to against the heirs of the deceased James 
them. 	I meet not with them again till earl of Loudon, Sir James Dalrymple of 
after the act of parliament is passed, and Stair, James Stuart son to Sir James Stuart 
that court risen, and then such as the late provost of Edinburgh, Colin Campbell 
parliament had remitted to the justiciary of Ardkinglas, Sir William Denholm of 
are 	processed. 	July 	16th, " Aneut the West-shiels, John Weir of Newton, John 
criminal action intented and pursued before Hay of Park, Sir William Scot younger of 
the estates of parliament, and now insisted Harden, Andrew Fletcher of Salton, Hume 
upon before the justiciary against West- of Bassenden, Mr Gilbert Elliot, Walter 
shiels, Mr James Stuart and Mr Gilbert Lockhart of Kirkton, to be discussed by 
Elliot, 	advocates. 	Their 	indictment 	is them upon summons pursued before the 
read. 	West-shiels is 	indicted, 	that 	he parliament, which is hereby declared to be 
hounded out persons to the rebellion 1679, 
and reset and harboured on his ground 

as valid as the persons had been summoned 
at the first instance before the justices;. 

persons who had been there, corresponded and hereby empowers the lords to proceed 
with Bedlane a forfeited traitor, and sent against them, and forfeit them for the con- 
money and supply to him, particularly paid spiracy, and art and part therein, concealing 
to Robert Blackwood merchant in Edin- and not revealing the same, and 	other 
burgh his wife, ten pounds sterling upon crimes, notwithstanding they be absent." 
the said traitor his bill and order. 	James The lords find the indictment relevant, and 
Stuart, that by writing and speaking he 
had stirred up his majesty's subjects to 

remit it to an assize. 	The witnesses are, 
John Cochran, sometime SirJohn Cochran 

sedition (as before in his former indictment of Ochiltree, depones, that James Stuart 
narrated); that in the year 1683, he was was at a meeting in Holland with the late 
in a most damnable plot and conspiracy, 
entered into by the late earls of Shaftsbury, 

earl of Argyle in April last; 	that 	Sir 
William Denholm of West-shiels conversed 

Essex, and Argyle, lords Russel and Gray, 
major Holms, colonel Richard Rumbold, 

with the late earl of Argyle, came over 
with him, and was in the rebellion, and the 

Sir Hugh Campbell of Cesnock and his same as to Mr Gilbert Elliot. John Cochran 
son, Sir John Cochran of Ochiltree, David. of Waterside depones ut supra, and that 
Montgomery sometime of Langshaw, Sir Mr Gilbert Elliot was clerk to the meeting 
Thomas Stuart sometime of Cultness, Sir of the rebels. 	Mr William Blackadder 
Patrick Hume sometime of Pol wart, George doctor of medicine, depones, he saw all 
Pringle 	sometime 	of Torwoodlee, 	Mr the three in a room with the earl of Argyle, 
Robert Martin, Mr Robert Fergusson and that West-shiels and Mr Elliot came over 
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with him. 	David Stuart younger of since lord Minto, is lately'dead, and filled 
1685' Coltriess depones, they were several one room in the bench of justiciary, where 

times in a room With the late earl of Ar- this unjust sentence was given forth against 
gyle in winter last. 	Mr Thomas Archer him, as well as a place, in the college of 
depones, he saw Mr Stuart with the earl justice, he so well deserved by his unshaken 
of Argyle at Utrecht two years ago, that probity, integrity, and boldness against all 
West-spiels and Mr Elliot came over with unrighteousness and vice.$ 	Sir William 
him. 	The assize bring them in guilty, and Denholm of West-spiels was a religious g6n. 
the lords sentence them to be executed to tleman, of excellent abilities, of a plentiful 
death when apprehended, &c. and forfeit fortune, and got to heaven some years ago 
them. 	There is no more in the registers *after all his troubles § 	I find by the coun- 
about the rest remitted by the parliament oil-registers September 1 Ith, that they or- 
this year. 	I need . not einsist 'upon these damn the justiciary to examine witnesses as 
worthy gentlemen now forfeited by the jus- to the escape of this gentleman. 	The laird 
ticiary. 	Sir James Dalrymple of Stair is of Langshaw was a gentleman of an old 
well known to the world, by his learned family in Ayrshire, 	of an excellent and 
works and shining piety.* 	I have said peaceable disposition, who sustained very 
somewhat before of , Mr Stuart, for many great losses for his hearty appearances fog 
years king's advocate since the revolution, 
a person every way eminent for religion, 
learning, and law, and far above any char. 
atter in my power to give.' 	Mr Elliot, 

• 

his country, and the king's interest when at 
the lowest, and lurked a good while in 
Ireland, and after the revolution came home, 
and died in peace among his friends.(] 

* Sir James Dalrymple, 'the seventh baron took in behalf of the earl of Argyle exposed him 
and first viscount of Stair, was born 1609, edu- to fresh troubles. 	Ile was one of the eight or 
eated at the college of Glasgow, and died 1695. nine advocates who, in 1651, gave a formal and 
His principal works are, the Institutions of the legal opinion in favour of that nobleman, and 
Law of Scotland, and 13eeisions of the Court of whose interference gave so much offence to the 
Session. 	Duringideexilehe pal:belied at Lyons ruling party. 	And as he could not plead in 
a curious Latin work entitled, Physiologia Nova public, not having taken the oaths, he secretly 
Experimentalis. 	Of his " Apology for himself,'' drew up the state of the earl's ease, which was 
published at Edin. in 1690, an uni,gue copy is 
extant in the Advocates' liltrary.—Ew. 

sent to London for the consideiation of govern.,  
moot. This having been discovered, be was dill. 

t We extract die following condensed account gently sought tor: but, after lurking a while-in 
of this distinguished man front the Et:fin-burgh this country, he made good his retreat into Hi+. 
Christian instructor, for Oct. 1813; where the land. 	Two years after, a process of forfeiture 
reader may find some interesting extracts from was raised before the court of justiciary, against 
his MS. notes on the Bible still extant. 	4,  He him and many others, and he was soon put to 
was the son of Sir James Stuart, provost of the horn and forfeited. 	When toleration was 
Edinburgh, and was born in August, 1635. fle• established he returned home,and was promot,. 
studied law, in which his attainments were ed to the place of king's advocate—an office 
great. 	Remarkable for his zeal in l•eligiott, and 
his attachment to presbyterial: principles, he soon 

which he filled, during a considerable period, 
with distinguished ability. 	He died in 1713.^ 

became obnoxious to government, and expe, 
rienced a share of that persecution with which 

It may not be generally known that the cele.. 
brated work entitled, .Araphiliali, was the joint 

they endeavoured to bear down all their oppo- production of Sir James Stewart, and oi• the 
nests. 	It was alleged that lie had a fiend in Rev. Mr James Stirling, minister of Paisley. 
writing the well known paper, entitled, ' An —Ed. 
account of Scotland's grievances, by reason of $ The most curious information regarding this 
the Duke of Lauderdale's ministry, humbly ten- gentleman will be found in the memoirs of his 
dewed to his sacred Majesty.' In consequence of friend Mr William Veitch, as edited by Dr 
this, and on account of his general hostility to a M'Crie. —Ed. 
despotical court, orders were issued, (Feb. 1675,) § Sir W. Denholm was restored after the re- 
for apprehending him, and putting him into volution, and sat frequently in parliament as 
close confinement. 	Through the kindness of member for Lanarkshire. 	See act Parl. Scot. 
his friends, however, and thegood providence of vol. x. & xi. passim. 	M'Crie's life of Bryson, 
God, he escaped from the exeeutionof this ar-a p. 259.—Ed. 
bitrary warrant, and lived several years in re- • 11 David Montgomery of Lainshaw was the 
tirement, applying himself closely to religious name of this respectable gentleman. 	His lands 
and professionaltstudies. 	In-1679, 'upon infor- were gifted to general Drummond who became 
mation .3f his peaceable behaviour}' the king's ernewards lord Strathallan. 	It appears that 
letter, ordering him to be seized and imprison- Strathalian, 	(under 	what ; impulse 	is not 
ed, was recalled, and he was again repotted to known) resigned his rights to these lands; and 
the royal protection. 	The active part which he a charter proceeding on that resignation and on 
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• But I return again.. to the registers. March a public spirit, and of sh in ing an d solid 

'6th, Mr Alexander Shiels is before the jus- piety, 	By many original letters of 1685 • 
ticiary. 	When I Was about to give the his in my hands, I find him opposing the 
detail of this reverend person's sufferings, 
from his own original papers in my hands, 

heights which some of the society people 
ran to; and whatever lengths he went in 

'I am prevented by a printed narrative, pub- the troubled and oppressed state of the 
fished from a copy of what he left as a narra- church, when rules can scarce be kept, yet, 

' tive;without any design that in that dress as soon as a door was opened. for giving a 
itsbould be published. 	I have not had time testimony against what he took to be wrong 
to compare this with the original, but I 
suppose there are no great differences, and 

in the disturbed state things had been in, 
he came in, and brought multitudes with 

therefore I shall only set down what I meet him to join in publio ordinances. 	At and 
with about him in the records, after the revolution he was of singular use 
' 	By the 'eotnicil-registers I find general,  in the army, and valued by that great judge 
DalSiel ordered to send a party to Leith, to of men king William. 	After-he had served 
.bring. up Aleiander Shiels and John Frazer, 
masters of arts, Andrew Crawford, Charles, 

God there he Caine home, and was settled 
at St Andrews, and was a successful, serious, 

Gray, William Cunningham, William Oil-' and solid preacher, and. useful minister in 
pliant, John Martin, and John Foreman, 
sent down prisoners from London ; and 

this church, tilt being moved with love to 
souls, and somewhat of the old apostolic 

March ,6th, Mr Alexander Shiels being ex- spirit, he Was pitched upon and prevailed 
amined. before the lords of justiciary, " aid with to go 'over with his countrymen to our 
abhor, renounce, and disown in the presence 
of the almighty God, the late pretended 

national settlement at Darien in America, 
where, by letters under his hand giving a 

declaration, of war, in so far as it declares most particular account of matters there, I 
war against his majesty, .ttnqc  asserts it law- 
fat to kill such as serve his majesty in 

find his spirit was sunk with the divisions, 
impiety, and unrighteonsness of too many 

church or state, army or country; and of that handful, and perfectly crushed„;vith 
August 6th, . Mr Alexander Shiels having the fatal' disappointment of that undertaking, 
Signed the abjuration, ,owned the king's which, he shows plainly, had it been faith- 
authority, but not upon 'oath, is remitted fully and well managed, would have been of 
hack to the council." 	And by their regis. unspeakable advantage to this nation, as 
ters I find, August 7th, he is Sent under a well as to the holy Christian religion. 	He 
guard to the Bass. 	This is all' I have ob-' died in Jamaica of a short sickness, after 
served about him in the records. 	I can they had left Caledonia.* 	After his death 
only further refer the reader to the printed this church was brought under new debt to 
account, now in the hands of every body, 
where the circumstances and qualifications 

him, by the publishing of his essay upon' 
church communion, which I wish were 

of his doing what is recorded in the regis- more read and considered by such who 
ters, mill be found. withdraw from this national church. 

Mr Shiels was a minister of extraordinary Upon the 30th of March, the lords have 
talents and usefulness, he was well seen in before them a process of treason against• 
most branches of valuable learning, of a most Thomas Kennedy of Grange, John Kennedy 

-quick and piercing wit, and full of zeal, and of Glenn-re, and Gilbert M`Michan.  of Kil- 
saint-ninians ; all the three are indicted of 1 

a disposition' from David, is granted by lord marching with Mr John Welsh, Mr John Montgomery,  to James son and heir of David, 
dated 6th Oct. 1658. 	In 1690 the forfeiture is 
rescinded in parliament, and David PvIontgom- 
cry restored to all his civil rights. 	His son who 
succeeded him assumed the title of lord Lyle, it,nd 
bore it till his death is representative of that no- 
bit family. 	Tim old family of Leinshaw is 
now represented by Sir James Montgomery 

Black, and some hundreds of rebels to Ayr, 
and from thence to Bothwell-bridge. 	The  
advocate insists only at this time against 
Grange, who is absent. 	One witness de- 

Cunningham of Kirktenholme, Corsehill, &e. • See a scarce but curious work, entitled the 
See Robertson'i Ayrshire families, vol. LII. History of the Darien Expedition, and M'Crie's 
possint.-rEd• 	, -, 

iv. 	 ' 
Life of Veitch.—Ed. 

2 c 
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1685. pones, he saw hint with the rebels 

when the heads were taken down 
July 30th, 	the advocate is ordered to 

process before the justiciary, Thomas Stod- 
at Ayr. 	Other three swear, that they 
knew not Grange, but they saw. one whom 

hart, James 	Wilkison, Matthew Bryce, 
Archibald Campbell, Edward Stit, David 

others called so, at Irvine, when Mr Black 
proclaimed 	the 	traitorous 	proclamation 

Low, Gavin Russel, William Cunningham, 
John Muirhead, William Jackson, and Mr 

drawn 'at 	Hamilton. 	The assize bring 
him in guilty. 	April 1st, the lords sentence 

Alexander 	Shiels, for treason, rebellion, 
and not owning his majesty's authority, as 

Kennedy - of Grange to be executed to also the heirs of the late duke of Mon- 
. death, and demeaned, &c. when apprehend- mouth, 	Fletcher 	of Salton, 	and 	Claud 

ed, :and, forfeit him; and that same day Alexander of Newton. 	August 6th, Tho- 
Glenure is pursued likewise, for his acces- mas Stodhart, James Wilkison, and Mat- 
sion to Bothwell. 	In his defence he pro- thew Bryce, are found guilty of treason 
pounds, that he was before the justiciary by an assize, because they refuse the abju- 
of Ayr, and assoilied by them upon his ration; and the lords sentence them to be 
taking the test. 	The advocate alleges, that hanged. at the Grass-market, Wednesday 
he was indicted there only for church ir- August 12th. 	Thus after the soldiers are 
regularities, and oppones the king's letter almost weary of killing in the fields, for 
empowering the justices only to meddle alleged refusing of this oath, the justiciary 
with these. 	The lords assoilie the pannel of new condemn some more upon this 
as res hactenus judicata. 	What becomes score. 	By other papers I find they were 
of M'Michan I know not. executed as above. 	I have no further of 
, 	May 6th, .the justices go on to forfeit Thomas Stodhart, but what is in his testi- 
some more, for being concerned in Both- 
well, in absence, and one 'of them some 

mony published in the Cloud of Witnesses, 
where he says, he first received a sentence 

time ago dead. 	"John M'Ghie of Larg in of banishment, and afterward, without the 
Galloway, deceased, by an . assize is found least provocation given by him, he was 
guilty of being in arms in company with called to abide an assize, and condemned 
the rebels, at the standing stones in Tore- to die, because he owned the authority only 
house, and in the town of Wigton. 	When in as far as agreeable to the word of God ; 
about 	threescore men came in there to and because he would not expressly dis- 
search for arms, June 1679, John Russel own and judge as to the apologetical decla- 
of Catcraig, and John Russel of Ames in ration. 	His paper is very plain and natu- 
Dumbartonshire, are found guilty by the ral for a common country man, and is as 
assize, of being in arms with the rebels at modest as many insert in that collection. 
Bothwell. 	The two last are sentenced to Matthew Bryce lived in the parish of Car- 
be executed to death, &c. when apprehend- munnock, and James Wilkison suffered with 
ed, and all the three forfeited, their blood him and the former, not July 27th, as the 
tainted, &c. in common form." Cloud of Witnesses have it, for they were 

By the council-registers I find James only tried August 6th, but the day named, 
Napier, Allan Atkin, John Peirson, sen- for any thing I know. 	These two were 
tenced to die by colonel Douglas and the mostly urged with the oath of allegiance 
commissioners at Cumnock, are reprieved, 
and recommended to the secretaries for a 

and supremacy, and being asked if they 
owned 	authority; 	they answered, they 

remission. 	June 	12th, 	their 	remission cheerfully owned all authority according 
comes • for the crimes of concealing the 
rebelk who lately went through the shire 

to the word of God. 	Upon this restriction, 
and refusing the abjuration, they were con- 

of Ayr. derailed. 
The trials of such as were processed Since writing what is above, I am usu• 

after- the invasion made by the earl of ed by an unquestionable hand, that this 
Argyle, Richard Rumhold, the earl him- 
self, Cultness, Mr Thomas Archer, and 

month Gavin Russel, with three others, 
were executed at the Grass-market; and 

several of the earl's relations, I shall leave. that their carriage and speeches were much 
to a section by themselves, of the 	same 	strain 	whir. Mr Thomas 
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Archer's, afterward to be insert. 	We see 
one of this name is ordered to be prosecuted, 

taken to the Grass-market on Friday, 1685 
December 4th, betwixt two and four 	• 

but I have not observed him in the justici- in the afternoon, and there to be hanged 
ary-registers, though in such a heap as is till dead." 	December 4th, I find the coun- 
there, I may have overlooked him, and it is 
probable he was executed with these I have 

cil write unto the secretaries for a remission, 
in favours of Cornley, providing he take the 

been giving some account of. test, allegiance, and abjuration. 	The man. 
That same day they were executed, the alters had his estate im their hands very 

lords, as it were, ashamed of cutting off so much since Pentland, and, I believe, he did 
many, precisely upon their refusing such an 
oath, and against whom they had no mat- 

not run to any heights in his principles, 
which could be a pretext for taking his life. 

ters of fact, have before them " William But Edward Marshall of Keymuir, suffered 
Cunningham, John Muirhead, and William with John Nisbet of Hardhill. 	He lived in 
Jackson, who having refused the oath of the parish of Morrenside, and I have no 
abjuration, and declared themselves willing further accounts of him but what are in his 
to be banished," the advocate deserts the speech printed in the Cloud of Witnesses. 
diet., and the criminal process is dropped, 
upon their signing an act of banishment, 
never to return to Scotland without license, 
under penalty of a thousand merks. 

Therein he leaves his testimony against all 
who had gone contrary to the covenanted 
work of reformation, and acknowledges he 
was at Bothwell, and that he could never 

August 18th, Thomas Russel and John acknowledge it to be rebellion. 	He further 
Henderson apprehended in Fife, as being signifies, that in his examination, probably 
murderers of the archbishop of St Andrews, 
when examined, deny the fact, but will not 

before the council, he was interrogate, if he 
owned the authority of king James VII. 

acknowledge it to be murder; and are ap- answered, 'That he owned him as far as he 
pointed to be kept close prisoners. 	August owned God his cause, and people.' 	On 
20th, Russel is banished, and John Hender- which some present said, 'That was not to 
son is ordered to be tried before the justices; own the king at all;' which, whether in jest 
but, October 17th, I find they make their or in earnest, had truth in it. 
escape from prison. October 8th, the council order the advo- 

September 19th, John Welsh of Cornley cate to process the heirs of John Martin in 
forfeited, is committed to the tolbooth of Ayr, and John Fergusson sometime in 
Edinburgh close prisoner; and November Enterkin-mains, for their being at Bothwell, 
19th, Edward Marshall forfeited for being at and to take precognition in terms of his' 
the rebellion 1679, now prisoner in Falkirk, 
is appointed by the council to be brought in 

majesty's letter. 	Nothing offers this year 
about them in the justiciary books. 

to Edinburgh; and, November 26th, they I come to end this section with the pro- 
recommend it to the justices to meet, and cess against John Nisbet of Hardhill, in the 
appoint the time and manner of John Welsh parish of Loudon. 	He had been a person 
of Cornley his execution ; and in regard very active for religion, and the preaching 
Edward Marshall will not own the king's the gospel in the fields; and the persecu- 
authority, and was forfeited, that they name tors, as we have heard, had been very 
likewise the day of his execution. 	Novem- particular in their inquiries after him, but 
her 30th, the justices meet, and come to the he escaped till the close of this year. 	And 
following sentence. 	" John Welsh of Corn- I shall insert an account of him, and his 
ley, who was forfeited July 6th, 1680, and being apprehended, from the Cloud of Wit- 
Edward Marshall heritor of Keymuir, for- 
felted January 17th, 1682, for treasonable 
crimes mentioned in the verdict of the assize, 
and decerned to be executed to death, de- 

nesses, and his examination at Edinburgh, 
from an original letter of his in my 'hand, 
and his process before the justiciary, from 
their books. 

meaued as traitors, and underly the pains of About the year 1664, Hardhill having 
treason when apprehended ; and now being had 	a child baptized by a presbyteriau 
apprehended, tll lords appoint them to be minister, 	was 	sorely • persecuted 	by the 
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curate, and he came the length as to justices. 	From other papers I observe, that 
Wa-  intimate from the pulpit, that next the party who seized him, carried him that 

sabbath he was to excommunicate him ; but night to Kilmarnock, and next morning to 
in this ho was prevented, being himself Ayr, where he was examined, and sent in 
carried into eternity before that time came under a guard to Edinburgh. 	His treat- 
about. 	Hardhill was both at Pentland and meet there I shall give from a letter before 
Bothwell. 	At Pentland he was so sore me, writ by himself to a friend, and I shall 
wounded, that he was neglected by his insert much of it here, as the, best account 
enemies as dead, and yet crawled away I have of his trial before the council. 	lie 
and escaped. 	At Bothwell he was 	a tells the person he writes to, " That he had 
captain, 	if 	I mistake not. 	He was a left a relation of the manner of his taking 
person of much courage and hardiness, 
and of  a considerable, warmth of 	spirit, 
and great zeal for what 	lie set up for. 

and his examination at Ayr, in the west 
country. 	When he came to the guard he 
mitered much reproach, and was vexed with 

He : went to as great heights as many of a multitude of idle and useless questions. 
the persecuted party, in setting up against 
the king's authority, and in taking a differ- 

When he was brought before the council, 
he knew Perth, Linlithgow, and bishop 

ant course from the rest of the presbyterians Paterson, and several others were present. 
in this church. 	He was employed in pub- The counsellors told him, they believed he 
lishing most of the societies' declarations at was acquainted with every thing among 
Sanquhar and other places; as we shall, 
from his pwn letter, find what sweetness he 

the rebels, and the lords of his majesty's 
council would take it as a favour, 	if he 

had ie his, last sufferings. 	In November would ingenuously tell what he knew, that 
this year, he, with three of his fellow suf- the peace and good of the nation might be 
ferers, were surprised in a house in Fen- secured. 	He told them, when they came 
wick parish, by lieutenant Nisbet, a cousin to particulars, he should speak nothing but 
of his OiVii, as E am told, by a party of soh the truth, for he could say, he was more 
Biers. They defended themselves, and when afraid to lie than to die; but he hoped they 
resisting, the other three were killed upon would be so much Christians as to press 
the spot, and Hardhill sore wounded. The him to answer nothing that would burden 
lieutenant caused bind him, acid asked, what his conscience. 	They ash ed him, what they 
he thought of himself now. 	He answered, did in their societies and meetings. 	He an- 
" I think as much of Christ, and his cause, 
for which I suffer, as ever; but I judge my- 

swered, they sang part of the psalms, read 
some of the scripture, and prayed time 

self at a, loss, being in time, and my dear about. 	They asked him next, why they 
brethren, whom you have murdered, being were called societies. 	He answered, he was 
in eternity." 	The lieutenant swore, he surprised at such a question, since the, thing 
had reserved him for a further judgment. was plain, and the name such meetings had 
John answered, " If the Lord stand by me, 
and help me to be faithful to the death, 1 

in the best times of this church. 	They 
asked, where they were kept. 	He answer- 

care not What piece of suffering I be put to ed, in the wildest muirs, and most retired 
endure." 	By the council-registers, I find places. 	They asked, what they did at their 
that, November 12th, they send a letter of general meetings. 	While he stopped a 
thanks to Colonel Buchan, for taking Nis- little, considering what to say to this, one 
bet of Hardhill, and desire he may be sent of them answered, and gave a more pa ti- 
in under guard, and that inquiry be made cular and distinct account of every part of 
who harboured him; and, November 21st, 
a letter.  is read in council, from the colonel, 
with which he sent the deposition of Hard- 

their way, (he says) than he could do. 
Then he was asked, if he would own the 
king's authority. 	He answered, he would 

bill, and two or three other papers relative not. 	They asked his reason, and posed 
to the societies. 	That day probably he was him, whether he owned the scriptures and 
first before the 	council, who, November Confession of Faith, naming several places 
26th, ordain him to be prosecuted before the of scripture, and the 23d 'chapter of the 

...,,, 
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confession. 	He answered, he owned both upon my legs,yet ofall the cases I ever 
with all his heart, but the king was a Ho- was in, 1 had never more content- 1685. 

 

man Catholics, and himself had been not merit. 	I can now give the cross of Christ 
only educate a presbyterian,, but solemnly a more noble commendation than ever; it 
sworn against popery. 	They replied, what was always pleasant and sweet, but never 
is that to you, his being popish does not so pleasant and sweet as now : under all 
bind you to be so too, and hinders you my wanderings in all my toilings, a prison 
not to live in 	your own religion. 	He was still terrifying to me, but immediately 
replied, 	the 	contrary 	appeared, and no at my taking, he shined so on me, and ever 
liberty 	Was 	given to 	hear 	the gospel, 
and they were put to the hardest sufferings 

since, that he and his cross is to me far 
beyond whatever he was before. 	There- 

for hearing it. 	They said, it was not so, 
they might have the gospel to hear when 

fore, let none scar or Stand at distance from 
their duty for fear of the cross; for now 

they 	pleased, 	but their 	wild principles 
would not suffer them to hear it. 	He said, 
the contrary was well known, and that 

I can say from experience, that it is as easy, 
yea, and more sweet to lie in prison and 
irons, than it is to lie at liberty. 	But 

they had taken away presbyterian ministers, 
and left none in the nation within their 

I must break off at present." 
The council having remitted this good 

reach, and put such in their places as are man to the justiciary, by their books, I find 
profligate wretches, so that 	poor people him indicted November 30th, the advocate 
neither care, nor 	dare join with them. restricts his libel to his being at Drumclog 
They asked him next, if he, and such as he and 	Glasgow 	at 	the' rebellion, fighting 
joined 	with, 	were 	clear 	to 	join 	with against his majesty's forces, and being at a 
Argyle. 	No more, answered he, than with late field-conventicle, and being in arms and 
you. 	Another asked, if they would have opposition to his majesty's forces, when 
joined Monmouth. 	He 	answered, 	No. apprehended. 	The lords find the indict-: 
Said another, in banter, it seems they will ment relevant, and remit it to an assize. 
have no king but Mr Renwick, and asked For probation, the advocate adduceth his 
him if he conversed with any other ministers 
than Mr Renwick. 	John answered, he did 
not. 	This, adds he, is what passed that 

own judicial confession before the council, 
as 	follows. 	" John Nisbet of Hardhill, 
prisoner, confesseth, when examined, that 

was materiaL 	As to drinking of healths, 
never one of them spoke one word to me, 
east or west. 	As to praying for their king, 
one of them said, he knew I was that much 

he was at the rebellion at Pentland-hills in 
arms; that he was present with the rebels 
at Drumclog, had arms, and made use of 
them against the king's forces ; that he was 

a Christian that I would pray for all men. with them at Glasgow ; that he was present 
I told them, I reckoned myself bound to at a field-conventicle within 	these 	two 
pray for all, but prayer being institute by months, betwixt Eaglesham and Kilbride ; 
a holy God, who was the hearer of prayer, 
no Christian was obliged to prayer, when 

declares, that the late earl of Argyle, the 
time he was in rebellion, sent one Cleland 

every profligate commanded them ; and it to him, and those who were in his corn- 
was of no advantage to their cause, when pany, to see if they would join him, which 
they suffered such a thing." 	He adds, they refused to do, in respect the said 
" How it may be with me afterwards, I Cleland told them, that the said Argyle and 
cannot positively say, for the Lord is a free his party were against all kingly govern- 
sovereign, and may come and go as he 
pleaseth ; but this I can affirm, he bath not 

ment. 	Jo. is.iishet."—Before J go further, 
I take the liberty to observe, that John 

quarrelled with me for any thing since I Nisbet, in his own account just now insert 
was a prisoner, but bath always waited to from his letter, takes no notice of this as 
supply with all comfort, consolation, and the reason why they joined 	not with 
strength, as my, necessity required. 	And Argyle, though, had it been fact, it is pro- 
now when I cannot lay down my own head, 
nor lift it up without help, and the irons are 

bable he would have set it down to his 
friend, as well as other things of less 
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1085. importance. 	And from-the original 
records of the society people, in my 

he was most unmercifullyloaded with irons 
all the time of his 	imprisonment 	Ile 

hands, I find a question 	proposed what died in much assurance, ana, with a great 
they should do, and whether they should deal of composure and Christian courage. 
join with the earl of Argyle and his party, nt Thus I have gone through the public 
one of their general meetings, where, I 
make no doubt, Hardhill was; and their 

executions at Edinburgh this year, except, 
those which relate to the earl of Argyle 

conclusion, and the reasons of it, will best 
appear in their own words. 	" It being de- 
sired the societies should join with those 

and some with him. 	We shall meet wit}, 
no more public executions at Edinburgh, 
till that of Mr Renwick, in the year 1688. 

now appearing in this land, and they ex- Whether this proceeded from the plan of 
pected to be more solicited for that end, 
wherefore it was judged tit to speak of, 
and deliberate upon this at this meeting, 
whereby they might know one another's 

the removal of the penal statutes, now a 
concerting, or from what other reason, I do 
not determine; but it must remain an in-
delible reproach upon the managers, under 

minds ; and therefore it is declared, they the lust seven years of a professed protes- 
could not espouse Argyle's declarations, 
as the state of their quarrel, because not 

tact's reign, that more protestant 	blood 
was shed, merely for principle and con- 

concerted according to the ancient plea of science, in some months of that period, than 
the 	Scottish 	covenants, and because it in all the four years' reign of a bloody pa- 
opened a door for a sinful confederacy ; pist. 	Indeed that same blood so plentifully 
yet they were resolved, willing, and ready 
to do what lay in their power, against the 

shed in the end of king Charles' reign, 
was 	certainly 	owing 	unto 	the 	violent 

common enemy." 	1 need not 	vindicate measures of the duke of York and his ad- 
the earl of Argyle, and those with him, 
from any designs against monarchy; their 

herents, together with the active importu-
nity of some of our bishops and clergy, who 

own declarations sufficiently clear 	them came likewise very much into the scheme 
from this. 	And therefore, though I have now laying down, though not all of them. 
insert this passage of.Hardhill's confession, 
as it stands in the records, yet I am scarce 

And I would not, by this incidental remark,. 
be thought in the least to soften the just 

able to persuade myself, that John Nisbet aversion every man and Christian ought 
gave any such declaration, and I have met to have against popery, which still is, and 
with so many things not agreeable to fact, 
set down in sufferers' examinations, either 

must necessarily be, of the same hellish, 
cruel, and inhumane nature, under all its 

of design or by haste and mistake, that this various shapes. 	But this same great spring 
clause inserted here bath very little weight of cruelty and severity, when in a more 
with me : however that hath been, this private capacity, set nominal protestants 
single 	testimony 	can 	leave 	no blemish against real ones, and endeavour to make 
either upon that design in general, or that them cut off one another; and when he 
fine gentleman colonel Cleland, who was came to a more extensive sphere, and had 
far from any such republican 	projects ; laid the plot to cut off the whole protestant 
however, it might be insert in the registers name, for some time he saw good to bind 
by some people, with such a design. 	But up the hands of his under-managers, still 
to return to the records. 	" This confession ready enough to persecuting work, in order 
being read to him, he adheres to it before to get in the abolition of the penal laws 
the assize, but refuses to subscribe it. 	The against 	his friends,' and the plot better 
assize bring hint in guilty, and the lords carried on for his project of the general 
sentence him to be hanged at the Grass- ,  
market, December 4th, betwixt two and 
four in the afternoon, add that all his lands, 
goods, and gear, be forfeited to the king." 

ruin of the reformation. 	And  we shall 
find abundance of blood shed in the &Mt, 
and up and down the country this year, 
and some of the following also, by the sei- 

ne sentence was accordingly executed. diers in their daily murders, which aS 
Notwithstanding of his grievous wounds, doubt 	likewise 	lessened the -number of 

4.. 
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those who otherwise might have been cut before me, were, James Dun, Robert 
off with a little more formality. 	I come Dun, Alexander M‘Aulay, Thomas 1685' 
next to give some accounts of those. Stevenson, John Wind°, and John Steven- 

• son. Nothing was to be charged upon them, 
SECT. VI. but that they were persons upon their-hid- 

ing, and at prayer. 	Whether the oath of 
Of the murders in the fields, the barbarous abjuration was offered or not, my informa- 

drowning of women within the sea-mark, 
the murder at Polmadie, and others this 
year. 

tion doth not bear ; but without any further 
process they were immediately taken out, 
and shot to death. 

AFTER the accounts of the criminal pro- Upon the 30th of the same month, a par- 
cesses in the former section, where some ty of fifty soldiers commanded -by John 
sort of form was kept, though without Dalziel, son to Sir Robert Dalziel of Kirk- 
equity and righteousness, let us now take michael, and lieutenant Straton, fell in with 
a view of the less decent, and sudden exe- 
cutions, as they were called, 	or rather 
authorised murders in the fields, which were 

some of those who were upon their hiding, 
asleep in a shiell in the parish•  of Morton, 
in Nithsdale. 	My information bears, they 

extremely frequent, especially in the first all made their escape, but Daniel M`Michael 
half of this year. 	We have heard of the who was sickly, and not able to flee. 	The 
warrants, may I call them so, given for 
them, and which is worse, and makes the 

soldiers wounded him at his being taken, 
and he was that night carried to the parish 

guilt more national, we shall find these of Durisdeer. 	The captain put many in-' 
unprecedented acts of council this year, ra- terrogatories to him, which he declined to 
tified in parliament. 	The deaths of the answer, and laid many things to his charge; 
Persecuted wanderers are so numerous, in which he denied, and said he knew nothing 
the space of three or four months' time, that of. 	At length lie was told, that unless he 
I cannot give accounts of them all. 	The presently submitted unto, and owned the. 
soldiers did not give themselves the trouble government both in church and state, and 
to keep close, even by the orders given by as an evidence of this, sware the oath he 
the council, and called no witnesses in many offered him the benefit of, the law made 
cases; and good numbers were massacred, 
of whom no accounts can now be given. 

him liable to present death. 	Daniel was a 
very sedate sensible country man, and said, 

Perhaps no such period as this year, during 
some months of it, hath ever been in any 

' Sir, that is what in all things I cannot do, 
but very cheerfully I submit to the Lord's 

protestant country. 	I know of no order to disposal as to my life.' 	fhe commander 
give them in, but that of the time when replied in some pet, ` do you not know your 
they were committed, where the dates are 
come to my hand; and I have several other 

lifeisinmyhand?' the other modestly replied, 
` No, Sir, I know my life is in the Lord's 

narratives without any date, save the year, 
which shall likewise be added. 	We have 

hand, and if he see good, he can make you 
the instrument to take it away.' 	Then 

already had some instances last year, of Daniel was ordered to prepare for death 
murders committed before these express to-morrow; all he said, was, ' If my life 
powers were granted to the soldiers, and in must go for his cause, I am willing, my God 
December last, after the orders, we heard will prepare me.' 	That night he enjoyed a 
of severals cut off in the south. 	I come sweet time of communion and fellowship 
now to those of this year. with God, and great outlets of joy and con- 

January 23d, colonel 	James 	Douglas, 
lieutenant Livingston, and cornet Douglas, 
with a party of horse, surprised the six 
persons underwritten, 	at prayer 	in ,the 

solation, so that some of the soldiers desired 
to die his death, and not a few convictions 
were left in their bosoms. 	To-morrow, 
January 31st, he was brought out to the 

Calannes, in the parish of Monigaff in Gal- fields at Dalveen, in the parish of Durisdeer: 
loway. 	Their names, and indeed it is all He had the liberty granted him, which 
almost I can give in the numerous instances many of his fellow-sufferers had not, to 
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85 pray, which he did to the wonder 16. of the by-standers. 	He sang part 
Bruce with a party of soldiers, surprised 
six of the suffering wanderers, in Lochin- 

of the forty-second psalm, and read over 
the sixteenth chapter of John, and spoke 

kit-muir, in the parish of Orr in Galloway, 
and shot four of them upon the spot., with- 

with much gravity and solidity to cap- out any further process, viz. William Her- 
tain 	Dalziel. 	And 	then 	after 	the 
napkin was put upon' his head, he said, 

ron, belonging to the parish of Glencairn, 
John Gordon, William Stuart, and John 

" Lord, 	thou brought 	Daniel 	through Wallace, Galloway men. 	The other two 
many straits, and hest brought me thy ser- seized by them, were Alexander M‘Robin 
vent hither to witness for thee and thy 
cause; into thy hands I commit my spirit, 
and hope to praise thee through all eter- 

or M`Cubin, of the parish of Glencairn, 
and Edward Gordon fram Galloway. Them 
the captain carried with him to the bridge 

nity." 	And then gave the sign to ,the sol- of Orr, where the laird of Lagg was vie. 
diers to do their work; and four of them lently pressing 	the abjuration upon the 
who were appointed, shot him dead. 	So 
convincing was this man's carriage ,and 

country people. 	When they came up, 
Lagg presently would pronounce sentence 

death, that some of the poor soldiers were upon them, being, as we heard, one of the 
for some time after in 'confusion, for their commissioners in those bounds, and they 
obeying commands in this matter; but a refusing to swear, the captain insisted, that 
little money, arid some more ravages, quick- since four already were summarily exe- 
ly 	calmed 	their conviction's. - This man cuted, an assize should he called and they 
lies buried in the church-yard of Durisdeer. found guilty. 	Lagg swore bloodily, that 

Some time this month, Thomas Mac- 
hassie son to John Machassie in the Largs, 
in the parish of Straiton in Carrick, was 

he would seek no assizes, and in a bravado, 
said before all the country people, that all' 
who had taken the oath had sworn these 

despatched very quickly. 	This good man men's doom. 	The captain got the matter 
was lying in his house very ill of a fever, 
captain Bruce and a party of soldiers corn- 
ing into the house, put their questions to 
him, which he refusing to answer, and 

put off till t.o-morrow. 	And next day they 
carried them to the parish of Irongray, 
whither Lagg and. the party were going, 
and hanged them upon an oak tree, near 

declining to take the abjuration oath, they the kirk of Irongray, at the foot of which 
took him out of his bed to the high road 
near by, and without any further process, 
or any crime I can hear of laid to his 

they were buried. 	When at the tree foot, 
an acquaintance of the said Alexander's 
asked him if he had any word to send to 

charge; shot him immediately. his. wife. 	He answered, " I leave her and 
By attested accounts 	from that same the two babes upon the Lord, and to his 

parish, I find, that this year Thomas Ste- 
venson, brother to John Stevenson in Bar- 

promise, a father to the fatherless, and bus., 
band. to the widow, is the Lord in his 

heath, and John Stevenson, Son to Thomas holy habitation." 	When the person em,  
• Stevenson in Star, and 	James 	Madave 

there, all in the parish of Straiton, were 
ployed asked 	him 	forgiveness, he said, 
"Poor man, I forgive thee and all men, thou 

shot in the 	fields without any process,,  

merely upon their refusing the abjuration, 
bast a miserable calling upon earth." 	They 
both died in much composure and cheer- 

February was a very bloody month. The fulness. 
king's death put things to some stand at Upon the 21st of the same month, .cap- 
Edinburgh, and the processes in form and tam 	Bruce, and some informations before 
under colour of law, were not so frequent; 
but the fury of the soldiers up and down 

me bear; colonel Douglas was with him, 
killed five men at Kirkonnel, but their 

the country seemed rather increased, by names I have not; and whether they may 
this turn of public affairs. 	I .shall first fall, in 	with some whose death I have 
give those murders, whose precise dates I without a date, I cannot say ; but in a few 
have, and then add such as I find were days this man sheds a great deal of inno- 
some time this month. cent blood. 

Upon 	the 	19th of February, captain I have before me an afcested account 
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signed by persons present, of a very bar- 
barons execution in the parish of Bar, 

useless for near four years, till his 1685. death. 	The soldiers beat and wound- 
upon the 28th of February. 	That day ed terribly two other men who lived hard 
very late, about eleven at night, lieutenant, 
or cornet James Douglas, with twenty four 

by, against whom they had nothing, Thomas 
Abercromby father and son. 	They beat 

soldiers, surrounded the house of Dalwin, 
in the foresaid parish, having got informa- 

and abused the women most barbarously, 
and carried away David Martin, and one of 

tion that there were whigs there. 	They the Abercrombies, prisoners with them to 
apprehended David 	Martin, 	brother 	to Colmonel next morning, being the Lord's 
John Martin of Dalwhairn, who dwelt there day. 	This 	barbarity 	needs 	no obser- 
with an old woman his mother : and finding rations, and lets us in tosee the manner and 
Edward Kyan a pious good man from temper of this time, when men devoured 
Galloway, 	lately 	come 	thence to 	buy one another as the fishes of the sea; and 
corn, who had fled in betwixt the gavel of from it we may guess at the barbarities 
one house, and the side-wall of another, 
they draggedhim out, and took him through 

exercised 	in 	other 	cases, 	where 	the 
accounts are not so distinctly preserved 

a yard. 	He was asked where he lived, and as here. 
told 	them, upon the water of Menock. Not a few others were thus killed in cold 
When one of the soldiers had him by the 
arm dragging him away, without any 

blood, without any indictment or process, 
this month, of whom I have scarce any 

Warning, further questions, or permitting other account but their names. 	William 
,him to pray, the said lieutenant, who was Adam in Middle-Welwood, who was in no 
governor of the garrison at Balwhan, shot Porteous roll, nor any way chargeable, was 
him through the head, and presently dis- threshing in his barn, and seeing Sir John 
charged his other pistol, and shot him again 
in the head, when lying on the ground 

Dalziel's company of dragoons 	coming, 
fearing they should come in upon him in 

struggling with death; 	and one of the the 	barn, 	and 	propose 	their 	ordinary 
soldiers of the party coming up, pretended 
he saw some motion in him still, and shot 

questions, 	went out at the back door, 
and hid himself in a marish ground among 

him a third time. 	Thus they delighted to 
mangle the poor people that fell in their 
hands, and to abuse their very bodies. 	He 

some bushes. 	The party seeing him flee, 
searched 	for him, and discovering him, 
instantly killed him. 

was but a youth, and could not have been Captain Bruce in the parish of Kirkpa- 
at Bothwell, or any of the risings, and trick surprised, and instantly shot three 
they had indeed nothing to charge him men, 	Wallace, 	Edgar, and a 
with but his hiding himself. 	When they third whose name I have not. 	,And colonel 
had thus despatched this man, the soldiers Buchan, with the laird of Lee, and the 
brought out David Martin to the same soldiers under their' command, without any 
place, and after they had turned off his process despatched 	Smith, in the 
coat, they set him upon his knees beside the parish of Lesmahago. 	We heard of one of 
mangled body. 	One of the soldiers dealt this name formerly killed by the soldiers. 
with the lieutenant to spare him till to- The accounts of this month shall be 
morrow, alleging they might get discoveries ended with the murder of that excellent 
from him, and stepped in betwixt him and person John Bell of Whiteside, and four 
six 	soldiers who were presenting their more with him. 	I have little or nothing 
pieces. 	Thus the Lord sometimes makes of any of the rest, but a pretty distinct 
the earth to help the woman. 	The lieuten- account of Mr Bell, and it deserves a room 
ant was prevailed with to spare him, and here, as what is justice to the memory of 
bring him into the house. However, David, 
through the fright and terror, lost the use of 
his reason in a great measure, and fell into 

this good man. 	Mr Bell was the only 'son 
of a gentlewoman, heiress of Whiteside, 
who after his father's death was married 

a palsy, and continued bed-fast, and much to the viscount of Kenmuir. 	He was a 
iv. 	 2 u , 
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singularly pious and very sensible it, cursing and swearing, ' What the devil! 
1685. gentleman, and since Bothwell he 
had endured a sore fight of tribulations. 

have you not had time enough to prepare 
since Bothwell ?' and so immediately shot 

Immediately after Bothwell his house was him with the rest, and would not suffer 
rifled, three good horses taken away, and all their bodies to be buried. 	A little after 
the furniture the party expected to make any this 	barbarous murder, 	the viscount of 
thing of. 	In the year 1681, Claverhouse Kenmuir, Claverhouse, and Legg, happened 
came, and lay with a party several weeks to meet at Kirkcudbright, where Kenmuir 
at his house, till they had eaten up all the challenged Legg for his cruelty to one whom 
provision that was there, and when that was he knew to be a gentleman, and so nearly 
done, they forced the people about to bring related to him, and particularly that he 	' 
them provision, till they with their horses would not permit his dead body to be bu- 
eat up all his meadows. And when these be- ried. 	Legg answered with an oath, `Take 
gan to fail them, they went off, spoiling every him if you will, and salt him in your beef- 
thing in the house, and what they could barrel.' 	Whereupon the 	viscount drew 
not carry with them, they sold to the upon him, and had run him through, if 
people about for meat and drink ; yea, they Claverhouse had not interposed, and parted 
broke down the very timber of the house, 
and burnt it, and so spiteful were they, that 

them. 	Dreadful were the acts of wicked- 
ness done by the soldiers at this time, and 

they destroyed the planting. 	Likewise Legg was as deep as any. 	They used to 
they took with them his whole stock of take to themselves in their cabals the names 
sheep, which were many, and all his horses. of devils, and persons they supposed to be 
And Claverhouse took upon him, without 
any warrant I can observe, to gift his whole 

in hell, and with whips to lash one another, 
as a jest upon hell. 	But I shall draw a veil 

crop to the curate, who accordingly took it over many of their dreadfulimpieties I meet;  
all for his own use. 	Many were the straits with in papers written at this time. 	. 
this excellent gentleman was put to in his This same fearful work went on apace in 
wanderings those four or five years, which March and April this year. 	I begin with 
I must pass, and come forward to his mur- the death of William Smith in the parish of 
der. 	Some time this month, Sir Robert Glencairn in Nithsdale, a country man's 
Grierson of Legg, with some of Claverhouse son there. 	Cornet Bailie of the garrison of 
and Strachan's dragoons, probably upon Kaitloch, March 2d, met with this young 
some information about Mr Bell of White- man in the fields near his father's house,' 
side, came into the parish of Tongland in and had nothing to lay to his charge save 
the stewartry of Galloway, and there, upon 
the hill of .Kirkonnel, surprised him, and 

his refusing to answer his interrogatories, 
and carried him that night to the garrison. 

David Halliday portioner of Mayfield, An- To-morrow his father hearing of it, prevail- 
drew M'Robert, James Clement, and Robert ed with his master John Lawrie of Max- 
Lennox of Irlington, and most barbarously welton, to meet with the cornet at the kirk 
killed them on the spot, without so much of Glencairn, as he hoped, to get his son 
as allowing them to pray, though earnestly liberate; but it proved otherwise to his 
desired, and, as several accounts before me 
bear, after they had surrendered themselves, 
and he had promised them quarters. 	And 
it is a frequent remark, in many papers be- 

great grief. • 	Upon the third of March, 
William was brought before them, and re-
fusing to answer the queries put to him, 
Maxwelton immediately passed sentence of 

fore me, that that bloody and unnatural man death upon him, by virtue of the power he 
used, whenever he seized people in the fields, 
immediately to despatch them, without al- 

said he had as a commissioner. 	The cornet 
opposed this, as what was illegal, unless he 

lowing them time to recommend themselves would call an assize and judge him ; but 
to the Lord. 	In this case Mr Bell, whom this blood-thirsty man would hear of no 
Lagg knew well enough, earnestly desired delay, and threatened to ,delate the cornet 
but a quarter of an hour to prepare for for sparing him so long. 	Accordingly he 
death; but the other peremptorily refused was carried out to the Race-muir near by, 
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and shot to death by a party of the soldiers. 
He died with a great deal of holy compo- 
sure and courage, and in full assurance of 

escaped; and be came, and again es- 168, 
sayed to join the wanderers, but they 	a' 
suspected him, and kept at a distance from 

faith, declaring to the spectators that he died him so thatat length he cast off the mask and 
for no rebellion, or any crime could be laid listed in the army. 	However, by this time 
to his charge, but only upon two heads, for this base deceiver came to be tolerably well 
converse with the persecuted people, as acquainted with their haunts and lurking 
they came and went, which he had acknow- places, and discovered them through Gal- 
ledged, and his refusing to discover their 
haunts and lurking places. 	He said much 
for the comfort of his parents when he took 

loway and Nithsdale; and among others, 
he made known a cave near Ingliston, 
which had been a place of safety and se- 

his farewell of them. 	- crecy to not a few, for several years. 	Ac- 
This same month, as my accounts bear, 

but perhaps this might fall out at another 
time, since the figures of the years in some 

cordingly, colonel 	James Douglas, 	and 
lieutenant Livingstone, through by-paths, 
and unusual ways, came suddenly to this 

narratives before me-are faded, and the ink cave, and surprised in it, John Gibson bro- 
il!, but the fact is certain, lieutenant Mur- ther to James Gibson of Ingliston, heritor 
ray was going through 	the 	parish 	of of the ground, James Kennoch in Glencairn • 
Lesmahago, and met one John Brown in parish, Robert Edgar fled lately from his 
the fields, and promised him quarters at house for refusing the abjuration, Robert 
first, he making no resistance, but after- Mitdhell from the parish of Cumnock in 
wards changed his mind, and without any Ayrshire, and Robert Grierson a Galloway 
process or sentence, shot him in a few man. 	When the soldiers came up, they 
minutes near the Blackwood in that parish. shot in on the cave, and wounded one of 

t  Upon 	the 	29th of April, there was 
a •very bloody murder committed upon 
five persons near Ingliston, 	in 	the 	pa- 

them, and then rushed in upon them ; and, 
without any questions asked, or offers made, 
colonel Douglas immediately passed sen- 

rish of Glencairn. 	1 give it here from 
a narrative writ at the time. 	Some of 

tence upon them, to he taken out and shot, 
though nothing could be laid to the charge 

the names differ from those in the Cloud of any of them, but that they were hiding. 
of 	Witnesses. 	The 	occasion 	of their It was much that any of them were allow- 
being seized, and of the taking and sur- ed to pray before their death. 	John Gibson ' 

_ prising of several others of the wander- was first shot, and permitted to pray, which 
ers at this time, was this. 	A profligate he did to the admiration and conviction 
villanous informer and apostate, Andrew even of the soldiers themselves. 	He sang 
Watson, pretended to be a sufferer, and part of the seventeenth Psalm, and read 
last winter and this spring, went up and the sixteenth of John, and after praying 
down among the people who were upon again, was shot. 	His sister got in, to him 
their biding. 	I little question, but it was 
this same Watson formerly named, as con,- 

by the compassion of some of the soldiers, 
and he encouraged her greatly, and told 

cerned in the murder of Mr Peirson at her, this was the joyfullest day ever he had 
Carsphairn, and that `he prompted them in the world; and in a little, his mother 
very much to. that attempt; and so cun- getting in to him, he requested her not to 
flinty was the game laid, that when before give way to grief, but to bless the Lord 
that, the suffering.  people suspected him upon his account, who had made him both 
a little for his forwardness and neglect, as willing and ready to suffer for his cause and . 
far as they could observe, of that closeness interest. 	The rest were despatched all at 
in secret duty they wished for; and after once, without being allowed to pray separ- 
they had much deserted him since Cars- ately. 	They had great peace and conso- 
phairn business, he got himself to be appre- 
-hended, and carried to Dumfries, and had 

lation, and all of them were shot dead, 
except one who was not perfectly killed; 

a sham sentence of death passed upon him and when this was observed, one Fergusson 
all by concert. 	We need not doubt but he an apostate, and once among the sufferers, 
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now in the army, drew his sword, espied him, and discharged their pieces at 
1685' and thrust him through the body. him, and killed him 	dead on the spot. 
When 	the poor man 	was 	weltering After they had perpetrate this murder, as 
in his blood, and that of 	his brethren if they had done some worthy exploit, they 
about him, he cried out, ' Though every and the said Fergusson went to the barns 
hair of my head were a man, I am evil- of Bargeny, and drank and caroused till 
ling to 	die all those deaths for Christ next night. 	An honest woman near that 
and his cause.' 	These were his last words. place, in a little time meeting with Fergus- 
They lie buried in Glencairn church-yard. son, challenged him, , how his conscience 
Another account bears, that an old woman, 
the mother of one of them, was seized by 

suffered him to be thus accessary to the 
death of that innocent man, who left a wife 

the soldiers, and carried prisoner to Dum- and four or five small shiftless children 
fries, 	where she 	was threatened 	with behind him. 	He scornfully replied, that it 
drowning; because she had reset her own was a piece of kindness done to her and 
son.  them, since her husband, with those he 

A signed and attested account of the entertained, would have eaten up all they 
murder of John Semple, in the parish of had." 	This is attested by several honest 
Daily, in the shire -of Ayr, in his own people yet in that parish, from their par- 
house at Eldington, is come to my hand 
lately, and I shall insert it in the words of 
the attested narrative. 	"John Semple was 

ticular knowledge of all its circumstances, 
Gilbert 	M`Lurkin, 	Thomas 	Alexander, 
and others. 

a person who lived a very quiet and innocent Some time this month, Peter Inglis, a 
life with his wife, and three orfour children; very cruel soldier, shot John Burrie in the 
he never carried arms, nor gave the least parish- of Evandale, as he met him, although 

, disturbance to the government, only from a he had his pass in his hand, and had showed 
principle of conscience came not to the him it. 	Nothing would satisfy this man of 
church to hear the episcopal ministers; blood, but the life of this innocent, whom 
and being given to hospitality, and of a he would have to be one of the wanderers. 
compassionate temper, he did sometimes No doubt, in this multitude of murders at 
harbour those poor people who were then this time, there are several of them not 
hunted for their lives. 	Upon these ac- come to my knowledge, and the reader hath 
counts, April this year,Alexander Fergusson 
of Kilkerran, living at Moorston, a country 

but short accounts of some of them ; but, 
from the particular and attested narratives 

house about a mile from Eldington, went of others, he may form an idea of the rest. 
toBlawhan garrison,commanded by Dundas, 
and informed against John Semple. 	The 

The month of May opens to us yet a 
more dismal scene of unaccountable blood- 

commander detached a party about sun-set, shed; and I may well begin with the her- 
Alexander Fergiisson being their guide; rid murder of that excellent person John 
who conducted them first to his own house Brown 	of Priestfield,* in the parish of 
at Moorston, where they supped. 	And Muirkirk by Claverhouse, the first of this 
about midnight, when they reckoned he month. 	Scarcely ever have I met with 
would be at home, and all ready for their greater encomiums of a country man, than I 
purpose, they came straight towards Elding- have of this person, from people of sense 
ton, and 	surrounded the 	house. 	John and credit yet alive, who knew him. 	He 
Semple hearing the sound of their feet had a small bit of land in that parish, and 
about the house, and a confused noise of was a carrier to his employment, and was 
whispering, dreaded what was the matter, 
and having a right thought of their design, 
considered with himself what, to do in that 
extremity, and at length concluded to ven- 

ordinarily called the Christian carrier. 	He 
had been a long time upon his hiding in the 

• T  he proper name of the place is Priestl ill. 
ture his escape out at a narrow window, 
which while he was endeavouring, and half 
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fields, and was of great use to, and took that John Brown's prayer left such 
much pains upon the instructing of several impressions upon his spirit, that he 1685' 

uths, who were well-meaning in the could never get altogether worn off; when 
ma 	but being now neglected in their he gave himself liberty to think of it. 
educ 	on, and wanting the advantage of I have before me a very large and cir- 
sermon, 	needed instructions when they cumstantiate account of the taking and 
came anti 	ned themselves to the sufferers. death of Peter Gillies near Mauchlin, upon 
He was of 	fining piety, and had great 
measures of so 	digested knowledge and 
experience, and 	d a singular talent of a 

the 6th of May. 	The information bears, 
that four more were put to death with him, 
but none of their names are set down, save 

most plain and a 	sting way of communi- John Bryce, who is taken with him, and 
eating his knowledge to others. 	He was joined in the indictment. 	Peter Gillies, a 
no way obnoxious to the government, ex- walker of cloth in a mill belonging to Sir 
cept for not hearing the episcopal ministers. James Murray of Skirling, in the year 1674, 
This good man had come home, and was was brought to great trouble for having a 
at his work, near his own house in Priest- 
field, casting pests. 	Claverhouse was coin- 

presbyterian minister preaching in his house, 
by Mr James Buchan episcopal minister in 

ing from Lesmahago, with three troops of the parish, and his master; he was turned 
dragoons : whether he had got any informa- out of his house and possession, and his 
tion of John's piety and nonconformity, I 
cannot tell, but he caused bring him up to 

losses were very great. 	In the year 1682, 
when in the parish of Muirend-side, in the 

his own door, from the place where he was. shire of Stirling, he was again attacked by 
I do not find they were at much trouble Mr Andrew Ure curate there, for noncon- 
with him in interrogatories and questions; fortuity, and had a party of soldiers sent 
we see them now almost wearied of that upon him, and very narrowly escaped. 
leisurely way of doing business, neither do However, he still continued at his trade 
any of my informations bear that the abju- 
ration oath was offered to him. 	With some 

till the end of April, this year 1685, when, 
the day before the Highlanders came to 

difficulty he was allowed to pray, which he 
did with the greatest liberty and melting, 
and withal, in such suitable and scriptural 
expressions, and in a peculiar judicious 
style, he having great measures of the gift, 
as well as the grace of prayer, that the sol- 

Falkirk, the curate went to West-quarter, 
and informed against him, and prevailed 
with him to get a party sent to his house , 
next day. 	Accordingly, the last of April, 
he and John Bryce a weaver in the parish 
of West-Calder, who had come to him to 

diers were affected and astonished; 	yea, 
which is yet more singular, such convictions 

get some cloth he had dressing, were ap-
prehended. Peter's wife was but brought to 

were left in their bosoms, that, as my in- bed of a child a few days before, and very 
formations bear, not one of them would tender. 	In her sight they threatened him 
shoot him, or obey Claverhouse's commands, 
so that he was forced to turn executioner 

with present death, and hurried him away 
without allowing him to speak to her, or 

himself, and in a fret shot him with his own change his clothes. 	In less than an hour's 
hand, before his own door, his wife with a time, a party of soldiers came back to 
young infant standing by, and she very near his wife with a lie, saying, her husband had 
the time of her delivery of another child. signified that she knew where his arms were, 
When tears and entreaties could not pre- and if she discovered them, he would not 
vail, and Claverhouse had shot him dead, 1 be shot, if not, he would, presently on their 
am credibly informed the widow said to him, return be despatched. 	She was a calm and 
• Well, Sir;  you must give an account of composed Christian, and told them, g He 
what you have done.' 	Claverhouse answer- had no arms she knew of, and if they got 
ed, ' To men I can be answerable, and, as liberty to take his life, she would 	en. 
for God, I'll takq him into mine own hand.' deavour to say, good is the will of the 
I am well informed, that Claverhouse him- 
self frequently acknowledged afterwards, 

Lord, and he who did all things well, 
could not wrong 	her 	Or hers.' 	This 
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• put them in a terrible passion, and sovereign, in all things and cases, when re- 1685. they threatened to burn her where quired; and the opposers thereof and re- 
she lay, swearing she should live no longer, 
which was heavy treatment, especially to 

fusers, to give sufficient testimony of their 
loyalty and consent, as aforesaid, 	being 

one in her ease- 	They rifled the house, 
and took away every thing portable, but 

justly to be 	reputed enemies, and not 
friends, rebels and not subjects, ansl, by the 

some bibles which they cast from them. same laws and ordinations, are to be cut off 
Hut I must pass many circumstances in from other loyal, obedient, true, conforming 
this particular narrative before me. 	The subjects. 	Yet true it is and of verity, that 
two men were tied together, and driven be- 
fore them. 	When they had carried them 

you, in a manifest contempt of those laws, 
though living under a gracious prince and 

some miles they bound a napkin over sovereign, having cast off all fear of God, 
Peter's eyes, and set him down on his duty and allegiance to the king, have not 
knees to be shot, with a file of musketeers only, contrary to the word of God, and all 
before him. 	In 	this posture they kept law and equity, most traitorously and im- 
him upwards of half an hour, and then piously shaken off all love and obedience 
carried him away with them to the west to kingly power, by a long time homolo- 
country, whither they were marching. May gating with the principles of those rebel- 
4th, I find them at Middle;Welwood, in the lions traitors, and blasphemers of God and 
shire of Ayr, where Peter writes a letter the king, joining with them in their wicked 
to his wife full of affection and seriousness, 
and leaves her and live children on the 

courses and practices, wanting nothing but 
an opportunity to murder and assassinate 

Lord, with much holy confidence, and de. his majesty's subjects of the contrary opin- 
sires her to speak to some of his relations, 
and reprove them for their faults, which he 

ion ; but also openly and avowedly .dis-
owned the king his just authority and gov- 

heartily forgives them. 	He wanted not ernment, adhered to the covenant, owning 
impressions that he was to die, and would and approving rising in arms against the 
shortly be beyond the reach of enemies, 
after reading some of the scripture, for 

king, and those commissionate by him, and 
refuse to pray for the king, whereof, and 

which the soldiers abused and threatened of the other crimes specified, you being 
him. 	That day they were carried down to found guilty by an assize, you and ilk one 
Mauchlin, and, with some others, were ex- of you ought to be punished with forfei- 
amined by lieutenant-general Drummond, 
and an assize was called of fifteen of the 

ture of life, lands, and goods, to the terror 
of others to commit the like hereafter. 

soldiers, and an indictment was given them, You are summoned 	to compear before 
May 5th. 	It may be, some of my readers lieutenant-general Drummond, commission- 
may desire to know the form used in those er of justiciary, within the tolbooth or 
summer justiciary courts; and therefore, it 
being short, is inserted. 	"Peter Gillies 

court place of Mauchlin, this fifth of May, 
to answer to your indictment." 	We may 

in Muirend-side, John Bryce in West- be sure such an assize would bring them in 
Calder, 	 you guilty, and they are sentenced to be hanged 
and ilk one of you are indicted, 	that, 
contrary the laws both divine and human, 
the laws and practices of this realm, and 

at the town-end of Mauchlin, May 6th, 
which was done accordingly. 	No coffins 
were allowed them, nor dead clothes ; but 

several acts of parliament, ordaining an the soldiers and two country men made a 
humble submission, by all persons, to kingly hole in the earth near by, and cast them all 
power and authority, and an acknowledg- together in it. 
ment of their just power and greatness, and Upon the 11th of May, we meet with 
of their full consent to the laws and acts the barbarous and wicked execution of two 
in their jurisdictions, and giving sufficient excellent women near Wigton, Margaret 
demonstrations of their loyalty and ad- M'Lauchlan and Margaret(Wilson. History 
herence to their prince, as their head and scarce affords a parallel to this in all its 
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circumstances : and therefore I shall give 
it at the greater length, and the rather, be- 

froth his house, his going to Edin- 168r, 
burgh, and other harassings, brought 	'''' 

cause the advocates for the cruelty of this him under exceeding great losses. At a mo- 
period, .and our jacobites, have the impu- dest calculation, they were above five thou- 
dence, some of them to deny, and others to sand merks, and all for no action or principle 
extenuate this matter of fact, which can 
be fully evinced by many living witnesses. 

of his own, for he was entirely conformist. , 
He died some six or eight years ago, in 

And I shall mostly give my narrative of it, 
from an account I have from the foremen- 

great•poverty, though one of the most 
substantial country men in that country. 

tioned Mr Rowan, now with the Lord, late And his wife (1711) 	lives a very aged 
minister of Penningbam, where Margaret widow, upon the charity of friends. 	His 
Wilson lived, who was at pains to have its son Thomas Wilson, a youth of sixteen 
circumstances fully vouched by witnesses, 
whose attestations are in my hand; and I 

years of 	age, this February -1685, was 
forced to the mountains, and continued 

shall add, to make the account more full, 
the sufferings of the said Margaret's rela- 

wandering till the revolution, at which 
time he went to the army, and bore arms 

tions, though not unto death, as coming in under king William in Flanders, and after 
natively enough here, and what will hand that in the, castle of Edinburgh. 	He never 
me in to what I have most in view. had a farthing from his parents to enter 

Gilbert Wilion father to the said Mar- that ground . which they possessed, but 
garet, lived in Glenvernock, belonging to having got together somewhat by his own 
the laird of Castlestewart, in the parish of industry, lives now in his father's room, 
Penningham, and shire of Wigton, and and is ready to attest all I am writing. 
was every way conform to episcopacy; and It is Gilbert's two daughters, who fell 
his wife, without any thing to be objected into the• hands of the persecutors, Mar- 
against her, as to her regularity. 	They garet Wilson of eighteen years of age, and 
were in good circumstances as to the 
world, and had a great stock upon a good 

Agnes Wilson a child not thirteen years, 
that have led me to this account. 	Agnes 

ground, and therefore were the fitter prey the youngest was condemned with. her 
for the persecutors, if they could reach sister by those merciless judges, but her 
them. 	Their children, 	to 	be sure, not father obtained .a liberation from prison; 
from their education, but a better principle, 
would by no means conform, or hear the 
episcopal incumbent. 	This was a 	good 

under a bond of 100 pounds sterling, to 
present her when called. 	However Gil-, 
bert had to go to Edinburgh before she 

handle to the persecutors; so they were was let out; but to all onlookers and pos. 
searched for, but fled to the hills, bogs, and terity, 	it will 	remain, an unaccountable 
caves, though they were yet scarce of the thing to sentence a child of thirteen years 
age that made them obnoxious to the law, to death, for not hearing and not swearing. 
Meanwhile their parents are charged at the In the beginning of this year, those two 
highest peril, not to harbour them, supply sisters for some time were obliged to ab- 
them, or speak to them, or see them, with- scond and wander through Carrick, Gallo- 
out informing against 	them, 	that they way, and Nithsdale, with their brothers, and 
might be taken ; and their father was some others. 	After the universal sever- 
fined for his children's alleged irregularities ities slackened a little at king Charles' 
and opinions, which he had no share in, 
and harassed by frequent quarterings of 

death, the two sisters ventured to go to 
Wigton, to see some of their 	suffering 

the soldiers, sometimes an hundred of them acquaintances there, particularly Margarat 
upon him at once, who lived at discretion, 
upon any thing in the house or field belong- 

M'Lauchlan, of whom just now. 	When 
they came to Wigton, there was an ac. 

ing to him. 	Those troubles continuing quaintance of theirs, Patrick Stuart, whom 
upon him for some years together, .with 
his attendance upon courts at Wigton, al- 

they took to be a friend and well-wisher, 
but he was really not so, and betrayed them; 

most once a week, thirteen miles distant being in their company, and seeking an 
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- occasion against them, he proposed 
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Moss, and being present at twenty field-con- 
* drinking the king's health ; this they venticles. 	No matter now how false and 

modestly declined: upon which he went calumnious poor petple's indictments were. 
out, informed against them, and brought in None of the pannels had ever been within 
a party of soldiers, and seized them. 	As if •many miles of Bothwell or Ayr's Moss: 
they had been great malefactors, they were Agnes Wilson could be but eight years of 
put in the thieves' hole, and after they had i  age at.Ayr's Moss, and her sister but about 
been there some time, they were removed twelve or thirteen; and it was impossible 
to the prison where Margaret IVPLauchlan they could have any access to those risings: 
was, whom I come next to give some ac- Margaret M'Lauchlan was as free as they 
count of. were. 	All the three refused the abjuration 

This woman was about sixty three years oath, and it was unaccountable it should be 
of age, relict of John Mulligen carpenter, a put to one of them. 	The assize bring them 
tenant in the parish of Kirkinner, in the in guilty, and the judges pronouncb their 
shire of Galloway, in the farm of Drumjar- sentence; that upon the 11th instant, all 
gan, belonging to colonel Vans of Barnbar- the three should be tied to stakes fixed 
roch ; she was a country woman of more within the flood-mark in the water of Bled- 
than ordinary knowledge, discretion, and noch near Wigton, where the sea flows at high 
prudence, and for many years of singular 
piety and devotion: she would take none 

water, there to be drowned. 	We have seen, 
that Agnes Wilson was got out by her 

of the oaths now pressed upon women as father upon a bond of an hundred pounds 
well as men; neither would she desist from sterling, which, I hear, upon her nonpro- 
the duties she took to be incumbent upon duction, was likewise exacted. 	Margaret 
her, hearing presbyterian ministers when Wilson's friends used all means to prevail 
providence gave opportunity, and joining with her to take the abjuration oath, and to 
with her Christian friends and acquaintances engage to hear the curate; but she stood 
in prayer, and supplying her relations and fast in her integrity, and would not be 
acquaintances when in straits, though per- shaken. 	They received their sentence with 
secuted. 	It is a jest to suppose her guilty a great deal of composure, and cheerful 
of rising in arms and rebellion, though countenances, reckoning it their honour to 
indeed it was a part of her indictment, 
which she got in common form now used. 

suffer for Christ and his truth. 	During 
her imprisonment Margaret Wilson wrote 

For those great crimes, and no other, she a large letter to her relations full of a deep 
was seized some while ago upon the Lord's and affecting sense of God's love to her 

_ day, when at family worship in her own soul, and an entire resignation to the Lord's 
house; which was now an ordinary season disposal. 	She likewise added a vindication 
for apprehending honest people. 	She was of her refusing to save her life by taking the 
imprisoned, after she had suffered much in abjuration, and engaging to conformity; 
her goods and crop before she was appre- against both she gives arguments with a 
hended. 	In prison she was very roughly solidity and judgment far above one of her 
dealt with, and had neither fire, nor bed to years and education. 
lie upon, and had very little allowed her to This barbarous sentence was executed 
live on. the foresaid day, May 11th, and the two 

Jointly with Margaret M‘Lauchlan, or women were brought from Wigton, with a 
M`Lauchlison, these two young sisters, after numerous crowd of spectators to so extra- 
many methods were taken to corrupt them, 
and make them swear the oath now impos- 

ordinary an execution. 	Major Windram 
with some soldiers guarded them to the 

ed, 	which they 	steadily 	refused, 	were place of execution. 	The old woman's stake 
brought to their trial before the laird of was a good way in beyond the other, and 
Lagg, colonel David Graham sheriff, major she was first despatched, in order to terrify 
Windram, captain Strachan, and provost the ether to a compliance 1vith such oaths 
Cultrain, who gave all the three an indict- and conditions as they required. 	But in 
meat for rebellion, Bothwell-bridge, Ayr's vain ; for she adhered to her principles with 
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an unshaken steadfastness. When the water 

OF SCOTLAND. 	 Q49 , 

M'Lauchlison, 	under 	sentence of  
was overflowing her fellow-martyr, some .058.. death pronounced by the justices, 
about Margaret Wilson asked her, what she are continued till 	and the lords of 
thought of the other now struggling with his majesty's privy council recommend it to 
the pangs of death. 	She answered, what the secretaries to procure their remission." 
do 1 see but Christ (in one of his members) The day to which they are reprieved is 
wrestling there. 	Think you that we are blank in the records; but I may safely 
the sufferers ? no, it is Christ in us, for he suppose it would be for a longer day than 
sends none a warfare upon their,  own the 11th of May, there being scarcely time 
chargeS. 	When Margaret Wilson was at betwixt the 30th of April and that, to get a 
the stake, she sang the 25th Psalm from return from the secretaries. 	Indeed at this . 
verse 7th, downward a good way, and read time, a recommendation from the council 
the 8th chapter to the Romans with a great for a remission, was looked on a a ma- 
deal of cheerfulness, and then prayed. While 
at prayer, the water covered her : but be- 

terial pardon; 	and if I may conjecture, 
Gilbert Wilson, when he, aswe heard, after 

fore she was quite dead, they pulled her up, 
and held her out of the water till she was 

the sentence upon all the three, made ap-
plication at Edinburgh, seems to have pre- 

recovered, and able to speak ; and then by railed as to all the three, and the case was 
major Windram's orders, she was asked, if extremely favourable. 	If matters stand 
she would pray for the king. 	She answer- thus, the people at Wigton are deeply gull- 
ed, ' She wished the salvation of all men, 
and the damnation of none. 	One deeply 

ty, and had no powers for what they did; 
and the death of these persons, was what 

affected with the death of the other and the council ought to have prosecuted them 
her case, said, ' Dear Margaret, say God for. 
save the king, say God save the king.' She This•  1 lth of May bath been a black, and 
answered in the greatest steadiness and com- very remarkable day for blood in several 
posure, 4  God save him, if he will, for it is places. 	From Annandale I have a vouched 

' his salvation I desire.' 	Whereupon some 
of her-relations near by, desirous to have 

account of the murder of Andrew Hislop, 
in the parish of Hutton, there that same day. 

her life spared, if possible, called out to Satan was now come down in great rage in 
major Windram, 4  Sir, she hath said it, she his instruments, it was well his time was 
bath said it.' 	Whereupon the major came 
near, and offered her the abjuration, charg- 
ing her instantly to swear it, otherwise 

but short. 	Andrew Hislop was but a youth, 
and lived, as did his brother and sisters, 
with his mother, a very honest religious 

return to the water. 	Most deliberately she woman. 	To her house, it seems, one of the 
refused, and said, ' I will not, I am .one of suffering people, upon his hiding, had come, 
Christ's children, let me go.' 	Upon which being indisposed, and after some days' sick- 
she was thrust down again into the water, 
where she finished her course with joy. 

ness, died there. 	She and her sons fearing 
persecution for reset and converse, after he 

She died a virgin-martyr about eighteen was dead, caused bury him in the night 
years of age, and both of them suffered time, in the fields near by. 	The grave be- 
precisely upon refusing conformity, and the ing discovered, Wester-raw came with a 
abjuration oath, and were evidently inno- party of men, and most barbarously turned 
cent of any thing worthy, of death; and up the dead body out of the grave, and 
since properly they suffered upon refusing coffin, and perceiving him a stranger, strict 
the abjuration, for refusing of which such inquiry was made about him. 	They very 
multitudes were cut off in the fields with soon got notice that the corps had come 
less ceremony, and at the time when these out of the above-said widow's house. Where- 
murders were so common, I have brought upon Wester-raw went immediately to the 
them in here. 	It is of more importance to house, and spoiled it, taking away every 
observe, that in the council-registers; since thing that was portable, and pulled down 
I wrote what is above, I find what follows. the house, putting the woman and her 
"April last, Margaret Wilson, and Margaret children to the fields. 	When thus they are 

Iv. 	 2 1 
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1685' forced to wander, Claverhouse falls 
upon Andrew Hislop in the fields, 

hundred and fifty pounds Scots. 	In the 
place where he was shot, he lies buried in 

May 10th, and seized him, without any de- Craighaugh in Eskdale Muir. 
sign,asappeared,to murder him, bringing him A third instance of the bloodshed of this 
prisoner with him to Eskdale unto Wester- day, I have before me, attested by two per- 
raw that night. Isaidsomewhat before, with sons called to be witnesses to it, in terms of 
relation to this bitter persecutor Sir James the council's act, though I find it not used 
Johnston of Wester-raw; and the writers of almost any where but in this case. 	It was 
the Cloud of Witnesses observe from Mr committed at Polmadie, about a mile south 
Alexander Shiels's account, I suppose, that of the city of Glasgow. 	I shall give the 
he was once a covenanter, a great professor narrative in the words of the signed decla- 
and zealot for the presbyterian establish- ration. 	This violent and hasty murder, for 
ment ; and even when the test began to be any thing I know of, hath not been dis- 
talked of, he pretended a regard for presby- tine,tly narrated hitherto, and yet it is as 
tery, and that he would not take the test, 
but as soon as the trial came to his door, 
he took it, and turned a violent persecutor 

barefaced an instance of the barbarity of 
this period as many; and I hope it will be 
acceptable in the plain and natural narrative 

of presbyterians, as all apostates generally of the two country people yet alive, attest- 
are. 	He died about the revolution, under ing it. 	" We, undersubscribers, John Reid 
dreadful torture in body from the gravel, 
and in no small agonies of mind for his past 

and Andrew Cochran, do declare, that we 
being then servants 	in Shawfield, were 

ways. 	Andrew being 	taken upon his about our master's business at Polmadie- 
ground, he would needs signalize his loyalty mill, May 11th, I686, saw major John Bal- 
in having him despatched in the fields; and 
as one empowered by the council, he passed 

four, captain James . Maitland, 
Menzies, 	Mackenzie, and some 

a sentence of death upon him. 	Claverhouse others upon horseback come to Polmadie ; 
in this instance was very backward, per, 
haps not wanting his own reflections upon 

major Balfour seeing us at the mill, asked 
us to whom we belonged. 	We answered, 

John Brown's murder, the first of this we were servants to Sir James Hamilton's 
month, as we have heard, and pressed the-  
delay of the execution; but Wester-raw 

tenants in Shawfield. 	The major coin-,  
mended us to stand still till he told us what 

tinged till the other yielded, saying, the 
blood of this poor man be upon you, Wester- 

to do. 	We saw them apprehend three men, 
two whereof were weavers, whom they 

raw, I am free of it. 	Claverhouse ordered brought off their work-looms, Thomas Cook 
a highland gentleman, captain of a company and John Urie, who had nothing upon them 
who were traversing the country with him, 
to shoot him; with some of his men. 	The 

but their working clothes. 	Thomas Cook 
was first taken, and because he came not 

gentleman peremptorily refused, and draw- out to Balfour at the first cry, the major 
ing off his men at some distance, swore he 
would fight Claverhouse and his dragoons 

struck him on the face with the horse-whip, 
as the blood so gushed out that he could 

before he did it. . Whereon he ordered three hardly speak. 	Then staving a cocked pis- 
of his own men to do it. 	When they were 
ready to fire, they bid Andrew draw down 

tol in his face, keeping his thumb on the dog, 
cried, blood and wounds, he was a rebel. 

his cap or bonnet over his eyes. 	He was Within a little there came up one and 
of an undaunted courage, and refused to do twenty footmen and a serjeant, who ran 
so. 	He told them, he could look his death- through the houses, and apprehended Robert 
bringers in the face without fear, and had Tom a land-labourer, upon whom Balfour 
done nothing whereof he was ashamed ; and 
holding up his bible which he had in his 

set a guard, saying he was a strong man, 
and called for match to bind him, but found 

hand, charged them to answer for what none. 	When all the three were taken, the 
they had done, and were to do, at the great officers consulted among themselves, and 
day, when they were to be judged by that 
book. 	His mother lost to the value of six 

withdrawing to the west side of the town, 
questioned the prisoners, particularly if they 
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would pray for king James VII. 	They preceding. 	Only I find lieutenant 
answered, they would pray for all within colonel Douglas upon the 10th of May 1685' 
the election of grace. • Balfour said, Do you came into a house in some of the neighbour- 
question the king's election ? 	They an. 
swered, sometimes they questioned their 

ing parishes to the Newton of Galloway, 
found 	a 	religious good man, 	Andrew 

own. 	Upon which he swore dreadfully, 
and said, they should die presently, because 

M'Quhan, lying very ill of a fever, and 
putting his questions to him, which he not 

they would not pray for Christ's vicegerent, 
and so without one word more, commanded 

being able, or it may be, unwilling to answer, 
he caused the soldiers who were with him 

Thomas Cook to go to his prayers, for he take him out of his bed, and carry him with 
should die. 	Thomas desired the major he them to the Newton, and next morning shot 
would let him live. 	The major asked how him there, without any process or assize. 
long. 	Thomas answered, two days. 	The Upon the 13th of May, I find another 
major swore again, he should live no longer. good man cut off, James Kirko in the parish 
The other said he could not help it then. of Keir. 	This man could not fall in with 
And immediately Balfour drew out three 
musketeers, and placed them behind him, 
while he sat upon his knees praying. 	They 

the strict conformity and oaths now required, 
and was forced to -leave his house and 
wander. 	While he is on his hiding in the 

took some cravats from some of the country parish of Hollywood near Dumfries, a per- 
men standing by, and covered their faces. son who professed no small kindness to him, 
Then the major ordered two of the mus- and yet refused him lodging, directed him 
keteers to fire, and if Thomas stirred after 
that, the third was to fire, which was done, 
and he slain outright. 	Then he commanded 

to some retired place not far off, to lurk in, 
sent in to Dumfries, and acquainted the 
soldiers that there were wanderers not far 

the other two to bequeath themselves to from his house. 	And captain Bruce came 
God, for they were immediately to die, and out straight with a party of dragoons, and 
straight did with them as with the first, seized the said James. 	When taken, the 
All the three were murdered within an captain offered him the abjuration: this he 
hour after they were apprehended. 	When modestly refused, as what he took to be in- 
dead, they drew off some of their clothes, 
saying they might do good to a soldier; but 

consistent with his solemn oaths to God. 
Whereupon he was ordered presently to 

when they perceived their dogs licking the prepare for death; which he addressed him- 
slain men's blood, they cast them on the self to, and sang part of the 116th psalm 
corps again, and ordered us to go our way about vows, and read a portion of the scrip- 
and tell what we had seen. 	We remember ture, and prayed. 	Then 	the dragoons 
further, that Captain Maitland said to the pressed him to discover the haunts of his 
rest of the men of Polmadie, why did you fellow-wanderers, and they would spare 
harbour those men so near a garrison ? and him. 	He excused himself, and said, he 
holding up his hands said, 'As the Lord durst not redeem his life at so dear a rate. 
liveth, I have no pleasure in the death of After this they carried 	him prisoner to 
those men.' 	The rest of the men in Pol- Dumfries-water sands, and there the captain 
madie were carried prisoners to Glasgow, 
and from thence near to Dunotter, ere some 

put some more questions to him, which he 
declined to answer; whereupon he was 

of them could win off. ordered immediately to be shot. 	He beg- 
" JOHN REID. ged the captain would spare his life till to- 
" ANDREW COCHRAN." morrow. ' No, no,' said the captain, 'no more 

time, the devil a peace you now get made 
I shall only add, that I sent this account up.' 	James said,' Sir, you mistake it, you 

to 	the gentleman above-named 	captain cannot mar my peace with God.' 	At this 
Maitland, who died much regretted a few the captain raged, and cried, ' Dogs, make 
years ago ; and, he acknowledged, the whole ready,' speaking to the soldiers, ' for the 
of the country men's account was fact. devil a peace shall he get more,' and so 

The seventh person murdered this day, I straightway he was shot, without allowing 
cannot give so distinct account of as of the him so much as to pray. 
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I have some informations before me Some time this year, there were three 1685. of great severities exercised by the men in the parish of Penningham taken 
soldiers this month upon one Matthew Don- and 	executed 	very summarily, William 
ald, who had been in prison some time, for Johnston gardener to the laird of Fintil- 
mere nonconformity, at Glasgow, which are 
not so full as I could wish ; but he may upon 

loch, George Walker servant in Kirkauly, 
and John Milroy chapman, living in Fin- 

the matter be reckoned among those mur- tilloch. 	The first of them had been shun- 
dered this month. 	This good man 	fell dantly conform, yea, had taken the test 
very ill in the tolbooth of Glasgow; not- some time before; but after he bad swal- 
withstanding he appeared to be in a dying 
condition, he was sent off with some other 

lowed that oath he fell under deep remorse, 
and became seriously thoughtful about his 

prisoners whom they were carrying into Ed. sins, soul's state and spiritual 'things, about 
inburgh. 	When they came to Calder, the which he had no concern before. 	Where- 
dying man's strength failed him, and he upon he deserted hearing the curate, who 
could walk no farther. 	The soldiers meet- soon informed against him, and he was 
ing with a sledge on the road, most inhu- forced to leave 	his house, 	and wander. 
manely bound him to it, and dragged him For some time he with the other two kept 
away, and in a very little he died among close 	in 	their 	hiding 	places; but after 
their hands on the high road. many remarkable escapes, they were at last 

In summer these executions in the fields taken by a party sent out by major Wind- 
slackened a little; so many had been but- 
chered that subjects began to fail them; 

ram, and brought in prisoners to Wigton, 
where the major examined them, and they 

yet more instances offer, several of which I declining to answer some of his interro- 
have only the general dates, that they were gatories, and peremptorily refusing to join 
done this year, and I shall be but short in hearing the episcopal minister, without 
upon them. the trouble of an assize, or trial, caused 

June 	10th, the lord Annandale, and hang them all at Wigton,the very day after 
Grierson of Lagg, were pursuing some of they were apprehended. 
the hiding people in the south, and search- Some time this summer, four men were 
ing for nonconformists and such who re- coming from Galloway, where they had 
fused the oaths; and hearing of four wan- been hearing Mr Renwick in the fields, to 
derers in the parish of Twinam, they hunted the shire of Ayr, Joseph Wilson, John 
for them through all that bounds with and Alexander Jamisons, and John Hum- 
sixscore of horse in different parties. 	My phrey. 	A party of soldiers overtook them 
lord Annandale and his party fell in with at Knockdon-hill, and upon their confes- 
David Haliday in Glencayre, and George sion they bad been hearing a sermon, they 
Short; and upon their surrender he gave immediately shot three of them. 	What 
them quarters, till they should be tried to- were 	the reasons of sparing Alexander 
morrow. 	When that cruel man Lagg Jamison I know not. 
came up, he would have them shot pre- Upon the same day, the same party of 
sently as they lay bound in tedders upon dragoons took Simon Paterson and David 
the ground. 	They begged they might Dun, for any thing I can find, upon their 
have to-morrow to prepare for eternity, 
and my lord Annandale told him he had 

being at the same sermon, and carried 
them with them to the gallows that was 

promised so much; but nothing could standing at Cumnock, and, without any 
move that merciless man, he sware they trial, witnesses, or jury, hanged them the 
should have no time, and ordered his men very same day. 
to shoot them straight. 	For some time About this time, a very barbarous niur- 
they refused, till he threatened to do it der was committed upon Thomas Richard 
himself ; and they were shot just as they in Greenock-mains, in the parish of Muir- 
lay bound on the ground, and their dead kirk, a good man near eighty years of age. 
bodies continued in their gore till next 
day. 

Peter Inglis cornet, son to captain Inglis, 
with some soldiers, pretended they were 
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friends, and some of the remains of Argyle's 
men. 	One of my informations bears, that 

in the cave, William and three others 
were taken, the other three took the 1685: 

the better to carry on the cheat, they had abjuration. William refusing it, the soldiers 
bibles with them, and pressed and pre- 
veiled with Thomas to pray with them ; 
and when at prayer, some of them took 

carried him with them to Evendale castle, 
'where that afternoon, without any trial, 
he was shot by captain Bell. 

notes -of some expressions, and afterwards Some other murders may come in upon 
they advised with him upon a designed some of the following sections, but those 
attack which they pretended they were may suffice to give some view of the blood- 
about to make upon a neighbouring gar- shed in the fields this year, and this sec- 
rison. 	Two other narratives before me 
omit these circumstances, and say, captain 

tion is already long enough. 

Inglis came into Thomas' house with four , 
or five men pretending to be Whigs; and 

. 	
,SECT. VII. 

Of the searchings, oppressings, and ha- 
after some other discourse asked him; if rassings through the country, and other 
he knew where any of the honest party 
were. 	The old man, in the innocence of 
his heart, suspecting no cheat, answered, 
he knew not of any at present, but that he 

sufferings of presbgierians, nos unto death,  
tilt the parliament met this year 1685. 

HITHERTO upon this year I have mostly 
had lodged some of them some days ago, 
and was not yet unwilling to give them 

given an account of the sufferings unto 
death, at Edinburgh, and through the west 

any entertainment he had. 	Thus the jest and south ; let me now take a more gen- 
was carried on for a little, till one of them eral view of the sufferings of such who 
bewrayed himself by an oath, and then escaped with their lives, in the first months 
they all cast off the mask, and carried the of this year, and the difficulties and ha- 
good old man to colonel Douglas then at rassings of the country, which were heavy 
Cumnock, who precisely upon this alleged' enough in 	their kind. 	I have already 
confession, without jury or trial, next day taken uotice of the lamentable state ok 
executed him there. _I am well informed many places by the courts, •and the pro 
from a reverend minister present, that his cedure of the soldiers in pressing the ab- 
case was so favourable, that three ladies juration; and indeed it would be weari- 
of the episcopal persuasion, upon hearing some both to the reader and me, to go 
of it, went to the colonel to beg his life, 
but were not admitted; only they had a 

through all the other courts which were 
held, the fearful spoils committed upon 

message sent them, that he could show no parishes and families, the many wanderings 
favour to these people. vast multitudes were forced to this year, 

Likewise this year I find William Pater- whereby they were in deaths often. 	In 
son, son to Robert Paterson in Kirkhill, in this place I shall only take notice of some 
the parish of Cambusnethan, who was before the meeting of the parliament, and 
killed, as we heard, at Ayrs-moss, was shot leave the rest to another section. 
in the fields. 	This good man was cast out The models and first essays • of that 
of his house some years ago by his master persecution, which afterward was carried on 
Muirhouse, merely for noncompliance with with less form and order through the king- 
prelacy. 	His poor family was broken and dom, were many times formed and begun at 
scattered, and he himself forced to wander Edinburgh. 	Accordingly, in prosecution of 
through many difficulties, at length taken the act of council formerly noticed, the ma- 
and sent away to be a soldier abroad. gistrates of Edinburgh publish a proclaim,  
There he made his escape, and came home. tion January 9th, for taking up exact lists of 
After some time's hiding, he was again this all the indwellers in the city and its liberties, • 
year taken in a place called Charon-heugh, 
upon a sabbath.. There were fourteen per- 

which I have added below.* I need make no 

• Proclamation, liwgistrates of Edinburgh,' Jew^ 
aril 9th, 116b5. sons in that place, ten of whom, on the 

soldiers' approach, got into a secret place' Forasmuch as the lords of his majesty', privy 
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rernarks upoxiit. Certainly it was hard move upon the first hints giyen them from 
1685' enough to oblige people on oath to the multitudes of informers and spies they 

give in lists of persons who had lodged with 
them for near ten weeks' time, especially 

had every where, and attack persons, houses, 
or parishes. 	Most of these informations 

such who kept public houses, and might have were groundless, and consequently many of 
different lodgers every night. 	It is not 
improbable the same method was taken in 

their attacks were upon innocent persons, 
even by their own laws; but readily they 

most part of the other considerable burghs. returned not empty, where there were no 
As this was an -arbitrary imposition, con. real delinquents, they made some or other 
trary to the liberty of the subject, so it was guilty, and it was easy now to dO so. 	This 
of no small use to the designs in hand. 	I month the garrisons were strengthened or 
have formerly observed, that when the per- settled at Eariston, Waterhead, Machirmore 
secution in the country turned warm, the 
cities were a kind of refuge to the sufferers. 

in Galloway, and several places in Ayr, 
Lanark, and Nithsdale. 

And now resolving to spare none, they en- This month the town of Glasgow, and 
deavour to prevent this. _ the places round, wore mightily oppressed 

To help forward all the other parts of with' searches, and 	they continued very 
persecution through the country, and ac- frequent for two or three months. 	Their 
cording to the instructions we formerly uneasiness to the subject, and the severities 
heard were given to 	lieutenant-general exercised at them, I have more than once 
Drummond, several new garrisons were pointed at; and I shall give only another 
planted, and the old ones strengthened. instance of the treatment of poor people, at 
From what is narrated above, we may easily them this month. 	Thomas Jackson in the 
guess what a burden these garrisons were parish of Eastwood, of whom before, was in 
to the oppressed country, and what difficul- the year 1683, apprehended somewhere near 
ties they brought to the suffering hiders and Hamilton, and for 	mere 	nonconformity 
wanderers. 	Their-partiesswere almost con- banished to 'West Flanders. 	There he was 
tinually in motion; and when in the garrison sold as a slave, and engaged in the war 
they were still ready by night and day, to against the Spaniards. 	He took the first 

opportunity that offered, and left the set- 
councilt  by their order, of the date the vice, and got into a French ship coming 
day of January instant, did thereby require and 
command the provost, and bailies of Edinburgh, 
to take'exact lists of the whole.inhabitants of the 

home, and from France got over again to 
his native country. 	Towards the beginning 

said city of Edinburgh, Leith, and the other 
suburbs thereof, and liberties pertaining thereto, 
in manner following, viz. ail the heritors, life-
renters, factors, or doers, tutors and curators of 

of this year, in a close search at Glasgow, 
  taken  . hewas 	Dy major Balfour and colonel 

Buchan. 	When seized he 	made some 
minors, according to the ness-rolls, or otherwise, 
that they, and all concerned, may make faith 
thereupon, all which persons are to be given in 

struggle to defend himself, and escape, in 
which he was fearfully wounded in the 

upon oath to the said magistrates; and, the Inns- head, and terribly mangled. 	Upon exam- ters and mistresses of families, are to give up 
lists of all their children, above thesge of sixteen 
years, and of their servants or lodgers, which 

:nation  " 

	

 the 	found he had been banished, 
and 	broke 	his 	act of banishment, and 

they have had entertained or lodged, since' the 
beginning of November, last, and that upon oath : threatened him with present death. 	Ac- 
these are therefore to give intimation, that at 
the first advertisement given to the heritors, 
liferenters, factors or doers, tutors, and curators 
of minors, and inhabitants, masters and mistress- 

cordingly he was carried down to the green, 
and ordered to be shot. 	This did neither 
damp nor confuse him; he was ready for 

is of the families of this city, and suburbs there- 
of, by the town-officers, that they appear before 
the magistrates of their respective bounds, and 
there give obedience to the said act of his majes- 

his change, and no way discouraged, 	When 
the soldiers were drawn out to fire upon 
him, and he set before them, and in some 

ty's privy council>, immediately after the said 
intimation,. without delay; certifying such as 
shall fail, heir names shall be given up to his 

measure had tasted of the bitterness of death, 
somewhat or other made them alter their 

majesty's privy council, that they may be pro- resolution, if it was settled before. 	And he 
ceeded against as persons dissatisfied to the go-
verntnent. was sent back to prison to endure greater 

Jo. RICIIAADSON, Cl. hardships. 	In a few days he was sent in 
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to Edinburgh, where he lay in the thieves- 
hole, with irons upon him, two and thirty 
weeks. 	All that time he was,  never free 

in drink, or what the reason was, I ,, 
know not, but he fell off the battle- "85' 
ment upon the port and broke his neck. 

of the irons, both upon his legs and arms, 
except once for a few hours, when he was 

This same month affords flaming in-
stances of the severities of the soldiers up 

brought before some committee or other, 
who remitted him to the irons again, for 

and down the country, and particularly of 
Claverhouse in more places than one. , Upon 

seventeen 	weeks 	more; 	at . length 	he the rumours of Argyle's designs upon Scot-. 
was banished to new Jersey and died in land, and Monmouth's upon England, the 

, the voyage. violences of the army increased, and the 
These searchings continued at Glasgow, 

and it stood very hard now with all non- 
ravages now made, especially by Clever-
house in Clydesdale, Annandale, and Niths- 

conformists. 	On the 6th of March, three dale, may justly surprise the readel'; it is 
honest good men 	were seized, Robert but some general hints which I shall touch 
Logan, George Muir, and John GilhIlan, 
who were upon their hiding, merely be- 
cause they could not fall in with the pre- 

at, for particulars would be endless. 
Upon the 10th of March, all freeholders, 

heritors, and gentlemen in Nithsdale and 
sent impositions. 	Major Balfour, (who Annandale, and, I 'suppose, in most other 
when 	I write this 1716, is among the shires of the kingdom, but I name those 
rebels at Perth, and in Fife) by his infor- as being the scene of the severities now 
mers, had notice they were in the house of used, were summoned to attend the king's 
one Sarah Kirkland, and sent a party of standard, and the militia in the several 
his men, and seized them. 	Two of them, 
without any power from, or sentence of 

shires were raised. 	Wherever Claverhouse 
came, he resolved upon narrow and uni- 

the council, I have heard of, were sent off versa'. work.• 	He used to set his horse 
by the major to the plantations, the other upon the hills and eminences, and that in 
was sent to Dunotter. 	The woman in different parties, that none might escape; 
whose house they were, though nothing 
could be otherwise charged upon her, was 

and there his foot went through the lower, 
marshy, and mossy places, where the horse 

put in prison, and for some months kept could not do so well. 	The shire he par- 
there, and, in May, sent With other pri- celled out in so many divisions, and six or 
soners to Dunotter, but happily by the way eight miles square would be taken in at 
found means to escape. 	She was forced to once. 	In every division the whole inhab- 
wander up and down in remote corners, 
till the liberty 1687. 	The soldiers, as was 

itants, men and women, young and old, 
without distinction, were all driven into 

their custom in such cases, rifled her house one convenient place. 	When thus got 
and left her nothing. together, he called out as many of them as 

About this same time, a profane fellow he saw proper, at once, till he got through 
in Glasgow, John Speir, listed himself a them, and interrogate them severally, if 
soldier under major Balfour. 	The army they owned the duke of York, as he was 
now was the common sewer for profligate formerly called, to be king. 	When they 
and wicked youths, and they were very fit had done so, he took an oath of all the men 
tools for persecution. 	This man got an that should stand by him, and still own 
order to search Mrs Gardner's house, re- him as king, and never do any thing against 
lict to Mr James Gardner, a presbyterian him. 	Not satisfied with this, he interro- 
minister, of whom before, and there he gate them next, if they had taken the ab- 
catched Mr William Boyd, then a student juration ; and some whom he suspected, he 
of divinity, afterwards licensed abroad, and posed upon their oath, whether they had 
at the 	revolution 	ordained 	minister at ever repented their taking the oath now 
Dairy in Galloway. 	In a little time Mr imposed. 	If they answered, they did not, 
Boyd got out; but very soon after this, then he made them promise, upon their re- 
Speir was ordered to stand sentinel at the nouncing their part in heaven, they should 
stable-green port at Glasgow, and whether never rue their so doing; and when they 
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had complied with all his imposi- circumstances, written at this time by peo- 
1685. tions, he would let them go, saying, pie who knew the truth of them; and J 

4  Argyle shall have a perjured dog of you.' own, if multitudes of things done in this 
All this was done to great numbers of poor terrible period, did not convince me that 
country people, surrounded all the while the soldiers stood at nothing, though never 
with the soldiers, with their guns charged, 
and under bloody threatenings, they should 

so odd, that might serve their purposes, I 
could not give that credit to them I am 

presently die if they complied not in every forced to do. 
point. • Where any refused to swear, his I have omitted many particulars and cir- 
way was most barbarous; the man was cumstances of the severities of Claverhouse 
carried some few paces from the rest, and a in the south country, at this time; but there 
napkin tied upon his face, and the soldiers is one vouched instance I cannot pass, which 
were ordered to fire either blank powder, 
or to shoot over his head. 	And when they 

will support those generals, and show, that 
their out of the way methods were not 

had thus brought him under the terror of without some success. 	In the parish of 
death, he was once more offered his life Closeburn, Claverhouse with a party came 
upon his swearing, and promising to inform to a country man's house, upon some in- 
tqainst all disloyal persons. 	By those me- formation given him against the man. 	It 
thods he carried his designs in a great mea- 
sure. 

was little wonder people fled at this time, 
when by any means they could. 	Thus the 

Somewhat yet more cruel, if possible, 
follows. 	All the children in the division 

whole family, getting some notice that the 
soldiers were near by, fled, leaving a child 

were gathered together by 	themselves, 
under ten years, and above six years of 
age, and a party of soldiers were drawn out 

of eight or nine years of age in the house. 
Claverhouse finding he was the man's son, 
and that by fair means he would answer no 

before them. Then they were bid pray, for questions, shot one of his pistols at some 
they were going to be shot. Some of them 
would answer, Sir, we cannot pray. 	Then 

distance from him. 	The child stood firm, 
and would answer no questions. 	Then he 

they were ordered to tell when they saw 
men and guns in their house, and if any 

shot another pistol very near his head, 
which terribly frighted him; and at length 

men with guns and sWords got any meat in 
their house, or who took it to the door to 

he told them all he knew anent his father, 
the family, and neighbours. 	According to 

them, and such other questions, and they the informations thus gotten, he sent his 
should not be shot. 	Several children of parties up and down' the country in quest 
seven or eight years of age, were carried of such as escaped him. Thus he continued 
about with the 'soldiers, who sometimes until Argyle's defeat, exercising all manner 
would offer them all fair things, if they of severities, driving thousands of kine and 
would tell of their parents, and what people sheep from Eskdale, and the adjacent coun- 
used to come to them late at night, and go try. 	After the earl was taken, he went 
away early in the morning, or if they knew into Edinburgh to the council, and boasted 
where their fathers were, and who in the of the mighty feats he had done in the 
house carried any thing to them. 	At other south. 	 • 
times they treated them most inhumanely, 
threatening them with death, and at some 

During those months, and particularly 
that of April, the parishes of Closeburn 

little distance would fire pistols without and Jfalgarno were sore harassed, as ap- 
ball in their face. 	Some of the poor chil- pears by many instances before me. 	The 
dren were frighted almost out of their wits, 
and others of them stood all out with a 

persecutors now here and there through 
the country, had trained up many to be 

courage perfectly above their age. spies, and taught them to feign themselves 
' These accounts are so far. out of the or- sufferers ; 	and when they came to be 

dinary way of mankind, that I would not known in one part of the country, they 
have insert them, had I not before me would send them to another at great dis- 
several informations agreeing in all these tance, where for some time they were not 
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known. 	When they had been some while them, and several who had escaped at 
with the wanderers 	till they understood the abjuration courts. I must not en- 1685' 
their places of retreat, they came off, and ter upon all the particular instances before.  
were guides to the soldiers ; and as soon as me. 	He sent directions and a written list to 

1.:y those means any of the sufferers were the commanding officer at Bathgate, and the 
seized, the houses where they were, were names of such as he would have apprehend- 
generally destroyed, and all in them port- 
able carried off, the doors .taken off; and 

ed. 	Next day a terrible ravage was made, 
many, whose names I omit, were taken. 

windows turned out, and it was a great fa- 
your if they were not burned, as many 

Six horses were taken from the Fall-house, 
worth upwards of four hundred merks, and 

indeed were. 	It is observed in my infor- considerable sums of money,. an hundred 
mations, that great cruelties were this way merks from some, and less from others; all 
exercised by colonel Douglas. 	All persons 
found upon the high-way, qr in the fields at 
their work, were forced upon oath to an- 

which came to a very large sum. 	William, 
Lightbody, James Fairlie, James Walker, 
Thomas Steel, and John Rankin, a servant 

swer their interrogatories, and, generally lesed a little 	in his understanding, were 
speaking, all who came to their hands carried prisoners to Lanark, and lay some 
were forced to take the abjuration; any months there. 	And that day the three par- 
who scrupled were immediately carried ties before mentioned, made a diligent search 
with them, and it was much if they were 
not shot on the spot. 

for wanderers through Livingstone, Calder, 
Carnwath, and Auchter-muirs. 	Many re- 

Many accounts are come to my hand, of markable escapes and deliverances lie before 
the oppressive carriage of the soldiers in 
other places at this time, too long to be in- 

me in the accounts from those parishes, 
which I must omit, particularly of one 

serted. 	From West Calder, Livingstone, 
and the neighbouring parishes, I find it 
observed, that when there had been some 

young man who was once among the sol-
diers' bands, but notknowing him, he got off, 
for whom they said their minister Mr Hon- 

slackening of the severities after the killing nyman had promised them five hundred 
of Kennoway and Stuart, and in pressing merks. 	If they wronged their friend they 
the abjuration, the savage Highlanders came 
in among them, towards the end of April, 
and all who had escaped the former courts 

must be blamed. But the following account, 
which several informations before me bear, 
is yet recent in that country, and, what I 

were sore put to it, and many made prison- could not pass, snakes the soldiers' tale not 
ers. 	Their march was very swift and and- improbable. 	Amongst others in Living_ 
den, and a great many were surprised. 	It stone parish, upon whom Mr Honnyman 
was generally reckoned their march would hounded out the Batbgate party, they had 
have been from Stirling straight to Glasgow, 
had it not been for the pressing instances of 

particular directions against Thomas and 
Robert 	Russels 'of Fall-house, 	heritors. 

some of the clergy, particularly the curates Their horses satisfied the Highlanders, and 
of Mid-Calder and Livingstone, who were they themselves were not seized. 	They 
most earnest to have them among their 
parishioners; and- the first companies of 

would willingly have had their horses back, 
and knew no body could sooner prevail 

them were in West-Calder, before the coun- than their minister; and though none of 
try about knew of their coming. 	They them had taken the abjuration oath, which 
searched for all nonconformists and suspect was Honnyman's quarrel with them, yet 
persons in that parish two days, and com- they were both his hearers, and one of the* 
milted great spoils. 	Another party was in his elder, and they did not expect he would 
Bathgate, and another in Shots parish. flatly betray them. 	Accordingly they came 

Great was the spite and virulence Mr to him, and besought him to interpose, that 
George Honnyman, curate in Livingstone, 
manifested against the people in the west 

they might have back their horses. 	At first 
he abused them terribly, for not appearing 

end of his parish, at this time, who kept not 
the church so well as he would have had 

at the late courts, and not taking tle oath, 
and giving an ill example to othersat They 

IV 	 . 	 2 E. 	- 	 , 
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bore all, and insisted, 	he 	would the neighbours, and aware them under the 
• make them some help to get their most horrid oaths and imprecations, whether 

horses. 	At length he seemed to yield, and they knew any thing about the haunts of 
wrote a letter directed to the commander 
of the forces at Lanark, and after he had 

the persons he was seeking. 	It happened, 
that among the country people, there was 

sealed ,  it, gave it them, with orders to one of the same name and sirname with a 
deliver it themselves. 	Suspecting nothing, 
they went away, and came the length of 

person Lagg was searching for, and this 
was crime enough to the poor man. 	It 

Carluke, in their way to Lanark, where was averred by Lagg, that he undoubtedly 
telling their errand to some acquaintances, 
and jealousies arising, they agreed to open 

held correspondence with the rebel he was 
in quest of, and he treated him with abund- 

the letter, and found as follows. 	' Sir, ance of cruelty. 	He caused cover his face 
I have sent you two rebels, grip them fast, 
all you have taken from them is too little.' 

with a napkin, and set him upon his knees 
to be shot, and ordered three of the dragoons 

Upon which they returned home, and to present their pieces to shoot, him. 	The 
heard Mr Honnyman no more, but when country man's wife being by, and seeing 
forced to it. her husband in this case, cried out with 

Should I run through all the particulars tears to spare his life, and take him with 
I have by me, of the hardships and severities them till they found the other they wanted. 
up and down different parishes these three The poor woman's tears, I believe, had no 
or four months, this account would run a great weight 	with Lagg; 	however, he 
great length. 	I shall therefore end this caused untie him, and carried him with 
section, with a particular vouched account them, 	and 	another, who 	wits 	a 	near 
of a gentleman in the parish of Anworth in neighbour to one they were seeking. 	They 
Galloway, who, being forced to yield to seized the gentleman's daughter, who either 
what was against his 	inclinations, and could not, or would not tell where her 
afterwards a grief to him, shall be nameless. father was. 	She was next asked, where 
I only set it down as a new instance of the she was last night, when they were search- 
methods, and imposing spirit of this time. ing the house. 	The young gentlewoman 
The laird of Legg sent a party suddenly to expecting no hazard could ensue, said, she 
this gentleman's house, hoping to find him, 
but happily he was out of the way. 	The 

had been in the house of a neighbouring 
gentlewoman; whereupon Legg immedi-. 

soldiers however stayed all night in the ately sent a party with her to that gentle- 
house, and in the morning spoiled it of all woman's house, and carried both away 
the clothes they could reach, and carried prisoners. 	With their two prisoners they 
off five good horses. 	In a few days colonel went away to the sea-shore, and searched 
Douglas, and the said Legg, came to the among the, rocks at the sea-side, leaving a 
house with a party, and missing their prey, 
the soldiers carried off what they left at 

party of horse at some distance, to catch 
any they should chase out of the caves 

their former visit, and spoiled what they about the shore, and there they found the 
could not carry off for bulk. 	They slit up gentleman and another for whom they were 
feather-beds and bolsters, and turned out 
the feathers, and carried off the tiking, with 

searching. 	They returned by his house, 
which they now perfectly spoiled, destroy- 

all other things in the house or office-houses, 
that were portable. 	Again, upon the '7th 

ing every thing they had not rendered 
useless before. 	These two, with the two 

of April, captain Douglas came out of gentlewomen, 	were 	carried to 	Wigton 
Kirkcudbright with a company of foot, and prison. 	Upon 	tendering 	the 	oath 	of 
Made a narrow search for the gentleman, 
but found him not. 	The foot were not a 

abjuration, one of them yielded, and three 
refused; and in a little time two more 

mile off the house, till Lagg came with a took it, after an assize had been sworn, and 
party of horse, and renewed the search .for an indictment given. 	Legg, returning in a 
the said gentleman, and some others he 
alleged to be with him. 	He brought in all 

day or two, and hearing one had stood out, 
sware terribly, that he should be in a few 
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minutes, as he impiously called the future 1 parliament 	in 	Torwoodlee's case 
state, `barking and flying,' and called an above; and I shall only notice fur- 	4  
assize, who in a little time brought him in ther, that the most part of the acts of this 
guilty ; 	and it was reckoned . a mighty parliament were rescinded, as iniquitous and 
piece of lenity that his life was spared, upon grievous, after, the revolution in the year 
his complying at length. 	These are part of 1693. I shall now give some account of their 
their ways. proceedings from the printed 	acts 	and. 

speeches, and some hints of their procedure 
SECT. viii.. from some notes I have before me, taken by 

' 	Of the actings of the parliament, convened one who was present at every session. 
April 234 as far as they relate to the The parliament was 	first 	entertained  
church. with his majesty's letter, which was backed 

by the commissioner in a speach, and this 
kr is now some time since we had a par- was seconded by Perth the chancellor in 
liament in Scotland ; the last was under the a very remarkable 	discourse ; and 	this 
conduct of a popish commissioner, and this same day the parliament returned an an- 
parliament, purged of many excellent patri- swer to the king's letter, 	All these are 
ots, was entirely obsequious to a popish king. already printed, but not being in every 
This prodigy unknown since the reform.. body's 	hands, 	I insert them in a note 
tion, a papist at the head of affairs, as in 
the former session it produced the con- 
tradictory test, 	very agreeable to intro- 

below.* 	It seems now, they behoved to 

• King's letter to parliament, commissioner and : 
duce the contradictions of popery, so now 
further measures are laid down to advance 

chancejor:s speech,
pril 

	widethe parliainettes an- 
saver,  

. 
JAMES R. 

popery and persecution, and rid the king 
and his under-managers of the trouble they 

My lords and gentlemen, 
The many experiences we have had of the 

had from some firm protestants, whom now 
they forfeit by wholesale;   and when there 
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council since had done, all their iniquitous an opportunity not only of sholfing yourg 	duty 
and arbitrary procedure is ratified, 	and to us in the same manner, but likewise of being 

exemplary to others, in your demonstrations of some improvements made upon them. affection to our person, and compliance with our 
The late king designed a parliament desires, as ,you have most eminently been in 

shoula have sitters in March this year;times past, to a degree never to be forgotten by 
us, nor (we hope) to be contradicted by your' 
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be first printed at London ; for at I shall make a few reflections upon them, 
1685. Edinburgh I find them reprinted by 

the heirs of Mr AnderSOn from the Lon- 
which will tend to clear up some facts and 
expressions in them every reader will not 

don.  copy; the reason of whiChl know not. understand. 	Some pretty remarkable turns 

traitors, 	for endeavouring 	to overturn  your to have your advice in what may import the 
peace; and therefore we tinve good reason to good of his service and subjects here• by which 
hope, that nothing will be wanting in you to yOu ought not only to be convinced Of the great 
secure yourselves aMI us from their outrages and confidence his majesty has in the loyalty of this 
violence in time doming, and to take care that his ancient kingdom, and their good example to 
sachconspirators meet with their just deservings, 
so iii others may thereby be deterred from cours• 

his other dominions, but also how fully he snakes 
good his royal word and declaration, to follow 

es Solittle agremble to religion, or their duty and (in his reign) the example of his Into majesty of 
allegiance to us: These things we co/with:ream be ever glorious memory, under whose protection 
Of so great importance td our royal as well as the acid government we enjoyed so long peace and 
universal interest of that our.kingdom, that we quiet; 	I say 	lords) as by calling you so .(my 
were fully resolved in person to., have proposed soon, his majesty expresses great confidence in 
thwsieedful remedies to you; but things having so you, and seems still mindful of the zeal and af- 
fallen Out, Sr render this impossible for us, we feetion of the last parliament, for the rights and 
have-now thought fit to send our right trusty prerogative of the crown, so (in a due return) it 
and right entirely-beloved cousin and counsellor, is not to be doubted, but you will upon this or,. 
William duke of Queensberry, to be our cam- casion not only exceed what has been formerly 
•missioner amongst yep; of whose abilities and done, but also comply with all that can be pro- 
qualifications we have reason to be fully satisfied, 
and of whose faithfulness to us, and zeal for our 

posed for establishing his majesty's greatness and 
your own security, and by this convince the 

interest, we have had signal proofs, in the times world how sensible you are of the great honour 
of our greatest difficulties 	him we have fully his majesty has allowed you, of being the first 
intrusted in all things relating to our service, 
and your own prosperity and happiness; and 

parliament of his dominions to do so. 	I am in 
the next place to tell you, that his majesty 

therefore you are to give" him entire trust and is very mindful of the duty and loyalty of this 
credit, as you now see we have done; from kingdom to his late majesty and himself, when 
whose prudence, and your most dutiful affection he was here amongst us : and the better to com- 
bs us, we hate full confidence of your entire pose the minds of his faithful subjects, 1 am 
compliance- and- assistance, in all those matters allowed to assure you of his princely resolutions 
,wherein he is instructed, as aforesaid. 	We do to protect and maintain the religion and govern- 
therefore not only recommend unto you, that meta of this church as they are now established 
such things be done 415 are necessary in this by law, and that he will take the persons and 
juncture, for your own. peace, and the support concerns of the regular clergy into his slice's( 
of our -royal interest, hoth at hotite and abroad, 
bat also that you do them so speedily, as may 

care and protection; and in order thereunto, I 
am to give the royal assent to such laws and acts 

evidence- to the world;that you are still in the as can be reasonably proposed. 	I am likewise 
same manner addicted to the royal interest, of to let you know, that his majesty will concern- 
which we had so muchexperiencewhen amongst edly maintain your just rights and properties 
,you, that we cannot doubt of your Mil and sun- according to the established laws of this king- 
ple expressing the same on this occasion, by don, and will not allow of oppressive arbitrary 
which the great concern we have in you our 
ancient ' and kindly people, may still increase, 
and you may transmit your loyal actions (as 
examples of duty) to •yeur posterity. 	In full 

proceedings in soldiers or others. 	And further, 
his majesty, being sensible of the great decay of 
our trade, has warranted me in his royal name, 
to consent to such laws its can reasonably be 

,confidence whereof, we do assure you of our proposed for recovery and improvement thereof. 
royal firewood protection, inallyour concerns; And, ny lords, to conclude what 1 am to say on 
and so we hid.you heartily farewell. this subject, his majesty is so concerned in the 

Given at our court at Whitehall, the twenty"- . eighth day of March, ltiSa, and ef our reign 
the first year. 	 . 

encouragement, welfare, and prosperity of this 
his ancient- king

d
om, as he wilt not only do '. what cad justly 	e domed or expected for these 

ends, but even in business of the excise and mili- 
By his majesty's command, tin (his immediate. concerns) I am warranted 

DRUMMOND. . . 
to go the greatest lengths for your ease and con-
venieney, that the nature of these can bear, and 

The speech-of :he lord high commissioner. his majesty's service and your own security will 
allow. 

My lords and. gentlemen, And, my lords, his majesty having in all 
-His majesty bas been pleased, so fully andtoblig- things so evidently discovered his gracious in- 
ingly, by, the letter you have now heard, to in- elinations for the good 	of this kingdom, and 
nunde his royal pleasure,to you, as what 1 am given us the fullest assurances of his favour and 
so say seems in a manner superfluous, sol need = protection that our hearts can desire, what suit- 
not take up much of your time, nor shall I do -able returns and acknowledgments can we make 
inore than' touch a few things as briefly as is to so excellent and incomparable a prince, who, 
Possible. Mall things relating to our quiet and prosperity, 

A rid in the first place, my lords, this being the prevents our, very desires? wit* during Isis reign - 
tiny of his majesty's coronation fitour neighbour- ( which I pray God to snake long and glorious) 
ing kingdom, you see he is no sooner placed on we be nut the happiest people in this world, we 
the throne of his royal ancestors, than he ittlailleS have only ourselves to blame* 	And now the 
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Offer themselves in the king's letter, which been eminent in times past '.(the 
I doubt not were either framed by, or former reign no doubt) in a coin- 1680. 

communicated with our managers at :din- pliance. with his desires, .to a degree never 
burgh. 	The king tells them, ' they had to be forgotten by him, and he hopes,,neyer 

king having so fully done his part, it concerns seems absolutely bound up in the life of his 
you in the next place to mind yours; and in sacred majesty, ought we not most cheerfully to 
order thereunto, I make no doubt but you will grant what the exigencies of his mild and 
assert the rights and prerogatives of the crown, 
and establish the revenue as amply upon his 
majesty and his lawful successors, as it was 

gentle government require? especially 	seeing 
what we give is still bestowed upon ourselves, 
and for maintaining us in our just rights and 

enjoyed by the late king, or any of his royal pre- possessions,,against the most cruel and,  barbar- 
decessors, since you aumnot (in the- least) doubt ous designs of his and our enemies. 
bet his royal care for your repose and security, 
will rather exceed than fall short of any of his 
ancestors. 	.But to use any further arguments 

And, now, my lords and gentlemen, in the 
last place, touching myself I shall not say much, 
my unfitness for this eminent station is possibly 

to incite you to what is so much your duty and more obvious to me, than to any of you ; how- 
interest, were at the same time to question your ever, since his majesty. 	has been graciously 
loyalty and zeal for his majesty's service, and pleased to place me ur it, 1 am resolved to serve 
your concern for the interest and honour of your, 
native country, whose representatives you are, 
so I shall not injure you, nor lessen your thanks, 
by saying more upon this subject. 

him boldly and firmly, and thereby labour to 
make up my other great defects: and as this 
bus still 'been my practice in the other great 
trusts I have the honour to carry under his 

My lords, his majesty certainly expects from majesty, so I know his goodness will alwapt 
the prudence and loyalty of this parliament, that accept the sincere endeavours of his servants -ni 
effectual ways will be fallen upon for destroying 
that desperate fanatical and irreclaimable party, 
who have brought us to the brink of rum and 
disgrace, and are no more rebels against the 
king, than enemies of mankind, wretches of, 
such monstrous principles and practices, as past 

place of-greater performances. 

The lord high clumeelloes speech. 
, My lords and gentlemen, 

After what my lord commissioner bath so 
ages never heard, nor those to come will hardly well represented to you, it will be very little 
believe : what indemnities and acts of grace and necessary for me to say much. - I shall only take • 
clemency have they not contemned ? and all the the liberty to put you in mind, (of what I 
use they made of theni, has still been to harden believe you are very sensible already) of the 
and confirm them in their execrable villanies; many obligations this nation lies under to,  be 

sand how inconsiderable soever 	they appear, 
assure yourselves they ought not absolutely to 

grateful to our great monarch. 	When by the 
command of the late king, his majesty, who 

be contemned, for if they had not support and 
correspondence not yet discovered, it is not to 

now reigns, came first hither, what disorders, 
divisions, and animosities found he amongst us'? 

be supposed they could have so long escaped the To bring the state of things into your prospect as 
care and vigilance of the government : it there- it was then, could not be very grateful to you; 
fore concerns you both in honour and prudence, 
no longer to daily with them, but that the at- 
most severities he most effectually applied, and 

nor pleasing to me, but we all remember with 
joy how well he left us, and by what easy, 
gentle ways he brought about the establishment 

always taken, both to find out their favourers, 
and retired and secret haunts. 

of that unity, which we were beginning to. 
despair of.' Since that time, how much we 

My lords, I doubt not but all of you sufficient- have been in his particular care, during the 
ly know that some of our nation are deeply in- 
volved in the late horrid conspiracy, who (and 

happy reign of that excellent prince his 'brother, 
of ever blessed and glorious memory,. is known 

some others for other treasonable crimes and to all the world. 	But of all the instances of 
practices) are to be proceeded against before this 
parliament; the evidence of their guilt I shall 

his majesty's care for us, his-favour towards us, 
and his good opinion of us,, this of his calling us 

leave to its proper place and time, and do -not 
doubt but his majesty's advocate will manage 

together in the very beginning of his reign, 
(which God grant may be long and prosperous) 

that weighty matter with suitable care and that we might have the opportunity of present- . 
faithfulness: so all I shall further say upon this ing him with the first fruits of the service of his 
subject at present, is, that if Almighty God parliaments, and of becoming examples to his 
(who watches over the security of princes) had other dominions, is the greatest, and what we 
not miraculously discovered and disappointed should prize the most, improving it as far as it 
those the most hellish and barbarous designs will go. 
that were ever contrived, in place of that peace, 
happiness, and tranquillity which we now enjoy, 
these kingdoms had certainly been at this day 

. When we consider what strange turns the ext, 
travagant follies of some, and the malicious 
devilish contrivances of others among us have 

a sea of blood, and in all imaginable misery and taken, since the hist meeting of parliament, what 
desolation ; which (being evident beyond denial) 
will certainly provoke your and all good melt's 
indignation and resentment against those who 

convulsions have attackedthe body of this nation, 
and how vile a ferment has raged in it, to have, 
out' advice called for by our prince, how to 

can be reached, Cot only as advisers and con- provide proper remedies far it, is the greatest 
trivers of such villanies, but concealers of them. honour could be put upon us. 	That we may do 
And since our honour and security every way what in duty we are hound in return, let us 
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1685. to b6 contradicted 'by their future must leave to others ; I doubt not in the 
practice.' 	How far this compliment least that the king speaks fact; and as he 

was proper for him to give, them to receive, 
or honourable to thelatelting his brother, I 

had the .entire management of affairs in 
Scotland 	during 	the 	last years of his 

lay aside all private aims and ends; for how upon our religion, and are our great plague. 
can we hope to serve his majesty, or promote Let us for the sake of our allegiance, for his 
the interest of the nation, while our eye is di- majesty's honour, for our reputation abroad, for 
rear.' only towards Par own particular? and the vindication of our religion,and for our own 
let us swish the freedmen and cheerfulness of peace and tranquillity, make haste to get our- 
honest Scotsmen, vie alt possible means for 
uniting of the nation, and the driving from 

selves cured of it. 	If this were once effectuated, 
we might yet hope for quiet, and in order to the 

amongst us, whoever will not jolts with us upon 
such terms, as may conduce-to the advancement 

making our quiet the more comfortable to us, 
when once we are come to a resolution about 

of the honour and interest of our king and his svitat relates to the public peace, and to the 
crown, and the well-being of this our native respect we owe to his majesty, we may have OCCR- 
country, which we should not suffer to he de- sion of considering whet laws may be nem- 
filed 	and rendered col teinotible to. the whole sary towards the facilitating the well-governing 
world, ley- entertaining so venomous a bastardly of ourselves and native country, both as to the 
brood of villanotts men, as have of late, to the regulating our carriage one towards another, and 
reproach of Scotland, and of human nature itself, 
maintained principles and ventured upon prat- 

the securing our estates, from any thing that 
may be uneasy, from the distribution of justice 

tices not to be named amongst any who 'tare between man and man, as to the improving of 
ever heard of a government, much less of reli- our trade and commerce abroad, and encourag- 
gion. lug industry and frugality at home ; for in all 

these things his majesty's care will not fail us. 
My lords and gentlemen, And my lord commissioner, amongst his many 

You ail know what a conspiracy bath been en- other advantages, is so well known to be a lover 
teed into by ill men of both kingdoms, against of his country, that we need not fear, but that 
the sacred lives of the late king and his present he, will give his concurrence in what he is al- 
majesty ; and who but incarnate devils could 
think of attempting any thing against such pre-
cious lives ? for what prince in Europe, or the 
whole world, was ever like the late king, except 

lowed so freely to consent te. 

My lords and gentlemen, 
To encourage us to do all we can towards the 

his glorious brother' who- now reigns? an 	to service and the honour of our glorious monarch,' 
have cut off any of them, lead been barbarous to let us consider him in fill his personal advan- 
a degree pf making us appear more abotninnble 
than any people eves were, but for us to have 

tages ; whether in what relates to war or peace, 
where has the world afforded such another? 

fest both, had been otir Otter ruin- 	Yet against One whose natural endowments have been im- 
both was the design laid, and had succeeded, if peeved by 'his great experience; at home and 
that watchful providence, which bath 	often abroad, in armies and courts, by the greatest 
preserved the two royal brothers in so many trials of the 	most 	differing 	kinds, those of 
difficulties, had not defeated the lawless, by an prosperity and success, and of adversity and op- 
unforeseen accident, and had it succeeded, what position, of hazards and toil, and of authority 
confusion, what cruelty, what blood, what in- and command. 	Did ever man show so exact an 

- ' expressible misery had- overflowed these king- 
dons ? 

honesty, in the strictest adhering to his word, 
such temperance and sobriety, so indefatigable 

But besides this, we have a new Sect sprung a diligence in affairs 	so undaunted a courage 
up amongst us from the dunghill, the very upon all occasions, and so unwearied a clemency 
dregs of the people, whe killed by pretended towards the most obstinate malicious offenders? 
inspiration, and instead of the temple of the I Did ever hero complete the character so fully, 
Lords the lion* of thie Lord, leave nothing its in overcoming bravely, and showing gentleness 
their mouths but the word of God, wresting to the vanquished? 	And I must say, the tri- 
that blessed conveyance of his holy will tons, to usnphs of his patience are riot his obscurest 
justify a practice suggested tothem, by him who glories ; nor is the forgiving of those whose sir- 
was .1 inurdetcr from the-beginning,whohaving Went tongues would have tainted his fame, if 
modelled - themselves into a commonwealth, 
(whose idol is diet accursed paper the covenant, 
undwhose only rule Is to have none at ail) have 

their malice could have reached it, what is 
least to be admired in him; what reputation 
-other princes have laboured for, at the vast ex- 

proceeded to 'double° themselves no Linger his tent of blood and treasure, and the putting of a 
majesty's subjects, to forfeit nil of us who have constant constraint upon themselves, 	sits so 
the honour to serve hint in any considerable easy upon him, that what they would have, he 
station, and will be sieve ere long to do so by forces froin the consciences of his very enemies 
this great and honourable court. 	It is how to by his merit, and it costs him no more than to 
rid ourselves of these men, and of all who incline he himself. 	But this theme is not for me ; I do 
to•their principles, that we are to offer to his him wrong, and while, it may be, at this very 
majesty our advise, concurreetee, and tamest moment, he is receiving the acclamations of his 
assistance. 	These monsters bring a public re- good subjects, in the chief city of our neighbour 
proncit upon the nation in the eyes of ail our nation, at the great solemnity of his coronation 
neighbours, abroad, while in thew gazettes we there, I am detracting front Rim here, by giv- 
are mentiened as acting the vilest assassinations 
and awl/Orr:West villtuties, they render us un- 

ittg him too low a character. 	I shall only add, 
that he gave to subjects the greatest example of 

quiet 14i&uissecure at home, they bring reproach loyalty and obedience while he teas one himself; 
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brother's reign, so the parliament was very own religion, and abhorred byall real 
obsequious to his desires, as the sufferers protestants. 	I only further observe, 1b85'  
felt with a witness. 	The truth of the sub- 
sequent paragraph I cannot say so much 

that to pave the way for the dispensing, 
power he had in view, the laWs and acts of 

for, 'that the aggrandizing his power and former parliamentsare termed, 'the good and 
authority was necessary for their safety, 
and to secure their rights and proper- 

wholesome laws by you hitherto offered : a 
very diminutive way of speaking of the laWs 

ties.' 	This unlimited way of speaking already made, to the 	legislature, 	*hitch 
would 	suppose 	an infallibility in popish would not have gone well down in Our old 
kings as well as the pope, and will be mat- Scots parliaments. 	In the last place, he 
ter of just doubt with every body of sense. commends his commissioner, as a person 
However, he assures them, ' he would main- zealous for his interests in the time of his 
tam 	his power and authority in its greatest greatest difficulties. 	Which probably was 
lustre.' 	And he was as good as his word, 
and essayed it in the most extensive way, 
when he assumed the dispensing power. He 

a true character, but how far for the duke's 
honour among real protestants, is left to 
others to determine. 

adds, his design in this parliament, was to 
secure their religion; his was already se- 

The duke of Queensberry in his speech, 
acquaints the parliament, that the king's 

cured to him by the test act, and they had obliging letter had left little to him to say; 
a noble guardian of him to theirs, 4  against and when matter fails, he falls a punning 
all fanatical contrivances, and murderers, 
assassins;' 	and other hard words against 

upon the day (April 28th,) and its being the 
coronation day in England, and his majesty's 

such who were called now fanatics. 	Mur- 
ders and assassinations were peculiar to his 

4  taking their advice as soon as he was upon, 
the throne,' and the honour they had to be 

and now he is an example to all kings in his murderers and assassins, and for detecting' and 
love, his clemency, and care towards his people. punishing the late conspirators, whose pernicious 
Let us give him the return of our Jove, our and execrable designs did so much tend to sub- 
fidelity, and our obedience. 	And seeing he takes vert your majesty's government, and ruin us 
pleasure in nothing so much, as in our felicity and all your majesty's faithful subjects. 	We 
and prosperity, let it be an additional tie upon can assure your majesty, that the subjeots of 
us to advance his honour and greatness, by all this your majesty's ancient kingdom; are so de- 
the endeavours of our lives, without reserve, and sirous to exceed all their predecessors, in extra- 
with our whole fortunes, which under his pro- ordinary marks of affection and obedience to 
tection we may (if we please) so peaceably and your majesty, that (God be praised) the only 
comfortably enjoy. way to be popular with us, is to be eminently 

loyal. 	Your majesty's care of us when you took 
The parliament's answer to his mcsjesty's letter. us to be your special charge, your wisdom in 

extinguishing the seeds of rebellion and faction 
• May it please your sacred majesty, amongst us, your justice, which was so great, as 

Your majesty's gracious and kind remembrance to be for ever exemplary; but above all, your 
of the services done by this your ancient king- majesty's free and cheerful securing to us our 
dom, to the late king your brother of ever glori- religion, when you were the late king your royal 
ous memory, shall rather raise in us ardent brother's commissioner, now again renewed 
desires to exceed whatever we have done formerly, 
than make us consider them as deserving the 

when you are our sovereign, are what your sub- 
jects here can never forget. 	And therefore your 

esteem your majesty is pleased to expressof hem, 
in your letter to us, dated the 28th of March. 

majesty may expect that we will think your 
commands sacred as your person, and that your 

The death of that our excellent monarch is la- inclinations will prevent our debates. 	Nor did 
mented by us to all the degrees of grief, that are ever any who represented our monarchs, as their 
consistent with our great joy for the succession commissioners, (except your royal self) meet 
of your sacred majesty, wit? has not only con- with greater respect, or more exact observance 
tinued, but secured the happiness which his from a parliament, than the duke of Queens- . 
wisdom, his justice and clemency procured to us ; berry (whom your majesty has so wisely chosen 
and having the honour to be the first parliament to represent you in this ; and of whose eminent 
which meets by your royal authority, of which loyalty, and great abilities in all his former ern- 
we are very sensible, your majesty may be con- 
fident that we 	will offer such laws as may 
best secure your majesty's sacred person, the 
royal family and government, and be so exem- 

ployments, this nation hath seen so many proofs) , 
shall find from, 

Ma y it please your sacred majesty, 
Your majesty's most humble, most faithful, Plarily loyal, as to raise your honour and great- 

'less to the unnostpf our power, which we shall 
ever esteem both our duty and interest. 	Nor 
shall we leave any thing undone for extirpating 

and most obedient subjects and servants, 
In name of the parliament, 

PeaTn, Cancel. I. P. D. Pad. 
all 	fanaticism, ,but 	especially those 	fanatical At Edinburgh, 28th of April, 1685. 
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the 'first parliament under a popish and the reader by this time does know, 
1685: king. 	Next he tells 	them, how how much those poor people he speaks of 

,mindful the king was of this kingdom's as fanatics, had been dallied with; 	and 
duty and loyalty to his late majesty, and I question much, if any where, even in 
himself when in Scotland. 	I did not know France or Turkey, we shall meet with 
before that loyalty had been due to any such bloody and inhuman exhortations from 
subject, till we have it here extended_ thus 
far by this great patron of it. 	Indeed the 

a throne, though they were very consonant, 
it must be owned, with the religion of him 

duke of York was in effect king in Scotland who filled it. 	Further, he comes to urge 
before now. 	Then, to compose the minds the parliament, to manage the prosecution 
of faithful subjects, he assures them of his of the noblemen and gentlemen alleged 
majesty's princely resolutions to maintain to be concerned in the late conspiracy, with 
the religion, and government of the church the utmost violence; and aggravates that 
established by law, and of his favour to the conspiracy, far beyond any thing that ever 
regular clergy; and concludes what he could be really found in it; and requires 
is to say, upon this 	head, with 	some justice to be done upon the concealers, as 
encomiums 	upon 	their 	incomparable well as advisers and contrivers of it, as 
prince. 	He was so indeed in more respects 
than one, which the reader may guess at. 

knowing it was only concealing of what, 
they alleged, the laws required to be dis- 

His grace comes next to put the parliament covered, that could be proven against the 
in mind of their work, to assert the pre- persons to be sisted before them. 	This 
rogative of the crown,  and amply to remarkable 	speech is concluded 	with a 
establish the revenue; and when they have 
thus settled their king, their next work is 

compliment, as I take it, mainly to himself, 
that 	though 	his 	unfitness to 	be 	corn- 

to fall upon the sufferers. 	The king ex- missioner, was more obvious to himself than 
pects, from their prudence and loyalty, 
effectual means will be fallen upon for 
destroying that party. 	This 	root and _is 

any of them ; yet he was resolved to serve 
his majesty firmly and boldly, as, he says, 
was his former practice 	in other great 

branch work indeed; 	and nothing 	will trusts ; and this way he would make up 
ansver the expectation of a popish king, 
but the destruction of protestants. 	This 

his great defects. 
The chancellor succeeded the commission- 

had been the council's work for some time, er in a handsome speech, far better said 
'and the parliament must ratify all- they had than the other, but, as the humour of this 
done ; and, to spirit them up to this work time ran now, larded with most virulent 
of destruction, he gives them names, which, 
without any stretch, might be easily turned 

reflections upon the 	suffering 	party. 	I 
cannot but notice one part of it as the 

over upon their bloody persecutors, enemies 
of mankind, wretches of such monstrous 

height of railing. 	The chancellor complains, 
"That a new sect was sprung up from the 

practices, as past ages never heard, and dung-hill, and the dregs of the people, who 
those to come will hardly believe, and ex- kill by pretended inspiration, who, instead 
ecrable in their villanies. 	He insinuates, 
that they are no inconsiderable 	party, 
and have support and correspondence not 

of the temple of the Lord, &c. have nothing 
in their mouths but the word of God, 
wresting. that blessed conveyance of his 

yet discovered; 	and therefore presseth, 
that they be not longer dallied with, but 

holy will to us, tp justify a practice sug-
gested•to them, by him who was a murderer 

that the utmost severity may be effectually from the beginning; who having modelled 
applied, and all ways taken to find out themselves into a commonwealth, (whose 
their favourers, and their retired and secret 
haunts. 	Higher he could not run, than 

idol is that accursed paper of the covenant, 
and whose only rule is to have no rule at all) 

the ,utmost !severities effectually applied; have proceeded to declare themselves no 
which , Indeed is a short character of the 
procedure''ef.the council and army for some 

longer his, majesty's  subi,l.ects. 	He adds,, 
those monsters bring a public reproach 

time ; bus his own conscience might know, 
::+ 

upon 	the 	nation, 	while, in the 	foreign 
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gazettes, we are mentioned as acting the world, is indeed a public reproach 
vilest assassinations, and horridest villa- upon the nation, and being false, could 1685' 
nies." 	Here is a heap of scandal cast upon not but 	expose the 	reputation of 	the 
the societies ; for though the general terms kingdom, far more in the eyes of foreign- 
used now in the public papers, are levelled, 
so as they may reach all the sufferers under 

ers, than any of the little stories he mentions 
in the foreign newspapers. 	I shall say 

the terms of fanatics, yet this seems to nothing of the beautiful picture he draws 
point 	at their late declaration; and yet of his master the king, in the close of his 
they many times declared, they never aI- speech; I love not to rake in his ashes, and 
lowed nor practised assassination. 	This allowances must be made to a servant, by 
doctrine then must be left to the chancel- 	this time, I suppose, a papist, and in such 'a 
lor's friends the papists, since the society 	post; and there was need of all the chan- 
people say, they never wrested the scrip- cellor's eloquence, to recommend a popish 
tures to defend, or pretended inspiration to 	prince to a protestant and free people. 
vindicate it; and, had they been for recri- When the parade of those speeches was 
minating, they needed not have gone far 
off: the daily murders in the fields came 

ended, the parliament, at that first meeting, 
\ went through a great deal of work, or 

much nearer assassinations, than anything rather consented to what the managers had 
ever they allowed. 	They pleaded likewise, 
that self-defence was no upstart sect nor 

made ready to their hand ; probably it 
I would be their first work to agree to an 

doctrine, but as old as the reformation, I answer to his majesty's letter, which is in- 
Christianity, or humanity. 	It was false serted in a note in this volume, p. 263. 
they were modelled into a commonwealth; Generally speaking, this is a repetition of 
and whatever overtures were made by one or what was sent to them, and so the less 
two this way, if any such were, ought needs be said upon it. 	They promised to 
not to be charged on the whole society. leave nothing 	undone 	to 	extirpate 	all 
A considerable part indeed of the sufferers, fanaticism, especially those fanatical mur- 

' and many more than under the last reign, 
did not own the authority of a popish king, 

derers and assassins. 	It is good that any 
distinction is made ; but however, extirpa- 

_,,,,and could not subject to him. 	The chan- 	tion is resolved upon against all, and in 
—cellor perfectly mistakes, when he says, 	this they fully acted their part in the fol.

' they made an idol of the paper of the lowing acts. 	They chime in with ' the 
covenant ;' 	but 	most 	maliciously 	and I offering of the laws to the king,' the phrase 
groundlessly terms it a cursed paper, which 	now so much in fashion, and they desire 
we need not be surprised at from one who his majesty to expect, that 'they will think 
either had, or shortly did declare himself a his commands sacred as his person, and 
papist ; and 	the 	covenants 	are 	mostly that his inclinations will prevent their de- 
levelled against popery. 	I shall not say, 
but some ignorant people, then and since, 
may have in some sense idolized our cove- 
nants, and most excellent things in them- 

bates; phrases agreeable enough 	to the 
language of some of the former parliaments. 
And they bring in my mind a few lines, 
written lately by a masterly hand, which 

selves are apt to be so dealt with, and have perhaps may not be unwelcome to the 
run to some extremities in their opinion reader. 
and expressions, as to those solemn and 
religious ties those nations are under; but 
the most part valued them, as the 	had 
good reason, being national actions, very 

y took
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" When first mankind were swayed by passive rule:, 
Princes turned tyrants, and their subjects fools; 
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w 	. Vide Vol. T. note p. 269. 	See also Prelimi- 
nary Dissertation; p. xvii—xx.—Ed. 	I 

The people damu'd themselves to save their soul." 

This parliament indeed, as soon as the 
tv. 	 2 L 
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1685,  king's inclinations were discovered 
by the ministry, had few debates : 

It is preceded by a declaration, which I 
have annexed in a note,* that the readermay 

every thing went smoothly on, all being observe how much the spirit of persecution 
upon one lay, till next year the dispensing 
power . awakened a good number out of 
their lethargy; and, at this first sederunt, 
two very material acts were passed, besides 

had depressed and sunk the Scots nation, 

* Parliament's e'er of duly, April 28th, 16S5. 
The estates of parliament, now convened by his 

what we have seen. majesty's sovereign authority, taking into their 
Decency and form led them to begin with consideration, how this nation bath now cantina- 

religion, and accordingly, an act, 	for the 
security of the protestant religion,' is drawn 
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and how slavish they are in their politics, 
and how little sense of liberty remained 

was very far from being absolute. 
Next, they declare their detestation 16$6. 

now with them. 	The parliament, in this of all principles and positions, contrary or 
declaration, runs out upon the antiquity of 
our nation, upwards of two thousand years, 
in an uninterrupted line of one hundred 

derogatory to the king's sacred, supreme, 
sovereign, absolute power and authority, 
which none, whether persons, or collective 

and eleven kings, in pretty positive ex- bodies, can participate of any manner of 
pressions, 	whereby 	their 	parliamentary way, or upon any pretext, but in dependence 
authority is some way embarked upon the upon him, and by commission from him. 
advocate's side, in his controversy with the This is a stretch of the prerogative beyond 
bishop of St Asaph. 	I hope they are right reason, law, and scripture, and to me ap- 
as to the antiquity of our nation, but can pears to clash with several of our standing 
never think, that the blessings narrated in laws, as to the liberties and privileges of 
the declaration, are owing to the absolute parliaments. 	Consequentially to this de- 
authority, wherewith our kings were in- claration, they promise entire obedience to 
vested by the fundamental law of our mon- his majesty, without 	reserve; 	which is 
archy, for this reason, that they had no such certainly more than any mortal, far less a 
absolute authority; and it is most 	plain papist, ought to claim. 	They conclude 
from our history, and our oldest records, 
that the 	authority of our 	Scots 	kings 

their paper with annexing the excise to 
the crown for ever; which is a step of 
loyalty, beyond what other parliaments' 

vading his rights, that these shall sooner weary could hitherto be brought up to. 
Of their wickedness, that) they of their duty, and 13y this time the reader hath some view 
that they firmly resolve to give their entire obe, r  
(Bence to his majesty without reserve, against all o., the progress this loyal parliament makes 
his enemies, foreign or 	intestine; 	and 	they in one day. 	One would think, they needed 
solemnly declare, that a S they are hound by law, 
so they are voluntarily and firmly resolved, that  
all of this nation, betwixt sixty arid sixteen, 
armed and provided, according to their abilities, 
shall be in readiness thr his majesty's service, 
where, and as oft as i t shall be his royal pleasure 

have sit no longer, after they, had made a 
resignation of themselves, without reserve,' 
to their king, and that they might have 
left the rest of the things to be done by 

to require them. him; but it was proper that some more And since the excise of inland and foreign' 
commodities, granted to king Charles II. of ever 

. particular acts should yet be passed, under 
blessed memory, by the fourteenth act of the the shadow of parliamentary power, which 
parliament 1661, during all the days of his life- 
time, and promote by the eighth act of the j shall just now come to. 	If one e I had 
parliament 1681, for five years thereafter, will noticed, that the privy council, this same 
shortly terminate; and the estates of parliament 
considering the usefulness of this grant, to sup- day, emit a proclamation, for putting the . 
port the interest of the crown, do, as the first kingdom in a posture of defence; which 
evidence of their sincerity, in 	 ie foresaid tender 
of their duty, humbly and unanimously offer to 
his most sacred majesty, king James VII. their 
present monarch, and to his lawful heirs and 
successors in the imperial crown of Scotland, the 
said excise of inland and foreign commodities, 

is likewise annexed in a note* probably by 

* Proclamation 	 fin.  putting the kingdom in a 
posture afilifence, "'prat 24hth, 1685. 	• 

exprest in the said fourteenth act of parliament James, by the grace of God, king of Great 
1661, to be collected in the manner prescribed Britain, France, and Ireland, defender of the . 
by the said eighth act of the parliament 1681, for faith : 	to 	our lyou king at 	arms, and his 
ever; and his majesty and estates of parliament, 
by force of this act, have united, annexed, and 

-brethren, heralds, macers of our privy council, 
pursuivants, 	and 	messengers 	at 	arms, 	our 

incorporated, hnd unite, annex, and incorporate 
the same to the crown of this realm, to remain 

sheriffs in that part, eonjunctly and severally, 
specially constitute, greeting. 	Forasmuch as 

'therewith 	in 	annexed property, 	in 	all time these traitorous conspirators, who designed the 
coming: 	and in respect that the alteration in horrid and sacrilegious murder of our dearest 
the method of collecting the inland excise, from brother, the late king, of renowned and eternal 
what it was by the net 1661, to that prescribed memory, and the destruction of our ancient 
by the eighth act, parliament 1681, will require monarchy, continuing still in the same hellish 
some time to establish it in collection ; therefore project and 	fury against 	us, and our royal 
his majesty, with consent of the estates, con- government, are now again setting their designs 
tinues the conectidh prescribed by the fourteenth on work, to raise commotions in this our ancient 
act, parliament 1661, of the inland excise for kingdom, as being the last strugglings of them 
three 	months, from the first of May next and their execrable party, and the utmost effects 
alienarly. 	1 of their absolute despair ; for preventing where- 
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this time the government had some eastern shires, and all the fencible menintbt 
1685-  hints of the intended invasion upon northern shires, are commanded to be in a 
Scotland, by the earl of Argyle; and with readiness, 	with fourteen days' provision; 
a view to this, the council gives this alarm and only the heritors, fetters, liferenters,and 
to the nation. 	Observations upon it may wadsetters in the western shires, have this 
be very short. 	The title.  given to the late trouble 	given 	them. 	The 	presbyterial 
king, "our dearest brother, of renowned and gentlemen, 	generally 	speaking, in the 1  
eternal memorye' is one evidence of the low 
pass religion is at, when the incommunica- 

shires, 	were either forfeited, or in prison, 
and the rest had gone into the test; but 

ble perfections of the.  Deity, are, without 
any ceremony, attributed to creatures in 

the common people, after so much barbarity, 
could not be depended upon. 	Particular 

flattery and adulation. 	The militia in the care is ordered to be taken of the amt• 

of, and bringing these desperate and execrable to make strict and diligent search and inquiry in 
traitors to just and condign punishment, we, 
with advice of our privy council, do hereby 

all ships arriving in any part of this kingdom, 
for traitors, rebels, fugitives, or disaffected per. 

strictly require and command, all and every of sons, and for arms and ammunition, and to 
the subjects of this our realm, that they be in seize upon the ships, men, arms, and ammuni• 
readiness, in their best arms, to concur and tion, until they acquaint our privy council, and 
assist us against any the foresaid commotions, 
or insurrections, as they shall be advertised ; 

receive their directions thereastent: and to the 
effect they may the better be able to perform this 

and particularly, we hereby require and corn- service, we do require all our subjects nearest to 
mend all and every the colonels of our militia them, as they shall be by them advertised, to 
regiments of foot, and captains of horse, and the 
inferior officers and soldiers under their coin- 

rise,concur with, fortify, and assist them, who, 
and these so assisting, ere hereby declared to be 

mand, in the shires respective and underwritten, fully indemnified 	in 	manlier fore-said. 	And 
WO. the Me se, Tevicetdale, Peebles, Selkirk, East, that all the persons aforesaid may know their 
Mid, and West Lothians, town of Edinburgh, hazard, if they fail in any of the premises, we 
Stirlingshire, Fife, and Kinross shires, the four hereby declare, that they shall not only lacer 
companies of the low country, of the earl of our high displeasure, but also shall be punished 
Perth our chancellor's regiment, and the three with 	the utmost of severity, conform to their 
companies of the low country, of the marquis of demerit, and the laws and practice of this king- 
Athole lord privy seal his regiment, the sheriffs dom ; and 	that the heritors, which shall be 
of Forfar and Kincardine, and all the herders, 
liferenters, Imam and wadsetters in the shires 

deficient in sending out their tenants, and other 
fencible men, or shall not give advertisement, as 

of Ayr, Renfrew, Clydesdale, Wigton, Dom- said is, and of any rebels arid traitors appearing 
fries, and stewarties and bailiaries within the on their lands, that they shall be punished an- 
same, to be in readiness with fourteen days' pro- cordingly. 	And to the end the said desperate 
vision, to march when, and whither our privy 
council shell give them orders, and, to that end, 
to have their arms fixed, and their several corn- 

traitors and rebels may have no reset, harbour, 
comfort, or refuge from any of the subjects of 
this our realm, we hereby strictly prohibit and 

panics of our militia presently mustered, and discharge all and every of our subjects therein, e 
theheritovs and others aforesaid, listed, modelled furnish house, meat, drink, or any other thing 
in 	companies, 	and mustered for the putting comfortable to them 	or to keep intelligence or 
them in a condition of a greater readiness. 	And correspondence with them, by word, writ, or 
further, we hereby require and command all 
persons, feleticffile men, betwixtsixty and sixteen, 
within the shires of Aberdeen, Banff, Elgin, 

message, or to transport them to, or from ferries, 
or any ways to be aiding, abetting, or assisting 
to them, under the pain of being repute and 

Nairn, Inverness, Ross, Sutherland, and Cala'. esteemed art and part with them in till their 
ness,to be in headiness in manner foresaid. 	As wicked 	deeds 	and 	practices, 	and 	proceeded 
likewise, we hereby require and command al) against, demeaned, and punished 	accordingly. 
our lieges on the see-coasts of this kingdom, or And that our pleasure in the premises may be 
near to them, or to any of the islands thereunto fully known to all our lieges, our will is, and we 
belonging, so soon as they hear or get notice of charge you strictly, and command, Out imolai- 
any vessels arriving at any piece irom abroad, 
or at home into any coasts, ports, creeks, or Far- 

nent, these our letters seen, ye pass to the mar. 
ket-cross of Edinburgh, and all the other market. 

bows, with men, arms, or ammunition, forth- -crosses of the head burghs of the shires of this 
with to conveeate and rise in their best arms, 
and to best them Off, or seize upon, and secure 

kingdom (and all places else needful) and there 
by open proclamation, in our name and author- 

the ships as vessels, and the mest,..arms, and ity, 	make publication of our royal will and 
ammunition, and give immediate advertisement pleasure in the premises, that none pretend ig- 
to our privy council ; and for their security in nominee. 
obeying these our royal' commands, we hereby Given under our signet at Ifolyrood-house, 

:.'fully pardon and indemnify them for ever, of all the twenty-eighth day of April, one thou- 
slaughter, blood, mutilation, fire raising, burning sand six hundred sum, eighty five, and of our 
of ships, or such like Warlike inconveniences as reign the first year. 

. 	may follow, in case they meet 'with hostile op- Per actunt dontinorunt secreti concilii. 
position. 	And we hereby require and cam- N V ; LT,. PATS:MON Cl. SeenCallaiiii. 
mand all our collectors, customers, or waiters, God save the kitie. 
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towns; and all are required to obey collet- field conventicles, or church irregu- 
tors, custom-house officers, and waiters, and larities, do refuse to depone, they 1685. 
rise with them upon their call; and such- shall be liable to be punished as guilty of 
who correspond with any now called rebels, 
or do not inform against them, are to be 

, those crimes respectively, in which theY-
refuse to be witnesses; it being always de- 

reckoned art and part with them. 	This 
brought new hardships upon the sufferers. 

dared, that those depositions so emitted, 
shall not militate against the deponent him- 

To return to the parliament, they are self any manner of way." 	Certainly, it was 
very close at their work, and the most part neither the necessity, nor reasonableness of 
of their acts, either directly, or by conse- the matter here statuted, which brought the 
quence, relate to the subject matter of this parliament into this law, but merely to ra- 
history. tify and give weight to the former procedure 

Upon the first of May, two acts are made of the privy council, and justiciary. 	Some 
to facilitate processes of treason before the reflections, I suppose, have been made al- 
justiciary, now in dependence, and to re- ready upon this practice. .It must be reek- 
move obstructions in the road of forfeiting oned severe and hard upon a man, because 
and ruining noblemen, 	gentlemen, 	and 
others. 	By one of them, ' The king and 

he will not witness against his neighbour, 
friend, or father, for being at a field-conven- 

estates of parliament, approve and ratify the tide, to find him guilty, and send him in to 
former custom used by his majesty's coin- eternity, as is ordained just now by another 
missioners 	for justiciary, 	in 	proceeding 
against pannels already in prison, and indict- 

act. 	It needs scarce be further observed, 
that this act is calculated to expose the 

ed for treason, in twenty-four hours: but whole of the sufferers to the odium of the 
for the future his majesty allows such pan. world. 	Treason and church irregularities 
nels to be cited upon forty-eight hours.' are put on a level, and classed together- 
This is not the last instance we shall meet And it is framed to encourage deponents 
with of the parliament's approving the irre- against the persecuted party, by freeing 
gular procedure of the managers of the them from any share in the guilt, that might 
persecution at Edinburgh, yea, to do so, 
seems to be a great part of their work. 

fall upon them by their deposition : but 
some of them, as we have heard, found that 

They make laws to look backward, and 
give a kind of parliamentary pardon and 

the government wanted not other means, 
when their service was over, to make them 

protection, for former violations ofthe rights as guilty as those against whom they are 
and liberties of mankind. 	It is but a very thus encouraged to swear even without us- 
little that they mend the matter, and after ing their own depositions. 
they have made themselves guilty of the By the written minutes before me of this . 
irregularities of the justiciary we have heard sederunt, I find that Cesnock's bill for ex- 
of, the time is allowed to be doubled. 	I r culpation, was this day, May 1st, before the 
pretend to no knowledge in criminal forms, 
but twenty-four or forty-eight hours appears 

lords of the articles, consisting of his de-
fences, that he was alibi, that such as he 

to me a very short time for men to make 
defences upon life and death. 	And this it- 

had conversed with, who were at Bothwell, 
had taken the bond, that his case was res 

self does not reach the cases of several we battens judicata, and an enumeration of 
have met with, who were taken, tried, and the steps of his loyalty: but the short hints 
executed in less than twenty-four hours, before me do not bear what was thine 
And the acts being confined to pannels in about it. 	We shall find him afterwards 
prison, mends the matter very little, since forfeited. 
the officers of the army, and I know not Upon the 6th of May, three other most 
how many others, were empowered to im- 
prison when they pleased. 

iniquitous acts were made ; the first whereof, 
my written -account says, was passed minim 

The other act,, of the same date, statutes contradicente; and all of them, with the 
and ordains, "That such who being cited to former two, were that same day touched 
be witnesses in cases of treason; house or with the sceptre, to the lasting reproach of 
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1685, this parliament, and 	as evidences 
what men, protestants, and presby- 

which you mention, that Mr Montague 
has endeavoured to pervert you in your 

teAans in trarticular, may expect under a religion. 	I do not doubt but you remember 
popish prince. 	They deserve our particular very well the commands I left with you at 
consideration. 	The first of them is against my going away, concerning that point, and 
the covenants, and I insert it here. 	" Our um confident you will observe them ; yet 
sovereign lord, and estates of parliament, 
do hereby declare, that the giving or taking 

the letters coming from Paris say, thatit is 
the queen's purpose to do all she can to 

the national covenant, as explained in the change your religion ; which if you hearken 
year 1638, or'of the league and covenant, 
(so commonly called) or writing in defence 

to her, or any body else 	in that matter, 
you must never think to see England or 

thereof, or owning them as lawful or ob- me again; and whatever mischief shall fall 
ligatory upon themselves or others, shall on me or my affairs, from this time I must 
infer the crime and pains of treason." 	No lay all on you, as being the only cause of 
doubt, by this act, the prelates and enemies it : therefore consider well what it is, not 
of presbyterians, reckoned they had got- only to be the cause of ruining a brother 
ten the grave-stone put upon the -covenanted that loves you so well, but also of your 
work of reformation ; 	but a very great king and country. 	Do not let them per. 
body of people still owned it, and that not- suade you, either by force or fair promises; 
withstanding this iniquity setablished by a for the first, they neither dare nor will use; 
law ; and this work, which was the glory of for the second, as soon as they have pervert. 
these kingdoms, bad and bath its witnesses, 
and 	even a resurrection at 	the 	happy 
revolution, when our doctrine, worship, 
discipline and government were 	legally 

ed you, they will have their end, and will 
care no more for you. 	I am also informed, 
there is a purpose to put you into the 
jesuits college, which I command you on 

settled. the same ground never to consent unto; 
In the first book of this history, some and whenever any body shall go to dispute 

remarks have been made upon the treat- with you in religion, do not answer them 
Meet given by the first parliament after the at all ; for though you have reason on your 
restoration to those solemn and religious side, yet they being prepared, will have the 
ties upon those nations. 	It was net so advantage of any body that is•not upon the 
decent in. king Charles II. 	lifetime, 	to same security that they are. 	If you do not 
declare him a traitor, and his father much consider what I say to you, remember the 
the same, for ratifying the national eovenant 
with the explanation of it in parliament. 

last words of your dead father, which were, 
to be constant to your religion, and never 

This honour was reserved for his brother, 
who bad never taken the covenants indeed, 
but probably was a good catholic from his 

to be shaken in it. 	Which if you do not 
observe, this shall be the last time you will 
ever hear from." 

very youth, at the expense of contradicting 
his father's dying charge. 	'When I am 
upon this head; 1 cannot but take notice of 
that remarkable letter king 	Charles II. 
wrote with his own hand to his brother 

"Dear Brother, 
" Your most affectionate Brother, 

"Charles R." 

It 	had been the late king's interest, if 
then duke of York, to prevent his turning 
papist, November 10th, 1654. 	It bath been 

he had in the succeeding part of his life, 
discovered an equal concern for the protest- 

already printed, but being put in the hands ant religion, to what he shows in this letter; 
of but a few, I thought it a piece of justice and it held true in great measure, that the 
to his memory, to preserve it here, and it 
follows. 

mischief which fell on him and his affairs, 
was to be laid upon his brother's turning 
papist. 	However, this letter was forgot, as 

Cologne, November tOth, 1654. well as his father's declaration to his mother, 
DIN.R. BROTHER, that the 	covenanters 	were 	his 	firmest 

" I HAVE received yours withonta date, in friends, when the king came, in to popery, 
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and now to this virulent act against the a covenant never to be forgotten. 
covenants. Here I cannot but observe, what 1 1681  

It was an act very agreeable to the first have from two worthy persons, present 
parliament of a popish king, and a necessary 
prelude to the introduction of popery to 

when the late excellent duchess ofHamilton, 
more than once, told the sentiments of Dr 

Scotland, 	the 	national 	covenant 	being, 
since the reformation, our great barrier 

Burnet, since bishop of Salisbury, signified 
to her grace upon our national covenant. 

against popery, and even the explanation Particularly one day when the conversation 
of it, a strong additional security. 	And to 
promote this reintroduction, now so much 

fell in upon the sufferings of presbyterians, 
for adhering to the covenant, the doctor 

at the king's heart, and less or more in his spoke of the national covenant with a 
eye in all his public steps, he sticks not to great deal of respect, and said, He believed 
cast a slur upon his brother, father, and it would never be well with Scotland, until 
grandfather : 	holy 	mother 	church, 	the we returned to that covenant, and renewed 
scarlet whore, is dearer to him by far than it. 	This was when the doctor was last in 
their reputation. 	It is hard to tell how Scotland. 	Indeed, in my opinion, this may 
much iniquity and wickedness is wrapped be reckoned an overt act of treason against 
up in this short act, perhaps in part it was heaven, and the one Lawgiver, who is able 
designed for a vindication of the former to save and to destroy, a national sin, which 
actings of the managers, for several years, 
against multitudes whom they butchered, 
for little other reason, than their adhering 

filled our cup very much, and a trampling 
under foot the glory of this nation, an act, 
in one word, which could never have been 

to those sacred vows unto the Lord. 	The made but by apostate protestants, under a 
declaring writing in defence of the cove- popish prince. 
nants to infer treason, was evidently unrea- As the former act was ungodly, so the 
sonable and severe, but very agreeable to next was unreasonable.. The apostle of 
the popish methods of keeping people in the Gentiles classes the two together, in the 
gross ignorance of the truth, to say nothing primitive times, and they have frequently 
of its bringing many eminent and learned j since been found to be of a kin. 	By this 
divines through all the reformed churches, 
whom I could name, under the guilt of this 

they obliged husbands to be liable for their 
wives' fines. 	The unreasonableness of it 

statutory treason. 	I do not enter upon the hath been pointed at before. 	The matter 
irreligion and impiety of this singular act, of this act passed the council with a con- 
Multitudes have unanswerably proven, that siderable struggle, and now it must have a 
nothing is contained in those solemn trans- parliamentary sanction, to save the man- 
actions with God, but what, prior to the agers from after-inquiries; and this is almost 
superadded religion, and tie of those oaths, 
was morally obliging upon tho consciences 

the very narrative of the act. 	No pretence 
of righteousness or equity is alleged, but 

of all, by the divine law. 	What a dreadful we are frankly, if not bluntly, and plainly 
fighting against God, and counteracting of told, `our sovereign lord considering, that 
his holy law, a casting his cords from them, 
and his law behind their back, must the 
authors of this act then lie under? In short, 
this was, as far as lay in the parliament's 

the lords of his privy council, and others 
commissionate by his majesty and them, 
have fined husbands for their wives' with-
drawing from ordinances, doth, with advice 

power, a national step backwards to Rome 
and popery, and a practical renunciation of 

and consent of the estates of parliament, 
declare the said procedure to have been 

the solemn resignation made of those lands legal, and ordains the same to be observed 
to the Lord; and consequently matter of) in all time coming, and ratifies all decreets 
deep mourning even to posterity, and a and sentences granted against husbands for 
blot upon a reformed 	kingdom, 	which such fines, reserving always power to the 
cannot be taken off by rescissory acts, till lords of his majesty's privy council, to ab- 
we return nationally with weeping and 
mourning, and,join ourselves to the Lord in 

solve or mitigate the fines of such husbands, 
as are known to be of loyal principles.' 
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The unaccountableness of this sta- 1 	Upon the 8th of May, the parliament 1686. tute needs not to be. insisted upon. : come to give the last stroke, and I may 
This parliament, in their wonderful power, : say, to do their utmost against conventicles, 
declare a practice legal, for which there il and the liberty of the gospel, in their eighth 
was never a law, and of which a just rea- act ' against preachers at conventicles, ard 
son can never be given, and ordain it to be ' hearers 	at field-conventicles,' which ? 
observed in all time coming; and though serves a room here, as a flaming eviden 
the reservation at the end of the act be of. the wickedness of this time. 	" 0 
added, in order to soften so shocking a sovereign lord considering the obstinacy ( 
thing, yet really there is nothing here but the fanatical party, who, notwithstanding 
a blind, since -the council had this power 
as to the matter of fines in every case, and 

of all the laws made against them formerly, 
persevere to keep house and field-conventi- 

were ready enough to exercise it in the des, .which are the nurseries and rendez- 
proceises of kin, friend, and ally. vouses of rebellion, therefore his majesty, • 

Their third act this day, runs yet deeper, 
and was framed, not only to look back to 

with consent of his estates of parliament, 
doth statute and ordain, that all such as 

-': what was past, but to catch a great many shall hereafter 	preach at such fanatical 
'gentlemen and others, and bring them to house or field-conventicles, as also such as 
ruin M their bodies and estates. 	"The ille- shall be present, as hearers, at field-conven- 
gal and harsh sentence passed by the iusti- tides, shall be punished with death, and 
ciary,-at thedirection of the council, against confiscation of goods." 	It is an irksome 
that excellent gentleman and Christian John , task I have brought myself under, to tran- 
Porterfield of Duchal, above narrated, made , scribe all those terrible acts ; and it had 
,a terrihle noise, and was plainly enough per-. been much for the honour and reputation 
ceived to have been in order to gratify a of Scotland they had never been made. 
particular manager with his estate. 	It was But since the actors were not ashamed 
-necessary then export facto; to confirm this of such bloody laws, it is but reasonable 
sentence 	a posterior law. 	Therefore ,hy they should bear the just reproach owing 
' the king and estates of parliament do rat- to them, by a faithful narration of matter 
ify, approve, and confirm the sentence of of fact; though it is with the utmost regret 
forfeiture, pronounced by the commission- I intermix my history with those unparal- 
ers of justiciary, against John Porterfield, 
sometime of Duchal, and the interlocutor 

'leled and sanguinary acts. 	If I did not 
fully know the native spite and enmity of 

and whole proceedings of the said 'commis- many t;', the managers against the presby- 
sioners in that process, and declare the same 
was conformable to the laws of this king- 
dom ; and in general, statute and -declare, 
that the concealing and not revealing of 

terians, and the preaching of the gospel, 
which was, in the case of conventicles, 
heightened by the virulence of the prelates, 
and made them stand at nothing, that might 

supplies, given to, or demanded for traitors,  
forfeited for treason, against the king's per- 

bear hard upon those sufferers ; I would 
have been ready to imagine, that such an 

son and government, is treason, and is to be act as this was made as a preface and in- 
judged of accordingly.' 	Unhappy were ducement to all sober people, to remove - 
the people -who lived at this time ! for I the penal laws in gro, at the next parlia- 

'scarce see how any body almost of business, 
could be free from the things now made 

meat, and matters were screwed up to this 
height, that all might break, and papists get 

treason. This act was a second punishment free.' But it was better ordered in Provi- 
for the same fault, if it be a punishment, 
and not an honour, to be-  condemned by 

deuce, and the shadow of parliamentary 
power, was never got interposed in this 

- Such a parliament as this. 	This good man, 
for any thing I know, was neither called 

matter; and presbyterians chose to lie un-
der those horrid laws for some time peace- t. 

nor heard in his own defence, before this ably, rather than have anY active hand in 
second sentence, and the iniquity done to taking down the fences of the reformation ; 

' 	him is established by a law, to be a rule to 
judge others by. 

E and any thing done this way, as we will hear, 
1 was done by the assumed power of a papist. 
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To return, the reader already knows, what themselves papists, or people of such 
the law at this time made to be a house- slavish principles, as to fall in with '685' 
conventicle, wherever more than five per- every thing which would please the zealous 
sons not belonging to the family, are in a papist upon the throne. 	This is the best 

Iii,ause at worship, or a sermon; and in this and only apology I know of for such acts as 
Ise he who preached or prayed must die, those. They had promised to hold the king's 
,d have his goods confiscated. 	If any commandments sacred, and without reserve, 
)(11 law as this was made since Nero's 
me it is more than I know of, and sure it 

to obey him even in his very inclination, 
when known ; and they were as good as 

cannot be paralleled in any protestant coun- their word. 
try, and very little like it offers to me, even 
in popish countries, that ministers of the gos- 

Another act 	follows 	that 	same day, 
' concerning judicial confessions before the 

pel, for preaching of the gospel, and, ac- justiciary,' and it is statute, "that all con- 
Cording to their charge from their Lord and fessions of parties after an indictment, in 
Master, fulfilling their ministry, should for case of treason, emitted before the justi- 
this forfeit their life. 	had it been restricted 
to preaching against the government, there 

ciary, and signed by the pannel or judges, 
are to be probative to the assize, as if the 

had been some colour for so terrible an 
interdiction; but for preaching Christ, and 

same had been emitted in their presence, 
and if the assize assoilie in this case, they 

'the saving truths of the gospel, in a private are liable to a process. of error." I know 
house, as 	the 	apostles did, when most not the particular views of making this act. 
groundlessly presbyterian ministers had fal- Whether it was designed to vindicate their 
len under the displeasure of the govern- bringing in the acknowledgments of pri- 
ment, and were never deprived or censured soners, before the council and committee 

• by any competent power, that for this, I for public affairs, as sufficient documents 
say, they should die, is a wickedness beyond before the justiciary, because signed by the 
my expression; and that clergymen, pro- clerk and some lords, which the act indeed 
testant bishops, should not only approve comes not fully up to, or it may be the 
and vote this, but prdSs and procure its managers inclined to be rid of the gentle- 
being passed into a law, cannot but aston- men of the assize in some examinations 
ish posterity, before the justiciary, where in some cases 
. The same things, and several more might they had proved troublesome to the judges; 
be said, as to hearers at field-conventicles, 
their being appointed to death by the other 

and yet it appears highly reasonable, that 
the assize being judges of the probation and 

part of this act. 	Any who •look into the matter of fact, ought to be present, and 
printed acts will see, that ily act 5. pad. 2. have all the light they can during the pan- 
seas. 2. Char. II. against conventicles, it is nel's examination, and not depend upon the 
declared to be a field-conventicle, where judges and clerk, who are in this case the 
there are more persons present at sermons only witnesses of the pannel's confession I 
preached at any house, than the house can and accordingly their presence 	was or- 
hold, so as some be without doors. 	By dered by act 90. par!. 11. Jam. VI. 	But 
this act I am upon, any person present at it was some easier to get judicial confessions 
such meetings, is punishable by death, and 
confiscation of goods, in the same manner 

worded as the clerk and court pleased, 
signed by themselves, to be laid before the 

as the meeting hath been held in the fields. assize; and this may be presumed to have 
This act, beyond contradiction, discovers been the case of the poor ignorant country 
the true spirit of antichrist, that malignity people, who were soon, as we heard, tin. 

'and bitterness against the gospel of Christ, 
and the pure preaching of it, to be now 

cumvened by captious questions, to declare 
they had owned the covenants, and had 

working; and popery at this time diffused been 	at fielOneetings, which was now 
itself every where from the throne. 	Indeed death. 
the whole of the managers almost were 
now either papists, or ready to declare 

The last act I name, passed this day, 
"declares all subjects who refuse to accept 

tv. 	 2 m 
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of the offices of magistrates, justices tended to all heritors, liferenters, taxmen, 
1685. of the peace, constables, officers of the &c. of the protestant religion, above eigh- 

militia, or any other employment laid upon teen years. 	It is observed in a written 
them by his majesty or his council, to be fine- account of this parliament before me, "That 
able for their contempt.", 	This was hard the bishops of Ross and Dumblain, reasoned 
enough uponpeople of conscience, who could against imposing oaths on ignorant people; 
not think of being executors of these dread- and humbly moved, that this might be fur- 
ful sanguinary laws at this time made, and ther considered before the act passed. 	To 
proved a good handle for exacting swinging break this, or to wave it, Lauderdale, se- 
fines 	from many worthy and excellent 
gentlemen, and others, who refused con- 

conded by Eglinton and Linlithgow, moved, 
that it should be extended to women as 

currence in those things. 	It was now a well as men. 	But this was not gone into. 
happiness to be out of Scotland. Sir John Lauder moved first, that the test 

Upon the 13th of May, the parliament should not be limited to those of the pro- 
pass the 'act for supply,' which needs not testant religion, as being designed to exclude 
be insert here. 	In short, from their alleged papists, and bishop Ramsay seconded him ; 
sense of hazard from fanatics, and because but was answered by the bishop of Ediu- 
the present forces may be too few for pro- burgh, who appeared a mighty advocate for 
tecting the country, they offer his majesty the Roman Catholics that day, and mostly 
two hundred and sixteen thousand pounds insisted upon the act against separation in 
yearly, over and above the five months' cess the parliament 1670, which was restricted 
already imposed, which amounts to eight to these of the reformed religion." 	This 
months' cess yearly; and this they settle court bishop carried his purpose; and the 
upon his ,majesty during his life, imagining, 
it seems, they would never be rid of fanatics 
while he lived and reigned. 	Indeed the 

act was voted and touched that day. 	What 
I have said before on the last act of pudia, 
ment as to this subject, will save me the 

proceedings of this period awakened people trouble of making remarks here. The duke of 
out of their slumber and security, and re- York's threatening, that the edge of this 
vived a sense of liberty, and concern for act should be turned from catholics, is now 
religion. 	This was truly the character of fully accomplished. 	And it was scandalous 
the most part now called fanatics ; and if in protestant bishops, to appear for the re- 
those he they, the managers were not rid of lief of papists, when protestants were tied 
them this reign. down. 	The refusal of the test is now only 

The same day the imposition of the test 
is renewed by their 13th act, 'for taking 
the test; which being a little longer than 

to be punished with such pecunial sums as 

the burgh to which they 	g; belon 	and all others 
foresaid, before the sheriff of the shire where 

those before, the reader will find at the foot 
of the page.* 	By this act the test is ex- treLlisvhea,lidssavoennare  acrd 

time and
b 

 
b
efor 	the

th 
 seat! 

said dd test, 
fore the judge, and clerk 

subscribe
of the court,i wit'l:,cee-r-

tification, that such as fail in swearing and sub-
scribing the test, as said is, shall be punished in * Actfor the test, May 13th, 1685. such pecunial sums, as the secret council shall 

Our sovereign lord, wish consent of the estates determine, to be disposed of by his majesty, at 
of parliament, statutes and ordains, that all pro- his royal pleasure. 	It is always declared, that 
testant heritors, liferenters, and others having this act extends not to women ; and all clerks 
right to liferents jure mariti, wadsetters, tacks- are hereby ordained to send in lists of such as 
men having tacks for longer time than for eigh- have taken the test, within their respective j u- 
teen years, all masters of ships, and such other risdictions, to the clerks of his majesty's privy 
burgesses, and inhabitants of burghs, whether council, before the first day of February next to 
of royalty, regality, or barony, as are not heri- come, under the pain of losing their office, and 
tors, who shall be appointed by the privy council, 
take the test prescribed by the sixth act of the 

to be punished otherwise as the privy council 
shall determine: But such as have already sworn 

parliament, 1681, before the first day of Novem- and subscribed, shall not be obliged to renew it 
ber, for all such as live besouth the river of 'i'ay, 
and the first day of January next, for all benorth 

on this occasion. 	And further, his majesty, 
with consent foresaid, doth ratify and approve 

Tay; and for that end, that all noblemen, and what is already done in offering the test by his 
their eldest sons, above theage of eighteen years, 
shall cotnpear before his majesty's privy council ; 

majesty's privy council, justice-court, or any 
commissionate from any of them, or by sheriffs 

all masters of ships, and burgesses aforesaid, 
shall compeer before the provosts, or bailies of 

and other magistrates, declaring the same to have 
been good service to the king add country. 
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the 	council thinks fit, 	and by this act were nominated by the managers 	- 
women are delivered from the test. 	And about Edinburgh, who took care to 1685' 
all such as have already sworn and signed, 
are not obliged to renew the same. 	Per- 

name 	such 	as 	were agreeable to their 
designs. 	Those justices of the peace lived 

haps in all this softness there might be a generally in the country, and were , at the 
snake in the grass: but it were desirable, 
that the equity of that clause against renew- 

clergy's hand, 	to apply to, and concert 
measures for oppressing their people. 	In 

ing the taking of oaths already sworn, were order to this, after an ample confirmation 
imitated more in the imposition of public of all their powers, they. have the execu- 
oaths. 	Lastly, what the council, &c. did in tion of the law against "conventicles, irre- 
offering the test, is ratified, and declared to gular baptisms and marriages, and with- 
be good service, that is, the explication drawing from 	church-ordinances," 	coni- 
given by them, as I take it. 	And so the mated to them, and they are allowed to 
noble earl of Argyle is vindicated upon the proceed summarily, and have 	the fines 
matter, in 	offering an explication to the given them that are not uplifted from 
council, when 	he took the test; and the heritors. 	The council, by the" former , act 
most and strongest reasonings against him of parliament, are empowered to fine, at 
in his process, fall. their pleasure, such as are nominate, and 

That same day, in the afternoon's sede- do not wait on at the meeting of the jus- 
runt, their 16th act, ' anent the justices of 
peace,' is passed. 	It is very much calcu- 

tices, and to nominate justices of the peace, 
and enlarge their powers ; and what the 

lated to carry on the persecution up and council does herein, is ordained to have 
down the country; and so I have annexed the strength of an act of parliament. 	It 
it in a note.* 	The justices of the peace was above noticed, that this affords a good 

foot for persecuting a great many worthy 
• Act anent justices of the peace, May 13th, 1685. gentlemen, who lived peaceably and regu- 
Our sovereign lord, considering the many advert-
sages which his lieges might have had, if the 
justices of 	peace had exerted their function, 
with that diligence which the law required, and 
the many evils, especially in 	ecclesiastic dis- 
orders and irregularities, which might have been  
prevented by their care: for remeid whereof, in 

larly, and yet would not actively concur in 
the oppressive and bloody measures now 
formed into laws. 

judged by them, to be employed for explicating 
time to come, his majesty with the consent of of their jurisdiction, as they shall think fit, and 
his estates in parliament, doth hereby ratify, 
approve, and confirm the eighth act of the parlia- 

for discovering of what the fines of heritors 
shall amount to. 	The clerks of these courts are 

meat 1617, intituled, 'act anent the justices for hereby appointed to send a subscribed list of 
keeping of the kiug's peace, and constables,' the them to the clerks of exchequer, in the first 
twenty fifth act of the parliament 1683, and the week of November, yearly, under the pain of 
thirty eighth act of the parliament 1661, intit- deprivation. 	And his majesty, with 	advice 
uled, commissions and instructions tothe justices foresaid, allows the justices to nominate their 
of peace and constables,' in the whole heads, 
articles, and clauses contained in them. 	And 
further, his majesty gives full power, authority, 
and commission to the said justices, to put the 

own clerks at their first meeting. 	Attour, his 
majesty and estates foresaid, give full power, 
authority and commission, to the lords of his 
majesty's privy council, upon the decease of any 

laws in execution against all 	who shall 	be of the justices of peace, to nominate others in 
guilty of conventicles, irregular baptisms and their place, and to set down and impose penal- 
marriages, withdrawing from church ordinan- ties upon such of the justices as shall not keep 
ces, and other such disorders, in so far as they and observe the diets prefixed for their several 
are not capital, conform to the laws made there- and particular meetings, according to former 
anent ; and where the crime is capital, they are acts, and an act made in this parliament. 	And 
to secure the persons, and acquaint the sheriff, 
or other judge ordinary thereof: and it is de- 

with power likewise to the said lords of privy 
council, to enlarge and amplify the power and 

dared, that in their proceedings against church- authority of the said justices of peace, if they 
irregularities, baptisms, marriages, and conven- shall find it necessary and expedient : and what 
tides, the justices may 	proceed 	immediately the council shall decree and determine thereatt- 
without waiting any time after the crimes are ent, find and declare, that the same shall have 
committed ; and their clerk is appointed to send the force,strength, and power of an act of parlia- 
information of their proceedings once in the 
quarter, to the clerks of the council, as they will 

ment. 	It 	is always declared, 	that sheriffs, 
stewarts, and bellies of bailiaries, regalities and 

be answerable. 	And for their further encour- baronies, are to remain in the possession and 
agement, 	his majesty allows 	unto the said exercise of their former rights, according to the 
justices of peace, the fines of all, exeept heritors, 
which 	shall arise 	front 	these delinquencies 

laws of the kingdom ; 	any thing in this act 
notwithstanding. 
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1685 	May 15th, the criminal process . comes on against the noblemen and 
After all, the advocate had a speech to the 
parliament,-wherein we may guess he would 

gentlemen underwritten, who; we heard, 
were cited to this day; and I shall give all 

aggravate the conspiracy, from what we 
saw above in Jerviswood's case. 	Then the 

this process together; in be different diets parliament 	voted the probation sufficient 
of it, in this place, from the written account The advocate, in the next room, insisted 
I have more than ono referred to ; and upon the second article of the dittay, seek- 
when this is over, which was one of the ing and collecting money for the late earl 
chief works of this parliament, we shall of Argyle; and for probation, the laird of 
quickly get through the rest of the acts. Pollock, and 	Craigends elder, their con- 
The late alleged conspiracy was the pretext 
of-forfeiting those worthy patriots; but 

fessions in their own process were adduced, 
that Sir John had demanded from the first 

this process was really intended against fifty, and the other twenty pounds sterling. 
them, because they were averse from pre- This probation is next voted good. 	Then 
lacy, favourers of presbyterians, and pos- the 	question 	was 	stated, - whether the 
sessors of good estates. pannel being found guilty should be forfeit- 

This day the parliament have read before 
them the king's letter to the council, and 
their orders-  to the advocate to cite them, 
the dittay against them all,"a libel against 

ed. 	Whereupon the bishop of St Andrews, 
in his own name and that of his brethren, 
desired to be excused, though they had 
voted in the relevancy and probation, as to 

Harden 	younger, two additional 	libels this vote, and 	asked liberty to remove. 
against Hay of Park, and Ardkinglass. When he removed, he gave in a protesta- 
Theo  the executions, and oaths of heralds tion, and took instruments in the register's 
and witnesses are taken ; and the advocates hands, that this should be but prejudice to 
for the paint*, Messrs Hume, Fletcher, their parliamentary privileges. 	The bishop 
Pringle, are admitted, and all bills and ob- of Edinburgh, at his removing, had a stated 
jeetiOns are- remitted to the lords of the speech, 	exclaiming 	against 	popery and 
artieles, 	There-were present, Sir William presbytery, as the great enemies of bishops, 
Scot, Cesnocic elder and younger, Hay of with a deduction of the sense and opinions 
Park,,Johir Weir of Newton, Campbell of of canonists, as to bishops' voting in cases 
Ardkinglass. 	The other sixteen, already 
named hr the citation, are absent. 

of blood. 	When the bishops had removed, 
they "were called in again at the advocate's 

'Friday, May 22d, dittay is read against motion, he alleging the parliament was not 
Sir. John Cochran, Polwart, Torwoodlee, 
and• the 	heirs of Mr Martin; 	arid the 

full 	without them, wanting one of the 
three estates. 	During the calling of the 

'advocate 	insists 	Imo 	against Sir 	John roll, they were silent. 	When the vote for 
Cochran. 	The first article of his libel, forfeiting was over, Mr Thomas Gordon 
Anent the plot, is voted relevant. 	Probation read the sentence, and the king's trumpets 
is;  Alexander Monro, who is present, and sounded thrice, upon which the doom was 
adlteres to his deposition formerly given in pronounced 	by the 	dempster, 	and the 
Jerviswood's process, and printed there, 
which. is read to him, and he signs it, 

trumpets sounded again; and the sentence 
was intimated at the cross by the Lyon and 

Then, contrary to repeated promises and heralds. 	It is 'exactly in the same terms 
declarations, as we have heard, Mr Car- 
stair's printed deposition is read, and the 

with Jerviswood's. 	I shall, for shortness, 
wave those circumstances as to the rest. 

clerks;  deponed they saw him 	sign 	it. That same day in the afternoon, the 
Next, . Burn and another Englishman's dittay read and found relevant in the fore- 
depositiv, signed by the English secretary, 
ane •T oad. 	Then the advocate adduced the ' 

noon,. against Polwart, Torwoodlee, and 
the heirs of Mr Robert Martin, was admitted 

Portia of proceedings in the like cases before - to probation. 	The probation was taken 
the parliament, in the ease of the popish from the depositions of Philiphaugh, earl 
lords; 	1504, and against Robert Logan: of 	Tarras, Gallashiels, 	and 	commissary 
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Monro, which are printed in Jerviswood's 
case. 	The register read the act of parka- 
went James V. parl. 6. ohap. 1, relating to 

and Mr David Hume, and bade him , 8, 
tell them, if they would lay down 16 	• 
their arms and surrender, they would get 

forfeiture, for treason in the predecessor. good quarter; that the king's army was 
As to the heirs of Mr Martin, the probation deotunped that night, and none knew whi- 
was voted good, and sentence passed, at tiler they were to march, but the duke of 
which the bishops renewed their motion, 
and did not vote, and doom was pronoun- 

Monmouth; and that he went to the rebels' 
camp, and Wishaw went three miles with 

ced, as in the forenoon, him ; 	and that he met Cultness' 	man 
Wednesday, May 27th, dittay was read Thomas Steel, who told him Wishaw had 

against Sir 	Thomas 	Stuart of Cultness. been at Cultness. 	Wishaw depones con- 
The articles were his sending meat and form in omnibus. 	And John Strang, who 
drink to the rebels at Bothwell, his resetting kept a pass for the rebels, depones, John 
men that went to and came from the rebels, 
and his fleeing a little after, and taking 

Miller came to him at midnight, and let 
him see the backs of his letters. 	John 

guilt upon him, being denounced fugitive. Lockhart of Bars depones, he went with 
Probation, James Cowper saw Cultness 
stand at his own gate, and send off a sledge 

John Miller to Mrs Nasmith's in Hamilton, 
and that the letters were directed to Mr 

with bread, flesh, and drink, and that he Welsh, Mr Hume, and Robert Hamilton. 
took back his gardener and butler, who had This probation is voted good. 	As to the 
been at Bothwell. Another depones, he saw second article, for probation, commissary 
his servants carry the foresaid meat to Ham- Monro's, and Mr Carstaires depositions are 
ilton-muir. 	James Black depones, that he adduced, and the confessions of the two 
sold six gallons of ale, carried it to Hamil- Cesnocks, as agreeing with what commis- 
ton-muir, 	got money from Cultness' ser- nary Monro said of the lord Melville. 	This 
vant. 	Thomas Stevenson depones, he saw article is also found proven. 	Next, Mont- 
Cultness' servants in the rebellion. 	Pro- gomery of Langshaw's dittay is read, and 
bation is found relevant, sentence voted, and his accession to the plot found proven by 
doom pronounced as above. 	The reader Monro and Carstairs's depositions, and the 
Will 	easily 	perceive, 	that nothing here Cesnocks' confessions. 	They follow next 
proven by two witnesses militates directly that day, and their dittay is read, charging 
against Sir Thomas ; and this sentence is Cesnock elder with accession to Bothwell, 
Much of a kin with Blackwood's, and others and both of them with the plot. 	The advo- 
We have heard of. cate restricts their libel to the plot, and for 

June 4th, Mr Robert Fergusson's process probation, adduces commissary Monro and 
comes on; and Mr West and Burn's declar- the gentlemen's own confession, which was " 
ations, printed in Sprat's History of the read, viz. 	" That they acknowledged they 
Plot, and elsewhere, are all the proof against were at the meeting mentioned in Monro's 
him, and he is sentenced as above. 	No deposition, and threw themselves upon the 
doubt, he deserved the sentence much more king's mercy." And Mr Carstairs's deposi- 
Clearly than any ,of the pannels, and if any tions were read again. 	The parliament 
formed design was laid against the king and found the dittay proven. 	The lord Mel- 
duke, he was privy to it, and none of the rifle and Langshaw are sentenced, as the 
rest were in the least accessory. rest above, in common form; but in Ces- 

Some more of the pannels are despatched nocks' case, the time and place of their exe- 
aune 13th. 	They begin with the lord Mel- 
ville, and his dittay is read, bearing, that he 

cution is remitted to the king simpliciter, 
the commissioner having signified, he had 

gave intelligence to the rebels at Bothwell- instructions to 'spare their lives, if they 
bridge, and his accession to the plot. 	Both would be ingenuous. 	After sentence was 
ere voted relevant separatim. As to the first pronounced with the usual solemnities, old 
article, John Miller in Watershaugh depones, Cesnock desired leave to speak 'a word ; 
That the lord Melville sent him upon Satur- and, liberty being granted he said, f The 
day, June 21st, with letters to Mr John Welsh sentence was very weighty, and he wished 
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it may be noticed by all concerned ; jesty is not well satisfied with the delay 
1685. but one thing weighed him more than 

any thing which concerned himself, and that 
that has been, in putting his pleasure eon-
cerning the two Campbells of Cesnock, in 

was, that his creditors were like to suffer 
with him, and humbly supplicate, that his 

execution ; and it is now his majesty's will, 
that with all 	convenient 	diligence, you 

grace the commissioner might represent their cause them to be sent under a sufficient 
condition to the king's majesty ; for before guard to the Bass, with the necessary orders 
they should be losers, he would rather be con- for their being detained prisoners there 
tent to starve." 	June 16th, the parliament during his majesty's pleasure." 	According. 
remit the rest of the persons cited before ly, the council despatch an express to lieu- 
them, to the justiciary, with power to the tenant-colonel 	Murray, for apprehending 
lords to proceed as if they had been cited them, and bringing them in to the Bass. 
before them, and dispensing with their not This is all 1 meet with about those gentle- 
givinga list of assize and witnesses; and we men. 	And as to Sir John Cochran, August 
have heard of the procedure there already. 17th, I find the council order a party to be 
That I may give all I have met with as to sent with Sir John Cochran and his son 
these gentlemen, let me here subjoin what John, with John called colonel Aylief, to 
I have observed this year in the council- put them aboard the king's yacht, to be 
registers, concerning some of them. 	April transported to London. 	We shall, in the 
29th, I find the council order Campbell of last section, meet with some things the 
Ardkinglass to be transported from Black- council represent about Sir John, when he 
ness to Edinburgh, under a strong guard. is thus sent up. 
This seems to have ' been in order to his Thus I have given as short and distinct 
appearance before the parliament, but I an . account, of this remarkable criminal 
meet with no more about him. 	August process before the parliament, as I could, 
14th, Hay of Park is liberate, upon bond of mostly from the written minutes before 
a thousand pounds sterling, to live regu- spoken of; and we shall meet with an act 
laxly and orderly; but the persons I find annexing their lands to the crown, before 
most about are Cesnock and sir John Coch- we end this section; but I return again to 
ran. As to Cesnock, July 9th, a letter is read the detail of their acts, which concern the 
from secretary Murray, that 	Cesnock's subject matter of this work. 
remission is to be sent next post; and, July Upon the 13th of May, where we left, 
28th, the remission is come down, and the the parliament ratify the processes of for- 
council order the keepers of the seals to feiture against Robert Hamilton of Monk- 
give the remission gratis for Sir Hugh and land, Mr Robert Bailie of Jerviswood, and 
Sir George Campbell of Cesnock ; and, Archibald late earl of Argyle. 	We have 
September 3d, by a letter from the king, seen, these were three of the most iniqui- 
Cesnocks elder and younger, are ordered to tons sentences pronounced by the justiciary; 
be sent to the Bass, till his majesty's plea- and had not the witnesses failed in Cesnock's 
sure be further known. 	September 18th, 
the council write to the secretaries. 	" My 

process, we should have had all the unjust 
interlocutors upon that head ratified this 

lords, there being a letter from the king, 
ordering the two Campbells of Cesnock to 

day likewise, in all probability. 
May 22d, by their rith act for taking the 

be sent to the Bass, notwithstanding his oath of allegiance, the parliament ratify all 
majesty's remission for their lives and for- done by the council, justiciary, and such 
tunes, and the said Cesnocks being put at who were commissionate by them, in ban- 
freedom and liberty upon the said remission, 
before the said letter came, they desire to 

ishing, imprisoning, 	and 	fining such as 
refused the oath of allegiance, and the as- 

know his majesty's pleasure." 	October 6th, 
a return comes from the secretary, bearing, 
that he had received theirs, and communi- 
cated it to his majesty ; and he adds, "I am 

sertion 	of the royal 	prerogative, above 
inserted in this history; 	and ordain all 
subjects to assert and rear the same, 
when required by the council, justiciary, or 

commanded to let you know, that his ma- such as are commissionate by them, under 
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the pains of banishment, imprisonment, or 
any other punishment determined by the 

act is founded ; so they seem in their 
1685. approbation to restrict the council's  

foresaid courts, not reaching to life or limb. act to processes, and a formal indictment, as 
Though this be an indemnity to the man- the lawyers had done. 	And even here they 
agers for what is past, yet to me it appears do not approve of the orders given for 
to leave a tash upon the former bloody pro- shooting in the fields, above narrated. That 
cedure of those courts, where, as hath been was a little too gross, to be swallowed even 
observed, severals were condemned to death by such a parliament as this. 
on this head; and indeed this was the case At this time, the clergy could scarce be 
of the most part of poor country people. satisfied with any methods could be thought 
However, the voters of this act bring upon on for bearing down nonconformity. 	We 
themselves all the innocent blood shed by 
those iniquitous sentences, and multitudes 

have seen the bloody laws already made, 
and the execution of them put in the hand 

died on this score, and many at sea, and in of the justices of peace; but a new way is 
their banishments. yet fallen upon, in which they may with 

Tuesday, June 2d, the parliament, by their 
act 23d, ratify the opinion of the lords of 

some more ease, vent their spite and malice, 
against such who could not join with them; 

council and session, 	November 22d last, 
mentioned before ; the act being singular 

and we need not doubt but the parliament 
will fall in with every thing which comes 

and short, shall be insert here. 	" Our sov- from them ; and so, by their 24th act, June 
ereign lord, with advice and consent of the 2d, for regularity, which I have insert at 
estates of parliament, ratifies, approves, and 
confirms an opinion given by the lords of 
council and session, upon the 	day of No- 

the foot of the page,* they ordain, that 

* Actfor regularity, June 2d, 1685. 
vember 1684, whereby they find, that any of sovereign
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tenants be obliged by their tacks to 
1685. live regularly. This act had a double 

to the execution of them in their courts. 
Than which, through the divine blessing, 

advantage. 	It would bring heritors and nothing would tend more 	to stem the 
gentlemen, who were any way favourably torrent of immorality, unless it be their 
affected to the presbyterian establishment, 
to new hardships; and likewise, it would 

own personal, sober, and religious walk, 
without which the other will be almost im- 

afford a short way for the curate or his sub- practicable, and, 	though 	practised, 	very 
stitute, to raise processes before any court. much useless. 
The reader will observe, that ,in the act 
each tenant obliges himself, his family, cot- 

The next, and 23th act of this parliament, 
ratifies and confirms that hard and severe 

tars, and servants, shall live regularly, free 
of all fanatical disorders, under pain of half 

act of council above narrated, July 8th, 
1682, upon 	which remarks have 	been 

their moveables ; and if the master fail in already made. 	The authority of parliament 
taking such tacks, he shall be tined in a is interposed, both for the more vigorous 
year's rent of the lands. 	And all former prosecution of contraveners, and the after- 
tacks without this clause in them, are to be security of the authors of such a rigorous 
renewed ; and if tenants refuse to renew act, in case a time of inquiry should ever 
their tack in this form, they shall pay to happen. 	-Indeed the managers screened 
their master a year's rent. 	This is plain themselves under the 	authority of this 
and short work, and I wonder it was not parliament, but every body saw through 
fallen upon before this time, when they those fig-leaves. 	There were not many of 
were racking their heads upon methods for the council acts, distressed the country 
securing conformity. 	Masters are both more than this act did. 
threatened and bribed to fall in with the Their 	26th act about adjudications for 
clergy and government, in harassing the fines, I leave to lawyers to consider. 	It 
poor country for mere nonconformity. How appears to me rigorous enough, that when 
vastly do those tacks differ from those, I 
am well informed were in use among some 

lands are adjudged for church-irregularities, 
and there is a competition of several dill- 

excellent gentlemen in the west of Scot- gences, the king and his donatar should be 
land, particularly that eminent and religious preferred to the real creditors upon the 
gentleman the laird of Carlton in Carrick, 
about the year 1638 and afterward ? 	The 

lands. 	This many times is not done in 
cases of forfeiture for perduellion itself, but 

tenants without any force, and by their own lawful 	creditors 	have 	their 	real 	debts 
hearty consent, bound themselves in their satisfied. 	But this parliament prefer the 
tacks against all vice, swearing, lying, sab- violenting people into their church estab- 
bath-breaking, &c. and engaged to keep lishment, to righteousness and equity. 
family-worship morning and evening, bear By the 27th act, the kingdom is secured 
witness against, and reprove the sins of against people coming from abroad, and a 
their neighbours, and the like, under such very unusual hedge and incumbrance put 
and such penalties; 	and these penalties upon trade and business. 	The council had 
were exacted strictly at every baron court, 
and faithfully applied for the support of the 

done somewhat like this before, and there-
fore the parliament must go some further. 

poor of the parish. 	By the way, I cannot Every master of a ship must bring all his 
but declare my opinion, that gentlemen and passengers at their arrival, before the next 
heritors might be singularly useful to the magistrate, who is to secure them till they 
reformation of manners in the country, if give such accounts of themselves as may 
they would fall upon joint measures, and free them from all suspicion. 	And, the 
make such tacks once customary, and see same must be done, when passengers go 

out of the kingdom; and that under the 
pay to his master a year's rent of the lands set pain of such fines and corporal punishment 
to him. 	And this but prejudice or derogation upon the master of the ship, as the council 
to ail former acts of parliament, whereby mas- 
ters are obliged for their tenants, in the manner shall think fit. 	o 

therein specified. To make their processes for treason the 
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more troublesome to the lieges, and easy had got the most and worst part 1 to the persecutors, they, by their 29th act, 
approve of the practice at the circuit courts, 
in citing persons even for treason upon 

of their actings already approven 	685.  
by the preceding acts of parliament, yet 
they must have a general parliamentary 

Porteous rolls, by messengers and sheriff- pardon. 	I have heard of people now in 
officers. 	Whether this was disagreeable to public trust, who had remissions from the 
former practice, and the very letter of some sovereign in their pockets,-in case of after- 
acts of parliament, I must leave to others. inquiries. 	And it hath been said, most 

In the written minutes of this parliament part of the present managers had papers of 
I find this same sederunt, June 2d, they 	this nature in their keeping, how truly I 
ratify and approve the procedure of the 	cannot say; but this is the first instance I 
council and justiciary; 	and in all time 	have met with, of a standing blot recorded 
coming, order all persons who refuse to 	in the laws of a nation, by a set of people 
abjure the Sanquhar Declaration, to be upon themselves. 	And I hope this may be 
prosecuted criminally. a good apology for me, if any harsh expres- 

June 4th, their act for security of the sions have dropt in my account of them. 
officers of state, and others, is passed, and But however, by this they may have escaped 
deserves a room here,, as a parliamentary JJ judgment from men, most part of them by 
evidence, that the severity of the late years this time have felt, that this indemnity is 
was so much out of the road, that it needed 1 useless at a higher and more awful tri- 
an indemnity. 	" Our sovereign lord con- bunal ; where, if repentance and faith in 
sidering the great and acceptable services 
done to his majesty by the secret committee, 
his majesty's privy council, and others his 

the propitiating blood have not intervened, 
they have not escaped the righteous judg-
ment of God. 

judges.  and officers, and being desirous to Passing the bitter and violent address of 
secure them for their acting and omissions this parliament, against the good earl of 
in his majesty's-  service, in most ample Argyle, and the 'act of annexation' of his 
form, doth, with advice and consent of his estate, till they come in upon the next 
estates of parliament, indemnify and secure section, I come to their 'act for the clergy,' 
all and every one of his present officers of June 	13th. 	It 	ratifies 	all 	the 	former 
state, the members of the secret committee, 
lords of privy council, and all his majesty's 

acts, particularly those mentioned under 
the last reign, in their favours; 	and not 

judges, both civil and criminal, the officers only ordains, 	that the assassinators and 
of the army, and all others who have acted 
by his majesty's commission, or by corn- 

murderers 	of 	bishops 	and' 	ministers, 
should 	be 	punished, 	which 	is highly 

mission from his privy council, against all reasonable, 	but ordains the parishioners 
pursuits or complaints, that can be raised where the attempt is made, to pay such 
against them any manner of way, for their sums to their wives and heirs, 	as the 
actings in his majesty's service; as likewise council shall think fit, which looks like a 
for their omissions, and wherein they have punishing of the innocent with the guilty. 
fallen short of their duty, and that as fully Yea, this act makes the attempt to break or 
as if every particular crime or misdemeanor rob the houses of the clergy, death to the 
were particularly specified in a remission invader. 	Before the restoration, and since 
under his majesty's great seal, or contained the revolution,presbyterian ministers requir- 
in an act of indemnity; requiring all his ed no such acts. 	I shall only notice, that 
majesty's judges to interpret this indemnity a Christian and ministerial carriage, and 
in the most favourable sense, as they will suitable management 	of the 	ministerial 
be answerable." 	One cannot but observe work among a people, is a better hedge 
here, 	the 	power and stings of an evil than twenty such severe clauses. 	At the 
conscience. 	The managers were, most of close, all the former acts in favours of bish- 
them, in places (4 trust, and had the execu- ops and archbishops, and the government 
tion of the laws in their own hand, and at of the church by them, are ratified in the 
present were in no hazard from men. They 

iv. 	 . 
general. 	There was no difficulty in this, 

2 N 
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1685. neither was it any bar in the way 
of the projected design of introduc- 

then we shall meet with the last session of 
parliament in this reign. 	And the commis- 

ing popery, to which in Scotland prelacy sioner in the king's name, thanked them for 
still led the way. their loyalty and pains. 

By the 40th act of this parliament, " The Thus I have given as short and distinct 
lands of Sir John Cochran of Ochiltree, an account as I could, from the printed acts, 
Sir Patrick Hume of Polwart, Thomas of the procedure of this parliament, and 
Stuart of Cultness, Pringle of Torwoodlee, added an abstract of their criminal proce- 
George late lord Melville, 	David Mont- dare, against the worthy gentlemen and 
gomery of Lan,gshaw, Sir Hugh Campbell others abovenamed, from the foresaid writ- 
of Cesnock, Sir George Campbell younger ten account and minutes. 	From the begin- 
of Cesnock, Mr Robert Martin, Walter late ning to the end, their great scope was to 
earl of Tarras, Mr Robert Bailie of Jervis- exalt the prerogative of a popish prince, to 
wood, Thomas Kennedy of Grange, John approve the most severe and unaccountable 
Porterfield of Dacha', Mr 	William and procedure of the managers, further to load 
Alexander. Gordons, late of Earlston, James and burden the kingdom with cess and 
Gordon younger of Craighen, are for ever taxes, during the king's life, that there 
annexed to the crown, not to be dissolved might be as little use for any more meetings 
from it but by parliament, and that not of this nature as possible ; and indeed, had 
upon general narratives, but particular causes it not been to essay the rescinding of the 
and services to be specified, that it may 
appear the same is not granted upon impor- 

penal statutes against the king's friends, 
probably we had had no more parliaments : 

tunity, or upon private suggestions, but for and lastly, to increase hardships upon the 
true, just, and reasonable causes of public sufferers, and pave the way for popery, the 
concern." 	All these worthy persons, I first free parliament we had, did cam what 
think, have had a room in the former part was now done. 	Let me come now to give 
of this history, and I say no more of them, 
but that they had justice done them after 

some account of the attempt of the noble 
earl of Argyle, to rescue his country from 

the revolution. 	This 	annexation, 	with 
such solemnity, to the crown, was by peo-
ple, who knew matters, reckoned grimace 
and farce, and upon the matter their es-
tates were already in the hands of the chief 
managers of the persecution; and in the 

those evils. 

SECT. ix.  
Of the unsuccessful attempt of the earl of 

Argyle, May, 1685, to rescue the nation  and church from the burdens they were 
very next parliament, we shall find disc- under, 
lutions of several of them made, upon no 
considerations of public concernment, but 
to gratify particular persons who had been 

with some account of his taking, 
trial, and martyrdom. 

HITHERTO I have seen no satisfying ac- 
active in the present measures, and were count of this unsuccessful essay, to recover 
favourites, and made use of to 	corrupt the religion and liberties of Scotland, by 
people into the plot against the protestant the earl of Argyle. 	There is a printed let- 
religion. 	And it is certain enough the ter, of the date January 1686, ' giving a 
rents of all of them, and multitudes of short, but true account of the earl of Ar- 
others forfeited, were one way or other gyle's Invasion, in the year 1685.' 	It is 
running to the private use of favourites. published in Holland, and the style is such, 

I find there was an act proposed in this or the print so incorrect, that in some 
parliament, for taking away the act requir- places it is hard to make sense and gram. 
ing the oaths from advocates, clerks, and mar of it. 	I have just now before me some 
writers, but it was delayed by a vote, and 
dropt. 	And June 16th, the parliainent 

short hints, probably designed as materials, 
from which an account of the earl's attempt 

was adjourned to the last Tuesday of was to be given, with a letter from his lord- 
October, and afterward to April next year, ship to Madam Smith at London. My copy 
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was taken from the papers the earl wrote 
with his own hand, or dictated in prison. 

thing really for religion and liberty, 1685. the earl declined meeting with him  

Those hints are evidently unfinished; but after that. 	Monmouth was not forward to 
as to a plain narrative, and the most consi- do any thing during his father's life; but 
derable facts, they are the best account I when he was dead, and that in so very 
have seen of this matter. 	From both these, 
especially the last, and some papers more 

suspicious a manner, he, with the banished 
noblemen from Britain, thought it high time 

common, I shall endeavour to form as clear to bestir themselves, judging things now 
a narrative of this matter as I can, till some come to a crisis, by the accession of a 
better hand, from more distinct materials, 
shall let us in further to it. 

bigotted papist 	to the throne, 	and all 
like to go as Rome would have it. 	Ac- 

We heard before, the earl got safe to cordingly, in the end of February, in 
London, after his escape from Edinburgh March and April, there were several meet- 
castle, and was entertained sometimes in ings kept in Holland; and an invasion was 
the country, and oft in the city by Madam resolved Upon as necessary. 	The duke of 
Smith. 	The king was not ignorant of his Monmouth with the English refugees, were 
being in the city, and very great offers 
were made in his name to the earl, if he 

to land in England, and the earl of Argyle, 
with the Scots people, were to essay to land 

would fall in with the ruining measures in Scotland; and it was agreed, that both 
then on foot, for establishing popery and should be as much as possible about the 
arbitrary power ; but this good and gallant same time. 	The duke of Monmouth's at- 
nobleman, would neither be cajoled nor tempt I shall wholly leave to the English 
corrupted from his duty; and finding him- historians, and confine myself to the earl's 
self unsafe in England, he retired to Hol- design upon Scotland. 
land, where the earl of Shaftsbury and the 1 have before me the minutes of a meet- 
duke of Monmouth were before him. From ing of our Scots people at Amsterdam, April 
several persons who were witnesses to the 17th, 0. S. this year, and the reader will 
earl of Argyle's conversation in Holland, I desire to have them here. 	There were 
am assured, that his walk was singularly present the earl of Argyle, Mr Charles 
pious and religious. 	If he wanted those  Campbell his son, Sir John Cochran of 
undeniable evidences of pure religion and 
undefiled, in his first years, which I cannot 

Ochiltree, Sir Patrick Hume of Polwart, 
George Pringle of Torwoodlee, William 

determine; yet now, especially after his Denholm of Westshiels, George Hume of 
escape, he gave undoubted proofs of his be- 
ing not only what he had still appeared to 
be, a firm protestant and steady patriot, but 

Bassindean, John Cochran of Waterside, 
Mr George Wisheart, William Clellan, 
James Stuart advocate, and Mr Gilbert 

likewise an extraordinary Christian. 	He Elliot. 	Sir John Cochran was elected 
spent much time in private religious exer- preses pro hoc vice. 	They unanimously 
cises, and preparation for death, which he 
reckoned not to be far off. 	He was a close 

resolve, " That the abovenamed persons, 
and other gentlemen of the kingdom of 

searcher of the Scriptures, pleasant and Scotland, joining with them in a great on- 
prudent in his conversation, and frequently 
checked looseness in principles, and jesting 
with sacred things, which were but too 
common at this time. 

dertaking, intended by them-in the defence, 
and for the recovery of the religion, rights, 
and liberties of the kingdom of Scotland, 
shall assume and take upon them the quality 

During king Charles' life, the earl of and character of a council, for consulting 
Shaftsbury made several proposals of doing and determining whatsoever relates_ to that 
somewhat to put a stop to the duke of great undertaking, and management there- 
York's measures, and the earl of Argyle of; and that so soon as they come to Scot- 
was once, and but once, in conversation land, such of the nation as shall join them- 
with him. 	WhIn finding Shaftsbury to be selves to them in the prosecution of the 
one, who appeared to him to have some- said undertaking, shall likewise have access 
what personal in view, rather than any unto, and be joined in the foresaid council. 
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The persons foresaid, in the 'character I English forces might be poured down upon 
' and quality above expressed; do re- Scotland, and their game thus be the easier 

solVetomaake war to the effect abovemention- in England. 	However, it is certain, the 
ed, against James Duke of Albany and York, 
and such as shall adhere to him ; and for the 

duke of Monmouth was extremely concern-
ed when the earl's party was broke, and 

command and conduct of the army they shall the earl himself taken; and indeed his in- 
be able te gather together; they-did unan- terest could not have met with a sorer dash. 
imonsfy choose and appoint Archibald 'earl It is plain, the English not keeping to the 
or Argyle, to the office of eaptaimgeneral;  terms of agreement, tended much to height- 
with as full and ample• power as any cap- en the earl's mallieurs, and to the ruin of 
twin-generai is Ordinarily in use to have both 
'from any free state in-Europe. 	They elect- The court of England had a very exact 
ed and nominated Mr William Spence their 
clerk, and recommend it to the said James 

and particular information of the number, 
force, and designs of the earl's little squad- 

Stuart, to perfect the declaration of war ron, before they came off. 	And notice ac- 
they design to publish, and that against cordingly was given to the managers in 
Monday next. 	It is resolved, that Mr Wit- Scotland to be upon their guard. 	Their 
Liam Veitch, Mr 	George' Barclay; and touching at Orkney did further alarm Scot= 
William Clelland, be despatched to Scotland, 
and instructed for that effect ; and that the 

land ; and so much had the late imposed 
oaths corrupted the generality, and so great 

earl of Argyle, Sir John Cochran, Sir Pat- was the influence of the managers, that 
rick llama, George Pringle, and William there appeared a very general opposition 
Denholm, meet to morrow at the earl's against the earl's attempt; and such was 
Chamber, at eight of the Clock in the morn- 
ing, to expede their instructions, and ad- 

the consternation and terror upon friends, 
and so far were they sunk by long oppres- 

journ their meeting till'Monday at eight of sion, that • at best they were silent, and 
the clock at night, to Sir John Cochran's would not so much as correspond with such 
chamber." as were sent over from Holland, and a corn- 

No doubt they Met at the time concerted, 
though I have seen no more ofthe minutes 

ing. 	In short, as the earl himself in the 
foresaid hints, More than once, remarks, 

of their procedure, and I reckon then they ,'the Lord's time was not yet come.' 	The 
agreed to the draught of their declaration, 
which shall in its -own room be inserted. 

body of presbyterians in Scotland, were 
sorely broken in the place of dragoons, their 

Probably after that, they did not often Meet, 
for the time agteed Upon betwixt them and 
the duke of Monmouth and his company, 
was now hasting'on., I find Mr Barclay, 
and William'(afterwards lieutenant-colonel) 

ministers scattered, and the bulk of peo- 
pie, who wished well to this 	enterprise, 
were perfectly dispirited under twenty-four 
years' sore sufferings. 	The furnace had 
not altogether healed the rents and breaches 

Clellan, were in Scotland before the earl among them; and the party who were in 
tame over, and no doubt kept by their in, 
structions. 

arms, wandering and biding in the fields, 
too many of them were gone to those heights, 

Upon the lit of May, the earl and his which did not permit them to join with any 
friends left Holland, with a very few ships; frankness in this design, as bath been obsers-- 
and a considerable number of arms. 	The 
money expended' on these, was mostly rais- 

ed; and the rest were miserably borne down, 
and frighted with the soldiers and militia ; 

ed on the earl's credit. 	The duke of Mon- and most of the honest presbyterian gentle- 
mouth,• with the English 'gentlemen, had 
faithfully engaged not to stay above ten 

men wore either in .prisons, or forfeited, 
and so scattered, as they could do nothing 

:days after them in Holland ; but it was a in favours of the earl. 	And above all, the 
month 	before their ' landed 	in 	England. , self-conceitedness, 	cowardice, 	ignorance, 
Whether thin Was done of design, or neces- and miserable differences among some who 
sarily,, I do not determine. 	It was rumour- were embarked in the design, spoiled all; 
ed, that ;this' delay was advised, that the so it is' no wonder I have a very melan- 
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choly and sorry account to give of this bell, William Cochran younger of 
enterprise. Ochiltree, the master of Melville, and 168.5. 

Before I come to give an account of the Pringle younger of Torwoodlee, are re. 
earl's attempt itself, I shall insert what I quired to enter their persons within twelve 
meet with in the council-registers relative hours, in the castle of Edinburgh." 	This 
thereunto, till the earl was seized, from is all I have observed in the registers, till 
which it will appear how exact their in- June 20th, when the earl of Argyle is or- 
formation was. 	I take the appointment I dered to be brought to Edinburgh under a 
find in the council-books, March 12th, to guard, as we shall hear. 	I return now to 
have come from some hints of a designed give a narrative of the earl's attempt. 
invasion. 	" The marquis of Athole is or- 
dered to raise five hundred Highlandmen, 
for securing the peace of the shire of Ar- 

At first their voyage was very promising, 
and in three days they were at Orkney, and 
happily escaped the dangerous tides there ; 

gyle, and that they have meat and drink andundera considerable storm theywerekept 
provided, with arms and ammunition, out together, and free of the rocks, when they 
of the king's magazine." 	Their inform- could neither see the coast nor their Ian- 
tion, it seems, has been very particular and terns, by reason of a thick mist; but next 
early, for, April 28th, the council write a day, unhappily they found themselves on 
letter to the lords justices of Ireland, thank- the wrong side of Orkney, and had missed 
ing them for sending down the forces to the passage betwixt Orkney and Zetland ; so 
the coast, and acquainting them, that by 
this time they reckon the late earl of Ar- 

they were forced to put in to get pilots, 
not without hopes of assistance, but were 

gyle is sailed with three ships. 	That same disappointed. 	Mr Blackadder, son to Mr 
day they publish a proclamation, ordering John Blackadder, of whom before, was 
all the sultjects to be in readiness to assist sent in by the earl to get intelligence, and 
the king in case of an invasion. 	And next Mr William Spence would needs go with 
day, April 29th, they grant a commission him, to visit an uncle of his who lived in 
to the marquis of Athole, to be lord lieu- Kirkwall, the 	chief 	town in Orkney. 
tenant of the shires of Argyle and Tarbert. Both were discovered, and catched by the 
He is ordered to march with some forces 
to that shire, and every place he goes 

old bishop there. 	This was a great loss, 
and alarmed the country very much, and 

through is ordained to furnish him with notice was soon sent to the government, of 
baggage-horses. 	And, May 8th, the coun- the small force the earl had with him. The 
cil declare, that by that clause in the mar- earl was peremptorily resolved to recover 
quis' commission, ' That he should take the two gentlemen, and ordered Sir Patrick 
provisions necessary to such as were under Hume, with a party of fusileers, to attack 
his command,' they understand that he 
may take quarters. 	May 11th, the council 

the town where the bishop and they were, 
which might have been easily done; but 

publish a proclamation, ordering out all the 
fencible men ; which, since it is in common 
form, with those at Bothwell and Pentland, 
needs not be insert. 	May 17th, letters are 

some of the company influenced' the earl, 
and much more the masters of the ships, 
pretending 	they might 	lie 	long there, 

 detained by contrary winds; so the design 
writ by the council to the duke of Gordon, 
and a great many others in the northern 

was dropped, and only five or six prisoners 
seized. 

shires, acquainting them, that the earl of From Orkney the little fleet hasted away 
Argyle is appearing on the western islands, 
and appointing them to call forth the heri- 

by the inside of the western islands, as the 
shortest course; and had they got thither 

tors. 	That same day William Spence and straight, they 	would 	have 	surprised a 
William Blackadder, are ordered to be gentleman, Ballechan, in Isla, with four or 
brought south to Edinburgh. 	And May five hundred men : but the wind calmed, 
19th, all the hgritors on the south side of and afterwards blew hard and contrary, 
Tay, are ordered to attend upon the king's which made them tack in to the Sound of 
host. 	That same day, " Lord Neil Camp- Mull, that, if possible, the earl might touch 
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at torn, a part of his own lands. Apology the reader will find drawn with a 
1685. And if such as they expected had vast deal of judgment, candour, and calm- 

joined them, that country had been easily ness, and it contains a most 	pathetical 
raised, and the earl in full time at Isla, to and affecting account of the present state 
have surprisedBallechan and his party ; but 1—  

ments, that immediately, and ever since have 
been practised, the whole reign of the aforesaid 
Charles II. (through the sinistrous and subtile 

they were kept back for forty-eight hours , 
and missed him but by one hour. 	• 

In Tobermory in Mull, they dropped 
anchor, and were by several rubs kept there an 

 influences of a wicked and popish party, now 
manifestly discovered) was a constant and uni-
form courseof perjury, apostasy, and violence, be- 

three days which was mightily to the dis- gun with open rebellion against God, the re- 
advantage of their cause ; for every hour's scindin 	not only of particular laws, but by an 

unparalleled, most unpol i tic and pernicious device 
loss now was more than of a day at another of whole unexceptionable parliaments, for the 
time, and a day like a month. 	From Mull, 
they carried three hundred men with them, 
and waited over to Kintyre. 	Here they 
met with new disc 	ointments, man , from pp 	 y 
whom they expected much, failed them. whom 
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contrary to all 
Argyle,

law  and reason, carried .on by 
However, in this place they stayed some the smiting and casting out of more faithful and 

pious pastors, and scattering and dissipating 
little time, and sent over some of their men more    true flocks and followers of Christ, than 
to the lowlands, to prepare the west to 
join them. 

was done in most of the ten primitive persecu-
tions, and the deluging of these lands with all 
villanous debaucheries and abominable licen- 

At Campbelton in Kintyre, was first 
published and dispersed the Declaration and 

tiousness, to the very profligating of conscience, 
morality, and ccim si mi 

accomplished
honesty   from among o n

a
g men,

mos 
  

and thenceforward Apology, &c. drawn up in Holland, as the unrelenting persecution, and oppression of the 
forementioned minutes bear, by Mr Stuart 
that eminent lawyer, and excellent person. 

have two copies of it under mine eye; 
incredible,a  and dvtithatorn 
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but because they could not actively comply with 
.that printed at Campbelton in Kintyre, in these notorious perfidies, and the manifold pro-

fanations and mischiefs wherewith they are 
the shire of Argyle, and the other reprinted attended. 
some time after in Holland, said to be But this hellish mystery of antichristian 
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in a note below.* 	This Declaration and 

' 	W 
of ease, to be abused, and deluding the protes-
tant churches abroad (in that woful and visible 
indifference that every where reigns) by the 

* Declaration of the earl of Argyle, with the noble- 
etas, gendenten, ac. 1685. 

vain pretext of the mere notion of our courts 
hav-empty and simulate protestant profession, hay-

ing of a long time, under the late king, made 
They must be altogether strangers, or very most remarkable advances 	in the following 

little concerned in the Christian world, who particulars, and many more than might be enu- 
(after ail that the nations and churches about 
have seen, of the Lord's mighty hand and 

merated, all too evidently seen, and heavily felt, 
to need any explicit proof or demonstration—As 

stretched out arm, in, the late wars betwixt Imo. Not only in the above-mentioned open and 
king Charles I. and his people and parliaments avowed revolting from God, by breach of sworn 
of Scotland, England, and Ireland, against the treaties, covenants, and coronation oaths, and 
then conspirings of popery and tyranny, to the slighting and despising spontaneous promises 
ruin of true religion and liberty, the wonderful and proclamations, the overturning the very 
advancement of the gospel and kingdom of our foundations of parliaments, and ranversing, at 
Lord Jesus within these kingdoms, that there- one blow, our best and most legal establish- 
upon ensued, with the general refreshment, joy, 
and security of all the protestant churches 

ments ; the ungrate, as well as unjust putting 
to death of most innocent and faithful men, upon 

abroad, that theneerredounded, and the no less absurd pretences, canvelled (set aside) by the 
rooted and firm loyalty of the  same people, who, 
notwithstanding of their long, bloody, and fatal 

laws and customs of nations, and that in the 
time of God's greatest indulgence towards the 

contendings with the tether, did yet, upon authors; the desolating of the churches, and 
reasonable, fair, and just treaties concluded with changing of the ordinances of God, for setting 
all the assurance that either religion, honour, or up the frivolous and superstitious inventions of 
gratitude could promise, call back and restore men, the countenancing and encouraging all vice 
Charles II. his son, to his throne and empire) and profanity, and the violent and grievous per- 
are not fully convinced and satisfied, that, con, 
sidering the perpetual eontradictings and coun- 

scenting of all conscience and cpnscientious men. 
—Butsnext, and snore particularly, in the con- 

tcractings, of all these sacred and solemn engage- flying at papists their meetings and idolatrous 
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of things in Scotland, and the preceding the kingdom, but indeed it had very 
history will afford vouchers for many par- little influence that way. 	1685. 
titulars in it. 	It might have been expected When they were at Mull, or coming to 
this declaration would have much awakened it, the earl sent off his son Mr Charles, and 

massed, while, in the meantime, all protestant allowing them any hearing—The torturing of 
nonconformists are 	persecuted 	with 	endless several persons, even five times more, of consei- 
severities—The raising, keeping up, and increas- entious nonconformists within 	these twenty 
ing of standing forces, the very bane of all civil years, than of all sorts of felons and malefactors 
and lawful government, and that without any in Scotland these hundred years bypast, and that 
other measure, save what the indigence of court without either just previous grounds, regarding 
luxury, and profusion did necessarily put into it of legal methods, or observing the measures of 
—The declaring and appointing all judges and common humanity—The eliciting of promises of 
officers to enjoy their places only during plea- indemnity, and the public faith interposed, for 
sure, on purpose to make them more supple and that effect voluntary confessions of some, as of 
compliant to all their master's designs—The abu- Mr James Mitchell, &c. and then not only no- 
sing of the great trust of calling and dissolving teaming and disowning the promise and condi- 
parliaments, the most high and necessary courts tion upon oath, in face of the justice-court, but 
ofthe kingdoms, byiniquitouspacking,unseasona- farther, witnessing the confession to the poor 
ble 	proroguing, 	pernicious 	discharging, 	and man's condemnation, notwithstanding the books 
insolent baffling them at pleasure— fhe exalt- 
ing of the king's supremacy, under the colour of 

of council, containing the foresaid indemnity, 
were produced and laid open before, and at the 

his pretended right and power, about the exter- very time of their swearing : likeas, of late, af- 
nal government and policy of the church, to an ter most cruel and exquisite tortures practised 
express and absolute power of enacting and upon Mr Spence and Mr Carstairs, and a full 
statuting in all church-meetings and matters, 
as he, in his wisdom, shall think fit, a ready and 

and ample promise thereafter made them, with 
an act upon it, that neither they, nor their evi- 

prepared tool to bring us back, not only to dence should ever be made use of to their, or to 
popery, but to paganism—The strange perver- any other men's hurt, they nevertheless cause 
sion of the high trust of the militia, committed produce, and do sustain Mr Carstairs' deposition 
to his majesty expressly for the protection of against Bailie of Jerviswood, for au admiuicle 
good subjects, and the assistance of all our pro- or aid to their lame and defective probations— 
testant friends abroad, only to the invading and The making men offenders, yea, traitors for 
oppressing, by lawless hosts of the worst, both words, and these true, fair, and innocent; as the 
of Highlanders arid Lowlanders, in times of 
profound peace, the best parts of the kingdom, 
purposely to ruin them, because too protestant, 
by free quarter, and other illegal exactions, and 

earl of Argyle for declaring before the council, 
after leave given, and with submission, and only 
for exonering his own conscience, that he believ-
ed, the parliament intended no contradiction in 

the making war most causelessly and obstinate- the test, and therefore was willing to take it in 
ly against the states of the united Netherlands, 
our best neighbours, and the strongest bulwark 

their sense, viz. for securing the protestant reli-
gion, and that he did not thereby mean tp bind 

of the protestant interest—The forcing of poor up himself from endeavouring lawfully, 	in 
people, by the extreme rigours of exorbitant church and state, what religion and loyalty 
finings, imprisonings, beatings, stigmatizings, 
spoilings, banishments, and other violences, for 

might oblige and allow him to do; for which 
words nevertheless he was tried and condemned 

the simple cause of nonconformity, to take arms as a traitor, in the loss of his life, lands and 
in their own defence, as at Pentland and Both- goods, and stands de facto deprived of both lands 
well-bridge, and then demeaning and executing and goods, having only saved his life, in the ex- 
them, what in fields, what on scaffolds, as the tremity, by a gracious providential escape—. 
most desperate of traitors, and, at the same The cruel executing to the death of several 
time, involving whole countries, upon the most hundreds within these twenty years, besides 
slender and absurd pretexts of inevitable inter- many hundreds more, that have either fallen in 
communings and reset, both in their crimes and the fields, or been made to perish in their fm- 
punishments—The setting 	up of the 	most prisonmente, or transportations, and that for the 
violent and obnoxious of men to be ministers of alone cause,,or on the occasion of their conscien- 
the law, and packing juries and assizes most tious nonconforming: and some of them (of 
partially for their worst ends—The straining, 
stretching and wresting of law, not only in pre- 
judice of every one suspected to be disaffected to 

which number several poor women) for their 
bare opinion about the king's breach of trust, 
never before by them vented, but simply declar- 

their evil courses, but the violation of all right, 
for spoiling and robbing cities and incorporations 

ed upon examination, and most part of them 
despatched with that barbarous inhumanity, as 

of their ancient and undoubted privileges—The that (after no better example than- that of the 
transporting of freemen, as slaves, to foreign bloody duke of Alva) they were, by beating of 
plantations, for not making faith to answer drums, hindered to speak to the people their last 
(against law) super inythennfs, as also  for not and dying words; and some of them, contrary 
deleting men upon oath (according to a most to the perpetual custom of Scotland, and all the 
impious law lately made against nonconfor- forms used in the Christian world, and as if it 
mists) in matters, wherein the party, put to had been on design to destroy both their souls 
swear, judges them to be in their duty, and and bodies, tried, sentenced, and put to death 
without exception 'of his nearest relations—The in one day, yea, the time and hour of their death 
arbitrary imprisonings and detaining of frde sub- industriously concealed from them, that they 
jects, without either bringing them to trial, or might be cut off by a more mortal surprise—The 
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he went ashore at the castle of Dun- backward to join. 	The lairds of Lochniel 
1685. Shane, witfi letters to his friends. and Loup had letters among other gentle- 

Some, whom he supposed to be his friends, 
basely discovered all, and others were very 

men of the shire. 	The first gave Mr 
Charles his • solemn promise to join the 

condemning some to death, others to the boring the throne, notwithstanding his being thrice ex- 
of their tongues, and fining many in most exor- chided by the commons of England; and that 
bitant thins, even to 100,000 pounds sterling, 
for Willing the duke of York a papist, notwith- 

he neither bath given, nor can give, without an 
hypocritical and damning cheat, repugnant to 

standing the notoriety of the matter to all men, 
arid his recusancy found and declared by :grand 

his profession, and contemptible to all ingenuous 
men, the oath and security indispensably requir- 

jury, and expressly supposed by an exception in ed of him, before and at his entry to the govern- 
his favours, -contained in an act of parliament, 
and that new he goes openly to the mass, and 

went. 	Jam. VI. p. 1. c. 8—The- approaching 
of two parliaments both called by him, one in 

marchtgi in solemn processions to the horror of Scotland by his own vigilant providence, (in 
all good protestant subjects—The loosing and procuring it to be enacted in the last parliament 
exempting the king's sons and brothers, from 
what themselves conceived to be the hest fence, 
and greatest security for the protestant religion— 

held by him in that-kingdom, that for the future, 
not only all members of parliament, but also all 
their electors should take that contradictory and 

The imposing and pressing of oaths, without law, 
manifestly contradictory, and that by terrible 

irreligious oath, commonly called the test, which. 
no man owning conscience, or caring- for any 

menacing, violent beatings, tigorolis )1111)118011- religion, can possibly approve) long since pre- 
ins, and irreligious weavings, no less barbarous pared for all his pleasure. 	And the other in 
than what was practised by the Spaniards in England packed, caballed, and returned by all 
christianizing the wihl Indians—The eating up the arts and methods that either fraud or in.. 
of men by kw quarters, or otherwise falling on justice could invent, to render it pliable to his 
them by downright violence, as driving with intentions; and which no doubt ho will cajole 
drawn swords, to constrain them to hear, whom with all the fair promises, and large offers of 
they, in their conscience, judged unsent and un- Iwo, that can be desired for securing both the 
called curates, to the effacing of all conscience, 
and open scorn of God, and that pure and free 

protestant religion.ayid their liberties, providing 
they will but give money, which answers all 

religion which he only accepts-.-The compelling things, and which will as assuredly frustrate 
the heritors of shires to assess themselves and 
the free subjects within their hounds, a thing 

and ranverse all their vain cautions—The put,  
suing with indefittigable malice, even without 

expressly denied .by law to the king himself, and the bounds of the kingdoms, and in all foreign 
enty reserved-to parliaments-1-The stunting upon, 
harassing, and destroying the best parts of the 

parts; all honest men, escaped for their lives, and 
that either by public addresses or private violen- 

country by four extraordinary circuits upon one ees, so that they are necessarily reduced to that 
and the same subject of Bothwell-bridge, on fatal dilemma, either to do, or die—The en- 
purpose, as it were, to justify his highness judg- tering into, and entertaining more close corres- 
ment to his late majesty, that it would not be pondences than at any time before, with popish 
well with Scotland until the south of Forth (the 
better and more substantial half of that king- 

princes and states, especially the king of France, 
a most notorious enemy both of the true 

doe) were turned to a hunting field. 	And to 
verify the late chancellor, the earl of Aberdeen, 
his affirmation. at the ,councihimard, that there 

religion and liberty of mankind—And • lastly, 
by all that may be already seen in the changes 
and alterations he hath lately made, and that 

was not a loyal stibleet westward of she castle for hereafter may be apprehended from a false 
of Edinburgh—The industrious stifling, bin- and bloody religion, always breathing forth, and 
dering, and eluding the detection of all popish practising fire and faggot, murders and mas- 
plots—The shamming of mock plots upon good satires, and a provoked and enraged mind, pos- 
protestants—The 	suborning 	of 	witnesses, 
hounding out and encouraging of assassins to 

sessing and reigning in the most determined 
of princes, unquestionably capable, and ready to 

murder and out the throats of honest men— execute all these bloody cruelties. 
And generally in the studied and constant en- Which things being all of them either palpable 
snaring, or ruining, upon every shadow of pre- perversions, or utterly inconsistent with the true 
tence, all esteemed either fixed to the protestant and great ends of government, rendering our 
interest,, or Welt affected 	to their country's commonwealth our common calamity, and him 
liberty. who pretends to be its protector, its most hostile 

This wicked mystery, we say, and conspiracy enemy, and consequently importing no less than 
of popery and tyranny, inseparably twisted both 
in experience and reason in all their attempts, 
upon these great and mighty nations, so (main- 

a total dissolution of all the bonds of subjection, 
which the rulers have first so wickedly broke 
and cut asunder;, and the liberating and allow- 

mously united, and firmly fixed in their contrary ing all distressed subjects, whether those already 
profession, rights, and liberties, having made so overwhelmed by, or who may justly for here- 
J;Trislte,4,-,orogress by the steps above-mentioned, is after fear to be involved in these miseries, that 
*wen length evidently disclosed, revealed, and undoubted right and power, which both God 
brought to Tull maturity, by the must suspicious and nature, with common reason, and the con- 
(though withal most ingrate) cutting off of the stant custom of all nations have given us, for 
late king, us having indeed very unhappily acted recovering, defending, and maintaining our lives 
all that part of which the conspirators did judge and 	liberties, and above all, the inestimable 
him capable—The ascending of James duke of blessing of our pure religion, to the effect that 
York, a notorious apostate, and bigot papist, to the same pure religion, with our just rights and 
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.. 	earl with all the men he could raise, and tions, to the council At Edinburih, • 
that upon a day appointed; and yet most 168., • and afterwards joined the marquis 
treacherously he sent by an express the of Athole, with his forces, at Invernry. 
earl's 	letters, 	and 	probably his 	declara- Mr Charles used all his' interest - in that 

• 
liberties, so valiantly asserted by our ancestors, 
may be by us faithfully transmitted to our 

resolved, that they be all settled and perfected 
by a free, full, just, and sovereign representative 

posterities. 	We have been, and are obliged and of all the present undertakers, and such as 
constrained by extreme necessity, and for corn- shall hereafter sincerely concur and take part 
mon safety (the supreme laws) to take up just with Ars ; and that in such forms and ways, as 
and necessary arms in the name and fear of the God by his good providence can only most Lanni- 
great God, and the confidence of his mercy and ly direct and conduct us unto; declaring and 
assistance, for our own and our country's relief, 
from the aforesaid most grievous and intoler- 

protesting further, that since such have been, and 
are the manifest perfidy, treachery, and false- 

able tyrannies and oppressions, the defence and hood of our adversaries, not only he their tree- 
re-establishment of the true and pure Christian 
religion, commonly called protestant, in opposi- 

ties and covenants, but also in their pardons, 
indemnities, and indulgences, as that they leave 

tion to that antichristian Roman religion, corn, 
monly called papisticatl, and the recovery and 

no ground -or tolerable.assurance of faith and 
trust to be given to them, we will •never enter 

re-establishment of all our just rights, liberties, 
and privileges, according as we stand indispensa- 

into any terms of capitulation, treaties, or con-
ditions with theta, as to the great ends of this 
undertaking ; but on the contrary, prosecute the lily obliged thereto, both before God and men; 

and that against the said James duke of York, 
and all other his accomplices, our most unnatural 

same with all reality, constancy, and rigour, 
without any separation, division, or backdraw-, 

*rid wicked enemies and oppressors. 	Desiring ing until they be perfectly and finally obtained. 
in the first place to be deeply humbled each of Upon which grounds, and for which ends 
4is before God, for our manifold sins and pre- abovementioned, we not only hereby most sin,  
4ocations, especially our hilse-heartedness, and cerely and firmly protest and declare, as in the 
unsteadfastness in, and revoltings from our presence of God, constantly and perpetually to 
great and manifold engagements to him, that adhere, to assist, and maintain one another to the 
hone have brought upon us all these sad mis- uttermost, against all deadly; but do moreover; 
chiefs, earnestly, and with our whole hearts freely and heartilyresotve and engage ourselves, to 
supplicating, that he would cease from his anger, 
cause his fitce to shine upon us, and save us for 

countenance and concur with all our persecuted 
and oppressed brethren and blends, in England 

his own name's sake. 	And in the next place and Ireland, who, from the like reasons and 
declaring, likens we hereby expressly declare, motives, 	shall be induced and stirred up to 

. that our sincere and single ends and designs in the like undertaking, for the some or the like 
this our undertaking, at first, the restoring and ends. 
settling of the aforesaid true, reformed, protest.. Wherefore, we most seriously and humbly 
ant religion, in its power and purity; and with beseech and obtest, in the bowels of our Lord 

% such a just comprehension of pure Christian 
charity, as may through the good hand of our 

Jesus Christ, all that love his truth, and this, 
our righteous cause, none excepted, though either 

God upon us, be truly satisfying to all that fear formerly little concerned for; and favourable to 
him, and love our Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity, 
renouncing and detesting as well..imposings as 

us and these interests, or even still-  in actual 
opposition against its and them, 4their sincere 

errors, in all matters of conscience, and trusting repentance being at all times to God most amp- 
that, after the many teaching experiences we 
have had, we shall be for hereafter preserved 

table, and not to be better witnessed beforemen, 
than by a contrary and vigorous amendment) 

from all unhappy misunderstandings; but rather to come and join with its for God's glery and 
through the spirit of truth, love, and peace, gospel, our country, HAW, rights, and liberties, 
5raciously led into all the paths thereof. 	2diy. and ou't• posterities, and all our hope, against an 
The suppression and perpetual exclusion of an- apostate papist, an usurping and persecuting ty- 
tichristian popery, with aIl'its idolatrous super- 
stitions and falsehoods, as also its most titter 

rant, by the most sacred article of his religion, 
our mortal enemy under the pain of his own 

root and offspring, prelacy, with its new and damnation, and by the fundatnentaiand express 
wicked bead the supremacy, and all their abuses, 
that so not only the gospel and work of God 

laws of the land, Jam. V f. p. I. c. 9. and p. 20. 
c. 3. incapable of the meanest office within the - 

may be revived in these lands, but also all the kingdom, and in effect a declared enemy and 
churches of Christ abroad thereby refreshed and rebel, Jam. VI. par. 3. c. 'it. and who even by 
strengthened. 	And &go.. the restoring of all the not lately made by himself, for paving the 
man to their just rights and liberties, especially way to his succession, Char. II. part. S. chap. 
the recompensing of all sufferers, whether unto 2. can have no shadow of pretence to the bane- 
blood, or loss of liberty and goods, the relief of fit thereof, unless he first instruct himself both 
such Who are in present distress, the removing to be the lawful, and the immediate' and' nearest, 

. of all oppression, and-establishing such righteous heir of the crown, which withobt satisfyinge  thee' 
laws and methods of government, as may be old law; Jam. VI. part. 1. chap. 9:at the same • 
most for securing of liberty and property, with time ratified, Char. 	II. 	part. 3. chap. I. by' 
the greatest ease and equality. 	Which things swearing to embrace and maintain the true 're- 
as , we purpose and hope to accomplish, only formed protestant religion, he can never possi: 
through the presedce of our God with us, and bly be, as was then distinctly understood and; 
his blessing upon us, so we are most willing and declared by the principal framers of that act, and 

iv., 	, 	 0 
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country to convocate them; but, ex- 1685. cept a hundred or two hundred 
probabilities. 	Matters standing thus, we 
need not wonder the earl and his party 

volunteers 	he 	had 	very little 	success, stayed some time in Kintyre. 	The earl 
Some pretended they did not believe the was indeed very much blamed, as losing 
earl was come in person, otherwise he him- time, and giving his enemies time to draw 
self would have come to the shire; others together an army; but necessity bath no 
professed their willingness to stand and 
fall with the earl, but pressed he might go 
and fight the enemy, otherwise their fam- 

law. 	And further, as was then given out, 
he had promised to the duke of Monmouth, 
to continue in some retired place of the 

ilies lay presently at their 	mercy; and country, till he had notice of the duke's be- 
indeed the best of the gentlemen in the ing in action in England. 	He had likewise 
earl's company were for this, but it was as given assurances of raising a considerable 
violently opposed by 	others. 	All 	Mr number of men in his own shire, and we 
Charles got done, was putting a garrison see how much he was disappointed. Scarce 
in the castle of Carnasory, the dwelling any of his friends there, save Sir Duncarr 
house of Sir Duncan Campbell of Auchin- Campbell of Auchinbreck, with about eight 
breck, and the settling of himself with a few hundred men, joined him. 	Very few re- 
men M a little town belonging to Sir Duncan, 
about four miles distant; and informed 

sorted to him while in Kintyre ; only he 
had one addition of about three hundred 

his father thence of the 	state 	of 	the foot, and one hundred horse. 	Upon this 
country. small accession, he proposed to send off a 

While the earl was at Kintyre, he had west-country gentleman to the castle of 
letters from Mr George Barclay, who had Ardmillan, who declined going till some in- 
been * sent over, as we heard, and was a telligence came ; and then he was not only" 
considerable trustee in the Lowlands. 	By willing, but rash and hasty to undertake 
those he had accounts, that all possible was 
done, in order to dispose the country for 

that expedition, till, with much difficulty, 
the earl hindered him, having received ad- 

befriending him; but no assurances could vices the country was full of forces, and 
be given of any considerable party their some English frigates upon that shore. 
joining him; that several had the matter About this time the good news came; 
under their consideration, but were come to that Auchinbreck's men were ready; where- 
no resolution. 	In short, all was but faint upon the earl ordered him to march with 

them to the Tarbet, a very centrical place, 
and opposite to the Lowlands; and thither  the earl came with his three companies against his adherents and partakers, a perjured, 

revolted, and self-condemned generation, upon 
whom the Lord, who will not give his glory to from Isla, and three companies from Kin.- 
another, bath formerly got himself a name and 
renown before all the nationst  whom our sins tyre, commanded by colonel Aylief Robert' 
only have exalted, and whose hearts can never Elphinston of Lawless, and major John 
endure, or their hands be strong, when the Lord 
of hosts who is on our side, and bath a perpet-
ual indignation against all the wicked in the 

Campbell, afterward executed at Inverary, 
and a troop of horse commanded by Rum- 

earth, shall arise and deal with them. 	And 
this our most earnest call and request, we con- 

bold, 	At the Tarbet, upon the 27th of Maya 
fidently hope shall be the more readily heark. the earl printed, and caused disperse his 
ened unto, and heartily and seriously complied 
with, that in the issue, through the blessing of 

own Declaration, which I have annexed in 
God, it assuredly promises not only the restitu- 
tion of truth, prosperity, and glory to these long 
misgoverned, harassed, and disgraced nations; 

a note.* 	This paper bears the reason of it 

• Argyle's Declaration to kis vassals. 
but the sure defence and protection of true re- I shall not mention my case published and print- 
ligion andliberty every where, (Britain's cer- ed in Latin and Dutch, and more largely in 

..tailotuniVitttintereet, of late most  shamefully English, nor need I repeat the printed Declare- 
.?abantioned) and even the depression of anti- 

gist, and the advancement and exaltation of 
tion, emitted by several noblemen, gentlemen, 
and others of both nations now in arms; but 

the.klugdom of our Lord Jesus Christ in all the because the suffering of me and my family are 
earth. 	•Let us therefore, be of good courage, and therein mentioned, I have thought it fit fur me 
play the men for our people, and for the cause to declare for myself, that as I go to arms, with 
of our God : and the Lord do that which seem- 
eth him good. 

those who have appointed me to conduct them, 
for no private nor personal end, and only for 
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in its own bosom. 	The earl had concurred 
in the former large Declaration ; but it was 

attacked Ballechan, who was lying 1685  
about 	Inverary, waiting for the 	' 

given out by his enemies, that he had pri- marquis of Athol and the earl of Bredalbane 
vats views to recover his own estate, and their coming up : this was a very reason- 
the lands of his 	neighbours. 	This 	he able proposal. 	That gentleman had but 
fully obviates, and promises to pay not about six hundred men with him, which 
only his own but his father's debts. 	The 
other particulars the reader will find in the 

might have easily been given account of, 
and Argyleshire settled and secured, and 

paper itself, and so I say no more of them. the earl's army at least doubled. 	But I 
This declaration, it seems, very much dis- find in the abovementioned paper, that Sir 
pleased the government, since they print it John Cochran and some others of his party 
at full length; whereas the former declaim- would by no means consent to this; but 
tion is printed iu some short hints, with were peremptory to have some hundreds of 
perverting clauses insert by way of corn- 
mentary, and for the refutation of it, of 

men, and half of the arms and ammunition, 
brought from Holland, given Sir John, and 

which some notice bath been taken. 	Both him sent to the shire of Ayr instantly: he 
were published by authority. 	At that same was so peremptory, that he said, if no body 
place, about a thousand men joined the would go with him, he would go alone 
earl, mostly with Sir Duncan Campbell. with a corn-fork in his hand. 	This was 
Here the earl modelled his very small army not the only contradiction Sir John gave 
into three regiments, which were not much the earl, if the accounts of those times may 
above five hundred men per piece. 	Sir be credited. 	To do every man justice, as 
Duncan Campbell, John Aylief, and the far as my accounts afford materials in this 
laird of Lapness, were colonels; major irksome story, I am apt to think, Sir John 
Alexander Campbell, the laird of Barbreck, 
and 	a 	third, 	were 	lieutenant-colonels; 

laid too much weight upon some informa-
tions which came from the lowlands, and 

James Henderson, John Fullerton, 	and promised himself a great deal more than 
major John Campbell, were majors; and all came to pass. 	I have before me a letter 
inferior officers were at this time nominate, 
and this handful put in the best order 

without any date; but I take it to be at 
this time, from William (afterwards lieu- 

might be. tenant-colonel) Clellan, to Sir John, which 
The earl was fully determined to have with some other accounts of Stich a nature, 

these contained in the said Declaration, which private concern; but the king being now dead, 
I have concerted with them, and approven of; 
so I do claim no interest, but what I had before 

and the duke of York having takenoff his mask, 
and having abandoned and invaded our religion 

the pretended forfeiture of my family, and have and liberties, resolving to enter into the govern- 
sufficient right to; and that I. do freely, and as ment, and exercise it contrary to law, I think 
a Christian, fully forgive all personal injuries it not only just, but my duty to God and my 
against my person or family, to all that shall country, to use my utmost endeavours to oppose 
not oppose, but join and concur with us in our and repress his usurpation and tyranny; and 
present undertaking, for the ends mentioned in therefore being assisted and 	furnished very 
the said Declaration ; and hereby I oblige me 
never to pursue them in judgment or out of 

nobly by several good protestants, and invited, 
and accompanied by severals of both nations, to 

judgment. 	And I further declare, that obtain- lead them, I resolve, as God shall enable me, to 
tog the quiet and peaceable possession of what use their assistance of all kind, toward the ends 
belonged to my father and myself; before the expressed in the said Declaration, I do hereby 
pretended forfeiture, I shall satisfy all debts due 
by my father and myself, as far as any heir or 

earnestly invite and obtest all honest protestants, 
and particularly all my friends and blood rela- 

debitor can be obliged. 	And as my faithfulness tions, to concur with us in the said undertaking. 
to his late majesty and his government, has suf- And as I have written several letters, so having 
ficiently appeared to all unbiassed persons, void no other way fully to intimate my mind to 
of malice, so I do with grief acknowledge my others, I do hereby require all my vassals every 
former too much complying with, and conniving 
at the methods have been taken to bring us to 
the said condition we are now in, though, God 
knows, never concurring to the design. 	I have 

Where, and all within my several jurisdictions, 
with the fencible men within their command, 
to go to arms, and to join and concur with us, 
according to the said Declaration, as they will 

now with God's strength suffered patiently my be answerable at their highest perils, and to obey 
unjust sentence and banishment, three years and the particular orders they shall receive from me 
a half, and never offered to make any uproar or 
defence by armei  to disturb the peace upon my 

from time to time. 
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1685 mighthaveputan edge on Sir John's 
. expectations, especially in a matter 

the lowlands. 	The earl -calmly submitted, 
but indeed this step was mightily to their 

he would =so willingly have had true. 	It loss. 
deserves a room here, as what at least will At the Isle of Bute, another stop befell 
let us in to the activity and endesiveurs of them ; a company of foot, and some of 
that gallant gentleman, in the trust coin- Rumbold's horse, could not have boats to 
mitted to him. 	It follows. 	" S. P. I. 	If come up soon enough, and waiting for 
you knew what hazards I have run, and them, the earl was detained three days. 
travel I have been at, you would be Satisfied When they arrived, the good project upon 
I 	have 	not 	been 	negligent. 	I 	have I Inverary was laid aside, and the forces 
turned -all 	stones, and hope, -by 	God's transported, the best way they could, to 
assistance, things shall go well. 	The great Cowal in Argyleshire, just opposite to the 
multitudes of enemies, and the remissness lowlands, whither the gentlemen 	would 
of some friends, - have retarded mightily. be. 	And Sir John Cochran, colonel El- 
By God's help, I hope the malecontents phinston, and major Fullerton, were sent to 
are gained, and begin how to act. 	I have the lowlands. 
this order to write in their names, that if By this time the coasts were guarded, 
Mr Ker be for the work 'of reformation, 
carried on -from 1638 to 1648, they are 

and some English frigates come up, so that 
Sir John durst not land in the Largs in 

for him. 	Let him not spare to speak them Ayrshire, as was projected, but put in to- 
fair, and not to be any way troubled for wards Greenock for intelligence, and some 
what they may write to him. 	Keep you meal for their army. 	When they -came 
strong where you are, and keep the ettemy within musket-shot of land, there appeared 
in as great vexation as you can, till you a body of horse upon the shore. 	Sir John 
see a beacon upon Loudon-hill. 	I hope having the command, ordered colonel El- 
in eight *lays or thereby all shalt be in a phinston - to 	essay 	landing 	with 	about 
flame. 	Send 'us intelligence 	to 	Moffat- twenty men, which was all they could land 
well; if possible, where I shall have a man at once for want of boats; but the thing 
or woman with a knot of broad red ribbons being impracticable at that place, and the 
about their right arm, to whom they shall colonel's orders being only to obey in as far 
give all their intelligence. 	Haste to send as reasonable, taking this to be just the 
it. 	The enemies did prevent us as to losing so many men, he flatly refused. 	Sir 
horseS, but we are minded to retake them. John prevailed upon major Fullerton, with 
If you could frequently alarm the enemies, 
it would exceedingly weaken them. 	In 

about a dozen of men, to attempt to land in 
another place near by, which he did under 

short, things are brought to a probable 
posture." 	This probability did misgive, 
and those termed malecontents, the society 

the fire of the militia, and got safe ashore, 
and into a sort of ditch for shelter. 	The 
printed account abovenamed, bears, "that 

people,  in thw south and west, fell into the militia seeing them ashore, gave over 
differences, as we heard, as to the terms firing, and the young laird of Houston, and 
upon which they would join with Argyle. Crawfordsburn, came up to the major, and 
But I can find nothing of their scruples as another with him, and had some convey 
to his being against monarchy, and for a sation, and passed their mutual words of 
commonwealth, which is a mere reproach : honour, to use no hostilities till the parley 
and nothing was effectually done. 	How- was over. 	After they had asked some 
ever, such accounts as these made some of questions at the major, to his great sun 
the gentlemen stiffly oppose the earl his 
going to Inverary, when he had an ex- 

prise, they discharged their pistols at him, 
which happily missed him, and he returned 

cellent prospect of many advantages by so his, and killed one of their horses, and 
doing. 	To determine their different senti- wounded another. 	By this time some more 
meets, a council of war was called, and 
there, contrary to the earl's sentiments, it 

men were landed to the major's assistance, 
and those with the first party behaved so 

was resolved to make an invasion upon well, that the militia retired to the face of 
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a hill opposite to the ships, who fired some 
guns at them, which reached so-near them, 

though now at a vast disadvantage. " , 
8'  Accordingly, he divides his small ar- 

that they retired ; and some did not draw my, and gave the one half of it to colonel 
bridle till they came to Paisley." 	This is Rumbold, and sent him to guard a pass, by 
the account given in the printed narrative which the marquis of Athole might attack 
before-mentioned ; 	I cannot insert it 	as him; and likewise to raise the country as 
certain, and have set it down as I find it. muchas possible : the other half hetook with 
Having communicated what is above, to a himself to Inverary ; but the winds being 
worthy gentleman present at this 	little contrary six or eight days, and the English 
scuffle, he is pleased to acquaint me. " that frigates being come up, he was forced to 
the heritors of Renfrewshire, formed in a shelter his vessels under the castle of Ellen- 
troop under the lord Cochran, at the coun- greg. 	There he took out such arms and 
cil's appointment, were at this time keep- ammunition as he at present stood in need 
ing guard at Greenock. 	When Mr Fullar- of, and laid them up in the castle, which he 
ton landed near the kirk of Greenock, John fortified as well as in so short a time he 
Houston younger of that ilk, lieutenant of could, and then marched by land to Inver. 
the troop, and Thomas Crawford of Craw- ary, resolving to attack the marquis of 
fordsburn elder, quarter-master to it, with Athole, if his ships should get up to him. 
some gentlemen in company, rode down He left two companies of men in the castle. 
towards Mr Fullerton and his men, who Colonel Rumbold, with about five hau- 
led put up a signal for parley; and Hous- dred. men, went and seized the castle of 
ton having expostulated with the major on Ardkinglass; 	and when the marquis of 
their invasion, he answered, ' They. were Athole sent off a large fisher-boat full of 
come to their native country, for the pre- men, to know the colonel's numbers and 
servation of the protestant religion, and strength, captain Duncanson manned out a 
liberties of their country, and it was pity little fishing-scout, yrith ten men, and chas- 
such brave gentlemen should appear against ed her within pistol-shot of the town, very 
them, in the service of a popish tyrant and much to his honour; however some regi- 
usurper.' 	Upon which Houston said he ments were ordered from Inverary, to retake 
was 	a liar, 	and 	discharged his pistols the castle of Ardkinglass. 	But the earl, by 
amongst them, as did also the rest of the this time, was got up with the regiments he 
gentlemen with him, and the major and his 
men returned their fire very briskly, but 

had with him, to Rumbold ; and the enemy, 
finding their mistake, made a halt at the 

did no execution; only Houston's horse, 
being of mettle, 	and unused with- fire, 
threw him, but he soon remounted, and 

head of Lochfine. 	Upon which the earl 
himself, with five companies, of foot, and 
two of horse, went to attack them, leaving 

returned to the troop." 	Upon their flight the rest to be brought up by Sir Duncan 
Sir John with the rest came ashore, and Campbell. 	The marquis of Athole being 
entered the town of Greenock, and en- apprised of this, sent off some of bis men in 
deavoured to prevail with the inhabitants, 
to join in defence of religion and liber- 

boats, to land upon the earl's rear, and cut 
off his retreat; but Sir Duncan prevented 

ty. 	He seized about forty bolls of meal, 
instead of the two hundred the earl had 
ordered him to bring for the useofthearmy; 

that by his seasonable coming up. 
The earl with the first named companies, 

attacked the first body of the enemy, and 
and then, upon a false alarm, went off in entirely put them to the flight, and pursued 
_the night, and sailed back to Cowal, and them a good while up a steep hill, till the 
there, too late, declared it was folly to at- ground grew so disadvantageous, that he 
tempt the lowlands as yet, they 	being saw fit to sound a retreat. 	In this action 
every where guarded with soldiers and he had but one man killed, and severals of 
militia. the enemy were killed and wounded. 	Af- 

All now left to the earl, was to make the ter this advantage the earl returned to the 
best he could in his own country ; and so castle of Ardkinglass, and designed next day 
he renewed his design to attempt Inverary, with his little army to attack Inverary, 
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where the marquis of Athole was No wonder that this vexed the earl, when 
1685. reckoned five.thousand strong, to be the garrison came up to him in his march; 

sure the earl wsisscarce 1200. But unhappily toward the head of the Gare-loch ; and now 
the king's frigates and men of war, at this nothing was left him but to march into the 
time, were coming up pretty near the castle of lowlands, under a thousand disadvantages. 
Ellangreg, where the earl's ships were; and In the way they met and defeated several 
some of the gentlemen vrhb would not come of the enemy's parties; and such of them 
with the earl to Ardkinglass,;uid had differed who escaped, alarmed the country before the 
with him all along, threatened to quit all 
and go to the lowlands: the earl, therefore, 
after four or five hours refreshing his men, 
was obliged to return to the castle of Ellen- 

earl, and hastened up the regular forces, 
acquainting them of the road the earl had 
taken; so that when he crossed the water 
of Levin, a little above Dumbarton, he found 

;peg with thine companies of foot, ordering 
the rest, under Rumbold and Sir Duncan; 

all the king's army and militia upon him, 
treble to him in number, and the earl of 

to meet him at the kirk of Glendariel, if Dumbarton on their head. 	Here the earl 
there was need; which .they did. 	Thus a of Argyle took up a ground, whieh was in- 
second time the earl was marred in his de,. accessible and safe, but they could not stay 
sign upon Inverary, when it had most pro- in it for want of provision. 	By their mis- 
bald),  succeeded, though the marquis of erable divisions they lost another opportn- 
Athole had double his numbers, since upon nity here, to have fought a part of their 
this small ruffle great numbers of the mar- enemies before general, cannon, or ammuni- 
quis's men left him. 	In short, every thing tion were come up. 	This was pressed by 
went cross-the earl's designs, and that when the earl, but he was over-ruled. 	When all 
just about to he happily executed. the king's army was come up, and they 

When the earl came to Ellangreg in this must either do or die, the earl calls his 
critical juncture, he resolved to man out council of war. 	The bulk of thetentlemen 
four prizes he had got at sea, and thirty were for marching by the enemy, and let- 
large cowans or fisher-boats, with the thou- ting them fall upon their rear, which, in the 
sand men he had with him, and join his own foresaid hints, says the earl, would have 
three, ships with them, and attack the men been present destruction. 	The earl and 
of war that were coming up; but another Aylieff were for engaging, knowing indeed 
mutiny was raised among the seamen, by they were treble their number, but that 
those who still embarrassed the earl, so the likewise they wanted not friends among 
design was entirely broke, and the earl them. 	This was violently opposed by the 
forced into the measures of those, who, cost other side, as perfectly impracticable. Rum- 
what it would, resolved to, be at the low- bold moderated their heats, and a night at- 
lands. 	Thus the castle of Ellangreg was tack was agreed upon; but the earl was 
left to the laird.of Lapness, with a sufficient again over-ruled and balked in that also; so 
garrison, and men to guard the ships, and that it ended in a retreat to Glasgow, or 
the governor ordered, in .ease he was not Bothwell-bridge, and so towards the south. 
able to hold it out, toblow up the magazine, 
and either to draw up the ships, so as they 

Accordingly fires were kindled, and men 
left with them, which took so well, that 

might be recoveredor to sink them. 	But they got all pretty well betwixt the enemy 
two days after the earl with the forces had and Glasgow. 	Several of their own num- 
left them, the garrison forsook all, being, as ber gave them false alarms, pretending to 
they skeitin want of provision, leaving a see parties marching towards them, and such 
train of powder to blow up the castle, and like imaginations. 	Sir John Cochran is 
negleeikit,lie-.slinis entirely; and, which charged in the printed account, as being 
was worsettheyieft behind them the few 
prisoners taken-at Orkney, who, being left 

very instrumental in discouraging the men, 
and pressing them to separate and flee ; how 

at liberty,:innediately acquainted the cap- truly, I am not at this distance to determine. 
tains of the frigates, who came ashore in But it is certain enough, their guides mis- 
long boats, discovered the train, and seized guided them, and carried them near four 
all. miles about, and instead of leading them to 
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Glasgow, brought them down upon Kilpa- 
trick ; and the earl, in the forecited hints, 

sail from Holland, we were not above 1686.  
three hundred men •in all, but had 

says, he was a mile in the dark before he our three ships laden with good arms and 
perceived the cheat, and could neither help 
it, nor persuade them to halt to draw up, 
so that their retreat turned to a rout. 	He 

ammunition. 	We had a quick passage, 
but came to the wrong place of the king= 
dom, Orkney, where two of our men were 

stayed in the rear, and sent Rumbold to the taken. 	When we came about to the earl's 
van to stop them, but, says he, it was im- country, a good many Highlanders joined 
possible, and concludes, so I was left.neces- us. 	Upon notice of an English man-of- 
sadly to be taken. 	At Kilpatrick a few of war in pursuit of us, we went down a little 
them put a militia company to flight, and, 
had it been possible to have rallied their 

creek to the castle of Ellengreg, where we 
lodged all our arms and provisions, and 

scattered forces, they might have got out 
of the reach of the enemy; but that was 

built a fort on the west side of the castle, 
and planted some cannon, in case the fri- 

impracticable, when a good many of them- gates should come down. 	We left a hun- 
selves urged separating and fleeing. 	Sir dred and fifty men there, and went in quest 
John Cochran, Sir Patrick Hume, and of the marquis of Athole's men, who con- 
some other gentlemen, went straight to stantly fled from us. 	Thus we were taken 
Clyde, and would not so much as stay up several days : meanwhile the frigates 
to reason the matter with my lord Ar- came down upon the castle, which our men 
gyle. 	They were received with the fire could not defend, and were forced to quit 
of some of the militia horse, when they it, laying a train to blow all up, which 
came to the other side. 	The laird of Lap- misg,ave, and all fell into the enemy's band. 
ness, the laird of Barbreck, with a few This mightily discouraged the earl, and we 
soldiers, coming• up in another boat, fired left pursuing Athole's men, and marched to 
at the militia, and obliged them to bear off the• lowlands, hoping our numbers would 
with some loss, and having got ashore, they increase. 	When at night we were setting 
joined the rest, and were pursued for some our watches, a party of the king's troops 
time by two troops of militia, commanded appeared, so that, instead of getting rest, we 
by captain Clellan. of Fasken. 	At length marched all night towards. Glasgow; and 
a scuffle 	happened near Muirdyke,• in after we had sent out for provision, which 
Lochwinnoch, wherein captain Clellan and we very much wanted, the whole of the 
some others were killed, and the laird of king's army appeared ; so we drew up on a 
Blair (other accounts make it Sir Adam muir side, there being a water betwixt us 
Blair 	of Carberry,) 	with 	some 	others, 
wounded. 	Upon the other side, a gentle- 

and them, being firmly resolved to fight 
them, though much inferior 	in 	num- 

man of the name of Campbell was killed, 
and major Henderson, and Mr Archer 

hers; but they never approached us allthat 
day. 	At night we marched off, leaving 

(of whom afterwards) was sore wounded. great fires in our former camp, and our 
Having given this account of what passed leaders mistaking the way, led us into a 

since 	the earl's coming 	from 	Holland, 
before I enter upon the earl's personal 
misfortunes, let me subjoin here several 

moss, which quite disordered us, so that 
though we were a good army at night, 
there were not five hundred of us together 

other hints concerning this attempt, -and in the morning. 	Our discouragements be- 
particularly the encounter at Muirdyke, 
from a narrative come to my hand, since I 

ing great, multitudes, and Rumbold, and 
many brave men who had no mind to part 

wrote what is above, written by a person with us, lost their way. 	Those who kept 
of, good reputation, yet alive, who came over together came to Kilpatrick. 	We crossed 
with the 	earl, and was present at the Clyde, where was a troop of militia horse, 
Muirdyke encounter. 	" When we set which Sir John Cochran and Polwart soon 

defeated, and made them run more than a — — 
• Properly " the*Muirdykes," the place is thus 

uniformly spoken of by the neighbouring in- mile before they halted : so we sent the 
habitants.—kd. boat to and again, till we brought over a 
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1685. 
hundred and fifty men, 	and the 
earl with the rest refused to come 

Kilmarnock, and so after staying about a 
day's time together, in a tenant's house of 

over. 	On the south side of Clyde we re- Sir John Cochran his father,} and upon 
freshed ourselves with some provision, in a 
gentleman's house at the water side, which 
had been designed for the king's forces,and 

hearing that the earl of Argyle was taken, 
Sir John dismissed us, and we separated, 
and shifted for ourselves the best way we 

indeed we needed it, for some of us had could.” 
tasted little these three days; then we re- To return to the earl thus deserted, and 
solved to march in a body south to England. almost alone, he rode about a mile in the 
But the militia troops we had chased from 
the water side, had got two others joined t The ruins of Cochran-castle, gratifying to 
them, and came toward us, which made us the taste of the antiquarian, were standing in 
alter our rout. Sir John Cochran divided us tyoeaa 
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some intelligent gentlemen of the neighbourhood, 
I surveyed the localities of Mairdykes, and cot- a The place where the battle was fought, was 

formerly covered with heather or bent. 	But withstanding the alterations on the road and 
now it is cultivated and intersected with fences, otherwise, a pretty good idea may be bad of the 
It is the property of Mr Caldwell of Muirdykes, 
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road to Glasgow, accompanied only with the earl, regretted whattheyhad done 
Sir Duncan 	Campbell, major Fullerton, 
captain Duncanson, and his son Mr John, 
and sent off Sir Duncan and the captain to 

most 	bitterly. 	This is the story 1685.  
told by the printed account, but very con-
fused and indistinct, and in some circum- 

make a new levy, if possible; and after stances I scarce find it twee with other 
having laid down a method for correspond- accounts I have heard. 	Therefore I add 
ence, parted with them, and went to a the earl's own narrative of it, from the fore- 
certain house, where one lived who had been said paper so oft cited. 	" The way of my 
his servant some years, hoping to be safe taking was in short, when our friends had 
there, but was peremptorily denied access. run so far, that to follow and rally them 
This forced him and the major to cross would never do, I was past a possibility of 
Clyde, and they went straight to the water 
of Inchinnin, where at the ford he was 
stopped by a party; whereupon the earl 

getting to Argyleshire. I attempted to hide, 
but I fell from one difficulty into another, 
till two militia men* fell upon me, after I 

turned his horse, and went up the water had laid by my sword to pass for a country 
side. 	Fullerton entertained the party at 
the water in the mean time, partly by fair, 
and at length witb brisk language, till the 

man. 	I answered their challenges civilly, 
but at last they laid hands upon me, one 
upon each side, all of us on horseback. 	I 

earl was a little off, pretending he would grappled with both, and one of them and I 
not be forced or stopped. 	Meanwhile, a went to the ground; but I got up, and rid 
country fellow came and told the corn- myselfof them both, bypresenting my pocket 
mender of the party, that the other was not pistols. 	After that five came on me, and 
a country man, and that he had parted with fired close at me, without touching me, and I 
his horse, and taken the water upon his was like to get rid of them,till they knocked 
foot, upon which a party was ordered up me down with their swords. 	As soon as 
to him. 	This the major endeavoured to they knew what I was, they seemed to be 
prevent, and offered rather to yield him- much troubled, but durst not let me go."t 
self, than that the country man his guide Thus I have brought this great and 
should be troubled. 	The earl was in a gallant nobleman again into the hands of 
mean habit, and the major in good clothes. his enemies. 	He was most unaccountably 
To this the commander of the party con- treated by too many, embarked with him 
descended; but as soon as the major was in the design for rescuing this nation: 
disarmed, he sent off two to take the sup- 
posed guide, contrary to agreement; which 

never any enterprise he designed almost, 
but he was crossed in it; and he never had 

the major seeing, railed at him, and grasp- any success but once, when he went over 
ing at one of the swords, resolved either to their inclinations, and left them behind him 
kill or be killed. 	But he was soon over- at the castle of Ellangreg. 	And one is al- 
powered, and carried away prisoner, and most ready to say, that it had been Scot- . 
afterwards very wonderfully escaped, of *The  clan of the Riddels have taken the honour 
which I want the particulars. or the disgrace of having furnished one of these 

By this time, those sent came up to the two militiamen. 	A person of this name from 
earl, and fired at him while he was in the n 
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knew hiui,and seized him, and carried him in Tradition in the country.—Ed. 
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1685, land's interest and his own, if he, and 
those who still•thwarted with him, 

me, like a fool, to give a letter 'of trust to 
one they sent out, and, like the raven, he 

hail never met 'again, and that he had never returned. 	They designed sometimes 
suffered thearto go to the lowlands, as they • to have seized some of the ships, arms, and 
threatened; but this excellent patriot was 
but too well-natured 'to such unreasonable ; 

-provision; and effectually did break open, 
use, and embezzle what they pleased, with- 

proposals as were advanced, and too ready out me. 	Some of them lived riotously, and 
to expose himself, rather than suffer any spent the provisions as they pleased, so that 
thing to fall in contrary to that harmony he 
so vehemently wished for. 

many arms were spoiled, and many lost, 
and provisions were spent sooner than was 

I shall shut up this lamentable narrative necessary : and, except two hundred dues- 
of this matter, with a few passages more toons I left, I spent all the silver upon 
from the hints dashed down by the earl them, and they claimed all as their due. 
when in prison, which will give us farther 
views both of the earl's 	excellent 	and 

After the vessels were lost, they once, 
without my knowledge, seized all 	my 

Christian_ temper, his sufferings, and the rowing boats ; and if I had not perceived 
uneasiness ho. had from those who were 
with him. 	After the account of his being 

it, were running away of their own accord, 
with as many as they could engage, even 

left and taken, he says," even in this I found 
many concurring providences, which said, 

after I had undertaken my last fatal march, 
by their advice." 	Upon another bit of 

God would have it so. 	I submit to the paper the earl goes on, " I say not this to 
Lord's providence in it, I hope all is for the accuse any, but that you may pity me, and 
goOd of my soul. 	There are some hidden know the providences, in bringing me to 
ones, but I see no great party in this coup- the case4 am now in, were numerous and 
try, that desire to be relieved; 	only my 
poor friends in Argyle have appeared in all 

very remarkable. 	It was the hand of God, 
let us submit to 'it. 	We have not been 

Scotland*. 	I was busy this day (those hints thankful for former deliverances, and we 
are written in prison a few days before his have too much trusted the arm of flesh. 
execution) treating for them, and in some It was certainly a determined counsel of 
hopes; but this evening orders came, that God, not to deliver Scotland at this time, 
I must die upon Monday or Tuesday, and nor by my hand especially; 	I must be 
I am to be put to torture, if I answer not taken, as I was. 	But again, alas! whom 
all questions upon oath, yet I hope God is there to be delivered ? I doubt not but 
shall support me. 	My wife is now ad- there are some hidden ones, but the gen- 
mitted to come to me, so I will leave off erality have perverted their way. 	Some 
further writing at present. 	If my methods frailly yielded, and sinfully persisted even 
had been followed, in all probability the. to the same excess of riot. 	The heritora 
ships had been saved, and sent back, and and militia were trusted, yet the very men 
matters continued some months, but there we trusted have done us ,most, and, it may 
had been much bloodshed. 	God bath be, the only mischief. 	Of the militia who 
ordered it otherwise, and certainly best, 
though not to the humours of any engaged. 

wounded and took me, some wept, but 
durst not let me 	friends were go 
our greatest enemies, all without excep- I thank God I submit heartily to his will." 

At another time he addi," those who went tion, both to betray and destroy us ; and 
With 	me 	kept 	continual 	cabals, 	sent indeed* 	and 	were the greatest 
messengers, received intelligence by them- 
selves, acquainted me with but what they 

cause of our rout, and my being taken, 
though not designedly, I acknowledge, but 

pleased, and were trepanned by spies sent by ignorance, cowardice, and faction." 	The 
out , by the enemy; and to the last hour earl adds upon another piece of paper, " I 

'got never 	me one intelligence. of use, nor * Mr pox is of opinion that the names hero 
assured Hie of One man to join with me; left blank were those of Sir John Cochran and 
and. when they spake or sent to any, did it Sir Patrick Hume; and there is every reason 

to suppose him correct in his conjecture, box, I.. 
in their own name. 	Once they persuaded 198.—Ed. 
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am'not pleased with myself, I have so hard to execute him upon his former sen- 
epithets of some of my countrymen ; seeing tence unrepealed. To be sure, a sen- 1685' 
they are Christians, pray put it out of any tepee upon the present invasion, which might 
account you give; only I must acknow- soon by the present laws have been found 
ledge, they were not governable, and the rebellion, would have been far more equal 
humour you found begun, continued. 	Poor in the eyes of many, but then it would have 
Rumbold was a great support to me, and a taken some time; and such was the zeal 
brave man, and 	died 	christianly. 	But of the managers, they would not seem to 
unhappy Aylieff is still at Glasgow, he question the injustice of their former sen- 
bath attempted to end himself with his 
pen-knife." 	 - 

tence, which every body saw iniquitous, 
and all the world, and I imagine, most of 

Those hints give a naked representation themselves by this time were convinced of 
of matter of fact, and being from one of so its unrighteousness. 	However, to make 
great probity and religion as the earl, their short work, they looked upon him as al- 
truth cannot be questioned; they are the ready condemned, and proceeded, without 
true springs of this business' misgiving so any ceremony, to take away his life. 
miserably. 	They seem to be written by This was the opinion of the counsellors 
the earl at different times, probably 	as at Edinburgh, and they had orders from 
materials of an information 	to 	Madam court agreeable thereto, as we shall hear. 
Smith, to whom he wrote a letter, among Great pains were taken to bring the earl to 
the last things he did, which shall be just a confession, which might involve others in 
now insert, as I follow this extraordinary the same measures they were resolved to 
person to his martyrdom. take with him; and as he himself signifies 

The earl being taken, was carried into 
the town of Renfrew, and when at some 

above, he was threatened with torture, but, 
as far as I can learn, they did not bring him 

refreshment there, he said (as I am certain- under it. 	He was frequently visited by the 
ly informed) 	to 	Thomas 	Crawford of managers, and committees of council met, 
Crawfordsburn, to whom he had a peculiar and he was brought before them. 	And the 
regard, and after his taking, by the two interrogatories put to him by the council 
country men at Inchinnin water, gave him deserve a room here, from the 	original 
a silver snuff-box as a token of his respect. copy I am favoured with by a person of 
"Thomas, it hath pleased providence to 
frown on my attempt, but remember, I tell 
you, ere long one shall take up this quarrel, 
whose shoes I am not worthy to carry, who 

quality. 

Interrogatories for the late earl of Argyle. 
" Who were accessory to your making 

will 	not miscarry in his undertaking." your escape out of the castle of Edinburgh, 
Prom Renfrew the earl was taken to Glas- and who did reset you upon the road, and 
gow, and from thence was carried into did furnish you horses ? Who entered into 
Edinburgh under a .strong guard. 	By the the transaction with you, at London, and 
council-registers, I find, June 20th, they elsewhere, for the thirty thousand pounds 
order " Archibald late earl of Argyle, to be sterling which should have been transmitted 
brought alongst the long gate to the water: from London? Who should have managed 
gate, and from thence to be carried up the the raising of the thousand horse upon the 
street, with his hands tied behind his back, 
bare-headed, 	in 	the 	midst 	of captain 

borders, and who, in Newcastle or Berwick, 
should have corresponded with you? With 

Graham's guardi, with cocked matches, 
and the hangman walking before him; that 

whom, in Holland, or the provinces of the 
low-countries, or Spanish Netherlands, or 

the horse guards march before and behind, 
and he be carried to the castle, and laid in 

courts abroad, did you keep correspondence, 
and should have contributed with you, and 

irons." particularly at Amsterdam? What nobler 
It was debated at Edinburgh, whether men, officers of the army, or others in 

to intent a new process upon this present England, did correspond with you ? Who 
invasion, and pass sentence upon him for it, or in Ireland ? and why those in England or. 
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Ireland rose not? What Scotsmen lis all 1 know about him in prisonrtilf the 
168'' were concerned, or if Stairs, Salton, 

or James • 	(here is a little blank in 
coming of an express from court, for his 
execution on his former sentence, which 

the original,•which I supply not, though I was willingly obeyed by the managers. 
take it to be Mr Stuart) were not concern- 
ed ? If it was treated that the duke of 
Monmouth should be king? Who was to 

I find by the council registers, June 29th, 
" the letter underwritten, from the king, 
read and ordered to be recorded. 	S. R. 

be raised to the throne, if this king was to. Right trusty, &c. 	We greet you well. 
be laid aside ? Who was to have raised the Whereas the late earl of Argyle is, by the 
forces in the borders and west at this time ? providence of God, fallen into our power, it 
Why you employed Rumbold or Balfour, 
being ussusinatets, and why they went not 

is our will and pleasure, that you take all 
ways to know from him those things which 

rather with Monmouth, than came here? concern our government most, as his assist- 
If there was any design for assassinating ers with men, arms, or money, his associates 
the officers of state, or garrisons ? Were and correspondents, his designs, &c. 	But 
there any ships to land in Forth, Fife, or this must be done, so as no time may be 
elsewhere, and if there be any ships yet to 
•eome ? Who were to'join you in Murray, 
and why you resolved to touch there ? 

lost in bringing him to condign punishment, 
by causing him to be demeaned as a traitor, 
within the space of three days after this 

- Why Spence came to you, and what corres- shall come to your hands, an account of 
pondences he brought ? Why you brought which, with what he shall confess, you shall 
up your ships to Clyde, knowing the king's send immediately to us or our secretaries; 
frigates would block you up there ? Why for doing of which this shall be your war- 
ssere you so long in going to the west- rant. *Whitehall, June 22d, 1685. 
country ? If there was any of the indulged " MELFORE." 
'ministers who corresponded with you since 
you came to Scotland ? and what were the That same sederunt of council I find what 
names of the ministers who were with follows in their registers. 	" The lords of 
you? and generally, who corresponded with justiciary having referred the place and 
you from Scotland, or any other place ? If manner of the late earl of Argyle's execn- 
William Clellan was sent by you from any tion to the council, they require them, in 
part of Holland, and where he was sent? obedience to his majesty's letter, to pro- 
and if any person be sent to Galloway with 
arms, or what officers are sent to Galloway, 
or elsewhere, and what correspondence they 
have ? What did the sum amount to, which 

nounce for sentence against the said earl, 
That to-morrow the 30th instant, betwixt 
two and five of the clock in the afternoon, 
he shall be taken to the market-cross of 

you got to be the fund of this war ?" 
At the end of the 'original paper, whence 

Edinburgh, and shall be there beheaded, 
and his head thereafter affixed to the tol- 

I 	transcribe those interrogatories, 	what booth of Edinburgh on a high pin of iron; 
follows is written by the earl's own hand, 
as I am assured by•the person who gave it 

and that the magistrates of Edinburgh see 
the said sentence executed accordingly, and 

me, and perfectly well knows the earl's receive the person of the said late earl at 
hand. 	"This is the very principal of the the castle gate of Edinburgh, by twelve of 
interrogatories given me, which I answered the clock precisely, from which they are 
but in part, according to a paper under my to carry him down to the laigh town coun- 

F OA hand, and signed ell-house with a strong guard, where they 
' 	ARGYLE." are to keep him till the ordinary time. 
. They likewise grant warrant to permit 

This paper of the earl's answers I have eight of the earl's friends and relations to 
not seen, which I am sorry for, and make be present on the scaffold with him to-mor- 
no question but they were candid and pru- row and no more." 	f• 

dent, and every way agreeable to his ex- By the justiciary books I find they top- 
traordinary parts, quality, and piety. 	This temperate all, and whatip there follows. June 
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29th, Intrat Archibald Campbell, sometimes death, the earl spent it in the most 
earl of Argyle, to hear and see the time, 
place, and manner of execution appointed 

spiritual and heavenly manner could 1685. 
be; and indeed to him it was a prelude of 

to him. 	" The said day, forasmuch as by the everlasting sabbatism he, was just enter- 
doom and sentence of forfeiture pronounced 
upon the 23d of December, 1681, Archibald 

ing upon. 	His sister, the lady Lothian, 
came to take her leave of him, and was 

Campbell, sometimes earl ofArgyle, as being very much affected; which the earl per- 
found guilty and culpable by an assize, of the ceiving, said to her, " I am now loosed from 
crimes of treason,leasing-making,andleasing- you, and all earthly satisfactions, and long 
telling (for which he was detained in prison to be with Christ, which is far better. 	It 
inthe castle of Edinburgh, but after the ver- seemeth, the Lord thought not me fit to be 
did made his escape) was decerned and ad- an instrument in his work, but I die in the 
judged to be executed, to the death, and to faith of it, that it will advance, and that the 
underly the pains of treason and utterpunish- Lord will appear. 	Sister, I hear they 
ment appointed by the laws of this realm, cannot agree about the manner of my death : 
when apprehended, at such a time,place, and as to that I am at a point, for I have given 
in such a manner as his majesty in his royal up myself to the Lord's disposal, and am 
pleasure should think fit to declare and 
appoint. 	Likeas, the lords of council, by 

assured of my salvation : as for my body, 
I care not what they do with it. 	Be kind 

their act dated June 29th, 1685, mention- to my Jeanie." 	The excellent lady air- 
ing that they had received a letter from his swered, she would, and the more for his 
majesty, dated June 22d instant, whereby cause ; and tears stopped her, and they 
his majesty declares his will and pleasure, 
that Archibald late earl of Argyle shall be 

parted. 	While in the castle, he had these 
remarkable 	expressions in 	conversation 

demeaned as a traitor, within three days with a dear friend. 	" My gross compliances 
after the opening of the said letter; and are now sad and grievous to me, for these 
they considering that the lords of the the Lord will not honour me to be instru- 
justiciary having formerly referred the way, 
manner, and place of his execution, to his 

mental in his work ; but I desire to die in 
the faith of a deliverance to his church and 

majesty, they therefore, in obedience to his people ; and though I will not take upon 
majesty's letter, do thereby require the me to be a prophet, yet having strong im- 
lord justice general, justice clerk, and com- pressions thereof upon my spirit, I doubt 
missioners of the justiciary, to pronounce 
sentence accordingly. 	The lords therefore 

not but deliverance will come very suddenly, 
and I hope I shall be well. 	It is true, my 

decern and adjudge the 	said Archibald family is low, and I have nothing to leave 
Campbell late earl of Argyle, to be taken them, but if they seek God, they will be 
to the market-cross of Edinburgh, the 30th wonderfully seen to and provided for : and 
day of this instant June, 1685, and there, 
betwixt two and five in the afternoon, to 

if they do not, I care not what come of 
them. 	I fear, some have eyed me too much 

be beheaded, and ordain his head thereafter as an instrument. 	Lean not to the arm of 
to be affixed on the tolbooth of Edinburgh, 
on a high pin of iron : which was pro- 
nounced for doom." 

flesh." 	These expressions speak for them- 
selves. 	The earl pretends not to prophesy, 
yet the secret of the Lord is with them 

I come now to give all I can recover, of that fear him, and was with him ; and the 
the excellent and Christian carriage of this 
worthy nobleman, the two or three last 

nearness of an outgate to poor Scotland, 
was very much upon the spirits of many at 

• days of his life; and I form my narrative this juncture. 	His father, I may say, was 
of it from accounts left by ministers and 
others present, one of them then waiting 
upon the countess; and what I give is 

our first and proto-martyr, and after, his son, 
and some few others, who, as we shall hear, 
suffered upon the same account. 	We have 

left under their hand, and other original not many more sufferers to death till the 
papers I shall insert. deliverance come. 	As the noble marquis 

June 28th, being the sabbath before his his father went first, and his blood opened, 
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as it were, the flood gates to a great 
168.5 stream; we have seen running, so 

am very civilly used. 	I die upon mine old 
sentence, and nothing of what passed lately, 

the sun almost closes up this river of blood, 
shed for our religion and 'holy. reformation, 

is to be in public on either hand. 	Your 
name could not be concealed, and I know 

His expressions are heroically Christian, 
with relation to his family and posterity, 
and some way prophetical ; they have in- 

not what any paper taken may say, other-
wise I have named none to their disadvan- 
Cage. 	I sought liberty to send this, that 

deed been wonderfully seen to and pro- 
vided for, And, even as to their outward 

you might not think I bad forgot you, 
and J took it as a kindness to have it 

estate and grandeur, advanced to greater granted. 	I thank God be hath supported 
honour and riches than the earl or marquis me wonderfully. 	I have fully resigned all 
had. 	The hundred-fold hath been in some to his holy will; I leave this world wil- 
measure given them in this life, and all lingly, not for fear of trouble, but with 
the lovers of their country, religion, and hope of glory. 	This is all you can expect 
liberty, will pray, that such of their seed from me from such a place. 	The Lord God 
as remain, may have it continued, and in be with you, bless, comfort, and reward 
the end have life eternal. you, for all your kindness to all saints, 

The earl was beheaded Tuesday, June and to 
30th. 	In the morning, he bad, in the 
greatest throng of necessary 	avocations, 
much calmness and serenity of soul, yea, 
much joy and peace, in believing. 	We have 

"Your faithful servant, 
" ARGYLE." 

" I pray God bless all my acquaintances 
with you." 

observed the same with relation to his 
father. 	To one standing by him the earl  
said, " I have more joy and comfort this 

Directdd on the back, for Madam Smith. 

I am well informed, that the earl dined 
day, than the day after I escaped out of the this day in the castle, and was very plea- 
castle ;" and I nothing doubt but it con- sant and hearty at it; and being used to 
tinned with him, until he entered into the sleep a little after meat, and knowing the 
joy of his Lord. want of it might probably discompose him 

This day he wrote, and caused others for his public appearance, he retired to the 
write, several letters to such as he had a 
peculiar concern in. 	I begin with that he 

closet, and laid himself down on a bed, and, 
for about a quarter of an hour, slept as 

wrote with his own hand to Madam Smith, 
because it gives us a very pleasent view 

sweetly and pleasantly as ever he had done. 
In the interim, one of the principal mans- 

how matters were with himself. 	Any body gers came up to the castle, by orders from 
who knows the common accounts of this the council, which sat in the forenoon, to 
time, need not be informed, that this excel- speak with the earl about somewhat or 
lent gentlewoman had been 	extremely other, before he came down the street. 
useful to the earl in his design, and ad- He timed his coming so, as he reckoned 
vanced vast sums of money for promoting the earl would be done with dinner, if he 
it; and this letter contains the earl's last could suppose him at a formal meal, when 
token of regard to her. 	And it follows. so near his end, and so came just when the 

earl was asleep. 	The officer of state came 
Edinburgh-castle, June 30th, 1685. in, and asked for the earl; his friends told 

"Dear Madam, 
" While any thing was a burden to me, 

your concern was, which is a cross greater 

his lordship, that he was taking a nap after 
dinner, as he used to do, and had left orders 
not to disturb him. 	This was, and, one 

than I can express; but I have, I thank would at first think, not without ground, 
God, overcome all; and I hope God Al- reckoned a subterfuge, and he insisted to 
mighty shall comfort you, and give you joy see the earl. 	He was assured of the truth 
in the Holy Ghost. 	I was hardly used at of the thing, and, for his, satisfaction, the 
first by those in whose hands I am, but closet door was softly opened, and he saw 
God hath melted their hearts, and now I the earl sleeping as calmly as ever in his 
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life. • Such a sight raised a storm in the I am sometimes less capable of a due vo  
bosom of the other, and be stept out of the sense of it: but now above all my ' . 
room without speaking one word, and life, I thank God, I am sensible of his pre- 
rather run than went out of the castle, to sence with me,. with great assurance of his 
the lodgings of a relation of his own, in the favour, through Jesus Christ, and I doubt 
Castle-hill, and-in much confusion got into not it will continue till I be in glory. 
a low chamber, throwing himself over in a Forgive me all my faults, and now com- 
bed, groaning, and in no small distress. fort thyself in him, in whom only true 
When the servants acquainted the lady of comfort is to be found. 	The Lord be with 
the house, she came in where he was, and thee, 	bless thee, and comfort thee, my 
seeing him in disorder, imagining it was dearest. 	Adieu. 
some sudden sickness, called for a glass of 
sack, begging his lordship might take it. 

"My dear, 
" Thy faithful and loving husbands  

No, no, said he, that won't help me. 	She 
insisting to know what troubled him, he 
told her, I have been in at Argyle, and saw 

" ARGYLE!' 

This letter, writ just as he was going' to 
him sleeping as pleasantly as ever a man the scaffold, breathes such an air of solid 
did, within an hour of eternity; but as for Christian piety, affection, and the primitive 
me, &c. 	This account I have from un- temper of the first Christian martyrs, that 
questionable hands, and it affords a charm- I wish it may leave impression of the reality 
ing view of the power of religion, and a 
peaceful conscience in the greatest of shocks, 
and may let us in to the inward horror and 

of religion, the excellency of Christianity, 
and its glorious supporting power, when all 
other things fail, upon the mind of the 

stings of mind some of the persecutors had reader. 	And certainly it ought to do sot  
from an unseen hand, when they had no- when we see so great a man stepping into 
thing to fear from men. 	And really, the eternity in such serenity, and admirable 
circumstances of our martyrs were even composure, parting with his nearest and 
here, more eligible 	than those of their dearest relatives, in so full assurance, and 
burriers.* plerophory of faith. 	To me this cannot but 

The time came, when the earl must for be a bright proof of the earl's conscience of 
ever leave the castle, and go out to his exe- his own innocence, when under a load of 
cution, and he was accompanied with sever- reproach, and just stepping out to suffer, as 
al of his friends, down the street to the an evil doer, by men's sentence; and I can 
laigh council-house, whither he was ordered 
to be carried before his execution, as we 

have no doubt, but as his cause was good, 
so his gracious God, whose he was, and 

have seen. 	Here I find the earl writing whom he served, now gave him the first 
his last letter to his dear and excellent lady, 
which is so valuable a remain of this dying 

fruits of that glorious reward he was im-
mediately to enter upon. 

saint, that I should wrong, the reader not Whether it was at this time, or some 
to insert it. former part of this day, that he wrote the 

. 
Edinburgh, laigh council house. following letter to his daughter-in-law, lady 

Sophia Lindsay, I cannot be positive. 	The 
"Dear Heart, 

" As God is of himself unchangeable,so he 
earl had an extraordinary value and affec-
tion for her, and the two letters generally 

bath been always good and gracious to me, 
and no place alters it; only I acknowledge, 

go together in the copies I have seen, so I 
am apt to think they are written at the 
same time. 	Sure it deserves a room here. 

* What a satisfactory spectacle to a philoso-
phical mind to see the oppressor, in the zenith 
of his power, envying his victim. 	What an ac- 
knowledgment a the superiority of virtue ! 

" My dear lady Sophia, 
" What shall I say in this great day of the 

What an affecting aid forcible testimony to the 
value of that peace of mind which innocence 
alone can confer ! 	Fox's 	History, 	p. 	208. 

Lord, wherein, in the midst of a cloud, I 
find a fair sun-shine. 	I can wish no more  

—Ed. for you, but that the Lord may comfort 
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the scripture speaks of ? 	Mr Anima an. 
1685. upon me, and give you that same swered, Yes,rnylord,the protestant churches 

sense of his love in staying in the world, as hold so. 	But, said the earl, What think 
I have in going out of it. 	Adieu. you? 1 think so too, my lord, replied Mr 

- 	" ARGYLE." Annand. 	Then said the earl, Be sure you 
"P. S. My blessing to dear earl of Bal- instruct the people so. 	When they were 

carras, the Lord touch his heart, and incline mounted the scaffold, before the earl spake 
him to his fear." any, Mr Annand addressed him to this pur- 

pose. 	"My lord, you are now standing 
This day, and probably at this very time, 

the earl wrote a letter to another of his 
upon mount Calvary, and ere long your 
soul must be transported out of this valley 

dear relations, lady Henrietta Campbell, 
sister to the former, and lady to Sir Dun- 

of tears, into an estate of eternal bliss and 
happiness; and it is your concernment to 

can Campbell of Auchinbreck.* 	This ex- wish and pray that the Lord may carry you 
cellent and 	singularly 	religious 	person safe through that valley of the shadow of 
being yet alive, should I say but a little of death, and may give his angels charge over 
what I might and could say of her, it would you, to attend you and carry you safe to 
offend, and her excessive modesty forbids his own bosom, where you may be ever 
me ; and therefore, without saying more, I with himself throughout all the ages of 
shall add it here. eternity." 	The earl gave a very close and 

reverent attention to his advices, and turn- 
June Seth, 1685. ed about to Mr Charters, who spake to him 

"Dear lady Henrietta, 
" I pray God sanctify and bless this-lot to 

to this purpose. 	"My lord, your lordship 
is now standing upon the very last nick of 

you. 	Our concerns are strangely mixed, 
the Lord look on them. 	I know all shall 

your time, and I do not question but you 
have been busy ere now to get matters 

turn to good to them that fear God, and ordered aright betwixt God and you; yet 
hope in his mercy. 	So 1 know you do, 
and that you may still do it more and 

it is of your last concernment to be managing 
well this small moment of time that the Lord 

more, is my wish for you. 	The Lord com- is pleased to allow you, and if there be any 
fort you. 	I am sin unrepented for, to lay it open before 

. 	"Your loving father and servant, 
"ARGYLE." 

God, who is ready to forgive all penitent 
sinners." 	To this the earl answered, "It 
is true, Sir, I think it a duty incumbent 

When the earl went to the scaffold, the upon me to make an acknowledgment of 
council allowed two ministers to wait upon my sins; and in order to that, I think this 
him, one of their nomination, Mr Annand deserves the first place above the rest, that 
dean of Edinburgh, and the other of his I did not set time enough apart to wrestle 
own choice, Mr Laurence Charters, who, 
as we have heard, was laid aside for not 

with God in private in behalf of his work 
and interest, and my own poor soul; and 

taking the test, and preached for many likewise, that I did not worship God in my 
years after the revolution. 	No presbyte- 
rian minister would they allow him, and 

family so much as I should have done, 
partly because it was too much the custom 

indeed there were not many in the king- of this nation to neglect so heavenly an 
dom at thi.time, all of them being banished exercise, and partly because I never looked 
or on their hiding. , Before they went out on myself as a person very fit for such an 
of the council-house, the earl in his pleasant employment, and likewise my public fail- 
way addressed Mr Annand, and asked him, 
if he thought the pope was that antichrist 

ing,s, which are well known, and for which 
I have reason to be ashamed this day." 
Mr Annand here struck in and said, " My 

a Some interesting memorial sketches of this lord, you are not now to stand upon the 
lady are to be found among the Wodrow MSS. 
lately discovered and lodged in the library of the 

, 
particular enumeration of your failings and 

Faculty of Advocates.—Ed. shortcomings, but you are to know, that 
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God is very willing and ready to pardon all 
penitents." 	But 	the 	earl, without talc- 

was desired by some appointed to 1685  
wait on him, to pray within him- 	' 

' ing any notice of this interruption, proceed- 
ed : " Likewise, I have reason to bemoan 

self, which he did for a considerable time, 
having his face covered, and hands clasped 

this as a great fault, that I did not im- together. 
prove the time of my banishment, and Whether it was now or at his first 
these three years' respite the Lord was 
pleased to give me, so much for his glo. 

coming up to the scaffold, I know not,but, 
in the audience of a vast multitude, he 

ry, and the advancement of his work and 
interest, as I might have done in my eta- 

delivered 	his speech to the 	spectators, 
which hath been more than once printed; 

tion ; and I earnestly beg that one and all 
of you who see me die this day, may be- 

but it is so apposite, grave, and Christian, 
that I cannot but place it here. 

ware of those and the like sins, as you Earl of Argyle's last speech. 
would not desire the like or worse punish- "
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meats to be inflicted upon you; for I do clear instance of it. 	I shall not now say any 
really look on my death as a just punish- thing of my sentence, or escape about three 
ment inflicted on me by God for my sins, 
though undeserved at the hands of men; 

years and a half ago, nor of the ground of my 
return, lest I may thereby give offence, or be 

and I would have thought as little to have 
appeared in this place some time of day 

tedious;     only, n ti
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assert 

	your 
presence, 

  the truth of the matter of fact, and the 
after this manner, as many of you who are sincerity of my intentions and professions that 
now satiating your eyes in beholding me : are published. 	That I intend mainly to say 
but the Lord, in his divine wisdom, bath now, is, to express my humble, and, I thank 
ordered it otherwise ; and I am so far from God, cheerful submission to his divine will, and 

ir  repining and carping at his dispensations my willingness to forgive all men, even mine 
towards me, that 1 bless his name, and li
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idI :11112.11ZtilLul desire heartily to give him endless praise stream of it may stop atme; that if it please the 
and thanks for the same." 	After this lie almighty God to say, as to Zerubbabel, Zecha- 
said, "Mr Charters, will you pray ?" 	Mr dab iv. 6. , Notby might, not by power, but by 
Annand, it seems, reckoned this his due, 
and so prayed. 	In his prayer he bad this 
expression, "that the earl was not to look 
on his body as any thing else, but a litter 

my Spirit, saith the Lord of hosts.' 	I know, 
afflictions spring not out of the dust. 	God did 

deliver
.s 

 me,  
I 

 and provide    for me, 
bathn and

wonderfully
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me to this place. 
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providence, brought 
 

hopenone will either  insult 
that kept his soul from soaring on high to or be stumbled at it, seeing they ought not; for 
enjoy the company of his sweet Mediator God Almighty doth all well, for good and holy 
Christ Jesus." 	He said also, "that it was ends, though, we do not always understand it. 
very much to be regretted, that such a Love and hatred is not known by what is before 

3. 	Afflictionsare not pillar of the church was falling this day." 
1 have heard it said, that this expression 
was extremely displeasing to some of the 

ils..Eccies. ix. 	1'.  2; 3i but 
tolerable,

j),
ro 

promised onlyf 
notoroetnoly

kl  foretold, s 	t o Chri m 
desirable. 	;e°
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Is 

and 
are ght 
to have a deep reverence and fear of God's dis.. 

managers, and Mr Annand was reprimanded pleasure, but with all, a firm hope and depend- 
for it, either by his ordinary, or some other ence on him, for a blessed issue in compliance 
of the bishops. 	It was truth he said, and 
if he was sincere and serious in that part of 
his prayer, he might have peace in it,tliough 

with his holy will; for God chastens his own, 
to refine, and not to ruin them, whatever the 
world !bias. 	Heb. iii. 10, 12. vi. 10. xii. 2. 
James i. 2, 11, 12. 	We must not shun suffer- it was not done permissu superiorum. 	My ings, we are called to them. 	Matth. x. 16-40. 

lord Argyle was for no such commendations and xvi. 24, &c. 	We-are called to imitate our 
in public, and as soon as prayer was ended, 
he turned to Mr Charters, saying, Sir, why 

Saviour in his sufferings. 	-t Pet. ii. 23. and 
iv. 16, &c. 	We are neither to. despise our 

don't you pray ? then Mr Charters prayed afflictions, nor faint under them, bolt. are ex- 
most fervently and seriously. 	After him, 
my lord fell down upon his knees on a 

cremes. 	We are not to suffer our spirits to be 

trouble,
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cushion to pray. When he was kneeling, he of their passion, yet sent to punish us for sin ; 
iv. 241 
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though it is a comfort when we can say construct my behaviour this day; I freely 
1685' of them with David, Peal. lix. S. 	' Not forgive all men their wrongs and injuries 

for my transgression, nor for my sin.' Nor are we 
by fraudulent pusillanimouseompliance in wicked 
courses, tobring sin upon ourselves, (faint hearts 
are ordinarily false hearts) choosing sin rather 
than suffering, a short life with eternal death, 
before temporal death and a crown of glory : such 

done against me, as I desire to be forgiven . 
of God." 	Mr Annand repeated these words 
louder to the people. 	Then my lord went 
to the north side of the scaffold, and had 
the same or the like expressions. 	Mr Au- 

seeking to save a little, lose all, and God readily nand repeated them again, and said, " This 
hardens then; to proceed to their own destruction, nobleman dies a protestant." 	The earl 
I know, many, like Hazael, 2 Kings viii. 13, 
go to excesses they never thought they were 
capable of. 	Let rulers and others seriously read 

stepped forward again, and said, " I die, not 
only a protestant, but with a heart-hatred 

and weigh Prov. i. 20, &c. 2 Chron. xxv. 6 of popery, prelacy, 	and 	all superstition  
—16. prov. xxiv. 10, 11, 12. and xxviii. 10. and whatsomever." 	Then he came to the 
Isa. lix. especially verse 15. and avoid what is midst of the scaffold, and took leave of his 
bad, and follow what is good. 	For me, I hope friends, heartily embracing some of them in 
by God's strength to join with Job, xiii. 15, and his arms, and taking others by the hand% He 
the Psalmist, ga Psal. 4. and to trust as Psal. 
exlvii. 11. and shall pray as Psal. lxxiv. 19, &c. 
cxxiii. 6, &c. and Luke i. 74, 75. and shall hope 
as Psal. xciv. 15. 	I do hereby forgive all that 

delivered some tokens to the lord Maitland, 
to be given to his lady and children: Then 
he stripped himself of his clothes, and de- 

directly or indirectly have been the cause of my livered them to his friends; and being ready 
being brought to this place, first or last, and pray to go to the block, he desired, the execu- 
God may forgive them. 	I pray God send peace tioner might not be permitted to do his 
and truth to these three kingdoms, and continue 
and increase the glorious light of the gospel, 
and restrain a spirit of profaneness, atheism, 
oppression, popery, and persecution; and restore 

office, till he gave the sign by his band ; 
and falling down on his knees upon the  
stool, embraced the maiden (as the lustre- 

all that have backslidden from the purity of their meat of beheading is called) very pleasant- 
life or principles, and bless his whole people ly ; and with great composure he said, "It 

-with alt blessings, 	spiritual 	and 	temporal> was the sweetest maiden ever he kissed, it 
and put an end to their present trials. 	I en- 
treat all present to forgive me wherein 	I 
have offended, and to concur with me, that the 
great, good, and merciful God would sanctify 

being a mean to finish his sin and misery, 
and his inlet to glory, for which he long- .. ed." 	And in that posture, having prayed a 

my present lot, and for Jesus Christ his sake little space within himself, he uttered these 
pardon all my sins, and receive me to his ever- words three times, " Lord Jesus, receive me 
lasting glory. into thy glory," and then gave the sign by 

“It is suggested to me, that I have said nothing lifting up his hand, and the executioner did 
of the royal family, and this remembers me, that 
before the justices, at my trial about the test, I 
said, that at my death 1 .vvould pray, that there 

his work, and his head was separated from 
his body. 

might never want one of the royal family, to be Thus died this excellent, and truly great 
a defender of the true ancient apostolic, catholic, 
and protestant faith, which I now do; and that 

and good man. 	His character is far beyond 
any thing can be offered by me, and I shall 

God would enlighten and forgive all of them, 
that are either hid in error, or have shrunk from 
the profession of the truth ; and in all events, I 
pray God may provide for the security of his 

leave it to a better pen. 	This much I may 
venture to say, he inherited, with his blood 
and estate, the noble and excellent qualities 

church, and that Antichrist, nor the gates of hell of his father. 	I know no family in Europe 
may never prevail against it." of this eminency, whom the Lord bath 

I need make no reflections upon this honoured so much, as this of Argyle. Father 
excellent speech, it ifr solid and judicious; 
and savours strong of heaven, and of one 

and son indeed, in the style of the late times, 
were sufferers 'for rebellion ; but that Ian- 

who bad made the law of God his medita- guagels now out of doors, and I hope ever 
tion„andlad the word for his comfort in shall; and to all persons of consideration 
lita, afflittion. 	When he had ended, he and reflection, they both shine brightly as 
turned to the south side of the scaffold, and martyrs for religion, liberty, and their coun- 
said, " Gentlemen, I pray you do not mis- try. 	And it is beyond contradiction, the 
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Lofri wonderfully owned them both, and 
sealed a deep sense of his own favour upon 

was turned into Latin elegiacs, by the i885. 
reverend and learned Mr William ' 

• . their souls ; 	and in such 	a remarkable Jamison, preacher of the gospel, and history- 
manner carried them through their last ap- lecturer in the universityof Glasgow,my dear 
pearances, as enemies behoved to acknow- and much honoured friend ; and they having 
ledge God was with them, and in them, of so much of the spirit of the original lines in 
a truth. 	After their death, the Lord to them, I have likewise added them, with 
whom they committed their family, then two lines of his own, which dropt from 
very low, bath singularly appeared in its him when translating them, as a just debt 
behalf. 	That extraordinary genius, and he owed to this great man. 	And though 
accomplished statesman; the earl's son, had 
an eminent encomium bestowed Upon him 

they were written in the days of his youth, 
a little after the earl's death, I am persuaded 

by no less a judge of men than king Wil- he needs 'not be ashamed of them in his 
Liam, and was advanced to be a duke ; and advanced years, and after he bath favoured 
at this day (November 1715,) providence the world, and defended the interests of 
is honouring his grandchild to defend poor religion and the church of Scotland, by his 
Scotland from the same plot of Rome and learned and larger 	performances; 	even 
hell his grandfather essayed to break; and though blind from his infancy. 
I hope God will honour him effectually to 
dissipate that same popish . and malignant 
party, and some of the very same persons 

Audi, hospes, quicunque vents, tumultutnite revisis, 

N
Et rogi

4T
tas

i  clualihili erihet,mnentinetme udstalus abet
scam. 

  Mit error, 
' Et vitium nullumme pepulit patria. 

who had a good share of the bloodshed I Sohn tuner patrite, verique immense cupido, 
Dissuetas jussirsumere tela mums. have been describing. 	• Opprimor, en: rediens, vi sole, et frauds tueorum, 

The procedure of the parliament against Mostibus et Nevis victims terra rade. 
!the earl, and the desolation made upon his sit Beet hic nester labor irritus, baud Deus tequus 

lands, with the trials and execution of 
severals, upon the score of this attempt, I 

N„,,,„;,:r: tulZflet ZoneriblameUZL
, 

 

- Qui toties septum fine beabit opus. 
shall refer to the next section, this being Sat mihicredo datum (quamvis caput Oise semtar) 

already so much swelled. 
Hine peter wtherei /nada temple poll. 

Let me conclude with observing, that the 
earl was so full of composure, and the 

Mo
il 

 sites est here indigna moms peremptus, 
Heal decus bic pante, proditur a patrin. 

G. L ' 

thoughts of his death were so easy to him, 
that the day before his execution he wrote 

After so large accounts of this attempt, 
I shall not make any remarks upon the 

those following soft, pleasant, and affecting 
lines, as his own epitaph, which deserve a 

indistinct, and, in several circumstance's, 
false narratives given of it by the 'English 

place here, 	. 	. historians. I wish Mr Archdeacon Eachard 
Thou passenger, that shalt have so midi time had reconsidered his narrative of the earl's . 
To view my grave, and ask what was my crime i 
No stain of error, no Mack vice's brand attempt, as lie bath done that of his trial, 
Was that which chased me from ray native Ma d. and he would have found cause to acknow-- 
Love to my country, twice sentenced todie, ledge his partiality here, as well as former- 
Constrain3my hands forgotten arms to try. 
Mote by friends' fraud my fall proceeded bath, ly. 	His abbreviate of the earl's first D&. 
Than foes; though now they thrice decreed my death, 
es my attempt though Providence did frown, 
His oppress'd people God at length shalt own. 
Another hand by more successful speed, 

claration, p. 750. is taken. from that pub-
fished by the earl's enemies at Edinburgh, 
to expose him, and ought not to be palmed 

Shall raise the remnant, bruise the serpent's hetet on the world as .his. 	Multitudes of other 
Though my head fall, that is no tragic story, 
Since going hence I enter endless glory.* 

This epitaph of the earl's ownoomposing, . 

reflections might be made, almost on every 
sentence Mr Eachard bath in 'this matter ; 
but I hope the preceding account will set 
this affair in such a just light, as we shall 

i \TM these lines the reader may Compare 
those which were penned by the marquis of have no more so gross misrepresentations 
Montrose, in similar circumstances, as given by 
his biographer, bishop Wisheart, in the Appendix  
to the Life et' that nehleman.—Ed. 

from English writers,* 

a The account of Argyle's capture and execu- 
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• 
1685. when they were frighted with an invasion, 

SECT. X. yet there appears a virulence in them, 
which even this will not vindicate. 	June 

Of the acts of parliament ,against the earl 11th, they pass their first act, which they 
of Argyle, the execution of Rumbold and term, "address against the arch traitor Archi- 
Mr Thomas Archer, and the forfeitures bald Campbell, sometimes earl of Argyle." 
and great trouble others were brought to Many observes might be made upon this ad- 
for this unsuccessful attempt. dress. The character the parliament give their 

Man I am to bring in what farther bath 
come to my hand, as to the earl of Argyle's 

popish king 'for extraordinary prudence, 
courage, and conduct,' is not easily to be 

fruitless attempt for the religion and liberty reconciled with the mad steps taken in a 
of his country; and it is but a hint I shall protestant country, during his reign. 	His 
give of the parliament's procedure against courage and conduct may be guessed at, from 
him, after his being taken, and the fellow- the known accounts of his management 
sufferers with him. 	Indeed it was much, 
considering the manner of the managers 

after the prince of Orange's arrival. 	The 
parliament are 	pleased to bestow 	the 

after Pentland and Bothwell, that none epithets of ' hereditary and arch traitor' 
were executed after the earl, but worthy upon the earl. 	I know not if their succes- 
Mr Archer. 	Whether this proceeded from sors, the high-fliers, would so far debase 
the small numbers that were taken, or from their sacred phrase of `hereditary right,' as 
the change of measures and intentions hint- 
ed at before, I do not determine. 	The po- 

to apply it to those they reckon traitors, 
though greater paradoxes have been advanc- 

pish king, having rid himself of the earl ed, than to say 'hereditaryright,'as maintain- 
here, and Monmouth in England, and there ed by them, is ' hereditary and continued 
being few or none who resorted to them, 
perhaps designed to show some lenity, that 

tyranny.' 	The family of Argyle may glory' 
in, and boast of a successive, and, it they 

people might be the better disposed to fa- like the word, 'an hereditary' appearance 
your the taking off the penal statutes. for religion and liberty; but for treason, 

I begin with the procedure against the they have been all along free of it. 	They 
earl, by the parliament sitting when he insist upon king Charles II. his restoring 
made his attempt, and shall subjoin some- the earl after his father's forfeiture, as an 
what about the severities used upon the aggravation of the present attempt for his 
shire of Argyle, and then come forward to country, and his raising 'the family of Ar- 
the executions and forfeitures upon this gyle to a greater lustre than ever.' 	Provi- 
account. dence bath done so indeed now after their 

The parliament made two acts with re- pretended treason, but how king Charles 
lation to my lord Argyle, their 36th and did it, I am to Seek. 	And as the earl was 
40th acts, which are both printed, and I all along loyal beyond exception to that 
shall not swell the notes with them. Allow- prince, and this necessary and lawful attempt 
antes no doubt must be made at a juncture was delayed till the accession of a bigotted 

papist to the throne, so this is a very ill 
tion has been admirably abridged by M 	Fox, 
in his historical work, pp. 190, &c. 	Without 

argument ad hominem, under this reign ;r 
since every body then knew it was the 

vouching for every sentiment expressed by the 
historian, he has certainly done ample justice 
to the character of the unfortunate.nobleman, 

duke of York, who for the earl's hearty re-
gard to the protestant interest, and appear- 

With regard to one or two particulars in the ing for it in parliament, had meditated his 
narrative, respecting which doubts of their act 
curacy rnay be reasonably entertained, recourse ruin, and resolved upon his death at his first , 
may be had to Mr Rose's Remarks on Mr Fox's trial, though 1 am sure it was no personal 
work (section V.) Since the publication of Sir 

' P. Hume's Narrative by Mr Rose, there can be Pique for this, that moved the earl to make 
• ‘• 

orne doubt that the censure passed by Mr Fox on this essay, but his regard to Christ, and his 
that distinguished man is misapplied ; and that country. 	The earl's supporting  the fanati- 
Argyle, with all his excellent qualities, did not 
possess the capacity or the prudence requisite 

•  
cal party under the last reign, does not 

lot such an enterprise.--Ed. appear, unless they mean protestants by 
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fanatics, and he himself owns his compli- 
ances with all that came about, till the test, 
and that with regret. 

" My Lords, 
" His majesty's royal letter, of the 26th 168b. 

of June last, anent the disposing of his forces to 
lie in Annandale, Nithsdale, or other places 

It were tedious to run through all the 
misrepresentations in this address : and up- 

nearest the town of Carlisle, on the-Scottish side, 
until further order, was opened and read in 

on those they found the petitory part of it, council, and an authentic extract thereof was 
" that the earl might find no favour," which 
would be easily granted by a popish king, 
who had been seeking his life before he had 
such a handle as now he bath; but, be- 

immediately transmitted by the clerks of council, 
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his majesty'sj 	 commands
majesty's 

exactly obeyed : byut as 
it is our duty to give ready obedience to all his 

forehand, and, most needlessly, they will 
involve themselves in his blood. 	What 

is 

majesty's sacred commands, so we are bound, 
by our fidelity, humbly to represent what seems 
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u us who and violent times, 	but a little extraordi- hand, than it can be at a distance. 	In the pre- 
nary. • They beg, "that the earl's family, 
the heritors, ringleaders, and preachers who 

sent state of affairs, we wish and hope that his 
majesty shall not need to withdraw the few 

joined him should be for ever declared in- standing forces which are here, from this king- 
capable of mercy, and bearing any honours dom ; for albeit the great strength of this rebel- 
or estate in the kingdom, and all subjects l
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discharged, under the highest pains, to in- yet there are none killed, and few taken ; so 
tercede for them any manner of way." This that a great number of the late Argyle his ac- 
needs no remarks, Win so perfectly agreeable cornplices, are yet lurking in the country, where 
to the principle of rooting out of heretics. there are a vast number of fanatics ready for all 
13ut what would have come of many of mischief, upon the first occasion : and their 

- them, had they been so dealt with after malice fancies grounds of hope on false reports 
of t the late Monmouth's victories, and we doubt their joining Cromwell, and upon other they will conclude that the rebels are too strong, 

°Cessions I could name r they close the and the king too weak in England, when they 
address by pressing the king to inquire perceive that these few forces are called from 
into the abettors of the earl abroad, with a hence, whereupon they may be easily encouraged 
design, in some at least, to fix this attempt to rise in multitudes, and, in several places, both 
upon the next protestant heir and successor, 
but in vain; and shut up all with an offer 

to
a d thnis

the  
day ownennean  information  tn n  t 

men's
from iny 

throats;
lord 

-,-, ....umbarton, that they are seizing horses up and 
of their lives and liberty in their king's down the west country, which is a great symp- 
defence. torn of their designed rising: but if the stand- 

By their other act, June 16th, they annex 
the offices belonging to the earls of Argyle, 
to the crown. 	They have a base and unjust 
innuendo, if I mistake it not, reflecting on 

ing forces be rightly posted, and actirdy managed, 
it may be expected that this rebellion will be so 
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mas be:eadneyd ynesnterday, ayn'd his head 
the reformation itself, that the family of ordered to be affixed on the tolbooth,that being the 
Argyle, in the last age as well as this, did sentence, which was the utmost that the crime 
commit execrable treason: and upon this be was condemned for could bear; and the three 
narrative, they for ever annex the many days appointed by his majesty's letter, could not 
and honourable offices that noble family ex- i t 
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joyed, to the crown inseparably; yet, the 
very

ag 
 next parliament, they are parcelled 

there had been time; but his majesty's per- 
ernptory commands left no room for such con- 

out to papists and favourites. siderations. 	Yesternight we had an account, 
Let me next take notice of the council's that sir John Cochran, with his son John, (call- 

actings after the earl's death. July 1st, the 
earl's 	speech, 	with- 	lieutenant-general 

ed of Waterside) and a stranger with them, 
were
r  
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Drummond's letter (which I have not seen) We  have sent your lordships herenwPiatih.,Ia copy 
concerning the earl of Argyle's arms and 
ammunition, is ordered to be transmitted 
to the secretaries with the following letter. 

of the late Argyle's speech, (the original, all writ 

* This was Gavin Cochran of Craigmuir.—ta. 
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I 685.  with his own hand, we have)  and, upon discharging any more lives to be taken; ttil ' 
oath, he declared that he had neither di- 

rectly nor indirectly left any other speech or paper 
upon this occasion. 	Your lordships will be 
pleased to remember to send down the remission 
to the two late I • ds of Cesnock, which was 

farther orders from them ; which, it is said, 
were 	unwillingly obeyed. 	Great 	were, 
the severities exercised in besieging Sir 
Duncan 	Campbell's house; and Dugall 

sent up some time ago, marked with my lord M`Tavish of Duardary was executed in 
advocate's hand. 	These things we desire your sight of the garrison there; 	and many 
lordships to represent to his most sacred ma- more had gone the same way, notwithstand- 
jesty, whose royal commands shall be obeyed ing of the council's orders, under pretext of 
by the council, in whose name this is signified taking that strength, bad not these in the 
to your lordships by, 

" Illy lords, 
"Your lordships' most humble servant, 

" 1.v.arn, Cancel. I. P. ro." 

,4  Postcript.—Receive 	the inclosed 	from 

house, having notice of the earl's being 
taken, surrendered it upon very honourable 
terms : notwithstanding of which, about 
three days after, contrary to the articles, 
the marquis thought fit first to plunder the 

general-lieutenant Drummond, giving an se- 
count of 	arms and ammunition belonging house, and then to burn it. 	Then he 

latches
te  

to the 	 rl of Argyle, and the rebels, and 
acquaint us with his majesty's commands anent 

harassed and plundered the whole country, 
for thirty miles about Inverary, which be- 

the disposal thereof." longed to the earl and his friends; and the 
spoil carried away to the marquis's lands is 

This letter needs no reflections. 	"July beyond computation. 	All this 	did not 
9th, the council have a return from the satisfy, but parties were afterwards sent to 
secretary, signifying theirs came by the pull down houses, break mill-stones, and 
flying packet,and the king is resolved to have burn the woods. 	In this last their spite 
the detachment ofthe standing forces posted was remarkable, the upper part of the 
near Carlisle; that Cesnock's remission is timber was cut down and disposed of, and 
to come next post, with his majesty's fire set to the under part, and the very 
pleasure about the arms and ammunition." roots burned : this was done both to barren 

After the parliament's procedure with and fruit-trees. 	Great barbarities were ex- 
the earl, when alive, we need not be sur- ercised towards the poor women who came 
prised at the horrid barbarities committed to look after their husbands' goods, and the 
upon his lands, had it not been done by some whole shire of Argyle was dreadfully de- 
of his nearest, though unnatural, relations. populated. 	And 	when providence 	was 
I have heard much of the extraordinary pleased to send a relief to the starving 
cruelties exercised in Argyleshire, after the 
earl's taking; but being favoured with no 

people, by a remarkable take of herring, 
especially about Lochgoil's head, and the 

particular accounts from thence, I can only poor people were making some shift to sup- 
give some general hints, contained in the port themselves, the marquis of Athole's 
forementioned printed letter. 	" As soon as men came down upon them, and broke 
Athole and Breadalbin heard of the earl's their boats, and burnt their nets. 	The 
being taken, they exercised great severity government was so sensible of those ex- 
'upon the friends and tenants of the earl. tremities, that in a short time the marquis 
Four or five gentlemen of the name of lost his lieutenancy of this shire, and it was 
Campbell, after they had gotten protection given to lieutenant-general Drummond." 
and quarter at their surrender, were sent to To end this general account; notwith- 
Athole by a very near relation of the earl's 
with letters pressing earnestly their being 

standing the earl's cause was most just, 
yet be, his family, and friends were ruined 

punished as rebels. 	The marquis, with all as much as lay in the managers' power. 
calm and diligence, caused put them to His estate was given 	to 	strangers, 	his 
death with eighteen more. 	He would children brought to extreme necessity, his 
have gone on in this work, had not the creditors defrauded of their just debts, and 
privy council, upon representations made his friends and vassals were oppressed and 
to them of his barbarity, sent an express, harassed continually. 	Yea, to that height 
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of madness did some bigots run, that an note.* 	The reader will perceive in' 
ac t was a framing, to be presented to the it the bitter and envenomed spirit of 1685. 
parliament, for the utter abolishing of the 
name of Campbell. 	So high did the tide 
run at this time against this noble and 
excellent family, that the earl's brother, 
that excellent person lord Neil Campbell, 
could have no liberty to live at his own 
house ; but, as we have heard, was con- 

'the Penner of it, against the noble patriots, 
who had embarked . in 	the 	design of 

• Proclamation against traitors and fugitives: , 
June 24th, 1685. 

James, by thegrace of God, king of great Bri-
tain, Fran ee, and Ireland, defender of the faith ; 
to 	 maters of our 

fined at Edinburgh ; and when the act of privy council, or messengers at arms, our sheriffs 
parliament obliged all protestant heritors c
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since the close of the last year; and cited 
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sacred blood of our dearest brother, and to have 
in, 	and 	tried before the parliament for 
alleged transmitting of money for the earl's 

been the principal actor of that hellish tragedy, 
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use when abroad, entertaining Mr Thomas designs, having landed in some of our western 
Forrester and some other ministers in his and highlandpeople 
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islands,

foarada considerable  
there pillaged 

space 
house. 	After the most 	exact 	inquiry, 
nothing of moment was evidently proven 
against him; hoWever his trouble continued 

bygone; and now, after all their desperates  en- 
dFavours, 	it having pleased almighty God to 
give
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a good while, because in principle he was 
against prelacy, and did not swear the 
test. 	Thus far have I abridged the above- 

many of whose chief ringleaders are now taken, 
and particularly the said arch traitor Archibald 
Campbell, Rumhold the maltster, John Aylief, 
called colonel Aylief; (which last, out of the 
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section. 	Generally speaking, they were pursue those execrable rebels and traitors, until 
heartily averse from prelacy and popery; they be apprehended andbrought .to condign 
andand consequently the managers in church 

punishment, do 
requirey'anTtcomamvalfeied alle 	our 

and state resolved to be at them, and 
great numbers were forfeited. 	We have 

good-  and loving subjects, and particularly all 
our sheriffs and other magistrates, 	and the 
officers of our standing forces and militia, to use 

heard of the earl of Loudon, and Cesnock their utmost endeavours for apprehending tho 
elder and younger, and we shall meet with bringing them to sa

naidreeb.elasnar fur teat 
Auchinbreck, Barbreck, Ellengreg, Otter, 
andand others. 

jtie
lieges, 'and eweat'rltiekeeef florece use all other 	 against 
them. 	And for their encouragement, we hereby 

I shall now give what I meet with in any
not only indemnify and  fu 

mutilation,ypatiedre-enralhsienmg or 
the council-registers, relative to those con- such like inconveniences, which may fall out in 
corned in the earl's attempt, leaving what this our service; but we do hereby promise and 

is there relating to such as were before 
the justiciary, to be brought 	in 	after- 
wards, 

assure
hen 	the 

person
epene ournpdeeirswo7ishewnhoclea7 olraaplini.ee", 

or discover them so as they may be apprehended, 
the rewards following, viz. for John Cochran, 
sometime called Sir John Cochran of Ochiltree, 

June 24th, the council issue a proclama- Patrick Hume, sometime called Sir Patrick 
lion for ' apprehending several traitors and 
fugitives,' 	which 	I 	have annexed in a 
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and John Campbells sons to the said arch trailer 
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recovering the, religion and liberty 
1685. of Scotland. 	To blacken the earl's 

( 	•••""'" epithet, I am persuaded, he glories in, grItnd- 
child to Sir James Stuart sometime provost 

expedition, they 	publish 	to the 	world of Edinburgh; though they designed it as - 
colonel Aylieff's design to make himself a reflection on that worthy person's memo- 
away; which as it does not at all affect ry. 	And they put a thousand merks on 
this attempt, so it might be the effect of every minister who was with Argyle ;" and 
their own severities; and I find. the fact 
very much questioned by persons of good 

then go on to make it treason to harbour, 
reset, correspond with, or comfort any of 

tense; who lived at that time : however, 
personal failures of persons engaged in a 

those persons. 	And any who shall not 
give intelligence of them, 	or 	assistance 

good cause, do not affect the cause itself; against them, are declared art and part of 
and it is a proof, people are reduced to their treason, and accessory thereunto. Not- 
their last shifts when those things are in- withstanding of this severe clause, they 
sisted upon by a government. 	After this were sheltered and harboured by many : 
preamble, rewards are offered to such who 
shall apprehend John Cochran of Ochiltree, 

particularly, that eminent religious lady, 
Eleonore Dunbar aunt to the present earl 

Patrick Hume-of Polwart, Archibald Camp- of Eglinton, did inquire diligently after the 
bell son to lord Neil Campbell, Charles and gentlemen lurking in the country, and get- 
John Campbells sons to the late earl of ting notice of Sir Patrick Hume of Pohvart, 
Argyle, Pringle of Torwoodlee, Sir Duncan and the laird of Kaitloch, she invited them 
Campbell of Auchinbreck, eighteen hundred to Kilwinning where she lived, and main- 
merks for each. 	A small sum, when corn- tained them for several weeks in an empty 
pared With that set on Mr John Welsh, the house there, till they were safely conveyed 
murderers of the archbishop, and others, 
long ago, and for Sir William Denholm of 

to Holland. 	The countess of Loudon did 
employ a trusty servant, and sent money 

West-shiels, Balfour, and Fleming, murder- and other things to gentlemen lurking in 
era of the archbishop, William Clellan and the country. 	There was also a singularly 
David Stuart younger of CUltness, a thou- pious woman in Irvine, Jean Rollock, who 
sand merge. 	The last is described by an harboured David (since doctor) Dickson 

, 	. 
Archibald Campbell, 	Pringle of Tor- at their highest peril. 	And that this our plea- 
woodiee, Sir Duncan Campbell of Auchinbreck, 
and each of them, the sum of eighteen hundred 

sure may be known to all our lieges, our will is, 
and we charge you strictly and command, that 

marks Scots money ; 	Denholm of West- incontinent, these our letters seen, ye pass to the 
shiels, and 	Balfour, and 	Fleming, 
murderers and assassins of the said late arch- 
bishop of St Andrews, William Cleaveland, 
called captain Cleaveland, and 	Stuart 

market-cross of Edinburgh, Linlithgow, Stir- 
ling, 	Lanark, 	Ayr, 	Renfrew, 	Rutherglen, 
Glasgow, Irvine, Dumbarton, Wigton, Kirk-
cudbright, Dumfries, lnverary, and all the other 

younger of Cultoess, grandchild to Sir James market-crosses of the head burghs of the shires 
Stuart sometime provost of Edinburgh, and each 
of them, one thousand merks money foresaid i 

of this kingdom, and there, by open proclamation, 
in our royal name and authority, make publica- 

for 	Wisheart master of one of the ships tion of our pleasure in the premises. 	And we 
who came alongat with the said arch traitor further hereby recommend to the right reverend 
Archibald Campbell, five hundred merks, and our archbishops and bishops, that they cause this 
for every fanatical preacher who was with the 
said rebels, one thousand merks money foresaid- 

our royal proclamation be read from the pulpits, 
by the ministers of the several parishes in their 

And we further declare, that if any of our star dioceses, respective, upon the first Lord's day 
jects shall be so desperately wicked, as to harbour, 
reset, entertain, i ntercom mune, converse, comes- 

after the same shall be delivered to them; re-
quiring hereby all our sheriffs, to cause publish 

pond with, or comfort any of the said persons, 
any manner of way, or shall not give intelligence 

and deliver this our proclamation in manner 
above said, immediately after the same comes to 

of them, ors'hall not give their assistance against . their bands
' 
 as they will answer the contrary at 

them, that they shall be holden, repute, treated, 
and demeaned as art and part of, and accessory 
to the said horrid crime of treason and rebellion 

their highest peril. 

Given under our signet, at Edinburgh, the 
against us, and our royal government, with the twenty-fourth day of June, one thousand 
utmost severity of law. 	And generally, we six hundred and eighty five, and of our reign 
hereby prohibit and discharge all our subjects, 
from harbouring, resetting, lodging, or entertain- 
ing any persons whatsoever, unless they have a 

the first year. 
Per actum dominoru,p1secreli coneilii. 

pass from these authorised by our former pro- Col. MACKENZill, CI. Secr. Concilii. 
clamations to grant the same, as they will answer God save the king. 
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for several weeks, till he got safe to Ireland. ton and Stirling. And July 20th, the 
And to make new grounds of oppression to council take off the confinement laid 1685. 
the country, all the subjects are discharged upon the captain of Carrick, and several 
to harbour, reset, lodge, or entertain any 
person whatsomever, unless they have a 

other gentlemen of the name of Campbell, 
upon their taking the oath of allegiance. 

pass from those authorised lately to give it. July 30th, a letter from the king is read in 
I have already observed the hardships of council, as to the prisoners of the more 
this as to the lieges' trade and liberty, and common sort. "Right trusty, &c. Whereas 
those orders brought multitudes to very we are informed that a greater number of 
great straits and difficulties. 	This procla- rebels are taken prisoners than we think 
mation is ordered to be read froM all the fit 	to be executed, 	according to their 
pulpits in the kingdom, which would be deservings, we do hereby authorise you to 
carefully seen to by the lords of the clergy. order our advocate, to prosecute before 
That same day, with the above-named pro- yourselves, such of the meanest sort as you 
clamation, the council give orders to dis- think convenient, and banish them to the 
band the whole militia regiments, through plantations; with certification, that if they 
the eastern and northern shires. return without leave, they shall be de- 

July 6th, William Cochran of Ochiltree nounced as traitors. 	We do also authorise 
younger, is allowed to go about his affairs, 
upon bond, to compear when called, under 

you to prosecute before our justiciary, in 
order to their execution, such of the said 

the sum of a thousand pounds sterling. rebels as you shall think fit, for deterring 
his father was now seized, as we have others from committing such crimes for 
heard. 	July 	9th, fifteen prisoners taken the time to come. 	For all which this shall 
with Argyle, of the meaner sort, are banish- be your warrant. 	Whitehall, July 25th. 
ed to New-England, and given to William MELFoan."—Accordinglywe have seen great 
Arbuckle on his petition to the council. numbers of them banished and transported 
July 14th, Mr ISlackadder taken in Orkney, towards the end of this year, upon the 4th 
"Appears before the council, acknowledges section. 	August 4th, major-general Drum- 
the king's authority, and his sacred majesty mond is empowered to seize all the arms 
to be his liege lord, and upon his desire of brought in by Argyle, wherever he finds 
some time to consider the oath of allegiance, 
the council allow him till Thursday ;" and 

them. 	December 	3d, I find letters are 
written to the several shires, that lists be 

September 3d, I find a remission comes sent in of heritors who attend not on the 
down to Dr William Blackadder. 	July king's host. The returns are to be made next 
16th, " The lords of his majesty's privy 
council empower John marquis of Athole, 
to keep watch in the shires of Argyle and 

year : and since I want the council registers, 
I can give no account whether any pro- 
secutions followed. 	No more offers upon 

Tarbet, and to take under his protection this head, save what may, come in upon the 
the said shire against thefts, robberies, &c. last section. 
with power to him, for that effect, to con- I come now to give the criminal pro- 
vocate his majesty's lieges in arms, and to secutions of those who were with the earl 
follow, pursue, take, and apprehend any before the justiciary; and I shall begin 
person or persons guilty of, or accessory to with Rumbold and Mr Archer, who were 
the said crimes, either by reset, or otherwise, 
till they be brought to a legal trial; and 

executed, and then touch at some others 
who were before the criminal court, and 

further, is authorised to seize upon, and yet escaped with their lives. 
retake the goods and gear reft and stolen Not long after the earl, that gallant and 
from any of the inhabitants." 	We have good man colonel Rumbold was taken. 	I 
heard how much this commission was used have no distinct account of the manner or 
against Argyle's friends and tenants there. place; but am told, that being attacked by 
That same day, William Buchanan of Drum- the country militia, he made his way easily 
akill,andBuchanan ofArnprior,havethe same 
powers given them for the shires of Dumbar- 

through them, and being of great courage, 
skill, and strength, when two or' three 

iv. 2 rt 
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attacked him at once, he was abun- cast in a fire prepared on purpose on the 
1685' dantly.uble for them, and maintained scaffold, and thereafter his head is to be cut 

a running fight, and was like to get off, till off, and shown to the people by the bang- 
one of them wiser than the rest came up man, in manner foresaid, and expressing the 
and cut his horse's legs miserably, and dis- former words ; and then his body is to be 
abled him so, that he 'was no longer of quartered, and one part thereof to be affixed 
use to him; and then he was soon oppress- at the port or tolbooth of Glasgow, another 
ed with 'numbers, and terribly wounded. at Jedburgh, a third at Dumfries, and a 
When the accounts came to Edinburgh, 
that Rumbold Was taken, and coming in 

fourth at the Newton of Galloway, his head 
being to be affixed at the west-port of Ed- 

prisoner, June 22d, " The council ordain the inburgh, on a high pole; and do ordain 
magistrates of Edinburgh, as soon as he the magistrates of Edinburgh to see this 
comes to the water-gate, to put him in a order put in execution accordingly." 	We 
cart, and cause the hangman put a rope may easily guess from this severe act, how 
about his neck, and the hangman's man go- this gentleman would be treated when be- 
ing before him leading the horse, Rumbold 
being fettered and bare headed; and captain 

fore the managers. 	I am well informed, 
that when examined by the council he was 

Graham is to receive him with drums beat- basely insulted, which did not much move 
ing, and colours displayed, and earry him to him, but with great calmness he owned the 
the castle !" and June 23d, the advocate is cause he had appeared for, and his joy in 
ordered to process him before the justiciary. his sufferings. 	Whereupon one of them 
And June 2.51h, before the justiciary meet, 
the council make the following act and re- 

railed •on him, calling him 'a confounded 
villain.' 	With the utmost sedateness he 

commendation. "The lords of his majesty's replied, " I am at peace with God through 
privy council do hereby recommend to the 
lords justice-general, justice-clerk, and re- 

Jesus Christ, to men I have done no wrong, 
what then can confound me'" 

maneut -commissioners . of his majesty's According to the council's act, the jasti- 
justiciary, to meet to morrow by ten o'clock ciary proceed, June 26th, " Richard Rum- 
in the forenoon, and to call the .dittay of bold, designed colonel Rumbold, maltstorat 
high treason against 	Rumbold, 
commonly called colonel Rumbold, or the 

Rye, in the county of IIartford in England, 
enters the panne]. 	his indictment is read, 

Maltster ; and, after he is found guilty of that Richard Rumbold, the most execrable 
the said -crimes, do recommend to the said of all traitors, did conspire, undertake, and 
lords, to cause him, the said Rumbold, to endeavour to kill the king and his late ma- 
le immediately taken from their bar, to the 
laigh council-house;  to be examined by the 

jesty, at their return from Newmarket, 
and being disappointed in this, he fled over 

magistrates, and hear prayer in the ordinary 
way ; and that order may be given by them 

to Holland, was with the late earl of Argyle, 
and with him invaded this kingdom with 

to the said magistrates, that a scaffold and ships, men, arms, ammunition, upon the 
a high gibbet be erected above the cross, 
towards the west, and that after he is exam- 

day of May last, and sent over their 
treasonable proclamations, convocate sub- 

ined, and prayer heard, they cause him to be jects, and was in open rebellion, and continu- 
led down .by the hangman, with his hat on ed therein till taken. 	The advocate restricts 
to the scaffold, and there to 'be hoised up the libel to his being with that execrable 
the gibbet, with a rope about his neck, and traitor, Archibald Campbell sometimes earl 
immediately to be let down, and the rope of Argyle, and associated with him to in- 
being about his neck, .his heart to be cut vade this kingdom, as above; and for pro- 
out by the hangman, and shown to the peo- 
pie upon the point of a bayonet or dagger, 
round about on the scaffold, who is to ex- 
press these words, 'here is the heart of a 

bation adduceth the patina's own confession, 
as follows. 	That lie did associate himself 
to the earl of Argyle, invade the kingdom, 
was a commander, and &milted some of 

bloody. traitor and murderer,' and which the king's forces at Ardkinglass, where 
thereafter the hangman is with disdain to there was one killed on each side; that he 
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did not know John Balfour of Kinloch righteousness of the cause, and my 
till aboard, that he was designed to have innocence in the matter, that though 1685' 
been a cornet of horse, and was in the every hair in my head were a man, I 
Highlands. 	Confesseth, he knew James could willingly part with them for it. 	I 
Stuart, who was privy to their invading confess, enemies think they have gotten 
Scotland ; that the said Mr Stuart said to their foot on the neck of the protestant 
him, that the earl of Argyle would spoil interest now: but I am persuaded it is as 
all by landing in the Highlands, and lin- true, as that I am this day entering into 
gering there, that the best and surest way eternity, that Christ shall be glorious in 
for them was, to land in the main land, in those lands, and even in poor Scotland, and 
the west of Scotland, and offer arms to that shortly : and it is like, many who see 
such as would take them; that he heard me die this day, may be witnesses thereof; 
the late earl of Argyle say, Mr Stuart had yea, he shall govern those nations with a 
given the duke of Monmouth counsel to rod of iron, and that to the terror of his 
assume 	the title to the crown." 	Very enemies." 	This was just the present sense 
soon the assize found him guilty, and the 
lords pass their severe sentence, " That he 

and feeling of his soul. 	He was not able, 
through pain and weakness, to form any 

be taken from the bar to the laigh council- premeditated discourse, but off hand spoke 
house of Edinburgh," &c. just in the terms out the present thoughts and sentiments of 
of the council's act above-mentioned, and his heart. 	After this he addressed himself 
ordain this sentence to be put in execution to the Lord in prayer, with the greatest 
this 26th day of June, betwixt two and five cheerfulness and composure. 	Ms expres- 
in the afternoon. sions in prayer, as far as they could be 

Accordingly it was put in execution in remembered, were to this purpose. 	"0 
every article of it. Rumbold, when brought Lord, I have been a great sinner, and I 
to the scaffold, was so weak, that he could desire thou mayest get this opportunity for 
not walk alone, but was supported by two expressing thy great mercy in pardoning 
officers, and not being able to stand, he 
was led to the north side of the scaffold 

great sins. 	Thou bast allowed me a con, 
siderable time in the world, and I am turned 

in that posture, and directed his speech to grey-headed 	in my sins, but thou hast 
the people to this purpose. 	"Gentlemen commanded the ends of the earth to look 
and brethren, it is appointed for all men to thee and be saved, which I desire to do 
once to die, and after death is the j udg- this day, and thou hast said, that those who 
ment ; and since death is a debt all of us come unto thee, thou wilt in no wise cast 
must pay, it is a matter of small moment out. 	I cast myself wholly on thee, and 
and consequence, what way it be done. trust thou wilt be as good as thy word. 	I 
But seeing the Lord is pleased to take me 
to himself after this manner, as it is some- 

desire to embrace Christ on his own terms, 
and beg thou may safely guide me through 

what terrible to flesh and blood, yet, glory the dark valley of the shadow of death, and 
to him, it is not terrible to me in any wise. make thy rod and staff comfort and support 
I bless his name that bath carved out such a me. 	It is true, I am going to die, but what 
lot to me, and I desire to magnify and bless his is the matter? though I had a thousand 
holy name for it, that it is uponno illaccount, 
but for owning and adhering to his dis- 

lives to lose, if so be I may gain the least 
grain weight of glory to thy holy name 

tressed work and interest." 	Here they thereby, I am content." 	When he prayed 
beat the drums, at which he shook his 
head, and said, " Will they not suffer a 
dying man to speak his last words to the 

for the extirpation of popery and prelacy, 
and other superstitions out of God's house, 
the drums ruffled again. 	After the prayer 

people ?" and then went on. 	" And for was ended, the executioner kneeling beg- 
my avowing to be against 	popery and 
prelacy, these Iwo superstitious and per- 

ged his forgiveness. 	He answered, 'Yes, 
good fellow, I forgive thee and all men.' 

vicious devices of men, obtruded on the Then after he had prayed again within 
church of God. 	I am so confident of the himself, and given the sign, he was executed 
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168.4. and quartered, as in the sentence. 
Let me only add, that August 4th, 

about the year 1682, taken prisoner, for no 
other fault than preaching the gospel now., 

tlincouncil orderRumbold's head to be taken and then ; and, as we heard, he was brought 
down and put in a chest, and sent to London in prisoner, and continued some months in 
in a ship, to 'be disposed of as his majesty the Canongate tolbooth. 	There he im- 
pleases. proved his time very closely, and in a little, 

It Was some longer time before Mr made 	himself absolutely master of the 
Thomas Archer was executed ; and I shall Hebrew tongue, and was a great master of 
in this place give any short hints I have of both the original languages of the scrip- 
this excellent person, and then go forward tures. 	At length he was banished the 
Unto other soarers, not unto death, upon kingdom, and made to sign a bond never to 
the score of the earl of Argyle's attempt. return to his native country, without the 

The Reverend Mr ThoMas Archer, was government's allowance; and he retired to 
brother to John Archer formerly mention- Holland. 
ed ; and I have the following accounts of In Holland, he mightily improved in all 
him from ministers and others yet alive, 
who had the happiness of his acquaintance. 

branches of valuable learning; and while 
there, was employed to correct the Dutch 

The Lord began very early to incline his edition of Pool's Criticks, then printing 
heart to piety; and when he was little He was there ordained a minister of the 
more than a child, that eminent minister, 
and extraordinary Christian formerly men- 

gospel by the Scots ministers, from their 
deep sense of his excellent endowments. 

tioned, Mr Alexander Moncrief, gave him Mr Robert Fleming, and Mr Alexander 
that character, that he made Conscience of Hastie preached at his ordination. 	He was 
lifting his bonnet, that is, of the most minute assured that his bond was got up by his 
actions of his life, and did all with a holy friends in Scotland, from the council, other- 

„ tenderness, andoutof a principle of religion; wise it is probable he would not have con- 
and yet after he had gone through his seated to have come back. 	Being a youth 
university studies, he wanted not shakings of great gallantry and spirit, he was pre- 
and exercise about the state of his soul ; veiled upon to engage with Argyle. 	After 
at length he got comfortably out of all, and they were dissipate, he got over Clyde, and 
enjoyed much of a life of serenity and con- was in the engagement at Muirdyke, where 
solation through the remainder of his time. Sir John Cochran commanded : his horse 
When he received his degrees at the uni- stumbling, fell to the ground, and his pur- 
versity, I think, of St Andrews, it was with 
great applause, and the masters who ex- 

suers might easily have made him prisoner, 
but such was their barbarity, that before 

amined him, declared they had not met with Mr Archer could recover himself, one of 
his equal in learning for many years. 	Some 
years after, when chaplain to the lady 

them poured in a pair of balls into him, 
whereby he was sorely wounded, and while 

Riddel, in that country, he was licensed to 
preach the gospel by presbyterian ministers, 
and his sermons were very judicious, 

lying wounded, he was robbed of his bible, 
watch, and some gold ; and, as we have 
heard, after he had lain bleeding almost to 

Methodical, and most scriptural. 	He was death, he was, by his friends, carried into a 
so exact in what he deliveVed, that he 
neglected the manner, being intent upon the 

country house, where he was soon taken, 
and brought into Paisley, where his wounds 

matter. 	He was not so acceptable to vulgar were dressed, and were extremely painful 
hearers, as some other young men far in- to 	him. 	Thence 	he was carried into 
ferior to him in abilities. ' His conversation Glasgow, where he remained some days is 
was very grave, sedate, prudent, affable, and great distress, and very low; and was sent 
cheerful; he was an excellent scholar, very into Edinburgh, by order of the council. So 
bookish, and gave himself to reading, 
meditation, and prayer. 	When staying in 

extremely weak was he, that he was not 
able to sit upon a horse, and therefore was 

a gentleman's house in the Merse, he was, sent east upon a cart, and, with no small 
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difficulty, the honest people in Glasgow and told his friends, that he reckon- 
prevailed to get a feather-bed laid under him. ed himself a dying person ; and see- "85* 
Before the councilhe was reproachedbitterly, 
that he had broke his engagement by bond. 

ing he reckoned he could not serve his Mas-
ter in any other manner, be did not think it 

This was no small grief to him, and he re- his duty to decline a testimony for him and 
gretted very much that he had been made his truth, by a public death. 
to believe that his friends had got it up; August 12th, I find him before the justi• 
and the council, July 13th, put him over ciary. 	He should have'  een brought before 
into 	the hands 	of the 	criminal 	court. them twice formerly, but was perfectly out 
While in prison, great importunity was of case through bodily weakness, and by 
used with people in power, for his libera- every body looked upon as dying: yet 
tion ; and it was represented he was in a those merciless men would take his blood 
dying condition by his wounds, and phy- upon them. 	His indictment was read, and 
sicians declared so 	much ; 	but nothing he charged with treason. 	Probation, his 
would prevail with them. 	In all the turns, 
they resolved 	to 	have 	some ministers 

own confession, " That he had been in com-
pany with the earl of Argyle ; that the earl 

sacrificed to 	their 	fury, the great 	Mr had imparted his design to him of invading 
Guthrie after the restoration, the excellent Scotland; that he went before to Ireland, 
Mr Hugh Mackail after Pentland, Mr King to prevail with some persons there to join 
and Mr Kid after Bothwell, and now the said earl, but none came; he declines 
worthy Mr Archer.* 	The duke of Queens- peremptorily to condescend 	upon their 
berry was addressed in a particular manner, 
and even by his own son, who had a high 

names; that he continued with the rebels 
till dissipated; that he was with Sir John 

value for Mr Archer, but always received Cochran's party near the Stone-fold, and 
with indignation ; and he told his son in received a shot in his side, and was carried 
very odd terms, his life could not be spared. to a house near by, where he was appre- 
All those endeavours failing, a design was hended ; that he had a sword. 	Two. 
laid to have him secretly conveyed out of ARCHER." 	The assize brought him in guil- 
prison, and it came so great a length, that ty by his own confession, and the lords 
once the sentinels had money given them. sentence him to be hanged on a gibbet, 
A worthy gentlewoman, yet alive, Mrs August 14th, till dead. 	He was still de- 
Montgomery, servant to the late excellent layed till Friday, August 21st, when he 
duchess of Hamilton, bestowed ten dollars suffered death. I am sorry I have no large so- 
that way. 	In short, every thing was made counts of his Christian and cheerful carriage 
ready, but he himself broke the project, on the scaffold, but shall here insert his last 

testimony, which he drew up in prison, 
and delivered as much of it as he was able 

* Mr Fox is of opinion that our author, though 
a most valuable slut correct historian, was not 
without a tincture of the prejudices belonging 
to his order. 	And to this he attributes the 
above remark. 	To have been absolutely without 
any such tincture would have been something 

at his death, and I give it from the original 
copy, yet remaining with his friends. 

The last words and testimony of Mr Thomas 
superhuman. 	But Mr Wodrow states only a Archer minister of the Gospel, which he designed 
plain matter of fact ; and there is nothing of to speak on the scaffold, August 21st, 1685, and- 
prejudice in the idea, that clergymen of zeal and left with his friends, subscribed with his own 
talent and high popular eloquence would be 
particularly obnoxious to a persecuting govern- 

hand.  

ment, and that the removal of such men as "My weakness being such, through long sick- 
those noticed above would naturally be decreed ness, as I know not when I may be surprised 
by such a government. 	Mr Fox's own account 
of the thing is the severest censure that was per- 
haps ever passed on the tyranny and cruelty of the 
leaders in the tragic scene. 	"To him who is 

with death, and being persuaded in my own 
mind, that in some weak measure I desired to 
follow God's call, whilst I came along with this 

well acquainted with the history of this period (now broken) party, and that, with some sim- 
the habitual cruelty of the government will plicity and self-denial, I desired to aim at God's 
fully account for say particular act of severity ; 
end it is only in cases of lenity, such as that of glory, and the comfort of his church. 	I desire, 
Cochran, for instance, that be will look for some in some sincerity of heart, to leave my mind in 
hidden or special motive!"— Fox, p. 2I3.—Ed. these few lines, for the satisfaction of my friends 
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and others. 	The apprehension I bad of edifying exercise of mutual prayer, and Chris- 
1685. tbegreat dangeroftheprotestantreligion, 

andtbeitiforrnationsof the exorbitant oppressions 
tian conference, (that I may say nothing how it 
drove from the shepherds tents) upon which 

Of men in their estates, but especialtyiti their con- followed a sensible decay in the exercise of god- 
scienues, even to their wasting, were my motives liness. 	I did devote myself to serve the Lord 
to engage in this enterprise, if not sufficient, I in the gospel of his Son ; I trust he bath accepted 
leave it mothers to judge. 	That popery is like to my offering. 	I had some willingness to do hint 
be the plague of those lands, many now begin to service upon occasion, although, alas! my dross 
be convinced-that would not believe it before ; the of self and other evils cleaved fast unto me ; yet 
atheism and profanity of the generation is a fit he knows, that to edify his people, was the 
disposition for it ; and, it may be, the evil of it principal thing, next to his glory, I aimed at. 
may- begin tobe less seen, that it may be account• I have lived, and desired to die, hoping that the 
ed 16 light Matter: but let that scripture be ser• Lord will yet glorify his grace and gave( in the 
iously considered, Revel. xiv. -9, 19, 11. 	4 And land; and that be bath not brought us under 
the third angel followed him, saying with aloud the bond of the covenant, immediately to cast 
voice, If any man worship the beast and his im, 
age, and receive his Mark in his ferehead, or on 

us off, (though we deserve to be cast off) but 
that the children which are yet to be created 

his right hand, the same shall drink of the wine may praise him. 	Those sad desolating strokes 
of Me wrath of God, which is poured out with- 
out mixture, into the cup of_ his indignation, 
and he shalt be tormented with fire and brim- 

are so far from being a stumbling block to me, 
that they are rather a confirmation. 	Sure the 
most pious people, and of the greatest numbers 

stone, in the presence of the holy angels, and the likewise proportionably (to the yondmost of my 
Lamb ; and the smoke of their torment ascend- knowledge) is in Scotland of any place in tbo 
eth up for ever and ever, and they have no rest earth; 	and 	shall we think, that the Lord 
day nor night, who worship the beast, or his acourgeth them in the open sight of others, for 
image, or whosoever receiveth the mark of his their destruction ! 	and not rather that he is 
name.' 	It was always my judgment, and I beginning his judgments at the inner house 
hope to die in it, that the obligation of the cove- and sanctuary ! and others who now may laugh 
mints is national, and indissoluble, and that even at our calamity shall not escape, if judgment 
the posterity' renouncing them, shall he found begin at the house of God, 1 Peter iv. 17. 	1 
guilty of horrid perjury and apostasy before desire to hope the Lord will bring his third part 
God, since in them we first engaged immediately through the fire, and will refine them as silver 
to serve him. 	I own the alone headship of our is refined, and try them as gold is tried ; and 
glorious Saviour Jesus Christ over his church, 
to be a truth from Scripture most clear and in- 

God shall say of them, it is my people, and they 
shall say, the Lord is my God. Zech. xiii. 9. 	1 

controvertible, to set up officers over his church, 
and not of his appointment, to give laws to her 

own the king's authority, since he bath it not 
only by God's providence, but by the consent of 

of that nature, is an usurpation most fearful, 
especially when it may be in the hands of a per- 

the estates of the land, who have determined, 
that he is the lawful successor. 	And it is a 

„son, not a Member of the church; and to rob question, if he be worse than those whom the 
the church of the ministerial ruling power cons- prophets have been subject unto under the Old 
municated to her officers by her head Christ, or Testament, and those to whom the apostle corn- 
to hinder ter Of.the due exercise of it, is a tyran- mands subjection under the New. 	And if the 
ny and oppression most crying before God. 	I distinction betwixt the authority itself, and the 
have ever opposed myself to contentions and new exercise thereof, were rightly understood, I 
differences, wherein (I thank the Lord) I have 
peace without a challenge as to the thing. 	Di- 

think there should be less poor men's blood spilt, 
and less reproach cast upon religion. 	I thank 

visions and contendings have been the undoing the Lord, I have no prejudice against any man 
of this church fleet and last, but, I think, more living, to the utmost of my knowledge, but do 
of late, and more shamefully than ever, the mat- most heartily forgive every man, as I desire to 
ter being so small (if wisely considered) about be forgiven of God myself. 	I resent and ae- 
which all this noise bath been made. 	I take knowledge my weakness, in being a witness 
not upon me to justify the indulged ministers, 
neither will I rigidly condemn them ; but if the 

against several worthy persons, both present and 
absent, a worse deed than Saul's consenting to 

separating from their ministry, and pressing the the death of Stephen's, though, I think, I had no 
matter with such heat and violence, shall he eye to my own safety, far less an ill will at the 
found to be good service done to Christ, I have persons, all whom I highly honour, and of all 
read the Scriptures wrong; and the sad conse. whom I heartily entreat forgiveness. 	I desire 
quenees of it are convincing enough, if people to give a farewell to the world, and all the en- 
were humble and convincible. 	It was this con.. joyments thereof; and to my dear relations, dear 
tendon which expelled that profitable and most both in the flesh, and in the Lord, in the arm 
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hope of the eternal fruition of God, Father, Son, 
and Holy Ghost, whom I desire to choose for my 
portion, and through my Saviour Jesus Christ, 
whom 1 have designed in some weak measure to 
serve; to whom I commit myself as to a faith-
ful Creator and Saviour. 

44 Tnostas ARCHER." 

on upon this snhject, the bailie in- 168„ 
terrupted him again, saying," Sir, if 	°- 
you 	hold not off your principles and 
reflection; I will cause beat the drums. " 
Mr Archer went on, " Well then, I hope 
none of you who are the people of God, need 
stumble at our fall, as if God would let the 

This solid and judicious testimony needs 
no commendation from me. 	I only acid, 
that Mr Archer was so very weak that day 

work rest at us, for he has other means, 
ways, and instruments nor us to make use 
of: for it may be well known to you from 

he was executed, that he behoved to be scripture, that the people of God have got 
carried to the scaffold in a chair, and in all many backsets one after another, but the 
probability a few hours would have carried Lord has waited for their extremity, which 
him to heaven though he had been spared. he  will make his opportunity; and for this, 
When coming out of prison, he said, " I take notice of Micah iv. 10. ' I will bring 
bless my God, I have now no more to do them to Babylon, and there will I deliver 
but to die." 	When upon the scaffold, he them.' 	So I pray and entreat you all to be 
prayed first, and then read Isaiah 65, and concerned for your souls' interest; as for 
next spoke to this purpose, as far as could my own part, I know I have no more to 
be gathered: 	"There is a great confiu- do as to that. 	Fear of death does not 
ence of people here, and I hope there are fright or trouble me, I bless the Lord for 
many who desire to be edified by this kind my lot." 	Then he prayed again, and sang 
of death, and I wish there were more. 	By the 73d Psalm, ver. 24, to the end, and died 
reason of my weakness and sickness, you with great cheerfulness and joy. 	In him 
cannot expect a long discourse, nor with the church of Scotland lost a burning and 
such utterance as this auditory requires. shining light, who might have been long.  
As to the grounds whereupon my sufferings a useful minister of Christ. 	One who 
at this time are stated, I need not enlarge, 
they are well known; I shall only say this, 
as my design was upright, so were my mo- 

knew him well, assures me, for solidity 
and learning he was qualified to be a pro- 
fessor of divinity in any university. 	He 

tives in coming to Scotland in such a time was about thirty-two years of age at his 
and manner; they may call it insurrection death. 
and rebellion, but the Lord knows there 
was no such thing. 	My motives were the 
great apprehensions I had of popery, and 

Having thus given account of the two, 
worthy persons who were executed for, 
this attempt, I come now to some of the 

my regard to the kingdom and interests of processes before the justiciary, for accession 
Christ here, and I wish every one were to the earl's attempt. 	July 16th, 	two 
concerned with the evil and hazard 	of excellent persons are before the criminal 
popery." 	Here the bailie interrupted him; court, David Stuart (now Sir David) Of 
whereupon he added, " I shall only refer Cultness, and Mr William Spence servant 
you to Revelations xiv. 9, 10, 21," and said 
to the bailie, " You cannot deny but popery 
is hazardous ;" who answered, "It is true, 
but there is no fear of it here, blessed be 

to the late earl of Argyle. 	We have heard,  
of the last his being seized at Orkney, 
from whence he was sent over to Edin- 
burgh; 	and the first was taken a little 

God." ' Mr Archer said, " I wish to God it after the earl of Argyle, and carried, into 
be so," and then continued his discourse. Edinburgh. 	By the council-books, I find 
" What I have further to say is, that Christ the advocate is, July 13th, ordered to pro- 
hath a kingdom, wherein and over which cess before the justiciary, David Stuart 
he reigneth as King, so he will suffer none 
to usurp that power, which is his own pre. 

younger of Cultness, Mr William Spence, 
and 	Dunbar. 	This last I find no 

rogative, and which he will not give to more about. 	The two first are both in- 
another, to constitute and appoint officers dieted for treason, and David Stuart's own 
contrary to his, institution." 	'When going confession is adduced as probation. "David 
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Stuartconfessethhe went over toHol- as to their lives, and be banished, but that 168.5' land, conversed with the late earl of the sentence of forfeiture be passed upon 
Argyle, that he came over with him to the them." 	The council recommend to the 
highlands, continued with the rebels till justices accordingly, and order Charles and 
taken; that he had a sword, that he owns the John Campbells to be brought from Stirling 
king's authority." 	" William Spence hath to 	Edinburgh, in 	order 	to ' their trial. 
for probation led against him, Mr Thomas Accordingly, August 21st, Charles Camp- 
Archer, who depones, he saw him with the 
late earl of Argyle, as his servant. 	Mr 

bell is indicted for being in the rebellion, 
and upon his confession is sentenced to 

William Blackadder, doctor in medicine, 
depones the same. 	Both of them are re- 

die, 	and 	the 	day left to 	the 	council's 
pleasure. 	And 	August 	25th, 	" John 

witted to an assize, who bring them in Campbell, son to Archibald Campbell some. 
guilty. 	And the lords ordain David Stuart time earl of Argyle, indicted for rising in 
and Mr William Spence, to be taken to the arms for committing acts of hostility and 
cross of Edinburgh on Wednesday next, 
the 22d instant, and hanged." 	The Lord 

high 	treason, 	treasonably corresponding 
with, harbouring, conversing with, and 

had more service for them, and the sentence resetting the earl of Argyle, a forfeited 
was not executed. 	All I find further about traitor, so declared in May and June last; 
them is, July 20th, "The lords of council he confesseth, that he had joined in arms 
having considered the addresses of David in the late rebellion, with his father the 
Stuart younger of Cultness, sentenced to late earl of Argyle, and conversed and in. 
die on Wednesday 22d instant, do reprieve tercommuned with him in the terms men- 
them to September 3d. 	August 17th, Mr tioned in his dittay, and comes in will, and 
William Spence is allowed to remove to a begs his majesty's mercy. 	The lords ordain 
chamber in Edinburgh, because of sickness, 
and to be kept under a guard. 	The magis- 

him to be executed as a traitor, and de-
meaned, and undergo the pains of treason 

trates of Edinburgh are to be liable for him at such a time and place as the lords shall 
if he escape, and he is to re-enter prison think fit, and his name, fame, and memory 
September 1st. 	August 25th, a letter is to be extinct, as in common form." 	The 
read from the king, continuing the reprieve managers thus endeavour to leave a blot 
of Cultness younger, till his majesty signify upon the children and relations of this 
his pleasure to the contrary. 	That same noble family, when for shame's cause they 
day Mr William Spence his reprieve is con- could not embrue their hands in the blood 
tinned till November 	1st, 	he 	being 	a of those youths. 
necessary witness for the king. 	And September 11th, the council order the 
September 3d, his reprieve is continued by advocate to process before the justices, Sir 
a letter from the king, till he declare his Duncan Campbell of Auchinbreck, Camp- 
pleasure to the contrary; and by a letter 
from the king October 17th, Mr Spence is 

bell of Barbreck, and Campbell of Knap, 
and all other persons, who, they were in- 

' ordered to be made close prisoner." 	This formed, were with the late earl of Argyle; 
is all I meet with about them in the coun- 
oil-books. 

and witnesses are previously to be examined, 
conform to the king's letter. 	And Septem• 

August 1st, I find " Archibald Campbell, 
sentenced to die by the justices, appears 

her 18th, in a letter to the secretary, the 
council signify, that by a mistake Ellangreg 

before the council, and declaring himself had been recommended for a remission as 
content to renounce all rebellious principles, 
they reprieve him till December. 	And 

to life and fortune, whereas they never re-
commend any for a remission but as to life. 

August 18th, a letter is read from the king, 
bearing, that it is his royal pleasure, that 

This is all offers to me this year of the 
criminal prosecutions, and upon the account 

Charles and John Campbells sons to the of the earl of Argyle's attempt. 	In the 
late earl of Argyle, Archibald Campbell son beginning of the next year, we shall meet 
to the lord Neil Campbell, should be spared with great numbers more processed, mostly 
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in absence, before the justiciary,' that their good space in the Newton of Gallo- 
estates might fall into the hands of the way, and brought the country under 	5' 
managers. the greatest hardships, by searchings and 

. otherwise ; and many were the wonderful el- 
SECT. XI. capes and deliverances the suffering people 

met with. As the regular forces harassed the 
Of the sufferings and hardships endured by country, so did the militia, which, as we have 

the prisoners sent to Dunnotter, May this heard, were called out under the prospect of 
year, with some further view of the seven- Argyle's attempt; and upon the alarm of his 
ties exercised through the country, during coming to Orkney, circular letters were 
the sitting of parliament, and after the 
earl of Argyle's attempt. 

written through the shires by the sheriffs, 
and officers of the militia, to the heritors, 

HAVING been diverted a little from my to meet them at their particidar places of 
principal view, by the remarkable incident rendezvous. 	An original order, now before 
of the unsuccessful attempt made for recov- 
ering our liberty, I return again to the 
sufferings and hardships exercised through 

me, is direct to the laird of Duddingston, 
from the sheriff-depute, which, being short, 
I insert here, as being no doubt the common 

the country, and shall enlarge a little upon form. 	" Sir, I desire you to meet the earl 
the extraordinary cruelty exercised upon of Linlithgow at Kincavel-muir, the 14th 
the prisoners sent to the castle of Dunnot- current, with arms, on horseback, with 
ter in May, and go through some other twenty days' provisions, by ten hours in the 
acts of severity against presbyterians this forenoon, as you will be answerable to the 
year. lords of privy council on your peril. 	Given 

During the sitting of parliament, a good by order of the said earl, by, Sir, your ser- 
many of the persons who were the springs vant, Charles Stuart." 	Both militia and 
of the sufferings through the country, were army committed many ravages. 	Particulari 
at Edinburgh, and so we shall meet with I cannot enter on. ' Many other sore op- 
less trouble through the west and south 
than, considering what passed in the former 

pressions were made on particular persons, 
by such as had council and justiciary powers. 

years, one 	would 	expect. 	Indeed 	the I shall only give one instance. 
ravages of the soldiers up and down, upon James Forsyth in the parish of Lochma- 
the first rumours of Argyle's landing, were ben, or near by, had been brought to great 
very dreadful; • some of them have been trouble for not hearing the curate, who had 
hinted at, and a detail of them would be either gone very near to pronounce, or 
endless. 	Every body who did not entirely actually had pronounced against him the 
conform to the church establishment, all sentence of excommunication. 	At length 
who did not heartily fall in with the oaths he was apprehended, but found means to 
and impositions now a going ; yea, the very get out of their hands. 	Not compearing 
friends and acquaintances of such who were before the last court in February, he was 
banished, forfeited, or upon their hiding, 
though they did conform, yea, the moderate 

denounced, and forced to lurk ; and wander-
ers being upon every turn in hazard of their 

part of the conformists themselves, were lives, he went into England, where he was 
fearfully harassed. 	Parties of soldiers were seized, and sent down prisoner to Sir James 
continually marching through the west and Johnston of Wester-raw, May 13th, this: 
south, a good number of them traversed the year. 	Wester-raw indeed offered to let hint 
hills of Carsphairn, and all that country go, if, with uplifted hands, he would swear 
round, perfectly spoiling it as it had been and say, 'God bless king James the VII.' 
an enemy's country. 	Claverhouso came When James asked him what he meant by 
through Nithsdale in the same manner, and blessing the king, for his part he wished 
towards the water. of Ken. 	All they met him well, and that all spiritual blessings 
with were forced to take what oaths they 
were pleased to'frame. 	And after Argyle's 

might be upon him; the other answered, 
he meant, `That he should own him as his 

defeat, lieutenant Livingstone continued a lawful king, and that he should pray, Long 
iv. 	 2 s 
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may he live,and well may he prosper 
1685. in all his actings and proceedings." 

in the end of 1684, there was a meetinr,  in 
Foster-lane near Guildhall, London, where 

This, James said, he could not do, since he most of them were Scotsmen, and Mr 
was a violent persecutor of God's people, and Alexander Shiels preached to them. 	At 
a papist. In a little time he was examined by this meeting Mr Frazer was taken. 	Mr 
Claverhouse and the foresaid gentleman, 
and threatened with present death ; but 

Shiels had not proceeded far in his lecture, 
when they were disturbed by a party of 

providence restrained them, and he was soldiers, who apprehended Mr Shiels and 
sent prisoner to Edinburgh, and thence to most part of the hearers. 	They were all 
Burntisland. 	His wife having come to see brought to Guildhall, where bail was taken 
him, they sent 	her prisoner with him, 
though they had nothing to charge her 

for their appearance at the lord mayor's 
court next Tuesday, where the city record- 

with, and she was big with child. 	They er insisted, that special notice should be 
were both sent, with others whom I shall taken of those criminals, because mostly 
presently account for, to Dunnotter; there Scotsmen, and more than ordinarily sedi- 
his wife fell into her pangs. 	The keepers tious and rebellious against the king's ma- 
were desired to let her go to a private jesty and his laws. 	The most part were 
house to be, delivered, but the barbarous dismissed upon payment of their fines, and 
governor would not allow this; so she was 
delivered in prison, and by ill management, 
and want of ordinary accommodation, she 

ten or twelve were committed to Newgate, 
and put into a common nasty room, near 
the vilest of malefactors. 	Sir Andrew 

died in a little time. Forrester, under-secretary 	for 	Scotland, 
This brings me to the hardships and se- 

verities, wherewith the prisoners who were 
was ordered to examine them in Newgate, 
and the issue was a resolution to send them 

sent to Dunnotter castle were exercised. 	I prisoners to 	Scotland, to be tried there 
shall give the reader as short and distinct according 	to the laws of the kingdom. 
an account of this piece of hard treatment And about the beginning of March, they 
of the sufferers, as my materials afford me, 
mostly from the papers of Mr John Frazer, 
minister at Alness, in the presbytery of 

were sent down in the kitchen yacht. They 
were manacled two and two as the greatest 
malefactors, and this way passed through 

Dingwal, noW with the Lord, who was one the 	streets 	to 	their vessel, and when 
of them; and the distinct narratives the brought up from Leith to Edinburgh, they 
forementioned Quintin Dick and Mr Wil- were examined by the council upon the 
Liam 11tMillan have left, with some other ordinary ensnaring questions, and, not giv- 
papers by me. ing entire satisfaction, all of them, save 

It may not be improper to bring in here Mr Shiels, were sent to Dunnotter. 
a short account of the preceding sufferings The occasion of Mr Frazer, the rest of the 
of the reverend Mr Frazer, and they will London prisoners, 	and multitudes 	with 
hand me down to Dunnotter sufferings. This them, their being sent north, was this. 
excellent and worthy person had gone up The account of Argyle's invasion turned 
to London, about the end of the year 1678, 
or beginning of 1679, for his safety antlim- 

hot towards the beginning of May, and the 
managers at Edinburgh were alarmed with 

provement; and there he waited closely his being at Orkney, and coming about to 
upon the meetings of the dissenters, until 
they were much borne down in the years 

the west; and fearing the earl's landing, 
and not knowing what the consequences 

1683 and 1684, and the ministers and hear- 
ers haled to prisons ; and informers at Lon- 

might be, very suddenly it was resolved, 
that all the prisoners for religion, especially 

don turned very common, being encouraged those from the south and west, should be 
by their share in the twenty pounds ster- sent to Dunnotter castle. 	Accordingly Mr 
ling every landlord of the house where a John Frazer, Mr William M'Millan, Quin- 
conventicle was kept, was amerced in, tin Dick, with William Niven, and many 

1.  besides the fines of the preacher and hear- others in Edinburgh and' the Canongate 
ers. 	Mr Frazer in his account says, it was tolbooths, were, to their great surprise, on 
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the 18th of May taken out of their prisons, 
about three hours before sun-set, without 

their own money, but this was not 
allowed. The prisoners were carried 1685. 

suffering them to know what was to be a foot, generally speaking, through by- 
done with them, that such of them as could, 
might have prepared some way for such a 
journey, and carried out of town under a 

paths, that the well disposed persons in Fife, 
who came with necessaries to the prisoners, 
might be disappointed, as many were; and 

strong guard, and delivered at the Nether- some who came were beat off by the guard; 
bow to Douglas' regiment, who guarded and nothing was allowed to be given them. 
them down to Leith. 	There they were That night they were brought to a small 
shut up so close in the court of-guard, 
that their nearest relations and acquain- 

village near Falkland, called Freuchie, and 
from thence next day they came to the 

tances were not so much as permitted to water-side of Tay ; their accommodation at 
speak with them. 	From thence, with the both these places was very sorry. 	Upon 
prisoners at Leith, making in all above the south-side of Tay, the tide not answer:- 
two hundred, they were carried down to ing them, about nine or ten score were 
the shore, and put into open boats, and crowded into three little rooms most in- 
hurried off the shore, without allowing commodiously, till about break of day, whets 
them to receive any necessaries from their the tide made,and then they were ferried over 
friends and relations, whereof good numbers to Dundee, and about sun-rising, put into 
were waiting on to take their leave of them, 
never expecting to see them again. 	Next 

the tolbooth there, where they continued 
till about eleven of the clock, and were 

morning about break of day they were allowed refreshments for their 	money. 
landed 	at 	Burntisland. 	There 	about From thence they were brought to a muir 
twelve score of them were crowded in a mile beyond Dundee, and delivered to the 
two rooms in the tolbooth, where, through earl 	of Strathmore's regiment 	and the• 
the straitness of the rooms, and multitude 
of the prisoners, their miseries seemed to 

militia of Angus, and marched, man by man, 
betwixt two of the militia, till they werd 

be but beginning, for as much as they brought to Forfar, where they were again 
had suffered. 	And Mr Dick remarks, that crowded into the tolbooth, to the great pre- 
it was a wonder to themselves how such a judice of their health. 	From Forfar they 
multitude could subsist for two days and were brought to Brechin, and rested a 
two nights, when they wore denied liberty while in the open fields near by, and had 
separately to ease nature, and had nothing some refreshments allowed them for their 
allowed for their subsistence; yea, a good money, which was now reckoned a great' 
many of them were not permitted to have favour. 	From thence at night they were 
bread and water for their money. 	When brought to the north-water, or North-Esk 
thus pent up at Burntisland, one came bridge; and there they were all of them 
over from the council, with orders to bring set upon the bridge, and the soldiers kept 
hack to Edinburgh as many of them as strict guard at both ends of it. 	In this 
would immediately 	swear the oath of posture they were kept, exposed to wind 
allegiance, 	with 	the 	supremacy 	in 	it. and weather all night, without meat or. 
About forty, through the extremity of drink. 	The night was exceeding cold and 
their misery and hardships, complied ; the stormy, and many of them by this time 
rest owned their allegiance, but stuck at weary and faint; yet they behoved to stand 

* swearing it with 	the 	supremacy. 	At and lie as they best might upon the cold 
Barntisland, after two days, they were bridge, till three or four in the morning; 
committed to the militia of Fife; and most and that day, May 24th, being the Lords' 
of them had their hands tied behind their day, they were carried to their resting- 
back with 	cords. 	Through their hard place at Dunnotter. 	Some 	few found 
usage at Burntisland, some of them were 
fallen under rheumatisms, and other dis- 

means to get off by the road, and they were, 
when they entered Dunnotter, in all eight' 

tempers, which made travelling a foot very score and seven persons. 
uneasy, and would have hired horses with At Dunnotter, they were received by 
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George Keith of White-ridge, sheriff- vaults, and prevailed with her husband to 
168,1 depute of the Mourns. This large corn- make them a little more easy. 	Twelve of 
any was thrust into a dark vault under the men were removed from the forty to a 

ground, one fifth° most uncomfortable places better place, where they had room and air 
Poor people could be in. 	It was full of mire, 
ankle deep, and had but one window towards 

enough, and the women were removed from. 
•the large vault, and put into two several 

the sea. So throng were they in it, that they rooms. 	This was indeed a great kindness, 
Could not sit without leaning one upon an- but they had abundance of hardships re- 
other. 	They bad not the least accommoda- maining. 
Ilion for sitting, leaning, or lying, and were Somewhat has been already hinted as to 
perfectly stifled for want of air. They had their strait for meat and drink; nothing 
no access to ease nature, and many of them 
were faint and sickly. 	Indeed all their 

was allowed them but what they bought, 
and the governor made even a monopoly of 

lives were in great danger. 	In this miser- this. 	When the country people about 
able vault about a hundred of them were were bringing in provisions to the prisoners 
pent up all this summer; and it was a mir- for their money, they wore stopped, and the 
acle of mercy they were not all killed. soldiers were ordered to allow them no so- 
The barbarities of their keepers and the cans; and one of them was very roughly 
soldiers are beyond expression. 	The pri- treated, for insisting to get in to the prison- 
scters bad nothing allowed them but what -ern with what ho had to sell. 	The reason 
-was paid for, and money was paid for cold of this was, the governor's brother, who 
water. 	And when the soldiers brought iu 
barrels of water, and had sold it out in 

lived at Stone-hive, not far from Dunnotter, 
resolved to have any money the prisoners 

parcels to them till they began to weary of had, and none was suffered to provide for 
it, they would pour it into the vault to 'in- them but he. 
commode them the more. 	Considerable - Such who wore in the great vault 'were 
numbers of them died, and no wonder, 
through such hardships ; and it was boasted 

in the greatest misery, and not a few of 
them died. 	It was no great wonder that 

offal an undeserved favour by the soldiers, 
that they received the dead corps, and dis- 

under such grievous hardships they essayed 
all innocent methods for their own safety. 

posed of them as they pleased, for none of In order to this, they endeavoured, and got 
their fellow-prisoners were allowed to see 
them interred; it was too great a favour to 

at length out by the window in the vault, 
which was just over the sen, one night, and 

anew them so much of the free air. 	, crept along a most dangerous rock, to the 
When the whole number had continued utmost hazard of their lives; and indeed it 

for some days in the great vault, the gover- was one to ten, that they were not either 
nor was pleased to remove about forty of crushed by their frill, or drowned in the sea. 
the men to another small vault, which being Some twenty-five of them escaped before 
narrow and low, they were not much less the alarm was given to the guard, by some- 
straitened than in the great vault; and they 
were in hazard to be stifled, there being no 
air nor light there, but what came in by a 

women who were washing near the rock, 
and the rest were stopped. 	Upon the alarm, 
the outer gates were shut, and the hug and 

very small slit or chink. 	The walls, it the cry raised, and all possible means used 
seems, were a little decayed, and some little to retake them. 	Fifteen of them were ap- 
air came in at the bottom of the vault; and prehended, and it was a wonder all of them 1  
they used one by one to lie down on their were not catched, being so weak that they 
belly on the bottom of the vault, that they were not able to flee flir, and the country 
Might have Some of the fresh air. 	By this round about being disaffected to them and 
means, some of them, particularly the rev- their way. 	Such as were seized were most 
erend Mr Frazer, contracted a violent cold barbarously used. I have theaccountsof this 
and' dysentery. 	After some time spent in 
this melanCholy posture, the governor's lady 

mostly from the foresaid William Niven, 
who was one of those who were retaken. 

came in.  to see the prisoners in the two Not only wore they most inhumanely beat 
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and bruised when apprehended, but, when 
brought back to their prison, they were put in 

light at all, and, contrary to all modes- 1680.  
ty, men and women promiscuously 	-  

the guard-house, bound and laid on their backs together, and forty-two more in another 
on the floor, and most dreadfully tormented. room, in the same condition, and no person 
In three different parts of the room they allowed to come near them with meat or 
were tortured. 	The said William, with drink, but such meat and drink as scarce 
Peter Russel, and Alexander Dalg,leish in any rational creature can live upon, and yet 
Kilbride, were laid upon their backs upon a at extraordinary rates, being twenty pennies 
form, and their hands bound down to the each pint of ale, which is not worth a plack 
foot of. the form, and a fiery match put the pint, and the peck of sandy dusty meal 
betwixt every finger of both hands, and six is afforded to them at eighteen shillings per 
soldiers waiting on by turns, one after an- peck, and not so much as a drink of water 
other, to blow the match, and keep it equal allowed to be carried to them, whereby 
with their fingers. 	This was continued for 
three hours without intermission, by the 

they are not only in a starving condition, 
but must inevitably incur a plague, or other 

governor's order, merely for the fault of fearful diseases, without the council pro- 
essaying to escape at the hazard of their vide a speedy remedy ; and therefore hum- 
lives. 	By this treatment William Niven bly supplicating, that warrant might be 
lost one of 	the fingers of his left hand. granted to the effect underwritten. 	The 
Alexander Dalgleish died of the pain, and lords of his majesty's privy council, having 
the wounds he got, and an inflammation 
rising thereupon; and several others had 
their 	fingers burnt, 	and the very bone 

heard and considered the foresaid petition, 
do hereby continue that part of the desire, 
for liberty, till they consider further of the 

turned to ashes, and some, besides the last 
mentioned, died of this torture. 	Some 

petitioners' cause ; but, in the meantime, 
give order and warrant to the deputy-gov- 

accounts of those barbarities were sent into ernor of the castle of Dunnotter, to suffer 
Edinburgh, and methods taken to lay them and permit meat and drink, and other ne- 
before the council. , 	By the influence of cessaries, to be brought in to the petition- 
some there, not altogether so merciless as ers by their friends or servants, at the 
others, orders were sent to the governor ordinary easy rates, and to allow the said 
to treat the prisoners with a little more Mr William McMillan and Robert Young 
humanity, and to accommodate them with a distinct room from the rest ; and, in re- 
some better rooms. Bard of the heat of the season of the year, 

Since the writing of what is above, I that all the prisoners may be so accommo- 
find in the council-registers, a petition pre- dated without throng, that their health be 
sented to the council, in favours of the endangered as little as possible." 	This no 
prisoners at Dunnotter, which, as contain- 
ing nothing but what the petitioners were 

doubt enraged the governor exceedingly, 
and he drew up a paper, by way of deck- 

ready to vouch, and consequently being one ration, in his own favours, wherein the 
of the best accounts of the hardships used subscribers _ testified 	they 	were 	gently 
toward the prisoners, I insert here, with treated, and wanted not conveniences since 
the council's act thereupon. 	"Anent a they came to Dunnotter; a very few, by 
petition presented by Grizel Cairns and threats and promises, were prevailed upon 

*Alison Johnston, in behalf of Mr William to sign it, but the rest peremptorily refused 
McMillan, and Robert Young, wright in it, which further enraged the 	governor, 
Edinburgh, their husbands, and the rest of and they were yet more 	hardly dealt 
the prisoners in the castle of Dunnotter, 
showing, that the petitioners' said 	hus- 
bands, who are under no sentence, with many 

with. 
By the council-registers, I find, Slily 13th, 

the earls of Errol and Kintore, or any of 
others, having been sent prisoners to the said 
castle, they are in a most lamentable condi- 

them, are appointed to go to Dunnotter, 
and examine the prisoners, and notice who 

tion, there being a hundred and ten of them of them are content to take the test, who 
in one vault, where there is little or no day- will take the allegiance with the supremacy, 
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or the allegiance simply, or who will prisoners, having taken the allegiance, are 1685. engage to live regularly, and keep liberate, under bond of five thousand merks 
their parish kirk, and appear when called. each, to compeer when called." 	Whether 
Accordingly, about the middle of July, the all these were from Dunnotter, I cannot 
earls of Marishal and Kintore came to say, but I know most of them were there; 
Dunnotter. 	This was their way now : and, July 30th, "the council resolve to meet 
after they hoped that poor people's patience themselves at Leith, and sentence the re- 
was worn out, they came with new offers, 
and temptations to quit their principles. 

maining 	prisoners from Dunnotter, by 
banishment, detaining or liberating as they 

- The questions proposed to the prisoners find cause." 	Most part of them were given 
were, " Whether they owned the king as to Pitlochy. 
their lawful sovereign, and would subject This is the shortest account I could gatla- 
to his authority, and to all in authority un.. er up of the remarkable sufferings, of those 
der him; whether they would pray for the prisoners. 	I have some of their letters be- 
king; whether they disowned the apologe- fore me, full of seriousness and resignation; 
tical declaration; whether, upon oath, they and after I had written this, there is come 
were ready to assert, that it was unlawful, 
upon any pretext whatsomever, particularly 

to my hand a large account of the sufferings 
of Euphraim Threpland, spouse to George 

that of the covenant, to rise in arms against Macbirnie merchant in Dumfries, who was 
the king, or any employed by him." 	A one of the prisoners at Dunnotter. 	It con- 
considerable number of them gave some tains a very particular and pointed relation 
reasonable satisfaction, in several of those 
questions; but all refused the oath of elle- 

of her sufferings since her husband's death, 
and particularly at Dunnotter, in some 

glance, as embodied with the supremacy. sheets of paper; and, in this place, 1 shall 
I do not observe any report from these bring in a short abstract of it, since this 

appointed, in the council-books; but, to- 
ward the end of July, the prisoners are 

work is growing so much upon my hand, 
and the rather, that it lets us into some 

brought south, and the council, July 24th, more particulars of Dunnotter sufferings. 
" empower the earls of Marishal, Errol, Mr Macbirnie, who could never be charg- 
Kintore, Panmure, and the lord president ed with any thing of real disloyalty, after 
of the session, to call before them the pri- he had been tossed since Middleton's par- 
soners in Dunnotter castle, and banish such 
of them as take not the oaths of allegiance 

liament, with finings, confinings, wanderings, 
and imprisonments, contracted a sickness 

and abjuration, whether men or women, 
not already banished, and deliver them, with 

whereof he died, 1681. 	His afflicted widow 
was sorely persecuted for mere nonconform- 

such as are already banished, to such as the ity and refusing the oaths imposed, and 
council shall grant warrant, to be transport- was forced to flee and wander from one 
ed to his majesty's plantations, with certi- place to another, for the space of one year. 
fication, that such as shall return to the 
kingdom, shall incur the pain of death." 

During this, some of her small children, 
who were not in case to be transported, 

Accordingly, great numbers of them were were frequently frighted by the sheriff- 
banished, as we have seen upon the fourth officers searching her house. 	She return- 
section : and, July 26th, probably upon the ing, and taking them to another private 
report of the counsellors last named, "John retirement in Dumfries, the sheriff-deputes,  
Hamilton in Millhohn, John Orr in Loch- getting notice of this, with one of the bail- 
winnoch, David Fergusson in Bridge-end of ies, came and broke open the doors, hurt 
Glasgow, Alexander Small in Evendale, and frighted the children, (some of whom, 
Matthew Loudon in Strathaven, Robert for fear, crept under a bed) and carried 
Semple in Lochwinnoch, John Orr there, the mother away to prison. 	To-morrow 
Gavin Sempill in Evendale, John Steel he brought her before his court, and, be- 
there, George Brown, servant to the lady cause she would not sn'bar how many 
Argyle, William Brown in Evendale, John conventicles she had been present at, give 
Reid in Kilbride, John Marshall in Glasgow, up the names of the ministers, and promise 
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to hear the curates, he fined her in a sum depart the kingdom by the 20th of 
she was unable to pay, and arrested all she May; and not being able to do this, 1685' 
had a right to, and her household plenish- she was committed to prison for two 
ing, so that she had not so much as linens months, though nothing could be proven 
to change herself and children. 	In this against her. 
strait, she sought a loan from him of what About the 5th of May, a party of sol- 
was her own, during his pleasure, and was diers came into Dumfries, to carry away the 
forced to give bond and caution, to make prisoners there, about twenty-nine in unm- 
an forthcoming to him. 	Meanwhile, the ber ; 	some of them aged persons, some 
officers took and sold what of her goods women with child, and a cripple, who was 
they saw lit, because, as they 	said, the 
sheriff-depute had not paid them for their 
service. 	This, and two years and a half's 
imprisonment, disabled her from making 

forced to walk forty miles on his crutches, 
till he got a country horse. 	At this time, 
Mrs Macbirnie was confined to her bed, 
and rendered secure by some promises made 

her goods forthcoming. 	We shall just now her. 	However, when all the rest of the 
hear, that she was sent to Dunnotter, 
where 	she continued three months, and 

prisoners were delivered to the guard, a 
corporal came to her, acquainting her, she 

thereafter nine weeks at Leith in prison; behoved also to go with them. 	She told 
during all which time, upon every occasion, him, she was not able to travel, and .had 

,she still declared, that it was neither con- made no provision, and was no way ac- 
tempt of authority, nor prejudice at any comrnodated for such a journey. 	He in- 
man's person, was the clause of her non- sisted, and two town-officers came from 
conformity, but real scruples of conscience. the bailies, as they said, to help her down 
During her imprisonment at Dumfries, her stairs, for indeed she was not able to walk. 
family was frequently quartered upon; and Accordingly, 	she 	was 	instantly 	carried 
when any disorder happened among the away, and not being able to travel, was 
soldiers, 	they 	would put them in 	the set behind one of the dragoons, and carried 
chamber where she was prisoner, she having 
no other company with her, night and day, 
but them, and some of her own children. 

into Edinburgh, and then down to Leith, 
where, without being permitted to refresh 
themselves, they were straight hurried in- 

She was 	called before colonel Douglas, to a boat, and carried over to Burntisland. 
Queensberry's brother, and, upon refusing There they found the rest of the prisoners 
some oath he put to her, she had an indict- on their way, as we have heard, to Dun- 
ment given her, and was laid in the thieves- notter, and I shall now only remark some 
hole for a fortnight, where she had no passages not hinted at in the former account. 
company but a poor demented man, and a The laird of Gosford was sent over by the 
woman suspected of murder. 	After this council, and after some of the prisoners 
she was brought before colonel Douglas, had taken the oaths then imposed, the rest 
Legg, Earlshall, Claverhouse, and an assize. were committed to the Fife militia. 	Lieu- 
The judges proposed many questions to her 
upon assassinations and murder. 	She de- 

tenant Beaton of Kilrinnie was very rude, 
and beat some of the old women among 

dared she was neither author, approver, nor them, when not able to walk so fast as he 
actor of any such practices, and regretted 
that she should be suspected of any such 

would have them, thrusting them forward, 
and crying to the soldiers to thrust their 

"things, having been so long in prison : and pikes in them, for they were feigning them- 
desired her widowhood, and the case of 
her poor children, might be considered, and 

selves, calling them old bawds and witches, 
wishing the devil to take them and their 

her vast losses by her long imprisonment. religion. 	In their journey, when thrust in- 
The colonel said she could not be but to 	houses 	and tolbooths, they were so 
guilty of all that could be laid to the 
charge of any, though she had carried so 

throng, that they were almost suffocated, 
and several of the women fainted. 	By the 

as nothing could le proven; and urged her 
to give bond of five thousand merks, to 

way the pipers derided them with their,  
foolish songs. 	When they came into Dun- 
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notter, they we 	put very hard to who pretended a right to a small interest 
1685' it for thirst, and entreated the sol- belonging to her, past a decreet of remov- 
diers to diaw them some water from a well ing in his favours; without summoning her 
in the doss, or permit them to do it. 	The or her fatherless children, and she knew 
soldiers drew them a barrel of water, and nothing of it, being at Edinburgh, till the 
when they, unwilling to use them to this other was in possession.* 
custom of selling water, refused them money Having thus given some view of the 
for each draught of it, the soldiers poured sufferings of those good people sent to 
it in among them in the vault where they Duunotter, I come now to glean up some 
were, which very much incommoded them. other severities used up and down 	the 
The more earnest entreaties they used, and country this summer ; and I shall be very 
letters of recommendation these got, 	to short upon them, for instances 	are end- 
George Keith their governor, the more less, and by this time in some measure 
severe and hard he grew upon them. 	He needless. 
absolutely refused to permit the country Upon the 6th of June, Claverhouse, with 
people 	to 	help 	them 	with bed-clothes, 
neither would he supply the poor among 
them with meal, as the council, they were 
informed, had appointed. 	He forced them 

a great body of militia, and some 'soldiers, 
came down the water of Nith, and in the 

a In the churchyard of Dunnotter, a tomb_ 
to buy all their provision from a relation of 
his, who furnished them with what was 

stone• is erected, to the memory of those who, 
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the names of the prisoners is kept in the sheriff= 
to Dumfries, 	arrested the rent 	of 	her court office of the county. 	T.he whole trageity 

reminds us of the scene of the Bleck Hid.,  at 
houses, and in collusion with a gentleman 	c alcut ta.—lia. 
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parish of Kirkonnel, and on both sides of 
the water, he apprehended multitudes both 

SCOTLAND. 	 329 

some of his friends at a meeting 
' for prayer, a company of militia, 1685.  

men and women ; they were mostly remit- under the command of Colzean, surrounded 
ted to the officers of the militia, and they 
caused many to swear never to lift arms 

the house. 	Gilbert was most obnoxious, 
had he been taken, and essayed to escape : 

against king James VII. under pretext of the soldiers 	perceiving 	him, 	discharged 
religion ; and with others they went further, 
and obliged them to swear, that if they 

their 	pieces, and killed 	him. 	He 	had 
really bought his freedom, and was convict 

were taken by a contrary party, they should of no crime since. 	ile was a person of 
use all endeavours by night or day, even to shining piety. 
the hazard of their lives, to leave them, and 
inform the commanders of the king's forces, 
or the next magistrate, of the numbers and 

James Brown in the parish of Coulter, 
was very barbardusly treated, about the 
middle of June this year, of which I have 

strength 	of 	these 	on 	the 	other 	side. before me an attested account. 	When 
This imposition of oaths, in so arbitrary a fishing, he was discovered by Claverhouse 
manner, hath been once and again observed 
as one of the unaccountable burdens of this 

when ranging up and down the country, 
and apprehended. 	A powder-horn was 

period. 	However, such as would not pre- found upon him, and that was fault enough.. 
sently swear whatever was put to them, 
the forces and militia carried them about 

Claverhouse declared he was a knave, and 
must die. 	Accordingly, six of the dragoons 

with them prisoners, wherever they went, 
binding them together in twos and threes, 
to their great hurt in their business and 

dismounted, and he is set down before them 
to be shot. 	By the intercession of the 
laird of Coulterallers, providentially present 

bodies ; and Claverhouse mad others would with Claverhouse, his execution was delayed 
mock them, telling them, they would not till next day, and James carried away by 
weary to run from hill to hill to hear ser- the soldiers to the English border, and 
mons, and direct the rebels. 	Horrid and 
blasphemous were some of the expressions 

from thence to the tolbooth of Selkirk, 
being all the while 	bound with cords. 

used by the profane soldiers, which lie After some time's imprisonment there, he 
before me, but I shall not pollute my paper happily escaped. 
nor the reader's eyes with them. Upon the 13th 	of June, I find two 

This same month, Gilbert Macadam, 
son-in-law to the forementioned James 

regiments of soldiers come into New Gallo-
way, and dividing themselves to different 

Dun in Blue what, in the parish of Dalmel- 
lington, was murdered, which I might have 

places, they quite ravaged the 	country, 
without any pretended crime. 	They de- 

noticed upon the sixth section. 	In the stroyed vast and almost incredible numbers 
year 	1682, he was taken prisoner, and of sheep and black cattle belonging to such 
carried into Dumfries. 	His crime was who were alleged not to conform, and 
mere 	nonconformity. 	His father-in-law people that were related to them. 
went in and gave caution to produce him This summer Claverhouse, in his march 
when called, under four hundred pounds from Galloway to Ayr, assembled all the 
penalty, which was, upon his noncompear- 
ante, exacted. 	In a little time Gilbert was 

men in the little town of Dalmellington, 
and near by, and obliged them by oath to 

taken again, and carried in prisoner to renounce the covenants, and purge them- 
Glasgow, where, 	refusing 	the 	oath of selves of reset and converse with rebels. 
allegiance 	with the supremacy, he was New and ensnaring oaths were neyer 
banished to the plantations, and went off in wanting upon every new turn this year. 
captain Gibson's ship. 	His father gave him George Macadam, merchant there, and 
twenty pounds sterling with him, and by this another of the same name, with Thomas 
he bought his freedom in America, and re- Sloss, refusing 	to swear, 	were 	carried 
turned back thisyear; and upon a Saturday's prisoners to Edinburgh, and detained there 
night, in the house of one Hugh Campbell, 
near the place of Kirkmichael, being with 

a long time. 
About this time, the whole army came 

Iv. 	 2 m 
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1085 ., to' the west' country; and the -abuses 
and ravages committed by them in 

'.daughter, tied lie 'was a nonconformist: 
Besides all this, and much more, which 

going through the' Country, and where they cannot be calculated at this distance, the 
stayed• any-  time, entrant be calculated; bait 'inhabitants of the town lost much, by'.the. 
the 'reader, Will he in case -to make some seizing of their household-furniture, and 
,estimate, from 'a' diitinct account • I have every thing in the may for the use of the 
froM 'living Vituessei hi the last Mimed camp, and by a general plunder when the 
small parish: army removed. 	This may give us a view 

The- whole forcai under the earl of Duin- of the oppression of this army. 	Had ma- 
batten, tegether Wiiii 'the Lothian militia,* j teriais conic to my hand as distinctly from 
altabont six thousand Men, encamped about 
three weeksinthe corn andmeadowgrounds, 
about 'the little village of Delmellington. 

the rest of the country, as from this parish, 
what a black view might we have had ! In 
short, great and unspeakable ivere the 

fity 'lord Stair and Oesnock'slands were hardships the west and south were' braiitthe 
appointed for .free quarter, ,and indeed en- under this summer, after the defeat of 'the 
tirely plundered by the soldiers, and the iattempt made by Argyle, though ,the earl 

-- ' 
whole parish fell under the common Want, 
iti. 	Any rooms .or farms possessed hy any 

lad no assistance from this country. 	The 
army were triumphing in their success, and 

of the relations of the wandefersand suffer- kept no bounds in what they did. 
ers, were abused in a partienlar manner. In July this year, William Marshall, smith 
'That the readerimity :hive some view of the 
nibtereblo state of thing's under this °pores-. 

.in Glasgow, was apprehended in Evendale, 

. when going to hear a sermon, as was pre- 
sion, I shalt point at a few particulars. The tended, merely because he wanted a -pass, 

Ibitoiring troops were sent tothe following sand straightway carried 'in prisoner.  to Ed- 
roOrns, fotuteen days upon each, at free inburgh, and in August was banished to the 
quarter. .-A troop consisting of sixty horse • plantations, without being convict of any 
and men; in the Nether-laight, possessed by, 
James Dunn. Another trop Was quartered 

' crime but nonconformity. 
I shall end this section with an account 

Upon the Dpnaskies, possessed by two ten- of a very exorbitant fine.' 	In September 
anti, Ronald Rob; and' Anthony Bizzart this year, when executions were very much 
A troopUponsillinivey,;possessedhy William over, the old trade of fines for couventicles 
Nacadant 	and fifteen horse and men were was revived. 	There is before me an origin- 
quartered upon John Paterson' in Penny- 
veinzie. "The reader needs not my help to 

al letter from a sheriff-clerk, to a gentleman, 
dated this month : the direction is torn off; 

, OeittPitte What oppression this was to 'those 
honest people. 	That very first night the 

:but I have ground to think it is some gen-
tleman in Stirlingshire or Fife, of whose 

' army encamped there, were brought into circumstances I cannot judge; but the sum 
the camp from Bluewhat, five score of nolt, 
fifteen score Of sheep, as is attested by John 

is evidently exorbitant, and lots us see at 
what rate fines were now accumulated for 

Macadam and John Davidson, herdi there, irregularities, to the ruin of gentlemen's 
yet living. 	These ' were all quickly con. estates. 	The letter follows. 
strted, and nothing ever was paid for them. 
William Hoitson of Beubeorlis  sustained the 
loss of eighteen score and fourteen old sheep, 
nine semi of laMhs, and fifteen nolt, besides 

c,  Honoured Sir,  
„ I love not well to be the first author of ill 

news, but I find myself concerned to give you 
all his househOld plenishing, with two bolls an account, that the sheriff bath this day signed 
of bear, and five of meal, which he is ready a decreet against you and your lady, for n 

' Yet to verify, and severals of his neighboUrs 
yet alive. 	William Hoitsori was  never 
convict of the least irregularity, and no 

great and prodigious sum, for house-conventicies, 
and withdrawing from the church these many 

yEeaeonts.. 	
It 	 pounds 
I shall.mesfonreabear 

to sixtythousand
extracting till thep 	ti 

crime against the government could so much instant, when the sheriff wilfbe here. 	My hint 
as be all 	; only he was married 	to Balcarras is to be here on Thursday next; so a 
James Dick, tacksman of the ground, his is lit 	you bestir yourself to see what any be 
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done to atop It. 	1 have done all I can for iou, 
but in vain. 	Sir, I am, 

" Your bumble servant, 
" Al. Napre." 

OF SCOTLAND. 	 331, 

The council were pleased to come i., 
down to Leith, and sit in the tol- "'' 
booth there, and spent some time in the 

A. Se. September 22d, 1685, re-examination of the prisoners. 	It was 
but very few complied with their imposi- 

SECT. xii. tions, and they were dismissed. 	Others, 
who were very weakly, and had some 

Of the hardships of the prisoners transported friends to intercede, got off upon a bond of 
to America, with Pitlochy, in September, 
particularly those of the laird of Barma- 

cornpearance when called, as Mr William 
M`Millan, who gave bond as above, under 

yechan. the penalty of five thousand merks. 	The 
HAVING in the former section given the his- most part of them refusing the oaths, and 
tory of the sufferings of these good people to satisfy in other particulars, were perpe- 
who were taken to Dunnotter this summer, tually banished to America, and many of 
I am now to follow a good many of them to them were gifted to the laird of Pitlochy, 
America. to be carried thither. 	William Hannah, 

Argyle's invasion being now over, and no formerly mentioned, in the parish of Tun- 
more fears from that airt, the council began 
to weary of the prisoners at Dunnotter, and 

nergarth, when brought before the lords, 
and refusing the oath of allegiance with the 

brought them back to Leith, as we have supremacy, was threatened with banish- 
seen, where another essay was made to meat. 	He told them, that he was now too 
bring them to comply with the impositions old to work, or go to war, and he reckoned 
now put on people in their circumstances; he would be useless there. 	Old general 
and upon their refusal, they resolved to send Dalziel took him up very bitterly, and re- 
good numbers of them to the plantations, 
and so rid themselves of any more trouble 

plied, he was not too old then to be hanged, 
and he would hang well enough. 	That 

about them. 	Accordingly, after near three same day, as my information bears, August 
months' severe treatment at Dunnotter, they 22d, the general died suddenly, and William's 
come to Leith, two of them were left be- age and sickness prevented his being carried 
bind as dying men, of which Quintin Dick, 
so frequently mentioned, was one, and in 

away with the rest. 	In a few weeks he 
fell very ill in prison, and appearing to be 

his remarks formerly cited, he hath some in a dying condition, he was liberate, and 
sweet observations upon providence timeing got home, after very hard sufferings for 
his sickness at this juncture. 	He recovered three years and more. 
in some time, and was overlooked, and got The names of as many as are come to 
safe home to his own house, and lived my hand, who were banished, shall be in- 
some years to reflect with pleasure, and re- sert just now. 	Let me only remark, that 
cord the Lord's wonderful steps of kindness such who had not to pay their freight, were 
to him, and his goodness under, and after gifted to George Scot laird of Pitlochy, who 
all those sore troubles he underwent. 	Not freighted a Newcastle ship, Richard Hutton 
a few who were in the great vault were master, bound for New-Jersey; and all the 
sick, and allowed horses upon their own persons now banished were committed to 
charges. 	The Reverend Mr Frazer was his care. 	I cannot give an account of all 
very infirm and weak, and yet the captain the names of such as were banished with 
by no means would permit him to have the Pitlochy; the reader bath not a few of them 
benefit of a hired horse, as several others above, section 4th. 	Several of their testi- 
had. 	The foot had sixty-six miles to travel, 
and their hands tied behind their back with 

monies and letters they wrote to their 
friends toward the end of August are be- 

small cords. 	From Dunnotter they were 
carried to Montrose tolbooth the first night, 

fore me; and particularly an original letter, 
from about twenty-eight of them, dated 

'from thence to Arbroath, from thence to Leith Road, August 28th, 1685, directed to 
Dundee, from thence, upon the Sabbath, to their friends, too long to be here insert. In 
the Cowpar of Fife, from thence to Burnt- short they signify, "That now being to 
island, and thence to Leith. leave their own native and covenanted land 
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1685. by an unjust sentence of banish- 
meat, for owning truth, and hold- 

ing- narrative of it. 	Several others were 
likewise in the vessel, who retired from 

ing by duty, and studying to keep by their tbeir native country to settle in America, as 
covenant engagements and baptismal vows, 
whereby they stand obliged to resist, and, 

the reverend Mr Archibald Riddel, whom 
we bad in the former part of this history, 

testify against all that is contrary to• the rand his wife, and several of the relations 
word of God and their covenants; and that of such who went over. 
'their sentence of banishment ran chiefly The prisoners lay some time in the road 
because they refused the oath of allegiance, 
which 	in 	conscience 	they 	could 	not 

of Leith, before all was ready, and sailed the 
5th of September. 	Informations before 

take, because in so doing, they thought me bear, 	that Pitlochy tampered with 
they utterly declined the Lord Jesus Christ 
from having any power in his own house, and 

some of them, particularly James Forsyth, 
to get money before they sailed, offering 

practically would, by taking it, say he was not for five pounds sterling paid now, to set 
King and head of his churc14 and over their him at liberty as soon as they came to land. 
consciences ; and on the contrary, this was But James answered, he would give him 
to take and put in his room a man whose no money to carry him out of his native 
breath is in his nostrils, yea, a man that is land, adding he had done nothing worthy 
a sworn enemy to religion, an avowed of banishment. 	After they had turned the 
papist, whom by our covenants' we are land-end, the fever began to rage in the 
bound to withstand, and disown, and that ship, especially among such who had been 
agreeably to the scripture, Deut. xvii. 14,1  in the great vault of Dunnotter. 	Not a few 
45." 	They go on to leave their testimony' 
against the evils of the times, and for the 

of them were sick when they came aboard, 
and no wonder, considering the barbarous 

preaching of the gospel in the fields and 
bonzes, and sign as follows. 

treatment they bad met 	with; 	besides, 
much of the flesh which the captain of the 

"John Kincaid, George Muir, George ship had provided for the prisoners began 
Johnston, Robert Young, Thomas Jackson, to stink before they sailed out of Leith 
Andrew 	Paterson, 	John Harvey, John road, and in a few days it was not eatable. 
Foord, Christopher Strang, William Spreul, In a month's time the fever turned malig- 
Peter 	Russel, 	Robert 	M`Ewen, 	John nant, and few or none in the ship escaped 
Henderson, John 	Seton, John Gilfillan, it; in so much that it was usual to cast 
Charles Honyall, James Grierson, James over board three or four dead bodies in one 
Forsyth, Walter M'Igne, John M'Ghie, day. 	Most of the ship's crew, except the 
Adam Howie, James IVluirhead, Annabel captain andhoat-swain, died. Pitlocbie who 
Gordon, Margaret Leslie, Agnes Steven, had freighted the ship, with his excellent lady, 
Margaret Forrest, Jean Moffat, Annabel died likewise, and so enjoyed nothing of the 
Jackson." 	Besides those I have before me produce of near a hundred prisoners gifted 
letters of John Arbuckle, John M'Quee», a him by the council; and near seventy per- 
letter signed I. D. and K. G. and another sons died at sea. 	I have before me a list 
signed Janet Symington, all of them ban- of the passengers and prisoners who died 
ished at this time, with many otheis whose at sea. 	It concerns the design of this 
names are not come to me; we shall just history only to record the names of the 
now find some of them among those who prisoners, and they are as follows; Thomas 
died at sea in the voyage. 	In the same. 
ship likewise were Mr John Frazer, and 
that excellent gentleman Robert 111‘Lellan 

Graham, Gilbert Monorgan, John Smith, 
William 	Cunningham, 	John 	Muirhead, 
Thomas Jackson, Kathrine Nellie, Andrew 

of Barmagechan, of whom more just now, M‘Lellan, 	Thomas Russel, John Hodge, 
William Niven in Pollockshaws, with a 
good many others who had endured Dun- 

Thomas Gray, John Ramn, John Swinton, 
John Kippen, William Sprat, James Ward- 

natter cruelties. 	And it is mostly from rope, John M`Keuman, Thomas Fitilater, 
Mr Frazer and 13armagechan's account of John 	Hutchison 	of 	Wardlaw, William 
this voyage, that I am to frame the follow- M'IVIillau, Agues Coital'', Jplin Kirkland." 
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Perhaps several of the passengers might be 
likewise sufferers, but able to pay their 

the cross and Grass-market of Edin- 1685. 
burgh." 	Before. the prisoners came 685' 

freights ; but I have not set them down, for 
shortness. I find further in the list, Mr John 

ashore, it was once intended byMr Johnston, 
to whom Pitlochy had made them over, to 

Vernor and his wife, Pitlochy and his lady, 
and the lady Aitherny, Mrs Riddel, Mrs 

stop their getting out of the ship, till they 
should all of them, under their hand, sign a 

Eupham Rigg lady Aitherny's daughter, voluntary declaration, as it was called, that 
William Rigg, her son, Mr William Ged, 
and Mr William Aisdale, minister. 	Not- 

they offered four years' service at that 
place. 	But this they would not yield unto; 

withstanding of this raging sickness, and yea, a considerable number of them joined 
great death, much severity was used toward 
the prisoners at sea, by the master of the 

in a protestation against their banishment, 
with a large narrative of the hardships they 

ship and others : those under deck were 
not allowed to go about worship by them- 

endured during their voyage, and formerly, 
for conscience sake. 

selves, and when they essayed it, the cap- When the prisoners came ashore, the 
taro would throw down great planks of people who lived on the coast-side, and had 
timber upon them to disturb them, and not the gospel settled among them, were 
sometimes to the danger of their lives. harsh enough to them, and showed them no 
We have heard of the badness of their kindness. 	A little way up the country 
provisions already. there was a town where there was a minister 

Many were the disasters of this voyage. settled, and the inhabitants there were very 
The ship was at the utmost hazard by the kind to them. 	When they had information 
breaking up of a leak at two several times. of the prisoners' circumstances, they invited 
They had several calms, and some pretty all who were able to travel, to come and 
severe storms. The captain, after Pitlochy's live with them, and sent horses for such as 
death, began to tamper with Mr Johnston were not, and entertained them that winter 
his son-in-law, who now had the disposal freely, and with much kindness. 	In the 
of the prisoners ; and it was projected to following spring, Mr Johnston, upon his 
carry them into Jamaica or Virginia, and father-in-law's gift of the prisoners, pursued 
the master offered to take all the prisoners them, and got them all cited before the 
there from him, and pay him in bulk. 	It court of that province. 	After hearing both 
was urged for this, that the markets were sides, the governor called a jury to sit and 
much better there for servants than at cognosce upon the affair. 	They found that 
New Jersey. 	When they are thus treating, 
and near an issue, very much for the ad- 

the pannels had not of their own accord 
come to that ship, nor bargained with 

vantage of the passengers and prisoners, 
the wind turns straight for New Jersey, 
and they were forced to sail with it, 	There 

Pitlochyformoney or service, and therefore, 
according to the laws of the country, they 
were assoiled; upon which most of the 

they arrived about the middle of December, 
after they had been about fifteen weeks at 

prisoners retired to New England, where 
they were very kindly entertained, and 

sea. 	At their landing many of them were employed accordingto their differentstations 
sick; and Mr 	Frazer 	observes, 	that a and capacities. 	Pitlochy proposed to be 
worthy gentleman from the west of Scot- enriched by the prisoners, and yet he 
land died among their hands as they were and his lady died at sea in the voyage. 
carrying him ashore. 	The same person 	He sold what remained of the estate to pay 
observes, that " partly of such who volun- the freight, and much of the money remain- 
tinily offered themselves to go abroad from I ing was spent upon the law-suit in New 
the kingdom of Scotland, and partly of i Jersey. 	Thus it appears 	to be 	but a 
such who were persecuted by banishment, 
there were upwards of 60 died at sea, whose 

hazardous venture to make merchandise 
of the suffering people of God. 	A good 

blood (adds lie)'will be found in the skirts many of the passengers and prisoners died 
of enemies, as really, as if they had died at in the plantations, the rest returned to their 
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native country at the happy revolti- day, as long as they lay upon him, which 
1685. tion,—Mr Riddel, William Niven and was till he paid his fine. 	This heavy op- 

others, and particularly the laird of Bar- pression put Mr M'Lellan to rise with others 
magechan, of whose sufferings I come now of his neighbours, against Sir James, and 
to give a more particular account from a he was with that party who were defeat at 
narrative I have from his nearest relations. Pentland; after which he fled to England, 

Robert M'Lellan of Barmagechan, in the and lived privately four years. 	His estate 
parish of Borg, and stewartry of Kirkcud- was forfeited, and a friend of his compound- 
bright, was born of parents who were 
presbyterian, and carefully educated in the 

ed the forfeiture for two thousand merks, 
which he paid. 	The severities of the 

principles of the church of Scotland. 	In government slackening a little, he returned 
his younger years he profited much under to his own house, and lived privately for 
the ministry of that excellent person Mr some years. 	Yet not so privately, but the 
Adam Kay minister at Borg. 	After he curate and others about knew he was there; 
was forcibly removed from them, and a and because now and then he went and 
curate obtruded, Mr M'Lellan, with the heard presbyterian ministers, the soldiers 
godly and religious people in that parish, 
found it their duty to disown the episcopal ' 

were hounded out upon him, and he was 
sadly harassed for several years, so that he 

minister, as neither called of God to the scarce had any liberty to live at his own 
place, nor invited by them. 	Great was the house. 
oppression of ail that country, as hath been He joined again, with others in his vie• 
noticed, for their faithful adherence 	to cumstances, at Bothwell rising, after which 
presbyterian ministers, and Barmagechan he retired a second time into England, and 
had his own share. 	In February 1666, Sir was a second time forfeited, as we have 
James Turner sent a party of soldiers to heard. 	The violences done to his family 
his house, and there they lived at discre- and friends about this time, were many 
lion, till he paid the exorbitant sums of and 	inexpressible. 	Claverhouse 	came 
money Sir James was pleased to demand with a party to his house, and after be had 
for his nonconformity. 	After they had seized the corns and cattle, he was going 
eaten up what he had, and destroyed much to take away all his moveables, but a com- 
of his plenishing, and taken away what they position was made, and a hundred pounds 
could not destroy, and were still coming paid him. 	The lady Nithsdale, a bigotted 
back in parties, Mr M'Lellan was advised to papist, got a gift of his forfeiture, as like- 
go and wait upon Sir James, and seek an wise of many others in that country, and 
order for removing his soldiers. 	Sir James, 
instead of this, seized his person, and con- 

miserably oppressed his tenants, drove their 
cattle, and exacted much more than their 

fined him in his court of guard, till he rent. 	his family was thus scattered, and 
should pay his fines for nonconformity, and he upon his hiding in England, where, to- 
the cess likewise imposed at this time for wards the end of the year 1684, Squire 
maintaining the army. 	Here Barmagechan Dacres 	seized 	him, with several 	other 
continuedsome time, till the soldiers, having Scotsmen 	lurking 	thereabout, and sent 
no more subsistence about his house, were them prisoners to Dumfries. 	Mr M'Lellan 
removed; and they were next sent to that never disowned the king's authority, as 
of his mother-in-law, a worthy old gentle- several 	about 	this time did, yet was as 
woman, till she should pay her fines for harshly dealt by as any of them. 	He was 
nonconformity, and her ,share of the cess. close confined in the castle of Dumfries, 
All this time, Sir James had not let him and laid in the irons for several days. 	From 
know what sum he would take for his fine ; thence he was carried to Leith with the 
at length, after his house and goods had rest of the prisoners, and in a little time 
been destroyed, he liquidated the fine to six brought up to Edinburgh, and put in close 
hundred merks, and sent a party of horse prison, with fetters on his ems. 	Thus he 
to quarter upon him, and ordered him to continued from November till May this 
pay to each of them two shilling sterling a year, when he was sent to Dunnotter, and 
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had his share of the seventies of that place. wearisome journey several of the 1685.  
When they came back to Leith, he was 
banished to America, and three of his chil- 

company died. When Mr M'Lellan, 
through weariness and age, was unable 

dren went with him in Pitlochy's ship. 	His to travel, he made application to the cap- 
wife, with three other children, were left tain of their guard, that he might be al- 
in Scotland upon the care of providence. lowed the benefit of one of their carts, 

It pleased the Lord to preserve him and to help him forward some part of the 
his three children in the voyage. 	He him- way. 	He was answered by many lashes 
self was extremely weakened by sickness, 
and behoved to be carried in men's arms 

on 	the face with his whip, by which 
he 	lost 	the 	sight of one of his eyes. 

out of the ship, when they landed. 	How- After six weeks' 	travel, they 	came 	to 
ever, in a little time after he was ashore, 
his health returned, and he with his family 

Thoulon, where they were not allowed a 
land prison, but were put into a large old 

set up in a plantation at Woodbridge in ship lying upon the sea. 	There he coati-. 
New-Jersey, which he purchased. 	In this nued nineteen months, and came through 
place he had the advantage which. he very much sickness, and had none to look after 
much valued, of having the gospel preached him but his son, a boy scarce twelve years 
to him and his family, by Mr Archibald of age, who was now and then permitted to 
Riddel, who stayed with him at New- 
bridge, having a call from the congregation 

come ashore. 	Barmagechan and his son, 
with a few others, being sick, continued 

there, as likewise from Long-island, where 
he might have had a far greater encourage- 

there, but all the rest, after a month's rest, 
returned the same way they 	came, to 

ment ; but Mr Riddel chose Woodbridge, 
and it was well he did so, otherwise pro- 

Rochford, and thence to Denain near St 
Mala, where Mr Riddel continued more 

bably he had scarce returned to Britain, 
where all his.losses were made up, and he 

than a year, in a vault of an old castle, with 
some hundreds of other prisoners. 	They 

and his four children were in better cir- lay on straw, never changed save once a 
cumstances than he had conformed to pre- month, and were oppressed with nastiness 
lacy. 	There Barmagechan continued from and vermin. After two and twenty months' 
December this year till June 1689, when imprisonment, Mr Riddel and his son were 
they had accounts of the comfortable turn exchanged for two popish priests, whom 
of affairs in Britain ; upon which he re- the council of Scotland gave for them. 	At 
solved to return to his native country. length there came an exchange of prison- 

Accordingly, June 1689, they sailed for ers, and those at Thoulon were liberate; 
England, and were favoured with excellent but the French king would not allow them 
weather, so that they found themselves on to come back through France, but gave 
the coast of England the second of August; them a pass, and put them in a ship going 
but there they were taken by a French to Genoa. 	This occasioned a new scene 
man-of-war, and carried prisoners to Nantz. of difficulties to them. 	At Genoa, Bar- 
From thence they were carried to Roch- 
ford, a common gaol, where there were 

magechan got into a Hamburgh vessel, 
bound for Cadiz in Spain, whence be came 

near two hundred prisoners, English and in 	a 	fleet bound for Amsterdam; 	but 
Dutch, who were almost all sent to Thou- meeting with a storm on the back of be- 
ion. 	They were chained two and two by land, the ship he was in was forced into 
the arm, and at first, each ten pair were Bantry-bay in Ireland. 	There the Irish 
tied with a rope; but that was found such seized upon their company, stripped Mr 
a hinderance in the journey, that after the M'Lellan of his clothes, and he continued 
second day's journey the ropes were no eleven daysamong their hands under terrible 
more used. 	Mr Riddel was chained to his hardships. 	When notice was given to the 
son, a boy of ten years of age, for whom government, the ship was looked after, and 
they were at the pains to make three dif- the Irish obliged to bring back the prison- 
ferent chains, 'before they got one small ers, and they with the ship sailed up to Dub- 
enough 	for his wrist. 	In this long and lin. 	Through the inhumanities he met 
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1685. with among the wild Irish, his naked- 
ness and want of necessaries, Mr 

nonconformist, and it was alleged he hau 
been at Bothwell, but there was no proof of 

M`Lellan fell very ill for , some weeks at it I can find: 	In a day or two after he was 
Dublin, but it pleased the Lord to recover taken, he was executed at Ayr in the be- 
him; and as soon as he was able, he came 
down to the north of Ireland, and got home 

ginning of this year. 	I have no more about, 
him, but, I suppose, it has been upon tlu 

safe to his own house at Barmagechan, the account of his refusal,to disown the society 
last day of October, 1691. paper. 	His father's sufferings were not., 

Thus, from the attested relation of this small last year and this ; and the reader 
gentleman's nearest friends, I have given may take a short hint of them from an at. 
the reader a taste of his long and sore dis- 
tress for conscience sake. 	He felt first the 

tested account before me. 	After Bothwell, 
the laird of Broich came and dispossessed 

fury of the party 41 Scotland, who were 
4 upon the French and popish bottom, then 

of the French king, and last of all of the 

him of his house, and seized his moveables, 
which were bought back for a consider- 
able sum. 	In the month of March this 

Irish papists; their methods of cruelty year, as if the execution of his eldest son a 
were much of a piece : and as the severities little before had not been enough, colonel 
of the first were the inlet to the rest, so Douglas came and spoiled John Macgill's 
they exceeded them in their length, and house, and what ,the soldiers carried not 
some other circumstances. 	And after all, 
this excellent person had no reparation 

away with them, they endeavoured to make 
altogether useless. 	And to complete the 

after the revolution, only he possessed his barbarity, the colonel caused carry outJohn's 
own lands again. 

SECT. XIII. 

remaining son, Fergus (or Gilbert) Macgill, 
from his bed, where he was lying very ill, 
to shoot him before his door. 	What the 
pretext was I cannot say, my information 

Of the seerings and deaths of which Ihave not bearing it. 	When the soldiers carried 
not the particular dates, with some other him out, Fergus was so weak, that he faint- 
incidental things, this year, 1685, not for- 
merly;zoticed. 	 , ed among their hands, and so, it seems, 

humanity prevailed for once, and they left 
I COME now to end this year, wherein so him in his fainting fit, to be looked after by 
great abundance of matter hath offered. his friends. 	This same summer, when , 
Some very barbarous murders, not observed John had again plenished and furnished his 
in their own room, for want of their parti- house ,and room, colonel Buchan came upon 
cular dates, I have referred to this place; him with another party of soldiers, and took 
and I shall add some other particulars, 
which come not so well in under the former 

away what was portable, and spoiled the 
rest. 	The colonel interrogated John, if be 

heads. 	The multitudes of murders in cold thought it lawful, in his opinion, to defend 
blood;and other cruelties committed this the preaching of the gospel by arms. 	This 
year, is the occasion why I want the exact good man answered, he thought it was; and 
dates of several of them; yet I am not will- thereupon he carried him away prisoner 
ing the reader should want any informations with him, in which condition he continued 
come to my hand, of the severities exercis- some time, till, at my lord Bargeny's inter- 
ed; and therefore I insert them here, with- cession, and upon paying an exorbitant fine 
out any order, just as they offer. 	Some of to Ardmillan, he was let go. 
them might have appositely enough come In the same parish I find another good 
under the former sections; but I have re- 
served them altogether for this. 

man, Thomas Richards in Stmwbraickan, 
this year, brought to the gates of death, 

I may well begin with Andrew Macgill 
son to John Macgill of Aryclaioch, in the 

and much trouble. 	He was obliged to hide, 
for refusing the oaths now imposed, for a 

parish of Ballentree in the shire of Ayr. considerable time; at length lie was sur- 
This young man was taken about the last prised by a party when asleep in a house 
of December, 1684. 	He was all along a where he was hiding. 	Buchan's soldiers 
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carried him away with them to Stranraer, 
whither they were going, and brought him 
back again to Ballentree. 	Here his friends 

Kennedy, who, for noncompearance, ,. 
had been denounced. 	They cut the i'°5'.  
roof of the house, and threw it down to the 

set upon him, and endeavoured to bring ground, after they had seized and spoiled the 
im to a compliance, but could not prevail. plenishing. Then they forced the gentle wo- 
*len the commander of the party ordered man to go with them a foot, six miles of Gal- 
a' to be bound, and carried out to the loway measure, to Wigton, bearing in her 

gelds, and gave order to four of his men to arms a child not yet three quarters old, and 
shoot him. 	When lying bound there, mat- to leave her other three children without 
ters were so ordered, that his friends came 
thronging about him, and begged the soldiers 

so much as a set-twit to look after them, 
though the eldest was but of eight, the next 

might spare him but a little, and they hop- of five, and the other not three years of 
ed to prevail with him to comply. 	Thomas age. 	At Wigton she was, with her sucking 
hearing this, called out to them, that their child, kept in prison eleven weeks. 	This 
dealing with him would be altogether in gentlewoman was no way obnoxious to the 
vain, adding, he was not unwilling to die, 
especially among his 	friends, and even 

then laws, being a conformist with prelacy, 
and nothing could be said against her as to 

a violent death, before he made any sinful her religion and practice, only they would 
compliances. 	Upon this his Christian gal- oblige her to swear she would never con- 
lantry and resolution, the captain thought verse with her husband now put to the horn; 
good to proceed no further. 	Thomas was but as soon as she knew where he was, she 
taken into Glasgow, where, after a month's would discover him, and inform against 
imprisonment, his ears were cropt, and he him, that he might be apprehended. 	This 
was, with several others, put into a ship she peremptorily refused. 	Thus the reli- 
going to Jamaica, and there sold as a slave gion and government of this time was cal- 
for seven years. 	This he endured, with culated to eradicate the very principles of 
abundance of hardships. 	And.  when his nature; and wives this way were forced to 
time was out, and he just coming home to concur in shedding the blood, or at least 
his native country, he sickened and died in 
that place. 	When he was carried into 

ruining the outward estate of their husbands, 
who, for conscience sake, could not cote* 

Glasgow, he had six good horses taken from with the impositions of this period. 	I see 
Um; many of his goats were shot, and his no parallel to this, unless it be that practice 
house plundered, without any compassion 
showed to his wife and four small children. 

of some of the most wicked of the papists, 
who caused some children kindle the fag- 

About the time when the five men were, 
as bath been observed, murdered at Inglis- 

gots wherewith their parents were burned; 
and indeed the same spirit inspired both. 

ton, the heir of the estate, who was former- John Wallace of Knockybae, in the par- 
ly forfeited, had his lands given to the laird ish of New Glenluce, was seized this year 
of Stonehouse, and he not only possessed for refusing the abjuration. 	A party of 
the lands, but uplifted two thousand and 
forty eight pounds of the lady Ingliston's 

colonel Buchan's men spoiled his house, 
and took away every thing in it that made 

portion not paid, and reduced her and her 
children to the greatest straits, merely for 

for them; and to complete their villanies, 
they brought in good numbers of sheep to 

pretended converse with her sons and the church, and killed them there; and for 
friends, who did not comply with the ini- despatch, they kindled a fire of the seats 
quity of the times. and forms of the church, at which they 

Another instance of singular 	severity roasted the sheep, and otherwise readied 
comes to my hand, from the parish of Pen- them for themselves. 	I should not have 
ningham, this year. 	By order from David set down so odd a step in Ch$istians and 
Graham, sheriff of Wigton, a party Of the protestants, had I not the attested account 
soldiers, with the 'sheriff-officers, came to of it under the reverend minister of that 
Barn-kirk, a part.of Castlestuart's lands in parish his hand, which he bath from many 
that parish, and there apprehended a gentle- living witnesses. 
woman, Sarah Stuart, spouse to William This year I find great numbers dying in 

iv. 	 2u 
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ro  ; prisons, and in .tharead to them,and 
'''' in their banishments. 	The accounts 

brought; and he died at Leith for want of 
proper applications. 	James Carran 	bur- 

of those are not so full as. I could ,wish;  gess of Dumfries, for his church irregulari= 
yet they deserve their.room, here, as really ties, as they were called, and, his mere 
Sufferers unto death for conscience sake, as nonconformity, was banished and sent to• 
well as such as wore shot in the fields and = the plantations; where he died a witness for 
executed publicly. 	The reader may guess the truth in a strange land. 	1 question not 
what numbers 'of these Were at this time, 
froth the accounts I ant to set down of ten 

hut several hundreds died in their banish, 
ment, accounts of whom cannot now be re 

or tWelve Of this sort, from. the shire of covered. 	Andrew Hunter, likewise a bur- 
Nithsdale, and • What multitudes we •might gess of Dumfries, was apprehended for his 
have had from other places,had they been refusing the oaths; and though he was a 
AS carefully. observed. 	jetties Glover, of very .old, decrepit, and infirm' man, yet he 
the parish of TinWal, was 'apprehended by was carried to prison, and closely shut ,  up. 
as party of soldiers, for noticompearatme and There he sickened very fast, and,  his illness 
nonconformity, and in his taking•he "was turned dangerous. 	All .he begged, was 
sore intuigled.and. wounded. 	He itliS • car- only the liberty to be .carried to his own 
ried into Dumfries - almost in' a dying con- house in the town, where he would have 
dition; and from thence taken inta Edits- been some better looked after. 	This could 
burgh, where he died in prison, an instance not he granted, and he died in the prison. 
of their cruelty and a witness for the truth. John Stock, burgessin the same town, upon 
Andrew Pergusson, in the parish 'of Glen, 
cairn, was apprehended by another party 

his refusal of the test, was sent in prisoner 
to Edinburgh, whence he . was carried to 

this.year, and refusing to comply with the Dunnotter, where, through want of neces- 
oaths imposed, and to answer their inter- series, and ill accommodation, he sickened 
rogatories, ho was carried away prison- and 	died,. as did several others, whose 
er 'to Glasgow, where he died in much names cannot now be retrieved. 	Elizabeth 
trouble and sickness, brought on by the Glendonning, spouse to John Panter in 
severities' 	exercised' 	upon ,. him. 	John Baragan, of the parish of Durisdeer, for 
Munil had been long harassed, for his noncompliance, and not hearing the estab- 
refusing.  to hear the ourates, and fled to fished ministers, was imprisoned for some 
England; there- he was seized, and sent to time and sent to Edinburgh, where she 
Dumfries, from whence he was carried died in prison. 	John Renwick, a burgess 
into Edinburgh, where he died in prison, 
under much serenity and peace,.owning to 

in Dumfries, for noncompliance with the 
present impositions, was sent prisoner to 

his last the "truths :for which 'ho was per- Edinburgh, and banished to New-Jersey, in 
scouted: 	James Muncie, a burgess in Dum- Pitlochy's ship, where, with multitudes of 
fries, was much harassed, because he would others, he died. 	Andrew Maclellan, a free- 
by no means be prevailed with to take the 
test ; at length he was sent prisoner to 

man in the same town, for refusing the tot, 
was in the like manner banished his maths 

Edinburgh, where ho died in much 'comfort country, and died in the same vessel. lanes 
and satisfaction of soul, taking his suffer- 
ings to bowery clearly stated,' in refusing an 

Sittingtoun,. in the parish of 	Dunseolv, 
likewise died there. 	I formerly noticed 

oath so plainly contradictory. 	John Muir- that excellent gentlewoman Elizabeth Ilea- 
head hath been transiently noticed already. ter, lady Kaitloch, who was turned oat et 
He had been once a bailie in Dumfries, and. her house, and with her small children put 
was muchlersecuted upon the same score, 
and still persisting to, refuse the test, was 

to the greatest hardships and straits; and 
at length they Were !fatted to leave tie 

sent prisoner to Edinburgh, where in pri- 
son he fell in a distemper, which, though 

kingdom, and gaoler to Holland, when, 
after much trouble and' sickness upon he 

severe at first, appeared not very hazard- children, she died this year. 
ous, but by no means would the managers Besides those deaths and banishments 
allow 	physicians 	or a surgeon to 	be this year, I have several instances before 
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me of severe scourgings of honest people, 
upon their nonconformity ; and the per- 
seoutors, not satisfied with this punishment, 
sent a good many of them off to the plan- 

in with other hardships. 	William 1685.  
Campbell of Middle Welwood, was 
this year seized, merely for reset of his Iwo-
ther John. Both of them were sent prison- 

tations, 	after 	they had endured those. ers to Edinburgh, carried thence to Dunnot- 
Two of the women sent from Dumfries to ter, and afterwards banished to New Jersey. 
Dunnotter, were scourged at Dumfries by When this gentleman had with some diffi- 
thehands of the hangman, merely because 
they would swear no oaths, and refused to 

culty got free of Pitlochy's representative, 
he came home, and next year was taken by 

engage to•• hear the curate of their parish. a party of Craigy's troop, and carried pris- 
The youngest of the two was sent over to oner to the Canongate tolbooth, where, 
Jersey with Pitlochy. 	About the same after long imprisonment, he at length got 
time, another honest woman, upon the same out upon paying a fine of twelve hundred 
accounts, with a man whom they had pre- merks. 	The other account I set down 
veiled upon to take the test, merely because from an attested relation, chiefly, that the 
he would not depone what wandering reader from its particulars may be able to 
persons they had entertained, were bound guess at the losses of honest people in this 
together, and scourged through the town period, not only from their fines, but the 
of Dumfries by the hangman. Another poor circumstances of their finings, and 	the 
woman in Annandale, having hired two trouble they were necessarily obliged to 
persons to shear with her in harvest, who before they got rid of them. 	This wilt 
wanted passes, was for this scourged in the appear from the case of Thomas Abercrom- • 
same place ; and they alleged a great deal bie in Dalwyne, in the parish of Bar. 	For 
of lenity was exercised, that she was not dry quarters in the year 1678, at the in- 
sent to the plantations. 	Jean Dalziel, an 
honest woman, a tenant of Queensberry's, 
was banished to the plantations, because 

coming of the highland host, he expended a, 
great sum. 	In the year 1679, he suffered 
a great loss from the quartering of dragoons 

she would not promise upon oath, that she for some time upon his house, and they 
would never converse with her own hus- spoiled it when they went off. 	In the year 
band, now declared fugitive. 	Agnes Hare- 1683, he paid a hundred pounds to Ard- 
stanes, another of Queensberry's tenants, 
was sentenced to the plantations, because 

mipan, for alleged hearing of presbyterian 
ministers, many years ago, with fifteen 

she would not promise to hear the curates, 
and 	discover 	fugitives. 	She 	and 	her 

pounds to his son James Crawford, and 
fifteen pounds to the soldiers employed 

husband had eighteen children; yet such a against 	him by Ardmillan. 	Upon the 
family made not the persecutors in the least 
to relent. 

fifteenth of November last year, at midnight, 
in his own house, he was apprehended, 

I find it further remarked at this time, 
that when people were prevailed upon to 

without any reason given, and 	carried 
away prisoner, and he had money largely 

swear the oaths now imposed, the managers to give before he got off. 	Besides, the 
obliged them likewise to promise to stand soldiers spoiled his house, turned down his 
at the singing of the doxology, give all corn-stacks, 	and abused his victual. 	In 
encouragement to the established clergy, 
apprehend all fugitives and 	wanderers; 

May and June this year, the soldiers, in 
coming and going, took of his sheep at 

and when they could not apprehend them, 
that they should raise the hue and the cry 

their pleasure, and killed and ate them. 
In July, the camp being near his house, his 

after them for three miles. loss cannot be estimated. 	Thomas himself 
If I should enter upon the spoilings and was taken prisoner July 18th. 	His house 

fines imposed upon sufferers this year, I was spoiled, and he sent into. Edinburgh. 
might fill many sheets. 	Some hint df these There he was threatened with the planta- 
may be given, byway of general estimate, at tions, when the rest of the prisoners were 
the end of this history. Two instances offer sent thither. 	To prevent this, he made 
here,well vouched, of losses this way, mixed some 	interest, 	and 	gave 	Sir 	George 
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Mackenzie ten crowns,to SirWilliam council's act carry a clause in it obliging 
3685. Paterson five crowns, to the under- them to desist from their ministry in Scot- 

clerks and other servants twelve crowns. land, yet I cannot find that they homologate 
After this paving of the way, he petitioned this, yea, their acts of liberation did not 
the council for his liberation ; which was contain this. 	Mr Andrew. Miller's original 
granted upon his paying a hundred pounds warrant for liberation is before me, and I 
fine, and giving bond to compear when call- 
ed ; and at his removal lie had thirty pounds 

insert it as what was the common form, 
used as to all of them who were liberate at 

to pay to the keepers. 	After he came home this time. 
from Edinburgh, he was attacked by Hugh Edinburgh, March 12th, 1685. 
Muir bailie of Carrick, for not hearing the 4,  The lords of his majesty's privy council, 

having considered a petition presented by Mr ° episcopal 	minister, 	and 	paid 	him 	 fifty Andrew Miller late minister at Neilston, prison- 
pounds, and five pounds to his officers. er in the tolbooth of Edinburgh, supplicating 
All this he underwent for mere noncon- I for liberty, do hereby give warrant to the magi- 
formity ; any concern in the risings was strates of Edinburgh, and keepers of the tol- 
not alleged against him. 	And from this booth thereof,

lb 
	to. 	set the

s
sa
ffi
id

ie
Mr Andrew 

we may easily guess what vast sums were 
raised, and how much multitudes were 

Miller  found fotr himertythient Ih'eegsahrdall live petttcraublty,nanIsd 
compear before the council when called for. 

squeezed merely for not joining with the Extracted by Will. Paterson, Cl. seer. conc." 
prelatical establishment. ,, This is the true and just double of the prin. 

It is now high time to come to an end cipal warrant for setting the said Mr Andrew 
of my accounts of this severe year, by Miller minister, at liberty. 	Extracted by me 
gleaning up some few things more, which J. Cameron clerk." 
come not in so directly upon the former March 14th, " the council order Mr 
sections, and yet may tend some further Campbell and Mr 	Duncanson to be 
to clear up the history of this year, mostly liberate on bond of five thousand merits, to 
from the council registers. By those I find, 
the council, that same day upon which the 

remove off the kingdom betwixt and the 
day of 	, and mean while that 

news came of king Charles IL his death, they exercise no part of the ministerial 
Feburary 10th, give warrant for printing office, and live peaceably." 	And March 
Jerviswood's 	trial, 	the same being first 17th, "Mr Andrew M'Lean, Mr P. Camp- 
seen and perused by the lord register and bell, Mr David Simpson, indulged ministers 
advocate. in Argyleshire, liberate upon 	the same 

The procedure of the council relative to terms." 	And Mr John Duncanson and 
the indulged ministers this year, offers next, 
and I shall give what is come to my hand 

his cautioners being absent, the lords de-
clare his bond forfeited, and order him to 

about them, in this place. 	March 12th, be put to the horn. 	April last, Mr John 
" the lords of his majesty's privy council Oliphant indulged minister, is liberate as 
having considered the address of Mr An- above. 	We have heard of Mr John Knox 
drew Miller indulged at Neilston, Mr James before. 	And May 8th, Mr John Bell in- 
Currie at Shotts, Mr A. Murray of Wood- dulged at Ardrossan, his liberty is con- 
end, and Mr Robert Mowat, late minister tinned six months longer, under caution to 
at Heriot, prisoners, desiring liberty for 
some time : the lords, in regard of their 

remove off the kingdom. 	August 14th, 
the council order Mr David Simpson late 

long imprisonment and valetudinary con- 
dition, give order 	to the magistrates of 

minister at Kintyre, going to New Jersey, 
to have his bonds given up. 	Those and 

Edinburgh, to liberate them on bond of other indulged ministers not named in the 
live thousand merles, that they shall not registers, were at this time liberate, and re- 
exercise any part of their ministerial func- tired to their own houses, and some of 
tion in this kingdom, and live peaceably, 
and compeer when called. 	Those worthy 

them continued at the manses where they 
had been indulged, and preached to their 

ministers had continued in prison since the own families, and some others now and 
end of the last year; 	and however the then in their houses, but no more in the 
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churches ; and so matters stood till the lib- 
erty, which we shall meet with next year 

are abiding the church of Scotland, 
and his persuasion, he will keep a  1685.  

save one. 	. "k „ remnant safe till they see the 	glorious 
A good number of letters, from the pri- delivery, and a far more glorious church 

soners, at Glasgow and Edinburgh, in tol- than ever had been in Scotland. 
booths and irons, and from aboard the ships The alterations in civil posts this year lie 
going to the plantations, lie before me, 
which I can say no more of, but that they 

not so much in my way, yet I shall notice 
the hints I have observed as to those in the 

savour much of their piety, absolute resig- council-books. 	April 9th, a commission 
nation to the Lord's disposal, and satisfac- is read to the duke of Queensberry, to be 
tion with their suffering lot. 	One thing I commissioner to the parliament. 	And that 
cannot altogether pass, as an evidence of same day, a new commission comes down 
their righteous temper, and the unright- to the council. 	All that were in the former 
eousness of their persecutors. 	What sever- commission were the king's friends while 
al of them regret most in their letters to duke of York, and some additions are made. 
their friends, is, that by the soldiers' seizing April 21st, the duke of Hamilton, the earl 
and carrying off any thing they had, their of Dumfries, and colonel Douglas are added 
lawful creditors are like to be defrauded, 
and lose considerably at their hands. 	Some 

to the council. 	June 8th, the council is 
appointed to meet every Tuesday, Thurs- 

of them lament, that though they had more day, and Saturday. 	June 20th, colonel 
than would have cleared all their debts, and Graham of Claverhouse is admitted a privy 
for some time supported them and their counsellor. 	And July 23d, Hugh M`Kay 
families ; yet by the ravages committed of Skourie is admitted a privy counsellor. 
upon them, their neighbours are like to be April 16th, John marquis of Athole is de- 
considerable losers, which vexes them much. dared lord privy seal, and Sir James Fowlis 
By an original letter, 	dated 	Canongate of Collington justice-clerk. 	June 22d, the 
tolbooth, August 10th, 1685, I find the duke of Queensberry is declared lord high 
subscribers 	of it were banished by the treasurer, and constable, and governor of 
council to Jamaica. 	They direct it to their Edinburgh castle. 	July 24th, by a letter 
friends, as the testimony they leave to the from the king, the viscount of Tarbet is 
cause for which they suffer. 	It is too long allowed to continue in his office of clerk of 
to be insert. 	They declare the ground of council, registers and rolls, and senator of 
their sentence of banishment, is their dis- the college of justice, notwithstanding the 
owning the authority of a papist, whom, 
they say, they can never own as their king. 

honour of a viscount is conferred upon him. 
August 25th, upon general Dalziel's death, 

They leave a great many very good direr- the council appoint a scheme of his inter- 
tions to their suffering friends as to their ment to be delivered to the lyon king at 
carriage, 	and sign, 	J. Jamison, 	Walter arms, and the castle is ordered to fire at the 
Hume, John Kennedy, James Murray, removal of his corps. 	And Nov. 26th, 
Robert Sharp, William Marshal, William William Drummond of Cromlix gets a 
M`Call, James Corsbie. 	Another letter commission to be lieutenant general of his 
lies before me from James Rae banished majesty's forces in Scotland. 
this year to Jamaica, to his friends, dated The affair of Monmouth's invasion upon 
from aboard the ship, Newhaven, Decem- England, I leave unto the English histo- 
ber 21st, this year. 	Probably they were all rians ; it was 	ill 	concerted, and worse 
sent to Jamaica together. 	The letter is executed. 	Upon Monday, July 6th, the 
full of piety and composure of mind. 	He duke's little army was defeated near Bridge- 
acquaints them, he had a very sensible water, and next day the lord Gray was 
warning and impression that he was near a taken by the lord Lumley, and in a little 
great shock the day before he was taken ; time the duke himself, who was brought up 

.and since that tirae he was no way discour- to the tower, July 13th. 	There is an ac- 
aged, but cheerfully left himself upon the count before me of this matter, printed by 
Lord. 	He declares his fears, that sad days authority, which, in a most invidious para- 
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graph, bears, "That upon the duke and utterly to have destroyed all his majesty's 
168,5. was found a manuscript of spells, 

charms, and. conjurations, songs, receipts, 
and prayers, all written by the duke's own 

faithful and loyal subjects; 	which traitorous 

been
remarkable   

so 
  i n

u
s
i i
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r
n
a
n
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ces 

e
a
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t
•  
ter

he  d
pts;rbinyesorsoilgindaelnaend 

ahave 
lously defeated and confounded 

h
nfounded : of all which 

hand," which I leave to be exposed by others, 
as false and calumnious. The reader will find 

his majesty's privy council being deeply sensible, 
they hereby, in his majesty's royal name and 

a better account of this ill managed affair, 
in Dr 'Wellwood's memoirs, and other 

 authority, ordain and appoint the fourteenth of 
October, being his majesty's royal birth-day, to 

writers of reputation. be solemnly kept and observed throughout this 

July 14th, a letter from the king is read 
in council, bearing, 	" Whereas in the par- 

kingdom, for this year, and yearly hereafter, as 
an anniversary day of thanksgiving 	for 	his 

' majesty's happy birth, and therein to cotrxiern- 
liament 1681, the money lodged in the orate his most conspicuous entry to his royal 
hands of the magistrates of Edinburgh, for  government, and miraculous deliverances afore- 
building a church in the Grass-market, was said, and that all signs and demonstrations of 
ordered to be applied to uses as near the 
will of the defunct as possible; the king 

joy, on such solemn occasions accustomed, be 
performed h 	 subjects. 	Aug all 

  
his 

m ar righty's reverend 
 

y  recommend t o further the 
now requires it to be applied to the build- archbishops and bishops, that they cause the 
ing of a manse to the bishops of Edinburgh. ministers in their respective dioceses, for this 
The conneit accordingly order the magi*. year; and yearly hereafter, upon the said four- 
ttates to apply it, and, to pay interest for teenth of October, with the people at divine 
the money till the'house be built." 	i leave  service in the church, devoutly give 	solemn 

it to better judges to determine, whether it 
was in the power, even of the parliament 

thanks toa
h
l
i
migh

s
ty God,

lg 

 tu
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id

ea
ce

a
le

a
b
n
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d
te his  holy 

s so 
to our:

for 
 said graciousga  sovereign, and 

protection
in  him to 

or the king, to alter the destination of a these his kingdoms ; and that all his majesty's 
mortification, from the building of achurch, 
to the building of a manse; and much more, 
whether it was not a counteracting the will 
of the dead, to ordain the interest of that 
money to be paid to the , bishop, as I am 

good subjects may have notice, and be certified 
hereof, his majesty's privy council doth hereby 
require and command his majesty's lyon king at 
arms, and hi

.l, 
 s brethren, heralds, macers of

. 
 the 

t 
 

anus,Pry  forthcn wl  ithPuto. 	
i

pitsasntom'thael 
d 

 mmar 	crossessket-eiigeis  of 
told it was; and in the meantime nothing Edinburgh, and there having his majesty's coat 
is done for building it manse. of arms displayed, by sound of trumpet, and 

Upon the 16th of September, the council open proclamation, in his majesty's name and 
emit a proclamation for keeping the king's authority, make publication of the premises ; 

birth-day, October 14th, as a solemn mini- and 
'this kingdom, 

inthe 	
eo 

 sheriffs
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 the
hl is h 

 several e r
s
a l
a m

s
e
h shires ofs t

he to 
 

versary thanksgiving. 	It being 	pretty 
singular, 'insert it here. 

market-crossesg 	of the head burghs of their shires, 
and the magistrates of burghs respective, as they 

• will be answerable at their highest peril, that 
"Forasmuch as it having pleased almighty none may pretend ignorance. 	And the sheriffs 

God, to set out' most rightful redoubted sever- aforesaid, are hereby strictly required, to cause 
eign, James VII. by the grace of God, of Scow deliver to the ministers within their sheriffdoms 
land, England, France, and Ireland, king, de- respective, a printed copy of this act, that they 
fender of the faith, 'Ste. peaceably upon the may, from their pulpits, on the Lord's day pre- 
throne of his royal ancestors, our most august ceding the said day of public thanksgiving, after 
and glorious monarch, 	notwithstanding the divine service in the forenoon, read the same to 
hellish plots and machinations 	against 	the the people, and give them the necessary exh urns- 
sacred person of our late king (of ever blessed 
memory) and of our said present sovereign, 
(whom God long preserve) and also notwith- 

tions upon this occasion. 

Reflections on this are unnecessary, after 
standing of the desperate and traitorous endeav- what bath been said in the first book on 
ours of those who lately ity armed force, invaded anniversary days. It may be of more use to 
these our sovereign lord's realms of Scotland 
and England, of design not only to have sub- observe the direct encroachments made 
verted his majesty's royal government, but even upon the privileges of the royal burghs, at  
to 	have embrued their wicked hands in the this time. 	September `19th, a letter is 
sacred blood of our said sovereign lord the king, read, with relation to the election of the 
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magistrates 	of Edinburgh, 	which is as While those bold steps aiceiptkinpat 1' 6e85.? 
follows. London, which were a prefaeelto,what 

"James R. Right trusty, &cc. 	We greet you 
well. 	Whereas the usual time of electing the 

followed in England, as to.  'COiphialiOns, 
much of the same nature, our managers seem 

magistrates of our city of Edinburgh, is now 
approaching, we do hereby authorise and require 
you, upon sight hereof, to call for the present 

not to be altogether of a piece among them-
selves; and informations are taken from Mr  

magistrates, and signify our pleasure unto them, 
that they and the present town-council continue 

John Veitch, and some accounts said to be 
given by Sir John Cochran, with relation to 

as formerly, in the exercise of the government the register and secretary Murray their cur- 
thereof, and that they forbear to proceed to any responding with the lord Melville, and some 
election of magistrates or town-council, for the 
ensuing year, until we shall think fit to declare 
our pleasure to the contrary : for doing whereof, 
this shall be to you and them respectively a suf- 

malversations of the king's advocate. 	With-
out   dipping at all into this part of secret 
history, I shall lay before the reader what 

ficient warrant ; and so we bid you heartily I meet with in the registers about it. 	"The 
farewell. 	Given at our court at Windsor, the letter underwritten, directed to his sacred 
twelfth day of September, 1685, and of our majesty from the council, being brought in 
reign the first year. from the committee appointed in the fore- 

44  By his majesty's command, MELFOAD." noon for that effect, being read, the same 
Upon reading of this, the magistrates of was approven of and signed, and ordered to 

Edinburgh are called before the council, and 
his majesty's pleasure is intimate to them; 

be delivered to the lord marquis of Athole, 
to be by him presented to his most sacred 

and, in case any new counsellers be chosen majesty, which letter be accordingly receiv- 
already, the magistrates are appointed to ed, with the principal examinations of Mr 
resume the old counsellors, that so the John Veitch and Mr William Spence, upon 
town-council may remain entire as formerly, 
until his majesty's further pleasure. 	And 

oath, there being no copies left, by the 
council's special order. 	Follows the tenor 

to put all relating to this together, October of the foresaid letter. 
5th, another letter from the king is read. 

" Right trusty, Sce,. Whereas we judge it a 
matter of importance to our service, and the ad- 

"May it please your most sacred majesty, 
according to your majesty's commands given by 

vantage of our good people in our city of Edin- 
burgh, that a person of known loyalty and 

your royal letter, we have, by your proclamation, 
adjourned your parliament to the first Thursday 

integrity, be elected as their provost for the of April, 1686, in the usual manner. As also, in 
ensuing year, we have thought fit to authorise obedience to your sacred commands, in another 
and require you, after the receipt of this, to call letter of the same date, we did intimate your 
for the present magistrates, and recommend to royal pleasure to the council of Edinburgh, to 
them bailie Kennedy, as our particular choice, 
to be elected provost of that our city at this time, 
leaving them to the usual methods of electing 

continue the town-council as formerly, and to 
forbear to proceed to any election of magistrates 
or town-council, for the ensuing year, until your 

the rest of the magistrates and town-council. majesty declare your pleasure. 	We judge our- 
For doing whereof this shall be your warrant." selves always obliged to inform your majesty, as 

" Windsor, Oct. 1st. 	 IVIUltRAY." being of great importance to 	your majesty's 
The council appoint the counsellers in government, and of the highest concern to all 

town to be present to-morrow at the elec- 
tion, and see it orderly proceeded in. 	Re- 
marks upon such a letter are obvious. 	At 

your faithful servants, that  	he committee for 
dayslast rs h

archianvgino 	prisons,gf 
appointed 

 and  e
o  
xamination 

 public
eek   for searching 

ofw  prisoners, they reported to us, that in the ex- 
the same rate the king might have nomin- 
ate the rest of the magistrates and town- 

amination they found by Mr William Spence, 
that Sir John Cochran's son had been question- 

counsellors at Edinburgh, and in all the ing him, if he had carried on any correspondence 
royal burghs ; 	and in effect, 	the whole betwixt the lord register, and the late lord

J
Mel- 

privileges belonging to that body, so often
aiear, ratified in parliament, were entirely over- 

th
h
a
i
tSi 

.
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 m 
	
, i th a 

 it 
d 
 would 
beenpractising  Cochran's

ille, by  which 
had 

design to accuse the lord register, which corms- 
thrown: and we *hall just now meet with pondence is declared by the said Spence to be 
the king, dispensing with another act of utterly false. 	There was another called Mr 
his own parliament about the test. John Veitch, who was close prisoner by the lord 
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chancellor's order; and therefore, when October 24th, the council have the following 1• 

685.  -the council called for him, they removed 
all the clerks, and that Veitch did give his oath in 

return to this letter. 	" James IL Right trusty, 
8:c. 	We received your letter of the 21st of Sep.: 

writ, whereat; he said, he had sent an exact don- amber, from the marquis of Athole, by which 
ble to the lord chancellor, after his lordship's go- we were much surprised, that you had taken 
log from this, which proports, as if information upon you to examine Veitch. committed close 
had obn froilra rebel, or some of their cerrespon- 
donee, of your advocote'smatyersationin youranit- 

prisoner by our chancellor, wi tit express order, 
that tione of what quality soever, should have 

..- jesty's service, which. he also denies upon oath. any access to him, and to take up the order given 
We have likewise infortnation,, that albeit Sir by our chancellor. 	Both which, we look upon 
John Cepheus). would not voluntarily expose Ids as actions of that nature, as we cannot but ad- 
secretsand•discovories,.untilhesaw your majesty, mire how, or by what persuasion you came to 

.no not to your officers of state; yet some have do them; for supposing it has been possible for 
told here a day or tivoafter Sir John hadparted ourChancellor, to have done such a thing with- 
from this, that be wash to accuse She earl of out ma order, and that it had really been amiss, 
Murray of conversing with traitors, and we yet we ought to have been informed, and our 
having sent for Sir James Rochltead theinfortnt royal pleasure known, before any thing had 
er, we find he is gone for London. 	This ie fact been done contrary to the order, especiaBy where 
we humbly lay before your -royal wisdom, as there was no danger in a much longer delay. 
mattes of extraordinary weight, lest by such This we look upon to be so much our immediate 
practices .your Majesty's service may he more concern, that we must let you know how much 
endangered, than by the enemy's open endea- we are dissatisfied with it, that for the future 
yours;, and albeit such informations are to he you might be more careful, that no such practice 
received against the best servants, yet we in all 
submission offer to your majesty's consideration, 
how far the rage of defeated enemies, (especially 

may be. 	We do likewise find in that letter, 
that some rebels have been induced by threats or 
promises, to accuse some of our faithful servants. 

when induced by threats or promises) will We doubt not, that before you sent us that in- 
piompt them to concur in ruining your faithful formation, you were acquainted with the names 
servants, who .have served your majesty faith- of such as threatened or promised rewards in so 
fully, in ruining of them: and we humbly offer wicked- a matter, (as is well known to the world 
these, amongst many considerations, to your so. we would not suffer against the worst of our 
creel majesty, that from your royaLand fatherly enemies) which Dames we desire to be sent 
-interest in and over your servants, such dime,  
tiffini may be given, and such noticemity betaken 

forthwith to us, that we may make them exam- 
plea of our justice to posterity. 	So we bid you 

of these • informers, as wilt be,  most consistent heartily faeewelf. 	Given at our court at White- 
with . your majesty's interest, and with that hail, the 17th day of October, 1685, and of our 
which, is a part of it, your majesty's justice to reign the first year. 
your unjust servants. 	There is one Welsh, a 
forfeited traitor, taken, and brought before us, 

• wham we have remitted to the justices, in order 

"By his majesty's-command. 	" IVIEtronn." 

• Such a letter required a speedy answer, and 
to his execution;. and albeit sever* If these so, October 25th, they make the following re- 
irreclaimable rehelsla still skulking in the Moss, turn. 	" May it please your sacred majesty, we 

, es, yet At present there is a greater quiet in the regret very much, that any timing in our conduct 
westera shires, than has been• in them these should have offended your sacred majesty, whose 

- many yearshypast, and all possible care for their prosperity and greatness we have ever designed 
continuing so shall be taken by us. 	But since in all our consultations and  actions; and since 
the lord privy seal, who has been present with your sacred majesty has prescribed to us mea- 
ns, and whose eminent appearance and fidelity sores, for our conduct in the future, we shall by 
atoll occasions, ip your majesty's service, it so obedienee show what have been our former de-.  

'known to all, especially to your royal self, is now signs ; nor would we insist upon what was done 
going to attend your royal majesty, we leave a at the writing of the last letter, lest it might 
more particular information to be given by him, 
of what relates to the aforesaid or other of the 

seem a justification, if your majesty's express 
commands in your letter did not ordain us to 

public concerns of youy majesty's service here, 
and what further occurs, shall be faithfully 

give an account of the motives upon which we 
proceeded. 	As to what concerned the exarnin- 

' transmitted on all occasions by, tion of Veitch, we having seen my lord chancel- 
,. , •,•. 	" May it please your majesty, lor's order, which bears nothing of any warrant 
• " Your majesty's most humble, most faithful, -, 	1 	• and Meet obedient subjects and servants." 

from your majesty ; yet we thought it our duty, 
to have so much respect to a common of his emin- 

, - Subscribed ut sokrunt, except the marquis of eat trust and merit, to continue Mr Veitch close 
t. 	• 	.1 Athol°. 	4  prisoner, according to hislordship's order, with- 
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out ever taking up the same from the keepers, 
in whose hands it did and still lies, notwith- 
standing that Mr Veitch has both deponed to 

themselves a freedom from death and los, 
punishment, which, as they justly de- 	`). 
serve, is the most terrification of all terrors. 

his lordship and us, that he knew nothing of 
that affair, nor would we proceed on that ex- 
amination, until we knew what he had said to 
his lordship ; and accordingly he continues Still 

This is offered to your majesty, 
May it please your sacred majesty, 

Your majesty's most humble, most faithful, 
and most obedient subjects and servants. 

close prisoner, so that whatever inquiry may be Subscribed ut sederunt, except Balcarras and 
made as to him, is still entire; nor would we Claverhouse. 	Laird of Abboishall, C. Graham 
take any discovery from him, further than of Claverhouse, Laird of Gosford, The lord 
what was made to my lord chancellor, nor 
would we so much as keep a double of the 
same, 	but transmitted it 	to 	your 	majesty 

Archbishop of Glasgow, The earlof Linlithgow, 
The Cart of Balcarros, . The lord V. Tarbet, 
The lord Yester, president of session, The lord 

by an 	officer of state, and 	member of the advocate, 	The 	lord justice-clerk, 	Laird 	of 
private 	committee. 	And 	one 	of the 	chief 
motives that induced us to believe, 	that we 
might examine him, was, that my lord Chan- 

Drumelzier." 	 ... 

How this matter ended, I cannot say. 
'cellor's order did not expressly bear, that no If the procedure of the council after this 
person or judicature should examine him, which, 
if it had been, we would have had that just 

year, bad been insert in registers, we might 
have known more of this, and other differ- 

deference to my lord chancellor's order, as not ences which fell in among the managers in 
to have examined him ; but the order bearing 
only, that no person should speak with or see 
him, we only considered. 	Veitch to be in the 
condition of other close prisoners, whom the 
council uses to examine. 	But whatever the 

this reign, of which I am not in case to 
give certain accounts ; and therefore I shall 
only further add, that that worthy minister, 
mentioned in the council's letter, fell under 

practice has been, it is sufficient for us, 	that a long tract. of great severities, as appears 
your majesty has excluded all examination in by a note sent me, written by himself at 
such cases for the future, which we shall huM- 
bly and heartily obey. 	And to show that no 
interest of ours, did or shall inducius to believe, 
that your majesty by yourself or your order, 
may not examine any person whatsoever, either 

this time, which is all I have about him, 
and it is as follows. 	By order from  " 
chancellor Perth, Mr John Veit& minister 
at Westruther, was 	taken 	and carried 

as to us or your majesty's servants; we again prisoner to Edinburgh, by Sir Adam Blair 
renew the acknowledgment in our former letter, 
that information.s are to be received against the 
best of servants ; and we may bo the safer in 
this acknowledgment, that we are so happy its 

of Carberry younger, and lay all night in 
• the  n bevard kept at Holyrood-house. 	Octo-
ben 5th, he was sent to the tolbooth by a 

to live under a prince who wilt protect the 
innocence of his approved servants. 	As to that 

most unusual order, made close prisoner, 
and his keeper solemnly sworn, never to.  

expression in your majesty's letter, that some suffer any word to come in unto him, or 
rebels have been induced, by threats or promises, 
to accuse your servants, we humbly offer to your 
majesty's consideration the clause of our letter, 
which bears, that we in all submission offer to 
your majesty's consideration,"how far the rage 
of defeated enemies may prompt them to ruin 

suffer it to 	out from him,, but with the , 
knowledge of the council, or their cons-
ruittee ; and lest, in his absence, any should 
speak to him in at the door, and he to them, 
two soldiers were constantly guarding the 

your majesty's faithful servants, which was an door. 	Pen and ink were taken from him. 
abstract consideration in the general, without This way he continued the space of twenty 
reflecting upon any particular person 	what- weeks." 
somever, or arising from any examination men- • 
tinned iu the letter, but from the sad experience 
we have of the rage of your majesty's enemies 

. October lith, the council by an act ordain,  
"that no books of divinity be printed in  

against your majesty's servants, and the great this kingdom, till they be 	revised 	and 
liberty they take to swear every thing they licensed by the ordinary of the place; and 
think for the advantage of their cause; and discharge all stationers to sell any that are 
in this time, when your majesty's 	enemies not licensed, under pains of confiscation." 
have nothing left them but this revenge, against 
those who faitlifally serve, to ruin them, and 

That same day, I find a process against the 
who are irreconcilable with - them and their 
interest, upon your sacred majesty's account, 
especially, beside our ruin, they may project to 

dean of Glasgow, and minister of Hamilton, 
before the justiciary, for the crimen nefint- 
dam. 	He is asioilied there, where multi- 

iv. 2 x  
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los& 
tudeS,Of innocent persons hid been and such is their zeal, that in this act, they 
made . guilty: The Violent suspi- 

atone of guilt, wherewith_ many - in that 
place were impressed, were not removed by 

cannot but oblige all to 	whom houses 

space they arc to receive all manner of punish- 
the lards' eentence, and 110 himself' found ment and correction, (life and torture excepted.) 

And in like manner, the council taking to eon- 
proper to withdraw, and therefore I shall sideration, that the city bath been, and is great- 
eay no more•of him. ly abused, by suffering strangers, vagabonds, 

unfree persons, poor and indigent bodies, to plant 
October .28th, the •towit of Edinburgh( and have their habitation within this city; and 

pass a very good act?  for delivering their that by harbouring of the said persons, (and such 
as they reset) the town is defiled with all kind streeterrontlie 	: 	end anent the setting , 	, 	. the 

houses to any people who are not free in 
of vice, 	liberty of freemen usurped, the city 
overburdened with sustaining of that kind of 

the town, which I hare annexed in a note,„ people, their.wives, children, and sych as they 
reset, particularly in the time of dearth, and the 
monthly • contribution appointed for their own .., 

• .4et, Magistrates of Edinburgh, October 281/1,• poor, employed and consumed upon them : and 
1685. that for remedy thereof, the magistrates and 

The Which day, the lord provost, bailies, coup- council, by their Set, of the date the Zed day of 
oil, and deaceirs of crake; toeing convetied in 
council, taking to their consideration, that not, 
withstanding of divers acts of council, made for 

December, 1676 years, did statute and ordain, 
that no persons set their houses or lands within 
the city, or suburbs thereof, in any time here- 

purging the city of vagabonds, beggars, and alter;  to any unfree persons, that are not landed 
other ldlepersons, who daily trouble the inhab, 
hunts, and others his majesty's lieges resorting 

gentlemen, or members of the college of justice, 
without a special ticket from the bailie of the 

therete;,. yet they-arts so numerous, that the cit- quarter, in writ, within whose bounds the said 
Netts and other his nutje.sty's lieges cannot,' lands lie, under the pain of an Endow of twenty 
Wishout great trouble, walk upon the streets,' pounds, to be taken off the setters or owners of 
which is very burdensome to the city, and die, 
graceful to the place; considering, that by die 

the said lands, or houses, for ilk person to whom 
their land or house was to be set, with the es- 

}5th act of the 3d session of our late sovereign cheat of a year's mail to the town's use : and 
lord's first parliament, it is declared, that it where any lands or houses are set to such per- 

' shall be leisione to oll.persons or societies, who sons, that the owners or setters remove the said 
have or shall set tip any maqufactorics within persons instantly; and that the bellies shall give 
this kingdom, to seize upon and apprehend any no ticket to the said unfree persons, but open 
vagabonds, who shall he found begging, or who caution to be fOund acted in the town's books, 
:being masterless and out of service, and Uwe that they shall keep and fulfil the articles fol- 
not wherewith to maintain themselves, by their lowing, to wit, that they shall receive no rags- 
common work; and declaring they shall continue bonds, naughty or vicious persons, nor any who 
thereiteduring their lifetime, and shall be sub- are suspect of theft, or reset of theft, or of keep- 
kern,. their masters' correction and chastise- ing of brothel-houses, nor masterless persons' 
went, in all manner of correction, (life and tor- within their houses, under the pain of twenty 
tare excepted) the said persons being always pounds, so oft as they fail. Item. They shall use 
employed by the said manufactories, With ad. no unlawful vocation, or usurp the liberty of a 
vice of the magistrates of the place where they freeman under the said pain. Item. That neither 
shall be seized upon : and the council being now they, their servants, wives nor children, shall lie 
resolved, that all the vagabonds, beggars, and burdenable to the good town, under the pain of 
other idle persons,and their children, that are an unlaw of an hundred merks. 	Item. 	That 
above the age of five years,,that can be found 
upon thestreetsof the city, or in any part of the 
some, or suburbs thereof, shall be apprehended 

they shall be no ways disobedient to the church, 
or magistrates, or officers of the said burgh, 
under the said pain, and their penalties to be 

and-put in 	and set at work paid by the said cuutioners. 	The council do re- 
to spin andeard, and working *Or manufac- 
tory-work as they-shall be employed to do by 

vive the foresaid act, in the whole heads, articles, 
and clauses thereof, and ordain the same to take 

the keeper of the correction-house, and his ser- effect, and to be put to due execution in all time 
Vents, whiCh they judge to be the• best expedi- coming. 	And further, it is statute and (w- 
ent for purging the city end suburbs of the said duined, that outland poor beggars, mid other poor 
idle persons and vagabonds, and preventing the 
increase of them in time coming. 	Therefore, 
they hereby command and charge these persons 

that have not been burgesses.baireis in this burgh, 
remove and despatch themselves forth of this 
burgh, bounds and liberties thereof, end to retire 

who alai' receive the magistrates' commission, 
to take and apprehend all such vagabonds, idle 

to the place or parish where they were born, or 
formerly resided, so that they be not found nor 

beggars, whores, thieves, and masterlesspersons, 
and their!ehildrest, above the age of five years, 
who shall be found within the city, or in any 

seen within the same at any time hereafter, 
under the pain of putting of them in the thieves' 
hole, forty eight hours for the first fault; and 

part thereof, or suburbs of the same, and present scourging of them thereafter, ns they shall be 
them to the magistrates, that thereafter they found within the bounds foresaid: and ordain 
may be imprisoned within the said louse of cor- thir 	presents to 	be printed, and 	published 
rection, to be set at work by the said master of 
the correction-house, and his servants, in man- 

through the city and suburbs, by tuck of drum, 
and affixed upon the most coLspicuous plaices of 

nor foresaid, who are to remain therein during 
all the days of their lifetime, conform. to the tenor 
of the said act of parliament, during the which 

this city, that none pretend ignorance. 	Ex, 
tracted by me, 

Jo. Illcuxamsom. 
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are set, to conformity and subjection to the Cockburn of Clerkington, Alexander. In;    
church, vine of Drum, John Gordon of Rothe- 1685. 

What offers next, is of far more import- Patrick   Leslie of Balci
MenziesO 

 Sir George 

ance, and with it I must end what I have 
may, uham 

 
William Gordon gf ritfoddels, of Gi ht 

James lnnesg  of
,
Drumgask, Adam Gordon of 

to give my readers from the council-regis- 
ters. 	November 12th, a very extraordinary 

Auchmacoy, Francis Gordon-younger of Craig, 
MrAlexander Irvine of Lairny, Mr Richard Ir- 

letter is read, dispensing with an act of the vine of Kinkton, the laird of Fetterneir, the laird 
very last parliament, requiring the commis- 
sioners of supply to take the test. 	Most 

of Wartle-leslie, Alexander Frazerof Kinnaries, 
Macdonald of 13inbecula, 	Mac- 

part of the persons, if not all in the under- t
onald of Lar 

GordongY
acdonald of Cassil- 

on, Patrick 	on of Glastyrum, John Grant 
written list, were papists. 	In favours of of Ballindalloch, James Gordon of Camdel, John 
those his own friends, the king very frankly Gordon of Baldorny, Alexander 	Gordon • of 
breaks through a law, to which he ,had 
given his assent a few months ago. 	Such 

Auchintoul. 	Given at our court at Whitehall, 
the 7th day of November, 1685, and of our reign 

steps need no observations, they are what the first year. 
protestants may expect from a bigotted 
papist; and so I just insert the council's 
act, king's letter, and list, as they stand in 

"By  his majesty's command. 	„ mi.trosp.„ 

Toward the end of this year, several pri- 
the registers. 	" The letter underwritten soners in the Canongate tolbooth found 
directed from the king's most excellent means to escape. 	I have no account of the 
majesty to the privy council, for dispensing circumstances; but December 3d, the ad- 
with some persons, commissioners for sup- vocate is appointed to process the magis- 
ply, their taking of the test, conform to the crates of Edinburgh for their escape. 	No 
list therewith sent, being read, was ordered 
to be recorded, and an act ordered accord- 
ingly to be transmitted to the persons there- 

question they were free from any accession, 
being modelled to the mind of the court, 
and they easily got off. 

in mentioned, and to the conveners of the The rage against presbyterians was not 
commissioners of the 	respective 	shires confined at this time to Scotland, but reach- 
therein concerned ; of which letter and list 
the tenor follows." 

ed even to the banished ministers in Holland, 
with such as had retired thither for shelter, 

JAMES R. as Mr James Veitch, Mr Alexander Pit. 
.. Right 	trusty, &c. 	we 	 well. greet you cairn, Mr George Campbell, Mr Patrick 

Whereas in the 12th act of our current parlia- Warner, and others at this time there, and 
ment, intituled Act of Supply, there is a clause they were brought to some trouble. 	The 
ordaining all the commissioners therein named, 
to take the oaths and test appointed by law, 
which clause we judge fit for our service, to 
require you to put vigorously in execution, ex- 
opting these in the list here inclosed, whom we 
have dispensed with from taking the same, and 

occasion, as one of them informs me, was 
this. 	A fellow who had called himself 
Robert Smith, in the parish of Dunscore, 
and pretended to have been at Bothwell-
bridge, endeavoured to bear in himself upon  

such as we shall hereafter dispense With under the weekly meeting which those reverend 
our royal hand. 	For doing whereof this shall ministers, and others of the 	persecuted 
be your warrant, and so we bid you heartily Scotsmen, had for prayer at Rotterdam. 
farewell. 	Given at our court at Whitehall, the He got in so far upon Mr Grier, a very good 
seventh day of November, 1685, and of our reign 
the first year. man, and member of the meeting, that Mr 

Grier spoke to Mr Warner, to propose " By his majesty's command. 
" 141xtronn." Smith's admission to the meeting. Mr War- 

• JAMES It. ner did not like his forwardness to be ad- 
A list of the persons who arc to be dispensed with 

from taking the test, conform to our letter (of the 
mitted to the meeting; and upon inquiry, 
found that Smith was very big with a po- 

date of these presents) directed to our privy conic- piste captain, and suspecting he might be' a 
ci/ of our ancient h„ingdem of Scotland. spy upon them, be so effectually crushed 
u The duke of Gordon, the earl of Seaford', the his admission to the meeting that it was 

earl of Traquair, the lord Oliphant, 	Richard never proposed, and be was not out in his 
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fears. 	ToWards the end of the year any parallel, unless it be the counter-part 
1685. 1683, Smith went over to London, 

and made a pretended discovery of what 
of the same plot, against the reformation, 
breaking out in October this year, by the 

he said he had picked up anent the plot, in 
an information riven at Whitehall, February 

revocation of the edict of Nantz in France, 
and the most ungrateful and utter razing 

24th, 1683-4, for which, though Doctor of that once glorious and numerous protes: 
Sprat is pleased to deny this, I have no tent church, with the bloody dragooning 
doubt he had money. This paper is publish- conversion which followed upon it. 	The 
ed by the Doctor in the history of the Rye- scene is not altogether so black during the 
house plot,andcontains avast number of lies, 
which I wonder the government perceived 

three following years I am to account for, 
and I shall now very quickly' come to an 

not the falsehood of, being in part self-con- end of this melancholy and irksome history. 
tradictory, and plainly disagreeable to many Having mentioned this dismal alteration 
facts they could not but know. 	This un- in France, I take it not to be disagreeable 
worthy fellow, partly in spite, and partly to to this work, to give the reader the French 
get his hire, informs of many facts scanda- king's edict, which ruined that dear and 
lously false. 	It is not worth while to go once reformed church. 	It bath been once 
through them now. 	He pretends to have and again printed in most languages in 
seen Mr Warner in the council of war at Europe ; but probably it will not be un- 
Bothwell-bridge, whereas, from Drumclog acceptable to a good many, into whose hand 
to the defeat, he was scarce ever within this history may come, to have it here; 
forty miles of Bothwell. 	I imagine it hath 
been from this scandalous information, that 

and I shall adjoin to it a copy of the articles, 
and form of abjuration of the protestant 

the process formerly mentioned, against the religion, 	imposed upon our brethren in 
reverend 	Mi John .Sinclair, minister of France, toward the end of this year. 	Once 
Ormiston, was taken, and several articles I thought to have turned them over to the 
in Cesnock 	and other worthy patriots' Appendix, but falling in the end of the 
processes, formerly noticed. 	Upon this chapter, they will snake no break in the 
information, it seems, 	O'er I can learn history; and they deserve a room in th ! 
no other foundation for it) this year or- body of it, were it but to awaken our 
ders were given to the. English resident sympathy with the noble confessors of our 
in Holland, to insist with the states general, 
either to apprehend or remove those banish- 

sister church, yet remaining after so long 
and black a night as they have been under; 

ed ministers from Rotterdam, and their and to quicken any who have interest at 
dominions. 	Some thing was done to stop the throne of grace, to redouble their ardent 
the clamour the resident made; but care supplications 	for them, 	and 	the Lord's 
was taken to advertise the ministers of cherishing the essays and struggles good 
their hazard, and they stept a little out of numbers there at this time seem to be 
the way. 	Those worthy men were put to making, to wrestle from under the yoke of 
some trouble in the foreign land to which Rome and popery. 	It ought not to escape 
they were retired ; but the Lord was with our remark, and might quicken us to a 
them, and delivered them, and in a little generous concern in those points, that the 
time now, a door was opened for their re- French king never ventured upon revoking 
turn to Scotland, and their being singularly the famous edict of Nantz, whereof Brit is 
useful for their Redeemer's kingdom there. is the undoubted guarantee, till once our 

Thus at some length I have gone through 
this bloody year; and the narrative given 

throne was filled with a bigotted papist, 
his own creature. 	And probably the rem- 

of the severities committed during it, no cation had been sooner made this year, if 
. dottb; will astonish the reader, and give the French court, as was noticed, had not 

him a fuller view, than perhaps he had of been alarmed at king James's declaration at 
the vile pdpish spirit of persecution now his accession, and mucrt more with his 
raging lin Britain, which indeed hath scarce speech to his first English parliament. 13ut 
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quickly the king threw off the mask, and 	provision, by particular articles, as to 

satisfied his friends, he was hearty in his 	every thing be thought necessary for 1680.  
design of 	ruining the 	reformation: 	he 	maintaining the quiet of • his kingdom, and to 

Lessen the aversion that was betwixt those of , broke with his parliament, and acted like a 	the one and the other religion, to the end hg, 
sincere papist as he was. 	Then was the 	might be in a better capacity to endeavour that 
*proper juncture to fall upon the reformed 	which be had resolved to do, the reuniting of 
in France, and this was not delayed un- 	those unto the church who bad so lightly 
necessarily one moment. 	I have, with 	departed from it. 	And whereas the sudden 
surprise, observed a considerable agreement 	death of the king our foresaid grandfather, put a 
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acts against the reformed in France, from 	interrupted during the minority of the late 
the year 1660 to the year 1683, where the 	king, our thrice honoured lord and father, of 
recueil I have ends; and the acts of council glorious memory, by the renewed encroachment 

,, and parliament in Scotland, mentioned in 
the former part of this history. 	The steps 

of those of the pretended reformed religion, by 
to be . themselves
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said edict. • Never., taken, the penalties, and the very phrases 
in both, do very much agree. 	And, gen- 
erally speaking, the French king bath the 

theless the late king, our foresaid lord and father, 
out of his innate clemency, granted to them a 

honour of precedency in this severe and an- 
tichristian work. 	Whether our people 

new edict at Nismes, in the month of J uty 1629, 
by means whereof the former tranquillity was 

copied after him I cannot say; but the 
harmony is such, one is almost forced to th 
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royal' grandfather had pbe.en, did resolve to as  to eta, 

suspect it. 	In the edict I am now to insert, 
we have a copy cast to the king of England, 
which, had he not been taken short and 

ploy that peace for effectuating so pious a de- 
sign. 	But foreign wars falling out a few years 
thereafter, so that from the year 1635, till the 

stopped, I doubt not lie would have care- concluding a truce with the princes of Europe 

fully copied, in an act rescissory of all our 
laws since James V. and Henry VIII's 
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time. 	But passing those remarks, I come thi advancement of the true religion, except by ' 
to give the reader a copy of the French diminishing the number of the places, where 
edict, Englished by an eminent presbyterian the pretended reformed religion was exercised, by 
minister lately got to heaven, at this time, 
if I mistake not, at Paris, and I know it is 
exact. 

condemning those which had been set, up with-
out warrant front the edicts, and suppressing 
the a bipartite courts, whisk were erected pro-
visionally only, and for a season. 

God having at length permitted our people to 
Edict by the king, discharging all public exercise of enjoy a perfect quiet, and we being dispensed 
' the pretended reformed 	religion, 	within. 	his from the care of protecting them against our 
kingdom. enemies, we purpose to take the occasion of this ' 

c,  Lewis, by the greet) of God, king of France truce, which we were the more easily induced 
and Navarre, to all present and to come : greet- to grant, that we might apply ourself to the 
ing. 	Forasmuch as Henry the great, our royal means of accomplishing with success the designs 
grandfather, of glorious memory, being desirous, 
that the peace he had purchased for his subjects, 
after the great damages they had sustained by 

of our said royal grandfather and father; the 
which- we also have entertained ever since our 
coming to the throne. 	We now perceive, with 

• the long continuance of foreign apd domestic due acknowledgments to almighty God, that our 
wars, might not be interrupted upon the account endeavours have attained the end whielt we pro. 
pf the religion which calls itself reformed, as had posed, inasmuch as the greater and better part 
happened in the reigns of the kings his predeces- of our subjects.of the foresaid religion, hare ern- 
sors, did, by his edict given at Nantz in the braced the Catholic faith. 	And since hereby 
month of April, in the year 1598, regulate the the observation of the edict of Nantz, and of 
conduct that was to be used towards those of the whatever else may have been enacted in favour 
foresaid religion, determine the places wherein of the said pretended reformed religion, becomes 
they might be permitted to exercise the same, 
appoint judges extraordinary in the administra- 
tion of justice to them ; and did moreover make 

unnecessary, we judged that we could in nothing 
• The chaintret .n parties consisted, the one half of 

Protestant judges, anti she other of Catholic 
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,,.. 	
contribute more effectually to the utter ‘,.. " V. Our will is, that those of the foresaid 

I. ' extinguishing the remembrance of the ministers who shall turn, shall continue to en- 
troubles, 	confusion, and mischiefs which the joy, during their own lifetime, and their widows 
growth of that false religion bath raised in our after their decease, so long as they remain in 
dominions, and which gave oecasion to the fore- widowhood, the same freedom and immunity 
said edict, and so many other edicts and declare- from taxes and quartering of soldiers that they 
tions that did precede, and were made in conse- enjoyed while they exercised the function of 
quence of the same, than by an absolute revoca- ministers : and moreover, we shall cause' to be 
tion of the said edict of Nantz, and of all the 
particular articles that were 'granted pursuant 

paid to the said ministers, during their lifetime, 
a yearly pension, which shall be one third more 

thereunto, and generally of all that hath been done_ than the allowances they had as ministers ; the 
since in behalf of the said religion. 	Therefore, one half of which pension shall be paid to their 
• A' I. We give to know, that we, for these cams- wives after their death, so long as they remain In 
es and others us thereto moving, of our own widowhood. 
certain knowledge, full power, and royal author- " VI. If any of the said ministers shall desire 
ity, have by this present, perpetual; and irrevo- to become advocates, or take upon them the de- 
cable edict, suppressed and revoked, likeas we green of Doctors in law, our will and intention 
suppress and revoke the edict of our said royal is that they be dispensed with as to the three 
grandfather, given at Nantz in the month of years' study appointed by our declarations, and 
April, in the year 1568, in the whole extent that after having undergone the usual examine- 
thereof, together with the particular articles tions and are thereupon judged capable, they be 
concluded upon the 2d of May following, and received Doctors, paying only the half of the 
the letters patents passed thereupon ; as also the fees that use to be exacted on that occasion in 
edict given at NismeS, in the month of July each university. 
1629. 	All which we declare void and null, as " VII. We discharge all private schools for 
if they had never been made. 	As likewise all the instruction of the children of the said reli- 
concessions granted either by them, or any other gion, and generally all things whatsoever that 
edicts, declarations, or acts, to those,  of the fore- may import any manner of concession or grant 
said religion, of what nature soever they may in favour of the said religion. 
be; the which in like manner shall be held as " VIII. As for the children who shall be born 
'they never had been granted : and in pursuance of those of the said religion, we will that hence- 
hereof, we will, and it is our pleasure, that all forward they be baptized by their 	respective 
the temples belonging •to those of the foresaid parochial curates. 	And for that effect, do enjoiu 
religion, situated within our kingdom, territo- 
ries, lands, and dominions subject to our obedi- 

the fathers and mothers to send them to church, 
under the pain of five hundred livres fine, in 

ence, be forthwith demolished, 
"II. We prohibit all our subjects of time fore- 

case of failure, and that the said children be 
hereafter educated in the catholic, apostolic, and 

said religion, henceforth to assemble themselves Roman religion; the which we straitly charge 
for the exercise of the said religion, in any place the judges of the respective places, to see pune.- 
or house, upon any pretext vvhatsomever, or Lustily performed. 
even in those places which they held by right of " IX. And that our clemency may be ex- 
possession, or of ancient" bailiage, notwithstand- tended to our subjects of the said religion, who 
ing the said rights have beets corroborated by 
acts of our council. 

have withdrawn out of our kingdom, territories, 
and lands of our obedience, before the public a- 

" III. We in like manner prohibit all lords of tion of this our present edict, we will, and our 
what degree soever, to hold the foresaid exercise meaning is, that in case they will return within 
in their houses, manors of what tenure soever four months from the date of this said publics- 
they be ; all which we discharge under the pains tion, they may, and it shall be leisome to them to 
of confiscation of body and goods in case of con- re-enter upon the possession of their estates and 
traven don. goods, and the same to enjoy in all points, as 

o IV. Weenjoin all ministers of the foresaid re- they might have done if they had always remain- 
ligion, who refuse to turn and embrace the oath- ed therein. 	And on the contrary, that the 
olio,' apostolic, 	Roman religion, that within goods of those who within the foresaid space of 
fifteen days Aafter the publication of this our 
edict, they depaq forth our kingdom and lands 

four mouths shall not return unto our kingdom, 
or lands of our obedience, from which they hnvo 

under our• obedience, and 'that they abfde not withdrawn, shall remain and be confiscated by 
therein after' the afor4id term, and that during virtue of our declaration of the 20th of August 
the said space-of fourteen days they make no last. 
sermon, exhortation, nor exercise any other part " X. We do reiterate our most strict and per- 
of their function under pain of being condemned emptory prohibition and discharge to all our 
to the genies. subjects of the pretended reformed religion, that 

they do not depart, they, their wives, or 	Aldren, 
out of our kingdom, land, or territories subject • See the 9th and 11th articles of the edict of Nantz. 
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unto us, nor thence transport their goods or ef- and many other .writings of the ,

6" 
0„ 

fects, under the pain of being condemned to the French protestants. 	It may be of '. 
gullies, for the men, and confiscation of body 
and goods, for the women. more use to the reader, to add the 5rtieles, to 

" XI. We will, and our intention is, that the which these who renounced the reformation 
declarations made against the relapsed, be put in were obliged to subscribe, and the form of 
execution, according to their full form 	and, 
tenor. 

their abjuring the protestant religion; which 
was this year printed in English under thi5 

" XII. Moreover, they of the said religion, 
may, till it shall please God to enlighten them 
as well as others, abide in the cities and other 
places of our kingdom, territories and lands sub- 
Sect unto us, and there carry on their commerce, 
and possess their goods, without trouble or mo-
lestation upon the account of their said religion : 
provided always, as said is, that they do not e.x.,  

title.  

A true and exact copy of the several Articles, togeth-. er with thefortne the Abjuration of the protestant 
religion, and confession of the Bomish, imposed 
upon the French protestants, taken front the ori- - 
ginal, in the hands of Bonarenture :Le Brun, 
notary public of Rouen, 168 1. 

ercise the same, nor assemble themselves under The profession e the Roman Catholic apostolic 
the pretence of prayers, or other worship of faith. 
what nature soever, belonging to their said re- " In the name of the Father, the Son, and the 
ligion, under the above expressed pains of eon- Holy Ghost, Amen. 	I A. B. do believe and 
duration of body and goods. confess with a firm faith, all and every thing con- 

" Herefore we give in charge to our beloved rained 4n the symbol of the faith which the 
and trusty counsellors, the judges in our court Boman church dash use, viz. 
of parliament., chamber of accounts, and court 
of subsidiesat Paris, bellies, sheriffs, provosts, and 

"I. I believe iwone God, the Patheralmighty, 
maker of heaven and earth, and of all things 

others our magistrates, to whom it appertains, 
and to their lieutenants, that they cause be read, 
published and registrate, this our present edict, 
in their courts and jurisdictions, though in time 
of vacation ; and that the same they receive, and 

visible and invisible: and in one Lord Jesus 
Christ, the only begotten Sort of God, begotten 
of his Father before all' worlds, God of God, 
light of-light, very God of very God, begotten, 
not made, being of one substance with 	the . 

cause to be received, kept, and puncttially ob- Father, by whom all things were made : who 
served, without contravening, or suffering the for us men, and for our salvation, came down 
same to ,be contravened, any manner of way. from heaven, and was incarnate- by the Holy 
Fox so is Oen PLEASURE ; and to the end the 
matter may be firm and stable, we have caused 

Ghost of the virgin Mary, and was made man, 
and was crucified also for us under Pontius 

append our seal to these presents. 	Given at Pilate. 	He suffered and was burled, and the 
Fountain-bleau, in the month of October, the third day'he rose again according to the scrip- 
year of grace  1685, and in the forty-third year tures, and ascended into heaven, and sitteth on 
of our reign. the right hand of the Father. 	And he shall 

"LEWIS." come again with glory to judge both the quick 
Visa le Tether. and the dead : whose kingdom shall have no 

And. below ' by the King, Colbert.' end, 	And I believe in the Holy Ghost, the 
And sealed with the great seal of green wax, 

upon laces bf red and green silk. 
Lord and giver of life, who proceedeth from 
the Father and the Son, who with the Father 

" Itegistrate, heard, and, at the requisition of 
the king's attorney general, to be put in elm.. 

and the Son togetheris worshipped and glorified, 
who spoke by the prophets. 	And I believe one 

cution according to the form and tenor. 	The catholic and apostolic church. 	1 acknowledge 
copies collationed, and sent unto .the seats of one baptism for the remission of sins, -and I look 
justice, bailiages, senesehaussees within the jar- for the resurrection of the dead, and the life of 
isdiction, there to be in like manner registrate; the world to come. 	Amen. 

, enjoined to the deputes of the said attorney.. " II. I own and embrace most firmly, the 
'general, to see the same executed; and thereof to apostolicat and ecclesiastical traditions, and all 
certify to the court. 	At Paris, in the court of other observations and constitutions of the said 
vacations, the 22d of October, 1685. church. 

" DE s.a. BANNS." " III—Likewise I receive the holy scripture, 
according to the sense which the holy mother- 

It is perfectly out of my road to make church bath held, and loth hold, to whom it 
anyoUservations Upon this revocatory edict. belongs to judge of the true sense and interpre- 

Abundance hath been written upon it, and tation of the sacred scriptures ; and I will never. 
take nor interpret it, but according to the un- 

the reader hath this matter set in a due animous consent of the fathers. 
light, in the History of the edict of Nantz, ,, 1V. I _ confess also, that-there are-truly and 
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"properly seven"sacraments of the new Then, swearing upon the holy evangelists, must 
• 1685' law, institute by Jesus Christ our Lord, 
and necessary to the salvation of Mankind, al- 

be said, 
- " I 	A. B. promise, -vow, and swear, to bold 

though all of them be• not to every particular and confess most constantly, to the last breath 
person, Via. baptism, coblirmation, the euch- of my life, (with God's help) entire and in- 
twist, 	penance, extreme 'unction, orders, and violable, this same catholic faith, out of which: 
marriage; and that they do confer grace; and none can be saved, which now I profess of my 
that baptism, eonfirmation, and orders, cannot awn accord, and most sincerely; and I will 
be repeated •evi Mout sacrilege. take care, as much as in me lieth, that it may 

"V. I receive and admit also the ceremonies be kept, taught, and preached by those that are 
received and approved ,by the catholic church, in• under me, and by those the cure of whom doth 
the SOie1111j adthinistration of all the above.weii. appertain to my charge. 	So help me God, and 
Citified sacraments. 	. 	• 	" the holy gospels. 	Amen." 
' " VI. I einbritee mid receive all and every 
thing that hath been determined and declared, 
concerning originatsiu and justification, by the 

Form ef abjuration. 

" I, 	A. B. of the parish of L., do certify all 
holy synod of Trent. whom it may concern, 	that having become 

" 111..I likewise profess, that in -the mass sensible of the falseness of the pretended re- 
there is offered to God, a true, proper, and pro- formed religion, and the truth of the catholic 
pitiatory sacrifice for the quick and dead ;,'and religion, of my free will, and without any con- 
that inthe most holy sacrament of the eucharist, 
there is truly; really, and substantially, the body 

straint, have made profession of the catholic, 
apostolic, and Roman religion, in the church of 

and llood, together with the soul and divinity, 
of our Lord Jesus Christ, and that there is made 

L. in the• band of P. In testimony of which, 
I,have signed this" deed, in the presence of the 

a- conversion-  of the whole substance of the bread witnesses under-named this 	. 	day of 	' 
into the Way, and of the whole substance of the in the year  
wine into the 'blood, 	which wouversien the " I, 1'. incumbent of the church of L. in the 
Catholic church calls transubstantiation. parish of L. in Rouen, do certify, that this day, 
' 	"VIII. Lalso-confos, that under one of the being the 	of 	in the year 
two kinds only, whole Christ Jesus and a true have received the abjuration of the pretended 
sacrament is received. reformed religion, and the profession of the 

" 1 X. I steadfastly hold there is a purgatory, 
and that the souls there detained; are helped by 

catholic, apostolic,. Roman faith, which A. B. 
of the parish of L. made in my hands, in pre- 

the prayers of the faithful; senee of C. D. and E. F." 
" X. Like**, that the,  saints which reign Bonaventure lelirtin, notar public, in the palace- 

together With Jesus Christ, are to he worshipped 
and invoked; and that they dooffer prayers to Grid 
for us, and that their relicts are to be honoured. 

yard, Rouen. 

" XL 	I affirm most steadfastly, that the This may let us see the greatness of our 

image* of Jesus Christ., and the mother Of God, 
always a virgin, and also the other saints, ought 

delivery at the late glorious revolution, by 
the hand of king William ; and how much 

to be 'had .14114.  kept, and that the honour and we were again brought under the greatest 
worship due to them, is to he given them. debt to a kind ProVidence, by the season- 
, " XII. 	I also certify, that the power of 
indulgences bath been left in the church by 

able accession of our sovereign king George 

Jesus Christ, and that the us.e of theta is most to the throne, when we were just upon the 

healthful to Christian people. brink of such edicts, professions, and 0- 
" XIII. .1 acknewledie the holy, catholic, 

apostolic, and Roman church, the mother and 
jurations as those : and from them we 
ought to make an estimate of the Lord's 

mistress of all vliurelteatt,  , 
" X IV. I promiseanj swear a true obedience 

to. the Roman ,pontiff-  successor to the most .  
blessed Peteroprince%of the apostles, and vicar 

goodness to poor Scotland, in blessing the 
arms of his majesty, under his gallant general 
and commander in chief, John duke of Ar- 

of Jesus Christ:   gyle, to the chasing of the pretender to the 
" XV. I likewrse.  .iteceive and profess, with- crown of these realms, educated in the faith 

Out any doubtoill other things, left, defined, and 
declared by the sacred canons, and general coun- 

just now set down, and so wedded to it, 
that he refused to be crowned, as I am in- 

cils, and especially by the hely synod of Trent. formed, at Scone, till once he received the 
" XVI. And I likewise condemn, reject, and 

anathematize all things contrary, and all the pope's giant of Britain card Ireland, in duo 

heresies condemnedy rejected, and anathematiz- form, who, he said, had the only power to 

ed by the church:  dispose of crowns. 	It is people's ignorance 
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of the villanies of popery, and the lament- , servingpersons, and wanted ministers 1680  
able state of those who are under their anti- ! to preach to them, that they lived as 	' 
christian , and inhumane cruelties, makes I privately as might be, essaying to pass this 
them value our great mercies so little, and i melancholy time as much unobserved as they 
have so little true sympathy with our per- I could; and a good many complied in some 
secuted brethren. 	 Ithings, and now and then heard some of the i better sort of the established clergy, especi- 

CHAP. X. I ally such who showed themselves hearty 
OF THE STATE AND SUFFERINGS OF PRESIIY- ! protestants, by opposing popery now coming 

TERIANS, IN THE TEAR 1686. lin so fast. 	In short, except as to church-
irregularities, there was not much ground 

Tins year, and the following two, do not for the persecutors to work upon ; yet still 
afford such instances of general persecu- we are to consider the sufferings of presby- 
tion, as the former and some preceding terians as continuing, by the lengthening 
years. 	Some particular examples of in- lout of many of the evils formerly lying up- 
humanities, as occasions offered, and a few on them, and the persecution as remaining 
more murders in the fields, of which I have in every thing wherein any serious persons 
been able only to recover some short hints, 
with the continued procedure of the justi- 
ciary, in more forfeitures, upon the score of 

could be reached by the then laws, and even 
beyond them. 	Indeed the. society people, 
this and the succeeding years, were hunted 

the attempt of the earl of Argyle, will make and harassed in the south and west, as far 
up the bulk of what I am to lay before the as they could be discovered. 	Their hard- 
reader, upon the sufferings of this church, 
this year. 	But it would be unfit to over- 

ships were indeed inexpressible, and their 
preservations and deliverances remarkable. 

look the grand attempt made in parliament, 
for overturning the protestant religion, by 

Mr James Renwick was preaching here and 
there, as he best could, in retired places; 

letting in papists to places of trust. 	Some but his falling in with the tenets, declass._ 
other things will offer themselves, which, 
though they do not so nearly relate to the 

tions, and heights, which the generality o;. 
presbyterians could not approve of, his be- 

present sufferings, yet they will lead us in- ing necessarily led by his followers, to some 
to the state of presbyterians and sufferers, 
during this period, where I shall only hint 

things he would not otherwise have gone 
into, instead of leading them, and their set- 

at some few matters of fact, which I sup- ting up against all the remaining presby- 
pose are but little known. terian ministers, indulged and not indulged, 

The reasons of the slackening of the kept the most part of presbyterians from 
persecution this year, as to some branches joining with him; yet, by the papers I have 
of it, are many. 	After the endeavours of seen, and the accounts I have, I am well 
the prelates and their adherents, so vigor- 
ously supported, as we have heard, for 

assured, Mr Renwick, and some with him, 
laboured hard to bring his followers from 

twenty-six years, one needs not be surprised several heights they had run to; and it is 
to find they had little work to do. 	Most plain, he smoothed many things in their 
part of presbyterian ministers were banish- public papers, and moderated some things 
ed, or had withdrawn; and very few were in their public actings, especially after Mr 
left. 	The gentlemen and heritors, who Shiels joined him. 	In short, though the 
favoured presbytery, were either worn out violence against presbyterian ministers and 
by death, forfeited, banished, or put under their followers, for conscience sake, was 
such burdens as were equal to a forfeiture; nothing, strictly speaking, abated, yet the 
and little more could be done this way. project for introducing of popery, by re- 
The common people, who had suffered so moving the penal statutes, and granting a 
much during the former years, were many toleration to papists, when that did not 
of them cut off; ransported to the plants- succeed, made it convenient, that 	there 
tions, or mewed up in prisons; and the should be some little superseding of the 
rest so borne down by the soldiers, and time- more overt, open, and common acts of 

tv. 	 2 Y 
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1686 violence, rapine, and bloodshed, so 
. frequent for some years, the more to 

popery, to which prelacy and such horrid 
persecution had paved the way. 	Besides 

cover their specious pretext of easing tender all this, common to all presbyterians this 
consciences, though every one who was not and the two following years, the justiciary 
blind might see, .that all the relaxation this went on in their forfeitures, mostly upon 
way, was only designed for the advan- Argyle's attempt. 	The finings for non- 
tage of the king's religion. 	All the respite conformity in some places were very exor- 
then at this time, • was either from mere bitant ; and we shall meet with some other 
necessity, and want of objects to work 
upon, through their preceding barbarity, or 

particulars of the continuing persecution, 
murders in the fields, and other instances 

designed to cozen and cheat all who had of severities; and in this section I shall 
any warm side to the protestant religion, to give the reader some view of theke. 
go into, or, at least, not oppose the jesuiti- I begin with a short hint of what is 
cal measures the king was entering upon, 
for the total ruin of the reformation. 

remarkable in the criminal books, just ac- 
cording to their dates, as they offer. 	De- 

My narrative then of this year shall cember 21st last year, the advocate intents 
come under the heads of the persecution a process against the duke of Buccleugh 
continuing through the country, the re- • and Monmouth, Fletcher of Salton, and the 
markable procedure of the parliament; and lord Stair,* and a very long indictment is 
I shall bring in the state of the society given in against them, and read. 	We may 
people, and some other things relative to easily guess what was to be charged upon 
this year, in a section by themselves. the first, and we have had the sum of the 

libels against the other two formerly. 
SECT. I. 	 " 

' 
To begin with the duke of Buccleugh, 

he is delayed till January 4th, and then to 
Of the procedure of the justiciary, murders February 15th, when " the duke of Buc- 

in the fields, and other branches of the cleugh and Monmouth deceased, is forfeit- 
persecution, this year, 1686. ed for converse with Sir John Cochran and 

his son, Westshiels and Cultness, forfeited 
kr is the public and barbarous violences, 
tortures, public executions, and murders in 

rebels, for joining in out-rigging three ships 
with the late earl of Argyle, and landing in 

cold 'blood, that will leave the 	frightful 
impressions of the blackness of this time 

England upon the last of June 1685, at Lyn, 
and taking on him the title of king, and re- 

I have been describing, most sensibly upon 
1 

sisting his majesty's forces; for all which 
the 	spirit 	of the 	readers; but a little he was executed the 	day of July 
thought and reflection upon the circum- * In the characters of Statesmen in Carsirtir's 
stances of multitudes of other presbyterians, 
who escaped those, will discover them to be 

State papers, Stair is thus described—" Is eldest 
son
ion 
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most lamentable. 	Their silent sabbaths, 
the struggle they had before they could 

land after the‘it  duke of York's parliaMent, and 
was restored to his former place at the revolu- 

partake 	of, and the sensible uselessness tio"' 	 This gentleman, 	notwithstanding his 
father's disgrace, was made lord advocate in the 

attending the dispensation of ordinances by reign of king James. 	After the revolution be 
the episcopal clergy, the daily distress and r1Z-laealvTlaedeaiTtih'eetanrywi% 6.11'rteJoalli'lmulgtonwictshotlil terror that was upon their minds, together Warriston) who threw him out of all; nor 
with the lamentable prospect they had of was he after employed in that reign. 	On 
their posterity's being brought up in ignor- i (c rueeaetne d Ae anrfl eo' sf aSertaerrsir He tishea vtie.roynge:mirie  I awwa  -3  
ance and profanity, and under the want of 
the gospel purely dispensed, were not easy 

yer, has great natural talents, Is a fine orator, 
but factious ;and makes a better companion than 

to them; yea, in some measure, more bit- a aPletl.rsemnadaer.ed himself obnoxious to the whole 
ter than bodily torture and death. 	They nation, by his concern in the inhimous massacre 
had, in short, the daily views of an intro- omeans.
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duction of the blackness of darkness of marshal John earl of Stair.—Ed. 
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last." 	January 4th, the lord Stair's process and how he comes in again here I 
is delayed till April next, and the lords know not; Campbell younger of Mel- 16'6.  
enter upon Salton's process.. The advocate fort, Campbell ofKnap, Mr Alexander Camp- 
restricts his libel, to his invading England bell advocate, Campbell of Kilberry young- 
with the late duke of Monmouth and Buc- er, Alexander M‘Millan of Drimioir, David 
cleugh, and it is remitted to an assize. 	Two McNeil of Crier, Duncan Campbell of Carri- 
witnesses are adduced: the first depones, 
he knew the laird of Salton, and saw him 

del,Alexander Campbell of Otter, major Hen-
ryson, captain John Fullarton, Mr George 

come to England and invade it; the other, 
that he saw and knew one se called, come 
to England in a ship with the duke of 

Wisheart (I fancy it ought to be Barclay) 
preacher, Mr Alexander Hastie preacher, 
Robert Elphinston of Lapness, captain John 

Monmouth, and saw him with arms. 	An- Henry, Patrick Campbell, commonly called 
other declaration is adduced, emitted in black Patrick, Patrick M`Kater of Inchren- 
Newgate, which was offered to be attested nie, Archibald IVI`Levernock of Oab, Ivor 
upon oath. 	The assize bring him in guilty. 111`Iver, alias Campbell, ofAishnish,Campbell 
The lords sentence him to be executed to of Eavnathan, Campbell of Kildalvan, Ker of 
death, and demeaned as a traitor, and under- Kersland younger, John Campbell of Dar- 
go the pains of treason, when apprehended. gachie,Robert Campbell his brother, Dugald 
Sir James Dalrymple of Stair is delayed Macavish of Dunardrie, Alexander M'Car- 
from April to July, when, July 12th, the thur captain to the late Argyle. 	There is 
lords delay him till November, no further nothing of probation against those persons 
probation being discovered against him. 	In in the registers, but they are remitted to an 
November, he is continued till January next assize, who bring them in as guilty of being 
year. 	In February, his son is made king's in the rebellion, with the late earl of Argyle; 
advocate, and it had not been decent for and the lords sentence them to be executed 
the son, to manage a criminal process against and demeaned as traitors, when apprehend- 
so good a man, and father: and therefore, 
that day when he is admitted, the father's 

ed, in common form. 	That same day, the 
criminal action against Mr Thomas Forrest- 

process is delayed till March 28th, when er minister, John Guthrie, Alexander Camp- 
a remission is produced, read and recorded, 
to Sir James Dalrymple of Stair, for his 

bell of Sonnachan, John Nisbet, Dugald 
M‘Levernock, of Ardmasick, for alleged 

resetting, harbouring, and receiving mail 
and duty from rebels and traitors, upon his 

accession to the late rebellion, is continued, 
and I meet with no more about them. And 

ground, in the years 1679, 80, 81, 82, 83; Hugh Campbell, brother to John Campbell 
John Dick in Banban, Quintin Dick in of Dargachie, deserted simpliciter, as being 
Dahnellington, and many others; and for eminently serviceable to the king, being 
resetting and harbouring Mr Alexander employed as a spy by Montrose's chamber- 
Lennox, Mr Alexander Ross, Mr Alexan- lain. 	January 18th, Duncan Campbell of 
der Pedin, and Mr Alexander Hamilton, 
vagrant preachers, and suffering them to 

Ellangreg younger, confesseth his accession 
to the late earl of Argyle's rebellion, casts 

preach, and baptize children in his house, 
and for his drawing a petition for, and ad- 

himself on the king's mercy. 	He, with his 
father Cohn Campbell of Ellangreg, are 

vising some of the rebels. 	January 4th, 
the advocate produceth an indictment, upon 

sentenced to be executed July 9th, at the 
cross of Edinburgh; but remissions were got 

the score of rebellion, against Campbells by that time. 	And December 7th, Camp- 
and others. 	There are a vast many persons bell of Balnavie, Campbell of Dana, Camp- 
put together in this indictment, upward, I 
think, of fourscore; most part are gentle- 

bell of Balgaltro, M`Lachlan of Barnagad, 
M`Lachan of Dunned, and Cohn Campbell 

men of the name of Campbell. 	I name but of Blairin-tibbert, are sentenced to be ex- 
some of them of most note. 	Sir Duncan ecuted and demeaned, &c. in common form. 
Campbell of Auchinbreck, Campbell of Bar- This is all I meet with as to the gentlemen 
breck, MrArchibaldCampbell son to lordNeil concerned with Argyle this year. 	We 
Campbell, whom we had forfeited before, shall meet with some more next year. 	It 
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was their estates now they were 

. seeking more titan- their blood. 
John Leech tenant in Carderneh 	- 	- 	ai 	- 
James Henry terittlt there 	- 	- 	12 	- 
William Henry weaver there 	- 	- 	31 	- 

1 find this year two other processes be- waiter Reid Weaver there 	- 	- 	- 	23 - 
-fore the justiciary, for. alleged accession to Alexander Barron tenant 
Bothwell, and. other . heads. 	March ist, - Thomas Paterson tenant in Lumnoch 	. 	fro 

James Boyd tenant there 	- 	 - 	18 - David Robertson writer in Cow.ari  is in- P Robert Steven tenant there 	. 	- 	, 	- 	lb _ 
dieted for being in. the- rebellion 1679, and 
his framing. and affixing upon the kirk-
door . of . Dank,. a paper disclaiming the 

James Hunter 	- 	- 	• 	- 	23 4 

. Those, and . many other sums, were up- 
king,and' culling the late king Charles. a lifted by the said bailie-depute of the regal- 
tyrant. 	Not coMpearing he is .  declared ity, who obtained the gift of the fines for 
fugitive, and put to the born. 	And upon church-irregularities in that parish, from 
4.iily 14t4.Gavin Weir M Waterside, in the all. who were not heritors, and exacted up- 
parish of testnahago, in. prison for the "re- wards of a thousand pounds Scots from the 
bellion 1679,-and no probation appearing, 
the-lords liberate him; and William MiMii- 

poorer sort of people, without any legal 
citation, trial, or sentence, only sending for 

lan .in 13erbreck, upon. promise judicially whom he pleased by his officer, and when 
never to rise M arms against .the king, 
upon the pretext of the .covenant, or any 
other pretext whatsomever, and that he 

they came, threatened them with present 
imprisonment, to lie there till they rotted, 
unlegs they promised, and of many he took 

should orderly keep .his, parish-church, and a note, -to bring him in such a sum of money 
Upon his owning Bothwelt4bridge to be re- against such a day ; and they behoved to 
,bellion, is liberate. 	. come home, glad to escape present impri- 
,. Many were the fines and exorbitant ex- sonment, and sell their cow or horse, or 
aetioneamde this year .and the following, 
upon 	poor country; for not coming up 

produce of their acre of land, to get money 
to pay. him. 	The most part of those per- 

the full- length 	the .episcopal 	ministers sons had lived regularly for some years ; and 
would have 	I have not. laid out ,thorn. it was - for alleged irregularities, a good 
myself ,so much to recover the accounts many years ago, for which those fines were 
might behed of those fines, all the portion- imposed; and it was only the poorer part of 
Jars would be endless and Wearisome. There the parish he attacked; the tenants of the 
is before me a well vouched account from laird of Keir, and Other gentlemen who could 
the parish of Calder,, of fines uplifted by protect their- tenants, he did not meddle 
William Stirling, hailie,depute of the regal- with, though many of them were equally 
ity of Glasgow, this year, and some of them involved with the former, in what was now 
perhaps in the two following, years. termed guilt. 	These sums indeed are but 

l'' 	s' comparatively small; but when we consider 
James Donaldson portionet of Ralbreston, for a 

ineetingfor:prayer at:Idahoan° upon a std.:bath. 
besides many other abuses and losses by the 

that they were imposed upon poor country 
tradesmen, cotters, &c. and that but in a 

"soldiers, fined and plad. 	- 	- 	- 	200 	- few country towns in that parish, the reader 
John Baxter tenant there for the same 	. 	AO - 
WalterDonalilsontbere,dorisis wite'sbeitarpresent36 	- may easily reckon what prodigious sums 
-buwasifstevenson tenant there 	- 	- 	33 	- were lifted generally through the country, 
John Paterson tenant there 	- 	. 	23 4 where such fines were exacted with the 

What follows was exaoted-for mere nonconformity. Same rigour. 
'ibiohn Barrowtenruit in Raibreston 	- 	- 	29 	- Plunderings and oppressions of that kiud George Wardrap smith there 	- 	- 	23 4 

Georg. Leech tenewthere 	. 	. 	. 	25 . were very common this year ; I shall scarce 
John Ifecnwieaver thiirle 	- 	- 	Vi 4  enter upon them. 	In the parish of Dairy 
James Atkin miller there 
John Walker weaver there 	- 	- 	-23 4  in Galloway, three good men had gone into 
Robert Itriisk cotter there 	- 	- 	. 	12 	. a retired place of a wood, to spend some 
JaineaModgv tailor there 	- 	• 	- 	12 	• time in prayer together. 	One of them Reorg6 \\*drop tenant there 
MargareV'SValker widow there 	- 	12 	- under remarkable enlargement, bad ex- 

olisme4 Craig tenant there 	• 	- 	• 	at 	- tended his voice so that at some distance 
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be was heard; and a party of soldiers corn- However, there was some preaching 
jag by, noticed the voice, and came to it as of the gospel here and there, by 1686. 
softly as they could. 	When they drew 
near, they observed three men upon their 

presbyterian ministers, but very privately, 
which was a sweet balance to the sore dis- 

knees, 	and straightway, 	without giving 
them any warning, or endeavouring to 
seize them, they discharged their pieces 
upon them. 	It pleased the Lord none of 

tresses now so common. I find it observed, 
that last year and this, Mr George Barclay, 
Mr Robert Langlands, Mr George Guthrie, 
Mr John Black, and Mr Duncan Camp- 

the three were touched, but got off, and the bell, preached sometimes in retired places in 
soldiers 	soon lost them in the 	wood. Galloway. 
However, such was the soldiers' activity in This summer the soldiers were sent to 
persecution, that they went to the next several places through the west country, to 
house, and inquired to whom the wood 
belonged, and the grounds about, and plan- 

quarter, upon no pretended fears or faults, 
but merely to- oppress and bear down such 

dered the houses as resetting those men, 
and brought the heritors to much trouble. 

places of the country, as hitherto had not 
been brought up to a full conformity. 

January this year, a party of the soldiers Major Douglas came and formed a camp in 
searching the 	country, for which they the parish of Dalmellington, where a far 
never wanted pretexts, came to the parish greater was last year. 	Some soldiers were 
of Stonehouse in Lanarkshire, and carried sent some time before the rest, to guard 
away eight men and two women prisoners, 
for alleged 	hearing an outed minister, 

the meadow grounds, that the possessors 
might not cut or eat them. 	The major had 

The two women had each of them sucking with him six troops of horse, and four of 
infants on their breast, and so• savage were them for three weeks were upon free 
these people, that when the mothers were quarter, without any reason for it; one of 
carried away, by no means would they 
suffer them to take with them their infants, 
but behoved to leave them to the care of 

them in Monnivey, another in Overlaight, 
another in Netherlaight and Dunaskies, and 
the fourth in Laffin-hill. 	I need not enter 

providence, 	and 	charitable 	neighbours. upon the damages done to the inhabitants, 
About the same time Halyards fearfully several of whom were sorely spoiled the 
oppressed the neighbouring parish of Glass- very last year, as we heard. 
ford, particularly 	Janet 	Scot, a 	widow A bond of regularity was violently urged 
woman, 	mother, as I am told, to John by many noblemen and gentlemen this 
Semple formerly mentioned : her house year, much in the terms of the act already 
was 	plundered, 	and 	plenishing 	spoiled, 
merely because it was alleged her son had 
been at Bothwell. 

noticed in Queensberry's parliament; and 
agood many fell about renewing their tacks, 
as ordered by that parliament. 	By this 

Towards the beginning 	of this year, 
great numbers of worthy gentlemen, who 

bond insert in their tacks, the country 
people were obliged to subject to ordinances 

had ventured over with Argyle, or favour- dispensed in their own parish-church, pay 
ed his design, were forced to hide or wander cess, and subject to every imposition that 
up and down under great hardships, and came about. 	This was a new occasion of 
some of them to live in caves and dens of sufferings to great numbers in the west and 
the earth, and retired places; others were south, and very many refused such tacks. 
put to vast charges, to get access to any In December this year, David Steel in 
small part of their own estates in the hands the parish of Lesmahago, was surprised in 
of the managers. 	And the rest of the the fields by lieutenant Crichton, and after 
presbyterian gentlemen, who had no access his surrender of himself on quarters, be 
to favour the earl when he whde his at- was in -a very little time most barbarously 
tempt, whom we left in prison atEdinburgh, 
and others paid tdis year prodigious sums, 
as compositions of their fines, really for- 

shot, and lies buried in the church-yard 
there. 	This is all I shall notice upon the 
persecution this year. 	I come now to the 

feitures and 	impositions equal to them. procedure of the parliament. 
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1686. freedom, did guard their hearers against 
SECT. n. popery; and some of them we shall hear 

were 	criminally processed for so doing. 
Of the proceedings of the parliament, which But what they did before, and during the 

met April 29th, this year, with the die- sitting of the parliament, I have little infor- 
appointment of the project for rescinding illation. 	However, I shall carefully insert 
the penal statutes. what I have. 	Mauy of the most noted of 

MY accounts of the parliaments since the the established clergy in the most eminent 
restoration, have, no doubt, been melan- charges, were brought over to the court 
choly and unpleasant to the readers. 	In measures, or at least to be silent at this 
all their acts relative to church-affairs, they juncture. 	Too many of them had gone 
were tools to the prelates; and after the entirely off the doctrine formerly taught in 
council had assumed a parliamentary power, 
and made experiments how the rigid and 

Scotland, not only in times of presbytery, 
but even by themselves, and in former times 

extraordinary methods 	would do, 	the of episcopacy, and were deeply tinctured 
parliament, as we have seen, then used to with Arminianism, and other errors; and 
meet and turn the actings of the prelates severals, either through ignorance or some- 
and council into standing laws, and contin- what worse, were running headlong into a 
ual burdens upon the lieges. 	This course great many popish tenets; and the bulk of 
of things had given ground to expect, that 
this session of parliament would pay the 
same deference to the king's declared will, 
which the preceding parliament had shown 

the inferior clergy through the country, 
were grossly ignorant, supinely negligent, 
and too many of them scandalous and pro-
fane, as appeared undeniably at and after 

to that of the council and prelates; but the 	revolution. 	From those, 	no stand 
they have the honour to make the first could be expected against popery in its 
gallant stand to the court measures, at least blackest shapes. 	The lords of the clergy 
in point of our holy religion, and reforma- were a mixed company, and some few of 
tion, that hath been made since the return them made a stand in parliament, as we 
of king Charles IL therefore I shall give shall see ; but, excepting that branch of 
as full a deduction of 	their procedure, 
especially as to the penal statutes, as my 

appearance of some of the bishops, the only 
testimony given from the clergy I have 

materials offer me, earnestly wishing to met with, against this opening the door to 
see a larger and better account of this, by popery, was from the synod of Aberdeen. 
some better hand. They met in April, and after some struggle, 

In March it came to be known, that the with a party who were for boating with 
parliament was to meet next month, and every wind and tide, they agreed on the 
the design of it, to repeal the penal statutes, 
was made no secret of. 	Nd stone was left 

following address, which I insert here, as 
their commendable testimony against the 

unturned, to prevail with the members to 
fail in with the king's design. 	I cannot 
give so distinct accounts of the carriage of 
the episcopal clergy at this time, as I could 

attempt to be made in parliament. 

To the right reverend father in God, George 
lord bishop of Aberdeen, the humble address 
of the diocese of Aberdeen. 

wish ; but this 1 am well informed of, that 
several of the inferior clergy in a good 
many places of the country, some time after 
this, when the king, by his letter ordered 

" May it please your lordship, 
" We look upon it as a favourable providence, 

that we have this opportunity of meeting with 
your lordship, before your going to parliament. 

au indulgence to presbyterian ministers, did The constancy of our loyalty, both as to our 
begin to preach upon the popish contro- 

has- 
principles and practices, is known to all, and, 
God willing, we s 	continuehnll 	in it. 	W eneed versies, and warn their people of the 

and the protestant religion was in. 	But too not 
ofte  
telllordship, 	 ere 

theyffilbr 	
d

azard of the 
what apprehensions

trup 

 

protestant religionare  
many of them took this occasion to vent I in this church, seeing there is so great fear of 
their groundless •spleen against the presby- I losing the legal securities of it, by taking off or 
terian ministers, who, with the greatest' weakening the force of the penal statutes against 
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the papists, which we look upon as one of the the prelatesand government hadspont 
hedges thereof. 	We cannot persuade ourselves, 
thatyour lordship, or any other of the gover- 
noes of the church, will consent thereunto, were 
it no more, but when we consider the great ob- 

itself against presbyterians, yet still 1656. 
they were laws, and in standing force, and 
a considerable bar in the way of a popish 

ligations that lie upon all persons in public prince, and such who were willing to serve 
capacity, by the late solemn oath and test, where- him in all his designs. 	The most vigorous 
in they and we have lifted up our hands to the 
eternal God, and sworn not only to adhere to 

and cutting laws against papists and popery, 
ever made in Scotland, those, betwixt the 

the protestant religion all the days of our life, 
but never to consent to the alteration thereof, or 
any thing contrary thereunto ; as also to the 

years 1639 and 1650, were long Since re,  
scinded ; and our national covenant, as well  

utmost of our power, to maintain the privileges as the solemn league, our great bulwarks  
of his majesty, and his lawful successors, which against popery, had been treated with all 
cannot but be highly prejudged, if the nation the spite and ignominy men could contrive. 
should be leavened with popish principles. 	But Our fundamental constitution was broke in 
whatever any may do, we judge ourselves 
humbly obliged in conscience, to entreat and ob- 
test your lordship, that as you tender the honour 

upon, and our laws already invadbd by a 
papist's mounting the throne, and the tide 

of Jesus Christ, the interests of our holy religion, 
your duty to the king and his lawful successors, 
the obligation of your office and trust, and the 

of the times had been running most impetu-
ously against presbytery, and presbyterians 
the most hearty opposers of popery; so 

reputation of your order, not to give consent to that on the whole it might have been natur- 
any such alteration. 	The eye of God is upon ally enough expected, especially from such 
you, and the eyes of the world also, at this junc- a parliament, that some further 	acts of sure of time, and we have just ground to pre- 
sume, that your standing vigorously for the pre- favour would have been shown to the king's 
servation of the established laws, may be of great friends, and fellow-idolaters. 	But the Lord 
consequence for the end foresaid ; but whatever would have it otherwise. 
may be the issue, we shall have peace in this, we To facilitate the king's project, his letter 
have discharged our own consciences, leaving to  the  parliament was read. 	I have an- 
this humbly to your lordship's consideration ; 
and it is and shall be our earnest prayer to 
almighty God, to direct your lordship, and all 
concerned in this weighty affair." 

nexed in a note*,  a copy of his majesty's 

a fling's letter to the parliament, with the parlia-
ment's answer, and the comniissioner's speech, 
April 291/,, 1686. 

I am much a stranger to the bishop's 
character, but there is no hazard in putting 
the best of men in mind of their duty and 
having it pressed upon them: but one 
would think some terms in this address im- 

AMES H. J 	
. 

My lords and gentlemen, 
 Tns great testimonies we had of your loyalty 

and affection to our royal person and government, 
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port, that their diocesan needed this honest and showed your allorrenceyof the rellion then 
and free advice given him. raised against us, and your readiness on that 

Upon the 29th of April, the parliament 
convened at Edinburgh, and there was a 
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much the forces which former parliaments had 
numerous meeting of all the three estates. f i7lussupplies r nan'' 	rtedl  ic3r  sssnce,andbessertCorwerelsrt 
I have already noticed, that the king's mental in ending that unnatural rebellion) you 
design, and consequently the commissioner  gave us the occasion, by augmenting your sup- 
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penal statutes and laws made against papists 
since the reformation, and so often ratified, 
even last session of parliament, if I may 

turned you our most hearty and royal thanks, 
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(as you had been in our former difficulties) so 
call such an act a ratification, that so the it stirredup in us
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every way 

all the civil posts and places of trust with ness and duty to us. 	It is for this end that we 
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little executed for 26 years. 	The zeal of our distance from you could bring into our pros.- 
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letter, with the earl of Murray's chancellor, had not a speech, or if he had, 
1686. speech as commissioner, and , the 
parliament's answer to the king's letter. 

that it is not printed, I cannot say. 	Now, 
I suppose, be had declared himself papist, 

How incomes that the. earl of .Perth, now and it was not altogether decent, that a 

pest, and those things which -we found proper 
for it, whether in relation to trade and corm, 
norm or easing some things uneasy to you 
amongst' yourselves, we have fully- instructed 
ow commissioner (with your advice and con- 
sent) to conclude so as may be most for the 

world your readiness to meet our inclinations, 
we bid you most heartily farewell. 

Given at our court at Whitehall, the twelfth 
day of April, 1686, and of our reign the se-
cond year. 

general good of that our ancient kingdom. 	We By his majesty's command, 
' have made dhe opening of a free wade. with „...Ttlet.rona. 

England our particular care, and are proceeding 
in it With all imaginable application, and are TA, parliament  ef Scotland's  th;tifid answer`  to his hopeful, In a short. 	time, to have considerable 
advances made in it. 	We have considered the • mqjesty's letter. 
trouble that many are put to daily, by. prosecu- May it please your sacred majesty, 
Lions beforeourjudges,-or the hazard that they We do return your majesty our most humble 
lietusdee, for their accessionM thelate rebellions ; and hearty thanks, for the frequent marks of 
*tut to show the woad,  (even our greatest ene- your royal favour expressed to this your majes- 
mies themselves) that mercy is our inclination, 
and severity what is by thenrwitkedtiessextort- 
ed from- us, we have sent down to be passed in 

ty's ancient -kingdom upon all occasions, and 
particularly in your majesty's gracious letter, 
dated the 12th of April last; and your majesty 

your presence, our full and ample indemnity, 
for all crimes-committed against our royal per- 

may, with full assurance, expect, that your gra-
cious acceptance of those services we did you in 

son and authority: and whilst we show these the last session of this parliament, will encour- 
acts of mercy to the enemies to our person, 
crown, antd-Myalslignity, we cannot be utunind: 

age us to dentine our zeal and firmness in this 
for your majesty's service, and the royal inter- 

ful ofothers our innocent snhjects, those of the est upon which, under God, We acknowledge 
Roman Catholic religion, who have, with the our happiness and preservation do entirely de- 
hazard of theirlives and fortunes, been always pend. 	Your majesty's care of the trade of this 
assistant to the crown, in the worst of rebellions kingdom, (which is at present exceedingly de- 
and usurpations, though they day under di's-, 
couragements hardly to be named: them we do 

rayed,) and particularly your royal endeavours to 
procure us a free trade with your kingdom of 

heartily recommend to'your care, to the 'end, 
that as they have given good experience of their 1  

England, will very much enable us to make 
these supplies effectual, which we have so hear- 

true loyalty and peaceablebehaviour, so, by your tily and willingly undertaken, for the security 
assistance, they may have the protection of our of the crown, and safety of the kingdom; nor 
laws, and Owl security underour government, shall the advantages that can arise thereby, be 

, 	which others of oar subjects have, not suffering 
them to lie under obligations-  which their religion 

inure acceptable to us upon any other account, 
than so far as they may be a testimony of your 

cannot admitof. By doing whereof, you will give majesty's kindness, and conduce to those great 
ademonstration of ihe duty and affection you hove ends. 	Your majesty's clemency, testified in the 
'for us, and duals most acceptable service. 	This 
dove we expect you wilishow to your brethren, es 

offer of an indemnity to these desperate rebels, 
who could have expected pardon from no moll- 

y.* see-we are an indulgent father to you all, arch on earth but your Sacred majesty, and the 
For these,-and such other matters ifs we conceive greatest aggravation of whose crimes ties in op- 
for our service, and the universal good of the posing such gracious and merciful princes, will 
nation, we have sent our right trusty, and-right 
entirely•beloved cousin and counseller, Akxan- 
des' earl of Murray, secretary of state foe that 

(we hope) not only convince your other subjects, 
how happy they are under your government, 
but reclaim them from bearing any further en- 

der ancient hingdOm, dOr commissioner td you, 
believing that none will he more acceptable than 
one so immediately employed and trusted• about 

' mity to it ; and to lot them see how extravagant, 
as well as undutiful, their endeavours will be, 
in opposing your majesty,- and your royal sitc- 

om person-  of whose king  and faithful services cessors, we do again most sincerely and heartily 
we haVe full experience, in every one of the Key- offer you our lives and fortunes, for suppressing 
era) employments he littlAceif in, and of whose all such as shall, upon any account or pretext 
loyalty and affection to oni Olden and service whatsoever, attempt, either by private contriv- 
we are fully convitieesi: 'to .him we desire you antes, or open rebellions, to disquiet your glori- 
to gireOntire*redit, ;Mem, fully instructed and ions reign. 	As to that part of your majesty's 
trusted by us, front ichose xperience and faith- letter, relating to your subjects of the Boman 
fat endeavours, ‘With yourloyalty, love, and duty Catholic religion, we shall, in obedience to your 
to us, we have good reason to expect a, happy majesty's commands, • and with tenderness to 
conclusion to this session ; and you may assure , their persons take the same into our serious and 
yourselves in general; and every one of you in dutiful consideration, and go as great lengths 
particular, that' .re shall hove both the general therein as our conscience will allow, not doubt- 
concentuf the nation and yours, into our most lugs  that your majesty will be careful to secure 

,,,, ,particUlarregavd, which lye shall express by our 
""4  iiilritt favour, upon all suitable occasions. 	So 

tore protestant religion, esteblished by law. 	Your 
majesty's commissioner has, to our very great 

.,' 	adt. only expecting your compliance with us, satisfaction, signified to us, that ho is fully in- 
' ,, but that, by the manner of it, you will show the , 

-.1.,;. 	• 
'!. 	 '1 

structed by your majesty, to promote every thing 
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professed papist should have a speech in be now necessary that all should 168.  
behalf of his 	own party. 	The 'letter is know what his majesty expected for 
printed by the king's express command, 
which is not so very ordinary; but it might 

'his 	beloved 	Roman 	Catholics. 	I 	shall 
snake some remarks upon it. 	The king 

which may tend to the improvement of the trading with that kingdom, which have been 
wealth and prosperity of this your ancient king, 
dom, and we hope, that by his wise care and 

now a long time suffered to run into desuetude. 
And his majesty conceiving that the burghs of 

conduct, this session of parliament may be brought regality and barony, enjoy more of that trade, for 
to a happy conclusion ; and to him, seeing your which the burghs royal bear the sixth part of the 
majesty has well judged that none could be more cess of the nation, than does justly tall to their 
acceptable, we shell give that entire credit and share, has therefore been graciously pleased to 
concurrence, and pay that respect which is due instruct me, to give his royal consent to such 
to the eminent character which your majesty regulations therein as you shell think just and 
has been pleased to give him; and to that con- equitable. 	And there 	having 	been 	several 
stunt loyalty and fidelity with which he has complaints made to his majesty, of the trouble 
acquitted himself in all the former trusts and which merchants of this kingdom meet with in 
employments which he has borne under your the matter of the staple and trade with the 
majesty's royal brother and yourself, hoping that Netherlands, I am fully instructed to give his 
we shall give him just reason to report, at his 
return to your majesty, with how much zeal, 
duty and affection, we endeavour to deserve the 

consent to what you shall advise as reasonable, 
for the redress thereof for the futatm. 	And 
whereas his majesty is informed - of the great 

being considered by your majesty as prejudice which this kingdom suffers by the ho- 
liday it please your sacred majesty, portatlon of Irish cattle, horses, and victual : ' I 

Your majesty's most humble, most faithful, 
and most obedient subjects and servants, 

am also fully instructed, 	not only to give his 
royal assent to whatever may free you from that 

PEXTH, Cancel. I. P. D. Purl. abuse in time coming; but likewise to inquire 

Edutburgh, May fitly I 6.86. into the connivances and malversations of those 
who in times past have been intrusted to hinder. 

His majesty's sigh commissiotter's syeeck. and discover all such illegal importations, to the 
end that they may be punished according to 

My lords and gentlemen, 	. 	' law: 	I am also-to acquaint you, that the king 
being informed, that the want of an open mint 

The great sense which his sacred majesty retains Is a sensible prejudice to the traffic of the king- 
of your loyalty, duty, and zeal for his service, 
and of your signal affection to his person and 

dom ; I tun therefore empowered to give his 
royal assent to what the wisdom of this narlia- 

interest, so kindly expressed in your proceedings meat shall think just and reasonable in that 
of the 	last session, bath determined him 	to point. 
meet you again so soon in this, to the end, that As his majesty, in his royal prudence and 
as you did then by very seasonable proofs of goodness, intends to. promote the trade of this 
your dutiful obedience, even during the raging nation, by all possible and fit methods; so he 
insolence of an unnatural rebellion, demonstrate hath commanded me to tell you, that he is not 
your loyalty and firm adherence to the crown; at this time to demand any more supplies or 
so his majesty would not be wanting on his' impositions of any kind, notwithstanding the 
part, to show his paternal and royal care of yogi great and neeetsarycharge which the suppressing 
his ancient- and loving people, by giving you . of the late horrid rebellion has put him to; 
fresh opportunities, of doing such things as may being fully convinced that your affection and 
tend to the universal good of the nation, as a. alacrity have already pthnipted you to give all 
generous return to your affections. that was convenient for you- to spare. 	In re, 

As all tHe states and ranks of men in this quital of which, he is resolved. to do all he can 
kingdom, have been most eminent in their toy- 
alty, love, and deference to his majesty in their 

for the advancement of the good and interest, 
and increasing the wealth .of this kingdom; a 

several degrees att4 capacities, bath when he thing which his majesty is very sensible has 
honoured you with- 	royal presence, au d since; been a long time too much neglected, conceiving 
so his majesty is graciously resolved, that you his royal state inseparable from the happiness 
shall, in your several stations, share of the effects and flourishing prosperity of his people. 	A nil 
and influences of his royal care, tenderness, and the king well knowing how heavy the cess lies 
protection, by marks of his royal favour, which upon the land-rents, if it were not bulispensa- 
he intends shall be as comprehensive and gen- bly necessary, as well for yourown safety, as the 
eral, for the. security and happiness of you all, 
as your duty and kindness towards him have 

support of his government, would willingly 
discharge some part therof: but this being nn- 

been remarkable. 	.Pursuant to this, I am to 
assure you that his majesty Both endeavour, with 

possible, 1 am rut)),  instructed to pass any law, 
with your advice and consent that may give 

all imaginable care, to open a free intercourse of ease in that .matter,. sot diminishing the former, 
*rade,with his kingdom of England, as one of quota. 	I am farther to acquaint you, that his 
the.surest ways to save his royal burghs from majesty has taken special care to instruct me 
the ruin threatened by the decay of commerce, 
and will leave nothing unesaayed that may pro- 

fully for giving his royal consent to all such 
laws and regulations, us may -secure exact pay- 

mote a work so bonehead to this ningdom. And fount to the country, from all, his officers and 
for yoturfurther encduragenient, the king bath ful- soldiers in their quarters, both local and trim- 
ly instructed his envoy at the court of Fram:c, to sient,, for tfie.future; and to see exemplary pun- 
use his utmost endeavours for liaving,tbe lifty,sott' ishipcnt inflicted upon all persons. Mot hereto- 
per tun discharged, and for recovering the'posses- tare hititioppiremed any of his loving people, by 
sion of the other privileges of the Scots merchants denying or 	detaining 	their just 	dues Irons 

sv. 	 2 z 
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compliments them upon last year's as appears from what follows in the letter. 168
.
6. supply, sets them up as patterns " His majesty's inclinations to mercy" seem 

of loyalty to England and Ireland, both to have been suspended upon the favours to 
now, 	and 	in 	his 	former 	difficulties ; 
when, 	indeed, 	Scotland 	screened 	him 

be shown to the papists ; thus he adds, 
" Ancrwhile we show those acts of mercy 

front the defenders of liberty and 	reli- to the enemies of our person, crown, and 
eon, in England. 	As a return to their dignity, we cannot be unmindful of others 
services, the king tells them, he was, with our innocent subjects of the Roman catho- 
all imaginable application, essaying to open lie religion." 	This was what might be ex- 
a free trade with England. 	It would seem petted, and one good reason why all good 
now projected upon some other foot, than protestants could not' but be against his 
a union, so often projected in vain. 	He accession to the crown and dignity; but 
adds, that he had sent down to be passed in how far he had reason to term them ' his 
their presence, " a full and ample indemni, 
ty, for all crimes committed against his 

innocent subjects,' ought to be considered ; 
innocent they were, no doubt, as to any op- 

royal person and authority:' 	No such in,  
demnity is to be found in the printed acts 

position to his accession, or practices against 
what they reckoned, and really was their 

of this session. 	A pardon for the commons greatest interests as papists; but sure they 
in the shire of Argyle„ we stall meet with were not innocent in other respects. 	Their 
in September.; 	but the 	parliament are avowed principles lead them to the greatest 
either to be blamed for marring this act of villanies and wickedness men can perpe- 
grace, or, which I rather believe, found it trate, and their practices never disagreed 
really suspended on such conditions, and when they had opportunity. 	Since the re- 
clogged with such weights, that the sub- formation they had been in a continued 
Jeets were as well without it. 	Thus, for plot for overturning our religion and lib- 
anything I can learn, it dwindled away into erty, and bringing Scotland under a foreign 
the pardon to the common Highlanders, 
from whims they had taken all they had to 

yoke. 	They had been the springs and 
authors of many evils, for many years, and 

lose. 	I imagine this indemnity was like 
the pope's indulgences, which take no ef- 

most bitter instruments in all the massacres, 
blood, and persecution of those times, as 

feet, unless people come up to their price, they had access ; and it was their constant 

them. 	And for easing the' commons of many which 	sometimes becomes necessary for the 
oppressions alleged to be committed by commis- safety of his people and government, though 
sais I am likewise empowered to pass an act, 
whit your advice and consent, for regulating 

contrary to his princely and merciful temper. 
And now, my lords and gentlemen, after so 

the MM. great and excellent designs for pnomoting the 
That which will surprise you much, is, that 

as the king is solicitous to provide for the seen- 
city of this kingdom, and taencourage and cher- 

honour, the ease and wealth of this kingdom, 
after his resolution to pardon so many enemies, 
and to free so many of the guilty from further 

ish his dutiful and loyal- subjects as his obedient severe, but just prosecutions, his majesty belieV- 
children, so as a tender hearted and compassion- eth, that none will wonder, if he desire, by the 
ate father is willing and ready to forgive, and advice and consent of this his great council, to 
merciful to pardon the unexcusable faults and rive ease and security to some of his good sub- 
crimes of such as have behoved themselves un- jects of the Roman catholic religion, who have 
dutifully, and even rebelliously against him. in all times been firm to the monarchy, and 
And therefore to settle and quiet the minds of ready to sacrifice their lives and fortunes for the 
his people, and once more to drive away the services and security of the crown ; so that his 
feassof the guilty, by delivering them from their majesty, who so perfectly understands the loyal 
apprehensions of that punishment which they and dutiful temper and genius of Scotland, rests 
have so justly deserved, he bath graciously been fully persuaded of your ready and cheerful corn- 
pleased to instruct me, to pass his full and am- 
pie indemnity, with some few necessary and 

pliance with his royal desire and inclinations, 
tending so much to your own security and his 

reasonable exceptions, for all past crimes and , satisfaction ; and that you will send me back to 
misdemeanors whatsoever ; which may convince my great and royal master, with the good tid- 
the world that his majesty delights, by sweet ings of the continued and dutiful loyalty of this 
and gentle methods of moray and lenity, to re- his ancient kingdom. 	By which you will show 
duce alt to duty and obedient*, and that nothing yourselves the best and most affectionate sub- 
but their own perverseness and incurable obsti- jects, to the best, the incomparable and most 
"lacy in evil, can force front him that just severity heroic prince iu the world. 
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practice to divide and disjoin families and much I will venture to say, that when 
societies, 	and to sheath every man his king and court were heartily against 1686' 
sword in his brother's breast; to say no- popery and papists, they never had any dis- 
thing of the personal vices and profanities, 
which, alas ! were equalled by too many 

turbance but what came from the Roman 
catholics. As to what is added, 'although they 

who called themselves protestants. 	The lie under discouragements can hardly be nara- 
king, or some pretended protestant, who ed,' it isundoubtedly true, if it be understood 
for him had penned the letter, adds, " The of the smallness of them. 	Their discour- 
Roman catholics had, with the hazard of ag-ements since the restoration, especially 
their lives and fortunes, been always assist- since this popish king's accession, were in- 
ant to the crown, in'the worst of rebellions deed inconsiderable ; they had some laws 
and usurpations, though they lay under against them unrepealed, but these were 
discouragements hardly to be named." 	I far from being executed, and many papists 
could name very good catholics, who joined were in the highest places of trust and 
with the country against the crown, when power. 	Those the king heartily recom- 
encroaching upon the laws of the kingdom, 
and liberty of the subject. 	We had a good 

mends to the parliament's care,' to the end, 
that as they have given experience of their 

number of papists joining against queen true loyalty, so by the parliament's assist- 
Mary, the mother and the daughter, and ance, they may have the protection of the 
some few since that time, who have pre- 
ferred the interest of the country to the 

laws, and security under the government, 
which other subjects have, and not be suf- 

designs of a court; though, I must own, 
their religion, which leads to downright 

fered to lie under obligations which their 
religion cannot admit of. 	It is but reason- 

slavery, was not the reason of it. 	Upon able to expect such a request from a popish 
the other hand, we find them so far from 
assisting the crown, that they have been in 

prince; but methinks, it runs pretty high, 
that they should not only have the protec- 

a continual plot against it, generally speak- tion of the law, which they already had in 
ing. 	Every body knows what plots they civil things and rights, betwixt man and 
were engaged in while king James VI. was man, but the same security, and to be put 
in Scotland ; and that monstrous gun-pow- on the same foot with other subjects, though 
der plot was projected, and very near exe- they be of the king's religion, when by 
cuted by them. 	And whether the present their religion and principles they were oh- 
king knew of their blowing the coal of the liged to destroy, and keep no faith with 
civil war, and their share even in 	his them. 	I do not know what obligations 
father's death, I shall not say ; but sure he they were under, which their religion could 
was not ignprant of their designs once and not admit of; for if they lived peaceably 
again against his brother's life, and he him- and blamelessly, there were no obligations 
self best knew how far they helped him to 
his grave. 	But this being for holy mother 

required of them. 	But, aut Cssar aut nail, 
there was a test in the way of their possess- 

church, and in order to his own accession ing all the profitable offices and trusts, and 
to the crown, it may be, some reckoned it this bar they would have out of their way. 
an assisting him, as indeed it was in the All this is expected as a demonstration of 
worst of rebellions and usurpations. 	It is the parliament's duty to the king: where 
certainly matter of fact, that in some sense, 
during his father and brother's reigns, a 

that lies is hard to perceive; but I cannot 
doubt of what follows, ' and their affection 

good many Roman catholics were very as- for him, and acceptable service to him.' 
sistant to the crown, and stuck by them in This love the king expects they will show 
levying war against some of the best of unto their brethren, as they see he is an 
their subjects ; but then it was their unhap- indulgent father to them all. 	They are 
py falling in with popish measures, which 
broke them and their good subjects, and it 

mightily obliged to their father's indulgence, 
for bringing in his butchering children their 

could not but be expected, 	the 	papists bastard brethren, and making them heirs 
would assist in their own quarrel. 	This and portioners with the bairns of the house. 
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The letter ends with commendations king is willing to pardon and forgive the 
1686' of the earl of Murray, present secre- crimes of such as have behaved uuduti- 

tary and commissioner to this parliament, 
and a promise, ' that the particular con- 

fully ; 	and then harangues upon the in-
denanity he was instructed to pass, and 

cents of every member of parliament should come" to the great thing in view, the ease 
be especially regarded, and expressions of and security the king designs for papists, by 
royal favour bestowed upon them,' only, it their advice, of which enough bath been 
seems, upon their falling in with the king's said. 
inclinations; for he thus concludes, 'so not This session of parliament was not so 
only expecting your compliance with us,' forward and quick in answering his majes- 
tic) doubt in repealing the penal statutes, ty's letter, as last year.. The inclinations of 
' but that by the manner of it, you will a great many in the house, as to the grand 
show the world your readiness to meet our point, were not altogether so passive and 
inclinations; we bid you 	most heartily submissive as 	was 	expected; 	and 	the 
farewell.' 	rhat is to say, he expects impli- reader will remark in their return to the 
cit obedience, and that they will make no king's letter, added likewise in the pre- 
difficulties, nor presume to trouble him and ceding note, that they were not willing to 
his commissioner with 	reasonings upon prelimit themselves by any compliment in 
this head, so much at his heart. their return to his majesty. 	So after some 

This peremptory letter from the king, was struggle with the courtiers, upon the 6th 
followed with a very smooth speech from of May, they came in to this safe clause. 
the earl of Murray, which is added in the 
preceding note. 	It consists mostly in a 

" As to that part of your majesty's letter, 
relating to your subjects of the Roman 

resumption of the heads of the king's letter, catholic religion, we shall, in obedience to 
To curry favour with them, he signifies, 
that the king's envoy in France, was in- 

your majesty's commands, and with tender-
ness to their persons, take the same into 

strutted to have the fifty sous per tun, 
upon Scots goods, there, 'discharged, and 

our serious and most dutiful consideration, 
and go as great lengths therein ,as our con- 

the privileges.of Scots merchants there, re- sciences will allow, not doubting that your 
stored, 	And had the French king been majesty will be careful to secure the pro- 
ever guilty of gratitude, it might have been testant religion." 	This is the first time 
expected, somewhat might have been done since the restoration, I remember, that the 
this way, to gratify the 	subjects 	of a parliament speak of their conscience; and 
king who was his obedient servant, and instead of passing an act in favour of reli- 
closely pursuing his design of rooting out 
the northern heresy. 	Re adds,. his instruc- 

gion, as was ordinary in every parliament, 
they become humble suiters, that a popish 

tions bear him to consent unto the redress king may preserve it, and carefully secure it. 
of the merchants' grievances, as to their Such beginnings were no good omen to 
staple-trade with the Netherlands, the abuses the commissioner, who met with consider- 
in importing Irish cattleandviqtual,the want able rubs in the way of his main errand. 
of an open mint, and all the oppressions of Indeed he was not idle during the first 

. commissary courts. 	He acquaints them, 
his master is to demand no more supplies 

month, in closetting members, and using 
both threats and promises to bring them in 

at this time, and no wonder, since last to his master's measures ; 	and yet could 
year they had prevented him this trouble; not prevail with the most part of the 
and that he is willing to 	regulate the nobility and gentry, to suffer the hedge 
soldiers, in their local and transient quarter- about the reformation to be taken down. 
ings upon the country; where a certain I have accounts from a worthy nobleman 
truth is owned from the throne, that there yet alive, of the daily messages sent to 
had been great irregularities and oppres- him, and various offers, and most advan- 

i. slow; committed this way. 	What he adds tageous proposals made, cas well as severe 
seems no great compliment to his master; threateuings used, if he did not come up to 
that which will surprise you, is, that the what the Icing had so much at heart, and 
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had interested himself so openly in. 	But 
his lordship, with many worthy patriots, 

' censure for what passed in private 1686.  
and friendly conversation; and so far 

made a gallant stand, and lost several con- did the chancellor push the matter, that 
siderable posts in the state and army, for 
their steadfast adherence to our legalltecu- 

he gave in a representation to the primate, 
which the reader will, be pleased to have 

rities against popery, here. 
It was but two or three at most of the ,, Representation from the lord high chan- 

bishops, who had the courage to oppose cellar of Scotland, to his grace the archbishop of 
the court in this important affair. 	Some St Andrews, lord primate. 	The bishop of 
of them, ashamed to appear in so black a 
cause, chose to be. silent, or withdraw. 
The rest, contrary to their oath, office, and o 
plain interest, fell in with the king's darling 

Ross, having upon the , 	day of May, 1686, 
attended upon

. 
	his grace the earl of Murray, his 

majesty's
discourse   betwixt

h igh 	
he them)  

comm iss ioner,some
wh  ) asked 

  and  
his 

 (after
gra 

he was so earnest in matters proposed I; y they  
design, and my informations bear, the chief king to the parliament, seeing that the lord 
of them were active for the removal of the chancellor, and lord Melford design to have his 
penal 	-statutes, 	which 	heightened 	the grace turned out of his office of secretary, when 
aversion the nation had for them. 	I hear the parliament was over; and his majesty's 

bishop Atkin of Galloway, an old man, 
made a noble stand, and died shortly after ; 
otherwise probably he had been turned out. 
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ishop said, it was a thing he was assured of, bishop said, 
and his assurance was founded upon his know- 

And bishop Bruce of Dunkeld, had a re- ledge of tRe lord chancellor and Melford's 
markable sermon at this time, much corn- tempers and humours, or words to this or the 
mended, opposed the penal statutes, and like purpose. 	 And this being prejudicial to his 
was put from his office. 	How the bishop 
of Aberdeen carried after he had been so  

majesty's service, and the honour and interest of 
concerned,

adr i r 
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such
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honestly dealt with by his clergy, I know as he thinks fit, may take notice of it, and do 
not ; but I find bishop Ramsay of Ross, 
used great freedom with the commissioner, 
and came to uo small trouble therefore. 

therein as by the rules and customs of the 
church is usual in such cases, or such a crime 
deserves.  

That prelate, who 	was heartily against 44  PERTH."  

papists being admitted to places of trust, 
happened to be with the earl of Murray in 

What was done by the primate, and the 
lords of the clergy upon this extraordinary 

his closet, and, after much home reasoning step, I have not learned. 	It may be well 
against taking off the penal statutes, came supposed this course was fallen into mostly 
at length to use an argument ad hominem, 
and took the liberty to tell his grace, that 

ad terrorem, and for any thing I can hear, 
this prelate continued firm in his opposition 

he was surprised to find him so keen in 
pushing that affair; and with some peremp- 

to the project now on foot, 
During the month of May, I find very 

toriness assured him, a project was already little public business gone through by the 
laid to turn his lordship out of his post as printed acts; and suppose most of the time 
secretary, as soon as the parliament was up, 
and to bring in a papist to it. 	The earl 

was spent in forming a party for the liberty 
designed to be given to papists, and essays 

essayed to pump him upon that subject, 
and the bishop opened himself, and let him 

among the members to bring them up to 
the king's lure. 	That matter was now the 

know all he had heard upon that head, 
scarce expecting his grace would have pro- 
paled what he had said to him alone, and 

subject of every body's conversation; and 
great awe was taken of the printing presses, 
that nothing might be published against the 

as a friend. 	Upon what reasons the earl king's favourite design, or in defence of 
best knew, he was pleased very soon to the present standing laws : and on the 
give a full account of the bishop's conver- other hand, papers, and pamphlets, making 
sation with him, to chancellor Perth, who a nose of wax of the established laws, were 
meditated revenge, and would not be satis- 
fled till the bishop was brought under a 

printed, carefully spread and handed about, 
while severals were brought to trouble for 
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handing about privately, papers in de- allowance or approbation of that religion, or 
1686. fence of the laws and religion of the any ways evacuate or prejudge the laws or acts 

land. 	And the lampoons upon the penal of 
of 

 parliament made against popery, or in favours 
the protestant religion, (II) which are here- 

statutes were encouraged, and smoothings by defiared to abide in their full force and effect 
of the grossest popish tenets greedily receiv- as to an ends and intents for which they were 
ed, and many popish books and papers made; except as to the forbearance and immu- 
carefully spread for corrupting the nation. pity hereby granted in the terms, and to the effect 

Great efforts were made to choose the above-mentioned, and no otherwise." 
lords of articles, so as the king's incline- When this draught was proposed to the 
tions might meet with no opposition there: parliament, I cannot say; but I have ground 
yet some struggle and opposition was made, to think it was not read for some days, till 
I cannot pretend to give so distinct accounts the pulse of the members was tried upon 
how this act for repealing the penal laws this draught, which hath ' abundance of 
was treated there, and in the house, as I cunning in it. 	At length it came to be 
would ; and I may be under some mistakes, 
as to the circumstances of time, in my con- 

tabled iu the house, where the reasonings 
were bold and warm against it ; and I shall 

jectures, from the papers come to my hand; enter no further upon them, but to acquaint 
but, in as far as I can guess at this distance, 
the matter stood thus. 

the reader that he will find the substance 
of the reasonings against this draught, in 

Upon the 27th of May, the following the papers I am just now to place in the 
draught of an act in favours of papists, with notes. 	The courtiers were glad to get off 
some difficulty, was transmitted from the this field, and td have the draught remitted 
lords of articles, which, as being the ut- again to the lords of the articles to ripen 
most length our managers for popery and it. 	There, instead of bettering it in the 
a popish king could be brought unto, I shall eyes of the courtiers, some new clauses 
insert here. were 	added to it, 	yet 	more 	shocking 

to 	them. 	After all their debates 	and 
"The estates of parliament, taking into their 

serious consideration his majesty's desire ex- reasonings, this act fell into the shape which 

pressedin his gracious letter directed to them, 
for some ease to his subjects of the popish per-
suasion ; and that although there are several 

the reader hath at the foot of the page.•  

a Act anent the penal statutes, 1686. 
laws and acts of parliament containing Bangui- Theestates of parliament, taking to their serious 
nary and other punishments against papists, yet consideration his majesty's desire, expressed in 
such bath been the force of Christian charity, 
and the meekness and gentleness of the probes- 9 
tant religion, that those laws have seldom or 

his gracious letter,  ,directed to them, for granting 
ease and relief to his subjects of the popish per-
s
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never been put in execution, since the reforma- and other punishments 'against 
containing sanguinary 

tion, by their religious predecessors, and (A.) bath been the force of Christian charity, and 
now being firmly resolved to adhere to the es- the meekness and lenity of the protestant reli- reli- 
tablished protestant religion,,and, so far as their gion, that these laws have seldom or never beets 
religion and conscience wilt allow, to yield an igi
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humble and dutiful compliance with his majes- Itt.: Bement are firmly resolved 	adhere to the true 
ty's desires; therefore his majesty, with advice protestant religion 	by law established within 
and consent of his estates of parliament, statutes this kingdom, and which is, and always shall be 
and ordains, that those of his majesty's subjects, 
who sire of the Rornish communion, shall be 

dearer to them than all their worldly concerns ; 

or yield 
   their

an  Rumble  
religion

aurddufcimiceoiemncpeliewniee
ll yet

llo allow, to 
under the protection of his majesty's government 'his with 	majesty's desires. 	Therefore his ma- 
and laws, and shall not, for the exercise of their jesty, with advice and consent of his estates of 
religion in private, (all public worship being parliament, statutes and ordains, that those of 

his majesty's subjects, who are of the Romish hereby expressly excluded,) bounder the danger religion, are, and shall be, under the protection 
of sanguinary and other punishments, contained of his majesty's government and laws, for their 
in any laws or acts of 'parliament made against private and civil interests, and shall not, for the 
the- same. 	It is always hereby declared, that 
this immunity or forbearance granted to the 
papists for the exercise of their religion, in pri- 

exercise of their religion in their private houses, 
(all public worship being hereby excluded,) in- 
cur the 
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Vale houses allenarly, shall no ways import made against the same. 	It is always hereby 
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In it the reader will observe, among other 
changes, two very considerable alterations. 

hand dealing among members, and 	, 
plain discoveries then made of a 168'.  

The first is at the letter (A.) in the first formed design to introduce popery piece- 
draught, and the paragraph runs, " And as meal, together with the after bold. steps 
the estates of parliament are firmly resolved 
to adhere to the true protestant religion, as 

taken, when the 	parliament 	was 	up, 
awakened our nobility and gentry, at least 

by law established within this kingdom, 
which is, and always shall be dearer unto 
us than all worldly concerns, yet so far 

several of them, to a generous concern 
about our holy religion and reformation, 
and sensibly prepared the nation for the 

as," &c. as above. 	The other change was glorious revolution providence blessed us 
yet more choking, and it is at letter (13.) in with two years after this. 
the former draught, thus : "And pardon.- That the reader may have some view of 
larly shall not derogate from, evacuate or the arguments used upon both hands in this 
prejudge the 6 act, pad. 3. Charles II. inti- important matter, 1 have chosen to insert in 
titled, ' Act anent religion and the test,' or the notes some principal papers handed about 
any other acts or laws enjoining the oaths at this time, rather than form an abstract of 
of allegiance or test, to be taken by all per- them, because I was not willing to under- 
sons iu public trust, civil, ecclesiastical, or take the task of stating a matter of this 
military, all which," &c. as above. 	This nicety, and some of the papers never having 
clause, no doubt, was thrown in just to stop been published, deserve to be banded down 
the act, and counter the court's design, to to posterity„ 	The first I insert is, "reasons 
bring in papists to places of trust and power. why a consent to abolish the penal statutes 
When in the committee, to which this against papists, cannot be given by any who 
matter was remitted, this draught was voted, 
the chancellor, finding that it would not 

own the government in church or in state." 
This paper was written, with the assistance 

satisfy the king, and being uncertain, if even of a learned person, some years ago deceas- 
with these clauses it would carry in the ed, by John Hamilton then writer in Edin- 
house, he saw proper to drop it entirely, 
and it was never brought into parliament. 

burgh, afterward town-clerk at Irvine, and 
now general receiver for his majesty of the 

Indeed the most part of the members by far, 
were inflexible upon this head, and the 
court had the mortification to see their 
darling design in favour of papists, broken 

duties upon stamped paper in Scotland. 	I 
have annexed it in a note,* and here I shalt 

• Reasons why none who own the present govern- 
by the activity and unshaken steadfastness meat, can consent to abolish the penal statute. 
of many worthy patriots. 	And the under- 

1686. 
Imo. 	Because they being guilty of idolatry, as 
all protestants do agree, in the worshipping of 
the host, angels, images, &c. and popery is de- 

declared, that this immunity and forbearance glared to be so, in the 1st pairliainent of K. Jam. 
granted to papists, for the exercise of their yen- VI. act Ill, and act 5, and this being so hate- 
gion in their private houses allenarly, shall no- ful to God, and peremptorily forbidden, 511(1 

ways import any allowance or approbation of dreadfully threatened in the second command- 
their religion, or any ways evacuate, infringe, or ment, and so severely punished by God's oriii- 
prejudge the laws or acts of parliament made Dance, Exod. xxxii. and Deut. xiii. by the law 
against popery, or in favours of the protestant of nature, Job xxxi. 28, and the committers of 
religion, and particularly shall not derogate from, 
evacuate, or prejudge the 6th act, part. S. king 

it excluded from the kingdom of heaven, I Car. 
vi. and ix. Gal. v. 20. Eph. v. 7. seeing these 

Charles 	I. entituled, " Act anent religion and I laws are so agreeable to the laws of God and 
the test," or any other acts or laws enjoining the nature, none can in reason and conscience con- 
oaths of allegiance, and of the test, to be taken sent to the abolishing of them, especially seeing 
by all persons in offices of public trust, civil, ec- all due respect is preserved to our king, who by 
clesiastic, or military; all which are hereby the law of the land, having none over him, is 
declared shallcontinue in their full force, strength, 
and effect, to the ends and intents for which they 

our supreme ruler ; but they ought to be still 
obliging upon subjects. 

were made ; and whereunto these presents shall 2do. 	Because in the general confession of 
make no derogation in any sort, without preju- faith, which K. James .subscribed, with 'his 
dice always to the foresaid immunity and for- 
bearance granted to ,papists for the exercise of 

family at Edinburgh, January 28th, anno 1581, 
the year of his reign 14, and was enjoined by 

their religion in their private houses, with, and 
under the express limitations and restrictions 

him, that all should subscribe anno 1581, the, 
second of March, and of his reign the 14, arid sub- 

above-zneutioned, and no otherwise. 	' scribed by all sorts of persons anno 1390, they 
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. 	• 	 . 
take occasion to give a hint of Mr' me. 	This paper of reasons was greatly es. 

168 ' Hamilton's 	sufferings 	upon 	this teemed by many, who desired it might be 
score, from an information he gave into printed; but none in Edinburgh would or 
our last Scots parliament, 1706, now before durst undertake 	this. 	Whereupon Mr 

...- • ____ 

were also solemnly sworn before God, to detest power, as all papists are. 	filo. They swear to 
and abandon all popish errors, naming them the utmost of their power to defend, assist, and 
•particultirly, and to continue in the doctrine and maintain his majesty's power and jurisdiction 
discipline of the church of Scotland, according aforesaid, against all deadly, &c. as they shall 

- to the word of God, and established laws answer to God. 	How then can any be clear 
(amongst which are the penal statutes), under from perfidy, who consent to take away these 
the highest pains .temporal and. eternal; and statutes that secure these jurisdictions to his 
since that time, these solemn oaths have been 
frequently reiterated by all in authority, yea, 
by all the inhabitants of this nation, 'so that 

majesty's person and successors? And finally, 
that they shall not accept or use any dispense 
tion from .any creature whatsoever as to this 

lame can consent to the taking away of penal solemn oath. 	What a complication of perjuries 
statutes against papists, without the greatest will be here, if this he consented to? as God ffirhid. 
prevarication 	and 	perfidy, or perjury before 40. These statutes have been thought neces- 
God and Man, that ever was heard of in the 
world. 

nary for the securing our religion, by our wise, 
zealous, and godly ancestors, and they have been 

Silo. It is most contrary to the oath of the cotrfirmed by all parliaments since the reforms- 
test, and inconisistent with it, which was estab- tion, although there was little cause of fear of 
lished by law in that parliament, wherein his pre- popery from abroad or at home ; but now pop. 
sentmajesty was high commissioner for his royal cry having so prevailed abroad, and being so 
brother king Charles IL by virtue whereof our cruel and raging, and those of that profession 
parliament did swear it, and counsellors judges, 
all magistrates, bishops, ministers; all officers 

being in places of greatest trust at home, and 
the court and these lands being tilled with the 

and soldiers, and others in public trust, and emissaries of Rome, and some making deice- 
Many ethers, /writers, Ste. have taken it. 	For that from the truth, when there is most need 
in it, lino. they solemnly declare, that they pro_ to secure our religion, to consent to take these 
fess sincerely the 	protestant 	religion, which penal statutes away, were not only to encourage 
none can do in earnest, who are not for the se- apostacy, but is a treacherous breaking down 
curing of it against the open and avowed one- the walls of our religion, and to invite the 
Mies thereof; by the laws judged necessary to enemy to enter to destroy us and all our dearest 
secure it, by our predecessors and ourselves, 
which• are already made, but to consent to the 

concerns, especially our religion. 	. 
St°. Hispresent majesty, as high commissioner 

removing 'of skein., 	ido. 	They ' swear. they t  for his royal brother K. Charles II.- did bear 
shall never consent to any change or alteration witness to, and consent to the ratification of all 
contrary thereto, so whatsoever change or alter- these acts, and about the test and religion, and 
ation (without limitation) contrary to it, is ab- since his coming to the crown, hath passed an 
jured 1 but the consenting to remove the penal act for securing our religion by his commissioner 

.statutes, especially in parliament, bringing in at and 	parliament, ratifying all 	the former acts 
least a toleration for popery by law, which is and laws for its establishment: wherefore his 
as contrary to our religion as darkness is to parliament did render him hearty thanks in a 
light, is a manifest acting against is, and for special manner, and he bath promised several 
popery; and so is notorious perjury. 	Silo. They times, to defend and maintain the protestant re- 
swear to renounce the pope and all foreign ju- ligion, as now professed amongst us, as oar 
risdiction,prnvers, superitnities, civil and eccltsi- bishops and clergy do inform US, which cannot 
astie, white 4hey cetwent to tolerate papists, anti be done, considering the corruption of men, mid 
so bring skein in place of trust, by' consenting to 
the removing of these penal statutes, they yield 

the subtilty, malice, and diligence of adversaries, 
the penal statutes being removed, seeing these 

to them, it makes that part of their oath isnpos- add ffirce to all laws, and if wanting, will ran- 
slide to be kept. 	4to. They swear to bear faith der them ineffectual and contemptible. 
to his majesty, and to his heirs and lawful sue- 6/o. It was the love of God's honour and the 
cessors which they cannot do in consenting, 
that these who own another jurisdiction supe- 

true religion and zeal for them, and to secure 
the nation against idolatry, treason, and rebel- 

rior to him, in his own dominions, should have lion, heresy and antiebristian tyranny and super- 
penal statutes established by law, taken off them, 
and especially considering their principles may 

stition, and from apostasy, and the preservation 
of our lives, liberties, and estates, against the 

destroy the succession, of their own nature tend enemies of our religion, which were the reasons 
to do it utterly, if it be protestant, witness the of these laws, which may be seen by the reading 
holy league in France, and the oath enjoined to of them ; if we then shall consent to the removal 
be tendered by the second Lateran council, to of them against these crimes, and for securing 
cilia power in church and state of their religion, these greatest concerns, what crime may tad 
Caramta S SUMM4 Concil. ',wig. 626. 	ota. 'They pass unpunished? and what of our greatest in- 
swear that theyshall never endeavour any change terests shall be secured? This were, indeed, got 
°reiteration, in the chart:WM-irate, Okirabjished by only a condemning of oor kings and parliaments 
the laws of this kingdom,'VaileWhan'itciae'per- since the reformation, bulTimost remarkable fall. 

Itirmeit ir they consent its Pailitinietierto. take' ilkIfikas Our Best love, wherefore God might 
away these yenta statutes, against' 	iiat-ivh'o' 
profess to be under another government Of 'the 

jtigtli—fristieve the candlestrek out of its place, 
and give ns'up to all the abominations and &- 

attach, and are sworn subjects to a foreign lesions of the man of sin. 
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Hamilton, at the desire of some of the 
members of parliament, caused double over 

to the commissioner, the chancellor, 
the bishops of St Andrews, Glasgow, 1686.. 

as many copies as served all the members and Edinburgh, and many other courtiers. 
of parliament, and ventured to send copies ‘ . 	• The paper extremely galled the managers, 

Imo. To consent to the taking away of the lands, Bohemia, Moravia, Cilicia, in Ireland of 
penal statutes against papists, removes all the late, in Britain in the days of both the Marys' 
security we have in law for our religion ; for the reigns, and wherever they have power, may 
first acts, which are the second and third of par- cause us be wary, lest by our folly, timorousness, 
Lament first, Jam. VI. establishing our religion 
mid confession, are penal against the enemies of 

&e. we bring these barbarities upon ourselves, 
and utter destruction. 

it, (to wit the papists) as often, if not always, 
our laws call them, and all the rest are penal, 
as any indifferent reader may see, who shall be 

if any should say, It is the king's pleasure, 
that we should evidence our loyalty in this ; it is 
answered, His majesty's pleasure is publicly de- 

at the pains to read them; and so we consent to (dared already, which is to secure the protestant 
abolish utterly the protestant religion in Scot- religion in this nation, both while he acted as 
land, for there is no other law before these for 
our religion, and likewise we establish popery 

commissioner in theparliarnentabove-mentioned, 
and since he came to the crown in this parlia- 

by law, and all its abominations and tyranny, 
fer all preceding laws now extant, are only in 

ment current ; and therefore this is to be con-
strutted to be a temptation from the enemies of 

favours of popery, which who can think upon our religion, who will incessantly labour to in- 
without horror and astonishment? duce him to alter his royal resolution and pro- 

To conclude all our reasoning, what dishonour 
would it bring to almighty God, if Scotland, 
who bath been so much obliged to him fur his 

nine, which we hope shalt remain inviolable, 
notwithstanding all their 	assiduousness and 
cunning, 	considering his 	magnanimity and 

precious ordinances in so much purity and fidelity, which will indeed prove more miracul- 
plenty, and hath so much professed to be for ous (he being steadfast) than all the miracles 
him, and his truth and way, and is so solemnly that that church bath wrought and boasted et; 
tied to him and his way, by such sacred and since ever it turned antichristian, considering 
frequent oaths, should, by their consenting to his near, manifold, and strong temptations; but 
this, betray his interests, might not he say as in he will owe nothing of this to them, but to the 
Micah vi and 9. " 0 my people, what have 'I goodness of God in the royal temper of his 
done unto thee, wherein have I wearied thee, 
testify against me." 	And Jerem. chap. ii. ver. 

spirit. 	2do. 	His majesty is wise, and knows 
that the best of laws cannot be secured by men, 

10 and 11. " Pass over to the isle of Shittim," &c. without penalties, as our lives, liberties, estates, 
And might he not drive us out of his house for cannot be secured without them, and therefore 
wickedness, and love us no more, and give us a bill are secured to us, viz. by penal statutes. 	3lio. 
of divorcement for ever? And what infamy 
would it leave upon our nation for ever, as the 

His majesty is more princely, than to counsel, 
let be to command, far less compel his loyal 

most foolish, inconstant, and perfidious people, 
that ever the world bore, and how hardening 
would it prove to our enemies in their abomina- 

subjects, to act contrary to the solemn oaths 
made in his own presence and allowed by him, 
and undoing so, consent to their own ruin, and 

ble way, and 	what encouragement would to the ruin and destruction of all that is dearest 
it give to them, who are diligent, numerous, 
subtile, and malicious, set on work by the devil 

to them: and further, in such a case as this, 
when sin is commanded, all faithful subjects to 

to improve this, to destroy the true Christian God, and truly loyal to the king, ought to fear 
religion, and adherers thereto, and to advance him more that can kill, and cast soul and body 
and secure all the abominations of antichrist? in hell-fire, than the greatest of monarchs, who 
and what ruin is like to come upon our souls when they kill the body, have no more they 
eternally, and the souls of our posterity, by the 
contagion of these abominable delusions ; and 

can do. 	Luke xii. 5. To finish this objection, 
his majesty in his way was constant against the 

what intolerable sting would it leave in the laws established, and his royal brother's comn- 
consciences of such as are guilty of this, through mend, supposing it would have been sin in him to 
fear, ambition, covetousness, or any other cor- 
rupt principle, in the 	day when God shall 

obey,muchmoreought we, havingthe law of God, 
of the church, and the laws of the land, confirm- 

reckon with them? and what a flying roll of ed by himself, and having 	his example to 
God's wrath and 	curse will enter into their countenance us to be steadfast, considering how 
houses, and pursue them and theirs? Zech. v. 1. much it concerns the glory of God and all our 
But if these considerations, which 	are most interests, spiritual, temporal, and eternal. 
weighty, should be laid aside, yet let all consider, 
who will in reason credit such who are treach- 

If it be said that it is his majesty's tenderness 
to these of his own religion, that they may be 

erous in these weighty matters? will such as secured from sanguinary laws, that moves him 
are false to God, be true to man? Their adver- to recommend this to his parliament. 	Answer. 
series shall have all places of trust and prefer- His majesty knows, his tenderness is to be ex- 
ment ; the church-lands shall be rent from them ; tended to all his subjects, who are under his 
their lives, liberties, and estates shall be ruined, 
if they do not list themselves under the banner 

royal care, as well as to them, and we trust he 
will do it, especially seeing all but papists are 

of antichrist. 	The sad condition of the reform- under God and his Son, immediately subjected 
ed in France at the present, and the cruelties to him, and own no other supreme over these 
exercised in Hungary and in 	the valleys of nations, but himself alone. 240. We trust his 
Piedmont, and what they have cruelly and majesty's tenderness to them, will not clash 
barbarously dune, even above the pagan persecu- with his fidelity and tenderness to us, in his 
'non in these places formerly, and in the Nether- engaging to defend time protestant religion, which 

iv. 	 3 A 
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1686, and strict inquiry was.  made about 
the writers and dispersers of them; 

signet, his chamber, where the said Mr 
Hamilton used to write, Carlin, and the 

and it being found they had come from Mr whole writers in his chamber, were appre- 
Archibald Nisbet of Carfin, writer to the hended and imprisoned; and when exam-

ined upon oath, they all lodged the paper 
cannot be ' done by men, without the penal upon Mr Hamilton. 	Carfin was obliged to 
statutes, especially seeing the laws are so much 
slighted,, as the mass, which by our law is 
idolatry and treason, bath been of Sate frequent- 

present him under a most exorbitant sum. 
After the parliament rose, and the ferment 

ed openly in die chiefest city of our nation. was a little over, Mr Hamilton did appear, 
Stio. It is evident wheresoever the popish party 
prevails, they endeavour undaredly to ruin us and gave bond to present himself when call- 
and our religion together, and all our concerns, 
as does appear by' the -cruel massacres they have 
Made, their bloody inquisitions and persecutions. 

ed, under another vast sum ; and finding it 
unsafe for him to continue at Edinburgh, 

Now to take away the penal statutes, is to open he was forced to retire to Ireland, till the 
a door to their preferment and power, to use us indemnity next year. 	For the truth of all 
after the same manner, whit& cannot in reason 
be consented unto, seeing the second Lateran this information, Mr Hamilton appeals to 
council causes take an oath of alt in power in a the knowledge of a good number of the 
church and state, 	to extirpate heretics 	(as 
they judge us to be) 	and that under the parliament members 1706, who were so 
pain 	of excommunication, &c. 	if 	they be much apprised of this, and his considerable 
negligent. ' 	We trust also, his 	majesty's ten- , 
derness will 	not be small to his successors, 
who, if they be protestant, may expect no easy , 
entry to the crown, if they have power

' 
 cons,. 

losses upon the score of this paper, that it 
was gone into unanimously to recommend 
him to the queen. 	In prosecution of which 

dering their engagements to the pope, and what. 
encouragement they may have from abroad. recommendation, and for this service done 
And finally, his majesty knows, whateverhind- 
ness he shows them, that it were very unreason-
able, and against all religion and honesty, by his 
subjects of the protestant religion consenting to 
what is desired,tobring themselves under mani- 

to his country, he had the post he now en- 

our chastity, names, the persons of bishops, 
ministers, by penal statutes, is consistent with 

fold perkities, and in doing so, to put their reit, 
gion„ lives, liberties, and estate* in their hands, 
from whom they may expect so little favour; 

the spirit of the gospel, is the protestant religion 
the only thing that concerns so little, that it 
should be defended by these? And are these in- 

for experience bath proved, notwithstanding all consistent with the spirit of the gospel, when 
the •penal and sanguinary- laws they speak of., - they are made for its defence? It is abominable 
there path not been so much as one papist since to say so. 	41o. Is it consistent with the spirit 
the reformation, who did suffer loss of life or of the gospel to bring ourselves under manifold 
limb merely for his religion, and they are author.6 perjuries, and only to ruin our religion, and souls, 
Med by the Lateran council, which they own as and bodies, and posterity, and all that is dear to 
infallible,to destroy us, and are daily practising 
aecordingly, where they aver prevail, or have 

us, by consenting to remove these penal laws, 
seeing the gospel commands us "to be wise as 

power. 	' serpents, and harmless as doves?" 	 fro. If God 
It may be objeeted by some, that our religion brings suffering upon us, he will give us grace 

is a holy and meek religion, and needs not those to bear it, while we are in the way of duty; but 
penal and sanguinary laws to defend it, and its 
professors; 	for 	the author 'of it will defend 

if we bring suffering upon ourselves, we cannot, 
in so doing, expect his aid and protection, espe- 

them, and these laws are inconsistent with the cially if we consent to the removal of all these 
spirit of our religioU, 	which is a spirit 	of hedges, by which our religion bath been fenced 
meekness. 	It is answered, that our religion is since the reformation, for, in so doing, we be- 
that of•our Lord Jesus, and he will own it, and tray our religion, the protestant successor, and 
defend it, although all should forsake it; yet we 
judge the gospel doth not destroy the light and 

destroy ourselves and the succeeding generation, 
as much as in us lies, and shall leave our names 

law of nature, which teacheth all to secure their as a curse to God's chosen ; and if these things 
religion by penal statutes; and it were a shame consist with a gospel spirit, let any judge. 
to be careless for the security of our  religion, 
which is the only true one in the world, than 
papists or heathens do for their delusions, and 
would discover our undervaluing and contempt 

So it is easy to conclude, that none can con-
sent to the taking away of these penal statutes, 
but these who are already citizens of Babylon, 
and have drunk the cup of that rebore, except 

of it. 	2do. 'rho seripture gives instance of penal it may be a cruel Haman, or a cunning self-seek- 
statutes or laws

' 
 against idolaters, in the Old-  ing Ahithophel in the court, or a cursed Achan 

Testament, and church officers are reproved, in in the camp, bewitched with the wedge of gold 
the New, for not censuring corrupt doctrines and Babylonish garment, or a Judus in the 
and errors in the church : and it is foretold in church, who betrays his master with a kiss, for 
times of reformation, "That the kings of the a little money or preferment; but God forbid 
earth shall hate the whore of Babylon, and eat that any of our dear countrymen should be of 
her flesh, and bum her with fire." Revel. xvii. that execrable number, whose wickedness pass. 
16e and therefore these penal statutes are con- etas expression, and whose punishment shall be 
sietent with the spirit of the gospel. 	Stio. See- inevitable, and, beyond all human compreheu- 
int the defending of our lives, liberties, estates, .. 	.. 	, sion, intolerable and dreadful to all eternity. 
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joys conferred upon him. 	The people who It was said to be written by Sir 1686.  
were for the repealing the penal statutes, 
endeavoured to prevent the impression left 

Roger L'Estrange at this time, at the 
Abbey of Holyrood-house, and contained 

by this paper, as to their cause, by drawing 
up another, and dispersing it, which bears 
this title, ' Reasons for abrogating the penal 

the common efforts of the Jesuits and pop- 

to keep a church from being burned, and may 
statutes,' and I have added it in a note.* do nothing which may occasion its being fired, 

will this oblige me to destroy my house which 
is adjacent to it, lest by chance it may occasion 
the firing of that church, or to endeavour to bin- 

.* Reasons for abrogating Me penal statutes. der my neighbour from building his own ground 
This moderate favour being proposed and de- near it, upon the like jealousy ? 	'77w. Kings in 
sired by the king's most excellent majesty, and Scotland were before parliament, and then all 
the estates of parliament having in their loyal the legislative, as well as executive power, did 
and dutiful return to his gracious letter, pro- reside sovereignly in them, and therefore par- 
mised to go as great length to ease his Roman liaments have no more power nor authority, but 
Catholic subjects, as their consciences will al- what our kings have derived unto them ; so that 
low ; it becometh the duty of all concerned, to what the king bath not given, but retained, can- 
inform themselves, and to clear and satisfy their not be: invaded, usurped, nor resisted, without 
own consciences concerning this matter, that the highest crime against the sovereign. 	Svo. 
so tar as may be done without sinning against As it is absurd iu logic, to argue from a parti- 
God, they may yield a dutiful compliance with cular to a general, or universal, so it will be un- 
his majesty's desires, and by so doing, procure just in policy, from the fault and guilt of some 
from so generous a prince, the more kindly particular persons, or particular trades us' orders 
protection and security for our national church, 
and the reformed protestant religion therein. 

of men, to conclude the whole kingdom, or other 
different societies and orders of men in it, guilty 

In order to this, it will be necessary to premise of that fault or crime. 
some few rules or grounds, in which all will ac- 
quiesce for founding these reasons, which may 

Now from these foregoing grounds or maxims, 
which seem clear and plain beyond all rational 

persuade us to consent to the moderate ease and hesitation or doubt, it may be argued in the 
favourproposed. As, Into. That cannot bind the present case, 	First. That fora christian magis- 
conscience as a divine law, which neither directly, 
nor by clear consequence is founded on the doc- 

trate to take away the life or estate of a subject, 
who is not guilty of sedition or rebellion, nor of 

trine or practice of Christ, or his apostles, or of injuring the person, goods, or• dune of any of 
the primitive church. 	2do. That which merely his neighbours, but is quiet and peaceable, and 
obligeth by a human law, may be changed when contents himself in the private exercise of his 
the reason of the law ceaseth ; yea, it ought to 
be altered in human and christian prudence, 
when either it becomes inconvenient, or hinders 

own religion, merely for difference of opinion, 
and private exercise thereof, without disturbing 
others, to do so, neither is founded directly, nor by 

a greater good, or occasions a greater evil. 	Stio. any clear consequence, on the doctrine orpractice 
No oath whatsomever can bind or oblige to that of our Saviour, nor of his apostles, nor of the pri- 
which is sinful or unlawful to be done. 	4to. mitive church, yea, nor on the doctrine or prac- 
If a man bath sworn to perform an action, and 
upon a new emergement, the performance there- 

tice of the christian church in following ages, 
who never urged orpersuaded theirkings and em- 

of should become the breach of a prior oath, or perors,when the empire became Christian,totake 
of a greater duty, the obligation must needs away the lives and fortunes of open infidels and 
cease, else the oath should prove vinculum ini. heathens, who were avowed worshippers of the 
quitatis. 	5to. If one swear to do such an act, or 
not to do such an act, as a mean fora greater end, 
to which the oath principally relates, if that mean 
become hurtful and destructive for the end, the 

sun, moon, and stars, and of all manner of idols, 
of stocks and stones, although these idolatrous 
heathens, when they had authority and power, 
did rob, murder, and execute all manner of emu- 

oath becometh so far from obligation, that the elty against the Christians. 	Our blessed Jesus 
mean changeth its nature, the obligation to do taught no such doctrine, but contrariwise, re. 
such an act, and is quite taken off, and ceaseth ; buked the fierceness and violence of his two dis- 
no man being bound to destroy the end, by ad- ciples, who would needs imitate Elijah, in toll- 
hering to a mean now become destructive there- ing for fire from heaven to destroy the schismat- 
of. 	6to. if one nath sworn to do nothing to the ical Samaritans, who were actually injuring and 
hurt or prejudice of a person, or an institution affronting the Saviour of the world, assuring 
not to consent thereunto, this must be under- them that this their cruel and fierce motion was 
stood of such prejudices, as by their own na- utterly repugnant to his blessed temper, and to 
Lure and. necessary effect, are hurtful to that the meek spirit of his gospel ; but if the first 
person or institution. 	Er. gr. 	If one in Bri- position or maxim be good, then the argument 
tain were sworn to do no prejudice to a noble- sufficiently evinceth, that we are not bound by 
man in 	Sweden, nor to consent thereunto, 
(which may be a very lawful oath) in case of a 

any divine law, not to consent to allow these 
of the popish religion to enjoy their lives andes- 

war betwixt Denmark and Sweden, should it totes, notwithstanding of their difference in re. 
be thought a breach of that oath in Britain, 
to sell corn to the king of Denmark for enter- 

ligion, and of their worshipping after the Rena-
ish manner in their private houses. 

taining his army, ,which is warring against all If it 	be 	said, that our law calls 	papists 
the Swedes, and that nobleman amongst the rest, 
and so to concur for entertainingthese, that may 

idolaters, and the mass idolatry, and that by 
the law of God idolaters 	are to be put to 

and will endeavour to kill him? in like man- death, 	Dent. 	xiii. 	1-5, Sze. and ch. 	xvii. 
ner, if I were sworn to do my best endeavours 2-5. Lx. xxii. 20. may . be  answered, into. 
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I686. 
ish'pricits in'and about Edinburgh • 

- 
and probably 	received , its 	last 

touches from Sir Roger. 	This 'WAS " care- 
fully handed about and spread among the 

. . 

• That these political and judicial lilt's, re1at- also directly against the second command 'forc- 
ing to the pains and punishtnents of crimes, 
did only oblige the Jews, being most of thein i 

said i and yet God did prohibit his people, who 
continued firm in their religion and abhorred 

calculated fortheirestate•and policies, and lay no that idolatrous manner of worshipping God, to 
bond nor Obligation on Christian Magistrates, to I punish Or make war against the ten tribes for so 
• proceed and piinish:after thelefcirm and Manner. doing, 1 Kings xii. 244 	It is also a consideration 
All Obristaurintigisteatesdo punish thieves with worth observing, that even these Cannanitish 
death; Whoin the judicial law of Moses did only nations, whom God devoted to destruction, and 
condemn to restitution of the double, or of the• 
quadruple, and io cottaidei themselves not to be• 
underthe.direction, much less under the oblige,  

whom he commanded the Israelites to extirpate, 
were not so plagued merely for their idolatry, 
though of. the most gross and abominable sort, 

Hoss•of the. foresaid judicial law. 	ado. 	1 he but also for their other enormous crimes, and 
idolaters, who by the judieiallaWof Moses were crying mina, as appears from God's suspending 

•• to be put •to death,•*ere only sock as Rpule de. 'the destruction of the Annieites, because their 
Section front theteue and living God of Israel,1 'iniquity iVi1S not yet full, though their idolatries 
"to the-worshipping-of the sun, and other plan,  t, Were long before come to the greatest height : but 
Ins, andidola of the Canaanites, and beanie* I finally, whatever may be in this, it is most cor- 
es appears it, Heim xiii. 5. andxVii4 3, 	New: Uhl,' that the sentiments of out princes and 
the ,papists'aeltuovriedge• and' oWar the •God of. 
Israel to, be the true God, and abhor the `worship • 

have agreed in this, that for the 
'private  tvorshippings of papists, whatsoever kind 

of-stin; Moen, and suits, and .of the other idols 
of the heatheini;•andit.is inn 'lawful to extend 

of superstition or idolatry they stand guilty of, 
no person bath been put to death since the 

penaland,satigumary,  laws' to: any, but -to suer ; beginning of oitr 'reformation, nor Would the 
against whom 'they  weredireetlY,and.inleendnis.  severest amongst us at this day consent to pun- 
designed and intesidedt, lest if way be-given to ,  
proceed hi tbevaebution•cif such laws, by remote i 

iidi any papist with death and forfeiture, for 
Worshipping in private, without trafficking to the 

ttnd-obscure consequences and inferences, ill- i disturintoce of the peace, or to the perverting or 
natured-4'nd- cruet judges shall hover want a seducing his majesty's good subjects from their 
pretence Of hurting end destroying the innocent religion and allegiance • and therefore it seems 
de less- guilty. Mo. when idolatry was,  not in lathee the effect of the tumour, than the dictate 
the robject•ot worshipping att idol, but only in "Of Conscience, not to consent to the suspension of 
themode and tnannee -of Worshipping the true laws, as useless as hard ; and to the execution 
God by an imagei,the law for putting the idela. Whereof they that clamour most Would never 
ter to death was never executed. for that crime, 
even in the conrinont,wealth of the Jews, 	The 

 agree. 
No obligation then appearing for the execs- 

- Dankest sinned grievously, who IOC* .Micah's thin ,of severity against papists, for the exercise 
image, end- worshipped' by it, and set up priests, 
by whom they performed that worship;- as is to 

'of their private worship, from any divine law, 
we would.  in the next place consider the human 

be :read% the-lIth and inili chapters- of Judges, 
this-4'04*g directly against the second command 

laws Which May bind us to it; and if we look 
at the time when they were made, it will be 

of the develops, .yet because they intended by clear that Then there was great and apparent 
that image.to worship the true God, who brought .datigoi• from the papists, not only to our reforined 
them-out-from Egypt, they were pot reckoned ireligion, Which was but newly established, but 

, 	to,.be amongst the,  worshippers .of other. gods, 
nor Such .idolaters-as, in construction of thelaw 

also to the monarchy and government, both of 
chuith and state ; for then they were through 

of Moses; were tote punished by death, nor did a• mistake or dispute concerning the person iu 
the , remanent - tribes. conspire pr ' make war which the sovereignty was lodged, whether in 
against them,to punish4hein, or to -anterthinate 

t that idolatrous manner of worship, as the Jews' 
'king James VI:, or his mother queen Mary, 
contriving sedition and rebellion, and to raise 

' law. cotillion:idea; to do to.  such as worshipped war, both intestine and foreign, so at that time 
thejdolaand•gods ofthe fientileS and, heathens ; there was good and solid reason for framing and 
angles they actuelly.:did in avenging the •injury enacting those lairs against them ; and therefore 
done by-torne of the tribe of Benjamin- to the from the second position the reason ceasing, and 
Lewites.wifeiJudg:lcix. 2.0, 21. which -yet was the papists being noiv quiet and peaceable, and 
atlesser ceitne. than downiaglit and grotis Hole* we'  ut of all reasonable fears of their' plotting 
try.; and as they purposed• and .intendid. to do Or contriving against the king and government, 

%against the tribes of 14ettbensitd-Gad, and half 'in this reign, all dispute concerning the subject 
tribeof Mananieb, wlionithey thoughtlo.be de- :of the sovereignty being no* (blessed be God) 
signing defeetion•andrevelt from- the true God 'out of deers, they may be alloWed to enjoy their 
M.Istaet, by settingstp,.atraitar on the other side -lives and estates, notwithstanding of the exercise 
of Jordan, diderent.fromthe.aluir which wasin •of their worship in private houses ; and the laws 
the tabernacle: mallet this wayof worship by' striking against them, may, in so far as relates 
Micahls linage, continuediamongst the Danites 'to that private worshipping, be suspended as to 
all the,while.that the ,house of God' was in any execution; especially while we consider, 

,. .4hiloh, and,Jonatinui the'son of Gershotn Was . that When the reformation was but in its in- 
, ,- • kiest. for that service; Jailg. xviii. 80; 51. this fancy, and the papists much more numerous and 
'', s  ijkvps peat.300 yearsit 	And like to the-  fact of the 'dangerous, and' no experix.tent given of their 

',..Danites, waslthe,  deed ofjeroboaln, in Setting .active loyalty and obedience, yet no execution 
filupethe (wives at Dan anti Bethel, that ,by them passed then nor ever since, against any of them 

', Abe: Israelites.inight worship God, which was for pri4ate worship; and to fancy that to be 
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members of parliament. 	To this succeeded, •rogating the penal statutes, which 	168,. 
"An answer to a paper written for the ab+- lows in the notes below.t One of the 	4  

necessary now;  which was never executed, (no Was not the cruelty and severity of the Romish 
not in times of greatest danger) is an evidence of church, against those who differed in opinion 
some greater inclination to gratify humour and and religion from them, and yet lived quietly 
contention,than to submit and acquiesce in the and peaceably, one of the impieties and greatest 
moderate desires of a 	most gracious king. immoralities we justly charge upon them, and 
Again, by refusing to suspend that execution of on which, amongst other things, we founded 
severities and penalties, in taking away the lives 
and fortunes of peaceable papists merely for the 

our separation from them? and is it possible, 
without scandal and itist reproach, to maintain 

exercise of their worship in private houses, greater and justifyby outlaw, what we declared impious 
danger and inconveniences shall be brought on in the practice? 	This indeed could not be 
our church, and the protestant religion, in so far pleaded, when these severe laws were Made 
as this will raise in the king's breast more pre- against papists at the beginning of our reforma- 
judicee against both, and begot unkindness to don, because they were libelled against their se- 
such as deny his majesty this moderate favour 
to those of his own persuasion, which cannot 

ditious and treasonable designs and practices, 
(which proceeded mainly upon the foremen- 

prove safe, but very hurtful and inconvenient to tinned mistake or dispute) rather than against 
' both our church, religion, and ourselves ; and by their religious sentiments end worship; for the 

denying our consent to this moderate ease, in- papists were then seditious, and 	the priests. 
stead electing for preservation of our religion, 
we expose it to imminent and apparent danger, 
and so do inconsiderately run upon the rock 

trafficked for foreign invasions, and preached 
open treason, stirring up the subjects against 
the king, which now none can pretend to be our 

which we desire to shun and avoid. 	Further, 
to refuse to consent to suspend the execution of 

ease : and how can we condemn thepersecution 
in France, or. the Preach king's method in 

laws against peaceable papists for their private forcing men's consciences, and obliging them 
worshipping, which. have never been, nor (in to part with their religion by dragoons, and all 
the judgment of any sober person) ought ever to manner of cruelties, whereby he reduces peace- 
be executed, will not only prove inconvenient, 
and hinder greater good that might redound to 

able subjects to the greatest miseries and hard.-
ships, because they differ from his religion? 

our church and protestant religion, by his ma. May not that persecuting prince justly upbraid 
jesty's grace and goodness, (he being gratified in us, as forcing the peaceable subjects of his per- 
his moderate desires) but will occasion several suasion, and violenting their consciences 	by 
great and dangerous evils to our religion, as the taking away the lives and fortunes, or onitints- 
provoking 	king by such unaccountable db- .tbe ing laws against them for so doing, merely for 
stinacy, to make greater changes amongst his their private worship, according to their con- 
servants, officers, ministers, and judges, than sciences, though they are quiet, loyal, and peace- 
otherwise be intends, which he may legally do, 
all those offices being granted to such as possess 

able in all their practices and demeanors? 
From the fourth position or maxim, it may 

them, only during his royal will and pleasure. be further argued, that by refusing to consent 
Again, what changes and alterations may this • to this moderate ease to papists, a most danger-. 
unreasonable stiffness induce his majesty to ens, and almost incurable blow and wound may 
make in the external government of the church, 
and of its bishops and orthodox ministers, to tho 

be occasioned to the protestant church and reli-
pion ' • for if the king please, (and if he be ir- 

apparent hurt and danger of the protestant re- ritated and provoked, it is hard to say what his 
ligion, is clear and manifest to any who will be majesty will do) he may, without violating of 
at the pains to read and ponder his majesty's any law, at one stroke, remove all protestant 
supremacy, as it is asserted by the first act, 
secs. 1. par. 2. king Charles IL Anne 1669, and 

officers and judgesfrom the government of the 
state, and all protestant bishops and ministers 

the hazard to Olt national reformed religion, 
from the changes and alterations his majesty 
may make in these, is a thothand times greater 

from the government of the church, And so the 
aghole government both of -church and state, 
may come to be lodged in the bands of such as 

than can be by permitting peaceable papists to can not be judged so friendly to the protestant 
enjoy their estates and lives, notwithstanding of interest; and is not the extrusion of.protestants 
the exercise of their private worship, which from all power or authority, either in church or 
they have done ever since 	the reformation, 
without any hazard of our own religion; so that 

state, a greater hurt and prejudice to our re-
ligion, than any thing that can ensue upon a 

these, who refusing what they may grant with- few papists enjoying their estates and lives? 
out danger, do draw a great and inevitable dim- 
ger and prejudice to our religion, contrary to 

Nay, and what if his majesty should proceed, 
upon this just provocation, to 	fill 	all 	those' 

the intendment and design of our oath in the places with papists? if he should, we must sub- 
test, and all our other obligations, which bind mit, and are tied by our principles and religion 
and oblige us to its preservation: 	Nor do I see not to resist, it being a chief and essential posi-• 
how it is possible to avoid the scandal of having tion in our holy religion, to render active, or 
that impious and unreasonable tenet And posi- .(where we cannot do that) passive• obedience to 
tion, of founding dominion and right of property 
in grace, charged upon us, if we assert the very 

the supreme magistrate ; and howbeit danger,  
should arise to these papists, who should em- 

lawfulness of taking away the lives and estates brace and exercise these offices and employments 
of papists, merely foi their opinions and religion, 
and private worshipping's, which is a wild fan- 

upon some events ;yet this will neither reveal 
the prejudices, which in the meanwhile are . 

atical doctrine, frequently condemned in scrip- 
ture, and reprobated by all reformed churches. 

done to the church and the protestant religion, 
nor indeed excuse us from the guilt and crime 
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[BOOK III. 

1686. most pointed papers I have seen upon 
thisheakandwhich I have some rem- 

I son to think was penned by one, who, since 
the revolution, was an eminent presbyterian 

of hazarding and honing our religion 	in so far bound to renounce and disown. 	To own this 
as we unnecessarily give any oreasion for it. principle to be a part of our religion, wore to 
As for such, who in a morose humour please 
themselves, by saying, if we ,consent not, it is 

misrepresent 	our peaceable, 	holy, 	innocent, 
meek protestant religion, as the most cruel and 

no act of ours, it is the king's, let him look to it, 
albeit, as is said, by doing what we safely may, 
the evil may bp prevented_ or lessened. 	Let us 

sanguinary institution 	in the world, and to 
condemn all our excellent and wise predecessors 
the reformers, who never put in execution, even 

consider how opposite this is to christian pru- in the times when the papists were most num- 
dence, which, in many cases, is more our duty trous and formidable, and most active in their 
than eidsedforeetir mistaken zeal, which oftener piottings and conspiracies against our religion 
burns than enlightens or warms. and government, (upon the mistake aforesaid) 

Aecording to the first position or maxim, it those laws called penal or sanguinary, for the 
may be thus argued, that though the oath of private exercise of their worship in houses. 
test did, by a hidden,  or remote inference or cone 2do. 	By the consenting to the immunity of 
sequence, bind us up, or oblige us to refuse to papists, from the execution of these laws, we 
grant this moderate ease desired by the king, in do not consent to take away, repeal, or abrogate 
favours of his popish subjects, as believing, that 
the keeping uprof the vigorous execution of laws 

any law, penal or sanguinary, whatsomever, 
(these standing still on the file unrepealed) so 

against papists, even for their private worship• that by this consent we do not allow the altera- 
pings, is one of the means for preserving of the Lion or repealing of any law whatsomever, but 
protestant religion, 	yet this mean becoming only grant to a few popish subjects, such a small 
hurtful and destructive to the great end, viz. and inconsiderable immunity 	as bath in all 
the security and preservation of our protestant former reigns been granted and indulged to them 
church and religion, the obligation of the oath, 
as to that mean, would seem necessarily to be 

by our wise and religious predecessors ; and 
which, even the most scrupulous themselves, in 

loosed, especially when our obligation by the their private sentiments, think, ought not to be 
test to this mean, is at best very dubious and put in execution against them, as they believe 
uncertain, it being so very remote' a mean, (if they will never be called 	in 	question, 	nor 
airy at all) that it needs three or four inferences, 
eve it tan be forced to have any kind of continv  

punished for their private worship, in any sub-
sequent reigns : but &io. admit this to be a con- 

gency, for serving and promoting the great end -sent to some change and alteration about the 
designed by the oath of the test ; but let us laws relating to the protestant religion, yet it is 
ponder impartially the grand scruple arising such a change and alteration, as is not contrary 
limn the test, and we shall see it founded on nor prejudicial to its security, interest, or pre- 
these words in ite--‘' and shall never consent to servation ; but is indeed advantageous and belie- 
any change or alteration contrary thereto"-,' 
from which some inter, that we are sworn 

ticial to it, and preservative of it, in so far as, 
by yielding our consent, we show our loyalty 

against guarding ourconsent tasuffer any papists and duty to the king, by an humble compliance 
to enjoy their lives and estates, if they exercise with his moderate desires, in favours of a few 
their worship in private houses ; but when these subjectsof his own persuasion, which will incline 
words are seriously considered, it will appear, 
first, that the change and alteration sworn 

his 	sacred majesty generally to protect our 
established religion and church, without suffer- 

against, is the change and alteration of the ing any encroachment 	upon, or violation of 
protestant religion 	itself, or of any of the them; whereas, by refusing our consent to his 
necessary and essential doctrines of the pro- majesty's moderate desires, we shall evidently 
testant faith and religion, as the words them- hurt our religion, by endeavouring to maintain 
selves, being referred either to the antecedent or an impracticable mean to support it, and so 
consequent 011,11194.% in the oath of the test, do while we seem to hate popery, we become truly 
with sufficient evidence import; for this change unkind to the protestant religion. 
must he ,direetly Contrary to the forementioned The sixth maxim or position seems an irre- 
religion, pointed at by the particle 	" thereto" finable truth, else most absurd consequences 
meddle sehteiment words, " I renounce alisuch might be bound upon us, from all promissory 
doctrines, principles,. &c. 	popish or fanatical, 
which are contrary to,' and inconsistent with 

oaths. 	If the test should be extended as seine 
would, then one could not give charity to a 

the said protestant religion," 8c. do, with great 
evidence, paint out the alteration sworn against, 
to be an alteration of the protestant doctrines 

starving papist, for hereby he might be helped, 
and even, by saving.  his life, we might reserve 
one who would prejudge our religion, and is it 

andptineiples. 	Now, .hone will imagine, that not as great a breach of christian charity to take 
to consent to the papists enjoying their lives and a man's estate from him, as to refuse to give him 
estates, as aforesaid, is to grant consent to the a part of mine ? No protestant, having sworn the 
alteration of 'out 	reformed religion, 	or 	any 
essential doeisitie thereof ; indeed, it Is so far 
from belt:4'4in essential or necessary article, 
principle, op doctrine of the protestant religion, 

test, should swear, lie, steal, commit adultery, 
&c. nor indeed commit any kind of immorality, 
in commission whereof there is wickedness and 
guilt enough : but perhaps it was not till now 

'eumakeettf Own laws for taking away the lives discovered, that the guilt of perjury is superadded 
*Wank,  peaceable iiubject, for his private opinion to every one of these sins apd crimes in any one 
in religiee, or 'private practice in worship, that who bath taken that oath ; for, by these sins 
it will rattler appeal' on the other aide, to be one and immoralities, great prejudice is done to, and 
of rheselflrispish 	or fanatical 	principles 	and great scandal is brought upon the protestant 
doctrines,lehieh, by the oath of the test, we are religion, and indeed the practising them is more 
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minister, 'now with the Lord, is a letter I to their member of parliament, June` 
from the heritors of the shire of 7th, 1686. 	It is indeed a little pro- )&86: 

e. - r 

hurtful to our holy profession, than to consent pate and root out, by immediate and express 
that a peaceable papist be suffered to live and precept, no more imitable than the stealing of 
enjoy his estate beside us, who perhaps makes the it"gyptians' Foods, no more binding by cons- 
conscience to avoid such scandalous and uncon- mind, than their other judicial laws, which ex- 
troverted breaches of the Moral law ; indeed it pired, as to their obligation, with tire period of 
is sad to find fancy and humour straining after the Jewish church and policy, or rather than 
such rude and unnatural 	consequences, 	and their extraordinary twangs upon immediate and 
gilding them over with the fair pretence of scru- extraordinary commands, and even secret iin- 
ples of conscience. pulses altogether become unwarrantable under 

The seventh proposition or ground is mention- the gospel and Christianity, or from the imprac- 
ed to put all in mind of their obligations to give 

mauves submission when the king 	what be legal-- 
ticable improbable, and uncharitable may be's, 
that the papists will dethrone the king, or cut 

ly may by his prerogative, and from thence to our throats, from which die number and pros- 
consider bow much we are bound by Christian tires-in this kingdom, with many other speciali- 
prudence, and even, for the sake of our religion, 
not to provoke the king's majesty, either to hurt 

ties and circumstances render us secure, besides, 
that all the papists in this kingdom (as is credibly 

us, or to be unkind to us, or toalienate him more informed) are ready to disclaim and renounce 
from that religion which he offers graciously to any deposing doctrine or canon, by the court, or 
protect, and which grace we ought not to requite 
by urging the keeping up of severities against 
those of his own religion, which we ourselves 

by the church of Rome, as to emperors or kings, 
but it is not to be thought, that any thinking, 
judicious, or considering man willte 'tainted or 

say we would abhor to execute, if we could, and amused with such weak, ill founded, and incon- 
which we cannot, if we would, until first we chiding arguments, especially when they shalt 
renounce obedience to God's command, and sub- put them in the balance with the great and for- 
mission to our sovereign magistrate, by resisting, 
if not overthrowing his sacred authority and 

cible clear truths and advantages which lie in 
the opposite scale. 

power. 	And since none can suspect this loyal 
parliament, nor any members of it as guilty of j'  Answer to a paper writ for ethrogating the penal 
the least tendency to such seditious practices, 
they having so signally testified their abhorrence 

Mitatem 
Reflection I. It is to be observedin general eon- 

of them, and are amongst the happy instruments eerning that paper, Imo. That the drift and de- 
which have suppressed them and others; yet sign thereof, if not of its author, is a far more 
since the beginnings of evils are often small, 
when their growth and events may prove fatal, 
and that as certainly as great mischiefs must 

gross and horrid thing, than he bath the impu-
deuce or boldness (though this be great enough) 
openlyand professedly to own. 	To ghee instance 

needs arise from the least appearance of unkind- of this ima few particulars. 	Into. fie pretends 
ness betwixt the king and his parliament, and to plead- not for taking away, repealing, or oh- 
that these will be a curse to posterity, who shalt rogating the penal statutes against papists, but 
contribute the least accession to it. 	And on the 
other hand, that the spirit of moderation becom- 

only for a suspending of the execution of them, 
and yet, in the very same paragraph, he does 

eth Christians, calmness and discretion become more than tacitly insinuate, that the making or 
subjects in all their dealings with their sovereign, 
and that the greater invitations we give our 

owning of those laws is the effect of a popish or 
fanatical principle, and a misrepresenting of the 

king, by these virtues, the greater assurance we protestant religion, as the most cruel and san- 
have of his protection to our religion ; and that 
the preservation of the present great peace and 

guinary institution in the world ;  he Affirms, 
that the persecuting French prince may justly 

tranquillity which we enjoy, is a weighty charge upbraid us, as forcing peaceable subjeets, and 
on the conscience of every man that is a member violenting their consciences, by keeping up laws 
of parliament. against them for their private worship, &c. ; he 

These considerations, it is hoped, will move calls the penal statutes useless and hard ; and lie 
and prevail with all good Christians, all good asserts, that we cannot execute those penal sta- 
subjects, and all good countrymen, to consent to tutea, though we would, till first we renounce 
the king's moderate proposal and desire above- obedience to God's command, Sm. andeoutd any 
mentioned, which ease to these of his own roll- papist more condemn these penal statutes, as 
gion, his majesty maygnint without our consent ; 
and yet, as a gentle and moderate father and 

being most unjust and iniquitous in themselves, 
than this author doth by these expressions? Now 

governor, he desires to give it with the consent if the presuming to interpret a law, or oath 
of his parliament. 	Let us not, by denying what made by law, 'to the prejudice of its native 
we cannot hinder, lose the greatest blessings and 
happiness which we may retain, that king and 

sense, was made a ground of criminalindictinent, 
and forfeiture of life and fortune, what deserves 

people may still live in that happy and good un- he who so timely slanders standing laws, and 
demanding, which may continue and crown also spreads abroad his gross slanders thereof? 
the sweetness and easiness of his royal govern- 2do. He pretends only to give reasons.foy allow. 
ment over us, and of our tranquillity, property, 
and happiness under his shadow, 

ing papists the exercise of their idolotrotts wor- 
ship in private houses. 	And Stio. Fut:Allowing 

It were to lose time and travel to answer to the private exercise of their worship only, who 
idle and frivolous objedlions made and contrived profess that they worship the true God; andyet 
against this concession, founded very unebris- by alleging, that our blessed Jesus taught no • 
tianly on the practice of the Jews against those such doctrine, as that kings and emperors, when so  
nations whom they were commanded to extir- the empire became Christian, should take away 
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1686. 
\Ix, yet it eantitird, such an -abstract 
of what can be said upon this head, 

as this juncture, that I reckon it deserves 
a room in the notes. f. 

and so proper overtures for the parliament Thus the reader bath some view of the 

the lives and fortunes of open infidels and hea- cruelly executed laws, for burning to death the 
thesis, who were avowed worshippers of the sun, 
moon, and 	stocks and stones, &c. 'and by 

innocent saints of God. 	And though there were , 
no such passages in the New Testament, yet the 

drawing an argument to press his purpose from author's argument would be wholly fallacious 
that allegiance, and divers things of that nature, 
he does plainly plead for tolerating the most 

and inconcludent : for it might as well be argu-
ed, that murder, sodomy, witchcraft, incest, &c. 

public practice of idolatry, and of idolatry com- are not punishable with death, by any law of 
spitted against the first as well as second corn- God under the New Testament, since there are 
mand of the dee:doggie. 	And if brevity were no penal statutes against these crimes, either 
not intended in their reflections, it were easy expressly set down in the doctrine of the New 
to make it out, that his other arguments for Testament, or by direct and immediate conse- 
allowing papists the private exercise Of their quenee deducible therefrom ; but it is a sufficient 
idolatrous religion, do, with equal strength of ground and warrant from the doctrine of the New 
reason, militate for allowing 	the open and Testament, for the capital punishing of these 
public exercise of heathenish 	idolatry. 	2t10. abominations, so also for the capital punishing of 
It is to be observed in general anent that 
paper, that the author permits several (as he 

idolatry, that there is under the Old Testament, 
a clear law of God grounded upon moral equity 

calls them) rides or.grounds, and upon these he for the capital punishing of the one as well as of 
pretends to found-his reasons For persuading the the other. 	And Matth. v. 17. " Our Saviour 

. parliament to consent to what he pleads for, and came not to destroy such 'laws," but continues 
after he bath set them down, he commends them in their full authority and vigour. 	And 
them as maxims which seem clear and plain, 
beyond all real hesitation or doubt; whereby, to 

as for the doctrine of the primitive church, about 
the punishment due to idolaters, we may know 

deceive the simple, be would have men believe, 
that his reasonings, in the case he debates for, 
depend upon certain and indubitable rules and 

what it was from the first canon of the Eliberin 
council, convened about the end of the third con-
tury, which expressly asserts, that idolatry is 

maxims, whereas his inferences and deductions crimen capitale, a capital crime. 	But, 
. from them, in so far as there is truth in them, 

have no more connection with them, nor depend- 
Befl. III. To elude the obligation of the law 

of God, under the Old Testament, against idol- 
ence upon them, than darkness hath with and airy, the author allegeth, that it was only "a 
upon light, or falsehood with and upon truth, as political and judicial law, which did oblige only 
is evident to any judicious discerner, atid shall the Jews, and was intended only against such as 
afterwards be made to appear. 	3tio. It is to be made defection from the true God, to the wor- 
observed; that as he highly extols his own reason- ship of the sun and other planets, &c. and that 
ings, to- he speaks contemptuously of the reasons it whenever exeruted,even in the common wealth of 

. given against that he debates for, and shamelessly the Jews, upon any who were guilty only of idols- 
misrepresents the same, saying, that they are try, in the mode and manner of worshipping the 
founded very unchristianly on the practice of the true God by an image, &c. 	Though this, which 
Jews against those nations whom they were the author says, were true, yet it would make 
commanded to extirpate, &c. but what person nothing for his purpose, since it is irrefragably 
of any judgment ever founded reasons against 
granting an iinmunity to the practices of Mole- 

made out by our divines, both of old and of late, 
that papists, by their worshipping a piece of 

try, upon that practice of the Jews? can the bread,andother far more contemptible objects than 
author telt its of any? the sun and moon, or any of the planets, are as 

Rey. H. If his first position be compared with guilty of idolatry as the heathens were, and do 
his inferences therefrom, it is evident, that he worship another than the true God no less than 
asserts, that there is nothing in the doctrine of they did ; 	but all which the author, on this 
Christ, of his apostles, or of the primitive church, 
for taking away the lith or estate of idolaters, for 
the exercise of their idolatrous worship : which, 
if it were true,it wouldinake ne mere forallow- 

head, saith is palpably and notoriously false : for , 
the law of God, under the Old Testament, 
against idolaters, is grounded upon such moral 
equity, and immutable perpetual reasons, as 

ing the private exercise of idolatry (which is agree to the state of the church under the New 
that our author is advocate for) than the public Testament, no less than to the state of the church 
exercise thereof, there being as little in the doe.- under the Old, as will be evident to ally who 
trine of Christ against allowing the public as shall read and consider, the xiii and xvii chapters 
private exercise of,idolatry : but that assertion of Deut. and Job xxxi. 28. Job, who was net 
of the author.-is manifestly false; for, by the 
doctrine of,OW New, as well as Old Testament, 
the .inagistrate.boareth not the sword in vain, 

under the judicial law, nor acquainted with it, 
yet knew and affirms, that idolatry its an iniquity 
to be punished by the judge, viz. because it is a 

"for he is the minister of God, a revenger to ex- denying of the God that is above which reason 
matte wratli,upon him that death evil, Rom. xiii. is perpetual and immutable, and holds true of the 
4. and idolaters are ranked among the very chief popish as well as heathenish idolatry, the former, ti 
a(evil decay, I Cor vi. 0. Gal. v. 20, &c. and as well as the latter, being, in the very matter of ' 

3 	.. xprii.olGe John foretells it, as that which worship a denying of the God that is above; so 
, • 	oti.a4luires, of, and approves in the kings of the . that the very grossness of the sin clearly deter- 
tomtit, in times of reformation, that they shall mines the punishment ' due unto it ; the lair 
-,hateo‘he Babylonish whore, and make her demi- against idolatry being manifestly of a moral 
late and naked 	 burn her * 	 ., . and shall 	with equity, 	What our authors affirm of the mates- 
fire ; a just punishment upon her who made, and ecution of it, under the Old Testament, against 
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procedure of parliament, about this impork thus stuck at the repeal of thestatutes 1686.  
tantaffair. Though thisprotestantparliarnent against popery, yet the king did not ' 

... 

such idolators as professed that they still work church, to what should be in the practice of the 
shipped the true God, though it wore true, it 
makes nothing for his purpose, it being as con, 
cludent for the open and public, as private prac- 

magistrate in a church constituted, reformed, 
and having its reformation fenced with human 
penal laws of long standing and continuance, is 

tice of idolatry, but besides it is evidently false; 
for the Israelites, in their worshipping the got,  
den calf; professed: 	that they worshipped the 

base and silly sophistry. 	That which our au, 
thor further adds on this head of the execution 
of these penal statutes, that no person bath been 

true God, Exod. xxxii. 4, 5. and yet ver. 28. at put to death, since the beginning of our refer- 
• the command of Moses their then magistrate, 

there were about three thousand of them put to 
Illation, " for the private worshippings of pap-
ists" (he might have added, " nor for their pub- 

death for that sin : and the Jews, when they lie worshippings either) it is very easily diseov- 
worshipped Baal, professed that they worship,  
ped the true and living God of Israel, for it was 

eyed to be nothing for his purpose, but to make 
very much against it. 	For Imo. Though the 

him they called Baal in that worship, Hos. ii. penal statutes have not been execute upon-papists, 
16. and yet there are many known instances of yet there was not an immunity granted to them 
the magistrates punishing those idolaters with by our pious and wise predeeessens in all former 
death according to the law. 	The two instances reigns (as he shamelessly says there was.) 	For 
which our author adduces to prove, by a new 2do. there is a great difference betwixt the non- 
kind of logic, his vile negative, that the law was execution of a lac and the magistrate's granting 
never execute against such idolaters, as professed and indulging an immtinity to the transgressors 
that they worshipped the true God, not only thereof. 	The magistrate may be very tender of 
prove not this, but are also nothing at all to his executing a penal statute, while. yet there are 
purpose. 	His first instance, of the other tribes many and weighty reasons why the statute 
their not punishing the Danites, for their idol- 
atry, in the matter of Micah's image, makes 

should continue- in its full force and vigour, 
and without being any way innovated and re- 

nothing for him, till lie both prove that the stricted, and the present case is a pregnant in, 
Danites were then under the jurisdiction of the stance of this : for though our 'papists give out 
other tribes, and also if they were, that theuther themselves to be, and this pleader for Baal often 
tribes transgressed no law of God, and did not insinuates, that they are not what they are in 
sin by their not punishing the Danites, which France, Savoy, Spain, &c. but meek lambs, in- 
he bath not proven, nor ever will. 	As little, 
and far less to his purpose is his second instance, 
taken from the Lord's prohibiting the house of 

nocent and harmless creatures (such as they 
were in the reign of the two Marys, and-  the 
Scottish papists were, in corresponding with 

Judah and Benjamin to make war against the Spain, in the time of the armado and the Eng- 
ten revoked tribes, 1 Kings xii. 24. for God (lid lisp papists, in plotting the gun-powder tree- 
not prohibit them to make that war, as if it had son, and the Irish papists in the cruel massacre 
been intended for punishing the ten tribes for of Ireland) yet 'any reasonable pretence they 
their idolatry, in the matter of the calves at Dan have for giving out themselves to be such meek 
and Bethel, as this author, to deceive the rim- 
ple, shamelessly asserts; since the text expressly 
says, that the war was intended to bring the 

lambs, or he, for insinuating that they are such, 
is, because these foxes and wolves have been, 
and are so chained up by our laws, as to be in- 

kingdom again to Itehoboam, I Kings xii. 21. capable of doing us hurt, without the fear 
and the calves were not set up at Dan and Be, 
thol, till after that intended war, }Kings xii. 

of being afterwards rewarded according to their 
deeds; and the continuance of thane laws in 

25, 26, &c. 	But though the practiscrs of that their full force, hash been, and is an awe-band 
idolatry professed that they worshipped the true upon them, to restrain them from seducing 
God, yet that it deserved capital punishment, ap. those of the reformed religion, tuulfrom destroy- 
pears by king Josiah's offering, upon the altar at ing our kings when protestant, our religion, our 
Bethel, the priests of thebigh places, that burned liberties, estates and lives, a work which their 
incense thereon, and his causing men's bones to principles and 	antichristian 	spirit 	strongly 
be burnt on. it, according to what, long before proMpt them unto, and whieh.accordinely they 
that time, had been foretold of that pious king practice in all places where they have the 
and zealous reformer, 1 Kings xiii. 2. with 2 power to do it, as they will quickly have in 
Kings xxiii. 26. 	That which theauthor alleges, 
of the kings and emperors, when the empire he- 

Scotland, though the penal statutes be not taken 
away, if those statutes be so innovate and re- 

came Christian, that they took not away:the stricted, as not only parliamentarily to. allow 
lives and fortunes of open infidels and heathens, 
who were avowed worshippers of the sun, moon, 
and stars, &c. though it . were true, it makes 

them the exercise of their idolatrous religion, 
in private houses, but also to put them under 
the protection of his majesty's laws, yea, if the 

nothing for what he undertakes to give reasons execution of those statutes be but by law SUS- 
for, it being as concludent for allowing the pub- pended. 	2do. That the penal statutes against 
lie as private exercise of idolatry, and of the papists have not, since the. reformation, beers 
very grossest of pagan idolatry, as was before oh- executed, by putting any.of them to death; is so 
served: and besides it makes nothing for tins far from being an argument for taking those 
authors's purpose, Into. Because, at that time, 
the church was to be constitute and gathered 

statutes away, or relaxing them, that it is a 
strong argument to the contrary: for protes- 

out of the heathenish world. 	2do. Because tants not being of that bloody spirit, which is 
there were then no standing human penal laws 
against idolaters. 	And to argue 	from 	the 

diffused through all the members of antichrist, 
have never set up any bloody inquisition against 

Practice of the magistrate in such a state of the papists for the private exercise of their religion 
iv. 	 35 
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. 	step his &AO' fOi'!OVof Wining our own dispensing power, as' we shall hear 
166.  religion, .but pushed it boldly-by his upon the next section. 
--.- 

• as -papists do against protestants :) 	and it 'is against idolaters, or are we idolaters ? Was it 
'the way of protestants, in meekness,. to endea- possible for the pious and zealous -kings of J udali 
your the reclaiming .of papists; and to execute to maintain and justify the law of God, and 
penal statatee-only upon seducers 'to-popery, and their executing it against idolatry, if they de-,  

• -each as, after due 'means of. conviction used to- dared the statutes of Omri, and of Ahab; and 
-wardstliem, and after long forbearance, remain the cruel execution thereof:walnut the.true war- 
altogether obstinate and irreclaimable ; so that, 
from tile standing:of the penal statutes against 

shippers of God, .to be impious ? The author's 
question, if the vigour be taken off it, is plainly 

them:- in their full force, - there is no ground to this : 	Is it possible, without scandal and just 
fear that any brueltyand unjust severity shall reproach, to maintain and justify .our penal 
be, by protestants, exercised against them :. and laws against popish idolaters, if we declare it 
irineepapistsexperimentaRyknowthis, theyhav- impious in thorn to snake and execute laws for 
Mg hadthe private exercise of their religion; in the cruel butchering of the innocent saints of 
all former reigns, without the forfeiture of the God, for nothing else'but their owning and ad- 
life Or estate of any one of them, as far as•-this haring to the true worship of God? Indeed, the 
author afiirms ; and-since also lie, as advocate for• barbarous cruelties-practised against. such,  by pa- 
them, acknowledges; -that -the most scrupulous plats wherever they have power, do not only 
believe, that the papists will never be called -in justify our law, but also do cry aloud for keeping 
question, or punished -for their private Worship it up in its full vigour. 
in anysubsequent reign, it must be seine other Re. VI. The oath of the test, bath from 
thing than the -Mewing of themselves .in the pulpits been cried up as au invincible bulwark 
mere private exercise 'of their religion, which against popery, anti by the supposed author of 
they design, by seeking with such earnestness, 
by such 'various arts and methods,' to-have these 

that paper, as much as by any ; it-being very 
rationally presumed, that these who have -taken 

penal :notate-Oaken-away; or suspended . in the an oath containing so clear and strong an obli- 
execution of them; and what that other thing gation, constantly to adhere to the protestant 
is, they-hereby design, is. in the present circum- religion, and never to consent to any change or 
steams button easy for any to-understand, whci alteration contrary thereto, would never arrive 
wilt not 'wilfully-shut his eyes.. to such a height of unparalleled impudence 

%MA IV.' While' the sophist pleaded' for the and debauchery, as to consent to the framing a 
. takingaway, or legal suspending (which, upon law tending to the prejudice, far more to the 
'thentatter,and id vegaid of,effectsovill be nigh overturning of the protestant religion. But now 
all on9 amexectition of these penal statutes, by this author hath fallen upon methods to elude 
affirming, that • in the judgment of any sober the so pregnantly clear and strong obligation of 
moderate person, the, execution . of these laws that oath, and to play the pope, by giving the 
-never Ought 'to be exacted, ainl. that even the dispensation of his, sophisms, for loosing all the 
mostscrupulousthemseives, in their private son- obligation of that so solemn an oath, and to 
timents; think these laws ought not to be put in make that bulwark of the protestant religion, 

- execution against papists, and that puotestants so often commended and celebrated as impreg- 
themselves say, they would.'ahhar•the execution noble, to -be no stronger than if it were made of 
.of theielaws ; and he does plainlynceuse them straw. • For this and, first, Having in the first 
as Most -unjust and abotninabler though else.,  page of his paper, laid down several positions 
.where hecoinmends,them, as having-been enact- and maxims (as he calls them) about an oath, 
' ed upon very necessary-and good -grounds and,  
reasons': bat though it he his scope -to render 

the chief- of these ho pitches upon for eluding 
the obligation of the test, is the fifth, viz. " if 

theindetestable, (any coinmendasion he gives of one swear to do. such an act, or not to do such 
thembeing only to decline envy,) yet this is st. an act, as a mean for a greater end, and to 
silly sophism to reach that: scope; foe just so he which the-oath principally relates; if that mean 
might *meson for, taking .away, or- suspending become hurtful and destructive to the end, the 
the 'execution of penal' statutes against mum- oath is so far from -remaining obligatory," &a. 

• deters, and other most criminal ,offenders, be- 'This we admit in case the mean, of and in itself, 
,rause,•when the law is-executed upon any such and intrinsically, become ' hurtful and destruc- 
, persons,. men who:retain human bowels have a tire to theend, but not if it become hurtful and 
natural 	the misery the malefactor destructive thereunto, only extrinsically, ma- 
suffers, as.a protestant would have of the misery sionally, and accidentally : otherwise 1 should 
otapapietrupoirwhom the law iitexeeutett; but lie- free of my oath of allegiance given to my 
.as in,lhe former ram -,strin this; there would 
be nonthhorrence of.t‘ 'execution of the law, as 

lawful prince, when in the ease of an usurper, 
who hath.got the power in his hands, my oath 

, 	unjuit. 	• 	. 	. 	,S 	;,,, 	,. 	, 	, 
• RI,. V., Our autluii:aagues (to purpose in- 

shall, from an extrinsic cause, and accidentally 
become hurtful to the ends. I . aware it for; and 

-deed; but noblerMidas:mu purpose, yea, very many such instances may he given. 	Yea, it' the 
much against it) fronnthe cruelty and severities author's -position in the second sense (which is 

-of the Romish cheirchi against mote:mints ; and the only sense that makes for his purpose) be 
to, make -his lirgtintOitt the more' pungent, he admitted,. it is the way to -evacuate all oaths. 
moves this -Ittestione.4,Isik.possible, without 
scandal andlustitcproach, to maintain arid jus- 

But we learn from the.scripture, Psal. xv. 4, 
that a conscientious man,,alheit he never swears 

tify. by ouitilibitt We,declare impious in 
' 'theirpractieer • Fti which S rower for answer 

to his own hurt as the, end, (but does in swear-
ing ar: oath propose some good to himself, yet 

'II. few questions: 	Do we declare it impious in when lie bath by a lawful oath engaged himself 
the practiceof papists toMidre, or execute laws , to that which accidentally turns to his hurt 
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1Vbr Archdeacon Eachard gives a very just the repeal of the penal statutes, in 1686. 
account of the king's.designs, in publishing this parliament. 	He observes,' that 

he notwithstanding changeth not. The author's son to prove, that the keeping up of those penal 
quibbling in his position with the principal end statutes, is now become hurtful and destrue- 
of an oath, is nothing to his purpose; for in the tive to the protestant religion. 	For, I. If the 
oath of the test, men's principal end was, at least king's majesty were of such an unjust, passion. 
should have been, the glory of God, and he ate, and furious disposition, as this base slanderer 
would pitch upon the mean that is become de- of him does more than obliquely point him 
structive thereunto. 	Are the 	penal statutes out to be, and if thereupon he may, when irri- 
against popery become destructive to the glory 
of God ? 	The author having taken the foresaid 

tate, do such hurt to the protestant religion, 
while it is fenced with those penal laws: may he 

position for the major of his argument, in the not do much more hurt thereunto, when that 
second place, for eluding the oath of the test, he fence is either taken away or weakened, if he 
subsumes, " That the keeping up of the vigorous shall be irritated by a parliament refusing to 
execution of the laws against papists, is become grant what he may further seek of them after- 
hurtful and destructive to the great end of the wards in favours of the popish religion? 	And 
oath of the test." 	Whereas it is to be noticed, 
that instead of saying, " the keeping of the 

considering how unweariedly active papists will 
be in vexing his majesty with their solicitations 

laws against the papists," (which is the thing for advancing their religion, who calf tell what 
in controversy) the sophist hath subtilly suhsti- he may further propose to parliaments in favours 
tuted the dead child for the living, viz. "the of it? 	2. If the king's majesty, upon his being 
keepingup the execution," and " the vigorous exe. irritate, should do all that mischief to the pro- 
cution too" of those laws ; albeit this be not the testant religion (which far be it from us so much 
thing in controversy, and himself bath often as to imagine) yet this would no more make 
harped upon this, that the laws against papists, 
not only are not, but also since the reformation 

the keeping up of the penal statutes a mean de-
structive to the protestant religion, than a hedge 

have not been at all executed against any one becomes destructive to a vineyard, or a wall to a 
papist: but the aubsumption he should 	here besieged city, when men become angry with 
have made, is supplied from his long harangue these that keep it up. 	It is a piece of very 
upon the great danger and inconveniences shall great nonsense to say, that laws made in defence 
be brought on our church and the protestant of the protestant religion, and in their own na... 
religion, by the parliament's refusing to suspend tare not only subservient, but necessary to the de- 
the execution of penal statutes against popery, 
and the only proof of that great danger, is drawn 

fence thereof;  can become destructive, or so much 
as hurtful to it in any case. 	If the protestant 

from what the king's majesty may, and in pro- religion be destroyed, it is certainly some other 
Lability will do, if he be irritated by the parlia- thing than these laws kept up, that destroys it; 
ment's refusing to suspend the execution of yea, it cannot be destroyed till these laws be 
these laws. 	For answer, let it be considered, first destroyed, either by taking them away, or 
I. That since his majesty's high commissioner relaxing them, or by acting contrary to them if 
came to Scotland, we have heard several sermons standing. 	In the third place, for eluding the 
preached before his grace, and one of them by 
the supposed author of the paper now under 

obligation of the oath of the test, the author says, 
" That by consenting to the immunity of the 

consideration ; in all which sermons we have papists from the execution of penal statutes, we 
been pathetically warned, to take heed of ail do not consent to repeal, abrogate, or take them 
suspicions, jealousies, and fears of his sacred ma- away (they standing still on the file unrepealed) 
jesty,as though, according to his promise, he yea, we do not allow the alteration of any of 
would not maintain and defend the protestant them," which is plainly as great nonsense, as to 
religion and laws made in favours thereof: but say, that by consenting to. the immunity of 
now the author of that paper gives us the ter- thieves, murderers, 	witches, or other most 
rible alarm, that there is no less hazard than of criminal offenders, from the execution of criro- 
destruction itself to the protestant religion, if the inal laws made against them, we do- not cork. 
parliament relax not the laws made for defence sent to repeal, abrogate, or so much as to alter 
of it, and do not (as Delilah dealt with Samson) any way those laws. 	What do penal laws 
cut off the annexed penalties, wherein their signify, if by law immunity be given to trans. 
strength lies. 	2. Let it be considered, that ne- greasers of them, from the penalty annexed to 
ver any prince was set forth under a worse char- them ? 	In the fourth place, for eluding the ob- 
acter than our sovereign, so much commended ligation of the oath of the test, our author nib- 
for his fidelity, equity, and justice, is set out by bles and quibbles (none can know to what pur- 
this author, while he tells us, that if the parlia- pose, except it be to deceive) about these plain 
inent refuse to do what they justly may and ought words in it ? 	" And shall never consent to 
to refuse, his majesty may be so provokedand ir- any change or alteration contrary thereunto." 
ritated as to do all the mischief's to the protes- In 	his descanting upon 	which words, be 
taut religion mentioned in the author's long 
harangue. 	Now, if scandalunt magnaluin be 

says, that when they are seriously considered, 
 it will appear that the change and alteration 

petty treason, what must so horrid a slandering sworn against, 	is 	the 	change .and alters- 
of our gracious and dread sovereign deserve? tion "of the protestant religion itself, or of 
But 3t1, Though it were true (as far be it from any of the necessary and essential doctrines 
us to think so) that his majesty may be so irri- thereof." And whoever thought otherwise, who 
tated by the parliament's refusing to suspend the but slightly considered these words ? But withal 
execution of those penal statutes, as to do all the even to them who curiously and slenderly con. 
hurt and damage to the protestant 	religion sider them, it will appear, that not only the 
the author recites, yet this is no shadow of rea- change and alteration of the protestant religion 
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:the Icing, to feel the pulse of his raise a superstructure of arbitrary power 
160. , 	But eats in 	England, 	resolved to in Scotland, in which he had laid the foun- 

itself, but also every change and alteration con the edge of a valor, is dangerous to be meddled 
Crary thereto, is sworn against in them. 	And ' with, yet with all due respeet to his majesty's 
there may be changes and alterations, many and prerogative, and, I hope, without offence, these 
great enough, contrary unto the protestant re- • few things, amongst many, may be said in an- 
Union, though itself be not 'changed and altered. swer to the author's argument drawn from it. 
I-ins not God preserved the protestant religion 
itself, notwithstanding that many changes and 

Imo, How great soever be his majesty's prem., 
gative, none that is orthodox will affirm, that 

alterations contrary unto it have fallen out? by virtue of it he may dispense with an unre- 
And wilt a change either 'of, or in laws Wade in pealed law of God, as the law for punishing 
defence of, the protestant religion, be no change idolaters is. 	There is a great difference bewixt 
and alteration at all contrary unto it ? 	But the granting an indemnity for a bypast transgres- 
author subjoins, " that none will imagine, that sion, of a divine criminal statute, (as is the di- 
to consent to the suspending of the execution of vine law against a murderer) and the granting 
penal statutes against papists, is to grant eon- an immunity from all punishment, to them that 
sent to the alteration of our reformed reli- shall transgress such a lave for the future; and 
gloss." 	This which he with, is as if one should whatever can be said for the former, who, that 
say, that none wilt imagine, that to consent is either a good divine or a good Christian, will 
to the throwing down a wall about a hesieg- assert that his majesty by virtue of his preroga- 
ed city, or pulling up a hedge about a vine- tive may do the latter.? 2do. If his majesty by 
yard, is to consent to any change or alteration his prerogative, may legally indulge the exercise 
in the vineyard or besieged city. 	Our religion of idolatry, with impunity to them who prac- 
being considered (as in the present case it ought Oise it, though (as has been proven) there be a 
to be) as fenced with penal statutes against its standing divine law for punishing it, what rea- 
enemies, will there be no change and alteration son and account can be given why he may not 
at all Of it as such, or if none of itself, yet also, by his prerogative, give au immunity and 
would there not be any change or alteration exemption from all punishment, to such as shall 
contrary unto it, if it be denuded and deprived practise theft, murder, witchcraft, incest, and 
of that fence ? The words of an oath are to be such other horrid crimes? Sao. Albeit papists 
taken, and by conscientious men will be taken, 
in the most comprehensive sense the words 

are not ignorant of what his majesty may do by 
his prerogative, and do brag much of it, yet it 

will natively bear, and not in the narrow or 
distorted sense which the quibblings of perverse 

would seem they are not of our author's mind, 
that he may legally by his prerogative, give an 

Men put upon them. 	But, in the last piece, the immunity to them for the exercise of their wor- 
author utterly throws dawn the obligation or ship, else they would not be at such a great deal 
the oath of the test, and the strong bulwark of of pains to get this granted to them by the par- 
the protestant religion, with one Very frightful liament. 	4to. Whatever, and how great soccer 
and terrible blow, viz. by a thundering assertion, 
that " to make or own penal statutes against 

be his majesty's prerogative, yet in the present 
case under consideration, he hath been pleased 

papists, appears rather one of these popish or to limit the same, by ratifying and confirming 
fanatical principles and doctrines, which by the all the laws for the protestant religion, most of 
oath of the test we are bound to renounce and which, if not all of them are penal, against its 
disown, than an essential or necessary article, 
principle, or doctrine of the protestant religion. 

enemies : 	And btu. Whatever his majesty may 
legally do by virtue of his prerogative, yet the 

I know none, (nor I think the author either) members of parliament may nut legally (awn 
who holds it to be an essential article of the pro- in regard of human law) consent to a suspend- 
testaut religion, to Wake or own these laws, 
though the Christian (which is the protestant) 

ing of the execution of penal statutes against 
papists, they being bound up from giving that 

religion warrants and approves them ;' for the consent by the oath of the test, imposed on them 
protestant religion was in all. its essential prin. ' by law, consented unto, and confirmed by his 
ciples, before those human penal lawn were present majesty, and by several other standing 
made, and therefore before theycould be owned. laws.; besides that, a far higher law, the laws 
So their, according to this author, the making or of God, ties them to refuse that consent. 
owning of them, is one of the popish or fanati- Having mentioned and confuted all in our 
cal principles, which by the oath of the test, we author's paper, that hath any shadow and scm- 
are bound to renounce and disown. 	This, for,. blame of a reason for persuading an allowing 
sooth, is an unanswerable argument for his put unto papists, so much as the private exercise of 
pose : but what needed our author be at alt this their religion and worship, I shall pass by other 
pains, so voluminously to plead for such a petty things in it, such as his insinuating, that if the 
thing as the bare suspending- the execution of oath of the test bind up from allowing unto 
those laws, sine*, according to him, the. ver papists an impunity in the practice of their 
laws thenwelves,root and branch, are so strongly idolatry, then it binds up front giving charity to 
abjured by all the members .of parliament, who 
have taken the test? 	Yet, good man,• he , will 

a starving papist, (which is as if one should say, 
that what binds up from allowing immunity 

find it no small difficulty to 'persuade either pas and impunity unto a murderer, in the practice 
pint or protestant, or bhssaelfeither, to be of this of his sin, binds up from giving meat and drink 
mind. 	• unto him, while the magistrate suffers him to 

Refi. VII. 	The author% last argument is live.) 	Our author's professing, that if the par- 
drawn from what ,the king may legally do by raiment refuse their consent to a suspending the 
his ir erogatiVe His majesty'sprerogative, like execution of penal statutes against papists, be 
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dation by his popularity, and public dissent- 
bung his religious designs: when he was 

lord commissioner for his brother, 
Before 	that parliament broke up 1686' 

sees not how it is possible to avoid that scandal their eyes, shall do well to look so far before their 
of founding dominion and right of property on nose, as to consider that whatsoever dreadful 
grace, (and it is just alike possible to avoid that 
scandal, without suspending the execution of 

mischiefs shall follow to our religion, liberties, 
estates and lives, by their taking away or relax- 

penal statutes, yea, without taking quite away ing the statutes against popery, and thereby 
the laws themselves against sorcerers, sodomites, 
murderers, • &c.) his impudence 4n 	affirming 

letting-  loose the bloody papists upon us, if they 
be caned to an after.account, (as either God or 

again and again, that though there was apparent man will call them to it) they will be found lie- 
danger to our religion from papists in former We to all the punishmentsidue to the practisers of 
times, when all the magistrates, supreme and those mischiefs. 	He that deliberately or wit. 
subordinate, were protestant, and all the power, 
civil and military, was in the hands of zealous 

roily  untieth a chained lion, bear, or any other 
ravenous- devouring beast, does justly deserve to 

protestants, but that now, when it is far other- be punished for all the mischief done byit, when 
wise, we are out of all reasonable fears from loosed. 
papists. 	These, I say, and ,many such like • things in our author's paper, I pass by, as things 
that lie obvious and open to the scorn and con- 
tempt of any who retain the exercise of their 
judgment and reason. 	And these reflections 
upon our authors paper, having exceeded much 
the brevity at first intended in them, I shall 
conclude them with one of 	reasons and .these 

f Letterfrom thefreeholders of the shires 1 	• 	, 
to their commissioners to the parliament, d 	, 	, atea June ith, 1686. 

Gentlemen, 
We cannot but acquaint you with the extraor- 

arguments, which • in the last paragraph of hie dinary surprise that we and all the country are 
paper he calls idle and frivolous, (a strong an- in, to hear of those things that are in agitation 
swer indeed to them) against that parliament.. 
ary allowance he in his whole paper pleads for 

among you, in this present session of parliament, 
we have indeed, to our great satisfaction, been 

unto the papists, to practise their idolatrous infonrnedof your steadiness andconrage, wherein 
worship without any molestation. 	The reason  you have fully answered .our expectations, and 
and argument is this, he who will allow the the trust we reposed in you ; and for which we 
practice of a sin, is in divine and all reasonable do heartily give you our most 	affectionate 
human construction guilty of that sin, much •thanks ; but we must tell you, that to, nail cloth 
more he who frames the iniquity of that allow- appear very odd, that not only sostrangesithing 
ante by a law. 	If our author or any other deny as the repeal of the penal laws, and the opening of 
this he is no good divine; and let any who 
doubt of it consider Ephes. v. 11. and ver 7. 

access unto papists, by authority of parliameat, 
unto places of public trust, which is downright 

with Psal. 1. 18. and what commentators, both the overturning of our religion and haws, bath 
popish and protestant, say on these and such been proposed to you, but likewise, that divers 
like places; but so it is, that the private as well unaccountable and illegal methods have been 
as public practice of popery, (it being idolatrY)* practised, for compassing of that end. 	Albeit 

(it our author we cannot doubt of his majesty's willingness to 
or any other deny this he is no good protestant) take those of his own persuasion under his royal 
ergo, &c. 	Let these therefore concerned consider, 
that if they give their consent, especially their 

protection, whilst 	they 	contain 	themselves 
within due bounds, stud make it appear, that 

parliamentary consent, that papists shall have their principle is indeed conscience, and not fac- 
the exercise of their worship in private houses, 
(and this may be public enough) with all man- 

Lion or interest, whilst they confine their religion 
to their hearts and closets, and aspire not to usurp 

ner of impunity to them therein, they who give a share in the government, contrary to law: yet 
this consent will be guilty interpretatively of all we shall never be induced to think, that ,this de- 
that idolatry, which, upon that indulgence and mind, as it lies before you, being in effect to 
impunity from all punishment, shall he practised abrogate your own fundamental laws, and to 
by papists. 	To say that this shall not import undermine your own religion, could ever have 
any allowance or approbation of the popish re- proceeded from him, who bath given us so au • 
ligion, is just such another contradiction, as to thentic repeated assurances, who so perfectly 
say that the laws against papists shall remain in understands his own and his people's true inter- 
their full force,excepting in so far as they are eats, who bath given so eminent demonstrations 
so innovate, 	 un papists are put under the pro- of his wisdom, clemency, and princely affection 
tection of the king's laws, a considerable number 
whereof are the laws against papists. 	Let it 

to his subjects, and who bath, in his own person, 
proposed so illustrious an example, of being at 

also be adverted unto, that he who allows the once true to conscience, and observant of the 
practice of a sin, by givinvimmunity and impu- Taws ; but we rather believe it to be the effect 
pity to the practisers of it, is in the construction of the indiscreet and officious forwardness of 
both of divine and human law, guilty of all the underagents, who may perhaps be one day made 
hurt, harm, and mischief that follows thereupon. to answer, for thus endeavouring to begets !Die- 
These therefore who are apt to flatter themselves, 
by looking only to what for present is next before 

. 	 I 

understanding betwixt the king and his people. 
Howsoever it be, if we take a right view of the 
matter, we must say, as ail good Christians have 
ever said in the like ease, and as particularly 

• There is a blank in the autograph part of the writ, 
being.  erased : but as far as it can be reached it seems to 

the city of Magdeburg replied to the triumphant 
emperor Charles V. when he required their 

run, u sinful very evidently .-1,voimosv. submission to the Interim, " If our lives and 
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1686.. last sinitnier, besides other acts fors 
merly mentioned, one passed contain- 

THE ,SUFFEllINGS 	[BOOK Ills 

ing a tender of duty, and offer of the excise 
to his majesty; in the preamble-  of which 

fortnnes," said they, "'belong to you, yet you 
mustalloSis our conheienees to be Godrs." 

It is notour 'business here to prove, that the 
popish .worship pleaded for is fiat idolatry; our 
law 'justly 'terms it so, and our 'divines have 
plainly deMoniittated 'it to be am idolatry worse 

, than heathenish, there being no colour to excuse 
, it. width the heathetishastnoe hettergroutid to 
allege kir theiri; that it is for substanee the very 
same' worship with which the deluded,  pagans 
wire inveigled; -before ‘the• spreading of the gee. 
liel,heing eXactly ropiedfrom that model,aindonly 
ehristeied.with new names, 'hash, in a very ob. 
vious parallel. been often, by many learned pro. 
testants; so fullyand convincingly laid open, that 
no considering Man's eyes can he further held in 
the mist, as to this truth-. 	Nor need wa suggest 
unto you, how otherwise grossly erroneous that 
chinch is in its doctrines, nor how tyrannical in 
its government5  being a cortibined company, un.• 
der a monstrous spiritual• head, who carries ell- 
graven upon hiniA  this grand indelible character 
of antichrist,. a That he,exalts himself aboVe all 
that is called  'god,"  oris *august and venerable' 
amongst men-:' for whatever stretches 'have 
been matte by modern pianists, to &my or palliate 
that intolerable pretension to a supreme dis- 
penning and 'demising power spited in the Pope; 
vet, as it bath been, in many fatal instances, ac- 
twilly esterced, so the right thereunto is, at this 
.day, one of the most sacred articles of the more 
emisequential Italian, Spanish, and other catho, 
lie creeds, and is still easily insinuated upon the 
consciences of seduced bigots, by the craft of tie. 
signing priests, avheeever their superstition doth 
obtain • yea, it is more safe at 'Rome to bias- 
pheme:the blessed hawse of God than to deny it. 
We nothing 'doubt, but you and all good Oro- 
'test:nits are fully satisfied in these two capital' 
IstointSs *at .  llte -PoPe wed hia clergy eye she an-  
tichrist, and that the mass, and ether parts of 
the Bullish worship, are the grossest and Most 
;unreasonable idolatry that ever was broachedin 
the world. God haat, in all ages, raised up wit- 
nesses to these truths, even in the midst of po- 
pish darkness, malty whereof have sealed their; 
with their blood. . This bath been the constant 
unanimous doctrine of proteitant divines, .for 
near two hundred years past, and our church 
hath, ever 'since the reformation, taught' es so 
from the scriptures. 	Now, if these things be 

consenting to a, liberty for antichrist ? and so 
of uppbsingi in a ;judicial 'sway, the will and 
laws of Amain of Geld ; and that its behalf of 
his }chief adversary, ivliona he has so notably • 'stigmatised in his word: ; what protestant can, 
;without participating with idols, agree to the 
most minute anent:me° of either church or 
,hoinseidOratry? What subject can, without dis- 
loyalty, assent in the least to the readmission of 
an insolent usurping head. 

But if anyManner of doubt should remain as 
to thegm tbingS With isny members of Parka- 

.. 	, „ 

ment, whereby they might incline to think that 
they have some lay tude .left, in hearkening. to 
the proposal made for granting ease 'to papists, 
then, since there are at least so violent presump-
Lions of the truth of what is aboveasserted from 
scripture, and from the uniform doctrine of pro-
testant churches, and seeing this is a business of 
the vastest concernment to the souls of men, as 
well as to their secular interests, wherein pro-
dent men and Christians can never be too wary, 
nor too well advised.: 	and finally, since the 
priests' lips.should keep knowledge, and the law 
is to be sought at their mouths; upon all these 
considerations, it will certainly, in 	the . first 
plate, belong to, and ought to be demanded 
from the reverend prelates, who in parliament 
represent the protestant clergy, and are intrust-
ed with the care'of souls, that before the parka-
merit advance one step in this affair, they clearly 
and convincingly, from scripture, resolve the 

'Other members,  who are' no divines, in these 
important queries. 	Whether the pope and his 
-clergy be that antichrist that was to come ? $ 
and whether the plain. and obvious scriptural 
characters of § the eldest son 	of perdition', 

. 	 • 

no, What Christian can, Without horror, think of 
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fondly dream)who, in they  space of three years anda 
half,' is to ao greater 'feats than can be done in Many 
ages, . to-reign, according to some, at Rome, according 
.to others, 	 tderusalem, who  is to conquer the whole 

their accounts of him are loaded with eon. 
tradietions. 
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piles and others, who loved and contended with them 
for preeminence ; that he was to be ushered in by a gene-
rat apostasy nod falling away of the true church; that lie 
was to, boast of miracles, and by lying wonders, so set 
no a Babylonia!' idolatry, anti to come with all deceive. 
ahleneas of unrighteousness, and to be given up to 
stronedalusions, to believe a lie, such as that hideous 
monster of transubstantiation, the gainful figment of 
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created to be received with thanksgiving ;. that he was 
'to have his seat in the great city, founded upon seven 
.hills, which then ruled over the nations, and which its 
papists 
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thegtsvoords of G cid ‘sYlieLeletlo  bgez  fturedlegirg%::4 
push with two horns, a civil and spiritual boundless 
authority, and speak like a lamb, professing himself 

 be
the vicar, OT in place of the Lamb of Gat, bet 

realtynod rule like a dragon • that he was to be, ia 
atveis r respects, the seventh and eighth head of the Ito 
Man empire, whereof oho was, and live had fallen is 

, the apostles' days ; that he was to be clothed with pur• 
pie and scarlet, the very colours which the pope add Ids 
cardinals
leinriistnatiftelvnentbrnirttn=ntiarnnys4aranrcere .,intrtbitti rs 
was to sit in the temple of God, in the glorious holy 
mountain, seated between the seas, and, in that elem. 
tion, to. exalt and magnify himself above every God, 
claiming a superiority over kings, rulers, and gover-
noes, and to speak marvellous things against the Got 
of gods, laws,

andd. 
allowingthem 

gaoudttoige,6LersIng 
with 

honour the ofahuzzrionnn, strilatnengnod; onfn  hisb)ownt  'napkin; 
and canonizing, which his fathers never knew; tint 
he was to impose his doctrines, and the dictates of his 

. 	 , 	.  
• • • The World stecaPA signifies worship, thence comes 

eselevrer, thsiderin• appropriated to the. lloinan,Cmeitt'S, 
and hi Latin reinlered..migustes. , 	, , 

,T 0 SIC4iiriteViv#414 • 	. 
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they declare, " That they owe all their kings, and to the solid absolute au- 1680. 
blessings to the sacred race of their glorious thority, wherewith they were in- 

ran agree to any power, potentate, or society ies, and.  antic pageantries of worship, which 
of men, civil or ecclesiaiitical, upon earth, save more resemble a charming incantation, than the 
the papal? Whether the doctrine of demons,*  spiritual service of the true and living God,; 
or the heathenish adoration paid to theghosts of their villanous nicks and treaeherous practiees 
departed heroes, be not revived, taught, and prat- 
tised by the Romish church, in the worshipping 

destructive to the quiet and safety of mankind, 
all which gave the highest reason for enacting 

of saints departed; and since the papists, being our penal laws against them, and do still give 
challenged of idolatry, in bowing to images, re- for maintaining of the same. 	We shall only 
our to that trifling subterfuge of not adoring the observe that the source of all these is their 
image, but the thing represented by it, in pre- chimericaliclairn of infallibility, pregnant with 
settee of the image, it would likewise be cleared, 
whether 01649ews were ever so senselese as to 
fall down before a molten calf, merely in respect 

innumerable errors, lodged, they can never agree 
amongst themselves where or with whom ; but, 
to be sure, according to them all, somewhere or 

to itself, the matter of which had lately hung in other in their church; and practically resound- 
their ears, or been worn upon their arms? or if log at last, into the °moutons dictates of every 
they did not rather mistake it, through their little priest. 	It is by means of this, that all their. 
Egyptian prejudices, to bear some reseinblance 
of cod ? or, at least, dreamed it to receive some 

votaries are indispensably obliged to support all, 
their errors; and whatever smooth and plausi-; 

-secret virtue; 	by passing 	through the high ble words many of their tenets and practicis be 
priest's hands ? Whether hell did ever contrive clothed with on this side the Alps, yet, to join 
a more sottish idolatry, than is the worshipping in communion with those churches that main- 
(not of a substance, hut) of bare accidents, and 
that with the supreme degree of adoration due 

tale bare-faced, stupid, and undisguised popery, 
and to swallow glibly down whatever their 

to God alone ? -For so the council of Trent i• ex- ghostly guides propose : and it is hereby they 
pressly determines, "That the faithful are ob- 
lilted to exhibit the- cult of 'atria to the very 

are likewise hound, under pain of damnation, 
(and the order of Jesuits in particular, are at 

sacrament," that is, not to Christ only in the their admission tied by oath) to exert their ut. 
sacrament, but also to the colour, smell, and most vigour and zeal for the extirpation of 
dimensions of a wafer, thitt according to them heresy, and the propagation of their pretended 
in wrap him. In short, it will become thespiritual Catholic faith, and that not by the inset and 
lords, before all farther procedure in this matter, 
plainly and positively to declare, whether the 
pope and his clergy he antichrist, and whether 

gentle ways of Christian persuasion, but by the 
infernal methods of lying, dissembling, plotting, 
massacring, torturing, and imbruing their hands 

the mass be idolatry or not? 	We do not judge in the blood a all who stand in their way. 
it necessary here, to insist upon the heap of their Histdry is full of Attest examples of this papal 
other ridiculous and absurd doctrines, or rather 
dreams, their foppish tables, impertinent looter- 

fur': and we have reboot bleeding instances, 
in the desolations of France, Hungary, Pied,. 
mont, and other places, fresh before us. 	By all 

false Infallible chair, upon all the world that came with. which it evidently appears, how desperate and 
In-his reach, so that no man might live without his mark; implacable is the raging madness of the Kentish 
that be was to be, by way of eminence above all others, 
the false prophet, and was for a time to prosper, and 

agents, and how actively they bestir themselves 
for the total overthrow of the reformation, in wear out the saints of title Most High, being an wiper. 

ceived mystery to many, though his et/no/weer be writ. all places—  Where they unhappily gain the as-*" ' 
len, as it were, on his forehead ; that he was to make cendant over the spirits of these in power ,• their 
merchandise of the church, as the pope at this 	day great design being to re-enslave the delivered 
deft, by dispensations, indulgences, siniony, Su and a nations under the yoke of a foreign head, and to chief part of his trunk to lie not only the bodies-but the 
souls of men, and that he was to he drunk with the 

• reintroduce the universal empire of old heathen- 
bkoid of the martyrs and saints of Jeekta • in a WOOF, 
that he and his party were tohe for idolatry of Babylon 

ish Rome, (to -which our, generous wineskin's 
alone, of all kingdoms in Europe, could never be 

for tyranny in Egypt, and a Sodom for corruption. brought to submit) and -that under a new and. These few, amongst many in other passages, being 
either the very words, or most clear palpable sense 

•se ; a domination by so much the ghostly disguise;  
of the scripture, and seeming so unavoidably to grip more pernicious and vile, that the former im4. 
and lay hold upon the man of sin, sitting in tlie pre. ported only a civil subjection unto a princely. 
tended infallible chair of St Peter tiellome, a more thou 
ordinary evidence will be necessary, to direct how ,people ; but this a spiritual, as welt as temporal 
otherwise they are to be applied: for as to the popish thraldom, under the capricious Impositions of 
evasions, such as the reserving some of these things to a saucy encroaching priest. 
the Turk, as if his having Judea, now all in ruins, in his These, we doubt not, and a thousand such 
possession, could entitle him to the character of sitting 
in the temple of God' and as if he who was to usurp 
that seat, was not rather to be one who makes external 

considerations more, will natively arise in your 
own thou 	. 	• 	. .wn thoughts, and will manifestly hold forth to 

professions of Christianity; or, if it was the mystery of you the heinous guilt, and 	eminent hazard 
the Ottoman, not of the papal iniquity, that began to which any protestant state or kingdom must 
work so early, even in the apostles' days: these and inevitably draw upon itself, by permitting the the like, aro so obviously silly and contradictions, that 
it is even a shame to mention them, and serve for no party of antichrist to exercise their idolatry by 
other end, than to throw a little dust upon the eyes of law; much more where the Jesuits and priests 
settles are willing to have them put out, and who be. are ever so little tolerated and connived at: for 
tag pre-engaged by interest, and Mhos sordid motives, 
rather than  'ail  01 a  prele"eet will wink  themselves unto popery. 	,s 

Aspesah, f. e. Heroum vita funeterum. 
t Sess. IS. cap. 5. tudiat intro), &c. 

whatever moderation might be extended to 
peaceable conscientious -protestant dissenters, yet 
theseindefatigable frogs, spewed out of the mouth 
of the dragon, and of the beast, and of the false 
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vested by the first and fundamental , 	9.680. • 	* fore they again declare to the world, " That 

L • 	' 
 

laws of their monarchy." And there- they abhor and detest, not only the au- 
, 

prophet,* diat.crawl into the bed-chambers of lawgiver, " reward her even as she rewarded 
princes, and are sent forth to gather the kings you." 
of the earth unto the battle 	of the great II. Why is this required at a time when the 
day of Gad, the disgrace of mankind, •and protestant religion, all Europe over, is so low ? 
Very bane of all human society,' can never-lo when the • papacy bath gained and cloth daily 
,suffered, upon any terms, to enter, having given gain such ground upon the reformation ; when 
more thansufficient evidence of theirIncurable the reformed French, an innocent and loyal 
treackeryilnall places WhereVer they have been people, Who had done so signal services to the 
admitted; and whenever they ,could have 'but crown, and had been the very instrpMents et 
'the thinnest shallow4of 0Autnivanpei lthey have settling their present sovereign in that absolute 
greedily Mohr:iced, and Wonderfully improved power, which le now; without al 	revocation 
the same, knowing that the faintest colour of a on their part, so inhumanely exeMseth upon 
law, may, by their artifice, be heightene4 to a themselves-; a people against whom even their 
surprisingMdvantage, when they can-hope to fig keenest enemies could not invent the least sha- 
Masters of the interpretation. 	This seine rug dow of acculsation ; yet, by a long tract of un- 
reign states,( evenotthe ltoinish communion it- just edicts, and dreadful oppressions, have by 
self, have-pendent/y.1*cm aware of, and carefully degrees 'been tabbed of their well-founded rights 
provided against; and this is thatwlsicliy at the and privileges, and at length to the highest vio- 
reformationoncived our wise and pious prede- lotion of +Mahe faith, i* ,t1 infringement of the 
eessogs, by so strictand so often repeated laws most sacred reiterated engagements, are not only 
to fence their religion; their lives, and their li- 
eerties,,against those unwearied underminers of 

totally totally deprived of all their liberties, but are 
by barbarities surpassing all belief, 

all that is dear to honest men, whenever they either with utmost hazard, to forsake and alien- 
obtain-the leirstaceesa to insinuate themselves. don their estates and friends,' and native land, 

But to come closer to -the present case, that or, flatly against their consciences, to change 
which ins More particular manner we recent- their religion, and pine away in anguish and 
mend to yonr serious consideration; is the very 
teld, and suspicious circumstances under which 

despair; a persecution Of that 'prodigious size, 
that we, hope it shall stand a single instance, 

. 	this proposal is now made. 	As whilst 'the. world stands: 	and that as in its 
I. For what end do the papists seek a repeal complex, it never had a precedent in -any former 

of standing laws, or indeed ntry &voter by au- age, 	so in . all succeeding generations, it shall 
thority of parliament at OW time, When they never have a parallel ; but that protestants every 
are not molested? unless with design- to gram where will be awakened by it, to consider what 
all places of trust into their own hands, to exec- they are to expect from so perfidious and bloody 
ease their idolatroimworship openly and avowed- a religion. 	But now, whilst other popish coun- 
ty, to scatter their infection, without Winning tries are endeavouring to transcribe the -French 
the risk of an afterweckoning, and with hopes 
at length. to abrogate all our laws that establish 
the protestant religion ; (by which they can fear 

example, and this island remains, in a manner, 
the only considerable part of 	Christendom, 
wherein the reformed religion stands yet free 

tohe otie day called tome account for their pre- from the 'cruet attacks of Romish rage, for them 
. sent miscarriages, and their Unwarrantable in- now' to attempt to worm themselves in among 

vatting ofplacesofpublic trust)and perhaps when 
they shall be strong enough for it, to divert the 

us, and to court Us to demolish our own walls,, 
looks as if they meant to involve us also in the 

rightful succession, ant so become our absolute universal overthrow. ' 
and ineentrdllable masters 	for if they pretend 
no further than moderate ease and connivance, 

III. When; to all our former ties, we have, 
in the immediately preceding parliament, to 

What need is there of are act pi parliament for 
this ? Whd disquiets them? Or where are the 

which his present majesty was commissioner, 
in prospect of " our danger from the restlessness 

-pentielawsputinexectition? Yetiorhathave they of our adversaries, who cease not to introduee 
at present to complain of, but that they want a their errors, superstitions, and delusions, and to 
national establishment? Arid it is in vain here to insinuate themselves into affairs and places of 
ask, " Why-then are.thoselaws any-longer kept public trust," • superadded, under his own royal 
up? Sincetheyarei.under God, aadhis majesty's direction and influence, the solemn oath of the 
royal promises, the only legalseeurity of our re- test, as an impregnable rampart against their 
ligion, and.aur best defence against the insolent machinations; and now so very soon after, whilst 
attempts of these outn elf ingressing *dyers:mks, 
who: have no. other restraint-  but the terror of 
those laws hanging over their heads, as a perpe- 
tual warning, it theYobuse their present favour, 
of what they may in retaliation expect, at that 

that sacred bond remains yet fresh, and in full 
vigour, to hope for admission in less or in more, 
pr a relaxation of the laws made against them, 
;peaks as prodigious impudence in them, as ft 
would do perfidy and treachery in us to grant 

time, which perhaps lir hastening faster on than it. 	It is very strange, how any who reads and 
they apprehend, when our penal statutes shall ponders the words of the test, and of the act en- 
be at ais echo, to that-great-command of the-first joining it, dream of reconciling it, or think it 

can possibly consist with the parliament's grant- 
' ...By-Meth some divides understand the devil, 'the an g the least crumb offavour to papists. 	' 
Roman emperor, and the pope, Her. xvi. )3. Exod. IV. It deserves to be considered, that after 
vita, S. this very parliament hatb signalized itself in 

' 	- ' i' As  thelvi"le  of 'C'enioe, which 
slid 	 00 .7° siiits ont or their territories ; Frame° dia also for a titue • .e.ispel them; after the 440.01111j  „woos a  wail hl. 

'ovaltv and firm adherence to one branch of the ' 	• 	• ' test, by suppressing the late rebellion, and quell. 
Pea IV. lug those inhumane monsters of fanatical fury, 
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thouand actors of all preceding rebellions 
against their sovereign, bat also all prim& 

Liles and positions which are contrary 	, 
1686. or derogatory to the king's sacred, 

that had risen amongst ourselves, and by a frank kingdoms, whatever way the caprice of his in— 
and ready' concurrence to the enacting 	such fallibility shall inspire him ; and the case stand. 
laws, and establishing such methods of severity, 
as the wild insolence of that party made neces- 

ing thus, were it not both very dangerous, and 
very unsuitable to the duty which the parliament 

sary ; 	that now the papists should pretend to owes the king, as his sworn subjects, and grand 
have us tamely pass from the other part of our 
oath, which secures us from their assiduous and 

couneil, to make a law for alloWing of that, 
which, by the standing unrepealed, and so well 

no less dangerous attempts ; and so to slacken the founded laws of the nation, is constructive tree- 
reins of a steady government, in which the se- son against his majesty, even though his inajesty 
curity of the crown and nation,, against their 
enemies on both hands, doth consist, seems to 

should sa far yield to the)r importunities of some, 
about him, flowing from their private ends, as to 

import, that they snake a very scurvy represents- give way thereunto himself. 
tion of us to his majesty, and would do so to the VI. Lastly, there is one thing more we can- 
world, as an easy pusillanimous people, led by 'not but take notice of, that as you are the first 
interest and overawed by fear, who may be 
driven to anything, and with whom the perfor- 

:parliament in the world, that so bold a proposal, 
in such circumstances, was deer made onto, so 

manse of duty is the result of mean and un- 
manly principles, and not of conscience or hon- 
our. 	And who knowE„if the king, who is wise 

the methods taken to accomplish it are *mac, 
countably strange, and without all precedent, 
and do speak both umnensurable rashness and 

as an angel of God, may not have been the more confidence in the promoters thereof, and an un- 
readily induced to consent, that this tentative be decent undervaluing of you; that papers of in-. 
mede to the end be might thereby try whom he formation pleading for the standing laws should 
could safely trust; knowing well, that these be suppressed, and the havers or spreaders of 
who are false to ow and themselves, can never them exposed to trouble, whilst _others that la- 
be faithful to their prince ; and that they only, 
who, after his own. royal example, are honest 

lour by weak and flat sophistry, to supplant the 
last,. that endeavour to pervert the plain sense 

and true to their consciences, amidst all discour- and meaning of acts of parliament, which in taw 
ngements and dangers, are the persons in whom is treasonable, and to elude the obligation of the 
he can most entirely confide. 	'' . test, which in divinity is impious; that asperse 

V. We shall add a further remark that ought his sacred majesty, and characterize him as cruel 
wall to be thought upon, and warily adverted to, 
which is, that since the saying and hearing of 

and perfidious, and as intending mischief rigid:1st 
our religion and government, if not gratified in 

mass, is, by the fundamental laws establishing the demanded favour: whilst these, with other 
our religion, declared, upon just reason, to infer popish papers, pamphlets, and books, are indus- 
the pains of treason, because the mass, (besides 
its superstition and idolatry) is the bond of com- 

triously spread, countenanced, and supported, 
that so great pains should be taken to brigue 

mullion with those who seek to seduce and de- votes, and to dispose or hector the members of 
Bauch his majesty's subjects from their 	due parliament, to a thing so directly opposite to 
allegiance to their natural prince, and who pre- their consciences and to law, by proposing re- 
fer a foreign jurisdiction to his ; and these laws wards to some, depriving, threatening, and met- 
have been ratified by all parliaments since the midating others : that courses, never till now 
reformation, and particularly by the first act known in this kingdotn,,should be taken, to se- 
Of, this present parliament, and are not now re- elude or remove from voting, able and honest 
quired to be abrogated. 	In what manner can 
any man, who shall vote for this act, be assured 

members, who are most capable of serving God, 
their king and country, in parliament. 	All this 

of immunity from being afterwards challenged looks so very odd and illegal, that we see not 
for giving his consent to the committing of (at how it can he let pass, without a pariinmentary 
least interpretative) *maxim : nor would it avail representation to the king. 
to allege, that this act is art exception from the Upon the whole, though we have entireconfi- 
general law ; if such an exception should be dence in your constancy and courage, yet the 
judged inconsistent and contradictions, so long .matter now before you being of the highest im- 
as the general law stands unrepealed, and how port, and our very ail lying in it at the stake, we 
far suever the parliament's power may reach, in cannot, for our own further exoneration, but 
dispensing with common laws, yet certainly it 
is a very different case, to dispense with those 

earnestly obtest and enjoin you to remember, 
that, in this affair, the eye of Gad is in a special 

laws that infer treason against the king nod manner upon you, Shot you are exposed at pres- 
state, and are grounded upon so weighty reasons, 
as are those which influenced the making of our 
laws for the securing of our religion, and the 

exit, as ore a theatre, to the eyes of all Entitope, 
and particularly of our neighbours in England, 
that the hopes of papists and protestants depend 

total abolishment of popery ; seeing, by such a upon your determinations, that you have a trust 
dispensation, liberty and immunity would he in your hands for which you must be account- 
allowed to such open enemies of king and gov- able to God, to your own consciences, to the 
ernment, as, in the dice of the world, dare own memory of your renowned ancestors, and to 
thetoselv,s, subjects of a foreign higher power, the present and succeeding generations; anti 
Jurisdiction, and head ; 	a head which, 	they that if any of you, which we are far from 
boast, bath sometimes made emperors serve us fearing, should prove so dangerous and mean- 
footmen; and which, by the cheating bugbears spirited, 	as 	servilely to comply, 	and 	sacri- 
of illimited vicarship, 	triple 	crown, 	double lice the religion and laws of 	the nation 	to 
sword„ and keys, doth arrogantly claim an au- present mistaken interest, or be so far oversway- 
thoritative right to dispose of kings end their ed by hopes or fears, es but to keep silence at 

fv. 	 3c 
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supreme, sovereign, absolute power justice-court, and those commismonated by 
1.686, and authority,which none, whether 

particular persons, or collective- bodies, can 
them, in banishing, imPrisoning, and fining 
such as refused to take and swear the oath 

participate of.any ,manner of way, or .upon of allegiance, and 	to 	assert 	the 	royal 
any pretext, but 'in dependence on him, 
and by commission from him, &c. 	Arid, 
as it were 	intentionally to introduce a 

prerogative in the utmost extent of them." 
And after giving account of the king's 
letter, and commissioner's speech, which 

46flitotic power, . they passed another act, 
"To confirm and apProve whatever had 

the reader bath already in the notes, he 
adds, " When this speech came to be con- 

-been done *by'his triajesty'S priVy council, 

7-- 	 . 

sidered, the creatures of the court showed 

this mitimi time, and connive at'so deatrattive mont should so think fit, that an humble ad- 
a vote; you shall tieverbe able, by'so doing, to dress be ordered to his sacred majesty. from the 
deceive God, who will /certainly find yon out, whole body of parliament, expressing their in- 
nor to pave your worldly concerns, by thinking'finite 
to stop here,. for; by insatiable priests, yam-shall 

sorrow for being so far misrepresented, 
as to be thought capable of doing a thing so 

still be pushed onto further advances.; so that much against their consciences, their honour and 
-there is no mean, you must either resolve, at the law, expecting and praying, from his maks- 
this juncture, to stand pow' ground, or to pro- ty's goodness, and his regard unto his loyal 
'teed the+utmost length, else all you can do at 'people, that some effectual, way may be found 
'present, will as certainly pass for nething,M it out, to stop tire unhandsome and illegal courses 

' is no* told mine of you, that' what you have 
alreadydoneshaltnot he valued unless oitemisent 

that have been taken for practising members, 
and 'laying aside the incapacitating to vote, such 

to this. 	Resides you should, by giving Way, in 'ins are of unquestioned loyalty, and good Mkt:- 
this Matter, to that assiduous insinuating crew,' slots to his majesty's service, and to the govern- 
the Romish palest*, pet only endanger your se= meta; that the spreading and printing of popish 
Milar interests and estates, many of which are pamphlets, and-disseminating of their pernicious 
settled by" the intim of the kingdom, upon the principles, (whether by themselves or by false 
ruins and utter extirpation of the jurisdiction of professed protestants,) may be impeded ; that 
the pope and his clergy, but also tarnish and the grief of his majesty's good and faithful sub- 
'forfeit all- the glory of your former'services, and, 
'in the-sight of the 'world, brand yourselves+ with 

jects may be appeased, and their further fears 
prevented by the removal of papists from offices 

• 
the eternal' infamy of having vilely betrayed , 
'Our religion' and country, aml faintly yielded - 

of public trust, and the nation secured from the 
like danger an time to come; showing that they 

up yourselves and your posterity to bondage. do make a repeated dutiful offer of their lives 
We therefore, upon all these considerations, 

"do again solemnly (AMA and enjoin you, by all 
end fortunes for his majesty's service (in which 
we, and we hope the whole kingdom) do sin- 

that is sacred and dear unto Christians and men, 
First, That you give no manner 4,1,  consent, 
directly now Indirectly, in favours of papists, to 
theleast slackening of the force of the law, in 

eerely and heartily concur; and that being by 
the established laws their remaining firm and 
unshaken, guarded against the hazard of popery, 
or of the access of papists, to any share in the 

'whatsoever terms, or under whatsoever cautions government, they will, in their several capaci- 
or restrictions it may be offered and proposed, 
but that, to the ittternsolit+Of your power, you 

ties, express all possible tenderness and forbear-
once to the persons of peaceable papists, so long 

'vigoronsly +oppose. the stun & 	oSCrOadtse. 	That ,as they keep themselves within the bounds pre- 
you beedfelly beware of a trepan in mistaking scribed by law, this being the very utmost length 
the vote, remembering with- what' a isarty you their consciences and honour can possibly allow 
have to deal, hut' that you endeavistir, if this ' them to go; humbly hoping that his majesty 
art comes in at ail, to have it formally stated,' will graciously approve, as the effect of their 
approve or reject, lest,liy a captions proposing bound duty, this their wariness in an affair of 
Of the question, or 'by any Other preliminary or so vast consequence to the government, and 
exploratory vote, the ointegrit,and goad Inten- - their refusal to Comply with that which their 
tions of honest men, whey we lire assured, are by religion makes treason against God, and their 
the far greater tiumberin youihody, should re- law makes treason against the king. 	And we 
'maim undiseovered;and dolt Writhe strengthen- -heartily wish, that some of you may have the 
ing of mutual contidenee and trust, you, by all honour to be the first proposers of this. 
Means, strive,M. eilit* voter ,to keep ups good This sure is the proper method to create an 
corresjimidenee with such: 	Ludy. 'Since: it is entire good understanding betwixt the king rind 
not to be supnotted, after the many repeated do- his people, and is the only native and dutiful 
durations of his majesty's gracious purpose to way of redress for all grievances that subjects 
preserveaur religien affiliates entire, that these can have, or ought to take with so benign a 
desires, *Melt tend to weaken, or rather subvert , 
both', do flow from hisOwn royal heart, but rather' 

prince. 	Norm it to be doubted, but his inarsty, 
who bath so graciously expressed himself, in his 

from: he impatient fel:wordiness of restless priests letter, to be our indulgent father, will, according 
and thepreposterousover-daring zeal of new pro- to his innate clemency and goodness, limo:muddy 
aelytes, who. seek to value themselves, with interpret, accept of, and correspond to the filial 
confessors upon. doing some extraordinary per- confidence of his dutiful saSjects, who thus rely 

",?. v,iee for Home
,

. 	It is therefore.our very earnest upon, and intrust themselves to his royal paler- 
v: And serious wish, if the wisdom of the podia-' nal cure. 
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a present inclination for passing an act in viscount's use. By their 7th act, the 
favour 	of the papists, 	without 	looking lands of that worthy gentleman, Mr 1686  
further than his majesty's desire ; but the Pringle of Torwoodlee, are dissolved from 
more considerate party moved and prevail- the crown, and given to the forementioned 
ed to have a committee appointed, to in- lieutenant-general Drummond; and to find 
spect the statutes provided against 	the reasons for this, the parliament go as far 
Roman catholics. 	After a full examination back as the year 1648, when that gentleman 
of those laws, the committee drew up a joined 	in the 	duke's 	engagement, 	and 
bill, whereby `papists were to be allowed the year 1649, when he joined the duke of 
the exercise of their religion in private, 
without repealing those former acts, which 

Ormond against the protestants in Ireland. 
To be sure, his services at Pentland, and 

made them liable to penalties for publicly againstthe earl of Argyle,were not forgotten. 
assembling together.' 	The king seemed It seems his service at Bothwell did not de- 
to be contented with this step at present, 
hoping to have gained more in a proper 

serve so much notice, though Melford bath 
his there noticed. 	Their 13th act makes 

season : but however, this bill being pre- - over the lands and estate of Mr Bailie of 
sented to the parliament for their approba- Jerviswood, to the duke of Gordon, as a 
tion, they divided upon it, and many warm token, no doubt, of royal favour to that 
speeches were made against it. 	The king popish family, for their services and suffer- 
being informed of their debates, and appre- ings for the crown and royal family. 	By 
bending the miscarriage of his designs, he the 26th act, the lands of Earlston, James 
despatched an express to the earl of Murray Gordon of Craichlaw, and Mr William 
his conunissioner, with orders to dissolve, 
or at least prorogue that parliament, that 

Pergusson of Kaitloch, are given to Sir 
Theophilus Oglethorp, lieutenant-colonel 

had done so much in favour of his preroga- Main, and captain Henry Cornwall, and 
tive. 	And about ten months after, he did dissolved from the crown. 	By the 27th 
that by his sole power and authority, which act, the lands of Thomas Kennedy of 
he could not effect with the consent of the Grange, are dissolved from the crown, and 
nation, as will be remembered in its proper given to Sir Thomas Kennedy provost of 
place." Edinburgh, for his services at Bothwell, 

I should now come to take some view and his father's at Worcester engagement. 
of the other acts of this parliament, in as And by the 28th act, James earl of Arran 
far as they concern the subject of this bath the lands of Sir Thomas Stuart of 
history. 	The court's main design in their Cultness, and his son, 	the 	baronies 	of 
meeting being broken, there is not much 
more 	remarkable 	in the 	printed 	acts. 

Cultuess, North-Berwick, and Good-trees, 
granted him for his good services against 

Notwithstanding of the mighty solemnity the earl of Argyle. 	And by the 29th act 
used in the last session of parliament, when of the same session, the lands of Walter 
they annexed the lands of the noblemen 
and gentlemen, forfeited for their conscien- 

earl of Torras, are again given back to him, 
and 	dissolved 	from 	the 	crown, as the 

tious endeavours in behalf of the protestant narrative bears, for his free confession of 
interest, to the crown, they are now par- the conspiracy he was engaged in. 	And 
celled out among papists and favourites. this confession is declared by the parlia- 
By the first act an excambion is made ment, to be the great mean of preventing 
between some lands belonging to the vis- its fatal effects. 	Thus part of the forfeited 
count of Melford, and the lands of Cesnock estates was dissolved, and given off by the 
and Duchal, now annexed to the crown; parliament, and others of them were dis- 
and we may easily suppose who had the 
better in this excambion. 	The viscount's 

poned without any parliamentary solemnity, 
to such as had best served a popish prince 

activity in the persecution at the circuit in the state and the army, as a reward for 
courts, and otherwise, is given as the reason, 
without any ceremony, of disjoining these 

their share in the persecution, during the 
former years. 

gentlemen's estates from the crown, for the Little further offers this session of par- 
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1686. 
lament. By the second act, new bur- 
dens are put upon the lieges in their 

will have the whole of it thus in his eye at 
once, and then I shall go through other 

paying the cess, instead of the ease promised incidental things, just as they fall in by the 
by the commissioner in his speech. 	By the order of time. 
2.5th act, they rescind a clause in their address W hen the king's project was broken in 
against the earl of Argyle, last year, beg- our parliament, he took himself to other 
ging, " That no intercession might be heard methods 	for introducing persons of the 
for mercy to the earl, or any that joined popish profession, to places of profit and 
with him." 	Of this, it seems, upon reflec- trust, and fell about it in the shortest way, 
Lion, they were ashamed, and so they might;  both in Scotland and England. 	Upon the 
and this rescissory act stands as a lasting 20th of July, a declaration is impetrate from 
blot laid by themselves upon their former the English judges, which was much more 
unchristian and virulent procedure. And in useful for the inbringing of popery and ar- 
the unprinted acts, the reader will find an bitrary power, than our Scots act of parlia- 
act dissolving the landsof Sir John Cochran ment would have been, though it had got 
of Ochiltree from the crown, and granting through. 	I refer the reader to the English 
them to his eldest son, which is a substan- historians for the full accounts of this, and 
tial proof Sir John had made his peace few or none of them pass it. 	In short, the 
with the court.* 	Thus I have done with matter stood thus. 	At the term, the case 
the parliaments in this period, of Sir Edward Hales, a papist, prosecuted 

for being in a post contrary to the English 
SECT. ill, law, was tabled before the judges, with a 

Of the king's remarkable letter after the design to have their favourable judgment 
rising of parliament, the state of Mr here, as in a leading case. 	A vast plurality 
Renwick and his followers, some procla- of them gave it as their opinion, 	" That 
mations and other things this year, which the king is a sovereign prince. 	That the 
came not in so  „tummy upon the former  laws are the king's laws. • That the kind.  
sections. may dispense with the penal laws in case of 

necessity. 	That the king is judge of that 
BEING in this last section to gather up sonic - necessity. 	That the king bath not his 
facts this year, that may tend to enlighten power by any grant from the people, but it 
the history of it, I shall begin with what remains in him, and never was nor never 
further otters as to the design of weakening can be taken from him." 
the protestant interest, and introduction of About this same time, and to make fur- 
popery, because it hangs best with the sub- ther way for papists, and to purge out such 
ject of the former section, and the reader who should make any stand for ecclesiasti- 

c " The account given of his (Sir J.'s) pardon count of the Dundonald family, published five or 
by bishop Burnet, who says, his father, lord six years ago, the efforts of lord Dundonald in 
Dusishinald, who was an optilent nobleman, per. favour of his son, arc said to have been powerfully 

chased it with a considerable sum of money, is seconded by " a catholic confesmr of James V.l.l." 
more credible,  as well as snore candid 4  than the whom the earl was obliged to bribe at the costly& 
supposition of his having been all along. only a rate of £5000 sterling ! Sir John was despatched 
pretended covenanter.' 	And it must be re, 
membered that in Sir John's disputes with his 

by the hint° Edinburg)), August, 1667, to Dego-
tiate with the presbyterians concerning the tuk- 

genera!, he was almost al trays acting in conjunc- log away the penal laws, both against themselves 
Lion with Sir Patrick Hume, who is proved by and the Roman catholics. 	At the revolution 
the subsequent events, and indeed by the whole his forfeiture was rescinded ; and he was ono el 
tenor of his life-and conduct, to have been uni- the farmers of the p:11 tax, 1693. 	in 1758, his 
formly sincere and zealous in the cause of his grandson, Thomas Cochran of Culross, succeeded 
country. :Cochran was sent to England, where his second cousin William, seventh earl of Dun- 
he bad an Interview with the king, and gave donald, who died unmarried, in the honours and 
such-answers to the questions put to him as emoluments of that ancient and noble family. 

^. were deemed satisfactory by his majesty; and 4‘ The family of Cochran," says Crawford, "is 
the information thus obtained, whatever might of great antiquity in the shire of Renfrew, 81111 

' be the nod and secret causes, furnished a Mau- its ancestors possessed the lailds of Cochran well 
. able pretence at least for the exercise of royal nigh 501) years." 	Hist. of lienfrewshire, p. 82. 
clemency;" Fox, p. 213. 	In a genealogical ac- 
f.... 

—Ed. 
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cal or civil liberty, the famous ecclesiastical justice we are resolved to distribute to all, le8f  
commission was set up in England, and a ''' and consequently to our catholic subjects, 
grant was passed, empowering the arch- 
bishop of Canterbury, the bishops of Dur- 

against whom those laws were made, upon sup- 
was

h 
 in
e 
 consistent with their position

lin 
 that
ad that,

loyalty 
i. 

 

ham and Rochester, with the lord chancel- eixatfir- 
rnealgploolv'er, they wueProenftreed from ayll allegiance  ce 

 

lor, lord treasurer, and the earl of Sunder- to their sovereigns ; and if those things had 
land, whereof the chancellor was still to be been so then, there had been most just grounds 
one, to put in force the ecclesiastical laws for the utmost severity against them. 	But 
against all offenders, whether by suspension, now in a long tract of time, these things have 
deprivation, or other ecclesiastical censures, utthehacoventbraery only  

w 
 been  found 

unnatural 
 false  

rebellions
, not

tfor true ; 	 en and to inquire into the orders of the clergy, 
foundation of churches, &c. 	And to corn- 

raise'd against our royal father, brother, and us, 
by protestant defenders of those laws, supporters 

plete the design, papists were brought in to of that persecution, the Roman cathodes have 
be members of the English privy council still adhered to the royal interest; and at the 

.in great numbers, such as the lord Powis, 
lord Belassis, lord Arundel, and 	several 

expense of their lives, fortunes, and all that 
was dear to them in the world, supported the 

others. crown, died for the peace of their persecutors, 
and thought nothing too dear to buy the gene- 

When matters are thus going on very roue character of religious towards God, and 
fast towards Rome, in England, some wider loyal toward their sovereigns. 
steps are taken in Scotland. 	Since the W hen all this had appeared in a long series of 
union of the two crowns, our Scots affairs years, notwithstanding of bitter and frequent 
were very much under English influenre, 
and in so extraordinary a juncture as this, 
we may expect a double share. 	Accord- 
ingly, a thorough purge is made of our Scots 

persecutions, we could do no less than secure 
the
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impious idolaters ; especially 

con rebellious, 
by one 

own experience, that they are not capable of 
council. 	The best protestants, and such those evils they are scandalized with; and we 
who had the courage to appear in parlia- are sure, that none of sober and rational princi- 
meat against the king's project, are turned pies will blame us, or envy the ease we intend 
out, and upright violent papists are brought 
in their room. 	I cannot give all the changes 

to give them. 	Nor had our parliament, or any 
member 
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made at this time, but I find the earls of 
perverse 
	

sug-
Bested unreasonable scruples, into the heads of 

Mar, Lothian, Dumfries, and Kintore, with .  some well-meaning men, as if, by the test they 
the lord Ross, are turned off; and the duke had been bound up from giving their consent to 
of Gordon, earl of Traquair, earl of Sea- what they thought so reasonable, that they wish- 
forth, and some other papists, were brought ed us to do it by our own..  authority,

jth 
	being fully

l 
 

in. 	Our Scots council being thus prepared ue 	ars:cal:1:Z'  ot 
resolved

non  et omsuapyphoratveuso
in 

unreasonable
it.  

to receive such a message, a letter comes we do hereby declare, that it was never our 
down from the king, dated August 21st, 
which is so very singular, though indeed it 
was what might be reasonably expected 

meaning by the test, to preclude any man from 
the freedom of voting in parliament or council, 
in any case brought in by us, for the well of the 

q from a zealous papist, that I insert it here. government,  and peace or ease of our good sub-
jects, and that no man could take the test in 

JAMES It. any other sense, seeing it is the giver, and not 
" Right trusty, &c. It was not any doubt the taker of an oath, that is to give the meaning 

we had of our power, in the putting a stop to to it. 	Likeas we have already explained to our 
the unreasonable severities of the acts of par- clergy before, upon some doubts that did arise 
Bement, against those of the Roman catholic concerning it; so we now declare, that it is not 
religion, that made us bring in our designs to the meaning of the test, to preclude any from 
our parliament, but to give our loyal subjects a consenting to any change or alteration, not con. 
new opportunity of showing their duty to us, 
their justice towards the innocent, 	and their 

trary to the express tenets of the protestant re-
ligion, as oft as we shall think fit to desire their 

charity towards their neighbours; in which we consent in parliament, or otherwise to any such 
promised ourselves'their hearty and dutiful con- thing. 
currence, as what was founded on that solid We have also thought fit to let you know, that 
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as we have performed our part in support- do expect from them all the returns of duty and 1686. ingthose of the protestant religion, the pro- loyalty, as well as compliance and concurrence 
fessors whereof are perfectly under our royal in those things, so just in us, and reasonable in 
protection, ,so we resolve to protect our catholic all our good subjects, from whom we do also 
subjects against all the insults of their enemies, 
and severity of the laws made against them 

expect that mutual love and charity, one to 
another, that becomes compatriots, subjects, and 

heretofore ; notwithstanding of all which, we Christians. 	The execution of all which we re- 
hereby allow to them the free private exercise mit to you, authorising and requiring your pun°. 
of their religion in houses, in which we autho- tual performance in all points. 	In full con& 
rise and require you to support and maintain deuce. whereof, we bid you heartily farewell. 
them, as under our royal protection, 	in all Given at our court at Windsor, the 21st day of 
things, as well sheir perions as estates ; and we August, 1686, 	and of . our reign the second 
hereby do discharge any sentences to be given year. 
against any of them, for the things above al. 
lowed of us. 	Willing. and requiring you to 
make intimation hereof to all our judges, civil 
and criminal, as welt as to ecclesiastics; and 
declaring that the allegiance of this shall be a 
sufficient defence against any pursuit, civil or 

" By his Majesty's command, 
.. lvlaironn. 

 

This brisk letter speaks out so plainly, 
that I need make very few remarks upon 

criminal, for the exercise of the Roman catholic it. 	The popish king begins with a satire 
religion, profession thereof, or using any of the upon our Scots laws against papists, as con- 
rites and ceroinonies of that church, or doing taming unreasonable severities. 	How far 
what by any law or act of parliament is called this can be reckoned tyranny, without any 
trafficking, in all time coming. 	And we fur. 
thee require our judges to do herein according 
to our undoubted right and prerogative, as they 
will answer the contrary. 	And to the end the 

ceremony to set himself above the laws, 1 
shall not say ; but it cannot be reckoned 
perjury, since our managers were so com- 

catholic worship may with the more decency plaisant, as not to urge him to take our 
and security be exercised at p:dinhurgh, we coronation oath. 	But if the English laws 
have thought fit to establish our chapel within I contain as severe penalties as 	ours do 
our palace of Holyrood,house, and to appoint a 
number of chaplains and others, whom we au-
thorise and require you to have in your most 

against papists, which I do not pretend to 
know, we must think it a branch of wicked- 

special protection and care, 'as persons ,whomness I want a name for, to swear to main- 

we are resolved to maintain in their just rights Min and rule them by laws as severe, and 
and privileges, and to secure under our royal . yet thus to brand ours ? However, he gives 
protection. the council to know, it was not from any 

You are. likewise to take care that there be doubts of his own power to dispense with 
no preachers or others, aulTered to insinuate,  to 1  standing laws, he desired the parliament to 
the people any fears and jealousies, as if we in- rescind them, but to give his subjects, even 
tended to make any violent alteration ; and if 
any shall be so bold, you are to punish them ac- the   parliament, an opportunity of testifying 

cording to fate, for it is far from our thoughts their duty. 	The king is very open here 
to use any violence hi matters of conscience, 
consistent with our authority, and , the peace of 

and speaks out. 	By his paramount power 
to the laws, he could take them away, but 

our ancient kingdom. 	We are also resolved to 
maintain our bishops, and the inferior clergy, 
in their just rights and privileges, and the pro- 
fessors of the protestant religion, in the free 

he would have the legislature to be a tool, 
and truckle to his power, and not to re-

.d them upon any solid and just bona-scrod  

exercise of it in their churches, and to hinder nation ; for well did he know, none could 
ell-fanatical encroachments upon them. We are be advanced, but merely to be an evi- 
resolved liketrike to maintain our subjects of all dence how much they were his humble ser- 
qualities, in their rights and privileges, and to vants. 	Thus as, in fact, he had no more 
have justice impartially administrated by our parliaments, so there was really no use for 
judicatories. 	And we are resolved to restrain 
the inentenoies (if any be) in the army, and to them. 	How far their implicit obedience 

cause thoin punctually to, pay the country : all would have been either justice to the tune- 
Which we recommend to you, as what we are cent, or charity to the merciless papists, we 
must extremely concerned in. 	And seeing we have heard. 	The reasons uciduced to prove 
are thus resolved in relation to our people, we the equity of such an act have all been con- 
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sidered. But what follows, is an intolerable 
jest upon our holy and established religion 

not contrary to the express tenets of 	, , 
the protestant religion, it is plain, the 1686' 

and reformation, " when unnatural rebel- change sought was so, and flatly opposite to 
lions have been raised by the protestant de- the old confession sworn to in that oath. Af- 
fenders of those laws, and supporters of ter this perverting of the test, which, every 
that persecution." 	This biting turn upon body knows, was carried in parliament 
protestants in general, and the patriots in over the belly of the king, and a very faint 
parliament, is very agreeable to the jesuiti- 
cal influence that poor prince was under. 

compliment to the protestant establishment, 
" that it was perfectly under his protec- 

What follows, of the Homan catholics ad- tion," which, to be sure, was no more than 
}wring to the royal family, hath been just what the Roman catholic persuasion was; 
now considered. 	The king next speaks he tells the council, sic robe, sic jubeo. 
of bitter and frequent persecution of pa- " We resolve to protect our catholic sub- 
pists, through a long series of years, of jects," and that not only in the private exer- 
which I can learn nothing from our his- cise of their worship, but " against all their 
tories ; and to be sure, for a good number enemies, and the laws made against them ;" 
of years, since the duke of York got the and requires the council to support them ; 
ascendant over his brother, they were so and all this is done according " to his un- 
far from being persecuted, that they were doubted right and prerogative." 	Here is a 
overlooked, yea, employed in several very good commentary upon the prerogative so 
considerable offices. 	Upon this false nar- much scrupled at by sufferers in this pe- 
rative, the king is made to ground his re- riod. 	And to be an experiment how the 
solutions, to secure papists from the pains " public introduction of popery," which 
due to these evils he alleges they were was next designed, would take, he orders 
not capable of. 	The parliament is next the public exercise of the catholic religion 
lampooned 	for 	believing " unreasonable in his chapel of Holyrood-house, and or- 
scruples suggested into the headS  of some ders the council to support this. 	And next 
well.meaning men." 	What follows I do 
not so well understand, and, as I take it 

the secular arm is hounded out against all, 
who, in so sad a time, should " signify 

up, can scarce believe it, that the members their fears of any violent alteration." 	I 
of parliament, thinking themselves bound shall not say what is meant by this; per- 
up by the test from giving their consent to baps the king wanted not hopes, gradually 
the penal statutes being removed, wished and not violently to get the reformation 
the king might do it by his own authority, overturned. 	To please the clergy, assur- 
To me it does not appear that the parlia- 
ment wished the statutes should be at all 

ances are given, of maintaining prelacy, 
and hindering all fanatical encroachments 

removed. 	To answer this difficulty, the upon them. 	This undoubtedly he saw a 
king comes to explain the test, and declares better form for the interim, and much 
he never meant thereby to bind up mem- nearer popery than presbytery, and wanted 
hers of parliament from consenting to any not hopes of good numbers of friends 
thing he should propose for the well of the among the clergy. 	And I doubt not the 
government, and ease of the subjects. 	It king was sincere in his resolution for some 
is certain, that the ease of popish subjects time, till matters were a little ripened : 
was not for the well of any government, 
which ought to have been over protestants. 

prelacy might be continued, and such as 
were 	called fanatics borne down, even 

And whatever might have been the inten- though the king's religion were establish- 
tion of the king in imposing that oath ed. 	Promises are added of some good 
during his reign, unless upon the foot of things to the lieges; and the concurrence 
jesuitical equivocation, and mental reser- of all with this plain scheme for introduc- 
vation, it can never free the swearer from ing of popery, is peremptorily expected; 
the plain meaning and sense of the words and as too much of this was given, so had 
sworn. 	As to the evasion which follows, 
that the test bound not up from any change 

not providence •happily interposed by the 
never-to-be-forgotten revolution, no ques- 
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1686. tiontheproject had succeeded. Thus 
the reader bath what offers to me 

that what they could not agree in, should 
be referred to be determined by a compe- 

Upon this design of rescinding the penal sta- tent judicatory. 	This was refused by the 
tutes. Nextyear we shall find various shapes other side, who insisted, that an enumera- 
of a toleration and indulgence offered by the tion of public defections should be drawn 
king, mostly, no doubt, with an eye to fur- up ; which the ministers did not come in- 
ther liberty for those of his own religion. to, as what would rather widen than heal 
I come now - to run through some other their present" breaches. 	Thus the confer- 
things I have 'omitted in the former sec- ence ended after they bad been together 
tions. some days. 	However this conference had 

Last year and this, some essays were good effects upon several of the people who 
made for a union betwixt some of the were present; and upon the back of it 
•presbyterian ministers, who were wander- there appeared an inclination in many of the 
ing up and. down the country, and the so- particular societies, who sent their repre- 
ciety people, now headed by Mr Renwick, 
if possible to bring the last from some of 
the heights they had run to; and though 

sentative,s to the general meeting, to join in 
ordinances with others than Mr Renwick, 
and to hear the suffering presbyterian min- 

this does 'not belong directly to the suffer- isters, especially in Kyle, Carrick, and set.- 
imp, yet being a considerable part of the end places of Galloway. 
misery of presbyterians, to have such divi- Some other things concurred about this 
sions among them, and the essays to heal time, to take off good numbers of the mem- 
them frustrate, and this being a part of our hers of the societies from the heights which 
history very little known, I shall here give others of them ran to. Mr Brackel, a Dutch 
some short deduction of it, during the last minister, who corresponded. with the soci- 
year and this, 	I have before me most party 
of the principal papers relative to this, all 

eties, when better informed concerning them, 
sent over a paper to them, vindicating him- 

of them originals, and mostly under Mr self from Mr Hamilton's aspersions, con- 
Renwick's own hand, from which I could 
fill many sheets; but I shall only give a 

taming "his sentiments on defensive arms, 
regretting their divisions, and advising them 

very short hint of the contendings some of to join with other suffering ministers. This 
the suffering ministers had with those who had no small weight with some. 	And in 
erred on the right hand, when they had so the end of the year 1685, letters passed 
much to grapple. with from prelates and betwixt Mr Langlands and Mr Renwick 
papists on the left. and his followers, which, I doubt not, were 

July 29th, last year, those two excel- useful to severals of the society people. 
lent persons, Mr Robert Langlands and The originals and some copies of these 
Mr George 	Barclay, 	whose characters are before me, too large to be inserted. 
have been given, being acquainted of the By a letter from the societies to Robert 
meeting, . and desired to come, 	came to Hamilton, dated October 21st, I find they 
one of the general meetings of the so- had information 'about him, which was 
cieties at the Kypes in the shire of Ayr, 
to see what might be done to bring those 

ready to be proven, "That he bad coun-
tenauced the Hamilton declaration which 

people who held communion with no mi- he and his party since had cried out so 
nister but Mr Renwick, to hear and join much against; that he bad signed a p:•ti- 
with others of the suffering ministers. 	A tion to Monmouth in name of the army ; 
good many of the meeting were very much that he had received large sums of money 
for this,, and so their conference began. from good people in Holland, for printing 
These two ministers upon one side, and Mr the testimonies of the sufferers, and yet 
Renwick, George Hill, with some others on greater for the 	support of the suffering 
the. other,7 	The.  ministers proposed 	the party. in Scotland, of which he had given 

`laying asidetlebates about former differen- no accounts." 	By their`' letter they call 
ces and pritetices, and a union in those him to vindicate himself from all these 
things wherein they were agreed, and moved, charges. 	The breaking out of those thingN, 
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• 
as to Mr Hamilton, together with his not find, that-  the last clause was added 
giving the . societies full satisfaction in his Mfi. to this paper of Robert Cathcart, by 
return, did not a little dash the party among the meeting, who adopted it as their own; 
them who run highest, and had been headed 
and supported by Mr Hamilton in their 
greatest extremities : yea, after the revolu- 

the occasion whereof was this. 	January 

. otherwise they would not own them as minis- 
tion, it was he who hindered their entire ters, yea, that except they should forthwith em. 
union with this, church, when matters were 
hrought -very near it. 

brace their call. (if they had 	once provided 
themselves with ministers any other way) 
though they should afterward embrace, they 

In the entry of this year, 1686, Robert might then own them as brethren, never more 
Cathcart, a very pious and knowing Chris- as ministers. 	And these being condemned as 

ministers, they have entirely cast off the whole 
tian in Carrick, who had formerly joined suffering ministry,  and taken the power of 
with the societies, but now was very much 
for union and quitting their heights, drew 

church,government into their tm, hands, call- 
ing themselves 	the Antlpoptsh, Antiprdatie, 
Anti-erastian, true mrsbyterian church of Scot. 

up an information relating to Mr Renwick land, in their printed protestation against the 
Congregation at Rotterdam, and' the represen. and his party. 	This paper made no little naives of the church, ana sent delegations, as 

noise among suffering presbyterians at this such, to the chusuhes of Holland, Helvetia, and 
time. 	He had no thoughts of its going Oeneva. 	 • 

The whole suffering' ministers being thus cast 
abroad, but when he had communicated it off, to supply this want, or rather to erect a new 
to a friend, it took air. 	The reader, no building (as their honourable delegate Mr Ham-

ilton expresseth it, in his letterrecommendatory doubt, will, be desirous to see it, and I give of Mr Renwick to the societies, " Take this as . 
it from the original records of the societies, 
at the foot of the page.* 	We shall just now 

the first stone of your new building") they have 
sent oversome young men of their number, to the 
Netherlands to study and to be ordained there. 

. 	, And having:by the lying misinformatiotrof their 
delegate Mr Hamilton, alleging that there were • 

* Robert Catcheart's information against Mr eighty elders who,  did concur in sending over 
Renwick and Ins party, 1686. sixteen 	young students, there being but six 

Matters in church and state being in confusion; young men designed to he sent over, and fifteen 
they have stepped into the chair, and arrogated persons who subscribed their testifieate, and' 
to themselves the government both of church not an elder among them, imposed upon Mr 
and state, and the management of beth civil and William Bracket, a Dutch minister, have, by 
ecclesiastical affairs, and that by the same party, 
persons, and assembly. 	And first, being joined 

his means, procured the ordination of one of 
these young men, Mr James Renwick, whom 

in societies for religious exercises, they commis- alone they now own (declaring in their letters 
sionate, from these societies, some of their num- to the churches of Helvetia and Geneva, that 
her to meet in a general meeting (out of Whieh " they have no,  minister save one, all the rest 
they choose a committee of fifteen, who deter- 
mine, by vote, in affairs brought before them) 

being turned cruel like the ostriches in the wil.,  
derness") whose first work was to decry _the 

who have constitute themselves into, and as- whole suffering ministry, namely, famous Mac- 
sumed the name and title of " Convention of waird,, and that after his death, with several 
States," so, in the declaration published at Lan- others, who says yet further, " That there is 
ark, they call themselves, " A eonvension of not a faithful minister in Britain or Ireland," 
estates and shires of Scotland," " a convention of in 	a letter to 	a 	friend 	in Ireland, in yin- 
unprelimited members, the like whereof the dication 	of his practice in seeking orditta- 
tyrant, since his home-coming, never had," and 
have acted accordingly, law. In a legal authori- 
tative deposing of the late king, rescinding, cas- 

tion from the church of Holland, wherein, 
speaking of that church, he hath these wads, 
" But though there are some things among 

sing, and annulling all the sets and statutes 
made by him, and his conventions and parlia- 

them in that church which are not justifiable, 
such as organs in some of their churches, and 

meats since the year 1660, as they word it in festival days, and some customary things, but I 
the foresaid declarations. 	2do. In denounoing know that those in that predbytery, with whom 
war against him, being thus declared a tyrant, 
and deposed as such ; and that in these terms, 
in the declarations published at Sanquhar, " We 

I was most intimately acquaint, never defended 
nor maintained such things, but expressed their 
design of a reformation therefrom, though I 

declare war against such a tyrantand usurper, 
and against such as have any way acknowledged 

could wish there were more courage among 
them than there is ; however, their ease differ- 

him in his usurpation, civil or ecclesiastic, or eth from the case of the ministers of Britain and 
shall in any wise acknowledge any other In the Ireland; for 1st, That church is not chargeable 
like usurpation." 	Next, as to church affairs, 
they have imposed restrictions on ministers in 

withdefeenions as ( Alt sad !) the ministers of 
Britain and Ireland are chargeable with many 

the exercise of their ministry, requiring them in gross steps of defended detection • it is true our 
their call, intituledoCall of the united presbyte- church was once a greater length 	reformation 
liens, to own their papers, such as Rutherglen, than they are, however they are beforens now in 
Satiquhar, and Lanark declarations, the excom- the most substautial things, and have their faces 
munication at Torwood, &c 	declaring 	that forward, whereas the ministers of Britain and 

iv. 	 3 o 
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28th, this year, the' general meeting They beg likewise the ministers may ac 
1686. of the societies was held at Frier- 

minion, to which Alexander Gordon, John 
quaint them, if they had any share sent 
them of some money that was gathered for 

Dick, and some others came; as they used the support of suffering ministers, or any 
to du from the societies in Kyle, Carrick, in their name, and desire direction from 
And Galloway, most part of whom were for them as to their duty in this dark day. ' I 
uniting with and. hearing other suffering have not seen any of the answers sent by 
Ministers AS,. well,, as Mr Renwick. 	The the ministers to this letter; but I know 
meeting came to inquire into their. corn- they went up and down preaching as they 
missions, and the reports they heard of the could have access to such as would hear 
inclination .of several of their societies to them, till the liberty came next year.. 	Par- 
unite with other ministers besides Mr Ren- titularly Mr Robert Langlands, Mr George 
Wick, and that some of their members had Barclay, Mr John Moncrief, Mr Adam 
written the above information. 	The issue 1 Alcorn, and others. 	This step taken iu the 
was a long e,ouference with the abovemamed general meeting at Frierminion, in breaking 
men, upon many points too long here to be fellowship with such as were for hearing 
insert, from the original account of it now' other honest ministers, and essaying 	to 
before me. 	In short, after they had owned make Up the breaches among sufferers, did 
their bearing, Mr 'Barclay, when he had them much hurt in the eyes of sober on- 
satisfied them in conversation about some lookers, and some of themselves 	found 
scruples they 	had; 	and 	because 	they cause afterwards to repent it. 
Would not absolutely disown Argyle's de- 
elaration, and promise to do nothing in time 

 In March this year, I find Mr Renwick, 
with James Clerk, John Clerk, James Wil- 

to 	come, 'without the ' allowance of the 
meeting, they debarred them in time to 

son, Alexander Ramsay, and some others, 
came to Carrick, if possible to regain the 

come from' their meeting, and would keep people who had been cast off by them; and 
no more fellowship with them. 	When they had a conference with them. 	March 
those persons returned to their constituents, 
there was a large meeting of such who were 

20th, Robert Cathcart, Quintin Dick, and 
some -others managed it. 	Robert owns he 

for union with other suffering ministers, to had drawn up the information, and did not 
whom an account was given of the confer- design to publish it; that he had not com- 
ence at Friemninion. 	There Robert Cath- municated it but to one friend, and did not 
cart's paper was read, and in the form above reckon himself obliged to such who had 
Was sent to several prestyterian ministers, 
with a letter containing an abstract of the 

propaled it. 	But now that it is spread, he 
owns, and is ready to defend every point of 

conference above', and a desire to have min- 
istere judgment in those points in difference 

it. 	This issued in a long conversation, 
where no ground was gained on either 

between them and Mr Renwick's party. hand. 	This rupture, together with some 

Ireland have theirs back again, and I count it the length, that the servant May not join in 
my duty to walk wish those whew faces are for- family-worship with the master, nor the child 
ward, and not with those whose backs are with the parent, if guilty 	of those things by 
turned." 	And a little after, "The next thing them judged scandalous. 	Thus Gavin Alison 
you write of is, that I have separate from, and 
excommunicate all the ministers belonging to 

was debarred from sitting in their meetings, 
because he joined with his father in fitmily-wer- 

Scotland ; as to withdrawing-from them, since ship, who heard the indulged ministers. 	Gavin 
their unfaithfulness was made known• to me, 
that I have done, and hold it to he my duty." 

Weir 	was 'censured 	for 	baptizing with .Mr 
George Barclay, Alexander Gordon for baptiz- 

They have also made canons, in which are ex- ing with Mr Alexander 	Pedin, and 	several 
pressed the qualifications of persons capable to 
sit as meinbers in their conventions, and church- 

others. 	And of late, at the general meeting, 
January 28th, 1686, they have cast off most part 

fellowship, whereof this is one, Are you free of of the societies in the shires of Ayr and Gallo. 
joining with the' unfaithful silent 	complying way, chiefly upon these two heads. 	law. That 
ministers' of the time, by hearing them preach, 
or receiving the sacrament ht their hand, sub- 

they would not disown and' condemn the dezla- 
ration published by Argyle. 	211o. Because they 

jecting to their discipline, or being joined in were clear to call and hear faithful suffering 
Marriage with them.? Which canons they stretch ministers. 
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other occurrences this ygar, put Mr Ren- 
wick and his party to draw up their infor- 

capacity, to decide and determine among 1686  
ourselves, and that by them rather jangling 

matory vindication, which was penned by f
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Mr Renwick, and revised by their general things, to an assembly of faithful ministers and 
meeting at great length, and approven. elders, which is the only church judicatory ap- 
But this took some months after this; and proven in the word of God, and competent 
we shall again meet with the informatory judges of such debatable principles and prat- 
vindication, where the reader will see that tices ; at least to such a competent number of 
party's answers to what is laid to their 
charge, in this information by Robert Cath- 
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time; and promise upon the one hand to give 
cart; and indeed it is as much as such a satisfaction, as we shall be found guilty and 
subject will bear. convict by the word of God, for any thing done 

Thus I have given some view of this by us to the scandal and offence of our dear 
considerable change in the circumstances •brethren : and upon the other hand, we will 
of the 	society 	people 	this year. 	The 
heights run into by some, and the mis- 

forbear to call or join with Mr James Renwick, 
till such time as his ordination and entry into 
the church of Scotland be seen and approven of giving of all essays for union among suf- some competent number of the faithful minis- 

ferers, did not a little distress the spirits of tens of the church of Scotland, according to the 
the more sober party at this time. word of. God, laudable practice, and acts of ge- 

Towards the close of the year, when Mr neral assemblies of this church, since the re- 
Renwick was preaching in the south to formation till his.  coming into this church. 

submission to such who would hear him, several societies, 
who countenanced and heard other presby- 

And are
ohs  

willing,u 
ponthhe 	 t re brethren,Anaccording 	 rdiswos"mofisG 	to 

ceive him into our
to  
bosoms, and to submit to 

terian ministers, left him and his followers his ministry, as to one of our faithful pastors. 
very much. 	And some of the societies in But if he, at the desire of strangers, or of any 
Galloway, hearing of his coming, drew up a of our brethren dividing from us, intrude him- 
kind of testimony, and gave it in to him by self on our labours, without our call and con- 
some of their number, upon Sabbath, No- 
vember 22d, before he began sermon, near 

sent, till such time as we have the mind of our 
faithful ministers anent the foresaid things, we 
will protest against all such dealing, as horrid 

to the places where they lived. 	That the and abominable usurpation and intrusion upon 
reader may know the grounds upon which us and our labours, contrary to the word of 
they went, I have inserted here the paper God, and acts of our general assemblies, and 
given in to Mr Renwick, by William Mac- practice of this church, since the reformation 
Hutchison, who had suffered not a little ti
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those years past, from the original  in my the poor suffering ryemnant of this church, and 
hand. will resent it before God. 	Witness my hand, 

subscribed in the name of this place of the 
" We, under-subscribers, according to the Tau- stewartry betwixt the water of Cree and Dee. 

dable example of others, taking to our conside- In the name of the whole, signed 
ration the great scandal, and world effects of 
division among the professors of the church of 

" William ill  

Scotland, and especially among ourselves; and How this paper was received I have no 
Sliding 	the causes of this division partly to 
proceed from some amongst us, their , paying information, but Mr Renwick and his fol- 

cis 	hearing curates, and taking the late abjur- lowers went still on, in a separate course 
ation,' and partly from others their condemn- from the rest of the sufferers and ministers 
ing of those things, and adhering to the late of that time. 
declaration on church doors and other places, 
and receiving of, and adhering unto IVIr James 

In December this year, Mr David Helm-
ton, minister, come over from Ireland, was 

Renwick, without the consent and approbation 
or the remnant of faithful and godly ministers taken in with Mr Renwick ; we shall hear  
of the church of Scotland,. and contrary to the more of him ere this history end. 	He 
laudable practices of this church, and acts of preached up and down among Mr Ren• 
general assemblies, ?rom the reformation to this wick's followers, but not under that regard 
day : and finding those things to be above our that was paid to Mr Renwick. 	I have a 
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large account under the hand of the I selves in the earthy in a very retired place, 
1686. clerk of thesocieties,of the manner of which nobody knew of, but one person 

his reception, the engagements he came un- who brought them meat. 	At length their 
der, and the acknowledgments he made, be- hiding-place was smelled out. by the eel- 
fore me, but it is not worth while to insert diers, and they were put again to their 
or abridge it. 	At the same time, that excel- shifts. 	This gentleman tells me, that all 
lent person Mr Alexander Shiels, formerly this time, for some months, Mr Peden had 
mentioned, was received by the societies. a great pressure upon his spirit, and was 
He had found means to escape out of his unwearied in prayer and wrestling, and 
confinement, and made an 	acknowledg- used to pass many nights in sighs and 
ment to the general meeting, of what he groans. 	Mr Peden most of the summer 
thought he had done wrong before the jus- 1685, wandered through the south the beat 
ticiary. 	He was extremely welcome to Mr way he could, being much under his hid- 
Benvvick, and the more judicious people' ing with Mr Langlands, Mr Barclay, lieu- 
among them : he was mighty useful to tenant-colonel Fullerton, and Cleland, and 
them, and much against some of the lengths the last named gentleman ; when they 
they ran to; and came in heartily at the were followed with a train of vary remark- 
revolution, as I doubt not Mr Renwick 
would have done, had he been alive. 	Thus 

able providences, preservations, 	supplies, 
and deliverances from dangers. 	He died 

I have given all I have as to the society in full assurance of faith as to himself, and 
people, this year, together. 	I come now to great hope of a comfortable delivery to this 
hint at some other things, just in the order church, just at the door. 	He was private- 
of time they fell out. ly interred in Mr David Boswell of Auchin- 

Upon the 26th of January this year, that leek his isle, in the church of Auchinleck ; 
singularly pious minister Mr Alexander and after he had been buried six or eight 
Peden, of whom in the former part of this weeks, the soldiers getting notice where 
work, died in the Dikes, in the parish of he had been laid, came and took out his 
the Sorn, in Ayrshire; and though he was corps, and carried them to the gallows foot 
not executed publicly, because not reached in Cumnock, and there buried him as a 
by the enemies, yet the hardships he was malefactor.• 	This raising him after he was 
brought to, hastened him to the joy of his buried, Mr Peden, before his death, did 
Lord. 	Many remarkable things are related very positively foretell, before several wit- 
concerning this good man, in the days of nesses, some of whom are yet alive who 
his youth, when he was under many sore were present, from whom I have it, else I 
depths, and much soul exercise, and had should not have noticed this here. 	Indeed 
wonderful out-gates and deliverances, and this singularly religious person bath been 
some very singular attainments through very much abused since his death, by hand- 
his after-life ; accounts of which would 
come more natively in upon a history of 

ing about some prophetical 	expressions, 
said to have been uttered by him in the 

providences, than here. 	fie was minister year 1684 or 1685, and the printing of a 
of Glenluce before the restoration, and prophecy, said to have been emitted by him 
when removed from his people by force, I in Ireland, 1684. 	That the secret of the 
am told, he was very positiv4 that no cu- Lord was with this fearer of him, I do not 
rate should ever be fixed in that parish, 
which, they say, held true. 	We have met 

doubt; and the attested hint I have given 
of his foretelling the disturbing of his dead 

with him in the former part of this history, 
under very heavy sufferings in the Bass, 
and otherwise. 	Last year I find him upon 
his hiding in Ayrshire and Galloway. 	The 

body, before he died, may fully satisfy as to 
this; and I am apt to think this prediction, 
with some others I have pretty well vouched, 
together with the additions that are gener- 

forenamed Captain Campbell of Welwood, 
at this time very young, getting notice of 

ally made by too many to such accounts, 
C 

him: Itent to him, and stayed many days * Mr Peden's grave is now inclosed within 
with him, in a den they made for them- the wall of the church-yard at Cumnock.—Bd. 
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when they are in conversation, indistinctly a papist. 	I know little more of 
told and handed about, may have given a this tumult than is contained in the 1686. 

handel to some designing persons, for their king's letter, dated 	February 9th, 	copy 
own ends, to shape and frame prophecies whereof follows. 
under Mr Peden's name. 	As to 	those JA3tEs  R. 
prophetical expressions of his, which are ,, Right trusty, &c. we greet you well. 	Having 
handed about in writ only, I say nothing been exceedingly troubled to hear of the insolency 
of them, since they are but in the hands committed by a tumultuous rabble in our city 
of a few, and by the tartness and bitter- 
ness of the style, they evidently discover 

of Edinburgh, whilst you and your other coad- 
jutors
uhould 

 whearevoin 	ptlhaecejeanndat
ihoaft 
	insolence 

gone
the  

our
their 

themselves to 	be 	far from 	his 	spirit. chief minister, and yet thatg 	so much lenity is 
Of the prophecy that is printed under Mr shown, in punishing a crime so immediately 
Peden's name, I have seen two different touching oar royal person and authority; we 
copies, and a third in manuscript differing have now thought fit to let you know, that we 
from them both. 	In some of them it is said, 
that king William was to have war with 

have not only the character, but likewise the 
person of our chancellor, so much in our particu- 

Spain, which is false; in others of them it o
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is said, the Jews shall bring their genealo- mica; and therefore do require you to take that 
gies with them when converted, which is care of his person, and have that respect for bis 
morally impossible, and really useless. 	I character, as may convince us of your affection 
shall snake no reflections upon the many to us, and obedience to our commands. 	In the 
unintelligible phrases and sentences in this 
pretended prophecy. 	The year 1715, is 
now ex

an  
pired, without any prospect of those 

next place, we hereby require you, to go about 
utmost rtheopuurnifshme 

 our l
nt of the guilty, .with the that 

hat been, or will 
aw 

 fie remiss Inelis, 
 nor can 	

m  except those 
great things palmed upon this good luau, 
their being accomplished. 	And by all the 
rules of charity, I reckon myself obliged to 

wbo have been favourers of that rebellious de-
sign. But above ail it is our express pleasure, 
that you try into the bottom of this matter, to 

take this prophecy to have been most inju- 
rious ly fathered upon Mr Peden. 	Besides, on 

find out those that have, either by money, insin- 
nation, 	 that u 	
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and 
I have seen several of his original letters therefore, that for thefindingrag  of thism  out, you 
when in the Bass, to some indulged minis- spare no legal trial by torture, or otherwise; 
ters and others, which breathe a quite other this being of so great importance, that nothing 
spirit than those papers handed about make more displeasing to us, or more dangerous to our 
him to be of. 	And I cannot but remark, 
both from the company he haunted, after 
he got out of his confinement, and some 
passages in the original records of the so- 

government, could possibly have been contrived, 
and we shall spare no expenses to know the rise 

rin 
and 
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matter, 
the guilty ; as likewise to use your utmost en- the  

cieties, that this excellent person was far deavours for preventing the like 'Monies for the 
from the heights at this time run to ; which, 
meanwhile, appear some way to be designed 
to be justified by the papers handed about 

future. 	So after we shall hear what the next 
post shall bring, ye shall know our further plea., 
sure herein. 	In the meantime, we bid you very 

under his name. 	This much I thought 
necessary to observe, for the vindication of 
the memory of this worthy minister, so 
much injured by fixing those papers upon 
him after his death. 

heartily farewell. 	Given at our court at White. 
hall, the 9th day of February, 1686, and of our 
reign the second year. 

" By his majesty's command, 
‘, Musaay." 

But to go on to things of a more public I never loved tumults and.  rabbles, and 
nature; towards the end of January, and shall say nothing in defence of this. 	I 
the beginning of February, there were some know very little of its circumstances, those 
gatherings and tumults in the city of Edin- are generally magnified in public papers at 
burgh, and some affront was put upon this time, in other cases. 	But we need not 
chancellor Perth, who was now either vio- much wonder, that under the reports of a 
lently suspected, or certainly known to be design framing against our constitution, by 
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1686. 
the overturning the penal statutes 
against papists, the common people's 

All the three kingdoms were at this 
time, upon good grounds, apprehensive of 

resentment discovered itself in some disor- invasions upon their religion, under the 
ders and abuses, especially when a papist government of a popish prince, managed 
was publicly acting in the highest station by the fiery Jesuits; and the poor protes. 
in the kingdom, tants in Ireland were most open to the 

Great care was taken at this time to 
corrupt the youth, and dispose them for 

storm from multitudes of bloody papists, 
ready to react their former bloody work 

giving way to all the encroachments made, 
and to be made upon our holy reforms- 

and massacres. 	Some ministers there in 
their sermons, and others in their conver- 

tion and civil liberties. 	I own students at sation, had the justice and courage to warn 
a university ought to ply their books, and the protestants of their hazard, which, it 
should not intermeddle with other things, 
and the masters ought to take all care to 

seems, was extremely displeasing to the 
earl of Tyrconnel, lord-deputy. 	There- 

fix them at their proper work; and if this upon a proclamation is issued out, Feb- 
was the only view in obliging them to sign ruary 21st, to lull protestants asleep, and 
the underwritten bond, it is good : but con- 
sidering the current of the times, and the 

fright such who were not willing to sleep, 
till their throats were cut. 	I should scarce 

character of the people, who at this time have noticed it, had I not found it reprint- 
pushed the subscription, there is not want- ed at Edinburgh, no doubt for somewhat 
ing reasonable ground to suspect this was else than a little money to the printer, es- 
tate of the branches of the passive obe- pecially when our chancellor was papist, as 
dience, whereby the youth was to be cor- well as the earl of Tyrconnel. 	That the 
rupted. 	The tenor of the bond they were reader may perceive, that the same fears 
made to sign, follows. possessed all who had any regard for our 

,, We, undersubscribers, students in the col- 
lege of Edinburgh, considering, that we are 

holy religion, and the same angry and yet 

	

methods were used 	in all the cozening 	used, 
abused and calumniated by the rabble, as active three kingdoms, I have added the Irish 
and forward in raising and continuing the tu- proclamation in a note. * 	It is not my pro- 
Inuits and disorders, by gatherings which have 
lately happened in this city and suburbs there- 
of; and conceiving, that in point of honour and 

* big In 	against treasonable speeches, 
February 26111, 1666. 

duty, we are obliged to vindicate our innocence, 
and manifest our abhorrence at such practices, 
as may disturb the peace of the place, wherein 

TYR.CONNEL. 
Whereas we are informed that several dis-

affected persons within this his majesty's king- 
we ought by our education to be exemplary in dom, have been of late very industrious, by hike 
all peaceableness and regular behaviour: there- reports, and malicious insinuations, to suggest 
fore, as we do hereby disclaim and disown all to m:nyofhis majesty's   loyal      subjects, as :f 

weiism,jesty.seiefgovori,nteo 
  

tumultuary and disorderly practices, and parti- govern under his majesty here, otherwise than 
• colony those of late, to which we had no acces- by the known law of this land of Ireland, and 
sion; so we purpose for the future, to abstain as if some of his majesty's loyal subjects should 
from any such, and in case of failure, we de- stand in hazard of being disturbed and die 
.Aareourselves liable not only to the discipline o
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of our masters, but also to the censure of our nips have been heightened and encouraged by 
honourable patrons, the lord provost and council some fiery spirits in.  the pulpits, by taking upon 
of Edinburgh. 	In witness whereof, we have them to treat of matters that do not lie within 
subscribed those presents." 

How far the students were prevailed 

their province ; for which aspersions there was 
not the least ground, but the perverse humour, 
and wicked principles of the authors, since his 

upon to go into this bond, I do not know; sacred majesty bat"  given 
ui l 

 his subjects
fee-quentassral cesof hisgracious resolutions to 

but  it being exculpatory as to former prat- govern them by law, and to protect them in 
tices, as well as obligatory in time to come, itrhig

eirtorelsaiNivec.tiwvehrerhople.erstoielsutainodnspioifvtfessaarmrda: 

it may be doubted if it was proper to be jesty he has given us his deputy, in particular 
signed by most part of the boys, who pro- charge, g
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bably were not altogether strangers to some i4es- busies proceedi ru gg from such scandalous sug 
share in the former gatherings. tions, from the hearts of his majesty's subjects 
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'vine to enter upon the affairs of Ireland, 
but the reader, upon considering it, will 

ciples was obliged not to keep faith 
with his subjects of a different religion. 1886' 

perceive it much of a strain with several of 
our Scots proclamations. Ministers are made 

Probably it was much with the same view, 
that at London, March 5th, the king directs a 

lire-brands for warning their people, they are letter to the archbishop of Canterbury and 
reckoned out of their road, and threatened ; York, and with it he causes reprint the direc- 
and all the security of religion, liberty, and tions given by king Charles, in the year 
property, is now resolved not into law, but 1662, to preachers, which I have, annexed at 
the assurances of a prince, who by his grin- the bottom of the page.* 	No remarks are 

here, and for quieting the minds of the people: rebellion, and notwithstanding the pious care 
and to the end that all his majesty's good and and endeavours of our late dear brother, and 
loyal 	subjects may with 	cheerfulness 	apply ourself ever since, to govern 	our realms 	in 
themselves to their particular concerns, trade, 
and vocation : we, the lord deputy and council, 
do hereby publish and declare, that we will, by 
the grace of God, apply all our care and industry 

peace and tranquillity) it may justly be feared 
that in sundry parts of this realm, there want 
not men of unquiet and factious spirits, who, 
instead of preaching the pure word of God, and 

to yield exact and perfect obedience to his ma- 
jesty's said commands; and do hereby publish 

building up the people in faith 	and holiness, 
will (if they be not restrained) make it a great 

and declare in his majesty's behalf, that we shall part of their business to beget in the minds of 
take diligent care that all his majesty's subjects 
within this kingdom, of what persuasion in re- 

their hearers, an evil opinion of their governors, 
by insinuating fears and jealousies, to dispose 

ligion or degree whatsover they be, shall be pro- them to discontent, and to season them with 
tested in their just rights and properties, due to such unsound and dangerous principles, as may 
them by law, and in the free exercise of their lead them into disobedience, schism, and rebel- 
religion, provided they persevere in their duty lion ; and whereas also sundry young divines 
and allegiance to his majesty, without giving any and preachers, either out of a spirit of contest- 
occasion of disturbance to the peace of the king- tion and contradiction, or in a vain ostentation 
dom. 	And thr the further preservation of the of their learning, take upon them in their popu- 
public peace of this realm, we do charge and re- lar sermons, to handle the deep points of God's 
quire all persons whatsoever, to forbear speaking eternal counsels and decrees, or to meddle with 
any undutiful or irreverent expressions of his the affairs of state and government, or:to wran- 
majesty's sacred person or government. 	And gle about forms and gestures, and other fruitless 
we do require all his majesty's judges, justices, 
magistrates, and officers, to take particular care, 
that all persons that shall be discovered to be 

disputes and controversies, serving rather to 
amuse than profit the hearers; which is done 
for the most part, and with the greatest con& 

guilty of spreading such scandalous reports, or dence, by such persons as least understand 
using such malicious insinuations, shall be pro- them : we, out of our princely care and zeal for 
scented according to the utmost rigour of the 
law, to the end the just punishment to be in- 

the honour of God, the advancement of piety, 
peace, and true religion, and for the preventing 

Ilicted upon them, may terrify others from corn- for the future, as much as lieth in us, the many 
sniffing the like crime. and great inconveniences and mischiefs that will 

Given at the council-chamber in Dublin, the unavoidably ensue, if a timely stop be not given 
2Ist day of February, 1686. to these and the like growing abuses, do, accord- 
A. Fytton, C. Franc, Dublin, Granard, P. An- ing to the examples of several of our predecessors 

trim, Roscommon Drogheda, Tyrone, Long- of blessed memory, by these our special letters. 
ford, Limerick, Gormonston, Galmoy, Net- straitly charge and command you, to use your 
tervil, Ross, J. Maeartie, John Keating, Hen. utmost care and diligence that these directions, 
Hene, John Davis, Th. Nugent, De. Daly, which, upon long and serious consideration, 
Stephen Rice, Wil. Talbot, Robert Hamilton, our late dear brother thought good to give con- 
Tho. Newcomen, N. Parcel, Tho. Sheridan. cerning 	preachers, (anno 1662,) 	and 	which 

God save the King. we upon like considerations have approved, and 
caused to be reprinted, and herewith sent unto 

•Iiing's letter to the Archbishops, with directions to you, be from henceforth duly and strictly observed preachers, March, 1686. by all the bishops, and others concerned therein, 
JAMES R. within your provinces. 	And to this end our 

Most reverend fathers in God, we greet you will and pleasure is, that you forthwith send 
well. 	Whereas the bold abuses, and extrava- them copies of these our directions, to be by 
gances of preachers in the pulpit, have not only, 
by the experience of former ages, been found to 

them speedily communicated to every parson, 
vicar, curate, lecturer, and preacher in every 

tend to the dishonour of God, the scandal of cathedral, collegiate, and parish-church within 
religion, and disturbance of the peace, both of their dioceses : and that you earnestly require 
church and state, but did also (through the li- them to employ their utmost endeavour tor the 
centiousness of the late rebellious times) much due observation of the same, whereof we shall 
increase, 	to 	the inflaming, 	fomenting, 	and expect a strict account, both of you, and every 
heightening of the sad distempers and confusions one of them : and these our letters shall be your 
that were then among us ; and whereas even at sufficient warrant and discharge in that behalf. 
this present (notwithstanding the merci ful provi- Given at our court at Whitehall the fifth day of 
dence of God, so signally manifested in restoring March, 1686, in the second year of our reign. 
our royal family, and the lawful government of 
these realms, and putting an end to the great 

By his majesty's command, 
SUNDERLASD. P. 
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1686. needful. 	It had itot been decent for 
a popish king, to have formed in his 

was sufficient to reprint the former, and 
threaten, and give ill names in the precis- 	• 

council, where there were so many papists, 
new directions to protestant clergymen. 	It 

motion, to such as should speak of an' 
present hazard from popery. 	And the hig 

Directions concerning preachers. there is an afternoon's exercise, it be especially 
I. That no preachers in their sermons pre- spent either in explainhag some pert of the ' 

some to meddle with matters of state, to model church catechism, or in preaching upon some 
new governments, or take upon them to declare, 
limit, or bound out the power and authority of so- 

such text of scripture, as will properly and Wt.. , 
totally lead to the handling of some thing con- ' 

vereignPrinces, or to state and determine the dlr. tinned in it, or may conduce to the exposition 
ferenees between princes and the people ; but that of the liturgy, and prayers of the church (as 
upon an vied occasions they faithfully instruct occasion shall be offered) 	the only cause they 
the peoplein their bounden duty of subjection and grew into contempt amongst the people being 
obedience to their governors, superior and sub- this, that they were not understood. 	flint also 
Ordinate, of all sorts, and to the established laws 
according to the word of God, and the doctrine 

the minister, as often as conveniently he can, 
read the prayers himself; and when he cannot 

of the church of England, snit is contained in so do, he procure or provide some lit person in 
the homilies of obedience, and the articles of re- 
ligiottset forth Lg. public.authority. 

holy orders, who may do it with that gravity, 
distinctness, devotion, and reverence as becomes 

H. That they he admonished not to spend so holy an action : And whensoever, by reason 
their -thole and study in the search of abstruse . of his infirmity, or the concurrence of other 
and speculative notion, especially in and about offices, the time may seem too short, or be 
the deep -points of -election and reprobation, to- unable to perfornt the office of both prayers and 
gether with-the incomprehensibletnanner of the , sermon at length, he rather shorten his dis- 
-concurrence of 63.0f-roe grace, and mates free course or sermon, than omit any thing of the 
will, and such other controversies as depend prayers, lest lie incur the penalty of the act for 
thereupon: but howsoever that they presume uniformity, requiring them to be read according 
not poSitively, and doctrinally to determine any us the bbok directs. 
thing concerning the same. V. And further, our will and pleasure is, 

III. That they forbear in their sermons or- that all ministers within their several cures, be 
dinarfly and causelessly,to enter -upon the hand- 
ling -of any other ,controversies of less moment 

enjoined publicly to read over unto the people, 
such canons as are or shall be In force, at least 

and difficulty: but whensoever they are occa-' once, and the thirty-nine articles twice every 
signed by invitation from the text they preach 
upon, or that in regard of the auditory they 

year, to the end they may the better understand, 
and be more thoroughly acquainted with the 

preach unto, it may seem retinisite or expedient doctrine and discipline of the church of Eng- 
ad to do ; that in such cases they do. it with all_ land, and not so easily drawn away from it as 
modesty; gravity, and candour, asserting the formerly they have been. 
&vetting and discipline of the -church of Eng- VI. Since preaching was not anciently the 
land, from the Cavils and objections of such as work of every priest, but was restrained to the 
are adversaries to either, without bitterness, 
railing, jeering, or other unnecessary or unsecm- 

choicest persons for gravity, prudence, and learn-
ing, the archbishops and bishops of this king- 

ly proVocation. doin, are to take great care whom they license 
IV, That for the more edifying of the people to preach, and that all grants and licences of 

In faith and-godliness (the aforesaid abuses laid 
aside) alt ministers and preachers in their se- 

this kind heretofore made by any chancellor, 
official, commissary, other secular person (who 

vet* respective cures, shall not only diligently are presumed not to be so competent judges in 
apply themselves tstiCatechise the younger sort, 
according its in the hook of common prayer is 

matters of this nature) be accounted void and 
null, unless the same shall likewise bb allowed 

appointed-; hut-also, shall in their ordinary str- by the archbishop or.  the bishop of the diocese, 
. Inoue insist chiefly upon catechetical doctrines and that all licenses of preachers hereafter to be 
1wherein are contained alt the necessary and 
undoubted verities of eliristianTeligion) declar- 

made or granted by any archbishop or bishop, 
shall be only during pleasure, otherwise to be 

lag withal unto their congregations what hi- void to all intents and purposes, as if the same 
hnencet such  40earines ought to hare into their had never been made or granted. 

• lives Out convereations; and stirring them up VII. Lastly, that for the better observing of 
' effectualry# Cs well by their examplq4 as their the Lord's day, too much neglected of late, they 
lioetrines,:to the practice of such religious and' shall, a's by often and serious admonitions and 
moralffitues, as inetheproperTesnits elite said sharp reproofs endeavour to draw off people from 
vlorarines, resself:deidal; contempt of the -world, 
huMility, patience,. antektiessi. temperance, jos- 

such idle, debauched, and profane courses as dis-
honour God, bring a scandal on religion, and con- 

tice, 1.nrIT.:otisecliertolniff the like ; mid to a tempt on the laws and authority, ecclesiastical 
,...40,,trepitiimiind  Aidniiiiig  ;,1 sin, especially such and civil, so shall they very earnestly persuade 

siswas ore so rife mmHg* and common to the them to frequent divine service on the Lord's 
I.,. we hive in; smi, „co  dim usually styled the day, and other festivals appointed by the church. 

,iii,"yed:41eatny ;me;  40* short,  all kind` of vie- to be kept solemn ; and in case any person shall 
44040.3,,, sensuality,  +whiten, 	profaneness, 
athoo„. mid  ;he like. 	And because the late 

resort unto any taverns or ale-houses, or use any 
lawful sports and exercises con such days, the 

lieentiOns times have correPted religion, even in ministers shall exhort those which are in author- 
theidvery rOots sad foiruhttions, 	that where ity in their several parishes and congregations, 
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commission court within a little, took care remarks are needful. 	It is just the 
to rivet the threatenings in the proclama- revival of an old act of parliament, 1686.  

'a; which, with the directions, are like-
e reprinted at Edinburgh, to be a warn-
to our Scots conformable clergy. 

genitors, estate and realm ;" and of which, in so 
far as relates to these affairs, the tenor follows. 

.une 2d3  I find a letter comes down from 
,.. 

	

	 justiciary. ne king, and is recorded in the 
" Forasmuch as it is understuod to our sovereign 
lord, and his three estates assembled in this pre-
sent parliament, what great harm and inconve- 

books, removing that worthy gentleman my 
lord Pitmedden, from tieing a lord of justi- 

nient has fallen in this realm, chiefly since the 
beginning of the civil troubles, occurred in the 
time of his highness's minority, through the 

iary. 	His carriage in Cesnock's case stuck wicked 	and 	licentious, 	public 	and 	private 
with the managers, and now he would not speeches, and untrue calumnies of divers his 

subjects, to the disdain, contempt, and reproach 
go into the measures laying down for bring- of his majesty, his council and proceedings, and 
ing in popery, and therefore he is turned to the dishonour and prejudice of his highness, 

his parents, progenitors, and estate; stirring up 
out of his posts. 	His ability in law, espe- his highness's subjects thereby to misliking, se- 
cially the criminal law, is publicly discov- dition, unquietness, and 	to cast off their doe 
ered in his edition of Sir George Marken- 
zie's criminals ; and his love to all branches 

obedience to his majesty, to their evident peril, 
tinsel, and destruction ; his highness continuing 
always in love and clemency toward all his good 

of learning, appears in his curious and vast subjects, and moat willing to seek the safety and 
preservation of them all ; which. wilfully, need,  library. 	This vi •%rthy person . being yet lessly, and upon plain malice after his highness's 

alive, his modesty forbids me to say any mercy and pardon oft-times afore granted, has 
procured themselves by their treasonable deeds, to more of him. be cut off as corrupt members of this common- 

Why it was so long delayed I know not, 
since we have met with a parallel to this 

well; Therefore it is statute and ordained, by 
our sovereir lord and his threeestates.  in this 
present par lament, that none of his subjects (of 

some months ago in Ireland and England ; whatsoever function, degree, or quality in time 
but June 16th, the council issue out a pro• coming) shall presume to take upon hand prig. 

vately or publicly, in sermons, declamations, or clamation against slanderers and leasing= 
makers, which is annexed in a note.* 	No 

familiar conferences, to utter any fhlse, slander.,  
ous, or untrue speeches, to the disdain, reproach, 
and contempt of his majesty, his council and pro-
ceedings, or to the dishonour, hurt, or prejudice 
of his highness, his parents and progenitors, or 

carefully to look after all such offenders in any to meddle in the affairs of his highness, and his 
a kind whatsoever, together with all those that estate present, bygone, and in time coming ; tin- 
' abet, receive or entertain them, that they may 

be proceeded against according to the laws, and 
der the pains contained in the actsof parliament, 
against makers and tellers of leasing i certifying 

quality of their offences, that all such disorders them that shall be tried contraveners thereof. 
may, for the time to come, be prevented. or that hear aik slanderous speeches, and report 

Given at our court at Whitehall, the fifth day not the same with diligent's, the said; pains shall 
of March, 1686, in the second year of our be executed against them with all rigour, in ex- 
reign. ample of others." And to the end that so neces-

sary and laudable a law may receive due and By his majesty's command; punctual obedience, we therefore, with advice of 
SUNDERLAND. P. our privy council, do hereby declare, that the 

contraveners hereof any manner of way, shall 
* Proclamation against 	slanderers and leasing- he exemplarily punished with allrigour, conform 

makers, June 16th, 1686. to the prescript of the said statute in all points. 
And that our royal pleasure in the premises may 

James, by the grace of God, king of great Bri- be made public and known, our will is, and we 
rain, France, and Ireland, defender of the faith, 
to our lyon king at arms, and his brethren, her- 

charge you strictly and command, that inconti-
nent, these our letters seen, ye pass to the mar- 

aids, macera of our privy council, pursflivallla, 
and messengers at arms, our sheriffs in that 

ket-cross of Edinburgh, and all the other mar-
ket-crosses of the 'head burghs of the shires of 

part, conjunctly and severally, specially consti- this kingdom, and there in our name and no- 
tate, greeting; whereas we are informed that thority, by open proclamation, make publica- 
Avers ministers and others, to promote their tion of our royal pleasure in the premisses, that 
seditious designs, do take upon them in sermons, 
and other discourses, to alarm the people, and to 

alt our lieges may have notice thereof, and give 
obedience thereto, as they will be answerable at 

raise dislike of our person and government in 
their hearts, defitming and slandering our de-
signs, or at least, meddling in our affairs; all 

their highest peril. 
Given under our signet, at Edinburgh the 

which are highly punishable, and the punish- seventeenth day of June, one thousand six 
ments declared by our laws and acts of parlia- hundred eighty-six years, and of our reign 
ment, especially by the seventh act of the eighth the second year. 
par, of king James the NIL our royal grand- Per actunt dominorum *erred coneilii. 
father, (of ever blessed memory) cap 1St hob. Cods MACKENZIE, Cl. Seer. 'Concilii. 
tuled, " Anent slanderers of the king, his pro- 	 God save the king. . Iv. 	 3 E 
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James VI. part. 8. cap. 	134. and upon the unchristian and merciless address 
1686. the reason of the proclamation is, 

because divers ministers take upon them 
of the parliament last year, already noticed. 
it is confined to the subjects in those two 

to alarm the people. 	This is new style to shires, while there is no reason why it 
the episcopal clergy, and much for their should not have extended to all the corn- 1 
honour. 	And to end this year, in Septem- mons which joined with the earl, unless it 
ber the council emit another proclamation, 
containing the king's pardon and indemnity 

be, that all could be expected was got al- 
ready of these two shires. 	The king's par- 

to the commoners in the shires of Argyle don likewise is much curtailed, by its being 
and Tarbet, 'which I have likewise added in only extended to the lives of the persons 
a note'. 	This pardon is a new slur cast indemnified. 	The moveables, and every 

thing else valuable, lies open to every one 

t Proclamation partfonim,  the shire 91 Argyle, who shall please to attack them. 	Yen, be- 
September 10th, 16S6. sides this, a commissioner is sent thither to 

mark out whom he pleases for ruin, and all 
.1,,Lmas, by the grace of God, king of Great 

Britain, France, and Ireland, defender of the whom he pitches on are expressly excepted 
faith, to 	 macers out of the indemnity. 	Such half favours 
of our privy council, or messengers at arms, our may protestant subjects expect from a po- sheriffs in that part, conjunctly and severally, 
specially constitute, 	greeting : 	Forasmuch as 
we being now resolved,'for the ease of our good 
subjects, and quieting the shires of Argyle and 
Turbo, out of our royal clemency and princely 
compassion, to indemnify the commoners there-
in, for their accession to the late Argyle's rebel- 
lion, 	with the exception aftermentioned, 	do 

. , PIS" prince. 

CHAP. XI. 

or TILE STATE AND CIRCUMSTANCES OF PRES- 

therefore, with advice of our privy council, 
hereby give and grunt our full, free, and ample 
pardon and indemnity to all the commoners 

BYTERIANS, DURING THE YEAR 1687. 

Tins history having already run within the said shires of Argyle and Tarbet, 
for their lives only ; excepting such as shall be 

lGS7. to so large a bulk, and not many 
found by our commissioner, now sent thither, 
during his stay there, to have been either ring. 
leaders, or officers in the said rebellion, (who 
are hereby excluded.) 	And we hereby declare, 
that this Our pardon and indemnity shall be to 
the said commoners (not excepted as said is) as 

particulars offering that are necessary to be 
insert, after so many instances of severity, 
I shall very quickly run through this year. 

The papists by this time were come to 
valid and sufficient, for any accession they had have very big expectations of the restore- 
to the said late rebellion, or for harbouringi  re- 
setting, conversing, or corresponding with these 
rebels, as if they and every of them had a 

tion of their religion in Britain and Ireland, 
from the 	bigotted 	prince now on the 

particular remission for the said crimes, past 
under our great seal. 	And further, we hereby 
declare, that it is and shall be free to all our 
lieges, from the date hereof, to converse, col,  
respond, arid intercommune with, reset, har- 
bour, and entertain the commoners indemnified, 
as said is, without incurring any hazard, or ac- 
tion, civil or criminal, upon that account, in all 
time coming: and that this our gracious and 
ample indemnity may be published and known, 
our will is, and we charge y,ou strictly and cam- 

throne. 	It is from them we may expert 
to understand best the state of this matter; 
and therefore I shall, in the entry of this 
year, insert from Mr Archdeacon Becloud, 
the copy of a letter from a jesuit at Liege, 
to a brother of his at Friburg, which con-
twins a very full account of the expecte-
tions and designs of papists at this junc- 

mand, that incontinent, tifese our letters seen, 
ye pass to the market-cross of Edinburgh, and 
other places needful, and there, in our royal 

ture. 	The world owes its first publication 
to that industrious author, very lately, and 

name and authority, 	by open proclamation! 
make publication of our gracious pardon and 
indemnity above written, that all persons con- 
corned may have notice thereof. 

I doubt not but it will be acceptable to the 
curious reader. 	Its date is February 2d, 
1687, and it runs thus : 

Given under our signet, at Edinburgh, the " It is wonderful to see king James's great 
sixteenth day of September, one thousand 
six hundred and eighty six, and of our affection to our society : he wished prosperity 

reign the second year. to this whole college, by the reverend father the 
Per aglum dominornm secreti concilii. provincial, and earnestly recommended himself 

to our prayers. 	Upon father John Keynes's 
C. Mackenzie, cl. sect. concilii. i nto Eng l and ,   return 	he gave him a most gra- 

.. 	 God save the king. cious reception, while earls and dukes were 
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commanded for some hours to wait for admit- swered, ' I am growing olli, and twist .1687.  
tame) with whom, in the queen's presence, he take large steps, else, if I should happen 
discoursed with all &minority. 	He asked him, to die, I might perhaps leave you in a Worse 
' how many candidates for orders he had, anti condition than I 	found 	you.' 	When • they 
how many students.' 	And upon the provin- asked him, ' Why then he was so little con- 
cial's answer to his majesty, who was very ur- 
gent with him, ' that of the former, and of the 

eerned about the conversion of his daughters, 
who were the heirs 'of the kingdom.' 	He an- 

latter, he had above fifty.' 	He replied, ' swered, ' God will take care of that, leave the 
would be occasion for double or treble that 
number, to effect what he designed for that so- 

conversion of my daughters to me. 	Ho you, 
by your example, convert your tenants and 

ciety's performance;' and ordered, that they others to the faith.' 	He has catholic lord- 
should be all exercised in the art of preaching ; lieutenants in 	most counties, and 	we shall 
for now, says he, ' England has need of such.' shortly have catholic justices of the peace in al- 
I do not doubt but you have heard, that the most all places. 	We hope also, that our affitirs 
king, writing to Father de la Chaise, the French will have good success at Oxford. 	In the pub- 
king's confessor, concerning the affairs of the lic chapel of the vice-chancellor, who is a catho- 
house among the Walloons, declared, that what- lic, there is always one of ourdivines, who has 
ever 'was done to the English fullers of that converted some of the students to the faith. 
house, he would look upon as done to himself The bishop of Oxford himself seems to be a 
Father Clare, rector of the same house, being great favourer of the catholic fait•Ii. 	He pro- 
arrived at London, to treat of that matter, got posed to the council, ' Whether it did not seem 
an easy access to the king, and as easily gained to be expedient, that at least one college should 
his point. 	The king himself forbid him to be granted to the catholies at Oxford, that they 
kneel, and kiss his hand, according to custom, 
saying, 	' Reverend father, 	you have- indeed 

might not be forced to study beyond sea at 
such great expenses :' but it is nut yet known 

once kissed my hand ; but if I had known then, 
as 1 do now, that you were a priest, I would 

what answer he had. 	The same bishop having 
invited two of our brethren, together with some 

rather myself, father, have kneeled down and of the nobility, drank the king's health to a cer- 
kissed your hand.' 	After he had finished-  his tainheretic lord who was in company, wishing his 
business In a familiar conversation, his majesty majesty good success in all his undertakings; 
told this father, 4  That he would either convert adding also, 'That the religion of the proms- 
England or die a martyr, and lie had rather die tants in England did not seem to him in a 
the next day and convert it, than reign twenty better condition, than Buda was before it was 
years piously and happily, and not effect it.' taken, and that they were next to atheists that 
Finally, he called himself • a son of the society, 
of whose good success,' he said, ' lie was as glad 

defended that faith.' 	Many embrace the true 
religion, and four of the most considerable earls 

as of his own.' 	And it can scarcely be express- have lately made public profession df it. Father 
ed, how much gratitude he showed, when it' Alexander Keynes, the-provincial's nephew, to 
was told him, ' That he- was made partaker,' whom is committed the care of the chapel ba- 
by the most reverend our provincial, ' of all the longing to the elector of Palatine's envoy, is 
merits of the society,' 	out of which he is to continually taken up in solving and answering 
nominate one for his confessor; but hitherto the questions of heretics, who doubt of their 
it is not known who it will be. 	Some report, 
that it will be the reverend fatherthe provincial, 
but still there is no certainty of that. 	Many 

faith, of whom you may -see two or three to.. 
gether, walking by the chapel door, continually 
disputing about some point of religion. 	As to 

are of opinion, that Father Edward R. Petre, 
who is chiefly in favour with the king, will oh- 

prince George, it is yet uncertain what religion 
he professes. 	We gradually begin to get foot- 

tain an archbishopric, but more believe it will lug in England, we tenet humane learning at 
be a cardinal's cap. 	To him has been granted, 
within this month or two, all that part of the 

Lincoln, Norwich, and, York, and at Worcester 
we have a public chapel, protected by a -guard 

palace, in which the king used to reside, when of the king's soldiers; and we are to buy some 
he was duke of York, where there is not a day houses in the town of \Viggan, in Lancashire. 
hut you may see, I know not how many cour- The catholic interest grows very strong, and at 
tiers waiting to speak to his eminence, for so, 
they say, he is called. 	For the king advises 

some churches granted to the catholirs, upon holy 
days there are 	often counted fifteen hundred 

with him, and with many catholic lords, who present at the sermon. 	At London also, our 
have the chief places in the kingdom, to find a business is. carried on with the same good 
method to propagate the faith without violence. success; sermons are preached upon every holy 
Not long since, soma of these lords objected to day, and there are so many that frequent the 
the king, ' That they thought he made too much chapels, that they are not big enough to hold 
haste to establish the faith,' 	ro whom he an- them. 	Two of our society, Dormer aim. — I n eritle, 
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preach 	continually 	before 	the 	king 1687. and  the queen, father  Edward Neville 
them. 	The accounts of those things I shall 
comprise in two sections, and hasten to the 

before the queen dowager, 	father Alexander 
Keynes, 	in 	the chapel aforesaid, others 	in 
other chapels. 	There are many houses bought 
in the Savoy, near Somerset house, which is the 
queen tlowager's palace, towards the erecting the 
first college in London, for about eighteen thou- 
sand florins; and they are hard at work to bring 

end of this work. 

SECT. 	I.  

Of the procedure of the justiciary wul 
council, with the general state of the per- 

thorn to the form of a college, that a school may 
be opened before Easter. 	A catholic lord-lieu- 

secretion through the country, this year, 
1687. 

tenant is shortly. to go over to Ireland, because 
the king cannot be satisfied with any other, to I HAVE already given the reasons of the 
establish the catholic interest in that kingdom. auatement of the persecution against pre* 
The parliament will certainly sit in this month byterians, and I shall give but a few instan. 
of February, of whom his majesty is to ask three ces of its continuance, if once I had ran 
things. 	First, that by a general act, all the through the procedure of the justiciary and 
catholic peers may be admitted to sit in the up- council, from any thing I have met with of 
per-house. 	Secondly, that the test may be abol- 
ished ; and Thirdly, which is-the chief point, that 
all penal laws against catholic* should be abro- 

their actings. 
To begin with the criminal records ;upon 

gated. 	And that he may the better obtain these the first of February, by a letter from the 
things, he designs to let them all know, ' That king, Sir John Dalrymple, son to the late 
he is resolved to turn out all those who will not president, is received 	king's 	advocate is 
heartily act for the obtaining of them, and like- Sir George Mackenzie's room. The springs 
wise dissolve the parliament.' 	At which reso- 
lution some heretics being terrified, came to a 
certain earl to advise with him what might be 

of this change I shall leave to the civil his-. tonaus of this period. 	That same day 
done; to whom he answered, 4 The king's mind James Sloss, a worthy merchant in Oas- 
is sufficiently known ; what he has once said, he gow, since the revolution one of the bellies 
will certainly perform; if you love yourselves, 
submit to the kiug's pleasure.' 	There is to be 

of that city, and mentioned before in this 
history, produced before the lords relaxa- 

a great preparation of war at London, and a 
fleet of above an hundred,  men-of-war is to be 
fitted out against the spring, but against whom 
it is uncertain. 	The Dutch are under great ap- 

tion from the horn, for alleged being at 
Bothwell-bridge, and no further probation 
being offered against him, he is dismissed; 

prehension, but for what reason, although they and that same day great numbers of country 
are said. to make an armament, time will hest people from the parish of Kilbride, and other 
discover.'! neighbouring parishes in Lanarkshire, cited 

In Scotland the former hardships conti- before the lords for reset and converse with 
nued upon good numbers of Presbyterians. rebels, and accession to Bothwell, are lib- 
Heavy oppression remained upon 	many crate, no proof appearing against them. 
plates in the west and south, during this March 4th, some more persons are before 
year; sevemie were fined for nonconformi- the lords, for their joining with the late 
ty, and good, numbers were banished to the 
plantations in the. entry of this year. 	The 

earl of Argyle. 	And Campbell of Oab, 
Campbell of Drumfunish, Campbell of Dal- 

justiciary went on in forfeiting of some, and 
processing others; and we shall meet with 

ton, Campbell of Ulva, are found guilty, 
and the lords decern them to be executed 

part of the old spirit working in the privy to death, &c. as in common form, when ap- 
council, against conventicler. 	But 	the 
great thing for Which thiS year was remark- 

prehended. 	And upon the 8th of March, 
Lawmont of Meandrynan, 	Campbell of 

able, is the liberty granted by the king, first Artarich, M'Phun of Invernydan, M'Collurn 
to the papists, and with them, under re- of Reanlochtean, M'Phun of Dry-p, and 
striations, to thepresbyterians, who still re- Campbell of Sonachan, are found guilty 
fused it, till, after' several shapes, in July it and sentenced as above. 	These are all I 
muttei tinelogged with any thing gravami- meet with prosecuted hpon the earl's at- 
nOwsto their consciences; and this put an tempt. 	May 4th, commences a very long 
entlfo the sufferings of the greatest part of process in the criminal books, of many 
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sheets of paper, against several country i His vigorous appearances against po- 1  
people, for their accession to Bothwell- pery exasperated the king and the je- 	687' 
bridge, now seven years after the alleged suists about him, so far as to show their spite 
guilt. 	The advocate presents an indict- 
ment of treason and rebellion, for accession 

by this mean process against him in absence, 
and when out of the nation, by the king's 

to Bothwell, against the following persons, own permission. And all the hurt they could 
John Love younger in Little-Govan, John do him, was to bring him in among the 
King elder and younger there, Alexander rest of the excellent and worthy patriots 
Clerk, William Caldwell there, Humphrey and protestants, who felt, in as far as they 
Barbar in Risk, John Caldwell, William could be reached, the fury of this period. 
Orr there, John Patison elder in Lochside, When, in common course, he behoved to 
James Wilson in Mosshead, John Caldwell be cited at the pier and shore of Leith, ac- 
in Beltrees, John Orr, Thomas Caldwell, counts were sent hint by his friends of this 
William Caldwell, Andrew Robertson, Ro- impotent malice the king and managers 
bert Orr, David Smith, Robert King, Ro- here were showing against him. 	Where- 
bert Orr in Beltrees, and James Robertson. upon the doctor wrote a letter to the earl 
The lords give their interlocutor, that the of Middleton, secretary, if possible, to di- 
pannels rendezvousing in arms at Middle- vert this process; a copy of which being 
ton-hill, the week before Bothwell-bridge, 
is relevant to infer treason, and remit the 
probation to an assize. 	May 5th, there are 

before me, I have insert it here. 

" Hague, May &t, 1681. 
long and learned debates about witnesses, 
too large here to be abbreviated. May Gth 
is spent in examination of witnesses, who 

" hay it please your Lordship, 
" The affairs of this province belonging to 
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o r lord- prove very little; and May 7th, the assize 
assoilzie

re-
assoilzie the pannels. • Upon the day last 

ship, and by you to his majesty. 	I have re- ship, 
ceived -advertisement from Scotland, that the 

named, the lords have another process be- king has writ to the privy council, ordering me 
fore them. 	John Vallange, James Carshill, to be proceeded against for high treasonogainst 
John.  M'Aulay, and Hugh Smith, are in- his person and government, and that, pursuant 
dieted for corresponding with Mr James 
Renwick, for traitorous principles, and fre-me, 

cited 	eto ap- 

	

to this, the king's  
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 advocate hash 	
worlde 
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can 

 
thingin pear

r iprise oand disorder 
there
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must needs dosuitr; 

quenting conventicles. 	The advocate re- for as few men have written more, and preached 
stricts the libel to their owning traitorous oftener against all sorts of treasonable doctrines 
principles, being present at field conventi- and practices than myself, so all the discoveries 
des, refusing to own the king's authority, 
and to assert his prerogative. 	The lords 

that have been made of late years, have been so 
far from aspersing me, that though there has 

give their interlocutor, that the libel infers 
an arbitrary punishment, which is not the 

disposition
byeeeta  there  has 
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for examination. 	It is thirteen years since I 
method of former years, and the diet is 
continued; and I find no more about them. 

came out of Scotland ; for these last five years, 
I have not so much as mentioned the common- 

June 30th, Semples in Nethershiels, Pater- est news in any letter that I have written to 
son, Scot, Fleming, Lawrie, Chapelton, are 
indicted for accession to Bothwell, and the 

any in that kingdom. 	I do not mention acts of 
indemnity, because I know that I need not the 
benefit of them. 	I went out of England by his 

,diet is deserted. majesty's approbation, and I have stayed out of 
In July, the criminal court have before it, because his majesty expressed his dislike of 

them a process against the forenamed doc- my returning to it. 	I am now upon the point 
tor Gilbert Burnet, sometime professor of of marrying in this country, and I am nature- 
divinity at Glasgow, and since the revolu- 
tion bishop of Sarum. 	This great °ma- 
ment of his country is so well known to 

lized by the states of Holland; but though by 
this,
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sovereignty
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of those provinces, yet 

majesty
Iw  ill never depart from 

the world, that it' Were to light a candle to the profoundest respect to his sacred person, and 
the sun, for me to offer any account of him. duty to his government. 	Since my coming to 
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1687.  these parts, I have not seen any person, 
either of England or Scotland, that is out- 

nesses are added. 	To those he drew up 
an answer, which, evincing clearly his in- 

Iawed .for treason ; and when the king took ex- 
ceptions to my access to the princess and prince 
of Orange, there was not a thing of this kind 

_ 	 _ 
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the. resetting, ment, 	supplying, aiding, as- in 
objected to me: 	so I protest to your lordship, 	oisting, intercommuning with. 	find doing 	fit- 
I do not so much us imagine upon what it is that 	yours to denounced rebels, or forfeited traitors, 
these informations, that, it seems, are brought to 	are punishable by forfeiture of life, land, and 
his, majesty, are founded. 	 • goods ; said particularly by the 	1:11 Oct of 8 

I par:. king Jain. VI. it is statute and ordained 
" My lord, as 1 ant not ashamed of any ' dint none of our subjects of whatsoever degree,  

Sting I have done, so I am not afraid of any estate, or quality, shall presume or take upon 
thing my ehemies can do to me: I can very hand, privately or publicly, in sermons, (Irvin- 
easily part with a shun estate, and a life. of mations, or familiar conferences, to utter any 
which I have been long weary; and if my en- false,
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•gagement in this country could dispense with it, or proceedings,p 	or to the'  dishonour, hurt, cur 
I would not avoid the coming to stand my trial: prejudice of us, or to meddle in our affairs or 
but as this cannot be expected it, the estate in estate bygone, present, or in time coining, um:  
which 1 am, so I humbly throw myself at his der the pain of death, and confisention of move-  able,. 	And by the 10 act, 10 purl. Jam. VI. 
majesty's feet, and beg that he may not con- it is statute and ordained, that all our subjects 
demo me, not so much as in his thoughts, till I contain themselves in quietness, 	and dutiful 
know what is the crime that is objected to me, 
se as rtnay offer-a most humble justification of 

obedience to us, our government and enthu-
city; and that none of them presume, or take 

myself to him. 	I shall be infinitely sorry, if s 
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any judgment that shall pose upon me  in Scot- slander against our person, estate, or govern- 
land, shall oblige me to appear in print for my rnent, or to deprave our laws and acts of par- 
own defence-: for I cannot betray my own in- Bement, or misconstrue our proceedings, where- where- 
nocenee so, far as to suffer any thing of this na- by any dislike may be moved betl.,vixt us, .our 

nobility and loving subjects, in time coining, 
tare to pass upon me, without printing an apo- under the pain of death ; and that these that do 
logy foe myself: in which I will be forced to in the contrary shall be reputed as seditious and 
make a recital of that share I have had in affairs wicked instruments, enemies to us, and the com- 
those twenty years bypast, and in which I must mon-well of this realm, and that the suiul pine 
mention -a vast number of particulars that I am 
afraid must he displeasing to his majesty ; and 
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'2 sess, of the f paid. of king Char. 11. we and 
as I will look upon this, as one of the greatest our estates of parliament do declare, that in these 
misfortunes that can possibly befall me, so with positions that it is lawful for subjects, upon pre- 
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tto- 
that I may not be driven to it. 	I will not pre- that 

 

take up arias against us, or these e.oininissiotate by 
some to add one word to your lordship, nor to us, or to put limitations upon the due obedience 
claim any sort of favour or protection from you, 
for I address only myself to you as the king's 

at:id allegiance, are rebellious and teen conable; and 
that all persons who shall, by writing, preueli-
ing, or other malicious and advised speaking, 

minister for those provinces. express 	these treasonable 	intentions, shall be 
" I am, my lord," &c. proceeded against, and adjudged triiitona, and 

shall suffer forfeiture of life, hinds, and goods; 
This 	pathetical 	letter 	had 	no effect. likeas, by the 3 act, 	I pall. 	King Jan,. 1. stud 

Soon after, his indictment or criminal let- 37 act of his 2 purl. and by the 9 art of IS part. 
King James II. and 141. not, 12 purl. James VI. 

tors came to his hand, dated 19th, a copy and divers and sundry other laws and acts of par- 
whereof I have added below. e 	The  wit- Bement of this our kingdom, it is declared high 

treason for any of our subjects to reset, slimily, 
or intercommune with declared 	cm 	forfeited 
traitors, or give them meat, drink, house, liar- * Cell/dna? Letters against Doctor Gilbert Burnet, bour, or any relief or comfort; anti it' they do BM. in the contrary, they are to undergo rho &Lille 

JAMES, &c. To our lovits, &c heralds, pur- pains the said traitors or rebels ought to have 
soiyants, macers, and messengers-at-arms, our sustained, if they had been apprehended. 	Nev- 
sheriff4 in that part, conjunctly and severally, 
specially constitute, greeting : forasmuch as it 

ertheless, it is of verity, 	that tile maid Doctor 
Gilbert Burnet, shaking off all fear of God, con- 

is humbly meant and complained to us, by our science,,and sense of duty, allegiance and loyalty 
right trusty and familiar counsellor, Sir John to us his sovereign and native prince, upon the 
Dalrymple the younger of Stair, our advocate, 
for our interest, upon Doctor Gilbert Burnet. 

safety of whose 	person and 	maintenance of 
whose sovereign authority and princely power, 

That -where, notwithstanding by the laws and the happiness, stability, 	and quietness of our 
acts of parliament, and constant practick of this I subjects depend, has most perfidiously and trat- 
our kingdom, the venting of slanderous, tree- sociably presumed to commit, and is guilty of 
sonable, and advised speeches and positions, and ' the crimes above mentioned, in so far us Arcin- 
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nocent, I have annexed to the preceding 
note.* 	Those his answers the doctor sent 

" May it please your lordship, 
" The copy of the citation against me 1687.  

inclosed in another letter to the earl of has been sent me out of Scotland since I took the 
liberty to write last to your lordship ; this puts 

Middleton, which deserves a room here, 
and it follows. , 

me on a second address to you for conveying 
the inclosed answer, which I most humbly lay 

bald Campbell, sometime earl of Argyle, James and using other solemnities necessary, to come and 
Stuart son to Sir James Stuart sometime provost find sufficient caution and surety, acted in our 
of Edinburgh, Sir Robert Fergusson sometime books of adjoitrnal, that he shall compear before 
chaplain to the late earl of Shaftsbury, Thomas our lords justice-general, justice-clerk, and corm 
Stuart of Cultimss William Denhohn sometime missionees of justiciary, within the tolhooth or 
of Westshiels, 	Mri 	Robert Martin sometime criminal court-house of Edinburgh, the twenty 
clerk to our justice-court, 	and several other seventh day of June next to come, in the hour of 
rebels and traitors, being most justly, by our cause,there tounderly thelaw for thecrimesabove 
high courts of parliament and justiee•court, for- mentioned, and that under the pains eontained 
feited for the crimes of treason, and lied to our in the new acts of parliament; and that ye 
kingdom of England, and to Holland, Flanders, charge him personally, if he emetic apprehended, 
Geneva, and several other places, the said doe- and failing thereof, at his dwelling-house,and 
tor Gilbert Burnet did, upon the first, second, and by open proclamation at the market cross of the 
remanent days of the months of January, Feb- bead burgh of the shire, stewartry, regality, and 
ruary, and remanent months of the years 1682, other jurisdiction where he dwells, to come and 
1683, 168-4, or January, February, March, or find the said surety acted in manner foresaid, 
April, 1685, converse, correspond, and intercom- within six days, if he be within this our icing- 
mune with the said Archibald late earl of Argyle, 
a forfeited traitor, and that within the said 

•(loin; and if he be out with the same, that ye 
command and charge him in manner foresaid, by 

doctor Burnet his dwelling-house, in Lincoln's open prodamation at the market-cross of Edina 
Inn-fields, near the Plough-inn hi our city of burgh, pier and shore of Leith, to come and find 
London, or suburbs thereof, or some other part the said surety within threescore days next 
or place within our kingdom of England, de- after he is charged by you thereto, wider the 
famed, slandered, and reproached, and advisedly pain of rebellion, and putting of him to our 
spoke to the disdain and reproach of our per- horn. 	Which six and threescore days respec- 
son, government, and authority, wrote several tively being bypast, and the said surety not being 
letters, and received answers thereto, from the found, nor no intimation made hr him to you of 
said forfeited traitor, when he was in Holland the finding thereof, that ye incontinent there- 
or elsewhere, expressly contrary to his duty and after denounce him our rebel, and put him to 
allegiance to us his sovereign lord and Icing. our horn, escheat and bring in all his moveables, 
And siklike, upon the lira, second, and third goods, and gear to our use, for his contemption 
days of the months of May, June, July, August, and disobedience. 	And if he come and find the 
September, October,November, and December, said surety, intimation being always made by 
1685, and upon the first, second, and third days MI to you of the finding thereof, that summons 
of the months of.lanuary, February, and reman- and assize hereto, not exceeding the number of 
ent months of the year 1656, and first, second, 
and third days of the months of January, Feb- 
ruary, March, 1687, or any other of the days of 

forty five persons, together with such witnesses 
who best know the verity of the preinisses, 
whose names shalt be given you in roll, sub- 

any other of the said months or years, the said scribed by the said complainer, ilk person under 
doctor Gilbert Burnet did most treasonably re- 
set, supplied, aided, assisted, conversed, and in- 

the pain of an hundred merits. 	And that ye, 
within fifteeen days after his -denunciation for 

tercommuned with, and did favours to the said not finding of caution, cause registrate thir our 
James Stuart, Mr Robert Fergusson, Thomas letters, with your executions thereof, in our 
Stuart, William Denhoiro, 	and 	Mr Robert books-of udjournal, conform to the act of parlia- 
:Martin, forfeited 	traitors and rebels, in the rent made thereanent, according to justice, as 
cities of 	Rotterdam, 	Amsterdam, 	Leyden, ye will answer to its thereupon. 	The which to 
Breda, 	Geneva, or some other part or place do commits to you conjunctly and severally our 
within the Netherlands, or elsewhere, publicly full power, by thir our letters, delivering them 
and avowedly uttered several speeches and posi- to be by you duly executed, and indorsed again 
tions, to the disdain of our person, authority, 
and government, continues and persists in such 

to the-bearer. 
Given under our signet, at Edinburgh, the 

undutiful and treasonable practices against us nineteenth day of April, and of our reign 
and our government, (we being his sovereign the third year, one thousand six hundred 
lord and prince) expressly contrary to his at and eighty seven. 
legiance and duty. r• By committing of the which Ex, deliberation Dominorum Commissionariorum 
crimes above specified, or either of them, the Juseiciarii. 
said doctor Burnet is guilty and culpable of the 
crime of high treason, and is art and part there-
of, which being found by any inquest, he ought 
and should suffiir forfeiture offife, land, and goods, 
to the terror and example of others to commit 
the like hereafter. 	Our will is therefore, and 
we charge you straitly and command, that in- 
continent, this our 'letter seen, ye pass, and in 
our name and authority, command and charge 
the said doctor Gilbert Burnet above complained 
upon, by sound of trumpet, with displayed coat, 

Tim. GoitoOlf. 

The witnesses against Doctor Gilbert Burnet, are, 

Mr William Carstairs, preacher, 
Robert Baird, merchant in Holland, 
Mr Richard Baxter, preacher, 
Sir John Cochran of Othiltree, 
John Cochran of Waterside, 
Mr Rob. West, lawyer, Englishman, 
Mr Zach. Burn, brewer, Englishman. 
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• downat his Majesty's feet. 	I am con- tees objected to me, 	will appear so 	evident 
3681. fident, that the falsehood of the mot- to 	his 	majesty, 	as well as to all the wetid 

* Dover Burnet's answer. buildings, this makes me guess at tha informer, 
'd look upitnit as a particular misfortune, that who saw Inc often in the one !muse, but never 

I amp forced to answer a citation that is made in in the other; and yet even he who has betrayal 
his majesty's name; which will he ever sacred to all that ever passed between us, has net impu- 
me, that nothing but the sense of an indispensable dence enough to charge me with the tenet dis- 
daty could draw from me any thing that looks loyalty, though 	I concealed very few of my 
like keadminling with that sublime character. thoughts from him. 	With this of my seeing 
1 owe the defence of my own innocence, and of the late Argyle, the article of the scandalous end 

, my reputation and life to myself; I owe also to treasonable words pretended to be spoken by me 
altiny kindred and friends, to my religion, as I to him, against his majesty's person and govora. 
am a Christian and a protestant; and to my pro- ment, falls to the ground : 	it is obv• 	 that 
fessiou es I am a elnrchmen,, and .above all to this cannot be proved, since Argyle is tend; 

. his majesty as I am his born subject, such a yip- and it is not pretended, that these words were 
,diention of My loyalty add integrity, as may uttered in the hearing of other witnesses, nor is 
shake it appear,: that my not going to, Scotland, 
according to the tenorcif this citation, does not 

it needful to add that his majesty was then only 
a•subject, so that any words spoke?) of him at 

flow from any sense of guilt'oriear, but merely that time cannot amount to treason ; but I can 
irons those engagements under :which I am in appeal to all these with whom I have es er con- 
Holland: 	I hope my contradicting ot• refuting versed, if they have ever heard me fail in the 
The ,matter's of fact set forth in. this: citation, respect I owed the king ; and I can easily bring 
'shall nothe somalieinuslY leiriserted by any, es 
if I meant either to reflect on his majesty for 

many witnesses from several mull of Europe, 
of the zeal with which I have on all occasions 

writing to liiii.eouncil cif Scetlimil, ordering this expressed myself on those subjects ; and that 
citation toile Made, or on his advocate for form- none of all these hard words that have been so 
ing it, and issuing it but s' but as I neknOwledg, 
that upon the information it seeing was. offered 

freely bestowed on me has made me forget my 
duty in the least. 

of those matters here laid against, me, it was • I am in the next place accused of correspond- 
very'reasonable-  for his majesty to order justice enco with James Stuart, Mr. Robert k•ergtisson, 
Mite done upon me; so Ids adveatte, in whoa° Thomas Stuart, William Denholtn. and Mr 
hands those infermalions it seems are now put, Robert Martin, since my coming out of England; 
'had all possible reason to lay theta against me as and that I have entertained end supplied them in 
he has done; .and therefore 'I will not ,peetend foreign parts, particularly in the cities of Am- 
boi make any,  exception to the IaWs and acts of sterdam, Rotterdam, Leyden, Breda, Geneva. or 

set forth in the first part a this eks .parliament in some other parts within the Nutherl 	Is. This 
Whin; but I will 'only answer the Matters of article is so very ill laid in all its branches, that 
fact laid to my:charge, and whatsoever I say it shows my enemies have very ill inlet:crdities 
concerning themc'doat only belong to illy false 
accusers ;• and' therefore I hope thejt will not be 

concerning my most general nequeintance, since, 
though there are amongst those who are con- 

looked on as things in Whit*. even his majesty's demised for treason, some that are of my kindred 
advocate, but Muth less' his sacred majesty, is and ancient acquaintance, they have here east 
in any way cOneerned, together a company of men, who arc all (Janus 

I'am first accused for having seen, conversed Stuart Only excepted) absolutely unknown to 
with, and: held Correspondence with the late me, whom 1 never saw, and with whom 1 never 
earl' of. Argyle ;'and to' make this appear the exchanged one word in my whole life, as tar as 
More probable, the place is marked very criti, 
cally where I lived, and 'Where, as it is pretended, 

Lean remember; one of them, 1111: Robert Mar-
tin, was, as 1 ever understood it, dead 11110VU a 

'we met; but iris now alinest two years since 
the late Argyle Was taken, and suffered, ' and 

year before I left England ; as for James Stuart, 
I bad a general acquaintance with him twenty 

that a fullusaeourst Wits had Of all his secret prim- years ago, but have had no commerce with him 
tices,in all which I have not been once so much as now for many years, unless it was that I saw 
mentioned., though it iii noir a year shut I have him twice by accident, and that was several years 
heed end preaclied openly .in these provinces. before there was any sentence passed on him; 
The truth 48y that for mine years-before the late my accusers know my motions id, for I have not 
earlotArgyle's forfeitUre, I had no sort of eor- been in Breda these twenty three years, 1 settled 
respoudence with him, nor did Tesler see him 
since 'the +year 1600. ' After 'Ida escape out of 

in the Hague upon my coming into Holland, 
because I was willing to be under the observe- 

Prison 1 never sasC itimi. nor went° di him, nor don of his majesty's envoy : and 1 chose this 
hearitfitun hi in; enwInia laity Mit of commerce place the rather, because it was known that 110115 
with him, directly nor' indirectly; the ,Circum- of those that lay under senteneas come to it. 	I 
Stance of my 'house,. iukluhe place- wherein I have never gone to Amsterdam or Rotterdem iii 
iivelis added, tomake :the 'thing took somewhat secret, and I have never been there but upon my 
probable: but' though, it is very easy to know private affairs, and that never above a night or 

• -fields, :the sip.* of seven years, it was no 
' where Diveihandl having dwelt id Lincolns- two at a time, and I have been so visible ell the 

while that I wag in these places, that I thought 
hard inettercur. 	SO this particular; yet so in- there was not rclom left even for calumny. 
eetiffidlidete is the Malice of my enemies, that In the last place, it is said that I have pub- 
even in this it ieedii• the& out of the way; for licly and avowedly uttered several speeches and 
sooteafteg ArgslieSesaipe, and during the stay positions to the disdain of Ms majesty's person, 
'that, as is belie.Vhay,,ite made in :London, .I had authority, and government, and that I continue 
removed frOM:thicohts-inn-fields Into Brook- and persist in these treasonable practiees ; this 
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besides,. that he will not only order the pro- 
ceedings to be quite discharged, 	but that he 

to say, that they arc as undeserved as her&  l687:- What have I 'done or said, to draw on 
will also order some reparation to be made to me so heavy and so long a continued distrlea• 
me, for so public a blemish, us even a citation sure? But my comfort lies in the witness that 
fur so high a crime amounts to. 	I confess, the I have within me of my own innocence, so that 
many bard things that have of late been cast on 1 dare appeal to God, as I do now with all duty 
me, and in particular to young and old, and fo- to his vicegerent. 	Since this matter Is now -be- 
reigners as well as Englishmen, that have been come so public, and that now my name is so ge- 
coming into those parts, make me see that my focally known, I must not be wanting to my 
enernieshave possessed his majesty with thoughts own innocence, especially, when not only my 
of me, that I must crave liberty, with all humility, life and reputation are struck at, but the religion 

is so.  generally asserted, that it is enough,  for me 
to say, it is positively false: 	but I have yet 

made such reflections both on the facts that are, 
alleged, and the witnesses that are named, as 

cleaver evidence to the contrary of this ; I have will, I 'hope, satisfy even my enemies them- 
preached a whole sermon in the Hague against selves of the falsehood and injustice of these in- 
all treasonable doctrines and practices, and par- formations ; so that I presume so far on his ma- 
ticularly against the lawfulness of subjects ris- jesty's justice, as to -expect that all the indigos. 
ing in arms against their sovereign, upon the tion which is kindled against me, will be turned 
account of religion ; and I have maintained this -upon my false accusers. 	To all this I Will add 
so oft both in public and private, that I could, 
if I thought it convenient, give proofs of it, that 

one thing further, for my justiflcation, though I 
ant fully satisfied it is that which I am not 

would make all my enemies be ashamed of their obliged to .do, and which, if I were in other 
injustice and malice. eircumstatices, I would not do myself, as I 

The witnesses cited against me are, first, Sir would advise no other man to do it i for it is 
John Cochran, whom I have 'not seen above a part of that right that every man 10, to pre. 
these four years last past, and with whom I serve himself by all lawful ways, that he do not 
have had no sort of commerce since I saw him. accuse himself, and, by consequence, -that he do 
It is almost two years since he had his pardon, 
so it is probable he then told all that he has ever 

not purge himself by oath, of matters objected 
to him ; and 1 da not so well approve of the 

told concerning me : and it is not likely that the courts of inquisition, as to give countenance to 
matter would have been let lie sleeping all this 
while, if he had said any thing to my prejth. 

a practice which was first set on foot by them, 
of requiring men to answer upon oath to mat- 

dice. 	I confess I have been long acquainted tens objected to them. 	If I were not a church- 
with him • ' I look upon him as a man of honour, 
and I reckon myself so safe in his honour, and 

man, I. would not do this which I am about to 
do, as I declare I will never dolt again, let my 

in my innoceoce, that I do freely release him enemies lay to my charge what they lease;p 	but 
from all the obligations of friendship and confi- the *nerd I have to, this sacred function to 
dance, and wish that he may declare every which I am 'dedicated, malteds me now, once for 
thing that has ever passed between us; for then alt, offer this solemn purgation of myself. 	" I 
I am sure he will do me the right to own, that 
as oft as we talked of some things that were 

attest the great God, the searcher of all things, 
and the judge .of all men, that all the matters of 

complained of in Scotland, I took the occasion fact laid to my charge in this citation, are utter- 
to repeat my opinion of the duty of sofhjects, to by groundless and absolutely false." 	This 1 ant 
submit and bear all the ill administrations that ready to confirm with my corporaloath, and to 
might be in the government, but never to rise receive the sacrament upon it. 
In arms upon that account. 	The next witness And now I hope Ihave said enough to satisfy 
Is his son, whom I never saw but once or twice, 
and with whom I never entered into any dis- 

his majesty concerning my innocence, so that I 
am ,confident he will not only discharge all fur- 

course, but what became a man of my profes- titer proceedings against me upon this aceusa- 
sion to so young a person, exhorting him to the tion, but that he will express his royal dis- 
duties of a Christian. 	The next two are Mr pleasure against my false accusers : but if the 
West and Mr Burn, whose faces I do not power of my enemies, and their credit with -his 
knout'; after them come Mr Carstairs and Mr majesty, is still so great, that this matter shall 
Baird, whose faces I know not either. It seems be carried further, and that advantage shall be 
these are the witnesses to be led against me, for taken from my not appearing in Scotland, to 
the article relating to the Netherlands ; but as I proceed to a sentence against me, which some 
am wholly a stranger to Mr Carstairs, so I do brutal men now in the Hague, are threatening 
not so much as know if there be such a person before-hand, that they will execute it, I then 
in being as Mr Baxter; I have had no eorre,• 
spondence at all with him these two and twenty 
years, unless it was, that once or twice I met 

make my most humble appeal to the great God, 
the Icing of kings, who knows my innocence, 
and to whom my blood will cry for vengeance 

hint by accident, in a visit in a third place, 
and that once, about six years ago, 1 went to 
discourse with him concerning a matter of his, 
tory, in which we differed ; but as all our con,  
versation at that time, was in the presence of 

against all that may be any way concerned in 
the shedding of it: he will, at the great day, 
judge all men righteously, without respect of 
persons ; it is to him that I. flee, who, I am sure, 

seine witnesses, so „it was not at alt relating to- 
matters of state. 

will hear me, " judge me, 0 God, according to 
the integrity that is in me." 	' 

And now I have gone over all the matter GILBERT BURNET. 
that is laid against me in this citation, and have At Hague in Holland, 1711 May, 0. S. 1687. 

IV. 	 3 F 
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4681  , I profess is wounded through my sides : 
' therefore, till, 1 -have pia in order my me- 

words so, as to show that I considered this 
translation of my allegiance only as a temporary 

moles for alarger work, I findit in some sort tie- thing, ' during my stay here.' 	And can any 
**aviary to print the citation, together with this man he so ignorant as to doubt of this? Alle- 
answer., 	But I had match rather have all this glance and protection are things by their na- 
Prevented by an' effect , of his majesty's justice, 
itt ordering ,stn end,  to be pot to this accusation ; 

tures reciprocal: since then naturalization gives 
a legal protection, there must be a return of el- 

and that ,by some act that may be as public as legiance due upon it. 	I do not deny but the 
the aitttOott, itself. was.: which may bear his ma- root of natural allegiance remains, but it is cer- 
jestyN being satisfied with my innocence as to tainly under a suspension while tho naturalized 
thesomatters; but if I have still as melancholy person enjoys the protection of the prince or 
an answer to this, as I have had to all the for- state that has so received him. 	I know what a 
mer applications I 'have trade, I must maintain crime it had been_ if I had become naturalized 
ray innocence the best way I can, in which 1 to any state in war with the king; but when it 
Win never forget that vast duty I owe his ma- was to a state that is in alliance with him, and 
Jesty, whatsoever I may meet with in my own when it was upon so just a ground as my being 
particular. 	If there is any thing, either in the . to be married and settled in this state, as it 
inclosed paper, or in this letter, that Seems a lit- could be no crime in me to desire it, so I 
de too vehement;' I hope the provocation that I having obtained it, am not a little amazed. 
have met with will rte likeWise considered ; for to hear any are so little conversant in the 
While millife and reputation are struck at, and law of nations, as to take exceptions at my 
while some here are threatening so high, a man words. 	Our Saviour has said, ' that a man 
musk be forgiven to sheer: that he is .ntit quite cannot serve two masters:' and the nature of 
insensible': thinigh my duty to the king is proof things says, that a man cannot be at the saute 
against all' thatcan ever be done to provoke me, 
yet I must ba suffered to treat the instruments 

time under two allegiances. 	His majesty, by 
naturalizing the earl of Feversham and many 

and procurers of my, disgrace, who are contriv- others of the French nation, knows well what 
ittg my destructiOn, With the plainness that such 
practices draw from me. 	I will delay printing 
any thing for a fortnight, till I see whether your 

a right this gives him to their allegiance, which, 
no doubt, he as well as many others have sworn, 
and this is a translating their allegiance with 

lordship is like to receive any order from his a witness. 	That lord was to have commanded 
majesty. relating to him, what is, 	' the troops that were sent into Flanders in 1678 

" May ii phase your lordship, against his natural prince : and yet, though the 
' 	 "your lordship's,"  gw. 

At ate Hague, May 1704,  i 
Old st#14161:17, 	f 

laws of France are high upon the points of so-
vereignty, it was never so much as pretended 
that this was a crime. 	And it is so much the 
interest of all princes, to assure themselves of 

o altogether When the dOctor'sletters were alto ether 
those those whom they receive into their protection„ 

naturalizing them, (since without that they 
neglected, before the ptiblishing his apt-  should give protection to so many spies and 
logy in print, he sent a third letter to the agents for another prince) that if I had not very 
secretary, which likewise follows, good ground to assure me that some have pre-

tended to make a crime out of words, I could 
- 	" Marit please your lordship, 

	

.. 	, 
" I venturaonce 'more to renew. my  addresses 

not easily believe it. 	My lord, this Is the last 
trouble that I will give your lordship upon this 

.to'your lordship, itofore I print the paper that subject : for it being now a month since I made 
I'sent you by 'my last, of 'the 17th of May, to- my first address to you, I must conclude, that 
getherwith the 'two ietters Nutt "I wrote you ; it is resolved to carry this matter to all estremi- 
for I find it tietessaey to add thio, and.that it go ties; and Mr D'Alboville's instances against 
with theyest to :the peOsr , ,I,am told, that great me, and .the threatening/3 of some of his coun- 
:advantages have been takennpon an expression trymon, make me conclude, dant all my most 
in my first letter, in which I wrote, that by my humble addresses to his majesty, are like to have 
4  naturalfzation, -during my stay here, .my idle- no other effect but this, that 1 have done my 
glance Was trimalated froM, his majesty to the duty in them, so that, 	it seems, I am to be 
sovereigutr.et this provinee,:, as if this alone judged in Scotland. 	I am sorry for it, because 
was trime.gniitigir? moil Iliettr that' some who this must engage me in a defence of myself, I 
hay,t ,hitin" of the profession of the law are of 
this:pain/I. 	I indeed thought that none who 

mean, a justification of my own 	innocence, 
which I go to much against my heart ; but 

ever peatecal_ to study -law, or the"general no- God and man see that I arm forced to it : and 
titans of the intercourse among nations, could 
mistake in so clear u point. 	I cautioned my 

no tbreatenings of any here will frighten me, 
for Iwill do that which I think fit for me Ie 
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do to-day, though I were sure to be assassinated was improven against the doctor and 1  
for it to-morrow. 	But to the last moment of my other worthy persons in this period, • 687.  
life, I will pay all duty and fidelity to his majesty. and turned to treason and the worst of crimes. " My lord, 

" I am, with all possible respects;  In this citation there is no special law cited; 
"Your lordship's," &c. 	and in law such a citation could scarce 

At the Hague, the 6th of June, 	 operate against him. 	Meanwhile this good 
Old Style, 1687. 	 1 I 	

• and great man, when thus prosecuted by 
his own countrymen in absence, had this 

Meanwhile the doctor gets a new cites- : satisfaction, that so early as this or some 
tion, dated June 10th, mostly upon his firstI 
letter to the secretary, which I have like- 

1  , wise inserted below.* 	Thus every thing 1 

 time before, he foresaw, and made some, 
proposals agreeable to the taking place of 
the protestant succession, in the then il-
lustrious, and now royal family of Bruns- 

* Dr Burnet's second citation. wick and Hanover ; and under all the dis- 
JA3IES, by the grace of God, 	&c. greeting. couragements he had at home, his head was Forasmeikle as it is humbly meant or com-
plained to us, by our right trusty and familiar plodding abroad, upon what providence 
counsellor, Sir John Dalrymple the younger of might do 	the security of the holy re- ,for 
Stair, our advocate for our interest, upon Dr 
Gilbert Burnet : that where, by the common formation and protestant interest, so much. 
law, by the acts of parliament, and the muni- at his heart now when popery was mounted 
cipai laws of this kingdom, the declining or im- the throne. 	And since his majesty king pugning our sovereign authority, or putting , 
treasonable limitations upon the prerogatives ofaccession 
our our crown, upon the native allegiance due by 
any of our subjects, born Scotsmen, whether re-
siding within our dominions or not, are declared 

his happy 	to the throne, 
in his old age he had a congratulatory let-
ter from the Hanoverian minister, acknow- 

to be high treason, 	and punishable by the ledging he had the honour to be the first 
pains due and determined in the law for treason. 
Nevertheless it is of verity, that Dr Gilbert person who suggested a distant prospect 
Burnet, who is a Scotsman by birth and educa- 
tion, being cited at the pier and shore of Leith, 
at the instance of our advocate for several trea-
sonable crimes, to underly the law, by virtue of 

of that comfortable turn of affairs to him, 
and by him to his master the 	elector. 
A person thus giving up himself to act 

particular command from us, direct to the lords for the protestant interest, could scarce of our privy council, and an act of our said privy. 
council council hereupon, ordering our advocate to in- escape the fury of this melancholy time in 
tent the process ; instead of appearing before the 
lords of justiciary, doctor Gilbert Burnet did 
write and subscribe a letter, dated at the Hague 

Scotland. 	Accordingly, July 7th, `an in- 
dictment of high  treason  is tabled against 

the third of May last, directed for the earl of Doctor Burnet before the lords of jus- 
Middleton, one of our principal secretaries of 
state for our kingdom of England : in the which, ticiary 	for conversing and corresponding .• ' 
the said Dr shows, that in respect the affairs of 
the United Provinces fall to his lordship's share 
in the ministry, therefore he makes the follow-
ing addresses to his lordship, and by him to us, Denho  

with James Stuart, Mr Robert Fergusson, 
Thomas Stuart late of Cultness, and William 

n of Westshields, forfeited rebels; 
and gives an account that he is certiorate of the 
process of treason executed against him, at the 
instance of our advocate; and, for answer there- 
to, the doctor writes, that he has been thirteen 

and being cited at the pier and shore of 
i not and 	 compearno Leith, 01  the lords de-

nounce him, and order him to be put to the 
years out of the kingdom of Scotland, and that 
he is now upon the point of marrying in the horn: 	I have observed no more • about 
Netherlands, and that he is naturalized by the him in the registers. 	When his large his- 
states of Holland, and that thereby, during his 
stay there, his allegiance is translated from us 
to the sovereignty of the province of Holland; 
and, in the end of his letter, he certifies, that if 
this declinature be not taken off his hand, to sist 

tory of his own time, which the world im-
patiently waits for, is published, we will, 

allegiance is translated from us to the sovereignty 
the process, he will appear in print in his own of the states of Holland, and a threatening us 
defence, and will not so far betray his own in- to expose, traduce, disparage, and belie our gov_ 
nocence, as to suffer a thing of that nature to ernment, and the public actings for twenty years 
pass upon him, in which he will make a recital past; though he acknowledges it will be displeas- 
of affairs that have passed these twenty years, 
and a vast number of particulars, which he be- 
lieves will be displrotsing to us ; and therefore 

ing to us, yet, by a most indiscreet and dis-
loyal insolence, he threatens to do it in contempt, 
except forsooth we will acquiesce, and suffer the 

desires, that he may not be forced to it, which declinature of our royal authority, and pass from 
is a direct declining of our authority, denying the process, as having no allegiance due to us 
of his allegiance to us, and asserting, that his from the Dr, &c. in common,  orm. 
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I hope, have this matter of the don- they were seized and challenged where they 
1687. tor's trouble at this time, set in a had been, and being unwilling to give an 

fuller light. 	• account, were imprisoned; and there con- 
July 25th, I find another process in the fessing they bad been at a sermon, they 

records, John Anderson younger of West- were sent into Edinburgh, and banished to 
erton is indicted, that, upon Tuesday, March Barbadoes. 
Stl, 1687, he said in a company at Edin- April this year, I find sixteen nun; and 
burgh, "that it was lawful for subjects to five women, were banished to America, and 
rise in arms for their own defence, and that gifted to captain Fairn, who carried them 
otherwise no man's life or property was away in captain Croft's ship then 13 ing at 
secure." 	And being desired to speak low, 
and the company threatening to abandon 

Leith. 	Their testimony they jointly signed 
lies before me, and therein they signify the 

the room, he stiti uttered the same. 	The reason of their sentence was, because they 
pannel confesseth he said so, comes in the would not acknowledge the present author- 
king's mercy, and disowns it as his princi- 
pie. 	Next day the assize bring him in 

ity to be according to the word of God, 
nor disown the Sanquhar Declaration, nor 

guilty: and the lords decern him to be 
executed to death, demeaned as a traitor, 
and leave the time and place to the king. I 

engage not to hear Mr James Renwick, 
and conclude with leaving their testimony 
against the evils of the times, and sign 

meet with no more about him. 	This is a thus. 
sad instance of the slavish spirit of this "James 	Hamilton, James 	Mingle., John 
time. 	It was now high time for the peo- 
pie to awake .out of their lethargy, when 

Brown, George White, Alexander Bailie, 
Gilbert M'Culloch, Thomas Brown, John 

people Were condemned to die 	for as- 
setting the plainest and most certain princi- 
pies . 

November 7th, James Boyle prisoner, 
indicted for being at Bothwell, that he dis- 
owned 	the king's authority, by adding 

Wight, John Russel, William Hannah, 
John Stuart, James Richert, John White, 
John 	Aitken, 	Robert Mitchel, William 
Howie, Isobel Cassels, Agnes Keir, Isobel . 	steel, Margaret Weir, Bessie Weir." 

The reader has bad already the case of 
treasonable limitations, asserting that he John Spreul, with the debates upon his 
was not king till he took the covenant, 
that he conversed with Mr James Renwick, 
and heard him preach in the fields. 	The 

torture, at great length. 	In May this year 
an order is granted to liberate him. Favours 
were now shown to the prisoners ; and 

pannel confesseth Bothwell-bridge to have after.near seven years' imprisonment, Mr 
been rebellion, owns the king to be lawful 	Spreul sent a petition to the council, which 
king without taking the covenant; confes- 
seth he heard Mr Renwick, and that it was 
a transgression. 	The assize bring him in 

follows from the original. 
" Whereas it is not unknown to your lord. 

ships, how that your lordships' petitioner, after 
guilty. 	The lords sentence him to be exe- his first imprisonment, was put to the extremity 
cuted at the Grass-market, December 7th, 
and forfeit all his goods to the king. 	He 

of the torture two several times, the which hay-
ing sustained, was thereby assoiled by the laws 

was not executed for any thing I find. of this and all other nations. 	Thereafter, when 
This is what I meet with remarkable in 

the criminal records this year. 	I come 
by the
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by the lords of the justiciary; and at last being now forward to the procedure of the coon- libelled before your lordships by his majesty's ail- 
cil, as far as any hints of it have come to 
my hand. Toward the beginning of Janu- 

vocate, who could prove nothing against him, 
yet your lordships being pleased to fine him, and 

ary, there had been a sermon somewhere continue his imprisonment so long, because he 
in the shire of Renfrew in the night time, had not freedom to depone upon the libel, tbo rea- 

among others, James Cunning- ,at„Fhich, sons wherefore be could not, being not only from 
}tarn 'merchant in 	Glasgow, 	and John • t , Imoluniart cooper 	there, 	were 	present. 

Founds in law, but especially from conscience, 
and his obligation and restiect to the gospel of 
Jesus Christ, which are at more length expressed 

Mien they were returning to their houses, in his information, together with a touch at a 
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few of the great losses be bath sustained both 
before and since his imprisonment (what by 

out under a protestation against what ., a., 
he took to be wrong in the orders and ''''' ' 

sea, the great fire at Glasgow, house and shop 
taken from his wife in his absence, also by bad 
debtors, and through his imprisonment all is 
prescribed by law (that is due him) after three 

proclamation, and went over to Edinburgh, 
and waited on the counsellors, thanked them 
for allowing him liberty, and verbally re- 

years past, the goods taken from him by major newed his protest against the proclamation 
Johnston, and the death of his wife, and other and orders. 	Thus ended the long tract of 
great expenses since his imprisonment, (being sufferings this good man was under. 
these six years and five months) all which he The council was much taken up in the 
humbly offereth to your lordships' consideration former part of this year, in framing the 
and pity. 	May it therefore please your lord- 
ships, to grant your lordships' petitioner liberty different shapes of the liberty and indul- 
to follow his lawful calling in his native coon- Bence; but these will come in upon the 
try, at least in any other nation where he may next section. 	In October they emit a pro- 
with best conveniency, not that he petitioneth clamation anent field-conventicles, and house 
for his own banishment, (and so to  be sold as a meetings, of the date October 5th, which is 
slave, the which be would not be ashamed of, 
for the gospel's sake, if he be called of the Lord 
to it,) but the liberty of a freeborn subject is 
that he humbly begs, at least liberty a compe- 

added at the bottom of the page.* 	I find 

• Proclamation against conventicles, 1687. 
tent time to see if by law he can obtain any JAMES, by The grace of God, king of Great 
thing of his debtors to maintain himself in pid. Britain, France, and Ireland, defender of the 
son, seeing nothing bath been hitherto allowed faith ' to 	 macera 

of our privy council, or messengers at arms, our him out of the goods taken from him by major sheriffs in that part, conjunctly and severally, 
Johnston, neither out of the treasury." specially constitute, and to all and sundry our 

lieges and subjects, whom it effeirs, greeting : 
May 13th, the council grant the follow- Whereas we having, by our proclamation of the 

ins act of liberation. 	" The lords of his t
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majesty's privy council, having considered thereafter, explaining and extending the same 
an address made in behalf of John Spreul o
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apothecary in Glasgow, now prisoner in ja'node:eriovne, Jord them to meet, 	 in their own way 
thethe isle of the Bass, supplicating for liberty, 
in regard of his majesty's Late gracious pro- 

and manner, on the terms therein expressly 

smerellittioiounsed;reLeti preachers, ad
understanding,
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clamation, do hereby give order and war- tives, do, nevertheless of that our great and un- 
rant to Charles 	Maitland, lieutenant-go- efittLetedanctlereenecykaeend 	vatr,mt i
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conventicler,
f  

ternor of the isle of the.  Bass, to set the dezvouses of rebellion) and that great numbers 
said John Spreul at liberty, he having of persons of all sorts, do frequent these seditious 
found caution acted in the books of coun- ;lite  therefore,eing 	an dal' yin  advice  arn; 	

We have
ea
thought

unetl 
 

our 
cil, to appear before the council once in hereby to declare, that not only all such persons, 
June next, under the penalty of one thou- (whether
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conventicle 
sand pounds Scots money, in case of faille. but also all dissenting ministers, who shalltake 
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the occasion of thisproclamation, was 16137. a great clamour made by the arch- 
pie's cattle, alleging they had fed upon the 
grounds of Mayfield ; and their owners had 

bishop of St Andrews, of great meetings of them to buy back at rates double to the 
people without doors in his diocese, and the cess. 	The same course was taken for up. 
representation of the bishop of Glasgow, of lifting the king's feus in those lands. 
Mr Renwick's frequent field-conventicles This year Alexander Keir, late bailie of 
in the west country. 	There is nothing in Stranraer, was imprisoned for alleged irre- 
the proclamation needs remarks after so 
much bath been said this way already. 

gular baptism, as likewise William M‘Tyre, 
and Nathaniel Johnston, for being present 

The genend state of the remaining per- at the said baptism. 	After some time's im- 
secution through the country needs not, 
after what hath been said upon the former 

prisonment, it was reckoned a favour to 
them when they were let out upon a bond 

years, take up much room here.. The sot- given by each of them to compeer when 
diers continued to make their ravages in called, under the penalty of an hundred 
the.beginning of the year; but some regi- 
meets were, called up to England. 	The 

pounds sterling. 	And generally speaking, 
the liquidate sum in the bonds during this 

sheriffs and inferior magistrates were fre- period, was what was designed to be exact- 
quently imposing fines for nonconformity; ed of the person. 
and when the liberty put some stop to this, 
they went back and squeezed for alleged 

During a good part of this year, the mi-
nisters and preachers, who had been either 

guilt in former years. banished, or necessitated to flee to Holland. 
This year the family of Mayfield in the continued there, and towards harvest and 

parish of twinam, who, we heard before, 
had, their share in the former sufferings, 
had their oppressions continued. The lands 
of Mayfield had-been waste two years, and 

winter, generally came home. 	The old 
ministers banished thither at first, Messrs 
M'Waird, Livingstone, Brown, and others, 
had all, ere this time, got safe to the joy of 

no tenants in them.; and the collector of their Lord, and were beyond all persecu- 
the shire gave them up as deficient in pay- tion; but considerable numbers forced over 
ing the cess. 	Whereupon soldiers were or- since, continued there. 	I can do little more 
dered out to pied the ground; but there than record their names; several of them 
being nothing upon it, the party called in have been pointed at formerly : all I now 
the neighbouring inhabitants, and would name, 	were carried 	safe 	through 	their 
have them pay the cess. 	This they posi- troubles, and brought back again to their 
lively refusing, the soldiers seized the peo- mother church, 	to be singularly useful. 

conform to our said laws, acts of parliament, 
and constitutions Aforesaid, every manner of 

send in to the clerks of our privy council, once 
every month, the name and airnnme of the per- 

way, as is thereby prescribed, and under the sons preachers, and the times and places of their 
pains and certifientions therein mentioned : 	and meetings, as they will answer the contrary at 
to the end our said proclamation, of the twenty. their peril. 	And that our royal pleasure in the 
eighth of June lost, may receive due-obedience, 
we, with advice foresail, do strictly require all 
inch as shall preach, by virtue thereof, at any 

premises may be known, and duo and exact 
obedience given thereto, our will is heretore, 
and we charge you strictly end command, that 

time, or hi any place, to make intimation of incontinent, these our letters seen, ye pass to the 
their preaching, as to the time and place, before market-cross of Edinburgh, and all the other 
their meetings, 'to someone or more of our next market-crosses of the head burghs of the shires 
privy counsellors, sheriffs, stewarts, banks, jus- of this kingdom, and other places needful, and 
flees of peace, or magistrates of our 	royal there, in our name and authority, by open pre- 
barght, And of their fixing their abodes there, 
which shall be sufficient to them during their 

clamation, make publication of our pleasure iii 
the premises, that none may pretend ignorance. 

residence at that plat& or places only. . And in Given under our signet at Edinburgh, the ease they be transient preachers, that they give fifth day of October, 168'7, and of our reign the same.lethnation to softie one or more of our 
prWeenficil, Or others aforesaid, both, as they 
wilt be iufswerable. 	And further, we, in pro- 
aeration of our said late proclamation, do hereby 
require air aliff.every person aforesaid, to whom 

the third year. 
Per action dominorum secreti concilii. 

Cot,. MACK E NMI% Cl. Seer. COTICilli. 

such intimation 411R11 be -given, respective, to God save the King. 
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Mr James Veitch, brother to Mr John and thing such was looked for, the troop- „,.,, 
Mr William, formerly spoken of, an excel- '6°'  ers lying there surrounded the town, 	• 
lent philosopher, and very much seen in and the foot made a very narrow search 
scholastic divinity; Mr George Campbell, 
who so well filled the chair of divinity 

from sunset, till about ten of the clock at 
night. 	Severals were taken and brought 

professor at Edinburgh after the revolu- to no small trouble. 
tion ; he was of vast and universal learning, 
prodigious application and diligence, of ex- 

In October this year, John Summer elder 
in Hole, Robert Summer his brother, and 

traordinary piety, and singular humility; William Speir in Easter Cotes, in the par- 
Mr Patrick Warner, of whom before; Mr ish of Cambuslang, near Glasgow, were by 
Alexander Pitcairn, whose singular abilities 
in controversy are known to the learned in 

a party of soldiers taken out of their beds, 
and imprisoned in Glasgow tolbooth, merely 

his Tractate de Justification, his skill in upon suspicion they had heard a sermon in 
philosophy by his Examen Cartefianismi, 
and his knowledge in practical and casuis- 

the fields thereabout, and not the least pro- 
bation was offered against them. 	There 

tical divinity, from his large and compre- they lay ten days, and were carried into 
hensive Treatise on Prayer. 	Mr James Edinburgh, where they were in close prison 
Kirkton, a minister of great zeal, know- about a month. 	They paid two shillings 
ledge, and learning, a most curious searcher 
into the natural, civil, and ecclesiastical his- 

sterling to the clerk of the tolbooth, fox ,  
inserting their names in his book, two 

tory of Scotland : when he returned, he merks to the under-good-man of the tol- 
was for a good many years minister at booth. 	Each of them paid two dollars to 
Edinburgh, and a most successful and sen- 
tentious preacher of the gospel; Mr Alex- 

an agent, to appear for them at the court, 
who yet did not plead for them; and each 

ander Hastie, a worthy and useful minister of them paid eight dollars to the clerk of 
of the gospel at Glasgow, since the revolu- the court, (whether council or justiciary my 
tion ; Mr Thomas Hogg, minister at Kil- information does not bear) before whom 
tairn, of whom before; Mr John Harroway, they were examined: besides, four shillings 
Mr Andrew Cameron yet minister at Kirk- Scots per day, each of them for every day 
cudbright, Mr William Moncrief present they continued in prison. 	All 	which 
minister at Largo ; and Mr Patrick Cowper amounts to near an hundred pounds Scots 
minister yet at Pittenweem in Fife, at this each; all this over and above their main 
time, I think, preachers. 	I doubt not but taming themselves in provision while in 
there were some others who have escaped prison, their Ioss of time, and the rifling of 
me, besides Mr Langlands and Mr Barclay, 
who continued in the country since they 

their houses by other parties of soldiers, 
while they were in prison. 	I have taken 

came over upon Argyle's attempt. notice of those minute charges, that the 
Towards the end of the year, and after reader may have a better view of the pro- 

the liberty was granted, the persecution digious expenses many honest and religious 
continued severe enough, upon such as the people were put to at this time, and the 
soldiers and others alleged were at field- 
conventicles, and Mr Renwick's followers; 

former years, of more heavy and general, 
persecution. 

and though some warm papers about this In the winter 1687, and the beginning of 
time, landed it at the door of such who fell the former year, some soldiers were sent 
in with the liberty, yet there is no reason into the south, particularly a troop of dra- 
at all to affirm this, for their accepting the goons, under the command of lieutenant 
permission given them hath no kind of Crichton, who quartered by turns in Kirk- 
connection with the persecution of those 
who did not use this. 

cudbright, Dumfries, and New Galloway, 
and did abundance of hurt to the court- 

Upon the 14th of October this year, be- try. 
ing the king's birth-day, great rejoicings Last year I took notice of the occasion 
were made at Glasgow, by ringing of bells, 
and bonfires; and at this time, when no- 

of the society people, their forming their 
informatory vindication. 	Towards 	Sep- 
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- 	tember the general meeting ordered and cautious were the few presbyterian min- 
MK . Mr Renwick to draw it up;  and after isters now remaining, after twenty seven 

several meetings and long reasonings, it was years' severities, of doing any thing that 
atiast agreed unto in March this year. 	The might ho justly offensive, that they refused 
original copy-under Mr Renwick's own hand, several offers of a liberty once and again, 
-delivered in to the societies, is before me. under such clogs and restrictions as they 
his in print, and there the reader bath all took to be unlawful, and would not fall in 
-that can be said in favour of the heights with it, till it came to them in such a mould 
sonic of them ran to. 	And Mr Renwick and shape, as they thought was consistent 
vridently smooths the former' actings of with their principles, and the cause they 
that party, and in some things he recedes had so long suffered for; and what they 
from them, and puts the best face he can had in July, was the utmost they could 
upon their past and present conduct. 	This look for. in the present circumstances of 
book Was printed in Holland this year, and things. 	I shall essay to give some account 
hash been reprinted since, about the year of all the shapes in which this indulgence, 
1708, by,  the -remains of the same people toleration, and liberty, was offered, and by 
under. Mr McMillan, with some addition of the way, take some notice of what was 
papers. published by them since; and it is granted of this kind in England, and make 
to. this account of their own I have so fre- some remarks upon the whole; and the 
quently referred my reader. 	Their appro- best view I can give the reader of this 
von vindication was sent over to Holland, 
and printed, and the;  copies came home to 

matter, will be from 'the principal papers 
themielves relative to this 	affair, and I 

them alanut the cad of this year. 	Citre was shall put all I have about it in this section. 
taken to spread them through the country. When the king's project last year, to 
They further recommend it to Mr Renwick, 
to. take up the names of all the naembers of 

have the penal statutes rescinded, misgave, he 
still prosecuted his fixed purpose, to bring 

the particular societies through the country, 
and get information in each who 	were 
reckoned fittest in each society to be elders; 

in the exercise of the popish religion to 
Scotland, and papists into places of profit, 
trust, and power. 	Last year shoals of sera- 

and as he found cause,, after trial and exam- inary priests and Jesuits came over from 
ination, that ate ordain or 	admit them. abroad, and too many of our nobility and 
This he did in some places, this summer, 
and towards the end of year, with a design 

gentry professed themselves papists, and, 
like all apostates, proved violent and active 

to form judicatories;  and take trial of scan_ promoters of popery ; and some of them 
Oak. 	But Mr Renwick was soon after this had the best posts in the kingdom conferred 
called to hotter work, and finished his on them. 	It deserves a remark, that such 
Course, as we shall hear, next year. in the army, and through the country, .as 

• had been most active in the persecution the 
SECI'. n. former years, either turned Roman catho-

lies, or fell in heartily with' the king's 
-Of the various acts' of indulgence granted 

this year, and particularly that liberty in 
measures, and those of his popish servants, 
so necessary a connection is there betwixt 

July  which pres yteria*nl inisters  fell into, 
with sonic remarks. • 

popery and persecution. 	We have already 
noticed the king's letter last yeaf, estab-
lishing a popish chapel, and allowing pap- 

Wuxi,  made the:': 	..i'.:.*oiSe, and was most ists the exercise of their idolatrous wet 
remarkable 	thiSt: , year,,. was 	the 	liberty ship. 	Matters being thus ready, Februar) 
panted to prealitetians in July. 	Indeed, 12th, the king writes a letter to the privy 

410.0r:so long-add sore a persecution, this council, and incloses in it the copy of a 
lireathifigtitne'eould'notbut be welcome to proclamation, which at one stroke cuts off 
;. lem,thought; 	•, nab 	n the circum- 11`.  	. 	initiiy ti " as i all the penal ' statutes 'against papists, and 
• .itances of it were grgvathinous. 	So tender gives them a very large liberty.' 	I have 

,t., 
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annexed it in a note.* 	I need make.  very 
few reflections upon it, having already con- 

cularly the king's letter August lag 1687.  
year. 	I have not seen the council's 

sidered several papery of this nature, parti- letter here spoken of, but by the character 
.. here given of it as dutiful, one may guess that 

King's letter to the council, February 12th, 
1687. , 

it was a material consent to the king's design. 
Accordinglynow he publishes his royal inten- 

JAMES It. tions for a liberty to papists, among other 
Right trusty and right well-beloved cousin and 
counsellor, right trusty and right well-beloved 
counsellor, right trusty and entirely 	beloved 
cousins and counsellors, right trusty and right 

things, to evidence his particular care of 
the regular clergy. 	It would from this ap- 
pear, the king had good hopes of many of 

well-beloved 	cousins 	and 	counsellors, 	right 
trusty and well-beloved cousins and counsellors, his bishops and their clergy, as favourable 
tight trusty and well beloved counsellors, and to his design for bringing in popery, other- 
trusty and well-beloved counsellors, we greet 
you well. 	Whereas, by our letter of the twenty- 
first day of August last past, we were graciously 
pleased to inform you of our designs, in order to 

wise I cannot so well take up how this .  
liberty was an evidence of his card of them. 
Any small compliments he gives them fur- 

the ease of our Roman catholic subjects, unto 
which we had your dutiful answer in some days ther in the proclamation, surely could never 
thereafter ; we have now thought fit to publish otherwise balance the iubringing of popery 
these our royal intentions, and to give an addi- 
tional ease to those of tender consciences, so to 
convince the world of our inclinations to mode', 
ation, and to evidence that ,hose of the clergy 
who have been regular, are our most particular 
care, though we have given some ease to those 
whose principles we can with any safety trust : 

upon them ; yet he was happily disappointed 
as to several of them, who heartily appeared 
against popery at this time, 	He further 

to root out  recommends it to the council, ' 
field-conventicles,' 	which all their power 

we have at the same time expressed our highest 
indignation against those enemies of Christian- could not do. 	The rest of the letter is a 
ity, as well as government and human society, 
the field-conventiclers, whom we recommend 

specimen of that absolute power he exerts 
in the proclamation. 	And as he will main- 

to you to root out with all the severities of our 
laws, and with the most vigorous prosecu- twin 'his Min 'his own splendour and greatness,' SO 
tion of our forces, it being equally our, and our 
people's concern, to be rid of them. 	As for the 
other particulars of our royal proclamation here 
inclosed, we doubt not but they will appear to 

he tells them ' he will be obeyed,' and re- 
nukes accounts of ' any who show dislike,' . 
and adds, 4  he resolves to show that he is 

you most just and reasonable as they do to us, 
and that you will, in your respective capacities, 
assert and defend our royal rights and preroga- 

in earnest in this matter,' which I nothing 
doubt of. 	 • 

tives, which we are resolved to maintain in that 
splendour and greatness, which can only make 
them safe, for us, supports for our friends, and 

The proclamation itself inclosed in this 
letter, I would have insert here, as deserv- 

terrors to our enemies. 	It is evident we do not ing* the reader's special notice, but it is so 
mean to encroach on the consciences of any, and 
what we *ill not do, we are resolved not to suf-
fer in others ; and therefore it is our will and 
pleasure, that these our commands be forthwith 
obeyed, and that in order thereunto, this our 

long, that I have annexed, it in a note.'t 

t Proclamation, February 12th, 168'7, or first 
proclamation be forthwith printed and publish-. indulgence. 
ed, in the usual manner in such cases accustom- JAMES R. 
ed ? 	And if any shall be so bold as to show any James VII. by the grace of God, king of Scot- 
dislike of this our procedure, we desire to be in- laud, England,France, and Ireland, defender of 
formed thereof by you, to the end we may eon- 
since the world that we are in earnest, assuring the faitli,&c. To all and sundry ourgood subjects, 

whom these presents do or may concern, greeting. 
all, that as we expect obedience therein, and a Wehaving taken into our royal consideration the 
readiness from you and all our judicatories, to many and great inconveniences which have hap- 
assert our rights, so it shall be our care on all pened to that our ancient kingdom of Scotland 
occasions, to show our royal favours to all of you. of late years, through the different persuasions 
in general, and to every one in particular. 	or in the Christian religion, and thegreat heats and 
doing all these things, as well contained in this animosities amongst the several professors there- 
our letter as in our proclamation aforesaid, these of, to the ruin and decay of trade, wasting of 
presents shall be to you, and all others respect- lands, extinguishing of charity, contempt of the 
ively, who may be therein any way concerned, 
a sufficient warrant ; and so we bid you heartily 
farewell. 

royal power, and converting of true religion, 
and the fear of God, into animosities, name, 
factions, 	and 	sometimes into 	sacrilege 	and 

Given at our court at Whitehall the 12th treason ; and being resolved, as much as in us 
day of February 1686-7, and of our reign lies. to unite the hearts and affections of our 
the third year. subjects, to God in religion, to us in loyalty, 

and to their neighbours in christian love and 
By his majesty's command. charity, have therefore thought fit to grant, and 

iv. 	 3 G 
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Many things might be noticed in it. I seology pretty much chimes in with the 
1887 

• It appears to be formed very agree- revocation of the edict of Nantz. 	It is the 
-ably 0 the maxims And politics of France utmost stretch of absolute power, and °be- 
and Rome, and enitalis'eitandis, the phra- dience, without reserve, is required and 

by , ittn. &sovereign authority, prerogative royal, 
and ahsolute power, Which, all. our subjects are 

therein mentioned, pains or penalties therein <w-
drained to be inflicted, so that they shall, in all 

to obey withnut reserve, do hereby give and things, be as free, in all respects, as any of our 
pilot our royal toleration, to the several pro. protestant subjects whatsoever, not only to ricer- 
lessors or the 	christiat1 	religion 	71 fternamed, 
with,' mid wider the several conditions, ,restrie- 

cisc their religion, but to enjoy all offices, belie-
flees and others, which we shall think fit to be- 

tions anti limitations after mentioned. 	In the stow upon them in all time coining: neverthe- 
first place, 	allow and tolerate the moderate ,.we less it is our will and pleasure, and we do hereby 
presbyterians, to meet in their private 'houses, 
and there to' hear all such ministers, as either 

command all Catholics, at their highest pains, 
only to exercise their religious worship in houses 

have, or are willing to accept of our indulgence or chapels, and that they presume not to preach 
allenarly, and-none other, and that there be not in the open fields, or to invade the protestant 
any thing saitIor done contrary to the well and churches by forte, under the pains aforesaid, to 
peace of Our reign, - seditiens or 	treasonable, 
under the highest pains these crimes will ini- 

be inflicted upon the offenders respectively, nor 
shall they presume to make public processions 

port ; nor are they to.nresume to build meeting. in the high streets of any of our royal burghs. 
houses, -or to u'se opt-houses or barns, but only under the pains above mentioned. And whereas 
to' exercise in their private beans, tat said is. the obedience and service of our good subjects is 
In the meantime, it is,  our royal will and plea- due to us by their allegiance, and our sove- 
sure, that Ileld-coneenticleS, and' such as preach reignty, and that no law, custom or constitu- 
or ,exercise at them;. or who shall anyWhie -assist tiott, difference in religion, or other impediment 
or connive at them, shalt be prosecuted accord- whatsoever, can exempt or discharge the sub- 
ing to the utmost severity Of our laws made jests from their native obligations and duty to 
against theini seeing, froM these rendezvouses the crown, or hinder us from protecting and 
of rebellion, .so , much disorder bath proceeded, 
and so much 'dish-Wholes to the government, 
and for whieh, after this our royal indulgence 

employing them, according to their several cape-
cities, and our royal pleasure, nor restrain us 
from conferring heritable rights and privileges 

for tender,consciences; there' is no .excuse left. upon 'them, or vacuate or annul these rights be- 
lt' like number, wedo hereby tolerate Quakers, 
to Meet and exercise in their form; in any place 

ratable when they are made or conferred : and 
likewise considering, that some oaths are capable 

or places appointed for their worrihip. 	And of being wrested by men of sinistrous inten- 
considering the • severe and ..cruel laws made tions, It practice in that kingdom, fatal to reli- 
against Roman matholies (therein called papists) gion, as it was to loyalty, do therefore

' 
 with ad- 

in the minority of our rural grandfather, of vice and consent aforesnid rates, annul, and dis- 
glocietismemory, ,without his consent, and con- charge all oaths whatsoever, by which tiny of 
truer to the duty of good subjects, by his re- our subjects are incapacitated, or disabled from 
gents, and other enemies to their ,laWfid sore- holding places or offices in our said kingdom, or 
reign, 	our royal 	great.grandmother, 	queen enjoying their hereditary rights and privileges, 
Mary, of blessed' and pious memory, Wherein; discharging the same to be taken or given in any 
underthe pretence' of religion, they clothed the time coming, without our special warrant and 
worst Of treasons,fastions; and usurphtions, and consent, under the pains duo to the contempt 
made these laws; not as against the enemies of of our royal commands and authority ; and, to 
God, but their own.; whirl* laws have still been this effect, we do, by our royal authority afore- 
continued of course, 'without design of execut- said, stop, disable, and dispense with all laws 
ipg them, or any of them, adterrorens only, on 
supposition, that the papists, relying on an ex- 

enjoining the said oaths, tests, or any of them, 
particularly the first act of the first session of 

Wind power, were incapable of duty and true the first parliament of king 	Charles II. 	the 
allegiance 'to -their natural sovereigns, and right- eleventh act of the foresaid session of the fore- 
tub monarchy. 	We, la our certain knowledge, 
sed long experiente, knowing that the eatholics, 
as if istheinpvineiple to lee good,  Christians, so 
it As to-be dutiful,  subjects, and that they have 

said parliament, the sixth act of the third par-
liniment of the said king Charles, the twenty-
first and twenty-fifth acts of that parliament, 
and the.thirteenth act of the first session of our 

likewise,- on all occasions, shown .,themselves late parliament, 	in so 	far 	allenarly as con. 
good and faithfuLsubjects to us,- 'and our royal cern» the 	taking 	the 	oaths or 	tests therein 
predeeessors,. by hazarding, andmany of them, 
actually losing their lives and fortunes, in their 
defetrte (thotigh• at another 'religion), and the 

Prescribed, and all others, as well not men-
tioned as mentioned, and that, in place of them, 
all our good subjects, or such of them as we, or 

Mairdonwiee of -their authority, against the vio- our privy council shall require tio to do, ball 
knees 	 :the most violent abettors ,iptl.}reasonsbof take and swear the following oath allenarly. 
of tir-sohtivs,.ithAtherefere;  with advice and " 1, A. it. do acknowledge, testify, and declare, 
Mt tit* Nif, our privYs council, by our sovereign that James VII. by the grace of God, king of 

tautholltky,.prerogativerhyal, and absolute power Scotland, England, France and Ireland, detimd- 
aforesaid,. auspeitd,,Istop, and disable-all laws or er of the faith, Ste. is rightful king, anti supreme 
acts , of 'parliament,' Onstotna• or constitutions, 
matte or executed against any of our Roman ea- 

governor of these realms, End over all persona 
therein, and that it is unlawful for subjects, on 

tholic subjects, -itt any time-past, to all intents any pretence, or for any muse whatsoever, to 
and purposes, making 'void all prohibitions rise in arms against him, or any commissionated 
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expected. The toleration to presbyterians chiefly to papists, which name, it 
to meet in private houses, is only to mod- seems, the king does not like, and 1687.  
erate presbyterians, and to such as are will have them called Roman catholics. 
willing to accept of the indulgence, dis- All the penal laws against them are re- 
charging them to meet in barns or meeting- scinded, and a liberty granted them to have 
houses, with a renewal of all the severities chapels, and a civil liberty, if I may call it 
against preaching in the fields ; and quakers so, to come into the best places of the king- 
are very amply tolerated, since not a few dom. 	The test is abrogated, and a new 
of the leading men among them were in oath enacted to be offered by the privy 
close friendship with the jesuits. 	But any council to such as they indulge, and a full 
body who reads the proclamation, will see indemnity granted to papists, who had for- 
the favour in this indulgence is designed merly acted contrary to law, and a gracious 

by him, and that I shall never so rise in arms, 
nor assist any who shall so do, and that I shall 

and the ease those of our religion, and others, 
may have hereby, and for the encouragement of 

never resist his power or authority, nor ever 
oppose his authority, to his person, as I shall 

our protestant bishops, and the regular clergy, 
and such as have hitherto lived Grderly, we think 

answer to God, but shall to the utmost of my fit to declare, that it never was ourprinciple, nor 
power, assist, defend, and maintain him, his will we ever suffer violence to he offered to any 
heirs and lawful successors, in the exercise of mall's conscience, nor will we use force, or in-- 
their absolute power and authority, against all vincible necessity against any. man on the ac.. 
deadly. 	So help me God." 	And seeing many count of his persuasion, nor the protestant reli- 
of our good subjects have, before our pleasure, 
in these matters, was made public, incurred the 

gion, but will protect our bishops and other 
ministers in their functions, rights, and proper. 

guilt appointed by the acts of parliament above ties, and all our protestant subjects he the free 
mentioned, or others, we by our authority, and exercise 	of 	their protestant 	religion 	in 	the 
absolute power, and prerogative royal above churches ; and that we will, and hereby promise. 
mentioned, of our certain knowledge, and innate on our royal word, to maintain the possessors of 
mercy, give our ample and full indemnity to all church-lands formerly belonging to abbeys, or 
those of the Roman catholic or popish religion, 
for all things by them done contrary to our laws 

other churches of the catholic religion, in their 
- full and free possession and right, according to 

or acts of parliament, made in any time past, 
relating to their religion, the worship and exer- 

our laws and acts of parliament, in that behalf, 
in all time coming ; and we will employ indif- 

rise thereof, or for being papists, jesuits, or traf- ferently all our subjects, of all persuasions, so as 
fickers, for hearing or saying of mass, concealing none shall meet with any discouragement on the 
of priests, or jesuits, 	breeding their children account of his religion, but be advanced and es- 
catholics, at home or abroad, or any other thing, 
rite or doctrine, said, performed, or maintained 

teemed by us, according to their several capaci-
ties and qualifications, so long as we find charity 

by them, or any of them, and likewise for hold- and unity maintained ; and if any animosities 
ing or taking of places, employments, or offices, 
contrary to any law or constitution, advices 

shall arise, as we hope in God there will not, 
we will show the severest effects of our royal 

given to us, or our council, actions done, or displeasure against the beginners or fomenters 
generally any thing performed or said against thereof, seeing thereby our subjects may be de- 
the known laws of that our ancient kingdom ; ?rived of this general ease and satisfaction we 
excepting always from this our royal indemnity, 
ell murders, assassinations, thefts, and such like 
other crimes, which never used to be compre- 

intend to all of them, whose happiness, prosper-
ity, wealth and safety is so much our royal care, 
that we will leave nothing undone which may 

bonded in our general acts of indemnity. 	And 
we command and require all our judges, or others 

procure these blessings for them. 	And lastly, 
to the end all our good subjects may have notice 

concerned, to explain this in the most ample of this our royal will and pleasure, we do here- 
sense and meaning acts of indemnity at, any time by command our lyon king at arms, and his 
have contained ; declaring this shall be as good brethren, heralds, macers, pursuivants, and mes- 
to everyone concerned, as if they had our royal sengers at arms, to make tiineous proclamation 
pardon and remission under our great seal of that thereof at the market-cross of Edinburgh ; and 
kingdom. 	And likewise indemnifying our pro- besides the printing and publishing of this out- 
tratant subjects, from all pains and penalties royal proclamation, • it is our express will and 
due for hearing or preaching in houses, provid- pleasure, that the same be passed under the 
ing there be no treasonable speeches uttered, in great seal of that our kingdom per saltum, with- 
the said conventicles, by them, in which case the out passing any other seal or register. 	In order 
law is only to take place against the guilty, and whereunto, this shall be to the directors of our 
none other present, providing also that they re- chancellery, and their deputes the writing the 
veal toting of our council the guilt so committed ; same, and to our chancellor for causing our great 
as also excepting all fines, or effects of sentences seal aforesaid to be appended thereunto, a suf- 
already given. 	And 	likewise 	indemnifying ficient warrant. 
fully and freely all Quakers, for their meetings Given at our court at Whitehall, the twelfth 
and worships, in all tine past, preceding the day of February, 16S6.7, and of our reign. 
date of these presents, and we doubt not but our the third year. 
protestant subjects will give their assistance and 
concourse hereunto, on a__ ll occasions, in their 

By his majesty's command, 
141xtroan. 

respective capacities: in consideration whereof, God save the King. 
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assurance given by his majesty, that The king's letter and proclamation came 
1687. he will -not meddle with the church- to Edinburgh February 17th, and it was 

lands, "as long as people carry themselves unanimously ordered in council, that to- 
right;'.' but when the king finds it conve- 
tient to think otherwise, caveat emptar ; 
and all this is ordered to pass the privy 

morrow, February 18th, the proclamation 

consider what consequences are stow drawn 
seal per sallunt. 	I have waived making from them, but what may be drawn from them 
remarks upon this singular proclamation 
et any lengthy that there might be room to 

at any time hereafter : fur if they are of force, 
to justify that which is now inferred from them, 
it will be fully as just to draw, from the same 

refer the reader to a paper printed at this 
time, written by an able pen, which does 

premises, an abolition of the protestant religion, 
of the rights of the subjects, not only to church- 
lands, but to all property 	whatsoever. 	In a 

fully expose it; and it is adtietj at the foot word, it asserts a power to be in the king, to 
command 	what he will, and an obligation in of the page.* the subjects, to obey whatsoever he shall com-
mand. 

IV. There is also mention made, in the pre- 
* Some reflections on the feresaul proclamation. amble of the 4  Christian love and charity,' which 

I. The preamble of a proclamation is oft writ in his 	majesty 	would 	have 	established among 
haste, and is the flourish of some wanton pen, 
but one d such an extraordinary nature tor this 

neighbours ; but another dash of a pen, founded 
on this absolute power, may declare us all here- 

is, was probably more severely examined. There tics ; and then in wonderful charity to us, we 
is a new designation of his majesty's authority, 
here set forth, of his absolute power,which is 

must be told, that we are either to obey without 
reserve, or to be burned without reserve. 	We 

so often repeated, that it deserves to be a little know the charity of that church pretty well; 
searched into: 	Prerogative royal and 	save- it is indeed fervent and burning • and if we 
reign authority are terms already received and 
known, but for this absolute power, as it is a 

have forgot what has been done in former ages, 
France, Savoy, and Hungary, have set before 

new twin, so those who have coined it, may our eyes very fresh instances of the charity of 
make it signify what they will. 	The Roman that religion. 	While those examples are so 
law speaks or princeps fegibus wheats, and alms- green, it is a little too imposing on us, to talk to 
lute, in its natural. signification, -importing the us of 4  Christian love and charity.' 	No doubt 
being without all ties and restraints ; then the his majesty means sincerely, and his exactness 
true meaning of this seems to be; that there is to all ins promises, chiefly to those made since he 
an inherent powerhi the king, which can neither came to the crown, will not suffer us to think an 
be restrained by laws, promises, nor oaths; for unbecoming thought of his royal intentions; but 
nothing less than the being free from all these, 
rendes* a power absolute. 

yet after all, though it seems, by this proclama-
tion, that we are bound to obey without reserve, 

II. If the former term seemed to stretch our it it hardship upon hardship to be bound to be- 
allegiance, 	that which comes after it •is yet a have without reserve. 
stop of another nature, though one can hardly 
imagine what can go beyond absolute potter, and 

V. There are a sort of people here tolerated, 
that will be very hardly found out, and these are 

it is in these words, "which allour subjects are the moderate presbyterians. 	Now, as some say 
to obey without reserve." 	And this is the car- that there are very few of those people in Scot- 
rying obedience many sizes beyond what the land that deserve this character, so it is hard to 
Grand Seignior has ever yet claimed ; for all tell what it amounts to ; and the calling any of 
princes, even the most violent pretenders to ab- them immoderate, cuts off all their share in this' 
solute power, till Lewis the Great's time, have grace. 	Moderation is a quality that lies in the 
thought it enough to obligee their subjects to sub- mind, and how this will be found out, I cannot 
mit to their power, and to bear whatsoever they so readily guess. 	If a standard had been given 
thought good td impose upon them ; but till the of opinions or practices, then one could have 
days of the late conversions by the dragoons, it known how this might have been distinguished ; 
was never so much as 	that subjects .pretended, but as it lies, it will not be easy to make the 
were bound to obey their princes without reserve, 
and to be of his religion, because he would have 

discrimination; and the declaring them all im-
moderate abuts them out quite. 

it so, which was the only argument that those VI. Another foundation laid down for re- 
late apostles made use of; so it .is probable this pealing all laws snadeagainst the papists, is,•that 
qualification of the duty of subjects was put 
in here to prepare us fora terrible le Boy le veal ; 

they were enacted in king James V i.'s minority, 
with some harsh expressions, that are nut to be 

and in that ease we are told here, that we must insisted on, since they show more the heat of the 
obey without reserve: and when those severe or- peruser than the dignity of the prince, in whose 
dersocome 	the privy' council, and all such as name they are given out ; but all these laws 
exebute.tiviwpreelantation, will be hound, by this 
declaration; to 'show themselves more forward 

were ratified over and over again by king James, 
when he came to be of full age ; and they have 

thaw any others, to obey without reserve, and those received many confirmations by king Charles 1. . 
poor pretensions erconscience, religion, honour, 
and reason, will be then reckoned as reserves 

and king Charles II. as well as by his present 
majesty, both when he represented his brother 

upon their obedience, which are all now shut in the year 1681, and since he himself came to 
out. the crown ; so that whatsoever may be said 

II. These being the grounds upon which this concerning the first formation of those laws 
proclamation is founded, we ought not only to they have received now for the course of a whole 
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should be published at the cross. 	The lemnity, and demonstrations of joy; 
counsellors, who were heartily protestant, 1687: 

and no wonder the papists were ele- 
did not concur in this matter, and absented. vated, since they had no such footing given 
Accordingly, this was done with greit so- them since the reformation. 

hundred years, that are lapsed since king James for him, it agrees not ill with this, to wish that 
was of full age, so many confirmations, that if his works were more studied by those who offer 
there is any thing certain in human government, 
we might depend upon them; but this new 

such incense to his glorious memory. 
IX. His majesty assures his people of Scot- 

coined absolute power must carry all before it. land, upon his certain knowledge and long expe.. 
VII. It is also well known, that the whole 

settlement of the church lands and tithes, with 
rience, that the catholics, as they are good Chris, 
tians, so they are likewise dutiful subjects : but 

many other things, and more particularly the if we must believe both these equally, then we 
establishment of the protestant religion, was must conclude severely against their being good 
likewise enacted in king James's minority, as Christians; for we are sure they can never be 
well as those penal laws : 	so that the reason 
now made use of, to annul the penal laws, will 

good subjects, not only to an heretical prince, 
but even to a catholic prince, if he does not ex- 

serve full as well for another act of this absolute tirpate heretics ' • for their beloved council of the 
Lateran, that decreed transubstantiation, has poser that shall abolish all those; and if maxims 

that unhinge all the securities of human society, 
and all that is sacred in government, ought to be 

likewise decreed, " that if a prince does not ex-
tirpate heretics out of his dominions, the pope 

looked on with the justest and deepest prejudices must depose him, and declare his subjects eh- 
possible, one is tempted to lose the respect that solved from their allegiance, and give his domin- 
os due to every thing that carries a royal stamp 
upon it, when he sees such grounds made use 
of as must shake all settlements whatsoever; 
for if a prescription of 120 years, and confirms- 

ions to another :" so that even his majesty, 
how much soever he may be a zealous catholic, 
yet cannot be assured of their fidelity to him, 
unless he has given them secret assurances, that 

tions reiterated over and over again these 100 he is resolved to extirpate heretics out of his 
years past, do not purge some defects in the first dominions, and that ail the promises which he 
formation of those laws, what can make us se- now makes to these poor wretches, are no other 
cure? But this looks so like a fetch of the French way to be kept, than the assurances which the 
prerogative law, both in their processes with re- great Lewisgave to his protestant subjects, of his 
lation to the edict of Nantz, and those concern- observing still the edict of Nantz, even after Se 
ing dependences at Mentz, that this seems to be had resolved to break it, and also his lust pro- 
a copy from that famous original. miss made in the edict that repealed the edict of 

VIII. It were too much ill nature to look Nantz, by which he gave assurances, that no 
into the history of the last age, to examine on 
what grounds those characters of pious and 

violence should be used to any for their religion, 
in the very time that he was ordering all possi- 

blessed, given to the memory of queen Mary are ble. violences 	to be put in execution against 
built; but since king James's memory has the them. 
character of glorious given to it, if the civility 
due to the fair sex makes one unwilling to look 

X. His majesty assures us, that on all omits, 
sions the papists have showed themselves good 

into the one, yet the other may be a little dwelt and faithful subjects to him and his royal prede- 
on. 	The peculiar glory that belongs to king censors j but how absolute soever the king's power 
James's memory, is, that he was a prince of may be, it seems his knowledge of history is not so 
great learning, and that he employed it chiefly absolute, but it may be capable of some improve- 
in writing for his religion. 	Of the volume in ment. 	It will be hard to find out what loyalty 
folio, in which we have his works, two-thirds they showed on the occasion of the gunpowder 
are against the church of Rome; one part of plot, or during the whole progress of the rebel. 
them is a commentary on the revelation, proving lion of Ireland. 	If the king will either take 
that the pope is antichrist ; another part of them 
belonged more naturally to his post and dignity, 
which is the warning that he gave to all the 

the words of king James of glorious memory, 
or king Charles I. that was indeed of pious and 
blessed memory, rather than the word of the. 

princes and states of Europe, against the trea- penners of this proclamation, 	it will Toot be 
tamable and 	bloody doctrines of the papacy. hard to find occasions where they were a little 
The first act he did when he came of age, was wanting in this their so much boasted loyalty : 
to swear in person, with all his family, and af- and we are sure, that by the principles of that 
terwards with all his people of Scotland, a co- religion, the king can never be assured of the 
reliant containing an enumeration of all the fidelity of those he calls his catholic subjects, but 
points of popery, and a most solemn renuncia- by engaging to them to make his heretical sub- 
lion of them, somewhat like our parliament jects sacrifices to their rage. 
test. His first speech to the parliament of Eng- XI. The king declares them capable of all the 
land was copious on the same subject : and he offices and benefices which he shall think fit to 
left a legacy of a wish on such of his posterity bestow on them, and only restrains them from 
as should go over to that religion, which in good invading the protestant churches by force : se 
manners is suppressed. 	It is 	known, 	king that here a door is plainly opened for admitting 
James was no conqueror, and that he made them to the exercise of their religion in protes- 
more use of his pen than his sword : so the taut churches, so they do not break into them 
glory that is peculiar to his memory, must fall by force ; and whatsoever may be the sense of 
chiefly on his learned and immortal writings : the term benefices in its ancient and first signi- 
and since there is such a veueration expressed &Anion, new it stands only for church prefer- 
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1687Upon the 24th of February, the 
' council make a return to the king, 

royal proclamation. 	They give their °pin- 
ion for the incoming of papists to places 

acquainting him of their obedience, and of trust, and thank the king for his royal 
resolutions to prosecute the ends of his word, to maintain their church and religion 

meats, so that when any churches, that are at that have been in use among them, as is marked 
the king's gift, fall vacant, here is a plain inti- in this proclamation, I am afraid this new oath 
nutrient that they are to be provided to them ; will not much mend the matter 
and then it is very probable, that all the laws X I V. Yet after all, there is some comfort ; 
made against such as go not to their parish his majesty assures them, he will use no vio- 
churches, will be severely turned upon those lence nor force, nor any invincible necessity to 
that will not come to mass. any man on the account of his persuasion : it 

XII. His majesty dues in the next place, in were too great a want of respect to fancy, that 
virtue of his absolute power, annul a great many a time may come, in which even this may be re- 
laws, as well those that established the oaths of membered, full as well us the promises that were 
allegiance and supremacy, as the late test, enact- made to the parliament after his majesty came 
ed by himself in person, while he represented to the crown. 	I do not, I confess, apprehend 
his brother t upon which he gave as strange an that ; for I see here so great a caution used in the 
essay to the world of his absolute justice in the choice of these words, that it is plain, very great 
attainder of the late earl of Argyle, as he does severities may very well consist with them : it 
now of his absolute power in condemning the is clear, that the general words of violence and 
test itself; he also repeals his own confirmation force are to be determined by these last of in- 
of the test, since he came to the crown, which he vincible necessity; so that the king does only pro- 
offered as the clearest evidence that he could give mise to lay no invincible necessity on his subjects; 
of his resolution to maintain the protestant reli- but for all necessities, that are not invincible, it 
gititi, and by which he gained so much upon seems they must expect to bear it large share of 
that parliament, that he obtained every thing them : disgraces, want of employments, fines 
front them that he desired of them, till he came arid imprisonments, and even death itself are all 
to try them in the matters of religion. 	This is vincible things to a man of a firmness of mind : 
no extraordinary evidence to assure his people, 
that his promises will be like die laws of the 

so that the violences of torture 	the furies of 
dragoons, and some of the methods now prac- 

Modes and Persians, which .alter not; nor will tised in France, perhaps may be included with- 
the disgrace of the commissioner that enacted in this promise ; since these seem almost Me/ti- 
the% law, lay this matter wholly on him; for cible to hutnan nature, if it is not fortified with 
the letter that he brought, the speech that he an extraordinary measure of grace : but as to 
made, and the instructions which he got, are all all other things, his majesty binds himself up 
too well known to he so soon forgotten. 	Arid from no part of the exercise of his absolute power 
if princes will give their subjects reason to think, 
that they forget their promises, as soon as the 

by this promise. 
XV. His majesty orders this to go immedi- 

turn is served for which they were made, this ately to the great seal, without passing through 
will be- too prevailing a temptation on the sub- the 	other seals. 	Now since this 	is counter- 
jects to mind the prince's promise as little as it signed by the secretary, in whose hands the sig- 
seeras he himself does, and will force them to net is, there was no other step to be made but 
conclude, that the truth of the prince is not so through the privy seal ; so I must own, 1 have 
absolute as it seems he fancies his power to be. a great curiosity of knowing his character in 

XIII. Here is not only a repealing of a great whose hands the privy seal is at present ; fur 
many laws, and established oaths and tests, but it seems his conscience is not so very supple as 
by the exercise of the absolute power a new oath the chancellor's and the secretary's are : but it is 
is imposed, which was never pretended to by the very likely, if he does not quickly change his 
crown M arty former time; and as the oath is mind, the privy seal at least will very quickly 
created by this absolute power, so it seems the change its keeper; and I am sorry to hear, that 
absolute power must be supported by this oath, 
since one branch of it is an obligation to maintain 

the lord chancellor and the secretary have not 
another brother to 	fill this 	post, that so the 

his majesty and his lawful successors in the ex- guilt of the ruin of that nation may lie on one 
ercise of this their absolute power and authority single family, and that there may be no others 
against all deadly, which I suppose is Scotch for involved in it. 
mortals. 	Now to impose so hard a yoke as this XVI. Upon the whole matter, many smaller 
absolute power on the subjects, seems no small things being waived, it being extreme aimless- 
stretch ; but it is a wonderful exercise of it, to ant to find fault, where one has all possible dis- 
oblige the subjects to defend this: it had been positions to pay all respect, we here in England 
more modest, if they had been only bound to see what we must look for. 	A parliament in 
bear it,. and submit to ,it. • But it is a terrible Scotland was tried, but it proved a little stub- 
thing so far to extinguish all the remnants of born ; and now absolute power comes to set all 
natural liberty, or of a 'legal government, as to right ; so when the closetting has gone round, so 
oblige the shblects by oath, to maintain the exer- that noses are counted, we may perhaps see a 
rise of this, whIeh plainly must destroy them- parliament here, but if it chances to he unto- 
selves ; for the short -execution 	by the bow- ward, and not to obey without rewrve, then our 
strings of Turkey, or by sending orders to men reverend judges will copy from Scotland, and 
to return in their heads, being an exercise of this 
absolute power,. it is a little hard to make men 

will not only tell us of the king's imperial 'tower, 
but will discover to us this new mystery et ub- 

-swear to maintain the king in it: and if that solute power;  to which we are all buuud to obey 
kingdom has suffered so much by the many oaths without reserve. 
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established by law, believing that to be the 	And iii this black list, who do them- 
best security they can have. 	This submis- selves the honour to prefer the word 1687. 
sive answer, with the names of the mem- of a papist, for the security of our holy re- 
bers signing it, deserves a room in the notes.* formation, to the best laws almost ever pro-

testants enjoyed, the reader will observe our 
''' Council's Answer to the King, February 244h, 

1687. 
two archbishops in the front. 	The duke of 
Hamilton, and earls of Panmure and Dun- 

May it please your most sacred majesty, 
Your majesty's commands are exactly obeyed, 

your royal proclamation is printed and publish- 
donald, among the counsellors, did them-
selves the real honour to refuse to sign 

eil, by which your majesty bath given a further 
evidence of your favour and goodness to all your this letter. 	The duke gave his reasons to 
subjects. 	And we are hopeful, that by your the king, and was a person of too great 
majesty's extraordinary acts of mercy to some, 
who have been too ready on many occasions to 
abuse the clemency of your royal predecessors, 
they will be at last convinced what they owe to 
so gracious a king; and if any shall be still so 
obstinate as to make any wrong use of your ma-
jesty's goodness, we do unanimously assure your 

consequence in the country to disoblige 
altogether, and therefore he is continued 
cum nota ; but the other two noblemen are 
turned out from the council, as the reader 
will perceive from the king's answer to 

majesty, that we will maintain and assert your 
royal prerogatives and authority with the hazard this letter, which being but short, and never 
of our lives and fortunes ; and all of us shall in 
our several capacities do our utmost, that your 
government may be easy to all whom your ma- 

printed that I know 	of, I insert here. 

" Right trusty, &c. We greet you well. The last 
jesty thinks worthy of your protection. 	We are 
very willing that your majesty's subjects who 
are peaceable and loyal, may be at ease and se-
curity, notwithstanding of their profession and 

expressions of your duty to us in your letter of 
the 24th of February, were very acceptable ; in 
return whereof, we give our hearty and royal 

private worship, and do conceive, that such of thanks to all of you, that concurred there- 
them as are, or shall be  employed by your ma- in, to whom, upon all occasions, we will be 
jesty in offices of trust, civil or military, are suf- 
ficiently secured by your majesty's authority ready to show our 'royal favours. 	And though 
and commission for their exercising the same; we 	have thought tit, upon consideration of 
we return your majesty our most humble thanks, 
forgiving us your royal word for maintaining the 

duke Hamilton his promise for the future, 
and for other reasons known to us, to suspend 

church and our religion, as it is now established our present resentments for his carriage; yet we 
by law, and rest satisfied, believing your ma-
jesty 's promise to be the best and greatest se- will not have you to believe that we are satisfied 
curity we can have. 	We are, therewith : neither will we delay to testify our 

May it please your majesty, displeasure 	against others 	in 	circumstances 
Your majesty's most humble, most faithful, 

and most obedient subjects and servants, 
Edinburgh, Feb. 24th, I636-7. 

Signed by the earl of Perth lord high chancel-
tor, the lord archbishop of St Andrews, the lord 
archbishop of Glasgow elect, the lord marquis 

somewhat less favourable ; and therefore we do 
hereby lay aside, from that our council, the 
earls of Panmure and Dundonald, whereof you 
are hereby authorised and required to make in 
timation to them respectively. 	We do approve 

of Athol lord keeper of the privy seal, the duke 
of Uordon, the lord marquis of Douglas, the 

your resolution, to keep a copy of your letter, 
to be signed by all our privy council there; and 

earl of Linlithgow, the earl of Dunfermline, the 
earl of Strathmore, the earl of Lauderdale, the we have ordered the principal to be offered to all 
earl of Southe/k, the earl of Traquair, the earl here, who have most dutifully signed the same. 
of Airlie, the earl of Balearras, the lord viscount We do recommend to you to take care that there 
of Tarbet, the lord viscount of Strathallan, the be no disorder, nor that any of the presbyte- 
lord Livingstone, the lord Kinnaird, Sir George 
Lockhart of Carnwath lord president of the ses- rians be suffered to preach, except such only as 
sion, Sir John Dalrymple younger of Stair lord shall have your allowance for the same, and that 
advocate, Sir James I,  owlis of Colinton lord 
justice clerk, Sir John Lockhart of Castlehill one 

they at the receiving of the said indulgence, 
shall take the oath contained in our proclama- 

of the senators of the college of justice, lieutenant 
general James Douglas, Sir Andrew Ramsay Lion, dated February 12th last. 	So soon as you 
of Abbotshall, major general John Graham of shall have a return from all our counsellors, of 
Claverhouse, and Andrew Wauchop of Niddry. their signing or refusing to sign your letter, you 

And his majesty's said privy council having are forthwith to give us an account of those 
ordered, that the said letter should afterwards who shall refuse, to the,, end 	that we, may be signed by such of the counsellors as were not - 
then present ; 	it 	was 	accordingly signed at signify our further pleasure concerning them. 
Westminster by the earl of Murray, and the For which this shall be your warrant. 	Given 
earl of Melford, principal secretaries of state for 
the said kingdom, the earl of Arran, the earl of 

at Whitehall, the first of March, 1687." 

Drumlanrig, the earl of Winton, the earl of 
Seafort, the earl of Antrum, and the earl of By this letter we4  tave a further discov- • 
Dumbarton. 	' 	' ery, that no benefit was designed by this 
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.1687. proclamation for • presbyterians, and 
this puts the matter, which was for- 

neither was it once supposed they would. 
And now he allows the council, if they 

merly, debatable, out of question, and re- think fit, to indulge them without taking 
• quires them to take the foresaid oath, which the said oath. 	All this was transacted 
the king and managers were .fully apprised 
no.presbyterian minister would take. 	And 

without the least share of any presbyterian, 
or application from ministers of that per. 

thus the papists, and quakers, if they could suasion. 	And the king and his servants 
come into any oaths, stand alone enjoying were entirely left to cut and carve as 'they 
the- benefit of the king's moderation and saw good, the suffering ministers resolving 
.good intentions. not to move till providence should clear 

Whether it was to gratify the qbakers, 
or to quiet the clamour; and still the fears 

their way. 	And in this shape not one of 
them fell in with this indulgence. 

of a great Many upon this barefaced corn- Thus stood matters in Scotland for some 
ins in of -popery, or to gratify duke Hamil- months ; the papists had all the liberty they 
ton a little; and such as' he had influence could expect, and the Presbyterians were 
upon, or for what reason, I know not; but not a whit better in their circumstances; 
the king by his letter to the council of the when the king, to carry on his projects 
131st of March, gives this Matter a new in England, and prepare matters for what 
turn, makes some more concessions, and he had in view, gives a full and ample lit. 
sindothea.thiriga a little. 	I have added it in erty to all his subjects to exorcise their 
a •note."' 	Therein the king signifies, that 
britis letter March 1st, when he spake of 
presbyterian preachers:being obliged to take 

religion, and serve God in their own way, 
publicly or privately. Accordingly, April 4th, 
his "Declaration for liberty of conscience' 

the oathi  he Meant a  such of them as did is 	published, 	which, 	that 	the 	reader 
not take the test, or any other oath ;" may have a view of what was done in Eng- 
which is a silty stretch and offcozne, for land in the matter I am upon, I have like- 
never . one Of them had taken the test, wise annexed at the bottom of the page.' 

• " )(mg's leder Wilde donna, Merck 31st, 1651, 
, or 'the &con s t toleration. 	- 

' 	JAatits R. 

plower unto them, or any of them respectively, 
to enjoy the henefit of the said indulgence, (dur-
ing our pleasure only) or no long as you alien 
find that they behave themselves regularly and 

Right trusty.andright Well-beloved cousin and peaceably, without giving any cause of offence 
(*Mueller; right trusty and right Well-beloved to as, or any in authority and trust under us in 
counsellors, right trusty' anti entirely beloved our government. 	For doing 	whereof these 
cousins and counsellors, right trusty and right presents shall be to you and them, and all others 

.Weff.lieloved cousiimaud counsellors, right trusty respectively, who may be therein respectively 
and tvell4clove&tiousins and counsellors, right any way concerned, a sufficient warrant. 	And 
trusty and well-beloved cousins and counsellors, so  we bid you heartily farewell. 

. right trusty and well beloved counsellors, and 
trusty and .well-beloved counsellors, we greet 
you well.. Whereas by our letter of the first day 

Given nt our court at Whitehall, the thirty-
first day of March 1687, and of our reign 

14 *is instant, amongst other things, we did the third year. 
,recommend unto you to thke care; that any' of 
the' presbyterians should pot be allowed to , By his majesty's command, 
-preach, but such only as should have your al- MrLronn. 
Abe/awe for the same; and that they, at receiv- , 
40g the indulgence thenehr mentioned, should f King's declaration for liberty of conscience in 

' ,take the Oath cot nithed iii our proclamation, 
bearing date the twelfth. day of February last 

England, April 411i, 1657. 
JAmr-s R. 

past; these art therefore:fp:let you know, that It having pleased almighty God, not only to• 
therell• tvemeant•saeli-.Of them as did not for- bring us to the imperial crown of these king- 
mot),  take the wttilfor',any other oath ; but if doms through the greatest difficulties, but to 

, 	rieverthelessAIMpriisli$iterilin preachers doscruple preserve us by a more than ordinary providence 
• ,,,t-o-talte the said4ath,";-or any other 'math whatso- upon the throne of our royal ancestors, there is 
.. 	 yon;ithall• find it reasonable or fit ,lettieii,nint:tlutf nothing now that we so earnestly desire, as to 
,',%'tii,,Ergilt!them.intritislulgence, so as they desire 

4 	4 4pon 	,terms; it is now our will and .theie  
establish our government on such n foundation, 
as may make our subjects happy, and unite them 

, 	pleaSure, and.. we do hereby authorise and re- to us by inclination as ne.di us duty ;  which 
' luire you to' gloat them, or any of them, our 

-said. indulgence, Without being obliged to titke 
or swear the oath in our said proclamation men- 

we think can be done by no means so effectually, 
as by granting to them the free exercise of their 
religion for the time to come, and add that to 

tioned, or any other oaths whatsoever, with 'the perfect enjoyment of their property, which 
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Abundance was written itr England, pro 
and con upon this subject. 	I shall only 

ter, Slater, Cox, flosewel; Turner, 
1687. Frankilin,Deatand Reynolds,waited 

further notice, that nine of the presbyterian 
ministers at London, Messrs Hurst, Ches- 

upon the king with an address of thanks, 
which hath been many times printed, with 

. 
• 

has never been in any case ititouled by us since and that they do signify and make known to 
our coming to the crown: which being the two some one or more, of the next justices of the 
things men value most, shall ever be preserved peace, what place or places they set apart for 
in these kingdoms, during our reign over them, 
as the truest methods of their peace and our 

those uses. 	And that all our subjects may en- 
joy such their religious assemblies, with greater 

glory. 	We cannot but heartily wish, as it will assurance and protection, we have,  thought it 
easily be believed, that all the people of our do- requisite, and do hereby command, that no die- 
minionsiveremembers of the Catholicchurch, yet turbance of any kind be made or given unto 
we humbly thank almighty God, it is, and bath them, under pain of our -displeasure, and to be 
of long time been our constant sense and opinion, 
(which upon divers occasions we have declared) 

further proceeded against with the uttermost 
severity. 	And for as much at we are desirous 

that conscience ought not to be constrained, nor to have the benefit of she service of all our loving 
people forced in matters of mere religion ; it has subjects, which by the hen of nature is insepar- 
ever been directly contrary to our inclination, as ably annexed to, and inherent in our royal per- 
we think it is to the interest of government, 
which it destroys by spoiling trade, depopulitt- 

son, Mid that none of our subjects may for the 
future be under any discouragement or disabili- 

log countries, and discouraging strangers; and ty, (who are otherwise well inclined and fit to 
finally, that it never obtained the end for which serve us) by reason of some oaths or tests, that 
it was employed ; and in this we are the snore 
confinnedby the reflections we have made upon 

have been usually administered. on such octet,  
sions : we do hereby further declare, that it is 

the conduct of the four last reigns ; for after all our royal will and pleasure, that the oath's com- 
thefrequent and pressing endeavours that were monly called, " the oaths of supremacy antlaile- 
used in each of them, to reduce this kingdom to giance," and also the several tests and declare- 
an exact conformity in religion, it is visible the thins mentioned in the actsef perliament made in 
success has not answered the design, and that the 25th and 40th years of the reign of our late 
the difficulty is invincible. 	We therefore, out of royal brother king Charles IL shall not at any 
our princely care and affection unto all our lov- 
ing subjects, that they may live at ease and quiet, 
and for the increase of trade, and encouragement 

time hereafter be required to be taken, declared, 
or subscribed by any person or persons whatee-
ever, who is or shalt be employed m any office 

of strangers, have thought fit, by virtue of our or place of trust, either civil or military, under 
royal preregatiVe, to issue forth this our declare- us or in our government. 	And we do further 
tion of indulgence, making no doubt of the con- declare it to be our pleasure and intention, from 
curl:once of 	our 	two 	houses of parliament, time to time hereafter, to /rant our royal dis- 
When we shall think it convenient for them to pensations under our great seal to all our loving 
meet. subjects so to be employed, who shall not take 

hi the first place we declare, that we will the said oaths, or subscribe or declare the said 
protect and maintain our archbishops, bishops, 
and clergy, and ail other our subjects of the 

tests or declarations in the above-mentioned acts, 
and every of them. 	And to the end that 411 our 

church of England, in the free exercise of their loving subjects, may receive and enjoy the full 
religion as by law established, and in the quiet benefit and advantage of our gracious indulgence 
and full enjoyment of all their possessions, with- hereby intended, and may be acquitted and die. 
out any molestation or disturbance whatsoever. charged from all pains, penalties, forfeitures, and 
We do likewise declare, that it is our royal will disabilities by them or any of them inetirred or 
and pleasure, that from henceforth the execu- forfeited, or which they shall or may at any 
tion of all, and all manner of penal laws in time hereafter be liable to, for or by reason of 
matters ecclesiastical, for not coming to church, 
or not receiving the sacrament, or for any other 

their nonconformity, or the exercise of their 
religion, and from all suits, troubles, or distur- 

nonconformity to the religion 	established, or bances for the same : we do hereby give our free 
for, or by reason of, the exercise of religion in and ample pardon unto all nonconformists, re- 
any manner whatsoever, be immediately sus- temente, and other our loving subjects, for all 
pended ; and the further execution of the said crimes and things by them committed or done 
penal laws, and of every of them is hereby sus- contrary to the penal laws formerly made re- 
pended. 	And to the end that by the libeety hating to religion, and She profession or exercise 
hereby granted, the peace and security of One thereof. 	Hereby &elating, that this our royal 
government in the practice thereof, may not be pardon and indemnity shall be as good and ellen- 
endangered, we have thought fit, and do' hereby teal to ail intents and purposes, as if every indi- 
straitly charge and command ail our loving ',Mittel 	person 	had been therein particularly 
gebjeets, that as we do freely give them leave to named, or had particular pardons under our 
meet and serve God after their own way and great seal, which we do likewise declare shall 
manner, -be it in private houses or places pur- from time do time be granted unto any person or 
lonely hired or built for that use ; so that they persons desiring the same : willing and requir- 
take special Bare, that nothing be preached or ing our judges, justices, and other officers, to take 
taught amongst them, which may any ways tend notice of and obey our royal will and pleasure 
to alienate the bearti of our people from us or herein before declared. 	And although the free- 
our government, and that their meetings and doe and assurance we bare 'hereby given in re- 
assemblies be peaceably, openly, and 	publicly lotion to religion and property, might he sufh- 
held, and all persons freely admitted to them ; tient to remove from the minds of our loving 
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the kings answer thereto; wherein 
1687  . with 	what sincerity, 	his practice 

speak for itself, and I shall make but very few 
remarks upon it. 	Instead of the choking 

afterward will best discover. 	He declares, clauses in that of February 12th, it is de- 
It hatli been his judgment of a long time, that 
none has or ought to have any power over 
the conscience, but God, and solemnly pro- 

dared, all restrictions there are taken off. 

I  the said proclamation more at length expressed : 
tests before God, he had no other design in we now, taking into our royal consideration the 
his declaration, but the easing and pleasing sinistrous interpretations, which either have, or 

,may be made of some restrictions therein men- 
his subjects, and restoring to God the power tioned, have thought fit by this our royal prods. 
over conscience.' mation, further to declare, that we will protect 

our archbishops and bishops,and all our suldecis 
'in I doubt not but this ' declaration 	Eng- of the p  rotestant religion, in the free exercise of 

land very much paved the way for the their protestant religion, as it is by law estab- 
third and more ample indulgence in Scot- a
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invited, to preach in private families. 	The 
dissenting- ministers in England having fal.. 
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clamour being raised in Scotland, that all thereby granted, the peace and security of our 
the king's favours were showed to papists, 
and presbyterian ministers refusing to ac- 
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and not to connect it with that to papists, 
nor restrict them to private houses, or clog 
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tion comes out, dated at London, June 28th, 
and at Edinburgh, July lith, which I have 
insert as a note.* 	This paper will best 

to some one or more of the.  next privy counsel-
tors, sheriffs, stewarts, bathes, justices of the 
peace, or magistrates of burghs royal, what 
place  or places they set apart for these uses, 
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enjoy 
semblies with greater assurance and protection, 
we have thought tit, and do hereby command, that 

subjects alt fears and jealousies in relation to no disturbance of any kind be mode or given unto 
either; yet we have thought fit further to 'de- them, under pain of our royal displeasure, and 
dare, that we will maintain them in all their pro- to be further proceeded against with the utmost 
perties and possessions, as we'll of church and severity; provided always, that their meetings 
abbey-hinds, as lit any other their lands and pro- 
perms whatsoever. 

be in houses, or places provided for the purpose, 
and not in the open fields, for which now after 

Given at our court at Whitehall, the fourth this our royal grace and favour shown (which 
day of April, one thousand six hundred and surpasses the hopes, and equals the very wishes 
eighty seven, in theshird year of our reign. of the most zealously concerned) there is not the 

By his majesty*&special command. 
• 1)rodamotion,Juize 28th and July 51k, 1687, or 

least shadow of excuse left; which meetings in 
fields we do hereby strictly prohibit and forbid, 
against all which we do leave our laws and 

the Mini toleration. acts of parliament in full force and vigour, not- 
dkaties VII. by the grace of God, king of Scot- withstanding the premises ; and do further cora- 
land, England, France, and Ireland, defender mand all our judges, magistrates, and officers of 
of the faith, &e. 	To all and sundry our good our forces, to prosecute such as shall be guilty of 
subjectswhom these presents do or may concern, 
greeting. 	Whereas by our royal proclamation 

the said field conventicles or assemblies, with the 
utmost rigour, as they would avoid our highest 

of the date the 12th day of February, 1656-1, 
we were graciously pleased for the causes, and 

displeasure; far we are confident rime will, 
after these liberties and freedoms we have given 

on the terms therein mentioned, to grant our wall, without reserve, to servo God in their own 
royal toleration to the professors of the Christian way, presume to meet in these assem blies, except 
religion therein named, with, and under certain such as make a pretence of religion, to cover 
t esirictioris and limitations ; all which are in their treasonable designs against our royal person, 
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And the king begins with a promise to 
maintain the free exercise of the protestant 

that effect, yet the king and his Ilro- 1687.  
ther owed this power in Scotland to 

religion. 	Next., „ by his sovereign author- the prelates, and the introduction of that 
ity, and prerogative royal, and absolute corruption into this church, and were by 
power, he suspends, stops, and disables all the parliament vested with this arbitrary 
penal and sanguinary laws, for nonconfor- and exorbitant power, to order all things 
mity to the religion established by law." relative to external government and policy 
Where I shall take the liberty to observe, 
that this dispensing power in the king, 
though it must be abominate by all who 

of the church, and consequently had an-
other claim such as it was, under the colour 
of the then law, to grant such a liberty to 

value liberty, property, and real religion, 
and although in the design of its exercise, no 

presbyterians, and rescind the penal laws 
against them, yea, even to have restored 

doubt, it was aimed at the ruin of our refor- presbyterian government, without concur- 
mation, for the introducing of popery, and for rence of parliament, than for what I know 
no real favour to presbyterians, though it had the laws of England allowed in that king- 

dom. 	And although the parliament last 
and the peace of our government. 	And lastly, 
to the end all our good subjects may have notice 

year had refused to concur with the king  
in the full extent of his design, for remov- 

of this our royal will and pleasure, we do hereby 
command our lyon king at arms, and his bre-
thren, heralds, maters, pursuivants, and messen- 

ing the penal laws against papists, no bar 
was laid in his way as to protestants. 

gers at arms, to make timeous proclamation Those things I only take notice of as an 
thereof at the market-cross of Edinburgh t and 
besides the printing and publishing of this our historian, leaving to others the dispute as 
royal proclamation, it is our express will and 
pleasure, that the same be passed under our great 
seal of that our kingdom per saltum, without 

to the lawfulness of accepting this favour, 
and how far it could be reckoned an ap- 

passing any other seal or register. 	In order probation of the king's unlawful dispensing 
whereunto, these shall be to the directors of our 
chancellory and their deputes, for writing the 
same, and to our chancellor, for causing our 
great seal aforesaid to be appended thereunto, a 

power as to papists. 	Further -in the pro- 
clanaation, the king grants liberty to all his 
subjects, to serve God after their own way 

sufficient warrant. and manner, in private houses, chapels, or 
Given at our court at Windsor, the twenty- 

eighth day ofJ une, one thousand six hundred houses purposely built or hired for the 
and eighty-seven, and of our reign the third purpose, and requires 	that 	nothing 	be 
year• preached, or taught, that may alienate the 

By his majesty's command, 
MELFORD. 

Edinburgh, July 5th, 1687. 
hearts of people from him or his govern-
ment ; and that the meetings be peaceably, 

Present in council, openly, and publicly held, and all persons 
James earl of Perth lord high chancellor, John freely admitted to them; and the names of the 

lord archbishop of Glasgow, the lord mar- 
quis of Athole privy seal, duke of Hamilton, 
duke of Gordon, earl of Arran, earl of Lin-

lord justice-general, earl of Dun- 

places and preachers are to be given in to the 
next magistrate. 	All disturbance to 'such 
meetings is discharged, and field-meetings 

fermline, earl of Strathmore, earl of Lau- 
derdale, earl of Southesk, earl of Airly, lord are most severely prohibited, and ordered 
viscount Tarbet, lord viscount Strathallan, 
lord Livingstone, lord 	president 	of 	ses- 
sion, lord advocate, lord justice-clerk, lord 

to he prosecuted with the utmost rigour. 
This liberty was fallen in with by alniost 

Castlehill, 	general-lieutenant 	Douglas, all the presbyterian ministers in the king- 
Niddry. dom, and brought a great and general relief 

The above-written 	proclamation 	from his to multitudes who were yet in prisons, and 
most sacred majesty, being read in his privy 
council of Scotland, was, in pursuance of his under other hardships for conscience sake. 
majesty's royal commands, ordered to be pub- 
lisheil with all due solemnities. 	Extracted forth 
of the records of his majesty's council, by me Sir 

And most part of the presbyterian ministers, 
who had retired to other countries, or were 

William Paterson, clerk to his majesty's most banished, in a little time returned to Scot- 
honourable privy council. land. 	I know of no presbyterians declined 

wit. PATERSON. the benefit of this liberty, save Mr Renwick 
God save the king. and his followers. 	The presbyterian minis- 
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ter% from the different parts of the the Canongate, drew up find signed another 
16874 country met at Edinburgh about the address to the king, thanking him for this 
twentieth of July, and agreed to accept the liberty so surprisingly granted them, which 
benefit 'of this toleration; and .after some I have likewise added at the foot of the 
•inestining,• and different sentiments about page. 	The address of the ministers is 
addressing theting,ovhich some were averse very cautiously worded, and that from the 
Unto, a considerable amber of them went inhabitants a little more florid. 	At that 
into the following address, July 21st, which time some exceptions were made against it 
wat signed 'by •some at the desire •of the in conversation, as containing a little too 
rest. 	This I have added as a note.* 	And 
about the same time the inhabitants of the 

much from presbyterians to a popish prince, 
and some reflections have been since made 

presityteriatt persuasion in Edinburgh and upon it, which I shall presently consider. 
- 	 - In my opinion, neither of the addresses are 
)1' The" Presbyterian ministers' address of thanks)  

, 	July Slot, 168'7. t Address of the inhabitants of Edinburgh and 
. . 	May it please your majesty., , • Canongale, 1687. 
We, your inajesty's most loyal subjects, the min,. 
biters of thepresbyterian persuasion, in your an- 

May it please your most sacred majesty, 
We cannot find suitable expressions to evidence 

akin kingdom of Scotland, .from the deep sense our most humble and grateful anknowledg- 
wehave.of your majesty's 	and surpris- gracious merits, for your majesty's late gracious deal:en- 
ing favour, in not only putting a stop to our long tion, by which we are happily delivered of many 
sad sufferings for nonconformity, but granting sad and grievous burdens we have long groaned 
as the liberty of -the public and peaceable exer- under, and (all restraints, to our great joy, Wag 
cise, orour ministerial function, -without any taken off) are allowed the free and peaceable 
hazard; us we bless the great God, who bath public exercise of our religion, a mercy which is 
put this in your royal heart, do withal find our- dearer to 	us 	than 	our 	lives and fortunes. 
selves bound in duty, to offer Our. most humble Could we open our hearts, your majesty would 
and hearty thanks to your sacred majesty, the , 
faVotir bestotved being to us, and all the people 

undoubtedly see what deep sense and true zeal 
for your service, so surprising and signal a fav- 

/of our persuasion, valuable above alb our earthly our bath imprinted on our spirits ; for which 
especially since we have ground from ,comforts; we reckon ourselves highly obliged (throwing 

your majesty to 'believe, that our loyalty is not ourselves at your majesty's feet) to return your 
to he qttestioneff upon the account' of our being most excellent majesty our most humble, dun- 
presbyterians ; who, as we have, amidst all for- ful, and hearty thanks ; and we desire humbly 
iner temptations, endeavoured, so are firmly re- to assure your majesty, that as the principles of 
solved still to preserve an entire loyalty In our the .protestant religion, which, according to our 
•doctrine and practice, (consonant to our known Confession of Faith, we profess, obligctb us, all 
principles, which;  according to the holy scrip- the days of our lives, to that entire loyalty and 
tures, are-contained in the Confession of Faiths, 
generally owned by presbyteriarts

' 
 in all your 

duty to your majesty's person and government, 
that 'no difference of religion 	can dissolve ; so 

majesty s dominions) and, by the help of God, 
se, to demean 'ourselves, as your majesty may 

we hope, and, through God's assistance, shall 
still endeavour to demean ourselves in our prim- 

..tiiat cause rather to enlarge, than to diminish tire, in such manner as shall evidence to the 
your•favonrs towards us; throtighly persuad- world, the truth and sincerity of our loyalty 
jag ,eurselves, from your majesty's justice and and gratitude, and make it appear, that there is 
goodness, that if we shall 	at 	any time he its inconsistency betwixt true loyalty 11314 pros- 
Otherwise reprmeated, your majesty will not byterian principles. 	Great Sir, we humbly of- 
give credit to such information, -until you take for our dutiful and faithful assurances, that as 
due cognition thereof: and humbly beseeching, 
that thole who promote tiny 'disloyal principles 

we have not been hitherto wanting in that great 
duty, which our consciences bind upon us to 

and practices, {as we do disown them) may he pray for your majesty, so this lute refreshing 
. looked upon As none of ours, whatsoever name and unexpected favour, will much more engage 

'they may assume to themselves. ' • us in great sincerity, to continue still to offer up 
• May it please your most excellent majesty, 

graciously to accept this our humble address, as 
our desires to the God of heaven, by whom 
kings reign, and princes decree justice, to bless 

pri*seding from the plainness and -sincerity of your royal majesty's person and government, 
Ioyal and-thankful hearts, much engaged by this and, after a 	happy and 	comfortable reign on 
your royal favour, to continue our fervent pray- earth, to crown you with an incorruptible crown 
crs tethe Kingoef kings, fordivine illumination of glory in heaven, which 	is 	most ardently 
and conduct, with all Other blessings, spiritual 
and temporal, ever to attend your roya/ person 
and .government; 

	

	is the greatest duty ,tvhieh 

prayed for, by 

Most dread sovereign, 
'tan berendered to yourmajosty by 'Your majesty's most humble, most loyal, most 

'' ..a, 'Your majesty's most humble, most faithful, • i .,, ; "‘t: .., 	and most obedient subjects. 
dutiful, and most obedient subjects. 	• 

Subscribed in our own nettles, and by order of 
•• , ',Sebsertbed titour Own names, and in the homes the •citizens and inhabitants or the presb 

)
•terim Y 'tif elierest of the brethren of Our persuasion, at 

itheie desire. ,••; 
, persuasion, within your city of Edinburgh and 
' Canongate. 

, 	• 
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to be reckoned the deed of the body of 
presbyterians in Scotland; but whatever 

people may have the impudence to 1687. deny it, that the tolerated meeting- 
in them is praise or blame worthy, is the house party,have openly joined the pretender 
proper fact of the signers of them. 	This is in the present unnatural rebellion. That the 
plain as to the address from the inhabitants; reader may have the fuller view of this, I 
and the meeting of ministers was not by will take the liberty to insert here the 
delegation from the rest in Scotland, neither 
any judicatory, but an occasional meeting, 
wherein every one acted as he saw good, 
and withdrew when not satisfied : so that 

copy of a letter taken off the original, 
written by one of our own exauctorate 
bishops, or their clergy, to a Scots gentle-
man highly episcopal in his profession, who 

it is not worth while to dip into the dust had qualified in order to serve in parliament 
raised against those addresses by Mr Ren- 1708, which very providentially came at 
wick and his party. 	Good numbers of ex. that time into the hands of a reverend min- 
cellent and worthy persons, joined in them ister of this church, who did me the favour 
as what they thought lawful and necessary to communicate it. 	And being, for what I 
at this juncture; and supposing the hypo- know, in the hands of very few, I shall add 
thesis upon which they acted, the lawful- it here as what gives a plain view of the 
ness of owning a popish prince, in the spirit of the prelatic party, and how deeply 
peaceable 	exercise 	of the 	government, 
though he had not taken the coronation 

they were in the pretender's interest; and 
wherein the scheme of the toleration then 

oath, yet peaceably and generally subjected (1703,) desired, is pretty much opened out. 
to by the nation ; it may be asked, what Though this be a digression, yet I doubt 
could they say less than they do, upon sup- not but it will be agreeable to several of my 
position, they made any return at all ? readers, and the rather that I have some 

I should have said no more upon this ground to think, this might be the concert 
head, were it not that some years ago, when of that party, and a model according to 
a toleration was desired to Scots prelatists, 
one of the Jacobite party saw good to re- 

which letters were written to their staunch 
friends, the new converts and oath-takers 

print the "address of the inhabitants of in that parliament. 
Edinburgh and the 	Canongate," 	with 
some remarks stuffed with pitiful reason- 
lags, and some gross lies, which deserve 

,, A" Sir, 

rins 
 we
cipl

count it a good omen that one of your 
es and temper comes to be member of 

here a little to be exposed. 	The remarker i ppaniament ; so the expectation we have of your 
pretty openly professeth himself a Jacobite, 
and by his plain dealing that way, discovered 

acting your part in that capacity, gives us a re- 
viving to our almost fainting hopes. 	Your lay- 

what every body now may see verified in ing aside and refusing allegiance during the late 
fact, " That a toleration to Scots prelatists 
was only necessary to promote the interests 
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ofjacohitism and popery, and to strengthen fore obliged to believe that your present eompli- 
a party who plainly owned a foreign juris- ance doth not proceed from any change of prin- 
diction." 	This was at bottom of the toler- ciple, but from a good intention of serving the 
ation sought 1703, when the remarks I am interest of the royal family, by restoring our 
considering were made, and the project 
broken by the vigorous efforts made by the 

banished prince to his due right, and our dis, 
t
d
i
a
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sed clergy to 
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splen- 
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commission of the general assembly, and are inseparable interests. Thre same blow waited 
the wisdom and steady conduct of the late the ministry and the crown. 	The king could 
duke of Argyle and others, in parliament. not be dethroned, but by turning out our rever- 
The same game was playing more openly end fathers, and abolishing our episcopal order. 
upon the change of the queen's excellent 
ministry in the year 1711, when the tolera 

have now suffered fourteen years' affliction
rneg  for 
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tion was granted to the prelatical party; and thrives but in time of rebellion and disorder. 
it must be acknowledged by all at this june- The Belgic tiger is now happily removed, and 
ture, (1715,) though some years after some halcyon days begin to dawn. 	You have now 
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an Opportunity put in your hand of to you for the contrivance of the queen's letter 
1687. giving a turn to the affairs of a dis- to the council, which bath animated all our 

tempered church and nation, that they may party, and bath not a little encouraged our meet- 
again run 	in the right channel; 	nor 	will ing-houses. 	We build much upon the L. an- 
friends be wanting in b$h nations to give sorer to our address, and the good reception our 
encouragement to so great a work; but there commissioners met with. 	We take it as a testi. 
is prudence and discretidn to he used in our moray of my lord chancellor's affection, that he 
management of it at such a juncture. 	The interrupted and suddenly dissolved the late as. 
house of lords in England have put a sad re- sembly. 	Our affairs will succeed apace if our 
woman our way, by carrying on the Hanove- friends act their part in the ensuing parliament. 
rian succession, and it 'trill take seine time to re- And the truth is, unless our parliament do more 
trieve that unhappy step ; and I judge it will for us, what has been hitherto done will avail 
not be expedient to touch in the first place the but little : 	for though we Pare at indefatigable 
point of succession, or to declare openly for our pains in establishing meeting-houses, wherever 
righteous heir ; but our parliament of Scotland we can have access, yet we will not be able to 
will readily fellow that of England. For though hold out long, if we get not possession of the 
ourqueen may favoto her brother more than a churches. 	The people whom we engage, with 
stranger, and if cherished with fair ,promises all our power, to continue in our meetings, will 
during her life, may thereby be the more inclin- soon forsake us, if a burden of our subsistence he 
able to do justice to an injured prince; yet it laid upon them. 	Expecting your zeal and stead- 
will be inconvenient directly to impugn her pre- fastness for a good old cause, and relief of the 
tended 'right; but if our loyal government of 
episcopacy were first by law established, it would 
be a promising step to the "right settlement of 
the throne." 	And this you may the more easily 

oppressed clergy, I remain in all duty, 
Your most humble servant." 

From this letter we have a fair view of 
appear for, and effectuate, seeing our queen's in- the projects of that party, who cried so 
dinations he this matter are sufficiently known, much for a toleration, and published the 
Yet this is also to be managed with much can- remarks to which I return again. 	The 
tion ; for an abolishing of presbytery, and re- 
storing of episcopacy in spite of the clatiwrof right 
would be a bold attempt. 	For though 	that 
traitorous claim of tight might be fairly rescinded 

author of them, by a pitiful pun, will have 
the addressers to be the greatest Jacobites, 
and taking this for certain, challenges them 

if our righteous king were upon the throne, as why they fell in with the revolution in less 
being only erected in a time of rebellion and than two years. 	We see he enjoys the 
confusion, yet it cannot welt be donehy a parlia- 
moat called in our queen's name, without a di. 
mot Impeaching at her authority, or subverting 
her pretended right to the crown, which is 

comfort of their being fellow-slaves with 
him only for a short time; 	Next he asks, 
with assurance enough, "since no differ- 

wholly founded upon that contentious claim; but ence of religion could dissolve their loyalty 
the members must he first sounded, and a just and duty all the days of their life, how 
Computation 'of our strength taken, and some came it to be dissolved in less than two 
previous steps made. Suety as restoring of patron- 
ages, and granting us an indulgence-, with liberty 
to possess churches and benefices, and this will 
tin doubted 1y make way for an entire re-establish- 

years ?" It is not my business to defend the 
expression in the address ; perhaps one as 
good might have been used : but the ye  - 

ment of our "ancient apostolic government of marker's question may be very soon an- 
bishops :" far our queen hating right as patron mewed. 	According to the principles of that 
in a great many churches, she will atilt prefer addressers, the precise 	difference in re/i-„ 
those of our persuasion unto others; and the 
rest of the laietii patrons, partly through inclina- pion, and the king's being a papist, was no* 
tion, and partly through interest, to please her the reason of their falling off from him in  
majesty, will follow her example. 	Or if ye so shortspace. 	Had the king kept by his a 
attempt the demolishing of presbytery, 	and engagement in this very proclamation they 
restitution ofepiscopacy, you would not presently are just now thanking him for, " to preserve 
impeach the-whole claim of right, but only that and maintain the free exercise of the pro- 
clause that declares episcopacy an insupportable 
grievance. 	But I will not take upon me to 
prescribe methods. 	We have good friends at 

testant religion," they would sincerely have 
continued in their loyalty to him, notwith- 

court, who will wisely lay down the surest way 
for advancing our interest. 	I shall only entreat, 
you may follow your measures. 	We are obliged 

standing-  his difference hi religion :* but 

* " James and his historian 'Macpherson would .4 	• 
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when instead of this,he was violently running might be assigned, even as to doe- 
into the utter extirpation of our reformation, 
when palming upon them a pretended child 

trine, worship, and discipline, under 168  ' • 
presbytery and prelacy. 	Giving, and not 

of his, and openly overturning civil liberty, 
and when he had taken the guilt of all upon 

granting, the differences had been smaller 
than indeed they were, the addressers reek- 

him by running away, the case altered migh- oned it no small burden, to have their scrip- 
tily. What he next alleges, that they thanked tural, lawful, and beloved pastors torn from 
the king for "going over the belly of law, 
and declaring" (he should have said, exer- 

them and persecuted, and themselves forced 
in to receive word and sacraments, from men 

rising,) "his absolute power," is what, I sup- of the characters and qualities most of the 
pose, the 	addressers 	would 	flatly deny. present clergy were of, and to submit to a 
And besides what bath been just now sug- government, antiscriptural, and paving the 
gested upon this head, they were of opin- way to popery. 	The remarker adds, " In- 
ion the penal laws against them were ini- deed a great many who called themselves 
quitous in their nature, and injurious in presbyterians were fined, imprisoned, ban- 
their execution, and did not reckon the ished, and executed, but for what ? never 
suspension of such laws, by one in the one of them was punished for being presby- 
peaceable possession of the government, 
any exercise of absolute power homologated 

terian, but for disobeying the laws of God 
and man, nature and nations, and partieu- 

by them, more than robbery is homologate, 
by a man's receiving back his own money 

larly the laws and acts of parliament in 
this kingdom. 	Were they not punished 

from the robber, who had violently taken for the crimes of treason, rebellion, plot- 
it from him. 	But what follows chiefly led ting, sedition, murder, assassination, rob- 
me to make those obvervations. 	The au- 
thor, after he had taken notice that the 
addressers gratefully 	acknowledge 	their 

bery, insurrection, refusing ' Cesar' his due, 
&c." 	It was this, and such scandalous lies, 
and impudent impositions upon the common 

being delivered from many sad and griev- sense and knowledge 	of thousands yet 
ous burdens, adds, I know no burden they alive, in the episcopal writers, since the 
groaned under upon the account of reli- revolution, which in part engaged me in 
gion ; for the doctrine, worship, and cen- the toil of writing this history. 	And what 
sures, (he will not call it discipline, for in- is narrated in the former part of it, and 
deed the prelatists had little of this) were fully vouched, will abundantly confute this 
very much the same under prelacy as pres- vile calumny cast upon the sufferers of this 
bytery, and only differed a little as to the period. 	I could go through every branch 
government, which does not so much con- of this heap of slander he throws in bulk 
cern the lairs; was it not a sad burden 
to them, to live quietly and peaceably under 

upon the sufferers since the restoration, 
but it would only be a repetition of what 

episcopal protestancy ? 	I cannot persuade is set in a clearer light in the former part 
myself but the author knew some burdens of this work ; so that those worthy persons 
presbyterians were under for religion, else stand in no need of this slanderer's apology. 
he bath been a great stranger in Scotland ; Tempura mutantur, &c. 	But leaving those 
but none know so little as these who will remarks, it may be more worth the reader's 
not see. 	Now the world knows part of while, to have some account of the improve- 
them from the preceding work, and I hope ment presbyterian ministers made of this 
we shall have no more such assertions in liberty thus granted them. 
print. 	I shall not dip into many differences The meeting of ministers at Edinburgh 

agreed upon several very good rules for 
persuade us that nothing more than a toleration their own practice, in their present dr. 
was intendedfor papists. 	Why then did he 
not acquiesce in a repeal of the penal laws to 

cumstances, which discover much of the 
which the prince (of Orange) would have as- solidity and prudence  those worthy  men 
seuted ? The repeal bf the tests, in which he was were blessed with now, after they had come 
inflexible, could have no object but to throw the 
government into the bands of the papists, to effect out of a long and fiery furnace. 	The curi- 
a change of religion." Laing, iv. p. 183.—Ed. ous reader, I believe, will not blame me 
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for inserting them here, being agood rules of the assemblies in their trials, and or- 
1687. specimen of the abilities of those dais them upon calls from congregations. 

ministers who framed them. 	. " 10. That the respective meetings give their 
advice, and concur with the people for setting 

" Osertures.fiir making the liberty practicable. up of meeting-houses in the most convenient 
" 1. That all ministers who can conveniently places, especially considering, 	that ono house 

meet together, associate theinselvesin the bounds may be useful for the people of divers adjacent 
of the presbyteries, where formerly they had congregations; and it cannot be expected, that 
their congregations, and if there be not ainumber there can be as many meeting-houses as par- 
alive, that can make up a competent meeting, ishes, especially in the country. 
that they of the adjacempresbyteries, or, &need ..` " 11. That associate meetings take a prudent' 
and convenience be, all of the whole synod join way to get the concurrence and countenance of 
together; and that they take in amongst their persons of quality, for the furtherance of the 
number', such ministers of their persuasion, as gospel, have with them ruling elders, set up 
providence bath cast to live In their bounds, 
until the Lord make way for their access, either 
to their own or other congregations, and also 

elderships where they are not, choose moderators 
and clerks, keep registers of their proceedings, 
behaving themselves humbly and gainingly to- 

'those whose charges have formerly been out of ward all those of other persuasions. 
the station. " 12. That ministers in their respective meet- 

" 2. That those meetings convene monthly, or 
more frequently, as the conveniency 	of the 

ing-houses lecture as formerly, preach, if able, 
twice every Lord's day, and week days ; and, if 

bounds, and the necessity of their affairs re- they can conveniently, exercise discipline, and 
quires. endeavour to have knowledge of all who are 

"3. That every minister in those bounds sub- subject unto them, be frequent in catechizing 
mit himself to his brethren, and that none set up as the great mean of edification, and obviating 
a congregation by himself, without the advice of error, prepare the people for the sacrament, and 
his brethren, and the desire of the people. administer the same so soon as they can conve- 

" 4. That,no expectants without the bounds 
of the province, preach without acquainting 

'gently, seeing it bath been so long in desuetude, 
cause to set up family-worship, and exhort to 

some of the ministers of that hounds ; and that seeking of God in secret, keep session-books, and 
no people invite any preachers, without acquaint- registers of baptisms, and marriage, and collec- 
ing some of the ministers or the meeting. 	if tions for the poor. 
they be strangers or expeetants, they are to show "13. 	That ministers 	in 	their 	respective 
their testimonials. bounds, choose two delegates or more, one of 

"6. That all who have not been ordained to five, and if fewer, but one, and if but one, that • 
particular flocks, come to the respective meetings that one come to attend the public -meetings, as 
of their residence, and instruct their ordination ; they shall be culled pro re nala, bring with them 
and that henceforth none be ordained indefi- a ruling elder; and that every meeting comes- 
nitely, 

"6. That there be a list given in of all the pres- 
pond as formerly with the adjacent provinces. 

" FL 	That where there is not a constitute 
byterien ministers alive, and of ail Probationers, y  eldership among those of a meeting-house, who 
who are to instruct their licences. design to call a minister, the respective minis- 

"0. That until ministers can have access to ters of the bounds, send some of their number 
their own congregations, and be accommodated to • constitute an eldership, with the advice of 
with meming,houses and dwelling-places, they heads of families belonging thereunto, that the 
do, M places of their present residence, with the calling and settling of the minister there may be 
advice of their brethren, and invitation of the the more orderly. 
people, exercise their ministry, or continue to 
do so as formerly in their families. 

" M. That in supplying of meeting-houses, 
and planting of ministers, special regard he had 

"S. That the respective meetings be careful to to the noblemen's residences, and considerable 
recommend to people, the hearing and calling of congregations. 
fit and qualified persons, and that special regard " 16. That special care he taken that Edin- 
be had to such suffering ministers, as cannot 
have access to their own congregations. 

burgh, which is the chief city of the nation, 
where courts and judicatories, and persons of 

"9. That it be recommended to the respective greatest quality reside, and which bath been 
meetings, to take narrow inspection of the whole most useful to suffering persons in these sad 
bounds, andetripley their brethren or expectants, 
for supplying, the people- with preaching, and 

times, be specially regarded and provided with 
able, experienced, and godly men ; and in the 

call for help. Whefe heed is,,,from. ministers and meantime, while ministers teen be got to them 
.0,-. expectaats, frets other providers, andtliat they in an orderly way, by transportation or other- 

encourage young men in the 	studies, keep the wise, the respective ministers of the bounds, 
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carefully provide them with the most able of lit 
those whom providence bath trysted to reside 

into the heart of the king, tagrant unto i ,..,, 
us the free and peaceable exercise of our l'i' 

in the bounds. ministry, so long denied to us, and the benefit 
"17. That where a parish is in a capacity to thereof to you, having compassion upon the no. 

give encouragement to a presbyterian minister, 
where their old minister is alive, who was their 
called minister at the time of the change, that he 

settled condition of the people, and considering 
what sad inconveniences they have been under, 
the many and great snares they have been ex- 

be obliged to return to them, and they to adhere 
to him. 

posed unto, through the want of the fixed in., 
spection of their faithful pastors and guides; 

"18. That care be taken, in meekness and and not doubting but a great many are longing 
love, to reclaim all persons, preachers, or others, 
who have stepped aside in the hour of tempts- 

and thirsting after the same, have thought it 
their duty, unanimously to concur in stirring 

Lion, and day of darkness, especially those who 
are given to wild courses. 

up and encouraging those holy desires in you, 
that you may lay bold on the present opportn.: 

"19. That ministers who shall be settled in 
meeting-houses, carry abstractly, inoffensively, 
and unconcernedly, as to 	their own 	main- 

laity for obtaining the sincere milk of the word, 
and somewhat of these benefits you have been so 
long deprived of; beseeching you in the bowels 

teuance, that the world may see that it is not of our Lord Jesus Christ, that laying aside all 
our own things,but the concerns of Christ Jesus heats  and animosities, mutual jealousies and 
we have before our eyes. suspicions, you may be perfectly joined together 

"20. That preachers, forget not to pray for in one mind and one heart, to promote this ne- 
oar dread sovereign, his consort and the royal cessary work of your own and others' edifice- 
family, and persons in authority. lion and salvation ; and therefore that such of 

"21. That unity, harmony, and love be enter- you as want pastors, do seek in the most orderly 
tained among ourselves, and former taken of- way to be furnished with them, and such as 
fences be covered with the mantle of charity, 
and not noticed, except where there is matter 

have them yet alive in the kingdom, do call and 
encourage them home to their proper work, subs 

of just and unquestionable offence to be removed, 
which is to be done by the respective meetings 

jecting yourselves to their ministry ; and those 
whose pastors are without the kingdom, do also 

in the most prudent way. use all diligence to call them home to you, en- 
"22. That the respective meetings set apart deavouring to have all obstructions removed 

days for prayer and humiliation among them- oat of the way of their return. 	And to enforce 
selves. the same the more, it is desired that this letter 

"23. That the respective meetings choose their of ours be transmitted to them by you, with 
delegates the first day of their meeting, to be in your invitation to your respective pastors, as a 
readiness to come to Edinburgh the firstWednes- testimony of our unanimous and hearty concur- 
day of October next, or sooner, if advertised rence with you therein, and the joining of our 
by the brethren of the province of Edinburgh. earnest desires with yours for their speedy re- 

"24. That doubles of the letters condescended turn. 	Which, with your fervent prayers at the 
on by this meeting, to be sent to congregations 
and ministers abroad in foreign parts, be trans-. 

throne of grace, for the Lord's being pacified, 
his gracious return, and making his face to shine 

mitted to the respective meetings, to be made both upon you and us, that the good pleasure of 
use of by them as the import requires. the Lord may prosper among our bands, is all at 

present recommended to you by 
The last of those overtures brings me 

to the letter this same meeting agreed upon 
to he sent through the different congrega- 
lions, where there was any room for it; 
and it savours so much of a gospel and 
healing spirit, that it deserves a room here, 
and I give it from one of the original let- 

" Your affectionate friend in Christ, 
" Subscribing at the desire of the ministers 

met at Edinburgh, July 21st, 1687. 
AND. ?MORTON.' 

 
" 	 " 

From this letter and those overtures, 
the. reader will have the best view of the 

ters in my hand, signed by Mr Andrew improvement presbyterian ministers made 
Morton, moderator of the meeting." of the liberty granted them, and the notion 

they had of it. 	For my share, I do not 
" Dearly beloved friends in Christ, question but this liberty was designed for 

"The ministers of the gospel, who have been 
here occasionally together, to consider of the im- 
provement we are called to make of the signal 

evil, but the Lord turned it about for good, 
and great good ; not only to the souls of  

and unexpected merely God hsth been pleased to many particular persons, but the interests 
bestow on this poor afflicted church, by putting of the church, and the advantage of the 

Iv. 	 3 r 
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• nation as to our civil rights. 	The imously 	rejected 	it; 	and when those 1687. toleration was undoubtedly at first were removed, they improved it, not only 
designed for papiits ; and we have heard as a mere toleration to preach and worship 
how, by a very open act of dispensing and God in their scriptural way, but as the 
absolute power, they got as much as they•de- taking off the cords they had been so long 
sired, and the presbyterians had not the least fettered with, and the opening of their 
share" So open a step in favours of popery, 
did alarm great numbers ; not only these no- 
blemen last year, turned out for their vigor- 

prison doors ; and they come out and fall 
to their Master's work in all the parts of it, 
like people at liberty, without any regard 

ous appearance in parliament, the earl of to the narrowness of the passage by which 
Dumfries, the lord Ross, and others named 
before, but duke Hamilton, the earls of Pan. 

they escaped, and set up not only worship, 
but government and discipline, and make 

inure and Dundonald, and others who had provision for planting the church, by en- 
a great interest in the nation, began to have couraging young students, licensing and 
their eyes opened, and to take up the den- ordaining them to congregations. 	Their 
ger 	all was in. 	Matters were as ill as ,their judicatories 	meet, ministers are 	ordered 
they could be as to papists, and that passed back to their old charges, and every thing 
people's power to help, for some time yet; 
and where can the blame lie, that the re- 
mains of presbyterians should essay 	to 
recover what had been most unjustly torn 

is done, as far as circumstances would allow, 
according to the plat-form of this church, 
and its 	privileges since the reformation, 
from the enjoyment of which they had 

out of their hands; meanwhile, I cannot been forcibly and very unjustly removed. 
observe any active hand they had in seeking Accordingly the synod of Glasgow and Ayn 
this liberty: yea, their expressions, "the met in it house at Glasgow, upon the 30th 
Sudden and surprising nature of this favour," day of August this year, a good many of 
they use in all their papers when they speak the members of it at the restoration being 
of it, seem to import it was unexpected and alive, and some few being added to their 
unasked; and .probably it was given by the number, by ordination, to particular congre- 
court to calm people's spirits, and lull them gations upon the call of the people, even in 
asleep, till some more favourable opportunity the suffering times, as hath been observed. 
offered to ruin the reformation entirely. Mr William Violent was chosen moderator, 
It is plain, that the presbyterian ministers and, among other things, took under their 
fall in with the favour done them, with the consideration the necessity of training up a 
wisdom of the serpent joined to the harm- good many hopeful youths, who had not 
•lessness of the dove, and so as to prevent the opportunity of public teaching, since 
'the mischief designed thereby. 	As long as they came from their philosophical studies 
it was connected with a liberty to papists in the 	university, 	in 	their 	theological 
in its' promulgation, and until all the for- studies, and by their act recommended the 
mer restrictions were taken off; they ttnan- care of them to the late reverend 'and 

• “ The Cameronians, who had renounced their occasional excesses. 	Those who wish to 
their allegiance to a tyrannical sovereign, acted enter fully into the reasonings of the Camero. 
consistently when the indulgence was offered to nians on this matter, may reap great advantage 
them, and they boldly refused to take advantage by a careful perusal of the " Hind let Loose," 
Of what had Mowed from so polluted a source. 'under the title of " The sufferings of the last 
They openly dedltired; that the sole design of the 
toleration wals;to se0gohe introduction of po- 
pery : they eacprisaftl. just abhorrence of that 

period."—"'They," i. e. 	the persecuting party, 
" will be very ensie for their accommodations, 
where they find the poor man beginning to 

absolute power by taliceh the king diSpensed with faint, and hearken to their overtures, wherein 
the fundinnonttiLliKssof the kingdom; and they they will grant him his life, yielding to him as 
continued to Meet :hilr'divine worship in conven- cunning anglers do with fishes ; and to persuade 

.,1,h,..Ieeiialtting tit defiance those parts of the hided. him to some length in complying, they will 
Ven 	(which thinohnced vengeance against all ito offer conference sometimes or reasoning upon the• 

,.,who point, to satisfie and inform his 'conscience, but preached in the fields
' 
 and did not give se- 

•;Cprity for their loytkIty." 	Cook's Hist. vol. HI. really to catch him with (their busked hook." 
•)5. 431,, We cannot but admire the euzinistent Hind, p. 207. ed. 1.687.—Ed. 
':iii5t,oleill:of Mate men, aowever we natty lament . ' 
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learned Mr James Wodrow. 	My relation Those remarks 	bring 	to 	my 
is too near to that excellent person, to offer thoughts a passage which I cannot 1687* 
any character of him, and I may without omit in this history, and think it not im- 
being mistaken, say, it is so savoury and proper to record in this place, as containing 
recent in this church, that there is no need the sense and opinion of so great a judge of 
of it. 	For upwards of four years he had men and things, as the late king William of 
the care of a very numerous society of ever glorious memory, concerning this lib- 
students of divinity, joined with the pastoral erty I have been giving some account of. 
charge of a congregation in 	the 	city of And I have it from the first hand, the per- 
Glasgow, and attended them in his own son to whom the then prince of Orange 
chamber five days in the week, explaining did the honour to express his sentiments 
a system of divinity, presiding in theologi- upon this head ; and I give it from a writ- 
cal disputes, and receiving preparatory ex- ten account under his hand, where some- 
ercises and discourses from them during that 
time, till he was called'to the divinity chair, 
as professor of theology in the university 

time after, as far as his memory served him, 
he set down the expressions which passed ; 
and he is very confident what follows were 

of Glasgow, 	February 22d, 	1692. 	His the prince's words to him, for they left no 
scholars were very numerous during this 
interval, and the eighteen years he was di- 

small impression on his spirit at the time, 
and since. 	The reverend Mr Patrick War- 

vinity professor. 	At his much lamented ner, of whom above, had a call this year 
death, September, 1708, I had the curiosity from the magistrates and inhabitants of the 
to look over the yearly rolls of his students, 
and it gave me no small satisfaction to find 
that there were near five hundred reverend 
ministers of this church, who had actually 

town and parish of Irvine, with an invita-
tion from the ministers of that presbytery, 
to the pastoral charge of that congregation, 
sent over to Holland, where we left him 

attended his divinity lessons, and been for since his last sufferings; and he finding 
some time under his care and inspection. clearness to return and exercise his ministry 
A good many, since his death, might be in Scotland, a lady of quality, the excellent 
added to that number, to say nothing of 
several English, and a great number of 

countess of Sutherland, but lately deceased, 
being to wait on the princess of Orange, 

Irish students, who attended his lessons, 
and are useful for the Redeemer's kingdom 

and knowing of Mr Warner's 	designed 
return, asked his allowance to acquaint the 

in oursister churches. 	In short, under this princess, and to inquire if her highness had 
liberty a large seed was sown, and the any commands to Scotland, which he could 
foundations laid for the speedy, happy, and not but give. 	The return that most excel- 
comfortable settlement of this church, at lent princess was pleased to give to the 
and since the 	revolution. 	Besides, the lady, was to this effect, " That the best 
good providence of God ordered this breath- service he and those of his character could 
jag time to presbyterians, sensibly to pre- do her, was to be earnest in their prayers 
pare matters in Scotland, for the great turn to God in her behalf, that she might be 
at the never-to-be-forgotten revolution, and kept firm and faithful to the true reformed 
the nation's delivery from slavery, as well as religion; that she knew his principles were 
popery and prelacy. 	The hearty friends of not in all things agreeable to what she had 
liberty as well as religion, had occasions of been educated and brought up in; but she 
being together, and strengthening one anoth- assured him, she had a sincere love and 
er's hands, and preparing matters eventually kindness to all true protestants, and heart- 
for what followed, though this was not, and ily wished, that a way might be fallen upon 
could not be in their eye at the time, and to take up their differences, and reconcile 
far less was in the view of the court; but 
this was every way the Lord's doing, and 

them among themselves. 	And she added, 
notwithstanding our differences in some 

the more of his hand, and the less of man's things, yet I have a tender sympathy with 
was in it, the more " wonderful it ought to them, 	and am grieved for the severities 
be in our eyes." 	• that have 	been used toward that poor 
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1687. persecuted people in Scotland, for 
their adhering to their principles, 

wished it might be so, and for his part, he 
should not be wanting in his endeavours 

which they thought themselvesin conscience that it should be so. 	And took the liberty 
obliged to do, by virtue of their covenant; and to add, " That the presbyterians in Scotland 
were it in my power to remedy it, I would, 
and could never consent to any persecution 

are looked upon, and represented, as a very 
despicable 	and insignificant 	party; and 

upon that head." 	Withal she 	signified, 
thatit would not be amiss Mr Warner should 

those who do so, take their measures from 
the appearances made 	at Pentland and 

wait upon the prince at the Hague before Bothwell, or the like attempts, reckoning 
he went off. 	This he was not very forward that the whole power and numbers of pros  
to, but upon such an invitation, and all byterians were there drawn forth and unit- 
his Mends urged him to it, he went to the ed ; but he could assure his highness, that 
Hague with one of them, who had acquain- the people who thus reckoned were mis' 
tances there, and Was brought to Mynheer taken, for a great many in the nation, who 
l3entinck, who took his name, and that of were firm presbyterians,were not fully satis- 
the house where he lodged, and promised lied as to the grounds and manner of those 
to send one to ,him, when it was most risings, and did not join, and others were 
convenient to wait upon the prince. 	Ac- borne down with sore persecution; but he 
cordingly, about two or three days after, 
a servant came to Mr Warner's lodgings 

was of opinion, that if Scotland were left to 
their free choice, of three parts two would 

about eight in the morning, and brought be found presbyterians. We are," continued 
hint to Monsieur Bentinck, and in a very he, " indeed a poor persecuted party, and for 
little time he had access to the prince, in many years under heavy sufferings, and 
the large gallery at the Hague, all alone, in have none under God to look to, for our 
the end of November or beginning of De- 
comber this year, when Mr Warner had 

help and relief, but your royal highness, 
upon the account of that relation you and 

not the least knowledge of a design {if it the princess have to the crown. 	Your an- 
'was yet formed) in his highness to go to cestors formerly espoused the protestant 
England; but, as every body did, looked interest when it was low, and had but few 
upon the princess and him as nearest to the friends, and as they honoured God in ap- 
crown of Britain, upon king James's demise peering for him, so God honoured them ; 
Without heirs, neither was there any thing your family increased both in dignity and 
yet known of the pretended heir the king power: and I nothing doubt (Mr Warner 
afterwards provided. 	After Mr Warner here remembers he spoke this with more than 
had kissed the prince's hand, he acquainted ordinary seriousness) that if the Lord now 
his highness, that he had a call to return incline your highness's heart to espouse his 
to Scotland, to exercise his ministry there, 
and reckoned it his ditty to wait upon his 

interest in Scotland, and befriend that poor 
persecuted people there, you shall never be 

highness, to know if there was any service a loser thereby, but therein as you honour 
be was capable of doing him in that country. God, so God will honour your highness." 
The prince answered, " He understood he 
was called home upon the liberty lately 
granted, there; but, said he, I can assure 
you that liberty is not granted from any 

To this the prince was pleased to answer, 
" I have been educated in that persuasion, 
and hope to continue in it; and I assure you, 
if ever it be in my power, I shall make the 

favour or kindness to you, or your party, 
but from %yolk to papists, and to divide 

presbyterian church-government, the estab-
fished church-government of that nation; 

you among yeurselves ; yet, I think, you and of this you may likewise assure your 
mar liViie'sviss;as to take the good of it, friends, as in prudence you shall find con- 

' and prevent theiivil designed, and instead venient ; and because my wife has not been 
of . &riding', -dente to a better harmony •. 	ts 
among yourselves, when you have liberty 

so bred, you may possibly be jealous of her, 
yet J can give you the sable assurances for 

to see one snhther, and meet freely toge- her, as for myself." 	Tliis account from the 
ther." 	Me Warner answered, he heartily fountain the reader may entirely depend 
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upon, and I thought it deserved a room toleration and liberty granted last 
here, as containing the sense of so great a year unto presbyterian 	ministers, 1688' 
person upon this liberty, and his free and who were disturbed in 	exercising their 
undisguised opinion of things in this time; function, and some of them processed crira- 
and it is a noble instance of that real kind- inally, 	for 	their 	freedom 	in 	preaching 
ness and heart-respect this excellent pair, 
to whom those last ages have no parallel, 
entertained toward the suffering presbyter- 

against popery. 	Far greater hardships 
were projected, and the ruin of the whole 
reformation was hastening on, had not these 

fans in Scotland, and their warm side to been happily prevented, by the wonderful 
our reformation rights. turn affairs took in the end of this year. 

The liberty thus granted, was greedily I shall very briefly then take a view of 
embraced by multitudes on the south side what bath come to my hand remarkable 
of Tay. 	Large and spacious meeting-houses this year, and run through the procedure 
were soon built in many of the towns of the justiciary, and the public acts and 
through the west, south, and east of Scot, 
land, and even through the country par- 

proclamations of council, give a pretty full 
account of Mr Renwick's sufferings, and 

isbes ; and all over those parts, and even in the lesser hardships many other good peo- 
several places in the north, presbyterian pie underwent, and take notice of some 
ministers preached, and were settled upon other remarkables this year, which will 
the call of the people; and the auditories lead in more immediately to the happy re- 
ef the episcopal clergy turned very thin, 
yea, in many places in the south and west, 
they had nobody to hear them save their 
own families. 	Likewise, the nobility and 
gentry, -some of them of the highest rank 

volution id November. 

SECT. I. 

Of the procedure of the justiciary, and acts 
in the kingdom, left the churches, and fre- 
quented the meeting-houses, this year and 
the following, as in Paisley, Leslie, Weems, 
Ormiston, Struthers, 	and 	other 	places; 

and proclamations of council this year, 
1688. 

SINCE hitherto 1 have ordinarily begun my 
and, which was more than all this, the min- accounts of the different years, with the 
isters in the meeting-houses were evidently more public procedure of the managers, I 
countenanced from heaven, and very re- shall follow the same order here. 	It is but 
markable success attended their sermons little that offers from the criminal court; 
under this liberty, and multitudes were con- from the council we shall meet with not a 
verted, and many confirmed and edified. 

CHAP. XIL 

few 	proclamations, 	which 	I 	shall run 
through as they come in order of time, 
leaving some of their actings toward the 
end of the year, which are connected more 

ov THE STATE OF MATTERS IN THE YEAR directly with the revolution, to the last 
1688, WHEN THE SUFFERINGS OF PRESBY- section. 
TERIANS ENDED, BY THE HAPPY AND GLOB- To begin with the criminal books ; upon 
IOUS REVOLUTION. the 6th of February, Philip Stanfield, son 

to,  Sir James Stanfield of Newmills, was tried 
Now the reader is brought to the and condemned for the murder of his 

1688. last of these twenty and eight years, 
of black and heavy persecution I have un- 

father. 	The process is printed, and I should 
not have mentioned it here, had it not been 

dertaken the narrative of in this history; and to take notice of one circumstance, which 
therein we find a stop put to the tide of I have from several hands, and one of them 
blood in this period, with the public execu- present when this passage fell out. 	This 
tion of that good man Mr Renwick. There profligate youth being at the university of 
were likewise not it few other lesser sever- St Andrews, a good many years before he 
ities exercised through the kingdom. 	No committed this barbarous murder, came to 
small encroachmentt were made upon the a sermon in Kinkel-closs, about a mile 
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from St Andrews, where Mr John . ing the libel, they plead the known peace- 
1688' Welsh was preaching, and in his 	ableness and loyalty of Mr Hardy, that under 

spite and mockery in time of sermon, threw the usurpation he was very 	useful for 
somewhat or other at the minister, which levying men for the king's service, under 
hit him. 	The minister stopped, and said, 
he did not know who had put that public 

the earl of Glencairn, lord Kenmuir, and 
Middleton; that he had since kept the 

affront on a servant of Christ ; but be who church ; that the expressions in the libel 
he would, he was persuaded, there would must be proven copulative; that hearers 
be more present at his death, than were are not judges of the connection of what 
hearing him preach that day, and the mul- ministers preach, many times; that the 
titude was not small. 	This was accom- scope of his sermon at the time libelled did 
plished, and Mr Standfield acknowledged not run that way; that he blessed the 
this in prison after he was condemned, and Lord for the indulgence 	granted; that 
that God was about to accomplish what he picked expressions in a minister's sermon 
had been warned of. can never be admitted as relevant, other- 

. Upon February 8th, Mr James Renwick's wise ministers could be libelled for Was- 
process came on before the justiciary; but phemy, by one that only hears a part of 
I am to leave it to a section by itself, where scripture 	cited, as for instance Peal. 	14. 
I shall give a larger account of it than yet, 
for what I know, hath been published. 

1. 	The lords, by their interlocutor, find, 
that the speeches libelled do not infer the 

February 13th, the reverend Mr John pains in the indictment; and so the process 
Hardy, minister at Gordon, was tried for is dropped. 
treason before the justiciary. 	The true Upon the 17th of February, I find Sir 
ground of his process, was the freedom this George Mackenzie his commission as king's 
worthy person took to preach against pop- advocate is read, and Sir John Dalrymple 
ery, and the hazard thereof he represented is turned off. 	The reasons of this change I 
those nations to be in : and it was designed leave to the civil historians. 	And March 
for the terror of other presbyterian minis- 1st, the lord Harcass is turned out of the 
ters, who spared not to warn their hearers criminal court; his case I think is in print. 
of their hazard this way, and some of the No more, needful in this history, offers 
episcopal ministers who showed themselves from the criminal registers. 
really concerned at this juncture, with our The accounts of the procedure of the 
common danger of popery. 	Mr Hardy is council will take me some longer time, and 
indicted for treason, and seditious speeches, I can only give it from their printed pro- 
" that he inveighed against that universal clamations, and other papers relative to 
ease which his majesty hath given to his the subjects of those come to my hand. 
subjects, in matters relating to their con- When in the beginning of January the 
science, and that he endeavoured to create accounts were sent down from London of 
jealousies and misapprehensions of the king, 
telling his hearers, they ought to be sorry, 
that others besides themselves enjoyed that 

the queen's being with child, so fond were 
our Scots council, not only of a popish 
prince, but of entailing popery and slavery 

freedom, and that no true 	presbyterian upon those lands, that upon the 17th day 
could consent that any others should haire of January, they appoint a day of public 
liberty of conscience, but those of their own thanksgiving upon this account, and order 
persuasion; and so is guilty of sedition and it to be kept with prayers and thanksgivings 
treason, and ought to be punished with 
death and confiscation of goods." 	The 

in the diocese of Edinburgh, January 29th, 
and through the rest of the kingdom, Feb- 

lawyers in defence of the panne!, have very ruary 	19th. 	The act itself I have insert 
large reasonings apon the relevancy of the in a note.' 	Whether this day was solem- 
4ibel, and the extent of the words spoken 

'',4ct,' January 17th, 1688; Ji,r a thanksgiving • by ministersin sermons, and their import , 

' set lair.- 	In the records those take up sev- °'1"'"°'1"'" the queen's belly, with child. 
Since it bath pleased altnighty God, the limn- flat sheets of paper. 	In short,• still deny- taro of all life, by whom kings 'reign, and king- 
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sized with preaching, as well as prayer and to see it preserved without distine. 
thanksgiving, I bare not learned. 	This 1688. tion, as'we are encouraged to do daily, 
was the way days of this nature used to be by multitudes of addresses from our subjects 
kept. 	But 	the 	proclamation takes no of all persuasions, the effects of which, we 
notice of this branch of the work of the doubt not, our next parliament will show; 
day. 	The tolerated presbyterial' ministers and that it is not in vain we have endear- 
did not keep it, and it was well it was not oured to establish liberty of conscience, on 
imposed upon them, as far as I can observe 
in the act, at least they are not particularly 

such foundation as will render it unalterable, 
and secure to all people the free exercise 

specified. 	No doubt the popish meetings of their religion for ever. 	It is such a 
kept it with a peculiar pleasure. 	The security we desire, without the burden and 
suspicions of fraud in this matter were by constraint of oaths and tests, which have 
this time not small. been unhappily made by some governments, 

Upon the 27th of April, the king pub- but never could support any; nor ought 
lishes another declaration, 	for 	liberty of men to be advanced by such means, to 
conscience in England. 	The king signifies, offices and employments which should he 
"His conduct bath been such in all times, 
as ought to persuade all he was firm to his 

the reward of fidelity, service, and merit." 
He expects this will be much for the ad- 

resolutions; yet that easy people may not vantage of trade, 'and plainly intimates he 
be abused by the malice of crafty men, he had turned out of places of trust, all who 
declares his intentions are not changed, 
since he issued his proclamation, April 4th, 
last year." 	Which is insert, as we had it 

were not for' this liberty; and desires his 
people to consider their happiness under 
Ids government, and that now during three 

above, note page 424. 	And after the former years, he has not appeared to be what his 
declaration, he adds, " ever since we granted enemies represented him ; calls the country 
this indulgence,it bath been our principal care to choose such members as will carry on 

dents are established, to grant unto the king's parish-churches within the city and diocese of 
most excellent majesty, fresh hopes of royal Edinburgh, upon the twenty-ninth day of Jan- 
issue, by his most .serene consort, our gracious nary 	instant, and in all the other churches 
queen Mary, who (through the great goodness within this kingdom, upon the nineteenth day 
and blessing of God) is now with child; and of February next; and his majesty accordingly 
considering, that the multiplying of the branches requires and commands, the most reverend and 
of the royal family, (especially issuing from our right reverend, the archbishops and bishops, to 
present sacred sovereign, James 	VII. 	under take care, that in all the parish-churches within 
whose auspicious, wise, and clement government their respective 	dioceses, 	these 	prayers 	and 
we enjoy so much prosperity, peace and plenty) thanksgivings be accordingly celebrate by all the 
is a most desirable blessing, a native support, and 
strengthening of the crown, and, by just con- 

ministers and presbyters under their jurisdiction, 
and that they cause intimation be made hereof; 

sequence, a publicblessing to this kingdom, tend- by reading of the same frorn the pulpits, in the 
ing to the further security of the peace and several parish-churches, the Lord's day imme- 
happiness thereof; his majesty therefore, (at the diately preceding the said solemn days of pub- 
humble and earnest desire, and by the advice of lic thanksgiving, respective. 	And finally his 
his privy council) bath thought fit upon 	this majesty charges and commands all his loving 
important occasion, to set apart, and appoint a subjects, heartily to join and concur in these 
time, for rendering devout and solemn thanks to religious and dutiful performances, as they would 
God, for this great mercy and blessing, arid for show their piety and loyalty, in praying for the 
offering public and hearty prayers to his Divine life ot' the king, the increase of his royal issue, 
Majesty, to bless and preserve the sacred person tile further security of the crown, and the estab- 
of oar dread sovereign lord the king, to prosper lishment of peace and happiness in this his an- 
his reign with honourable and glorious successes, 
and to prolong his life, that he may see his child- 

chart kingdom. 	And that these presents may 
be made public and known, his majesty ordains 

ren's children, and his throne may bats the sun ; 
as also, that he may bless, preserve, and strengthen 
his royal consort the queen's majesty, and make 

his lyon king at arms and his brethren, heralds, 
the macers of the privy council, and pursuivants, 
to pass to the market-cross of Edinburgh and 

perfect his work begun for her, may save and other places needful, and there, by open pro- 
defend her from all dangers and evil accidents, 
that what she bath conceived, may be preserved 

clamation, and with all accustomed solemnities 
on extraordinary occasions, make publication of 

and happily brought forth, to the joy of our the premises, that none may pretend ignorance. 
sovereign lord the king, the further security of 
his crown, and the happiness and establishment 

Extracted forth of the records of privy council, 
by Sir William Paterson, baronet, clerk of his 

of this kingdom. 	her the end, his majesty, 
with advice foresaid, (loth appoint and ordain, 
that the foresaid thanksgiving and prayers, be 
devoutly and solemnly performed, 	in all 	the 

majesty's most honourable prix y council. 
WILLIAM PATERSON, Cl. Seer. COIlOilii• 

God save the king. 
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• . 	what he hath begun for the next It speaks for itself. 	He alleges law for 
1688' parliament, which he designs to hold what he had done, particularly the second 
November next. But he had other work put act of his first parliament. 	He narrates his 
in his hand by that time. proclamation, February 	12th, 	last year; 

That things might correspond in Scot-
land, Is new.proclamation is published there ity, wealth, and safety, were so much in our 
called the fourth indulgence, May 15th, 

. which I have insert at the foot of the page.* 
royal care, that we would leave nothing undone 
that might procure these blessings for them. 
We did likewise declare, that we Were resolved 

ti  to maintain our archbishops and bishops of the 
protestant religion, with all the inferior clergy, 
in the full and free possession of their rights ati1 * Proclamation, May 15t1t, 1688, or the Fourth 

Indulgence. privileges, as they now enjoy them, and all our 
J.ssirs Ii, protestant subjects, in the free exercise of their 

James VII. by the grace of God, king of great religion ; as likewise the possessors of church or 
Britain; France, and Ireland, defender of the abbey lands, in their full right of their posses. 
faith, line. 	To all and sundry our good subjects, 
whom these presents do or may concern, greet- 

sions, according to law in the case already pro-
sided; likewise granting our indemnity, with 

ing. Sineeour accession to the throne of ourroy- such exceptions as in the foresaid proclamation 
eel anctsstors, our chiefest care has been to procure is more fully expressed. 	Thereafter we thought 
the security, peace, and happiness of our subjects, 
by all the ways our paternal care of our people 

fit to explain and enlarge the same, by our 
second declaration, bearing date at Windsor the 

could suggest to us, especially by removing the 28th day ofJ une last bypast. (See note, page 858.) 
pressures of penal laws, in matters of mere re- And in pursuance of our royal intentions there. 
ligion, and forbidding alt differencing oaths and in expressed, we have dissolved all our judira. 
tests, whose unreasonable weight hung heavy on tures of privy council, session, exchequer, jus. 
us and our people, precluding both from our na- 
tive freedom and birtlisright ; and this we did 
by our royal declaration, of the date 12th of Reb- 

ticiary, and magistracy of our burghs royal, 
that by their acceptations of new commissions, 
on the terms of our royal pleasure, as above ex- 

Amery, 1687. 	In which declaration we were pressed, we might convince the world of the 
pleased, for the great and weighty causes and of our procedure, as the universal thanks ,justice 
considerations therein mentioned, and by virtue of our people have manifested their joy,. for so 
of our shvereign authority, prerogative royal, and unexpected, unhoped-for blessings, terminating 
absolutepower,soplainly acknowledged byseveral at once their persecutions, and freeing ourself 
acts of parliament, and especially by the second from the bad consequences thereof, too manifest 
act of our first-parliament, to give and grant our in bypast reigns, to be forgotten in this ; and vet 
royal toleration, 	to all the professors of the there are still some enemies to us, and to their 
chriatian religion therein named, and with and own peace, who labour to lessen the happiness 
'under certain conditions, restrictions, and limi- our 	people enjoy, by fears and jealousies, that 
Wiens, judged by us for the time to be neces- it will not be lasting ; but we will let them and 
'ears ; requiring and expe..ctisig, that all-emir good all the world know, that our care shall be more 
subjects would give their assistance and con- 
course thereunto, on all occasions, in their re- 

indefatigable to prevent and defeat their malice, 
than they shall be to contrive or aid the same. 

spective capacities ; suspending, disabling, and And therefore, we have again thought fit to de- 
stopping all penal laws, acts of parliament, ens- clare our royal intentions, to stand to and maintain 
toms or constitutions, made or executed against our first declaration of the date the 12th of Fehru- 
dissenters, for matters of mere religion. 	And ary, 16871  in so far as it is above repeated, and as 
further, we did case, annul, and discharge, all it is explained and enlarged by our second, of 
oaths whatsoever, by which any were disabled the date the 28th ofJ une, according to the true 
from holding places or offices, or enjoying their meaning and import of the same. 	And if any 
hereditary rights and privileges, discharging the shall be so bold as to refuse their due concurrence 
same to be thenceforward given or taken, with- with, or obedience to us in these points, they 
out our special warrant; stopping, disabling, 
and dispensing, as well with all laws enjoining 

shall find the weight of our royal displeasure, so 
as to terrify others from the like undutifulness 

the said oaths and tests, as with the other penal to our royal authority, whilst on the other part, 
'laws therein mentioned; and declaring, that it 
never was our principle, nor would we suffer 

such as dutifully obey and act as become them, 
shall enjoy the comfort of our royal protection 

violence to be offered to any man's conscience, or and favour. 	And to the end all our subjects 
-force to be used against any man, on the account may have notice of this our royal will and pie:s- 
of his persuasion; and that we would employ sure, we do hereby command our lyon king at 
indifferently, all our subjects of all persuasions, 
se as none should meet with any discourage: 

arms, and his brethren, heralds, maters, pur- 
animists, Ind 	messengers at arms, to make 

meat, on the account of his religion, but be ad- timeous proclamation thereof, at the market- 
sauced and esteemed by us, according to their cross of Edinburgh. 	For all which, this shall 
severaleapacities and qualifications, so long as we he to all persons respectively, who may be there- 
should find charity:and unity maintained ; and if its any way Concerned, a sufficient warrant. 
any animosities should arise, that then we would Given under our royal hand and signet, at 
show thisieresestelfects of our royal displeasure, 
againstaisembegianers or fomenters thereof, see- 

our court at Whitehall, the seventh day of 
May, 1688, and of our reign the fourth 

lag thereby our subjects might be deprived of year. 	 e 
that general ease and satisfaction that we did 
inteffil to all of them, whose happiness, prosper- 

By his majesty's command, 
, 	v 	• 

, 	MELFORD• 
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but how truly it is said, that therein " all The plain defects in law, purposely 
are freed from oaths, &c." when a most 
choking one to presbyterians was in the 

1688, and of design to cover this matter, 
as every body now knows, must be sup- 

bosom of it, I must leave to others. 	He plied with days of thanksgiving. 	I wonder 
repeats his proclamation June 28th, and sig- how the council stumbled upon that ex- 
nifies he has dissolved all judicatories, and pression, that this birth "is fitted to unite 
the magistracy of royal burghs, that they all our hearts, and prevent all jealousies," 
might receive new commissions in the terms when such a suspicious birth gave the 
of his royal pleasure. 	He declares he will greatest strength to surmises and jealous- 
maintain his former proclamations, 	and ies, and, I hope,„united the hearts of all 
threatens such as act contrary any way to true protestants, to join heartily in the 
those points. grand turn of affairs in the end of the year. 

The next act of council I meet with, is The day appointed is the 21st of June for 
June 14th, "act for a thanksgiving for the the diocese of Edinburgh, and the 28th for 
birth of the most serene, &c. Prince of all the rest of the kingdom. 	It was well 
Wales, born June 10th, 1688." 	I have in- the tolerated preshyterians were not called 
sert it as a note.* 	I need make no remarks. to keep this day either. 

About the 20th of June, the society 
Edinburgh, May 1&h, 11388, present in council, people rescued Mr David Houston from. 
The earl of Perth lord high chancellor, the a party of soldiers carrying him in prisoner 

lord archbishop of St Andrews, the lord 
archbishop of Glasgow, the lord marquis of 

• 

Athol° privy seal, the earl of Linlithgow, 
the earl of Strathmore, the earl of Lauder- 

first place,thank the great king of heaven for 
so extraordinary a mercy, fitted to unite all our 

dale, the earl of Traquair, the earl of Bal- 
carras, the lord viscount of Tarbet, 	the 

hearts, 	and 	prevent 	ail our jealousies;  not 
doubting, but that all his' majesty's loyal sub- 

master of Balmerino, the lord 	president 
of session, the lord advocate, the lord justice- 

jects, will express their solemn and sincere joy, 
upon so signal an occasion ; and that they will 

clerk, 	the lord 	Castlehill, general-major put up their ardent prayers to the almighty, to 
Graham of Claverhouse, 	the 	laird 	of whom they owe this hopeful prince, for prolong- 
Niddry. ing his life, in which they ought tube concerned, 

The above-written 	proclamation, 	from 	his as in their chief earthly blessing, next to that of 
most sacred majesty, being read in his privy his royal parents, whom God preserve. 	And 
council of Scotland, was (in pursuance of his for this end, we the lords of his majesty's privy 
majesty's royal commands) ordered to be pub- 
llshed the morrow, at the ordinary time, with 

council, do, by his majesty's special warrant, 
appoint and ordain, that a solemn and public 

all due solenpities. 	Extracted forth of the thanksgiving be kept and observed, in ail the 
records of his majesty's most honourable privy 
council, by me 

churches of this his majesty's ancient kingdom, 
on the respective days after specified, viz. 	Those 
in the diocese of Edinburgh, and the three 

WV L. PATERSON, Cl. Secr. Concilii. Lothians, on Thursday the 21st day of June 
God save the king. Anstant, and in all the other parish-churches of 

the kingdom, on the Thursday thereafter, being 
• Act for a thanksgiving, June 14th, 1688. the 28th of the same month. 	And we, by war- 

Present in council, 
The earl of Perth, &c. lord high chancellor, the lord archbishop of St Andrews, the lord 

duke of Hamilton Hamilton,the lord marquis of
inlithgow, the earl of Douglas 

	
earl o 

 Lauderdale,
the 

rant foresaid, do accordingly require and con-
mand the most reverend and the right reverend, 
 the archbishops and bishops, to take care that 
intimation be made hereof, by the ministers 
reading the same from their pulpits, the Lord's 
day immediately preceding the said days of the earl of Airly, the earl of 

Balcarras, the lord viscount Tarbet, 	the thanksgi "ri 	and solemnity 	respective - 	and 
that in vaillgthe 	arish-chur,ches within' their master of Balmerino, the lord president of 

session, the lord advocate, the lord justice- 
clerk, 	the 	lord Castlehill, major-general 
Graham of Claverhouse, the laird of Nid- 
dry. 	 • 

dioceses, the said')  thanksgiving be accordingly 
celebrated ; and we require and command the 
magistrates of all burghs   royal, that they cause. 
the said thanksgiving and solemnity be observed 
with all suitable marks of joy and congratula- 

It having pleased the almighty God, by whom tion, within their respective burghs ; and or- 
kings reign, to bless his sacred majesty, 	our 
august and glorious monarch, and in him us, 
his dutiful and happy subjects, with the birth 

dais the lyon king at arms, and his brethren, 
heralds, Ewers of council, 	and pursuivants, 
forthwith to pass to the market-cross of Edin- 

of the most serene and high-born prince, the burgh, and make publication of these presents. 
prince and stewart of Scotland, &c. by his royal 
consort, our gracioys queen Mary: and those 
glad news being intimated to us, by a most 
welcome letter under his royal hand, we, in 

Extracted forth of the records of privy council, 
by me. 

WILL. PATERSON , Cl. S00% CONCilii. 
acknowledgment of ibis great blessing, do, in the God save the king. 	• 

Iv. 	 3x 
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to Edinburgh, which produced an- proclamation terms him a declared rebel, 
1688. other proelitmation,and no small trou- though I doubt if ever he formally was 

ble to the shires of Lanark, Renfrew, Ayr, and declared to be so. 	And the nobility and 
Nithsdale, of which. Ishallgive some account gentry of Ayr, Lanark, Renfrew, and Niths. 
from some papers in my hands, and it is the 
last scuffle of this nature we shall meet 

dale shires, are ordered to meet, June 29th, 
and July 6th, to make all the discoveries 

with. 	We heard last year, that Mr [Tons- they can anent this attempt. 	The country 
ton was adopted by the societies, and joined was brought to no small trouble by these 
with Mr Renwick in preaching to them; meetings, to find out the authors and so- 
and from their records I give the following tors in that attempt, about which a great 
account of this scuffle. 	Upon the 7th of noise was made, and it was aggravated be- 
June, it was represented to their general yond truth : and after all the diligence 
meeting at Lechers, that Mr David Hosts- used, as far as I can find, few or none who 
ton who preached to them last year with were actors in that business, were discos- 
Mr Renwick, and had gone over to Ireland ered, though in some places the inquisition 
January this year, was apprehended there, 
and now sent over, or a-coming to Scot- 

was very strict. 
From original papers before me, I shall 

land under a guard, to be tried by the san- give some account of what was done in the 
guinary laws against field-preachers yet in 
their force, though those azainst papists 

shire of Renfrew upon this proclamation, 
that the reader may see how ready the 

were taken off. 	They fearing he might managers were to run into the courses of 
meet with the same measure as Mr Ben- the former years, when any opportunity 
wick did, resolved to rescue him by force. offered. 	With the proclamation there came 
Accordingly, about •the 26th of dune, a gtiod a letter from the council, to the convener 
number of them gathered together well of the shire, requiring him to acquaint the 
armed, and attacked the soldiers at Carbel- 
ly-path. 	I find other papers call it Crich-, 
ton and Bellow-path, in the shire of Ayr. 

heritors in terms of the proclamation. 	Ac- 

having therefore thought fit, that full and exact 
Mr Houston was rescued,and several of the search, inquiry, and trial should be made in the 
soldiers killed, and some wounded. 	Among tstitlarstteor'utbootfhtre 

to
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 t
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 abettors, or 

the country people John M`Gechan in Au- they may be brought to condign punishment, and 
chingibbor in Cusunock parish, a singularly 
pious man, was killed, and some Others 
wounded. 	It is afterwards remarked in 
their records, that Mr Houston having dis- 
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ark, Renfrew, and Nithsdale, or their deputes, 
to call and convene the nobility, freeholders, 

conveneherii.s'thaen2d9 tl 
indulged

da  	 Junemi')
ministers, to 

a 
 meet 

the head head 
covered his weakness, if not worse, and burgh of the said respective shires, and stewar- 
several 	representations 	being 	given 	in 
against him, and some things laid to his 
charge, being found by the general meeting 
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not to be without ground, that party cast at the head burghs thereof respective,Y 	upon the 6th 
him off, and. would haste no-more to do day ofJuly flex t,do therefore expressly require and 

with him. 	As soon as the accounts of this eritors,reeholdetl
aI:;erm iters t 	eoaldwittintheooj c:VIn 	tle 

noblemen, 
 b 

rescue came into Edinburgh, the council shires tutu stewartries, to meet and convene at 
issued out the proclamation, June • 22nd, 
which I have aniaexed as a note.. 	The 

places
to 
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trenda„rdatZdere 
ter, as they will be answerable at their highest 
peril. 	And to the end these presents may be 
made known to all persons concerned therein, 
the said lords ordain the maters of privy coun- ' Proclamation againstWr David Houston, 

June Ond, 1686. cil to pass to the market-cross of Edinburgh, 
The'roribit'of his mafel'itY'l privy council having and messengers at arms, to pass to all other places 
A'otice of finattacic made upon a party of his ma- usual, and make publication hereof, that none 
jcsty's.kWces-wbri,Wgre conveying one Houston, may pretend ignorance. 	Extracted forth of the 
,a ileelai.es),,;geliebiniSaiyer 'to tb? tolbooth of records of privy council, by. me, 
•-Edialtteli4y lfitt .niaigsy's special command, 
to whose in'arch; severtt,l..o : the said forces were Col.. 1WACKENZIE, Cl. Sear. Concilii. 
killed, and,atliers desnitratety wounded; they 

9 God save the King. 
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cordingly they met at Renfrew June 29th, 
and appointed a committee, whereof the 

free and regular as to the above par-
ticulars, except the absents which 1688. 

nobility were supernumerary members, to had been sent to the clerk, who had formed 
meet and receive reports July 12th, and them into a roll. 	Another roll of absents 
agreed to the following 	interrogatories, 
which were ordered to be put by every 
heritor to the inhabitants in his ground ; 
and if any of the heritors desire the advice 

was formed by the committee of such as 
were at sea, sick, and otherwise employed, 
of whom no suspicion was 	entertained, 
which they agreed not to transmit to the 

and concourse of the minister of the place, 
he is allowed to take it; and a report of 

council. 	The presbyterian ministers in the 
shire having been ordered to be present 

the respective answers is to be made to the appeared, and one of them in name of the 
committee,with certification, that all absents rest, did declare to , the committee " the 
from the respective examinations, and all loyalty of their principles, their abhorrence 
heritors who shall neglect to examine shall be 
delated to the privy council. The queries pro- 

of all murdering principles and practices, 
and that since they had access to the pub- 

pounded are as follow ; and the reader will lie exercise of their ministry, they had not 
observe, that these who form them, go beyond been wanting in public and private to bear 
the occasion of their meeting, and the procla- down such principles and practices, and 
motion, and make inquiry into field-conven- resolve to do the same in time coming ; 
tides, &c. 	I shall not doubt, but their in- but, as to their sitting and consulting in 
structions from the council led them to this, matters civeor what relates to blood, they 

humbly desire to be excused, it being with- 
, 	QUERIES. out the line of their station or vocation; 

"Every heritor shall inquire of all per- and finally, that they knew none who sub- 
sons under his charge, whether they know witted to their ministry, tainted with such 
any person or persons that were actors in, 
or assistant to the late murder of his majes- 

principles or practices." 	The committee 
further transmitted the rolls of absents who 

ty's soldiers at Crichton-path ; or of any were suspected persons, with a declaration 
persons, resetters, bounders out, or suppliers of their willingness to fall in with what 
of the said murderers; and if any know further the council shall think fit to require 
any thing of those, that they give their from the shire, in order to the preservation 
advice how they shall be apprehended, and of the peace of the country. 	This shire of 
brought to justice. 	hem. They are to re- Renfrew lay at some distance from the place 
turn to the sheriff and the committee, an of the attempt. 	I have not seen any ac- 
exact account of those persons in their counts of the procedure in this matter from 
lands, if they own and acknowledge his any of the rest of the shires, Lanark and 
majesty's authority and government, and Ayr shire, which lie near the place of the 
declare themselves willing to live peaceably scuffle ; but probably it was much the same 
under it, and if they be willing, according with what is above, and the inquisition was 
to law, to forbear field-conventicles. 	Item. very narrow; yet I do not find any persons 
That the most judicious inhabitants of each accessory were discovered. 
burgh, or tenement, or townland, be ex- Upon the 15th of August, another pro- 
amined upon the deportment and practice 
of every individual person in the bounds, 
in reference to field-conventicles, and bear- 
ing arms at such conventicles, or going and 
returning therewith, and how each of them 
are inclined, as to the keeping of the public 
peace." 

demotion was published by the council, 
prohibiting the books named in it, which I 
have added at the foot of the page.* 	The 

• Proclamation, Al
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6813, against books 

Jamas, by the grace of God, king of Great 
Upon the 12th of July, the committee met Britain, France, and Ireland, defender of the 

again at Renfrew; and the heritors gave in fa.ith ; to 	 macers 
their reports from their respective districts • ; 
and all the inhabitants of the shire were found 

privy
i 	

council messengers at arms, our 
stroNs. 	n that part,' conjunetly and severally, 
specially constitute, greeting. 	Forasmuch 	as 
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occasion of it was the seizing of some 1688. 	. comes of the" Hind let Loose," when 
motion itself. 	I am well informed that this 
proclamation was put in execution in Edin- 

coming home from Holland. We have had se*. burgh, by people who in the council's 
era! proclamations of this sort before, and so name went through the booksellers' shops, 
I shall not spend time in observes upon this; and seized not only these where they found 
and indeed it is softer than one would have them, 	but 	likewise 	any books written 
expected, after their seizing of such a book against popery, alleging the selling of these 
as the last named, wherein the king's right tended to alienate people's minds from his 
and title is impugned and argued against. majesty. 	And I have the following plea- 
It is not without a particular emphasis, 
that the proclamation declares the books 

sant incident from a very good hand at 
this time in Edinburgh. 	Some of the 

prohibited to have been printed in Holland, 
now when the noise of the prince of 

counsellors gave themselves the trouble to 
visit some of the booksellers' shops, and 

Orange's expedition began to be talked of. the advocate used to relax himself this way. 
The books and pamphlets discharged, are, Either he, or another of the counsellors 
" All translations of Buchanan 	de Jure came into a shop, where the master was a 
Regni, Lex Rex, Jus Populi, Naphthali, 
the Cup of Cold Water, the Scots Mist, 
the Apologetical Declaration, Mene Tekel, 
the Hind let Loose, the treasonable procla- 
mations issued out at Sanquhdr, and those 

firm whig, and asked him if he had any 
prohibited books. 	The other desired him 
to search and look for them. 	After he 
had looked through and catched nothing, 
he asked 	if he had any books against 

issued out by the late duke of Monmouth, 
and the late earl of Argyle." 	The terms 

popery. 	The other answered he had, and 
a good number of them. 	The former call- 

upon which they are to be brought in, and ed for a sight of them ; for, said he, that 
other things, the reader hath in the procla- is the religion of his majesty, and his sub- 

we being informed, that there are many impious by them to the clerks of our privy council, to the 
and scandalous books and pamphlets printed in end the same may be destroyed ; with certitiea- 
Holland, and elsewhere, inciting our subjects to tion, that whoever (except privy counsellors) shall 
murder and assassination,as well as rebellion, to be found to have any of the said books, and not 
the great reproach of the Christian religion, and to have delivered them up, shall be fined, for our 
the ruin atilt human society; in which also our use, in such a penalty, as our council shall ap- 
government and the actions of our royal prede, point, for each of the said books, that he or they 
Gesso's, and our own, are represented as cruel, 
barbarous, and tyrannical, and all such as have 

have not delivered up; and appoints the said 
books and pamphlets to be brought in betwixt 

served and obeyed us, are railed at as enemies to and the diets following, viz. These in the town 
God and their native country, notwithstanding of Edinburgh, and suburbs thereof, betwixt and 
of the great care we have always taken to toler- 
ate all different persuasions, and the clemency 

the first Tuesday of September next to come, 
and all others within this kingdom, betwixt and 

we have shown in pardoning the greatest crim- the first Tuesday of November next to come. 
inals, which books are brought home into this And to the end our royal pleasure in the pre- 
kingdom, and vended, and spread here; and we miser may be made public and known, our will 
being most desirous, on this, as on all other occa- 
sions, to prevent any of our subjects being brought 

is, and we charge you strictly and command, 
that incontinent, these our letters seen, ye pass 

into a snare, we have thoaght fit hereby to inti- to the market-cross of Edinburgh. and whole 
mate and make known, that if any of our sub- remanent market-crosses of the heed burghs of the 
jests shall hereafter bring home, vend or sell, 
disperse or lend any of the books underwritten, 
viz. 	all 	translations 	of Buchanitn de Jure 

shires of this kingdom, and other places needful, 
and there, in our name and authority, make pub-
lication of our royal pleasure in the premises. 

Regni, Lex Rex, Jus populi, Naphtali, the cup And recommend to the most reverend the arch- 
of Cold Water, the Scots Mist, the Apologetical bishops, and right reverend bishops, to cause 

read this our royal proclamation, in all the pul- Relation, Mene Tekel, the Hind let loose
' 
 the 

treasonable proclamations issued out at 	San- pits of this kingdom, upon some convenient 
and these issued out by the late duke of Lord's day in the forenoon, immediately after Mbar, 

onmouth, and the late earl of Argyle, or any 
other books that are, or shall be hereafter writ-
ten or printed, defending these treasonable and 
seditious principles, they' shall be liable as if 
they ,,wtre authors of the said books ; and all 

divine service, that none pretend ignorance. 

Given under our signet, at Edinburgh, the 
fifteenth day of August, one thousand six 
hundred eighty eight years, and of our reign 

etherour' subjects are.hereby commanded to the fourth year 
*Men any of the said beaks they have, and de- Per acium Dominorran secreli Concilii. 
Seer ',them in to any privy counsellor, sheriff, 
ituilie of regality, or halliartes, or their deputes, 
dt arty magistrates of burghs, to be transmitted 

WILL. PATERSON, CI.' Seer. Concilii. 

God save the King. 
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jeets ought not to be alienated from him 
upon that score. 	Upon this the counsellor 

have run the lengths he went in some 1688. 
things,and had he outlived the revolu- 

was directed to the place in the shop.where tion, I make no question but he would have 
the bibles lay, and the door being cast open come in with Messrs Shiels, Binning, and 
he took one of them, and a second, and said Boyd, to join with the establishment of 
to the 	bookseller, 	" These are 	bibles." this church, and might have been a very 
"They are so," said the other, "and from useful instrument in it. 
one end to the other against popery." 	This Mr James Renwick was born February 
was reckoned a high crime; and in the loth, 1662, of mean but pious parents, in 
afternoon the master of the 	shop was the parish of Glencairn. 	His religious dis- 
cited to appear before the council, and there position appeared very early, and his parents 
was brought to some trouble. had the hopes of his being publicly useful. 

I am likewise told, that a design was 
formed, and secret orders were given to the 

His father, who died about the year 1676, 
declared to some of his friends upon his 

soldiers to disarm the country, especially death-bed, that he was under the thoughts 
the west and south, which was in part his son would have but a short tune in this 
done, and good numbers of arms were world, and die publicly in his youth. 	Dur- 
seized. 	Some other branches of the pro- ing his childhood he wanted not tempta- 
cedure of the council, immediately before tions and vexations about the foundations 
the revolution, will come in upon the last of religion, out of which he got with advan- 
section. tage, and came to great establishment, and a 

settled faith of God's being, attributes, provi- 
SECT. H. dence, and a future state. 	He was educated 

at the college of Edinburgh, and there fell 
Of the taking, trial, and public execution of under some reproaches and aspersions, from Mr James .Renwich in February this 

year 1688. which the writer of his life fully vindicates 
him. 	When he came to receive the degree 

Is the beginning of February this year, Mr of master of arts, he refused the oath of 
Renwick was seized in a private house in allegiance, and publicly objected against the 
Edinburgh, and executed upon the 17th. nauseous titles and compliments given to 
He was the last who suffered publicly, and the then duke of York, in the dedication of 
he wanted not impressions, his blood would theses emitted by the class he was in ; for 
stem the current of blood we have seen this reason he was excluded from a share 
running those twenty and 	eight 	years. in the public laureation, but received his 
This pious person having been minister to degrees privately. 	When prosecuting his 
the society people, who endured no small studies at Edinburgh, he fell in with the 
hardships for many years, and separated people who at that time raised objections 
from the rest of our presbyterian sufferers against the indulgence, and came that length 
for conscience' sake since the year 1680, 
and very little of him being known, and the 

in his scruples upon that head, that he gave 
over in a little time hearing the indulged 

first rude draught of his life writ by the ministers. 	Frequently afterwards he used 
reverend 	Mr 	Alexander 	Shiels, having to signify that he was extremely affected 
come to my hand, I shall from it, and some at Mr Cargil's death, July 27th, 1681. 	And 
other original papers under Mr Renwick's upon the back of this entirely joined him- 
own hand, before me, give the reader a few self with that party, who cast off the king's 
of the most remarkable passages of his authority, and set up on a lay distinct from 
life, and a larger account of his sufferings the principles and practice of other presby- 
and trial, from the registers and other terians since the reformation. 	He kept 
papers, than I have yet seen. 	In the entry their general and particular meetings, and 
I take the liberty to observe, as in :part I was not a little useful to that people by his 
have already hintml, that, had not this good letters, and quick apprehension of things. 
man been overdriven by several of the Mr Renwick, when thus embarked with the 
people he was embarked with, he would not society people, was a most violent opposer 
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of Gibb and his followers, though he against their accepting it from a popish 
1688. wanted not aspersions cast upon him prince. 	Against this he drew up a papers 

as if he had been dipt with them. 	And and came in to Edinburgh January this 
when that vile blasphemer had seduced year, and gave a double of it to one of the 
about thirty persons; most part silly women, 
and was apprehended and extremely favour- 

presbyterian ministers in that city, to be 
communicated to his brethren. 	It bath 

ed by the duke of York, at that time in been printed under the title of " The testi- 
Scotland, upon all occasions he opposed mony of some persecuted presbyterian min. 
Gibb, and was very useful to recover not isters against toleration," 	&c. 	It being 
a few from his delusions. 	In the year 1682, 
though Mr Renwick joined in proclaiming 

common, I need not insert it. 	From Edin-
burgh he went over to Fife, where he con. 

the Lanark declaration, yet he always ac- 
knowledged several expressions in it to be 

tinued preaching till the last of January, 
which day he came back and lodged in a 

unadvised. 	A little after this, the societies friend's house in the Castle-hill, who dealt 
sent Mr Renwick abroad to the university in English goods ; and the customhouse 
of Groningen to prosecute his studies ; and officers were frequently searching it for 
there, after about half a year's study, he was, prohibited goods. 	Thomas Justice, one of 
April 1'683, ordained indefinitely to the the people who used to look after such 
ministry with imposition of hands, and at things, by some of his spies got notice that 
his ordination had the favour done him, 
tha‘, instead of the Belgic forms, he was 

a stranger was come to that house that 
night, and the master of the family being a 

allowed to sign the Westminster confession known follower of Mr Renwick's, it was 
of faith, and catechisms. suspected it might be he; yea, that very 

September, /683, he came home to Scot- night the said Justice, in a company where 
land through a great many hazards and the discourse happened to fall upon Mr 
difficulties, and the society people chose David Houston, ands rumoura-going that he 
him as their minister, and subjected only was seized in England, said, he hoped he 
to him. 	He was very frequent in preach- should have another of them ere long, and 
ing and baptizing during the following 
years, till he was taken; and met with 

taking up aglass,drank Mr Renwick's health, 
swearing he hoped to grip him ere seven 

teeny surprising and singular deliverances 
from his pursuers, several instances of which 

next morning. 	Accordingly, February 1st, 
early in the morning, the waiters attacked 

lie before me, too long here to be inserted. the house, pretending they were searching 
Towards the end of the year 1684, when for run goods. 	Mr Renwick coming out of 
the forenamed declaration, against infor- his room upon some noise, Justice standing 
fliers and iutelligencers, was first proposed at the door, said, "My life for it, this is Mr 
to him, he was very-  much against it, de- Renwick ; all in this house must go to the 
daring his fears of the sad effects it might guard to see what trade they are of." 	Mr 
have; yet at length was brought into it. Renwick, with two of his friends, retired 
It was he who penned the Sanquhar decla- to another door, and opening it, found it 
ration, and proclaimed it May 28th, 1685, 
with about two hundred of his followers, 
wherein they deny king James's authority, 
and renounce all subjection to him. 	About 

guarded by some of Justice's 	company. 
One of them essayed to force his way, and 
was resisted by the waiters; whereupon 
Mr Renwick drew a pistol, and discharging 

that same time he refused to join the earl it without hurting any of them, obliged 
of Argyle and his party,,till they would so them to give way, and got out, but when 
state their" quarrel that he andhis followers going by them, one of them struck him on 

4. 1intid,:j.htij4,n 'it ,Ist the years 1686 and the breast with somewhat or other, and- 
,1"7,141isr continued reaching. and catechiz- bruised him very sore, which marred him 
lug suish.'as',would subject to him up and in his flight, and the pain of it wa.s the once- 
down ;the ivest and south. 	He appeared sion of his fall more than once when run- 
with no-small keenness against the liberty ning. 	By this time Justice had raised the 
granted' te, presbyterians, and inveighed cry for assistance to take tioutteg Renwick : 
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However Mr Renwick got down the Cas- sympathy. 	There were moreover i  
tle-wynd, and even to the head of the Cow- some capital letters in the same book, '688' 
gate; but having fallen several times, and such as A. S. M. S. J. W. A. W. P. R. P. A. 
lost his hat, he came to be noticed, and M. M. at G. where abat was left. The commit- 
being hotly pursued, at last was taken by a tee were extremely importunate to discover 
profligate fellow. 	The two others escaped. their names. 	Mr Renwick, knowing they 
Mr Renwick was straight carried to the were as obnoxious already as any thing he 
court of guard, where, for a while, he was could say would make them, ingenuously 
very much insulted. 	Graham, the captain declared they were the names of persons 
of the guard, delivered him up to a com- 
mittee of the council, who ordered him to 

he was to have writ to,"Mr Alexander Shiels, 
Michael Shiels, James and Archibald Wil- 

k put in the irons. 	When there alone, he sons, Peter Raining, and Peter Aird, all of 
afterward signified to some of his friends, 
being the first opportunity be had of stated 

whom were upon their hiding, and out of 
their reach. 	He made some difficulty upon 

supplication, he betook himself to God in the last, till the advocate promised to save 
prayer, humbly begging, 	that the Lord her from any trouble upon his account; 
might carry him through his sufferings, 
cheerfully resigning his life to the Lord, 
earnestly {legging, that enemies might be 

and then, to escape the torture they threat-
ened him with, he told them it was one Mrs 
Miller at Glasgow. 	This ingenuity in him 

permitted to do no more but take his life, 
and not to torture and mangle him. 	He 

did much soften the rage of his enemies. 
After this examination he received his 

observed to them, that the Lord was pleased indictment February 3d, and the annexed 
to answer him remarkably enough, several 
projects this way being disappointed. 

list of witnesses. 	The indictment being,  
but short, and the last we are to meet 

Before he received his indictment, he with, I insert it here, and the rather, be- 
was carried to the 	viscount of Tarbet's cause it lets us into several particulars 
chamber, and there examined very particu- omitted in the former account of him. 
lady. 	Two little note-books of his were Mr James Renwick, prisoner, you are indicted 
found upon him when taken, where, in his and accused, that whereas notwithstanding by 
own band, were the notes of two sermons 
he t
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mentioned, viz. 
wherein he had disclaimed and disproved VI. the 151 act of his 15 parl, by the 1 act of his 
the king's authority, and 	had 	reasoned Is parl. and by act 2. secs. 2. part. 1. Char. II. 
against the paying of cess, with some other and the 2 act of his 3 parl. the kings of Scot- 
things, and proven, that bearing arms, for land, their heirs and royal successors, are ac- 
the defence of the gospel at field-meetings, knowledged to be sovereign monarchs, absolute' 

was lawful. 	This I find Mr Renwick giv..  

ing an account of, in an original letter of 
andtgiovernm 	this 	
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that the 
his before me, to a friend, dated February kings of this realm hold their crown and au- 
6t1). 	Upon those points he was examined, 
and very frankly acknowledged the doctrine 

thority from God almighty only; and therefore 
the entering into leagues and covenants, rising 

he had taught, and with much composure in arms against the king, or suspending him 
and boldness he defended it. 	In the same 
letter, he gives an account of his examine-gttraenacseau l.ta

fromt
t
h.e exercise of his
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 go.vernment,orputting 

them  subjects, 
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an  
tion upon some other things contained in a the death of any king, the royal and sovereign 
pocket-book found upon him, which were authority is immediately, and ipso facto, devolved 
only forms of address to some professors upon the next lawful successor; and that no 
abroad, and Robert Hamilton. 	Those be- objection or pretext whatsomever, can impede 
ing plain and set down at large, he owned or obstruct the same; and the design to obstruct 

he corresponded with them; 	and being i ts  ,, f 
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Nevertheless asked the subject ii)f their correspondence, 
he answered, he used to give account of 

said "VII. James Renwick, having shaken off all, 
fear of God, and respect and regard to his ma- 

his and his hearers' sufferings, and beg their jesty's authority and laws ; and having entered 
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yourself 	into 	the 	soeiety 	of 	some 
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of Edinburgh, you did desperately fire upon the INS. rebels of most damnable and perni- officers that did come to take you. 	And being 
dons principles, 	and 	disloyal practices, 	you brought before the lord chancellor and other 
took upon you to be a preacher to those traitors, 
and became so desperate a villain, that you did 

counsellors, upon the first of February, 1688 
years 	instant, like a desperate irreconcilable 

openly and frequently preach in the fields, de- traitor, you did openly deny and decline our 
claiming against the authority and government sovereign lord's authority, and assert that our 
of our sovereign lord the king, denying that our most gracious king was an usurper, and not law- 
Most gracious sovereign Icing James VII. is ful king, and owned you had preached the same. 
lawful „king of those realms, asserting that he Likeas, ye the said Mr James Renwick, being 
was an usurper,and that it was not lawful to pay brought to the viscount of Tarbet's lodging, did 
cess ortaxes tohis majesty; but that it waslawful there, in the presence of the lord chancellor, and 
and the duty of subjects, to rise in arms, and make several 6/her counsellors, upon the 3d of Feb. 
War against his Majesty and those commissioned 
by him. 	For which crimes, you the said Mr 

ruaryinstant, avowedly and traitorously declare, 
that you could not in your conscience acknow- 

James Renwick was declared fugitive and de- ledge the king to be your lawful sovereign, and 
mounted rebel byopen proclamation, published at that the lineal succession did not give a right to 
themarket.cross of Edinbuvgb,and printed,bear- govern : and that you thought it was not lawful 
ing the date of the 	day of 	year, and the to pay cess to the king, 	because it was imposed 
lieges were certiorate thereanent, and required to for maintaining of forces to bear down the gos- 
apprehend you, and there was a fine of a huts- pel, and that all persons who made payment of 
Bred pounds sterling, as a reward and encour- any cess, ware involved in that guilt; and ad- 
agement, promised to such as should apprehend hered to your preaching book, and declared the 
you. 	And yet ye did still contipue in your same to be your own hand-write, and owned 
former desperate obstinacy, keeping conventicles you had preached to the people to come in arms 
in- the fields, and requiring your hearers to pro- to your meetings for defence, in case they met 
vide arms, and come armed to those rendezvouses with opposition, and that it was lawful to do w. 
of rebellion, and particularly upon one or other Wberethrough ye the said Mr James Renwick 
of the days of September last, you kept a field- has committed and is guilty of the crimes of high 
conventicle upon the 	 muir, near treason above specified, or one or other of them, 
Paisley, where were many persons in arms ; and and is actor art or part in the same ; which 
upon one or other of the days of November last, 
and likewise upon the 18th of January last 

being found by an assize, you ought to be pun-
ished with forfeiture of life, land, and goods, to 

bypast, you did keep two conventicles at Braids- the terror and example of others to commit the 
craigs, within two mites of the ,capital city of same hereafter. 	'You are to answer to 'this be- 
tide kingdom, where you , not only renewed dictment upon the 8th day of February, 1688 
your former treasonable doctrines and positions:  years. 
but likewise with your hand you wrote down in " JA3LES G a TIME, pursu i vent. " 
a book found upon you when you was taken, the 
beads of those treasonable sermons, with the 

With this libel a list of forty-five was 

dates and.; places where you had preached the given hint as his assize, to judge upon 

same. 	Ankbeing apprehended within the city the probation, out of which fifteen were to 
be chosen. 	I have formerly observed, that 
it was customary in this period to vex 

* Probably Duchal might. The people of Loch- presbyterians,  who could not actively join winnoe.h parish and tile district contiguous, used 
to go thither to the celebrated Craigminsian hill, 

. 	
the inbloodshed of this time, by putting 

for the purpose of attending conventicles and 
receiving baptism from their favourite preachers. 

them upon the assizes of the sufferers, and 

Renwick frequently preached there. 	,,IF stands 
on the boundary between Lochwinnoch and 

that both   to expose them if they consented, 
and to bring them into trouble if they 

Kilmalcolm parish, but it belongs properly to 
thelattec The spot which was used feravorship, 
is situated on a beautiful green hill,, a little wa) 
nearer the Lady.mair than Craigtainnan. 	On 
this spot, there is a. great ch.cle, ra

ised 
 	

earth the neighboors used to can it, 	of 
and some stones mixed with it. ' Their sentinels 
watched oat the neighbouring hill, Craigminnan. 
Thera is agitator spat.near•this, which is looked 

refused. 	Thus I find some worthy persons, 
some of them very considerable sufferers 
themselves, put upon Mr Renwick's assize, 

 as Sir John Maxwell of Nether-Pollock, 
Sir Robert Stuart of Allanbank, Mr Robert, 
since Sir Robert Blackwood, merchant in 

on by the neighboars„with is holy reverence. Edinburgh, Mr George, after Sir George 
This spot is near the Lint-hills where Renwick 
once preached. 	A large gray stone marked the 
oltorsd *Pot.; but this stone was lately removed 

Hume, Samuel, since Sir'Samuel M'Clellan, 
merchants there, George Mosman, John 

for some agricultural improvements.Ed. Armour, merchant in Glasgow, and many 
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tom` lfi~ 	' * 
ethers. 	None of these would be concerned concludes, " I desire 	 one study 4 ge 	'. 
fa the condemnation of this good man. troubled on my behalf, lanitepther re- 1688. 
The fifteen who were pitched upon out of joice with him,who with hope andjoy is wait- 
the forty-five, 	were as 	follows. 	James ing for his marriage and coronation hour." 
Hume of Kimmergame, John flume of" At another time his mother asking him 
Nine-wells, John Martin clerk to the man- how he was; he answered, " Well, but 
ufactory, Alexander Martin of Kessilaw, since my last examination I cannot get 
Robert 	Haliburton 	merchant, 	Thomas praying." His mother looking on him with 
Lawrie merchant, Archibald Johnston mer- much surprise and concern, he added, " I 
chant, Thomas Wylie merchant, James can hardly get praying, being so much tak- 
Hamilton vintner, William Cockburn mer- en up in praising, and ravished with the 
chant, James Hamilton younger, stationer, joy of the Lord." 	When his mother, who 
Robert Currie stationer, John Cunningham was extremely affectionate, expressed to 
merchant in Glasgow, William Sotuerwel him her fears of fainting, and running to ex- 
chamberlain of Douglas, Ninian Banantyne tremities, saying, " How shall I look to that 
of Kaims, chancellor to the assize. head and, these hands set up upon the ports 

Together with this indictment and- those of Edinburgh ? I have so much self, that I 
assizers, Mr Renwick received the follow- will never be able to endure it. " He smil- 
ing list of witnesses signed by the pursui- 
rant. 

ing said, " She would never see them there, 
adding, I have willingly parted with my 

John archbishop of Glasgow, George vis- life, and humbly sought of the Lord to bind 
count of Tarbet, 	lord Livingstone, them up from going any further; and I am 
Colin earl of Balcarras, 	earl 	of much persuaded, they shall be permitted to 
Traquair, general major Graham, Sir Wil- go no further." 	When at liberty, he used 
Liam Paterson, Mr Colin Mackenzie clerk to be much troubled with fears about tor- 
to the council, Sir Thomas Moncrief of ture, and mangling his body, but now they 
that ilk, Mr William More clerk to the 
session, 	Master 	of Balmerino, 

were entirely removed. 	Some time after, 
others of his friends found means to get into 

George Row, David Gourel, Hugh .Ross, 
merchants in Edinburgh, John Boyle pris- 

him; them he pressed to mind salvation 
work, and to get their peace made with 

oner in the Canongate. God, and to be steadfast in the way of truth. 
Signed, When they regretted his being taken away 

JAMES GUTHRIE, Pursuivant. from them, he said, they should rather re- 
When Mr Renwick had gotten this in- joice that he was to be taken away from 

dictment, by the favour of the keepers, 
his mother, Elizabeth Carsan, a singularly 

the reproaches and calumnies he had lain 
under, which he hoped his death would 

religious person, was permitted now and wipe away. 	He further told them at his 
then to see him. 	With her he conversed first appearance, he was once thinking to 
in much composure and affection, and fre- wave the counsellors' interrogatories, and 
quently declared his great grief to leave put them upon probation; but he found 
his people who had been under his minis- his soul filled with darkness upon those 
try; but added, were it in his choice, he thoughts, and resolved to be plain and full 
could think upon it without terror, to con- in his confession, as he had been in his ser- 
tinue much longer in his conflicts with a mons, and in so doing he bad peace. 
body of sin and death he carried about Upon Wednesday, February 8th, Mr Ren- 
with him; that he adhered to all he had wick was brought before the justiciary. 
preached. 	This was 	upon 	the sabbath, After his indictment was read, the advocate 
February 5th. 	In his letter, February Gth, 
before referred to, after he bath given an 

restricted it to his denying the king's au-
thority, his preaching the unlawfulness of 

account of God's gr•eat goodness to his soul, 
and desired the persons whose names he de- 

paying cess, and that he had called his follow-
ers to come with arms to the field-meetings. 

cyphered, might be acquainted with what he All I find in the registers for probation, is 
had done, to save himself from torture, he his own signed confession, which I give 

Iv. 	 3 L 
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from them. 	It is as follows. 	" Mr I had the late king any children lawfully 
1688. James Renwick being interrogated, 

if he owned king James VII. who now 
reigneth, to be his lawful king : declares, he 

begotten ? was he not declared successor 
by act of parliament ?" the pannel answered, 
" He was, no question, king de facto, but 

cannot deny his being de facto in the throne, 
but denies that de jure he ought to reign, 
or that he is lawful sovereign; and that 

not de jure, that he was brother to the 
other he knew nothing to the contrary. 
What children the other had he did not 

be cannot in conscience obey him as his know; but from the word of God, which 
lawful king. 	Declares, he thinks it unlaw- ought to be the rule of all laws, or from the 
ful for subjects to pay cess to the king. ancient laws of the kingdom, it could not 
Declares, he taught his people that came be shown that he had, or ever could have 
to 	his 	fieldmeetings, 	that they should any right." 	The next question propounded 
come in arms, and oppose the icing's forces, 
and fight with them in case they came 

to him was, " If he owned or had taught it 
to be unlawful to pay taxes or cess to his 

against them. majesty." 	He answered, " As to the pre- 
"JAMES ttENWICK." sent cess, exacted to the present usurper, I 

hold it unlawful to pay it, both in regard it 
Thus his case stands in the criminal is oppressive to the subjects for the main- 

books. 	I shall now give a larger account tenance of.tyranny, and because it is ho- 
of it from the above-cited account of his posed for the suppression of the gospel. 
life, and other papers before me. Would it have been thought lawful for the 

When before the justiciary, he adhered Jews in the days of Nebuchadnezzar to have 
to his former confessions with great corn- brought every one a coal to augment the 
posure and sedateness, and the lenity of the flame of the furnace, to devour the three 
court was beyond what had been their use children, if so they had been required of 
and manner formerly; he did not seek law- 
yers to plead for him, but the lords per- 

the tyrant ? and how can it be lawful, 
either to oppress people for not bowing to 

mitted him to speak what he had to say, 
without 	threatenings 	and 	interruptions, 
even though he gave none of them their 

the 	idols 	the 	king sets up, or for their 
brethren to contribute what may help for-
ward their oppression ow that account ?" 

titles save the nobility. 	After the indict- Next he was interrogated, if he owned that 
meat was read, the justice-clerk asked him, 
if he adhered to all his former confessions, 
and acknowledged all that was in the libel. 

he taught his hearers " to come armed to 
their meetings," and in case of opposition, 
to resist. 	He answered, " It were incom 

He replied, "All except where it is said, sistent with reason and religion to teach 
'I have cast off all fear of God,' for it is otherwise ; you yourselves in the like ch.- 
because I fear to offend God and violate cumstances would do it. 	I own 1 taught 
his law, I stand ready to be condemned 
here." 	Then he was interrogated, whether 

them to carry arms to defend themselves, 
and to resist your 	violences." 	Further 

he owned authority, and if he owned king being asked if he owned the note-books 
James VII. to be his lawful sovereign. 	He taken upon him, with the sermons written 
answered, " I own all authority which bath therein, and that he had preached them; 
its prescriptions and limitations from the 
word of God, but cannot own this usurper 

he answered, " If you have added nothing, 
the books being in your custody, I will 

as lawful king, seeing both by the word of own them, and am ready to seal all the 
God such a one is ineapable to bear rule, 
and also by the ancient laws of the king- 

truths contained there with my blood." 
All his confessions being read over, and he 

dom, which admit none to the crown of required to sign them, he said, he could not 
el5llaitit until he Swear to defend the pro- do it, since he took this to be a partial 

. ;testa& religion, which a man of his pro- owning of their authority. 	Some reason- 
eiession cannot do." 	He was urged by the ings passed upon this subject; at length he 
"lords, " How could he deny him to be said, " I will sign the paper as my testi- 
king ? was he not the late king's brother? mony, but I declare it is not in obedience 
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unto you." 	The assize were next called was any thing lying in his power to 
upon by fives, and sworn. 	Mr Renwick do for him, and he would do it. 1688• 
was asked, if he had any thing to object Mr Renwick returned him his thanks for 
against them. 	He objected nothing against his civility, and desired the messenger to 
any of them, 	but protested, 	that 	none acquaint the bishop, that he knew nothing 
might sit on his assize who professed pro- he could do for him, or that he himself 
testant or presbyterian principles, or an ad- could desire of him. 	At another time he 
herence to the covenanted work of reform- was visited by one Mr M‘Naught, a curate, in 
ation. 	The assize unanimously brought his gown and canonical habit. At his coming 
him in guilty ; and sentence was given, 
that he should be executed at the Grassmar- 
ket on the Friday following. 	The earl of 

in, Mr Renwick told him he did not like his 
coat, it was a bad badge. 	The other said, 
he was not come to debate, but wished him 

Linlithgow, justice-general, asked him if he well, and discoursed a little upon the tol- 
desired a longer time. 	He said, it was all eration, inquiring at the close, what he 
one to him, if it was protracted, it was wel- thought of it, and of the men who accepted 
come, if shortened, it was welcome, his of it. 	Mr Renwick answered, " He was 
Master's time was the best time. 	However, 
without his knowledge, and after he had 
openly refused, when the advpcate urged 
him to desire it, he was delayed till the 17th 

against the thing as not conform to the 
rule, but as for the men who embraced it, 
he judged them godly men." 	The curate, 
after parting with him, commended him for 

of February. gravity and ingenuity. 	The.  advocate also 
During this interval Mr Renwick was made him a visit, and very earnestly pressed 

visited by Bishop Paterson, Doctor Munro, 
and others of that kidney. 	Meanwhile, 
which was not usual after sentence 	of 

Mr Renwick to supplicate, and to own the 
king's authority, and heard him patiently as 
to his reasons why he could not fall in with 

death, not one of his friends for some time his desire. 	The advocate told him he was 
Were permitted to see him. 	The bishop very sorry for his death, and that it fell out 
vexed him with his solicitations to save his 
life, and his queries he proposed to him, 

in the short time he had been in his office, 
and gave, as the reason of it, the reports that 

"Thought he none could be saved 	but bad been industriously spread, that he was 
those of his principles ? would he kill him- a jesuit ; and said, the papists were en- 
self with his own hand, since he might raged, that any, said to be of their princi- 
have his life upon such easy terms?" and pies, should deny the king's authority, and 
others of that nature. 	Mr Renwick an- pushed his execution; and told him it was 
swered, "He never said or thought none not in his power to stop it, unless he would 
could be saved but such as were of his own the king's authority. 	Several popish 
principles; but be was of opinion those priests came frequently to him while in 
were truths upon which he was suffering, 
which he had not rashly concluded upon, 
but deliberately, and of a long time had 

prison, and at their coming away were 
overheard saying, he was a most obstinate 
heretic. 	The keepers of the prison used to 

been confirmed in, as what were sufficient tell how vexing they were to him, and that 
grounds to suffer upon." 	The bishop said, 
he was sorry to see him so tenacious, and 

he frequently desired them to leave him, so 
that it became a proverb among them at 

throwing away his life, but wished him that time, " Begone, as Mr Renwick uses to 
well, and took his leave of him. 	After- -say to the priests." 	All the time he was in 
wards he commended him as a youth of prison after his sentence, he was kept so 
parts, and in the council pressed for an- close, that he could get nothing written. 
other reprieve to him, which would have He began to write a testimony, but pen 
been easily granted if he would have peti- and ink were taken from him. 	Yet he 
tioned for it. 	Yea, such was the bishop's 
professed kindness and concern in him, 
that he sent one to him the night before he 

found means that night before he suffered, 
to send out a short paper, which I take to 
be that printed in the Cloud of Witnesses. 

was executed, desiring to know, if there February 14th, he was again brought 
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1688 before the council, and they signified 
to him how much kindness they 

thanks, they minded these expressions very 
distinctly :—" Lord, now thou hast brought 

had shown him in giving him a reprive me within two hours of eternity, and this 
unsought, and plainly enough insinuated is no matter of terror to me, more than I 
there was yet room of lengthening it out; 
but he was fully determine& not to table 

were going to lie down in a bed of roses, 
through thy grace. 	To thy praise I can 

any petition to them. 	At his return he say, I never had the fear of death since I 
was very cheerful, and a friend asking him came within this prison. 	0! how can I . 
how he was, he answered, " Very well, but contain, under the thoughts of this, to be 
he hoped to be much better in three days." within two hours of the crown of glory!" 
He told his mother, who was sometimes He exhorted them much to prepare for 
admitted to him, that the last execution he death ; for, said he, " in itself it is the king 
was witness to, was that of Robert Gray, 
above spoken of, and it was -then borne in 

of terrors, though not to me now, as some• 
times it was in my hidings. 	But now let 

on his spirit, that he would see no more of us rejoice and be glad, for the marriage of 
that kind till he were executed himself.— the Lamb is come, and his wife bath made 
Frequently he owned the necessity of his herself ready. 	Would ever I have thought 
suffering at that juncture, and that he had that the fear of suffering would ever have 
firm hopes, that his death would not be been so taken away from me. 	But what 
without fruit. 	Very often he praised God 
for his goodness tohim, in making his death 

shall I say ? 	it is the doing of the Lord, 
and it is marvellous in our eyes. 	I have 

and the manner of it so very easy to him. many times counted the cost of suffering 
When he was asked what the Lord would for Christ, but never expected it would 
do with the remnant he left behind him ; have been so easy : who knows the honour 
he answered," it would be well with them, 
for God had said, he would not leave his 

and happiness of that ? 	Ile that confesseth 
me before men, him will I confess before my 

inheritance. " heavenly•Father." 	Perceiving his mother 
That morning before his death, February weeping, he exhorted her to remember, 

17, the good man (jailor) of the tolbooth, 
crune to him in his chamber, and told him 

" that whoever loved any thing better than 
Christ, was not worthy of him." 	" If you 

he might have his life if he would sign the love me," added he, "rejoice that I am 
petition he offered to him. 	Mr Renwick going to my Father, to obtain the enjoyment 
answered him "that sufferers for the truth 
might indeed require that their prosecutors 

of what eye bath not seen, nor ear heard, 
neither bath it entered into the heart of 

should not take their life, and remonstrate man to conceive." 	Then he prayed with 
against them; but he did not think it law- them, and therein he run out much in 
ful to petition in his circumstances, since it praises, " that now he was getting above 
would be a receding from the truth, and all conflicts with sin and sorrow, and where 
declining a testimony for Christ." 	Then there should be no quarrels, or distance 
the keeper desired him not to mention the from God 	He pleaded much in behalf of 
cause of his death at the place of execution, 
and to forbear reflections and irritating ex- 

the suffering remnant, and that the Lord 
would not leave Sdotland, asserting with 

pressions. He answered, " what God giveth great confidence of 	hope, 	that he was 
me I will speak, and nothing else, and no- strengthened in the faith of it, that the 
thing less ;" and begged the favour of him, 
that his mother and sister might be permitted 

Lord would be gracious to Scotland." 	In 
a little time he heard the drum beating for 

to come in to him and stay a little with him. the guards to take him out to his execution, 
The keeper objected, he would perhaps give and rejoiced exceedingly, saying "yonder 
them :papers to carry out. 	Mr Renwick the welcome warning to my marriage; the 
answered, " he might search them and see, Bridegroom is coming, and I am ready, I 
When they leffl him." 	They were suffered am ready." 	Then he took his leave of his 
te•come 'in to him, and he took some meat mother and sister, entreating them not to 
With them very cheerfully. 	In his giving be discouraged, for ere all were done, they 
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would see matter of praise in that day's Lord through the Redeemer, and his 
dispensation. . 	in 1689. cause to be vindicated by hint 

After the usual manner, he was taken to his own time. 	He declared this was the 
the laigh council-house, where, after read- most joyful day he ever saw, and what he 
ing his sentence, he was desired to say any longed for, and blessed the Lord for the 
thing he had to say, there. 	He answered, honour of the crown of martyrdom, an 
I have nothing to say to you but that which honour, added he, the angels are not capable 
is written, (Jer. xxvi. 14, 15.) " As for me, 
behold I am in your hand, &c." 	Then he 

of. 	He regretted, he was disturbed in wor. 
shipping God, and said, But by and by, I 

was told he would not get leave to be heard shall be above those clouds, and enjoy, and. 
on the scaffold, for ruffling of drums, and worship, and glorify thee without interrup- 
was desired to pray there. 	This he re- tion or intermission for ever. 	This is all 
fused, asking if the drums would be ruffled 
unless when they thought he spoke bitterly, 

that is remembered. 	Prayer being ended, 
he spake to the people, and what was: 

and made reflections. 	They answered, they remembered was to this effect. 
would be ruffled all the time, and urged " Spectators, or if there be any of you 
him to pray, and put a friend, whom they auditors, I must tell you I am come here 
allowed to wait upon him to the scaffold, 
to request him ; but he still refused. 	Then 

this day, to lay down my life for adhering 
to the truths of Christ, for which I am 

they warned him to forbear reflections. 	He 
told them he would not be limited; he had 

neither afraid nor ashamed to suffer ; Nay, 
I bless the Lord that ever counted me 

premeditated nothing, but what the Lord worthy, and enabled me to suffer any thing. 
gave him, that he would speak. 	They of- 
fered him any minister he pleased, to be 

for him; and I desire to praise his grace, 
that he bath not only kept me free from. 

with him; but he only desired the friend the gross pollutions of the time, but also 
they had already granted him. Mr Renwick from many ordinary pollutions of children ; 
went very cheerfully to the place ?if execu- and for such as I have been stained with 
tion, where there was a vast number of spec- he bath washed and cleansed me from them 
*tors. Executions had not been frequent for in his own blood. 	I am this day to lay 
some time, and his circumstances were sin- down my life for these three things. 1st, For 
plan Very little of what he said was heard, 
for the drums beat without intermission till 

disowning the usurpation and tyranny of 
James duke of York. 	2dly, For preaching 

he was put over the ladder. Anything glean- 
ed up here is from the person who waited 

that it was unlawful to pay cess. 	3d/y, 
For teaching that it was lawful for people 

upon him, with the help of a few others who 
had placed themselves near the scaffold.—._ 

to carry arms, for defending themselves in, 
their meetings for receiving persecuted gos- 

There was a curate standing at the side of pel ordinances. 	I think a testimony for. 
the scaffold, who addressed himself to Mr these is worth many lives; and if I had ten 
Renwick when he came up, and said, pray thousand, I think all little enough to lay 
for the king, and we will all pray heartily down for the same. 
for you. Mr Renwick answered, he did not " Dear friends, spectators, and if any of 
expect his prayers, and was come hither to you be auditors, I must tell you, I die a 
bear his testimony against him, and such as presbyterian protestant. 	I own the word 
he was. 	The other replied, Pray for the 
king, whatever you say against us. 	Mr 

of God as the only rule of faith and man, 
ners ; I own the Confession of Faith, Larger 

Renwick answered, I will discourse 	no and Shorter Catechisms, Sum of Saving 
more with you, I am shortly to appear 
before the King of kings, and Lord 	of 
lords, who will shortly pour contempt on all 

Knowledge, Directory for Family Worship, 
Covenants, National and Solemn League, 
the Acts of the General Assemblies, and all 

the kings of the earth who have not ruled for the faithful contendings that have been for 
him. He sang the,103d psalm from the begin- the covenanted reformation. 	I leave my 
ning, and read Revelation 19th chapter, and 
then prayed, commending his soul to the 

testimony approving preaching in the fields, 
and the defending the same by arms. 	,l 
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adjoin my testimony to all those truths, I68S which lave ken sealed by blood, in 
in his mouth :—" Lord, into thy hands I  
commit my spirit, for thou bast redeemed 

scaffolds, fields, and seas, for the cause of me, 0 God of truth." 	He died in the 26th 
Christ." 	I leave my testimony against year of his age. 
popery, prelacy)  r Erastianism, against 	all Thus I have given a pretty large account 
profanity, and every thing contrary to sound 
doctrine', particularly against all usurpations 

of this zealous, serious, and pious youth, 
especially of his sufferings. 	The writer of 

and encroachments made 	upon 	Christ's his life adds a large vindication of the heads 
rights, the Prince of the kings of the earth, 
who alone must bear the glory of ruling 

upon which he suffered, in which I observed 
nothing but what the reader will meetwith 

his own kingdom, the church ; and parti- in the Hind let Loose, upon those subjects. 
oularly against the absolute power, assumed I have observed some things intermixed in 
by this usurper, that belongs to no mortal : the history of Mr Renwick's life, wherein 
but is the incommunicable prerogative of I am sure the worthy writer bath been 
Jehovah, and against this toleration flowing misinformed, and some other passages, that 
front this . absolute power?' 	Here he was breathe a little of that keenness one need 
ordered to despatch; and answered, I have not be surprised at, in this time of bitter 
near done. 	Then added, "Ye that are the persecution, and when probably the author 
people of God, do not weary in maintaining wrote, just when the loss of Mr Renwick 
the testimony of the day, in your stations was fresh upon his spirit.* 	Those, and 
and places; and whatever you do, make other particulars, I have omitted, and given 
sure an interest in Christ, for there is a as short and distinct an abstract of matter 
storm coming, which will try your founda- of fact, as I could. 
Lions. 	. Scotland ' must be rid of Scotland 
before the delivery come.' 	And you that SECT. an. 
are strangers to God, break off your sins Of some partit-ular instances of presbyteriaa 
lay repentance, else I will be a sad witness ministers, and others their mdferings, not 
against 'ou in the day of the Lord." unto death, this year, 1688. 

Here they causedhim stop, and ordered 
hint to go• up the ladder. 	There he prayed I COME now fortVard to some few in. 
again, and this• expression was distinctly 
heard :1-4." Lord, I die in the faith that thou 
wilt not leave Scotland, but that thou wilt 
make the blood of thy witnesses to be the 
seed of thy church, and return again and 

Stances of particular 	persons' 	sufferings, 

* A neat stone monument, (25 feet in height, 
by 10 at the base,) to the memory of Mr Ren- 
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during the former part of this year, with The reverend and pious Mr Thomas 
an account of another murder in the fields, 
and a very singular prosecution of the rev- 

'8.  Cobham, a presbyterian minister, born 1"
,.,

-̀o 
 

in Dundee, came hither in May this year to 
erend Mr Gordon minister at Campvere, 
which is one of the last branches of perse- 

see his friends, and lodged at a cousin's 
house in that town. 	As was his duty, he 

cation I have met with. 	Though a liberty went about family worship in the family : 
was granted to presbyterians, yet in many 
places all methods were taken to hinder the 

upon this the noise went through the town, 
there had been a conventicle in that house; 

benefit of it. 	1 have some instances of this whereupon Mr Cobham and his friend were 
in the town of Dundee, last year and this, 
where Claverhouse was either provost-, or 

brought before one of the bailies, James Mein, 
about eleven of the clock at night, and he 

assumed to himself the chief management was challenged for preaching. He acquaint- 
of that town ; and I shall cast them all to- ed the bailie, he had, as still he used to 
gether, though they fell out at different do where be was permitted, gone about 
times. family worship, and this was all that had 

In the end of last year, or beginning of been in the matter. 	Mr Cobham was pres- 
this, Claverhonse forcibly stopped Mr Alex- ently 	bailed, 	otherwise 	he 	must 	have 
ander Auchmoutie, and 	kept him from gone straight to prison. 	Next day, May 
preaching two different sabbaths, upon pre- 24th, the four bailies met, and found the 
text.that his name was not given up to the information false, and his bond was given 
magistrates, which nevertheless had been up. 	And Mr Cobham gave up his name to 
done by William Watt, James Mitchel, and the magistrates, and preached next sal). 
Robert Philip. 	Next Lord's day, when Mr bath. 	And being to preach on the Lord's 
Auchmoutie was preaching, 	Claverhouse day following, on the Saturday's night be- 
forced five of the townsmen presently to fore, about ten of the clock, he was called 
give bond, under the penalty of five thou- before Alexander 	Arbuthnot, John and 
sand merks, to produce Mr Auchntoutie be- James Grahams bailies, and ordered to find 
fore the privy council; which they did, 
and were at no small charges by attendance 

bail. 	Mr Cobham asked them for what. 
They answered, before he preached any 

there and otherwise. 	And after all, he was more. 	He answered, he had given up his 
decerned to preach no more at Dundee, 
without any reason given, 	and directly 

name in terms of law, and asked what 
they had to charge him with, and required 

contrary to the proclamation for liberty. witnesses as to any crime they had to stage 
This same year 1688, Mr Alexander Or- 

rock having preached two days at Dundee, 
him for, and he was willing to answer for,  
it: but nothing would satisfy the bailies; 

Claverhouse resolving to be rid of him, 
prevailed with two persons, Robert Rob- 

they resolved to hinder his preaching to- 
morrow, and to prison he must go. 	His 

ertsou dyester, and Robert Hamilton book- friend Mr Smith having come with him to 
binder, who, upon oath before the rnagis- the magistrates, could not contain himself 
trates, declared, that Mr Orrock had said under this illegal procedure ; but took the 
the king was an idolater. 	When the de- liberty to tell the magistrates, " That Mr 
positions were laid before the privy coun- Cobham was already judged by them, and 
nil, by their act he was discharged to preach nothing could be found against him ; and 
any more at Dundee. 	Whereas, if his au- it was his opinion, if a minister had been 
ditory had been called, they would have with among the Turks, he would not have been 
one mouth declared, 	that 	Mr Orrock's more severely dealt with." 	For which 
words were misrepresented, and that his 
expression was one day in prayer, he beg- 

words John Smith, Mr Cobham's cousin, 
was sent to bear his friend company in 

ged, " That the Lord would purge the king prison. 	Upon Sabbath they were so close. 
from heart idols." 	And we may be assur- ly kept, that no body almost was allowed 
ed, had it been otherwise, 	Mr Orrock to see them. 	The design of hindering Mr 
would have been discharged to preach any Cobham to preach, however illegally, was 
where, and processed too. thus gained, and Mr Smith in a few days 
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was let out, but the minister was David Williamson, having returned to his 
1688' kept in prison some time. 	June old charge of the west kirk parish in Edin- 
19th, bail was offered for him under the burgh, and having a numerous congrega. 
penalty of six thousand merits, but the tion there, was apprehended by a verbal 
magistrates would not receive it, though warrant from the chancellor, and kept a 
they had nothing to charge him with. Upon fortnight in Edinburgh tolbooth,without ever 
the 2d of July, the town treasurer and town having a cause given why he was impris- 
officers were sent with him to Fife, where oned. 	A great sum was offered to bail him, 
Claverhouse had ordered six troopers to re- but Perth would hear of no bail, still say- 
ceive him, and they guarded him into Edin- ing, he had informations against him, which 
burgh. 	There, after some days' imprison- might amount to high treason; and yet 
merit, he was brought before the council, 
and whew nothing appeared against him, he 

never anything in the least censurable was 
tabled against him. 	Ile was tossed up and 

was liberate. 	This excellent person came down for eight days more, and vexed with 
and preached some time in the west at the their interrogatories, 	and at length per- 
revolution, and was afterwards settled in nutted to return to his work. 	To give this 
Ireland; and continued a good while 	a excellent person's trouble all together this 
useful minister of the gospel there. year; in July a malicious person, Mr John 

Many other accounts might be given, 
from Dundee and other places, of such who 
were averse from presbyterian ministers 
their efforts against preaching. and setting 

Mushet reader in the west kirk, one of a 
lax conversation, as was notourly known, 
accused Mr Williamson before the council, 
of things he brought no proof. for, partici!. 

up of meeting-houses; and the pretenders larly offensive doctrine, in a sermon alleged 
to passive obedience, and illimited subjec- to have been levelled against the pretended 
tion to the king, when the proclamation prince of Wales, and for his not praying for 
for liberty displeased them, did not stick to the 	said 	supposed 	prince ; 	but nothing 
act openly against the then law. 	When could be made of this. 	At the same time 
people hired their barns or other houses Mr Mushet gave in an information against 
for places of worship, they were vexed or Sir Patrick Nisbet of Dean, who count°. 
harassed upon some pretext or other; and nanced Mr Williamson's ministr-, alleging 
those who would not come to church, were Sir Patrick should have said, he did not 
brought to no small trouble. 	All possible value some acts of parliament, and " that 
quarrels were picked with presbyterians, 
and suck who favoured the liberty ; and 

the presbyterians had as many Johnstons 
as the prelates had Jardiues." 	This Mu- 

freedom in burghs, and other favours, were shet impudently gave in to the council; 
bestowed upon snch who promised not to and though informer, yet contrary to law 
frequent the meeting-houses. 	So we' may and the ordinary course of justice he was 
easily conclude, had not the happy revolu- sustained a witness, and the episcopal lain- 
tion followed, this liberty had been soon ister of the west kirk, who indeed was an- 
rendered useless to pkesbyterians. 	In short, 
all occasions were sought against presbyte- 

other party, if not principal in the whole, 
was taken as the other witness ; and the 

rians, both ministers and others, if in the gentleman was fined in 300 pounds sterling 
least they were alleged to fail as to the payable in a few weeks, and failing the 
limitations put upon the liberty by the precise time of payment, in 500 pounds 
council. 	Snares were laid for ministers sterling. 
and preachers, and genie of them harassed In March this year, I find some country 
without the least reason, and their good people brought in prisoners, and examined 
friends 	the bishops 'made their judges. by Sir George Mackenzie advocate, upon 

4,"instanees (says the account written this their owning the king's authority. 	They 
sear, whew I take this) of the hard usage do not own,ii,t, but with their limitations; 
of many for countenancing presbyterians and Sir George is much more soft upon 
would fill some vottmint." them than in former years. June 2d, I find one 

ToWards:the beginning of this year, Mr Thomas Mackenzie examined by the coun- 
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ci!, and owns, that he thought himself her, the noise of the prince of Orange  
obliged .in conscience to hear the gospel broke up, and the council toward -.6°.'8• 
purely preached in houses, or in the fields. the beginning of October emitted a procla- 
The chancellor threatened him with hang- illation, "discharging all subjects, on the 
ing, but I do not find he was tried for his highest peril, to leave the kingdom, with- 
life. out a license from the council, or one of 

This same month of June, I find that their number. 	It was necessary that Mr 
John 	Reid a trooper, once of Craigie's Gordon should go back to his charge as 
troop, meeting George Wood a youth of soon as possible, and therefore knowing 
sixteen years of age, who was upon his nothing could be laid to his charge, and he- 
biding in the fields under cloud of night, 
unloaded his piece on him, and killed him 
outright, without asking one question at 

ing not in the least obnoxious to suspicion, 
he applied by a friend to the lord register, 
as a counsellor, for a pass; who said, the 

him. 	Reid, when challenged for it, an- pass being for Holland, it was necessary he 
sweredy " He knew him to be one of the should speak to the chancellor anent it, and 
whigs, and thtiy ought to be shot wherever the other frankly consented he should do 
they were found," so. 	When the chancellor was spoke to, he 

Having run through those instances; I made an objection against Mr Gordon's 
shall shut up this section with some Tierra- brother, a worthy factor in Holland, some 
tive of the trouble the late reverend Mr years ago dead, who, he alleged, was none 
Charles Gordon, minister at this time of of the king's friends, and desired the regis- 
Campvere, and since therevolution minister, 
first at Dalmenie, then at Ash-kirk, fell 

ter to take a care how he gave Mr Gordon 
a pass. 	The register was hearty and kind 

under, for his not owning the legitimacy of in the matter, and acquainting Mr Gordon 
the pretended prince of Wales. 	It is a of what passed, promised, within three or 
pretty singular case, and I give it from the four days, 	again to deal with my lord 
original narrative, written November this Perth. 	Accordingly, October 12th, being 
year, by Mr Gordon, communicated to me put in mind of his promise, he under- 
by his relations, which consists of some took to speak to the chancellor in the fore- 
sheets of paper; but I shall reduce it with- noon at the council, and ordered Mr Gor- 
in as narrow a compass as I can with any don to wait on in the parliament close, which 
-measure of distinctness and clearness. 	The he did ; and when attending there met with 
reverend Mr Gordon's character is so say- an odd incident, 	which deserves a room 
oury yet in this church, that none will here, as what may serve to give a vidnnus 
question what he hath left under his hand. of the temper of one of the present prime 
Many yet alive know how remarkable and managers. 	At the rising of the council, the 
eminent he was for piety and learning : and archbishop of Glasgow comes out in his 
the general assembly of the church was so robes, whom Mr Gordon had never seen 
much apprized of this, that he was very before, and knew him not, save that he was 
harmoniously voted to be Professor of Di- a bishop by bis garb. 	It seems, the bishop 
vinity at Aberdeen; but such was his own noticed very narrowly all who did not give 
extremity of modesty, and affection for his him a cap. 	Mr Gordon was walking,' at some 
people, that he could never actively comply, 
and died some years ago minister of Ash- 

considerable distance, and took a turn a 
little further off the way the bishop seemed 

kirk, his removal being 'indeed a general to be going. 	It seems, the bishop observed 
stroke to this church. 	his great literature, 
solidity, and gravity made him universally 

him at a distance, and saw good, after he 
was gone by Mr Gordon almost at the 

regretted. breadth of the close, to return and come 
Mr Gordon, minister of the Scots congre- straight to him, and accost him in a very 

gation at Carnpver,e, had come over to see odd manner. 	When he came up, he asked 
his friends in the north, August this year, 
and coming to Edinburgh upon some busi- 

Mr Gordon rudely, ' What are you, Sir ?' 
Mr Gordon answered, ' Why do you in- 

ness, in his return to Campvere in Septem- quire ?' Says the bishop, ' Why do you 
tv 	 3 at 
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took with so thrawn acountenance ?' chancellor's time for a private communing, • 1688. The other replied, ' My countenance never once dreaming of a public examine- 
is not thrawn, I look as I ordinarily use to tion. 	But, very suddenly, he was called in 
do.' 	The bishop said, ' If your countenance before the lords of the treasury, by one of 
be ordinarily so, it is a very thrawn counte- the maters, and the chancellor interrogated 
nance.' 	Says Mr Gordon, ' Sir, I wonder him as follows ; which, with his answers, I 
why you imagine so, for I have the same set down as I find them in Mr Gordon's 
countenance that God hath given 	me.' narrative. 	" Chancellor. Mr Gordon, I am 
Adds the bishop, `You should not look informed you are an ill man, and is person 
uncivilly upon gentlemen.' 	The other re• of bad principles, 	and disaffected to the 
plied, ' You are mistaken; for I use not, 
as, I think, to look uncivilly or unpleasantly 

government. 	Gordon. 	My lord, if your 
lordship has been so informed, I must beg 

upon any man.' 	Upon this the 	bishop liberty to say, that the information is wrong 
went off, as indiscreetly as he came up, to 
the great surprise of Mr Gordon and the 

and unjust. 	Chancellor. 	I am informed, 
your business and design in coming to Scot. 

spectators. 	The rencounter was odd, and I land, is quite another thing then you pre- 
set it down at full length, as I find it in the tend and give out. 	Gordon. 	My business 
above-mentioned narrative. When Mr Gor- is nothing else than 	that I pretend and 
don inquired who it was that had thus profess ; but if your lordship suspect any 
accosted him, and had got his character, he thing, I am willing to give all the satisfao 
began to think it was rather his covered tion I can. 	Chanc. Do you own the king's 
head, than his thrawn countenance, brought authority ? Gordon. Yes, my lord. Chain. 
about thisstrange attack. But to return,when Have you preached since you came to the 
the register came out, he told he had quite country P 	Gordon. Yes. 	Chanc. Did you 
forgot his business; 	but should undoubt- pray for the king? 	Gordon. Yes, my lord. 
edly mind it at three of the clock, when Chanc. Do you pray for the royal family? 
he met with the chancellor in the treasury. Gordon. Yes. 	Chanc. Do you pray for the 
Mr Gordon began to fear there might prince of Wales ? 	Gordon. 	No. 	Chanc. 
be more difficulty than he apprehended, 
in his business, and so went up to the castle 

Why not for the prince of Wales? 	Goo 
don. There is no particular order for our 

at two, and 	got access 	to 	the 	duke praying for him, and I have not used to 
of Gordon, who knew his relations in the pray for all the particular branches of the 
north, and laid his case before him. 	The royal family by form. 	Chanc. It is no 
duke was very civil, and promised to speak limiting of the spirit, to pray for all the 
with the chancellor at three, in the ex- branches of the royal family by form. 	Goo 
chequer, and ordered him to put him in don. My lord, I have not been used to pray 
mind by a macer. 	He waited on punctu- by forms. 	Chanc. 	Whom do you mean 
ally at the hour, and the duke and the when you pray for 	the 	royal family? 
register promised to speak presently to the Gordon. All the princes and princesses of 
chancellor. In a little, the duke was pleased the family. 	Chanc. 	Do you not include 
to come to the door, and acquaint Mr and intend the prince of Wales? 	Gordon. 
Gordon, that he had spoken, 	and the re- My lord, I do not exclude him ? 	Chime. 
gister seconded him, and the chancellor was But do you not include him ? 	Mr Gordon 
desirous to speak with him before he granted said nothing, and the chancellor went on: 
a pass, and that it was fit he should name There is the matter ; Sir, I perceive I have 
an bow, asking" him in a friendly way, 
whether he were content with this. 	Mr 

not been mistaken nor misinformed con-
cerning you, what for a man you are.— 

Gordon thanked his grace for his kindness, 
and said, he was satisfied to wait on the 

Gordon. I am sorry if your lordship appre- 
hend ill concerning me. 	Chanc. Do you 

chancellor when he pleased, and doubted not think that the king bath a son, or that 
not to satisfy his lordship, in any thing he the prince of Wales is heir to the crown? 
could reasonably demand. 	The duke went Mr Gordon was silent. 	Chanc. Why do 
in, and Mr Gordon waited on, to hear the you not answer? do you doubt of such a 
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thing? 	Gordon. My lord, I do not meddle in refusing to own the king's son as , .,.. 
in these matters, nor am I a competent apparent heir ? Gordon. I cannot help "". 
judge of them. 	Chanc. 	Sir, if you were my weakness; conscience cannot be con- 
your father's eldest son, and he had ten strained. Chanc. Whether or not, failing the 
chalders of victual by 	year 	to 	bestow prince ofWales, would you acknowledge the 
upon you, and another should come and princess of Orange as apparent heir to the 
take you 	by the throat, and say, 	Sir, 
you are a rogue, you are not such a man's 

crown ? Gordon. Yes, any lord. Chan. And 
why not the prince of Wales now ? Mr Gor- 

son, and you shall not enjoy his estate, what don said nothing. Chanc. There he is taken ; 
would you say to that ? 	Gordon. I hope for there is the matter. 	Sir, doubt you, or 
your lordship will not make application of bow dare you question the one more than 
that comparison to any thing I have said. the other? 	Would you not own my eldest 
Chaim Sir, you are the first that ever 
called the thing in question, and you have 

son as my heir ? 	Gordon. Yes, my Lord, 
I know nothing to the contrary. 	Chanc. 

said enough to hang a hundred men. 	But Why not then the king's son ? 	Would 
remove you, you shall have the mind and you not own the duke of Gordon as heir 
judgment of the rest of the lords, 	And a to Lewis, marquis of Huntley ? 	Gordon. 
macer was called to take Mr Gordon away, 
and keep him till further order. 	In about 

Yes. 	Then the Duke said, Mr Charles, 
why do you doubt the prince of Wales to 

a quarter of an hour he was called in again. be heir apparent, more than the princess 
Then the chancellor said, Mr Gordon, here of Orange ? 	you were not witness to 
is a paper you must subscribe. 	The tenor the birth of the one more than the other. 
of it was, "I, Mr Charles Gordon, minister Gordon. Truly, my lord, for what I know, I 
of the gospel at Campvere, do own and never saw her highness, 	The chancellor 
acknowledge the king's son, prince of Scot- vehemently urged Mr Gordon to give his 
land and Wales, as apparent heir of the 
crown and do promise to pray for him as 

reasons of doubt, and mixed many threats, 
Mr Gordon still declined, adding, he did not 

such." When 	this paper was read, 	Mr dip into those matters, that he was a plain, 
Gordon answered, my lord, I must beg ignorant, simple man, and begged his lord- 
liberty to be excused ; 	I cannot sign this 
paper in the terms in which it stands, I am 

ship would not take advantage against him, 
and took all the lords witness he did not 

willing to declare and subscribe, that I do deny or disown the prince of Wales. 	The 
not deny nor disown the prince of Wales. chancellor said, why then do you not own 
Chanc. Why do you not then own and 
acknowledge him ? You must subscribe it 

him? this is such a mortal sin, a crime, 
that it is enough to damn you. 	Gordon. 

as it stands. 	Gordon. That I cannot do, 
my lord. 	Then the macer was called to re- 

I hope there is more mercy with God, than 
to damn me for ignorance and weakness. 

move him. 	When going away, the clerk Chanc. It is enough to damn you and a 
spake to him aside, and desired him to con- 	thousand with you, for, by your calling this 
sider, there was nothing in the paper but in question, you are guilty of their sin 
a declaration that the prince was apparent and damnation who follow your example. 
heir, and that imported no more than, for Gordon. I hope the Lord will preserve me 
what we know and appears to us ; and when from being guilty of any person's dainna- 
the king, and queen, and court own him as tion, for, according to my measure, I have 
such, then it appears to us. 	This staggered endeavoured to keep a conscience void of 
Mr Gordon a little, till he took up the pa- 
per and read it, and considered, that the 

offence, either to God or man. 	Chanc. Sir, 
you are a person neither of good principles 

grammatical sense of the word was not nor practice, and you deserve, &c. Gordon. 
meant, but the forensic and law sense was My lord, I am sorry that your lordship 
chiefly to be considered in this case. 	Then hath received ill impressions of me. 	Then 
he laid it down again on the table, saying, 
he could not in conscience sign it. 	What ? 

he was removed, and in a little time sent 
up, under a guard, to the castle. 	The war- 

says the chancellor, pretend you conscience rant was directed to the duke of Gordon, 
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1688.  or his depute, and none of them being 	but only seek his liberty, and if any thing 
within, he was kept in the guard, and a 

private chamber of one of his name, some 
had passed that had offended the chancellor, 
declare he was sorry for it. This appearing 

hours. 	While there, he had many peaceful safe to Mr Gordon, he wrote the following 
and comfortable reflections upon the course letter. 	" Edinburgh castle, October 12th. 
and progress ofthissurprising scene ofsuffer- My lord chancellor, I am here prisoner by 
ing, which he sets down with much solid- your lordship's order, where (saving God's 
ity, and at such length, as I cannot give an good pleasure) I am loath to stay, detained 
abstract of them. 	He regrets that he was from my charge; therefore I humbly beg 
called to suffer upon a point that was so your lordship will set me at liberty, and 
much of a civil nature, and would have give me a pass to return to Carnpvere. 	It 
chosen rather to have his sufferings stated in any thing I be mistaken by, or have of- 
upon a matter of faith, but is fully satisfied, 
what was carved out to him, was a matter 

fended your lordship, I am sorry for it: for 
I desire to give no offence to Jew nor Gen- 

of great importance, even to religion. 	He 
had some fears of the consequences of this 
incident, to his brethren, presbyterian min- 
isters ; and one of the counsellors said, if 

tile, nor to the church of God. 	I am, 
. 	" My lord, 

"Your lordship's most humble servant, 
"CHARLES GORDON." 

some 	people had 	gotten 	their 	will 	of This was sent down to the advocate, 
Mr Gordon, in a few days not a presbyte- who said he liked it well enough, but was 
rian minister 	durst have been seen in afraid the sting in the tail of it might of- 
Scotland: 	but the chancellor's 	rashness fend. 	But being told, by one present, it 
its starting such questions, was displeasing was a scripture expression, and ought not 
to all the wiser set of counsellors, who to offend, it was sent forward; and the 
thought such questions most unseasonable chancellor sent up a warrant for Mr flor- 
and impolitic at this juncture. don's liberation; which, as far as he can re- 

When Mr Gordon is in the castle some member,was to this purpose. " That whereas 
hours, a friend came up to him from the it is for his majesty's service that Mr Charles 
duke of Gordon and register, desiring him Gordon, prisoner in the castle, be set at 
to send down a petition for liberation to the liberty for reasons whereof I shall satisfy 
chancellor„ and they would use their in- the council at their first meeting, there- 
terest to 	get bins 	liberate. 	When 	Mr fore, &c." in common form. Mr Gordon re- 
Gordon is in a strait what to do, another marks that if it was for his majesty's inter- 
friend comes up from the advocate, upon est to liberate him, it had been more for 
the same errand, with a warrant to dis- his interest, 	according 	to those reasons 
course Mr Gordon in private. 	The advo- which, he was of opinion, swayed most 
cate by him signified he was entirely 	a with the chancellor, that he had not been 
stranger to Mr Gordon, but was much imprisoned. 	When the duke of Gordon 
concerned at what had passed, and had used came home about twelve at night, the or- 
freedom with the chancellor, for his impru- ders and liberation were presented to him. 
dence, in insisting upon such heads with Ile called Mr Gordon, and spake to him 
Mr Gordon, and bad ground to assure him, 
that if he petitioned, he should be liberate. 

alone, and signified his sorrow for his trou-
ble, and blamed him for signifying his con- 

In short, the gentleman assured him, that tentment 	to speak 	with 	the chancellor. 
several of the lords bad reasoned the matter Mr Gordon answered, he was conscious of 
so plainly with the chancellor, as he was his innocency, and never dreamed the chan- 
now repenting what he had done. 	Mr cellor would have publicly examined him, 
,Gordon returned his thfinks for this great or fallen upon such a subject; and he ima- 
kindness, hut fold, he' did not know how to gined he was the first that had been exam- 
petition, since he could not confess guilt 
whereof he was not conscious. 	He was 

fined upon such a subject. 	The duke said, 
but your fault was that y'e owned the prin- 

told, , that 	was 	not 	expected, 	and 	he cess of Orange; if you had not owned the 
needed not touch at any thing that passed, one more than the other, you had done 
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well. 	Mr Gordon begged liberty -to say, 
that was strange, and he could not but 

up in the metropolis afire kingdom, 
1688. and where there was a college and 

think it unjust, and also imprudent and other schools where the greatest confluence 
unwise in the chancellor 	to set up an ofnohility and gentry,and the supreme courts 
inquisition to torture and rack men's minds of judicatory were, and the youth of the 
and hearts for what is only secret and la- greatest consequence to the nation fregment- 
tent there. 	The duke 	said, 	Well, 	Mr ed, was certainly an open insult upon the re- 
Charles, it is true, &c. 	And after expres- formation. 	The flat ure and design of those 
sions of regard to his friends, told him he schools, will hest appear from the rules 
was at liberty. 	And they parted in good printed and published this year, which I 
terms. 	In a day or two, Mr Gordon went 
to the register, to see if now he might have 
a pass. 	His lordship told him, he could not 
now have it, without tabling the matter be- 

have insert as a note.* 	They are very 

• Rules of the schools at Holurood-house. 
L The intention of opening these schools is, to 

fore the council, which his friends could teach youth virtue and learning. 	They shall be 
not advise him to. 	And so he got off the cha,h,etseroarti,s.x

,pneonrse.zhtaLothaybietwatotattiaruroti,lyeit; 

best way be could, and came safe to his pens ink, paper, and books. 
charge. 	This original account I thought m
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worth the reader's while, and from it we 'be -when they shall 	thought fit to begin to'  learn 
may guess what our circumstances would Latin, and write sufficiently well ; and in these 

schools shall be taught Greek and Latin, as also have been, had not the glorious revolution Poetry, Rhetoric, and Philosophy, &c. as they 
intervened; which brings me to end this shall rise to higher schools. 
work with III. And although youths of different profes-

slums, whether eatholies or protestants, come to 
these schools; yet, in teaching all, there shall be 

SECT. IV. no distinction made, but all shall be taught with 
equal diligence and care, and every one shall be 

Of some other things which passed this promoted according to his deserts. 
IV. There shall not be, either by masters or 

year; with the council's procedure, and scholars, any tampering or meddling to persuade 
other remarhables more immediately pre- 
ceding the glorious and never-to-be- 

any one front the profession of his own religion, 

ftk eo  pil•latctleerewslirlaatilrebleig7tlrlii ri:.eeeloalli itrlera 
every

se  	and ) 1  none 
ten resolution, Nimember, 1688. shall be less esteemed or favoured for being of a 

different religion from others. 
I AM here to conclude this work, by notic- V. None shall upbraid or reproach any one on 
ins a few more particulars which escaped it.i:,4aieoenoustititalf he practised, das
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me in the former sections, and yet some ehising, or preaching, or any other, it shall be 
way relate to this history; and I shall con- lawful for any protestant, without any molesta-

tion or trouble, to absent himself from such pub,. 
elude it with some account of the state of lie exercise if he please. 
things, and the procedure of the managers, 
before the arrival of the prince of Orange, 
from the public papers come to my hand, 
which will conclude the scene of their man- 

VI. All! shall be taught to keep God's com- 
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another; and he who shall be, observed to fail in 
these duties, shall be punished according to his 
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very carefully set up at 	the Abbey of quietly, or be stubborn, he shall be expelled the 
Holyrood-house, 	and 	this I cannot but schools, and net be re-admitted again, until he 
reckon a great hardship upon all good pro- slVitivIfflivseutibsefaientiontin; 
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testantsin Scotland, and an evident part of • by a quarter before eight in the morning, and 
the plot for re-introducing popery. 	Thestunt  there stayu n titesra?d mhalf half; again 
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erection of those was not only an infraction time. 	And all parents are earnestly desired to 
upon the privileges of universities, and pro- send their children timely to school, and not.  
testant schools authorised by law, but flat- s
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ly contrary to malty acts of parliament, not and months. 	And they are to send them de- 
penal and sanguinary in their nature, in "VII clin'be other hours of the day they shall 
favours of our holy religion. 	Their setting study at their own homes, and prepare those 
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cunningly formed. 	The reader will 8  Wells, Peterborough, and Bristol. 	It was 
l'8 8' perceive from them that no less a a throng court, and the eyes of all the 

title is given to this popish seminary, than protestants in England were upon it. 	The 
the royal college. 	And, according to the council for the bishops were mightily sal* 
methods 	of the papists, 	who spare no rior in their reasonings to the other side; 
charges to gain proselytes, all are to be and the jury brought them in "not guilty," 
taught gratis. 	And, in the jesuitical man- to the vast satisfaction of the best part of 
ner, assurances are given, that no differ- the kingdom. 	I must refer the reader to 
ences in religion shall be noticed, nor any the English historians for full accounts of 
danger follow, 	if 	protestants send their it. 
children to those places of temptation. 	In In June or July, there was a most vie. 
short, the teachers in them were the most 
cunning and subtle jesuits and papists ; and 

lent search in the town 	of Edinburgh, 
chiefly managed by Claverhouse and colonel 

nothing is spared to decoy the youth into Douglas. 	Every 	private 	sentinel 	had 
them. 	Every thing that was taking was liberty granted them, to examine upon oath 
taught, and great pains taken to corrupt the all the suspected in their search. 	And all 
youth. who would not renounce the covenants, 

After Mr Reuwick's death, Mr Alexander were forced to prison. 	1 do not hear of 
Shiels preached now and then in the fields, 
this year. 	In April he had a very numer- 
ous field-meeting upon Distinkcorn-hill, in 

many seized at this time. 
August this year, I find by their records, 

that the society people made a large col- 
the parish of Galston, in the shire of Ayr. lection of money for the relief of several of 
What Mr Shiels delivered there, is printed. their number, who in the former years had 
After this, pretty severe searches 	were been transported and sold for slaves. 	James 
made by the soldiers up and down the Baxter and another came home to solicit 
country, for people who had been present the ransom of the rest; and after their 
at it; and severals were brought to trouble, 
but nothing so great as in the preceding 

application to a former meeting, the mat. 
ter was taken to the consideration of the 

years. general 	meeting, 	August 	1st, this year. 
• Upon the 29th and 30th of June, the 
fatitotts trial of the seven bishops, put in 

And the account of what they came to, 
was given to the two commissioners in 

the tower of London, for a free and honest 
petition presented to the king, commenced 

a letter, which will best speak for itself, 
and I give it from the 	original. 	" It is 

at Westminster-hall. 	The panels 	were thought necessary 	to acquaint you, that 
the archbishop of Canterbury, the bishops your friends have done their endeavour for 
of St Asapli, Chichester, Ely, Bath, and your redemption from your present bondage, 

and for that end have 	in four thousand given 
exercises which the masters in the schools appoint three hundred merks Scots, which, in Bar- 
n) betwougist, at their next coming to the schools. badoes, is to be answered by a man of credit 
And theretare all parents are desired to allow 
their respective scholars such conveniency for 
their studies-at their own houses, that they may 

and reputation. 	According as every one 
can be agreed for with his master, so you 

comply with those duties which are appointed 
thein. are desired to do your utmost in this afildr, 

IX. All are required to be exact and diligent, 
in daily freguentiag the schools, and being there, 
noneared0 go out without leave of their master ; 
and when any one shall be absent from school, 
he Am% the next-day he emotes, bring from his . 
parents, a ticket of the lawfulness of such his 
absetten, yet they shalLhave every week, two 
afternoons of recreation, in which they come not 

and for the better and speedier doing, it is 
thought fit you keep it close, and desire 
the rest to do it, from the masters, till the 
bargain be made ; lest, upon their hearing 
of the money's being come, they heighten 
the price. 	This is all we can advance, and 

to school; unless an holy day happen that week, 
4hielt shalt then be their day of relaxation. some have stretched themselves very far. 

X'. 	Such. as come front the writing school, 
and have no,entrance hi Latin, are to bereeeived 

We expect the person who advances the 
money, will give you his advice and assist- but three time

'  

s in theyear, viz. at the beginning 
of -the new Oar, at Easter, and about our lady_ mice, what and how to do in this affair 	The 
day in September. 46, persons to be relieved are, you two, James 
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Douglas, Thomas Brown, John Buchanan, where the militia regiments in Ber. 1688;  
Alexander 	Bailie, 	George 	Paton, 	John wick, Merse, Lothian,Stirling, Perth, 
White, Gilbert M'Culloch, Robert Mitchel, and Angusshires, should meet, and beacons 
John White, George White, 	and Agnes to be set up, as soon as any considerable 
Keir. 	As for John Atkin, and William 
Hannah, their relations have taken another pleased, for the ease of our people, to discharge 
Course for their relief. 	If the money does the ordinary rendezvouses of our established 
any more than purchase your relief, you militia,

i
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re I.  and nowwe 

and the rest may dispose upon it, for the andav 
having thought 

of out,r royal 11 egitvoeornomenotu,rthealtv  thee 
relieving your necessity while there, and in foot regiments of our militia of the town of 
coming home •; but you are desired to keep aEndjnittitalts,s,Tedr,tatilaTindgW3siterLseoatIntic---, 

1 7  Forfar,ife  
an account how you spend it." 	By another 
paper before me, I find that the sum of two 

should be rendezvoused, at the times and places, 
and 	commanders

itadviee  o our privy therefore e fore 
underw  

we, with hundred and forty pounds sterling, was re- do hereby strictly require and eLmyand, that 
mitted to Barbadoes, and the above-named all persons liable in outriek of the said militia 

foot 	regiments, in the foresaid shires, do pe- 
p ersons actually liberate. remptorily send out their respective proportions, 

I shall not take upon me to say any as formerly, with their best arms, and with 
thing almost of that adorable and never-to- forty-eight hours'   provision,   viz. the  reti7

or goo4 town odiithoeghat theld01 
be-forgotten step of divine providence, the Leith, upon Tuesday next, the 25th instant, at 
glorious revolution brought about November ten a clock in the forenoon, under the command 

of the lord provost of Edinburgh, and in his ab- this year, which gave an effectual check to sence, under the command of the first bailie ; 
such slavish principles and practices, and the regiment of Mid Lothian, at the said time 
absolute and arbitrary 	government, 	and radufiel ar

c
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brought an end to the hardships and perse- said time, at the burgh of Haddington, under 
cations of presbyterians, whereof I have James 

tttee  ic•toZmmearintdot;f:Tei  West 	,.a teosfaild'intiPinuemal 
attempted the history. 	The printed 	ac- the burgh of Linlithgow, under the command 
counts of this year and the next, give of the earl of Linlithgow, our justice-general ; 
pretty large views of it; yet 1 cannot help 
wishing to see a better account of this corn- 
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the earl of Balcarras ; 	the West regiment of 
fortable and great turn of affairs in Scotland, 
than I have yet met with. 	Here only I 

that shire, upon Wednesday thereafter, the 26th 
instant, the said time, at the burgh of Kirkaldy, 
under the command of the said earl of Bal- 

shall give some hints of the last steps of our carras i 	the 	regiment 	of 	Stirlingshire, at 
managers in Scotland, immediately preced- writtenSaei"n 

ft:  
hour,
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ing this singular turn of affairs, from the Callendar; the regiment of Berwickshire. the 
public papers come to my hand, and add a i ;e  said 

time, 
 at thetr 	 f),..eunderthe 

command ofthe earl o auLe.0.;egimentof 
few papers, with which it may not be im- Forfar, at the burgh of Forfar, the said day and 
proper to conclude this history. time, under the command of the earl of Strath- 

more ; 	the West regiment of Perthshire, at 
When the alarm of the prince of Orange's Auchterarder, the foresaid time, under the com- 

design began to turn warm, the council mand of Sir John Drummond,
es  

	of
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 Vatany, I 

emit a proclamation, September 18th, for ren- itiFiehieEaabstsenrec:eimeanint of that shire, atr ihee;saanan e 
dezvousing of the militia in several shires, 
calling out the heritors, and setting up 

time, at the Inch of St Johnston, under the 
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beacons. 	It is added at the foot of the said regiments to continue 	in the 	respective 
page,* and specifies the times and places places above written, in a body, for the space of 

forty-eight hours ; in which time they are to 
receive further orders from us, or our privy 

* Proclamation for raising the militia, and setting council ; hereby strictlycharging and command- 
up beacons, September, 1688. ing all heritors, liferenters, leaders, and others,. 

any manner of, way liable in outriek of the said 
JAMES, by the grace of God, king of great regiments, to give punctual obedience to thisour 
Britain, France, and Ireland, defender of the royal will and pleasure, under the pains contained 
faith: to our lyon king at arms, and his  brethren, 
heralds, macers of our privy council, pursuivants, 
messengers at armi, our sheriffs in that part, 
conjunctly and severally, specially 	constitute, 
greeting. 	Forasmuch as, by the thirty-second 

in the acts of parliament anent our militia; re-
quiring also the said persons now nominate by 
us, to send in exact accounts from their said first 
meeting, to our chancellor, what comniissionate 
officers are wanting in their respective regi- 

set of our first parliament, we were graciously menu, that we may supply the same, as in our 
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MS, number of ships appear upon the 
coast, 	upon 	North-Berwick-law, 

September 28th, the king emits aprocla• 
mation upon the designed invasion, which 

Arthur's-seat, the 	Bass, Saint-Abbs-head I need not either insert. 	He says, he lath 
and other places; and upon setting up of undoubted advice of a great and sudden 
those, requiring all fencible men to ren- invasion 	from 	Holland, alleges it is for 
dezvous. 	And this to be intimated from the conquest of those lands; that he lad 
all pulpits by the clergy. declined 	foreign 	succours, and had made 

Meanwhile in England, September 21st, 
the king publishes a declaration, that it is 

good provision against the attempt, and was 
firmly resolved to live and die in defence of 

his pleasure a parliament shall meet 	in the nation against its enemies: recalls the 
November, where a universal liberty of writs for a new parliament, calls all to de- 
conscience is to be established, a confirm- fend themselves, and discharges all aid, or 
tion of the several acts of uniformity given, 
bating some clauses inflicting penalties; and 

correspondence with the invaders, on pain 
of treason. 	 . 

that for the strengthening the protestant Upon the 3d of October, a good many of 
religion, he is 	willing 	Roman 	catholics the English bishops made a representation 
remain incapable of being members of the to the king, which hath been many times 
house of commons, with several other fair published ; 	if he had fallen in with it, it 
promises; but now matters were too far would no doubt have gone far to have set• 
ripened for the revolution, to be altered tied his tottering crown. 	But, guos Jupi• 
upon paper declarations. 	• At that same ter, &c. 	He was indeed hardened to his 
time the king's general pardon is published, 
indemnifying all offences and malversations, 
with 	the ordinary exceptions of 	rapes, 
counterfeiting the coin, &c. and all treasons 

ruin. 	The heads of it were these ; that the 
king should restore all things to the state 
in which he found them at his accession, 
by committing all places of trust to protes- 

done beyond seas. 	Several English gen- tants, and redress such grievances as were 
tlemen and others are excepted from this generally complained of; that the ecclesins• 
indemnity, and particularly colonel Rum- tical commission should be dissolved, and 
sey, Titus Oates, Andrew Fletcher, Robert his royal promise given never to erect such 
Pergusson, Gilbert Burnet, and Sir Robert courts for the future; that not only an 
Pyton. 	This indemnity relating to Eng- effectual stop be made to all dispensation; 
land I do not insert in the notes, 

. 
but that he would call in, and cancel all 

• 

royal wisdom we shall think fit ; hereby hike- the pains and penalties contained in the acts of 
wise requiring and commanding all persons, 
whether officers or soldiers of the said regiments, 
to give cheerful obedience to those intrusted by 

parliament anent absents from our host. 	And 
to the end our royal pleasure in the premises 
may be made public and known, our will is, 

US do this command, and that as they will be and we charge you strictly and command, that 
answerable at their highest peril, and appoint incontinent, these our letters seen, ye pass to the 
and command the respective sheriffs and their market-cross of Edinburgh, and whole reman. 
deputes, to cause prepare beacons, at North- out market-crosses of the head burghs of the 
Berwick-law, Gairhntoun-hill,Saint- Abbs-head, shires of this kingdom, and other places needful, 
Coldingham-moor, 	Arthur's-seat, Dininicker- and there, in our name and authority, by open 
law, Kellie-law, Largo-law, Easter Lowmont proclamation, make publication of our royal 
in Fife, and the Bass; upon which places the pleasure in the premises. 	And recommend to 
respective sheriffs are ordered to cause kindle the most reverend the archbishops, and right 
beacons, how soon they see any considerable reverend bishops, to cause rend this our royal 
number of ships appearing op the coasts of this 
kingdom. 	And strictly require and command 
all feheible persons, our lieges in the said bounds, 
betwixt sixty and shrteem in their best arms, to 

proclmation, in all the pulpits of this kingdom, 
upon the first next Lord's day, in the forenoon, 
immediately after divine service, that 11e110 pre-
tend ignorance. 

repaiettOurrespemitm places appointed for the Given under our signet at Edinburgh the retredezvoutelifthe said shires, and that imine- eighteenth day of September, one thousand diatetv.mieff their having notice 44f the firing of six hundred and eighty eight years, and of 
' 1#10giktbeatons, .neither of them. 	And like- 

wise heriOiy requiring all beritors, liferenters 
and,  :ivnthittnws, to be ready with their beat 

our reign the fourth year. 
Per action Dominorrut secrets Coneitii. 

. horses aild aems, to attend ,our host, whenever 
they shall lie required thereto, and that under 

WILL. PATERSON, Cl. Sect-. Concifil, 
God save the King. 
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obtained already from him ; that he would 
restore the universities to their legal state, 

bigotted prince, 	which was indeed 1688' 
most honest and seasonable now, but  

statutes, and customs, particularly the mas- it had been duty and kindness to have pro- 
ter of Magdalene college in Cambridge, and posed it at his accession to the throne. 
the president and fellows in Magdalene Our Scots council, October 3d, send up 
college in Oxford, and permit none to en- an offer of their lives and fortunes to the 
joy preferments in either university, but king, and seek directions as to their man- 
such as are qualified by the statutes of the agement at this juncture. 	The king's an- 
universities, particularly foundations 	and swer, October 6th, was printed by their 
laws of the land ; that he would suppress 
the schools of the jesuits, opened in the 

order, and it is insert below.* 	In short, 
he thanks them for their offer, allows them 

city and elsewhere, and grant no more to secure suspect persons, to levy what 
licenses, for such schools are against law forces they see good, and give commissions 
and his own interest; that he would send to the militia regiments. 	That same day 
inhibitions against the four Romish bishops, 
who, under the title of " Apostolic vicars," 

the council emit a proclamation, `calling 
out all heritors, to convene with their best 

do exercise within this kingdom such juris- 
dictions, as by law are invested in the bishops 
of the church of England ; that no more quo 
warranto's be issued out against corpora- 

horses and men, at the places and days 

* King's answer to the council October, 1688. 
tions, but that he would restore such as RighltAtmruEsstyR" and right well beloved cousin and 
have been disturbed in their charters, pri- counsellor, right trusty and right well beloved 
vileges, grants, and immunities, and con- 

all the late illegal regulations ; that 
cousins

demo 
counsellors, right 	
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well-beloved 	cousins 	and g  counselors, 	right 
he would fill up the vacant bishopricks in trusty and well-beloved cousins and counsellors, 
England and Ireland, with persons quali- rightoustrusty

tyan 
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counsellors, the 
fled by law, especially the see of York ; that 
he act no more by a dispensing power, nor 

'of you well. 	In your letter of the 3d 	October, 
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insist upon it, but permit that affair at the sistance with your lives and fortunes, against 
first session of parliament, to he fairly stated, 
debated, and settled by act of parliament •; 

which wereturn you our our enemies, 	for 	
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our assurance to 
 

you oi; 
thanks,rl 

	
and

our royal favour atuelwth
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shall   nev- 

that upon restoration of boroughs and cor- er be unmindful of the faithfulness and loyalty 
of that our ancient kingdom, manifested to us porations,  to their rights, writs be issued on this occasion, when we are so unjustly at- 

out for a new parliament, and that he may tacked by foreign enemies; and when it shall 
suffer it to redress grievances, settle mat- please

d 	w 
 Ii;hwe hope shall be quickly) to 

geuse iictoyoverouenemies,tiyin  
ters in church and state, and establish a 

above all, that his majesty would permit 
due liberty of conscience. 	Lastly, 	and 

 particular, and our ancient people in general, 
roy al andfa  favour. shall  l 
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your peace and quiet', that such, as you have 
some of his bishops to lay such motives ,list reason to suspect of ill designs against the 
and arguments before him, as, through the peace of 
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blessing of God, may bring back his majes- fit : and because we have taken our standing 
ty unto the communion of our holy church ,
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of England, into whose catholic faith he service, we leave to you, to raise such as you 
was baptized, in which he was educated, 
and to which it was their daily and earnest 

shall think fit, and to augment our garrisons, as 
3anisohritsiel  afinnddrecqoili iv•eenyioeuntt  to givendeolm

veindiosslitoetrisebtt 

prayers to almighty God that his majesty 
might be re-united. 	The treatment this 

such officers of militia, as you shall judge proper, 
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doingoyearlIthwehhiceettnilia 
friendly and seasonable representation met shally 	be your -gwarra'nt, and  so we bid you 
with we may easily guess, and the English heartily farewell. 
historians are full of it. 	Had not the revo- Given at our court at Whitehall, the sixth day 
lotion intervened)  it might perhaps have of October, 1688, and of our reign the fourth 

year. • been the subject of an impeachment, and 
the last clause was enough to choke this 

By his majesty's command, 
MELFOID. 

IV. 	 3 N 
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1688 mentioned in the proclamatio'u,which . is added as a note.* 	The reader will 
of Hamilton, earl of Cassils, earl of Dundon- 
ald, and others. 	Upon the 9th of October, 

find there some commanders, not very agree- an 	act of council is published anent the 
able to the court measures, such as the duke militia runaways, and providing of horea] 

* Proclamation calling out heritors, October 3d, the burgh of Perth, the fifteenth instant, under 
MSS. the command of the lord Keith ; Marischal's part 

JAMES, by the grace of God, king of Great Britain, of Aberdeen, at Brech in or Fortier, the fifteenth 
France, and Ireland, defender of the faith : to instant, under the command of the earl of Kin. 
our lyon king at arms, and his brethren, heralds, 
maters of our privy council,. pursuivants, mes- 

tore ; the rest of the shire of Aberdeen, with the 
shire of Banff, the said day and place, under the 

stingers at arms, our sheriffs in that part, con- coin m and of the duke of Gordon ; nll betwixt Spey 
junetty and severally, specially constitute, greet- and Ness, at the burgh of Brechin, the twos. 
hug. 	Forasmuch as we being obliged by the vast ty-second instant, under the command of the 
preparations of the states of Holland, to pent this 
our ancient kingdom in a condition of defence, 
as well for the securing of our own honour, as the 

lord Duffus ; the shires of Ross and Caithness, 
at the burgh of Elgin, the twenty-fourth instant, 
under the command of the master of Tarbet. 

protecting the lives and estates of all our liege And hereby requires and commands the earl of 
people; therefore, we, with the advice of our Caithness to levy two hundred foot, nut of the 
privy council, do hereby peremptorily require and shire of Caithness, in place of the militia of the 
command the whole heritors, liferenters, and said shire, sufficiently armed and provided with 
wadsetters, and the factors and chamberlains of fourteen days' loan, which is to be proportion. 
such as are minors, out of the kingdom, or ably laid on by the commissioners of supply of the 
otherwise necessarily absent, to convene with said shire, upon all persons liable in outriek of 
their best horses and arms, and to be rendezvoused the militia and with these to march to the head 
under the command, and at the respective places of Lochness, betwixt and the twenty-ninth is- 
and diets aftermentioned, viz. 	The shire of` stone. 	As likewise, requires and commands the 
Nithsdele and stewartry of Annandale, at the lord Down, forth with to rendezvous the foot- 
town of Dumfries, the fifteenth of October in- militia, betwixt Spey and Ness, and to makes 
slant, 	under the command of the duke of detachment of the third part thereof, provided 
Queensberry; the shire of Wigton, the said day with fourteen days' loan, which is to be imposed 
at Dumfries, under the command of the earl of and proportioned upon these liable, in manner 
Galloway, and in his absence the laird of Logan; tebove expressed, and with these to march to 
the stewartry of Kircudbright, the said day and Lochness, betwixt arid the twenty-ninth instant. 
place, under the command of the viscount of As likewise requires the lord Stratlinaver to levy 
Kentnuisa or the laird of Legg ; the bailiarie of two hundred men in place of the militia of Slab- 
Cunningham, the said clay at Glasgow, under erland, and to march forth with to the head of 
the command of the lord Montgomery; the Lochness, with fourteen days' loan, which is to 
Wineries of Kyle and Carrick, the said day and be laid on and proportioned on the said shire, in 
place, under the command of the earl of Cassils; manner abovementioned ; and this besides and 
the shire of Renfrew-, at the said town, the 
twelfth day of October instant, under the corn- 

without prejudice to the proportions of men, 
formerly ordered by our council to be rendez- 

mend of the earl of Dundonald ; the shire of roused and levied by those of our nobility end 
Lanark, the said day and place, under the corn- gentry, having interest in our llighlands ; with 
wand of the duke of Hamilton, and in his,  nth- certification to such 	as shall fail 	herein, they 
sence, lord John Hamilton his son ; the shire of shall be punished as absents from our host, rim- 
Dumbarton, the said day and place, under the form to our laws and acts of parliament. 	And 
command of the earl of Glematirn ; the shire of ordains all the said commanders, arid all under. 
Teviotdale, at Edinburgh, the tenth clay of Or:. their respective command, to remain at the re- 
tuber instant, wider the command of the earl of spective ahovementioned places, till further or- 
Lothian and the lord Newbottle ; the shire of ) der from our council. 	And for the security of 
Berwick, the said day and place, under the all persons concerned in this our service, we do 
command of Sir Archibald Cockburn, of Lang- hereby, by virtue of our royal prerogative, dis- 
toun, baronet ; the shires of Forest and 	I Peebles, 
the said day and place, under the command of 

 charge all personal execution for any civil cause 
or debt, against any person, who comes out to our 

the laird of Drumelzier ; the shire of East- 	host in obedience to this our royal command, and 
Lothian, the said day and place, under the corn- 	that during their attending   the same : and to the 
wand of the lord Tester ; .the shire of Mid-Lo- 	end our pleasure in the premises may be made 
Olken, the said day and place, under the command public and known, our will is, and we charge voa 
of the earl of Lauderdale • the shires of West- strictly and command, 	that incontinent, these 
Lothian, Stirling, and Oackmannan, at Stirling, 
the said tenth day instant, under the command 

our letters seen, ye pass to the market-cross of 
Edinburgh, arid whole remanent market-crosses 

of the earl of Mar; the shires of Fife and of the head burghs of the shires of this kingdom. 
Kinross, the said day, at the town of Burnt- and other places needful, and there, in our royal 
island, under the command of the earl of Bal- name and authority, make open proclamation of 
carrel; the -western 	division of 	Perthshire, 
tit Stirling, the foresaid tenth instant, under the 

the premises, 	that all persons concerned may 
have notice thereof; and give punctual and exact 

tommand of David viscount of Stormount ; the obedience thereto, as they will be answerable at 
eastern division of that shire, the foresaid day their highest peril. 
and place, under the command of the lord Given under our signet, at at Edinburgh, the 
Murray ; the shire of Forfar, at the burgh of third day of October, 16S8, 	and of our 
Stirling, the 12th instant, under the command reign the fourth year. 
of the earl of Southesk ; the shire of Mearns, at God save the King. 
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which follows as a note.° 	They regulate arms, threatening runaways and de- 1688.  
several circumstances 	about 	the 	militia serters, establish the quota of horses 

to be furnished, and discharge the seizing of 

* Act anent the militia, October 9th, ions. them without a warrant from a counsellor, 
The lords of his majesty's privy council do or- About the middle of October, the heads 

+lain, that when his majesty's service requires 
any detachments to be made in the militia for 
the future, that the respective commanders of 
the militia regiments, 	make the said detach- 

of the prince of Orange's declaration and 
manifesto began to be spread. 	That excel,  
lent paper is now in every body's hand, and 

ments proportionally from the persons liable to 
outriek the militia : As likewise, they do ordain, the substance of it is in short : " William 
that when any man's arms are taken, and given prince of Orange, protector of the • protest- 
to another, whom the officers think fitter for the 
said service, they are to give to the owner of the 
said arms a note,obliging them to return the same; 

ant religion, and defender of the liberties 
of England, declares, 'That he and the 

and that the said militia, and all the detachments princess lay no claim to the crown at. pre- 
thereof, may prove effectual for his majesty's 
service, the said lords do hereby decern and or- sent ; that the desiom of this expedition is n 	 ,  
dein any runaways or deserters of his majesty's that the late king's murderers he brought 
militia, or detachments thereof, to be liable to 
corporal punishment, according to law; 	and to trial in parliament, that the impostor be 
that the master or any other who shall reset the sent back to his natural parents, • that the 
said deserter or runaway, shall be punished with 
all rigour, as the said lords of the privy council 
shall think fit; and that the outriekers of the 
said deserter, or deserters, upon intimation by 

succession to the crown be secured by the 
administration of six peers under the king, 
whereof the lord Halifax is to be one, that 

the officer, shall be forth with obliged to furnish 
others in their place ; with certification, that the the dispensing power be left to the judg- 
said outriekers shall be liable to the pains and ment of the parliament, that the ecclesiasti.; 
penalties contained in the acts of parliament 
anent the deficients of the militia. 	And to the 
end that the said deserters or runaways may be 

cal commission be examined and tried in 
. free parliament, that the church of Eng- 

known, the respective colonels and other corn. 
menders are hereby ordered to cause proclaim 
the names of such runaways and deserter's, at all 

land, as by law established, be confirmed, 
and restored to her freedom, that all offend- 

the church-doors of the sluice, that none may 
pretend ignorance in resetting of them ; and for 
the encouragement of all concerned in the said 
militia, ordain the pay due to the soldiers, to be 

ers be brought to their trial, and punished, 
that liberty of conscience be given to all 
dissenters but papists, that there be a free 

given in to the officers, and by them to be paid to 
the soldiers daily, according to their service and 
attendance, as they will be answerable. 	As like- 

parliament, that papists be excluded from 
all public trust, offices, and employments. 

wise, the said lords, for preventing any abuses And the prince requires that the charge of 
for the future, by,  pressing of horses for the 
use of his majesty s forces, or artillery, do re- the present expedition be paid by the king? '" 
quire and command, that in all time coming, 
when hones are needful for his majesty's ser- 
vice, in and about Edinburgh, that the com- 

When every body began to be taken with 
those proposals so worthy of the prince to 

manding officer give in a note to his majesty's make, the king, October 17th, to allay, if 
privy council, of the number of horses and fur. 
niture needful for the time, and that the said  
horses be proportionally furnished, viz. the one 
half by the town of Edinburgh, and the other 

possible, the clamours against his adminis- 

diers, whether of his majesty's standing forces 
by the shire of Mid-Lothian ; and for that effect, 
that an order be direct to the provost of Edit!. 

or militia, to press or seize any horses, upon pre-
tense of his majesty's service, without express 

burgh, and another to the clerk for the supply of warrant from the lord high chancellor, or a pet:. 
the shire, who is hereby ordered to cast the vy counsellor at termt, as they will be answerable 
quota conform to the valuation, and send the se- at their highest peril. 	And the said lords de- 
veral proportions of the respective parishes, to 
one of the justices of the peace of the said parish, 
who is hereby forthwith ordered to send the said 

clam, notwithstanding of the speciality foresaid, 
that this act is to be extended as to the whole 
shires of the kingdom, and ordain the same to 

horses and furniture to the place appointed by be pub in execution accordingly, every manner 
the council : and for that effect, the said justices of way, as is above expressed. 	And to the end 
are hereby empowered and authorized to seize these presents may he made known, ordain the 
horses, and fine or imprison the deficients ; and same to be published at the market-cross of Ed- 
further to prevent abuses in the furnishing of inburgh by the masers of council, and by mes- 
horses, the magistrates of Edinburgh are hereby sengers at arms, at the whole other market- 
peremptorily discharged to take or press any crosses of the head burghs of the shires of this 
horses from any persons, except from their own kingdom, that none may pretend ignorance. Ex 
inhabitants, and these living in their town and 
suburbs, and under their jurisdiction. 	And the 

tracted by me, 
Col.. MAcKENZIE, Cl. Seer. C011eilii. 

lords of council do hereby expressly and peremp-
wily prohibit and discharge any officers or sol- God save the king, 	 • 

• 
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1688, tration, issues a declaration, restor- enough to expose it to all true protestants; 
ing corporations 	to their ancient how much does it differ from the seasonable 

charters, liberties, rights, and franchises, 
which bath been more than once printed, 
and I shall only say it was a justice done 
the nation too late, and every body saw it 

representation given to the king by the 
English bishops, October 3d I 	The ream 
is plain; the last were, generally speaking, 
heartily against popery, and most part of 

was what fear brought the king to, and the former were time-servers, court-flatter. 
not his own inclinations. 	 • era, and ready, for any thing I can observe 

Upon the 3d Of November, all our Scots in their actings, to fall in with popery it. 
bishops except two, the bishops of Argyle self, to please the king, and keep their bene. 
and Caithness, drew and sent up a most flees. 	This letter indeed breathes forth the 
flattering letter to the king, which I have true spirit and temper of our Scots pre. 
insert in a note.* 	The reading of it is lates since the reformation, save only they 

• want occasion to discover their persecuting 
spirit, and here run into the other evil of 

a I,etterfrom the Scots bishops to the King, Noreen- 
her &I, 1688. 

May it please your most sacred majesty, 

vile 	flattery and 	adulation, and in some 
things border upon blasphemy. 	What leis 

We prostrate ourselves to pay our most devout can one think of their expressions, that the 
thanks and adoration to the sovereign  Majesty of 
heaven and earth, for preserving your sacred life 
and person, so frovently exposed to the greatest 
hazards, and as often delivered, and you mint, 
culously prospered with glory and victory, in 
defence of the rights and honour of your ma- 

king was " miraculously prospered with 
glory and victory," that the king, a bigot. 
ed papist, was " the darling of heaven," 
that the line of his ancestors is " the great. 

jesty's august brother, and of these kingdoms ; est glory of this his ancient kingdom." I 
and that by his merciful goodness, the ragings of 
the sea, and madness of unreasonable men, have 

shall not spend time on the pedantry of 
been stilled and calmed, and your majesty, as some of the expressions, their satisfaction 
the darling of heaven, peaceably seated on the with his protection to their church, their 
thrones of your royal ancestors, whose long, il-
lustrious, and unparalleled line, is the greatest thanks for his pretended son, their virulence 
glory or this your ancient 'kingdom. 	We pay at the revolution, and hopes of its being 
our most humble gratitude to your majesty, for 
the repeated assurances of your royal' protection effectually crushed. 	This same violent at. 
to our national church and religion, as the laws tachment to king James while alive, and a 
have established them, which are very suitable 
to the gracious countenance, encouragement, and 

popish pretender since his death, the spirit 
protection, your majesty was pleased to afford to 
our church and order, whilst we were happy in 

of enmity against the protestant succession, 
and virulence against the revolution, and 

your presence amongst us. 	We magnify the di- 
vine mercy in blessing your majesty with a son, all ivho are upon that bottom, does to this 
and us with a prince, Whom we pray heaven may day make up the character of the Scots 
bless and preserve to sway your royal sceptres 
after you, and that he may inherit, with your 

episcopal meeting-house party, and in a 
dominions, the the illustrious and heroic virtues of 
his august and most serene parents. 	We are 
amazed to hear of the danger of an invasion 
from Holland, which excites our prayers for a  

special manner their clergy.  

of your enemies. 	So pray we, who in all hu- 
universal repentance to all orders of men, that mility are, 
God may yet spare his people, preserve your royal 
person, and prevent the effusion of Christian 
blood, and togive such success to your majesty's 

May it please your most sacred majesty, 
Your majesty's most bumble, most faithful, 

and most obedient subjects and servants. 
arms, that ell who invade yew majesty s just 
and undoubted rights, and disturb or interrupt 

Signed by Arch. St Andrews, Jo. Glasgow, 
Alex. Edinburgen, Jo. Gallovidien, Jo. Dun- 

' 	the pertee.of your realms, may be• disappointed, 
and clothed with shame, so that on your royal 

kelden, Geo. Abredonen, Wil. Moravien, Jr. 
Itossen, Ja. Brechinen, Ito. 1/ambiance, Arch. 

head the crown may still flourish. 	As by the Sodoren, And. Orcaden, Caithness, Argyle Les- 
grace of God we shall preserve in ourselves a 
firm and unshaken loyalty, so we shall be care-
fat and zealous to promote in all your subjects 

meee„.  
Edinburgh, Nov. 3d, 1688. 

ariAnteriserable and. steadfast allegiance to your f The above document speaks volumes as to the 
majesty" As an essentlal part of their religion, character of the men who could thus slavishly la- 

, - 	and of the glory of our holy profession, not vish the meed of their highest aulogiums on such 
doubting-but that God in his great mercy, who a tyrant and on such a government; and it 
bath molten preserved and delivered your ma- paints, by a most striking contrast, the oblige- 
jests', will still preserve and deliver you, by giv- tions our country is under to that intrepid band Mg yowl* hearts of your subjects, and the necks of holy confessors, who, for so long a period, bad 
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Nov. 15th, the king makes his bishops 
a return to their letter, which I have added 

complaisant treatment after their re,. 1688.  
presentation, though they discover.a 

below.* 	The English bishops had no such quite other taste of liberty and property, and 
( concern for.the reformation than the Scots 

struggled against a system so cruelly despotic. prelates do. 	I cannot but a lithe question  
Had the Scotish bishops obtained their will, our those repeated assurances the king tells our 
beloved land would at this day have been lying 
prostrate at the feet of absolute power, and po-
pery would have shed its darkest mantle over us. 

prelates he had from all the bishops of Eng-
land, of their not inviting over the prince of 

And these are the nten for whom Mr Skinner, in Orange. 	The prince says otherwise, and I 
his „  History," and Dr Russel, in his edition of 
" Keith's Catalogue," would wish to excite the believe their invitation is yet to be seen. 
commiseration and the tears of their country- That glorious deliverer of those lands 
men! 	That such men as these Episcopal dig- 
nitaries should have been excluded from places 
and power at the Revolution, was surely most 

from popery and slavery, and qualified in-
strument in the hand of Providence in the 

desirable;  and yet the deed of exclusion has been 
held up by these two writers as an act of perse- 
cution ! 	Our only regret is, that a door so wide 

great work now on the wheel for those 
three kingdoms, and all the protestant its- 

was ever opened to the entrance of such men terest, arrived safe in England, November 
into the Revolution church. 	To this I am dis- 
posed to ascribe most of the evils which soon 4th. 	Had our Scots bishops known what 
sprung up in our church ; and an accommodat- was to be to-morrow, perhaps leas would 
Tug policy has from that period to the present 
aggravated the mischief,—See Dr Cook's admir-
able remarks on the letter of the bishops, Hist. 

have served them in their letter to the 
king. 	Bishop Burnet, in his preface print- 

vol. iii. p. 486, 437. 	" What reason had the ed before his Essay for a new Book of Ho- 
Scuts Presbyterians," asks the able and impar-
tial  tial Mr Neale, " tetrust the Episcopal clergy, 
when it was in their power to do themselves 

mikes, gives • 	the best account of the share 
which Providence, special Providence, had 

justice? 	Had they not deceived them out of 
their discipline in 1662, and persecuted them in this voyage, and that ought to affect us • 
cruelly ever since? Whoever peruses the dread- most. 	He observes, that if the wind had 
ful sufferings of the kirk in the reign of Charles not changed five or six different times, and 
II. will judge how far they had reason to re-
place them in the saddle, and deliver the reins 
into their hands."—Hist. of the Puritans, v. p. 

at the very 	this  nick of time it did 	 ,  
expedition had well-nigh been ruined. 	It 

87, Ed. 1822. 	He adds : " The tortes and high 
church clergy enjoyed 	the advantages of the was indeed every way the doing of the 
glorious Revolution, while they acted a most un- Lord. 
grateful part towards their deliverer, and a most 
unkind and ungenerous one to their dissenting 
brethren," ib. p. 88.—ED. 

Upon this the king writes a letter to our 
Scots council, November 5th, who publish 
a proclamation 	November 10th, against • Aing's answer to the former, Aron. 18th, 1688. spreading of false news, &c. which I have 

JAMES R. 	 - insert below. t The design of it was to stop 
Right trusty and right well-beloved counsel-

lors, and right trusty and well-beloved, we greet 
you well. 	We have received your most dutiful 
letter, of the third day of November, in which 
we are glad to see, that you are far from being 
of the number of those spiritual lords, whom 
the prince of Orange pretends to have been in- 
vited by; as we have likewise had repeated as-
surances from ail the bishops of England, of 
their innocency in that, and duty to us : we have 

tion and favour. 	And so we bid you heartily 
farewell. 	• 

Given at our court at Whitehall, the fifteenth 
day of November, 1688, and of our reign 
the fourth year. 

By his majesty's special command, 
MEtroan. 

+ Proclamation, Nay. lOth, 1689, against spread- now thought fit by this to tell you, bow sensible ers we are of your zeal for our service, and for the  offalse news. 
dutiful expressions of your loyalty to us, in a 
time when all arts are used to seduce our sub- 

Present in council, 
The earl of Perth lord high chancellor, his 

jects from their duty to us. We do likewise take 
notice of your diligence in your duty, by your 
inculcating to those under your charge, 	these 

grace the lord archbishop of St Andrews, 
his grace the lord archbishop of Glasgow, 
the marquis of Athole lord privy seal, his 

principles which have 	always 	been 	owned, 
taught, and published, by thnt Protestant, loyal 

grace the duke of Gordon, the earl of Errol, 
the earl of Mar, the earl of Cassils, the earl 

church you are truly members of : we do assure of Linlithgow lord justice-general, the earl 
pond our royal protection to you, your religion, 
church, and clergyoand that we will be careful 

of Dunfermline, the earl of Strathmore, the 
earl of Southesk, the earl of Traquair, the 

of your concerns, whenever there shall be a suit- earl of Balcarras, the earl of Braidalbin, the 
able occasion offered to us; you, and every one lord viscount of Tarbet clerk of register, the 
of you, being most perfectly in our royal protec- ,. lord Strathnaver, the lord Maitland trea- 
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IGBS. the spreading of the prince's and nulled; more especially where the alteration of 
- 	state's declarations; but little notice 

Avas taken of it, and people were but the 
religion is endeavoured; and that a religion which 
is contrary to law is endeavoured to be intro . 	. duced ; upon which those who are most name 

more fond to see those excellent papers. diattly concerned in it, are indispensably bound 
I should much wrong the reader, if I did to endeavour to preserve and maintain the eta. 

not upon . this ottasion give the prince of blished laws, liberties, and customs, and, above 
Orange's declaration for Scotland, which, as all, the religion and worship of God, that it 
it-is a good - voucher for-many things in this established among them; and to take such an 

effectual care, that the inhabitants of the said • history, so it confab*.  a summary of the state or  kingdom may neither be deprived of 
hardships and most illegal procedure in the their religion, nor of their civil rights; which 
former Years,and so I insert ithere. 

pie (federation 0.  his Highness William IrestrY, 
-- by.the •grace ofGiurtf  Prince of Orange, 6,c, "of   

the reasons inducing hire-to• appear in arms for 

is so much the more necessary, because the great-
ness.and security, both of kings' royal females, 
and of all such as are in authority, as well as 
the happiness wf their subjects and people, de. 

preserving of  the ProtestanSreligion, and for re- pent] in a most special manner upan the easel 
- storing the I'm and the liberties of -the ancient Kingdom. of Scotland. 

"It is both certain and evident tool! men, that 
the public peace pad happiness of any state or. 

observation and maintenance of those theirlaws, 
liberties, and customs. 	Upon these grounds it 
is that we cannot any longer forbear to declare, 
Shat to our great regret we see, that those cone- 

kingdom . cannot be preserved, where the laws, 
liberties, and customs established by the lawful 

senors,: who have now the chief credit with the 
king, have overturned the religion, laws, and 

authority in it, are openly transgressed and an- liberties of those realms, and subjected them 
surer-depute, the lord Duffus, the lord Kin- in all things 	relating to their consciences, li- 

r ward, the maste of Balmerino, Sir George 
e Lockhart lord president of the session, the 

berries; and properties, to arbitrary government, 
And that not only by secret and indirect ways, 

' 	lord advocate, the lord jueticemlerk, 'the but in nit open 	and undisguised 	manner.-' 
lord castlehill, lieutenant-general 	Motifs, 
the laird of Niddry.. 	• 

And indeed the lamentable effects of an arbi-
teary power, and of evil counsels, are so mani- Whore:LS, We have seen a proclamation issued 

Dirt id name of 'his most sacred majesty, declar-
ing, that the prince of Orange and bis adherents 

fest in the deplorable state of the kingdom of 
Scotland, that both our reason and conscience do 

have designed to invade his majesty's kingdoms; prompt us to an abhorrence of them : for when 
and that now his majesty bath signified by his we Consider the sad condition that nation, though 
roystletter, of thedete, at Whitehall, the fifth 

.day of November instant, that they are lending 
in England, andiworder thereto, have contriv- 

always affectionate to the royal family, and gov- 
erneam  ...  r many ages by laws made by the author- 

ed and-framed several tremiernalile papers and de. 
olerations,hoping thereby to seduce and corrupt 
his Majesty's subjects, and' Oat severest persons 

ity of their kings, and of the estates of park,  
mont, and by common customs, is reduced to, 
lay endeavours that have been used to change the 

are- employed to disperse-the same: and sine;  
such methods may be taken to vorrupt his mar 
jetty's" subjects, in this his ancient kingdom ; 

constitution of the monarchy regulated by laws, 
into a despotic or arbitrary power, which doth 

therefore We, the lords of his majesty's privy evidently appear, not only by the aotings of evil 
canned, Willis royal name, amid brbis authority, 
have thought it necestotrY to minot"ish all his 
majesty's subjects within this kingdom, of what 
degree or -quality waiver, that they do not pub-
lish?, disperse, repeat, orhandabout the said trea- 

counsellors in power, but by the deliberate and 
express public declarations, bearing that the king 
is an absolute monarch, to whom obedience ought 
to be given in all things without reserve, there. 

sortable papers or deelarations,.oranyof them, or by to make way to introduce what religion they 
any other paper or papers of such like nature, and please, without so much as the necessity of the 
particularly a deelamtioni n thepeitice ofOrange's 
name, and another in the name of the states ge- consent of the nation by their estates in paella. 
neral, nor presume to read, receive, conceal, or ment. 	Whilst we consider and ponder these 
keep thesaid treasonable papers or declarations, things, as we cannot but be touched with a ten.. 
Arany- of them, omany other paper or papers to der sense of those miseries, so the giving such a 
that purport, or to disperse any false news, tend, 
ing to the amusing his majesty's subjects, or to remedy to them as-may he proper, and may lin-. 
.the disturbance:4 the peace of the kingdom, 
without discovering and revealing the same, as 

swer the expectation of all good men and true 
Protestants, is the great thing we propose to 

speedily as may be, to.some of the privy council, 
ortemam ether judges, justices of the peace, or 

ourselves in this undertaking ; the equity where-
of will be justified to the world, if what bath 

magisteaMs,e;upon-peril of being prosecuted ace 
ceding todlieutthost Severity of law. 	Extract- been acted at the instigation of those evil men- 

."es.  forth- Of Alit reoOrds.of privy ciouncil by sne, 
• Is., , ...f.,:Alita. PATEASO$, Cl. Seer. Concilii. 
. '';',1...1 ..,.4. 	.Gotsave-the king. 

senors be further impartially weighed.• 
" It is well known, that the laws, privileges, 

I and rights of - the kingdom, have been overturn- 
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ed to the great prejudice of king and people, 
whilst thus all foundation of trust and cond.. 

lawed: and thusbringingaconsternation 1„. 
upon a great.part of the kingdom, which, 	''''''' 

dence is removed : and it is no less known what when outlawries and interconsmuuings wentout 
have been the arbitrary procedures of an en- 
croaching privy council; 	for although by the 

against multitudes, upon the denderest pretexts, 
was involved so universally in that danger, that 

laws enacted by the authority of king and par- 
liament, it is expressly prohibited, that the pe- 
pish religion should be professed, or seminary 

those counsellors Themselves were so obnoxiom, 
as to findit necessary to have pardons nod-itt,  
demnities, whilst the poor people were left to 

priests suffered within the kingdom, or that the 
children of any noblemen or gentlemen should 
be sent abroad to be educated in popish colleges; 

mercy ; empowering officers and soldiers to act, 
upon the subjects living In quiet and full peace, 
the greatest barbarities, in destroying• them by 

yet have these evil counsellors ordered, or suffer- hanging, shooting, and drowning them, without 
ed, young noblemen, to be taken from their rela- any form of law, or respect to age or sex, not 
tions, and to be sent abroad to be instructed in giving some of them time to pray to God for 
Jesuits.colleges, and have likewise caused schools mercy; and this for no other reason, but because 
to be erected under the conduct of popish priests, 
and that in the capital city of the kingdom. 

they would not answer, or satisfy them in such 
questions as they proposed to them, without any 

• " In an open contempt also of the known laws warrant of law, and against the common inter- 
of the kingdom, papists are put into places of est of mankind, which frees all men from being 
highest trust, both civil and military, and in- obliged to discover their secret thoughts; besides 
trusted with all the forts and magazines. 	The a great many other violonees and oppressions, to 
rights and privileges of the royal boroughs, the which that poor nation bath 'been exposed with- 
third estate of parliament, having as many de- out any hope of having an end put to them, or 
puties in it as ail the shires of the kingdom, are to have relief from them. 	And that the atbi- 
taken away, and they hindered in the free elec, 
tion of their magistrates and town councils, to 

trary and illegal proceedings of those evil court-
sellors might be justified and supported, suck a 

the manifest violation of their charters establish- declaration bath beetrprocured by them, as strikes 
ed by law and immemorial possession. 	And all at The root of the government, and overturns the 
this is done by mere arbitrary power, without most sacred rights of it, its making all porno- 
any citation, trial, or sentence. ments unnecessary, and taking away all defences 

" And whereas, no nation whatsoever, can of religion, liberty, and property, by an assumed 
subsist without the administration of good and and asserted absolute power, to which obedience 
impartial justice, upon which men's lives and is required without reserve; which every good 
liberties, their honours and estate, depend, yet Christian is persuaded to be due to God Al- 
those evil counsellors have subjected these to an mighty alone, all whose commandments are al- 
arbitrary and despotic power, having turned out ways just and good. 
judges, who by law ought to continue during " These evil counsellors have used their ut- 
their life or their good behaviour, because they most endeavours to abolish pesiallaws, exoluding 
would not conform themselves to their inten- 
tions, and put others in their places, who, they 

all who are not Protestants from public ttust, 
which give too great a check to their designs. 

believe, would be more compliant, and that with- For the accomplishing of this, a liberty bath been 
out any regard to their abilities: by which it granted to dissenters, but such a doe, as that 
evidently appears, that those evil counsellors de- the continuance thereof is plainly insinuated to 
sign to render themselves the absolute masters depend upon their hearty concurrence for dim- 
of thelives, honours, and estates of the subjects, 
without being restrained by any rule or law. 

fishing the above mentioned penal laws, the only 
legal defence of their religion ; although the dis- 

" By the influence of the same evil counsel- seaters have just .cause of distrust, when they 
lors,.hath a most exorbitant power been exer- call to mind how some hundreds of their minis- 
eised, in imposing bonds end oaths on whole ters were driven out of their churches, without • 
shires, without any law or act of parliament, in either accusation or citation : the filling of many 
permitting free quarters to the soldiers, although of whose places with ignorant and scandalous 
they had a sufficient establishment for their pay, 
whereby the kingdom was doubly burdened with- 

persons, bath been one great occasion of all those 
miseries which that country for along time bath 

out any redress, in imprisoning gentlemen with- groaned under. 	And dissenters have but small 
out any, so much as alleged reason, forcing many 
to accuse and witness against themselves, Mims- 

ground to rest on any present ease, founded up, 
On a proclamation whisk may be recalled every 

ing arbitrary fines, frighting and harassing many hour, and which in the 'first and second editions 
parts of the country with intercommuning and of it gave no relief to them, especially consider- 
justice-airs, making sbme incur forfeiture of life ing that not many months before, the greatest of 
and fortune, for the most general and harmless the forementioned severities and barbarities had 
converse, even with their nearest relations out- been exercised uoon them. 
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" But to-crown all, there are great and 1688. 	, . vonerd presumptions inducing us to be- 
justly charged with all the evils that may be the 
effects of such a want of their duty. 	And as 

lieve, that those evil counsellors, in order to the we ourselves desire to trust to the almighty God 
carrying ea of their ill designs, and to the gain- alone for the success of our arms, so we expect 
ing to themselves the more time for the effecting of all good men, that they will apply themseiret 
of them, for the' encouraging of their accom- most earnestly to him for his blessing upon our 
pikes, and for tbediscoursging of all good sub- endeavours, that so they may tend to the glory 
jests, have published that the queen bath brought of his great name, to the establishment of the 
forth a son; though there have appeared, both reformed churches, and to the peace and happi. 
during the queen's pretended bigness, and in the ness of that kingdom. 
manner in which the birth was managed, so " Given under our hand and seal, at our court 
many just and visible grounds of suspicion, that in the Rogue, the 10th of October, in the year 
not only we ourselves, but all the good subjects of our Lord, 1688. 
of those kingdoms, do vehemently suspect, that " WILLIAM HENRY, Prince of Orange. 
the pretended prince of Wales was not born by 
the queen. 	And it is notoriously known to all 
the world, that many both doubted of the queem's 
bigness, and of the birth of the child, and yet 

" By his highness's special command, 
" C. HurcEse 

This declaration had a very great in- 
there was not one thing done to satisfy them, or 
put an end to their doubts. 

Iluence on the most part of the nobility, 
gentry, and commons in Scotland, who very 

" And since our dearest and most entirely be 
loved consort, The princess, and likewise we our-
selves, have so great au interest in this matter, 

soon discovered themselves heartily for the 
prince, and joyfully accepted of the freedom 

and such a right, as all the world knows, to the he offered them from their horrid oppres- 
succession of these kingdoms, which those men sions in their civil and religious interests. 
have attempted- to violate, for preventing of ail After this, very little offers as to the pro--' 
redress of miseries, 'by the lawful successors of cedure of our Scots managers : their cor- 
tisecrown, educated, by the good providence of 
God, in the true profession of the Protestant rem -  

respondence with 	the court was much 

legion, we cannot excuseourselves from espous- stopped, whence they had all their courage; 
ing the true interest of these nations in matters the body of the nation hated them, and their 
of such high consequence, and from contributing consciences, awakened by this surprising 
all that lies in us, for the defence of-the laws and providence of the prince's arrival, smote 
liberties thereof, she maintaining of the Protes, 
taut religion in them, and the securing of the 
people in the enjoyment of all their just rights. 

them, and they began to, consider how to 
provide best for their own safety; 	the and. 

But that our intentions may be so manifest, that hearty Protestants through the kingdom  
no person may doubt or pretend to doubt thereof, 
to excuse themselves from concurring with us in 

began to take heart. 
In several places the prince of Orange's 

this just design, for the universal good of the declaration was publicly proclaimed, as at 
nation, we do declare, that the freeing of that Glasgow, 	Irvine, 	Ayr, 	and 	most other. 
kingdom from all hazard of popery and arbitrary 
power for the future, and the delivering it from , what at the present Both expose it to both, tue 
settling of it by parliament, upon such a solid 

burghs. 	Upon the last day of November, 
the earl of Loudon, and several young gen-
tlemen, at that time students in the univer- 

basis as to its religious and civil concerns, as may 
most effectually redress all the above mentioned 

sity of Glasgow, burned the pope's effigies, 
and the archbishops of St Andrews and 

grievances, are the true reasons of our present Glasgow, without any opposition; and the 
. undertakings as to that nation. 	And therefore 

we persuade ourselves, that our endeavours to 
give the best assistance we cap, for the relief of 

(since) famous Mr Tolland, at this time a 
student there, assisted at that solemnity. 

so distressed a kingdom, shall not only not be But- upon the 10th of December there  
miseowstrued,hut shall also be accompanied with was an 'appearance against popery, which 
a cheerful and universal concurrence of the met with some opposition, and made much 
whelenation, that even those who have been in- 
struments for the enslaving of it, will now show 
their dislike of what they have done, by their 
timeous and reasonable diligence for its rescue; 

noise at Edinburgh, and that was the at, 
tempt made upon the abbey of Hulyrood 
house, where the popish chapel was, and 

and that if any shall dot give us that assistance the Jesuits' schools werF kept. And I shall 
which their conscience to-God, and their respect 
to their country oblige them to, they shall be 

give as distinct an account of it as I can, 
from a narrative sent me by a reverend 
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minister since the revolution, then a student 
at Edinburgh, who was engaged in the at- 

and cannons placed at every gate, 
and were discharged by the sentinels "88' 

tack and wounded very sore, and some let- to come near. 	This, with the addition that 
tees writ at this time. 	Some time before the court was full of armed men, when re- 
this there had been some tumults in Edin- ported in the town, heightened the jealousies 
burgh, particularly one at the dismissing of of the populace, and the fears of more think- 
a popish meeting in the Canongate upon ing persons, that evil was designed. 	And in 
the Lord's day, where some apprentices the evening a few young lads accidentally 
and others put some affronts upon them. got together, after some conversation upon 
Information being given, 	upon Monday the present danger, began to huzza, and 
some soldiers were ordered to apprehend there was soon a vast gathering of students 
those informed against; and two servants at the college, and apprentices. The magis- 
of the Baxters, with a woman, were taken trates caused shut all the ports, and the 
up, who were mercilessly scourged from keys were brought to the provost, magnus 
the tolbooth to the abbey, being guarded prince, his house at the foot of Libberton's 
with near three hundred men, and then re- wynd, and the rest of the magistrates ab- 
turned to prison, and banished. 	At this sconded. 	The youths gathered about his 
scuffle fell 	in an 	incident which 	grew lodgings, which were inaccessible, calling 
deeper, and is a flagrant instance of what for the keys, and upon, his refusal, threat- 
the managers would have done, had they ened to burn his house, but did no hurt. 
not soon been prevented. 	When the sol- From thence they came to the cross, and 
diers were apprehending the last named, 
there was a struggle made by the rest of 

having forced up the door with fore-ham-
mers, they proclaimed an offer of four hun- 

the apprentices: at the noise, one Alexan- dred pounds sterling to any who should 
der Keith, a fencing master, and no way bring Perth or Melford dead or alive. 	No 
concerned in the mob, came out of a house more happened this night. 
where he was at his morning drink, and Next day in the forenoon, the town coun- 
seeing the soldiers raging with their swords cil met, and emitted a proclamation " dis- 
and bayonets among the unarmed lads, cried charging tumults, and ordering parents and 
out, " Lads, have ye no swords 2" 	This masters to keep their servants and children 
passed at the time, and he went off. 	But within doors." 	This proclamation was torn 
the following night he was apprehended as soon as it was read, and the officers and 
while in bed; and those, or words to that drummer stopped when going through the 
purpose, being proven on him, in eight or town. 	This day the chancellor and his fa- 

.ten days he was hanged at the cross. mily saw good to retire from the Abbey, 
This step and other things soured people's and go out of town. 	Matters continued 

spirits, and guards were kept in twenty or quiet till twilight, and then a multitude be- 
thirty places of the town, to prevent ris- 
ings. 	But when the regular forces were 

gan to gather at the head of the Cowgate, 
and after they had provided themselves in 

called up to England, and none left but an 
independent company under Captain Wal- 

staves and torches, they came up the Bow, 
where they knew of two drums, and seized 

lace, at the Abbey, the reports of massacres them; one of them soon broke, and with 
and the like were spread, and people ex- 
tremely alarmed, and letters were talked of 

the other, their numbers still increasing, 
they went down the town to the Nether- 

to some people in town, to remove with bow. 	In the, Canongate they stopped a 
their families; otherwise they would have little, seeing the guard drawing out, and 
cause to repent it. upon sending to inquire what the matter 

Many circumstances concurred to inflame was, they found the captain friendly, and 
people's minds formerly enraged. 	Upon that he only drew out his men to put re- 
Sabbath, December 9th, some idle people spect upon them. 	They desired he should 
walking in the 1'ark and St Anthony's call them in; which was presently done, 
Yards, seeking to come through the Abbey and they went forward. 	At the Canongate 
as their nearest road, found all the gates shut, 

iv. 
cross they took down the earl of Perth's 

3O 
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1688.  picture, and carried it with them to broke in by a back entry not so well guard. 
the abbey. 	There captain Wallace ed, which the party in the Abbey obsere. 

Was advanced with some soldiers beyond ing, fled, and about thirty-six were taken 
the strand. 	Whereupon they stopped, and prisoners, but Wallace and a good many 
sent to demand access to the court; which escaped. 	The youths observing this, broke 
he refusing, they beat their drum, and with into the court, and killed all the soldiers 
a cry run in upon him. 	He ordered his they met with. 	It was said, about four- 
men to fire, which did abundance of hurt; teen soldiers were killed. 	Whether they 
severals were killed upon the spot, and 
many wounded, to the number of 36 or 38, 
whereof not a few died afterward. 	After 

got liberty, as some of my accounts say, 
from the town captains, I know not, but 
they fell presently to rifle the chapel and 

the fire, the apprentices and youths fell in schools, and brought the timber work, and 
upon the captain with great fury, forced library, with every thing that came in their 
him and his men off the street, and killed way, to the doss, and burnt them. 	It was 
two of them outright before they could some time before they could fall upon the 
enter the Abbey gate; that being presently images, to destroy which was their end in 
shut, they could get no further in the pur- making the attack. 	At length they found 
suit. 	Upon this they retired a little, and them in an oven, with an old press set be- 
ordered some of their number to carry off fore it to cover its mouth. Those they took 
the dead, and to help up the wounded to out, and carried them up to the town in 
the town, and require assistance; and then procession through the streets, and back 
lodged themselves in houses and dosses the again to the Abbey doss, and there burned 
best way they could. 	Meanwhile captain them. 	They entered the church, rased 
Wallace and his men continued, from this the new work there, and turned up the 
time about nine at night till eleven, firing marble pavement, and rifled the chancellor's 
up the street. 	Those who went up to the lodgings, and some others in the Abbey; 
town, carried up with them some of the but none of the youths and apprentices laid 
arms and hands of the dead and maimed, 
and hearing of a number of gentlemen and 

their hand on any thing to carry it off, but 
all was burned. 

others in a vintner's, went to them, and Next day they gathered again, there be- 
showed how they had been treated. 	The ing no power to restrain them, and went 
gentlemen applied to the town council, then through the houses of all papists they could 
sitting, for assistance; which they refused, 
and the commissioners from the apprentices 

hear of in the Canongate and town, and 
required their books, beads, crosses, and 

and others threatened to burn the town. images, which they burned solemnly in the 
The gentlemen went and got a quorum of street. 	Where the people were civil, they 
the privy council, who ordered the magis- took what they gave upon their word, and 
trates to raise the trained bands, and sent if rude, 	they effectually 	searched 	their 
down two heralds with them in their coats house. 	Some took occasion to mix in for 
displayed, before them, to require captain pillage, but the youths took all to the flames. 
Wallace to surrender;  and the trained bands James Clerk's lodging 	in the Wrights- 
were ordered to force him, if he did not,. houses, and the laird of Niddry's house, 
When the heralds came down, they sum- and Blair Drummond's house, with many 
mooed captain Wallace to surrender the others, were attacked. 	No persons were 
Abbey in the council's name; this he re- touched, but some papists in a fright leap- 
fused. 	Then the town-guards, and trained ing out cf windows, were hurt.. 
bands, commanded by captains M'Gill and . 
Graham, came up, and some firing was on ■ n Improper as were these excesses, how 
both sides, without any great hurt, but some i 
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slight wounds. 	The captain would have prelacy,
v  perpetrated; for no it ersonel 	folenee, no tor- 

defended the Abbey against them all, hay- tures, no murders, disgraced a sect which bed 
ing a vast advantage of the ground: but been borne of outrage. 

hP veri:f sppoepcuhisa bloc:elided:tie ebullitionsvi  to. captain Graham, with a part of his men, bad no connexion with the  general arrangements 
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Upon the 	day following, a rabble of nate in the proclamation, which is ..... 
common thieves got up, and pillaged sever- 
al houses merely for plunder; but that was 
soon over, and all things turned easy and 

annexed as a note.t 	Thus our Scots '''''' 

t Proclamation, Dec. 24th, 1688, calling forth the 
quiet. December 14th, the council met, and 
published their act anent papists, which is 

heritors, 
The lords of his majesty's privy council, eon- 

shlering the great fears 	and .  jealousies of the added at the foot of the page.* 	The reader kingdom, from the apprehensions his majesty's 
will observe a vast change now. 	King lieges generally have, 	of the papists being In 
James had withdrawn about this time, and arms in Galloway and other places, and the sus- 

, 
the administration was just a- toting m 

picions there may be of the lrishes, and other 
papists from England and Ireland, in this den- 

ling William's hands, and now the style gerous conjuncture, their joining with them, to 
of the council alters. 	They order papists' manifest 	
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  Itaeneint  	the tpheea e'er:fit  
houses to be searched regularly for arms his majesty's ancient kingdom ; have therefore 
and ammunition, and recommend it to all thought fit, that all his majesty's protestant sub-

jects may put themselves in their 'best posture 
magistrates to protect the houses and per- 
sons of papists from tumults and insults; 

of defence, for security of the Protestant religion, 
and securing their own lives, liberties, and pro. 
perties : in pursuance of which, the said lords which was highly just and reasonable. do hereby require and command the whole heti- 

The last act of this council I have met tors within this kingdom, (armed and provided 
with, is December 24th, wherein they re- according to their conditions and qualities) to re-

pair to the head burghs of their respective shires 
quire all protestant subjects to put them- add stewartries, or such convenient places, as the 
selves in defence, for securing their religion, respective commanders after-mentioned shall ap-

point, and there to be rendezvoused under the aim- 
lives, liberties, and 	properties, 	for their maid of the persons following, viz. The shire of 
own security, against the attempts of pa- .Ni thsdale and stewartry of Annandale, under the 
pists ; and heritors are called to meet, well a
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provided, at the head burgh of the shire, 
under the command of the persons notni- 

bending all its jurisdictions, under the earl of 
Cassils; the upper ward of Clydesdale, under 
the marquis of Douglas, or such as he shall ap-
point; the nether ward, under the duke of 

of the Presbyterians, who prudently considered Hamilton, and in his absence, the lord Carmi- 
what steps should be taken to regain their intlu- chael ; the shire of Galloway, under the laird of 
ence, and to carry on, with the accession of the Logan ; the stewartry of Kirkcudbright, under 
new sovereign, the settlement of their church." the viscount of Kenmuir ; the shire of Renfrew, 
Cook, vol. iii. 438-9. 	Ile adds in a note, t• Mr under the command of Sir Archibald Stuart of 
Skinner speaks -with great indignation of 	the 
desolating progress of the Cameronians ; but he 

Blackball, baronet; the shire of Dumbarton, 
under the command of the laird of Ardinmiple; 

bad not considered their dreadful sufferings, or the shire of Teviotdale, under the earl of Loth- 
these of the whole Presbyterians, as worthy of Ian ; the shire of Berwick, under Sir Archibald 
being recorded in his work."—En. Cockburn of Langton, baronet; the shires of 

Forest and Peebles, under the laird of Drum- . a Proclamation, Dec. 4th, 1688, anent papists. elzier ; the shire of mast Lothian, under the 
The lords of his majesty's privy council, for command of Charles master of Yester; the 

preventing jealousies and fears in this kingdom, 
and for the security of the kingdom, do hereby 

shire of Edinburgh, under the earl of Lander-
dale; the shire of Linlithgow, under the earl of 

ordain sheriffs, bailies, lords of regality, and ma- Linlithgow, lord 	-general; the shires of ,justice 
gistrates of burghs, to 	search the houses of Stirling and Clnekinannan, under the earl of 
papists within their jurisdictions, and to seize Mar; the shire of Kinross and western division 
and secure all arms and ammunition that shall of Fife, under John Bruce fiar of Kinross ; the 
be found therein, except such as they, or any of eastern division of Fife, under Sir Charles Hal- 
them, according to their quality, use to wear for ket of Pitfirren ; the two divisions of the shire 
themselves, and their necessary servants : and of Perth, under such commanders as they shall 
all just jealousies being thus removed against think fit to choose ; the shire of Forfar, under 
them, the lords of his majesty's privy council, 
do hereby recommend to all the said officers of 

the earl of Southesk ; the shire of Kincardine, 
under the lord Keith ; Marischal's part of Aber- 

the law, to protect the persons and houses of the deen, under the earl of Kintove, and in his ab- 
said papists, against all public tumults, and pri- 
vete insults, by preventing and punishing the 

settee the lord Inverury ' • the rest of Aberdeen-
shire, under the master of Forbes, or such as he 

same, as they shall see occasion. 	And ordain shall appoint; the shire of Banff, under the earl 
these presents to be published at the market- of Finlater ; all betwixt Spey and Ness, under - 
cross of Edinburgh, and whole other market- the lord Duffus ; the 	shire of Ross, under 
crosses of this kingdom, that none pretend ig- Sir Rory Mackenzie of Findon ; the shire of 
nominee. 	Extracted

'
tbrth of the records of privy Sutherland, under the lord Strathnaver,_ and in 

council, by me, his absence, by Sir Robert Gordon of Gordon- 
WIL. PATERSON, Cl. Seer. Concilu. , ston ; the shire of Caithness, under the lord

Glenorchy; the shire of Bute, under the sheriff 
God save the King. of Bute. 	And authorise and require the said 
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council come in at length to what 	which he did. 	January 8th, king James 
1688. they had been harassing and perse- retired for good and all. 	And the paths- 
cuting the country for these twenty-eight ment met, and, February 136, 1688-9, they 
years, and call them to self-defence, and offered the crown to the prince and princess 
appearing against popery, and for liberty, 
property, and the Protestant religion. 

of Orange, and they were that day pro- 
claimed king and queen. 

How matters went at London in this 
juncture, is not my province to enter upon. 

As to our Scots affairs at this juncture, 
I wish we had a more distinct account of 

Full and large accounts of them are to be them; I shall not much enter upon them. 
had in print already. 	December 1 Ith, the Upon the 7th of January, the prince called 
king retired the first time, and his persecut- all the Scots noblemen and gentlemen at 
ing chancellor, the bloody Jeffreys, stepped London to meet him at St James's, and 
aside, but was soon seized and put in the asked their advice what was proper to be 
tower. 	And the prince of Orange was ap- done for securing the Protestant interest in 
plied to by a number of the nobility, to pro- Scotland. 	They met upon the 8th, and 
cure them a free parliament. And, Decem- 
ber 25th, he is addressed to take the admi- 

concluded upon their advice to his highness, 
and agreed upon an address to him, that he 

nistration, civil and military, in his hand; would take upon him the civil and military 
administration, and call a meeting of estates 

heritors so met and rendezvoused, to act and do at Edinburgh, March 14th next. 	This ad- 
every thing lawful and necessary for the security dress, signed by about thirty noblemen, and 
of the protestant religion, and peace and quiet 
of the kingdom ; with power to the said com- eighty gentlemen, January 10th was pre- 
manders above-mentioned, to keep together or,seated, and on the 	14th the prince called 
dismiss them as they shall see cause, unless they them again, and told them he would fall in 
have particular orders from the council to the 
contrary. 	As likewise hereby authorize and 

. 	i 	Accordingly  with 	t. , the estates of the 
empower the magistrates of the whole royal kingdom met, and their acts and constitu- 
burghs within this kingdom, to rendezvous the 
whole fencible persons, inhabitants within the tions are in print, and I shall not enter up- 
same, for the great and laudable ends above-men- on them. 	Upon the 11th of April, they 
tioned. Likeas, the said lords do hereby advertise make their declaration containing the claim 
and require the whole militia of foot in this king- e  
<loin, to be in readiness to be rendezvoused, when- Of right, and they offer the crown to king 
ever his majesty's privy council shall have occasion William and queen Mary, which they send 
for their service, and that at the respective places 
of their rendezvous, and under their respective up with commissioners to London, and the 
commanders; and ordain the heritors above-men- king accepts of it, and at their own desire 
tioned, to be rendezvoused at the places of ren- 
dezvous, within their respective shires, at the 
diets following, viz. all the shires besouth the 

turns them to a parliament. And they, June 
5th, meet, and begin, after they had recog- 

river of Tay, upon Tuesday the first day of Jan- 
nary next; the shires betwixt the river of Tay 
and Spey, upon Tuesday thereafter, the eighth 
day of the said month; and the whole other 

nized their majesties' royal authority, with 
abolishing prelacy, and rescinding the earl 
of Argyle's forfeiture. 	And, the posture of 

shires benorth Spey, upon Tuesday the fifteenth 
day of the said month of January. 	And grant public affairs not permitting, they did not - 
personal protection to all who may be herein meet till April, 1690, when they went on in 
concerned, from all execution of the law for per- 
sonal debts, and that for the space of one month 
after the respective days appointed for their ren- 

pulling down what had been built during 
those years I have been describing, and set 

dezvous, in manner above-mentioned; but pre- up our scriptural and reformation presbyte- 
judice always of quartering, or other legal dill- 
gene to be done for the inbringing of the excise, 11•an church government. 
supply, and other public burdens. 	And ordain I know not how to conclude this history 
the sheriffs of the sheriffdoms, Willies of regali- 
ties and bailiaries, and stewarts of stewartries, 
and their deputes, to cause make intimation 

better, than with a kind of abstract of what 
they did, in the notes; and with pointing the 

hereof in the usual wafand manner accustomed ; 
and these presents to be published at the market 
crosses of the head burghs of the whole shires 
and stewartries above-mentioned, that none pre- 

reader there to the chief things done after 
the glorious revolution, for setting matters 
right after those two reigns of blood and 

tend ignorance. 	Extracted forth of the records 
of his majesty's privy council, by me, oppression. 

Wit. Pirecasos, Cl. Seer. Concilii. The sum and compend of this large work 
God save the king. the reader bath in a representation of griev- 
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ances, and petition of many thousands of The copy I have is the first draught 
presbyterians to the prince of 	Orange; 1688. of it, with 	marginal 	corrections. 
which I have added at the foot of the page.* Whether this address was ever written out, 

• First draught of an Address to the Prince of ing, trading, and others belonging unto a bur- 
Orange. gess, pail. I. sess. 3. 	act 2. king Charles II. 

To his royal highness the prince of Orange, the 5thly, By taking the oath of the test, (far differ- 
representation of the grievances of many thou- ing from the English test) wherein is the oath 
sands in the church and kingdom of Scotland, 
caused from a prevailing faction, making de- 

of supremacy, the abjuration of the covenants, 
and a swearing to defend, assist, and maintain 

fection from the laudable work 	 reformation, 
at our first coming out of popery, after the 

his majesty's Jurisdiction : this must be under-
stood of what the parliament has given him, se- 

year 1560, and renewed after thirty years de- curing the supremacy to its height, par). 3. seas. 
faction, in the year 1689, until 1660, and first 1. act 6. of king Charles IL also all heritors and 
by the acts of the parliaments and privy coun- liferenters, wadsetters, masters of ships, all bur- 
cil, and secondly, by the practice founded there- 
upon, and beyond them, whereby these evil 

gasses and inhabitants of burghs are to take it, 
part. 1. act 13. of king James VII: but no pa- 

counsellors have given to the king an absolute pint to take it. 
and arbitrary power, engaging themselves, and II. Screwing up the supremacy to a strange 
what in them lies, with the whole nation, to 
obey him without a reserve, which is blasphe- 

height, as,. 1st, by the oaths of the prerogative, 
supremacy, the declaration and test above ex- 

mous, and only proper to the sovereign majes- pressed. 	2dly, By discharging all church-judi- 
ty of God; together with a call and humble calories to exercise any power, which (loth not 
petition to his highness, from the people of acknowledge a dependence upon, and subordi- 
Scotland, of all sorts, especially of the presby- nation to, the sovereign power of the king, as 
terians there. supreme; and asserting the ordering and disposal 
I. The acts of parliament and council, first of the external government and policy of the 

they took a way that none should be members of church, properly to belong to his majesty, as an 
parliament, privy council, justiciary courts, ex- inherent right of the crown, by virtue of his 
chequer, and of any place of trust in church or royal prerogative, and supremacy in causes ec- 
state, but such as should be for, and comply clesiastical, paid. I. tress. 2. act 1. king Charles 
with, their designs ; and that by acts of parlia_ II. Thus the king is made the head and king of 
meat and council, imposing oaths upon such, 
and keeping up warlike forces to compel all who 

the church, which is only proper to Christ, and 
annuls all proceedings to the contrary, although 

should any ways oppose their proceedings, or dis- made by king James VI. and Charles I. and 
obey them in any thing, whereby all judicato- their parliaments. idly, Act 4. ejusdent, it is as- 
ries and places of trust were corrupted, and rip- serted, that the nomination of members of church- 
pointing the lord chancellor, now and always in judicatories, and particularly of a national sy- 
time coming, to preside in parliament and all nod, belongs to his majesty, as an inherent right 
public judicatories. 	1st, By,  the act anent the of the crown, by virtue of his prerogative and 
prerogative of king Charles II. pad. 1. sess. 1. supreme authority in causes ecclesiastical : and 
act I. which all members of parliament, at their accordingly his majesty, in the said act, names 
downsitting, were to swear, and to be taken by them; and to debate and conclude upon such 
all in civil places of trust, before their admission matters, as his majesty shall cause to be deliver- 
thereunto. 	2dly, By taking the oath of Belpre- ed to the archbishop of St Andrews, president 
macy, (falsely called the oath of allegiance) act of the said national synod, that no such assem- 
II. ejusdent, and renewed in parliament second, 
gess. 1. act 1. and which all the subjects were to 

bly is to be kept without his majesty or his com-
mrstioner's presence, and that only to be a valid 

take when required, pall. 1. sess. 1. act 17. of act, and binding canon, which is agreed upon by 
king James VII. • adly, None are to have office 
in any university or college, but such as own 

the president, and major part of the assembly, 
and approven and confirmed by his majesty or 

prelatical government, and take the oath of au- his commissioner: a strange act; such a power 
preinacy, seas. 2. act 4. pad. I. king Charles II. was never given by any general council to the 
4thly, 	By taking the declaration, wherein all pope, nor claimed by him. 	4thly, An act, as- 
subjects are discharged to enter into leagues and serting all government does originally reside in 
covenants, or to take up arms against the king, 
or any commissioned by him, upon any pretence 

his majesty, and lawful heirs and successors, 
and declares that his majesty may, by himself; 

whatsomever, and annulling all done before, in or any commissioned by him, take cognizances 
carrying on the work of reformation, (called of, and make decision in, any cause or causes he 
therein the late troubles) condemning the na- pleases, pan. 3. sess. I. act 18. king Charles II. 
tional covenant of Scotland, (made at our first This is strange ; for hereby all civil or kii.k-ju- 
reformation from popery, and renewed in the 
year 1638,) as explained in the said year, which, 
by the general assembly, condemned the bier- 

dicatories may be cut off, as needless. 	5thly, 
They establish the king's absolute power and 
authority, and oblige themselves to obey the 

archy of bishops, and the solemn league and co- king, without reserve entirely, parl. 1. sess. 1. 
venant of the three kingdoms, act 5. ejusdent, 
the owning of these covenants as lawful, shall 

act 2. James VII. 	• 
III. The many acts against the meetings of 

infer the crime arid pains of treason, pail. 1. the nonconform ministers, preachers, and hear- 
seas. I. act 5. of king James VII. the duke of ern, under the penalties of exorbitant fines, and 
Queensberry beidg commissioner ; to which is 
added, That he who refuses to take the said de- 

other greater punishments, even death itself, 
pail. 1. sess. 1. act 8. of king James VII. and 

claratien in burghs, shall, besides what is in the to the exhausting of their estates, of which some 
formaid acts, lose the privileges of tnerchaudiz- had very great estates ; and that neither they 
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Signed, and sent to the prince, I can- titular account of the grievances of presby- 
1688. not say,,  hut it is a distinct and par- terians during this period I have been de- 

meet in private houses nor in the fields (which 2. secs. 3. act O. Charles II. 	8thly, Against 
yet were but rare) because they could not with the marrying of people, and the married so, to 

safety, and without being apprehended, meet in pay huge fines, parl. 1. seas. 1. act 34. parl. 2. 
houses, and that merely for nonconformity, part. seas. 3. act 9. Charles II. 	9thly, Against their 
I. setts. 3. net  1. king Charles II. nets 5 and 7. baptizing, and who shall baptize with them, to 
Gess. 2. Isar'. 2. act 4. pail. S. seas. 	1. act 16. pay also huge fines, part. 2. seas. 2. act 6. sm. 
elaulent, part. I. seas. 1. act 21. of king James 3. act 11. 	Charles II. 	10thly, The banishing 
VII. 	Particularly, besides what is last said, 
anent new nonforas ministers; first, their im- 

of many of them out of his majesty's dominions, 
and not to return under the pain of death, with. 

prisoning of about twelve ministers, before ever out the license of authority, many of them dy- 
the first parliament sat down, for meeting to. ing abroad, and that for refusing to sign the 
get-her in Edinburgh, and drawing a necessary oath of supremacy; 	 yea, several of them fur 
and 	laudable supplication to the 	late 	king's offering to take the said oath, with an expliew 
majesty, after he came last home to England, 
in 1600; for which, and other things relating 

tion thereof, holding forth its orthodox setae, 
were sentenced with banishment. 	I Ithly, Their 

to the reformation, as they both suspected and often and long imprisonments in most unwhete. 
alleged, the committee of estates gave them a some places and prisons, to the putting of them 
libel, as being guilty of treason, and putting to expenses for 	maintaining 	themselves and 
them from their office and benefice, and did family, payment of jailor-fees, paying money to 
execute one of them, as in the next follows. clerks for their petitions, and ofttimes in vain, 
2ndly. 'Their executing the marquis of Argyle, 
the lord of Wellston, 	the 	then register, 	for 

and being necessitate to 	bribe, especially the 
king's advocate, and paying much to the clerks 

things whereof many of themselves were guilty; for the extracts of their liberties, when they got 
but they said, they had a remission ; and Mr it, (these expenses were common to them with 
James Guthrie an eminent and faithful minister others) and severals of them dying in their pri. 
of the gospel, ferfeiting all the three, and mainly sons ; also severals of them were put in the 
for matters relating to the reformation, and irons, and some of them tortured, and some of 
being friends thereto, three 	famous martyrs; them, since the liberty was granted, 	for bat 
and did set up their heads in eminent places ; modestly preaching against the repealing of the 
Gad in his providence so ordering it, that, at penal statutes, were imprisoned. 
the very first, w nobleman, a gentleman, and a IV. The 	rescinding and annulling all the 
minister should seal the work of refertnation parliaments that were for renewing the work of 
with their blood. 	This was done in the year rethrmation, and so all their acts, especially rw 
1661. 	3dly, There being timed to the number lining thereunto, 	since 	the 	year 1637, as the 
of about 300, both from office and benefice, by 
au act of the privy council, in the year 1661, 
for nonconformity, there being in all Scotland 

parliaments 1610, 1641, 1644, 1615, 16.16, 1617, 
and 1619, albeit the king himself was present 
in that of 1641, and ratified the same, and what 

but hetWeen nine and ten hundred ministers was then done; and in 1610, parl. I. sess. I. 
and parish-churches ; and commanding them act 15. icing Charles II. 
to' remove their residence twenty miles from V. Their rescinding, casting, and annulling 
their parish.ehurches, six mites from cathedral of presbyterian government from its very than- 
churches, and three miles from all royal, burghs: dation, and restoring and re-establishing pre. 
it was impossible to put all these clauses in•exe- Intim! government, part. 1. secs. 2. act I. king 
cation as to all of them : and all this according Charles II. 
to act. 	I. seas. 3. 	purl. 	1, king Charles 	II. VI. Their appointing an anniversary thanks- 
4thiy, If they preach any, to be punished us giving day for the king's birth day and rtora. 
seditious persons, act. 1: ejusdem; but withal, 
securing the persons of all conformist preachers 

tion, in the narrative whereof they rail, near 
unto blasphemy, against all the ways which 

in a strange way, under uncouth penalties upon were used for the work of reformation, from 
the parishioners, though never so 4nnotent, if 1637 to 1660; they appointed it to be kept as an 
any hurt came to them from any whattioniever, 
pail. I. seas. I. act S. king Charles IL 	5thly, 

holy day for ever, which is proper to God only, 
part. I. secs. 1. act 17. of king Charles II. 

That such as preach in houses or in the fields, 
shall be punished with death, park 1. seas. I. 

VII. Their appointing huge sums of money 
to be lifted and paid by this poor oppressed king- 

act 8. king James "VII. 	This was executed dom, as Mao. for the king, besides his ordinary 
upon some of them. 	6tbly, Denuding theta 
the* 27 years past, of their maintenance where. 

revenues, 	1st, 40,p00 pounds sterling, yearly, 
during his lifetime is continued, parl. I. sess. 1. 

with-they maintained, themselves, svives, chit- act 13. Charles II. 	2dly, Of 360,000 pounds 
lien, and servants, giving and allowing them of supply, paid. 2. seas. 2. 	act 8. Charles if. 
not a penny therefore, nay, not out of vacant 3dly, Of 864,000 pounds, part. 2. gess. 3. act 4. 

- stipend:ft appointing the same to be given to 
suffering .conforni ministers, for their loyalty, 
(as •tiley eall, it, and to their wives and bairns 

dusdenc, and by annexing the assize to thcerown, 
part 1. seas. 2. act 2. James VI I. 	4thly, Of 
216,000 pounds, yearly, over and besides the live 

after their death) and this to the impoverishing months' cess, appointed by the third act of par- 
of many godly nonconformists, and bringing 'lament, 1681, and a continuation of four months' 
them !Hato great straits, pail. I. Ness. 1. act 52. cess, termly, from Whitsunday, 1685, during 
king Charles II. 	ithly, Against ordaining of all the terms of his majestv's,lifetime, parl. 1. 
ministers, making these ordinations null, and SfSS, 1. act 12. king James 'VII. 	Wily, Annex- 
such so ordained to Nene ministers, contrary to ing all the offices, ,privileges, anti superiorities 
the judgment of all orthodox protestants, park belonging to the earl of Argyle, to the crown, 
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scribing, drawn up by ministers and gentle- them was fresh, and every body knew 
1688. men who had suffered, when the sense of them, and thonsands were ready to 

as likewise the lands of the earl of Tarns, lord cers of state, members of the secret committee, 
Melvile, and others, pad. 	1. 	seas. 1. 	act 40: lords of. privy council, and all his majesty' 
ejusdent. 	6thly, Annexing to the crown all the judges, and the officers of the army, against all 
lands and baronies of all these who were upon pursuits that can be raised against them for 
the late plot (as they call it, but indeed meet- acting in his majesty's service, as likewise for 
ing and consulting what they were called to do their omissions, pad. 	1. sess. 1. act 31. James 
fordefence of the Protestant religion) for which VII. they extended this thus, if they should 
Jerviawood was executed, and others, and MI wound' or kill any fleeing from their barbarity 
this notwithstanding the king got never one pen- in pursuing them, and to all their acts Made by 
ny of it, it being bestowed to keep up a military them. 
force here, for putting the laws and acts in exe,- 
cation, and given to indigent lords, and others, 
who are our patriots and governors, for keeping 

XIV. 'Dm,  parliaments, from time to time, 
committed to the privy council, to act, and do 
in order to their acts and what might conduce 

the whole land under slavery and bondage. And to the upholding of this their tyranny and op- 
tsr the lords of session, 1, :rst, 12,000 pounds pression, yea, their whole power, which they 
sterling, for making up a stock to them, and to did execute to the very height, beyond the acts 
be paid by the shires and burghs, pad. 1. sess. of parliament, having no law of their own 
1. act 50. 	Charles II. 	Secondly, 	For then', herefore. 
10,000 	pounds 	Scots, 	yearly, 	besides 10,000 Their procticefollotas. 
pounds granted by his present majesty's royal 
grandfather, or what hath been formerly grant- 

1. Their imprisoning of about twelve minis.,  
ters for meeting together in Edinburgh, and 

ed to them, or otherwise appertained to them, 
part. 1. secs. 2. act 7. of king Charles II. 

drawing a necessary and laudable supplication to 
the late king Charles, after he came last home to 

VIII. Approving the engagement against England, for which and other things relating to 
England of 1648, (which was declared unlace- 
ful both by church and State) annulling the par- 

the reformation, as they but suspect& and allot,  
ed, they gave each of them one and the same 

Dements and committees kept thereafter, and long libel, as being guilty of treason, and did put 
condemning the rising in arms of the west, and them all from their.offiee and benefice, of whom 
all acts and deeds flowing from all those (which one of them was executed, as afterward we shall 
yet were approver by the parliament, 1649), 
pad. 1. sess. 1. act 9. king Charles 11. 

bear. 	This was done by a committee of estates, 
before any parliament Was held after the king's 

IX. An offer to the king of 20,000 footmen, 
and 2,000 horsemen, sufficiently armed, with- 

restoration. 
2. Their tolerating of popery and popish meet: 

forty days' provision, to march, when called-, to ings, ever since 1660, but no quarter was given 
any part- of his majesty's dominions, pad. 1. to presbyterians and their meetings. 
suss. S. act 25. Charles II. 3. Their marching with a great host to the 

X. That all, of whatsoever sex, degree, or 
quality, depone upon oath against delinquents, 
as they call them, when called thereto, especial- 

west, anno 1678, against a most innocent people, 
who neither was speaking nor doing any thing 
against them, nor did any thing in the 'least 'by 

ly anent conventicles, and if they refuse, to be resisting or defending themselves, by which, in 
lined, imprisoned, or banished to the Indies, 
pad. 2. sess. 2. act 2. CharleuIL and who shall 

quartering, robbing, and plundering, they almost 
consumed these shires as to their goods. 	This 

refuse to be thus witnesses in the eases of treat- can hardly be paralleled. 
son (in their account) field or house conventi- 4. Their putting all the gentry and heritors 
des, they shall be liable to be punished us guilty 
of these crimes respectively, pad. 1. seas. I. act 

to come forth with their followers and arms, 
when they thought they were diffieulted by any 

4. king James VII. 	This is against the moral resistance of the grieved and nonconformed suli- 
law of God, which commands love to our neigh- Sleds, oehad suspicions of the same, es at the go,. 
hour, and also against it and the light of nature, ing west of the host above.mentioned, at Pent: 
whin hereby we are to depone against ourselves. land and Bothwell, and at Argyle's coming over 
Yea, if any should refuse upon oath to depone 
against themselves, it was told them, in their 

from Holland; which put them to great expense, 
and who came not out were greatly fined. 

judicatories, they should be holden guilty of 5. Their putting all the subjects to it to rick 
what was inquired at them. out this last* Militia, with arms and forty days' 

XI. That the master is to he answerable for 
all in his family, his tenants and cotters, with 

provision, intended against the 	of Orange, 
until they saw their hopesbreken.  

power to him to punish them for keeping con- 6. Many were „forced to leave the country 'to 
ventides (as they called them), or resetting of evade their persecution, where some of them 
minconform ministers, or intercommuned per- spent much, and some of them all the little stock 
sons, by putting them from their lands, notwith- they had. 
standing of their tacks, part. 3. seas. I. act 4. 7. 	Their excessive and ekorbitant 'fines for 
Charles II. also for this against tenants under mere nonconformity. 	2ndly, Their forfeiting 
huge penalties, pad. 1. seas. 1. act 24. James men for life and fortune for hinting to help- the 
VII. 	201y, Husbands are to be liable for their oppressed, as Kersland and Caldwell, not eying 
Wives' fines, par!. I. seas. 1. act 6. James VII.' to their relict ladies so much as a Penny,  of their 

XII. Statuting that the concealing, and not jointure, above these twenty years past, and 
revealing of supplies, given to, or demanded for others. 	*Hy, Forfeiting men for mere converse 
traitors (as they accounted them)' is treason, 

1. sess. 1. act 7. James VII. 
with these that were intercommuned, or had
been in arms for their own ditfenee, so that they 

XIII. They indemnify all his majesty's offi- should- not be seen With their nmmee.it rebooks, 
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1688. sign it; and it is a good voucher 

. 	for many things narrated above. 	I 
' am of opinion that this paper was not got 

finished before the prince's arrival in Eng- 

yea, the husband behoved not to converse with kept not faith to God, they will not keep it to 
his wife or children, nor they with him, and men ; also, according to that maxim, " false to I 
were to be executed unless they got out a remis- God, never true to man."  
sion for their life, and many of these were in- By all these it is clear, that the government. 
tereommuned for mere nonconformity; and both of church and state, is overturned, the wor- 
thus they extolled their cruel civil laws above of reformation defaced, and almost ruined, this 
the law of -God, and all this albeit many of this poor land is almost destroyed and eaten up ; ' 
themselves were guilty hereof. 	4thly, Forfeit- it is a wonder it is not so. 	That people of all 
ing the laird of Cesnock his great estate, not- ranks, great and small, have been oppressed in 
withstanding he was absolved by the criminal their consciences, bodies, and estates, manifold 
court, and gave the same to the earl of Melford. and great perjuries committed through the im- 
bthly, Forfeiting and executing the late earl of posing of oaths, and contrary oaths against their 
Argyle lay a sentence of the criminal court, and light, dreadful breaches of covenants, and despis. 
that for a meat innocent and candid explication ing of the oath of God ; for which, and the ma. 
of the test, upon which he offered to subscribe nifold horrid profanities of all sorts through the 
it; for no further process was led against him, whole land, and tolerated both by the prelatical 
When he came into his country in arms, after church and backsliding state, and horrid abom- 
big escape. 	Wily, Their executing of many of inations and idolatry protected, it is to be feared 
these who rose in arms for their own defence, 
being before pillaged and barbarously used by 

the Lord may have a controversy and quarrel 
against us, which may be gathered, especially 

Sir James Turner, with his blasphemous ruffian. from Ezek. chap. xvii. : there Zedekiah, having 
soldiers, there being no other mean for remedy made a covenant with the king of Babylon, an 
left them, in regard all the subjects were dis- heathen king, in a matter of civil homage, and 
charged to supplicate or petition for any redress 
of the wrongs done unto them (and this though 

to get a crown, and see in a manner forced to it, 
which God owns for his covenant and oath, be- 

they expressed, at their death in their speeches, 
much love, loyalty, and respect to 	the king) 

cause Zedekiah swore by God, 2 Chron. chap. 
xxxvi. ver. 13, and yet for the breach thereof he 

which is against that known maxim, cuilibet was dreadfully threatened, and all Judah was 
Beet supplicare et roiesiori. 	The like was done 
to very many of those who Mite at Bothwell 
upon the same account. 	Many of both these 
had their heads, and other pieces of their body, 
fixed- and set up in public places.' 	Also many 

led captive by the Chaldeans. 	 . 
The peihion follows. 

And now we humbly and earnestly petition 
and desire his 	royal 	highness the prince of 

of them were driven like sheep into a church- Orange, to come or send some commissionated 
yard at Edinburgh, affording them neither meat by him, and to bring or send some competent 
nor clothing. 	ilIztny of them were _drowned by number of forces, with whom many in this land 
their means in- a ship, pretending to send them are ready to join, and thereby to bring us to our 
to America, who might easily have been saved, 
the shipmaster having gone ashore, having left 
the doors upon the deck locked upon them, ex- 

first constitution, particularly and especially to 
procure, 

1st, That a free parliament or convention of 
(opting a few who were upon the deck and were estates being called, without imposing of oaths 
saved; ,and yet nothing was done against the 
shipmaster therefore. 	7thly, Their torturing 

either upon the electors or elected members, 
which these, of whom we now complain, re- 

barbarously, by breaking their legs and bones, 
calling them in the boot ; others had 	their 

(mired before, and at their sitting down; and 
that no bishop or evil counsellor be called to sit 

thumbs crushed by an uncouth and unusual an- to be our judges, and until the same be had, or 
gine t others hail their ears out, and- afterwards if it cannot be had soon, that the bishops be pre- 
sent to America to be sold for slaves. 	Now Bendy put from their office as such, or to have 
many of these were so dealt with for mere non- any places of trust, that a new council, justiciary 
conformity and not deposing upon oath against court, and other well affected officers be settled 
themselves. Others also, long before these, were and erected. 
burned in the cheek for resisting a curate coo- 2dly, That the oaths and bow 'a imposed may 
ing in upon them, end thereafter were banished; be helped or done away, particularly and espe- 
tins curate was excommunicated before in the cially, that the oaths of the prerogative and so- 
time of presbyterian government. 	Sthly, They 
erecuted several simple women for mere words 
spoken out of their zeal, but wanting knowledge. 

premaey may be corrected, and the oaths of that,
declaration abjuring our covenants and the test, 
may be abrogated. 

It is impossible to relate all their butcheries 
and cruel persecutions. , 

Sdly, That when the parliament sits down, 
the office of bishops above pastors, with all that 

The instruments of all these cruelties and per- pertain thereunto, be assoilied, a yoke which net-' 
amnions wore, especially the evil counsellors, 
viz.- the privy council, both by their acts, prac- 

ther we nor our fathers were able to bear since' 
the first reformation, the same having no War- 

tipes, and commands, the bloody lords of the jus- rant from God's word, being contrary to our 
ticiary and criminta court, the king's advocate, 
yet in life, Sir George _Mackenzie, pleading for 
these executions, the cruel lord bishops with their 

solemn covenants and vows, and which our pre-
decessors at the bringing in of the first bishops, 
in their remonstrances, supplications, and pro- 

curates, instigating to all these things, beside their tostations, did hold forth to be the egg of which 
acting in them, the profane and atheistical offi- 
rors, and eommoirsoidiers and dragoons. Now, 
how cats any of these be trusted again ? who 

antichrist and the man of Ai was clacked at first, 
and by which, asa ladder and steps, he mounted up 
to the popedom, withal denouncing a curse upon 
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r  laud, and so was not sent. 	But as soon as January, I think, agreed to, and trans. 
possible, the general meeting of presbytenian nutted an address to his highness the 1688' 
Juinisters convened at Edinburgh, and in prince of Orange, which I have added below,* 

• 

hese who should build this Jericho again, as the ; 	1 Ithly, That there be a competent military 
ook of conformity holds forth; by which cursing, 	force of our own, established of persons welt al- 
judicial stroke from the Lord bath seized upon ! fected to the re-established good government of 

MD) ever since; for albeit there may be some : church and state, as standing forces before the 
good men in that office elsewhere, who have not prince his forces be removed, and the same to be 
attai.ted such a height of reformation 	herein, 
and come under such engagements to God as we 
against them, yet ours may be reckoned amongst 

paid as formerly- these years past; and that a 
militia be settled with new and well affected of, 
ficem; and that these threes which have been 

the worst of men ; yea, the protestants in Scot- employed against us, mid are still in arms, be 
land could never bear with such a governmetit. disarmed and disbanded.  

4thly, That presbyteriun government be re- • 12thly, That there be a commission for plant- 
stored and re-established, as it was at the begin- ation of kirks appointed. 
sing of our reformation frotn popery, and re- These things being granted, will the more  
newed in the year 1658, continuing until 1660, 
and that there be no church judicatories hereof- 

oblige us to pray to God for your royal highness, 
and good success in all your glorious undertak- 

ter, but of presbyterian ministers, and ruling 
elders, by general assemblies, provincial synods, 
classes or presbyteries, and church-sessions. 

ings, who are, 
Your royal highness's most humble, 

And room obliged servants. 
5thiy, That presbyterian ministers, which are 

Alive, may return to their former charge, and 
enjoy the benefices thereof, and where other 

. 	i  Ad tress .from the meettng of presbyterian mint. 
stars to the prince of Orange. 

presbyterian ministers have meeting-houses at 
present, they may have the public churches with 
the maintenance thereof; the present conform 

May it please your highness, 
We cannot but magnify and bless the Lord, 

who, in his sovereign goodness and tnercy, -bath 
incumbents having come in with all the rest of raised up your highness as a worthy successor 
them, at least generally without the election of of your illustrious ancestors, whom God emi+ 
the people, and so are ilitruders, and that the 
rest of these conformists be referred to the church 

neatly honoured zealousdy to appear Tor the re-,, 
formed religion, and relief of the professors 

judicatories, it being remembered and considered 
(as is already said), that about three hundred of 

thereof in the Netherlands, in their greatest PX, 
tremities through itomish cruelty and persecm 

presbyterian ministers were removed from their tion ; and now when the true religiom,the min- 
charges and benefices in one day, anno 1661, and isters and professors thereof, were in no less 
such as were among the lowest and worst of the danger, from their maNcions and powerful,  ene- 
people, generally as being insufficient or scandal- mies, bath graciously inclined your highness to 
ons men, were put in their room, wherewith also espouse the interest of his churches in these 
the whole church was and is pestered. kingdoms, with so much hazard and expense, 

• Stilly, That laical patronages be discharged, 
as was done in the parliament, 1649, and the 

and bath hitherto blessed your pious and heroic 
undertaking with admirable success, and so lit; 

people restored to their right and privilege of tle effusion of blood. 	'''his is the doing of the 
election, according to 	the warrant of God's Lord, who is wonderful in counsel, and excel- 
word. lent in woticing; and it cannot hat be marvel- 
7thly, That what acts were made debarring loos in our eyes, and will be on record for gene. 

soyto supplicate and petition authority, may be rations to comes 	And, great Slr, we 130141 Our: 
cancelled, and a liberty granted therefore. 	. selves obliged, with all possible thankfulness, to 

8thly, That the royal burghs, being restored 
to their privileges, may be put to choose magi- 

acknowledge your highness the Lord's elitism, 
called, and singularly qualified servant for this 

strides well affected to this good cause. his work. 
9thlv, That these of the west country may Our hearts were not a little revived and re.. 

have their arma,restored to them, the same he- fleshed by your highness' gracious declaration 
ito,  taken from '_ ;cm, because they are generally in mferenee to Scotland, which was to us as rain 
well' 	affected. on the mown grass, perceiving therein ),our . 

10:hly, That as much as can be, all losses may knowledge and resentment of our deplorable eim- 
be repaired, the fines repaid by such as appoint- ditiom.witils so much theist-nen compassion, and 
ed, required, and received them, and all forfei- magnanimous mansion to 'Aimee and rescue its 
tures, found unjustly to be inflicted, be taken from these our insupportable sufferings, which 
elf, and their lands be restored to the right own- also encouraged us to offer this nor humble ad- 
ers, their relicts and heirs, and who have pm- dress, so soon as we could with safety meet up. 
sessed them hitherto, may at least repay to the 
relicts of the deceased their bygone jointures, 
which were and are (Inc to them; outed amtn- 

on it: in which we will not enumerate the par,  
Oculars of the sore trials of this church, refer. 
ring that to those intrusted herewith, to be pre,- 

stern, their relicts or heirs, may have some re- 
componse for their bygone stipend's. 	It may be 

seated to your highness, when called for. Only, 
Sir, ad' u your highness lath wisely noticed, one 

here remembered, that its the parliament which great occasion of all the miseries under which 
began amino 1661, great fines were imposed and this country bath for a long time groaned, to 
exacted of many of sit ranks in the land, whom have been the driving of some hundreds ,of min- 
they but suspected to have been for the reforma- niters out of their churches, without either ac. 
tips before; and if the like be done now against cusation or citation, and the filling of many of 
known guilty persons, they cannot justly coo- 
plain. 

their places with ignorant and scandalous per.,  
sons; so it is well known, the true cause of this 

3P 
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1668. from a copy under the clerk to that 
meeting his hand; and the rather, 

great deal, and 	restored our reformation 
rights, and did public justice to a great many 

that a maimed and false copy hath been of the sufferers; 	and would have done 
published of it in some prelatic pamphlets, 
with reflections, which the preceding part 

more, had it not been for the influence 4 
some-in England, and our own state divi' 

of this history will sufficiently refute. sions among ourselves. 	I am only to pat 
From what bath been already observed, 

we may be fully persuaded of king William's 
the reader in the notes to some of the pre 
cipal things done upon the revolution, to 

good inclinations for the church of Scot- help what had been put wrong •under the 
land, and how fully he would have gone two brothers' reigns, as we have heard. 
into 	ail 	that Presbyterians 	could have The claim of right was the foundation of 
sought : but it was our unhappiness, he had what followed, and as a great voucher to 
a prelatic church likewise to manage, and some of the facts set down above, and a 
our 	prelatists, though 	hearty Jacobites, 
wanted not friends in our neighbour king- 

great advancement after such a turn, I in. 
sert it below .° 

dome; andyet, under this weight, he did a As soon as the convention were turned 

was the overturning of the presbyterial govern- ministers yet alive, to their charges, win., were 
ment, which was generally received as of divine so unjustly thrust from them, and the settle- 
right, and established by the national assemblies merit of other presbyterian ministers, who an 
of this church, and sanction of many civil laws; or may be hereafter by the respective (leeks or- 
and instead thereof the erecting of prelacy, 
which being attended with a numerous train of 

derly called, as being the most promising rem& 
dy against popery and slavery, and against the 

severe laws, rigorously executed both on mini- continuance of our otherwise incurable distrae- 
sters and people of all degrees, who found them- Cons; that all things being done for the house of 
selves bound up from compliance therewith, 
both by light and conviction from the word of 

the God of heaven, according to the command. 
meat of the God of heaven, this poor weather. 

God, and the conscience of many solemn engage- beaten church may at length, through God's 
marts, became the source of all the evils of sin blessing, arrive at a safe and quiet harbour, and 
and suffering which followed. 	And to corn- purity, piety, order, and unity, may yet again 
plete our calamities, when counted and treated flourish amongst us and our posterity. 
as sheep ter the slaughter, we might not coo- In the meantime, Sir, that God may bless 
plain or petition without rendering ourselves and protect your highness' person, and the per- 
highly creminal. • son of her royal highness your illustrious mu. 

And, Sir, being in this grievous bondage, it sort, and may ever bestow upon you the counselof 
will, we doubt not, plead for a favourable con- his Spirit, and the assistance of his power in all 
struction of our accepting the little respite al- your generous and just undertakings, especially 
lowed us in June, I6S7, seeing, as we ought not in what remains to be done for 	 verse* of 
to do' or comply with what is evil, that good Christ's kingdom, and establishing of truth and 
may tome of it ; so neither ought we to forbear righteousness in these 	lands, 	and in all the 
to do or Make use of what is in itself lawful and churches abroad, that you may be for ever re- 
good, bemuse of the bad intentions of others, 
while we neither approve thereof, nor partake 

corded as the repairer of the breach, the restorer 
of paths to dwell in, and crowned with victory 

with them therein, which was our very case he and glory, shall be the constant and hearty 
taking the benefit of that liberty: for then we 
in our address most plainly asserted our known 
principles, contained in our Confession of Faith, a 
and do declare, that accordingly we have ever 

prayer  of, 
'May it please your highness, 

Your highness' most humble, most faithful, 
and most obedient smniants in Christ. 

been opposite to the projects of dispensing with, 
and taking off, the penal -laws against papists, al- 
beit thereby our own great hazard, through the 
continuance of no less severe penal laws, and 

' 	Subscribed, at the appointment of a frequent 
meeting, Edinburgh, January, 1689, by 

* Claim of Right, Act 13, April 11th, lag. 
more rigorous execution thereof against our- Whereas king James VII. being a professed 
selves, was sufficiently obvious to all of us. papist, did assume the regal power, and acted as 
. But now, Sir, having, blessed- be God, access king, without ever taking the oath required by 
unto your highness, and confidense in your zeal law, whereby the king, at his access to the go- 
for'the gloryrof God, and good of his church, on vernment, is obliged to swear to maintain the 
-which we entirely rely, we humbly beseech you protestant religion, and to rule the people ac- 
in the bowels of Christ, that, in commiseration cording to the laudable laws, and did, by the ad- 
of this torn and afflicted church, you -will be vice of wicked and evil counsellors, invade the 
pleased to take such proper and effectual methods fundamental constitution of this kingdom, and 
us God shalt direct you unto, for procuring our altered it from a legal limited monarchy, to an 
deliverance from that, yoke of prelacy, which, 
being -obtruded -without, yea; and against the 
consent of thisclffirch, and contrary to the ge- 

arbitrary despotic power ; and, in a public pre-
dominion, asserted an absolute power to cam, 
annul, and disable all the laws, particularly ar- 

nius of the nation, neither we nor our fathers reigning the laws, establishing the protestant 
*ere able to bear, and the restoration of the religion, and did exerce that power, to the sub- 
presbyterial church-government, and of those version of the protestant religion, and to the vto- 
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to a parliament, by their 3d act; July 22d, 
1689, they abolish prelacy, as the reader 

will see from the note beloiv, * and 
1088: by their 4th act do justice to the no- 

lotion of the laws and liberties of the kingdom. contrary to law.—A11 which are utterly and di- 
-By erecting public schools, and societies of the reedy contrary to the known laws, statutes, and 
Jesuits, and not only allowing mass to be pub- freedoms of this realm. 	Therefore the estates 
licly said, but also inverting protestant chapels 
and churches to public mass-houses, contrary to 
the express laws against saying and hearing of 
mass.—By allowing popish books to be printed 
and dispersed, by a gift to a popish printer, de- 

of the kingdom of Scotland, find and declare, 
that king James VII. being a professed papist, 
did assume the regal power, and acted as king, 
without ever taking the oath required by raw, 
and bath, by the advice of evil and wicked coun- 

signing him printer to his majesty's household, 
college, and chapel, contrary to the laws.—By 

sellors, invaded the fundamental constitution of 
the kingdom, and altered it from a legal limited 

taking the children of protestant noblemen and monarchy, to an arbitrary despotic power, and 
gentlemen, sending and keeping them abroad, to bath exercised the same to the subversion of the 
be bred papists, making great funds and Bona- protestant religion, and the violation of the laws 
tions to popish schools and colleges abroad, be- and liberties of the kingdom, inverting ail the 
stowing pensions upon priests, and perverting ends of government ; whereby he bath forfeited 
protestants from their religion by offers of places, 
preferments, and pensions.—By disarming pro- 

the right to the crown, and the throneis becomd 
vacant. 

testants, while at the same time he employed 
papists in the places of greatest trust, civil and 
military; such as chancellor, secretaries, privy 

And whereas his royal highness. William, 
then prince of Orange, now king of England,, 
whom it bath pleased almighty God to snake 

counsellors, and lords of session, thrusting out the glorious instrument of delivering these king- 
protestants to make room for papists, and in- doms from popery and arbitrary power, did, by 
trusting the forts and magazines of the kingdom the advice of several lords and gentlemen of this 
in their hands.—By imposing oaths contrary to nation, at London for the time, call the estates 
law.—By giving gifts and grants for exacting of this kingdom to meet the fourteenth of March 
money, without consent of parliament, or con- last, in order to such •an establishment, as that 
vention of estates.—By levying, or keeping on their religion, laws, and liberties, might not be 
foot a standing army in time of peace, without again in danger of being subverted ; and the 
consent of parliament, which army did exact said estates, being now assembled in a full and 
locality, free and dry quarters. 	By employing free representative of this nation, taking to their 
the officers of the army as judges through the most serious consideration the best means for 
kingdom, and imposing them where there were 
heritable offices and jurisdictions, by whom many 

attaining the ends aforesaid, do, in the first place, 
as their ancestors in the like cases have usually 

of the lieges were put to death summarily, with- done, for the vindicating and asserting their an- 
out legal trial, jury, or record.—Ily imposing eient rights and liberties, declare :-a-That by the 
exorbitant fines, to the value of the 	parties' lacy of this kingdom, no papist can be king or 
estates, exacting extravagant bail, and disposing queen of this realm, nor bear any office whatso- 
fines and forfeitures before any process or convic- ever therein ; nor can any protestant successor 
tion.— By imprisoning persons without express- exercise the regal power,until he or she swear 
ing the reason, and delaying to put them to trial. the coronation oath: that all proclamations as- 
-.By causing pursue and forfeit several persons serting an absolute power, to cuss, annul, and 
upon stretches of old and obsolete jaws, upon disable laws, the erecting schools and colleges t'or 
frivolous and weak pretences, upon lame and Jesuits, the inverting protestant chapels and 
detective probations; as particularly the late earl churches to public mass-houses, and the allow- 
of Argyle, to the scandal and reproach of the ing mass to be said, are contrary to law : that 
justice of the nation.—By subverting the right the allowing popish books to be printed and die- 
of the royal burghs, the third estate of parlia- persed, is contrary to law: that the taking the 
merit, imposing upon them not only magistrates, 
but also the whole town-council and clerks, con- 

children of noblemen, gentlemen, and ushers, 
sending and keeping them abroad to be bred pa- 

trary to their liberties and express charters, 
without the pretence either of sentence, surren- 

pists, the making funds and donations to popish 
schools and colleges, the bestowing pensions on 

der, or consent, so that the commissioners to priests, and thepervertingprotestants from their 
parliaments being chosen by the magistrates and religion, by. offers of places, preferments, and 
council, the king might in effect as well nomi- pensions, are contrary to law : that the disarm- 
nate that entire estate of parliament; and many ing of protestants, and employing papists in the 
of the said magistrates put in by him were avow- 
ed papists, and the burghs were forced to pay 

places of greatest trust, both civil and military, 
the thrusting out protestants, to make room for 

money for the letters imposing these illegal ma- papists, and the intrusting papists with the forts 
gistrates and councils upon them.—By sending and magazines of the kingdom, are contrary to 
letters to the chief court of justice, not only or- law: that the imposing oaths without authority 
defining the judges to stop and desist sine die to of parliament, is contrary to law: that the giv- 
determine causes; but also ordering and corn- ing gifts or grants, for raising of money, with- 
mending them how to proceed in cases depend- out the consent of parliament, or convention of 
ing before them, contrary to the express laws; estates, is contrary to law: that the employing 
and by changing the nature of the judges' gifts the officers of the army as judges through the 
ad silent out culpant, and giving them commis- kingdom, or imposing them where there were 
sloes ad beneplacituni, to dispose them to compli- heritable offices and jurisdictions, and the put-. 
ance with arbitrary courses, and turning them ting the lieges to death summarily, without legal. 
out of their offices when they did not comply.— trial, jury, or record, are. contrary to law: that 
By granting personal protections for civil debts, the imposing of extraordinary fines, the exact- 
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ble family' of Argyle, and declare been a scandal and 'reproach to the nation, 
1688.  what was done-  to the earl to have and rescind his forfeiture. 	At this session 

log of exorbitant bail, and the disposing of ceedings, to the prejudice of the people, in any 
fines and forfeitures before sentence, are con- of the said premises, ought in any ways to be 
trary to law : 	that the imprisoning persons, 
without expressing the reason thereof, and de- 

drawn hereafter, in consequence or example, but 
that all forfeitures, lines, loss of offices, impri- 

laying to put theta to trial, is contrary to law : 
that the ceasing pursue and forfeit persons, up- 
on. :stretches of old and obsolete laws; upon ill- 

sonments, banishments, pursuits, prosecutions, 
tortures, and rigorous executions be considered, 
and the parties lesed be redressed. 

volous and weak pretences, upon lame and de- To which demand of their rights, and redress. 
fectiveoprobation, as particularly the late earl of ing of their grievances, they are particularly en- 
Argyle, are -contrary to law: that the nominee- couraged by his majesty the king of England his 
ing and imposing the magistrates, councils, and declaration for the kingdom of Scotland, of the 
clerks, upon burghs, contrary to their liberties day of October last, as being the only 
and exprehs charters, is contrary to law: that means for obtaining a full redress and remedy 
the sending letters to the courts of justice, or- therein. 
&sitting the judges to stop or desist from deter- Having therefore an entire confidence, that 
mining causes, or ordaining them how to pro. his said majesty the king of England, will per- 
lased in causes depending before them, and the feet the deliverance so far advanced by him, and 
changing the nature of the judges' gifts ad edam will still preserve them from the violation of 
aut culpam, into commissions durance beneplacite, 
are contrary to law: that the granting personal 
protections for civil debts, is contrary to law: 

their rights which they have here asserted, and 
from all other attempts 	upon their religion, 
laws, and liberties, the said estates of the king- 

that the forcing the lieges to depose against dom of Scotland, do resolve, that William and 
themselves in capital mimes, however the pun- Mary, king and queen of England, France, and 
Ishinent be restricted, is contrary to law: 	that Ireland, be, and be declared king and queen of 
the using torture without evidence, or in ordi- Scotland, to hold the crown and royal dignity of 
nary crimes, is contrary to law:, that the send. the said kingdom of Scotland, to them the said 
ing of an army in a hostile manner, upon any king and qneen, during their lives, and the long- 
part of the kingdom, in a peaceable time, and est liver of them; and that the sole and full es- 
exataing of locality, and any manner of free ercise of the regal power, be only in, and exert 
quarters, is contrary to law: that the charging cised by, him the said king, in the names a the 
of the liegt.s with lawborrows at the king's in- said king and queen, during their joint lives; 
stance, end the imposing of bonds without the and after their decease, the said crown and soy. 
authority of parliament, and the suspending ad- al dignity of the said kingdom, to be to the heirs 
yocates from their employment, for not corn- of the body of the said queen ; which failing, to 
peering when such bonds were offered, were the princess Anne of Denmark, anti the heirs of 
contrary to law: that the putting of garrisons her body; which also failing, to the heirs of the 
In private men's houses, in time of peace, with- body of the said William king of England. And 
out their consent, or the authority of parliament, 
le contrary to. law: that the opinions of the lords 

they do pray the said king and queen of Eng- 
land to accept the same accordingly. 	And that 

of session, in Me two cases following, were con- the oath hereafter mentioned, be taken by all 
trary to law, viz. I. That the concealing the de- protestants, of whom the oath of allegiance and 
mend of a supply for a forfeited person, although any other oaths and declarations, might be te- 
net given, is treason. 	2. That persons refusing quired by law, instead of them; and that the 
to discover what are their private thoughts and said oath of allegiance, and other oaths and de- 
judgments, in relation to points of treason, or aerations, may be abrogated. 	" I, A. B., do 
other men's actions, are guilty of treason : that sincerely promiseand swear, that I will be faith:. 
the fining husbands for their wives withdraw- ful, and bear true allegiance, to their majesties 
ing from the church, was contrary to law : that 
prelacy, and the superiority of any office in the 
church above presbyters, is, and bath been, a 

king William and queen Mary. So help me GOD." 
4  Liel abolishing Prelacy, July 22d, 168g. 

great and insupportable grievance and trouble Whereas the estates of this kingdom, in their 
to this nation 	and contrary to the inclinations claim of right, of the 1 Ith of April last, declar- 
er the generality of the people, ever since the re- 
formation (they having reformed from popery 

ed that prelacy, and the superiority of any office, 
in the church above presbyters, is and bath been 

by presbyters), and therefore ought to be alio.: a great and insupportable grievance to this na- 
lished : that it is the right and privilege of the tion, and entitrary to the inclination. of the gent 
subjects; to protest for remedy of law, to the 
king and parliament, against sentences pro- 

erality of the people, ever since the reformation, 
they having reformed from popery by presbyters, 

TIOUTIcad by the lords of session, providing the and therefore ought to be abolished: our sow- 
same do not stop execution of these sentences: reign lord and lady, the king and queen's maim. 
that it is the right of the subjects to petition the ties, with advice and consent of the estates of 
'king, and. that all imprisonments and prosects- 	parliament;  do hereby abolish prelacy, and all 
Lions for such petitioning, are contrary to law: 	superiority of any. office in- the church in this 
that for redress of all grievancesi and for the 
amending, strengthening, and preseriring of the 

kingdom above presbyters; and hereby rescind, 
case, and annul the first act of the second session 

laws, parliaments ought to be frequently called, 
and allowed to sit, and the freedom of speech 

of the first parliament of king Charles II. and 
the -second act of the third'. session of the first 

and debate secured‹.o the members: and they do parliament of king Charles II. and the fourth 
claim, demand, and insist upon all and sundry act of the third parliament of king Charles II. 
the premises, as their undoubted rights and li- and all-other acts, statutes, and constitutions, iu 
berties; and that tid declarations, doings, or pro- so far Alleintrly as they aro inconsistent with this 
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they bad but very little time, and did not April 25th, added below; t restore 
fully understand one another, otherwise presbyterian ministers thrust from 1688.  
more might have been done in the time their charges Since 1661, and by their 5th 
they had. 	It was a pity in the eyes of act June 7th they ratify the confession of 
many, that an act was not passed, which 
was read June 26th a first time, and there- 
after, I think, July 2d a second time, and, 
as some accounts before me bear, agreed to 

faith, and settle presbyterian government, 
which is added below. $ In this second ses- 

t Act of parliament, April 2.5th, 1690, restoring 
in parliament, concerning the exclusion of presbyterian ministers. 
people who had a share in the oppression . 	Forasmuch as, by an act of this present par- 
I have been describing, and the evil coon- liament, relative to, and in prosecution of the 

claim of right, prelacy, and the superiority of 
sell given, from places of public trust and 
power. 	I have, 	however, 	annexed 	the 

church-officers, above presbyters, is abolished, 
and that many ministers of the presbyterian 
persuasion, since the first of January, 1661, have 

draught of it in a note."' 	When they had been deprived of their churches, or banished for 
more time next session, they fell more 
closely to work, and by their first act re- 

not conforming to prelacy, and not complying 
with the courses of the time : therefore their 
majesties, with advice and consent of the estates 

seind act I. part. 2. Char. II, act asserting of parliament, ordain and appoint, that all those 
his majesty's supremacy, &c. as inconsistent presbyterian 	ministers yet 	alive, 	who were 

thrust from their charges since the first day of 
with presbyterian government, and what January, 1661, or banished for not conffirming 
ought to be abrogated; and by the 2d act to prelacy, and not complying with. the courses 

of the time, have forthwith free access to their 
churches, that they may presently exercise the 
ministry in these parishes, without any new 

act, and do establish prelacy, or the superiority call thereto; and allow them to Malik and enjoy 
of church-officers above presbyters ; and the king 
and queen's majesties do declare, that they, with 

the benefices and stipends therewith belonging, 
and that for the whole crop, 1689, and imam- 

advice and consent of the estates of this parlia- 
meat, will settle by law that church government 

diately to enter to the churches and manses, 
where the churches are vacant, and where they 

iii this kingdom, which is most agreeable to the are not vacant, then their entry thereto is de- 
inclinations of the people. dared to be to the half of the benefice and sti-

pend, due and payable at Michaelmas last, for 
a Draught 	an net 	 excluding of parliament the half year immediately preceding, betwixt ef

ns from public trust. pe rso Whitsunday and Michaelmas;  declaring that 
the present incumbent shall have right to the 

The king and queen's majesties considering, 
that the estates of this kingdom have, by their 

other half of the stipend and benefice, payable 
for the Whitsunday last limiest: and to the 

vote, declared their sense and opinion, that such effect that these ministers may meet with no 
as have, in the former evil government, been stop or hinderance;  in entering immediately to 
grievous to the nation, or have shown disaffec- their charges, the present incumbents in such 
tier, to the happy change, by the blessing of churches, are hereby appointed, upon hstimation 
God, now brought about, or have been retarders hereof, to desist from their ministry in these 
or obstructers of the good designs of the said parishes, arid to remove themselves from the 
estates, in their meeting, are not tit to be em- manses and glebes thereunto belonging, betwixt 
ployed in the management of the affairs of this and Whitsunday next to come, that the preshy- 
kingdom, do, with the advice and consent of terian ministers formerly put out, may enter 
the estates of parliament now assembled, statute peaceably thereto ; and appoint the privy cowl- 
and ordain, that no person of whatsoever rank cif to see this act put to execution. 	Extracted 
or degree, who, in the former evil government, 
have been grievous to the nation, acting in the 
encroachments mentioned in these articles of 
the claim of right, which are declared to be 

forth of the records of council, by me, 	. 
J. }Inv, CI. Reg, 

God save King William and Queen Mary. 
contrary to law, or who have shown disaffec-
Lion to the happy change, by the blessing of 
God, now brought about, by acting in opposi- 

t Ad of parliament, June 7th, 1690, ratibing 
the Confession of Faith, and settling presbyterian • 

Lion thereto, since the time that the king and 
chum,, government.  

queen now reigning were proclaimed, or who Our sovereign lord and lady, the king and 
bath been a retarder and obstructer of the good queen's 	majesties and three estates of par- 
designs of the said estates, viz. the securing of 
the protestant religion, the settling the crown, 
the establishing the rights of the lieges, and the 

liament, conceiving it to be their bound duty, 
after- the great deliverance that 	God 	bath 
lately wrought for this church and kingdom, in 

redressing their grievances, by acting contrary the first place, 	settle and secure therein the .to 
to these good designs, since the time that they true protestant religion, according to the truth 
became public, by votes and acts of the meeting, 
be allowed to possess, or be admitted into any 

of God's word, as it path of a long time been 
professed within this laud; as also the govern- 

public trust, place, or employment, of what- 
ever kind, under their majesties, in this king- 

ment of Christ's church within this nation, 
agreeable to the word of God, and most condu- 

doni. dye to the advancement of true, piety and God- 
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they do justice to several per— 

. 
in acts which need 	not be inserted; to 

sons wronged in the former years, Cald wel, 	Kerslaud, 	and 	Mr Veit& by 

ljness and the establishing of peace and tranquil- church-government be established in the hands 
lity within this realm; and that by an article of 
the claim of right, it is declared, that prelacy, 
and the superiority' of any office in the church, 

of, and exercised by these Presbyterian ministers, 
who were outed since 	the first of January, 
1661, for nonconformity to prelacy, or not cone- 

' above presbyters, is and bath been a great and plying with the courses of the time, and are now 
insupportable grievance and trouble to this na- restored by the late act of parliament; and such 
tion, acid contrary to the inclinations of the gen- ministers and elders only as they have admitted 
erailly of the people, ever since the reformation, or received, or shall hereafter admit or receive: 
(they having reformed from popery by presby- And also, that all the said presbyterian ministers 
ten') and therefore ought to be abolished ; like- 
as, by an act of the last session of this parlia- 

have, and shall have right to the maintenance, 
rights, and other privileges, by law provided, to 

ment, prelacy is abolished: therefore their ma- the ministers of Christ's church within this 
jeaties, with advice and consent of the said three kingdom, as they are, or shall be legally admit- 
estates, do hereby revive, ratify, and perpetually ted to particular churches. 	Likeas, in purse. 
erotifivm all laws, statutes, and acts of parliament, 
made against popery and papists, and for the 

once of the premises, their majesties do hereby 
appoint the first meeting of the general assembly 

maintenance and preservation of the true re- of this church, as above established, to lie at 
formed protestant 	religion, 	and for the true Edinburgh, the third Thursday of October next 
church of Christ within this kingdom, in so far to come, in this instant year, 1690. 	And be- 
ns they confirm the same, or are made in favours cause many conform ministers, either have de- 
thereof. 	Likens, they, by these presents, ratify serted, or were removed from preaching in their 
and establish the Confession of Faith now tread 
in their presense, and voted and approven by 

churches, preceding the 13th clay of April, 16S9, 
and others were deprived for not giving obetli- 

them, as the public and avowed confession of ence to the act of the estates, made the said lath 
this church, containing the sum and substance of April, 1689, intituled, " Proclamation against 
of the doctrine of the reformed churches; which the owning of the late king Ja-stes, and appoint- 
Confession of Faith is subjoined to this present ing public prayers for king William and queen 
act. 	As also, they do establish, ratify, and con. Mary:" therefore their majesties, with advice 
firm the presbyterian church-government and and consent foresaid, do hereby declare all the 
discipline, that is to say, -the government of the churches, either deserted, or from which the 
church by kirk-sessions, presbyteries, provincial 
synods, and general assemblies, ratified and es- 

conform ministers were removed or deprived, 
as said is, to be vacant, and that the presbyterian 

tablished by the 114 act, Jam.' VI. parl. 12. an- ministers exercising their ministry, within any 
'no 1592, intituled, " Ratification of the liberty of these parishes, (or where the last incumbent 
of the true kirk, Sm." and thereafter received by is dead) by desire or consent of the parish, shall 
the general consent of this nation, to be the only continue their possession, and have right to the 
government of ' Christ's church, 	within 	this benefices and stipends, according to their entry 
kingdom ; reviving, renewing, and confirming in the year 1689, and in time coming, aye and 
the foresaid act of' parliament in the whole while the church, as now established, take fur- 
heads thereof, except that part of it relating eo then 80U101 therewith. 	And to the effect the 
patronages;which is hereafter to Ire taken into , 
considerations; and rescinding, annulling, and 

disorders that have happened in this church may 
be redressed, 	their majesties, with advice and 

making void the actsof parliament following, viz. consent foresaid, do hereby allow the general 
" Act anent restitution of bishops," Jam. VI. meeting, and representatives 	of the 	foresaid 
cap. 2. " Act ratifying the acts of the assembly, 
pail 13:1610." Jam. VI. parl. 21. cap. 1. " Act 

presbyterian 	ministers and 	elders, in 	whose 
hands. the exercise of the church government is 

anent the election of archbishops and bishops," established, either by themselves, 'or by such 
Jam. VI. parl. 22. eap. 1. Act intituled, " Bati- minister's and elders, as shall be appointed and 
&Atkin of the live articlesof the general assembly authorised visitors by 	them, according to the 
at Perth." Jams VI. part 23. cap. I: Act ititi • custom 	and practice 	of presbyterian govern- 

',tuled„ "For the restitution and re-establishment meat throughout the whole kingdom, and see- 
of the ancient government of the church, by eral parts thereof, to try and purge out all in- 
archbishops and bishops," Char. II. purl.- 1. sufficient, negligent, scandalous, and erroneous 
sess. 2. act I. " Aet anent the constitution of a 
national synod," Char. II. parl. 1. sess. 3. act 

ministers, by due course of ecclesiastical process, 
and censures; and likesvise, for redressing all 

5. " Act against such as refuse to depone 
against delinquents," Char. II. parl. 2. seas. 2. 

other church-disorders ' • and further, it is here-
by provided, that whatsoever minister, being 

' act 2. " Act intituled, " Aet acknowledging convened before the said general meeting, and 
and asserting the-right of succession to the im- representatives of the presbyterian ministers and 
perial crown of Scotland," Claw. II. parl. 3. 
act 2. Act intituled, " Act anent religion and 
the test, Char.-II. pat*. 3. act 6. with all other 

elders, or the visitors to be appointed by them, 
shall either prove contumacious in not appearing, 
or be found guilty, and shall be therefore eon 

acts, laws; statutes, ordinances, and proclama- 
gone, and' that iii so tar allenarly as the said 

sured, 	whether by suspension, or deposition, 
they shall ipso fade be suspended from, or de- 

alt and others, generally and particularly above- prived of their stipends and benefices. 	And or- 
mentioned; are contrary or prejudicial to, incon- dain this act to be printed rind published. 	Es- 
sittent with, or deSvgatory from the protestant 
religion, and presbyterian government now es-
tablished ; and allowing and declaring, that the 

tracted forth of the records of parliament, by we, 

, 	Tao. BURNET, Cl. Reg. 
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their 31st act, to the laird of Salton by ' act rescissory of fines and forfeitures 1688. their 16th act. _ By their 19th act they 	shall shut up the public documents.t 
dissolve the lands annexed to the 	crown - • in the former reigns. By their 23d act they 	particulars above set down, to be contrary to 
abolish patronages ; and by their 27th re- i law; and yet not to restore the persons who 
sciad the laws for conformity ; and by their 	suffered thereby, and the saddest part of whose 

sufferings it was to be made mad by the said 28th rescind several other iniquitous acts Of j oppressions, and forced to the extremity of ris- 
parliament in the former period since the 	ing in arms, would be very inconsequent. 

3dly, Because the relief of those thus oppres-
sed, and thereby forced to rise in arms, being 

that might now be, to the worthy per- really intended, to think to effectuate the same 
sons concerned, they rescind all the for- by reductions upon specialities, is neither advis 

able nor practicable, as may easily appear by feitures and 	fines 	since the 	year 	1665 what follows. 
in a long act containing a very large list of 
persons forfeited and fined ; and appoint a 

4thly, Because the persons forfeited, and now 
expecting to be restored, are above five hundred, 
and all the specialities that can be found by the 

court to hear the claims they had to give in 
for repetition, but I do not find that any of 

greatest stretch of the most subtile invention, 
will not afford relief to fifty of the said five hun-
dred; so that above four hundred and fifty, and 

them almost reached any thing valuable these of the poorest and most distressed, must 
front their persecutors. 	The reasons for still remain 	in 	misery : besides, 	that by the 

making and allowing of the thresaid stretches to passing this act were printed at this time, 
and deserve a room in the notes.* 	And the 

- 	 • 
 

find out informalities, the rules, forms, and prac-
tick of the court of justiciary, arc like to be rem-
tiered uncertain and doubtful ; which is of far 
more dangerous consequence, than any incon-
venience that can be justly apprehended from a 

* Reasons for rescinding the forfeitures. general act. 
The persons forfeited, with the heirs of such Wyly, Because when the design is known and 

as are deceased, and were forfeited during the manifest, viz: to relieve and restore the foresaid 
two last reigns,specially since the first of Jan- persons forfeited, to go about to do the same under 
'lacy, 1665, do humbly crave, that a general act the colour of informalities, which can reach but a 
may be passed rescinding their forfeitures for the few, and the greater part of these few very lamely 
reasons following, viz. and constrainedly, is but to expose both the jus- 

1st, Because it is evident by his majesty's de- tice and prudence of the kingdom, unless at the 
claration, 	while 	prince 	of 	Orange, 	for 	the same time the righteousness of these reductions 
kingdom of Scotland, that the oppressions, and be, by a general act, fairly owned and declared. 
violent persecutions which these persons suffer- fithly, Because it 	is well known, that the 
ed, as well after as before their forfeitures, are first appearance of his majesty, when prince of 
thereset down amongstthe principal motives that Orange, for our relierand deliverance, was light 
induced his majesty to undertake for the relief of and joy, and as life from the dead to all these af- 
this kingdom 

' 
• and that his said 	undertaking 

was accounted, by all good men, no less just and 
flicted persons ; and that in effect they still are, 
and will perpetually prove the persons most true 

generous, than its success was happy and glori- and faithful to his majesty, whereas their for,. 
ens. mer persecutors did then sink into grief and 

2dly, Because it is no leas manifest, that the despondency, so that it cannot be thought, that 
greater part of the articles of the declaration of any true friend to king William will now offer 
the estates against king James, such as the im- to oppose these poor men's restitution. 
posing of oaths contrary to law, the oppression But the great and common objection, is, tore- 
of a standing army in time of peace, the impos- store persons who were forfeited for rising lit 
ing of exorbitant tines, the imprisoning persons arms upon necessary standing laws, and clear 
without expressing the reason, the employing and evident probation, were to lay down the 
the officers of the army as judges, with their worst of preparatives to encourage rebellions for 
summary executions, and the like, were but the future. 	To which it is answered, lot, That 
continuations of what was begun in the preced- it is earnestly wished that the persons that make 
Mg reign ; and that the claim of right adding 
thereto many more particulars chiefly ascribable 
to that reign, such as the forcing men to depone 

this objection may be well considered, whether, 
they be biassed by particular interest, or truly, 
and at the bottom approvers of the late proceed- 

in capital crimes against themselves, the abuse ings against king James. 	2dly, It is a known 
of torture, the sending of an army upon any rule, that in criminals, as to either condemns- 
part of the kingdom in an hostile manner in tions. or absolutions, precedents stud examples 
time of peace, the charging the lieges with law- are of no force. 	3dly, That whatever the king 
borrows at the king's instance, the imposing of and parliament shall now do, by their sovereign 
bonds without authority of parliament, the put- power, upon Consideration of particular circum- 
ting of garrisons in private men's houses, the 
fining husbands for their wives, the imprisoning 

stances as to things, can never, in law or sense, 
he made a preparative to hinder the execution 

and persecution of persons for petitioning the of standing laws for hereafter; it being most 
king, doth plainly hold forth, that both reigns certain, that whenever these laws shall be trans- 
were arbitrary and oppressive, so that to declare greased or contravened, tha alleging of things 
king James to have forfeit the right to the crown for n preparative found by king and parliament, 

— for the above-mentioned causes, and all other to be distinguished by their circamstauces,would 
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Thus I have laid before the world perfect account of the heavy persecution of 

- 1688.  a true and impartial, but very im-  the church of Scotland, from the restoration 
J.. . 

be of no force. 	4thly. As these miserable at- 
tempts at Pentland and Bothwell-bridge were 

proper ease requiring donators to be called, it, 
when either their gifts are questioned, or thee 

contrary to the standing law, so itis undeniable, 
that all the lesser attempts made throughout the 

falls in a competition about them.; but to think, 
that where the gift is free and gratuitous, as the 

kingdom, after the prince of Orange his arrival in- king's gifts are, that the king, the author of the 
to England, against king James, before the meet- gift, with the parliament, having the sovereign 
log of the estates, do fall under the same construe- authority of the kingdom, may not review the 
tion ; and that all the difference, as to this point, 
that can be made betwixt them,is, that (bles- 

sentences upon which these gifts proceed, is ob. 
viously unjust and presumptuous. 	sitilly, Le 

sad be God) these had the far better success. search be made into the records, and it will be 
lithly, As in England they needed not a general found, that this point was never before centre. 
net, so we see, that the late forfeitures have been verted, for albeit 	that it may be found, tint 
'reversed and rescinded upon- such slender rea- 'sometimes a donator (and it may be two cannot 
sops, that if there had been need of a general 
act, their parliament had never stood to have 

be found) bath been called er super abundant, 
and it is like for the particular repeating and 

passed it. 	Gthly, Can any man allege, that the stating of his intromissions; yet generally it will 
rescinding of forfeitures for these former insitr. appear, that to reductions, per modals just 
ructions, can be a bad preparative to encourage donators were not called. 	Nor is there our 
insurrections for the future; but, at the same ground here to distinguish betwixt reductions 
time, be must thitdt, that the late great revolts- upon the head of irrelevancy, and reductions fur 
tion may' likewise be drawn into a far snore want of due probation, seeing that on the partof 
mischievous consequence, a thought which cer- these that gave sentence, both are alike unjust. 
tainly all- honest men Must abhor. 	And there- And if it be alleged, that the donators, in the 
fore, seeing that the oppressions of the forfeited second case, should be called because he may sup 
persona are clearly acknowledged by the claim 
of right, their relief, more than insinuate by his 

ply the probation ; it may be as justly affirmed, 
that he may be railed in the first, because he 

majesty's declaration, while prince of Change, 
their redress expressly assured by the meeting 

may add to the accusation, which yet is by all 
denied; but the true reason of the parliament's 

of the estates, their restitution plainly assented practice in this case, is, because that donators 
to by his majesty's printed 	instructions, the -have only gratuitous gifts; and as the king is 
manner of their relief by specialities evidently their author, so the king and parliament hare 
impractieable and delusive, and that the forfeited the sovereign power, and only proper interests 
persons themselves cannot fail to be amongst to re-examine all- such sentences, they being on- 

. the true 'Wends to king William, what reason 
can be adduced to hinder their restitution by a 

ly pronounced at the king's advocate's instance, 
and the authority of the parliament supplying 

general act? specially seeing, that the alone all defects. 	But 5thly, To put this question 
publishing of this representation, may, and will out of doubt, the records of parliament do afford 
undoubtedly cut off the ill consequence of a plain, and almost parallel instances to the case 
supposed preparative, to the end of the world. in band, that our parliaments have rescinded 

But it is farther objected, that, as to many of forfeitures without calling the donators, and 
these rorfeituves, there are donators, and where that by a general act, where the case appears to 
donators are; forfeitures cannot be rescinded, be rather less favourable, as may be clearly seen 
:unless the donators be particularly called, which in the instance of that general reduction of for. 
at this time bath been omitted. 	To which it is feitures that was in the year 1585, and in massy 
answered, 1st, That if there were tiny weight in 1  other instances extant in the records of parlia- 
this objection, as there is none, it could only be most. 
objected with any probability against the re- There is anotherquestion here moved, whether 
Auctions of particular forfeitures ; but to say, 
that when the king and parliament proceed by 

transactions and compositions, made by the per-
sons forfeited, or their friends for them, with 

virtue of their sovereign and legislative power, 
to rescind forfeitures in general, and that in - 
prosecution of the states' claim of right, and af- 

their donators, can be declared void, and the 
stuns paid, or agreed to be paid in composition, 

; ordained to be restored ; and some incline to 
ter their having forfeited -the late king James, 
for the causes, and in the manner we have seen, . 

think that this cannot be, in respect that here 
is a transaction which is an express bargain an 

is neither reasonable nor tolerable. 	2d1Y,, It is" the.aacount of the hazard, and the faith of secede 
- denied, that donators need be called to reductions transactions is so established by Jaw, that they 
of forfeitures in parliament, per modem justitic, 
because in effect, they have no proper interest, 

cannot be called in question : but on the other 
baud it is to be considered, that the difference 

- in as much as all their interest is .only founded of transactions from other bargains, is, that by 
in the gift, which is consequential to the sun- a transaction something doubtful and litigious 
tence of forfeiture, and must of necessity stand betwixt two parties is agreed, and the pretence 
ter fall as the sentence is found to be just or tin- of the one party remitted or discharged for sonic 
, just: and the gift being-a free gift of his majes- consideration to be given by the other, which 

l
and the king and parliament together, re- being a method and expedient to terminate nod 

wilag the sentenee„.,Vvitetbur just or unjust, put ate end to pleas, the lase leis been more 
..kiAs  majesty's advocate4-41ic proper contradictor, 

being always prgsstit.tit'suat.reductions, to af- 
careful-  to preserve and establish such agree-
moms: but by this it also plainly appears, that 

_'first that the (testators must be called to a cog. the bargains and compositions made with done- 
tition of this pantres ta, be 'Made by king and tors, were, in effect, no transactions, but plain 
parliament, is evidently unnecessary. :idly, The 'bargains 	 f purchase; 	for there being neither 
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to the revolution, with a short sketch of of that great turn of affairs. 	I wish 
the justice done this church upon the back it may be useful to fill 	 16E38.the present  

res, nor lis dubia in the case, both the sentence subscriptions, and even 	of oaths (which in 
and gift of forfeiture being clear according to law are more binding than transactions) 	for- 
the law for the time, it is evident, that the bar- mvrly imposed, though by a necessity far infe- 
gains that the donators made, were direct bar- nor to that whereby these compositions were 
gains of sale, for us high a price as they could 
get; and that they were alike ready to make 

extorted, do we not see how, that by the act, 
debitor and creditor 1661, the faith of private 

over their gifts, either to the forfeited persons, 
or to strangers, which of them did bid most; so 

bonds was upon, for less considerations, altered 
and superseded, and even express bargains, con,' 

that if they sold these estates within the worth, 
it was not on the account of any pretension the 

corning proper wadsets, clearly innovate, and re; 
nunciations upon agreement discharged. 	If then 

buyer might have, either to the estate or the the parliament did, at that time, think fit, upon 
pries of it, but merely from the common odium, 
and uncertainty of all forfeitures, which made 

bare reasons of conveniency, 	to 	make such 
stretches upon private bargains fairly concluded,. 

them content to take what they could get from can any rational man think, that compositions 
say hand whatsomever. 	2dly, This may be so visibly extorted upon such unjust grounds, as 
yet farther cleared, if the case be put to the the late forfeitures were, should now be sustain,: 
donators selling and disponing upon a forfeit ed ? 	6thly, Was it not upon this most just con: 
estate to a stranger, in which case it cannot be sideration, that his majesty, in his printed in- 
questioned, but if the forfeiture came to be re- structions, allows his consent to be given 	to 
doted, the person forfeited would be reponed to what the parliament should propose for restitu- 
his estate, and the stranger purchaser have re- Lion to be made of tines, or compositions for fines' ' 
course, upon his warrandice, against the dorm,  
tor: how then the forfeit person, or his friend's 
purchase should he thought, in this point, to 
differ from the purchase of a stranger, is 'evi- 

or forfeitures, from those who had the benefit of 
them, so that indeed it may justly be wondered, 
how that after the oppressions we have seem, 
and the force that men have been laid under to 

dently inconceivable. 	It is granted, if the bar- redeem their estates from them, by giving often 
gain had been expressly made with this condi- more titan the half to such as assisted to spoil 
tion, that no event or revolution, though redue- them, any should have the confidence, either to 
ing the forfeiture, should give ground of repeti- call such compositions legal transactions, or to 
ties, that then condition should be kept, the plead, that they ought still to be regarded as 
bargain, in this case, being a plain bargain of binding, specially after that his majesty hnth so 
hazard, as of a jeans reiis, or the like ; but then, 
what composition in Scotland, whether with 

clearly declared himself in this point. 	But 6thly 
and lastly, And for superabundance it is cer- 

friend or stranger, was so concluded ? 	Sdly, Min, that, in many cases, the donators did cons- 
Suppose a bargain had been so made, yet it must pound or sell the estates forfeited without any 
be fairly and honestly made, without fear, force, 
or concussion, which leads to a fourth argument, 
viz. 	4thlt, Este, That the compositions for for- 
feitures had been made upon these express terms, 
(as yet we know none in Scotland were) that 

consent of the party forfeited. 	And farther it 
can be made appear, in some cases, that men did 
always refuse to consent to the bargain, so that, 
to allege a transaction in these cases, to bar them, 
or their friends from repetition,were most absurd. 

the parties forfeited should not repete their rno, 
ney, though the forfeiture should come to be re- In respect whereof the general act ought to 

pass, as it is conceived, and unanimously &teed, yet even in this case, if this bargain was 
agreed to nut of extreme necessity, the party for-
feited having no other • remedy to prevent the 
starving and ruining of himself and his family, 
can any rational man deny, but that this extre- 
mity going over by a happy change of times, the 

voted by the committee of parliament. 

f Act of parliament rescinding fines and forfei- 
lures. 

Our sovereign lord and lady, the king and 
person who was thereby forced should be reliev- queen's majesties, and three estates of pantie- 
ed of his bargain, and reponed against it? 	But meat, in prosecution of the claim of right, and 
so it is, that this is directly our present case, it for relief of their majesties' good subjects, and the 
being undeniable that the forfeit persons or their better settlement of the peace, quiet, and tran- 
friends, who of late componed for their estates 
with donators, did do it merely for preventing 

quillity of this kingdom, by the tenor hereof de, 
dare, statute, and ordain, that the decreets and 

the utter ruin of themselves, their families, and dooms of forfeiture pronounced against the per: 
creditors, for being pressed with the severity of sons after-named, viz. Robert I3untin in Phin- 
a forfeiture and rigid donator, that left them no- nick parish, John Hart in West-quarter of Gins- 
thing, what stronger fear, force, and concussion foord, Robert Scot in Shavock, in the parish of 
could men be under? So that if'law restore against 
bargains made through fear and force, as we 

Dalserf, Matthew Paton shoemaker in New, 
mills, John Grier in Four Merk Land, John 

know it doth, certainly restitution in the case in Graham servant to John Gordon of Midtoun; 
hand is the most just that ever was heard ot; ape- James Smith in Old Letharn Alexander Mac- 
dolly if it be considered, that this restitution is de- millan in Carsfairn, James Macmillan in Mon- 
mended from king and parliament, whose sove- drogat, George Mackartny in Blairkenny, John 
reign power may, and ought in equity to grant it, 
though, in the strict ihw, it were more doubtful, 
as indeed it is not. 	5thly, Not to mention 

Short in the parish of Dairy, Cornelius Ander-
son tailor in Ayr, James Blackwood servant 
to John Brown in Phinnick,yarish, -William 

how at this time the whole kingdom is most Welsh in the parish of Kilpatrick„iohn M'Cott1 
happily relieved and discharged of bonds and I son to John M'Coul in Carsfairn, James Muir.: 

[V. 	 2 Q 	• 
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and rising generation with a just de- persecution, so contrary to our holy Chris- 

1688' testation of the antichristian spirit of tian religion ; may it tend to revive the de- 

' 

head in the parish of Irongray, Captain Andrew Thomas Pillans, James Lawrie writer then, 
Arnot, Major John M`Ctilloch, Gavin Hamil- Archibald 	Simpson there, 	Thomas Laueblan 
ton in Mauldsley in Carluke parish, Christopher there, 	William Ferguson there, John Semple 
Strang tenant in Kilbride, John Gordon of mason there, Thomas Inglis there,Alexander 
Knockbreck, Robert Gordon brother to the said Anderson there, John Putoplway there, John 
John, John Parker walker in Kilbride parish, Jack in Nemphlar, William Padzean mason in 
John Ross in Mauchline, James Hamilton ten- Lanark, Robert Lockhart of Birkhill, Gavin 
ant 	in Kittimuir, 	John Shields in Titwood, Hamilton of Hill, James Weir of Johnshill, 
Mr Alexander Robertson, John Wilson in Cor- John Steil in Over-water-head, John Had& 
sack, George 	Crawford in Cumnock, John way in Douglas James White in Douglas, Wil. 
Lindsay in Edinburgh, John Gordon in the pa- Liam 	Falconer In 	Hamilton, 	Arthur Tarket 
rish of Irongray, Mr Hugh M'Kell, Thomas there, Gavin Wetherspoon of Ileatheryknow, 
Lennox, Umphrey Colotthoun, Ralph 	Shiels John Eastoun portioner of Gairnqueen, Robert 
clothier in Ayr, William Polio merchant there, Goodtown maltman in Glasgow, James Cutting. 
John Wardrop merchant in Glasgow, Robert ham merchant there, 	Isaac Blackwell son to 
IVPMillan, John Wilson in the parish of Kil- Thomas Blackwell there, William ltiddel fear 
raawers, Mungo Kaip in Evendale, Colonel of Itutherglen, Robert Fleming of AUCilinfill, 
James Wallace, Major Joseph Learmont, John Hamilton feuar of Rogertoun, Thom 

M'Clellan of Barscob, Mr John Welsh, Mr Craig feuar in Jacktoun 	John Miller younger 
James Smith, Patrick Listoun in Calder, Wil- 
liatn LiStOUT) his son, William Porterfield of 

of Longcalderwood, John Wilson of Higlitleet, 
Robert Steven feuar of Newland, John Stela 

quarreltoun, William Muir of Caldwell, John W i rid h ill, John Cochran of Craig, James Dykes 
Caldwell of Caldwell younger, Robert Ker of of Holborn, John Cairnduff feuar in Jacktoun, 
Kersland younger, Mr John Cunitighame of Thomas Paton at the old kirk of Cambusnethan, 
Bedland, Alexander Porterfield brother to Quer- John Whitelaw in Bothwellshiels, John Pater. 
reltoan, 	Maxwell younger of Monreif; son there, John White of Newk, Thomas Lin 

M'Clellan of Balmageichan, Robert of Blairachin, Gilbert Mackilwraith of DIM/- 
Cannon of Mondrogat younger, Robert Chal- orchie, Thomas M‘Jarrow of Bar, John M-- 
mers brother to Gadgirth, Mr Gabriel Semple, Jarrow of Pingerroch. 	Henry M‘Garruch of 
Mr John Guthrie, Mr Alexander Pedin, Mr Altalbany, George M‘Lure of Berman, 
William Veitch, Mr John Crookshanks, Patrick Mackilwraith of Auchinflour, John APAlexan- 
IVPNaught in Cumnottk, Mr John King, Mr der of Dumochrein, 	 M‘Miekan son 
John Kid, Andrew Sword, Thomas Brown, to 	 M'Mickan of 	Kilstinnian, Alan 
John Waddel, John Clyde, James Wood, Pa- Bowie son to 	Bowie of Drumly, Ad- 
trick Macdougal of French, Mr William and am Philip, Andrew Pittilloch, Laurence Ilan, 
Alexander Gordms elder and younger of Earl- Mr 	Donald 	Cargil, 	i\lr James Buick, 	Mr 
stout', 	Mr 'William Fergusson 	of 	Kaitloch, Walter Smith, William Thomson, William Cu. 
James Gordon of Craichly younger, Patrick thill, Patrick Foreman, Robert Garnock, Darid 
Dunbar younger of Machrimoir, William Gor- Farrie, James Stuart, Alexander Russel, Wil- 
don of Culvenan, John Bell of Whiteside, John limn Murray of Meaclowhead, Archibald earl of 
Gibson of Auchincheyn, 	Gibson young- Argyle, George Arthur of Bonahill portioner 
me of Inglistoun, 	• 	Gordon of Dun- 
deuch, 	Grier of Dalgottr, 

of Balwhatstone, James Ure of Shargertoun, 
Donald Connel portioner of Bucklyvie, Thomas 

Smith of Kilney, 	M'Clellan of Bal- Russel of Middlerig, Edward Marishal heritor 
mageichan, Thomas Bogle of Boglehole, James of Kaemuir, John Taylor elder in Ilolehouse, 
Baird of Dungeonhill, 	 Gordon of John Shawson to .John Shaw of Eastergreenhill, 
Orange, 	 Lennox of Irelandtown, George Moehrie fiar of Stonerig, Thomas Fer- 

Gordon of Bacharrow, John Fuller- 
ton of Auchinhae, David M'Culloch son to 

gusson of Finnarts, William Harvey in Lanark, 
Christian Fife, Robert Gray Englishman, James 

Ardwel, 	William Whitehead of 	Millhouse, Robertson, John Finlay, William Cochran, &- 
John Welsh of Cornley, 	 Neilson of muel Grierson of Dalgowar, William Grierson 
Corsack, Robert Pd'Ciellan of I3arscob, Samuel of Loch wharrie, James Welsh of Littleclow- 
Welclian his brother, 	 Fullerton of . den, John Brown heritor in Newton, Henry 
Nether-mill, George 	Mackartney of I3lacket, M'Culloch of Barholm, Anthony M‘Kay of 

Gordon of Gararie, Alexander Gor- Cloncaird, 	Hay of Ariallan, Andrew 
don of Knockgrav, 	Herron of Little- Martin of Littlearries 	Fullerton of 
park, 	Gordon of Holms, Sett wick, 	Halliday 	of Mayfield, Mr 

Gordon of Overbar, John I%I'Naught Thomas Vernor minister, Mr Samuel Arnot 
of Culouhad, 	Patrick . Murdoch, anis Laird minister, George Gordon second son to Holm, 
Murdoch, 	Binning of Dalvennan, Ma- Alexander M'Naught younger of Overtoun, 

4X,,jor Alexander Ross, John Malcolm, Archibald Crichton of Hole of Balouhassie, Alexander 
Alison, James Shone brother to the Laird of Hunter of Balquhassen, Alexander Whey of 
Woe, John Potter, Archibald Stuart, Isobel Drumbowie, 	Alexander 	Ilume portioner of 
Alison, Marian Harvey, Thomas Turnbull of flume, 	Cupningham of Montgi.enan, 
Standhill, Walter Turnbull of Bewlie, John William Lawrie of Blackwood, John Menzies 
Murray, Christeplacic Miller, William Gogar, of Dalouhairn, Robert Hamilton brother to the 
Itobort Stingster,Wavid White smith in Lan- laird of Preston, William Boig in Auchinre- 
Ock, Giaelat Weir gunsmith there, David Gib- och in Campsie parish, John Russel portioner 
son there, John WilsOn writer in Lanark, Mr of Eastfield, Gavin Paterson feuar in 13othwell- 
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cayed sense of the greatness of the mercy perpetuate our present feeling of the 1688..  
of the revolution, and help to confirm and vast mercy of our second, and some 

skids, Robert Russel of Windyedge, Mr Tim- John Fullerton, Mr George Wishart preacher, 
MRS Flamilton of Ranh, James -Hamilton of Mr Alexander Hastie, Robert Eiphinstone of 
Parkhead, James Maxwell of Williamswood, Lapness; Captain John Henry, Patrick Camp.. 
John Maxwell portioner of Bogton, 	Robert bell son to Mr John Campbell, called Black Pa- 
Lockhart of Bankhead, 	Andrew Brown of trick, 	Patrick WI' Arthur of Inchrine, Arclti. 
Duncanzemen, Mr Matthew Campbell of We- bald M'Kilvernock of Oab, Ivor M.Ivor,'ilias 
terhouse, James Brown in Newmills, John Pa- Campbell of Arshneish, the deceased Dugat M4- 
tenon in Daldilling, Adam Reid in Mancliline, Avish of Dimardrie, Neil Campbell of Even-• 
John Crawford 	of Torshaw, John 	Wilson 
younger of Lindsayhill, 	Mr 	John 	Halbert, 

achan, 	Campbell of Kildaivine, 
Ker of Keraland younger, John Campbell 

James M'Neillie of Auchinairn, Colonel John of Dargachie,Robert Campbell his brother, 
Burns, Robert Hamilton of Monkland, Edward Alexander itgArthur captain to the late Ar- 
Atkin, Mr John Dick son to David Dick wri- gyle, Colin and Duncan Campbell elder and 
ter in Edinburgh, John Whitelaw, Arthur younger of Allangreg, James sometime duke of 
Brace,William Cochrane, George Martin some- Buceleugh and Monmouth, Donald Campbell 
time notar and reader at Dailey, John 	Ker of Belnabie, Archibald Campbell of Dana, Dun- 
wright sometime in the parish of Hunnum, can Campbell of Culgatro, Angus M‘Lachlan 
James Muir at the Crossfordboat, Henry Hall of Barnagad, Allan M'Lachlan of Duinnaii, Co- 
of Haughhead, Mr John Menzies of Winter- lin Campbell of Blairintibert, the deceased Don- 
clench or Hangingshaw, 	 Calderhead aid Campbell of Drumfin, Donald Campbell of 
younger of Winilyedge, 	Hervey Boswell per- 
limier of Dunsystoun, Robert Steel portioner of 

Oab, 	Duncan 	Campbell elder of Druntfin, 
Angus Campbell of Dithonte, John Campbell of 

Stain, John 	Meek portioner of Hinaelwood, Ulva, Alexander Lamont of Monydrynan, John 
James Howison maltman in 	Lanark, John Campbell of Ardtarricri, John M‘Chinnie of ln- 
Cochran of Waterside, John Paton of Meadow- vernydane, Alexander IH,Clustie of Keauloch- 
head called Captain Paton, Thomas Herkness lean, Archibald APPhinnie of Drip, Alexander 
in Locherbane, 	Andrew 	Clerk sometime in Campbell younger of Sonarachan, James Wilson 
Leadhills in Crawford parish, Samuel M'Ewen in Mosshead of Lochwinnoch, John Anderson 
in Gloncairn parish, 	James Nicol in Peebles- yoUnger of Westerton, James Boyle called Mr 
shire, William Young in 	Lanarkshire, John James Renwick precentor, Mr James Renwick 
Hutchison portioner of N ewbottle, John Sem- a preacher, Mr Gabriel Maxwell minister, An- 
ple 	John Watt, 	Gabriel 	Thomson, George drew Martin of Little-arries, Andrew Meek in 
Jackson, Thomas Wood, James Graham, Tho- Carnwath parish, John Stuart son to James 
mss Robertson, Mr Robert Bailley of Jervis- Stuart in Drumby, Nicholas Cochrane portion- 
wood, Walter sometime earl of Tarras, Robert or of Melrose, John Cochrane of Chapel; Robert 
Miller in the parish of Rutherglen, Robert Pol- Fullerton of Benue's, John Wilson, Mr Thomas • 
lock shoemaker in Glasgow, Thomas Kennedy Pillan, Archibald Simpson, Alexander Ander- 
of Grange, John Porterfield of Douche', John son, John Semple, William Padzean, Thomas 

Inglis, Thomas Lachlane, William Ferguson, 111 ‘Kay of Largs
' 
 John Russell of Carcraig, 

John Russell of Antes, 	John M'Quharrie, Alexander Brown, Gideon Weir, James Howl,. 
James Smith, James Lawson, Alexander Wood, son, James Algier in Kennets-head, 
Alexander 	Vallange, 	James 	Kirkwood, 	Sir Park in the shire of Renfrew, John Hutchison 
John Cochran of Ochiltree, Sir Patrick flume of Harlem', Captain James Wishart : and gene- 
of Polwart, 	George Pringle of Torwoodlee, rally, all and whatsover decreets and dooms of 
Mr Robert Martin 	late clerk to the justice forfeitures, given and pronounced against any of 
court, Mr Robert Fergusson sometime chaplain the subjects of this kingdom, either by the high 
to the earl of Shaftesbury, Thomas Stuart of court of parliament, or ordinary, 	or circuit 
Cultness, Sir Hugh Campbell elder of Cesnock, courts of justiciary, or any other court or coin- 
Sir George Campbell younger thereof, George mission, from the first of January, one thousand 
lord Melville, David Montgomery of Langshaw, six hundred sixty-five, to the fifth day of No- 
Richard Rumbold Englishman, David Stuart 
son to Thomas Stuart of Cultness, Mr William 

eember one thousand six hundred eighty-eight, 
with ail escheats fallen upon the ground of the 

Silence servant to the earl of Argyle, William said forfeitures, since the said day, are, and shall 
Denholm of Westshiela, James Stuart advocate, be void, and of no avail, force, strength, nor ef- 
Mr Gilbert Elliot, Thomas Stodhart, James fact, in all time coming; rescinding and reduc- 
Wilkison, Matthew Bryce, Archibald Campbell, ling the same for ever, except the decreets of for- 
David Law, Gavin Russell, Mr Thomas Archer feiture pronounced against Patrick Roy Al' Gre- 
preacher, Mr Charles Campbell son to the late gor, Patrick Drummond, Alister More M'Gro- 
earl of Argyle, Archibald Campbell son to the 
lord Neil Campbell, Mr John Campbell son to 
the earl of Argyle, John Nisbet called of I lard- 

gor
' 
 John M,Intosh, and Philip Stansfield : and 

in like manner, all and sundry infeftments, 
charters, precepts, instruments of sasine, presen- 

hill, Andrew Fletcher of Saltoun, Sir Duncan tations, and other rights whatsoever, of lands, 
Campbell of Auchinbreck, Donald Campbell of heritages, 	tiends, 	and 	possessions, 	made -and 
Barbreck, John Campbell younger of Mellon', granted, and proceeding upon the said forfeitures 
John Campbell of Kritip, Mr Alexander Camp- and hornings, to, and in favours of, whatsoever 
bell advocate, 	Dligfild 	Campbell of Kilberrie persons, mediately or immediately, with all do- 
younger, the deceased Alexander Ill'Millan of tweets and sentences given and pronounced by 

any judges, consequent, depending upon the said Drutomore
' 
 Donald M'Neil of Creir, Duncan 

Campbell of Corridel, Alexander Campbell of forfeitures and hornings, are void and null frown 
Otter, 	Major 	 Henderson, 	Captain the beginning, and of no force, strength, nor ef- 
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way greater revolution, by our-only ' seasonable and peaceable accession to the 
1688' lawful sovereign king George, his  throne of Britain and Ireland, and tend to 

.,  
feet ; and that without anrspecial process are- 

0,  
denunciations, and intercommunings, given, pro- 

duction, or other deelarator, to follow thereupon. nuanced, and issued forth in parliament, or by 
Declaring this present-act as sufficient to all par- any other court or commission, against any per- 
ties concerned, as if the said sentences of forfei- sons for the said causes : and remit to the coin. 
:tures and heroines, with the said charters, dis- mission appointed by this act to consider the 
-positions, and other rights and titles whatsoever, 
with the decreets and sentences following there- 

grounds ot repetition of such of the said fines as 
rare already paid to donators, or others having 

• - upon %were specially and orderly _retreated and right from them, and other private parties. And 
seduced, and as all parties having interest had it is hereby declared, that it shall be leisum to 
beets specially called thereto. 	Likeass  their ma. any of the said persons or parties forfeited, who 
jostles, And three estates, rehabilitate, rointe- are hereby restored, who have enlivened either 
grate, and restore so many of the said persons as by themselves or others, with any donation, or 
are living, and the memory of them who are de.. others, for their forfeitures or escheats follow- 
ceased, their heirs, successors, and posterity, to irrg upon the grounds of the said forfeitures, to 
their goods, fare, and worldly honours, and to repete from the said donators, and others, and 
use at 'lawful acts and deeds in judgment, and their heirs and successors, all and whatsoever 
ontwith the same, sad to all and sundry their 
lands, heritages, tacks, steadiness debts, and pus. 

sums of money paid for the said compositions, 
and that all bonds and other securities given for 

sessions whatsoever, which they, or any of them 
had the time of the leading of the said process 
against them. 	Declaring always hereby, that 
where the debitors of the forfeit persons have 

payment of the said compositions for forfeitures, 
and escheats following on the grounds thereof, 
and not ydt paid, nor the sums uplifted, are, 
and shall be for hereafter null and void; except. 

made payment bona fate, upon distress, to done- itg. always herefrom, the bond granted by James. 
-tors, or others having right from them; such Weir, and others, to the earl of Airily, fora e.om. 
.debitors 	are hereby fully exonered and die. 
charged, allowing to the party forfeited, recourse 
against the donator allenarly, 	And also, their 

petition of the said James Weir his forfeiture, 
to which bond the lord Rutherford has rigid, 
without prejudice to the forfeited person, deli. 

majesties and three estates, decern and declare, 
that the children of the persons forfeited since 

tor in the bond, to have repetition and recourse 
against the donator, or any assignee from hire, 

' 	the said first day of January, one thousand six 
hundred sixty-five, are, and shall be, habil to 

without onerous causes. 	And their majesties, 
with consent foresaid, declare, that the said do. 

enjoy, bruitt,L and claim all rights pertaining, or nators, and others, and their foresaids, are, and 
.that.may righteously pertain to them; and that shall be, liable to refund the said sums so paid, 

' all the deeds granted by any of the persons for- and give back the said bonds and securities to 
felted, to any others of their estate, real or per- the parties concerned ; declaring likewise, all 
sonal, or any part thereof, be as valid as if they rights of such persons, who have convened and 
load ;lot incurred the said sentences. Declaring it 
lawful to the persons forfeited, and their chit- 

acquired rights of forfeitures, fines, escheats, 
and others foresaid, by warrant, and commis- 

tiren, to succeed to their predecessors by brieves, 
er -otherwise, notwithstanding of the said dooms 

sion from, and to the behind of the persons hir-
felted, fined, or denounced, or their apparent 

of forfeiture, which are hereby ordained to be heirs, or nearest of kin, or by warrant and com- 
:hurled in perpetual oblivion. 	And further, their mission of the relations of minors, for their be- 
majesties and three estates, ordain the persons hoofs, to be good and valid : which persons are 
forfeited, and the heirs of them who are deems- hereby understood, not to be defrauded of the 
ed, to be fully repossessed to their lands, teinds, 
heritages, tacks, or possessions, whereof they or 

money laid out by them, but are to be paid with 
deduction of their intromissions, and are to re- 

,their predecessors were in possession 	the time Min the rights acquired by them, for security 
when they Were challenged for the deeds where- 
upon the forfeitures followed, with full right 

thereof, they always restricting their possession, 
by virtue ot the same, to the payment of the n- 

and access to all bygones since the term of Mar- nual rents of the said compositions. 	And be- 
tinmas, 1688, inclusive with all other bygones cause there is no reason that the foresaid persons 
yet resting unuplifted in the tenants' hands: as forfeited, and thereby dispossessed of their es. 
likewise, to all bygones whatsomever, intromit- tates, should be liable to pay annual rents to 
led with by stay donator or his assignees, ,in the 
ease of special reasons, and nets to be past there- 

their creditors, during their being dispossessed, 
(excepting always such persons as, upon special 

anent, 	in 	manner after-mentioned. 	Likens, 
their ansiesties, with advice and consent of the 

acts, shall 	obtain 	repetition .of their. bygeue 
rents,) 	therefore their majesties, with consent 

said estates, do discharge all fines yet unpaid, 
which were imposed by sentences from the first 

foresaid, do remit to the commission appointed 
by this act, to consider how far the said forfeited 

of -January, one thousand six hundred sixty-five, 
go the fifth of November, one thousand six hun- 
sired eighty-eight, upon any person or persons 

persons ought to be liberate of their bygone se- 
nual rents, dttring the time foresaid. 	Au also, 
if their cautioners, who were not forfeited, ought 

chureli-imegularities, or nonconformities, or tier to be liberate of the said annual rents at the 
'' 	,refusing of pubbehonds, subscriptions, and oaths, 

`ter for not obeying acts, proclamations, or orders 
hands of the creditors, and what time hereafter 
shall be allowed to the said forfeited persons and 

thereaneat,resetting of, or conversing with, Yee- their condoners, for making payment of the 
hels,.,tior the causes foresaid, refusing to depone principal sums, and bygone annual rents, der- 
ail libels against tihemselves, in capital cases, al, ing which time, diligence, at the instance of the 
,beit restricted to arbitrary punishment, and any 	creditors, is to be superseded, and if the diligence 
*ands granted' fur these f nes? with all hornings, 	to be superseded shall be only persona. 	More- 
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quicken and stir up all good protestants in 
those kingdoms, to a faithful and prudent 

contending for the faith handed down 
164  -to us through so much blood and suf- 

over, their majesties, and estates of parliament, 
by thir presents, freely remit and discharge all 

or running of wards, non-entries, and other cas-
unities, or of shorter prescriptions, through ab- 

ntilaws, penalties, and escheats, adjudged in the Bence of the persons when forced, by the severi- 
justice-court, or other courts, and all sums of ties foresaid, to flee the country and withdraw. 
money that may be asked for contravention of Their majesties, with advice and consent fore- 
any bond or act, on the accounts above-mention- said, hereby repose and restore them against . 
ed, made to the two late kings, since the said 
first day of January, 1665, either from the prig- 

such casualties, 	fallen during 	their 	absence, 
which they might have prevented, if they had 

cipals, or their cautioners, which are yet resting been present, declaring, that as to casualties fall- 
unuplifted. And seeing many of the lieges were en before their absence, the years of their absence 
spoiled and plundered without any previous sen- shall be discounted, both as to the casualties, and 
fence, and bonds and other rights were extorted, 
or exacted from them through fear and terror, 
their majesties, with advice and consent foresaid, 
ordain, the creditors, or others having right, to 

as to the said shorter prescriptions. 	Attour their 
majesties considering, that the wives or relicts of 
several of the persons above-mentioned, who 
had right to the Jointures out of their husbands' 

deliver up to the debitors, all bonds, and other estates, were prevailed upon, by' donators and 
rights, extorted or exacted upon the accounts others, in respect they wanted confirmations, to 
foresaid, and where the bonds are registrate, to assign and make over their jointures to, and in 
grant discharges thereof, bearing a clause of re- favours of the said donators, and others deriving 
gistration, and that betwixt and the first of No- right from them, upon their getting security for 
vember next, under the pain of the double of the a lesser life-rent out of their husbands' estates 
penalty in the bond, to be decerned against them from the donators, and others having right from 
without any modification, in case the bonds be them, or in regard foresaid, for some other cause 
found to have been extorted, or exacted in man- 
tier foresaid, and insisted for, or not delivered 

no ways adequate to the value of their life-rent, 
therefore their majesties, with advice and con- 

up to the debitors therein. 	And likewise ordain sent fbresaid, declare all such bargains void and 
the clerks of the privy council, and the clerks of null, and hereby repone and restore the relicts 
any other courts, general receivers, and others, 
who have in their hands bonds which were cx- 

to their former jointures, assigned and made 
over, as said is, they always refunding to the 

toned, or exacted on the accounts foresaid, to 
deliver up the same to the debitors, if they be 

donators, and others deriving right from them, 
after counting and reckoning, whatever was gi- 

required ; and allow the foresaid persons, spoiled ven them in lieu of their said jointures. 	And it 
and plundered, to pursue for repetition of the is hereby declared, that this present act shall be 
damages and spoils on the accounts foresaid, for as valid and effectual to all others our lieges for- 
which bonds were not granted, either before the feited, fined, or otherwise lesed, as foresaid, from 
commission appointed by this act, or the judge the said first day of January, 1665, to the fifth 
ordinary, as they please ; and appoint the lords day of November, /688, and not here named, as 
of session, upon probable grounds, to grant sus- if they had been particularly here insert.' De- 
pension of any charges to be given on the fore- cloning likewise, that this present act is without 
said bonds, without caution or consignation, and 
that gratis without payment of any dues. 	And 

prejudice of any who have been forfeited, fined, 
or otherwise lesed, in manner, and upon the 

their majesties, and estates of parliament, being grounds foresaid, in the reign of king Charles II. 
willing that this present act be inviolably and 
irrevocably kept, 	ordain the same, and whole 

before the year 1665, to bring in their processes, 
or particular acts, before the parliament, or such 

clauses thereof, to be interpret by all judges and as they shall appoint for that effect, and to crave 
ministers of the law, in the most extensive sense and receive redresses according to the merit of 
and construction the words can bear, in favours of 
the persons forfeited, fined, denounced, or other- 

their causes, as accords of the law; and further, 
but prejudice of any of the persons particularly 

wise lesed, as said is. 	And forasmuch as, since or generally above-mentioned, who are restored 
the intoning of the said processes of forfeitures by this present act, to bring in particular acts of 
and fines, and since the denunciation of some of parliament, rescinding the decreets of forfeiture 
the said persons to the horn, or their being charged passed against them upon such special grounds 
upon bonds to enter in ward, or to depart off the 
realm, or that, for other necessary and probable 
causes, they were absent, or forth of the realm, 
and had not free access to compeer for pursuit 

of nullities and Injustice as they can instruct, 
and that both for restitution per ntodunt justitiee, 
and repetition of all bygones, either before the 
parliament itself, or such as they shall appoint 

and defence of their actions, sundry processes for that effect. 	And their majesties, with ad- 
ore led, and decreets given, and other proceed- vice and consent of the said estates, do hereby 
ings had not only against themselves, but also 
against the minors, who were in their tutory 

dissolve from the crown and patrimony thereof, 
any of the estates belonging to the said forfeit 

and curatory, to their great prejudice and hurt; persons, which were annexed to the crown since 
therefore their majesties, and estates of parlia- the year 1665, and for the full and more effectual 
ment, for remeed thereof, do hereby repone the redress and restoration of persons forfeited and 
said persons to their lawful defences, and do al- fined, whether here specially insert or not; and 
low the probability and necessity of their said for the repetition of compositions and sums of 
absence to be tried, Zither by way of suspension, 
exception, or reply, in the first instance, but any 

money paid by them, or by any others their ma-
jesties' lieges, as aforesaid.", And to the effect 

further process, or summons of reduction, and that -all to whom the benefit of this act is corn- 
also for reparation of losses sustained by falling, potent, and who find it necessary for them to 
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, 	feeing,„and Ikons in Ili e'dnepest abhor- . Or papery, And alb attacks itiinte our iitifyie- 
1688' Tepee of all tricked' attempts intavour formation, and -Valuable •civil liberties. 

• 

'apply, may have the benefit thereof applied to prepare' and report theirludiment therm:tent, 
.0teva..; ,twalso, that the claims and pretences of to the next session of this, or any otherensuisg 
or donators and' their singular successors, for parliament. 	And specially, but prejudice all* 

"onerous causes, may be cognotced upon, tried, 
dislitissed, and determined in. parliament, their 

generality foresaid, their majesties, with coastal 
'Mesabi, do remit to them to consider the CAM 

inajesties; with special advice and consent of the after-mentioned, viz..,  of Mr. Francis Manna 
three-estates, dodneminate and appoint the per- inery Of Gilfan, anent.tbe lands•of Hillitead, of 
sons after-panned, as a commission•of parliament, 
vi:4, the earls of Crawford, Morten, and Leven, 

the viscount of Kenmure, the lords Ctirmichael 

the laird of Grant, anent the Tine of Brodie of 
Lethim. of Sir John .Hall, anent the hind of 
Brodie's fine, of Mr Roderick &I' Kenzie romp 

and Kuthven Sir •Bobert Sinclair-of Stevenson, er advocate, anent the forfeiture of Baroness 
William Mq)owal of Garthland, Thomas Dun- of Charles Oliphant of Langtoun, anent the (on- 
bar of Grange, • Duttean Forbes of Culloden. More of Patrick Litton, of John Ferguson of 
john Denipster•or Pitliver, and Hugh Iltl,Gui- Donaldtoun, anent the forfeiture of M'Culledi 

-tack- of Rusco, Sir John Hall lord provost of of Barholm, of the laird.  of Orlditen. and WI. 
Edinburgh

' 
 Alexander Spinal' of Leuchat coin- liaM Hamilton of Wishaw, anent the forfeiture 

inIssioner to r Inverkeithing, Mr James Smallet of Monkland, of .Hugh Stevenson, anent the kr- 
commissioner. for Dumbarton, Mr Robert Cie= feiture of Montgretian, the case df the Girl of 
land .commisslosier for Anstruthor-Witster, Mr Balcarras, anent the refunding of the camped- 
Johir Boswell for- Sanqtehar and.  Sir William tiun paid to him for the -forfeiture of 
,Hatrollton commissioner for the Queensferry, to Denholm of Westshiels; of theearl of Gintesirs, 

• meet sit the high town council-house of Edin- anent the- forfeitures- •gifted in. his &Mars, the 
burgh, the first lruesday after the adjournment case of Andrew *eitTillati of Craignel, rota his 
Of thin tietilionof parliament, at ten•o'clockin the heirs, egainst Hugh Wallace of laglistoito, et 
fifirctiooti, and thereafter Upon; sitith days, • and at Thigh' Kennedy younger of Arthitillim, centers- 
seek tiMinfas they slap think 'ht to appointoind ing -Thinned Feittison and. CaptaiitAlliam Se. 
ai4y: e{evett of them to boa getonim;. with, full 
power 4041m- said ,c ommissidul, or their 'ottoman, 
toreoti•re the -claims or 'allegarices of all personae, 

ton, and the case•of John Anderson ofDtioliill, 
anent thufitte of ten thousand puirks, which is 
was necessitate, upon a sentence, to pay to tia 

UV Whiten theliettelit of this•tilet is,competent; or thunder, for the escape dr 'Phonies Blackwell oat 
velem mon *he ;otherwise - therein-  coneerited; and of the lolbobelt of Glasgoiv, to 'hear the turtle( 
tipomiiitatioirhe all 'parties haring interitsrthere- condersied, and to report, as said is. 	Declaring 
ill;••teelienr and discuss theirchiiinsiand Wigan,. lastly, . that this present act, nor no part Of it, 

7[!4S, undforthat effect to issue citation* and to shall be anyway% invalidate by the act sokefier, 
'taketill trial for verifying the said *Mims, and -to ° tea be passed in this present parliament. 	' 
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CHARACTER AND DESIGNS OF CHARLES II. AND i  lie could survive the night. 	I immediately after 
JAMES 11. wont to Whitehall : the duke of York had given 

orders to the officers who kept the door of the 
Is has often excited surprise, that the friends of antechamber, to allow sue to pass at all hours;. 
true religion in Scotland and England, should 
have been so utterly blinded with regard to the 

he remained constantly in the king's chamber, 
except when he came thence to give orders re- 

real character of Charles, as to cherish such san- specting what was passing in the town. 	Tim 
guine hopes both of the steadiness of his prinoi- report was several times spread during the day;  
pies and the consistency of his general character. that the king was dead. 	As soon as I arrived, 
I am inclined to think, that this was owing, in the duke of York said to me, ' The physicians 
no small degree, to the flattering accounts which think the king is in the greatest danger; I beg 
were transmitted to the leading nonconformist you will assure your master that in me he will 
ministers at London, by the most - celebrated always find a faithful and a grateful servant.' 	I 
divines of the protestant church of France, about remained in the king of England's antechamber 
the period of the restoration: 	Of these letters till five o'clock; the duke of York invited me 
we have copies published in a collection of papers several times into the room, and conversed with 
called " The Phconix," and they all concur in meabout what was passing without-doors, and 
bearing testimony to the hopeful character of the of the assurances he had received from all gutty-. 
geeing prince. 	How the worthy men of the 
continent came to be so egregiously imposed on, 
we shall not attempt to explain; but we can 

tees, that every thing was very quiet in the town, 
and that he would be proclaimed king the in- 
slant his brother should expire. 	I retired for 

have no difficulty in accounting for the weight some time to the apartments of the duchess of 
that was attached, both in England and in Scot- Portsmouth; I found her overwhelmed with 
land, to a testimony in his favour every way so grief; the physicians having deprived her of all 
unexceptionable. hopes. 	Nevertheless, instead of' speaking to me 

The following account of the closing scene of of her sorrow, and of the loss she was about to 
Charles' life, as given by Barition, the ambassa. sustain, she led me into a closet, nd said to me ; 
der of Louis X IV. at the court of London, will ' Monsieur ambassador, I am going to tell you 
he rend with deep interest; and its authenticity one of the greatest secrets in the world, and if 
is beyond all suspicion, 	It is extracted from the 
appendix of original papers in Mr Fox's historl- " 

it were known, would deprive me of my head, 
At the bottom of his heart the king of, England 

ml work.  is a catholic ; but he is surrounded, with metes,  
taut bishops, and nobody informs him of his si- 

" Despatch front M. Borillon to the king. tuation, or speaks to him of God. 	I cannot with 
"The letter which I have the honour this day decency again enter his room ; besides, the queen 

to address to your majesty, is solely to transmit is almost always there. 	The duke of .York is 
to your majesty an exact account of the most employed about his own affairs, and has too 
important events which took place at the death many of them to allow him to take that rare 
of the late king of England. 	His illness, which which he ought about the conscience of the king. 
began on the morning of Monday the 12th of Go and toll him, I have conjured you to advise 
February, took different turnsduring the follow- him to think on what can be done to save the 
ing days; sometimes he was thought to be out of king's soul:—he  is master of the king's room,. 
danger, but afterwards some circumstance hap- and can cause to withdraw whoever he pleases. 
pened, which gave reason to believe his'disorder Lose no time, for if there be the least hesitation 
was mortal; when at length, about noon on it will be too late.' 
Thursday the 15th oftebruary, I was informed " I immediately returned to the duke of York. 
from a good quarter, that there was no longer I begged him to pretend to gb to the armament 
any hope ; and that his physicians did not think of the queen, who had quitted the king's room, 

3 Q 
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and whom they hail just let blood, she having her. 	Ile replied, 	' You are right. 	He per. 
fainted; the room communicates with both thg ceived at the- same instant the count of Castel- 
apartments ; I followed him to the queen's, and melhor, who warmly embraced the proposition 
told him what the dutehessof Portsmouth had I made him, and took upon him to speak to the 
said to me. 	He seemed as if he had awaked queen. 	He returned in an instant; and said to 
from a dream : " You are right," he said " there me, ' Though I were to endanger my head in 
is no time to lose. 	I will sooner hazard every this business, I would do it with pleasure; but 
thing than not do my duty on this occasion." I know none of the queen's priests who under. 
He returned to the an hour after, under pretence stands and speaks English.' 	Upon this, we re- 
of again visiting the queen, and told me he had solved to send in search of an English print to 
spoken to the king his brother, and that he found the Venetian resident's ; but as the time admitted 
him determined not to receive the sacrament, to no delay, the count of Castehreelhor went to the 
which the protestant bishops were pressing him ; room where the queen's priests were, and there 
that this had very much surprised them ; but found among them a Scotch priest, named Hs 
that some of them would always remain in the delston, the man who saved the king of England 
king's room, unless he found a pretext to cause after the battle of Worcester, and who had ben 
every body to retire, in order that he might excepted by act of parliament in all the lam 
speak to theking his brother with more freedom, 
and induce him to make a formal abjuration of 

enacted against the Roman Catholics and the 
priests; they gave bins a wig and cassock, to 

heresy, and to confess himself to a catholic disguise him, and the count of Castehnelhorled 
priest. him to the door of an apartment which commu• 

"We thought of various expedients; the duke rsiested by a small flight of steps with thatof the 
of York proposed that I should ask to speak with king. The duke of York, whom I had informed 
the kingbis brother, as if to communicate some- that all was ready, sent Chaffinch to receive and 
thing in secret to him from your majesty, and 
that every body should be ordered-to withdraw. 

conduct Mr Fludelston t 	he next said aloud, 
' Gentlemen, it is the king's wish that every 

This I offered to do; but I represented to him, 
that, besides the noise such a proceeding would 

body should retire, except the earls of Bath and 
Feversham.' 	The former is first lord of the 

snake, there was no colourable pretext to justify bed-chamber, and the latter was this week in 
my remaining in private WWI the king of Eng, 
land and him atone, so long a time as was re- 

waiting : the physicians withdrew into a close, 
the door of which was shut; when Chaffinch 

quired for the accomplishment of what we had 
to do. 	The dukes-next thought of bringing the 

brought in Mr Hudelston. 	In presenting him, 
the duke of York said, ' Sire, here is a man who 

queen, as if to take a last farewell of the king, saved your life, and who comes at this moment 
. and to beg his forgiveness if she had disobeyed to  save  your soul.' 	The king replied, ' Ile ii 
loins in asey thing ; and that he should perform welcome.' 	He then confessed himself with sea- 
the same 'ceremony. 	At last, the duke of York timents or great piety and repentance. 	The 
determined to speak to his brother before all that count of Castelmellsor had taken care to have 
were present, but in such a way as no one should Hudelston instructed by a Portuguese bare.foot• 
understand what he said; because this would ed Carmelite what he was to say to the king on 
remove all suspicion, and it would be imagined such an occasion, for of himself he was a man 01 
that be was only consulting him about state af- no great acquirements. 	But the duke of Yolk 
fairs, and What he wished should be done after told me he acquitted himself very well, and 
his death ; therefore, without any more precast- made the king formally promise, in case of his 
tion, the duke, after having forbid any one to recovering, to declare himself openly to ho a 
• come nigh, stooped down to his brother's ear t  I 
was in the MOM, and more than twenty persons 

Catholic. 	The king next received absolution, 
the communion, and even the extreme unction. 

at the door, which was open ; what the Duke All this lasted about three quartets of an hour. 
said was not betted; but the king of England The persons in the antechamber looked at ear 
said aloud from time-totime, ' Yes, with all oty another, but nothing was expressed except in 
heart.' He made the duke sometimes repeat looks or whispers. 	The presenee of the earls el 
his words, because he did not hear very well ; Bath and Feversham, who are protestents, has 
this lasted Shout a quarter of an hour; the duke somewhat removed the apprehensions of the 
of York then left the room, as if to go to the 
queen, and said tome, t The king has consented 

bishops; but, nevertheless, the queen's women, 
and the other priests, sew so much going and 

to my brieging hhr. a priest ; I dare not bring coming, that I do not imagine the secret will be 
any of the duelseses, they are too well -known ; long kept. 
send quickly andseek one.' 	I told him, I would " After the king of England received the sa. 
do it with pleasure, but that I thought too much crament he had a short respite of his illness. 	It 
time would he loaf, and that 1 had just seen all is certain that he spoke more intelligibly, and 
the queen's priests in a closet near to her chain- had more strength; we had already begun to 
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hope that God was willing to work a miracle in 	which I shall always feel in contributing to his 
caring him; but it was the opinion of the phy- advantage and satisfaction. 
sieians that his malady was net diminished, and " Observe particularly what is the present 
that he could not survive the night. 	However, 
he appeared much easier, and talked with more 

disposition of men's minds, as well in the court, 
where you are, as in the city of London, and the 

feeling and understanding than he had yet done, 
from six o'clock in the evening till eight o'clock 

country ; what measures are adopted by the 
opposition cabals against the royal authority and 

the next morning. 	He spoke several. times aloud the catholic religion ; what are the intrigues of 
to the duke of York, in terms full of affection the prince of Orange, and the duke of Mon- 
and friendship; he twice recommended to him mouth; who are their principal promoters; if 
the duchess of Portsmouth, and the duke of their faction be powerful; what measures are 
Richmond; as also all his other children. 	He adopted by the duke of York. 
made no mention of the duke of Monmouth, 
neither good nor bad. 	He often testified his 

"[ What may be the force of the eatholw party in 
England ?) 

confidence in God's mercy. 	The bishop of Bath " On the subject of religion, if he intends to 
and Wells, who was his private chaplain, said issue a proclamation allowing the free exercise 
some prayers, ,and spoke to him of God ; the of all religions, and consequently of the catholic. 
king moved his head to show he heard him. Whether or not he will set at liberty the rathilia 
The bishop was not over-officious in telling him lords confined in the Tower; on when, the said 
any thing particularly, nor in proposing to him king will confer the principal offices; 'what mea- 
to make a confession of his faith : he was appro- sures he takes to make himself master of the sea- 
hensive of a refusal; and feared still more, as I ports, and most important places ; if he eon 
think, to irritate the duke of York. depend upon the troops maintained at the ex- 

"The king of England retained his senses pense of the crown ; if the principal commanders 
throughout the whole of the night, and talked of are attached to his interests; who they are whoth 
several things with great calmness; at six o'clock he ought to suspect, or in whom he can with 
he asked what hour it was, and said, ' Open the safety place his confidence." 
curtains, that I may once more see the day.' Louis goes on to state, that as a pledge of his 
He suffered great pain, and at seven o'clock was willingness still to aid his brother of England 
bled, under an idea that it would alleviate his with suliiidicw, he had sent a bill for 500,000 
sufferings; at half-past eight o'clock he spoke livres; and Barilton in his next letter conveys 
with great difficulty; about ten was senseless; the thanks of James for this unexpected and 
and calmly expired at noon, without any eon- truly acceptable`  ift! 	He -then adds: " Tester,- 
valsiotts. 	The new king retired to his chamber, 
was unanimously acknowledged, and afterwards 
proclaimed. 

day the king of England went publicly to mass 
in a small chapel belonging to the queen consort, 
the door of which was open. 	This has caned 

" I have thought it my duty to send your 
majesty an exact account of what passed on this 

people to speak very freely,"' in 27. 	On this, 
says Louis: "The king of England cannoteake 

ticcammion, and I esteem myself very happy, that a better part for the good of his kingdom, and 
God has bestowed upon me the favourof having the ease of his conscience, than to attend mass 
a part therein. 	I am, Re." publicly." 	And on March 16, 1685, he thus 

The king's reply, dated Feb. 20, 168, is as -writes to Barnet, to. be : " There is A great 
fellows: likelihood that as the king of England now 

" Monsieur Hamilton, your two letters, of the makes a public profession of the Roman catholic 
12th and 17th of this month, have been delivered religion, he will $001) request from the pope 
to me by the messenger which you despatched : bishops of that persuasion ; and as there cannot 
and I learnt with sum-prise, and very sensible be a doubt that his holiness will „elect them out 
affliction, the sudden death of the king of Eng- of the English clergy, amongst whom I sin in- 
land; it is however no slight consolation for the formed there are many persons infected with 
to be informed by the same letters, of all the Jansenism, I should be-glad for you skilfully to 
blessings which God bestowed on that prince in acquaint his majesty how much it is to his in- 
the close of his life, and of the happiness which terest carefully to distinguish those, so that in 
he had in profiting so worthily of them. the good example he sots to all his subjects be 
" [All that passed in his last moments, however, 

will be kept very secret on my part.] 
followed in the way it is to be wished, the king-
doe, in escaping from one heresy, may not fall 

" I inclose to you the letter which 1 have into another, which would be scarcely less dan- 
myself written to the king his brother; and in germ's." 	'Ile following passage in Harillon's 
delivering it to him, you cannot express in too reply speaks volumes with respect to the charac- 
strong terms, how' much I am interested in 
every thing relating to him, and the pleasure 

ter and designs of James at this critical juncture, 
p. 56: " Yesterday evening I had a long con ver- 

mv. 	 . 	 2 R 
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nation with the king of England ; we recapitu- smoothly, however, he gave it up, partly km 
lated all that bad been said with the ministers, 
with which they had made him acquainted. 	I 
knew that the earl of Sunderland had spoken to 

laziness, and partly from prudence; contenting 
himself with charitable donations from France, 
from time to time. 

him fully of all we had said, and that he had " James formed his designs on another moult 
represented to him the necessity of unreservedly He settled in his own mind that he would rub 
entering into a close alliance with your majesty. himself an arbitrary king, and the Roman ce• 
The king told me, that I knew his views and tholic religion the religion of the state. 	Whitt 
designs bettor than his own ministers, that he of these projects he intended to finish first, 1 
had not been so explicit to them as he bad been own, does not seem to me to be worth very ann. 
to me respecting the establishment of the catholic ous dispute, as it is very clear that both objelr 
religion; that, previous to the session of parlia- were in his view. 	He pursued them with thu 
ment, he must conceal his designs, and not allow stupid obstinacy, which is so frequently fatal 4 
it to be discovered to what point he wished to a man without talent. 	His want of sense end 
conduct affairs; that in reality he knew that his accompanied, as it often is, with a want of beam 
safety depended on an intimate union with your and as he could not himself reason, he felt is 
majesty, and placing the catholic religion in a pity for those who could. 	llisopinionsappeard 
!date not capable of being overturned; that it is to his own mind infallible truths, and be hes 
bin design to accomplish this as soon as ho is no method of convincing those who doubted,ict 
able; that, however, I must represent to your 
majesty how important it is for him to be assist-
ed in so great an undertaking: that his first pro-
ceedings witty his parliament would be decisive; 
that those-who might wish to thwart him would 

by executions." 

No. I I.—Letters from AP Ward to Mr Bars. 

miss no- opportunity to prevent his success; that Dr WPCanc, in his " Notices of Colonel Wel. 
perhaps your majesty would learn too late what lace," alludes to " two letters " from lillYani 
you ought to have done, and that what will be to Brown, of September and October, 1666, is 
necessary at present is far less than what your which reference is made, though " in a conceal- 
majesty would at a future period be willing to ed style," to a correspondence between the cow. 
contribute, should you see the monarchy and nanters in Scotland and the government of the 
the Ftoman catholic religion likely to be destroy- United Provinces, with the view of assistance 
ed itt England." 	" I rely entirely," said his to their cause. 	The following are the letten 
Britannic majesty, " upon what you tell me i alluded to, and they are now for the first time 
but represent to your master, that what he may published. 	Unless we bad the key to unlock 
now do will set my mind at rest, and will make the "concealed style " of the first letter, it would 
me act with a firmness and confidence which I be impossible to say what may be the precise 
cannot assume if I am not fully assured," p. 57. topics alluded to in the letter; and we are decid. 
On this, provision was made by Louis for the edly of Dr lil.'s opinion, (Lives of Veitch, &c. 
payment of two millions of livres, (including p. 379,) that there "does not seem to have been 
the 000,000,  already granted,) the greater part to any connexion between" this correspondence 
be actually paid, says the king, " only in the " and the rising in Galloway," which issued in 
event of parliament adopting such a line of con• the brittle of Pentland. 	The second letter is in 
duet as may oblige the king (James) to dissolve itself an excellent arid interesting document, and 
it; or on his finding so much opposition to the will, we have no doubt, be acceptable to our 
establishment of the Roman catholic religion as may readers, as illustrating the characters both of 
compel him to employ force against his mon sub- 
jeers."-.-App. to Fax,. p. 59. 	• 

iVPWard and Brown. 

Lord John Russel, in his Essays on Govern- ORIG. MS. IN Best. JI` RI D. ED1N. JAC. V. I. II. 

went, makes the following remarks on the char- AEI'. S. 
triter of Chasid and of James, 

" It is difficult to say for what reason Charles, 
a witty and heartless (unfeeling) man of plea- 

" Veight,Sw. 15, 10% 
" My very Deare Brother, 

" I received yours, wherto I intended mane 
sure, embarked in the vast undertaking of meek- answer a few heuvie lines, for it made me mere 
ing himself absolute. 	Perhaps it was only to apprehensive of your hazard than ever; but at 
please his brother. 	The ready way of accem- present I most forbeare, that I desire grace to 
'dishing this design, once adopted, was, as he importune him for turneing away that which I 
concelived, to obtain money and troops from fear, that even in this he may have mercy upon 
France:, And. as his father's throne had been us, that we may not have sorrow upon sorrow. 
overturned.by religious fanaticism, he proposed Its true, to you to die were pine, but your 
to lay the foundation of his own upon a religion abode in the flesh is more neidful for us. 	lie 
of blind Obedience: 	The scheme not running on knowes (if it were fit to speake so) that we may 
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not want such who, for the work of Christ, 
brings themselves neir unto death, not regarding 

sirens to doe it, and were thinking still on. it; 
but he desired to know of Mr Strong's friend 

their owns lives, to supplie other men's lake of and factor whether he might not signifie this to 
service to his Welding interests, 	his broken- Mr Steil and Peers, that though they should 
hearted people, and borne downe cause, which not find it their advantage 'to order the shiping 
he hath helped you to doe. 	I have'sent you that of these goods so soone as was expected, yet if he 
piece of Mr Rutherfoord's ye wrot for, together might not assure them from Mr Strong, that 
with this piece of Burman's, wherein he be- unlesse Stanek),  were agreed with to take the 
wraies more of a perverse spirit than in any of whole off Mr Strong's hand, that he would still 
the former; and thus it holds true, that evill reserve that small parcel! for Mr Steill that wns 
men and deceivers waxe worse and worse, de- bespoken for his use. 	He told Mr Bold, that 
ceiving and being deceived. 	I have also sent unloose Stanely were agreed with to take the 
you a piece written by a student (whom I re- whole, that lie would not fail to doe so for Mr 
member 1 heard debate with him publicly upon Steill, whom he took to be ane honest man. . 
this head) against his idea. 	If his pride will Next, Boid urged him with this further, that in 
permitt him to take notice of it, I know not but case Mr Peers were put to sell his goods at a low 
its like he will prompt some of his brood to de- rate, because of the fall of the market, whether 
bat with the other. 	I have also sent you a cats- in that case he might not assure Peers that he 
logue, not so much for yourself as 	for Mr would, upon the first signification thereof, let 
Livingstone, to whom I could not writ at pre- him have such commodities as would gee better 
sent. 	Desire him, if he have a mind to any of off his hand, and make up the lose he had sus- 
these Chimich books, to send me a not of them, 
and I shall buy them for him if they be not deir ; 

taMed, by being neeessitat O let his goods gee at 
what price he could have, and as the markets 

but let it be sent, if possible, with the Tuesdays ruled. 	lie assured Boid of this also, provideing 
scout, for the auction begins upon Wednesday, 
and they will begin at the end of the catalogue. 

he could dole with Ffraser, or any other honest 
mats to whom he might deliver them. 	This is 

I know the provost told you, that I had met heir the substance, if I remember right, of what was 
with a friend of yours, whom ye would know most material betwixt them, and the result of 
by the designation I gave of him ; and I pro- severall meetings. 	Mr Strong's factor likewise 
wised also, in my last line, to give you an Sc.- undertook to send Boid word when be thought 
count of qt  past, which is this :—Mr Boid, ye things Were tnost favottrable for /Via. Steals &iv- 
know, was very anxious about that parcel of ing a trade; and to this purpose Mr Bold gave 
gods which were bespoken for Mr Steal, and him a key for corresponding, and is to send him 
apprehended that the merchant who bad been a memorandum about some things Mr Bold de- 
put to so much pains to provid them, might look sireth me to show you, that he would know your 
upon him as one that dealt not fair. 	Ho was opinion of this affair, with your owne conveni- 
about to writ an appologie, but first he made a eney and your neighbours. 	It is not like I will 
key, and while he was about finishing of it, your be with you Aortae, unlesse your condition call 
friend came, which Boid looked upon as a very for it, which I hope the God of our mercies will 
favourable providence ; whereupon Boid went prevent. 	The sweet and comfortable presence 
to salute him, and was made welcome wt much of God, even your owne God, whom ye have 
eivilitie and affection. 	Mr Strong's friend pre- 
vented Boid's appologie, and the,  his friend car- 

served, and doe serve in the gospel of his Son, 
and for whom ye suffer, be and abide with you 

ried like a prettie mereht in not sending for 
these goods er+ not onely yr is so much sea has- 

for ever. 	I am, my Beare brother, 
" Yours, R. Mc. 

ard, but qa Park nor Howard could not have " I must entreat you, if it be not troublesome 
done any thing in bringing them safe to his to you, to send me up to morrow my Spanitemii 
hand. 	But because I shall not trouble you, (nor Dub. Evangelie.a: they are in the great prose. 
have I at present so much time,) as to relate ail Alan cause trie among the sheets of Mr Ituther- 
that past between Mr Boid and him, tho' I foord's Letters if there be ane R. R. which is 
know it all, I shall onely at present tell you the last sheet, for I want it to compleat one. 	I 
where they left, (if L'old informed me right,) desire likewise, for some reason, that ye may 
which was this,—that if Park came to a good writ to me peremptorily to come downe, that I 
market, Mr Strong would then expect what may make my owne use of it, as I find onveni- 
Steal would doe, (for yt otherwise he confessed 
yt it was not rationall to exspect it,) for whom 
he had prepared the goods ; but Boid told him, 
that the time being now so fare spent for selling 

cut ; but if ye find yourself worse, or no better, 
then say this or the like,—I desire to see you, 
because of my growing or continueing weak-
nesse; for in that case I will lay aside alt things 

dandles and silks, ae could not confidently say that might hinder; othevwayes I think hardlie 
that Mr Steal or Peers would call for these I shall see you at this time, for I cannot so.well 
goods he had bespoken, thee they were very de- correspond with your Mod, ye know, of their 
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as heir. 	if worthy Labadic come to see you, your consolation (wherof ye speak): and thas 
,t for the French maid have begun to persecut haveing your head in his bosoms, ye may reit 
Mm -*Meetly, and have summoned him to appear sweitly and sleep soundly, blow what weather 
at Amsterdam, to answer to a committee that will ; the devill cannot raise a storme which will 
they have appointed to question him about some 
things: they pretend be favours the Miliianary 

make your anchor drive els cast within the vale, 
and Christ must see to the holding of it, acid 

opinion, but the truth is, they cannot bear his • this is your happinesse. 
zeal for God:) if he come I say, he very kind 
to him, and ye may think if it were not fit to 

" Let me beseich you to writ, or rause writ, 
to me constantly how ye are ; and if ye Welty 

have 	dittoing wish you. change to the worse (which he may prevent) let 
"I ant much taken with the man for the 

great report he bath of pietie, zeal, and learning, 
and for which he is in repot amongst all the 

me know. Be not sparing of my person or pains, 
for I will come upon the least hint that ye would 
have it so, tho' I can doe no more but sigh by 

godly who know him. 
" Send up my books on the resceet which I 

you. 	I perceive by the last from our friend, 
that we have never understood who Mr Wallace 

have sent you for that purpose." was.' 	I thought still it had Win Mr Waller, 
and supposed that it was onely wrong written 

Lviii. JAC. v. A II. aim. 9. in that paper given to us ; but now ye may see 
" Mcir to Me Broune. who it is by this, that he saith that Mr Wallace 

. thrieht, Oct. 20. 1660. lets the money he bath borrowed for Stanely ly, 
" My very Dear Brother, contrair to Mr Steill's expectation, in Mr Fraser 

" Yours (with the inclosed) came to my and his neighbour's hand. 	Ye will see 1 say by 
hand, wherby I see the cause of my former fears this whom we are to understand by Mr Wal- 
(which were almost evanished) as greater and Mee; and I confess, his letting it ly in Frazer's 
growing. 	What shall I say; it may be, that as hand ministers matter of thoughts to me. 1 ant 
a compleating of your testimony against the glad that our friend is gone to speak with Mr 
apostasie of this generation, he will have your Steil! and Peers. 	I shall say no more for the 
bones rise at the last day in the land of your ex- present, but that I am 
Ile, the-consideration wherof may mak your bed " Yours. 
soft, and perfume your cold and stinking grave, 
and cable you leave us singing, While we behold 
you on your journey with weiping and watrie 

" Let me know whither you can learne, by 
any hints from Mr Stevenson or Mr Monteith, 
any thing concerning their being privie to Mr 

eyes. 	If it should be thus, what shall I say? Strong and Mr Peers bargan and trade. 	Vale. 
0 for grace to say what I ought, and to com. Addressed to " His reverend and there bro. 
mend my soul silence in these things wherin he Cher, Mr John Browne, minister of the gospel 
is not to be called to sue account; and yet I 
would faints hop be will hid that sorrow from 
the eyes of his poor servants, and defer the day 
of your triumph till we and the work of God 

for the present at Rotterdam." 

No. I 1L—Part of a letter from .1Ir AI' Ward to 
may better want you. 	In the meantime, give a friend, occasioned by the death of Mr John 
not way to ane unprofitable ereepius of anxietie ; 
hold fast the rejoyeeing of hope firrne unto the 
end—that lively hope wherunto he bath begotten 
you, bath two parties to conflict with, cm is the 

Broom of IVantphray. 

, " My friend, 
" I may have occasion to write more porn. 

smiles and frownes of the world, and he bath cularly to you afterward, but this I must tell 
engaged you allready with that partie, and after you, during all the space we were together in the 
some bouts With it, to the commendation of his country, I observed him (his chamber being jest 
graieo, be bath brought you honourably off, and above mine) to be as much in prayer and corn. 
helped you to held fast his name, and not deny munion with God as ever I observed any; yea 
his faith. 	The other partie will fight you in at more, 'insomuch that my esteem of hint grew 
heaven's gets; but let the helmet of hope cover above whatever it had been, though, as 1 had 
your head against all the darts the derlit throws . good cause, there was no minister now alive in 
at you. 	Se to the breastplate of faith for guard. the church of Scotland in the same class with 
ing your heart, and the helmet of hope for se, 
eureing your bead; and then you may, when 

, him, in my esteem and account, for abilities, 
,.. fixedness, faithfuintess, and pure zeal, according 

surrounded with hell from without, and sadly 
assault with feares because of guiitinesse from 
within, ding in the valley of the shaddow of 
death, What shall I say, my aleare brother, but 

to knowledge; and to sum up all, I must my, 

.t 	, ..78.istepartres  listin
ary 
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alas! the witness of the church of Scotland ; the epects is of more blessed memory than all who 
man who stood in his master's counsel ; the man will make the attempt,) but I will essay, poorly 
who stood in this evil day, when men of under- as I am able, to vindicate him ; and if I can do 
standing have fallen; the man who withstood 
the present course of defection ; the man who, in 

it no other way, then I will set myself down, 
till the Lord raise up one who can, to wipe away 

resisting of adversaries to the truth, of all sorts their black ink off the face of that famous light 
and sizes, was helped to do valiantly, and made with the tears of a bleared eye. But it may be my 
able to do exploits for his God; the man who, 
while the archers (his brethren I mean, for these 

blessed and compassionate Lord will, by shut-
ting my eyes ere long, give me an escape from 

have been the bowmen) have sorely grieved him, 
and shot at him, and hated him, yet his bow 

this windy storm and tempest; and I hope till 
that day he will not suffer me to be tempted 

abode in its strength, and the arms of his hands above what through grace he will make such a 
were made strong to his very grave, by the hands weak wregling • able to endure, but that with the 
of the mighty God of Jacob. 	I say, alas! this temptation he will make a way to escape, that I 
is the man taken away from us; and I must say 
this further, (which I am content you acquaint 

may be able to bear it. 	0 pray for this to me, 
and put all my friends to pray for the same, to 

as many with as you please, for I intend to say 
more of him and more publicly) that I look upon 

poor desolate me, deprived of my brother, father, 
compaction and guide, and so left alone. 	But 

his removal, in our present circumstances, as a he lives who is a God and guide. 	He lives to 
greater stroke upon the church of Scotland, than be a leader, who brings the blind by ways that 
the removal of any now alive in it could have they know not, and leads them in paths that 
been by many degrees, how hateful soever it they have not known ; who makes darkness 
may render me to such who hated a man so light before them, and crooked things straight: 
greatly beloved of his Lord and Master, to have and now let him do these things to me, and not 
the reasons of what I have now said rendered; forsake me; and then the forsakings, reproach- 
yet as the Lord may, and I hope shall, prepare logs, and buffetings of all will he easily borne. 
me to bear that load above the burden they have I say again pray much, and put all my friends 
already laid upon my loins, so they niust prepare to pray much, for poor and desolate me; that to 
themselves to hear these set before them. 	And, 
my friend, I give you warrant, moreover, to let 

me, poor and weak me, it may be given to stand 
and withstand in this evil day. 	I hope he will 

as many know as you please, that however some hide me in the grave ere he leave me to concur 
were pleased to give it out that there was a dif- with the courses carried on in that poor church 
ference and dryness betwixt us, (because many at present; which, however some may look upon 
wished it, and would have had it so,) yet it as the dawning of the day of delivery, shall prove 
pleased the Lord to keep us (till death bath now far otherwise. 	0! a dangerous delusion and 
made a separation) of the same soul and senti- deceitful dream it may be. 	It shall not be long 
meats, on all things relating to the public work to the day when God shall convince such that 
and interest of Christ; yea we were more so they have a lie in their right hand. 	But here I 
than ever. 	2clly, That 	however 	they may break off." 
please themselves in the hope that, now Mr This copy is not in M'Ward's hand, but is 
Brown being removed, 	they will have little indorsed by him thus:—" A part of a letter to 
to do to trample 	upon 	the poor undought a friend, giving an account of Mr Brown's 
(weak, puny creature) that is left behind, yet 
not only giving, but granting and asserting, that 
that great master of reason, who, in pleading for 
his Master, was more than match to the greatest 

death, and my present condition." 

No. IV.—Leiter from Mr Geo. Campbell, (pro- 
of those who opposed him and the truth, and Vessor of divinity at Edinburgh after the revolu- 
that interest he owned, is indeed gone, so that, 
in comparison of that great man of God, they 

tion,) to Mr Robert M,Ilrard at Rotterdam, on 
the subject of the indulgence. 

have now but a poor empty nothing in his place, 
(he before whom I now write this knows that 1 

e May, mg. 
"I received yours, for which I thanke you, as 

look upon myself in respect of him as such,) also for the expressions of your affection con- 
whom its easy to run down and tread under teind therin. 	The great ground of my aprehen-- 
foot,—I say, giving and granting all this and sion of your dissatisfaction with me, was your 
more, yet as I hope the Lord in his mercy silence in the tyme of my sore trouble and dis- 
to poor me will clever leave me to a turning quietnes, wherein I expected a line from you. 
aside from these paths, wherein with so much I likewise heard of late, that there was a letter 
oneness of soul we have walked together, so 
through his strength and grace I am resolved 
there shall no man attempt the straining of the 

from you that did a little touch me, by way of 

• Wrialing, the yonngest or feeblest bird in a eeist,-,a 
memory of that famous man, (who in all re- 4ickly, puny elnitt.—Zd. 
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reprehension for concurring with some others to 1  milton is on his way: our commissioner threat. 
write to one for desisting from somwhat design- `ens much, and cnrys highlie: they talk that they 
ed by him. 	1 wonderd that ze did not rather' are many Inglish forces lying on our border: 
writ to um, than of me, what se judged was f things look very break like; we look like the 
blamable. 	I shal not nou trouble you with a voful day; bot Zions' king lives and regttes. 	I 
vindication, only I desir ze may consider these 
feu particulars. 	1. I was not in the meeting 

shal add no mor, oldie desiring to salut your wif, 
son, Mr B. and Mr Fforb.* with other friends 

when that matter was tabled. 	2. Some came to I rest your, to power. 
me, and pressd me to joyne with others in that " M. chifi y wonders what is done with . . 
letter, isecaus of my acquaintance. 	S. It was (cannot decypher a word or two.] 
bet a little- forbearance that was desired; yea, This letter is indorsed in Mr Ward's band, 
4. It was not so much a forbearance of the de- 1,  Mr George Campbell, May, --78." MrJohn 
signed work, bot of such At sumer of it at such a Welsh was the person to whom Campbell, he. 
tymo. 	And it was upon grounds, which very had written, requesting him to avoid a sacrament 
upryt and understanding persons of several! with an armed attendance, it is supposed about 
ranks thought rational, and such as in Christian 
prudence myt have place and weight; and It 

September, 1677, when there was an expects,  
tion of a more liberal indulgence, which met 

may be if ze had been on the place, ze myt have such opposition from the bishops, that Louder. 
no less inclind to than others. 	I can assure you dale gave way, and the plan of the Highland 
none did ever endeavour to aliened me from you, 
neither heard I any of our bretheren speake un. 
becominglie of you or of Mr Brown ; bot still I 
hear them expressing themselves with great vett- 

host was adopted. 

No. V.—Lc/ler to Gordon of Earlston, from a 
eration for, and affection to you both; only I convention of covenanters at Edinburgh in con. 
hate heard seine regret, that some privet persons flexion with Mr James Renwick, vindicating 
here, who know not the state of affairs weell, 
take upon them to inform you and others, and 

themselvesfrons certain charges which had reach. 
ed Earlston, and which had cooled him in his 

that they are still so unhappie as to misinforms 
you ; and that ze should suffer yourselves to be 

anachmenis  to them. 

too cosine impressd with representations from TO THE MUCH NONOURED ALEXANDER Of/RIVED? 

some hands not so fitt to give them; and that ze EARLSTON. 

doe not much rather desk some others, and 
especiallie Mr Ker, to give you ane account of 
meters; and that some with annsobernes regrets 
that letter should be spread among the people, 
which they say tend to alienist them from faith- 

" Much Honored Sir, 
" We, being met in a general convention, 

held at Edinburgh upon the ii day of October, 
and continuing together until the 12 day them 
of, white that all our acts (for this tyme) were 

ful ministers; and that use is made of your, 
names, and, as is given out, with your warrant 

enacted, and appointments concluded: so, after 
all this, we being ready to dismiss, your letter 

so to doe; and that whatever be in the indult- came unto our bands, which unto us was both 
gentle, its humblie conceived a nee rent and grieving and astonishing: we, therefore, hare 
breach should not be made nor kept up on that found it to be (at this tytne) indispensahlie our 
account, seeing thes bretheren are godlie and able 
men, and -doting much good many of them; and t 

duty to concredit and send the bearer heirof, 
Mr James Renwick, who was present with us 

that they are stedfast in principles, and doe de. at all our conventions since we pained with- 
clar so much frequently. 	I sou of late somwhat you, and being (in some measure) soon (sound) 
written by som of then of greatest account against in- both the matter and manner of our proceedings 
Stillingfleet and the survey, which did greatly in these conventions, referring you to our acts 
please and satisfie me. 	It may be, if ze wer enacted at all our conventions, and to his inform. 
here, ze Wold be no Jesse dissatisfied with some ation according thereunto : and requiring that ye 
others than with these mon ; and I am permed. would not give ear to the base calumnies and 
ed ze sold advise some to forbear somthings, 
and to carry otherwise in many things. 	All 

misinformations of any person or persons who 
labour (most falsely) to give us out as the au- 

, the account I can give at present of news is, that 
titer are many prisoners nou in this place and 

thors of things directly contradictory to our acts, 
appoyntmonts, or resolutions; acid also of things 

elswber I thee was on Noonday last upwards neither by word or wryt ever concluded by us 
antattiehtie taken in from Kirkliston: titer is or any of us; and that you may be the lesse sew 
-great tieveritie breathed out here, and ,dailie per- picious of us, we do in the sight of God declare. 

petratedi what may foltou on Our convention, 
or lieu that business shal gee, we cannot tell; 
bet reanytwe afraid- that titer may be great trou-
ble'M . not a feu, great and sinal: duke Ham- 

that as to our dewty in this day, we are juste 
altogether standing where 'we were when ye 

* Understood to be colonel Wallace. 
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were cloathed with our commissions. 	Testify- act of indemnity, or resetters of rebels and Wal- 
ing our adherence to all dewties, and our separa- tors, and the lords considering that that part of 
tions from all the sins, yea and from all persons the libel in relation to the withdrawing from 
guilty of gross sins, which our faithful worthies, 
to witt Mr Donald Cargill and Mr Richard 

the church, was referred to the oath of the per-
sons insisted against, and that it was hard for 

Cameron, taught to be grounds of separations, 
according as the bearer heirof can and will testi- 

them to remember how they had beeped the 
church for such a space, they ordained the advo- 

fie, and as his letters (if this be come to your 
hand) have testified; we likewise leiving you 

cat to restrict the libel, as to church disorders, 
to two years preceding the citation. 	As to the 

to his informations in severall particulars, yea first of these, if they were mean and insignificant 
all necessarie, which wee cannot now heir insert. persons, such as cotters, herds, servants, the 
In witnesse heirof (lei ving you on the Lord) lords, for security of the country, did ordain them 
we have subscribed thin 	presents, 	with our to enact themselves, in the terms contained in the 
hands at Edinburgh the twelve day of October, 
iaibi obr, eighty-two (1682) years. 

bands in the clerk of council's hands; and these 
who were tenants, and of any substance, and 

"(Signed) George Hill, presses, Robert Good- were not lined before, were not only ordained to 
win, John Smith, Edward Aitken, James subsoryve the said band, but likewise fined, con- 
Edward, John 	, Edward Somer. form to the act of parliament. 	if any of the 
well, John Ceder, John Somerwell, John sable delinquents were obstinate, and appeared 
Wilson, Alex. 	, John Louckup, J. to be of bad principles, the lords did ordain that 
Lining, William Hardie, James Bell, Wil- the oath of allegiance should be tendered to them, 
Liam Nairne, John 	, John Neilson, together with the forsisid band ; and if they hap- 
James Muir, Thomas Deyr, David John, 
son." * 

pened to refuse to subserive the oath of allegiance, 
the lords deeerned they should be banished to his 
majestie's plantations. 

" As, likewise, many of the forsaids deline. No. VI.—Representation of the procedure of the quests, upon their appearance before the lords of 
circuit court for Berwick, Roxburgh, Selkirk, 
and Peebles, in 16,54, front the minutes in the 

council, appeared to be weak, aged, infirm crea-
tures, and several of them beggars, the lords did 

Register Vice. 	These had not been seen by dissmis the saids persons, in respect it did ap- 
ll'udrow. pear to them, that theirdisobedience did not flow 
" The e. of Delearres, Id. Yester, and laird of from bad principles, but front weakness and 

Drumellier, having, in prosecution of his ma- poverty, as said is, and that they promised to 
jestie's service as commissioners of council and live regularly in time coming. 	And such as 

' justiciary, met at Dunce, in the tolbuith thereof, 
issued forth precepts calling all the ministers, 
elders, readers, and betties, also the whole here- 

upon the dilation did appear to time lords to be 
weak and indigent persons, and worthy to be 
noticed by the government, were giverr in list to 

tors of the said shire, to meet at Dunse upon a the sheriff of time shire, anti he strictly ordained 
precise day; and, accordingly, they having com- to proceed against them, ay and whill they were 
peered, the lords did take themselves a just and reduced to regularity, and revolt an aeeompt to 
strict aCcompt of all church disasters and irregu- thelortis of his majesties privy council. 	The 
larities, harbouring and resepting of rebels, to- lords likeways finding, that there were many of 
gether with many other things contained in the time delinquents absent the time of the calling 
interrogators herewith produced; and after de- and rending of the 4 ybell, they did ordain the 
Wien was made by the forsaids persons, the clerk of privy council to draw out an exact list 
lords of council did ordain his majestie'sadvonet- of their names and designations, which list was 
depot to raise a lybell against the delinquents, 
and did appoint messes at arms to call them ae- 
cordingly to compeer before the lords at a precise 

likewise delivered to the sherriffs of the shim, 
who were commandit to apprehend the absents, 
and send them in prisoners to Ed' tote disposed 

day. of as the government thought fit. 
" At time day of compearance, his majesties " Likewise, the lords of council having called 

advoeat did insist against the delinquents upon before them all who were dilated for recept, and 
the haill heads contained in the lybell, as it the wiles of such as were ferefaulted or de,..°- 
seemed most convenient for the good of the gov- 
eminent ; and whether the delinquents were 

nouneed fugitives for resepting their husbands, 
the recepters being very few in number, and 

such as withdrawers from divine worship, or very mean quality, they were assolzied upon 
irregular baptizers of their children, since the their taking the oath of allegiance and the test; 

and the wiles of fugitives and forefaulted persons 
were ordained to be extruded out of their houses, r 

* The above MS. was eminnunicated toy 14fr James 
Smith, Glasgow, a memberef the reformed presbyterial' and to remove themselves And family off the 

' congregation hr that city.. ground where they lived. 
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" And such of the receptors and intercom- 	superseded any further procedor against them 
markers as were obstinate and contumacious, and 	till the event of the said process, ie respect the 
would not subscrive the oath of allegiance and said wives were now regular; but such as were 
take the test, (after the lybell was restricted and not fined by the delegate judges for their wives' 
referred to their oath, as said is,) were banished irregularities, wore fined by the :raids lords, con. 
to the plantations, and ordained to be carried form to the act of parliament, the verity of the 
prisoners to the tolbuith.of Ede. libel being referred to their oaths, and they either 
.. ".The lords commissioners forsaids having is- refusing to depone or acknowledging their de. 
sued out a proclamation of safe conduct, espe- linquency ; and some of thorn did give band and 
daily to all those who were denounced and caution to pay the saids fines. 
printed fugitives, for being in, or accessary to, 
ur airt and paint, of the late rebellion in anno 

. " The lords, likewise, for the good and sl-
vancement of his majestie's government, Aid, 

-1679.. Several of the saids fugitives, following upon information given to them, order his ms. 
the faith of the said ,safe conduct, and in obe- jestie's 	advocat-deput 	to 	proceed 	and insist 
thence thereunte, having come in and entered against several persons in public trust, upon the 
themselves in prison, and upon humble repro- heads of oppression and malversation in their 
sentation to the lords by bill, wherein they strew- respective offices; 	and after strict inquisition 
od their willingness to comply with the govern, 
resent, and did ther detest and abhorrence of the 

thereof, and the deposition of several famous 
witnesses adduced, and the wryts produced for 

crimes of rebellion for which they were de, 
nounced and declared .fugitives, svese ordained 

proving their respective libells, they gave and 
pronounced decreit and sentence against sorneof 

to be relaxed, and set at liberty, and the dyet the saids persons who were guilty; and they 
deserted against them, upon their taking and were ordained to lye in prison whill they found 
subscriving the test, and enacting themselves for sufficient caution 	for 	payment of the sums 
their regular and orderly behaviour in all time wherein they were fined, and were likewise de. 
coming.' ' dared incapable of all public trust. 

" The lords commissioners forsaids having " The said lords, upon considerations but 
called before them Air Jas Fletcher, tninister known to themselves, did remit some, and (sin- 
at Nenthorne, who was the only indulged min- tinue others, of the saids persons convened be. 
later within their district, and his majestie's ad- fore them for the snids crimes, to compeer at 
vorat.deput being ordained by the saids lords to Ed'• the thrid Thursday of Nov' next, teamster 
proceed against him for not observing of his in. to the crimes contained in their libels. 
structions, the verity whereof was referred to " The saids lords 	finding that several de• 
his oath, in place of any further probation: and nounced fugitives and other delinquents had tied 
in respect he did judicially confess that he had into Ingland and other places, a little before the 
not observed the saids instructions, the church saids lords their coming to the country, they 
wherein be was indulged was deelared vacant, 
and he ordained to be committed to prison, ay 

recommended to the governor of Berwick to 
take and apprehend the saids persons, and to se. 

and whill he should find sufficient caution not port to the lords of p. council an accompt of their 
to exerce nor exercise any part of the Ministerial diligence. 	And as to the other absents who did 
function within this kingdom, or otherwise to not compeer, being cited for irregularities and 
remove himself forth thereof; and upon his ap- other crimes, the saids lords, conform to the let- 
plication to the saids lords, declaring that he was ter from the secret committee, did not denounce 
willing to find,caution ceder the pain Of 5000 them, but held them contest, and delivered lists 
merits, Inc was instantly ordained to be set at to the sherriffs ; and ordained them to search for 
liberty. and apprehend them, and send them prisoners 

" Such other ministers as had been indulged to Ed'• and to make report. 
or connived at, before being 'convened before the " This being the method in relation to church 
saids lords for ther withdrawing from the ordi- disorders, and other particular crimes, which 
nanees in. their several parish churches, were was taken by the snide lords commissioners of 
ordained to give band to compeer before the lords his majestie's privy council and justiciary is 
of his Majesties privy council at Ede• to answer their district. 	 . 

-̀for the aaidsirregularities when called for; which " The snids lords were pleased, by proelama- 
aocordingly they gave, and are extant in the tion issued forth be them, to call in the whole 
bona of the clerks of council. heritors of the said shires; and for the better 

" The aids lords likewise having called seve, 
ref fieritors, whose wives had beets withdrawers, 
they were proceeded agt upon his majesties let- 

prosecutione of his majestie's laws, and settle. 
ment of the country, they did propose to the 
saids heritors what should he taken for securing 

ter; and in respect that the most part of them of the peace; and the saids heritors having met 
were tying under p`rocesi before the lords of his amongst themselves, they did most unanimously 
majesties privy council at Ed,' the saids lords make such proposals and offers as are at stair 
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length contained in their address, which are here 
repeated brevitatis causes." 

daughter, Grizzel, was horn at Redbraes castle, 
25th December, 1665. 	She, when only twelve 

" Dams, first of Oct,' 1684. years of age, commenced (as will afterwards ap- 

" The lords of his majestie's privie councill 
baveing written to the secret comittie, anent 
some queries wheranent ther lordships would be 
resolved, the lords of the secret comittic gave ther 
veturne, q'of the tenor followes :— lid,  the 30 

pear) a very interesting intimacy and friendship 
with George, son of Mr Robert Baillie ofJervis-
woode, to whom she was married, 17th Septem- 
her, 1692. 	Of this marriage there were two 
daughters—Grizzel, who made an unfortunate 
marriage with Sir Alexander Murray of Stan- g' Septet, 1664. 	My lords, the offer made by 

the gentlemen in your district of two moneth s, 
. nope, and Rachel, who married Charles Lord 
Binning. eldest son of Thomas sixth earl of Had- 

CEM, is, in our opinion°, a demonstratione of 
yr good will, and that this offer being to evite 
the fare greater trouble of quartering a number  
of the northerne militia, and of haveing ther 
Gime militia frequently called to suppress reliells, 
Cher can be no danger for the commissioner of 
the shires to contracte the giveing of the cess, to 
evils the greater expence, als weal for absents 

urray dingtom—Grizzel, Lady M in the, left a MS.
possession of wrote by herself, which is 

the present 	Baillie—amongst other particu-Mr 
furs it containsFacts relating to ' 	 my 
life and character. 	Mellerstain, December 

Mother's 
12th, 

1749,' from which the following are extracts. 
" LADY MURRAY'S 5A81tA41VE. 

alai minors as for themselves, since it is to the " Sir Patrick Hume and Mr Robert Baillie 
advantage of all ; and wee presume the secreit were intimate friends, and very strictly connect- 
temittee and council] will he of this opinione ed, from their being of the same wayof thinking 
when they meet: and untill they meet, the in religion and politics, 	When Mr Bane was 
shires are not to be burdened with either of ther 
militia. 	Meanwhile, your lordships (no doubt) 

first imprisoned, Sir Patrick sent his daughter, 
Grizzel, from Redbraes to Edinburgh, with in- 

will proceed 	according 	to 	your 	instructions 
against all who shall be found guiltie of treasone, 
conniveing and hounding out of rebels, reseidng 

structions, to endeavour to obtain admittance, 
unsuspeetedly, into the prison ; to, deliver a letn• 
ter to Mr Baillie, and to bring back from him 

or intereomuneing with fugitives; as also against what intelligence she, could. 	She succeeded in 
these who are guiltie of church disorders: and this difficult enterprize; and having-at this time 
when the councill returns, the gentlemen shall met with Mr Baillie's son, the intimacy and 
have a return as to their dutiefull offer. 	As to friendship was formed, which was afterwards • 
ther queries, it is our opinion°, that the legal! completed by their marriage. 
observers, albeit they cannot be punished for " [1684]. During the period of her father's 
that, yet they ore to be considered as suspect imprisonment, she attended to all her Mother's 
persons, and therefor not only proeeeded against directions. 	When Mr Baillie was again impri- 
strictly on the other crymes, but may be urged soned, Sir Patrick Hume thought it advisable 
with the oath of alledgiance : as to fugitives who to keep himself eonceated.—The MS. facts give 
come in on stile conduct, and offer cautione to the following account of his concealment. 
compeer, they may be relaxed by your lordships. " After persecution began 	afresh, and my 
Wee shall try for such as are fugitives from you, 
sod if any such be found, they shall be secured. 

grandfather Baillie again in prison, her father 
thought it necessary to kcepcencealed ; ae!d soon 

But Abbe and George Home are gone out to found' he had too good reason for so doing ; parr 
wait on you before this letter cause to us. 	If 
yr he any thing further to be comunicat to us, 
they shall be werie wellcome to your lordships' 
most affectionat freinds and humble servants. 

ties being continually sent out in search of him, 
and often to his own house, to the terror of all 
in it ; though not from any fear for his safety, 
Whom they imagined at a great distance from 

(Sic sob" Drummond. Geo. Mackenzie. Geo. home, for no soul !knew where he was but my 
ll'Kenzie. 	Postscript thus,— As to Mr Daniel grandmother, arid my mother, except one man, 
Douglas, he must be hound up one way or other, 
and thos who make use of his manufinctory weell 

a carpenter, called Jamie Winter, who Used to 
work in the house, and lived a mile Off,on whose 

payed. 	'Wee ware forced to keep Mr Charles fidelity they thought they could depend, and were 
Gray till 2 o'clock," not deceived. 	The frequent examinations, and... 

oaths'put to servants in order to make diseoveries 
were so strict, they durst not rat's the risque of 
trusting any of them—by the assistance of this 
man, they got a bed and bed clothes, carried in 
the night to the bury,ing place, a vault tinnier 
ground at Polwarth church, a mile from the 
house, where he was concealed a month ; and 

No. VIL—Information respecting the conceal-
meta of Sir Patrick Hume under the church of 
Po:worth, when he escaped from the persecution 
of the Duke of York. 	From the Appendix to 
Row's Obserrotionslm Fox's Historical Work. 	, 
" Sir Patrick married Grizzel, slaughter of had only for a light au open slit at the one end, 

Sir Thomas Kerr of Cavorse. 	Their eldest through which 	nobody could see whist was 
re. 	 3 S 
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below; she (Grizzel, afterwards lady Baillie) in, was not to be long endured but from men. 
went every night by herself at Midnight, to  sity, they were contriving other places of safety 

_ 	carry 'him 	victuals, and drinle ; and stayed for him ; amongst others, particularly °Breeder 
with him as long as she could to get home a bed which drew out, in a ground floor, in a 
before day. 	In all this time, my grandfather room of which my mother kept the key: she 
showed the same constant composure, and cheer- and the same man workt in the night, making 
fulness of mind, that he continued to possess to a hole in the earth, after lifting the boards; 
his death, which was at the age of eighty-four; which they did by scratching it up with their 
all whieh good-qualities she' inherited from him hands not to make any noise, till she left rota 
in a high degree; often did they laugh heartily nail upon her fingers; she helping the man to 
in that doleful habitation, at different accidents carry the earth as they dug it, in a sheet on his 
that happened. 	She at that time had a terror back, out at the window into the garden; he 
for a church-yard, especially in the dark, as is then made a box at his own house, large enough 
riot uncommon at her age, by idle nursery sto- 
ries, but when engaged by concern for her fa- 

for her father to lye in, with bed and bed clothe, 
and bored holes in the boards for air; when all 

.they, she stumbled over the graves every night this was finished, for it was long about, she 
alone, without fear of any kind entering her thought herself the most secure happy creature 
thoughts, but for soldiers and parties in search alive. 	When it had stood the trial for a month 
of him, which the least noise or motion of a leaf of no water coming into it, which was feared 
put her in terror for. 	The minister's house from being so low, and every (lay examined by 
was near the church ; the first night site went, 
his dogs kept such a barking as put her in the 
utmost fear of a discovery ; my grandmother 

my mother, and the holes for air made clear, 
and kept clean picks; her father ventured home, 
having that to trust to. 	After being at home a 

sent for the minister next day, and upon pre- 
tence of a mad dog, got him to hang all his dogs; 

week or two, the bed daily examined as usual, 
one day, in lifting the boards, the bed bounced 

there was also difficulty of getting victuals to to the top, the box being full of water; in her 
carry him without the servants suspecting; the life she was never so struck, and had near deed 
only way it was done, was by stealing it off her down, it being at that time their only refuge: 
plate at 'dinner, into her lap: many a diverting her father, with great composure, said to his 
story she has told about tine, anti other things of wife and her, he saw they must tempt prod. 
the like nature. 	Her father liked sheep's head, 
and while the children were eating their broth, 
she had conveyed most of one into her lap; 

deuce no longer, and that it was now fit mid 
necessary for him to go off, and leave them; in 
which he was confirmed by the carrier telling 

when her brother Sandy (the late lord March- for news he had brought from Edieburgh, that 
moot") had alone, he lookt up with astonish- the day before, Mr liaillie of Jerviswoode had 
meat and said, another, will ye look at Grizzel; his life taken from him at the cress, and that 
while we have been eating our broth, she has every body was sorry, tho' they dent not show 
eat up the whole sheep's head: this occasioned so 
much mirth among them, that her father at 

it; as all intercourse by letters was dangerous, 
it was the first notice they had of it; and the 

night was greatly entertained by it; and desired more shocking, that it was not expected. 	They 
Sandy might have a share in the next. 	I need immediately set about preparing for my gran& 
not multiply sturys of this kind, of which 1 father's going away. 	My mother workt night 
know many. 	His. great comfort and constant and day in making some alterations in his ckaths 
entertainment (for he had no light to rend by) for disguise: they were then obliged to trust 
was repeating iluchanan's Psalms, which he 'John Allan, their grieve, who fainted away 
had by heart from beginning to end; and retain- when he was told his master was in the bona, 
ed them to his dying day; two years before he and that he was to set out with him on hone- 
,died, which was in the year 1724, I was witness' back before day, and pretend to the rest of the 
to his desiring my mother to take up that book, I servants that he had orders to sell some horses 
which amongst others always lay upon his table, i at Morpeth heir. 	Accordingly;  my grandfather 
and bid her try if he had forgot his psalms, by I getting out at a window to the stables, they set 
naming any one she would have him repeat; out in the dark , though with good reason, it 

---'and by casting her eye over it, she Would know was a sorrowful parting; yet after he was fairly 
if he wig right, tho' she did not understand it; gone they rejoiced, and thought themselves hap. 
and he miss's not a word in any place she named py, that he was in in way of being safe; tho' 

, M.  him; and said they had been the great com. they were deprived of him, and little knew what 
fort of his life, by night and day on all occasions. was to be either his fate or their own. 
Ai the gloomy habitation my grandfather wits My grandfather, whose thoughts were much 

employed, and went on as his horse carried hint r 
" Tie. Wood tart; whose elder brother Ayes then without thinking of his way, found himself at 

living, 	.Tweed,side, out of his road, and at a place not 
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fordable, and no servant ; 	after pausing, and his brutality, for a terrible storm came on, so 
stopping a good while, he found means to get that his attendance and labour was necessary to 
over, and get into the road on t'other side; save the skip: they never saw more of him till 
where after some time he met his servant, who they landed at the Brill. 	From that, they set 
showed inexpressible joy at meeting him; and out at night on foot for Rotterdam, with a gen- 
told bins, as he rid first, he thought he was al- tleman that was of great use to them, that came 
ways following him, till upon a great noise of over at the same time to take refuge in Holland. 
the gallopping of horses, he lookt about and misst It was a cold wet dirty night; my aunt, a girl 
him; this was a party sent to his house to take not well able to walk, soon lost her shoes in the 
hint up, where they searched very narrowly, 
and possibly hearing horses were gone from the 

dirt; my Mother took her upon her back, and 
carried her the rest of the way, the gentleman 

house, suspected the truth and followed ; they carrying their small baggage; at Rotterdam they 
examined this man, who to his great joy and 
astonishment miast his master, and was top cun- 

found their eldest brother, and my father, wait, 	-, 
ing for their arrival to conduct them to Utrecht, i 

Meg for them, that they were gone back before where their house was; and no sooner were 
my grandfather calm: up with him ; he imme- they alt met, than she forgot every thing, and 
diately quitted the high road, after a warning felt nothing but happiness and contentment. 
by so miraculous an escape; in two days sent . They lived three years and a half in Hof- 
back the servant, which was the first notice they land, and in that time she made a second voyage 
had at home of his not having fallen into their to Scotland about business. 	Her father went 
hands. 	Ile got to London through bye ways, 
passing for a surgeon; he could bleed, and al- 

by the borrowed name of doctor Wallace, and 
did not stir out for fear of heing.discovered ; 

ways carried lancets: 	from that he went to though who he was, was no secret to the well 
France, and travelled from Bourdeaux to Hal-' wishers to the revolution. 	Their great desire 
land on foot, where he sent for MS' wifeand ten was to have a good house, as their greatest com- 
children ; he was then forfeited and his estate fort was at home; and all the people of the same 
given to lord Seaford). 	My grandmother and way of thinking, of which there was great num- 
mother went to London by sea, to solicit an al- hers, were continually with them: they payd 
lowance ler her and her ten children, where for their house what was very extravagant for 
they 104 attended ; and even though assisted by their income, near a fourth part: they could not 
many good friends from whom they met with afford keeping any servant, but a little girl to 
much kindness and civility, lord Russell's fami- wash the dishes. 	All the time they were there, - 
ly, lord Wharton's, and others ; all she could there was not a week my mother did net sit up 
obtain for herself and them, was about 1501. a two nights, to do the business that was neeeuary : 
year. 	They then returned to Scotland, to carry she went to market, went to the mill to have 
over the children; and found my aunt Julian so their corn ground, which it seems is the way 
ill, she could not go with them. 	My mother 
returned from Holland by herself to bring her 

with good managers there,' drest 	the linen, 
cleaned the house, made ready dinner, mended 

over, and negotiate business, and try if she could the children's stockings and other clouths, made 
pick up any money of some that was owing to what atm could' for them, and in short did every 
her father. thing. 	Her sister Christian, who was a year or 

" Her sister was still very weak, so had the two younger, diverted her father and mother 
attendance of a nurse all the voyage, which hap- and the rest who were fond of music; out of 
pened to be very long. 	She had agreed for the their small income they bought a harpsichord 
cabin bed, and was very well provided in vie- for little money (hut is a Itucar 5) now in my 
teals and other necessaries. 	She found three or custody and most valuable. 	My aunt played 
four more in the ship with whom the captain and sung well, and had a great deal of life mid 
had also agreed' for the same bed : a gentleman humour, but no turn to Business; though my 
who was in the cabin, as they all were, said to mother had the same qualifications, and liked it 
her, let them be doing (when a dispute arose as well as she did, she was forced to drudge; 
who should have the bed, for she made none,) and many jokes used to pass betwixt the sisters 
you will see how it will end—two of the gentle- 
women went to bed, the rest lay down as they 

about their different ocenputiono. 	Eveey morn, 
ing before six, my mother lighted her lathed,_,,, c  

could best; my mother and her sister upon the fire in his study, then waked him (be wits ever 
floor, with a clog-bag of books she was carrying a good sleeper, which blessing, among many 
to her father for their pillow; then in came the others, she inherited from him) then got him 
captain, and first eat up their whole provisions what he usually took As soon as he got up, warm 
with a gluttony incredible; 	then said to the 
women in the WI, turn out, turn out; and 
stript before them, and lay down in the bed 
himself; but he did not long enjoy the effects of ,  

small beer, with a spoonful of bitters hi it, 
which he continued his whole life, and of which 

* Aim eminent maker of that time. 
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shave the receipt; then she took op the chit- tof learning in the place, came erten to see my 
deem- and brought thefts all to his room, where -grandfather; the best entertainment he could 
he. taught them every thing that was fit for their give them was a glass of aleebast beer, which was 
age; some Latin; others French, Dutch,' gen: a better kind of ale than common : he snit ha 
fitoPhY; writing, reading, English; &c. and my 
grandmother taught them what was necessary 

son Andrew, the late lord Kimmerghame, a boy, 
to draw some tor them in the cellar ; behrought 

on her part, 	nue he employed' and -  diverted it up with great diligence, but in the other hand 
himself all the time he was there, hot being able the spiket of the barrel. 	My grandfather said, 

• imaginal putting thetnto ached; and my mother, Andrew, what is that in your hand, when he 
When the had a moment's time, took W lesson saw it he run down With speed, but the beer was 
with the rest in French anti Dutch, and also all run out before he got there ; this occasioned 
diverted herself with Music. 	I have now a book much mirth, though perhaps they did net well 

, of songs- of her ..writitig when there, many of know where to get more. 	It is the custom 
\ them interrupted, half writ, some broke'off in there to gather money for the poor from hem 

the middle of a sentence; she ha&no less a turn to house, with a bell to -ware people to give it. 
fur mirth and society than any of the family One night, the hell came, and no money was 
When site could come at it without negleeting there in the house but an orkey, which isa don, 
What she thought, more necessary- 	Iler eldest the smallest of all coin. 	Every body was so 
brother, panicle, who was nearest her age, and ashamed, no one would go to give it, it teas so 
bred up together, was her most dearly beloved. little, and put it from one to Collier. 	At last 
My father was. there, forfeited and exiled, in the 
same situation with thenutelves”,the had seen 

my grandfather said, well then, I'll go with it, 
we can do no more than give all we have: They 

him for the first time its the .prison with his fa- were often reduced to this by the delay Of the 
thee, not ion -before he suffered, and from that ships coming from Scotland with their small 
time their -hearts were engaged. 	Her brother remittances; -then they put the little plate they 
Mid my father were soon got in to ride in the had (all of which was carried with them) in 
Prince of Orange's guards till they were better the Lumber, which is moulding it, till the ships 
provided for- in the army, which they wore be- C111116 ; and that very plate they brought with 
fore the revolution. 	They took their turn in them again to Scotland, and left no debt behind 
•standing sentry at the Prinee'egate, but always them. 	When the long-expected happiness of 
contrived to-do it together ; and the strict friend' the prince going to England took place, her 
ship and intimacy that then began; continued to father, and brother, and my father, went with 
'the last : though their ;station was then low, they him. 
kept up their spirits; the prince often dined in When all was settled in England, the children 
public, then all were admitted to see himf when' were sent to Scotland, and my grandmotherand 
any.pretty girl wanted to go in, they:set their she came over-with the princess. 	She was offer- 
halberts across the door, and would not let her " ed to be made one of her maids of honour, nod 

. pins till she ,gave each of them a -khts; Which was well qualified for it, her actions show what 
made them think and •tall them very pert std. her mind was, and her outward appearance was 
dices- 	J. couldrelate many stories on that sub- 00 less singular. 	She was middle sized, spell 

' ject. 	My mother could talk for hours, and never mode, clever in her person, very handsome, with 
tire of it,.always saying it was the happiest and a life and sweetness in her eyes very utieommon; 

- 	most delightful part of her life a'. her constant and a great delicacy in all her features; her hair 
attention tress tolurire,  her brother appear,  right was chesnut, and to her last had the finest com- 
bs his linen and dress; they wore little point plexion, with the clearest red in her cheeks and 
Cravats and cuffs, which many a night she sat up lips, that could be seen in one of fifteen, which 
to have in at good order for him as any in the added to her natural constitution, might be en'- 
place; and one of their greatest expences %%resin ing to the great moderation she had in her diet 
:dressing taint as he ought to he. 	,As their hobs° ^ throughout her whole life. 	Potage and milk 
was always full of the unfortunate banished was her greatest feast, and by choice preferred 
people like themselves, they seldom %rotates din- them to every thing. though nothing came wrong 
her without three or four or five of thou to share to her that others could eat ; watershe preferred 

--.4-7,1th thensri. and many a hundred times I have to any liquor; though often obliged to take a 
heard her say, she could never look back upon glass of wine, always did it unwillingly, think. 
their manner of living there without thinking ing it hurt her, and did netlike it. 	She declined 
it a miracle; they had no want, but plenty of being maid of honour, and chose going home 
every-thing they desired,eend much contentatent, with the rest of her family. 	flaring had her 

- -AO always dexlared- It the most pleasing part of union with my father alwayp in view, their af- 
'';lietv'Aite, though they were net without their fection for one another increased its their exile, 

Bide distresses; but 'to them they were rather though they well knew it was no time to declare 
jokes than grievances. 	The professors and men. .. 	- 

it (neither of them having a shilling), and wore 
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at no small trouble to conceal it from her par- was so far from disturbing that it would lull 
eats, who could not but think such an engage- him to sleep. 	Ile had no notion of interrupt- 
meat ruinous to them both ; especially when in ing the innocent pleasures of others thee his age 
the midst of their distress there was offers pres- hindered- him to partake of it. 	His exemplary 
sett upon her by them, from two gentlemen in piety and goodness was no bar so his mirth, and 
their neighbourhood at home, of fortune and he often used to say none had so good reason to 
character, who had done nothing to forfeit ei- be merry and pleased, as those that served God 
Cher, and with whom they thought it would and obeyed his commandments. 	He died of a' 
have been happy to settle their daughter at any fever in the 64th year of his age P724. 	None of 
time : she earnestly rejected both, but without 
giving any reason for it, though her parents sus-• 

our family were in Scotland, but lord Binning, 
who came to him the first notice from -lady 

peeled it; and it was the only thing she ever dis- Julian of his illness, and attended him to the 
pleased or disobeyed them in. 	These gentlemen last; as be was sitting by his 'bedside not many 
I have mentioned, were intimate and sincere hours before he expired, he saw him smiling;  
friends to my father and her, to the day of their and said, My lord, what are you laughing at. 
death, and often said to them both, she had He answered, I am diverted to think what a 
made a much better choice in him, for they disappointment the worms will meet with, when 
made no secret of having made their addresses they come to me expecting a good meal, and find 
to her. 	Her parents were ever fond of my fa- 
tber, and he was always with them. 	So great 

nothing but bones. 	He was much extenuate, 
and had always been a thin clever man. 	Ito 

an opinion had they of him, that he- was gener- went off without a groan, and seemed to rejoice 
ally preferred to any other, and trusted to go out in the expectation of his end. 
with my mother, and take care of her when she " She anti her husband went to Oxford for the 
had any business to do—they had no objection education of their grandsons, -the late earl of 
but the circumstance he was in, which had no Haddington and his two brothers, where' Mr 
weight with my mother, who always hoped 
things would turn out at last as they really did ; 
sad if they did not, was resolved never to marry 

Baillie died 6th August PM and altho' Ox-,  
ford was after her husband's death a most me.,  

s lancholy and disagreeable place to her, she (as it 
at all. 	When he was put in possession of his was thought fit for her grandsons) remained 
estate by king William (which had been given 
to the duke of Gordon) he made their engage-
meets known ; and they were married about 

therefor near two yearsafterMrBaillie's death." 

The following is an historian character of the 

two years after the revolution : then my-grand- 
father was in high favour, as be was well de- 

Hon. George Baillie, Esq., byGeorge Chatty, 
Doctor of Medicine and Fellow of the Royal' 

served from his great sufferings, and was made Society. 

chancellor of Scotland ; and afterwards made " Sunday, August 6, MS. Died at Oxford in 
the king's high commissioner to the parliament, 
which was the greatest office in this country. 

the '75th year of his age, the Honourable George 
Baillie of Jerviswoode, esquire, descended from 

"He (Sir Patrick Hume, then lord March- an ancient and virtuous, family in North Bri:- 
mont,) retained his judgment and good humour min. 	He was a gentleman who in this corrupt 
to the last. 	Two or three years before he died, 
my mother was at Berwick with him where he 

age did honor to hnman.uature, and was a great 
instance .(according to my best ,observation) 'of 

then lived, and many of her relations came there the efficacy of the grace, wisdom, and power of • 
to see her before she went to London. 	As mirth the' Almighty. 
and good humour, and particularly dancing had " At one and the same time, be was a most 
always been one characteristic of the family, 
when so many of us were met (being no fewer 

zealous patriot, a very able statesman, and a 
most perfect Christian, dsat.this or any age has 

than fourteen of his children and•grandchildren) 
we had a dance : He was then very weak in his 

produced ; 	piety, charity, justice, and truth, 
being the basis of all his private resolves and 

limbs and could not walk down stairs, but de- public transactions. 	He considered mankind-as 
sired to be carried down to the room where we his family, and each individual as his child, and 
were, to see us ; which he did with great chear- 
fulness, saying, tho' he could not dance with us, 
he could yet beat time with his foot, which he 

as the image of his Heavenly Father: 	He con,.., 
tinued steadily in his own church and princi-
ples when at home, and in his country, discour- 

did, and bid us dance as long as we could, that aging indifference and wavering, in the exter- 
it was the best medicine he knew, for at the nal, as well as internal life of religion, but 
same time that it gave exercise to the body, it without rigidness and narrowness of soul; be- 
cheared the mind. 	At his usual time of going 
to bed, he was carried up stairs, and we ceased 

lieving charity to be one of the cardinal virtues, 
and a guarded freedom essential to our untamed) 

dancing, for fear of disturbing him ; but he soon and recovered natures. 	1 had the honor of an 
sent to bid us go on, for the noise and musiuk intimate acquaintance with him for the last 
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thirty years of his life. 	I have studied him in and I imagine it was with regard to that sk 
all the various scenes he passed thro' ; in posts said it. 	I think it a very strong picture of bee. 
of great honour, in the troubles of private life, 
in health and in sickness, in business and retire-. 

self, and if ever any deserved to have it nidd 
them, she does. 	'The next day she called cat 

meat ; and with great truth I can affirm, that gave directions about some few things; said the 
in ail the several scenes I never knew his supe- 
rior in solid virtue and just thinking. 

wished to be carried home to lye by my laths, 
but that perhaps it might be too much tan* 

" His courage was undaunted, and his patience and inconvenience to us at that season, therene 
immoveable, his piety unfeigned, and his truth left it to me to do as I pleased ; but that in a 
Mulct to the greatest precision. 	Having been black purse in her cabinet, I would find moon 
bred in the school of affiletion, his compassion sufficient to do it, which she had kept by hale 
was never denied to those who were in distress that use, that whenever it happened it might no 
even by their own indiscretions. 	Ile spent the streigthen us:—She added, I have now none: 
last twelve years of his life, in constant medita- to say, or do ; tenderly embraced me, and led 
tion, contemplation, and prayer. 	It was truly down her head upon the pillow, and spoke litth 
a life hid with Christ in God. 	Ile passed after that.' 
through several states of purification and severe "Caul mysorrow be utterable after such a Ion 
trial, unknown to -common and unexperienced 1 am certain no number of years allotted me 0 
ehristians. live, can ever make me feel less either of grief 

"His father (a few hours before his life must or wonder, when I reflect on her whole conduct. 
have been ended by the hardships of his confine- Her wholy family was round her bed, aid 
meat) was for his love to his religion and court- showed a lively sense of what they lost when 
try, most barbarously put to death by the sever- she breathed her lust. 	illy sister, who had been 
ity of the then administration, and the madness long ill, was carried out of her bed to attendka; 
of-the times, whereby his estate was forfeited, 
and 	his son obliged to retire into Holland. 

but we were both almost incapable of doing the 
last duties to her; but chat lady Stanhope sup- 

Coming into England with the prince of Orange, 
he narrowly escaped perishing at sea, on which 

Plied, with the same tender dutifulness she hal 
ever behaved to her, and with a fortitude us. 

account all his life after he kept a rigorous fast 
once every week, spending the whole day in me- 

common at her age; stretched and dressed her, 
in the manner she bad always directed; which 

ditation, prayer, and praises to his Deliverer, was in her ordinary night deaths, and theta nab 
During all the times of his great and arduous led in a sheet ; all which site did, without let• 
employments, he never failed morning and night ting another hand touch her ; for which, and 
to retire a considerable time to his closet, and her tender care and concern for her mother and 
prostrate himself before his Maker. 	His faith me, I doubt not God will reward her, by tin 
and trust that the children of the righteous dutifulness of her own child. 	My mother bad 
should never want bread, was so firm, that in always expressed a dislike of the method in Lee' 
all bis difficulties and Misfortunes, he never say- don, of delivering over to the undertaken for 
ed any thing for fear of want, (when the expence funerals, any one that died, to be ordered by 
was charitable, necessary, or decent) and in his them, as they thought proper; therefore, we 
prosperity he never squandered away any thing were desirous that none such should comeabont 
ostentatiously or uselessly. her, or touch her; nor was she ever left by sena 

" His private charities were as great and ex- of her funnily, till they saw the lead coffin soa 
tensive, as they were secret and constant. 	In tiered down ; though it rent the heart to been. 
short, in his rank and order, under the present runs to it, we were all there to see the last thing 
lapse of human nature, and the flagrant eorrup- : uon of this ate and nation, he was in every 

done that was it) our power. 
" The concerts and .agitation of mind, 1 hare 

thing a most perfect example to his family, to 
his friends, and to his country. 

been under the whole time of my writing of this, 
and when ever I set about it, makes me very 

,, Bath, August 12, 1788." unfit to do it at all ; but my desire of putting-in 
writing so many surprising and uncoannon 

"'The Recount given of lady Grizzel's death is actions, which nobody else bad the same access 
'as follows 1 

" She had been ill of a cold that was epidemi- 
to know, made me undertake it. t here declare, 
whatever I have said, to the best of my know. 

cal, but was down stairs the week before she ledge, to be strictly just and true; but far less 
died, was confined to her bed but a few days, 
and had her senses entire-to the last; two days 

than I think the subject deserves. 
" Lady Orizzel Bantle was buried- at Mel. 

before she died we were all in the room. 	She ierstain by the side of her husband.—The fellow. 
said, My dears, read the last ehapter of Pro- ing inscription, which is' engraved on marble 
verbs. 	You knot; what it is. 	To leave her and placed on her monument, Was written by 
grandsons happily married, lay near her heart ; Judge Burnet, who knew her well." 
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Here lieth 	 t yield a hoof, and yet managed with that respect 
The Right lionoural.te Lady GrItoll Ilaillie, 
Witco( Gdraw Millie of icrsiswoode Essir• 	 and discretion towards enemies, that often they 

Eldest daughter of the R. lionble. Patrick Earl of Aftirelinvont• were made to admire him ; for in his plaster's 
A Pattern to her Sex, an honour to her Country 

She 	elkd in the Chavacters of a slaughter, a wife, a ;fetter. concerns he spoke as  one  having authority, yet 
Whit° an Infant 	 without the least evidence of rancour or irate- 

.at the hazard of her oven, the preserrial gee father's Ere tion always. 	In his younger years lie and that 
Who under the rigorous persecution of Arbitrary Power 

Sought refuge in the dose confinement of a tomb eminently pious woman Mrs Ross, by her bus- 
Where he was tilithtb supplied with necessaries conceymt by her band, and Katharine Collace by name, by provi- With a caution far above her years, 

At courage almost above her Sex, deuce were made acquaint, and both being deep- 
A real intlance of the so much celebrated Roman f barfly. ly exercised in soul, by the blessing of the Lord 

She was a shining Example of Conjugal AINetlests 
that knew no it itsesisien, felt no decline, 

during almost a fifty years union, 	. 

were helped to build up one another in Christ 
Jesus ; and thereby the Lord made them sig- 

The dissolution of which she starch...I from duty not choice. flatly useful! to others in like cases, and parti- Itor Conduct as a Parent 
ivy amiable, exemplary, successful, elderly Mr Hogg, whom the Lord called forth 
Too Degree not well to he calmest, more remarkably in his particular calling : who 

Without mixing the praises of the Dead with those of the lining 
Who doire that all praite but of her should be silent. albeit the Lord gave him no children, yet the 

At difErent times, she managed the alfalcs Lord once gave him powerfully that scripture, 
Of her rather, tier husband, her faintly, her relations, and fulfilled it to him, I will give thee a name 

With unwearied application, with happy Economy, 
As distant Cram avarice, as from prodigality. better than of sons and daughters, making -him 

Christian Piety, love or her Country, the instrument of begetting many sons and 
Zeal for her friends, Compassion for tier kitten...if, 

Cheerfulness of Spirit, Ileasantrtess of Conyers:anon, 
Dignity of Mind, 

daughters to the Lord. 	And it was his great 
care as a father to convince and humble theta 

Good Breeding, Good Humour, Good Sense 
tVere the daily oritainents of an useful life, 

Protracted by Providence to an uncommon length, 

by the Lord's assistance, and then to comfort 
and confirm them in dtte time; to do which the 

So: the Winch t of all who fell within the sphere of her benevolence. Lord, both by preaching and conference, siogn- 
Full of Years and of Good Works 

She dint on the GO. day of Decent, 1746 larly assisted him, more I judge than any in his 
near the End or hor Eighty first Year. day." 	He " had come frotn the Muth where 

And was butled on tier birth day the 2.511. of that month. he bad been prisoner long for his faithfulness, 
" Lord Cornbury writing to lady IIervey on and at once 18 months in the castle of the Bass." 

lady Grizzel's death, said, ' Indeed I am sorry p. 37-39.  
that we shall see our good old friend no more, " Some time before," January 29th, 1682, he, 
I am sorry we shall partake no more in the so- " after long imprisonment, was come north, Uti— 
ciety of that hospitality, that benevolence, that der bond given by his friends, to answer the 
good humour, that good sense, that cheerful dig- 	king's council when celled." p. 29. 
laity the result of so many virtues which were 	"30th Nov, 1632. 	Nimmo's contract of mar- 
so amiable in her, and what did so much hon- 	tinge was settled, , but (says he) a difficulty arose 
our to humanity ; and 1 am very sorry for what anent our being proclaimed, which was like to 
these must suffer at present whom site hail bred trouble both of us, for some (dour friends prest we 
up to have affections, and who had justly so should be -proclaimed at the church by the Epis- 
numb fur her.' " copal precentor, in which neither-atm had free.-

dome ; and after trying of several outed ministers 
to marry us without proclamation, they refused 

No. VI if. —Account of .31r Thomas Hogg of lei!- for fear of danger. Yet blessed Mr Hogg, though 
learn, extracted front AllS. Alfentoirs of "James under bond to answer the king's council when 
2blutnlo, 	Councillor and 	75•ettsurer of Edin- called, condescended to do it, seeing others had 
burgh." 	If odrow MS. refused, and appointed Monday morning, De- 
" How pleasant did the Lord at length make comber 4, fir that end, where Ladvertised some 

the godly in that place* to me, and particularly godly friends to be witnesses, where at Mr 
that singularly holy man of God, Mr Thomas Hogg's own house it was solemnized, where the 
Ilogg, who was a true father to our Israel, and Lord did evidence his presence to the conviction 
to whom all that feared the Lord, that knew hint, 
bad a great deference, yea enemies themselves, 
he being not only endued with much of the mind 

of severais.' " p. 53, 54. For their own and Mr 
Hogg's safety Niznxno and his wife lived separate 
for some time. 

of God, but also with much of a clear judgment "About the beginning of March 1683, Mr 
and a solid sound mind ; and albeit courteous to Hogg had sent his godly servant, William Bala 
all, yet would not omit with authority to reprove kith, to warn N ;1E1110 that at a ball in Kul- 
sin in any, but (still) with such gaining wisdom =rock, lord Doane, (son of the earl of Moray,) 
that all feared him, the godly loved hint, and swore if he was in .Murray he would have Nim- 
enemies could find'nothing against him except mo laid in prison, who thereupon went south to 
in the mutters of his God, when he would not Edinburgh, and thence to Berwick," p. 67, 75. 

Here, or in its en virons, they continued to re-
side, when on "the first of November [16SSJ our * Murray Of Nairn shire. 
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dear and worthy. friend, Mr Thomas Hogg, who I tribulation, my wife, (Was) to be left Mom In a 
was out of prison (men bond to Answer the coon- 
eitat call, was then to appear before them,' p. 

I-garrisoned town. 	About the 	8th of Aprile, 
(1685,) 1 was resolving to go to London with Mr 

86. 	. Our dear and worthy friend, Alr Ilugg, 
was banished by act of commil to be out of the 

Hogg—the day before we were to go-Mr ilegg 
a*Iced me if the Lord had given me full,clearatne 

kingdom-of -Scotland in 48 hours time under se- to go. I told him I had some peace, but not that 
'rem penalties; they indeettuffereallsim six weeks desired Clearance. 	He desired me is take soa* 
to provide for his hanishment, -if he would give time apart to seek the Lord's mitolowthatenal- 
bond, as some had done, not to exercise any part ter, and said, albeit you would be desirable 10  
of his ministerial function during that Gine ; he me, yet I advise either to get Mb clearanee or 
told them, it was like,. beingsmder much frail: not to go." 	Nimmo took time, Mai "acselved 
ness of body, he would mite-aides; hut as he had to stay, mud load peace therein, but it displeased 
his C01111111631011 from Chl,lie would not bind up 
himself one hour if the Lord called him and 

Mrs Hogg ; but her husband sweetly complied, 
and he and his godly servant Wei-n.°.140 a little 

gave him strength: andthereforeeolittletime was time after Mr Hogg went, there wasa great re- 
allowed. 	So lie caused a coach, agreed- for, to port of an invasion both to Scotland owl Lug- 
come to the tollstioth-door and take him-in ; and land, and shortly after Mr Hogg came to La ,den 
upon April 3, he come to Berwick, to the great he was jealoused (suspected) for a spy' and 
comfort of - our minds,' , My wifil's intimate trafficker for Monmouth, taken, and the English 
friend, Mrs Hogg, also several others of some 
note of our own land,' p. 88, 89. 

oaths offered, and, upon refusing to take them, 
both he and servant 	were sent to prison"' p. 

Nimmo and Hogg had' theirhouses near to each 115-117. 
other, and " one day them Mlle certain word , Before shipping.at Banstisland on Mi No- 
de general search through the town, and accOrd- vember, 1685, " we heard some report that Mr 
ingly after dinner the garrison began, and the Hogg was liberat at London, and gone for Hot. 
ports were closed, and houses searched, and hay- land, which was ground of encouragetnent." 
lofts ; the hay overturned with great pains. They " Before we came from Scotland there bad come 
began at the-next house where Mr Hogg and I a line from Mt Hogg, giving account of his 
went, and searched round, and so our house was being safe at Rotterdam, to whom witen landed 
last, and a mercy also. 	Mr Hogg went to a pri- (4th Dec. 1684 we went and staid with him 
vat closet behind the hinging, (bed-curtain) and seine few nights, till We got the foresaid chise- 
1 went up to a little place for 	tees, above a ber, and, indeed, he and his wife Were our pa- 
fore stair, where I could only sit of ly, but nut rents to their power." p. 127, S. 

, stand, to which only a 41e (.deal isOalt ) did lift 20th October, 1686, Nimmo having domestic 
and came dawn again, so exactly as mtl<ie or pus- 
pose, and so were in prisons tilt •thms went the 

anxietiesrobserstes, " Our blest fatherandfriend, 
Me Hogg, was gone the term of Midst:why 

round of search; and against they tame back 
to out house it was growing daik„ and- *Iv 
much fatigued, and 	 1 	' 

before to the Hague, whore I some time went, 
add (as) hig eompany and advice was refreshing, 
so my going there was refreshing. 	Souse time 

our landlord, a true friend, met them at the after, (after the 5th November) anise (had) bap. 
entry, and said 'he judged they were weary, 
would they take a bottle of his ale and beer ? to 

tinted our eldest son John, so we took this second 
to the Hague to hino, where he was baptized 

which they-willingly agreed and accepted of : and James, at which time was (such) signal and oh 
he did carry pleasantly, and diverted them for 	servnble power and presence of the Lord, that 
some time, and told them, an old woman -his 	not only I but others were made to say they 
mother lived in the lodging beside him, and if• never heard nor felt more of the authority of 
they pleased they might go in, and see there was the Lord in any ordinance, than when be pro. 
noise else there; which they refused, saying they summed his name and the names' of the persons 
would not trouble the old gentlewoman, and so of the ever blessed Trinity." p. 153, 124. 
were gone. 	And immediately the landlord came " Even its this place, (the fugitives in Better- 
to Mr Hogg and me, and took us in his arms, 
with as much joy as if he had got a prize, and 

dam- Were) not without danger from the enemy, 
for some were without order griped, put aboard, 

,..---,_•-•x- :d- that all was over, and so we mercifully and sent for England, and there hanged, some 
esdaped theta, 	P. 95, 96, . 	. olledged murdered : in that place Where we were, 
- &tnnatiray haring said if Nimmo was out of 

heir he.would have him, (at hearing of which 
blessed-Mr Hogg said-, " If ye were in heaven 

some attacked by violence with esrord in hand, 
to be carried off, and they defending themselves, 
resisting force with force, in wounds and blood, 

I fear he *dd not win there to seek you,") p. till-the magistrate* of Rothrlant took and im- 
110, 111. 	" I resolved if the Lord would tw go prisoned -both tilt eitamined, and, by the mob 
abroad.. And Mr lifigg being tow! for London' forewl to justice, albeit inclinable enough of • 
to see if there was any encouragement to go to themsoLves : 	and some of these attackers were 
Carolina, and thereby My faithful companion in des prison when the Prince. of Orange came over 
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at the happy revolution. 	And sometimes there applied to the throne of grace for that effect, and 
was a search procured by king James from the for further confirmatione in what is reall duety, 
States, but they kindly gave some advertisement, 
that Scots people might be on their guard, as 
particularly one for Sir James Stewart, 	who 

without the least regard to ease, or shifting of 
suffering, have consulted Mr Aloticrieff and you, 
(whom I only applie to in this affaire) who 1 

narrowly escaped by the importunity of old Mr know bear such respect both to my soul and 
Hogg, in whose house he was, that he would go family, as that ye will imploy some time upon 
out, having heard the search (which put us all 
in alarm) was to be that night." p. 135. 

this single occasione, either apairt or joyntly, 
that you may find out the minds of God in the 

On (king) James' Toleration " severals went 
home: albeit our worthy friend Mr Hogg never 

mater; to which, without the least hesitatione, 
in Ilis grace I intend pleasantly to acquiesce. 

joined 	therewith so 	as 	to preach 	by virtue You need draw no consequence from the order 
thereof, yet after seeking the Lord he determin- of my arguments, upon theire being first or last, r  
ed and went to Scotland, which was a great and as little from the force of them, since I i 
Reining loss to me," p. 136. designe not to be determined by reasone, but 

Mrs Hogg came home with Nimmo to Edin- conscience ; 	nor doe I write them, as thereby 
burgh on lst May, 1688. 	:Mr Hogg gave Nim. prescribing in any fashions to either Mr Mon- 
roe his advice in his household affairs. 	About cried' or you, or to preoccupie your opinions, but 
January 1690, Nimmo's 3d son was born, and 
named Thomas, " after blessed Mr Hogg, wino 

singly that you may understand maters of fact, 
with all theire concomitant circumstances, which 

had married us, and baptized our three former some times will difference a thing, even in point 
children in three several nations." p. 148, 138, 9, of duety. 
145. But not to detain you longer in the entry, 

1 come to the point. 	It has been of a long 
while in debate with me, whether it was fitt No. IX,—Leffer .  from the Earl of ergfiird on his 

proposal to leave the kingdom, with the reasons 
for and against it.5  

.. Sliveliers, 8th Sept. WV, 

for me to retire out of the nations, from the 
feare of what temptations may doe to ane ill 
heart, if the stogy me shall arise to that bight that 
it be like the blast of a terrible one against the 

" Revd: and worthy Sir, 
"Tire long acquaintance I have had of the 

wall; on tine other hand, the difficulties in my 
retreat, and consequents of it, have had theire 

bearer gives me such ane inteer confidence in own weight. 	Before I touch on these particu- 
his faithfulnesse and secrecy, as well as affectione larl y, there is nothing 	in 	my case, either by 
tome and that interest which I chiefliv owns, 
upon which I am inconraged to write upon a 

lu-4nring, speaking, or acting, in hazardous meters, 
glint can give me the least byes to either side; 

subject that is somewhat tender, and to use a 	yea, 1 have been equally fortunat ever since the 
plainnesse about it which might warrantably be r  endemnity, 1679, in having at no time seen any 
concluded rashnesse, if I ca• be understood in ' person° that was badly circumstantiat ; nor doe 
the straits with which I am pinched on either ( I know any thing of my self, further than my 
side, without ane hitter freedome in those ma- , practice of non conformity, and my purpose, hr 
tees that reasone, or conscience, upon serious 1 God's strength, 	not to 	yield in lesse or more 
deliberatione, suggests upon the subject in hand. ; in things 	relating to 	that principle, that can 
The truth of it is, the more I have thought on i difference me from other firme protestants. 'the 
the thing I am the more in the mist ; and stn 'things that prompt me to gee are, first, a pas_ 
tometo that opinions, that the wisest of men, eionat desire in a most 	ductyfull, must affec- 
Solomon himself, if alive and in may cease, if the tkonat, and singularly good wife,, who is really 
guidance by the spirit of God were but for a din quieted with apprehensions °fed things that 
time suspended, might be difficulted what Iwo- are conning on Scotland : now wAen I consider 
lotion to take. 	Upon which I have willingly the composednesse of her temper for ordinary, I 
laid aside all thoughts of consulting with worldly have some times lookt on this re.stlessinesse in 
wisdome; and as I am able, though in much her spirit to be gone, as a warning from God 
weakness% have laid the mater before God, with that I should retire. 	Secondly, the many prog- 
sae inteer resignations to what he, in his wis- nosticks of some eminently godly, both in former. 
dome and goodnesse, shrill (desire up to me as ages anal of late. of dreadful timings that were to 
dusty, after I have yet more fully by my self befall 	Scotland. 	Some, train the deepnesse of 

our apostacy, concluding that God in his justice 
• The 7ifS, from which this is taken is not nn original, 

bat a copy; and we are at a loss as to the 	person to 
whom it was addressid. 	The writer seems to have 
been "the treat and good Earl of Crawford," as he is 

w4  remove his candlestick out of these lands; 
others apprehyading cutting of throats, burning 
at staikes ; and few without fears that close iin" 

termed by Veitch, (y. 14ii of Life, by M,Crie! and who 
became president of the council at the revolution, and 
ind in 14:00. 	Douglas' Peerage, vol. I. p.3137. 

prisonment, and forfitulturs of estates, will 	be 
the easiest censure that such may meet with 

me. I 	 3 T 
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. 	Who do not in lessor'more complie. 	Besides, 
the punishment of such as shall refuse the test 

one answer from them : the differences betwixt 
our two great men, were another lett. - They 

IS matte arbitrary, and how far this may be ex- did eoneeive at another occasione that my Arta- 
tended 	to sound 	recussants, for example to estnesse to goe did proceed from some very dan- 
others; is doubtful!: then my conspicuousnesse gerous circumstances I was under ; and least I 
beyond others, and singularity of practice in shd• have confirmed them in this, I found myself 
some things, may readily bring me first in obliged to desist. 	The chieff of my endeavours 
mind°, and for terrour to others first on the for a passe was in our late king's time, when 
stage, and make me more briskly dealt with. maters were not come to this hight : besides I 
Thirdly, I know it is projected by some of our judge if applicatione were now made, the merest 
chieff manadgers of affairs, and exceedingly would be rather higher than it was, and the 
urged by the dignified clergie, that my censure conditiones more narrow, and a eefusull wl• 

ktilio• amount unto the stripping me of my ho- readily have that effect to increase their displea- 
nears, and the bestowing these on Edghill, and sure unspeakably, if afterwards upon a pinch I 
the evicting of that alimentary pairt of my went without licence ; yea from fear that the 
wife's joynter Which was not disponed to her same humor which rendered me earnest for a 
son, tut to a trusty, Without all baOkband or 
verbal insinuatione of a returne to her of the 
least pairt of it, whom yet they conclude, and 

i passe should move me to run away without it, 
I most probably might be secured in a pristine, 
but suppose I were not, how cd• I be prepared 

that truely, gives for a yearly proportions of it, 
and this they can find out by referring it to his 

for such a voyage without some indicatione to a 
few that I was to goe? and what hazard were 

oath. 	Whether my absence out of the natione there that some of those few might trust others 
may put a stop to either of these procedures may with it, and so the thing goe abroad. 	But the' 
be under consideratiom,Xourthlie, the dreadful! nothing of this slid• follow, but that I were just 
apprehensiones that tita,exporionce of ane ill ready to goe to the ship, without any persones 
heart, which bath often plaid the jad to. me un- suspecting such a thing, I were no nearer my 
der lesser temptations, gives m'‘lt of fainting when purpose, masters of ships and skippers are so 
the tryal shall come, and may eXtTd unto life straitly sworne to give up the names of all such 
upon continuing honest to my principle, does as goe with4liem; and when there is any vest- 
often, instead of prompting me to duetI4 ,. o dis- .s

ite 
 

quiet me, as I am frequently put from 	m. 
Curing on the ordinary boatmen for concealed 
persones, they are either put in the bottome 

Fifthlie, the infrequency of my hearing 	he amongst coatis, or other bttrthens they take alting 
gospel! preached from clearly persones, at wh irt with them. 	Yea this is not all, the inquisitors 
I have nareoted sertiple ; and the eminent dang due search all -cabines, and make tryall with 
that does attend ministers who from faithful spears, and such like, if there are any persones 
nesse doe yet take theire venture ; and the diffi  hid in the cargo ; yea, tho persones were willing 
culty I have to purge nay family of all such as to 'venture on' all these inconveniences, which 
I cannot answer will bide a stress° upon that Wt• be great to women and children, there were 
head for secrecy and dosnesse, is no small dis- no master of a ship or skipper, that co. be again 
*urbane° unto me.- 	Sixthly, it deeply weight a Scotsman, if he without licence should OWNS. 
with me that my children, such as are at schools, 
have not the benefite of such ane educatione as 

port me and my family out of the natione : and 
considering my circumstances it were not possi. 

Led- wish: nor can I cure that, without I took! hie for me to gratifies him in any fashione that 
them from schooisond were satisfied that they cd• compense such a losse. 	Besides the danger 
did not aimeatheing scholars, for I can possibly of reneountering on the seas with any of our 
have none rightly priacipled tolterat in my fa- king's ships, and the strict scrutiny that they 
roily for teaching of them, much lease, that I make when they meet with any ships belonging 
should have somewhat of inspectione over, them, 
can I think of having aeonformist in my fanti- 

to these three nationes, to what place of the 
world ed. I retire to for more safety? 	It is in- 

ly, who wd.either be a spie in it, or thoiow fear, 
might tempt me to a sinful! s4perplus of 
painesse. 

formed (I know not how warrantably) that our 
king has signed a league defensive with Holland, 
Denmark, and some other states, upon this ex, 

The impediments I have a 	these : 	first, 
the dangers in going. 	Let 	consider them 

presse conditione, That they shall deliver up, 
without a call, all declared relsells belonging to 

severally.—I have long la 	red with rulers, 
and such as have interest 	vith them, for a 

either natione, and upon demand shall 'give up 
all such, however free of publick censure, as he 

• cleanly passe, without sinful . termes on nay shall nominat to them. 	if this be truth it wit. 
pairt, or at least conditions that are donbtfull ; break all my measures if .1 were to goe, or at 
and have been still 3ebuted, sometimes from one least exceedingly straiten me; for neither my 
reason and sometimes from another« 	The, pre- wife nor I has inclinatione for long voyaged by 
parative of my case as a leading example, was sea, or a retreat far off from Scotland.—Secondly, 
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111 did retire to a place even where I might ex- all inspectione over them, tho' under the trust of 
peat safety, and were out of the fears of being religious and kind relations, who by death may 
delivered up, yet I might be charged to appears, 
and if I did it not, declared rebel!, and my 

be removed from them, or by a prisons rendered 
more incapable of educating of them. 	You see 

friends, without venturing on the same fate, put I have kept no reserve in all this affaire, but 
out of a capacity of corresponding with me and 
supplying me, and any little means of my wife's 

have plainly unbosomed myself, and expects, 
after your serious deliberation°, and minding 

bythat course [he) absolutely lost to me.—Third- my case before the Lord, I may have your and 
ty, suppose none of the preceding inconveniences your brother's sense of tho whole nffaire, with- 
fell out, the means of my subsistence, even in 
my own country, are so inconsiderable, that 1 

out any regard to the gratifying of my temper, 
but singly eying what is dusty to me under the 

hove in she midst of may friends hardly any re- present circumstances, which with very much 
dunikiney above the meanest of food and raiment, 
ethers supplie, if either withdrawen, or rendered 

readiness° shall be obeyed by, 
" Revd- and worthy-Sir, 

. more inconsiderable by the distance of the place, 
and possibly dearnesse in living there, my wife, 
children, and I may be under the hazard of 

" Your affectionate friend, 
" And humble servant, 

(Signed) 	 " CRAFURD."  
-downright want.—Fourthly, I am uncertain 
what benefit° I can have of the gospel], or what " I have written short to Mr Monerieff,* be 
education my children can have where I retire. being under grief! for his daughter in law, and 
It is true, I want not offers of supplie botheferred 
wages from a persone that is willing to take 
theire venture in that journey; but how far this 

him to yours for full informatione.  r 

No. X.—Conditions ei;red to .Me Carstares ; as 
may be tollereat on the place, however secretly slated by himself, 21.9.t 
convoyed, 	is my doubt.— Fifthly, those that 
have a mind to divest me of my honours war de- 

"I had the same conditions, as to the substance, 
offered to me before 1 was tortured which were 

sire no better occasion to give a face to theire granted to me afterwards. 	When I was called 
procedure than that 1 went out of the way by out to be tortured a second time, Alelfort came 
stealth, and was consequently under some heavy and offered conditions to me again, and was 
guilt, and deserved suitable punishment, which willing to grant that I should not be brought as 
may make some conclude that for a little of ease a witness myself against any, but I nbsolutelie 
to myself, or putting a stop to groundlesse fears, refused to say any thing, till I obtained that my 
I have prostituted such a badge of honour be- depositions should not ho made use of at the 
longing to my family.—Sixthly, I may be yet barr of any judicature against any person what- 
under another inconvenience of having clamour soever ; which 	Melfort, after going twyce or 
forleaving of the natione, until! both the Scots thrice to know the mind of the council, did at 
and English interest disponed to my creditors last yoild to; and when I objected the case of 
Ilie made effectuall for theire payment; and par- Mr James Mitchell, as what did give me ground 
+Ocularly there is this in the English interest, 
thus tho' I have made over a complete right, ac- 

.to fear that conditions would not be kept, lie 
answered, that that was a damned perjurie. and 

c000ding to the law of Scotland, yet there is a the stain of the government, for which this pre- 
necessity of doing a new deed for theire further sent earle of Lauderdale was forced to gat a par- 
security according to the law of England, which don. 	Upon which reply, i. thought myselte se- 
say creditors were not informed of till of late, 
and will take some longer time than is conve. 

cure then. 	When it was designed by the rulers 
to bring Gerviswood to a tryall, tiny sent for 

nient for my abode heire (if I goo before winter) Commisar Monroe and me from Stirling, and 
ere it can be expeded.— Seventlily, upon my brought me before some of their' number, who 
disposal! of all estate 1 had refill or personall, in dealt with me earnestlie to declare before the 
this natione or elsewhere, without the least re- judges of the criminall court, in short, what I 
serve, and without any clause of redemption, 
there was one aceeptatione of that deed subscribed 

knew of the affair; and they told me, I ;should 
be confronted with no prisoner. 	Ply reply in 

by all my creditors (three excepted) in which short was, that to toe WI was to witness° against 
they discharge me of all personall executions or ... 
real! executione against any estate 1 shall acquire * It is not at all unlikely flint this may have been Mr 
hereafter. 	Now, lest those three should ex- Alexander Monerieff, formerly minkter of Scion in 
claim, that I die from the natione to evite a af,e1„‘syt °:,7„7,1,11„`;,̀Pgr,118 Tie,, t,",r°y.P"Vii,',.?:,̀71,1Y ts„'i t t j 1,1!,,nior  
personall distresse from them, I doe hesi tat upon of the Revolution, and.  was hold.  In esteem as ono ul the 
the journey upon this very account.—Eighths, holleVhiasIlfrisesittintlitiellrt.i"ne?ifitilr: Any. handwriting. 	It 
I leave it to you tfi determine if, upon the fear seems to have been the first part of li xtilloin.ent witch 
of suffering, it be dusty to leave my mother tirtZil:gdhttowd.sraswitia..t,r8aeti!'b"y'gitt!':febtutterwth.",'„,,I;d'ri:Z 
church, to forsake may younger children, without inserted is the history. 
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. 	. 
all my friends; and that if it were possible, I and your sojourning at so great a distance from 
would rather die a thousand deaths than be a 
witnesse against any that had trusted me: many 

most of your relations comfortable ; 	David, 
when deprived of all his comforts, and threat. 

arguments were used to prevaill with me, but all ned too with stoning---by his followers, en- 
were ineffectual. 	'When I heard that my depo- couraged himselfe in the Lord his God; dear 
Sitions were read at the tryall of that honoured sister, endeavour to doe so. 	This part of the 
gentleman Gerviswood, I did apply myeelfe to world is like to be a scene of confusion, and Ca- 
my lord Tarbet, complaining of the injurie, who rolina may be a hideing place from those storms 
told me he was as angrie at it as I could be ; but with which we are threatned. 	The blessing of 
that it was not offered by the Advocat as a legall the everlasting God be your portion ; the bles- 
proof, nor sustained as each; a day or two after sings of your glorified parents be upon you and 
I waited upon my lord Perth, then chancellor, 
with whom at the time there were the duke of 

yours ; and my poor prayers, for a very kind con-
duct of providence about you and my dear sister 

Queensberrie, my lord Tarbet, and the then that is to bear you companie with poor Sandie,f 
president of the session, Sir David Falconer. shall not be wanting. 	John shall be particularly 
Before anything was spokeof particulars, mylord seen to by me, as if he were my own ; and in- 
chancellour told rile,- I was (not) a free man, for deed I reckon him so. 	My poor wife hath not 
I was to be prisoner during the king's pleasure, 
and had only obtained libertie for a day or two 

had her health this winter : I bless the Lord I 
have mine, but um more frequentlie troubled 

upon my word, that I might find bail to answer with the pain of my head than hitherto I have 
when culled. Then my lord chancellour called for been. 	We have taken . another house in this 
my conditions, and having read them, acknow- town, where we would be rejoiced to see tiny of 
ledged that there had been a breach of them, but our dear sisters. 	I should be glad there were 
promised it should be no more so ; and yet after- 
wards, I was informed ,that my depositions were 

an end putt to that affair of Kilhonoucher's, 
though with some losse—pray sister, see if any 

read in the Feu. 85, in'ti\cases of some that thing can be done in It. 	I hope you shall have 
were forfaulted then." \ On the cover of the MS. from whence the 

the picture you desire ere you goe. 	I am much 
troubled that you should goe in the spring, and 

above is extracted, the Principal li.„written in fall to come to Carolina in the hottest of the 
his own hand—" Papers concerning my last weather; but God will, I hope, order things 
trouble." well about you. I have sent you some spices for 

your voyage, of which my brother bath, I sup- 
pose, given you an account. 	I am indeed sorrie 

No. XL—Original letters of Principal Carstam • that I am so little in a capacitie to testifie, dear 
extracted front the autographs among the Dunlo sister, my sincere concern for your selfe and my 
MSS. * other sisters ; but if ever occasion shall offer, I 

1. To his sister Mrs Dunlop, hope it shall appear how mindfull I sin of my 
Leyden,Alarch 14, 87. f '  dear parents, their commands, and how much I 

" Dearest Stater, 	 " 
" I confeese I cannot excuse my so long si- 

fence, but do sister impute it to any thing but 
unkindness and forgetfulness of you, for if you 
should ascribe it to either of these, you should 

dmdre to be to you and them, 
" Dear sister, 

" Your most affectionate brother, 
" And faithfull well-wisher, 

" W. C." 
not a little injure me, for my heart is tyed to " My dear respects and love to my sisters, and 
you with a knot of true affection, which no dis- particularlie 	Jean your fellow-traveller : 	the 
ranee of place will ewer be able to unloose, and I blessing of Almightie God be your portion, that 
can say you are more than once a day upon my will indeed make rich, and will at last be at- 
heart ; I forgets neither you nor yours, though I tended with a freedom from all sorrow ; himselfe 
cannot give nayselfe leave to think much upon a 
parting without seeing on, and with so little hopes 
of ever seeing you mo , hut the providence of 

le 

an in finitelie wise G 	is to 	adored, and even 

De. Sist. be your guide and protector: to his 
gracious word I commend your selfe and poor 
babies, with sister Jean; and that noble lady, with  
her female, who I hear is to goe with you, my -when most contrair t4 our inclination quietlie very dear respects to her, with humble service 

submitted to, he can easily bring ' meat' out of 
the 'eater,' and ' sweet' out of the ' strong.'..— 

to my Lo. when you shall see him, and entire 
love to your husband. 	I have sent you your IDS companie will make your voyage pleasant, f seall, having that of your dear father's. • My kind 
love to all my aunts and relations : I forgett not 

.• 	. 
. 3 We owe many obligations to Mr Dunlop of Kep. 
poch for the use of his valuable MSS. 

t Mr Dunlop was ar'this time in Carolina, N. A. 
N". hither he had been compelled to fly from the violence 
of the persecution. 

. ;'Phis we presume was Alexander Dunlop, the Prin- 
c n l' son,afterwards Professor of Greek iu the ULA-
,, i.aa y of  Glasgow.  
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foithful and kind Nannie, I bad her kind coo- • 
mend:dim latelie. My service to La. Wishaw :* 
my wife and I buth long to hear from you. 
When you write to or see Glanderston, pray 
give him and his lady mine and my wife's best 
respects; I shall never forget the kind sympathie 
I have heard he had with me in my distress 
when I was left of so many. 	I admire his pa- 
tience in Mr Ilutchison's affair, of which my 
brother gave the latelie an account; he mett with 
an unworthie carriage, but I know he is a chris- 
thin that will forgive. 	Seall the inclosed, and 
send it to Halcraig—remember me kindly to 
Bruntisland e,usins." 

t. To his wife. 	Written when in prison at 
Dumbarton or Stirling, but without date. f 

"My Dearest, 
" Though I have nothing to say, yet I can- 

not but salute thee. 	I blesse the Lord 	I am 
well, and could I be helped to au entire resign- 
ing of. my selfe to him, I should have a great 
deall more of peace than I have. 	I hope in his 
own tinie he will help to spirituall composure of 
mind, in committing my selfe and all my con- 
corns to him; 1 have had many proofs of his 
rare, and I would fain think he will not leave 
me, tho' it were very righteous with him to do 
so; but as he bath been so, I hope he will be a 
eery present help in the time of need : encourage 
thyself in him ; I commit thee to him, who I 
doubt not but is thy God. Let us, my dearest, silt 
loose to one another, and to all things under the 
scan, for this world passeth away with its fa-
shion : 0 to be asured of a better inheritance, 
that will not fade away ! the Lord himself flu 
us for it, and bring us to it when he bath no 
more service for us here. 	My dutie to dear 
parents, and kind love to sisters; lett me hear 
often from thee, but so as if they lines be inter- 
cepted (keepers being now very watchful), they 
may neither prejudge thee nor me. 	Farewell, 

" Thine own." 

2. To his wife—from prison at Edinburgh. 
atood.y Night. 

" My dearest, 
" I had my dear father's letter : it seems 

things tuna high. 	A number of groundless re- 
ports are spread of me as to crimes for which 
there is no ground ; but hard things seem to be 
abideing me, if God doe not interpose. 	He can 
disappoint fears, and support under any troubles 

DI X. 	 0I/ 

that come ; be is my hope and strength, and in 
his infinite love and mercie in Christ 1 trust : it 
may be he will make light to arise upon me as 
to my spirituall and outward condition, but if I 
have hie favour I cannot be miserable. 	His 
anger and 'mine iniquities make things very 
heavy to me, God turn away the one and for-
give the other for Jesus sake, whom I take for 
my alone 	righteousnesse, who is my peace and 
hope : the Lord be with thee and blesse thee. 

" My dearest, 

	

" Thine sincerelie. 	. 
„ / should be glad to see thee, at the place 

thou was this afternoon, sometimes, and often if 
it might be, but I would know when thou in-
tends to come." 

S. To his sister—from prison. 
" Dear sister, 

" I am sortie that you should entertain any 
thoughts of my being forgetfull of you, while 
you are so much remembred by me : I doe not 
remember that I received any letter which I did 
not answer but one, and therefore I desire that 
you would assure your selfe of all from me that 
can be expected from 	an affectionat brother, 
upon whose heart you much are. 	Pray tell my 
aunt, Mrs Dunlop,; that I am exceeding, sensi-
blo of heritindnesse, and will give her ere long 
the tuluble of a line, which now I can not doe ; 
reTimber me also to my aunt Quarrelton, and 
to(my brothers and sisters. 	Heartily farewell, 
and remember me." 

4. To his wife—from prison. 
" My dearest, 

" I had all the three you sent me. 	I must 
confesse my burden is a little heavie, and God 
seems more to desert than formerlie. 	Oh what 
shall I be if left of him I I have no strength,. but 
all my hope is in him : things look dark, and my 
ingratitude to 4 kind God makes the aspect of 
providence formidable ; but may I hope that he 
will make light to arise on me : I desire to wait 
on him. 	I shall be glad to see thee once a day, 
either about eleven in the forenoon or four in 
the afternoon; and if reports be refreshing, then 
hold up both hands, if otherwise, hold up but 
one. 	My dutie to dearest parents, and love to 
poor sisters. 	My very dear wife, 

" Thine affectionatlie. 

" I shall be the worse of the want of my nee! 
hours. 	Have a care of yourselfe, anti be en- 
couraged ; and let me hear from you as oft as you 
can, tho' I can not tell yet how it will be." 

' 	' 

_ * Probably the lady of Wm. Hamilton of Wishaw. 
Her maiden name was Gray, eldest daughter of the 
Honourable Sir Charles Erskine of Alva, Hart, fifth sou 
of John, earl of Mar.—Anderson's Hamilton, p. 231.  

t Most of these letters to his wife are merely short 
notes, on very small scraps of paper, and without date ; 
but they must all have been written during the months 
nt August and September Ili.S4. 	They are inserted here 
to show the excellent spirit of the writer. 

— 

1 Mrs Dunlop was the wife of Mr Alexander Dunlop 
of Paisley, and the sister of iqnsvCarstares of Glasgow, 
the Principal's mother. 
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5, To hi; wifea-from prison. 	' but sometimes beavie : things look so dark; and 
Tuesday mom God threatens to be so terrible, that I sometimes 

,4 AIy dearest, 	 - almost faint in my spirit ; but he is holy in all 
a I was glad to hear of thy health yester- that he does and threatens to doe to me : it is 

day, tho' I could not have the satisfaction to see but righteous with him to sett mine iniquities in 
thee. • I am now endeavouring to submitt to the order before me, and to make me possess former 
will of God, as good reason I have, having had 
so many proofs of his goodness and tender corn- 

and latter transgressions in heavy strokes. 	Oh, 
if my soul may live before him ! 	If be be my 

pa,ssion ; but indeed the thoughts of my. unan- God, and will be pleased not to make me a re- 
swerablenesse to his kindnesse doe sometimes preach of the foolish, nor to his people, but will 
confound me, and makeme meditat terrour. 0 honour himselfe in me, and carrie on my soul's 
the Mlle that is bound up with me: Oh, if by spirituall and eternal' good by the conduct of 
my afilictien he would drive it away, makeing hie providence about me, how happy should I 
me wise to salvation t wisdom and strength are ^ 
from him, I desire to look to hint for both, it 

be. 	All my hope is in his mercie in Christ, 
both as to my spiritual! and outward condition; 

may be he will remember me for good, and free and who knows but he may yet be mercifull to 
me from my fears, keeping my feet from falling ; us both. 	1 committ myselfe to him ; oh, if 
without his grace I cannot but iniscarrie, but he would establish my .thoughts. 	I committ 
that can be sufficient for me under all tryst's. thee, my dearest, to his love : I still doe net 
Have a care of yoursolfe, and be not cast down ; doubt but he will blesse thee, and see well to 
God may make light to arise after this darknesse, 
and .can command a calm to this storm : the 

thee. 	Let me hear frequentlie from thee, for 
we know not how God in a little time may dis- 

Lord be with thee and be thy portion. 
" My dearest, 

" Thine own." 

pose of us. 	My dutie to my dearest parents, 
and love to deur sisters. 	Tell sister Dunlop 
that her lines are very refreshing and acceptable, 
as are also all that come from my dearest 

6. To his wife-from prison.  " My dearest, 
Thursday night.  " Thine own," 

" My dearest, 
"1 bad thine by Nancy, which was wel- • 

tom. 	I would not have thee move much about 8. To his wife—from prison. 
me till some days be over. 	I am in a continual' 
suspense, thinking that I shall be called on by 

" My dearest, 
" I am allwayis glad to see thee well, for 

the comma; God Att for his pleasure : I find thou are dear to me. 	I blesse the Lord I am 
hint condeseendinglie -kind' amidst my many very well as to may health : oh ! if 1 could say 
confusions and infirmities. 	0, what reason that my soul prospers as my body. 	I have been 
have I to love him, and betaithfull to him, who under great confusion; the griefs of my heart 
is so tender of suet' a wretch; of one so unstable, 
unthankful), and unholie : were not his mercie 

have been enlarged, and God thinks fitt much 
to hide his face; and what can I be when the 

in ChniStinfinii, I should be undone, and had comforter that only can relieve my soul is away 
• been so long agoe ; blessed be God for ever for 111  from me ; but I desire to wait, on ititn : and one 

Christ, in whom I desire to be found, and of great thing that I ask of him is, that he would 
whom I desire to walk worthie. 	Be not too give sue spiritual) composure of mind in so- 
much cast down, my dear, lett us hope in God ; acknowledging of guilt, humbling myselfe for it, 

,for it may be we shall yet have good cause t9 retying upon Christ for remission of it, resign- 
praise him, even for What concerns our outweted ing myselfe to the will of God, patientlie wait- 
condition ; and if Be shall be kind to our tools, 
we shall have matter of an eternal! song : be" he 

ing his determination as to my condition, and 
laying my account with the worst : God I 

considers even our outward afflictions, and 'Putts v Tope will hear me in this. 	I am convinced of 
our tears into his bottle. 	Lett me know what God's righteousnesse in his'present judgements; 
you heir from London. 	My dutie to parents, 
and love to sisters, 	You never tell m' whether 

my sad unserious frame, when I had enlarge- 
meet, did portend a storm. 	May I think that 

You receive mine or not. 	Farewell, the language of this stroke is, that God is re- 
-' 	 " My dearest, 	i solved to have me in despight of my corruption. 

" Thine own ailectionatelie." I would thin think he bath designs of mercie to 
, . me: thou he bath appeared for most part very 
7. To his wife-,from prison. terrible to me sitieu I was shut up, yet, I must 

ssattsts. say, that this afternoon I have had,  some re- 
" My dearest, 	 , fresbing, particularly in flab, i. 12, Mic. vii: 
,te•, ;,qhou art so dear to me that I can neglect from 7 to 10, and from 18 to the end, and Ps. 
no Opportunitie of, &luting thee._ 	I Inn well, xxvii, from 5 to the end, and Ps. lxvi. 	ft may 
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'be he will make light arise on my soul ; and that businesse which you wait for, when you 
who knows but yet he may disappoint my fear, 
as to my outward condition, tho' I confesse 1 

have gott it, will neither please you nor me; 
but we must he silent and patient. 	If you have 

can see no way to be delivered : but he can de- money, I would have you to acknowledge my 
liver when all refuge faille; he is my hope. Lo. Register's gentleman ; for lie was civil! to 
Farewell, my dearest ; have a care of thy solfo, 
and let us aitt loose to one another. 	illy dutie 

me, and I suppose to you too: it is be that 
came to the castle for me. 	Pray, forgett not to 

to dear parents, and kind love to sisters. 	The let my sister know how to direct to cousin 
bird be with thee, 

" My dearest, 
. " Thine affectionatelie." 

Goodgroom, that she may convey a letter to her 
husband by Sandie : and it may be it would not 
be amiss that you wrote to him, and shew him 
that we are not unmindful! of him, and think 

" What for a day we shall have to morrow, 
the Lord knows ; but the glad day that the Jews 

him happie where hell, and will, I hope, remain 
without return, at least to this country, till times • 

had, in stead of sorrow designed by their one- be more favourable for him. 	My dutie to my 
mice, comes into my mind, Esther ix. 22; but very dear parents. 	I am much concerned for 
it looks with a sad aspect. 	If it be fit, you may my mother's indisposition. 	Pray, lett me bear 
after a day or two, if we have quiet, see the how she is. 	I would not have you leave her 
advocat and Lundie'a lady." 

9. To his wife—who was probably at 	this 
time at Glasgow, waiting on old Mrs Car- 
stares, the mother of the Principal. 

till she be -mettle -well; and, so soon as that is, 
baste you so soon as your affairs will allow, to, 

" My dearest, 	 . 	• 
.. 	`Thine own mostaffec. 

tionate husband, 
" W. C." ' 

" My dearest, Dec. 8, S4.  
" I had yours on Saturday last, and am " Sister remembers you kindlie. 

glad to hear of your being, in any tollerable a I remember sisters and all friends. - 
health, tho' sorrie that you are in the least in- " Kindle I long for thee." 	- - disposed. 	I long, indeed, to have you with me ; 
and shall have no small satisfaction in your re. 
turn, though it should be attended with disap- 

	

. 	 - 

	

7. 	 .., 
1 	

_-_ 
Noy,. XII.,—Letter from Mrs Dunlop to her 

pointments of what you and I both would have husband, then at Cardin.; N. 4. 
-desired. 	God does all things well ; and as he is EdIntnIgh. UP!. 2,1636' 
a jealous, so he is a compassionate God. 	I have 
been this day helped to some resignation of my,  
se/fa to him, and trusting in him, that yet over 

"My very cloys and dearest heart, 
" The' I have written with this same °cea- 

sion several! times, yet ao'long as I have the op. 
all that I have provoeked him to doe, he will be portunity by the vessel's stay beyond her resoldr 
gracious to me, even unworthie wretched me. tier, I am glad, to take it, and what to say I am 

" His word bath not altogether test its relish difliculted, for my hope. of coining this season is 
with me; and altho' my house be riot so with very like now to be frustrat and cut of. 	The 
God, yet I hope in bath made with me an ever- vessel! going from London, was that I bad an 
tasting covenant. 	I would fain think he will eye upon, and pleased my sometimes now and 
never forgett what he did for my soul in Ken- then thoughtnesse about thee yt• we weld be 
terden and the Gatehouse: he allurini me then together er long, and nosy when I find that I 
into the wilderneste ; and how great terrors so- cannot, upon many accounts which I shall not 
ever I was under, yet he spake eemfOrtablie to resume, having written frequently to thee be- 
nne ; and it was, I hope, a time of love, the fruits fore, it is not possible for mom event heavinesse. 
whereof will remain. I have, indeed, since gone Who wold have said, I wok! have been so long 
a whoring from him, and" he lath not suffered of seeing thee, and have thy unexpressibly de- 
nte to goe without a check; and what a mereie actable and choice company. 	I ca scarce have 
it is that I am not consumed. 	That of Jer. iii, believed that I e'. have borne it as I have done. 
19 to the end, comes into my mind, 	I desire It as a wonder to myself, considering how 
humbly to trust in him, tho' he slay me. 	My many heavy and sad things have been in thy 
dearest, the beaver hereof, it may be, will attend lute and mine since we parted, but God Iiii0 
you, if you be ready to come away. He is a good done it, who is just and righteous in all he doth : 
horseman ; but itlt• Harlow is tospeuk tolsim, and but, oh, it is not easy to get the heart right 
will give you an account if lie be (to come) for under 	afflicting 	dispensations. 	How often 
you ; but if he' be not for you, it is like he wilt wd. I have thought this or that wd• have been 
not write. 	I should he content you were at 
some certaintie as to Mrs Adamson's affair; I 

easier to me, if my dear, ever more dearer to me, 
had been near me; but God bath thought fit it 

doubt not but you have wrote to her and had she be otherwise, and' Anne to be helped to 
her answer. 	Have a care of yourselfe; it is like submit, if be will give himself. 'My dear imrt, 
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shall 1 think another .year shall go over before I alongst with me in that sorry like voyage, I dare 
will see thee e 	Dare 1 have no hope of seeing not take upon me to desire thee to do any thing 
you till it be then? 	You know, my dearest, I that may fall out to thy prejudice. 	I know not 
never took upon me to contradict what thou if all my letters I have written will come to 
thought duty, nor, I may say, what you did ; thy hand ; butI have written particularly of all 
neither will I now do it; yet I cannot but say concerns me. 	That John Sime's wife lath 
I apprehend there will be little comfortable !iv- written to himself, showing him that Hugh of. 
log in that place, for thou wilt have no encou- Dam-head will not give me the 12 .pound, for 
ragernent at all from this. 	All have deserted it, 
and frequent accounts coming from New Jersey, 
engadgeth several more to it. 	I had a line from 

he says he hath nothing of his ; and he knows 
not if his brothers be dead or not. 	She bath 
nothing to come 	to him with to 	pay her 

London the last week, which sheweth that the freight and board. 	My dear, I NO• have been. 
English are very much off that plantation of' content 	thou hadst written 	to Hugh Slaiw 

' Carolina this year; what is the reason they and Cunningham about these 	things, and to 
know not ; and that your governor was come to James Livingston about his son, and to Mr 
New England for his health, the place continu- Donaldson. 	She wd• have the money paid in 
ing sickish. 	My heart, thou may easily think it here. 	My dear, I will trouble thee no more at- 
is much to me to bear, not knowing how thou present. 	The Lord himself be with thee, to 
art this 	having not had one line since protect, direct, encourage, and comfort, under 

85; but, my dear, if thou thinkest thou all thy pressing difficulties, in a strange and 

- 
cannot come home, and take me with thee, 
which would make a difficult voyage easy and 

land ; [that] his fellowship and presence, [mayj 
make up all to thee, is the earnest and constant 

pleasant to me ; nothing, nor place will keep me 
front thee so long as I have been' but impossibi- 

desire of, my singularly dearest, thy intearly, 
unalterably affectionate, and obedient wife, while 

lities, which I think, indeed, hath kept me from I am 
coming in this vessel from London. 	All friends 44  SARAU CARSTARM" 
here are well. 	I know your sister Margaret Sep. 2. 	86. 	 . 
will write to you from Glasgow,f for she .is 44  Dearest, 	all friends remember thee very 
there just now, and give you an account of your 
brother's marriage. 	I am yet uncertain myself 

dearly. 	My sister's husband, and M. Ana Sure, 
who is to me very faithful here, and a sincerely 

where to stay, for I have taken no house here 
yet, nor do I think to settle in any place likb a 

kind friend. I shall not say they are few, but de-,  
are to bless God I have so many. Your own sons 

Winter 'habitation. 	It is some comfort to In' , 
so long as I am in dependence and expectati 

are very pleasant, healthy, strong children. Many 
allege you wd• be joule* of them, but we are now 

to come to thee. 	I would have been with th taught to be denied to all things in the world. 
mother (who is extraordinary kind and concern Your mother will not condescend to let them go 
ed in me, for which 1 desire you may than with me. 	I think she will prevail to keep the 
her, and your brother and sisters, for all o one, for I do not cross her so sore ; but 1 think 
them are so to me), but I cannot now have 111 you will rather desire Sandie, because be is 
poor fatherless and motherless sisters from me, 
so long as I am here. 	My dear mother left me 

eldest, and I am very loth to part with Jock, for 
he is a great datit. 	My brother is dealing ear- 

to be a mother to them ; and thou knowest, my neatly finr him ; but your mother will never want 
dear, how much room I had in their affections. one of them ; but thou couldst much determine 
0 heavy stroke ! 	Lord sanctify it !—My heart, 
Ihave just now seen a very particular satisfying 

and clear me, if you were with me; but why 
she. I 	lease myself with that I have no hope of. 

letter, concerning all things in that place, and of 
the gospel, from Mr Ord, which makes me long 
to hear from thee. 	God give thee light of di- 

" Adieu, my heart, 
" S. C. 	. 

rection to what is duty. 	I always think, my " My Lady Cardross, and all the children are 
- dear, that there is one thing concerning thy very well. 	The cloath the Lady Endiegellyl 

main work which requires thy home coming, 
that bath extremely troubled me many times 
that you went away without it; and I cannot 

speaks of, was not to come till I come myself; 
so I have not taken it. 	Joekie presents his set,  
vices to you.  

---tiffnk but it bath been a trouble torMrself : but, 
my heart, however much I covet to have thee 

4,  For Mr William Dunlop, at 
Port Royall, Carolina." 

4  i. e. the means of ,defrayingthe expenses of such a • Joyous—or as we would say proud of them. 	" To 
voyaf(04. 	 . 

i M.S. Glm- 
Joys, Ms, IT, e. a. to endoy.aUouglas. —Janieson, 

t Edenkethe. 
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Biographical Notice of Principal William Dun- "The insurrectionary movements of the cos 
lop, from a work on the Genealogies of Dam- 
bartonshire, preparingfor iniblication by James 

m venanters brought upon them a severe retrib
tion from the exasperated government, and 

Dennisioun, younger of Dennistoun.• 

" Mr William Dunlop, in early life an active 

many were obliged to find in voluntary exile, an 
escape from the penalties of the law. 	Others, 
reduced to despair by the increasing gloom of 

supporter of the moderate covenanting party, 
and afterwards Principal of the University of 

their political prospects, came to a resolution of 
abandoning for ever a country, where a longer 

Glasgow, was eldest son of Mr Alexander Dun- residence only exposed them to the alternative of 
hip, minister of Paisley, j• of the family of Au- choosing between a sacrifice of duty and the se- 
chenskeith in Ayrshire, by Elizabeth, daughter verities of proscription. 	The new and promis- 
of William Mure of Glandersten. 	Descended ing settlements in North America offered a se- 
by his father and mother from families reared in cure retreat for all those whose political or reli- 
the strictest observance of presbyterian forms, 
and connected by the marriages of his aunts and 

gious principles rendered them dissatisfied with 
their native land ; and in Carolina and Virgini 

sisters with several zealous champions of that many of the Scotish presbyterians and repubi 
creed, Mr William Dunlop early devoted him- cans sought a liberty of conscience and of Ian 
self to the ministry; and, as in those days an al- guage, which was denied them at home. 
most necessary consequence, imbibed a strong " Among these emigrants was Mr Dutilop,§ 
attachment to Whig principles. 	On arriving at who, endowed by nature with an uncommonly 
manhood, he became a licentiate of the church shrewd and active mind, and connected with 
of Scotland, at that critical juncture of her his- many leaders of the clergy at home, was enabled 
tory, when her warmest friends, worn out by to acquire an influence with his party far be- 
long opposition to the episcopal government of yond what belonged to his years. 	(This in- 
Charles II. and driven to despair by new seve- ll titmice had been much increased by his marriage 
rities, attempted, as a last resource. to secure by with Satoh, sister of Mr William Carstares, who 
arms freedom of conscience and personal safety. proved himself by the ordeal of torture, as well 
Whatever may be the merits of any cause in as by his unwearied intrigues with the court of 
which the standard of rebellion is raised, the Nassau, not an unworthy protector of the inte- 
am of unfurling it must ever attract a crowd of rests of Presbyterianism). He accordingly main- 
the discontented, who have nothing to lose, and mined a constant correspondence with his friends 
every thing to gain by civil, war, while, at the in Scotland ; and, as soon as his favourite prin- 
same time, it generally alarms more reasonable, 
or more cautious partizans : 	a separation of 

ciples in church and state had been established 
upon the ruins of the ancient monarchy of Bri- 

views and interests naturally follows, between taro, he returned to enjoy the fruits of the long 
those of violent and those of moderate senti- desired revolution. 	Yet his devotion to that 
ments, which often renders both an easy con- cause did not prevent him from fulfilling the 
quest. 	Such was the  result of the appeal to the duties of a useful citizen in the colony which af- 
sword made by the covenanters; it was unveil- forded him a refuge: and, accommodating his 
tingly adopted by the Whig party, at the head exertions to the wants of a new settlement, we 
of whom were Welsh, Carstares, &c., and whose find him performing the functions of his sacred 
principles came to be engrafted upon the British office, and at the same time, as major of a regi- 
constitution in 1668 ; but was eagerly pressed ment of militia, providing for the tempoial peace 
by Hamilton, Cargill, and the fiery republicans, 
who anticipated individual aggrandisement from 

and security of the country. 
n After completing at the University of Glas- 

the general confusion. 	To the former of these gow the course of study requisite- for obtaining 
parties, Mr Dunlop from the first attached him- licence, he had been introduced as private tutor 
self, and continued faithful through life. 	What into the family of William, Lord Qichrane.R 
its views were, may be best gathered from " the There he superintended the education of John, 
Hamilton declaration," drawn up partly by him- afterwards second earl of Dundonald, and of his 
self in June 1679, and quoted by Wodrow $ as brother, William Cochrane of Kilmarnock ; and 
expressing the objects of the moderate presbyte- continued in after years to enjoy their confidence 
rians. and friendly correspondence. 1 	By their ist- , 

fluence, be was presented to the parish of °chit- 
. We return our best thanks to Dr Denniston for 

his valuable communication. 	We give it with pleasure 
a place among these memorials ; and our res pecteet 
friend will not take it amiss if we should, add, that oar 
doing so is no pledge of our concurrence its all the son. 
timents ho has been pleased to express. We differ some. 

tree, on his return from America in 1690; and a 
few months after, had a call to the church of 
Paisley. 	But ere he could be ordained to either 
of these livings, a wider field of preferment 

What on the eemparatine merits of the parties in the 
great struggle, but we cordially agree in opinion as to 
the character and merits of the venerable Principal.- 
4d. § Dunlop Papers. 	II Macure, p. 232. 

t Dunlop Papers. 	t Vol. iii. p. es  4 Dunlop Papers.. 
iv. 	 3U 
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opened -M him, by the removal of Principal the same year, at the suggestion of that commis- 
Faults of 'the University of Glasgow.• 	King sion, appointed by the presbytery of Glasgow to 
William, glad of an opportunity of rewarding attend upon the sitting of Parliament, in order 
those .exertions in his behalf, which he had to to watch over the interests of their church. 	• 
acknowledge both from Mr Dunlop, and from The talent, which, at an earlier period of his 
his brother•in-law, Mr Carstares, presented the life, Mr Dunlop had displayed in the slippery 
former to the vacant chair, by a warrant under and 	intricate paths of political intrigue, still 
his sign manual, at Kensington, 13th November found opportunity for exercise, amid the duties 
1690. I' of the ministry, the subtleties of science, and the 

'‘ In performing the duties of this important distractions of commerce. 	He maintained an 
situation, Mr Dunlop was distinguished by his extensive correspondence with the leading men 
zeal for the interests of the seminary thus put of his party ; and, like his brother-in-law Car- 
under his control. 	As representing it, he was stairs, continued through life to display an ex- 
an active member of the General Correspondence emplary attachment to his first principles. The 
of Scotish Universities in 1692; and in 1699, he 
bad a commission to lay before the king, the 

influence which he thus commanded at court, 
was exercised rather for the benefit of the' pub- 

impoverished state of the revenues of that insti- lie, or of his friends, than with selfish views; 
Wien, and topetition aid from the royal favour. and the only farther mark of royal favour he 
The result of this mission was a gift of L.300 had to acknowledge, was the appointment of 
sterling, which the Principal was directed to historiographer for Scotland in 1693, with a 
receive for the university. 	1-16 exertions were pension of L.40 Sterling.§ 
also directed to an object foreign to the usual " But in the prime of life, Mr Dunlop was 
duties of bis chair, but for which he was singu- called from these varied avocations, regretted 
lady fitted by his acquaintance with commercial alike in his public and private spheres. 	Dying 
affairs, Acquired while a planter in, Carolina. in March 1700, he left behind him a name ills- 
The learned professors of .Glasgow, captivated tinguished by the rarely united excellencies of 
by the golden dreams which dazzled' their court, 
tryinen, on the formation of the celebrated Da- 

an eminent scholar, an accomplished antiquary, 
a shrewd merchant, a brave soldier, an able po- 

lien Company, attempted to realize for them- litician, a zealous divine, and an amiable man. 
selves a share of the promised gains, by invest- To use the wortts of Wodrow, 4 His singular 
lug L.500 sterling of their common,funds in the piety, great prudence, public spirit, universal 
stock of that undertaking. The PrinO pal t was knowledge, 	general usefulness, 	and excellent 
chosen 'a director of the company, ankin their temper, were so well known, that his death was 
sanguine speculations, and cruel revs 	s, his as much lamented, as perhaps any one mates in 
experience and sagacity proved highly u fut. this ohurchf . 

4' But white occupied by these various 	por- 4,  Of the two sons wha survived him. Alex: 
taut objects, Mr Dunlap remained faith ul to ander became eminent as professor of Greek 
his first loge, and watched over the now t um- in the same University, which had benefitelso . 
pliant cause of ' the kirk,' with the same 	evo- much under the superintendence of his father ; 
thin which he had displayed in her hour o dan- while William filled the chair of Divinity and 
ger. 	Immediately after his installation as Prin- Church History in the sisfer seminary at Edin- 
eipal, lie obtained ordination, having received a burgh, where his piety and eloquence were just- 
call from the magistrates and people of Glasgow ly admired, and his early death was universally 
to be one of their ministers, but witlutut any 
emolument, or cure of a parish. 	Hehms ac- 
quired a seat in the church courts, where his in-
fluence at court through IVIr Carstares, as well 
as his own staunch adherence to the interests of 

regretted." ii 	. 

t Dunlop Papers. 	 , 
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presbyterianism, secured for him the highest Sibbald MSS. in, the Advocate's Library. 	ft 1a noticed 
vonfidence, and the most implicit deference. 	In tll1lZ''inht S!..t6' Ii!*! Wi1.thrar?gib;a,„rtI  hid history of lentreshire,wm ; 
1694, be was, commissioned by the General As- designates its author, ” a reverend nerd curious anti. 
senility, along with Mr Patrick Cumming, mi. 20":1:;or, val;'binerctsoout edition.(. publication 	 ;41T 
mister of Ormfston, to congratulate the king laud Club at Glasgow, with Notes fsy a Gentians.) 
upon his return from the continent ; and 1695, 
was instructed by the moderator and commis,  
sioktf that body, to prepare an address to his 

g e1"1itLi" t 'AI ir 	 at:dA=ti(sof his ' 	y&veLelcme„tgreatinterest,   
Among the Dunlop MS. papers, there is a curious czir- 

conductedZsep;'n":pdreonveeement 0  	0  bCS,eiriciesPV,14:en I  l'reerTyl,rel.  .i, 
majegty on the death of the queen. He was in &c. 	A portrait of the Principal is to be seen in the 

.,of 
Common Hall of the University of Glasgow. 	We aro 

opinion, that a inure extended record of the life and 
deeds of such distinguished 	ihdivideals. woulk tea 

s .Mainie,r. 2312. 	t Dunlop Papers, * Dunlop: 1 apen. 	- 

i, 	 , 

valuable accession to our national biography.—Rd. 
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No. X I1.—Latter front 	Sir James 	Stewart • formists have been but a small partie in respect 
(afterwards Lord Advocate) to Mr Carstares, 
from Edinburgh, but without date. 	On the 

of them; yet. now it appears that this conformity 
hath been more out of compliance with, the lase 

back of the MS. there is written in Wodrow's than their inclination, anti that the generality 
handwriting, 	" July 1687," probably on the doe rather favour the liberty : upon all which 
subject of king James' liberty. some think it will be the prince's wisdontle W. 

" Sir,—By my last I acquainted you with 
the state of things here in order to the liberty 

comply with hisnuete and to approve thleltbarte, 
seeing thereby he will both very much please 

lately granted by his majestie, but because I was his mita. and evite a growing jealousie of the 
then straitned in time, you may now be pleased 
to know that the liberty is granted to Scotland 

fare, farr greatest part of the kingdoms, and yet, 
on the other hand, doe nothing realty either in 

as fully, and almost in the same terms with that Prejudice of the Protestant religion, or of that 
granted to England. 	That his ma°e is very power which may one day devolve upon him 
well satisfied with its effects, and the thanks with the princess to doe what he shall find just 
given for it in England ; and that he expects the 
like-from Scotland. 	That the people here are 

and right. 	And many think that this comply, 
enee in the prince might be feeder a wise part 

well pleased with the liberty, and, even by the both as to theeonciliatingof his majestic's greater 
court reckoning, three parts of four are judged to favour, and the begetting of aneniderstanding 
favour and comply with it. 	That in Scotland 
it is like to gain a fury greater and more cheer. 

betwixt the king and the states. 	Many think., 
therefore, that the parliament will consent to the 

fut acceptation. 	That since his week expects liberty, and so much the rather that-04:y have 
thanks, many and almost all judge it civility to a Protestant successor in prospect; whereupon 
give them by their addresses. 	That there is others think that the same Protestant suecesser 
nothing his mane seems to desire-more than the should be of the same thoughts, rather than to 
establishing of this liberty fairly and equally for irritat to measures unthought nn: but some 
all his subjects. 	That the'Papists at court stick judged the prince's obstinacy to proceed from 
not to say that they know how many doe em- three causes—first, that the Invoys that his 
brace 	this 	liberty, how little it favours the majestie hath had' there of late have not been 
growth of their religion, and how likely they proper persons, and perhapps by some not in- 
are to have a Protestant successor, and that 
therefore they can neither desire more nor ex- 
feet lease than that this liberty should be con- 

tended to gain him to a right sense of things, 
and a better understanding with his mate• wily, 
that at our court thereis a French faction who 

tented to by the 19:tenement of `both kingdoms. are well content to keep the prince from coming 
That as to admission to publique trust, as lawes to any better understanding with his milee and 
do not at present hinder his mane to conferr doe willingly see him mistake without desiring 
them on Gatholielts, so no law can be made to his better information: and, thirdly, that the 
force a Protestant successor to :thew them the Prince hears mostly (for want of others more 
tame kindness. 	That it is a thing most certain sober) discontented church•of Englandinen ; and 
that his made is resolved to observe the sueces- that it was Ilykevellt too much conversing with 
sion to the crown as a thing most sacred, and is • 
her from an thoughts of altering the same: and, 
beady, that his matte is very desirous tohave the 

such here, that made-him so uneasie to the king, 
and leave him 	so 	dissatisfied: and to theie 
reasons they add that a Protestant envoy of 

prince and princess of Orange to consent to and good sense might certainlie clear the prince, and 
concurs. with hint in establishing this liberty, bring about a better understanding betwixt his 
These things you may be assured of as very cer- 
lain, and with all that the church of England- 

maw and him. 	As for your friend and mine, 
he much regrets the unhappiness, and wishes it 

men doe so little dissemble their dissatisfaition were remedied. 	I cannot on these things make 
with the favour showed to dissenters, that the any conclusion, but simply leave them to your 
dissenters can impute it to nothing but their old reflection, and the best use you please to make of 
spirit, and generally begin to fear that the re- them. 	I think you will not doubtmy endea- 
exaltation of the church of England may be your to understand and represent things jest as 
more hurtfun to them than all that the papists they are, seeing that I have no temptation in the 
are like to attain : so that upon the Whole it case, save to wish well to those I love, accordiei 
may be feared that if the prime eontione oltstinat to the best light that God gives me. 	1 will re- 
in refusing his make he may fall under sospi- Feet your answer p' first, and as you may think 
cion of the greatest part of England, and of 411 that I write from this side with some byasse, 
Scotland, to be too great a favourer Of the church so pray remember , that you have been much 
of England, and consequently a person whom longer on that side than I have been on this. 
they have reason to dread. 	It's true that the Aly best respects to all friends, to whose coffee. 
church of England bath had a very general) tion I submit myself°, aneam, 
Conformity in England, and that the nencon- " Your true friend and.  servant. 
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" P. S.—Receive herewith our Scots liberty. the land : from that he advanced, as he grew in 
I hope an indemnity may quickly follow. 1 am saving illumination, to open up the defection 
also told that eerie Rochester is 'going to the and spirit of persecution trh, prevailed among. 
Spaw,• and that be is to take his way by the a party, and at last found it necessary to make 
Hague. 	You know be is a great church of a secession from them, and therefor preached on 

-England man, and at present sufficiently dis. these words, Job (34. 321 , Lord what I see not 
contented. * teach thou me, and if I have done iniquity, I 

. shall doe soe noe more.' 	In the application, be 
.(Address) 	" RR' Mr James Dunlop, men- appealed to the omniscience of God, that he 

chand in Rotterdam. cheesed to live and die min,  of Invernes above 
" Sendthis pr tint to ye* cussin any place or people in the world ; but when. ho 

at Leyden : delay it not."s found he could not continue among you as for.- 
, .o.-,...... moldy without rebelling ago- God and conscience,. 

he must leave ym., and beg they would put the 
No. XI/I.—Account of Mr Madman of law. most charitable character (construction) [sic} 

ness, extracted from Letters to Wad. VOL X VL upon his soe doing that it was capable of : and for 
No. 55. MS« enabling them to doe soe, he found it duty to tell 
" Among- tire signall and seasonable Encom them,. that the following scriptures were by a 

rag,  • qch God gave to his suffering people, it strong hand and great power conveyed anti 
was none of the least, that when among the brought home to his heart [Isa. 8. I2.) 	Say 
persecuting party there were found such as did not a confederacy to whom this people shall say 
not settle on easie measures of the work of grace, 
but found it necessary to strive to enter in at the 

a confederacy, &c. 2 Cor. 6. 13, 14. , Ihrherfore 
come out from among gm- and be ye separate 

strait gate, and take the kingdOme of heron by saith the Lord, touch not the unclean thing 
violence, such found themselves under a powern• and I will receive you,' &c. Rev. 18. 4, ' And 
obligation to forsake the persecuting side, and I heard alloy.,  'voice from heaven saying come 
declare for the cause of truth, and join them- out of her my people, that ye be not partakers 
selves to the persecuted, chooseing rayr• to suf- of her sins, and that ye receive not of her 
ler affliction with the people of God, than to plagues;' and after he explained and applied 
enjoy r• ease and external! comforts of time for these scriptures to his present case, he took his 
a season, &c. test  was very confirming and corn- leave of them. Some were angry, some surprizt4 
forting to the suffering witnesses, of the day. but those who rec"t• most good of his mimic,  
Many instances hereof Might be given, but I were all in tears. 	Next Lord's day he preached 
shall only mention one, and one worthy to be in his own house, q.h• not being able to contain 
transmitted to posterity in letters of gold, if the numbers that came, a meeting house was 
you'll consider the person, the reason pf his ap- chosen, where he preachd wt- greater freedom 
pearance, his testemonie, and success. and enlargement of soul than ever, to the con' 

The person was Mr Angle; Macbean mite• of viction of some, the consolation and confirms. 
Inverness, 	a man of great judgi., excellent tion of ori• and edification 	of all. 	But the 
learning, and in his own opinion, less than the • grand enemy en vyd the power and success of 
least of all saints, but in the Jude of those who the Gospell, and stirred up some instruments of 
had the test diWerning, a man who grew in cruelty art him, who accused him before the 
grace and in the knowledge of time Lord Jesus Councill of Scotland, as if he were ane enemy 
Christ, to a more than ordinary degree; this 
faith". witness was settled at Inverness in 1684, 
be inveighed ag". the sins and errors of the time, 
particularly ago. those of popery %v^ great judgt• 

to Caesar, and the grand incendiary of the north, 
&c. upon which he is sureoned to appear be. 
fore.  the Council] at Ed, 	He obeys, intermitts 
his labours, leaves his people in sorrow, appears 

zeal, and Widnes, especially in 86 and 87, when before his judges, and a gracious God haveing 
popery was like a deludge threatning to overflow 

, 	 .. 
more work for him at Invernes, he getts leave, 
upottimil of 10000 merks to answer when called 
and see comes back to that part of his flock 

* These who did not wish wen either to Sir James 
Stpart or to the covenanters nicknamed him by the title , ' which ownd his minrr., among qm• he preached 
et ., Jamie Wyile",or "pawky Jamie," and the above the word wt- at boldness, Wt great power,faith. 
Settee rather indicates a desire to put up with things as 
they were under the indiscriminate.indulgence granted 
roc a time by James , snit lie very soon accepted the 

fulness and success. But suddenly and unexpeet. 
edly a second charge comes to him to appear be. Office of Lard Advocate under the reigning administra. lion. The stricter twesbyterians no doubt Add out;   but Sir James did nothing more than the great body ',.of ,presbyterian clergy, who, wearied by the -long and 'relentless uersecittion, were glad toriecept of abreatleng 

fore the Council of Scotland on six dayes warning, 
on the midst of winter, and a bad habit of body; 
but wt• great resolution he goes, and along with l
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,  any:editions that were note so. him the honourable Duncan Forbes of Cad,  

'James , 	+ Mr 	Dunlop was a.brother of Principal lop, and Soll of Mr Du 
mater of mm  camcsrecnidolLeipatty4wl'intrhoFet  ,Dvas"; 

den, his Cote',  who came but a few hours before 
the sex dayes were elapsed : he is called, appears, 
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sod the different questions of the day are pro- sures ; and to that effect wrote to the professors 
posd to him, particularly, what he thought of of divinity; and amongst others to Mr Menzies 
the King's power, was it limited or not? 	He at Aberdeen, to enter the most promising of their 
answered from Ro. IS. v. 1, ' Let every soul be young men upon trials, that they might be In 
subject to the higher powers ; the powers that case to recommend such as were more likely to 
be are ordained of God,' &c. 	The Chancelour reconcile the west country. people to their way 
then said, ' Is the King's power limited or not?' of thinking. 	Mr Menzies upon this, obliged 
to qm• the worthy confessor answered, ' I know Mr. Mackbean, and one or two more of his stn. 
noe unlimited power but the power of the eter.. dents, to submit to trial before the presbytir of 
nail God.' 	Upon whicit, he ie commanded to Aberdeen, and thereafter recommended him in 
prison, to doss prison, where he is soe confined the strongest teams. 	Mr Mackbean's memory 
that noe friend could have any access to him, 
and such was the coldness of the season, the 

is savoury, not only at Inverness, but at Edin- 
burgh, where he ended his days. 	I had sent 

weakness of his body, and rigor of his attend- this paper sooner, but that it fell by my hand. 
ants, that his life was in great danger : but a 
gracious God stept in and commanded deliver. 
auce for him ; for he was not above six weeks 
in that state of bondage, when the joyful' news 
came to Ed,  that the prince of Orange was 

" I am, with very great esteem, 
" R. D. Sir, 

" Your most affectionat brother, 
and humble servant, 

(Signed) 	" ALIXITA, FRASEM."  
towing over to Britain for the defence of the Edinburgh, 5 Aug. 1723. 
.protestant interest and work of reformation, in " Wm, Stewart at Inverness, and Alex,' 
opposition to popery, wth. was then like a de- Fraser at Urquhart, are on the list of the corn. 
Inge overflowing the lands. 	These news fill all mission of Gen. Assr• 1723. 	In the contents 
honest hearts vet joy, and papists (particularly of vol. 16, No. 55 Is marked by Wodrow, "Mr 
those at the helm,) wt. horror and fear, q.t. made W. Steuart Kiltearne account of Mr. 	An. 
them flee; and such as were friends to prisoners 
of hope, open the prison doors and sett them at 

M'Bean." 	In a letter to Mr Marr, Feb. 1728, 
( Wo. Lett. iv. p. 107.) Wodrow urges hint to.  

freedome ; among whom was the worthy Mr 
illacbean, who grew in favour tv'• God and his 

get all be can relating " to worthy Mr M‘Bime, 
minr. at Invernes. 	It's but a scrape I have of 

people. But the toyl he sustained in winter jour- him in the history of the sufferings; and since 
oeis and prison had brought him into a deep con- y'. was published, I had a letter from William 
taroption, of which he died at Ed*. Feb. 1689, 
in the 33d year of his age, greatly lamented by 
the faithfull witnesses of the day who were Ise- 

Steuart, or his son in law, wt• a short hint or 
two about him. 	But I want every thing can , 
be gathered about that excellent person." 

qusinted ve• him : 	But noe people had such Notwithstanding an error in the name, he 
ground of lamentation for the death of that seems to be the subject of the following para- 
pious, zealous and faithfull person, as his friends graph, from Fountainhall's Decisions, at 	1st 
at invernes, where the dry and dead bones were 
gathering, the spirit of life entering, pleasant 
blossoms of a plentiful' harvest appearing, when 

Dec. 1687. vol. i. 488. 	" Mr Donald 31411ain, 
late minister at Inverness, haying left his charge, 
and joined with the presbyterian ministers at 

be is suddenly taken away from them: there Edinburgh; the privy council, on the bishops 
are some liveing witnesses hereof yet remaining, 
but most are fallen asleep. 

motion, called him, and try him upon his prin. 
cipies, if he thought archbishop Sharp's death a 

Lett. to Wod. 16. 56. murder, or Bothwel bridge a rebellion, or dis- 
" R. D. Sir,—The enclosed paper is Mr Stu- owned defensive arms: and, his answers being 

art's hand write: he had no leisure to look over unclear, be was imprisoned; tho' some em- 
it before he left this place. 	I persuade myself plained of this way of expiscating speculative 
he'll take it in good part that you put It in your opinions. 	On the 23d of February, 1688, he 
own dress. 	Mr Stuart is one of these that pro- was again staged for his disloyal principles, and 
dted by Mr Mackbean's ministry at Inverness ; ambiguous answers, and sent back to prison." 
to, that what he relates of him, is from his own 
knowledge. 	I ant told that Mr. Mackbean 
preached for some time at Air, before his settle- settle- 

----- 
SOME account of eminent Ministers in Argyleshire t 

ment at Inverness. 	You'll inform 	yourself in a Letter from the Rev. Mr Jas. Bees 'of 	' 
whether he was actually minister there or not. Campbelton, to Mr trodrow. 	MS. Letters..  
have had it from good hands, that the occasion Vol. XVI. p. 184. 
of his going to Air was this. 	The then pre- " It. & V. D. Sir,—I know not well what 
vailing party finding that it was very much 
to the detriment of their interest in the west, 
that they had settled a great many insufficient 

apology to make for the long intervall between 

m i*ssIonni."k lro;i ,SlitrIalatatTirtrr'n,i 
 is an the 

name 
'amen in that quarter, resolved to alter their men- in the list of yy. Commission. 
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this and my last, and the receipt of yours, but north; his father sheriff of Montrose. 	He was 
the broken stateuf my health, melanchoily,* and educated under rair Mr Sam. Rutherfoord, at 
indisposition, etc : though 1 assure you, I forget the profession at St Andrews ; and, by a call of 
yow not, and never will, while in the body. 	I Providence, and Mr itutherfoord's recommend- 
have done all I could, both here and in Arran, 
to procure that manuscript of Sir Ja. Turner, 
but without successe. 	Mr Turnbull is dead ; 

ation, setled min. in the Lowland congregation 
at Campbeltown ; 	where, notwithstanding of 
many endeavours to turn him aside, yet von- 

and his relict, who is but ill affected to our in- 
terest, refuses to part with it, saying, she knows 

tinued faithfull to death. 	He dyed in May, 
1682. 	Mr Alex' 	Gordon was one of a singular 

not where it is ; however, if I can possibly pro- talent for lecturing; was much persecuted and re- 
cure it, ye shall have at least a copy, tho' I'm preached by the episcopall party, as being a great 
told by such as perused it, }Ft• 	it contains but a 
narrative of what he did there, with his orders 

eye sore to them, as was the desirable marquessc, 
whose mine he was at Inveraray. 	He dyed at 

and reflections, on what he calls the stiff humor, 
and obstinat refractory temper of the people, op- 

Glasgow. 	Mr Patrick Campbell, his colleague 
at Inveraray, a faithfull min. of Christ, con. 

pressed and persecuted by him, w'5• was all he 
had to say in his own justification : but how far 
unjustifiable he was in this, he bath since been 

tinned stedfast in the late times of persecu., 
Lion ; and dyed, with much peace and rejoycing, 
about 1695: as was his brother, Mr Duncan 

long err now judged by it, as ar his principalls Campbell, min.. in Knapdale, who continued 
befor another tribunal! ; and will be yet more stedfast in the late times ; but at his last was 
solemnly at the great day. strangely overpowrd wt. mellancholy. Sir David 

" I approve of yor designed biography to re- Simpson, first min" in Killeen, and then in 
rive the memory and names of the worthies Southend, Kintyre, continued stedfast in his 
once in our land ; and yrby yt• of now, :time ! day, and was banished to New Jersey, where he 
so much decayed religion, for wa• you will have dyed. 	His son, Mr David, conformed, but re- 
a great reward, as well as for what great and canted, and was min. in Yla till his death. Mr 
good service yow have been enabled already to Ja. Garner, a stedfast and sincere christian, was 
do; and hope you will not be discouraged, from min. in 	Saddell : banished to Holland at the 
the obloquy of the want of the vitiated taste of restoration; 	and returning 	privatly to Scot. 
the age : in your late worthy and valuable book, 
truth 	needs not collors, nor jingle-jangle of 

land, dyed in Glasgow. 	Ile was very useful! to 
exercised christians, both in preaching and con- 

words. 	I can furnish yow but little from .this ference. 	Two Mr Archbald bIcleans, one min* 
place as to the lives of some worthy men amongst in Cowell presbytry, another in Kintyre, con- 
us, snore then what you have already insert in tinued stedfast till the last, tho' reduced to great 
yer• late book ; except to give yow the names of hardships. Messrs John and Daniel M‘Laurill : 
such as keept faithfull to the end, being but a the first stedfast in the late times, was after 
stranger, and not a nativein the country, the' y'' revolution min. in Kelmodan in Cowell; 
now amongst the oldest in our synod, except a 
very few. 	Mr. John Duncanson, misse in 

was a man of rair parts, a great disciplenarian, 
and dyed about April, 1698. 	His brother was 

Loin, was a very good man, and usefull in his first miss. in Kiltinan, and ym of Roseneath, a 
day, stud keept staunch to the last; and Mr man of rair parts, and honest ; but I suppose ye 
Robert Duncanson, for some time my colleague, 
was a man of rare gifts and parts, and a Malleus 

were acquainted with him. 	Mr John Munro, 
min., at his death at Rothesay in Bute, was pre- 

episcopalium, for which he was not a little re- latically educated, [andj licensed under prelacy by 
preached by them : he dyed in Feb. 1697. 	Mr that party; but, after that, the Lord fell in upon 
John Cameron, first min. in Kilfinan, then in- 
dulged to Campbelton, was a more then ordinary 

his soul ; and by converse vet- Mr Robert Slimly, 
and other good men, and prayer, he was, even in 

countenanced preacher of the gospell, had many the height of persecution, brought of from that 
seals of his raing.: was in the late times con- way, and was further confirmed by 	converse 
fined for some time at Lochaber ; and dyed about wf• the persecuted min"- in Ireland, whether he 
the end of Sept. 1680; as he was a man of a very fled; and at the revolution was first min• in 
edifying gift, so, of sore assaults and temptations Lochgeyishead, and then last at Itothesay. 	Ile 
to the last, and was eminently countenanced, as was very usefull to our synod, as he was to the 
bran his mina., so in that last he had at Camp- 
beltown. Mr Edward Keith his colleague, and 

whole church, being a man of a public spirit, 
and fits to deal wt• quality. 	He had sore wres- 

1,  my predeceliser, was, by the Lord, brought out ling at his death, but at last, before he dyed, was 
of a 	malignant family of the Keiths in the more then a conqueror. 	These are the most 

valuable. both for gifts and grace, stedfastnesse 
and faith fulnesse,who were In our synod, and ex- 

* His son (if I mistake not, his only son), died Oeto. 
ber or November, last ryenr, alt Glasgow, while the 

. cept 6 or 7, yrs. Messrs Cameron, Keith, Shop- 
lather's illness prevented -him from seems him. son, Garner, ye. 2 Alclanes, Mr John Duncan- 
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too, were all of my personall acquaintance; and 
for the rest, I write upon sure grounds from 

Wodrow—to Mr John McMain, Schoohnaster, 
at the foot of Libberton Wind, Edinburgh. 

ouch tts were acquainted with them. 	Pardon '6  Sh.,-1 had yesterday a packet from the . 
this prolix trouble, which at your own desire I 
have given yow. 	Others it may be can inform 

Revd. Dr Mather at Boston, in New England, 
and among some things he sends me the in- 

yow fuller, tho' not truer. closed, directed for you, come to my hand: it 
" I am, It. & V. D. Sir, 

a Yowrs in all sincerity to servo yow, 
" JA. Boss."  

seems to be of some importance, and haste, by 
his note to me on the back of it; and I knew no . 
other way to direct to you than by post. 1 wish 

" Camp. Novr. SO, 1724." It may find its way to you. 
" You have seen proper in three or four paw- 

Wodrow—to William APFarlane. phlets and books, as I am told, published by you, 
Dec. 25, 1722. to attack the History of Sufferings I published . 

" Sir,—I have yours of the 21st, and by the some years ago. 	I find nothing in what you 
proposals you send me, I see the paper ,is not have advaitced but what 1 am of opinion I shalt' 
that of Mr Brown's which I have, neither is it soon set in its proper light, if the Lord please to 
that valuable history of Mr McWard's I was spare me. 
telling you I heard of, but had not seen, tine 1 " I am heartily sorry for the sake or truth 
am ready to fear the publisher of the proposals and your own sake, that you have repeated more 
takes it for his history of the Defections of the than once in print several wrong reasonings, 
Church of Scotland, when he sayer its much misinformations, and mistakes in point of fact. 
ratted, and desired by many. Attacks from the prelatick party Were not very 

"The use of printing any more upon the di- surprising to me, but I did not expect that per- 
visions about the Indulgence, I have not seen ; sons of your profession would have discovered 
and have declared my opinion publicly enough so much resentment against that history. 
against reviving our flames upon that head : and " You may be the less displeased that I have 
tol must decline encouraging any thing of this 
lied, especially till 1 know that the papers de- 

taken no public notice of what you have writt, 
when you'! easily observe that I have not an- 

signed to be published, are his whose you say swered the several bitter and envenomed pam- 
they are. 	I have a great value for Mr Mc- phlets against me by the episcopal side. 	I am 
Waird's memory, and know many papers were waiting for Mr Bruce's large work, which he 
lauded about, said to be his, that were not so; calls his Impartial History, wherein 1 expect 
tad, unless your friend have more to evict them the utmost he and his party have to say against 
toile Mr McWaird's, then Mr. Goodel's saying my book. 	When 1 have the whole that both 
to (if he be the person I mean), its not enough. sides have to advance against me, it will then be 
" The letter of Mr McWaird's I promised to the most proper season for me to say what is no- 

let you see, is bound up with many other papers 
in a targwvolurne, and you may see and com- 
pare it, with what of it I have printed, if you 

cessary in defence of the truth, 
Having no personal acquaintance with you, 

and this providential occasion of transmitting 
tome out here. 	But you seem not to consider this letter to you offering itself, 1 thought it not 
the value and importance of original mann- improper to signify this match to you to prevent 
scripts, when you talk of my sending them in your mistaking my silence. 
to John Gillis's. 	Every body is welcome to see " I am, Sir, your real friend. 
aey of the vouchers of my history, but its fitt " Eastwood, July 30, 1725." 
they be still in mine own hands, and not sent 
abroad at an uncertainty. 	I do not expect that 
any bogy would blame me for lending any thing 

Lett. by Wod. vol. 3. last part, p. 211-6. 	. 

. 	. 	McMain to Wodrow. 
that is my own, as you insinuat twice, and give Ed Ittlgast mom. 
Yultir word that I shall not be blamed. 	For the 
imputation you threaten me with at the close, 
of partiality, I can see no reason for it; and so, 
tillit be further explained, it can have no weight 

" Revd. S,,  I received yours of ye 30th past, 
inclosing one from N. Engld• whereby you've 
laid upon me an obligation to gratitude, which 
I acknowledge, and return you my hearty 

with me. I remember somthing like this was at thanks for your kindness. 	 • 
Me dose of Mr McMain's letter; but its a it Sir, You alledge, ys. in 3 or 4 books and 
strange way of reasoning, that I must be par- pamphlets, said to be published by me, I have 
thil if I communicate not with him my manta- attacqued your history. 	I own I publish'd, 1. 
scripts. 	He, or any body who blames me for Mr Mcward's book, entitled Earnest Contend- 
Partiality in any thing I have published, may ings, &c. 2. Mr Rerawlek's Testimony against 
letezmine the matte: by seeing my vouchers, as ye Toleration (this I reprinted). 	3. His Life 
1 have said. and 	Death, 	as written By Mr A. Shields. 

" I am, yours affectionately." 
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I know not a fourth-  wherein any thing is ad- shetv'd my authorities for 	ye same, or else 
winced against your history ye' I published, being convinced thereof, retracted them. 	It 

In eaelt of these there is somewhat briefly, 
but very little, by me said anent your history, 

was for the sake of truth, not of men, orof pri- 
rate or party interest, ye 	I wrote any thing;. 

.touching only at some passages ant expressions and if you show me ye I have wrong'd ye truth 
yrin, which may afford an abler pen ground thereby, or ye truth stands on your side, where. 
and matter for a larger voitime than either of insoever we differ I shall humbly submit and 
these sa• books. 	And yet ye said two books and acknowledge my fault. 
pamphlet, in the opinion of some, not your- an. " I shall not, (as I think I did not),  oppose 
tagonists, say more against your history, (the' 
written many years before it,) specially on these 

any thing you have written, or shall write, 
against any error or extravagancy, popery, pre- 

heats andipoints, wherein the Lord's cause and lacy, tyranny, or erastianism : I rather thiuk 
,,, 	truth, and ye faithful contenders for ye same, 

are wronged, to'conciliate respect 	unto, 	and 
and complain, ye you have been too sparing 
against the last three, and have so far espoused 

justify decliners therefrom, and compliers we• ye interest, or complied wt.  ye practice of the 
their opposites, than all that I or any such last of all, yt little is said by you, or yet eat- 
blunt and obscure pen, have done, or could do, pected from you, in ye,  present course and cit.- 

..And yet, Sir,•because I like not dissimulation, I annstances, in favour of ye truth against that 
must tell yeti, if you consider not what is said pernicious and prevailing error. 
by the above three worthies, the authors of those " I'm hopeful, Sir, you will not take my 
books; and ye we eon say or do nothing againt freedom in ill part, which I cou'd not well for' 
the truth but for ye truth, I, and others too, bear to use upon such an occasion, yl I did 

- do, and will see cause to say much more, with not presume to expect, and which, if I had not 
particular application, in publishing the papers used, you might justly have chargdme we flat- 
(whereof I have some store) relative to Both- tery and dissimulation. 	 • 
wel affairs, and the consequents y,of, more um- " Sir, In regard I find great difficulty, at this 
partially ye -we yet see done. distance, in getting letters transmittal to N. Fog. 

" However, I shall (and, I presume, many 
others will) be glad to see you set in a true 

land, there being no packet-boat ye I hear of, 
ordinfirly passing dine inde ; and understanding 

light the good cause and testimony of tie suf. ye you'l have some occasion to send answers to 
feting period, without any respect of persons, 
or partial byass toward the indulged, or other 

Boston, I make bold to desire and liana, you, 
to admit of this piece of trouble, to send off the 

compliers. 	If this may be expected from one of inclosed with your own. 	Expecting your coin- 
your station and involvements, it might also be offence wt• this request, 	and excuse for the 
expected ye you would employ yor parts to re- trouble, I am, Revd• S. 
fine much of your own, history; which yet is 
rather to be wished than hoped. 	As to what 

" Your much obliged and humble serve•, 
' 	(Signed) 	" Jo. IVIeMain: 

,you signify, ye I have repeted more y" once, 
in print, several wrong reasonings, misinforma- 

" Sir, If no occasion of sending off the in 
closed offer in a month or so, be pleas'd to remit 

Udine, and mistakes in point of fact ; Iltnow not 
ye particulars: if you had been plated to point 
outthese, or any of them, I should either have 

it unto John Millar, merchant in Trangate, 
Glasgow, his hand. 

• 

We return our thanks to those friends in the west of Scotland, as also in the north of 
England, who have favoured ,us with copies of inscriptions on the tombs of -the sufferers ; and 
our reason for not inserting them is, that they have all been previously published in "The 

to Cloud of Witnesses." 	In the epitaph and inscription line, Old Mortality and John Howie of 
--f. Lochgoin have left nothing to their successors. 

";..f.A. 	., 	. 	. 
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Alen, 140131, fined, iv. 4S-her hard 	case, 213-her Alexander; C. liberated• on bond,1v. 213: 
Kilt*, 11).--reply of the council, 214. 

glieretwili Thomas, father and son, wanton cruelties 
Alexander, James, sheriff.depti to of Dumfries, Iv. 124, 

113. 	. 
•infficteti oh them, iv. 241. ' Alexander,' James, fined, hI 262.  

Aberdeen, address to the bishop from the diocese of, Alexander, John, of Drummechrian, forfeited allot 
' upon the projected rechiding of the penal statutes, Iv. Rothe/ell rising, and with ditliculty.obleins his esInte 

after the revolution, ill. 250. 	' 
gneraken, bishop of, scruples some time to take the test, Alexander, John, of lisimillon,.imprisonedi iii. • 460. 

R. 301. Alexander, Robert, exorbitantly fined, iv. 52. , 
Aberdeen, bishop and ministers of, their queries about Alexander William, lined,11. 3. iii. 425.  
littlest, iii. 301-306--their sense of it, SOS, n. Algid, James, condemned and excceted, ty. 144 )90. . 

serfdom, orminlssiort for visiting the colleges of, 1. RIS. Alison, Archibald, taken prisoner at .4 yra.mast, iii. 221- 
Aberdeen, magistrates of, letter to, idiom, the test, Hi. executed, 223: 
- 858 	. Alison, Isabel, processed criminally, iii. 275-her bolo. 
Alernethg,Jehts, (Jesuit) hie account of the popish go. vionr before she was seized, lb.-remarks on 'her.ex - 
Tommie; in Scotland, I. 96. n. 	 - • aminationdreforo theeouneil, 4b. 2i6-her: process be. 

iffjaralion, of the society's declaration of war-form of 
the oath of, iv. 157-magistrates of burghs empowered 

fore the justiciary, 216-is found guilty and executtM, 
lb. 271. 

, tot ender It, 165. Alison, John, n persecutor, Ms death, iv. 172. 
AM :ration of the re(grared religion in Franco-form of Allan, Elicror, iiitprisdned, iii. 466. 
'kir. 351. Allan, George, refuses to take the oaths required,iii. 3. 

domerotodation between presbyteriarra and episeopn- Allan, James, banished, ty. 135. 
. 11ins, which was proposed at London-Robert Doug. Allan, John, imprnantd, itit 466.  

lat'lltateghts upon it, i. 49. Allan, John, imprisoned, ill. 466. 
Airamtnodation, originated witit bishops Leighton and Allan, John, banished, iv. 219. . 
'Beinet„. I. lxxi. 117-substance of the proposal at Allats, Thomas, of Coldstream, imprisoned; iii: ,166. 
• Ediabtogli,.118-reasons against It, 178, 179-another Allegiance, oath of,fornt of it, i. 92-mimed by the earl of 
...tattling regarding it hold at Paisley, 180-subskui1  o Cessna, 107-act obliging all who receive university 

of the propossd 	there, lb. 181-n counter proposal degrees totake it, 421, H. 14-act bur taking it renewed 
tialdeto it, 181, 182, n-is refused by the presbyterinns, 496-Imposed again lathe royal burghs, 50.4, 
481, 182-this refusal improved against them, 183- Allison, Colin; and MS father, iv. 11.5. 
Thomas Wylie's thoughts on it, ixxvii. Alston, RObert,lagkisonerd, Ili. 466. 

,frAtnemic, Alexander, persecuted by Claverhouse, and Alston, Thwasii, imprisoned, iii. 466dismiRed, .467. 
untended from preaching in Dundee, iv. 455. Ancram, trentnearit of some of the parishioners of, from.. 

4Ortof Connell. and Parlininont.-see Council and Par. the High•Commission Court,i. 393. 
Raman. 	 .. 	 . Andersoni A texanderekistestlmony when banished tnitig 

.Adak William, ii. 181. under 16 years of age, it. 481.' 
:Akar, ,Willians, merchant in Cuirass, banished, ii.156. Anderson, Cornelius, condemned at Ayr-saves his llft 
Adam, Millions, In Milidle.Welwood, his apprehension by becoming hangmansto his contrades ii. 53 .dies 
midi:411'4er, iv. 241. shortly after distracted, 54. 

Adamson, Andrew, persecuted, iii. 300. Anderson, George, takes the test, in. 36). 
Ado:care, loiter from tiro king renewing the powers of Anderson, Jangles, general postmaster-letter of Wish. 
.the advocate for Scotland. iv. 206-htforntatious against. row to him, 1, xxiii.  
him, 343. Andersen, Jehn,junr. of Westerton, occasktrionsit trial • dikenhead, laird of-see Hamilton, James. for treason and condemnation, iv. 4 	,19. 	•  

dird,Junicr, of Milton, his character and his sufferings, Anderson, JOns, of Glasgow, forced to take the testSuti 
I& 251. afterwards repents of it, iv. 110. 

glird, James, commonly called " Leighton's arm," ii. Anderson, John, of Donkin,.heayily fined, ii: 360-far. 
177. titer notice of him, lb. mt.-made prisonerrand soorife. 

And; Margaret, tortured, iv. 50. leased, 387.-imprisoned, lit 466. 	' 
dirk, eerie.f, cOmMlunts a troop of horse, ii. 13. Anderson, John, banished, iv. 219, 
Aitchison, Andrew, his commission for Renfrew, iii. Anderson, Patrick, ii. 212-forced to, leave Edinburgh: 
SP, lt• 475. 	 o 

1,V _ 	 . 	' 
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Slndarson, Robert, liberated on bond, IL 496 -143..his speech before the parliament, April 9, 113  
Andrew, Robert, linedfor eonrentieles, ii. Sai. -145, n•-is urged to give in doylies, 141, 145-ins 
Annandale, marquis of, gets the command of a troop of process is read over, 146-his speeds after sondem of 

home, IL 19, 20, 35, hie process, 146-148, n.,-many designed libels against 
Annandale, marquis of, his conduct when called before him fail, 146.-his case represented to the king by let* 

the archbishop of Glasgow, iii. 315.hishieffeetttat en- 
ileavour to mitigate Lagg, iv. 252. 

-ter sent with .Gloneairn, Rothes, aid James Slurp, 
3111, 149-his son goes to court, 149-list of Witnesses 

Amend, William, hi-363, against him, ib...frequent messages from. court to 
Anniversary days, chtirch of Scotland, since the refor• 

motion, opposed to thien,i. 243, 
- hasten his trial; 150-he is sentenced tnbe executed, 

ib..-his conduct after receiving his sentence, its-ob. 
Anworth, instance of persecution therepiii. 385.  serrations upon his sentence, ib. 151-his composure 
Antrim, earl of, nuideprivy counsellor, iii. 347. and patience, 0x-refuses to escape from the male 
Apologetical declaration, published by the society people, 

copy of it, iv. 148, 119, sinconduat of the eoutseil upon 
by a stratagem, 152-his conduct when he entered the 
tolboOth, ib. his serenity and cheerfulness when in 

hearing of it, 150-their proclamation against it, 160m• prison, ib.-meets with a singular manifestation of 
169...eeveral persons executed-Mr refusing to disown God's kindness, 253-letter irollt a minister to lens 
It, though they wore not concerned with it, 166, 167.. after his sentenee, ib.-,his letter to the king before 
persecution-inconsequence °fit, isr.--ist going to the place of execution, 151,.-tis behaviour 

Apologetical relation, by Brown of Wamphray, the prin. before he went to the scaffold, 155•-his parting with 
cipher of It those which 4110 at the foundation of the " 	James Guthrie, lb....his behaviour owthe sniffoldr,ib-- 
British- constitution, i. lxvii. his speech upon the scadold, ib. n.,-remarks on WA. 

Apologetical Narration, proclamation against it, ii. 7. deacon Eachard's account of his trialtarre death,151- 
Arbuthnot, Robert, iii. SOL 	 y the king'sdeclaration in his favour, 35.S..hischaracter, 
Archbald; Robert, letter against him, IL 4. ib.-,dead warrantnot signed against him, consequently 
Archbald, William, forced,  to flee his native country, 

iii. 384. 
Ina death murder, ih.-the proceedings against him not 
oven vindicated by Sir George M'Kenzie, ilk.-the pro. 

Archbishops, English, king's letter to them, iv. 399. cess against him.omitted in the parliament records,ib. 
Archer, John, is apprehended under the charge of being -booksellers in Edinburgh brought to trouble fop 

accessory to-archbishop Sharp's murder, iii. 55.s-though publishinghis speeches, 246-lids head-token down, 41& 
he proves his innocence, he is confined for about eight Argyle, Archibald Campbell, earl of, son of last, goes 
months, and then with diflieulty libeentekib..e posse- -Meow% to intercede for his father, 4. lith.sisted be 
cuted, ill 3119,.further amount of his sufferings, 439, fore the parliament, who find his speech and actions 
439. treasonable, 297-the parliament send for him Irons 

Archer, Thomas, iii. 270-liberated from prison, goes to London, ib.,,,he comes down and receives sentence of 
Holland-, iv. 404,,,,his deposition,iy. 2H--sorely wound- +death, ib.-isilberated-, rind restosedeo his grandfather's 
ed at Muirdykes,295.4alren andsent to Edinburgh, 297 estate, 380-nrade privy councillor, 416-conimission 
-sketch of his life, 316-treestnient before the council; given hinsto disarm the-papists,dii. 34.v-assistame sent 
317-endeavours to save-his life, ib....his trial, ib..ehis him to repress lord Macdonald and his accomplices,61 
last testimony,l1L-lest speech, and his ohmmeter tor -the council's letter to him after Drumelog, SI, ft-- 
learning, 319. 	 • the ltaM declares himself satisfied with his moderation 

Archibald, Hugh, summoned before the council for towards the Modems, 144-cause of his losing tenons 
preaching, ii. 123, 124-imprisoned several years in with the duke of York, 291.-bills proposed to the lords 
Stirling Castle, 152-hie petition and liberation, 196. of articles against him, 313.-other designs againstliisa, 

Ardkinglass, James Cmnpbell, laird, forfeited by pasha. ' ib..-his conversation with the duke of York on the 
merit, i. 215--297-Commission against him, 299. test, ib.-tuns a second conference with the duke, 314 

Argyle and Tarbet, lieutenants of, proclamation for -takes the bond with an ex plieation, which had been 
changing, iv. 09, ISO, n. approved of by the duke, ib..-Aas another conference 

Argyle, Archibald-Campbell, marquis of, goes tosmurt with the duke, Mt.-a-design formed tnproseente him 
in 1660, where he had assurances of welcome, i. 139. for treason upon his explication, ib.-is again desired 
orders sent to seize him on the toad* iboams soon as to take thetest, andoffers to 'hike it as formerly, which 
he arrls'ed at court, is sent to the Tower, ib.-.causes is refused, ib. 316-another conversation with the 
of his eonfusensent, 134-coneealed motives of the pro- 
sccution.ib. n.A.svery unjustly treated in the Tower, 
its. seat down to. Scotland, ib.-a warrant craved and 

duke, 316, 327.-his explanation ofhis explication, Ill, 
n..-.is ordered to the castle, and a criminal process in. 
stitsited against him, 317, 319-emaiseirs better to the 

granted to citehim before the parliament, 132-law- king upon this affair, 319-be enters the castle, 319. 
yers allowed Inns, ib.-,their names, id.nisis indict- his indictment, 319; 320, n.-lawyers' *Mon of his 
moot for high treason read, ib.eohis bill, With reasons case, 320, 3214his speech before -the justiciary upon 
for a precognition, refused to be read, ib.,.-his reasons the reading of his indictment, 321', 322, n..pleadings 
for a precognition, ib. es-shads of Isis indictment, 134 of his-lawyers and-She king's advocate, 323.936, it - 
-his speech after the readiarof hteirsdklment, ib. 135 one of the fords brought out of his bed to vote against 

es-his defences Ordered to be'preatented in a very short hint, Mew-the verdict, 937--respecting adesign against 
time, 135-nabstract of his speech before the lords of his life, he escapes from the castle in disguise,ib... 
articles, 136-his supplitution andsubmission present- 
ed to the commissioner sued parliament, 137,-the partite- 

after muds danger reaches London, sn, 33'9.prab,  
ration upon his escape, 339, 310•-the king by letter 

ment declare his • submission unsatisfactory, 739-his: allows Mem to pass sentence on him, whielsis accord. 
speech in parliament on that occasion, ih.-the parka- iogly done, 240, 341-abstraet of his designed vindics• 
most command him -to- give in Isis defences, ib.-ehis thin, 341, 312.-councilh letter abort Isis jurisdiction, 

- speed' to the lords of articles thereupon, ib.sehe gives 361, n.-,fors made by ki nrJames to him while s 
In his defences, 139*-informationfer him Ifildihtsb The fugitive in Loudon, W. 2133.his lodstivionr in 410904 
diltay given in against him by the king's advocate, 139 lb....connexion with Shaftesbury, lb.-measures taken 

   
  



INDEX. 	 581. 
by Monmetnk,und other refugees, 285-minutes of a n.-prosecuted in absence, and found guilty of treason. 
meetiog ef the.Scuts at Amsterdam, ib.-the expedi- and rebellion, 413. 	. 
lion of theeari, 281-delay of ' that co-Operation pro- Arita, Thomas, an interconnaulted *dither, iii. 5-,d07 
inked by Moirmouth, ib.-feelings of the country re- maimed and put to the horn, 405. 	. 
puling these attempts, ib.-informationirnd measures 
of government, ib. 28:i-earl's voyage• and landing in 

Arthur, George, forfeited, iii. 408,  
Articles, lords oft• prepare and present the bills to p!- 

Orkney, 285-that to Argyle, ib.-tinfayourable state Bement, i. 207-names of those appointed to that 
of thelveather, 286-reteption arKintyre, ib.-his de. office, 107, 108-act of parliament Murat thens,SK 
daration published, ilk-reception of his son at Mull, Assembly General, draught of a proclamation for one, 
287- what was here °Elected 290-earl's information i. 47-remarks on it, Sli.  
from the lowlands, lb.-causes of his inactivity, his re- Atkole, John, marquis of, though he had taken a share ' 
itiforcements, and dispositions, ib.-his personal de- in harassing the west with Ore Highland host, applies 
elaration, 291.-his small. nrtny modelled, lb..his db. 
signs thwarted by Sir John Cochrane, ib,-reasods of 

to the king, with the duke of Hamilton and others, 
for a redress of grievances, if. 449-biskop Of Gallo. 

that conduct,ib.-conneil of war resolves qn on lava- way complains of the countenance given by him to 
sion'of the Lowlands, 292-measures for that purpose, 
lb.-Cocirratie's attempts on the coast of Ayr and lien- 

convonticles, 450-appointed by corincil to exteute 
laws against conventieles, iii. 372, 375.-appointed 

Iran., ib.,-earl's demonstrations against Invesary, 293 lieutenant of the shires of Argyle and Tarbet,• iy. 235 
'-raptures tire castle of Ardkinglas, ib.-defeats a de. his mancouvres with the earl of Argyle, at Inver- 
nehmentof the enemy, ib.-desists trete prosecuting ary, 293-his conduct after the earl's, defeat, 310-his 
the attack of Anode at Inverary, 291-dtpture of the powers, 313-declared lord privy seal, 341. 
castle of Ellengreg, ili.-his approach to the Lowlands, 
dissentioftsof his army, smut their retreat to Glasgow, 

Atkin, Allan, iv. 234. 
Atkin, Bishop, iv. 365. 

5.-their dispersion, 295-scuffle at Muirdykes of a Atkin, Edward, process against hint, iii. 49. 
partyanarchinglor Ayrshire, ib.-a sketch of the ex- Atkin, John, banished and ransomed, iv. 463. 
*ROM from its leaving Holland, tin its defeat, ib.... Atkin, Walter, twice fined for same fault, iii. 442. 
particular account of the affair at Muirdykes, 296-. Auelsinleck, William, shot by the soklims, though they 
theeari being almost quite deserted, crosses Clyde, 
ib.-circumstances of his cloture, 2117-the sane from 

did not know who he was, 4v. 184- 
Auchnautie, William, sheets his relation, Andrew Ay. 

his own ettount,ib.-rellettious on the whole enter- ton, and dies ;Mont three years afterward under great 
price, ib-those by himself, 293-1ris treatment in remorse, iii. 66. 
captivity, ib. 299-the council resolve not to institute Aylief, Colonel Jahn, carried prisoner to London, iv. 
a newfrocess against him, fir.-copy of their interro. 278-previtins history-acts as cohnmi in Kintyre, 290 
tangles put to him, lb.-of the king's letter ordering -his opinion in Argyle's council at Dumbarton, 294 
In ileath,.300..-condenuted to execution On his former 
stateside, Sp. 301-his deportment in prison, 301,302-- 

-his attempt at suicide, 312. 	, 
Ayr, burgh of, council's act in consequence of several 

his letter to Mrs Smith, ib.--one to his countess, 303- of the magiatrates of, refusing the declaration, 1. 396 
remarks GOO, ib.--letter to lady Sophia Lindsay, ib,--. 
one to Henrietta Campbell, 301-behaviour. on the 

-council's final decision, 427, 
Ayr, circuit at, discourse of the lords commissioners 

scaffold, ib.-'his last spec,* 305-reflections on his to the heritors, iv. 125-harsh treatment received, by 
life mot character, 306-his epitaph, 307-censure of the heritors there, 126-their  Proceed** against the 
the Eaglish historians as to his expedition, ib.-oni. indulged ministers and the commons, 127, 128111- 
rea9versiorts en an address of the porliatirent to the . stances of their severity, 128-131. 
king against Argyle, at the period of his attempt, 308 Ayrshire, list of heritors processed there, iii. 407. 	See 
on an act annexing ,his offices to the crown, 309-a Highland Host.  

.041,  °this last speech is transmitted to the secretaries, 
dr-a letter from the chancellor, showing the state of 

Ayrs.moss, account of the reneounter there, lii. 219-
221-poem on the slaughter there, 220, 221, n.-ac- 

things after Ore -earl's death, dr.-sketch of the horrid count of those who were executed- for their, there in 
barbarities committed on his lands, 310-rewards it, 221-225.  
offered for the apprehension of his coadjutors, 312- Ayton, Andrei°, his character, 56-assists in rescuing 
anfiareent rewinds a shameful clause in their address Walter Denoon,.for which he is obliged to remain 
the year before against the earl, 333. 

issionrofeores,tenns of his liberation, iv. 216. 
under hidings, ib.-is mortally wounded by a soldier, 
who did nut know who be was, ib.-Iris cruel treat.: 

Inns, Proclamation against travelling ,'iUt, iii. 56, 57-- ment before his death, which happened next day, ib. 
Proclamation nail* carrying them at conventicles, itylon, John, cited to the circuit of Ayr,iii. 489. 
A 59. Anton, Ian, fined for irregular marriage, ii. 480.' 	' 

Iesmy, act about the disposition of it in 1679, iii. 16, n.-
hatherirooters given to it, ib.-sent to the west and 13  
oath to raise the films, 1. 373-oppress the country Bailie, Alexander, banished and ransomed, iv. 463. 
grierensty,, 374, 375.-Sir George Mackenzie's Modica. 
tics of their conduct, ib. 

Bailie, comet, Ids conduct, iv. 212,  
Bailie, George, of Jerviswood, his character, iv. V, • 

.1mbackles, western, instance of Captain Inglis' great 
barbarity there, fit. 389: 

510,  
Bailie, lady Grizzel, her account of the eoncealluent of • 

,trnot, Captain Andrew, joins the insurgents in Gallo. 
tray, ii. 22-sent to Curringhion to encourage and 

Sir Patrick Hume, iv. 50.5-609-account direr death, 
510, 511.  

'bring ar several men who wislMd to join them, 23 Bailie, Robeq, his public services and character, i. 28.8- 
...process against iiiin,futd others, for being present at died under a rented aversion to pretacy,ib.-introsliw,_ 
'Tennant', 30-48$ n.-is executed, 48. tion of prelacy shortened his days, .ib. 290--vindica. " 
drool, Aihri, fined for conventheles, iii. 5. thin of him from the chargeoof being illiterate and 
Breot,,Vasfittel, preelaniatien against him, Ii. 4-iik 15, illiberal, PJO, n. 
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.Sailie; Robert, 4 Jerviswood, assists iiii rescuing James Bansiantyne, Sir 	William, his cruelties in,  Osilloaar 
Klrkton front Captain Carstairs, it. 327—is brought after the Pentland rising, II. 64; 65.—sent a second 

' 

• before the council for this and firied, 323—after (Our 
. Months 'imprisonment, pays a hoary tide to Carstairs, 
,arsd,is liberated, 329—further particulars of this affair, 
;iii. 161=41is extreme weakness when tried, iv. 105— 

time into Galloway, 88—cot nciPs act against hits, 
101—his horrid cruelties, ib. iv. 122—ineites the cone 
try to a new rising, ii. lel—gees to court, is obliged, 
to quit the country, and is killed before Grave, Rs 10a 

• • 'gonna's- &meet,. lining hint in L.6000 Sterling, ib.— Baptinnt, disorderly, Oct against them, ii. 173, 19308. ' 

. 
receives an indictment; 1p6, 107—petitions for delay, 
and ii refused, ib,—the advocates' pleadings on his 

Baptisms, irregular, act of council against them, ii. Ill 
—remarks upon it, ib.—aet, with instructions sest to 

' trial; 107-140—sentenced to be °scented the day of, 
;ids ' trialt'110....4fis last speeds,. ib. 111—ciremnstances 

several sheriffs, ib. 122. 
Barclay, Colonel Robert, liberated, li. 142. 	• 

• of his trial, 442; and is.—alleged •conduct in regard Barclay, David, ii.108. 
to -the Itycdtouse plot, 224, 225—ratification of his Barclay; George, taken prisoner, but escapes hew*.  

" lorigitaret ZS: guardliense—preaches at a conventicle, it 317. 	, 
• Bailie, Wt7lians, of Lantington, imprisoned, iii. 407. Barclay, Margaret, imprisoned for eonventiclbs, 111,4., 

Bailie, William, advocate, iv. 74. Barclay, John, mlniSter at Croden, takes the 	 tclii. 
Baird, Jena, assists in stopping Gib'sextravagancies, 

iii:'319: 
361. 

Barclay, Robert, of Urie, list of prisoners granted Midst 
Baird; John, ferns of get for his %Minden when in. for transportation, iv. 221. 

dolga, ii. 434.,•sutnintmed to Edinburgh, 	178—his 
speech,  at Paisley at the proposing the acconnuiedn. 

Bargeny, Joni lord, refuses the bend, and is denounced, 
ii. 410—council's act against him for militant to he 

fiat, ltiftfined for not keeping the anniversary of present with the commissioners of excise, 4$8,-ine 
the restoration, 216—writes in favour of indefinite thods taken to procure witnesses against him, '431,435 
ordinationi 316. 	 . 

llaird,--,. 	Dungeon hill, 	of for. gamier Fit 	 process 
—Iiisprocess before the conned and justieiary,123.4is 

. indictment, ib. 236—king's letter for his liberation, 
23G—further account of him, lb. 2s—his hood glvealegc leiture against him, ill. ISO. ' 

Baird, 'William, firied,-ii. 3—iii. 425. 356—appointed 060 of the king's comtnissioners in 
ileleonrne7, David of that Ilk; lined, III 179—his One Argylesisire; iv. 164. 

reanitted, iv. Si. Barilion, M. ambassador from France, his amount of 
Rohnutincrd, lady, interconlmitned,.ii. 046. the last moments of Charles 11., and of the designs 
Eiticierras, earl of, admitted a privy counsel or, iii. 237 of games 11. iv.  495-199. 
' " ,regensmendation Of the council to-him, iv. 214. Ilarmagcchars—see ACI,ellan, Robert. 
.Baljour, Alexander, in Glisten, -his estate and Means 

ferfeited for being present at the battle of Bothwell 
Barn:, John, great sums lifted by him as flues,* 4%.,  
Barscob—see cIPLeflan. 

bridge, „kW 117. 	 • Barton, Alexander, oustedminister,celled -before the 
. 	„ ,Brilfliar, George, one of grefibmgop,gimews murderers, 

ii,. 47. 
• canoed for' not entering his confinenimat, ii. 212. 	' 
Barton, Andrew, brought prisoner to Edinburgh, 41- 

./ficijoicr, Jams, in Gaston', his estate and means for. 
feitea 'for being present at the battle of Ilothwell 
'bridge, ill. 	117—tried' before 	the 	justiciary, 	136, 
137. 	, 

&Veer, joint, of Kinlentr, several' niestrenformist gen- 

. 270, 
Bertram, Alexander, intercommutied, ii. 323—forfeited, 

454.• 	 . 
Bartholomew act in England, remarks on it, i. 322,3d3. 
Ban sock, purchased by the king Mr a prison, it DO- 

11tenetsmeet in his house; add Ore wantonly attacked a conventicle opposite, trial of persons for being pre 
. by raprain Carstairs, but they repulse him, iit 372— sent there, ii, 476, 477. 
'these gentlefitess are denounced for self.defence, and Reaves...arrival Offiro savage Highlanders there on the 

the seaffignicirgedion,the•body of presbyterben, 373— work of persecntien, iv. 257. 
' 0416  01. archbishop  GintrPts 100111600re, iii. -1  —his Cho- Baxter, James, proseconeci far a riot, it 232. 

"'racier, ite—Itis goods  beettridl andlmt1014160-010entorg, 
'' 8-coins file Dadhwell risers, 65-4• toward offered 

Beenk.ki/1,'cosiventicie there,41. 134, 
Beggars, measures of the bellies of Edillbilrerhkeieaz 

• "ferldto deader alive; 143ferfoited, 453. the streets from beggars, iv. 346. 
pififotkr, Jehts, in- Giistem4tiedibefore tliejustieiary„iii. Jleith, Arellibald, curate, condelinned for nttoder,./.nt 

136, 137. 	' 	 , 
Balfour„' Mujor,,iiis Severity dnpersecilting, iv: 175-- 

gets a-remission, ii. Ell. 	, 
Bell, John, of Whiteside, process of forfeiture min. 

,, *sedan coannitted by him at Polutadre, 230. me nted against him, iii. 180, 248-,his charade? and 
;agony, laird und lady, brought to ,trouble, are de. persecution, iv. 241—his surprind liy-Lagg, whose 

flounced, IL 324. 	' 	. ' 	• 	' 	 ' cruelty put hint to a speedy death, 2* 	. 
Billicc/con,liaird of, escapes is surprise in Isla, iv. 285— 
- Argyle resolver to attack him at Inverary, 291. 

Bell, John, indulged minister, not allowed to ACM hi,  
'parish to visit his dying father without leaye of the 

Balloting, act of, nature and intention of it, i, 271—' council, I. 183—fined for not keeping the anniversary 
- etiguirr regarding it made' by parliatnenk, in 1663, 
449: 

Of the restoration, 216—his supplication •with ethers 
against paying the dues of the clerk anditursar to the 

llalmaciellase, opyressiinn of the soldiers there,41i. 128 
iv. 183. • 

dionesan synod, ii. 340, 
Bell, Robert, indulged minister, his supplication with 

Belniaghle, Malan& of persecution there, iii. 38k others against paying the dues of the clerk and boon' 
itafittericco, Mt:, liberated Upon siguing an obligation to the diocesan syned, if. 310. 

tietfo rise in arms, ill. 153. Bell, William, sent to •the Miss for preaching to won. 
,ItalmerinO, lord, takes the oath of allegianee,i1,235. ' radicle, ii, 333—sent to Blactness, ill i97. 
Bannanpue, John, Of. Craig**, fined, iv: 137, 147,— Bell, William, of Munition, imprisoned; iii. 467. 	• 

: Ildisontenne,1212; 	, -, 
ilra 	nlyna, Jtihe. of  Corehouse, imprionled, iii. 466 

Bellimenoth, syno 4, in Ireland; list of Ministers in h. 
who were elected In 1662, 1660, for signosufonnity, i. 

:'-• 	11;diet 'deserted!  iv. 61—his-ease, 213. • a.% 321,325, ct: 	 . 
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kaxtr, Robert, of•aresters, fined in 4000 merks for one ill'Ilutchison's paper upon taking it, 305, n.—proeln. 
conventicle, ii. 350—dtlahnoil in prism', iii. 88. motion twinst rosetthig tonants who had not takou 

PorMekthire, vast finis for n0n.conformity tooled there, it, and toner of the bond which they wore required to 
6.-291 sign, 399, 399, n.—many nobloonon refuse it, 400, 401— 

X:soling, John, of Delvenann, process of forfeiture cons- to force a compliance with the blind, the council moose 
immod•against him, ill. 180. the king to crave law-borrows of Ms subjects, 401,402 

Mop, seven English, %Mous trial of them, iv. 462. —form of the Indictment given to refiners (litho bond, 
Bistspr, Wicial English, their representatIona to king 406—proclamation against harbouring tenants who 
Jsuebir. 461-contrast of the character of the Eng_ 
lith and &Miffs, 469. 

rofino It, 407, 409—many in Ayrshiro refuse the bond, 
wills their respectful behaviour, 408—the indictment 

Pleat, Gavin, banished, iv. 438. prosented to them with threntonings, lb. —lord Coch- 
244, nomarrinffulged minister, denounced, iv. 39. rime's discourse in answer to his indictment for re- 
Zack, William, Minister, takes the test, ill. 362. fusing the bond, 409—the town of Irvine required 
theloadir, John, letters of council against him, II. 1— to find magistrates who will sign it, or loss their 
Jdomeeteft for Otiontenticies, 153—preaches at a con. privileges, 411—burgess tickets of all who refused it 
remliele at Berth hill, 155—in opflioulty, 227—orders at Glasgow and Stirling, to too 	torn, ib.--overtures 
givento apprehend Moulin' others(  231—oited before from the presbytery of Ayr to the archbishop of 
Ammons.% 318—sent prisoner to the Bass, III. 261— 
'hh 'sof/mins, lb. 265—his examination beforo a corn- 

Glasgow at this joonoture, ib.—all who do net tako 
the bond two charged with law-borrows, 414—prOcla- 

Pike of council, 265, 266—carried to thp Bass, whore 
irecontimied ftillois death, 266—his epitaph, iii. n. 

minion fur taking the bmid in several shires, 417, 418-, 
n.—proclamation against such as retire to Ireland, and 

Zeckadderi William, his doptnition, iv. 231—account of other places, to escape it, 4111. 	. 

hisbeiog Made prisoner, 295—hls oxamination and re. Bond of Peace, after Pentland, carried in council with 

Moo, 313. gront.difilculty, ii. 90—form of it, 03, n.—council's net 

Ifeek.ke/o, conventicle there, iv. 	20—conneiPs pro. about it, 91, n.—instrument taken at subscribing the 

metre thereupon, 21-2D. bond, 91, n.—is generally signed, 100-811 in prison fur 

3PekBarn, Robert, imprisoned for refusing the test rebellion, and refusing to lako It, banished to the 

sad .band, and robbed of his money by the soldiers, 
ir. 335, 136. 

*lotations, 108. 
Bond required of horitors after Bothwell—see Bothwell 

Blackwell, Isaac, son of Thomas, forfeited, ill. 247. Bridge 

Itzthwell;Thosnas, of Glasgow, denounced, ii. tel3—bis Borland, John, his losses by the Highland Host, II. 429. 
Borthsvick, Francis, process against him for npostatiz. sufferings, 359, further troroble of his family at Gina_ 

sow, Si. 5. 
Blackwood, James, exenited for being concerned in the 
Pentland insurrection, ii. 53. 

lugto Judaism, iii. 356. 
Bowel!, David, of Auchinleck, comiciPs act against loins 

as n commissioner of excise, 11.416—Imprisoned, ill. 

Rai, Alexander, discharged from preaching for re- '167. 	' !ttiortoltaiu, the oath of allegiance,  I. 206—imprison.  Boswell, Honsy, found guilty of treason, In absence, iv. 

of for refusing to obey the orders of council in keep- 64  
Ing the anniversary of the restoration, IL 216, 217— Boswell, William, circuit court's severity towards him, 

Sob 217—farther particulars of his conduct, 	lb.— 461' 
f22, n. Bothscoll Bridge, Dr M'Crle's account of the Mason. 

Bbsir. David, of Adulate's, imprisoned, III. 407. lions Moro notiong presbyterlans, 	previous to the 
Blair, Hugh, aerate, iii. 387. bntt/o, I. lxx. lxx I.—oppression in civil concerns ono 
Blair, John, his treatment by- the council, 1373. of dm causes of the rising nt, ill. 62—self-defence in 

hair, Robert, summoned bolero tiro council, and oxn- hearing the gospel, the immediate Mum Of It, 63— 
mined, i. 222—hisuultorings and charileter, 293. those who rose on this occasion, not in concert with 

Pairi William, minister, Aberdeen, takes BM test, lid. the discontented In England, 64--ollsorgreemosits among 
351: 	• presbyterintor about time indoalgence and coss, another 

Plow, Robert, after being iMprisoned• three years for cause of the rising, 65—tho skirmish at Dronnolog 
coarentieles,:is•liberated on bend, ill. 176. hastens this rising, 72--proclamation against those whom 

*fag, Thomas, king's letter on his plot, I. 317—necount were in arms, 7203, n.—rho motions of the rimy be- 
alit, 377-379, Is. fore their defunt, 69—are mooch In want of arms nod 

8c1k, &bort, his examination before the council, M. officers, 90—they disagree oolong themselves about tile 

illio us indulgence, and the cause of their taking arms, lb. 03 

410ek. Thomas, of Bogies-hole, process of rot/enure —draught of their first deelarntIon, 91—the debates 

commenced against him, ill. 160—forfeited, iv. 62. of the two parties, lb,—the moderate party publish 

BOig, James, tried for being at Bothwoll, &o. ill 290, n declaration at Glasgow, 91, 95, n.--draught of a de. 
231,o,-his confession, 291—is condemned to death, 282 aeration drawn up for them in Edinburgh, 96—OS- 
-bit testimony in a letter before bin execution, 	,i, 

 notice aent to them of the duke of Monmouth's favour. 
•935. 

 
able disposition towards than, 09—abstract of the ad. 

Nond, *item& do gentlemen  to subscribe in  1660,  1.  In_ '101, vice sent to theta ns to an application, 	102—their 
several take it, iih. differences still continue, 103, 101—their of 	moot 

Bend, copy of it required to  be signed upon  the  
coming down of the Highland 1110E4* It. 300—number of 
these who signed it at Glasgow, ib.—contineriaon 

and debate about choosing oflieers, nod tiro indulgeoree, 
101-3Ir Hamilton and 1113 party leave this meeting, 
ih. —those of the moderate party, who remain, frame n 

-betomenressing it and the covenant, ib.—this pre) s. supplication to Monmosith, 105—two of their number 
Ogg of the band  contrary  to  the agreement. of council, present It:with their demands, 106-1sis answer, to which 
89d—con pond of objfetions against it, ib. 392—mionoto their divisions would not allow them to reply, lb.— 
•of some reasons in law against-it, 392, 393, n.--letter they are attacked, and after a brave resistance defeat- 
containing reasons against 	it, 393-395, so.—Hugh cd, 106, 107—renuorks on the 	107—instances of 
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the crirelty of thelcing's forces after the defeat, 109- Brown, James, his barbarous treatment. iv. 32.t 	,' 
Law's eta** of the battle, 110,111, n.-the west end Brown, Jame:, merchant, decreoted, ii..191.. 
south oppressed for many years after the battle, 112, Brown, James, in Muircet, brought to trouble, ii. 1% • 
1l3-proclamation against those whp were at the Brown, James, found guilty of treason, M. 490. 
battle, 114,115-the king's letter as to the disposal of the Brown, James, of Hamilton, imprisoned, iii.406. 
prisoners, 116,117-pardon.  granted to all tenants and Brown, John, minister of Wampltray, author of the 

I sulr.tenanes who had been present at the battle, 117- apologetic* 	relation, 	I. 	lxvii.- sisted before the 
indemnity after Bothwell, with remarks, 118, III?, n.- council, and imprisoned, I. 301-his' eharacter„ib. 905 	' 
prisoners taken there severely treated on their road to -liberated upon his obliging himself to depart from 
'Edinburgh, 123-the greater number of them are con. the kingdom, 305-remarks on his sentence,ib.-inter. 
fined. without shelter for several months in Gmyfriars' seceded when abroad, 305-307. n.-thelriag-ornes to 
Churetward, sphere they Main' very much, 124, 125.- the states'.geneml to remove him out of their pro. 
the bond oliered• to them, 126-list of several of the vinces, U. 314-their resolution thentophn, lb, 31.5 
prisonera,and their examination, 128, 129-257 of them letters from Mr Id' \ Vard to him, iv. 499-500...pr:tor 
banished to the plantations, 130-their dreadful suffer. a letter giving an account Of his death, 501. 
lugs on board the ship which was to transport them, Brown, John, of Priestfteld, his character and Mem 
131-they are shipwrecked, and through the cruelty of stances, iv. 214-occasion of his apprehension, 215:- 
the captain and his crew, upwards of 200 of them his treatment by Claverhouse, ib.-effects of his Ian 
drowned, ib.-seven persons hanged 	for being at prayer on the soldiers, ib.-Claverhanse shoots him 
Bothwell, 132, 140-proclamation against those who with his own hand, ib. 
had' not taken the bend, I5R, n.-account of forfeiture Brown, John, of the parish of Lesrnaltagow, his apps., 
. of heritors, alleged to have been there, 180, 181-new hension and military execution, iv. 213. 
orders about them, 189-proclainatiOn against them, Brown, Patrick, scruples to take the test, iii. 301. 
247, 218-such persons as deny the rising there to be Brown, Hobart, of Blackburn, fined or absence frost 
rebellion, to be tried criminally, iv. 95. the king's host, ill. 179. - 

Bowie, Allan, forfeited, iii. 248, 250. Brown, Thomas, his indietutent for -being at dlotinvell. 
BoWis, Thomas, of 'Hamilton, impriseaMd, iii. 466. Ili. 137, 139-is condemned and executed AM. itig114 
Boyd, John, persecrited, iii. 385. Muir, 139, 140.  Boyd, John, of 'rrochrig, compeers net Kohut him for 

not meeting with the rest of the commissioners of ex- 
Brown, Thome:, his examination before the .council, 

iii. pm, ,i, 136. 
cise, ii. 416. Brown, 	 in 	iii. 413. ' -, smith, prosecuted 	absence, 

Browning, John, imprisoned, iii. 467. Boyd, Bober!, curate, his house robbed, iv. 159. 
Reed, Robert, of l'rochrig, his case, iv. 215. Browning, John, in Kype, slot upon confessing that he 
Boyd, Robert, his supplication with others against pay. was going to hear sermon, Ili. 409. 

ing the dues of the clerk and bursar to the diocesan Bisset, Sir Alexander, of Broomitall, heavily fitted for 
synod, ii. 310. the nonconformity of his tenants, ii. 200. 

Boyd; William, his apprehension and liberation, and Bruce, Andrew. See Barlshall. 
subseeuent circumstances, iv. 255. Bruce, Art/our, in Gabled, tried and executed; lit 471, 

Boyk, James, kis trial for rebellion and treason, and con. iv. iv, 
:dannatiotk iv, 412. Bruce, Captain, murder of Three* 51•14assie, iv. 210- 

.Bogle„ Join, of Kelbure,. his commission fer Ayrshire, 
iii. 428. 

that of four Men in Galloway, lb.-of live men &Kirk. 
cannel, ib.-elf three men at Kirkpatrielt,241.sof hales 

Branding, list of svonren sultieeted to that barbarous Kirko, 251. 
• Punishment, IC. 218,  219-the overllowing of the GI"-  Bruce, James, imprisoned, iii. 406. 

gowjail to be whipped and branded, 210. Bruce, Michael, Is 	wounded and apprehended •at 
Breath:Thin, earl of, his advance with Athrde to Inver- Stirling for 	keeping 	conventieles, ii. 111-muutirs 

any, iv. 309-his conduct after Argyle's defeat, 310. order against him, ib.-brought into Ediniongly and 
Breddie, Andrew, killed at a cOnventitle, ii 484. sentenced, ib. 112-signs a bond to banish hirosel‘ 1 it 
Bredin, John, his sufferings, iii. 406. -is however sent prisoner to London, sentenced tube 
Brediw, 'Finnan, of 'Whelashin, imprisoned, ilk 466. banished to Tangier, but at last gets off to Ireland, ib. 
Brishane, James, of Bishoptown, council's act against Bruce, Sir William, his report to the• centred on the 

, 	him for not meeting with the rest of the coarinission. persons he had tined far  consommes,  iii.  rip. 
Ors of excise,. ii. 416. Bryce, John, occasion of his apprehension, iv. 245-dos 

Brisbane„ Joisst,ni Fteelturd, fined exorbitantly, ii. 226, 
iv. 47. 

treatment, ib.--axamiention and trial, 246-thee sum. 
moan, sentence, executiion, and burial, ib  

Brisbane, Willianwproolut of Ayr, decreet against him, 
.with Iris 'eettntee•  stlftefeentsr IT. 44-the iihek not  

Bryce, Matthew, to be prosecuted by the justinasy, iv. 
217-sentenced 	to 	battisturront, 	218-retried ant 

• proven, 45. hanged, 28k  
Brodie; Alexander, of Lethin, his fore, iv. 193, t95-his Buchan, Colonel, his commission far Ayrshire, iii. 128- 

character, 229. thanked for his activity against rebels, iv. 204-4peci. 
.Brodie, David, of Pitgavenie, his fine and crime,  iv. 196. men of that activity, 336. 

, - Bindie, Francis, of Windyhills, his fine, iv. 193, 196. Buchanan, Alexander, banished, it. 48:2. 
Brodie, Francis, of Milton, kis fine, iv. 193, Iva Bischanan, Andrew, banished, ii. 482 	' 
Bridle, James, Isis fine, iv. 193. Buchanan, George, proclamation against his de jure 
Brodie, lairh of, his line, Iv. 193, 195. regni aped Scot., i. 416. 
Brown, Ale-Vander, merchant, Lanark, imprisoned, iii. Bach...,  had,  lined, iv.  lax 

• Buchanan, John, cooper, Glasgow, banished far hear* . Brown, Andress), sentesteedto, be beheaded, ban receives a sermon, is,  iv. 412. 	c 
ibretnission; nil 490. Buchanan, John, a sttedent, banished, iii. 496. Brown, George, imprison/4,4r. 5.3. Insulin, Major disarmed, Pr. 128. 

   
  



INDEX. 	 535 
lentiner  Robert, eUcented for being concerned in thit separate from other prosbyteilans on ateoutit of thb 

fentlandrising, II: 52. indulgence, lb.-they disown the Queebsforry paper, 
Bergh:, royal, encronehments an them, ill. 431-coup. and the restrictions, 209, 209-remarks on their' Con. 
tit's interference-with their elections, iv. 180. duct, 214, 215. 	See Society people. 

Burnt!, Akrander, bishop, appointed bishop of,  Aber- Campbell, an met of parliament once in preparation to 
Been, I. 376-translated to Glasgow, 392-his maxim Abel's,* the name, iv. 911. 
as toll* treatment, of presbyteriano, 429-his character, Campbell, Alexander, laird of Barbreck,appointed snojor 

-41.6.4ppresses the city of Glasgow, ib.-goes to court in Argyle's forces, iv. 291-his trial, 320. 
instep *disbanding the army in 1667, 81-ho and his 
clergrremonstrate against the king's supremacy, 142, 

Campbell, Archibald, to he prosecuted by the dusticiney, 
iv. 217-sentenced to banishment, 218-ordered to be 

142-for this he is deprived of his office as archbishop, prosecuted for treason, 23I-and out in the oar, 220. 
I4lef4easons of his being restored, lb.-restored to his Campbell, Charles, son to the earl of Argyle, his endeta. 
siteaticei as archbishop, 271-admitted a privy coun. *ours with the people of Mull, as to declaring for his 

: seller, 272.  cause, iv. 287-reward for his apprehension, 312- 
Burnet, fir Gilbert, his history of his own times, vino- Jotter from the king regarding him, 220-trial end 
.borative of Wodrow's veracity, i. lv.-his share and sentence, ib. 
*deo*** in proposing the indulgence, lxix.-one of Campbell, Charles, his case, if. 314. 
the originators of the scheme M accommodation, Campbell, Sir Colin, of Ardklugless, sent to prison, iv. 
Lmi.-his history of the transaction, 1441-1xxiii.- 53-his trial, 216-notice of him, 	278-His appro. 
ore of the episcopal clergy, sent to the west country, 
who were generally called the bishop's evangelists, if. 

hension, trial, and subsequent trouble, 311. 
Campbell, Duncan, a Auchintoretdc, allows his house to 

177delitets a speech at Paisley on the acconnsioda. be garrisoned by Argyle's men, iv. 290-number of 
tioa,180--his letter to Lauderdale, 232-Lis examine. Men he raises for the earl, lb.-raises mere,291-trial, 

. tins and dechlratitin regarding the duke of Lauderdale 320. 
before the English house of commons, 298, n.-his Campbell, Sir George, designs a settlement at Carolina, 
*pinion of the covenant, iv. 271-prosecution of him, ill 368, SOO, iv. 224, 277, 278. 
405,-his letter to secretary Middleton, ib.-his indict. Catnpbell, George, leaves his native country, iii. 394- 
sunk 406-his answer, 408, n.-and snottier letter to a letter of his on the indulgence, iv. 501, Mt 
the secretary, 407-a third, 410-4ho Doctor gets a Campbell, George, sheriff depute, imprisoned and mar. 
sewed citation, 411-his honourable concern for the cloned, i. 86. 
protestant religion, ib.-hie indietmont 	before, the Campbell, Heigh, indulged minister, summoned before 
Justiciary, ib..-denouncement, and putting 	to the the meeting at Ayr for preaching, ii. 123-sununotwsi 
'hero, ib- before the council for breaking his instructions, 296, 

Zenist, Jeha, refuses the indulgence, It 227-his cha. -brought to trouble, 323.  
tatter, ib. Campbell, Sir Hugh, of Cesnock, is liberated front 

Tornio, Johy,liis murder, iv. 244, prison, ii. 98-refuses the bond, 409-for that he, is 
Rams, Colonel John, folutid guilty of treason, ill. 490. burdened with a garrison, 411-he and his son sent 
Nur, Hobert, fined, ii. 151. 

C 	'*- 

down from London to be tried, iv. 71-ordere3 to ho' 
prosecuted, 72-his indictMent, 12-74, n. his speech*, 
72-74-his advocates, 74-council's warrant (or ex-
amining witnesses first, 75-debates of the lawyers, 

Calder, demeet upbeat several persons there, iv. 51. 75-88, n.-lords' interlocntor, 80-22-the assizers 
Caldwell, John, of that Ilk, forfeited, ii. 72-process called and sworn, 86-debates about 'the witnesses.,. 
against loin, 79-75, n.-iv. 136-cited and imprisoned, 88, 89-deposition of the witnesses, 91-libel finnial 
141-decrest agaitist him, 112, 143-his petition, 213. not proven, ib.-the court refuse to liberate him, 92 

Callene,James, his sufferings after the Pentland rising, 
it 19. 

-persons prosecuted for aeclannitions .at his trial, 
93-witnesses against him kept in prison, add him. 

Callender, earl of, refuses the band, ii. 401. self sent to the Bass, ib.-has the liberty of free 
Cofrinism, archbishops Leighton, Cranmer, and Usher, 

were 	adherents 	of, 	i. Ivi.-tide Scotish 	hierarchy 
adopted the tenets of, ib-tile church of England till 

prison, 91-his alleged connection frith Om RYclioliso. 
Not,224-trial, sentence, remission, and confilminent, 
277, 278• 

lately _professed the same tenets, let -alleonfessions Campbell, Captain John, of Over.Welwood, and brother 
of faith in Scotland were formed upon the scheme of, William, accosint of their sofferings, Iv. 48-50•llsey . 
4k-the "wheal elects of it, ib. escape from Canongate telbooth, 50. 

Cambudang, tosses there by the Highland host, It. 430. Campbell, John, of Carrick, ho and his son fined, iv. 189. 
Combumethan, cruelty of the soldiers there, iv. 183. Campbell, John, in Overmuir, sentenced, but -not axe, 
Cameron,, John, his sentence, i. 317-his character, ib.- cited, iv: 151. 	 . 

(*alined to Glasgow, 423. Campbell, John, indulged minister, before the liwills,a. 
Cameron, Michael, killed at Ayra.mbes, iii. 220. Justiciary, iii. 468-council's prOceedure akainst him, 
Cameron, Richard, promotes a separation from those iv.  37. 	 , 	. . 
-Whohnd accepted the indulgence, ii. 347, ill 65-gives Campbell, John, son to the earl of Argyle, rewardror_ 
1143110 to a sect, 202-writes a vindication of. the his *apprehension, iv. 312-letter from the king se,. 
Sasemliar declaration, 213-proclamation against him panting him, 320-his trial and sentence, ib 	• 	' 
eadOthers, 215-217, n.-killed at Ayrs-moss,220-bis Campbell, Lilies, imprisoned for being concerned in pie- 
•thareeter, itt•--41 poem on his slaughter, 220, 221, n. senting a petition to the 'council, ii. 269. 
Cameron, Ifilliam, his confession when a prisoner, iii. Campbell, Matthew, indicted, iii. 490. 	i 

129. Campbell, Lord Neil, confined, iv. 48-his eintiarrast' 
'emarrottiont, miMed after Richard Cameron, ill. 202- menu, 311-rewards-for the apprehension Of Him ant: 

erroneously supposed to be the same as presbyteries, his Man Archibald, 311,312, n.-sentence of his son, 
203,-works in which their principles are found, ib.- 320. 	 * 
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Canipb:,  11, Robert, brought fittrouide in Ireland, iii. 263. 	Carsphairn, Claveritouse's heavy exactioto 'there, •ilL• 
daimon', •JOdn, kOrisoited,,iii. 467. 	• 122-cruelty exercised on an dla wartime there,'M 71 
Cantion;Jtobert, of 31androgete; forfeited, IL 73-pro. -the curate of, killed in a scuttle, 196. 	' 

cuts against hire, 'IS-L15;it-is aintrelMuded, aid terns Carstairs, John, cited before the High COMeistim 
Informer, 1197-Ootolssion granted. him, 141-assists court, 1. 401-his letter to the chancellor, AO& 106-i 
the soldiers in discovering the haunts of the wander. liberated upon bond, ii. 196-his declaration,  Mien 
Mg presbyteriais, iii. 221. a committee of council, iii. 241-his totter I. Mese 

Cant,4ndreto, examined by a committee of'eotioleil, for cretary on the state of presbyteries' ministers., re 
requesting It natiostal synod, ii. 302. 	, 1684, iv. 39, 40. 

Cant, John, tined, B.221. 	 C earstairr, Mrs John, imprisoned for agave:dile:, iii 
Cirrirossi Rent*, lore!, appears before the council, II. 10.  

248,e•party of guards outer his house, and break up Carstairs,capt. William, trepans James Kirktotrifiliti  lts' 
`ithitheets *rider' the pretext of searching for John house, who is rescued by Bailie of Jervistrool, &I 
King,. 288-his petition to the council •thereupon, two others, ii. 3.7, Ili. 161-Jenistrood is eiired 
• .269-inpoethe•reseue of JOhn King the party of sot. to pay hint a • heavy fine for this reserve, ii. Or 
diers complain, and the council pass a decreet against decreet against ninny persona for defending them 
him; 291-imprisoned and forced to leave his native selves against him, 474. 

• lank-till the revolationa ib, .state of his process as Carslairs, William, principal, seized at London, IL (A 
drawn up by himself and his lawyers, lb. 292, n,- -his letter to Wedrow before his doith, gibing a 
lined "again, 367-kiitg'slettor about hint ib.-indiet- statement of his sufferings, iv. 96-100--conhed•s act 

-HMO.  against lim•for two baptisms, 359-his answers, 
rib. '359:-Is imprisoned l'Or nonconformity, M. ' 192 

regarding his torture, 100-interrogatories to be put 
to him in torture, ib. 101-tortured by the IWO. 

-Ms petition to •the king, with a short account of Nis screw, 101-sent to Dumbarton Castle, Pt.-coital. 
sufferings, 192, 193-council's letter to  the  king  cc- dons between hint and the secretary, 102, 103-,bis dr. 
obtains him, 193, n.--his sufferiegs till restored to positions adduced at Jerlisivood's trial, 103-astract 
his estates at the revolution, 191. of his letters to his friends at this time, lb. 101-re. 

Barite; John, forfeited, iii. 248. tires to Holland, comes over at the revolution, ma 
*4114 auntildi ad of 'conned  against him, 1602, L 200 is in great favour witit king William, 101, n.-why he 

4,consmil's act againet him, 1668, ii. H4., 1.15-sea's was denominated cardinal Carstairs, ib.-coodittotts 
-Moor shown him, 112-preaches  against heating oflOred hint, as stuted by himself, iv. 515, 5416-origi• 
',the ladalged, HI 6S-escapes narrowly at Qom*. nal letters of his, extracted from the antorMpits 

• :ferry, ' 206-concerded 	in the Sanquhar declare. among the Dunlop MSS., 516-519-letter from Sir 
tent -216•4continues -preaching 	in the fields, 224 James Stewart to hint, 523. 

• ..tpronotteces the highest execonsOnteetion on the Quills, earl of, refuses the oath of allegiliaceo  2.'101'- 
. 	king, duke of Work, &c. 224,'225-diligent search ordered to poll down meeting-houses in Carrick,' it 
, 	modefor hint VIS,wewardOlfered for his apprehen. 397-refuses to sign the bond, 410-goes up to &Or, 

Aui  231.-reunowsleuer to the  king Tesiceeling him, 
lb, it.:•intereettinuned, 285 his circumstances before 

4.33-his letter to thelloke of Monmouth, ilt.4.21,4is 
Own account of the state of his case, 431-08-*M„ 

the nist•token, iii 278; 210mbrouglit 'prisoner to Glas- council's letter to the king upon remit,* a copy* 
.goW, 279bronglit to Edinburgh, and examined be. Ills case, 437-139-committee's account of their pro. 

• fore ,the council, ib. 280-Isis sewed examination, 260 ceders against him, 410.-442. 
•litiliiiroinitiou berme the Jastiehtilt. 281-is sentenced Cattlehill, lord, because he would dot cease& to the e3. 
40 death, 292'M ilmlierim wrote the night before his ecution of James Letwisiont is turned out of Iris Pisre 
'execution,932,283, ri.-41ishollaciour on the scaffold, as a justiciary lord, ii. 47/, n. 
•283-hit letter to Gib and his followers, 363-365, H. Cathcart, lord, committee of council's proeedure with 

Cailiste, Robert, imprisoned, iii. 469. Om, ii. 409-denounced, 410. 
Carmichael, dlexander, his sufferings, ii. 196. Cathcart, Hugh, of Calton, iv. 161. , 
.Carmichael, David, died, ti. 169. Cathcart, Robert, his aniinadversions on Mr Bentrirk, 
Carmichael, Sir Daniel, imprisoned, id. 467 liberated iv. 393-eonferenee on the subject of it, ib. 

. 	• conditionally, 492. Caveat for the Whigs, remarks on it, iii ti-remarks op 
Carmichael, John,tined, ii. 159. the account& the declaration nt Ruthergleu ieit,fii 
C'sfrinieleael: John, his-sufferings, ii. 195. -its account of the skirmish nt Drunteleg, 1(0. 	' 
.Carmichael, lord, ificinstrections how to act as to Mr Casters, lady, fitted and imprtsoned for conventicle's, AL _ 

lienwiekkand the earl of Are*, it'. 210. 	' ' 406-trouble she amid her tenants were brought tb, ilf. 
'Cart:tidied.' William, empowered to harass several St, 55-her petition to the council and that of her sect 

.plices in Fife, 18.30,40-his character, and instances Sir•Willium Douglas, 55, 56.  
. 	of his cruelty, 41-several persons intending to till Causes of God's wrath, supposed to be written by-tares 

:or frighten hint Miss hips, but fall in with archbishop Guthrie, proclamation against it, I. 76-botreefibethe 
Sharp,anainarder him, 42-receires a letter of thanks hangman at Edinburgh, 81. 
•-friant the csuncib for. his diligence in starching for Fess, debates among presbyteriani about the.lawftduess 
archbishop Shirty's murderers, 59. of the cess imposed in 1678, Ii. 491-much sereritY1* 

,. 	Callinsionock, severities exercised there, iii: 424, 425. 
cmcnditf, Sohn, -tortured, iii 398. 	. 

exacting it, 492divisions among the persecuted re, 
(carding It, di. 23-oppression for not paying it, iv. 

Cam:hilt, coiventictu there, iv. 29. 110., 
Carittestituleft, earl of, Instreetionsoml thanks to, iv. • • Chalmers, James, rewarded by the &tined, 4:122. 

161404: - 	' 	. 	 ' Chalmers, Janet, ii. iI8. 
retina, designestsetsgemcsit these, iii. 368, 360•-list of 'Chalmers, Robert, forfeited, ii. 13-process against itiM 

• „persomisanished.there,iv.11, .10. 13,15, ax-is Vardoaed, 7/-cot7y of Ills remission; 'i; ' 1 	,4ir. Mork, iv. 155. in. 141. 
- 	a 	
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Olahners,. Robert,  admitted to take the bond after Pent. 
land,ii, 108. 

dm% ib.--an instanireof it in Chisebern, ib.-cfruthu, 
nation of his week, .2213-cOnduct to, James Brow%2 

'Charles II. letter Irons, to Edinburgh presbytery, I. 21.- its-toilasmageehamB111-widmitted 0 irsiel council. 
approves of what the Sustiols Portioning had delve 
said promises an indemnity, 102-disappreves of the 

ler, 341-persecutien of Mr Achmontie, 455, 
ClelaMI, Mrs, linPriseined foie. being entscerned• id pro_ 

sentence of dams Guthrie, 118,130-puit M a SOW coating a petition to the coarneil,ii..269, 	• 	„ - 
by a letter (rein ministers of Edinburgh, 228-power detund, lieut. ea William, the success oflite Cori:nun- 
as to church affairs in Scotland put into his hands, 229 tors at Drumclog • by many ascribed to Sim, iii. 70.-.. 
41sis letter to the Smash council erdering the in- proclamation against kis% 115, u. 	. 
1rodactionof episcopacy, 7,30,-hiseoronation'obserred 
at Edinburgh, 243-his letter to the council, about 

Cleiland, rapt Williaudds essestnission,,iii. 428, 
Clement, James, his apprehension anduudden military 

.praying for the queen, queen mother, and duke of execution, iv. 242. 	 , 	.. 
York, 217.,-articles of his marriage with the prioress Chinon, Thomas, imprisoned and lined for non-confor.. 
Catherine of Portugal, 319-writes a letter to the. ,u,ity, iii.  389 	 . . 

'duke of York desiring him to absent himself ,beyfuld Clerk, Andrea', sentenced and executed, iv. 07, 6S,-Isle 
sea fur some time, iii. 27, 28-conference berme him testimony, M. 	 . 	. 
to examine the complaints against 1,anderdate,163,169 ,Ctergy, remarks on the apt for security of their per., 
-his death, iv. 137-account of it publisheil.by make., 
rity, ib.-Ins character by Ste Fox, 198, n.-causes of 

sons, ii, IMu.eorrespendence between the king and 
council on the care of them, iii. 429. 

the severity of his government, 205, 232-the govern. Clesehurn parish, much harassed by the methods, of the 
meat of, Scotland in the latter years of his reign. en. ,persecettngsrsilitany,dv. 256. 
tirely iathe -hands of the duke of York, 260-Charles's Clew, lames, indicted, hi. 146.  
letter to him about religion, 278-his character and Clyde, Jo‘, his indictment for being. at Bothwell, iii. 
designs, iv. 495-198. 131, 138-is condemned-and executed on 3lagus mans, 

Charters, Laurence, one of the eptscopial clergy sent to 1314 140. 	• 
the west, ii. 177-leaves his charge rather than. take Clyde, Jahn, forfeited-, lit 248. 

the test, iii. 311. Cobham, Themes, his wanton persecution, iv. 455, 	• • • 
Chiefly, Sir John, seized,1.63, 78-taken before the lords Cochran, Lord, exertshimselt againstthe Preshglerinvi 

of articles, 21.7-his place of imprisonment changed, -ministers,SL 123, 126.uhis discourse its answer to,lsin 
,;1.119-is liberated, (46-is itnprisoned, iii. 166-libe• indictment, 409--the lords interlocutor, ib...-his se. 
rated, 402. mad defence, ib.-gives his oath but refuses to swear 

- Chqf f la, Alexander, fined, ii. 192. Upon new queries, ibidsdestouneed, 410-dsis 'petition 
Circuit courts, proclamatkm teethes% 1679,iii.140+.102' 

-weeny severities committed at them, 143, 145-king's 
to the commit refused, 415-beard Wore the,  king, 
463. 

letter and, proclamation for theni, 1683, 45-472, a.,- Cochrane, Sir John, of Debiltree, letters against him, H. 
aotateili. butt um ions to them, 460, 483-ettects of thins. -497i-committee of counchis prottedure with him, 4011:... 
4`.12,..4170-,their commission and instruetions,1031, iv. heard before the Ming, .453-designs a settlement at 
113-115-methods they adopt with Writers and with Carolina, iii. 303, 369,,writainial letters against him, lv. 
comma people, 119, 120-representation of the pro. 
ceedings of the one Jar lierwiclo, -Roxburgh, Selkirk, 
sad Peebles in 1684 508-505. 

9t-'his alleged colmlection with the Byesihituse plot, 
iv. 224-226 -proceedings against him in muSkunent, 
231-gives evidence against James Stuart, William 

Claim of right, copy of it, iv. 482.481, A. Dehholm, and Gilbert Elliot, ib...ohis trial, 210-:sent 
Clapperton -,,. of Wylie.clopith, IRO, iii. 179. to London, 218-,his conduct in Argyleshire, 291-4-his 
Pork, Efuntahra, imprisoned, iii. 317. attempts oaths i,oastaff Airabire and -Itenfrewshire, 
Clark, Jahn, hi. 224. • 292.4lis attempt to make away to toglandand sessfili 
Ciarkwo, Jayne, hoed for a house conventicle, ii. 151. at Muirdykes, 295-his forfeited estate given to Isis 
Clatechouse, Jecini Graham,,htird of, surprises a con. son,  .4q.  

tOntiele hr Galashtels dad takes seventh prisoners, 
iii. 6t--sent in, pursuit of Hubert Munition and his 

Cochran, John, of IN ntesside, 90114 Sir Joh% his ease, 
iii. 490-process against hit% 494,-sentenced to death 

, 	party, 68-his character as drawn by Sir Walter Scott, 
ib. n.-hiswernmission and pewees, 69-,seizes several 

- in absence, ib.,..,his deposition, iv. 231-gets his fa_ 
titer's estate, 883. 

iO liamilton, ib.-dnarehis with his prisoners to dis. '  cochran,John,triad and,execoted, 474. 
Perm a conventicle at Idnidonisilt, ih.-call who had Coclsran,rJohn, of Cralgie, forfeited, iii. 247 	' 

'arms at that conventicle go to meet him and defeat Cochran, John, of Cairndnff,insprisoned, lilt 466: 
Aim at leronvelog, whence Be narrowly escapes to Cochran, Illitieun, tried and executed, iii. 414. 415. 	- 
04Iasgow, ilk BY-writes to, the nialotiteelernv giving Cockbrien, Jobe, takes the test, iii. 361. 	' 

- eft account of that retkounter, 72-he repulses them Coekborn, Adam, imprisoned, iii. 407. 
.telio attack tom at Glasgow, 83-is present at the Cockburn, Sir Archibald, of Linton, iv. 161. 
nettle of BottovelObridge, 106-*dreadful isutances of - Cockburn, Sri jo,nes, of that Ilk,  iv.  161. • 
. his cruelty and oppression intim worst nod south after. Cockburn, John, minister of Ormiston, bishop of Etna: 
that battle, 120-122..gises to court to endeavour to burgh's warrant to him to Choose elder! iv, 178. 
prevent favour being shown 40 presitYtcriant. 172--,  
his comnassion. for Wigton, 310, ,274..his exertions 

Corkbuns, Ma jor,41. 123. 	 .0 
Ceffins, some prosecuted for malting theM to persons 

'to dad matter of accusation against Mr Vitarner, iii. executed, iv. 36. 	 • 
392-his instructions from the ,Privy council, 423.,  Coleman, Benjamin, -minister at Poston, North Alma. 
"'lade it,Pri*Y eolinsellov, 491-wourts held bylim, iv. ' 	rica, letter front Woldrow to him,I. xxvi., witvli " 
133-his cruelty, .111-his plundering., 242.-interfe. Colhilietu,siatureof them, 1/265. 
fence belwesin Konmkne and Lagg, ib..,his murder CaUerny, lady, intercomrauned, ii. M. 

' of Jelin Brourn of Priesthill, 244-of Andrew Ills. Collinglop, lord, sent by the council to London; ii,  410,  
Inds 2d074ile -peculiar  stile of Weeding out,  the 46- 451,,,coluncll's letter to bin, tliere, 461, 452......h k, . ' 	heceted. 26.57-his success, 256-his barbarity to chit. duct on the trial of Argyle, iii. 331. 

Iv„ 	 3 y 
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c.i9uhoun;_ .riumArey, executed tor tieing concerned from Dee. 1685, tiU the revolution, iv. 211,-the treat, 
. in th6 Pentland rising, iii.52, 53 -,his behaviour en the meet of particular persons during 1695, as exhibited in 
- sendidd, 55,  the registers, lb.-223. 

. Colston's.Youp, ininveotiele there, iv. 29. Council jcotith Privy, meet in the intervals of parlia. 
Colvil, Robert, hoed for conventicle*, IL 239. mans, I. 211-list Of them in 1661, 218-their oath,216, 
Cold!, lady, her case, iv. 56:' 219-their clerk and president, ib.-earl of Tweeddale 
Colionission, forertef one for Ayrshire, iii. 428, n. processed before them, 219-22I-their procedure 

"Commissioners„ list of those appointed to see the laws against particular persons, 222, 223-execute the orders 
' 	against nontionformity pat in execution, Ili. 17, 18- for introducing prelacy, t93-their fret for its' intro. 

contreil'a letter, and additional instructions to them, duction, 231, n.-their letter to the king on that sub. 
18: 	 . ject, 293, 234-their letter to the presbytery of Peebles; 

Committee of estates, proclamation ealliag the, I.65-- 231-their act discharging presentations to presby. 
muse James Guthrie and ethers to be imprisoned, 71 teries, 	ib.-att against the presbytery id Peebles,. 
....their ,proclamation against unlawful meetings and' 2M-their act about diocesan meetings, 280, n.-their 

' seditious papers, 74-.imprison several gentlemen, 78 , 
.-Unpose several taxes, St. 

, 	meeting at Glasgow, commonly called the drunken 
meeting, 282-their net called ” the Scots mite act,0  

Confession of faith, 'act ratifying it, IL .485, 486. 310-two arekbisluips added to their number, SIR 
tonne, Donald, forfeited, M. 409 Cotenant, subscribed by all ranks of men in Scotland, at 
Conspirators, fanatical, proehimation against, iii. 229, various periods, i. IxIii.-sentiments of James VI. ore 

• • 230, ?I. 	. 	. this subject, lxiv.-declaration of Charles I. and U. re. 
prevent/der, proclamation against, I. 430-severities Furling it, lb-covenants not uncommon in former 
agairist them in 1667, it 110.,-,counsellors empowered and later times, lxv.-upon what principles they are 
to give warrant against them, lb.-instructions given defensible, lxviii. 

' totheinrces about them, ili..-disposilion of thrnharces Covenant, national, act discharging the renewing it,,L 
• to bearthem down, ib..=megistrates of burghs obliged 95-commissioner's declaration about it, 109-burd1 
. to give bond against them, ib.,-copy of the Edinburgh at London by the common hangman, 213-buret at 
bond; 141,n-they increase,•126-proclamation against Linlithgow, with remarks, 1'20--renewed at Lanark 
them, midfinitigheritors on whose grounds they are, 
ib..,-another proclamation against them, 128-hist:lie. 

in 1666, IL 25-remarks on it, iv. 270-review of an,  
Oct passed to put it down, 271. 

yllnil to soldiers regarding them, 149-,proclamatinn Cowan, Charles; fined for.conventieles, 6.258,244. 
against there. in 4670, 150-.conned's orders about Cowper, Patrick, leaves his native country, iii. 591. 
them in 1670, 161, 152-remarks on an act of parlia. Craig, Thomas, forfeited, ill 247. 
event ag'ainsktheni, lfe-413--attefearlintnentligailist Cramond, deereet against the limiters there for a coo, 
"them, 	ib...decreet against the keepers of thorn in youth-84U. 235. 
life, 191,aCt sgaiust -them in 1672. 200-act against Cranston, bud, fined, iv. 137, 147-in cotomission, bet 

. dhoti* in 1613, 212, 213, 0.-state of them through Sent. Crawford, 4rchibald, imprisoned, iii. 467. 
- 	tand,and council's procedure against them in 1674, 

.234-244-,,commission and, instructions given to seve,, 
rat to prosecute for them, 215, 246-severe council 

Crawford, David, witness against Cesenek, iv. 92. 
Crawford, George, executed for being present at Pent 

land, II. 49, 50. 
peoelamatkins against-them, 318, 319; 0.-increase, iii. Crawford, Hugh, summoned before the eiitureil,ii. WI 
2, 3-.act shout in 167J, tl-iinitructiOns to the coin. „ Crawford, James, of Ardmillan, his commission, mu. 
Misneactgreseggling 11,0w, 16-Preciamelinn against '381, 421-his oppressiens in Ayrshire, 385, 495. 
arnis at, 6.9, 59-a ,proclamation suspending hues Crawford, John, Of Crawfordland, sent frion Lonileirto 
against them, 449, 0.-extracts from a letter of re. • Edinburgh to be tried, Iv. 71-has the liberty of free 
marks on it, fol.-new powers granted to the army prison, 91-his sentence, iv. 219. 
against them, 161,-pr oclamatien against them, 166, Cranford, earl of, refuses the bond, ii. 100-letter Iron 
214, Zits-act passed topritthentdown, iv. 2^0. him on his proposal to leave the kingdren, iv. 513- 

Convention of Estates, meet in 1665, and cheese arch. 513 
• bishop Sharp,preseo, I.423-in 1678, necessary as pr. Crawford, Matthew, privately ordained, iii. 24. 
,thunents could-not be ventured on, ii. 466-proclama. Crawford, Matthew, dispenses the Lord's supper in tte 
*ion outlier it, ib. 487, rt.-ramie art road offer to the night tune to a mitnerone meeting, ii. 318. 

, king,489, 490suid n. Crawford, Thomeu, imprisoned and liberated, iii. 270. 
Cook,. Patrick,ii:1177.. 	 .., Crichton, James, imprisoned, iii. 166 
Cook, noninsi apprehension and erne/ treatment, iv. 250 Crichton, IYietnirs, prosecuted, ill 413. 

, 	-... circumstances of his murder, 251. Crichton, William, holds a court in Eninnock, iii. 491. 
Cook, ,William, imprisoned, iii. 467. Crointeell, Oliver, confusions in England after his dean, 

'Corbel. Hugh, of Barmy, fined, ii. 321. 1. 59. 
. Coronation oath, English, unfair dealing with it, iv. 201 

-..she Scotish one never tendered to James V11.-ef. 
feels of.thatmetsture,202-exchnination of those effects 

Crookshanks, Jahn, forfeited, ii. 73-process against kin, 
73_75,  , 

Crookshanks, John, preaches at the 'review* of th 
on the rights of king George I. end the Pretender, ib, covenant at Lanark, ii 2h-kilted at Pentland, 30 

Corsair, John, sufferings of himself and his lady, iv. 112. Culross, procedure of too magistrates there about tin 
Corshic,Jamet, iii s. ears cropped antl banished, iv. 182. fugitives end a conventicle, II. 363. 
Corabie, John, surinnonedhefore the council, and put to Cumherhead, a scuffle with soldiers at a carve** 
, ..the.hidiimpon noa.compearance, ii.-3-Ins stifierings there, iii. 33-the council's proceedure upoo 8,33,0  
.. by the. frfiehlend host, 430: -eanimission of committee, with justiciary power,91  
•Cersearepiel; oppressiint of the soldiers there, iv. 483. n.-report of the committee, 35, 36, n. 
..,Cersent,,,J0Wer, Isis account of the sufferings of the cramming, Matthew, of Glasgow, fined, 6.321. 

ltithwell,pelsoners on shipboard, iii. 131.  Cumnoek, eamenissieners there, ono of their sentee0  
6Ohneit.legisters, conjtctitres :why they were neglected i, 234. 
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eurtninglison, Alexander and Williams, lairds df Craig. f 	persecution there, iv. 182-three men at punier* sur. 

ends, elder and younger, lv. 136-cited and imprison. j 	prised. end shot at by themilitary there, 356..' . ' 
ed, 141-decreet against them, 142, 143-partiettlars i Dalrymple, Andrew, before the council, ii. 123.: 	-, 

' of their case as given by the younger laird, 144, 145- 
his cafe, iv. 212. 

Dalrymple, Sir James, of Stair,poweedings against him, 
iv. 230, 231-his character, 232.  

Cunningham, Gabriel, orders given to apprehend him, 
a. 234, 

Debymple, James, prosecuted fOr presehing at win. 
venticlea, iii. 5.  

Canningham, James, banished for hearing a sermon, iv. Dalrymple, Sir John, lirted,iik 48S-supplants Sir George 
-412. Mackenzie as advocate, iv. 404-is reoloved, 433. 
Cunninghatne, James, forfeited, ill. 217. Delserf, cruelty of the soldiers there, iv. 1E3. 
fanninghem, John, of Bedlam, forfeited in his absence, 

ti. 13-75-sent over prisoner from Ireland, 141.-a 
little liberty allowed him when prisoneriu inunbar. 

Delaiel, Sir John, of the Bins, ordered to bring before 
the council a number of prisoners sent from London, 
iv. 232-itonourskirdered for his (littoral, 314.  

ton castle, 187, 196-liberated upon bond, 36I-pro. Debrief, Sir Robert, of Gtentte, one of the consmitsioners 
clemation against him for being present at Bothwell, for Dumfries, ii. 366, 411. 182: 	• 	, 
115, u. Dakiel, general Thomas, elf Bins, appointed general, or 

Cunningham, John, in Kierhill, brought to trouble, iii. the standing army in Scotland, IL 13-sketch of his chn. 
M. ranter and life, 13, 14, n.-marches against the Pentland 

Cunningham, Sir John, goes to London, ii. 452. insurgents to the west, 19,,approaches Lanark to 
Cunningham, Thomas, receives a remission, Hi. 434- meet them, 27-attacks and defeats them at Bullion 
'his process before the justiciary, 449. Green, (m the Pentland Hills, 30, 31.-harasses, the 
Cunninghome, William, provost Of Ayr, prosceution West country after that battle, and commits sou* 

against him for oppression, stopped by the archbishop horrid mettles uporutlse inhabitants, 62, 63-is gifted 
Of Glasgow, ii. 105-fined for 'several disorders, iv. 45. with Cahlwell's forfeited estate,15-edgy of the, gift, 

Cunningham, 	William, 	indicted, 219-delivered for 75,'16,  n.-,Inade  privy  eeuttsellori 81-is discharge 
. transportation, 222-a criminal- process against his life granted to him, 163+ lllhnited cOmmissiOn given 

dropped, 235. him, hi-. 174,4etter to ,him about Writers who .luld 
tininingham, William, of Ashenyards, his petition, and been at BotIstvell, 166, 482-.councils instrisetions to 

its answer, iv. 212. him in 1690, 373, 1114-Muneit's act upon his reason, 
Cunningham, 'William; of Carneurran, amount of his • 

butes,..ii. 226. 	 • 
674,  

, Weld, William, diesi in Triton, iv; 135. 
Cunningham, Sir William, M Cunninglmm.head, be. Darien in AnScrica, settlement at, iv. 233. 	. 

fare 'the council, i. 391-his petition upon being int. Davie, James, shot by •Kennowayriv:•152. 
prisoned, 145-his soMerings from the Highland.  host, 
iv. 428. 	 . 	 , 

Declaration, act for all in public trust subscribing It, 4, 
207, n.-:form of it; 263-observations upowit, ib. 266.... 

Cupnr, presbytery of, their declaration in April 1661, k I ordered babe signedby all who.he'd not already' sub. 
11/. 	 1 scribed it, 321,,,signintof it -mods pressed at the end 

Curates, remarks on their name, I. :MI-general remarks of 1663, 315-Tressed again in 1694, 395, 393.-rsevend 
oat their coming in, W.-their character, tb.-must Of' 
them chosen by prelates, 332-they are coldly received 

- 	btirglis ire 	so it, 396, lit 426-donsignors. of It prose, 
toted, 	34f3-..art 	for taking it- renewed,' 49t-,arm. 

by the people, and in some places viosonpy op..... missidners of assessment adlicarew scruple to take 
posed, 3&"3-the apposition to them occasions severe  it, 5011-,tiMpinsed agaiwon The royal burghs, 512. 

,,prosecutions, ib.-the people debateregarding the law. Declaration of Ituthorglen, hi. 66-rat Glasgow, 4679, 91, 
. fulness of hearing them, ih.-their great immorality, 

ib-the object of their institution, wad their being in. 
" -the one sent from GInsgow to therwoat country 

artily, 90-99-,;at Sanquhar, 212, 213,m. 
!traduced by the army, increase the people's dislike, Defections, enumeration,of pottlitchi..92. 
335-many continue, and otheradoelteav tonear them, Denham, John, banished; IL -109;  
4b. 336-consequences of their introduction, mit-Fa. DenhOlus, Sir frilliant,of 'Westaltields, his.trittiforlrea. 
slat the Soldiers in oppression, 374. snap, iv. 251-lily character, MC 	 ' 	• 	. 

Curtie, James, som,,,„*.g before  tilt, nomad, ii, gig,... n  Danniaten,,larties, younger of Denniston,Itis biographt. 
liberated from prison under a bond, iv. /1. cab notice of principal. William Dunlop, iv. 521. 

ruthberbon, William, banished, ii. 441. Denotes, Walter, ii. 56. 
Celia!, William, tried saurexeeuted, iii. 292, 291. Deponing, act regarding it, IL 167, 169, a. 

'Dale, Sir James,his house burnt, nil. 315, 316, el.' .  
D Dick, John, banished, id 496, iv. 94,11da "examination:W. 

Dees, James, of ColdIngikuows, prosecuted for souse Dick, John, student,.escapes Out of F.dinhorgh tolboollt 
Words spolken by him, ii. 496-time of pOying his tine , in 1683,411. 445, 413-Sprocess against hint, iv. 53, 59-his 
prorogued, iii. 61. confession, 59, Oftaltis sentencein 1633, 60-,is retaken 

Delgarno parish, inuehkarassed by the Methods of the in 1684, acid sentenced to die, ib.-his letter to Ilia ' 
perserettng military, iv. 256. 	' father, 61,4his last words myth° scadold, ib.-abstract 

Delgleish, Ale.rander, tortured to death at DOnnetter of a printed account of Wm, lb. 82, a. 
castle, iv. 315. Dick, Quintin, hit retnatka upon the Highland Most, 

Do/waken, gunrteronatter, iii. 61. ii. 427-his sentiments and practice ;Wont the cess 
Dal neffinefoct parish, list of permit* fincilthere,lik &-6 
-cruelties exercised there, iii. 121,  iv.  329; 330- 

in 	4678; '491, 492.101s account a Wobble 	ocinsitin, 
ed by circuit courts in Ayrfhire, iii. 489-his treat- 

Major Douglas encamps here, and distresses the meat by the circuit at Ayr, Iv. 129, WOE-his state.: 
people, 357. 'not •of the geounili of his sufferings, 	130,• 131= 

Dairy, berbaropoi trbtinent of an old man there men. his sickness, and consequent exemption front trans. 
;ions the fish* dissipated at Penthind, ik 17-fines portation, 331,41iir wanagement of a conference with 
levied there after Penthuni, 61-Capiain &rat:hates the rocileties,395. 	'  
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Dis*,:Robert,,banielsedlor one conventicle not proven, 

ii. 482.: • 	. 
Drummond, James, sent to the IIIISI.A 960, 361. 	 „ 
Drones:end, John, of Lundin, made privy ceneseller,41. 

Dick, Robert, sent to the Bins, ii. 385. 	' 501-brings to the council the first account of the de. 
Diekie,:WilliMfbhiS sufferings from the 'Highland Hbst., .. feat at Bothwell bridge, ii;. 113-nmde -master otibe:- 

. 	ii. 429. 	 .. artillery, 347-made secretary of state, iv. 180. 
• Dickant, dle.rander, does not take the oaths required, Drummond, William, made lieutenant-general, H. 13-' 

... 
	iii. 2-his character, /b. receives 	the forfeited estate of 	Karr, 76-goes to 

1)i *,on, Dane:, his " Therapeutics Serra" revised, i. court to stop the disbanding of the army, 81-con. 
241....10. fined, 270-liberated from prison, 357-goes to Callon 

Dickson, Jokn,hroughtbefore the committee of estates, 
i. 90,,4ietiouneed and put to the hers, ii. 151-sent to 

with the duke of Hamilton and others to represent 
the grievances of the country to the king, 449-heard 

. ' the ,hens, iii. 196. before the king, 153-one of the lords coinanissioners 
' Dingwall., Itobert, one toParclibishop Sharp's murder. at Ayr, iv. 125-proposes to the heriten of Ayrsliiro 

cm, iii. 47. 	, to petition for liberty to take the test, ih-rcons. 
Discipline, commission for, with remarks, ii. 2-a now quences of that proposal, 126-his C001110/14001, and- 

* 
	

occasion of the peroecutibn.of presbylerions, with in. instructions in 1634, iv. 153, 159-his commissionto 
• suinees,3,:proclatnation concerning it, iv. 178. harass the southern and western shires, 203-addi- 

Debbie, Wi/firon, weaver in Glasgow, iniprisoned for tional instructions, 209-effect of. these measures, 1. 
slanderous speeches, 1. 306,307,-Libetated, 413. 214-his examination anal subsequent trial and ma. , 

Donald, David,Ins sufferings from the Highland Host, 
ii.430. 

danntstitin  of John Bryce and Peter (Allies, il,78. 
supersedes Athol° in the lieutennney of Argyle, 3W 

Eienahl,Jfatthew,, occasiodof his death,iy. 252. -his Ms/ructions to seize arms, 313. 
Donaldson, Andrew, his character, I. 409-edected from Dumfries, earl pf, his.commission, iii. 378. . 

his charge, by the Melo* of Dunkeld, ib.-,intercom. Dumfries, synod of, dissolved by Queensberry and Hart. 
mussed, ii,  325-1Mhard treatment sod imprisonment, field, i. 123.  
313veliberated,,iii. 152. Dumfriesshire, abstract of an address from, to _thecae. 

Dona/hen, Jaraer,interammtuned, ii. 286. mittee for public affairs, iv. 122. 	 . 
' Peneistrr, Serentics. exercised by them upon nostccat. Dun, David, apprehended, carried. to Comstock gal: 
. Monists, M. 190. 	' IOW!, and hanged without trial, iv. 252.  
Dowry, a tine gifted to the college there, iv. 196. Den, James and Robert, surprised at prayers and shot, , 

• Dodged, Arthue, rent prisoner to Edinburgh, id 191-, 
'is liberated, 196. 

iv. 239. 
Dunbar, Alexander, imprisoned, iv. 196. 	. 
Dunbar, 	Seldom, lii. 398. Douglas, Colonel James, active in persecuting, I. 240-his -, of 

• instructions toproceedagainst the beritors of the smith 
and west, iv. 206,-Itis powers, 207, n.-his Murder:, 
239, 440-that of, Andrew illVuhan, 251-of Thomas 

Dunbar, Grange, 	his 	ii., -,of 	coronet, 	oppression„ 
428. 

Duncan, James, denounced, iii. 333. 
Richer:1,254 253-his snetess in svorking with spies, Duncan, James, banished, B. 158. 

' 257,einstance of hisconduet in Galloway, 258-his ex- Duncan, James, of Duphn, fined, ii. 193--teereet agallut 
aminstion of Euphernia Term:land, 327-cruelties, 

, 	.. 	., 
him, ib.-195, n. 	 . 

Duncan. Mrs, is examined, and severely threatened ... 
Deuglaie Gecrgei of BonJellbergh, Ids ease, iv. 215. by the council, ii 118. 	 . 
Douglas, lietshmant James, his horrid cruelties, iv. Duncan, Robert, ii. 142.  

239, 2/1. 	' 	• 	, 	• Dundee, Jashes, ii. 159. 
Douglas, marquis of, called to present two of his Mr- Dunslas, lieutenant, his oppression in Dalmellingtow, hr.. 

vents,•and to plant the kirk of Douglas, ii. 481, 171. 
Doiglas, Robert, secretly encourages Genecat )10011C to Dania., 'laird of, fined, iii. 446. 

restore Charles If. i. 4, fd), 226-abstract of letters be- ' 
tweet: him and James Sharp, 5-55.-his opinion re. 
garding the settlement of government. in .1660, 13,0. 

Dundee, magistrates of, thanked for suppressing cod, 
veuticks, ii. 481-no presbyterinas showed to dwell,  
in illront 1630 to I657, iii.191-Claverhouse's tired- 

-his %ern:on:before the synod of Lothian, 6l,-receives nical government of that town, iv. 455. 
, triettef from the king to be communicated to the pres. Dundonald, earl of, turned eat of the council for speak- 

- 	hytery, of Edinburgh, 81-olliered awartitbishopric by ing favourably of Jervisteitod, ii. 319, 	 .• 
James Sharp, which ho refuses, 215, ii.itisaceOunt of, 
the springs of the introducing of .prelacy, 2254-his re- 

Danfermline, account Of the declaration at, i. 47-ohy 
of it, 66-68, n.  

marksenthe4iffereneweetween the first prelates in Dankeld, ministers in, cited before the council, I. Sitt. 
• Scotland, and those appointed, in 1661, 262-obis re-' Dunks, Alexander, banished, but meanwhile confined 

marks on the act at Glasgow, 286-his remarks ore the to the north, .i. 318-his character, ih.-his death, ii. 
'ideation of the Ministers of Edinburgh, 29i 	loans of 100. 
an act for his induction wheniudelged, II 34. Dunlop, Alexander, of that Ilk, iii. MD. 

Douglas, 	Thomas, intercommuned, Ii. 325-,preaches. 
agairistIsearing the 'indulged, 111.85, PO, illsereward . 

Dunlop, James,.of that Ilk, is liberated from prison, ii, 
98. 

offered forhis apprehension, 23I. 	 , Dunlop, James, of Househill, appointed to collect Sees 
Douglas, Sir William, of Carers, denonneed- and put in ltenfrewshire, ii. 1W-restored to his office, 197,- 

to the horn, it-MO-his petittedto the councillor his doodler +neglect of his deity in suppressing couveati- 
Mother, iv. 56. cies, 335-liberated, hi. 470.  

....FtRoner.issterniete, account of it, ii, 188. Dunlop, Mrs, her letter to her husband, then at Cerro., 
Dtegkorhx:IMetsis of,curate.foreed open it, i. 401, afar„ North Amerka, iv. 519, 520. 	 .. , 
Drone; Parisleid, eln/Aherei His 374, 375:. 	. . 	. Dunlop, William, principal, cited hefore a remmitteent 
Drainer*, 'CI:Work:one defeated there, ill. G9-prone. council, ii. 119-brings a decinnitinn. Written in Edits. 

: 	dove of the anion! afterit, 84, 85. 
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high, to the west country insurgents before the (larding the 'third telindien, 428.i'exidlisus•bf wee; 
tattle of Bothwell bridge, hi. 96-biographical notice byterian ministers there, 456, 457--affronts pots* the 
ethbii, iv. 521. papists, how resented, 473disonters of the 110100*: .• 

/NM.; James, his sufferings, Ili. 490. ib,-proclemation of this town connell,..hoe treated;' 
Dose, Quintin, his sufferings, ID. 496. lb.-it'surr.etionof thp youths. ib.-the Abbey @ea, 
Donnelley Castle, berbarosts usage of the prisoners and the images carried in proceniOn slud.bileited,474 
there, iv, 324--ndlietiOn of torture, 325-petition to -papists robbed of their *mks, beads, crosses, and 
the conned in favour of the prisoners, and declaration i11111703, ib.-tip conned order the Pelsisto,  to be pro- 
di'the golvinor., lb.-earls of Errol mod 	Kintore sent 
to examine the prisoners, lb-prisoners brought be. 

tested from insult, but to bp deprived of arms and, 
ammunitioe,.475. 	 . 	' 

fore the council, and ono part banished, and the other Edusonston 0,1' Broieh, hie persecution, hi. 12046„ 	'. 
*lied, TM Elgin, proceedings of the criminal 'Newt lel* there,. 

ffirhena, Mrs JONCI, imprisoned fur conventicle!, iii. 
10-soother conventicle in her house, 55. 

of commisikiners of the privy eenheil, kr: 130, 
their deMands on the *miters, lfferonters, tunr mad, 

Dirhoss, of Largo, inter ccimmuned, II. 086-flood for 
inaventieles, 326. 

setters in the district, 	193-treatment of the iiti., 
*sties and elders, iti.-iff the commons, ilr?::charges 

• to the sheriffs, ib.-corsdnet of the bishop awl clergy, 
E 	 - ib.-list of Use banished and fined, lb..,-of those Cited' 

iridard, archdeacon, remarks on his account of the to appear when called, 191-inquiries respecting a 
imprisonment of Mr Guthrie and other ministers, I fiery cross, slid an assotiation, lb.-treatment of.  the 
71-remarks on his ocean* of the trial and death of 
thetnarquis of Argyle, 157-remark! on his accoent 

report of the commissioners by the emincit, ib.,,ope., 
eiluesi Of the clednel of  the rbolnisshVii ilik'ateisian 

oHheintrodiaction of episcopacy into ScOthirid, 242- of the commit on the petition of the laird of Grant; 
remarks on his account of the Pentland MU in. 195-an account from a private hand of the procietts 
aureetban, h. 33-his account of the battle of Both. lugs of the 'Elgin rs'imilitsielt eetirtriM• 	. 	..' 
mreUbtidge, iii. 109-the inedrreetneas of his represent* Elliot, Gil6erl, proceedings  against him, iv. 210.23ii" 
* Of the earl df Argyle's attempt, iv. 307-Isis ris his statism in after life, and character, 232. 	• 
eiiiithf kink JranWs's designs in repealing the penal Eliot, RoIert, indifiged minister, ejected-, iv. 38 
statutes, correct, 319. Enemies, king's, description of them, iii. 1St, 185. 

korkhall, 	Andrew Bruce of, 	attacks and defeats England,, church of, act of equaled steeping • the use* 
diehard Cameron and others at Ayrs-moss, iii. 219, 
tXt 

the rites and ceremonies of, in &eased', iii, 232. 
PliCrki{8.010, access* of the rescue oAlirienners'ilnani 

Pas crepe', list of convicts to undergo that brutal eon. iy . 122, 113, . 
idiom*, iv. 218, 219. Episcopacy, favourable to alsolAte MionaribM, I. hiii., 

Ent Mosskland, instances of persecution there, iii. 389. mid therefOre keenly Maintained by theStowares,licrifi 
Zahn, William, indelged minister, elected, iv. 38. Adiscomol clergy in Scotland, differattes sweat OffizSi 
Ecclesiastical authority, proclamation for procuring 01w. 11.300.  

hence to it, IL IS, n.-act almut it, 97. Errol, earl of, his eioninission, ii. 366, iff 84 	: 
Eiger, -, his murder, iv. 241. Erskine, Sir Charles, his commission, 4.366. 
Efgar,..Rebert, betrayed in a cave and shot, iv. At Erskine, Henry, hit sufferings, tn. 403. 404. 
blishired, presbytery of, letter from the king to, 1. 81 Erikine, Professor Jahn, lento of %Army to hitt% I, 
-their reply, 82-their petition to the commissioner 22v., 2 girt 
askparliesnent in 1661, 112, es.-send ass account of the Erskine, William,intercomnumed, ii. 286,19. 406-beven 
state of their satin to the king, 113, 114-their opt*. years disc prisoner. iv, 38 
tithes to the act rescissory, 221-treatment of the town Estates, eonvesition of, ',Ailed to support the 'armi.13,-. 
in then' election.* magistrates, 245-ministers turned 16-meet in 1667, and grant largossilnidies, 81. 	•-; 
out in 1662, 320-council's act fOr securing it frOin Evangelists, persons 'called thehishop"s evangelists sent 

-the risers at Pentland, IL 19-n'agistrates fined Or a West, ii. 117. 
conventicle tepee, 120-procedure against resbyterian' Evans. 	account of his death, ir. 1S7. ----, 

ExcheMser, ,lesds of, lied of them, 4 217, 218. ministers,* ifilii, n0,153-town fined for conventieles, 
234-tanstifituary ineetiag of women present a petition Excise, the revenues annexed in perpetuity to:this 
to theeeneteli, 208, 260-ware of them imptisoned stud crown, iv. 267, 	. 	 ,. 
ewe banished, 269-fisted fer a conventicle; 326ntin. t E.rebssion, bill of, kends of it, h9-i. Sir-eeemsd hih ofi.' 
*Unite fined for a conventicle in Mrs Durham's hense, 'thrown. ant, by the 'English honse of peers, 211. 
•91. IlSeirre taken with the town and-  castle sifter 
fitionchm, 83-students at the college born the ,pope 
lee  effigy, 314, 315--cousicil's procedure• upon this Of. 

Eyerioraig, instead! of .perseeptienttliero, iii.-  339:1 

8' 	 . 
" .feir, 316, 312 -act of the magistrate. against atom* Fairfisest, Andre*, appointed archbishop of Ofitsgovi. 

tides. 03; 433-25' prisoners escape out of the tot. I. 236-his ehitiactee,41).=cosisetrated. in tondo* 239' 
tooth,•445-esinneil's act, ordering search tole made -appointed to revise D. Dicksoo's 0  Therapotaticii- 
*ea the Murder at Solite-abbey, iv. 153, 131-re. Sacra:" 244-his ,Proposal to the edoindssiosser regard. 
tort of the cases' of the prisoners, 216--esseriniels. lag the collation and admission of presbyteriamelerif 
nients on the liberty of the inhabitisote, 238-inn. 
rreachntents on the rights of the cerebration, 342- 

men, 282-the councils letter tellins, 281-his death, 
374 3132Bssenet and. •Kiiitton's *marks on Ms obi. 

The batiks prosecuted for the escape of 'prise**, 
ari,'-isinliqs Jotter about a riot in Edinburgh, 397:- 

raster, 372, 373, n. 
Fairs, David, is. criminally processedi fit p85.6.1is cod, 

Band forced on the students thereon that matter, 398 destined aniderecuted, stIg;•giri. 
' -gees to the him, made by the inhabitants, re: Fairless, James, seised and lautiriumed, iv. 24. . 
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'Marlon, laireof,-terms of his-liberation, iv. 212. 	, 
sfrairfie; Willitnnyor Brunsheidi his sufferings, iv. 21-1. 

Fleming, George, ono of arelshishop Slairp's siouttr-
Ors, iii. 47. 

Fariallarsow,, of Chanta; denounced, ii. 243. Fleming, Robert, M. 96. 
Fait, appointed upon the popish plot, ii. 502proclatna. Fleming, Sir William, is homily fined for kis lady's 

tion yoe.one, iii.  2.16;  217, p•-act of council amino-in . having been present at con canticles, iii.,6. 
• lug two yearly in the diocese of Edinburgh, iv. 117. Fletcher, Andreas, of Salton, prosecuted for treason, in 
Fears,,--.,,list 4 prisoners delivered to him ter trans. Hammes, is denounced a rebel, and his estate for. 
' mutation, iv. 223. foiled, 227-Isis character, ib.-indicted Indira vas- 

-Peowick, .session Of, their commission to Itownllan to meat fir treason, 231-355. 	 . 
near down vica,ii. 278. Fletcher, David, appointed bishop of Argyle, 1. 231- 

Ficennin, Alexander, of Kiikerran, .his treachery, iv. his dittractor, lb. 
244-his sentisuents on the murder of John Son*, Fletcher, Sir John, obliged to quit his post of adman, 
ill. and processed, i. 418. 

Rergsura, anapostale from the wandering covenanters, Floclehart, John, his fingerings, iii. 406. 	. 
• ids cruelty,. iv. 24.1. Forbes, Jahn, df Lesly, fined, iv. 48. 

Ferguson, Hugh, fined, ii. 224. Forbes, Patrick, appointed bishop of Caithness, i, 237. 
Ferguson, James, kis intimation of the national fast for Forenten, Patrick, is criminally processed, fit 285-is 

the 1/uteltavar, i. 421-iiis death, ii. 100. 'condemned arid executed, 286, 287. 	 . 
Ferguson, John, indicted-for being at Bothwell, iv. 235. • Forest, John, an indulged misiipter,ii. 282.  
Ferguson, Robert, of Letterpin, prorass against him, Forester, Andrew, imprisoned a second time, ii, 355. 
• iii. 262-111seratraispen a remission, 452. Forester, Thomas, minister at Alva, deserts limited. 
Ferguuen, Robert, proceedings against him before the ings of the presbytery of Airling, ii. 252-their teller 

justiciary, iv. 230-before parliament, 231-sentence, to him and his reply, ib. 253-copy of a paper contain, 
hag his reasons for disowning the -present therch 

,Ferguson, Robert, shot in the fields, iv. 177. judicatories, 2'w 	°SS, ti.-leaves Isis parisli,joins' the 
Ferguson, Thomas, his sulteriags, ills 393-forfeited, persecuted, is taken, and continues in prisratill tilt 
'' 403; indemnity, 255-25S-sentence of deposition paned 
Fife,  synod-of, present a suppliration to the parliament against him by the synod of Dunkral, and ratified ei• 

' . -iss 1661, i. 149-their designed supplication and athinnsi. the ldslisp, 258, 259-his remarks on these, 250-961, a. 
, aionlo the people then under their charge, lb. 122, u.- -his after history and publicatiens, 260, es. 

aro interrupted in their -odeetiag by the earl of Bathes, Forfeitures, after Pentland, ii. 66-suet eked then is 
110,-4entinics on their conduct in dissolving, 122, u,...- abscera, 140-alter BOthwell, lii. 249, 250-in !Gel, ffsi 

• ' all their presbyteries approve of the :supplication mid -in 1631, iv. 62-reasons for rescinding them, 431, is. 
ashonnition, ib. -act of parliament rescinding them, 481-491, a. 

Field coistWnticles, limner:it banished for being present at, Forrest, J,anws, and son, banished, in. 446. 
,.:ti. 480, 482, 481-gentlemen in Galloway proseenkd Forrest, shire of, extent of the stab/rings here, iv. 230' 

• fat them, 4.41-letter in defence of them, 487-490, Is. lisrryffs, James, his sufferings and rantinemen stir*. 
, Field-teeters, sunempowering the army to pursue theni 

to death,- iii. 39. 
natter, iv. 321, 322-barbarity exercised ors his offs, 
322. 

fie44acelings,mrigin of them, i. 331-frequent in 1675, Fowler, capf. John, killed at Ayrs.moss, Hi. 220. 
' ii 279: France, council's letter to the king Open imposition 

' Fier,) cross, inquiries of the court at Elgin about one, 
• 4 v.'191. 

on Scotsmen there, i. 381-edict of the king of, opal 
the declaration of the clergy, ill 366,307, e.-itedari• 

• Elora, act ef, intention of it, i.271-conunittee appointed lion of the clergy concerning the eralesiasticakpenra 
- ' by parliament to levy them, ib.-manner of terming ' 	367, 303, sp-pretestation of a general assembly of 
. that committee, ib.-list of persons iined by it, 271- them, 368, o. 

29, 'u.-remarks upon it, 274-277-letter from the Fraser, Dr James, Lis letter to Wddrow, esenntagisg 
king stopping the first payment leviable by it, 337 him to publish his history, 1. x.  
Proclamation dravenne by-the council in the words Of Frazer, Aisne', ef Brab, Interconimuned, if, 293.4is 
the letter, prohibited from being published by orders sufferings, 351-his remarks upon his being intercom. 

. of Middietoo, :148--prodatnistiou at length published unwed, its-is taken at Edialsurgh, anti bratight before 
ispono serand letter front the king, lb.-letters from a commuted  of council, 352-what  pasted therob351 

-.. the king, and proolansatiOns in terms of them for -copy of his examination before the cenncli, 353, 34 
'.levying the fleet, 397,300-the *nitre 'warrant for n.-hnrshly treated in prison, and sent to the ',Bub 

, 	raising the fines, With remarks, 399-a proclamation where he continues for two years and a isalt go.--. 
in 1665,1theut the fines, 425, 420-king's letter about 
those received,.iv. 2-,cesisieirs -letter, and remains fdix• 

liberated upon bend, 351-his conduct since his Ilk, 
rating,  iii.  270-falls  us* in the  north, 54 ii 04 

• baingnesbeisds for Omit 'Mires, 3-5, before the coupled, 271-though afraid of a dente 
Pines, list - of those imposed by the court at Elgin, iv. against his ilk, yet he apprars, and is fined and ins 

183those.in the artier securing ranforsnity aniont prisonra, ik-account from his own papers of wins 
.tenants,119-sP.ceisnon of the way of fining for Win-passed, 
conformity, 356. 	. 	 t  

ib.-his discourse in answer to Ma indiraded, 
272, 273-is liberated upon bond to•leare Sralland, sad 

,Xisslity, Davidrittud hr Orden tlf general Eldziel, thellgh goes to London, 274-is seized there upoistlse break. 
, Aitaecent, ii. 63. lOg out of the plot, 443-his examination' before Ow 
4. inhist,, games, 4i:.163. 	. 	- Voirt,ila,•444-iertises Velem the lend Inelee.k4.40  
' 'Fisiraty, Javier, ids indulgence, iii. 137. 	. the Oxford oath, and is imprisoned for six moalbe, 
Finlay,' John, triedmnitesettited, iii. 41-1, 415. '   4,44,  445.  
Foldlar,,Itobert,.kiliedior .hoitsg at Itothweli,iii.. Ida Fraser, John, iii. 224--brutight up to consult, iv. er.- 
Finnic, Robert, curate ,iv. 181. , • 	. 	•• state Of the dissenters in Landon, and otrasien te kis 
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••44,441•0iO4, 341ie IS sent prisoner to Scotland, charge to transport to,thiredinswiv..8-his seyerlties to. 
• Sod subsequently confined in Hunnoater, ib..-this bard 'Went,* the.pussage antaftorward, 10,11. 	. 
treatment in  the way from EdinhOrgh thither, 323- Gijon, or Goeanreapt. IVitletsa, seized end indprisentn1; 

' isis sickness in Esunnotter frOmberintrous usage, 324 i.135-senteneed to be executed' with,dames•Guthriit, 

• 
-this hardthips hi travelling &Oat Dunnotter to Leith, 
331: 	 ' • 

163-rentarks on tire• reasons of his sentences Wk.'s-- 
tg-s his speech upon this scaffold, ib.• 196, 	his conduct 

Fugitives, pthelrunntion against, and list of, it. 12- 
tic n. 

there, 196, 
Gilchrist, James, prisoner, iv. 175. 	. 

Pullarton, John, appointed nutior, iv. 291-descent on Gilehrin,'-, dispossessed of hisdcirk, Inditnprison- 
Greenock, 202--accenthanies the earl Of Argyle after ed, ii. 318. 
thedisbanding of this tromps, till they Me boil. tattoo; Gilfillan, 'John, his cinsumstances, seizure, and Mdse.. 
196=elotice of his escape, 297. event treatment, iv. 255. 

Paharton, William, is brought with other ministers Gillespie, Eduard, fined tier a eonventiele, II. 326.'. 
before the cannel' for preaching, and in a premeditated Gillespie, lady, her sufferings, is. 175.  
discostrie defends himself and them, ii. 123-125- 
they are liberated, 126. 	 • 

Gillespie, Patrick, principal of Glasgow' ealloge,Ans, , 
compliance with Brevetted), i. 201-hroughtbefiare.the 

'Filthy, Janses, his case, iv. 215. parliament, 	ib,-.1ternie of 	his indictment, 11E-4iis 
Frn,..Christian, process against her, Ili. 400. 	' speech in gnawer td,  it, 41e.=offings tinge' afterwards 
l'yfeo•Nathanael, appointed to collect fines in -Renfrew::  

shire, is 123, 125. 
Makes snore inknolviecigusent before-the parliament, 
and It !Mended, 2d5-thiseinffinct condemned by many, 
ib.-committee appointed to compolurthe differences 

G "between him and the,Inoderatort of'themnivorsity of 
Golashielt, lady, cited before the council; hi. 61. Glasgow, 246. 

'ffisnecrop, opted of, draw up a supplication !Veinal pre; Gillespie, Robert, gent to the Bass, 11. Vb. • . 
iseY, i. 123::-form of supplication, ih.=122, n.=nre dim Gullies, Neil, ''prichtely ordalitoll, ill: 	21...allowed to 
salved-by the earl Of Galloway, 424-their esedierator preach, 156.  
:pretests against thedissoicatlint,125disseesmmatetleg Galles, Peter, his elowiteter,W. 245-phis perseoutien by 
of 4he synod of, their dint continued, 339-acts of the curate of hit parish, iii.-43Peli$i41 of his nOpreben,' 
trolon4t ahont the ministers of, 302, 369-several gen. 
demon there denounced, iii. 4, 10-forfeited; ISO, 413. 

skin, ib.-trentment of Jittn onfids.wiftt by the •mili, 
tiny, itiv-aerotutt of 	forewenletter.  t6 hen 246- 

Gotham, remarks on one which steed neltr the scene of his eXaMination, -Libhis sunintoffs, sentence, ocean.: 
the skirmish at Bothwell, id. 107, n...a clew one erected 
hy she commissitmers from file privy'ensurell, before 

lion; aldinittriai, ib. 	• 	 , 
Gila's, James, cruelties exercised whim;  IL 118. 	- 

they sat at Elgin; iv. 105.  Gloggete,beitil of peace offered in the barony of, ii. 106 
. Gardiner,41Ian, murdered, ii. VII. -several therwhned Tor nonconformity, 150-Iferitors 
Gardiner, James, his sufferings, 1.313. 	 • hned,herause thieves broke the,eurate's Meuse, 163-: ' 
Gardner, Mrs, her house searched, ir. 255. town fined fora conviiiithic, 242, 243-kiiveesinisynod, 
Gardner, Nicol, fined, ti. 151. grievanees formed by themno be presented‘to parlia. • 
Garnock, Margaret, liberated after a year's confine- Mont, 2143-,265-rennirks Mt them, 205, 206,-solthers 

mod, iii. 4-12. set at the gates of it to prevent people going 'to OR": 
•Gornock, llober4' iil. 130, 176:-is criminally processed, 

285--is condetoned and exeCitted, 287. 
venticies, 362...several in it denounced for conventicle1i ... 
363.-a War* there for fugitives end arms, 887L, 

' Garret, Philip, rm lvish'finker, ii;371. 	' meeting of emoted committee to'attend the' Highland 
Garriions, set of wanted appointing them in the disafi:  host thin. Sae-hurgess tickets of all-who :refuse the 
'fected parts Of the ciiiiiitry, ii. 282, 'AG-observations hoed ()settle be'torn, 41Psesontesof the Bitghlamithost 
on it, 283, 281=proredure about them; 415, 416-ap. stripped of their spoffi there; 413-partirelarrofIbt at.,  
1Minted iii: ftilffi Id: 183-ill kisi'd 318. 349-"md inn, tack on it by the *veneerers after their "sitcoms at 
432-in 1031, iv. 12-cde 1685, 251. 	 ' Hrumelog, iii. 71,-great inhumanity exercised to. 

Gate; John, banighed for refining to drink the king's 
hesilth.,,W. 170-hie Wife's sufferings, lb. 

wards slip bodies of the covenanter* who were •kiliett, 
there, 71, 72-the king's troops there deeming them. 

. Gni, Rpberc diked ter e'C'eftventiele,11 243. selves insecure, march eastward; 83iseveril officers 
,.Gem5le; John, indulged ininis'fer, summoned before the of the king's army misureessfeihisoliritlfecimentit to 
. eokineil for breaking his instructions, ii. 216. bunt it,113-otisdemts at the college assione'offieured 
Ge,nbk, john, killed at Ayramons, lit;  220 ' ribbons as Cohens ottheir being protestants; 013.-.,  
George, rhosnas, porta* wrannis 'Henry 'Hall,. hi. triples Of, fared, 4.16yinSeedure of the 	circuit at; 

266. against permitter persons, iv. 131-Whipping and 
Gib, .4h)i, arcoomit4a lihn and his dfoliowers the sweet branding inflidted on =My poor persons who-had been 

singers, iii. 348, 31M-bispxtravagnoceivstopped'in the crammed in the jail there on account cif religion:, 210 
: west, 310-istimptisened, 3511hie blasphemous paper, -petition of the magistrates, with its enswer,-16.- 

Or -,355, si.Cergill's letter to him *Wills followers, 
353-355, n.'ect of conned regarding 0**,2'1 ' ",1k 

they ere ordered" to be prosecuted for the escape Of 
Gingen, 	neighbvir. 

Gib, John, an informer,iii. 412. 	' 
penmen, ?11,-olipressiost at 	and 
hoed, 251-mtteck of thP military on the inhabitants, 

:Gibson, Aufer,itenvity fined; iv. 171. ante strict search for suspected persons, during lop 
Gibs*, Jelett,illtermet upon a rensission, iii. 452. joviality of a king's birtb.night, 415,-the students 
Gffitise,.Jcsin, betrandr in, e rare-and shot, iv. 243-.1ds btingthe effigies Of the Mat and the arehbishopsof.St 

'conduct op that °enthral, lb. 	' Andrews moll Glasgow, S'M  
'Gibson, Lawrence, pacseeuted, iii. 391. Oiassoo, pet at, occasion of it, 1. 2824torm of* 282, 

' -Game, Robert, bona 	q, h. 111. 293A-observations apple it, 288, 2861tiorerhett a third 
.Giinon, Traffer-  his many prisoners conitnitted to his of theresbyterign,drinisterettjettedbs it, 323; 
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Glasg.  otirasiel Ayr, stood of, their supplicatiop to the 161, 165-his severity in courts held by him,  in Twi- 

igirliament delayed, I. 117-their decimation concern. nate, 163.  
hog the goivernment•of the Monett Of Scotland in 1661, Graham, George, curate, his share in persearting,i& 

Ito.--aftentya to meet again, but are prevented by the 381. 
tommisaionet, 1.18-ntenMers of, supplicate the cow- Graham, Janie:, tried and executed, iv. 166, let. 	• 

Mtitsioner, II,, 	, Graham, John, of Chwerhouse. 	See Clarerhouse. 
'Glass, Patrick, liberatedafter fOur years'imprisonment, 

it.k. 26.  
Graham, John, executed for being concerned, in the 

.Pentland rising, it 53. 
Glerwairn, pert of, lord • high chancellor Of Scotland, i. Graham, John, provost of Glasgow, imprisoned, 1. 25-. 

l213--ohis death, 416, 417. declared rebel and fugitive, 428. 
Gkiduce, New, instonces of persecution there, iii. 361, 

385. 
Graham, Michael, fined, iv. 52. 
Graham, cornet William, his oppressions in Galloway, 

,Gloacester, duke of, dies, 1.85. • iii. 244,381, 491-his commission, iv. 6-murdered, id. 
Goodwin,- Robert, banished, iv. 48-examined again, and 450. 

,. 	sent to the•iron.house, 150. 	, Grange, lord, letter from Wodrow to him, I. xxx. 
'Gordon, Alexander, is persecuted, i. 31& Granger, John, fined, iii. 493. 
Gordon,- Alexander, of•Eariston, In 	narrow escape after Grant, Duncan, his oppression, iii. 4'93. 

.thehattie of Vothwelldwidge, iii. 103, n.-sentenced to Grant, Luttoeich, laird of, Ida fone, iv. 193,-petitloa,191 
die, 470-state of his case, ib. 47I-after leis sentence -the decision, 195.  

'the commit propose and agree to exorable him by Gray, Andrew, seizes Sir James Turner,ii. 18-unjustly 
' torture, 471, 472.exainiitedt,  but net tortured, 472- accused of having run away with his money, ib. a. 

continues .in prison till ,the 'revoliation, ibo-letter to 
him Frans mime covenanters, vindicating them from 

Gray, James, assists in slopping Gib's extravagances, 
ill. 3-19-his sufferings, 391, Ma. 

charges.Which had reached him, iv. 502, 503. Gray, James, his sufferings, iii. 129, 263, 261. 
Gordon, Charles, minister at Compeer° in Holland, his Gray, James, younger, killed at Ayrs.nooss, iii. tit 

trouble•in getting a• pass fur that country, iv. 457- Gray, John, processed, iii. 196. 	 . 
curious interview with the•archbishop of Glasgow, ib. (soil, Robert, summoned before the council, ii. 117,-the 

. -introduced bythe duke of Gordon to the chancellor, 
4511-41iis.exondiuttittn, ib.-conlinement in the castle, 

king's advocate plays a tf%tk upon him, which causes 
him to die of grief, II& 

• 459-the Moistener relenting, intrigues for a petition Gray, Robert, Englishman, his indicttnient for writing a 
,, from"Gordon, amid having got One liberates him, 460- letter, iii. 410, 411-is executed, 412. 

Greenshields, 	turns informer, 	is —, 	 and 	afterwards the duke of -Gordon's conversation with hint on the. 
*hipped, iii. 319. iiniii,A, 	. 	• 

dorden,duke•dt Made chain:eller, iv. 481. • Greg, Thomas, his sufferings, iii. 402. 
Gordon,, Edward, seized Ivy loigg's order, and without Greig, James, his indulgenee forfeited, ii. 318. 
• trial'houged; iv. 240. 	 i. Greig, John, imprisoned, if. 285. 
GordemSir George, made privy cdonsellbr, ii. 503. Grier, Fergus, iii. .96. 
.Gordoni John, and brother - Robert, process against Grier, John, shot in the fields, iv. 177. 

them for Intim optesent at Petitland, IL 39-48, no-are Grier, John, executed for being concerned in the Pelt- 
executed;43...blurdships their relations underwentafter land rising, ii. 53. 
Pentland, 49-their behaviour at place of execution, Grier, Robert, btouislied, ii. 103. 
59. 	 . 	• Grierson, James, ii. 65. 

Gordon, John, of Largonore, dies of wounds received at Grierson, Robert, (it loigg, his oppressions at Detains 
Pentland, ii. la and Kirkcudbright, if. 49, id. 21.1-his commissiestend 

Gordon; *do, hanged for killing a man whom he er- instructions, iv. 16i, 165-exercises great severity oiri 
roneously supposed te be a whit, ii. 105. the courts he holds in Galloway, 168, 124;182. 

Gordon,- johis, sent prisoner to Eilitoburgh,i. 412. Grierson, Robert, betrayed in a cave mid shot,iy. 243 
Gorden, John, shut without process, iv. 240. Guinan, At/drew, ono of archbishop Sharp's mnrderersi 
Gordettieftnoof Immo-ay, executed for being present iii. 41-takm, Orismier and itislkied, 462, 463-con- 

at Pentl000doii. 50. donned upon his own confession, and excreted, 463. 
Gordon, Roger, his staferings Air Pentland, It 64 Guthrie, James, meets with other ministers to draw op 
Gordon, William, of Earlsten-Morionissionersfrom Conn. an address and supplication to t.4!le king, i. 03-romre- 

ell by letter, order him to comply in sendoff; an epis. hendedoond imprisoned, 71-sent to Stirling castle, 75 
a:spatial% minister' at Way, Where he was patron, 
i. 3o9-his answer, ib.---cited before the cdootwil, 373- 

-supposed to be the author of ,, The Connector God's 
Wrath," ib.-his parentage, 129-was an episcopolien 

cotinell's act against- Mai, 412-his h,iusie converted in education, but leaves those sentiments, ib.--bad 
into a garrissin, is. 61-killed at Bothwell bridge, iii. warnings of his after soffi.rings, ib.-the part he teak 
108,..prosecated after his death, 180. against the public resolutions, ib.-sent for to Perth 

Gordon, William, or Coleman, Id. 241, 	• on that necount, with his colleague, Mr Bennet, ib.- 
Gordon, Winker, of Robertont  killed at Pentland, ii. their letter to the chancellor, 159, 160-their protests- 

7:. lion to the Committee of Estates, 160-they roe eon- 
Gouger; William, tried and executeci,iii. 277, 278. deed,. ib...-tlottir second protestotion, 461-they are 
Govan, Min, linprisonedfor convening svith histrother soon dimtisoed, 162-cause of Middleton's Momity to- 

ins.laty, it. 482. wards him, 163-brought into Edinburgh, and rocelYes 
. Goison, 4isati; refuses to take the oaths required, iii, 3. his' iiidictinettt, lb.-oppears before the parliament, 
• Gorasi; Jihil:teforellie moureil,411.129. 161-keads of his indictment, 16.-lois epees+ at reads 

'Gos4'ridis;:i!o6cre, banished, iii. 446.. tug his indictnient, ib.-169-is ordered to bringintin 
Geterit's co4irocp, orders for tamping the anniversary defences, 169-remerks on the thief article of WM- 

..,iff Of ittti 244. 	• 	o 	. dietment, 170-his great abilities acknowleditedloy hiS 
:Griegrytoavid, his oommission and instractioaa, ly. 6, 

ck-  
Mwyers, 170, 171-his speech after reading his Ko- 
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..ce.,s in parliament, 171-173-the inlluenee his speech Halliday, David, hit apprehension ankiiiiiitary,exectr • 
Millman members, 173-his indictment found rale. lion, iv. 242. 	 . . 
met, lb.-sentence pronounced, lb.-offers made to Halloine, John, executed for refusing the ,abjuration 
toils, ib.-groudds of his sentence lb...-reinarks wilds 
character and eonduet by Burnet; ib. n.-his indict. 

oath, iv. 184. 	, 
//a//on, lord, Charles Lauderdale, made a counsellor, I. 

event, 174, n.-his defences, 170, n.-minutes df the 379-his account of the examination of James Mitchell 
criMinal process against him, 1110, 191, ti.-his coon. before the council, ii. 218,, 249.111)31% duke ofHandl. 
means when late sentence was extending, 174-the ton and others to be tented out of theYeeneil for 
king dissatisfied with his condemnation, 178-120- speaking in favour of Jbryiswood,329. 	' • 	. 
letter to him from a friend after his sentence, 123-his Hamilton, many in it brought to trouble for their con. 
composure and serenity while under sentence of death, verse with the west country army, iii. 112.. 

' 192-his 	declaration obviating some false reports Ihnnillon, Alexander, of kiekdl, stimMonedhefore the 
' spread about him, ib.-his cheerfulness before, and council, IL 129-intercommuned, 288-the great barth 
behaviour at his execution, ib.-his last speech, lb.- ships he addhis family underwent for tioaccinfoinaili, 
95; n.-drops of his blood said to have fallen on the 'ill 145, HA-process against him.deserted, 251. 
cebindssioner's coach, lid-Sir °cargo APKonsie does Hamilton, Alexander, ib 817. 	 • 
not vindicate his treatment, in-the process against Hamilton, Aktrander,4ined,4ii. 404.  

"like omitted Iii the parliament records, 15S-his wife Hamilton, Anna, May Gilkeracleugh, processed crimi. 
anddeughter brought to trouble for having the" Apo. nally, iii. 195. 

legetical Narration," ii. 7. Hamilton, captain, M.Ladyland, disarniedaiin IN. 	' 
Guthrie, John, preaches nt the renewing the covenant Hamilton, Claud, of Barns, his rose, iii Silk, 	• 
'at 1.anark, ii. 25-has a violent ettnek of the gravel, Hamilton, duke of, gets ettionand eta troop' ofhorse, ii. 
22,-forfeited, 73-process against him, 73-15, n.- 13, 37-his commission from the cduncit, 222-dm and 
his widow imprisoned for a cOnventicle, :175. his party oppose a supply to Oinking tilt the grievances 

Baldric, William, preaches against any change in the of the country be redressed, WS-goes to LeiMiin 
° clench, 	i. 109-is dispossessed by bishop Burnet, upon the adjournment-of parliament, 229-Inembor of 
" 406-preacho his farewell sermon, 407-no videnne a council Mr trying conventieles, 234,turne8:oitt 
used against those win, came to eject him, in-this of the maned far speaking its lavber of Jerriswoodi 
sentcnee intimated in hie church and to himself, lb.-- 327, 329-debate before the .king between him .and 
account of what passed on that occasion, 407, 40S-his the duke M Lauderdale, 312-averse to the bankin 
eivility to the soldiers sent to dispossess him, 409-the 1672, &IS-Ordered to attendthe king's host, 334 sn 
berate who intimated hia sentence dies mem after, ib. -goes up to London to complain against the. mans. 
-dies at Anglia, 409, 427. gers at Edinburgh, 419-'admitted  to a hearing ' of 

' the king, 452, 453-he and his party blamed for the 
H rising at Bothwell, iii. 119, 120-goes upagailitertinnt 

Bac/aloe, David, of Bothnia, present at the murder of to,represent the grievanees of tise,cdentry, 158-,goes 
• archbishop Sharp, though hp did not take an active to cdurt again, and complains against Lauderdale, 
'hand in it, iii. 42, 44-his goods scoured and put under 221,267-scruples to take the test, 301. 	.. 
inventory, 52-his gallent cantina:it at Bothwell bridge, Hamilton, duchess of, lostrament taken .by, her against 
106-a reward offered Gtr him dead or alive, 143-his the east of Strathmore, to, rester° what was illegally 

' account of the reacounter at Ayra.innss, 219, n.-is taken from her and her tenants, h. 430, M : ; 	. • 
taken prisonor there, ib., 220-his character, 221. Hamilton, Gabriel, of Westborn,lned, ii. 311. 

' council's orders to the magistrates of Edinburgh about Hamilton, Gavin, proceasagainst Min for beisig,present 
lint, ib.-his conduct before the cduncif, 2,2-council's at Pentland' ii. 39-13, 0..-is executed, 48.  
act about the mannerof his execution the day before Hamilton, George, 4. 301--denounced in absence, iii:' 

• ids trial, ib-is indieted.beforo the justiciary, ib.-his 426. 
deolinature of the justiciary adduced as probation, ib. Hamilton, George, of BrOwncastle, MIMI,. iv. 437, 147....,..... 
223--sentence upon hint executed with solemnity, his petition and case, 212.. ,  
223. Hamilton, Grizzel, dies, ii. 431. 	. 

Badding ton, earl nf, his commission, 4L 322-goes to Hamilton, Jamts,•  tronbted for preaching in a vaeaney, 
' Landon with the Mike of Hamilton, 449. 	, IL 482  
Haggai, Anthony, a quaker, in prison, IL O. Hamilton, James, • of Aikenhead, 'his., hardsb;ps. from 
Mining, laird of, his,cdminiSsion, ii.360,  the High Commission Coutt,1.391, :02-nontincd, di. 
Dales, judge; his miles in criminal matters, iii. 341, 312 3,38-hued, 321--4iberated, iii.469,iv. 13.-terms of his 
Holiburton, George, Appointed bishimof Dunketd, i. 237 
=dais character, W.-preaches a sermon before the 
'parliament, 257. 

liberation, 214. 	 . 	.. 	, 
Hamilton, Jamer,,appointedhishop of Galloway, 1. 230, 

237-his cheracter,4b..,consecrialed in London, 238. , 
Haliburtem, George, denounced, id. 333. Hamilton, James, of Langton, Seed, ii..227r-lined for a 
lialket, Robert, is liberated from primes, IL 09. conventicle, iv. 42.  
19.4 Henry,os character, Ili. 205-is closely pursued Hamilton, James, is seat prisoner to Edinberaltfrinn 
. for hexing been at Pentland, Dminmlog, and Both. Glasgow for reaehing in his own posse, ii. 127,1bis 

well, ib.-is discovered and mortally wounded in an examinatinn heforea committee ofeouland,41x-refilte4 
attempt to take hint at Queensfeery, 206-,getieraf to engage to preach no ussire,ib.-,the council's,nem 
%Wei solves  him, and  carries him to Editlhalrgh, but Mine uponhim, 123+.4tept in-prison till his health:is 

' he dies on the road, ib.-Mecount of this from the re. 
fristeXs, lb.-copy of the unsubscribed paper found on 

impaired, ib.,-clenoinieed andput to the horn, 1.53: ,, 
Hamilton, James,.process against him for being present 

him, deeerehY called the QtteeesterrY paper, 207,- at l'entland,ik 39-48,4,...-is.executed, 48. 	 , 	t 
210, n. 	o Hamilton, James, a prentice bo,, liberated, id. 1T.1., 

Holiday, David, his apptekensien and mereheat.exeett• Heusi/ton, Apses, of Parkhead4  sentenced to be hanged, 
Goy iv. 252. 	 . iii. 485. 	. 

3 z  IV, 	. 	 ' 
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litibutan; Yaps; Or Halitratg;f4ried, iv. 436,147-Nis cases 
212, 

Hattrick, John, ii. 163. • 	 ... , 
Hattridge,. John, before the high commission Mkt:A,  - 

Hamilton, John, ii. 65. • • 	" 	. 	. 
ihimillon,JihnAnediat hislat4's beingatconventicles, 

iii 439. 
Hay, Alexander, kis lands forfeited, iii. 181.  
Roy, -, of Park; imprisoned, iv. 53-his trial, 2*- 

4lotart.,.;:idin,468 coodiust anent the penal statutes, liberation, 279. 	 . 
• twid.conseqnent nallettugs,iv: 367:  Hay, Andrea,, his.ease, iv. 211. 
llansittess; jOhn;•kiitedAt Ayrs-moto, iii. 220. Hay, George, of Dalhousie, fined, II. 192partiettiors,el 

. Ikimillen,lifes,lessed-lor a conventicle, 41.826. his rase, 199.  
Hamilton,' pitsielc, of Neilslaad, fined; ii, 321. flay,. Laurence, sentenced to ho hanged, iii. 273. 

. Ilaeiilton, global; leis reprieve.protonged,4v. 214. Hay, Patrick, his case, iv. 215. 
Ilismilton,diolnirt; in-Spittal, persecuted, ii. 3. Hay, Peter, qf Lees, fined, ii. 102. 

- Ilanst7ton, Robert, with sense-armed menalsinders anal. Hay, Thomas, dean of Murray, made justice of . the 
....higed favourer atheisidulged.to preach; .th .501. 	• . peace, iv. 181.  
ollaniillon,- RoberT, sketelo of his life and. family, iii. 51. Henderson, Alexander, the perliament grant attorderto 
' 	with 'others, resolves to .pultliidi a testimony against case his monument in Grayfriars' church yard„;:' 

* 	the litimiity of the tittles, 664heir motives, its-their 321. 
declaration and testilinonyzit illethergleu, ib. 67-the Henderson, Andrew asst Alexander, concereeitiwarch• 
success at Driniverogreseribee to him, 70-he and his bishop Sharp's morder,iii. 47. 	 . 
'Party -march lit pursuit of Claverlsouse, and attack Henderson, John, father of last, liberated on heed: till 
Glasgow, in which they are unsuccessful, 70, 71- 196: 	 . 
without being chosen-takes the consmanikot the risers, Henderson, John, indicted fur the murder of archbithep 
89;,•41iksilds. the party Welote the battle of Bothwell Sharp, and makes his escape, iv. 233. 	. 

: 	'bridge, which is opposed to moderate measures, 90- Henry, Archibald, tined, ii. 151.  
14s:cowardice one greettveasdn of She defeat at Both. Henry, Arun, strangled and burnt for a witeh,li. 318: 
weljhridge,106, 107..,eharges against him, tv. 392-Isis 
conduct; 393. 

Henry, Janet, strangled and burnt for a witch,41 3t, 
Hepburn, Sir Putrick,.fined for resetting GabrierSem• 

Hamilton, Robert, laird. of Stoat ed,•process egatillt pill; iii. 267. 
him; ill 464-4elintes upon his case, ib. 465-103 sen. Heriot's Hospital, boys of, their satire on the 'trial of. 

,deisee, 465. 	• the earl of Argyle, iii. 344, n. 
Hamilton; ThosnasiofRaith, Welted, and condensned.to Iferriot, Alexisnder, refuses to take the oaths regatta; 

kehangedi iii. 485-gets a remissiim upon petitioning iii. 3. 	 . 
the codicil; iv. 42. 	' Herron, Andreas, his process. (or converse with his MO 

RatMlfon• William, of Overton, fined, iv. 136, 147-his - son, iii. ha-after ss rentliision is heavily fined, 490. • 
:ease, 213. 'Jerson, William, his' summary execution by Welsh. 

Hamilton, `Williams, the severity exercised towards him tary, iv. 240.  
tkificeoswentiele, whielvendsinhis death, iii. St. High Con:Omission Court, its erection, I. 331-king's cam' 

+Hamilton; William, of Ormiston, his conunissionin 1691, 
iy. 159,960. 

mission for it, 3S1-386-its ground,  design, basis, 
head, members, work, and excessive powers, 386, 327' 

Anisillosi,-  'Within's, killed by thesoldters Without pro. -persons against Whont its powers are diresied,•931, • 
cess

' 
 ili. 108. 	- 9811-the army, magistrates, and privy conned to as- 

ilioWs'aff ; William; anal& lois, then; sullepings; 4i. pm, 
176. 

slat the members of it, 359-their power Whetted; ib.. 
-this court a grievmwehoth in Scotland and England, 

'hardy, Pastier, his examination befpte the canned, lit, 389-reMarks upon its members and powers, its-Their 
' A28: 	" severity ondmenner of procedure, 320-conies to MS 
.Iltifelb, John, Cited before thweouncil, i. 371-removed 

frosts Isischarge, 372. 	 . 
creel in two years,ib.-its Relines and 'pensecutions, 
999-395-their records not twbelfotinth.390. 	' 

Hide, chancellor, his fall,i. 319. lidro; 'Mil, ininistet of Gordon, tried for Wetness; and 
" 	, iii•quitted„ iv. 439: Highland Host, eausestif sending their When upon the 

lierhkess, ThMniss, sentenced and executed, iv, 67, 68- west country, it. 370-378-the proposal erigiested 
his terlienont,119. •with.the conned to press•the bond, 375-remarks.npois 

limiter, Sir John, imprisoned for alleged Universe with the sending them down upon the west, 393,-corangs- 
sibels,3ii: 431. 	. sion• of array for raising them, 379, 380, n.--imue 

Warper, ilobere,hanithed; ii. 141.' hobiesnen going to court to inform the king of 'the 
Harris, Janie:, and son .J•04,1, persecuted, iii. 385. state of the country, are prevented by an *t of coat' 
Harroway, John,,bnniskeddolhefplantutieMs, 9. 492.. MI, 350, 381--duke of Hain1lten called to attend the 
Hart, James, minister, Edinburgh, letter from Wedrow , host, excuses himself, 381, 382-co0eeil cohniitteele 

twines, I. xxii: 	 . 	. attend.thehost with.theiC commission and instruction,: 
Hest Jolla,  executed  for  being  concerned  in  the  peat. 323-387-the unsuccessful exertions of Die Ayrshire. 

land:rising, h. 52. 	 - heritors to preserve themselves front Gunn, /6-they 
Harvey; Ifitrien,'pecieessinl eriatinariy, iii: 275-remarks rendezvous at Stirling, ib.-their officers, Mashers asof 
4-her exaiiiinastion*Ore,t)se council, 216-her pro. arms, ib. 389-instructions of the committee to the 
.cess before 	with:Wry, its-is fousaguilty, and ex. shertirs,320-thelsond which they were called toforce, 

-,-.v. seated, lb. 277. 	• with remarks, ib.-.396-the ravages she heat  commit 
tgillietn;;;Mtireneed to ho hanged; ill. 409.409 rti
mai , assit GleiPplissee at his execration; ib. 

ow their journey to Ayrshire, 396, 397-and fn Ayr-
shire, 410 express from the council to disanis times, 

-Ifot#011.ixosisistIsitaished, ii. 158. 	• tb.-are ordered home, 412-they return homewards 
1,8.4..tY, Alexander, dastounced,iii. 267. loisileitivith spoil, 413-,same ot•theet stMPpeilof it it 

sinciirie; Jame*
? 
 Ilia suderIngs, iv. 45. 	• -Glasgow, ib.-general hints of their ravages, 4.1.1=-: 

•.•. *.i..i  	..: 
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tossesin Kyle by them, 423, 421--in Carrick, 425-in 	Hume, George,lairibef Bassenden, gineditili"1.7g,,- pm. 

. ,ffolonugham, lb. 426-.Qttintin Dick's remarks upon 	ceediags agslostlam fir tress*, ir. 231  
them, 427, 428-further *count of their ravages, 428 ' Flume, Sir lois, Of Rentint,41.28, Mi. . 	. 
-al-letter from the king, approving of thecoanciPs 
proceedings on this occasion, 432, • 433-thstocina true 

Game, Sir Patrick, cit Mae* his Iteedensofspoethits,  
parliament, 11228-is imprisOnest tar refusing teems:.  

narrative of their Proceedings, 442-446, n.-4thserves tribute to 4* garrisons. 294-centiciffit letter,* the 
dens upon this true narrative, 445-419. 	. king giving an account of his imprisons** aid his, 

Highlanders, their success in.perseeutioneiv.257-smith reply ripproving iti ib.E95-aitat to DInaitothaieastle,. 
• desired by some of the curates, ib. 	 . 481--cOdered to he Ilberated.157sent piseiter frs*: 
./Pghlands; procedure for preserving the pence of, ti. 493. • Humbert* to Stirling, ilk 4, Pdth, 1.611, ird, 172-his 
Ifilsterstme, lady, fined, ii. 151. 	 . alleged *Mk** with the Rye liesete - Plots.4v,411; 
Pik Ninian, of L084,1411, fined, IL 321. 	. 215-prosecuted/or treason, p£6.-dentionind a rebel, 
Gish", Andrew, his hospitality, iv. 249-his-perrocution, 

ib.-his apprehension, ib.-eircumstatMs.of his mot. 
andthis estate koleite4.221..this char**, ils...what 
Of4dIs tristhretbeint on the registeris, 231, ffits-mirdeted. 

• der, 250-his hurial.pkice,tb. to attackHirkwall,geward offered fore* topprebosn„, 
Imo, James, his poem on the slaughter of Contemn sign, 312-sheltered titbit escape to Holland,th,-in, " 

and others at A yrsinoss, di. 220, 221, g. 	. -form** respecting .his concealment, utnier the  l 
Wedge, John, iv. 53. 	. church of Polwarth Olen he escaped from the -pm 
llogi l'honsae, fined, iii. 41.6. 	 , 
nogg, John, pot to the horn, and forfeited, Hi. 455. 

- wanton of the ,duke of Yorks 204 	 • 
fitimehres, John, hisappreitonsion, and habitat ninth*, 

11023, Thomas, of Kiltenra, informed against, O. I12-iv. 252. 
• intercemmtined, 286-brelught from Murray to Edit- Hunter, Alexander, his estate forfeited, lli. idf. 

bsirgh tollbooth, 855-confined to Kintyre, 016,VIC. Hunter, Baer:, informer against Willi* Brisbane, id: 
, count of hint, extracted from MS. memoirs of 11.103 44. 	 . 	„ 	 .. . 	, 

Isilsitisiss, iv. 51I-513. 	' Minter, Robert, exectitcd,4v.471. , 	. 	. 
llsggi Themes, in Stirlingshire, intercomtnwled, ik 256. IluOies, inetrOtis.of, aftetwardsdlithe of.Gorsion,,order: 
Ilelbarss, Jame*, is liberated frum prison, iv. 93. ed to be edocated in drelshisisiM44811's flunPri 1.43?, 
Balms, George, iv. 111. 	 . 	. 433-refuses the test, di. 301,313.•  
Iliseconon, Andrew, made bishop of Orkney, i. 382- Ilutchison, George, addresses the muss* when in. 

svoinsded by James Mitchell, ii. 114-remarks nip* *Aged, for thesis who were/IMMO.* at Mine, time, Ii. 
it„Ilit. .133--seist.for to Filitshingis to jOin the conference on 

Ilonnywan, George, curate in Livingstone, hthrieleisee , the armansthdotion, 178,is detained to fdinhargb 10 
. amt treachery, iv, 257-his promise of money for the refuse the accOMModation, 181,4111, 222•S4his death 

*prehension of a certain youth, lb.-itentuice of his 
treschery, 257, ZS&  

anteharacter,,278. n, 
Ileachison,,,Tolon, sentenced *absence, iv. '71. 	. 

Ng ,e, lady Mary, her Me, iv. 2.13. HaChillTa,044, ejected?* lineds.ii 270 
Noe, John, divested of hit Oleo as sherifflor.his sere- . 

pies:about the teat, iii. 300. 	 . I 8: J. tionkin, Matthew, his losses by the Hight** host, ii. . 	 . 
Jarkien, Oeerge,,processed, iv. 16q1.1iis examination, it). 

Goa, king's, coattail's letter to Latiderdate respecting 167-executed, let 
susiattessdance on it, iii. .1'"7, 170-king's letter to the Jackson, ;James, his sufferings Item the highland ifost; 

.jiisticiary shoot those deserting it, mod this* Wisp had IL 430. 
*1 *tended, iii.-many gentlemen tined for It, 629-,. Jackson,Thomas, ottastanest•pirith, ids csse•aspeei: . 'tile prosecution *ten from ilsejusnelary maltreat° . men Of the oppression ot Glshgtiw in 14115, iv. 254,-; .; 
the council, tvho *IC many, ila.  his apprehensiOn, hituishnient, and escape to .his 

.1.140.1100, DuFfd, ii. 190-hii reception by the sbeiefies, 
iv. ,355-iiis apprehension in Ireland, and rescue et 

native maiden ib,-his remPprehensidn and treat. 
•mptit 'by the mibtary, 41s4his long 'Mistimes** 

Beltod path, pear .Cienstiods, 442-proelantation theist . banisitsiseut, anddeath, 285. 
41, ilk o.-ceuntr.y brosigls1 to moth trrouldeon ticoolont 
ofit, ib. 443-his excommunication by-the society pee. 

Jackson,IVilliam, iodinted, iv. 2111,delivered for trans, 
potation, 222.sim crimitial process affecting his life 

ple afterwards, ii? 	 . , 
floorfon, Jelin, jun:his senile with major inllartnn, iv. 

• 40004, 322. 
Jecetdies, tbekt imntdence, iv. 241-aid  designs, 429- 

292. 	 .. , 	.  and printiples, 408. 	. 	. 
Iiendon, fly, frightened by the Highland best, Adis „lorrep„provost, imprisoned, I.75. 
duns a fever, end dies, ii. 431.  Jeffrey, curate, brings o fake accusation, against his 

nnsnon, James, sentenced to be executed, iv. 61 	.. ,parishioners, to the cdarmittee of,connell at Ayr, ii. 
Mane, Alexander, sheriffslopluteofkionfrewshire, thank- 46d,-Is deposed Pram his (Mice by bishop Leighton. 

et for someinformatinift, iv. 211. „ • 	. 	, 
flume, Alexander, tried, and syn !plitcesi lobe executed, 

PM 	. 	 . 
James PII. of Scotland, mid IL of England, his opinion 

411 446, 417-his last words *his execution, 418,-.121L of thoprmbytertan kirk, 142thiv.-,his first declaration 
tipple, Alexander, lined, iii. 1111. 	 . to his privy coldneff, iv. 201,-remarks on it, th.-its tf- 
Ifteoc; David, ordered tole apprehlethled,,ii. 234,inten. feet op the Pronch court, 201runfair dealing with the 
: entsnnssned,323-0( the nioderste party befoiellotheell corestationoads, its.-copy 61 a letter from the seen. 
bridge, Iii, 90-93.,,cartiesw slecioratiOn 70 Glasgow, 
she publisIsatt at the cross, 94-csonndditonedie go 

*ries to the muncil in .Scotland, 201, u. and of the 
proclanialloo, Ills.,-cosiduct of the authorities in Scuff_ 

to the duke of Moomonth with se sopplication, 106- land on his accession, 201, 202,his own measures, 224 
flumes Gee. of MinintrIthiint.,  One it lin irsegalavniar• =state of the persecution in his reign and in that of 

. 	tiagos,,ii, NM. his brother compared, 295-reason for restraining tile 
. /110416  Carl of, his tidinnieshnt, Ii, 308, -persecution, il?-thosmary ex&iltioin in the fields, P.M 
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--reception of the king's speoeh to theSebtieb. parlia. , 'of the clerk and bursar to the diocesan synod, 310,- 
moot, 259,-copy of it, ib.-,reviencof it, 260, 261,-his many of them cited before the council, 318..eepasa, 

'Unlimited tray of speaking, 261-proclamation against don from them • begins to be preached, id. 23-to he 
traitor's mid fugitives, 311, n.-letter anent Chnrles "processed for admitting vagrant preachers into their 
and JOhn Campbell, 320-letter upon the application pulpits, 39-eanneilts procedure against several. of 
;Of contain fonds, 312-two; batters cOmmaiditig the them in 1681, iv. 37-30--alt of them ordered Miro 
' infraction of certain rights of the corporations of Ed. ejected, 40.-many of them imprisoned, ib. 45,proce- 
Waugh, $13-letter of reproof to the. privy council, .flare of the council anent them, 340. 
'341-listter enjoining certain vassu of dispensation With Indulgence, reasons assigned for presbyterians not law. 
the test, 317-declaration of the English judges re. lug accepted it, i. lxviii-lxx-Mr Wylie's thoughts 

. ' girding-his powers, 588-hia4etter to the Scot ish. vies). 
cil ia favour of papists, 359..Keinment on it, 8.10-let. 

on it,lxxvii, Ix x viii-kiog's letter containing the first, 
ii. 130, 13I-the prelates are dissatisfied with it, 131- 

ter to the'arclibisho,ps, 399-by his own prod:models, is referred to a committee of council, lb.-prelates 
'rescinds the Pond statutes, 416-his letter introducing meet to stop it, ib.-its effects, 134-different seeti. 
it to the council, 417-council's answer, 422*noble moms regarding it, 133-bishops endeavour to mar it, 

' conduct of the duke of Hamilton, stud earls •Pantaiwo 147-three acts regarding the second indulgence, 203 
and bundonald, 423,sting's reply to the council; lb.- -206-this form of it not satisfying to the Preabyte. 
his second toleration, 424,sdeclaration for liberty of rhos, 206grievanices of it, 207-209, P.-debates 
conscienceln England, ib.-'third toleration, 426, fa- • about it, 209-arguments fur and against it, 210... 
second declaration for liberty of conscience in England, heats and rents in 1678 about it and hearing the in. 
433-thelourtlittoloratioU, 410-deektration promising dulged, 496-a0countof the occasions and rise of these 
a meeting of parliament' in England, &c.'464,-an in, 
ilemnity to political delinquents in that kingdoms, ib.- 

divisions, ib.-500-an ineffectual meeting at Edict. 
burgh to prevent these divisions, 500-isccoinit of the 

the king emits a prochanation anent the invasion by meeting in the west for .the same design, ib. 501s-di. 
the prince of Orange, 464,dbe Scotish council's loyal visions among the persecutid regarding it, id. 23. the 
address end. flamer, 465-toe1cinicesto-res the powers third, obtained by the Influence of himinionth, 149- 
of corporations, 468aehis letter against publishing the proclamation containing it, ib, letter from the king 
prince's and states' declarations, 169-the retiring of 
the king, 470sAtis ehaviteterand designs, iv. 495.-11111. 

enlarging it, 151, 152-the managers ill pleased withit, 
send back for an explanation, 152.-curtailed upon 

Jamison, Ale.randen, his apprehension and being spared, 
lvi 252. 

Monmouth's losing favour at court, 151-form of the 
license -granted to ministers who are allowed to 

Jamison, Alexander, his death and character, ii. 318. preach, 155-tenor of the liond given for them, in 
Jamison; Pavid, one of the sweet singers, id. 319-See list of parishes which granted the bond, 156-king's 

Gib, John. letter overturning it, 185, 188. 
Jamison, Edward, ii. 129-intercommitned, 325. Indulgence, English, ii. 202. a. 
tiansieson, John; his appnehensionlind instant murder, 

iv. 252 
Inglis, Arthur, killed after the battle of lInthWen bridge 

though hutocent, iii. 108, 109. 
Jarvie, Edscard,isissase, iv. 214- Inglis, capt harasses. the country after Ayrsmed, id. 
,Jejfregt,judge, eduncit's thanks to lion, iv. 36. 224-his further oppressions, 287-389. 
Jesuits, whether soy 'Preached at field conventicieS, iii. Inglis, John, fined for a conventicle, ii. 235. 

1501. Inglis, John, coundl's treatment of him, iii. 4. 
Inchbelly bridge, account of the rescue there, 481. Inglis, Isobel, strangled mid burned for a witch, U. 
Isrdensnitylor Scotland delayed, 1.89.-at length granted, 

270, 271-s.exceptIons in it, 274 ,-•to those concerned.  in 
317. 

Inglis, Peter, his character and atrocity, iii. 244. 
the rising at Petitland, 11. 92, n. - cotincill act anent it, 	Inglis, William, banished for nonconformity, 496. 
83, n.-anumber of these who 'have and who have not 	Ingliston, lady, her Imrdships, iv. 337. 

. 	accepted it, 106, 107proclaination 	against 	those Ingram, Thomas, a witness against CamiMell of Cos. 
whohad not accepted it, 108,409, n.-in 1674 publish. mirk, iv. 89,90.  
'ell, 266, 267, st-for Bothwell,  enlarged, fit 180-in. i Innericeithing, magistrates of, fined, ill. 196-instances 
structions fin applying his majesty's. iv. 158-given 	of  persecution there, 370.  

• as a specimen.* the polity of James VII. on his sic, i Inspectors sent to dissolve inspected synods, 1. in 
'cession, 201,-weinarks on it, 205-4 is to de offered to ' Interco:amassing, Sir Walter Scott's remarks on the 
theirmoriers of Stirling, Glasgow, and Ayr, 216. system of, i. lxxvi. 

Indulged, list of the, its 1669 and 1670; ii. 138-13t- Johnston, George, imprisoned, 1i. 152-holds convend. 
council's act upon thair emitinationis, 132-all persons des, 231, 235, 237-intercommuned, 286-exerts him. 

:mussed; accept, 135.1-their 'labours successful, lb.- self to prevent divisions, iii. 23. 
'council's ad about their 'stipends, 147-complaints j Johnston, Sir James, of Wcsterraw, his powers, is'.  202 

. against them for' lecturing, 148, 181-council's act -his bitter persethitiors, 249-his character, aid his 
silseharging-it, ib.-,committee of council's procedure 
with them at 'Glasgow and Ayr, 149-.net  confining 

overruling- the comparative lenienicy of Claverlione, 
250-his conduct towards James Forsyth, 321. 

them to their parishes, 183.-this set dispensed• with in I Johnston, Jasper, tried and exectited.at Glasgow, iv. 61, 
de case of a few, ib.-pot to trouble in getting their i 	64 	' 

•stinondi, 181-king's letter et/needling them, 214- 	Johnston, major, is threatened and benten for hh-sic. 
"have little  stipend  04  them, 295-;counell's act for 	tivity in persecuting, id. 30, 31-proclamation then- 

, 	their warrants to uplift' their stipend, 	ib. 206- i 	upon, 31, n.-ac conot of this matter as laid before the 
broOght to trouble for not paying tile. imersar and 	council, 3'..,-true state of this attempt, ib. 

j 	Clods oftlie diocesansyned, 297-.proelamationrcapect. 	Johnston, Mrs Margaret, imprisoned and banished front 
c jag thop,*0....pcoclainatien about them,336.1Mtdas 	Edinburgh for being concerned in presenting a pen. 
..,Wylio'ii.representstien regarding this act of council, I 	tion to thecoluscil. il• 269. 
s336-,3p}-.their suppliation against paying the dues , Johnston, Patrick, assists in rescuing James Kirkton, to 
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soiiKthi•e• is heavily fined by the committee of public 	oppressions, 152, 153—his widow recommended to the 
affairs, ii. 327, 328. treasury for charity, 153 

Johnston, William, the circuit court's severity to him, iii. Far, colonel Gilhert, alfowed by the king to come home 
483, 488. to Scotland, ii. 186—fined fora conventicle, ii. 326. 

Kor, 	Cherrytrees, fined, id: 179. Johruten, William, great cruelty exercised towards his —, of 
Kor, James, processed for a conventicle, Ili. 195—Is libe- *invalid maid, iv. 182. 

iefutsfen, William, his character, self conviction, and rated, 196. 
change of mind, iv. 252—his subsequent hardships, Kos., John, condemned and executed, iv. 58. 

'ingurehensinte, and-execution, ib. Kerr, Robert, of KersIned, his estate forfeited for de 
Ireland, net discharging persons coming from, without signing to jolt colonel Wallace, ii. 28, 29, 73—proeese 

passes, i. NS—supposed reason of this act, ib.—list of agniust him, 73-45, n.—his estate given to general 
.presbyterinn ;enlisters who were ejected in the north Drummond, 76—prisener in Dumbarton, his place 
Of Ireland, 328, 36, 0.—act against people coming out of confinement changed, 187—upon his unjust forfeit- 
of it, with remarks, 342-314. 	• ure after Pentland, retires to Holland, and is seized at 

Irongray, resistaneermule there to the introduction of n Edinburgh on his return, upon information by Can- 
curate, 1: 363—conimission appointed by council, to 
esquire into thei tumult there, 361—remarks on their 
appointment, 365—report of the commissioners regard. 

non of Mardrogat, 330—is brought before the corm-,  
chi, examined, and imprisoned, ib.—after eight yennA, 
close imprisonntent, is liberated upon condition of his 

ing the disturbance, 367—the council's determination coediting himself within five miles of his own house, 
' 	en the affair, 367, 368—the heritors there prosecuted 331—on the way home. he is seized nt Glasgow by 

for an abuse eommitted on their minister. iv. 2011. orders of the archbishop, ih.tipen a fire breaking 
Iroine, Alexander, assists in persecuting, ill. 390. out there, he gets his liberty, and after some stay in 

' Irvine, burgh of, conned's act in consequence of several Scotland, returns to Holland, where he dies, ib.— 
of the magistrates of, refusing the declaration, i. 396-- further account of himself and family, 322, n.—con. 
whole town dementeed, ii. 410‘-appointed to find Inn. fined to Irvine and liberated, 361. 
gistrates who sign the bond or lose their privileges, Xer, Waller,,ouo of the sweet singers, iii. 319. 	See 
411, Gib, John. 

'Irvine, Francis, ittlereoumuned, ii. 325—taken at a ICor,William,hissufferings from Um Highlz nd host, ii. 430. 
conventicle and imprisoned- in the liars, III. 61. Kettle, church qf, a paper affixed on, iii. 348. 

freine, James, of Bonshaw, apprehends Donau! Cargill, 
iii. 279, n, 	- . 

Key, John, leis sufferings, iii. 406. 
Kid, John, taken pawner at Bothwell, iii. 132—exa. 

'Irvine, John, curate at Kilmffimun, his parishioners mined before the council, tortured and indicted, 1:15 
fined anal others brought to testable fur an alleged at. —his petition to the lords of justiciary, 133, 131—his 
tack upon him, ii. 163—is removed to another parish, confessions, upon pyhich he is 	condemned, 135—is 
176. hanged, and his head and hands cut on; and affixed 

Judges appointed in Scotland, 1.01. to the Notherbow-port of Edinburgh, 136. 
shu popali vindicalum, caution's act about it, II. 190. Kilmarnock, oppression there, ii. 121—ravages of the 
Jrufkierycomerinintors, letter about theist, iii. 181, 185, 

rt. 
Highland host, there, 429. 

Kitryth, viscount of, refuses the bond, ii. 400. 
Kincaid, Robert, minute, removed to make way for an 

indulged minister, ii. 232. 
K Kincardine, earl of, opposes the accommodation when 

proposed, i. lxxii.—conenattds a troop of horse, Ii. 13 
Kai" Mango, executed for being concerned in the —one of a committee to try for couvontieles, 234— 
Pentland risieg, II. 53. turned out of the council for speaking in favour of 

Kaitloch, lady, her sufferings, III. 441, 442. 
wailloch,—, laird of, sheltered- by lady Eleanor 

Jerviswood, 329. 
King's Host, proclamation for attending it, ill. 74-75, is. 

Dunbar, iv, 312.—his lady's death, 338. this proclamation cause of grievous fitting of terwttruls, 
Katharine; princess of Portugal, artieles ofter marriage 75—letter of advice to a friend, giving ohedieuce to 

With the kieg,i. 319. this proclamation, 76-82. See Host, king's. 	• 
Koagow, William, executed, iv. 177. King, John, brought prisoner to Edinburgh, IL 270—res- 
Keir, Patrick, his examination before the council, III. 

129, n. 
clued from a party of soldiers, ii.280—intercommuned, 
286—seized by Claverhouse at Hamilton, and curried 

Kello, Mrs, severely treated by the council, Ii. 118. prisoner to Drumclpg, where he is releandd by Cie_ 
Kellie, Thomas, fined, II. 192. vorhouse's defeat, iii. 69, 70—taken prisoner after 
Kembaehie, laird of, his case, iii. 414. Bothwell, and carried to Edinburgh, iii. 132—exit. 
Kennedy, Sir Andretv, of Clowburn, sentence of jusLi. mined 	before 	the council, and indicted, 	133—his 

entry against Itisn,41 225, 226. petition to the lords of justiciary, 133—his confession, 
Kennelly, Andrew, of C1Owburn, fined, iii. 10, 58—fined, 
iv. 136, 147—his treatment-by the council, iv. 211. 

upon which he Is condemned, 134, 135—is lumged, and 
Me head and hands cut off, and affixed to the Nether. 

• Kennedy, John, fined, iii. in 	. bow-port of Edinburgh, 136. 
Kennedy, Robert, processed criminally, iii. 413. King,' Robert, great severity exercised towarde him, 
Kennedy, Thomas, heavily tined, iv. 52. iv. 190;-his wife's firmness, ib.—his treatment by the 
Xennet, lady, brought to trouble and dencrunced, ii. commissioners at Paisley, 191. 

• tr.i. Kinked, lady, fined, iii. 361. 
KennoeS, James, betrayed in a cave and shot, iv. 213. Kintner, Alexander, ii. 10. 
Kennoway, Thomas, his severities in the perish of Lir. Kinnier, Andrew, fined, iii. 39. 	• 

Kinnier,—, iy. lo. ingstone, iii. 213, 244—his oppression in Calder, iv. 51 
Kirkaldio, magistrates of, their report about Alr Rule 

e 
—unordered at Swine.abbey, 153—his severities and 
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• tentlie.cootteit,A. 31E—receive -elders about signing the Lizadilan, Thomas, sentenced to be hanged, 10.4x'.'. • 
declaration, lb. Lauderdale, duke of, appointed secretary Of state fsr 

rirkaldy, Sir Jahn; .of Grauge, fined for coeventicles, Scotland; 1. 59—letter from presbytery of Edinbeigh hi• 
• 6..293, 249-4ntercomMuned,236. him, 83—exerts himself against the introductlenrof 
Kirtmotbrighl, presbytery of, conunissien two of their Episcopacy into Scotland, 924—foundation of tab nit. 
-number to give testimony against the encroachments cord between him and Middleton, 'ib.—his opinion as 
'oft the church, i. 251.-rtheir supplication to the cOuneil. to Mulled episcopacy, ib.,—Middleton attempts.  to int 
232-observations. on its refusal, 253—rude draft of him out of places Of trust by the Balloting net, 911.. 
theitaddress to parliament, lb. n.—resistance made to brings a charge of high treason netting' bliddletqn, 310 
the emote there,1•36,commissice appointed by the —his patron at court, 347Sir George :Mackenzie's aC- 
emitted to enquire into the tumult there. ib.—remarks count of the struggle for superiority between him and 

- • oe•their. appointment, 365—,report of the commission. llitklieten, 317, 318, ft.—comes down to &MIRO with 
•'' era regarding the 4isturbaitce; 365, 366—the conned's commissioner Rothes, 319—exerts himself in 1667, 

"• 	determination on the affair, 367, 3i*O—the rioters' against the continuance of the standing army, ii. 81,- 
, treatment :while prisoners in Edinburgh, 940—ad. his speech before the Scotish parliament as king's. 

• • dress front-the heritors an& stewartry of, offering 90 ' commissioner, 136—ha-and his friends enjoy most of the' 
p  • . months' ems, •and becoming Wend for their tenants best posts, 190—is created a duke, 191—voted to.  be a 

"and servants; iv. 421, 122—curate of, his share in the grievance to England, by the English hone Of rem. 
. 	sororities, exercised there, iv. 169. Moils, 228—is commissioner to the parliament in Scat • 

Rirkintilloeh, onnventieles there, ii. 150: land, lb.-.,renitirks upon this juncture by thenuthar of 
larkhoine,,/erd, iii. 334. 	 . Grievances under hisministry, ib.--after the adjenrit- 
EirkAind, Sarah,• bet.  apprehonsimi, escape, and subse. Minn of parliament goes up to London, where com. 

'.-- fluent eircinnstances, Mi. 255. paints are lodged against him by duke of Hamilton, 
Jiirgo, 4aittes, of Sunday-well, his sufferings, i. 203—ii. 207—moves the test Bill bi England, 293—Eir Burnet's 

78. . examination and-declaration regarding him beforethe 
Kirke, James,.hio oircumnitoces,iv..250—how betrayed, 

iti..-itis subsequentiseletvieur, andmilitarrexecution, 
941. 

English house of commons, ib. n.—address of the gam. 
mans against him, 299 4.—the king's reply, lb.,* 
continues in favour, -lb. 300—debate before the king 

Kirksesrieneilfr-Ordantation concerning, iv. 178. between him and duke of Hamilton, 349.his lady's 
Rirkton's History, putbdished with a rimy to bring ills. daughter married to lord Lunt, 318—presbyterion n$8. 

credit on Westrotn.and thcpresbyterians, 1, lv.—ex. istersaPply unsuccessfully to hies i2-19—wishes Se e'eset 
traeislecna it,8!2-,69, is 130, 131,315, n. 225, n. 288, n. ' 	an indulgence to presbyterians in 1677, belt is opposed 
349,a. 373, Ii. 417, n. , . 	. 	. by bishops, 370—his character, 375 ix—instances of his 

kirk*, Joines,intercommunedvii. 325—is trepanned by violent conduct, 398—tomtit's letter to him giving an 
' ,contain;  Carstairs to his chamber, 327—nhat passed account of the skirmish at Drunteleg, Hi. 82 n.—letter 

there,  ih.—ls rescued by Bailie& Jer.viewoOd, and two to 	desiring forces from England, 31—letters to and 
others, iti.,,upon, information from ' Carstairs, lord trent the council about the same tithe, 85-87—council's 
fialtoun calls a council,, eepresents this as a riot, and letter to him after the battle ,  of Bothwell bridge, 114, 
'fines the three who rosette& him, 328—his information n.—the English parliament present an address to the 
. on this matter sent tothemetneil to be matter °Mimi king against him, 159—several of the Scotish nobility 
• .,against him, 329. 	. 	. complain to the king against him, ib. instances of hit 
Knov, John,.imprisonebl, in 39—king's letter to him, 39 oppression, 159-163—histetter to the council regard- 
. .,r.severitiestomards him. 214. Mg this complaint, 165, 166—conference before the king 

.14an,,EdWard, hisgbartntrons murder; iv. 211. to examine into the complaints against him, 168, lo- 
.-.14de, Milian*, taken prisoner, lit K. the king's letters to the conned, lords of scuba), and 

lords of justiciary upon this conference, 170, 171—his 
L papers sealed by the Omen at his death, iv. 17i. 

. Lauder, Leads, orders Sitirinlam to he shot without pre. 
. .Lagg, Sir Robert Griersoir„ hard of, his tdoed-thirsti. cess, iv. •172—mtlers three Others to be shetinthe same 
' -Mess, 240—he murders Me flefrof Whiteside, MI four day,' het his Men refine, ib. 
_ Miter:Min after granting them Miarter, mid Permits Lan, John, brought prisimer to Edinburgh, ii. 270— 

net their Midi& to be buried,. 242—hew this Was re- denounced, 336—a dwelling house and ;Deleting Metre 
stmjed`hy riming:ft _Kimmel*, ib,r,q-euriqns indictment , linitt for him, 418—taken prisoner, and great inuelty 
kneed 'by pits, 248—another. Matinee of ins blood- exercised towards -him, tit 17—dismissed upon mu. 
Ahisatinessi 2.42,-ids sneceskyt Galloway, 253. 	See thin, 59. 
Grierton, Robert. 	* Late, Robert, his memorials published with a view to 

, Laing; William, tined fei:imilventieles, Ii. 482. , 	. bring-discredit on Wddrdty and the presbyterians, i. 
LweSrk, insurgent-3fmk gvhen hsrgest .renew the cove. 1,, 

-,. neat there; ii. 25-h-sneMtg geople's deeiaration rit, lit 
& coin:Mil therelf0•41.  369—the  Panes- 

Law, Robert, brought prisoner to Edinbrirgh, ii. 270. '•
362-4roeeeding Landmrrows, see Test  

- Wthisvtdor'ed to ix pi'.5"41#00, for the escape  of  [iris- Loannont, laird of, craves warrant to cite the marquis 
corers, iv. 211. 	: 	 • 	• of Argyle before the pernament, 1. 132 

Landau, Robert,imprfo;Cq,41. 153. Lawrie, James, gets a remission, M. 452. 
'tionglandi; Robert, Iii. 4..it:,. . 	 . Lawrie, Robert, tries to blacken the character of these 
, Lalisley, George, his exap40.appn before the council, M. mho were execotAd for the Pentland rising, ii. 64 62 

473. 	 .. —tarns eplscopalian, and *dies soon under remorse,..„ Lapsley, George, is criminally processed, iii. 285—is con. 298, 299.  
.,, 	damped and executed, 286, 	̀ . Lesley, Dr James, principal of Maelschal college, Aber- 

..., 	, 	.., 
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deco, deprived for reflecting in a letter On ...the council iii. ti, iv. 6-his set'ority in teats 1110,1  br41141 '169,- 
and Lauderdale, H. 49.5, 496, his violent persecutions, ill. 495. 

Lawrie, 'Villiers:, of Blackwood, makes proposals to the Life-greard, king's,-heir appointment; i. 243. 
Insurgents at Lanat;k, ii. 26-makes proposals twice 1.itelsurn, ..tames, his examination before the council, 

..afterwards, 29-some favour shown to fiim,23-act of 
council about him, iii. 449, 450-his indictment btfore 

iii. 128. 	, 
Lillie:Am! inuir, account:of a conventielethere, ii. 243.. 

the justiciary, 450-pleadings of the lawyers, ib. 451- Lin, William, tined fOr conventicles, lit 262. 
is brought in guilty, and sentenced to be hanged, 451, Lindsay, Sir David, of the Mould, iii. 48. 
452-is reprieved, and gets a remission, 452. Linehan, John, cendeumed to be executed for being pre 

Lawson, James, a boy of 14 years of age, itnprisolied for sent at Pentland, but execution delayed, ii. 50. 
conventicles, iii. 4. LinlithgoW, account of the solemnities of the celebration 

League and Covenant, act concerning it, i. 95, n.-biwned 
at Loudon by the hangman, 213-remarks upon it, 269, 
270, st.-relkctions on the treatment of it in Linlitb. 

of the anniversary of the Restoration there in 1092, 
with remarks, i. 320, 321-encroachments On the loci. 
vileges of the burgh,,iii. 431. 

gow, on the anniversary of the restoration, 321. Linlithgow, earl of, letters to and frotultim after Thrum- 
Learment, James, taken at a conventicle Opposite the clog, as commander of thelcinga forces, iii.-83,86:11iS ' 

Bass, and tried, ii. 477-his indictatent, ib,-his defence, 
ib. 478-sentenced, and executed, 479, 480, 

account of the hate of the army upon lifenntonth'a a 
arrival, 99, 100, n...,-goes tocriert to endeavour to pre. 

Learmont, major Joseph, commands part of the horse at vent favour being shown. to yoreibyteriami, 172, 315, 
Pentland, ii. 31-forfeited in life and fortune, 70-pro. 3131-made justice general, iv. 29. 	 ' 
cess against him, 10-73, n.-condeinned to be axe. Linlithgow, John, iii, 406. • 
coded, brit reprieved, iii. 410. Linlithecarshire,list of -Writers preeesse41bere, iii. 407 

Leckie, qOarter.onaster, ii. 430.  Linning, Blizesbeth,Joor harsh treatment, iv. l 	' 
Leick, William, lined for a conventicle, ii. 451. Linning, John, his siifferinga,lv. 56. ' 
Leighton, Alexander, cited before the Star Chamber, 

and severely punished, for 'writing againab prelacy, i. 
Mahon, Patriek, ;Indium /Pi/tient, forfeited, 5W being at 

fettles* Ii. 70-1roness against them, 70.43,h. . 
SM. n. Livingseat, conventicle,  there, ii, :59. ..' 	' 

Leighton, Robert, archbishop, was a Calvinist, I. hi.- Livingsteme,instsuatibiss tothe forces sent there after 
entertained the notion that real piety Might flourish the murder at Swine-abbey, iv. 150c4heir procedure 
under any form of ecclesiastical regime, Iviii-not there, 157. 
naturally fitted ler the trials of refarnuttion, lix.-his Livingstone, —, of Greenyards, dergonneed-, ii. 243. 
share and intention in proposing the indulgence, !six,- Livingstone, Alexander, cited before the council, 4. 371' 
cote of the originators of the scheme of aceommedation, 
txxii.-scion appointed bishop of Dutriblane, i 238- 

y 	-their procedure with bite, 372. 
Livingstone,,James, fisted, iii. kW 

his character, ib.-conseerated intention, 239--sent to Livingstone, lord, begins the attack upon the risers at. 
.persuade saute ministers to take the oath of allegiance, - Beithwelt bridge, iii. 106. 	' 
296-appointed comutendator of GlasgOw,. ii. 111-his Livingstone, John, cited before the council, 4. 309-re. 
character, 175, 176-he appoints a committee to receive markable conversion attending Iris preaching at kirk 
complaints. Against unworthy ministers, 176-council ,of Shutt; and at Hollywood, ib.,-tenders the covenant 
appoints assistants to them, ib.-many , discouraged in to the king, ib.-asserts the king's title before Crum: 
their complaints to his committee, ik-proposes the well, ib.-his hut communion at Anerunt, 310.-though 
accommodation, ii. 177--causes several of the indulged not apprehended, appears before the council; ib.-his' 
clergy to be sent for toBdistbsurgh for that purpose, 178 examination before the council, ib...is required to take 
--substance of his proposal, ib -reasons offered against the oath of allegiance, Sit-Ike council's sentence 
it by the indulged and not indulged clergy, lb. 119-be against him, 312-he subscribes his acquiescence to his 	' 
presses-a meeting with the presbyterian clergy, which Sentence, ib.-lie petitions the council, ib..,pcopy of his 
is agreed to at Paisley, 1SO-rhe harangues them there, i sentenee.rehised him, 313-goes to Holland, ib".-tratw.. 
lb.-substance otitis proposal there,-ib. 191, n.-a Oen. fates the Old Temamentinto Latin, ib...fkis letter to 
ter proposal made to his, 415. 182, u.-is refused by Cho 
pee,,bytop,,,s, pm, pm......leavea his situation of arch. 

1  his Hook, ib. as.  
Livingstone, Airs, presents a petitiOn to council, 11..269. 

bishop, ii, 272-anecdoteofhimfrem .0 ()Wahl Calk,. Livingstone parish, penalties exercised there, iv. 257,,  
271, 212, o.rieriod of his death, 272, n; conduct of the curate, ib.-that of the Highland nii19. 

Lennox, Alexander, intercontmusied, ii. 325. tory, lb.-instance of the cruelty and treachery of the . 
Lennox, Robert, his sufferings afterthe Pentland rising, 

it. SO. 
citrate, lb. 	 . 	 . 

Livingstone, fratians, II. l96-imprisoned, hut soonliber- 
Lennox, —, iii 191. atett; iii. 402. 	...  
Lennox, Robert, his apPrelsension, antl military exeest. Loewe'', lairdof, crnelthesexerciseduponhim, iv. 413,114. 

lion, iv. 212. LorAwinnoch, harsh treatment of some hpritors there,. 
Lennox, Thomesiii. 52,53-his sufferings after the Pent. 4v. 135, 136. 

land ristig, 80. 	 , Lockhart, Sir George, ii. 449, SI 255, 320, his plea (Jr' 
Lent, net of privy council for keeping it, i. 318, 319-re. the earl of Argyle, 323  n. 326, 337. 

marks on this act, 319, a. 	• Lockhart, Robert, into-communed, ii. 30. 	t 
Lex Rex, written by 'Samuel, kutherford, proclamation Lockhart, Robert, of Baukhead, sentenced to be ex. 
. against it, i. 75, n.-burned by the hangman at Min. ' ecuted,iii. 490. 	 - 

burgh, 91-the principles of it those wit eh lie at the Lockhard, Sir James, of Lee, exerts himself against 
foundation of the British constitution, I. 1 xvii. archbishop Fairfoul's proposal to the commission, re. 

Liberty, civil omit religious, godtaniLin hand, 1. lviii. garding the collation and admission of presbyterian 
Lidderdate, Vicunas,  4 Isle, commission granted to hint, clergymen, i. 282. 
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Lockhart, !ratter, or Kirkton, his tristl.for treason, is.. Maelean,.Archibal d, taken prisoner, iii. 17. 
' 231. 	 . Matimnont, Gavin, Iv. 174. 	 • 
Lockhart, William, of illicketaliaw, with same Carluke Maaniehan, James, shot in the fields, iv. .111—his body 

men, marches to join the insurgents in Galloway, i. lifted after burial, and hanged on a tree, lb. 
44. Maio, John, tried and executed at Glasgow, iv. 63, 6k 

Logan, Robert, his circumstances., seizure, nod subse. Maitland, cap!. his instructions upon a hut in Drrne,isi. 
Anent treatment; iv. 255. 	. 375. 

Linden, state of the dissenters there during 1683 and Mailiandi Richard, made privy counsellor, ii. 503. 
less, W. 322. Maitland, William, ii. 181, 214. 

Lorimer, George, imprisoned, b111ESCap0Si iv. 17/ Malcom, Alexander, appointed sherlifdeputo Of Psfe, in. 
Lora, lord. 	See Argyle. 301. 
.Lothian, synod of, meet, and-reply to the king's Setter Malcom, John, taken prisoner at Ayrs.muss, iii. 221,—, 

I. 85,•86—are•hanItly treated by the commissioner and executed. 223. 
• Pitrhausent, 126,121—are forced to suspend some of Mar, earl of, Isis instructions from the council, ii. 386 

their brethren, yet oretlissolved, 129. iv. 214. 
..Loudoss, John, earl of; his death in some measure owing Marshall, Edward, forfeited, iv. 235—sentence fur rat- 

.ta grief at.the" introduction of prelacy in Sedtland,4. eution, ib.—his speech and execution, ib, 
287, 288. Marshall, George, fined for conventicies, ill. 5. 	• 	, 

Tmuden,..latnes, earl of, signs a letter of the heritoIrs of Martin, David, barbarous usage of him, iv. 241-e feats 
Ayrshire refusing the bond, ii. 36S—Isis character of it on him, lb. 
and brolly, ib. and n.—denountsed, 410—procedure Martin, George, condemned and executed, iv. 37, A 

', against bile, iv. 93—indieteskand put to the born, 91— Martin, James, of BuInvg, severities exercised towards 
his trial for treason, 231. him (smash:On his death, iv. 169. 

Jean XIV. comparison of his measures and those or Martin, John, indicted for being at Bothwell, iv. 235. 
James. VII. iv. 318, 349—revokes the edict of Nantz, Marlin, Robert, his alleged connexion with the 14/.- 
349. house plot, Iv. 224, 225—his citation nod forfeiture by 

Love, Irilliani,iv. 1137. the jtisticiary, 230—hereto parliament, '231, 216. 
London hill, ttvo soldiers murdered near, ill 36—air. Martin, trillions, son of James, when accused of Inca. 

• cumstaares Of the murder, 36, 37—supposed to have 
been-committed by one Scarlet, a tinker, 37—applies.. 

son renounces his heritage and is set at liberty, iii, 
449—his sufferings, iv. 125. 

thin of Iteritots of Ayrphire to the council osstlds inei. Mather, Dr Cotton, of Boston, N. E. Fetter from Wed.• 
' •4014,.38. 
Lucas, lord, his death, iv. 199. 

row to hiin, I. xxiv, xxv. 	.. 

	

Mather, David, banished, ii. 158. 	• 
Luke, John, his 0030, M. 489, Mather, Increase, minister of Boston, N. E. :otter from. 

"J'Airte, Ogle, lii. 338. '•Wodrow to hint, I. xxv. 
Lunacies!, Andrew, processed foe speaking against the Mayer, Mark, Ids flue 01111 banishment, iv. 193. 

test and' forced to take it, iii. 303, 301. 	' Maxwell, —:7-- of Blackston, designed to join oakum. . 
Wallace, but afterwards remises kit neighbours, it. 28, 
29—is liberated from prison, 99. 

Lyon, John, curate of Orr, hishouse plundered, iv. 146. 

, 	 M Maxwell, Charles, his sufferings, iv. Mk 
... 	. Maxwell, Gabriel, forfeited, U. 73,196. 
Macaulay,lastios, apprehended and sentto the Bass, iii. Maxwell, Sir George, of Newark, amount of Lori lines, 

JR. Ii. 476. 
MaCdonald,,lordi earl of Argyle sent to repress bib re. Maxwell, Sir George, of Nether Pollock, is inbrisoced. 

heinous practices, Ili. 61—he and others petihon the ii. 119—some favour shown him, 143—fined, 22.7—pro. 
.. 	council, 68. con against hint referred to the commission far public 

Maeliarrow, James, fined-for ern sling a person who affairs, 394.  
. 

	
had been at Bothwell bridge, iii. 421: Maxwell, Hugh, fined, tr. 120.  

Mackay, William, preicher, orders regarding him, Iv. Mamie'', James, of Williamwood, forfeited in Itte sled 
los. 	 . fortusse; 485—detail of Isis sufferings, ib. 487. 

11PiCessele, Sir-George, advocate, writes a vindication of Maxwell, Sir John, of Nether Pollock, It. 136—cited and 
" 	the reign of the Muerts,4. xi, xii--attempts to black. imprisimed, 111—decreet against loins, 141, 142—Isis 

'en the presbyterial' interest in Scotland, lxi—re. treatment by the privy colleen, 212. 
masks on; and extracts from kis history of Scotland, Maxwell, John, yolurger of Begton, forfeited 111 ine aril 
L "1",,, 148, is. 113, a: 205, n.--11. 24t—advocate at the fortune, iii. 485.  
trial- of opt. Aniot and others, 39—sketel" of his life Maxwell, John, of Daigavel, amount of his Snot, ii. 22 i 

, ',and character, 350, n.'—seat to London to oppose the —1Whvily fitted, iv. 4/7. 
' 	duke of Hamilton and-Ms party, 451, 452, 458—made Maxwell, John, of Otermnius, principal informer against 

privy constselbr, il. 503—made Justice.general, 501— the bird of Buchal, iv. 141. 
' 	Zernevoff (remade situation as advocate-to snake way Nerxwel/, lord, a papist, CO'1111111S91011 given him to rip. 

, 	 rev, Sir John tostrymple, i.e. 401—recovers his situa. prebend presbyterian ministers, IL 861. 	. 
', 	Aim, 438. 	 ' Marreert, of Monreff, fours/Red, It. 13—process against 

Mackenzie, Kenneth, of Soddy, his commission, iii. 381, him, 13-75—his narrow escape, 116.  
'427—his conduct and death, iv. 196. Maxikell, Robert, suspended and deposed, i. 410—elder 

MaCkenr.ic, Murdoch, appointed 'bishop of Moray, I. and younger intercommuned, ii. 286. 
237—h1s character, ib. Maxwell, Zacharias, of Bistwerthill, it. 136—cited and 

ifeselderoraith; Hugh, Condemned to 'be executed: but . hnpristined, 141--detract against him, 142, 143. 
reprieved, iii. 410. 	 ' Maxwellon, laird of, his cruelty, b. 242. 
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IPAdam, Gilhert,'11. l421Sis'sippirelienstani.triil, Min' APRoil, Mallisins; eitetbeforethe minsc6; i. 371=their 
islement, return, and Murder;tv. 389; 	, 	- 	' , procedure with hien, 372-liberated from prison and 

APAsslay, Alexander, hurprked arprayer, add elesit4v. chalkiest to CarlukO; iis 248. 	' 	• - 	' 
239. 	 , 	' . M'Keemie,.treffn, diet•ef: wen* received-at Enterkin 

3P Bryar, David, remarkable JodninOnt on'bini, IL •105.'- . path, iv. 13. 
brCartney, 	George, of Blanket,-  brought 4o ' mails APLattelikishor-Lauchliien;;Arargsirer, tier circumstan. 

trouble, ii. 18G-his father's sufferings and his 'own 
after Pentland, though hot there, ib..is 'isionrisosied 

res and character, iv. 248=nature 'Oilier indictment, 
40.occtisiotiof leer apprehension, ib.=her subsequent 

for six years, 187-seizure of his estates -add 'losses treatment, ib.-liar trial, lb.-circumstances Miser 
afterwards, ib.-brokight pawner to EdIsilairgls, 270.- harbor* exeesitioinib.the 'recerffi in the cornea 
liberated on bond, 406 registers show that the barbarain sentence ivess'eke. 

bP Cartney, George, executed far being coneerned- in meted ivithendits 'authority, 249. 	 . 
the Pentland rising, ii. 53.  3PLave, James;  his murder; iv. ga 	. 	, 

3PClettan, James, his Severe stiffeiings after Pentland, 
it. 78, 79. 

3PLellan, John, laird of Barscob„ assiits in seizing Sir-
Jannis Treireser,ii. '18=1s-forfeited is life andlorteme, . 

br Clude, John, surprised-At prayer, add shot, iv. 239: '70, 496-progress against-him. 70,..-73,h; 
M' Condochy, laird, forfeited by parlitureent, i. 215. '' .' APLellon, Robert, of Demob, sentenced' td die, biet re. 't 
JrCornsoeh, Andreae, naves ire the name of many the litieved, iii. 410, 
• dismissing the Galloway insurgent army, ii. 23-killed 3PLelland, Rebell, Of Earinngeehan, his sufferings, iv: 

at Pentland, 30. 234-356 	 ' 
APCoul, John,  executed fir 'being concerned in the APLOod, Angus and Nei, di/hounded, i. 391,"  

Pentland rising, ii. 53. hPLetregend, frillians; isis sufferings after ftothirell ' 
vcrio, Dr, his account of the quark* 'among  the bridge, iii, 121. 	 ' 

prespyteriona precious 'it, mei 'battle ,of itothwels 3P3fiehael,Daniet, apprelfenited, iV.2249-kis tread:stint; 
bridge, L Isx--eXtraet front * Vindication of 46.=depOrtinent to the perseCutors, ilx=behisritairat 

' Covenanters, lxxiii, txxvit 	' 	'' 	r 	'. 	' 
bretilleeh, major John; process *deist hint for being 

his 'exedestion,ih. 	, 
319fichael, James, his hand its the murder of curate 

present at Pentland, ii: 39=48, ei..=is 'excheiteet, 48- ' Prier:Ms, iv:197. 	- 
hardships he Underwent before Pentland, and 'iris ISP3fiehan, Gilbert, 'ef•Ittltentralsehn, indicted 4MfOre 
family after it, 49. parliestnent, iv. 259. 

*Dewed, William, of Garthladal, lite* 'and acquitted, 
ii. 490 

3PAliohen, Jaistwanid, ft: 221.  
AP Milian, Ak.rander, executed for being conrerned iii 

APEwmont, William, banished for raising the test, iii. the Pentland rising, ii. 53. 	• 
494 	

. 	. • ' AP Milton, &Enid, ptveess against hint, iii. 456-is ex. 
M'Ewen, Samuel, seutented and executed, iv. 07, 68- eented, ik-paper he left behind Mai; ib. 457. ' 

his testimony, 69-his letter tar .14 friend after sentence, 
ib; 	flat. 	' 	' ' 	• 

.b.P Millais, James, executed fed being concerned in the 
Pentland rising, ii. 53. 	• 

APGarhie, Arthur, his sufferinspe,li. 51. 3P billions' Reber!; ii. 52;53. 	 ' 
APGeorge, 7rilliam, his sufliwings, iv. 124. 	' 	' M'Millan, William, of Caldour, a detail of his sufferings 
3PGhie, John, of Larg, ids effects forfeited, iv. 234.- 	' from 1660 to 1681, iv. 122,123-with 80 ether prisoners 
3POilt, David, his wife tortured ((Knitting his esrape;11. sent from Dumfries to Edinburgh, and are harshly 

Gt. treated, 123, 124L-stint prisoner'to Ihninotter, 12L.  
31'Gill, John, horrid cruelties indietod on him and his 3P Milian, William, his case before the canned; iv.216:- 

family, iv. 236. Ms bail, 222-is token to Dunnotter, 322-petition in 
APG ili, Robert, his exaMinatfon before the chneeil, lii. kis behalf; and its answer; 945. 

129, n. 	 ' APNaught, Patrick, forfeited, iv. 73-process against 
3PGilligen, John, of Alamo, celebrates the stheransent of him, ib:75;.n. 

the Supper with mach di the Divine .preSence, it 285 ,APOulaln, Andrew, circumstances of his wanton mur. 
itsirratyly escapes being -taken; ilxiittercosinnuned; der, iv. 251:  

286-taken and brought to Edinburgh, 3443-,hit suffer. M' Robert, Andrew, his apprehended, and sodded shill. 
MO vine the restorestiOM;Jb....teNtiltes a presentation, 
and is uopesedisy tttehtetiop, itkatetted by the earl Of  

tary execution, iv '242. 
drfteMes, or AP Cabin, Alexander, his seizure And-treat- 

-Seaffirth's orders And carried' 40 Foitrose, 331-his Inent by Legg, iv. 010-his sentiments before his eite. 
'speech to the promit, ilx,...is birdied to 'Edinburgh cation, ib. 
had sent to the Bales, 335,6355-cconGssed to isks,,356- 
sent to the Bess% lit 435=his ;treatment iromshe roan. 

3Praird; +Robert. heads Of his sermon at -Glasgow, 
%%kith -*as the *indefinite( his prosecution, 1. 206.,1s 

cil, id-extracts (nen his diary, 436-sickens in the brought under a guard to Edinburgh andindieted,•207 
Bass, 437-is liberated, ib. 	 . -51sis Own aeons* ofkhireatment and,  expectatiOns, 

APilarcie, r40,ma$, his sudffea and brutal-. tuaiiiesOte. ib.-Ids speech before the parliament, 207,-212-the 
240. 	* 	 ' Ourlitunent delay coming to an issue; 213-'-hiSsuppli. 

APHolehisen, Hugh, his paper upon taking the Wick it, 
395, 396, o. 	 ' 

cation to the parliament, iti. 214-banished by the par. 
liandotf, 2I4-goes to liolleunivikere he continuer: till 

APIlwraith, Giltort, detail of his selfish*, it 313: - his death, ib. 306, n. 31.4-64 letter to one of thiream- 
IIPXail, Hugh, !Mires the country on account of a Set- 

mop preached by him, 1..301-tortured with the boots 
. enmities iii. 201-letters from him to John BroWn, 

iv. 403400-part of a letter of his occasioned by the 
and executed for his concern in. the Pentland rising, 
ft. 52, 53-his behaviour aittspeech at the place of ex,  
ecution, 58, 59, ii.' 	4  

death of John Brown, 500, 501. 
3ftelittff*. diocesan, net of council  concerning them, I. 

280, n.-4hese meetings ill kept except in the north; ib. 
4 k - 	- 
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Meetings, Prittiffei.nototelionell Mitint,thent, i. 339, 310 
-remarks on it, ik-another act of council against 

Millar, John, of Watershough, liberated underfoot* lv, 
4).  

than, 400. 	: • 	 .. Miner, Robert, hie examination before the council, W. 
Meggists,dairdnkfinekii:lin,•193.  199, n. 	 • ' 
Meldrum,Iffeerge, minister in Alvetdeen, wheireitedlte. Miller, Robert, ii. 181. 	 .. 
.. fore the coonicili agrees to comply ivith prelacy; and Is Millar, Rebore, his trial tor treason cud bXeentioaeiv. 
.., recomMended to the primate, i„.315-repOnita after- 226. 	. 	. 

f.,svards.having coampliekilm-abstract of his own ac. .:- Miller, William, banished, ii. 109. 
. -count of.this. matter, 315,.316-Ais character, 316, 317 Minor, — of Westford, lined for toting at a convener 
, -sketch of his life,.317-stleaveshis charge rather than ele, ii. 110. 

'. 	lake ilteteSt, iii. 3110: 	. 	. 	• Milroy, Gilbert and William, detail of their soderinp, 
„Meldraia, George.liis linen** sentence of banishment, iv. 185-187. 
•• iv. 193-4etins of his hberatienirien Blackness, 215. Milroy, John, his apprehension and execotien, iv. 222. 
Me/ford,,eartef, the -birder Dochni ended his martyr, Ministers, meeting of, at Edinburgh, i.. 66, 07-occasion 
,- of whose estate.he haltgot a promise before he was of their meeting, 69-their designed supplication,a- 
• tried, iv. 140-See Drummond,..lohn, 180. 71,n.-apprehended and imprisoned, 71--set for se- 

! Melville; George lend, iehtses the bend; if. 401.,pro. coring thorn, ib. n.-present a supplication to Memel. 
..ceilute 'against him, iv. 4>S-hailieted; arid pot to.the mittee of, Estates, 72-their preleeediags during the 
-horn, -94his alleged convection with the Rye house parliament in 1661, 110-present overtures to the coo.' 
pled, 211,-his trial for treason, 231,-277. missioner, M.-their efforts against the rescissor.y act, 

M1714*-- John, minister in Aberdeen, when cited be. 112-act concerning them, 219-in west tindsontlo cited 
' 	fore- theoemincil, with. George Meldrum, agrees to before the cottoned', 371-act respecting presentation 

'comply with nOilitcy and is recommended to the pri. of, 101-sonie preach against the change in church, 
" Mate, i. 315-repents afterwards of his compliance, 316 109-11st of those who were ejected and who contain. 

Mr Meldranes account of. the matter, ib.-,tvrites edie1662,321-329, n.-their cloareeter,324,325-11ard. 
. 	against popery, ii: 18S-has some bitter redaction after skips in their ejection, 326, 327-are punished without 

taking the test, iii..30); MI . any process, 329-those of the west and south, chitty 
ItOmies,-John,,MiniMerat tariarornek, renounces pre- affected by rids MectiOn, 390-censures upon tkeir 

, 	lacy, ii. 1614Mis testimony against prelacy, itt. 165, n. leaving their charges considered, ib.--act against giv. 
-brought to trouble, 181. lush charity to them, 401-are kirbidolen to live in. 

'Msheief,,John.:process agentst.biphili. 4.52. burghs, 402-the elder ministers gradually attacked,. 
'. 'Mercer, James, teamed, ii. 102. 403-letter from some of them stirring op iMase of 
- htersington, lady, banished from. Edinburgh for being their persuasion to prayer, ii.. 165-167, n. 
• . _ .'cl"Ce!lrd,!'in Preltinir a petition  to  munch, ii.  BY), 
',Middletorn eariof,:his reflections on the king's letter to 

Mintsiman, Mrs, her sufferings, iii. 391. 
Mitchell, Andrew, his sufferings, IV. 171. 

• „ presbytery of Edinburgh, L. 82-letter from Messrs Mitchel, David, appointed bishop of Aberdeeh, i. 376- 
Dicksou and Hutchison to, 86-arrives in Scotbuld as his character, ib.-his dent* 376. 

.11int7iColantlatilMarog1.-Miagbararter. ib•-ts fit 106tra- Mitchell, James, his character, ii. 115-attestants to kill' 
,.. Mfat in overawing Scotland, 69-sketch of his life, lb. archbishop Sharp, but only wounds the bishop of OA; 
, his deelemtidu abdtit the tuitional covenant, 109-cause ney, 116--escapes, ib.-proaclamation of council upon 

Oflt1s :enmity adahut James Guthrie, 163.,-foesidetion this littetimi, ils-the council's account of the attempt,. 
o:iititedistbed betWeen hint and.the earl of Lauderdale, to the king, lb.-taken prisoner, 248-two letters of 
, 	221.1s present at the corioecration of the Scotish bish. _.-. lord Haltotin's giving an account of his exateinalion, 
bps, 2.75,-atteMpts to put the earl of Lauderdale and , it, 249-his indictment, 2.19-952, *--coisoeil'a set 

,_ 	others oat of itittees of piddle trest, 271,-71ist of ilnes itn. aboutlilm which was afterwards refused when plead' 
posed by khakis parliament, 271-979, ,n.-makes a tour ed hi his process, 249-9.52-justielary desert the diet 
to the west and sou* 2Sf-design of this _tour, 282- against kiln, and he is sent to the Bass, 952-re. 
returns-to Edintotiroilv, 281-goes to Lowden and never ,  
fistutas,,287.400Mps rip sonic orders from the --king de. 

' 	marks on a scurrilous paper on his case, 451-is ptit to 
the torture open want of proof of his nccessipa to 

• ; - laying the execution of the toes leviable by-the act of l'entland, 455-aheonnt of what passed at the co emit 
-tee 	 -458-remarks upon ' 	toes, S.M.-his disgrace and cold reception at court, 346 dewing his to-Hare, 456 Ifs 
torture, 458, 459-vindicated in refusing to owojedf. 1,,rfaigiti %I'M* OSIVII„367tlIWECIS,01 IliS dimmotreidb. , 

-..his patrons, ils-seat to Tangier.-where he,dieso.M. eialiy what be had owned upon a promise, 459-is sent 
. 	319. -. 	 , 	.,  to the Bass, and processed criminally for his attelara 

Mile get, Scotish, i, 34%311,st.,tommbielti ir,,3110312: on the bishops et St Andrews and Orkney, lb. -re. 
Afifilthiierearlia,ortactalsoot, b. 139-,king's InIter 'beet -•enives his iedielment, ih-debates upon it, ib..-46See. 

modelling sbe„theiFinateectiorooliohktn. tooporlion.  -his own confession told& was the great proof 
108, 11" 49.3",41?5,  if.-PK0F1Montiotr sheet the militia utainst hill, 400, n.-the justice's:interlocutor, KO- 

. 73, 74,4a.-,orders to the militia in .aftor.Deuetelog,111. 40-the Probation, 163-10-Rothes', Halton's, Lab. 
• ..." different shires, '77, 78,--stet far administering aseonth • tleidate's, and Sharp's depositions, 469, 47p-verdict 

- to-them, 8.5repcort oboist themodel of theist, 1'5, 176, and sentence, 470, 471-his own narratien of his trial, 
-.'..is-raiseit in-lhe several shires.on the invasion of:ttM 

• earibf Argyle and dialog of Mennrouth, W. 955; ski— 
written the slimming before his death, 471, 472-4 eat,  
tilted, 472-his speech to the people at his exeeistiom 

'.copy- of an order foi„jeleing, ib,,...raised on the; alarm 472, 473-Sir Walter Scott's remarks op hit case, i. 
of the invasioe of the prince of "Orange, 463,-same 4xx,* 
regilletions of the militia, 466-preelatnation eating out Mitchell, John, cruelty exercised towards his Wife, ill. 

- ' the Militia, 1/7t. 	• In, • 
Millar., einciAlfifer.„ tried and e)cfclitqa..iij. 277 278.. kitehen, Robert, betrayed in n cave, and spot, it. 243. 

It 	' 
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INDEX. 	 55.5. 
Monerief, Alexander, Minister at Scoonie, hissufferilip Muir, Henry, by a bishop's interposition escapes punish. 

fist kis loyalty during the usurpatien,.i. 198—presents nest for convontiolos, II. 473. 
Ake protestation and petition to 'general 'Honk, ib.—is Muir, James, condemned and executed, lv. 58. 
seized and continues long under confinement, ib.—is Attar, John, late provost of Ayr, his case, iv. 216. 
indicted before the Orlianrent, ib:-his wiferschristihn Muir, Margaret, lady Tenting, her case, and that of her 
resolution, lb.—many interpose for him, ib.—paella. son, iv. 213. 
useat's sentence against him, ib.—summary of his hard. Muir, William, of Caldwell, his estate forfeited for do. 
ships and singular preservations, 199—invited to Lon. signing to Join colonolVallace, IL 28, 29, 78—process 
Onderry, but continues in Scotland till his death, ib. against him, 73-75, n.—his estate given to general 
&.e 414. 'Maio), 7b—sufferhuns of his lady, III. 430-441. 

Monk, General, stops taken by him for the restoration Muir, William, of Glandersten, imprisoned, iii. 468—his 
of ffluirles H, I. 4—secretly encouraged in that MORS. petition to Ws council, lb. 469—ant of Justiciary about 
are by Robert Douglas, Ile.—imprisons, many of the him, ib. 
Solids nobility, 59, 60—secures the army in Scotland Muir, Sir William, of Roseanne, his arse, 11. 145. 
for this English parliament, 60-refuses to obey the Muir, Sir iVilliam, of Rowallan, younger, commission 
ceders of the. English army, ib.—his speech to the given to him by tho session of Fenwiek to hear down 
Scotish commissioners, lb.—declared general by the rico, II.  278. 
Diglish parliament and marches to London, ib. Muirdyken, a scuffle there, Iv. 295. 

Monmouth, duke of, married to the counters of Roe- 
dent., i. 3;6—cause of it, ib. n.—appointed general of 

Muirhead, James, of Brodlehadm, 'process against him, 
III. 487, 488—detail of his sufferings, 488, 440--fined, iv. 

the forces in Scotland, iii. 86—reasons of this appeiht. 136, 147, 213. 
meat, 8S—anises in Edinhogli, 99—reaches the coif, 
and adVances slowly against the risers, 101—his con. 

Muirltead, James, dies through ill usage, iv. 124. 
Muir/road, James, executed for being concerned in tho 

fermis* with two of their number, 106—defeats them Pentland rising, ii. 53. 
it Bothwell bridge, 106, 107—rejects tho cruel pro. Muirhead, John, indicted, Iii. 219—delivered for trans. 
pools of some of his  oaken,  112—taken  kayo of the  portntien, 222—a criminal process against his life drop. 
Outten, 117—suppliention to him of presbyterlafis not lied. 235. 
concerned in Bothwell, 147, 148, n.—exerts his in. Muirhead, William, forced to take the test, but after. 
keno at court in their favour, )49, 151—is turned wards repents of it, iv. 160 
oit'of his posts, 154—causes of it, ib.—hris•still a little Munro, Alexander, imprisoned, iv. 59. 
infittenee at court, Ill, 112—refuses the test, iii. 300— Mauro, Sir John, confined to his own house, III. 443. 
council's letter to the secretary on this, 301—protla. Murdoch, William, banished, II. 109. 
salation against him after the discovery of the Rye- Murray, shire of, council's commission for it, iv. 102- 
4ensse plot, 499, 500—refuses to' sign a letter ricknow- report from the commissioners for it, 192-41. 
lodging kis share in the plot, 505—Isis invasion, iv. 341 Murray, Anthony, imprisoned, Iv. 30. 
• —his prosecntiOn arid forfeiture, 351. Murray, Arthur, dies of grief for the disaster at Pont. 

Money, Gilbert, fined by Sir William Bannantynothough land, ii. 237. 
innocent, ii. 65. Murray, earl of, written to by the council to bear down 

Montgomern'of Roirland, iv. 126. convelitieles, II. 281—sent by the council to London, 
5.filntgeserry, David, of Langskaw, his sucked conned. 419, 451—counell's letter to him there, 451, 452—made 

lion with the Byehouse plot, Iv. 224—his citation and ecterotary of state for Scotland, Iv. 160--informations 
feefeiture, 230—indictment before parliament for trop. against him, 343—the king's answer, 314—his Intrigues 
stay 231:..his character, 232—trial, 277. in favour of the bill against papist dboshilities,361—how 

Montgotnery, Ezekiel, imprisoned, iv. 3, mot by the bishop of Ross, 365. 
Montgomery, major general, is inierated from prison, 

ii. 99. 
Mfsrray, John, minister at brethren, the process against 

him, I. 203—liberated, II. 106. 
Montrose, marluis of, solemn interment of hill bones, L Murray, John, crimlinilly processed, ill: 277—condemned 

142, 243. to be executed, but spared, 978. 
Montrose, marquis of, made captain of horse pods, ii, 

564, 
Murray, Sir Mungo, his cruelty to two countrymen for 

having had two men who had been at Pentland one 
Moody, David, persecuted, iii. 387. night In their house, II. 61. 
Moriston, laity, banished without any libel, 4172, 473. Murray, Richard, his commission, it. 366. 
Morton, Andrea', is taken prisoner andexamined before Murray, Sir Robert, comes down from court In 1667 to 

a,committee of cottnell, ff. 152—the cmincil's sentence, 
ib.—intercommuned, 286—fined in 30,000 marks, iii: 

got a true account of the state of the country, ii. 87—
is made Justice clerk, 88—groat pains taken to prove to 

491, him the necessity of keeping up the army, ib.—instru. 
Merlon, laird of, Ii. 49. mental in obtainIng.the bond of peace, DO 
Mennen, James, tined for conventicies, II. 482. Murray, William, II. 39. 
Mannan, John, apprehended, in. 26—set at liberty, 151. Murray, Sir William, of Stenhop, kis commission against 
Asuman, George, tined, if. 122. 
lfotrat, Hugh, his losses from the Highland host., ii. 

429. 

conventieles, li. 361-366. 

N 
Muir, Alexander, imprisoned and fined, Iii. 491. 
Muir, Bessie, imprisoned for a conventicle, ii. 335. Nairn, Alexander, fined, lv. 48. 
Muir, David, his sufferings from the Highland hest, ii. Nairn, James, ii. 177. 

44, 429. 	' Mains, lord, brought out of his bed to vote against the 
Muir, George, his circumstances, seizure, and Bulge. earl of Argyle, ill. 336. 

neent treatment, its. 255. Nairn, Robert, his sufferings, ill 405. 

   
  



. 546' 	 'I N b, t,  X. 
Ndira,..sif,,i4d, Ni. 5. , Oliphant, °harks, cited for a Conieibiele, I. 225. - 
Nofiltfirk the frinciplea:of it those which lie * the ,Orange, Mary,,prineesir of, her opinion regarding the 

foIntttatioirofthirBritlith constitelien; if, latch-its an. persecuted' presbyterians of Scotland, iv. 435. 
that4 end Proclamation 'horsiest it, 6. 100. Orange, prince ef. • See William. 	 . 

Namiihi, Jame; imprisoned, 1. 60elet -or thencii re. Ordination, unlawful, set against it, IL 197. 
-tenth/thins, iffif",..308,1311,318' his conilinton the pro. Orleans, duchess of, her intrigues to introdiace popery 
posing ottlidaiscenteitedatithli 6: 1812 	' 	' 

klasniith, -1,,,--, 	Strapner 	by the 
into Britain, ii. 189, 189-supposed to !tare been poi. 
soned, 189. induCted•into 	church 

. 	. bishop of Galloway, though another had 'been ap. °moisten, Charles,ii. 6. 
tafinteilto the:situation, 9.147, °Ham*, James Campbell of, forfeited by parliament, i. 

TITeace or Nemo, John, is cited before the council; add 297--conenission against him, 299. 
• sintmaccd" to liettishment, 1: 317-,subieribes hit no. Ce4r, John, of, Milbank; harshly treated, iv. 195 
infiescince to 'his sentence, ib.-Ms character, ili. Orr, John, in Hilb, harshly treated; iv. 136. 
81eslialoilens1;1121. 	• Orr.' Robert, ii. 15Sharshly treated; W. 136. 

. 	,Neilren, fobs, tortured. with the boots, ii. 5S-executed Orrock, Alexander, discharged from preaching at Den. 
-for being'-present at reittland, 49, 50=hls sufferings dee, iv. 45.5. 

e 	before that riaing, 50,-bils family oppressed after his Osborn, James, denounced, ii. /33. 
. 	death, 51. Osburn, John, ii. 4, iii. 439. 

,itliiinetar-oberf,lii. 58, 61. Outed Ministers, &erect passed against upwards of 40 
' 	• :Neififiefi r-fparisk of, commissioners appeinted to can. of them, b. 243-brought to trouble, iv.164-forced to 

• niinedittisabusesie it, i. 340-heritors of, *media 1000 leave Edinburgh, 195. 214, 2I2-king's letter regarding 
'poii*Ii foe ao:attack on the minister there, ii. 163. them, 214-act against them, 223 

• Neisdnines,,iii. 5, 156. Oxford decree, iii. 500, 507, n. 
hress , 	iii. 5. ,Them#, ' 

' 	2fetverk,lord, Males the bond, ii. 401. • I' 
 

, • , bleeder/1k ford,,gets contrasted of a troop of horse, ii. 13.  
Wescome, Henry, letter of 'Waren,  to him, i. ustui. Page, William, fined-tor convonticics, iii. 5. 

' 	Nicol.,  Saints, sentenced and exthutekiv. 69. Paisley, meeting of ministers at, ill. 156. 
, ,21Tieelien,.-Sir John, hisfoppression, ii. 4.51. Pruden, William, iii. 196. 

*i4et, Atesoniter;of ernigentinny, is. 28-bis conduct Papistr„.two trafficking, banished, I. 246-proclaination" 
„,t6vCisnocit'sftritd, 91, 92. 	' 	 .  against them, ib.-counoil's procedure against papists, ' 
ItInfiery Jonterosxecuted at Glaigow,4v.111-.06. ii. 6-council's letters to archbishops *abut theist  59 

- Osrisiiat, Sir Sohn, feppeintealtiog's advocate, L 420. -proclatitation against them, 183-they intros*, 171 
' - ..2,1isbite, "..lehn,)6( Mardian, account of him, iv. E55-was -proclaination against theM, 232-abstract of precis. 

ff 	'
,
it l'entimid, 2216..wounded et Bothwell,' ill. his elm. mullion against them, iii. 24, 25-the creed protesthats 
reeter,th.4eMpioyed in ptiblishing• declarations, lb.:-”.  were required to spbscribe before becoming, iv. 352- 

. his appreheasiott, lb.-colonel Beckett thanked for it . king's speech introducing the doing away of their its. ' 
lii.the..conneil, (lb.-indicted, W.-examined previously ,, abilities, 350-intrigues of the cotitifiissituter in tamer 
it;4:yr„ itif.41iis treatMent tn Edinburgh, ib,,exetni. et that Meathre: 364—Mate of pid)tittlYenton it,365-Ite- 

• - tivitiefifftbere, lb.-his spirituel frame of mind since 
,his apprehension, 237-4,4s libel, ib.-hts judicial con. 

• 4fitssion;11;:44isctissiett concerning the opinion of the 

harbor of hence of the bishops, alma,* introdticed, 
altered. vehemently Opposed, and tibltedimed, 366, 
controversies :on this subject, 367 n.0371, n., 375, rt., 

. '''• 	Societies abeut Argyle; ib.-found guilty, ccanientned, 
' .antlexceuted,•thrhis conduct at the execution, ib. 

4-.57'fibid.  :John; judgment upon him for modhing Donald 

381, n.-ecclesiastical commissionestiffilislied, and 
papists rendered eligible to the Ertglisliprivy council, 
359-changes in the Scots council,. 389-their designs 

Cargill, iii. 219. and expectations upon the accessloakd king Jetties, 402 
• 22isbet, Jian,4taiger, tried and executed, Hi. 453. -401. 

' 	Nithulalc, earl of, ii. 123, id. St. Parents prosecatetithr children, iii. 364. 
• -Nicest, John, process against hart for words spoken Park, Francis, his losses for having lent a plotigh to a 

against the duke of York, hi. 236, 237. nunswith bed been at Bothwell, iii. Iftit 
Mani ,  IVilliain, iv. 53t-is harshly treated by the cent,. Park, George, fined for harbouring Ms own son after 

etit andarmtenced to be hanged, 150, 131. 	- 	' Bothwell, hi. 122, 123. 
Niveri 'trillion', is suddenly ordered to be taken from l'ark, John, iii. 206.  

,. ,,,Cattelagate tothooth to thinnotter castle, 4v. 322-his Park, John, condemned and executed, iv. 189, 190. 	. 
attempt to escape from the castle; 324retaking"tiod Park, John, though indulged to Strearlier, is net ad. 

1ttlpinfamtfisitse, 324, ps. 	, 
brnniesitkuce, the king's dispensetion to the bishop of 

milled, ii. 147. 	' 
Parker, John,procoss against him for being presentet 

.,thetioseityltir, iii; 36. , 	. . 	, 
Pentkind, ii. 39-46, n.-is executed, 48. 	- 

Parliament„Ocotiter proclamation for holdin; ti te Jast 
• 0  , 	 . 1661 , i.,61-LpreparitHoisit for their nieeting,87-rmahrks 

. 4, saff at,afigti,4ausis to he iiikka to it, iv. 204-re. r 	neon this parliatoebt: £0,,its acts rescinded at there. 
''star' 	kable'yeitths impesethby •Claveritouse, 255. milutien, ib.-Chitta. °ter of the members, 88, 89-pains 

.'.4411224,4roginibiett, alleged unfair &ding with that of taken by cottrtiers in electing members for it, 10.. 
rUmitintit4v.gOkz4let of Seed** never tendered to riding of it, ilitheir great design, which was proton. 

- 	,deplps 154.;,*2-ta of that measure, 203-exatni. ten by sermons preached before them, ib. 91-the va. 
000ml-ions:Alta eilpetien the rights,* the Stmmut family, 

• _.,..,• 	 • 
Batty of their nets questioned by some, ib.-their oath 
of allegiance. 92-several of their first nets, with re. 

,qq_ter,55p5i,sagt,--lbtit Jesuits were sent to Scotland' to marks, 91-106-their acts protilimed with soleinnitkt  
- taidtWeitrerts,iii, -150. f 	53+-',., .,„ 	cr 	. 

217-their acts which relate to the church in 1663, 319, 

   
  



INDEX. 	 557 
361-reasons of the length of this session, 351-meets 
iq.1669, with the design of forwarding the union with 

n.-Isis sense of th4 teat, lb.-goes to London, 357, 
381. 

England, which Is unsuCcessful, IL 136-great care Paterson, Islinian, sent to the plantations, III. 443. 
taken in making the elections, ib,-Is dissolved, 141- Paterson, Peter; Imprisoned for a conventicle, ii. MIS. 
their acts in 1670 furrow as they conternOresbyterlans, Paterson, Robert, killed at Ayrs.mosa, iii. 22. 
!(4-175-their acts in 1672, as far as they concern Paterson, Simon, apprehended, carried to a gallows at 
presbyterians, 197-201-prochnntion for (mein 1691, 
after an interval of nine years, ill. 287-king's letter 

Curnomek, and hanged without trial, lv. 252. . 
Paterson, IValter,ii. NI 

to it, 288, n.-duke,ol York's speech to it, 289,293, a. Paterson, William, IL 130. 
. -,parliament's letter to the king, 280, 290, 11.-15 ad. Paterson, William, his eventful Ilk;  apprehension, and 

journed from time to time, 363, 361-act about election murder, iv. 253. 
of members of, iv. 180-characters of the last under Paterson, Sir William, ill. I7,9-sent to Glasgow 	to 
Charles II. and the first under James VII. 2.59-neces- make inquiries into the conventicle at Illackloch, lv. 
ally of the meeting of the latter, ib.-indiennents 24-29-ine report to the council, 29. 
iyrotiglot before them, ib.-reitontion of the king's Palhon, Andrew, lined, III. 387. 
speech, ib.-copy of it, ib. 11 -criticism of it, 260, 261- Paton, John, sentenced and executed, iv. 65. 
his assertions regarding his absolute power, ib.- Paton, Matthew, executed for being concerned In the 
Queensberry's speeekon that occasion, 263-copy of Pentland rising, ii. 52 
it,, 260, n.-that of the, torn eilankellor, 261, n.-that Paton, Robert, banished, IL 141. 
etthe parliament's replir to the king, 263-character of Patronage:, not abolishing, in 1019,1. 104. 
the minty, 265-the effects of 11a bill on the dispensing Pearson, Joins Norman, editor of archbishop Leighton's 
lower, 266-passing of no act ratifying former acts works, reasons of his dislike to Wodrow's history, I. 
forothe security of the protestant religion, ib,-Its na. III., WM. 
tore, lb.-copy of a decInration prof/Icing the merlin. .Pedagorios, act ahout them, ill. 427, 428, a. 
Monts' ogler of duty, given as an instance of the then Pedin, Alexander, council's letter against him, IL 4-.- 
slavish spirit of the Scotish Mitten, 266-nature of its sent to the Bass, 224-let out of the Bass, II. 356- 
chief bearings, 207-provision against invasion, vs- banished to the plantations, 483-forfeited,. ill. 13- 
ratification of the proems of forfeiture of Monklend, process against him, 73-75-his character, sufferings, 
Jerviswood, and Argyle, 218-ratification of the acts of death, and burial, iv. 396-raised from the grave at 
council, justiciary, find commissioners, ib.-that of an Auehinleck, and buried at Cimino& gallows, iii.-Isis 
opinion of the lords of countAl and session, 279-act spirit of prophecy, 296, 397. 
passed to secure conformity among tenants, ib.-one Pcdin,  William, IL 52,54 	' 
anent adjudicatipiss fcir fines, 280-iiet for scenting the .Peables, presbytery of, letter from cometl to them, pro. 

. kingdom agaittst invasion, 1k-order all mm-abjurers Minting them from Ordaining n minister, i. 231-act of 
Val the Sanquhar declaration to be indicted, 281-act of council against them, 235. 
fitfleinnity to privy council and all,persons commission. Peebles, Hugh, confined, II. 159-allowed to come west, 

.,,ed M the late severities, 281-Oct for the, clergy, ib.- 99. 
„gist of forfeited estates aniwxen to the mown, by act Peirson, Peter, curate, assists tlip laird of Legg, iv. 174 
,of parliumeat, 282-remarks.en that act, ih.-tennen- -his temper, 196-particulars of his murder, ib. 197 - 
cy of the measures of this session, IL 	animadversions persons concerned in the attack upon him, 197--re. 
On several nets against the Mike of Argyle, 308-effects • marks upon this murder, lb. IV& 
of the sitting of parliandeni on the state of the country„ Penal statutes...against papists., *lotion nt the question 
321-parllatnent MI696 'flake ismnd to courtmeasures, of their repeal, Iv. 353-395-controversial palters on 
359-king's opening speech, 350-ito reception and re. subject, 367, a., 371, a., 375, n., 381, n,-n bill for .(lint 
.ply, 360-review of the speech, 361-that of-the corn- the repeal rend and abaridened, 366, 6:c.-tiko king 
mIssioners, 364-that of the reply, ib,-Intrigues in repeals them by his proiclaination, 416. 
choosing the lords of articles, 366-a bill in favonst.M.  Penman, Gideon, an immoral curate, I. 389-if Irk ton's 
papists at length preparedandsubmitted, ib.-but stij.,  
semiently modified, Mx-niter much opposition drop. 

sketch of his life, 331, n.-ouspected to have been n 
witch, ib.-tried for being in compact with Satan, II. 

pod, ib.-acts anent forfeited lands, 387-meeting of 504.  
estates, their offer of the crown to .kiug William and Pasta, William, particulars Of his trial at tho Old Bailey 
queen Mary, 476-settled as a parliament, lb. for preaching, ii. 478, 479, n. 

Parifiancon, English, (Mame Monk general, I. 60-a now Pentland, cause of the rising in Galloway of the per. 
, one meets and restores the king, 61-dissolved, 85- sons who were dissipated there, B. 17-they seize Sir 
4ppfication from Scotland to it for the king, 226-bring James Tlirner, 18-the council send nit express to 
in a bill excluding the duke of York (root the names. court, to the commissioner, end to several of the no. 
non, III 29-king's declaration, ordering a parliament bility, concerning 	this 	rising, 	19-general 	Onlviel 

.. to,,Ineet in November, 1689, iv. 460. 	 ' marches against them, lb.-proclamation against them, 
Pgrefan, laird Of, it 51. 20, :L.-people flock from several pert, of the country 
Pourer, proclamation about them, iv, 11'7, H.  to join them, 21, 22-their little army is first modelled 
Pate, William, kilted without process by the soldiers 

after Bothwell, iii. los. 
at, Ochiltree, 23-they march 	through 	Cumnock, 
Taluirkirk, end Douglas to Lanark, where they renew 

Paterson, Gavin, iii. 485. 	' the national covenants, 23-95-tholr declaration,' 25 
Paterson, John and !Villains, their case, Ii. 341. -the country all in month* against them, 26-Dalziel 
Paterson, John, appointed bishop of Ross, i. 237-letter 

to his son regarding delighting presbyterians in the 
approaches Lanark, when they math eastward, 27-, 
their ill circumstance., cause Imlf their number to 

. north, ii. 3. leave them, 27, 28-sorertil proposals made to them by 
talerson, bishop of colinliurgli, his conduct at the ex°. the opposite party, 29-Dalziel attacks and defeats 

tenon of Markel Harvey, 6V 277-Ilia character, 303, them, softer a brave resistance, at Bullion Green on the 
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, PenfiandiHills, 30; 31.;...a further :Wooing of thia rising • Porterfield, George, declared.rebel•and Ingitive,li 428. 
and engagement, by a•ininister who was present, 31- Porterfield, John, of Duette!, fined heavily by the high 
33-care taken after -the engagement to -prevent the commission court, i. 39Z-fined again, ii, 226, hi. 249- 
.esuripe of any who. had been at it,35=Sthe groat hard: his• indictment, dr. '137-the advocate's query to buds 
ships those who•escarped.sunderwent after the battle, of session on his case, and their answer„138-his de. 

..35, 36-4rociamittion ,agatait themi 36, n.-treatitent foneea, itx 139-lords' interlocutor, 139-verdict of the 
of the prisoners taken at ..Pentland, 57-tito primate assize, and soutence, 140-hisputition, 212-treatment 
keeps up a letter from the king• stopping  their•execuf 
ken, 39-eleven of those who bad reeeived ;quarter, 
int* criminally. prosecuted, and executed; 48-41ard. 

of•him and.hissotf, ib.-senteuced by.parfiament,219, 
. 2215imprisonifili 466. 
Porterfield, William, forfeited for being at Pentland, ii. 

ships insisted on some of their (tunnies, 41:01ive more . 10-process against him, 70-13,.n. 
processed.and•hastged„49, 504-several•of the prisoners Potter, John, tried and.ogeouted, iii. 228. 
gtoltruaged at Glasgow, 52--several• mere condemned Pater, Michael, sent to the Bass, ii. 363, ill. 433-Idssuf. 
and executed at Edinburgh; 53twelvo more con, 
lieinned at Ayr,ib.-severities of the .armyafter this 

Jerings, 434-terms of his liberation, iv. 215. 
Prayer, great severity exercised towards a man footed 

is 	rising, 62,-SO-report of committee of effendi. on the at, 411 442. 
i ...,Penthutd.prisoners, 83-several of them sent to dime. Preaching, the, by preshyterian ministers again some. 

,-ions, LOS. what practicable in,  Scotland, iv. 857-directions of 
Pdrsie; sergeant,iii. 382. 	. Charles H. regarding it, 399, 400, n.-harassments ea 
Perth,..town of, , fined for conventicler, ii. 323-clergy Of it, 455, 456. • account • 
.tinid,synad.ofr their sense of the teat, 10.368, n. Prelacy, plan concerted by James Sharp for introducing 

Perth, earl of, made ehaneellor, iv, 29. it into Scotland, i. 223-remarks npoo its introdnetios. 
Peter, David, Isis sufferings, ii. 449. iii. 391. ib.-popular arguments against it, ib. 224-reasonings 
Pettigrew, James, ids sufferings, hi. 264. 	,.• at court for and against its introduction, lb.-reasons 
Philip, Adam, sentenced to be hanged, iii. 278. ,, inducing the courtiers to choose it, ib.-its introduction 
Philip, John, fined and sent to the Bass, iii. M. proceeded.eitietly from the.noblemen and corruptions 
.Philiphategkleirdol, ii 3664 
Piper, George, liberated under bond, ili. 232. 

Wets, r128-the king interposes in behalf of its inks. 
auction, 229-act and proclamation of council in con. 

pacay,...,  ..„,„„ of pitio„r, quad f„ conyeatiob,., h:,  246, 
'244. 	 • 

Pitcairn; Alexander, iii. 374-turned kat of hiff clMrge 

sequence of the king's totter to the, 230-it is ti,echild 
of regal supremacy, 232-mistake of English historian 
as to its introduction.into Seothuld, 240-242-founded 

at Drone, 390 	 • on the king's prerogatire,and inconsistent with liberty, 
Pitcairn, Harry, of La„atasua.  .tine4 for cooccauct" ' 259-patronage one of the great pillars of it, 265--ei. 
•', 4i. 288, 244. 
Pittilloch, Andrei'', sententedtsi be hanged, iii. 218. 

 forts of its settlement in Scotland, 1330-state of Scot. 
land before* 	and after its introduction, 332-ran the 

Pit/schist, lady, fitted,41 361. • decline, ii. 120-oppressive to some who had a sense 
Pi(,nedden, lord, his removal. from office by order of the 

king, iv. 401, 485, n. 	 .4  
of liberty, iii..163-167, n.-act abolishing it, iv. 481, 

4,agock  jamea; .0y Boig,cay. Ana,  .11.  2.4,710,cd for a  Prelates; Scot4sh, Authors of the sufferings of presbykri• 
'"• ionventiele,Tv. 4i, ./36-;cited And imprisoned,' 141- 

.decreet.  against hisn,142„ 143. 	' 	' 
sins. h 57' 223-their eituetith" zWe elf  litereiive in thou of England; 235-necessity of thoir4Ming ordained fa 

,p•ollock, .107,,,,c4.1.ohaac.gaegi ii.  22.7...4.cayt4, fined, but  . England, 233-,debate betwixt them and the bishop of 
:gets a regiission from ionnelt, iv. 43. Lcindon.reapecting education, 9139-four of them come- 

Polka, Botierf,his trial and execution for treason, iv. crated in England, who consecrate their brethren,  in 
226. 	 , Scotland, ib.-remarks on their re.ordination, ib.thoy 

Pollock, 11fontas, his letter to Wodrow, 1. iv. 	, 
poimai,it account of the mr.cities eimanimittit,s„ by  

are -admitted.. into parliament, 255-manner and cit.. 
cunistakees of it, ib.-are introduced into parliament 

.major 1,tahour, iv. 2504 without the cburch's consent, 256-reasons of it, ib.- 
Polmoire, lady, brought to trouble, ii. Mt act of parliament for their restitution, 257-259, n.- 
Popery, steps ,hilien to introduce it into Scotland, 1. 5.1-, 

letterfrosethe council to the bisluips regarding the 
May act with or withoutelle clergy, 259-accountable 
to none but the king;200:161-have the power of coin. 

presenting-its spread, 399-hstrigues carrying  on to missariats put into their hands, 261-disorders during 
introduce it into Britain, ii. 183-state of the laws of the reign. of Charles I, and beginning of reign of 
Scotland, in 1636, as to„ iv. 390-396. Charles Ili jiistly chargeable against them, ib.-differ- 

l'ePhls Pia, fast appointed upon it, ii. 502-council's once between the first prelates in Scotland and those 
Congratulating letter to the king on Isis preservation appointed in 1661, 262-their conduct on the first nor. 
frees it, 503, 1x-council's letter to Lauderdale upon lug the repeal Of the penal statutes, iv. 35S-their 
it, iii: • 	• 	 . character, lb.-4etter from council to them, regarding 

PoPfili seecenion, reasons against 14,111.29-31, a. preventing the spread of popery, 339. 
Portent.? rolls, council's act abootoyiyate.4,0_yealloka  Prerogatine,•king'si act asserting it, i. 99, 100-remarks 

upon tile11061fOrtIli of these rolls, ib. 482. 	, upon it, 100=prelocy.founded on it, 259. 
L' 	Aleatinder, forfeited, il. 7$-process sigeinsc presbyterianism, unfavourable to absolute monarchy, I 

him, 73:15; ft. 	. 73, 
 Iviii.-our forefathers thought it a divinely constituted 

Porterfield, Alexander, of Pawned, iv. 136-eited'by the igen  of polity, lix'-48  perfectly eelieleient with the  
..comicgoo,d oopyirat.041_,tonycotagainst,hino42- 

 _ bestinterosts of the British constitution, lxiii.-reason 
03-particulars of his.ease, 145, 146.  for the uneommen keenness with which the Stowarts 

P2rfor.lk74,  Alexander, of Qnarrelton, set4ratbritsight opposed it, lXvii. 	 . 
• to trout:41plus.. converse with him, iv. 138, 143,145. Presbyteriatu, bad not liberal viesgs of religious liberty, 

I. Ixvi.-proofs that they had most just add enlarged 
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conceptions on chit liberty, lb. lxvii.-the Spring of Pringle; Oaltcr, of Greenknows, his treatment 'front 
their sufferings, i. 577-theirmliere in the restoration the high commission, I. 394-a little indelgence shown 
and city petition, 59-their joy.  at the king's restore- him; 422. 	- 	• 	. 	., 	- 	- 
tion; 62-not prosecuted for rebellien,130...under the Prisonera,,set of the privy canna in StOtitinstfor classi. 
usurpation cease not to pray for the king, 22S-their fyiug those throughout the,  country, iv. 196.4ts ef. 
constant loyalty, 226-disorders during-the reign of facts, 1k -horrid case Of the liristasers at Dunisotter, 
Charles I. and the beginnings:4 the reign of Chinks II. 32.41 	 -• • ' 
unjustly' laid to their 'charge, 261.;.their melancholy Prisons, committee appointed to inimeet the State of, iv. 
circumstances after the ejection of their ministers in 198,-replortof thp cases of those confined in the pin. 

• 1662.3, 331-the diffitalty-  Of their then 'hearing sera sons of Edinburgh. and Canonglite, 216.14s-  tate of the 
mon, ib.-they suffer stiltavere by the ministers thrust prison at Dunnotter, 324. 	• 	'  
in upon them, ib.-their settionventiof ,parishes after Proclamation, against ennventicles, see Convivitieler-_ 
the revolution crep:wed. with 4he settlement of pa. 
rishes after their ejection, 333-sonde presbyterians 

against rebels, 1619; iii.-72, n.,abOut the Militia, 73, 
'74, n.-calling out heritors to attend the king's host, 

• torbear,-.; and others continue' to bear enrates, with 74, 73, n.-against reset Of cebels, lit, 115, n...ragainst . 
reasons for their conduct, 335, 336 -they ere persecuted fanatical conspirators, 229, n,-against rebels; 1882; - 
merely for conscience' sake, 336-several•df the impri: 375, 374 n.-king James V14. proclaimed kints,4v. 1OI 0  
soned, at their own request, are sent to Berliadlies, -a Proclamation discharging all to meddle with' the 
432-4heir patience under persecution; Ii. I...act con. effects of forfeited persons, 211Iof the magistrates -of 
corning discipline a new omission of their persecution, Edinbitrgh, .263-for putting the kingdom of Scotland"; 
3-in Ireland the liberty they enjoyed in 1669, 130 in a posture of defence, 267,ragainst 4ngitivei and. 
their supplication to the duke of Monmouth, iii. 147, traitors, 31i-aingtdar one respecting the holding the 
148-unhappy condition of those classes of them who king's birthday, 312.-, Irish 	proelconatieni against 
had conformed to  prelacy, Iv. 3M-preaching among treasonable speeches, 398; ni-mgainst danderers and 
the non.confornted more nractieable, 357-ineffeetual leasing makers, 401-that of pardon to the shire of 
endeavours to unite some often bodies of presbyter*. Argyle, 402,..astainst conventicles, 413-cresciriding the 
ass with the societies, 392-unclogged liberty at length, penal laws, 417, n.retleatioes on it, 420,m.,.lagailist 

- yielded to presbyterians, 461-gOireral return to Scot- 
land of ministers banished and refugees to -Holland, 

the rescuers of David Houston, 442, m--Against eer, 
tainhoolcs cuutpamptilets,. 443-for raising ithemiline 

414-history of the indulgent toleration and liberty and setting up  'beacons,' 463-mste by the icing, 464-,  . 
offered, 416secoud toleration, 424-third toleration, one by the,  council calling out militia; 465.--meitinfit 
426-its reception by the presbyterian clergy, 421- spreading false news, 469-anent papists, 475miiiing 
improvement they made of it, 434-overtures forsook• 

- 
out the limiters as militia, 485. 	 , . 	- 

log the liberty practicable, 432-ccircular letter Mike 
different congregations,- 433-prince of Orange's sem 

Proctor, James, his sufferings, iii. Aft 	,, 
Protestenhsahlorm of a renunnution of; iv. Si,3 	532.' 

timents and professions regarding the presbyterians of Protestants, Irishiliteir jeakiusy. of the king's designs, 
Scotland, 436-41seir returning seeress and spirit, 437 Iv. 398-French, their petitions to their Icing, 507-, ' 
:disposition of government to prevent them from 311, it. 	 • 	. . 	. 	- 
enjoying the benefits of the toleration, 455, 456-ad. Public of 	the committee for; 'the members and- ,. • 
dress of some thousands of theM to king William, 
showing the grievances of that body, 477-their pith. 

-powers; ii. 324-report of the ,committee in 4067, 362 
 .361-414eir opinion of the way of prosecuting the 

Hon, ISO, a. laws, 369-act appointing the conintittee-for,ey. 31. 
Presbyterian ministers, overtures suffirules agreed upon  at Edrinsurgh; by a meeting MOM delegation fromseve. 

sal parts of the kingdomii.273- matarisiamf anaddress  
• 

. to; government also transmitted, lb. 274-remarks of Quakers, act of council against them, t 376,,,377-440. 
the presbytery of Paisley upon them, 274, 275, in. that against then', 428mcounnil's •prornIsffe 'against 
articles agreed to by the synod of Glasgow upon re. ' thein, ii. 6-reasons for their :unpin tolerationin the 
miring the Edinburgh overtures, 015, 276, n...flpresby. first indulgence; iv. 419- 	• 
ter), Of Paisley's sense of these artiekis, 227, n.-rettles Qrseensberry, earl of, causes several weSteinantry gen. 
agreed to by a meeting of them at Edinburgh afterthe mien tote fined, i. 291-explains the test-before tnking 

. third indulgence, lii. '183-address to tise Prime of it, iii. 300-king's commissioner tomarliament, W. HO 
Orange,iv. 481, 482, n.-act restoring them, 185, ay. - ••Isis speech, 260,261, Is. 	 . . Presbytery not contrary to monarchy, i. 292-favour. Queens/eery, town of, proCessed; if. 252. 
able to civil liberty, 259. Queensferrg paper, Copy of it, til. 207-212-the Game: 

Press, slavery of, in 1646, iv. 365. 	. 	, miens disown it under restrietions,"208, 209-do. 
Primi, Abbot de, his account of the intrigueffitor intro. mount of it, 209 -212- presbyterians groundlessly 

clueing popery into Britain, ii. 188. 'blamed for it, 212-council's letter :sheet it, 215.. 
Pringle, ille.rander, of Cadenlee, his sufferings, iv. 229. 
Pringle, George, of Torwoodlee, his connection with-the R 

Rye houseplot, iv. 224, 225-proseouted•for treason; • . 
226-his escape and sentence, 227-his history, lb. ego Rae, John,,immisoned, ii. 152, 196-41eereet against him, 
-persecution of his son, 228, 229-what of his OW 213-assists at dispensing the Lords Supper, 318-.411. 
remains on the registers; 231, 276-disposal of his tereommtmed, 325-exerts hisitself to prevent divi; 
lands, 357, 	 , shins, lit 23 'hit answer to Mr Hamilton when mos. 

Pringle, Jamas, younger of Torwoodlee, his sufferings, sad to preach against the indulgente; 93--sent to the 
Ir. 228, 2ffi-act of council in answer to u petition from Bass, iv. 38.  
him, 230. Rahlean, William,is -liberated from prison; it 99., 

Pringle, John, fined ?or conventicle's, ii. 238. Ramsay, Alexander, Isis house robbed, ii. 197. 
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Itomsay, James, Ii. 443, 144. 	".  Richard, Themes, his character and treacherous appre. 
RdesseY. James, bishop of Aubliiiiim, moves foe a . hension, iv. 252.-his summary execution, 253-inter. 

- 	national 	synod, 0. 300-his: fetter to archbishop interne ineffectual in his behalf,ik 	' 	• 
Sharp When refusing to attend it meeting of the Richards, Thomas, his seizure, gallant behaviour, trans. 
bishops at St Andrews, 302, 303.-king's letter trims- portation and death, iv. 337. 
toting kin, 3017trIse Wilier* 4he council, in-he and Richardson, Andrew, his ease, ii. 3M. 
the primate go to court, ilf.f.hisletter to tile primate Richardson, Robert, fined for a-conventicle; ii. 326. 
there, 110,,,306-r-the primate's answer, 306-306-ra 
Meeting of bishops appointed to consider this matter; 

Richmond, John, tried and executed at Glasgow, iv. 63, 
61. 	 . 

SOil-ribis runners to two4ntorrogatories proposed to Riddell, Archibald, wrongously imprisoned- and liberat. 
him by the bishops einninissioned' to try hint, ib. 3111-= ed, iii. 191•,-4s agaht imprisoned, and examined before 

• his answers-to two Other queries proposed by them, 
311-315-,view of the whole matter, 315. 

n committee of council, 196-his first examination, 197 
-4.200-.-his second.exataination, 200-202-ds imprison. 

Ratmay, istattheiv, defamed, 1. 427 	ii. 478, 180. ed upwards of four years, 202, 261-,ceveral particu. 
' .Rankin, James,'baitislted, ii. 10t • .   tars of his life, Iv. 335. 
• Rankin,,Jehn, loanished,fL MS. Bedpans, George, Imprisoned, iii..345. 	' 	•-• - 
e Rankin, John, II. 196,   

Rankin, John, impeitainerl at Lanark, /v. 257. 
Rattrap, Sikester, his Written, defence before the opts, 

copal ministers at Glasgow, 1.380, 3,21.  

Robertson, Alexander, consultations in ins-house as to 
the propriety et joining the insiagdiits in Galloway, 
ii. 21-is tried and executed for being present at 
Pentland, 40, 50. 

Ready, Drab ift, 311.5. Robertson, Andrew, greater, ii. 6.  
' Rebels And Reseffers,proelarnatiOnforniscOmering thin's Robertson, James, tried and executed, iii. 414, 415. 

in 1684, iv. 31, 32 n. 	. Robertson, John, examined by- a committee of council 
Peddle, laird Of,.tiailed forcouventieles,ii. 23S. 	r  for requesting a nntienal synod, IL 302,i-his paper of 
lydpolls, George, his fetter halVodrow, concerning his submission, upon which ho.is reposted,,316. • 

intended history, svitts hints regarding dts execution, 
din-1, -,Wodrowts reply, enutuereting hit materials 

Robertson, Thomas, his losses by the Highland host, it. 
430. 

foe writing his history, xix-xxil. 	. Robertson, Thomas, tried and executed, iv. 166, 167. 
Reid, John, his acedinard the atrocities perpetrated by Rogers, Ralph, ii. 180. 

major Balfour at Polmadie, iv. 250. 
Reid, Waliato, letters of.couheil against him, ii. 4. 

Roman Catholic, a more favourabk phrase than papist, 
introduced into the legal language of Britain, iv, 419. 

Religion soil church governMent, set anocerning,i. 102. Ross, 41exander, liberated, ii. 475. 
Remonstrant*, protlemation against, I. 76. Ross, Alexander, criminally processed, iv. 39. 
Renfrew, commissioners of assessment, their scruple at Ross, • Alexander, remarks on his sermon before the 

the declaration, ii. 501. Glasgow circuit, iv. 131, 132. 
:Renwick, James, iii. 446-indicted and put to the horn; Ross, Arthur, ii. 143, 144. 

ir. 70, 71-writer the apologetkal decierstion for the Ross, bishop of, his private information to commissioner 
satiety people, 148-..the only person Who held field Murray of the court designs, iv. 365.,its CIAISC- 

' 	Meetings ha 1681, 171.,..poWers -grained to suppress quences, ib. 
the meetings-of his followers, 207, 209, 211-dtobert 
Cathcart's paper against km, Mei-rhis endeavonr to 

Rome, lord, letter from Worirow to him, 1, scxvli., 
xiviii.-his ameinission;li. 366,.372-his troop attack. 

heal thkdirisions.of the societies, 394-..his own :erode. ed at Glasgow by 41,0 Covenantors after Ditimclog. 
-ration, 445t-his birth and education, ko-his hatred. of fit. 71,-Itis Instructions upon a riot in 'Drone, 375 

' severity, ib:;-leaves bearing the -indulged ministers, 
and afterwards join the societies, dr..-finishes his edit, 
Cation In .14elhusd, 416-Mtis hehaviour and mintage. 

Ross, John,  process against him for being -present at 
Pentland, ii. 39-18, n.=is executed, 48. 

Ross, Robert, apprehended and sent to the Bass, iii. 17. .. 
went, afterwards,' 6.-eircumstances of his apprehen- Ross, synod of, prosecute and deposit Thomas Hogg; 1. 
ergot, ib..exasuirustion andindictriverst, 447--assize and 129. 
witnesses,„448,46 behaviour in prison, 449-hisitial, 
tb,-.4iis judicial confession, 450.,,examiuntion regard. 

Ross,  Thomas,  Imprisoned,  ii. 2Sa 
Bother, duke of, appointed king's commissioner in Scot. 

ing it, illf.vertlict and sentence, 451interviews in land, I. 349-appointed commissioner for a national 
. prisms with several episeepallans, ib:-his repulse of synod, 4113-other posts conferred on him, 419-entices 

some popish clergymen, ib...-and. of the insinuated a tour to the west country, 428-council's letter to 
offers of • the mama, ilf.-,his subsequent behaviour him regarding the Pentland rising, II. 19, e..--proceeds 

..dn primp; 4&J2-'hit devotions, ib.-..his answer to the to Ayr to investigate that affair, 53-diei, iii. 356. 
council immediately before execution, 453-behaviour Rakes, duchess of, urged to take the test, iii.7100. 

. at the place of execution, 454-ta letter kern some of Rele.Jangss, tined, iL 122. 
US-followers to Gordon of Partition, 502. Row, Joists, fined, if. 122. 

Ana of rebeli, council's act about, iv. P. Rosa, John, curate of Bahneclellan, is beaten, and his ts-- Resolationers and protestaw, i. Inix.,,Inx.' . ,.. house plundered, IL 146-turns papist, 231. 
Resolutions, public, - their -rise, i. 	2.t-the persecution Row, John, denotoiced, iii, 2670434. 

Soares Guthrie and D. {Bennet underwent for their how, Robert, confined, L 15. 
04psigitii to them, 159-161. Pow, William, processed, iii. KS. 	, 	- 

Retierai.ien, Oct fat often/ away. thanksgiving for, I. 103 Rewats James, his sentence. i 296. 
-4010finities -attending the celebration of it in, 1661' at Rom5Urgh, list of heritors heavily fined there, iv. 52,53. 
Linlithgow, 320-the hiding.* 'blamed for not keep. Roxburgh, earl of, refuses the bond, iL 401-goes up to 

• ing 11w itnnivershry of it,  Ii. 161-ikt regarding it, 199 court with the duke of Hamilton to represout the 
-severalfeinisters tined fey leftliVeldll$ it. 216, 221. grievances of the country, 449. • 
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Rub% Gilbert, sent to the Bass 'for a conventicle, ill. Schaw, ihnry,411;81.  
191-liberated upon bond to depart the *legation, 195 Schaw, !Wert, .fieed•foiconvebilbles, ii. 238. 
-further account of him by Dr Calmly, lb. Winn indite chuseksarertures suppressing, „iii. It, 12: 

R.illion Green. 	See Pentland. •,-kinies letter appro'ilaglimaseetswes, 12-mint ed. 
Rumbotd, Richard, acts as colonel, iv. 290-sent to committee as to their execution, 18,14-list of most.: . 

guard a pass, 293-takes the castle of Arttkinglass, lb. Iriksidaers appoivitedtsZ•execntelitelaws,'11,48.. 
--moderates the divisions among Use loaders, 224- Scotland, state of it at the restorskiansi. 62,44 e•-re. 
Argyles opinion of him, 299-his seizure, MS-bison- cords and registers rif,lost at see, 86,1tutemaity Vor it 
totem into Edinburgh, 314-reconimendation of coon. delayed, 89,4traisof it before and after the introdne- 
ell to the magistrates and Justiciary anent him, $14= lion of•prelacy,1138 	' 
treatment before the council, ib.-the libel, ib•-con. Scot, Andrew, brought to trouble, ii.196, 221. 
damnation, 315-his last speech and prayer, iti.iiis Scot, Anne,bily Slitibisertie,lser ease, iv. 213, 	• ' 
bead pickled and sent to London for his majesty, 316. Scot, George, of Pitlochie, incisor  conventieles, it 238, 

Russet, Andrew, Is criminally processed, ish 225-is con. 214-stain tittedferconventbles;ili.i00-eited before MO 
demised and executed, 287. cooncil, 58-easpoweree•to Motive khundred Movicts 

Russel, George, punished for baptizing a child at a eon. for Anserica,-216:4iiesetition tee, more, 2:20,-its an- ' 
yenticle, iv. 170, 171. ewer, 222, an-his eindtast towards the prisehlers- a 

Russel, James, ono olarchbisitop Sharp's murderers, iii. state of the, erovisions+f, ever among the crons4is. 
47. 	 • death: 532. 

Russel, lord John, his remarks on the character of Scot, James, refuses tetake Abe paths required, iii.,3.• 
Charles It., and James 11. iv. 499 Scott, James, prosecuted, iii. 267. 	. 	• 

Russell, John, of Catcraig, his conviction and senteinie, 
iv. M 

Stilt, 4t48, anntledsi Ins 391. 
Soot, Joh:3,14196c 	 • 

Russell, John, III. 485. scot. Jehn,at Wall,lreaviiy fined, ii. M. 
Russel, John and Peter, sentenced tit be executed, iv. s'bor, Robert, eieented for being toncerned•in the Pont. 

151. land rising, ii. 52. 
Rwtell, John, of Antes, his conviction and mistake, iv. Soot, Thonnu, dies in prison by severity and bad treat. 

231. Meat, iv. 17't 
Russell, Patrick, his sentence, iv. 218. S'eolt, Sir Welter, eXtraets from*" TA'S ota Grand. 
Russel, Robert, M. 485. (other:,  in favour of the covenanters, i.-  Ixxv.kis . 	.,-  
Russet, Robert, his sufferings, M. 261. characterotelaverhestse, M. On 	' 	• 
Russell, Robert, plundered of some horses by the High. Scot, Sir Walton, of Harden, sod for his lady's  With: 

loaders, iv. 257-application to his curate, Dr Homy. •drawing from church; iii, 441111ned mina/Malty-far 
man, ib.-escapes that wretch's treachery, 258. his lady's noncenfonnity, iv. 41-he and his toss fined, 

Russel, Thomas, sentenced to banishment for orchid:40p 197, 447.  
Sharp's murder, but escapes, iv. 235. Scot, Sir IViffians, of Harden, 20111tget, his charaelit 

Burrell, Thenins, of Falhouse, plundered of somehorms, 
by the Highland troops, iv. 257-his application to Mr 

end sufferings, anattliose of his mother, 4v. 230,231- ' 
prosecution in parliament, 276. 	. 	'' 	: 

Honnyman, tire curate, ib.-escapes that wrekles Scorigat, Dr,ntridnilishop of Aberdeen, b MR . •  
treachery, M Scouter, .741110.b barbarously Murdered ofter'Bothirell, 

Rutherford, Samuel, his character, 1; 20,,hisleitersails- 41i- KG 	'  
-indictment against him designed, ib.-his death, 208. Selkirk, Walthew, hindered franc premising. On account 

Rutherglen, the declaration and testimony published otitis alleged.favonsiiig of themindulged,,ii. h01 	' 
there, iii. 68, 67-makes a great noise, 64-disputes 
about, 93-instances of persecution there, iii. 357. 

Semptil, Francis, of "Retirees, appointed sheriff depute, 
iii: 10-4sit charecter,:fis *- 

Rutherford, 3Irs Elizabeth, banished from Edinburgh SemplerGabriet letters of council against. him, 0. li• 
for being concerned in presenting a petition to the 
council, Ii. 269. 

_preaches pt The renewing of the covenant at Immo*, 
23-reward offered for Mis apprehension, 231, 237- 

lige.house plot, breaks out, 498-remarks on Dr Spratt's :conventieles held by him, 243;-Prodninationt against 
account of it, ib. 499-orders to council upon it, lb.-,  
proclamation for thanksgiving in England. upon Its 

him, iii.,15, m-lals exertionsto prevent divisiens, 23- 
forfeited, 38-precest against,  •Nitno,-73-751 n.-Mkeit 

discovery, 501-51213, es-in IS:attend, 503,501, rt. 	• prhoner, bet liberated on bond, 267-4ketelt of hie 
Rymer, James, denounced in absence, Ili. 8, 173, 196. life,,267+-209. 	. 	., 

Semple, Gavin, berbareauly murdered' after Bothwelli 
S iii 	108, • 

Imeenti: 
Semple, John, 11.• 221, hit  

Salim:1s, lady, and her daughter, fined for a &wok, Joh:4*d to the torture, iv. 180-tortured a se- 
cle, ii. 335. cent time, tried, aild exectlited, 152. 

Swedilandr, John, fined for conventicler, ii. 298. Semple, Johnilis character and eiredinsiatMes; fr. 2t1- 
Seats, Katherine, strangled and burst for a Sviichs is  intoirmed'against, its.-.1fis surprisal and atrder, i4- 

317. ' 	state of his •fitMily„ ils,' 
Sangster, Robert, tried and executed, iii..271, 278. Sempk, lea, when a boy at college, gets a eharg:s •of 
Sancelier declaration, muse, and form of it, iii. 212, 

213, n.-papers written for and against if,.213_-cessm 
law.borrolvs, ii. 474-4110 zeal of The fatuity formerly 
in foam or Wintry, ib. 475,:n. 	• 

ties letter about it, 215-,copref the bond those min: _Semple, Robert, -hardily treated, iv. 136. 
tuned in it enter into Mutual defence, 218-act of 
canna for burning it, 369, 363. 

gonple, &linnet, letter from Diadems.' to him, i. xxvi., 
xxx. 

Sosriel, John, supposetrtmhare murderedtwo  toldiera- &paraffins, act regarding it, ii. 174. 
at Londonbill, iii. 17-some fertheraccountof him,•ffi &suet! , fords of, list of therm, 47217. 

IV. - 	4 B 
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Shaftshurpi esti, of, his speeth to. the English louse or Sham, Sir John, before the justiciary, id. 247. 
lords, ill 27, 28, n. 	 • Sheriff, Ratriek. fined for conventides, ih.47.S. 

Sharp, James, archbishop of St Andrews; sent as Sherif/depute:, list of, appointed'hy'counclf, iii. 19, 20- 
commissioner to London to attend to the interests of letter to the sheriffs for deputing -them, 20-tenor of 

:.the Presbyterians, i. 5,1tis instructions, 	ib. n.-ab. the damnation, W. 21-their' instructions from the 
.. Minot e4 letters betweenhim and Mc Douglas when council, 21-23=of Fife, their-instructions anent the 
' . prosecuting Abet object, 5,,..55.-instructions to hint at wilal of archbishop Sharp's murderers, 57. 	• 

I7reda,43--supposell to have been corritptedat Breda, Shiers,' Alexander; his letter on the Queensferry paper, 
. 287rwetarns to Scotland with is letter from the king to iii. 209-211-his examination before the justiciary, 
,presbytery of Edinburgh, supposed- tohave been writ. diameter, and niter history, iv. 238,extrart from the 

, Mu hy himself, Rh-Castro( Middleton's reflection upon registers of his trial for treason, Merinos to his own. 
'' ' it, 82-offers an firehbiffsepeick to Robert Douglas, 215, 
.. n.,,appointedarelileishop of St Andrews, 236-his char. 

inn the king's authority, 231-reception into the 
societies., 396. 

actor, ib.s-ifonsecrated in London, 29,4ersor of the Miele, George, dies in Reseal by severity and bad treat. 
, letters patent aPpointing him archbishop, 239, 210.., 'tent, iv. 177. 

' ,cansesethis enmity to Robert Blair, 293-impowered Shells, John, process against him for being present at 
c 	to supply James Wood's place, 332o-the high.condnia. l'entionfl, ii. 39,-18-is executed, 48. 

-• sista court ereetedity him,. 3S tOuts preeedency of All Shield, Ralph, executed for beingcoocerned in the Pent. 
the officers of state, 411-eprevaih M getting a standing land rising, ii. 52, 53. 

' army. ii. 43.4fits mean conduct before the king, ib. n. Shirinlate, William, shot without toy process, iv. 172. 
.keeps up a letter from the king, stopping the execs'. Short, George, his apprehension and Merciless extra. 

• theta after Pentland,' 38-an 	unsnecessful attempt Lion, iv. 252.  
made Otitis life by James Mitchell, 116+mm of the Short, John, executed for being concerned in the rent. 
bishops and inferior** clergy complain of his arbitrary  land rising, ii. 53. 
governinett of the church, 300-his letterlo the areh. Short, Retail, iii. 194. 
bithogof Canterbury on that occasion, expressing his  Shots parish, losses sustained there after Pentland, Id 
gtelstArixiety to prevett th,e culling a national squid, 112-nrrivat of the savage Highlanders there on the 
301.4b1shops of Irtunblano'c letter to hint, refusing to work of persecution, iv. 257. 
',attend a meeting of bishops at St Andrews, 302, 303- Sideserf, Thbinas, appointed bishop of Orkney, i. M-- 
lify.his influence causes the bishop to be translated, 301 his eharsicter, ib.-his death, 381. 
-thoandki.thoPolMumbhuie gixto court, ib..-bishop of Sideserf, Thomas, (son of lust,) hits ditirnitl stopped by 

: - Demblane's letter to him, and his reply, 391-30S,A the king's order, i. 215. 
Meeting of bishops appointed to consider this matter, Sidney, Algernon, executed in Enigma, iii. 501. 
303-cieveral.persons, wires, intending to frighten or SiMpliest, JalilFt, minister at Airth, seized.at Port-Pat. 
kilt thilristrtifirent of his cruelty in Fife, fall in with rick without any cause shown him, i. SO-his dwse- 

, hint returning Irons Eilkohurgh to •St Andrews, iii. 42 ter, 197--banished without a public hearing, ib.-dies 
S.-afte2 some 'reasoning they decide on killingliim, ib. M 1-1011001, ile.-dis life said to have beets saved by 

.. 4-htiVingthosefrone of their n fr mbet to command them James Shorn, lb. n. 	 . 
.,,,. ,they comenp with thetbishop-'s 'reach on Magi* muir, 

- smut stop It, 48...they discharge their pieces .at him in. 
Simpson, Patrick, is denounced for non-appearance be- 

fore the council when cited, iii, 5-his indulgence de- . 
effectually, ib,-the discourse that passedleetwcen them. 
upon their commanding him to come out of the teach, 
ib. 44-they'fores hirer omen the ideas and kilr ibint, 
i4::....thinto:Yo.niuto -him-, ib.they escape undiscever. 

dared void, 61. 	 , 
Sinclair, George, refuses to take the oaths required, iii. 3. 
Sinclair, James, David, and George, fined, iii. 195. 
Sinclair, John, forfeitedin absence. iv. 70. 

.edi 45...ths papers they 'found with the bishop, lb.-, 
tarrativemChis marderpublislfed by attionity, 45, 46, 

Skek, Jansei, apprehended as a follower of Cargill, and 
triedriii. 225, 226-is sentenced.atid executed, 227, 223. 

. n.,,reanarld stn several printediscedunts of his. Intr. ShOna, John, of HallYerds, his commission,  'hi. 381-01- 
• doe, 417,...., f0mot an, original Ma  account of4sia death, stances of his severity in persecuting, 328...receives a 
49-51, n.S.Mone of the persons Actively concerned in now contntission. 421-his severity, 493. 
this matthreier apprehended, 40-the boffy.of presby, Skene, Thomas, iii. 366. 

- 	talons not chargeable with. this fact, lb. 4.901,-the Skirvin, George, iii. 474. 
archbishop's dream faffilled in the manner of Dia Sloss, James, banished,* 158. 
death, 41, It bis. murder. madwa handle for severe 
tersectithet; 48,=prociatnntiOnfof Abe discovery of his 

Slats, James, assists in stopping Gib's extravagances, 
Ail. 319. 

" 	itunderers,.52; 53,ff.--ootaneil send letters to the king Smith, ,---, his murder, iv. 241. 
--and Lauderdale concerning the murder, 54--pciselanus. Smith, Alexander, his barbarous treatment from the 
Ron against his murderers, 113, 174, a...so& prison, high commission court, i. 393-"brought_prisoner front 
Ors as deny that he was murdered to.' lip tried .  trimi. Zegand to Leith, ii. 99-sent to Orkney, 112. 
as4. ilrl 35 f̂rent Oecumenic irrexiStence, :Mit known SiailA, sile.rander;his sufferings, iii. 264. 

. , to Wadrose, mighthare beiniteld up to detestatiomin Smith, Thigh, ii. 318. 	 . 
Mather effonrs than has-been  .done in this history, 1. Smith, James, barbarously killed,near Hamilton, iii. 108_ 
littopposes the acconimodation, lxxiii-Sir Walter Smith,  James,  winklemtled and executed, iii: 484, 485. 

• Scott's, opinion of his death, lxxvi. Smith, James, executed for being concented'in the Pent. 
Sharp, Sir 4Vilham,iii, 55, ' 	- hind-rising, ii. 53.  
Sharpe, 	-,.., editor of, Eirktoff's history, reasons of his Smith, James, of Tullochshaugh, abstract of, the charge 

..,. 	dislike to Wddrow's historysW-fil-rii, 269: to him ifdappear before the council for iton:ceitform- 
Shote, Mfffleng,eouiteills prdeedttrw against him, iii. 410, 

473-It'. '37. • 
itY. 5. 300. ' 	 c 	, 

Smith, Johis,'S`hat in the Gelds without PrOcesi; 4v. 371. 
r 	

.. 

   
  



Swirls, blidam, lit 339. 

INDEX. 563,  
Spray', John, younger, liberated 'under based, iii, 10- • 

Smith, 10 krt, executed at Kirkcudbright, iv. 177.' • liberated opem resigning his lands, 249, 269. ' 
swan, ft 'art, a traitor under that name, ingratiates Spreut, John, apothecary, his tivinbilea fur ndeleenfOr. 

howl( with the banished ministers in Holland, iv. 347 mity, iii. 252-goes ovei.to Holland, arid apprehended'• 
Is informations and their effect, 318. upon his rehire, ib..-his examination before the ends'. 

Sauk Wailer, tried for being at Bothwell, &c. iii. 280, 
vil-Ists confession, 281, 282-is condemned to death, 
ces9-11.4behaviuur on the seaffiski, 253, Mt 

ell, ib. 253-is put to the torture, 251-is indicted, laic 
his trial delayed, ib..-his 'conduct before the council' 
when called before them for writing a petitions' (Or 

is Ha, Irsiiiem, his apprelientieu and summary doom, another, 251,258-bleintdietniiiint before thejitstiriary. 
Iv. 213-his sentiments at his execution, 243. 255-particulars of his trial, 255.-26t-verdict that the'. • 

Surly purple, their first meetings, iii. 557-their dole. libel is not proven, 262rensairde3 to prison 'by the 
ration at !mark, ib.-act of council for burning this 
declaration, 362-their meeting at Tala•lin, 376-their 
pro -station against the Scotisls ministers and session 

conskil, thorigh %berated by verdiet of the jildiriary$,„,.,  ib.-is fined and sent to the A242 for (sold,  convonthies, 
ib.-liberated, iv. 412-his petition 10 the eounisit, ib,,- 

at Rotterdam, 51I-their circumstances in 1691, iv. their order for his .liberalion, and his .cronseinatious 
10, I iti-publish their apologetical declaration, 143, and lteinooribIe condone subseestently, 413.  
13o-some of them supposed to hare taken an active Stanfield, Philip, of Newmills, tried and Mardemned for 
pin In the murder at Swineabbey, 152-their conduct the murder of his father, iv. 437-1tie abusesoldblm-•  • 
tvsth regard to the murder of curate Ninon, 197- Welsh, whoprediets birend, 433. 
powers granted to suppress their meetings, 207, 209, St Ford, lady, her ease, iv. 213. 	• 	• 	 '" 211-that of their being modelled intoa commonwealth Stedman, Robert, lb $33. 	 .  
fainted, ib.-their views of the covenant, ib.-ended:  
s sum to ettret a union between them and other enc. 
tering presbyteries's, 391-effects of ?dr Bracket's ad. 

Steel, David, barbarously, murdered bylient. Crichton, 
iv. 357,  

Steel, Robert, shot by the soldiers after Bothwell, iii. 
vice, lb.-charges against 	Robert Hamilton, ib.- 108. 
Robert Cathrsrt's paper on Sir Renwick, 393-con. Steel, Thomas, seized and imprisoned, iv. 257. 	• 
ference at Frierminiou, and exclusidn of a party, 394 Sleeen, Alexander, his exeminatIon before the cointeil, 
--its'nwick's attempt to regain them, ib.-testimonly iii. 12.9, It 	• 
of William Sl'Hutchison against Renwick's followers, Stewart, Matthew, fined,41 M. 
155-11e Houston and Mr Shiels received by them, Stewart, ;Pillions, Isis minder', iv. 240. 
:W.-informatory vindication agreed on, 415-ordain. 
ing of elders, 416-ionduct of Renwick's followers 

Stevenson, Andrete, insists in rescuing Joshes Kirkton, 
for Witial-ho is heavily lined by the, committee of 

es to the indulgences, 431, 	e.-rescue of 	Dayid public affairs, ii, 327, 328. 	' 	• 
Houston, 412-their excommunicating of him after. Stevenson, John, histaunder, iv. 240. 
wards, ib.-apprehension, trial, and execution of Sir Stevenson, Thomas sod Jelin, serprisedit.'prayer and 
Rolnick, 446-the preaching of Mr Shiels is the nem. shot; iv. 239. 
&ion of some strict senrchings, 462-vigilant search in Stirling, John, a little indulgence shown. lihn,l. 423.-• 
the town of Edinburgh, ib.-their large collection of Isis natroWeseape, it 153.  
money for redeeming their transported brethren, ib. Stirling, Mrs, Abed fora conventicle, ii. 327.1: 	' 
-their resolution 23 to those still unranromed, lb. Stirling, William, bailie of the regality oft3litsgo*, cont. 
See Cameroniain. 	 • plained of for remissness, ii 491. 

Vdiers, an inefficient order given that they pay for Sfirlingshiredist of keynote processed thtwe, iii. 407-- 
what they receive from the'country people, iv. 207.- warrant to sheriff dispute of, annexing it tO district of 
the extent of-their cruelty, 239-their cruelty and Glasgow, iv. 117, 118--herities of, attend mot present 	' 
madams, 242, 329. 	 , an address to Melee& ectannhaioners, 	138-bend .192, 

Mewl kerpie and cotenant, act of council fur burning of regularity offered by them 133, 135. 	• 	. 	• . 
It, iii. 361, 353. Si Mango, instances of perseeutinnikere,iii. 385. 	. 

&nor'-wed; Dacia, his examination before the canard, iii. Stable, Adam, of lauter,.fitwel and transported, ii. 168, 
I. 360-soldieta ordered a reward for aPprehending him, 

Smertreff, Jame', of Drum, his conduct on Ces.nodc's 363. 
trial, ii. 92. &olio, Robert, sinvt without process by the sealers after 

Souttiram, William, ii. 129. Bothwell, iii. 108.  
Sydrlie, IViltinon, forced to take the test, butaRerwarde 

repents of it, iv. 109. 
Stodhart, Thomas, to be prosecuted by the justiciary, 

M. 217s-senteneed tobehiebsumit,218-tried again and 
Speir, John, account of him, iv. 255-his ;apprehension hanged, 231. 	 . . 

of Mr Boyd, ib.-his tragical death, ib. Stopton, llenry, fined, iii. 397.  
Spence, Samuel, fined, Ili. 179. Stonehotue, parish of, cruelty of the soldiers to a pour 
Spence, William, secretory to the earl of 'Argyle, Pet to man there,40. 483--sefferiogs of eight men and two 

the torture, iv. 95-council's act for watching biro, lb. women there, 357. 	 . 
-another act for his torture, ib.-his declaration, 95, Story, Nicol, iii. 58, 61. 	• 
96-sent to Dumbarton castle, '96-made prisoner at Stradan, captain, It. 49. 
Orkney, ir. 285-his trial and sentence, 319, 320,-coo. 
timed reprieves, 320.   

Strada»; Data, appointed' bishop of Bread% i. ‘17, 
Stransiglo, instance of,persecutilen.there, lit. 389. 

Smitinmod, Robert, iii. SM. 	. Strang, Alexander, before the Council, ii. 159-refuses 
Sprat, John, plundered and fined for sPeakingto his own tostake On oaths lentiired, iii. B. 	• 

son, ii• le 
John, town clerk of Glasgow, imprisoned, i. 25 

Strang, Christopher, procese against him for being pro.
Sproul, sent at Pentland, ii. 39-18, u.-iaexecuted, 48. 

-council's act Ovid him, 413-liberated upon pe0. Avarice'', tosses there by the Highland host, ii. 430. 
Boeing the council, ii. 196. 	 • 	1' Strutherkeefonel, iii. 400, 401. 
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Stuart, of Allaitton, heavily lined for not raising the Symers, Alexander, prosecuted, iii. 266, 267. 
hue and cry upon seeing some armed men coming Synods, in Scotland meet, I. 61-.illegal attacks upon 
from a conventicle, iv. 46-fined, 136, IS7. them, 214.-d1scharged by a letter from the king, 248 

Stuart, Allan, of Kirkton, ii. 46,3. -proclamation ta the Mate effect, 249, n..vrelleetions 
Stuart, Sir Archibald, of Castlemilk,4ined, ii. 160. on the proclamation, tb. 
Stuart, Archibald, tried and executed, iii. 228. Synod, national, bishops of Brodkin and Dtunblane and 
Stuart, Archibald, tried and executed at Glasgow, iv. some of the inferiorelergy move for one, to cheek the 

63, fit. arbitrary goveamment of archbishop Sharp, ii. 900, 	, 
Stuart, Charles, ofl{noek, his sufferings, iv. 115. 
Stuart, David, younger of Dullness, his deposition, iv. T 

:232-lits trial, sentence, and reprie,ve during the•ting's 
„pleasure, 319. racket, Arthur, executed for being at Bothwell bridge, 

Stuart, Duncan, of the life.guards, murdered at Swine. several years after the battle, U112. 
abbey, iv. /52, 15.Y his widow resamnatalden to Use Taeket, Arthur, M. 47-tortured, sentenced andexecut. 
treasury foreharity, 153. ed, iv. 66.67. 

,Stuart, Jamas, kis sufferings from the Highland host, ft. rata-tin, proclamation upon a meeting of the" society 
419. Nipple there, iii. 975, 376. 

*Stuart, James, advocate, proceedings against him for Tarbdflon, parish of, processed for an insult on the es. 
treason, W. 231.,his character, 232-condoned atrourn rate, iii 246. 
of him, ib. n.-draws up Argyle's declaration of war, Torras. earl of, his trial before the court of justiciary, 
281. iv. 224-copy of the indictment, ib.-copy of the earl's 

Stuart, James, of Hartwood, fined, iv. 46, 136, 147-Ais 
ease, 213. 

confession, 225...Philiphaugh and Galiashlels adduc, 
ed as witnesses, 226.-sentence,. lb.-remission as to 

Stuart, James, in criminally processed, iii. '285-is eon. his life, ib.-receives back his lands, 387. 
demoted and executed, 286, 287. Taylor, William, his sufferings from the Highland Mat, 

Stuart, Sir James, provost of Edinburgh, seized, i. 63, ii. 429. 
'78-information against him for a sermon of his chap. Temple, William, taken at a conventicle opposite the 
item 301..a remnant,  appointed, to examine him, fix Bass, tried, and banished, ii. 477-479. 
-aids son imprisoned, ib.-imprisouiedy  425.sent mi. Tenaets, masters obliged to produce them when requir. 
sumer from Edinburgh to Dundee, it. 99.1tis niece of ed, lit 60. 
confinementrintmed, 119-is liberated, 146-liberated Tenant, James, sentenced to be executed, iv. 151. 
on bond, 496. Test, act regarding it, iii. 295, 296.-form of it, 296, 297 

Strand, Sir James, solved Gast, brought to trouble for remarks en it, 297, 298-its rise and manner in which 
" Scotland's Grievances," ii. 292, 293.teltis cabinets it pashedparliament, 298-earl of Argyle opposes the 
opened by order of the council, 294,-brought to much act, ib. 299-additional act about it, 299, 300, n.00nost 
trouble after the earl of Argyle's escape, iii. 342 of those in office take it, 300, several persons who 

Stuart, John, his cue. li. 341. refuse to take it, 300..902...privy councillors take it, 
Stuart, licatellontiiii. 430. 302-egrounds whereupon some conformed ministers 
Stuart, Matthew, heavily fined, but gets a remission scruple tatake it, 306-3094courtell's act explanatory 

from council, iv. 43. of it, 309, n.-.king's approbation of it, ib. n.-act 
Stuart; Mrs, fined' for a conventicle, Ii. 326. about ministers who refuse it, 312-.council's letter to 
Stuart, Patrick, his treachery, id, 249, the king about it, 359.list of jurisdictions at the 
Stuart, Robert, shot lathe fields, iv. 177. king's disposal, by their possessors not taking the test, 
Stuart, Sarah, her unparalleled (Wes ie. 387. 359, 360-report about vacant parishes by ministers 
Stuart., Sir Thomas, of Cult»ms, his estate forfeited. upon refusing the teat, 360-proclamation continuing the 

suspicion of having supplied with meat and drink per. diet for taking it, 430-imposed at Glasgow on persons 
sons going to BothWell bridge, iii. 143.4tis trial for suspected, iv. 169-instances of persons who were 
'treason, iv, 231, 277. forced to take it, who afterwards repented of it, ib. 

Stuart, Walter, second son of Sir James, imprisoned far 170. 
seditious expressions, i. 301. -Thanksgiving, public, act of council appointing a day of 

Stuart, William, shotwithout process, iv. 210. public thanksgiving for the queen's being with child, 
Supremacy, set regarding the king's, sensed in 16691 ii. iv. 438...act appointing another for thej birth of the 

137, n.-remarks on it, ib. n. 138v-displeases' several prince of Wales, 441. 
prelates, 139.remonstrance of the bishop and synod Thevapeutica Sacra, by David Dickson,icence granted 
of Wargo* against it, 02, 143. by council to print it, i 376. 

Sutherland, William, hangman at !twine, refuses to Thom, Robert, his apprehension, iv. 250-circumstances 
hang the persons concerned in the Pentland rising, ii. of his murder, 251. 
61.-bis declaration and examination, 54.68, n. Thomson, Edward, one of the immoral curates, i. 333- 

Sweet singers, see Gib., John. Kirkton's slcetch of his life, 39/, n. 
Steine.abbey, two persecutors murdered there, iv. 152-. Thomson, Gabriel, tried andoxeouted, iv.152. 

couneiPs act 	soldiers do Ma in the fields Thomson, James, processed criminally, W. 5, 195. 
witliout process after this murder, 154. Thomson, John, his examination before the council, iii. 

Swinton, lord, apprehended, 1. 65,-his process with 129. 
heads of his indictment, 216..forfeited by parliament, 
but favour shonn him, 217.his case printed after- 

Thomson,-Thomas, his sufferings, hi. 406. 
Thomson, Walter, twice fined for the seine fault,111442. 

, wards,ffit. 413. Thomson, William, ii. 212. 
S'icord, Andrew, 'his indictment for being at Bothwell, 

iii. IX, 138,-is condemned =41.e:scented an Magus 
muir, 139, 140. 

Thomson, William, tried for being, at Bothwell, Re. iii. 
280, 281-his confession, 222-is condemned to death, 
r.-and executed, 281. 
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Iliregand, Eissihaine, sketch of itereuffetings in Dote. to•thle 00awii, ib, 219; 220-eon7e001141enee' between 

frics and in confinement afterwards in Dnanotter the•king and council regarding him, 220-dt committee 
cut*, iv. 326, 327-1daW she escaped transportatien, ordained to ,eXaMillIO him, ib..Asis declaration when 
3•29. examinee,M. 221-cos6oed-to his own Muse tinder a 

111Ottakins, council's act about them, iv. 33. penalty, 261-remarks upon 'this treatment, ib.-iir- 
Tingwall, curate' of, his nctivityin canting fines to be leased from confinement by the commit, 256-made 

-hummed there, iv. 169. 	• ' -president of the privy council, 390.-made an extraor: 
Tinnergartk, curate of instances of his severity, iii. 983. dlnary lord of session, 4M-instrumental in obtaining' 
Token:10440w first to the -presbyteriaus, its chief-design.. the indulgence, lxix, [exit. ii. I15, lingoes up to 

to favour the papists, iv. 427; 41SX-by it an oath is sub,. court Ms that purpose, 129-keturns wills Cite king's 
ifituted for the test,-lb.-,ate °Orton the religious con. latter containing the first iridedgente, 	130-rpros 
ditiun of Scotland, 424-tbe second toleration to. Ms- 
seaters, 424,-,the third, 426, 42D,-address of thanks 
from the presbytocians to the kit* for It, 429-eto the 

against bite for an alleged field conventiele at Wv,  
house, iii 196i-brought to trouble about a conventicle, 
iv. 47. 

Scots episcopalians, 429-the improvement presbyte. Tweedate, William, liberated upon• resigning hie lands, 
. rian ministers•mado•of theirlideratiou, 432, 433-king iii. 249. 

William's opinion of the toteration 'of king James to Twine's*, instances of persecutiOn there, iii. 383-the Op* 
dissenters, 435-khe fourth, 440-disposition bf go. 
vernment to prevent presbyterlane from enjoying the 
benefit Mit, 455, 456. 

pressions of captain Douglas there, iv. 183. 	•• 	' 

E 
Torbran, William,. his sufferings, 491. 
Torphichen, lord, processed.-tor net informing about a Universities, act emicerning masters AL 266 

cent/cuticle, iv. 47. tire, Andrew, his conduct to Peter Gilliee, iv. 244. 
Torwood, conventicle Mere, ii. 159+x-Donald Cargil  ex. 

communicates the king, Mate of York, 8m.there, iii. 
224. 

kire,. James, sufferings of himself and family, iii. 408, 
403. 	 , , 

Urquhart, Adam, Joint of refeldrem, amoral' homers 
Termed/is, rody,,iii. 61. Itespedmpon himforhit • activity aid persectitiee, iii, 
Tone)+, Jasper, his sufferings, ii. 3, di 42.4„ 226. 57. 49-process agAinst biM, 240,Mis conimission se- 
trait, James, minister atlliontrose,ketter from Wodrow nOwed, anti new instructions given Mtn, 2420,13-eoln- 

to bim, i. Xxiii, xxiv. 	 • enissioned to bear down cotwenticles, 569,, 374e-bettor 
Trail, Robert, his speech in his own defence beforelhe of the act vs'herettpoir commission eras granted him, ' 

Parliateent, is 200-203-ketter from him while in psi. 3164,380-council's instructions in prosecution M his ' 
son, 200-.cited before the eouncil,'3I3,4s seitteneeibto commission„423, 4e4.-his severities in Mid sod West: 
be Medalled the kingdom, 313, 314,kubscribes his ac. Catchers, 4211--Knee Pringle•of Torweed100,1V. 229-bilf 
quiescence to his sentence, 315.-the time of his con. generosity tothat gentleMan afterwards, lla. 

. •finuante in Scotts* prorogated, ib.-.gees over, to Urquhart., captain, ..letter regarding the' ladling of, iv. 
Holladay but returns and dies to Scotland, Si& . 	193: 

Trait, Robert, sow of last, examined before the council Urquhart, James, imprisoned, iv. 196. 	'' 	1 
acid *Alt to the Bass, 6 346. 	 - Urqukart,Sir John, IL 565.  

Trail, William, prosecuted for appointive fast, iii. 263. Urquhart,. Thomas, imprisoned, ii. 112. 
Tsirkr,4evy made against them, i 351. 
Turnbull, George, tined, iii. it. . 
Turnbull, 7'hornas, dies in prison by severitymnd herd 

treannenivi 177. 	' 	. Patel, James, banister at Mauchline, tiiisentente,.. iy. 
Turnbull, Thomas, forfeited,.iii. e51. 297-summoned before the council for breaking.his in.:, 
Turnbidl, Walter, forfeited, iii. 251. 
Turnbull, 	twice fined for the same (salt, iii. PA 

atructiont when indulged, Ii. 296-process ' egaiust 
him in 1691, iii. 269-council's proceduie *Men Om 

Turner, Archibald, examined by a committee of Man- in 1694, iv. 37. 
cil for requesting a national synod,. ii. 302-his paper Veiteh, Jahn, his sufferings, lii. 196 	. 	. 
.cot submission, upon which lets repotted, 1316. 	• Veitels, William, forfeited, 73-process against him, 72- 

Turner, Sir James, receives trletter of Awake from the 75, n.-after Ills 'forfeiture, retires to England, and 
mown, i. 373-his character, 374his share in inflict. after preaehing several years there, is apprelmnded and " ' 
ing hardships en presbyterians in 1662, 411-chancel. put in Norpeth. gaol, -M. 6, 7-Landerdakes letter to 
lor'sletter to him,•412-his grkyousdippression of -tile council regarding him, 7-his examination. before a 
west and south of Scotland in1666, IL 8, IL 41.•knstan. committee of counted at Edinburgh, ib.--coluteil .write. 
cos of it, 9.-14 u.-is taken prisoner, 123-hie captors abont hint to Lauderdale, 7,0-is ordered to.beerinti. ••• 
deliberate what they are to do with him, 21,4etter nally processell,8-atter sevenitdelays, bya letter front . 
(rem the king requiring the council to inquire into his the king lie is liberated, 9-spring of this midden turn 

' conduct, 101-a committee appointed for that purpose, 
ib.,-many things 'proven against him,• ib.: report of 
the council about him to the king, ib. 102-theirintes 
directions about him to the &neck 103-he delivers 

in, his favour, ib.-he accompanies the-darl of Argil° 
through England, Upon his escape from Edinburgh, 
338-his alleged connexion with thii Ilye.honse plot, 
iv. 224-his Mesh* to Seetland,220.-ehis apprehanion 

up his commissions, ib.-ho states his amounts with a and imprisonment in Edinhurgh,,345., 	. 
committee of conned, lb.-hie commission, iv. 5, 6-his Version; John, ii. 159, 159. 	. 	' 	. 	. 	' 
eondecttowarde Barmagechan, 334. Violet, William, copy of his *arrant to itplifthis stipend, 

Tweeddale, earl of, processed before the privy coun. ii. 295, 296 iv. 46, 47. 	 . 
Al hi James Gittivie's trial, J. 219-the king's, let. Violent, William, appointed to draw op the grievances 
ter to the counial,M.-is imprisoned, ib.-his petition of the indulgence, ii. 207, -iv. 46,17; 	. 

) . 	 a 
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- Ye.treft, masters *4 proclamation, /or` their oaths, Ir. day'  f hie execution, ib.-SIr George Maeke:takes or:.  
116, a. count of his lait appearance, With remarks, Hi: n.-Ida 

"  coadect.and•speediat the place. Of CXCellititork 353.- W 	. 	. . 	, 	 .. 360, n.....-emarks apes his compliance wit% the Eng. 
-.coda'; Joksi, his indictment -for being at 1Lotltwell, 

iii. 1117, 1311,,•is- condemned nod executed on-hlages 
Halt, 361-the trite reason of Um severity exercised to. 
wardsltim, ib.s-his e.hersicter, 114.-this diary, 361.,net 

muir,139, 140. 	 " 	' . of council against selling His speech, 418. 
XValker, George, Isis apprehension and execution. iv. Watson, Andrew, his infamous conduct to the wander. 

254. ern, iv: 240!,aceount of him, ib.-discovers a'  ave, the 
Walker, Jammoteited.andimprisoned, iv. 257. ' haunt of his former emaciates, ib. 
Walker, James, liberated upon resigning his lands, iii. Watson, James, banished, ii. 163. 
• -zip. Watson, John,tined, iv..52. 
Tralker, Petrie*, 'banished, iv. 47: Watson, John, his sufferings, iv. 181 
iValkinshoub.Ganin, fineff,ii; ZCO. 
Wallace.,-.-'--., hissnurder, iv. 241. 

Watson, Hobert, barbarity of the soldiers to him, iv. 
115. 

crallace, Hash, cadtkeeper, Ills petition, 11%B-suborns Watson, Thomas, killed at Ayr's-mom, iii. 220: 
0  Ingram to witness against Outlook, 90. 	 • Watt, John, tried and executed; iv. 1521. 
Wallace, colonel James, extract from 41' ISPCrie's -Watt, John, his sufferings, iii. 493. 

notice of Mut, 1. 305-307, n.-,proceeds to, rj pin,  the ins ;Yawls; George, ii. 212. 	. 
surgents in Galloway, ii. '22..-eltosch commatuderim Wauch, Sohn, ii. 22;3. 
chief, 23•t retreats with his army _before Dalsiel, to Webster, James, imprisoned for being at a prayer meet. 
Bullion green in PentlIOnd hills, where lie is defeated, Ingo  it. 464.s-fortbOr account of his hardships; 485. 
;f0.-escapes to Holland, 31-indictment: against him, Iredderburn, Alexander, wales to PAinburgh, ii. 173-. 
436-69, 0..—is forfeited:its life and fortune, 70-proems his speech there on the proposingottheaccortimoslation, 
:Stgairest him, 70,43, is-,4is persecution in Holland, : '180,181-appointed to araw sip the grievances of the 
313,.314• 	' 	' indulgence, 207abefore the council, 224-,bruised by 

Wallace, John, ii. 270.'-his indulgence at large declared 
void for Imetddirrehis confinement, iii. 5. 	 - 

one of the Highland host, which occasions his death, 
 429.-Itis character, ib. 430, n. 	 4 

Wallace, John, shot without proeem, iv. 240. Wedderburn, James, intercommunedi ii. 325. 
Wallace, .104n, of  Kneekyber,  spoliation  of ins effects,  . 1Vedderburn, major, his orders regarding conventisies 
,.1v. 107. 	 . , 	iv. 21L 
Wallace, Hobert, appointed bishop of the Isles, is 137,- Weems, Margaret, lady Colville-, relaxations-Of her Im. 

ids character,- ib.-stipent of Bairsiwel:glircts to him, : 	-prisditment, iv. 213, 
Weir, Hugh, liberated upon resigning his lands, iii. 249. 

y‘'allgee, Sir rliomas,-oreraigie, made justIce.clerk, IL Weir, Jahn, interconimunied, it 325. 	. 
' 	ill: 	 • . Weir, John, his apprehension, iv. 250-circumstances of 
Wiliwooff;lioheit, lined, ii. 157.  ' hisintitder, 251. 
fi/striftaw,nfoffissi denouticedoiii. 267. 	 - Weir, captain Thomasrlde gallant beliavidur at Bothwell 
Weseelksw, Patrick, fined,iii. 179. bridge, iii. 107. 
lkarelrop, Alexander, of Dalmarnock, fined, ii. 3:21. Weir, William, prosecuted, II. 210, 224. 
Warner, Patrick, ordained at LoOdon, and minister at Weld, John, letters Mcouncilagninit him, ii. 4.,-i3 pee. 
. fart -St :George, lib ^301i,nrettirns to Scotland, If sent at the eitgageinentat Pentland, but escapes,34..... 

' . preaches: in -the fields and elsewhere, its-.is takewpri. is forfeited in life and fortune, 70-process against 
touter, and examined before a conitnittee of cooncil, him, '10-7S, n.-Sir George Mackenzie's aecount -of 

:‘39k-partietilars of his examination, ib. .398--great him, 244, n.-reward offered for his apprehenaions 234, 
-Rains taken-unsuccessfully tq get motter of accusation r237 -a conventiele held by him, 234, 238, 24.4retires 
ogainet him, 399, 399,,,act for his liberation, 399; 400:- into Northustsbertank 342-returns, 316-proclaikation 
„retires to-the neigh. of England, whore, though no. - against him, iii. 15, n..-exerts himself to prevent 
thing is-laid-to his charge*** it:imprisoned, 400, 401.. divisions, 23-with a party after Drumclog, buries at 
is liberated upon taking the oath of allegiance, and Glasgow the heads of the suflimers for Pentland,. and 

' goes over to Holland, 401, 402-his'introduction to, 
and intervieWwith•the-prince of -Orange, iv. 430 

some others, 90-heads the moderate party before the 
battle at Bothwell bridge, 91-assists intrulilisking a 

!Warner; Thomas, amisciPs act against 'him for non. deOaration at Glasgow, 94-forfeited and imprisoned,- 
noMpearaiirmottlieneited, iii. 4, iv. 235-orders about his execution, ifs-,sentence, ib. 

-Warnock, Williash,dined, iii. 425. . -resolution to petition for a remit for him, ib.-an in. 
Warristois, Archibald Johnston, lord, proclamation for stilt offered him while preaching, 439 

.8Prt'dked611111.11hir,i. 61, 65,-large reward offered for Welsh, William, 'executed for being concerned 40 the 
• list apprehension, fitsrlteasks of his indictment, 216.. Pentland rising, ti. 53. 

, decreetsmtforfeitormpatsei against 4,ini,  ik-ins  on, 
-failure unlikely intimated,' BM-loaves the kingdom, 
..3$5.-injured iu body and 	by a surgeon hired for 

Weltedad, Dr Ames, iv. 48. 	. 	 - 
Welt000d, John, turned out otitis charge at Tarbolton, 

ii. 357. 
thaf purposeribe,goes to France, whereshe is wizen, West, answer out of it, to a question onto/ the north, iii. 
355,358-is hrostgitt over.Prisoitorouldwintinert in-the 163-467. 	,Ss''. 
'Fewer of Landkni, 336-from thence Be is sent to West -stud Sorstkok,,cotland disarmed, b 422. 
Edinburgh, ib.,.4iis:iriends permitted to see him, lb.-. West Calder phrish, cruelties exercised there, iv. 257- 
is brought before:the parikurient,'whero a vast change conduct of the curate, lb...that of the Highland mill. 
appears upon hint, 356, 357-histentonce hastened by . tary, ib. 
I.tuderdale,351.4ke bishops Wit' initnoured- as to the Walt -kirk , account of the act of tlio,i. 47, 48. 

I 	 . fr 
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Wharry, John, contlettinedattdnamuted, iii. hit, 485. 243-her trial and sentence, ihi-lier constancy in re. 
Whipping, this punishment, with inanding to 4,e howl. fining the abjuration-oath, ib.-horinrowell letter, lb. 

ed on the mass of•peor persons %rho on account of cm -circumstances of her barbarous execution, ib.-re- 
lhion, 'had been trammed in the jail of Glamow,,iy. .. 	cards of this case found in the Munch registets,(219. 
PIO. 	 • Winn, Patrick,-banished, ii. 190. 

White, major, iii. I12-his instruetinns when appointed Wilson, lfiemar, his cireumatantes and character, iv. 
to command the forces in Latsarkshiro,StOr 370-Aener 247. 	' 

' of the act whereupon the CaMmission was grouted to Wingate, John,•ltis case, if. Ml. 
him, 378-3S0-bond .premed by him. at 1Pilmad4dck, WissdrOnscaulfcr, his commission,  iv. li, 6, 40-Overseen 
396,4,,, col„,,,isoor, enlarged,  423,hastrintrone  to  the execution of Margaret 51•Laughlan and Margaret 
him, ib.;423-his soveritimin Carmunnock and Argyle. Wilma, 248, 241  
shire, 424-126. :Pinning, Ames, tried and exceeded at Glasgow, iv. 63, 

Whilelankt, lady, intercommuned, ii. 256. 61 
Whiteford, lieutenant, dismissed for being A papist, ii. Winninglon, Sir Francis, his speech to the English 

23t. house Meesumons iii. 27, ri. 

Irhaelam, John, tried and executed, iii, 474. Winton,eariof, is. S6 G.  
Whitslaid, lady, fined For a cOnventicle, ii.,M6: Witehear t, George, appeinted bishop of Edinburgh, i. 
Whyttfield, John, his case, ir. VI his  236

e  - 
	eharacter,ib. 

Wigton, Anna, countess.); fined, ii. 193-decrect against IVisheart, William, imprisoned by the committee of 

her, ib. /OA, is. estateki 75supplication for him with the crinitell'o 
Wilkie, James, to be prosecuted by the justiciary, iv 'itl3weti.294-"-illierecrilatrned. ii. 280. 
212-sentenced 	inuishment, 218-re.triedand hang, 
ed, 23k 

Wisheast, III/limn, in prison, iv. 30.-order for bin teen. 
spanntiont  190,(4erms et his liberation, 214 

irilkie, John, ii. 4-bis trial and examination, HIS-115, 
n.-is confined to Moffat, ib. Wener,, 	, n.  

Witches, trials of, I. 244, 33t, n.-remarks on their ex. 
3St 335 	 , 

Wilkie. Thomas, taken at a conventicle, and Imprisoned Wodrow, James, father of the historian, his • birth and 
is the Bass, iii. 61-fined, 446. eduction, it i-glirensed(to preaeh, ib.-ie appointed 

Iraklion, James, sentenced and executed, iv. 231. one of thentinistets; aod afterwards professor of di vi. 

William, king, his opinion of king James's toleration to ally at 61"gMr' ib•-4/8 character as a  PrdP3'IT' lb' 
dissenters, iv. 435-regarding presbyterianism in Scot. ki..-ii. 263, 321, iv. 431. 

land, 436-his declaration on invading England, 467- Warms:, John, executed for being concerned in the n  ..,,,,“ . 	,... 	ae 	, 1., 	0 	53  
his arrival. 460-copy of the declaratam, 479-its ef. 
fects in Scotland, 472- he is treated with by the M. 
Wily, and proclaimed king, 476-his trauseenotas with 
the Scots, lb. 

el"4""'"sing' • " 	' lieodron; Robert, the hind/dam, his hirth and education, 

	

1 ti 	basest library 	to Giasge 	..• 	.. 
• • 	 Glasgow cossege, 	 takes • 
great interest in th stlidy of natural Mstory, iik-li. 

William
, even in the days of the toleration, iv. 456. 
son, David, intercommuned, ii. 206-his verse. 

cution 

chase d by presbytery of Paisley, and ordained minister
of Eastwood, ib,-,beconses a popular.  .preacher, iv.-- 

n.11iinunco, John,  liberated upon resigning his lands,  
di. 240. 

Williamson, Ralph, gives security to transport those 
taken at the conventicle of Warntvood, ii. 476. 

sent to London by use general assembly to plead the 
rigida of the Church, r.,-writes his history, vi-per. 
sonsto whom 'he was indebted fot encouragement and 
aid in teal mrdertakitigivik-x.-its reception from 

Williamson, Thomas, his examination be** the coed. 
ril, id. IV, n. 

the Mthlic, xi.-receives L.100 trots the kink In to 
• of his apprehends' 	dins' ivork, xik-his other labnitre, 

Wi"mwmi' u'Inenticle at, IL 415-detlett  passer 
against those who were taken at it, banishing them to 
the plantations, ib-list of them, 476-when the ship 

xiii.0-his correspondents, iti air., xvi.-,-bis conduct in 
 the mac oUprafessoaSintoms, xir., xv...his opinions on 

the Mafrow controversy, xnd Aeon subscription 
to articles of faith, 'xvi. -declines in health,. lb.-his 

reaches Gravesend they are set ashore, add get home, 
ib. 

death, scrik-mcount ofids family, ib, xviii.n-extracts 
from his correspondence, xix.-xxxi-sudinges of 

Wilson, Agnes, her condemnation and imprisonehent, it several-eminent mew in-htvour of Isis work, Ilk-his 
247-her onward condition, ib.-.0coulon other Amore. claims  to  thetheahweedity of antiistorian, proved by his 
tension, ib.-imprisonment, 248-her trial, lento:11mi statentents motor having been questioned at the time 
and bail, ib. of their -publication, hik-by his not•only giving NO 

Wilton, Alexander, intercommuned, ii. 125-4niTerings 
of himself and family, 4PS, 404. 

own narrative, butlikewise the original documents, 
liv..t.by his veracitykeintestablishedby the testimony 

Wilson, Gilded, his circumstances and character, iv. of cotemperary historians, andotherpublished mimeos 
247-that of his wife and children, ib.--his troubles, 
and death, ib. 

(*evidence, lv.*ntatty objections to his -history have 
their origin in the subject Ratner Mit, OK' Wilson, John, processed, iii. 457-his examination be. Wood, Alexander, takesthe test, iii. 

tore the council, 453-460.-his sentence, 460,-his-con. 
ference with Sir William Paterson, 461, 460,4s exe. 
rated, 462 

treed..00,.ge,  shot  by a  trooper, iv. 457, 
Wood, Jansen)  principal of the college (of St Andrew#, 

cited before the council, i. 370-his character and treat_ 
Milton, John, persecuted, iii. 493. MOM before the council, ibirisis sentence, ib.-his pe. Wilton, John, executed for being contented in the Pent- otton and the  "u wire  lignite', 378-the primate 
had rising, it. 52. 	• viaitaltina on his  deathased,gand spreads a report of his 

471onst Joseph, his apprehension, and instant minder, 
ir. 252. 

having changed Isis opinions on church government, 
., Ibt% 401-he vitulicateshinneff, 401.' 

Wilton, Margaret, her lcumstences and character, iv. Wood,  Innen  before the justiciary, pl. 137.  
217-occasion of  her *Prehension( ib•-"ImIntu'"'"4,1 ;Peed, Thorn= 4thel and segewed, iv. 166, 167. 	• 1 
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'Wight, John, banishol, ii. 108.  • 	increases in ihtlicience". with 'Making, -153, 151—tom 
Wgiet ---:— killedin.asonflIniii. bte 	' 	• 	; to Scotland and.is tint by the council with great s 
)rylin, Ttehert, Amprienned' iron *Might 40 trouble-, ii. • Asininity, •tc.r4,4iis -Otesei*o 4400cl.s the severiti 

419j 445;c4ills. sick in prisoamidAkettlibeented under • . against iiresbyteriaM, tb,:410 hineitletter for admi 
matins, I. t0; 96. 	• 	. 	'.., 

oWyfie,-Themar, sentence against him, i. 300,Aurrritive 
 • ',ting hini_conneillor withent the oatn-125—returns 

•Kaglacrid, 233-council's letter to the king nbout bin 
of his treatment, iht-Anna iteinumninst in Kickena, - lb. tlierettircis to Scotland, 233n.councit's Mime 
bright; ilt,-m party sent sopa:after. tO nPlachend him,: letter to the king•upotr. his snivel,* 299, n.-.a pr 
ib.—goes secretly into E.45nteurgn ilt:::retitrits toAtis . tended:plot -against his life, 23t1=Ilill progress to List 
house by the commiusionees permission 901—rodeo. lithgow •and. Stirling, 31.2and to Glasgow whore 
Gone on the net egainst hint at Glasgmv;-ib.che waits protestation is put into his hands, SIStenarrowly es 
ea the cominissiuner at Kirlccodbright, ib.#41trings•Itis capes drowning when' returning from England, 8 ' 

• fancily to fkitttiair, iii,liis . drauglit .Of tgrMvannee in letter of the &Midi bishops to the erdtbishoP 0 
1662-3, Stkodsspecrrnittettimeonterrenth, 313.allotved, 
to come to.Edinburgh, ti. l42.-conlowistion•given by 
him andAlkeseitlion Of feint:de* to Itmeallan to bear 

Canterbury about hint, lb. n.,Acensel9s letter ahem 
kim to the king upon his going to England, lb. 366, ac , 
—progress of his designs at the death of  Charles T.. 

down Yiee, 21e,1ois representation sus&supplication 
to the cionnitiegarding•their acedvitti respect to the • 

, 	iv. 191:5-ehis -keing proclaimed, •KO•creerealts en C , 
PrOchtmationik See James fn .  

insiulgek.2915=939145 thoughts nnonthe 6 rules Mt:. roung, ./Citner, •chnanberinin of Kral**, before I 	' 
joineaAo•be'obelerved•Sy the inritilgedMinisters, 83$:-. coust09.,iii. 411—tined, iv, 126, 141.  
310—his thoughts not the •indulgente astd• atemitmodn. Young, Sir John takes the oath of allegiance, ii. 235. 	4 
tion,114vii.Axaylii. 	 ' Young, John, one of the sweet singers, iii Sit See Gil 

Y . 	• 
John, 

Young,..Kitient his.case and suihringes  id. 212. 
YoRsng, William, senteiseeCqsulli executed, iv. GO: 

-Y..etholni,chtirels.of, letter fromeoruscil respecting pre. count of him, lb. '10. 
sen!..etken twit, i. 250. Yule day, kept with solemnity at Edinburgh in 556 

nrark...faisies, desTreof,.or,deseilltto tirosnes-Yed for, I. 242te. - 34 	 . 
' retireafrain court upotta• letter from the-king, iii. Si. - 
• 2S—house of commons bring in a 'bill .exiceding -him Z 	; 	• 
from the Moe-cask*, 29F,returns from Holland and Zuil, John, his etilleriuge, iv. 194. 
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WORKS ,l'UBLISHED •BY. 

IE, FULLARTON & CO, GLASGOW; 

ND A. FULLARTON & CO. EDINBUIZGH. 

HAWEIS' EVANGELICAL EXPOSITOR, with Brown's 
Introduction, Marginal References, &c. 21-Engravings, 3 Vols. 
4to. lids. £4. 4s. 	 . 

Ditto. 	Ditto. 	2 vols. Folio, lids. with Plates, £4. 15s. 
r  BROWN'S SELF-INTERPRETING BIBLE, with the Mar-. 
ginal References revised; numerous additional ones, and occasional 
Notes, illustrative of Manners, Geography, &c. and a complete 

- Index, in the press, bds. £2..8s. 
A SYSTEM OF GEOGRAPHY, Popular and Scientific; or a 

Physical, Political, and Statistical Account of the World and its 
Various Divisions, by JAMES BELL, Editor of Rollin, &c. &e. 	To 
be Completed in 12 Parts, 7s. 6d. each. 

WORKS ON SCOTTISH HISTOItY. 
BUCHANAN'S HISTORY of SCOTLAND, with Notes and 

continuation to the Union, by „Talus AtiotaN, Esq. Portraits and 
Map, 4 vols. Svo. bds. £2. 4.s. 

The HISTORY of SCOTLAND, from the Union to the pre-
sent time, by Jou& STRUTtitatS, illustrated by 16 Portraits; 2 Vols. 
Svo. bds. X. 1. 5s. 

The HISTORY of the TROUBLES and MEMORABLE 
TRANSACTIONS in SCOTLAND, from the Year 1624 to 1645. 
I.iy jOHN 	SPALDING, Commissary 	Clerk of Aberdeen.--.New 

ition, 1 Vol. Svo. 	10s, 6d. 	.. 
woaRov"S HISTORY of THE .SUFP.EBI`::,  of the CHURCH 

Of ScuTi„iND, from the RESTORATION to the RE-VOLUTION ; with a 
Memoir of the Author, a Preliminary Dissertationvind Notes, by 
the lit..v. ROBERT BERNS, Paisley. 	With Portraits, 4 Vols. 8.. 
sloth,£2. Ss.  

" it is written with a fidelity that has seldom been disputed, and confirmed, at the 
end of each volume, by a large mass of public and private records." 	Chalmers.—" No 
historical facts are better ascertained than the accouutt,  which- are found in Wod-
row."—Charles James Fax. 

Preparing for Publication, uniform with Wodrow's History,— 
KNOX'S .HISTORY of the REFORMATION, 1 VOL 8V0.---11Ilii. 
CALDRRWOOD' 8 HISTORY of the CHURCH, from the Refor-
mation to the Death of James VI. 2 Vols. Svo. 

.1i..'  ROLLIN'S ANCIENT HISTORY, with Life and Notes, by.  
:JAMES BELL, illustrated by -16 Maps and Plates, 2 Vols. Svo. bds. 
XI. 12s. 
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